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'-"-''^ERE in the heart of Fihndom — practically at
the front door of the vast majority of the
studios of America — is Standard Film Laboratories.
ill
It is one of the most completely equii)ped, thorouglil}
organized and hi";hlv efficient laboratories in the world

Here the developing and processing of the negative are
done in close co-operation with director and cinematographer. And because, in Standard Film Laboratories
such detailed attention is paid to the expression of the
story and the tempo of the play, satisfactory Release
Prints are assured Exhibitors and Exchange Managers.
Standard Prints stand up a hundred percent under hard
usage. These are reasons why Exchange Managers are
glad to receive Release Prints "Made
the Standard Way."
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A Director with the Human

Touch

Cava
La
Gregory
Blessed with a great foundation — and a greater future!
Recently Finished — Two Vividly Different Producti

" RESTLESS

with a real coherent
cast:
A.fr"'^ ?'^r '7'"!^

Doris Kenyon-Jas. Rennie
ons —
\^IVES "
Montague Love — Burr Mcintosh — Naomi Childers
And the Thrill Comedy-Drama
"THE
NEW
Featuring 'CHICK' SALE
o ^-r-r ^ At "Tt.^
TVll-r-.^^
Adapted and Directed by LaCava
SCHOOL
TEACH
ER
Both Productions

For BURR

PICTURES,

Inc.

TI
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The

Rxhibitofs

Mornings

OW DO YOU spend your mornings, Mr. Exhibitor? Do
you kill time around your ©ffice under the stairs waiting for
box-office time to arrive and the carbons to begin purring in
the projection booth over your head? Or are you bookingfilms so rich in exploitation stunts that every forenoon is a
sporting challenge — finding out how many of those exploitation stunts you can launch to a clean-up, bringing in the
patrons at 2:15 o'clock?
The first thought that hops in my head when I have a
plot is: What can the Exhibitor do with It? Is it rich in exploitation
material? Does it lend itself to startling lobby display, local tie-ups, stunning street stuff, newspaper ads that leap from the page?'
I did it in ^^Ladies to Boardy^ Tom

Mix's new picture. I did it in

"Tormenty^ just finished by Maurice Tourneur.

I did it in ^'Courtin^

Calamity y'' which brings Hoot Gibson to the front as a star of the first
magnitude. I've done it in "Afor«/ Dynamite!'^ and ^'The Fair Unknown''*
and ^^Riot!" and ^'The Stolen Lady!'* Look at the business done by my
story, "The Shock,* Ton Chaney's earthquake picture — something like
4,000 bookings to date!
I'm not making work for you, Mr. Exhibitor. I'm trying to take it
away. When you book my pictures you'll get films that make your mornings a joy because the material is there to work with. You don't have
to scratch the old head and do a lot of cussing trying to make exploitation
stuff out of film stories as dry of material as King Tut's mummy.
The time is not far distant when you're going to hunt through your
daily deluge of advertising matter for press-sheets proclaiming a new
PEI^LEY story ready for booking. That magic line: "Story by William
Dudley Pelley** is going to turn your mornings into money. I'm spending
thousands of dollars to convince you of it. And when you've booked one
of my pictures you're going to find a different story — startling in its theme,
originality and treatment.

March 1. 1924

This line means money on
"The Stolen Lady," "Riot!" " Courtin' Calamity,"
"The Fair Unknown," "Torment," "Ladies to Board,"
and "Moral Dynamite."
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Editor'
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Money

for

the

Exhibitor!

Now

RUDOLPH

Directing

VALENTINO
in

"MONSIEUR
And Every Exhibitor Knows
Marion

"Little

Old

BEAUCAIRE"
What to Expect, Considering —
George

Davies

New

York"

GLORIA

"THE
Famous Players Studios
Long Beach

" The

Green

SW ANSON
in

HUMMING

BIRD

Arliss

Goddess

"
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COL.UEE^R
JIMMY
THE

LIPR

flUBD&Y

UQYPtCD

JIMMY AUBREY
AT HIS FUNNIEST
aptly describes this series of mirth-provolcing,
riotous comedies in two-reel lengths. Jimmy,
the slapstick king; stumbles from one screamingly funny adventure into the next and the onlookers shriek with laughter as they watch his
antics. Each picture is brimming over with
chuckles and gleeful snorts and Jimmy, the inimitable, rocks the house with his capers.
These comedies, which are being especially produced by the Jimmy Aubrey Productions, Inc.,
for the Standard Cinema Corporation, will be
released one each month. Put in your order for
the series now.

The

One

and

Only

Colonel Heeza Liar
is with us once more and never has
that good, old scout been so absorbingly entertaining, utterly original
and completely comical as in this
new and clever combination of ingenious cartoons and actual scenes.
In this single reel series, which is
being produced
the Brayat Productions, Inc., andby released
the
rate of one a month by the Standard Cinema Corporation, the irrepressible Colonel Heeza Liar has
experiences which would be beyond
the wildestinativedreams
imagrnan and ofthea less
beholders
chuckle and thrill as they are unrolled before their intensely interested 'eyes.
Don't miss the popular Colonel
Heeza Liar. His friends and supporters will swell your ticket sales.

VII

March 1, 1924

DPUCL

DRRTON

BRUCE
BARTON
Famous Author
is well known for doing the unusual and in his
series of single reel features produced by the Better
Day Pictures, Inc., he is offering something really
unique. Each subject is distinctly different and tells
a story which cannot fail to hold the attention of
the audience from start to finish.
One of these features may be obtained each month
from the Standard Cinema Corporation but you
may order the entire series now and run each subject as it is released. This will save you trouble
and insure your receiving a picture which will
please your patrons and bring more money in td
you.

THE FRED CALDWELL
HOLLYWOOD PICTURES
are being made by the L. K. C. Productions in
two-reel lengths. These celebrated, long awaited and eagerly anticipated comedies feature
many
of Hollywood's
funmakers
and their
antics would most
pull afamous
laugh from
even
the most serious-minded. Each foot of film contains at least one chuckle and several smiles and
it is safe to bet that an audience will be gasping
for breath and holding its sides by the time the
subject is completed.
Book every one of this series now from the
Standard Cinema Corporation. You will reap
your revvard not only in the thanks of your patrons but in increased box-office receipts.

James

of the most gripping cinema stories ever screened
— and a brilliant cast Make no
mistake — here is a picture that
is destined to set new box-office
records for the theatres of the
country.

^isiributedhf'Hodkinson
^irst
%in
Pictures

%fku)oofLIilaIee

Gssocioted

Oufhors, Inc.,

1-ranli CUoodJ /jh Elmer Tiari'iu^
"Ihompfon Buchanan [111 Clai'k^ CU. Ihomas

present

i^nniHiiJKf

adapted from Peter B.JQ/netr "Jhe Harbor Bar" featutin£
EVELYN
BRENT£^MONTE
BLUE
Joan £oaje!l, Charles Genwd and flalpti Jault^ner
A

THOMPJ^ON BUCHANAN
PRODUCTION
Directed by (XJ.S.Uan Dyk^

" Well

Deserves Applause "
Everything For Everybody

"An effective picture, is 'Loving Lies' and it
well deserves applause," says Polly Wood in
the Chicago Examiner. "It has a story to
tell, and tells it."
"Loving Lies" has everything in it for any
class of audience in any class of theatre or
city. There is splendid action all the time ;
plenty of thrills ; lots of lively comedy ; and a
mighty interesting story.

Now
Allied

Producers

and

729 Seventh
Hiram
A Branch

Booking
Distributors
Ave., New

Abrams,

Corporation

York

President

Office Located In Every United Artists Exchange
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o( Ru'is and Monte Carlo — -^made from a
book that is banned bi| Continental Police
because it tells too mucb.
B.P.Schulbeigpresents
a fascinating' pi'oduction of
Robert
W
Service's novel

POISONED.

PARADISE
With a Preferred Cast
Kenneth
Preferred
Pierures
Co rporati on
B.P.Schulberg. Pres.
J.C.Dachmann, Oreas.
)6&0 Broadui aii, Neu>_Yorh.

Clara
a
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Bow

Ravmond
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Caimel
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GASNIER
production
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BY WALDElvfAR YOUNG
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Says
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Lawrence

Reid

Laurence Trimble and Jane Murfin
present

in the

Motion

Picture

STRONCHEART

?i>bOVE

MASTER
with
LILLIAN RICH
Written and Directed by

LAURENCE

TRIMBLE

"It's a 'wow' — this picture — Sure—
fire in its News
appeal — and carrying
physical action of a high order. An
excellent elemental melodrama of
the frozen wastes — with dog star
demonstrating his marvelous intelligence. Strong in thrills, action,
suspense, incident and comedy.
Has a drawing power for any type
of house, Anywhere."

AH«cAt

national

Picture
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play.
On page 7, you get
the meaning of how a
director's force makes
itself felt in putting over one of the most
successful comedy series known to the
film public.
On page 29 the reader is taken behind
the scenes of both author's and director's
brain, so to speak, and what he sees is a
climatic revelation in giving selling appeal to a film.
In "What JNIakes JNIary and JNIickey
Buy Yoin- Tickets" a prominent author
tells ho^v he arranges his plots in order to
clinch a selling argument for the showman.

g TAND
by -for on NEXT
WEEK'S
special program
Advertising
Aids.
An issue of 92 karat interest and service
for the showman. The cagiest ideas
trapped and harnessed for your oAvn disposal. Expository discussion as clear as
chalk talks on how to meet the sales realities of the day.
Don't miss Mel A . Schauer's very human and constructive document on "Coopera five Advertising Aids." Mr.
Schauer is Advertising jNlanager of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
He defines the broadest problem in the
simplest terms. For real, forceful, contagous, selling ideas, you'll find Mr.
Schaurer a g^olden source of advice and
information.

Advertising Aids is the name of the
next issue.
It might as well have been
named Modern Merchandising INIethods,
for that's exactly Avhat its considerations
embrace.
We prefere to let the name

|
I

"Advertising Aids" stand. It is thus symbolic as a declarative slogan for the next
issue as well as a banner for all the issues
to follow.

I
I
1
1

aaiaiiigiipgiiiBiaamsiTO

,
,
1

Frank

Borzagc

/^HILDERN of the Dust;' "The Nth Commandment''
and "The Song of Love" proved that this First
National director is entitled to a place among the leaders.
His work has been consistently good and he has established areputation for producing box office hits.

March 1,1924
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Industry
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Great

Honors
Notable

Inventor's
Men

motion picture industry declared ahalf-holiday on the afternoon of February 15 to pay its respects to Thomas Alva Edison. The
testimonial, which was in celebration of
the seventy-seventh birthday of the inventor, took the form of a luncheon at
the Ritz-Carlton.
Will H. Hays was toastmaster.
President Coolidge sent a most cordial letter of congratulation for the
guest of honor. David Lloyd
George, former prime minister of
England, sent greetings from
across the ocean. A hundred other
messages came from men prominent in the walks of life.
George Eastman, who was seated
beside Mr. Edison ; Senators Robert L. Owen, of Oklahoma, and
Edward I. Edwards, of New Jersey, addressed the diners. So, too,
did Rupert Hughes, Dr. Lee De
Forrest, Professor Hudson Maxim,
THE

Terry Ramsaye and M. J. O'Toole.
Then at the close of the scheduled speaking came a bit of a surprise when Mr. Hays called upon
"that very great actor, Douglas
and Mary Pickford."
Just prior to that Senator Owen,
in giving point to a casual reference to a fifty-fifty arrangement,
had told the story of the sausagemaker, who in explaining the ingredients of his product had said
they were fifty-fifty, horse and rabbit, and in further explanation had
said "One horse, one rabbit."
As the toastmaster called upon
the two players, who were seated at
opposite ends of the speakers' table,
they both arose. The diners stood up
;with them, vigorously clapping their
hands. As the applause subsided Mr.
'Fairbanks was left alone on his feet.
'"I don't know whether this is fiftyfifty," he remarked, "but I think it is.
I am the rabbit."
Prolonged laughter greeted the sally.
Mr. Fairbanks conveyed to the guest

Thomas

A.

Luncheon

Lifework Praised Without
of National Prominence
By GEORGE

Edison

BLAISDELL

of honor the regard of the west coast
colony. He was foUwed by Miss Pickford in one of the most effective
speeches of the afternoon. As she concluded her brief talk Mr. Edison arose
and went over to Miss Pickford. To

Stint

by

President and Mr. Lloyd George the
toastmaster said :
Greatest of Americans
"It is with a genuine sense of deference
that I join in this gathering to honor one
of the greatest of Americans.
"This is in fact an unusual assemblage,
hardly paralleled in any other industry in the
world — for here in this room we have the
three ages of the motion picture — the past,
the present and the future. And the remarkable fact is that these three ages are,
after all, only one.
"Not from some half-forgotten ancestors, not from some semi-mythical personages of a remote past, has this amazing thing, the picture in motion, come to
us. No! Seated here in the place of
honor and to be seated in places of honor
for many years, we hope, is our friend
and fellow American who made the largest contribution to this instrument of entertainment and enlightenment which
daily serves the leisure hours of nearly
one-tenth of our entire population —
Thomas Alva Edison.
"Seated about the tables are some of
those pioneers — and real pioneers they
were — who labored with him a quarter of
a century and more ago in the developing of means whereby persons and objects in motion might be photographed.
"Here, too, we have the man who provided for Mr. Edison the one thing that
was imperatively needed for the proper
photographmg of objects in movement —
George L. Eastman, who developed and
perfected the celluloid film, for which
there was then and is now no fitting substitute. Another real pioneer, indeed, is
Mr. Eastman — a great, a very great contributor tothe industry's progress.
Pioneers Present

the onlookers it seemed Mr. Edison
fully reciprocated the high regard of
the player.
The luncheon was set for i o'clock,
but it was nearly an hour later before
the 348 representatives of the industry
and their guests were seated at the
small tables in the grand ballroom. It
was close upon 3 o'clock before Mr.
Hays rapped for attention.
After reading the messages from the

"Among us -are pioneers in the art of
bringing out in the laboratories the images
impressed upon the film ; pioneers in the
art of projecting those images upon the
screen; pioneers in the art of adapting pictures that move to the use of drama, of romance, of story-telling; pioneers in the business of showing these stories to the public in
proper settings; pioneers in the distribution of
film from the producers to the exhibitors.
"These are not legendary characters. These
are n"ot "men of whom you have read in dull
history books. These are not vague personalities of whom it is impossible to conjure up
mental photographs. They are living. T^hey
are here tnd they have come together to pay
rightful tribute to the dean of them all — Mr.
Edison.
"Many elements, indeed, are represented

Exhibitors Trade Revieitr
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From

President Coolidge

My dear Mr. Tichenor:
Thank you for letting me know
of the plan for the testimonial
dinner your committee is giving in
honor of Thomas A. Edison. On
Mr. Edison's birthday I wired
him my congratulations and
added : '"I assume that as always
you areI merel
and
sake day's
your the
hope yfordoing
work.
cHentel'e, which is all
your
that ofty,
that you will have very
humani
many more anniversaries of the
same kind to spend in the same
Please renew my assurances ot
way."ation to Mr. Edison, with
feUcit
every kind hope for himself, his
great work, and his further happiness. CALVIN COOLIDGE.

ing. But though their acin this tivitiesgather
inconnection with pictures may be
varied, there is a complete unity in the
purpose of their presence. Their purpose
is to express their admiration, their gratiand their real affectheir appreciA.ation
for Thomas
tiontude,
Edison.
A Stimulating Story
"As engrossing and as stimulating as
any story which might be written for the
of Mr. Edison's career.
is the story
screen biographica
l filming of him might
Our
show him as a child at his birthplace in
Milan, Ohio, in 1847. But there was to be
little of real childhood for Thomas Edison.
"At the age of twelve he was a wage
earner, and our picture would portray him
as a newsboy selling his papers and fruit
and candy up and down the trains of the
Grand Trunk Railway. We might film
him a few years later learning telegraphy
at odd moments and odd places, and then
in many a lonely station, always studying ;
might show him as an operator at the key
always thinking, always trying to make a
little better that instrument of communication, the telegraph.
"You and I may not know what the
directors of this medium for the interchange of information do know, the
enormous value of some of his inventions
having to do with that form of wordtransmission — -for example, the automatic
repeater, the quadruplex and then the sextuplex telegraph, and the printing telegraph.
"The electric pen and mimeograph came
from his mind, the carbon telenhone transmitter with which you are all familiar, the
megaphone to magnify sound, the phonograph, now in almost every home, and,
more familiar yet, the incandescent lamp
and light system which brought illumination and cheerfulness to a world of semidarkness.
Servants of the Public
"Sir, the motion picture industry, for the
very creation of which we feel you to be
more responsible than any other living man,
is proud to congratulate you upon the completion of seventy-seven years of life, and to
speak our full appreciation and gratitude for
your* adaptation of this instrument, whose servants we arc, to the uses of everyone, everywhere. We believe the motion picture will go
on forever, and with it, as with other creatures

of your brain, we are sure will live forever
the name of Edison. We greet you now and
we wish for you many more years of life and
happiness and
Mr. service."
Edison Responds
"A tendency toward stage fright, which has
prevented me from becoming a dangerous rival
of Fairbanks or Valentino, coupled with my
extreme deafness, makes it impossible for me
to speak in public. I have therefore asked
Mr. Kleine to read these few lines in appreciation of the honor you do me.
"I believe, as I have always believed, that
you control the most powerful instrument in
the world for good and evil. Whatever part
I may have played in its development was
mainly along mechanical lines. The far more
important development of the motion picture
as a medium for artistic effort and as an educational factor is in your hands.
"Because I was working* before most of you
were born I am going to bore you with a little
advice. Remember that you are servants of
the public, and never let a desire for money
or power prevent you from giving the public
the best work of which you are capable. It
is not the quantity of riches that counts ; it's

From

David

Lloyd George

London, February 15, 1924.
I take the greatest possible
pleasure in adding my quota tc the
tribute of gratitude and praise
you are laying today at the feet of
Thomas Edison. His contribution to the progress and welfare
of humanity is alike wonderful in
its variety and amazing in its
range. I rejoice especially that
in a green and vigorous old age
he is himself a witness of the
hold he has on the esteem, admiration and gratitude not only
of his own country but of the
whole world.
D. LLOYD GEORGE.
he permitted the Edison company to plunge
to the extent of spending §500 on the erection
of a studio.
"There have been a great many stories to
the effect that the motion picture originated
in Europe," said Mr. Ramsaye, "but I have
made it a point to enter into correspondenceregarding this matter and to check up on
European endeavors.
"All information is to the effect that on or
about a certain date the different ones got hold
of an Edison Kinetoscope and went to work.
I don't think there is any doubt Mr. Edison
O'Toole Talks on Public Service

GEORGE EASTMAN
Captain of industry whose products first made
possible and then contributed materially to the
advancement of motion pictures.
the quality which produces happiness, where
that is possible.
"I thank you for your kindness in remembering me, and wish you a prosperous, useful
andGeorge
honorable
future."
of the day. Eastman made the shortest speech
"I am most happy to be here on this occasion," he said, "to assist in honoring this marthis miraculous,
man." as the historian
Terry velous,
Ramsaye,
introduced
of the industry, reviewed the beginnings of
the motion picture in an entertaining way.
Mr. Ramsaye said three years ago he was
asked who invented the motion picture. He
replieda walk
that heoverdidn't
know,
but library
that he and
would
take
to the
public
let
his inquirer know in the morning.
"I have been three years at that work, and
the story is not yet told," said the speaker.
"Back in 1887 Mr. Edison got tired and bored
of doing big things, like inventing the electric
light. He wanted to take a rest.
"His idea of taking a rest is going out and
inventing something of no imnortance. The
first thing he did was to invent the phonograph
andTheno speaker
one has then
had traced
any restthesince."
steps leading
up to the motion picture, and of the difficulties encountered until the production of the
film by Mr. Eastman.
In spite of the skepticism of Mr. Edison

Mr. O'Toole spoke on the public service
of the screen and as a representative of the
Motion
did it." Picture Theatre Owners. He reviewed
the work that is being done to co-operate with
the Federal departments in the way of giving
service to the citizens of the country and
declared the screen should receive the same
support that is being given the newspaper and
magazine. He closed with a tribute to Mr.
Edison.
Professor Maxim, part of whose address
was a poem dedicated to Mr. Edison, praised
the guest of honor, arousing enthusiasm when
he declared that through his inventinos "Editurned Deoff Forrest,
the dark introduced
1"
Dr.son Lee
as a pioneer
in the development of wireless telegraphy and
an inventor of the first rank, said that the
present status of electron .communication had
been made
possible back
by ainseemingly
invention of Edison
1888. He minor
declared
Mr. Edison was the world's greatest single
living benefactor.
Senator Edwards spoke for the state of
New Jersey and for the residents of the state
paid their respects to its greatest citizen. "And
the greatest citizen of the world," he added.
"You must remember," said the Senator,
"that Mr. Edison had the foresight to see that
you men and women of the motion picture industry were going to get all the money in the
world, and the first invention he next made
was the stock ticker, to take it away from
"Imagine in the places where there is no
oil — I shouldn't talk about oil, because that is
bad. There's rather too much oil around now.
anyway. (Laughter.) But Mr. Edison developed the light, and then he developed the
you.
waterpower. That gave the men who went to
bed with the chickens and got up with the
sun (a chuckle) — I meant chickens (laughter')
{Continued on page 36)
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Directing

Force

Behind

Comedies

Gang'
^Our
ideas are invaluable in any
NEW
field of commercial efifort ; in the
business of entertaining the public,
they are absolutely indispensable. This
axiom, as applied to the motion picture,
holds a special significance for the short
subject. The feature may sometimes
succeed through sheer splendor of setting, magnificence of costuming, or
magnitude of cast personnel. The short
subject must stand or fall by the degree
of originality worked into its story or
action ; its restricted length prohibits the
substitution of any of the stock expedients available to the feature director.
The pursuit of originality has always
been the gravest task confronting the
producer of the short-subject comedy.
Probably in no other department of the
motion picture industry has the search
for new ideas been prosecuted more
■diligently. The "gag" or "idea" man
has assumed an importance, of first
magnitude on the studio lot in view of
this fact. The new stunt, the original
situation is the ever present concern of
■director, players, and every other human factor associated with the production of the one and two-reel comedy.
Two years ago Hal Roach, the Pathe
producer, was struck more forcibly than
ever with the need for a distinctively
new type of screen comedy. Hollywood had its quota of noisy, irrepressible, mischievous youngsters. Besides
children, like animals, have an intrinsic
appeal of their own.
Roach reasoned in this wise : Why
not make the "kids" amuse others
while amusing themselves ? And so the
"'Our Gang"
comedy
was conceived. But who
was idea
to nurture
and

develop the idea and give it fullest expres ion as a medium of entertainment?
That brings the hero of our story on
the screen.
Two years ago, Bob left the Christie
lot and interviewed Hal Roach with a
view to becoming a member of the Hal
Roach directorial staff. Mr. Roach had
already tried out two directors on his
new "kid" comedy idea ; both had fallen
down on the assignment. McGowan
was acquainted with the idea and was
asked if he could fill the post. Bob
knew youngsters and said he was sure
he could handle them successfully. The
first "Our Gang" comedy made under
McGowan's direction, titled "One Terrible Dav," was released bv Pathe on
September 10, 1922. The latest, "Big
Business," was released on February
10, 1924. In between is a list of twentytwo "Our Gang" comedies. Their success leaves no doubt that Bob's expression of confidence in being able to
handle the youngsters was not overestimated. His studio associates on the
Hal Roach lot, without exception, declare his management of the "Our
Gang" players is one of the marvels of
Hollywood.
His method is the acme of simplicity.
"Teach the youngsters to be their own
natural selves." He explains to them
what the general action or situation is
to be. He religiously eschews all detailed demonstrations of the parts they
are to play and how they are to conduct themselves. He avoids any laborious rehearsals. Repeatedly, the natural acting of these voungsters, their

BOB' McGOWAN
AND FARINA
but that's only because Bob's face has an unusual attraction for her. Thei*ein lies the
secret, perhaps, of his success with the in"kiddies"
"Our personality
Gang" comedies.
Fortunate genious
is the
maninwhose
registers
well withMcGowan
children, seems
and inthrice
thisblessed.
lespect "Bob"
freedom from self-consciousness and
affectation, have been commented upon
by leading photoplay critics, who in
more than one instance have recommended the "Our Gang" players for the
emulation of their older and more experienced fellow-actors of the screen.
It is seldom, however, the scrutiny
and analysis of the critic penetrate behind the screen presence of the children
to the marvelous personality, that is
largely responsible for the success of
these comedies.
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J2idy^^stoF<Sqys

'pHE Edison luncheon is now history — and it is safe to
say it will live many a day in trade annals. As Toastmaster Will Hays remarked, the gathering contained the
three ages of the motion picture — the past, the present and
the future. Getting down to the historical stage just note
the names of those at Table 3 : J. J. Kennedy, H. N. Marvin, Robert S. Marvin, Herman Casler, Thomas Armat,
W. E. Gilmore, Charles Urban and Percy Waters.
CAM ROTHAFEL, the "doctor" at Broadway's big
^ Capitol, was seated at the table with the editors.
As the lecturer or the entertainer on. the air — he's the
works, anyway — ^"Roxy" gets many letters. One of
these last week was from an inquisitive male person
who was anxious to know if there is any chance of
a man leading a Christian life in New York on $10
a week, who I promptly informed there wasn't a
chance in the world that under those circumstances he
would do anything else.
g Othis
we time
are with
againBlanche
to have "Tess of the D'Urbervilles,"
Sweet as Tess. Marshall Neilan
IS directing the picture. The first Tess was played by
Mmnie Maddern Fiske for Famous Players, being one of
the initial productions to be made by that company. While
the star of that first picture was not aided— was handicapped, ifyou will — by_ her absence of youth, nevertheless
it was a strong picture and a good picture. With a player
like Miss Sweet and a director like "Micky" Neilan the
result_ should be powerful drama. As a screen subject the
book is "there."
QSCAR
whobranch
for two
years has
been
managerHANSON,
of the Pathe
at Omaha,
has been
trans.'erred
to Detroit.
vacancy
for
the promotion
of T. G. The
Meyers,
who makes
for overwayseven
years has been a salesman in the Chicago office of
Pathe. The changes are effective immediately.

PPED

B. WARREN, it is announced officially by Famous Players-Lasky, has been seated at the conference
table of the sales board of that company at the head of
which sits Sidney R. Kent, general manager of distribution.
Mr. Warren will serve in a consulting capacity in the merchandising end of the company's business. He was one of
the vice president of Goldwyn at the time of its formation
and later was the chief operating executive of Associated
Producers. He is an expert in advertising matters as well
as m salesmanship. Before entering the motion picture
field Mr. Warren was a newspaper publisher, having to his
credit the transformation of some weak properties into
strong ones.
yiNCENT TROTTER, art manager of Famous
Players and a well-known member
the Ampas,
and Miss Rose Rispoli, daughter of of
Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Rispoli of New Rochelle, will
be married
February 28 at the Reformed Church, Flushing, L.
I. Following the ceremony there will be a reception
at the Flushing League Building.
Our best!

g AMUEL GOLDWYN, making good on his recent
threat or promise or something to remove his production to Los Angeles, started for the west coast Sunday,
February 17. In that country, as a result of the success of
the "Potash and Perlmutter" released last fall, he will put
in the works "Potash and Perlmutter in Hollywood,"
which is an adaptation of "Business Before Pleasure/'
Montague Glass' play which shows Abe and Mawruss engaged inthe picture business. There should be large opportunities for the incorporation of local color into the film
that never had a look-in in the play. Mr. Goldwyn is prepared to be away a month.

T ISTENERS-IN on the radio on the afternoon of February 15 got a real treat during the unfolding of the
speaker's program at the Edison luncheon. It was a marvelous and a dramatic hour for those who were gathered
in the ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton, as they followed the
stirring addresses from that of Will Hays down to that of
Mary Pickford. But in looking over that deeply absorbed
throng we saw another picture and one, if anything, even
more dramatic: Of some old-time exhibitor, a thousand
miles away in some little town, with his ears glued to the
headpiece, chuckling over the satire of Rupert Hughes or
the quips of Douglas Fairbanks or stirred by the eloquence
of Senator Owen. Distant that listener-in may have been,
but it was all home stuff to him. He knew the people who
were being directly talked to were his own people.
A S a result of conferences between B. P. Schulberg
and J. G. Bachmann of Preferred Pictures and
Al Lichtman, formerly president of tne company and
now general manager of exchanges for Universal, arrangements have been entered into providing for the
disposition
latter's interests
Preferred.
The
settlement ofwasthe entirely
amicable inand
is reported
satisfactory to all parties concerned.
JETTING away from Hollywood is George Walsh, who
arrived in New York on a Thursday and sailed the
following Wednesday for Rome, where he will take the
title part in "Ben-Hur." Mr. Walsh has been brushing up
on his athletics and finds he is close to his collegiate form.
The role of Ben-Hur is strenuous, the player being called
upon to perform in galley and chariot races.
pRANCIS
who way
willtoplay
in "Ben X.
Hur,"BUSHMAN,
also is on his
Rome,Messala
having left Los Angeles and is slated to sail from New
Yoik March 8. Incidentally the coming production
wall be the 405th in which Mr. Bushman has played
and the first in which he has carried the role of
the villain.
J^ICHARD WALTON TULLY, accompanied by Mrs.
Tully, has arrived in New York with "Flowing Gold."
We rise to remark right here that's a happy combination.
That has "Back Home and Broke" beaten forty ways.
However, if the Tullys take in all the shows in town, as it
is a fair assumption they will, by the time they have made
the rounds of the theatre agencies it is possible that flowing gold will be just ain't. Oh, but it's a picture? Yes, a
Rex Beach story, featuring Anna Q. Nilsson and Milton
Sills, and slated for First National release. And Richard
Walton while here is to talk about "The Bird of Paradise,"
which adaptation of his own play he plans to film in the
Hawaiian Islands. If you ask us as to our choice of the
respective scenery, H. I. or N. Y., whether grass skirts or
turned down goloshes, we'll give you a quick answer.
in St. HARRIS,
Louis, has formerly
been promoted
to be amianager
special
pRANK
Bathe's branch
representative. He entered upon his new duties February 18.
'pHE First National Club, composed of boys young and
near young and girls always young, will dance at the
Hotel Astor on the evening of Friday, February 29.
George R. Biison, president of this organization of First
National workers, assures us there is no reason why any
male person thinking of going should hesitate on account of
the more or less sinister date — that all of the girls who still
are eligible to drop large hints on a fateful day like that
have promised no undue advantage will be taken. In other
words, the men will have just as much chance as they have
on 365 days in the year, be the same more or less.
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A BOVE Marie Prevost is
listening to a lecture and
doesn't seem to agree. In
"The Marriage
Circle"
this
young
star has risen
to great
heights.

lyi" ONTE
Prevost,BLUE
in the and
aboveMarie
picportrayofone
the
strong ture,
scenes
the of
picture
which is noted for its simplicity.

Originality
Is Key
to Lubitsch's
Success
Master of Mob Scenes Shows Equal Skill With Simple Subjects

HAT are the film antecedents of this
pear on the legitimate stage while still engaged in motion picture production.
master-mind among directors, Ernst Lubitsch, whose name stands for a number
The production vogue in Europe at that time
of highly interecting qualities, and who bids was one and two reel comedies. Lubitsch
fair to stamp his impression on the history and saw great possibilities in the motion picture,
development of motion pictures.
and in 1913, he directed his first one-reel comThe man who can make stars of internaedy. His success with comedies continued
tional repute !
throughout the year ; he then decided to make
them longer. He thereupon inaugurated the
Who flashed Pola Negri through the cinemic
heavens !
standard of three reel comedy pictures in 1915,
decided to leave the stage and seriWhose reputation for massive mob scenes is definitey
ously took up the work of direction.
second to none, and who none the less has
One of public
Lubit:ch's
achieved, by his production of "The Marriage
American
has big
neverregrets
seen is
anythat
of the
his
Circle," canny
an effects
equally
enviable
reputation
for
unby the antipodal technique of comedy efforts. Hov/ever, in 1918-19 he
brought forth his first great production which
simplicity, diminutive casts and the eliminawas destined to place him permanently among
tion of everything but the skeletonic structure.
the directors of both America and Europe.
The man, finally who can give the movie
fan as no else can the illusion of real life on This was the picturization of "Gypsy Blood, '
with Pola Negri. The film was acclaimed a
the screen.
The career of Ernst Lubitsch in motion pic- masterpiece the world over, and shortly thereafter he made "Passion," the historical epic
tures dates from the year 1913, but prefacing
that period were years of the thorough train- 'which placed Miss Negri in the limelight.
ing demanded of those who take up the foreign
With the showing of "Passion" in this country, Lubitsch became a very prominent figure
stage for a career. One would scarcely realize, after seeing a Lubitsch production, that in directorial circles. His ability was in demand by the American producers, but he paid
this master of screencraft entered filmland via
no attention to many tempting offers. Listead,
the comedy route, but it is a fact.
he kept on producing abroad and during the
He was a comedian touring the European
continent with a number of other actors and past few years he directed "One Arabian
Night," "Deception," "The Loves of Pharactresses, some of whom have since become
famous heamong
theiron own
people.by W^hile
Berlin
was seen
the stage
a motionin ''TEMPTING offers of American producers,
picture director and offered a part in a oneand the knowledge that the American proreel comedy film. He accepted the engageducers' methods were far in advance of those
ment, and today he is world famous as a di- carried
oah." on in Europe, caused Lubitsch to come
rector of the unusual, of the picture that is to this country. And his first American effort
totally different in content and construction.
was the direction of Mary Pickford in
As an actor, Lubitsch spent seven years
"Rosita." The completion of this picture
touring Europe. During his theatrical ca- brought him a contract with the Warner
Brothers, who realizing the vast skill of the
reer he has been on the Paris, London and
man, allowed him absolutely free rein for his
Berlin stage, in addition to touring throughout the breadth and scope of Germany. His first production. To the surprise of everyone
acting experience laid the groundwork for his Lubitsch chose a modern story, with a fairly
present success as a director. Despite the fact small cast and the element of the spectacular
that acting before the silent camera held a absolutely absent. The result is the same,
great fascination for him, he continued to ap- however, in "The Marriage Circle."
W

It is in the latter picture that Lubitsch steps
out as an innovator. Here he has thrown all
his old technique into the discard, reversed
every known procedure and turned filmdom
topsy turvy in one magnificent gesture.
TNSTEAD of his mobs of people, we find a
cast consisting of exactly six principals,
with no "extras" to- speak of ; in place of his
massive settings one or two modest "sets."
The story is of the present minute and, alplot wouM indicate drama, the picture isthough
a thecomedy.
Not Sennett
a comedy
of thebut"gag"
type aslikeClyde
the
Mack
formula,
one such
Fitch or Pinero might have written. Not only
that, but he has taken Marie Prevost, former
"bathing beauty," and transformed her into a
brilliant actress, cut all captions or subtitles
down to an irreducible minimum, developed
the "close up" to a stage not dreamed of, and
last, but best of all, left something for the
imagination
work soon.Lubitsch
"They" ranall true
said toit
could not betodone,
form and did it.
The Warner Brothers, who are considerable
innovators themselves, and who have more
than once "started something" in the film business, gave the eccentric director his own way.
They feel their confidence was more than justified. Lubitsch himself says he is content to
stand
or
on "Thethe Marriage
he
personallyfallselected
story, the Circle,"
cast andas the
sets, handled the direction and technical details
and the picture himself.
Lubitsch believes the American field offers
him the opportunity he has long sought to
attain, and he looks forward to the day when
he can bring out a new era in motion picture
making. Just what thi<^ new era will be not
even Lubitsch knows, but he feels certain that
Old Man Time, plus hard work, will open
new vistas in the realm of filmland. Now,
having completed "The Afarriage Circle" he
is busily sifting through a mass of material. —
plays, novels, scripts — and will shortly announce his second picture.
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Gasnier
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Pictures' star
of Preferred
ognized in the motion picture
inality and ability to utilize every
picture "Poisoned
Paradise," has
ONE

directors. He is recindustry for his origsituation. His latest
just been released.
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Rock
Named
To Fill Vacancy

d
JOHN B. ROCK has been appointe
General Manager of Vitagraph
Inc., to succeed the late John M.
Ouinn, according to an announcement
made by President Albert E. Smith at
the executive offices in Brooklyn last
week. The announcement was in the
form of a telegram addressed to all
members of the Vitagraph organization
by the president. It read :
"The history of Vitagraph is well
known to all. Started a quarter of a
century ago by Mr. William T. Rock,
Mr. J. Stuart Blackton and myself,
Vitagraph for many years stood at the
head of the industry. The death of
Mr. Rock in 1916, plus the loss of Mr.

Vitagraph's
General
Caused by the Death of John
zation and fair and equitable dealings
with exhibitors, will undergo no change,
under Mr. Rock's management. Mr.
Rock personally is known to every
branch manager of the organization almost of all whom have long years of
sei-vice to their credit in Vitagraph.
At the time of the announcement of
Mr.
appointment,
President
Smith Rock's
also announced
that A.
Victor
Smith would return to active service
as assistant to Mr. Rock. A. Victor
Smith is well known to the trade as
well as in the production field of pictures. He served as general sales representative and as assistant to the
president and production manager at
the Brooklyn Studios. He left that
office to enlist with the Motor Transport Corps in 1917, where he served
as Adjutant in the Chief Purchasing
Office, A. E. F., after which he returned as special sales representative in
the home office.
"I am sure Vitagraph men all over
Menjou

and
To

JOHN B. ROCK
Son of the late William T. Rock, one of the
founders of Vitagraph, who has been chosen as
general manager of Vitagraph to succeed the
late John M. Quinn,
Blackton in 191 7, handicapped Vitagraph for a time. Last year I announced Mr. Blackton's return to the
fold and now I take great pleasure in
informing you that Mr. John B. Rock
will try and fill his father's shoes by
filling the vacancy caused by the death
of Mr. Quinn, who, I am sure, if he
knew, would be happy at my choice."
The return of Mr. Rock to active
service in A^itagraph, which he represented for ten years from 1906 to igi6
in Chicago, restores to the film industry
three pioneer names. His father, William T. Rock, was active in Vitagraph
from 1897, when he with Messrs.
Smith and Blackton organized the company, until his death in 1916.
Mr. Rock assumed charge in his new
office immediately. The business policy
of Vitagraph, inaugurated by President
Smith years ago, of stability in organi-

the world will welcome the return to
active service of the son of one of the
founders," said President Smith before
his return to Los Angeles last week.
"There is hardly a picturemaking unit
in the United States that has not within its membership at least one 'Vitagrapher.' For many years our own
staft' has been as of one family. For
that reason, and because Vitagraph has
an established reputation for stability
in personnel, I am more than happy
that Mr. Rock returns to active duty.
"My short visit East in spite of the
sad mission which brought me to New
York has given me no little gratification in my review of the business progress Vitagraph is enjoying. I find that
every man in the organization is on his
toes and the business prosperity for the
year which I predicted last December
seems more than assured to our industry by the returns and reports of
Vitagraph salesmen during the first
month and a half of 1924."

WilUiam

Play

mth

Manager
M. Quinn

Farnuin

Signed

Paramount

JESSE L. LASKY, first vice-president of 1
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, announces he has signed Adolphe Menjou and
Wilham Farnum as permanent members of
the Paramount stock company.
Following the sensational success scored by
Mr. Menjou in "A Woman of Paris," "The
Marriage Circle" and Pola Negri's current
play, "Shadows of Paris," Mr. Menjou is to
be rewarded, said Mr. Laskj', by being featured
in a number of important Paramount pictures
and later will be starred.
Mr. Lasky
saidthethatromantic
one of comedy-drama,
Air. Alenjou's
vehicles
will be
"The
Kine,"
which,
starring
Leo
Ditrichstein,
had a most successful engagement
at the
George M. Cohan Theatre in New York in
the
1917-18.
which is
from season
the French
play "The
by G. King,''
A. De Caillabet,
Robert De Flers and Emanuel Arene, has in
its title role a part which is most admirably
adapted to the talents which Mr. Menjou has
revealed so successfully in "A Woman of
Paris" and "The Marriage Circle."
Mr. Lasky was extremely enthusiastic when
he received a wire from the Lasky studio
in Hollywood that the negotiations with Mr.
Menjou had culminated in the signing of a
A. VICTOR SMITH
long-term
contract.
he said,
Brother of Albert E, Smith, president of Vita^aph.
the engagement
of a"Rarely,"
player given
us "has
such
appointed
assistant
to John B. Rock, who succeeds
complete satisfaction as this contract with Mr,
the late John M. Quinn
as general manager of
Vitagraph.
Menjou. In the last few months his brilliant
performances in a series of pictures have
stamped him as one of the foremost artists
Army, he returned to Hollywood and has
of the screen and, with his popularity increassince risen steadily.
ing daily with the exhibition of these picWilliam Farnum, who has been resting for
tures, he undoubtedly will prove a tremendous
the last year, will leave for Hollywood soon
boxAdolphe
office attraction."
Menjou was born in Pittsburgh of to begin preparations for his first picture. The
title has not yet been announced, but Mr.
French parents and was educated at Culver
Lasky made it known that the picture will be
Military Academy, Culver, Ind,, and Cornell
University. After leaving Cornell he went
produced by \\'allace Worsley. whose latest
on the stage, appearing in stock and in vaude"The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
ville. After serving with the United States production,
has been acclaimed as one of the biggest successes
of
the
screen.
troops in Italy, where he was a captain in the
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BROADCAST
'NAKED
TRUTH' SPEECHES
^11 in Readiness for Annual Dinner
of Advertising Writers

''PHE
All Mighty
Agentsof are
to whoop
it up onPress
the night
Marchgoing
29
at the Hotel Astor so that they will be literally heard all over the United States, Canada
and England.
In other words, the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc., filmdom s invincible organization of publicity purveyers, has completed arrangements whereby Station WJZ
will broadcast by radio the program of entertainment that will feature their annual festive gathering and at the same time provide
the general public with an earful of "naked
truth" about the movies.
It will not be the usual "Naked Truth"
dinner. It will, in fact, be forty "Naked
Truth"
givenatsimultaneously,
with thein
activitiesdinners
centering
the Astor, because
forty of the key cities of the United States,
as well as in London, members of the local
film exchanges will gather at their usual meeting places and listen in at the entertainment in
New York. Everything but the food will be
broadcasted, it is announced. The soup, it is
promised, will be noiseless.
Harry Reichenbach sailed from New York
Saturday to complete arrangements for the
London entertainment via radio, while the
branch managers will look after the local festivities inthe various key cities. In Los Angeles, the W. A. M. P. A.'s, the western
fraternity of publicity men, are making elaborate plans to enjoy the wireless treat. Mr.
Reichenbach will return to New York in time
to enjoy the Astor function.
Plans for the program of speech-making and
entertainment are moving ahead rapidly under
the supervision of A. M. Botsford, chairman
of the entertainment committee, and all indications are that the affair will be the most
brilliant and successful in the history of the
A. M. P. A.
'THREE

WEEKS' TO GO DIRECT
TO EXHIBITORS

Goldwyn's production of the Elinor Glyn
picture, "Three Weeks," directed by Alan
Crosland, will be released directly to the exhibitors without first being road showed.
There has been much speculation in the in—DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
MISDIRECTING
George D. Baker, Metro director, is directing
his energy where it will do the most good.
Viola Dana and Bruce Guerin are very much
interested in the proceedings.

picture. But this is just a phase. The old
dustry
to how this big film would be
type
willasreturn."
handled by Goldwyn Cosmopolitan on account
of the bigness of the production and the widespread public interest in it. The producers
would have been justified in sending "Three
Weeks"
legitimate
theatres
at theira regular
scale of toprices
in order
to derive
bigger
immediate revenue from it. The distributing company has decided, however, to release
the film direct to exhibitors as it did in the
case of "Name the Man !". which is also of
big enough caliber for road-showing.
The producers and the distributing corporation feel that "Three Weeks ' is going to be
the box-office sensation of the vear and believe that it is no more than just that the
exhibitors who have been showing their product for the past year should share, from the
first, in the tremendous business which they
are confident this picture is ^oing to do.
'CAPTAIN JANUARY' STARRING
BABY PEGGY COMPLETED

REVIEW BOARD
HOLDS
ANNUAL LUNCHEON
Authors and Directors Discuss Future
Film Problems
i~\N February 16 to the tune of violins and
^ cornets, the invited guests to the annual
luncheon of the National Board of Reviewfiled into the grand ballroom of the Waldorf
Astoria
and settled down to a pleasant afternoon.
Dr. William Tower, master of ceremonies,
started the speech ball rolling by reading a
telegram from Thomas Ince, who regretted
his inability to attend, extended his congratulations on the accomplishments of the board,
and wished the members continued success.
Before introducing the speakers of the afternoon Dr. Tower expressed his own wholehearted approval of a Board of Review which
he felt was essential for the betterment of
the industry.

'The subject of better films as the educator
seems them was the subject of the discourse
Baby Peggy's first big feature production
by
Dr. Ernest Crandell, president of the
for Principal Pictures Corporation, is comVisual Instruction Association of America.
pleted. Final scenes were made this week and
His first point was the interelation between
the film is now carefully housed in the studio
motion pictures and the public from the point
cutting room.
of view of education.
"Captain
January"
the title
ofi'erFanny Hurst began her address by asking a
ing.
The story
was is
taken
from ofthethisbook
of
Laura Richards and was adapted to the screen
question; "Is the public qualified to judge
for the Starlet, by Eve Unsell and John Gray.
"We it dowants
not ?"find among producers artists
"Captain January" is regarded as one of what
willing
to
take
a sporting chance. Therefore
theThis
mostis popular
the solution lies with the mighty minority.
the firstofofchildren's
a series books.
of productions
It is in this class that the National Biard
Baby Peggy is to make. The picture was
directed by Edward F. Cline and boasts a . of Review finds its place. The organization
cast of exceptional players, chief among
is striving to raise the public taste. It realizes
which are Hobart Bosworth, Irene Rich, that blue penciling does not help. It is tryHarry Morey, Lincoln Stedman, Barbara
ing to attain its goal by showing why other
Tennant, Emmett King and John Merkyl.
pictures
are better. More power to you. '
* * *
"I cant understand the public. It is a peculiar public that refuses to go to good picPATHE TO RELEASE NEW ROACH
tures at any price, but demands cheap picFEATURE PRODUCTION
tures instead. It is a peculiar public whcih
The new Hal Roach feature production,
I don't
even the
attempt
to understand."
Such was
opening
statement of Joseph
titled "The King of Wild Horses," has been
definitely scheduled for release by Pathe on Dannenberg, editor of the Film Dai'y.
"A portion of the public everywhere wants
April 13th.
cheap
pictures,"
said.even"It ifwould
refuseit
"The King of Wild Horses" is described as to
go to
a good he
picture
you gave
the love story of a wild stallion, embodying a
wealth of dramatic incident and a spectacular
free tickets. But I can't understand our present public. We have lost our old motion picforest fire in which man and beast are hopeture public and the new public that has relessly trapped until the former discovers a
placed it wants the 'Covered Wagon" type of
way to safety for himself and his brute comDIRECTORS AND AUTHORSThe
supporting
cast
includes
Edna
Murphy,
panion.
S. E. V. TAYLOR
Leon Barry, Frank Butler, Charles Parrott,
Well
known
director who
producedHis"The
Lone
Pat Hartigan and Sidney De Grey.
Wolf" for Associated
Exhibitors.
attention
to detail has made his picture stand out prominently in the field.
HODKINSON ADDS TWO SALESMEN TO ORGANIZATION
The Hodkinson Corporation announces the
appointment of "Doc" Smith former star
salesman for Pathe and Universal as a member of their field organization in the Pittsburgh territory, and the appointment of Henry
Wilkinson former Eufifalo branch manager for
Realart as a member of the sales staff in
Hodkinson Buffalo branch.
Lester Tobias formerly associated with the
Goldwyn sales staff located in the New England territory, has been appointed manager of
Hodkinson's New Haven, Conn., sub-branch,
to fill the vacancy caused by the transfer of
Sam Friedman, to the post of manager of the
Hodkinson office at Albany, N. Y.
* * *
TAKE HAREM SCENE IN PARIS
FOR 'A SON OF THE SAHARA'
The iirst set in which Edwin Carewe is
working at the Eclair Studio in Paris, where
he is completing his next First National picture, "A Son of the Sahara," represents the
harem of an Arabian sheik. According to officials of the Eclair Studio it is one of the
most elaborate and gorgeous interiors ever
erected there.
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BRITISH
Independents
To
Each

Release

Will

Prevent
Will

Bear

''PHE
films as well
disputes of
or
courtpiracy
actionsof regarding
the asownersnip
positive prints which often get outside of territory, will be a thing of the past in one important branch of the industry at least, through
the adoption of the recommendations of the
committee on film identification of the Independent Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association.
A special committee composed of Arthur
N. Smallwood, chairman ; Jack Cohn and John
Lowell Russell, has been investigating the
situation for the past few weeks, having conferred with George A. Blair, manager motion
picture department of the Eastman Kodak
Company, and with representatives of some of
the laboratories.
It was agreed during these conferences that
nothing could be accomplished in the way of
a protective measure, by photographic or mechanical processes, either at the source of raw
stock manufacture, or at the film laboratories.
The committee finally decided that each
company should adopt a secret code for each
release, which is to be inserted at different in-

DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
A EUROPEAN DIRECTOR
Dim'tri Buchowetzki (left) famous European director who directed Pola Negri's latest picture,
"Men," for prepared
Pa'amount.the and
Paul Bern, who
scenario.
tervals on the margin of all reels. The form
in which the secret code is to appear on the
film will be carefully guarded by each company, which will keep a record of the particular code assigned to each release.
Such action will not only prove of direct
advantage to each concern but will be a great
step forward in the united effort to eliminate
film piracy, as this new means of identification
will make it possible to promptly restore any
lost print to its lawful owner.
The recommendations of this committee have
been approved by the Independent Association,
and each company member has been requested
by President I. E. Chadwick to inaugurate the
new system at the earliest opportunity.
The adoption of this practical plan should
effect a very great saving to the distributors,
exchanges and state right buyers handling in-

Mark

Films

Piracy
A

Code

on

Margin

dependent products, eventually solving one of
the most trying problems with which the motion picture industry has been confronted
since its inception.
PYRAMID SELLS MANY FOREIGN
RIGHTS TO PICTURES
Pyramid Pictures, Inc., reports important
foreign sales to Ferdinand Adams who acquired rights for "Wife in Name Only,"
"What Fools Men Are," "When the Desert
Calls," 'THis Wife's Husband" and "My Old
Kentucky Home" for Cuba, Porto Rico, Santo
Domingo and other West Indian isles, and
who also acquired rights for the same territory and for Belgium, India, Burmah and Ceylon for "Queen of the Moulin Rouge."
The Sociedad Generale Cinematografica acquired rights
to "WifeUruguay,
in Name Chile,
Only"Peru,
for
Argentine,
Paraguay,
Bolivia and Ecuador. The five other Pyramid
Pictures were sold to Max Glucksman for the
above territory. Selznick Pictures Corporation acquired Australia and New Zealand
rights for "Wife in Name Only."
^ :j; ^
TALKING PICTURES HELD OVER
AT RIVOLI THEATRE
The remarkable success attending the initial
showing pictures,
of the Phonofilm,
Dr. Theatre
Lee De Forest's
talking
at the Rivoli
in New
York resulted in Dr. Hugo Rierenfeld deamazing
hek! over mandingforthat' the
a second
weeknewat attraction
the Rivoli. be
Because it was Lincoln's Birthday week,_ the
premier Phonofilm program at the Rivoli
was "Lincoln," with Frank McGlynn in the
title role, a part he played for many years on
the speaking stage.
For voli,the
program aatseries
the RiDr. Desecond
Forestweek's
has provided
of
dance numbers by Lillian Powell, the celebrated classical dancer, with introductory remarks by Maurice * * *
PLAN NATION-WIDE MEETING
OF PICTURE EXHIBITORS
At a meeting of the Indiana Motion Picture
Theatre Owners, held at Hotel Severin, Indianapolis, President Frank G. Hellar, of the
orgarization, aroointed an Arbitration Committee composed of G. G. Schmidt and Ed
and Nathaniel Bernof Indianapolis
Bingham,
stein, of Michigan
City. The duties of the
committee will be to arrange for a nation-wide
meeting of exhibitors to be held in Chicago
to discuss problems of vital interest to all exhibitors.
An invitation has been extended to Will H.
Hays to attend.
* * *
DIRECTOR CHOSEN FOR C. B. C S

O' MINE'
NEW PRODUCTION, 'PAL
Edward J. Le Saint has been chosen to
direct C. B. C.'s forthcoming production,
"Pal O' Mine," accordine to a report ju t
received from Harry Cohn on the coast.
Mr. Le Saint has directed several of _C.
B. C.'s feature productions in the past, including "Innocence," "Discontented Husbands" and "The Alarriage Market"; and
claims that the new picture will be an unusual success because it contains rich material and aliundant action.
The cast for "Pal O' Mine" will be chosen in the very near future.
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COMPETITION
IS

LIGHT, SAYS SMITH
American Films Strongly Entrenched
in British Colonies
pEORGE H. SMITH, managing director of
^ Vitagraph, Ltd., of London, described the
effort of British Film producers to increase
the patronage of English made productions at
the expense of American releases as one which
will fail because the native-made pictures are
not up to the standards of American screen
stories, in an interview at the Vitagraph Studios in Brooklyn last week.
The British trade, according to Mr. Smith,
were hosts to Prince Edward at a dinner in
London recently. The Prince of Wales naturally espoused the cause of the British pictures and urged that the fans in Great Britain
give their support to home made productions.
Encouraged by this, the British producers
started drives in the chief cities of England,
Scotland, Ireland and Wale*. They organized "British Film Week," and by appealing to
the patriotism of the exhibitors induced them
to book only English product during that
week.
These drives placed the theatre owners in
an embarrassing position. They knew that
their business as exhibitors had been started
and developed by the use of American productions. They wished to remain loyal to the old
film companies, but the weight of patriotic
sentiment compelled them to run many British
films. Some of the members of the trade went

DIRECTORS
AUTHORS
CECIL M. AND
HEPWORTH
Prominent producer and director of British pic"Comin'British
Thro'
the
Rye" is tures.saidHis latest
toever
be picture
the greatest
picture
produced.
so far as to ask Vitagraph, Ltd., to cancel
bookings during these driv.- weeks.
British producers have made very little
progress in pictures, said Mr. Smith. They
have failed tc learn American technique and
have not yet in any production arrived even
approximately
to the In
American
in production investiture.
an effortpicture
to profit
by
these drives many of the English producers
sent out reissues and in some instances made
no effort to make it plain to the public that
the films were old and had been re-edited.
While these drives have affected to some degree bookings of American films in the Provinces the final effect in the opinion of Mr.
Smith is that there will be a tremendous and
widespread demand on the part of the public
for good stories and well-produced films of
the standards set and maintained by producers
here.

/^OLDW^YN director who ranks among the leaders for
producing pictures of art and real box office value.
He anticipates the desires of the public and gives the
people what they want. '^Vanity Fair" is one of his best
known productions.
He is now working on a new picture.
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HOLLYWOOD
PHOTOPLAY
IS ORGANIZED
Million Dollar Concern About to
Launch Producing Schedule
\ NOTHER film producing company has
entered the West Coast field. Hollywood Photoplay Productions is its name;
it is headed by Leland Stanford Ramsdell,
nephew of the founder of Stanford University and owner of the Bullock-Jones
chain of stores, and its financial backing is
placed at $1,000,000. Air. Ramsdell's organization isto begin production as an independent film company in the immediate
future, starting operatioi.s with one unit.
Gordon White, comedy favorite, has
been selected to star in Hollywood Photoplay Productions' pictures, and Randall H.
is to prepare
editname
the is
'scripts.
AFaye
well-known
directorand
whose
withheld temporarily, has been secured. Other
members of the new organization have not
been named, but work is already undei
way to select supporting players, and
screen tests are being made. Negotiations
for studio space have not yet been closed,
but according to a statement by Mr. Faye,
the F. B. O. studios, formerly RobertsonCole, will probably be chosen.
The stories to be filmed by Hollywood
Photoplay Productions are to be originals,
written directly and expressly for the
screen and to suit the needs of the producer. Mr. Faye has been placed m
charge of the manuscript, continuity and
adaptation department, and will prepare as
well as edit direct screen stories chosen
for production.
* * *
MEIGHAN CAST FOR CURWOOD
NORTHWEST PICTURE
James Oliver Curwood's most popular novel,
"The Alaskan," will be Thomas Meighan's
next Paramount picture, according to an announcement made yesterday by Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice-president of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation in charge of production,
who has just returned to New York after having spent the last two months in Hollywood.
Mr. Meighan is now engaged in producing
"The Confidence
a novel
L. Y.
Erskine
and RobertMan,"
H. Davis,
whichby will
be
published next month in the Argosy All Story
Magazine.
" 'The Alaskan,' " said Mr. Lasky, "is expected to be one of the biggest Thomas
Meighan productions, and when it is released
next Fall we expect that it will be one of the
outstanding successes of the new season. It
will mark a sharp departure in the type of
stories Mr. Meighan has been doing — as a
matter of fact, I believe this is the first story
of the great Northwest that Thomas Meighan
has ever done.
Mr. Meighan will begin production on "The
Alaskan" after the completion of "The ConMan" and ofplans
are already
under cast.
way
for the fidence
selection
the strong
supporting
^ ^ ^
WORK

ON 'DRIFTWOOD' DELAYED BY DIRECTOR'S ILLNESS
Owing to the illness of Roland West, supervising director, work on "Driftwood."
Elaine Hammerstein's new production for
Truart Film Corporation which was to have
started this week at the Goldwyn Studio, has
been delayed for about ten days.
"Driftwood," a novel by Albert Pavson
Terhune, adapted for the screen by Mr. West
and Willard Mack, is a drama of regeneration,
something along a different line from Miss
Hammerstein's
previous
pictures. and
R. G.
wards will direct
the production
all Edthe
sets are up on the Goldwyn lot awaiting the
recovery of Mr. West.
Walter Long, has already been cast for the

SEATTLE

DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
VICTOR SCHERTZINGER
He is director for Jackie Coogan and his latest
picture "A Boy in Flanders" is said to surpass
"Long has
Live been
the King."
He issuccessive
the only director
who
given two
Jackie
Coogan scripts.
"heavy" role and "Cissy" Fitzgerald has been
engaged to play the leading comedy role. The
balance of the cast is being selected and will
be ready when production starts next week.
* * *
GREENVILLE, S. C, WILL HAVE
NEW MOVIE THEATRE
Coming just a week after the well-founded
rumor that Jake Wells, pioneer Southern
theatre owner was negotiating for a house
in Greenville, South Carolina, as one of a
chain of theatres he is understood to be seeking, is the announcement that Southern Enterprises, through its real estate department
headed by Louis Cohn has closed a deal for a
lot in Greenville, next to the Ottoray Hotel,
on which t^iey will build a new theatre with
a capacity of 2000. Financial matters and
terms of lease have all been definitely settled
and actual work of drawing the plans is now
under way which will make it the finest theatre in South Carolina, equipped to handle any
kind of an attraction. Southern Enterprises
already operate two theatres in Greenville.

CENSOR
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BOARD

0. K.'S NORMAND
FILM
Stands Pat on Decision Regardless
of Outside Threats
TN spite of the fact that the Seattle Censor
Board has been importuned to stop showings of Mabel Normand films, the showing
of Normand
K.'d seven
at thetomeeting February pictures
14. ThewasvoteO. was
five.
Final settlement of the question will be
brought up after the shooting case in which
Miss Normand is involved, is cleared up.
The board has received numerous anonymous letters and telephone calls threatening a
church campaign to close picture houses on
Sunday
unless
bans to"wilting
love"pictures.
scenes.
It also has
been itasked
stop boxing
In spite of this outside interference and the
controversy it has aroused among the twelve
members, the board voted to stand pat on its
present policy. Pending the final outcome over
the question of a sterner censorship attitude
toward portrayal of the human affections the
board also voted against any of its members
disclosing what happens at its meetings except through the chairman.

'THE MOUNTEBANK' READY
BEGIN PRODUCTION

TO

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who ar
rived in New York this week after having
spent the last two months in Los Angeles, announced yesterday that Herbert Brenon, who.
has just completed filming Mary Roberts
Rinehart's story and play, "The Breaking
Point," is on his way East to begin produc
tion in the Long Island studio on "The Moun
tebank," from W. J. Locke's novel.
Mr. Lasky also made it known that the title
role of has
the been
clownawarded
'wKb becomes
general
to Ernesta brigadierTorrence,,
whose remarkable record of successful characterizations makes him admirably fitted for
the part. Anna Q. Nilsson, whose njost recent success has
will play
the feminine
lead,been
the in
role"Ponjola,"
of Lady Auriol.

GRUMAN MADE ASSISTANT SALES
DIRECTOR FOR SELZNICK
David R. Blyth, Director of Sales and Distribution of the Selznick Distributing Corporation, announces the appointment of S.
Edward Gruman as Assistant Director of
The most famous, widely read and
Sales, in line with the Selznick policy of makexciting tales in American Literature
ing all promotions from the ranks.
Mr. Gruman is well known in film sales
circles, with which he has been associated for
the past five years. For more than two years
he was connected with the sales department of
Film Booking Offices. His first position in
the Selznick organization was as secretary to Leatherstockin
g
General Manager Woody. After Mr. Woody
from the world-famous novels by
left the organization, Mr. Gruman transferred
to the sales department.
dames Fenimore Cooper
'LOVE AND LIES' RETITLED
"Wandering Husbands" is the final title selected for the second James Kirkwood-Lila
Lee productions in the series of Hodkirson.
The working title of this picture, "Love
and Lies" was originally scheduled for its
release title but owing to its similarity to the
title of a production already on the market, it
was deemed advisable to change it to a name
more distinctive.

Coming

Soon
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—
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'UNINVITED GUEST' HAS
NEW FILM STAR

A

Jean Tolley Had Uphill Fight to
Gain Recognition
ANEW screen luminary blazons forth
this month in the Metro releases of
new J. E. Williamson-Ralph Ince production, "The Uninvited Guest," a picture
depicting in part the wonders and mysteries of deep sea life in tropical waters.
And the new star that is promised to
shine is already known as "the most photographed girl in the world." She is Jean
Tolley.
Jean Tolley is the most photographed
girl in the world — actually. And it all
happened before she ever faced a movie
camera. She has posed for ads used by
national advertisers and her smiling countenance beams from street cars ads and
candy boxes.
She was born in Milan, Tennessee, but
attended school in Philadelphia. While
she was attending school her father died,
leaving the family in poor circumstances.
Jean was forced to leave school to support
her mother and naturally she came to New
York. She tried to get work at the motion picture studios but without success.
She made the rounds regularly and finally
when she was discouraged and her landlady threatened to throw her belongings
into the street, she obtained work posing
for Underwood and Underwood.
Posing for candy, cigarette and tooth
paste
colddecided
studio towas
Jean's
idea ofadsart inso a she
makenot another
try for the movies as soon as her treasury
was more substantial.
Then one day through a mutual acquaintance she met Ralph Ince, the noted director. It was one of the happy coincidences
that have marked the turning point in
many an historic event. Mr. Ince was
immediately struck by her great beauty
and when he learned that she was adept
at all sports, that she was as much at home
in the water as on dry land, and that she
photographed exquisitely, he was a happy
as could be.
Mr. Ince together with J. E. William-

son, the famous submarine engineer and
inventor was planning to make a big picture called "The Uninvited Guest" from
the story by Curtis Benton. Part of it
was to be in natural colors by the famous
technicolor process of the Technicolor
Motion Picture Corporation. The cast had
to be perfectly at home in the dangers that
beset tropical waters because most of the
action involved the characters either diving
to the bottom of the sea or floating in the
neighborhood of sharks and octupi. But
what woman would essay the part? What
woman was brave enough to attempt it?
But above all what woman was such an
expert swimmer and diver, such a superb
athlete that she could withstand the bufTeting of the seas during the hours such
scenes were being filmed? He looked long
and earnestly — asked his friends — but of no
avail.
Then Mr. Ince met Miss* Tolley. Now
we have "The Uninvited Guest."
That's the story of Jean Tolley — "the
most photographed* girl
* *in the world."
'THE YANKEE CONSUL' RECEIVES
WARM WELCOME
Douglas MacLean's picturization of "The
Yankee
Consul,"Theatre
openingSunday
its Newnight,
Yorkhadruna
at the Central
most successful premiere.
The opening of this run marked the 20th
anniversary of the Broadway premiere of the
original "Yankee Consul," which brought fame
to Raymond Hitchcock, and as a special feature Dr. Alfred G. Robyn, who composed the
music for the musical comedy, conducted the
augmented orchestra. Dr. Robyn was introduced by Frank C. Payne, special eastern representative of Douglas MacLean, who also
read a telegram of thanks which Mr. MacLean
had sent the composer.
^ ^ ^
DE LUXE PHILADELPHIA GETS
'LOST IN A BIG CITY'
"Lost in a Big City," an Arrow Special
starring John Lowell and featuring Jane
Thomas and Baby Ivy Ward, has just been
secured by the De Luxe Film Company of
Philadelphia for Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and Delaware. De Luxe
is working out an extensive exploitation campaign for the larger places in their territory
which will include the personal appearance 'of
Baby Ivy Ward.
If "Lost in a Big City" makes the same
record in this territory for the exhibitors
that it has in other sections, De Luxe Film
Company
will liave^ added
its
list
^ ^ another winner to
'UNKNOWN PURPLE' WILL PLAY
TWO WEEKS ON BROADWAY

Cooper's famous thrillers
brought to life

from the worU famoiu novels by
cJames Fenimore Cooper

Coming

Soon

Patheserial
IB

"The Unknown
Roland
production
of his ownPurple,"
sensational
stageWest's
play,
made by Carlos Productions for Truart Film
Corporation, will have two full-week showings cn Broadway. The picture is scheduled
to play a premier run in the metropolitan district at the Capitol Theatre during the beginning of March. Immediately after the completion of that run it will play over the entire
Loew circuit of theatres
with a week
* * starting
*
T. O. C. C. MEMBERS AND .JUDGE
MAY FELICITATE OLCOTT
On Thursday, February 21, the entire
membership of the Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce of New York, headed by Charles
O'Reilly and Billy Brandt, turned out "en
masse" to watch Sidney Olcott direct Rudolph
Valentino in "Monsieur Beaucaire" at FamousPlayers-Lasky's Long Island studios. The
visitors were the personal guest of Mr. Olcott. The following day saw a similar tribute paid to Mr. Olcott when Supreme Court
JusticeficialMitchell
May their
brought
his entire
retinue to tend
felicitations
to ofthe
director.

RICHARD
FROM

ROWLAND
BACK
COAST TRIP

Optimistic Regarding Coming First
National Releases
IDETURNED from the First National studios on the Coast, where he spent three
weeks conferring with First National production heads and allied producers, Richard A.
Rowland stated that the new pictures which
he viewed are bound to surpass even the list
of winners which First National has offered
to exhibitors during past months
Mr. Rowland spent considerable time with
Frank Lloyd, who was making the sea scenes
for Sabatini's
"The Seato Hawk,"
saw
enough
of the production
convince and
him that
it is destined to be the biggest picture ever
released by First National.
First National's production manager is no
less enthusiastic about ihe Corinne Griffith
production, "Lilies of the Field" and Richard
Walton Tully's "Flowing Gold," a drama of
the oil fields which becomes an additionally
strong attraction just at this time because of
the tremendous publicity being given the
Washington Teapot Dome scandal.
"The Woman on the Jury" looks like another big winner, according to Mr. Rowland,
and Colleen Moore has a sure box office
knock-out in "The Perfect Flapper." "These
are only a few of the great pictures that are
bound to maintain First National's leadership," he said. "For next season we have already lined up a marvelous list of stories that
it is too early to talk about. Some of them
will be a real surprise.
"Incidentally, any rumors to the effect that
First Natioral plans an extension of its own
producing units, thereby lessening its need for
pictures from outside sources are without any
Ijasis of fact. We are going ahead with our
own productions, but I want to ta'Ke this opportunity to correct any false impression concerning our policy. The door of First National will always be open to high class products from independent proGacer.<:
"As stated in the past, I believe that more
pictures should be made in the East, and my
last visit to the Coast in no way altered thi=
decision. Within the next six months, I hope
to bring several First National units East
where there will be closer contact between
headquarters and the producing staffs. This
does not mean more production activity on
our part, merely a change of base."
ALYCE MILLS
Who has just finished a series of pictures, p'aying
opposite
yn Fat
num. Miss inMil's
will sheshortly
appear inFrank
a series
of productions
which
will
be starred.
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'WOMEN

WHO GIVE' WILL
BRILLIANT CAST

HAVE

"Women
Who B.
Give,"
latest
Metro-Louis
MayerReginald
picture isBarker's
an epic
of the adventurous New England era when
stalwart sea- faring men gave their lives that
others might live. The story, adapted by Bernard McConville and J. G. Hawks from that
famous New Sigland classic, "Cape Cod
Folks" by Sarah P. McLean Green has been
filmed as a big special production with one
of the strongest casts ever presented on the
screen.
Frank Keenan and Joseph Dowling play
Jonathan Swift and Captain Bijonah Keeler,
two old patriarchs. Renee Adoree has the
difficult dramatic role of Becky Keeler, the
village girl who is betrayed by Swift's son,
Noah, an important part played by Eddie Phillips. Robert Frazer is the juvenile lead as
Captain Joe Cradlebow, a courageous young
skipper who leads the fisherman in the bitter
fight bara
against
powerful
concern.
BarBedford Swift's
is seen as
Emily Swift,
a quickDIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
DIRECTOR AND STAR
Richard Walton Tully, famous producer-director,
entertains
Sid Grauman.
one during
of thethecountry's
greatest showmen,
on the set
making
of scenes for "Flowing Gold."
TALKING FILM COMPANY
IS ORGANIZED
Dr. Lee De Forest Issues Statement
Regarding Organization
T\R. LEE DE FOREST of the De Forest
Phonofilm, the talking pictures, of which
he is the inventor, and famous as well for
his radio and long-distance telephone inventions, announces the formation of De Forest
Phonofilms, Inc., of which he is president.
Although the organization is not yet complete,
Dr. De Forest will have such men associated
with him as Edward H. Jewett, of the Jewett-Page Automobile Comam-, Detroit ; Frederick W. Peck, millionaire manufactureer of
Providence : Rhinelander Waldo, former police commissioner of New York Citj' and
Frank Hitchcock.
Dr. De Forest also announces that work will
be started immediately on a series of most
pretentious talking motion pictures. This series will include dramas, comedies, condensed
versions of famous operas, scenics (in which
nature's
animals, sound,
dashingtheof singing
waves, of
etc.,bird,
will roaring
of courseof
be brought out) news pictures, famous vaudeville sets and comic cartoons with the character's words actually spoken, instead of being
in "balloons." J. Searle Dowley, one of the
foremost directors in the motion picture industry, will direct the larger productions.
Dr.
De
studio at 318
East 48th Forest's
Street is experimental
now being remodeled.
* * *
BEN WILSON SELECTS CAST FOR
'THE DAYS OF '49'
The cast for "The Days of '49," the big
"Transcontinental Serial" which Ben Wilson
has begun making for Arrow Film Corporation has just been announced.
When Ben Wilson picks out a cast for such
an important historical Western as this new
Arrow Serial he can be depended on to get
the right people. The first ''ue he selects
is Edmund Cobb, who has established an_ enreputation
for strikingly effective Western viable
character
work.
Opposite Cobb is Neva Gerber, who has
become representative of the best type of
Western girl. In contrast is Ruth Royce who
made such a reputation in many Universal
serials. Wilbur McGaugh, well known character actor is the fourth member of the cast.
Yakima Canuck, champion cowboy, is also
assigned an important role in this production.

tempered, independent beauty who is won bjCradlebow's ardent courtship in spite of the
dictates of her private finisTiing-school education.
Victor Pote! as Ephraim Doolittle and Joan
Standing as Sophronia Higginbottom furnish
most of the comedy in the picture while other
leading parts are played by Margaret Seddon
as Ma Keeler, and William Eugene as Ezra
Keeler.
"Women Who Give" will be released by
Metro in March.
^ ^ 1^
PYRAMID PICTURES TO REACH
EXHIBITORS WITH ADS
Realization that Pyramid Pictures had not
had the coverage to which pictures of their
worth were entitled impelled President A. N.
Smallwood to undertake a supplementary campaign on his entire group of six pictures, including the recently released "Wife in Name
It is the purpose Of Pyramid Pictures to
continue this campaign and to supplernent it
with direct by mail in a fashion not hitherto
Only." The missive takes the form of a sixemployed.
teen page booklet, of pages 9 by 12 inches_ in
size, with an eye catching art cover depicting
a forthcoming Pyramid production, with a
brief mention thereof.
* * *
RELEASE DATES SET FOR NEW
HODKINSON PICTURE
Definite release dates for the new Hodkinson pictures announced this week, places
Kirkwood-Lila
JamesWhirlpool"
the
"Love's
as theLeefirstproductions'
to go to
the exhibitors during the month of March.
It is set for release on March 2 ; followed by the Samuel Grand super-comedy
special, "Try
Washburn
and and
Billy Get
Dove It"
on wkh
March Bryant
9.
"His Darker Self" the blackface comedy
feature starring Lloyd Hamilton is set for
definite release on March 16.
* * *
EXCHANGE OF STARS FOR ONLY
ONE PRODUC TION
In order to avoid any confusion over the
exchange of stars between the Famous-Players and the Hodkinson Corpi>ration under the
arrangement made between Jesse Lasky and
John C.kinson
Flinn,
it isthe
announced
fromeffects
the Hodoffices that
agreement
only
one picture at the present moment.
Betty Compson, it is announced will return
East after completing her work in the James
Cruze picture for Paramount to resume work
cinder the Hodkinson banner in a production
to be made under the direction of E. H. Griffith.

DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
DIRECTOR AND STAR
King Vidor and Laurette Taylor after a set
of tennis — with the actress looking rather sad.
"Happiness" is her second Metro picture
under King Vidor's direction.
OFFICERS ARE ELECTED
BY COLORADO M. P. T. 0.
H. E. Hoffman
Re-elected
Presidentof Denver
of Society
'T'HE annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Colorado was
held in the Adams hotel in Denver, February
12, Representatives from various districts of
the state were present. H. E. Huffman, owner of the Blue Bird and Bide-a-Wee theatres,
Denver, was re-elected president of the organization. Mr. Huffman is one of the most
active theatre owners in the state and has
played a prominent part in the organizations
working for civic and motion picture betterment. Harry T. Nolan of the First National
exchange and dean of motion picture exchange
men in Denver, was elected first vice-presidentC-ther officers elected were C. E. Marguand,
of Loveland, second vice-president; F. W.
Bronte of Yuma, third vice-president ; Max
retary.
Schaback,
treasurer, and Charles Gil'an, secIn the evening a dinner dance was given by
the motion picture house owners for the film
exchange men at Starbuck, a mountain resort
west of Denver — the country home of the Denver Motor club in Bear creek canon.
A burlesque on the Teapot Dome investigation furnished considerable amusement f^r the
diners. Toastmaster Huffman in the guise
of Senator Lenroot and Toastmaster Cory as
Senator Walsh conducted an improvised probe.
Among the "witnesses" called upon to take
the stand and submit to a merciless grilling
were Walter Lichtenstein of Associated Producers Joseph
;
Ashb}% president of the Film
Board of Trade; A. E. Edwards, assistant
manager of the Universal exchange ; Vicepresident Nolan ; J. S. Hummel of Select Pictures exchange; Charles Klein of Deadwood,
S. D. owner of a chain of motion picture theatres;Sidney Weisbaum, manager of the F. B.
O., and A. S Bailey, manager of the Pathe
exchange.
* * *
MRS. GRACE HANKINS DEAD
Mrs. Grace J. Hankins, the mother of
Maibelle Heikes Justice, novelist and photodramatist, died at her home in New York
February 15 of pneumonia. She was a
woman of culture and great beauty of character. Mrs. Hankins has lived many years
with her daughter in New York.
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'LILIES OF THE FIELD' TO
BE RELEASED SOON
Picture to Be Shown in One Hundred
Theatres on March 16

LILIES OF THE FIELD," the initial
Producproduction of Corinne Griffith National
tions, Inc., distributed by First
surpass
not
if
y
equal
probabl
Pictures will
all present records for simultaneous first
runs, according to First National. This
picture, with Corinne Griffith and Conway
Tearle in the featured roles, was completed
several we eks ago. Its general release date
has been set for the third week in March.
According to the First National Home
Office, fully 100 first runng theatres will present the picture beginni
March 16.
The drive for simultaneous first runs on
the proclamathis picture was assistedby byRobert
Lieber,
tion recently issued
president of First National, declaring
March 16 to be "Lilies of the Field Day"
and calling upon all exhibitors to observe it and assign a play date to the picture for that week. First National's national advertising campaign in the Saturday Evening Post and other media materexhibitor by selling the pubwellassist
advance.
in the
licially
"Lilies of the Field" is an adaptation of
same name by Wilplay ofIt the
the stage
liam Hurlburt.
is a society drama, the
story centering about a young wife who is
a set of 'lilies,"
cast unwittingly among
creatures, and misidle, luxury-loving
taken for one of them. It is directed by
John Francis Dillon, who directed Colleen
Moore in "Flaming Youth." The cast in
support of Miss Griffith and Mr. Tearle
includes Cranford Kent, Mrytle Stedman,
Charles Gerard, Alma Bennett, Charles
Murray, Sylvia Breamer, Edith Ransom,
Cissy Fitzgerald and
Haver.
* *Phyllis
*
HOWELLS GETS FOREIGN RIGHTS
FOR 'FLOODGATES'
John L. Russell, president of Lowell Film
Productions, Inc., announces that he has closed
a contract with David P. Howells, Inc., the
terms of which give that organization the sole
distribution rights to the picture "Floodgates" for all
territories outside of the United
States and
Canada.
DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
EARL J. HUDSON
His
official
capacity
that of but
Firsthe National's
West Coast productionismanager,
has blossomed forth as an author. "Sundown" and
"For Sale" are two of his works.

Douglas

and

''Back
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Mary

Home"

Are
in

York.

AMBASSADOR,k Mr. " and
AT Mrs.THE
to
"bacand home
arepep
Fair
e. bank
the trad
Fulls of
gladness.
Full of aspirations for new fields to conquer. And there, in separate but adjoining rooms of their elaborate suite, Doug
Mary are being "interviewed to
and
death." But they are just regular enough
to like it.
Mainly because they have many messages for the trade and public alike. Both
have worked long and hard. "Mary the
hardest," says Doug because she finished
two pictures and supervised another for
Brother Jack while he was making his
one — his dream spectacle of Arabian
Nights.
And they have brought with them their
masterpieces — Doug's "Thief of Bagdad"
and Mary's "Dorothy Vernon of Hadden
Hall." And Doug's tired. And Mary's
tired. And they're both full of pep. To
figure out which you must know the Fairbanks formula.

ments for letmakein arrange
AFTER ting thethey
on their little picture
public
secrets with Broadway openings for the
"Thief" and "Dorothy" they are going to
Europe. And be gone quite a while —
six months or more. And not to make
pictures but to exploit and sell them.
Doug has a big selling plan — in fact a
very big one. And there's no stopping
him. No doubt he'll put it over. Which
is nothing more nor less than giving
Europe a peppy formula for co-ordinating
exhibitors' efforts, increasing buying and
booking power, and the breeding of several European Graumans and Rothafels.
"Americans, leading the film industry of
the world, owe it to mankind," says Doug,
"to broaden the scope of the greatest and
only universal medium of expression — the
motion picture."
And don't muff the idea that Doug is
sincere in the belief of that statement one
hundred and one per cent. And Mary,
too, which is quite natural.
JUST how
go the
ahead
and do during
it efficiently to
came to
Fairbanks
their last trip abroad. This time they go
with a well laid out plan, which they intend consummating "or bust."
Incidentally Doug will be scouting for
another idea as big as "The Thief." Hopes
it will be one that he and Mary can do
together.
Enthusing over the above almost puts
the Bagdad picture in the past tense of
the Fairbanks mind — until he gets on the
story subject. Which is mighty close to
the Fairbanks heart because the basic
theme of "The Thief" is "Happiness must
be earned." For when you mention "happiness" you tread on the welcome door
mat of Doug's and Mary's hearts. And
the door flies open wide.
Which is surest reason the door to the
hearts of the great American Public is
always open wide to Doug and Mary
Fairbanks.

SAMUEL GRAND ON COAST
SPEEDING WORK
Discusses Plan for Distribution and
Production of Pictures
■p^OR
the purpose
of meeting
independent
J- producers
and signing
up with them
for at
least eighteen features and a number of special productions, Samuel V. Grand, president
of the Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation,
accompanied by Edward M. James, attorney
for the organization, arrived in Hollywood
from New York last week
According to Mr. Grand, the system of distribution which will be put into effect by
Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation is a development of and improvement upon that recently outlined by General Manager Samuel
Bischoff. On or before March 15, he states
it will be in full working order and will afford practically 100 per cent distribution for
independent productions.
Aside from negotiating with several noteddirectors, Mr. Grand is ready to personally
discuss with independent producers the full
details of the new distribution system.
Under the new system, Mr. Grand states,,
agreements have been entered into with leading independent film exchanges in every territory of the United States, which will be found
to accept and distribute to the fullest extent
product released through Grand-Asher. The
first special to be made will be R. William
Neill's "Rose of the Ghetto."
"The present year will prove a wonderful
one for pictures and especially for independents,' says Mr. Grand, "and the Grand-Asher
distribution system, which we have now perfected, Ibelieve to be safe and sane; one that
is fair and equable and will yield the most
satisfactory returns for all concerned.
"The Grand Studio will be humming with
activity within a fortnight. For the season, in
addition to the features mentioned, we expect
to arrange for at least 52 two-reel subjects to
be made here. I will remain in Hollywood
until such time as everything is in perfect
running order on the new basis of operation.
Mr. Bischoff will remain in active management of the studio as heretofore."

The warwoop, the scalpifvg knife and
all the perils of the ola frontier

James Fenimore Cooper

G>ming

Soon

Patheserial

Sidney

Olcott

AJOW directing Rudolph Valentino in "Monsieur Beaucaire"
for Famous Players. He has directed such pictures as "The
Greeri^ Goddess," "tittle Old New York" and "The Humming
Bird"
When nominations for the Motion Picture Hall of
F ame are in order, his name will
be among the first mentioned.
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British

Film

Weeks

February 4 the British film industry inaugurated its British Fihn Weeks, some half a
dozen of these. Upon the response of the public
much will depend. It is a period that must be packed with
suspense for the producer and distributor of motion picures native to the soil, at least up to that point where the
attitude of the people is made clear.
The business papers of the industry in Great Britain
bearing date of the end of January are not unanimous in
their descriptions of the outlook for a successful result of
BEGINNING

the producers' experiment.
We say "experiment," for of course it is nothing else.
The men who make and distribute pictures have figuratively speaking thrown their hats in the ring.
For six months the trade has been talking of British
Film Weeks and doing its best to interest the motion picture patrons of every community in supporting chem. Last
November at a notable function the attention of the nation
was concentrated on the' coming event through the attendance of the Prince of Wales, who addressed a body representative of the best in England.
That demonstration proved the interest in the motion
picture of officialdom and of the men who rank high in
business and professional lite.
To them it represented more than a business institution.
To them it was a matter of national concern that British
life and customs should not be quite so thoroughly subordinated, sofar as the screen was concerned, to the life
and customs of a national offshoot.
But while the interest of what used to be described as
the ruling classes was cbnce^ded at the same time there
was serious doubt as to the attitude of the man in the
street, the man who paid his money through the length
and breadth of the land to support the cinema.
Upon what he would think of British pictures, thrown so
sharply and in such unprecedented quantities in competition with the unquenchable supply of American pictures to
which they had become accustomed, the whole issue depended.
The Bioscope remarks that it is glad to emphasize the
movement is not an endeavor to exclude the products of
competitors from the theatres of the country or even to
secure an absolute supremacy for the British film in the
clomestic programs, but rather to bring about a proportional representation of home-niade product, such as will
enable
advance.the British producer to continue to prog'ress and

The Kine Weekly registers the protest that but three
days before the first of the Weeks begin there is little
public sign that such an important event is about to occur.
What billboard space that has been taken is apparently in
the mterest of individual subjects rather than in that of
the movement as a whole.

"Lack of funds is probably the reason," the Kine admits,
"but when we remember what is at stake and what is almost certain to be the fate of British production if the
Vv^eeks fail with the public, then surely funds could have
been found by those interested in saving their own industry,
if they really believe it is worth saving."
The Film Renter is optimistic, believing 'the
work has. been thorough and that the public haspreparatory
been well
notified as to what was coming.
F. E. Adams in the Cinema gives some figures on the
extent of the British film industry which have a direct

interest for American producers and for exhibitors especially.
The particular reference is in the suggestion that "America's film monopoly of our screen is effective in the sense
that a return of practically 15 per cent on negative cost,
'pickings,' can be guaranteed from
apart
and Ireland.
Britainshort-film
Great from
"It must be remembered that about 40 per cent of
America's foreign film trade represents trade with this
country. But that great business, representing about £10,000,000 annually, is not secure ; it rests on privilege rather
than on title deeds."
Mr. Adams very frankly declares that "the American
film trusts must buy our theatres. The American film industry is no longer its own master. It is owned by the
banks. The extension of American banking interests into
every department of the film trade is by far the most important development
history."
The writer
points in
out cinema
that while
American banks may
appreciate
the strategical
of America's
hold on
British screens
there still strength
remains the
fact that America
does not actually own the theatres and is therefore unsecured.
An American who has been many years in England actively associated with the industi"y declares in an interview
here that the British Film Weeks will fail, simply because
of a lack of quality that will stand up with the American
article.
If the British market is responsible for 15 per cent of
the negative cost of the American picture the attitude of
this country toward the outcome of the experiment certainly
hardly will be one of indifference.
Still, it is a big world, and a good picture, whether made
at home or abroad, is always welcome.
Three

Famihar

Names

THE

return of John B. Rock to the Vitagraph Company, in the role of general manager, brings again to
the front a name that for nineteen years was prominent in that company and in the industry of which he was
a conspicuous part.
William T. ("Pop") Rock was one of the founders of
Vitagraph, and as one of the triumvirate which for many
years ruled that organization amassed a fortune a goodly
portion of vCfhich went into real estate in his own rapidly
growing Borough of Brooklyn.
From 1897" until his death in 1916 "Pop" Rock was one
of the picturesque figures in the trade. If there were a
function of the industry in the metropolitan area he was
pretty sure to be present. And another fairly safe bet was
that if "Pop" Rock should be seen he would be found in
the company of that other ol' timer "Pop" Lubin, whose
lamented passing was recorded a few months ago.
John Rock grew up in Vitagraph and in the atmosphere
of the studio and the exchange. For ten years, from 1906
to 1916, he was in charge of the Chicago ofiice. His
friends will be glad to welcome him "home."
^
Another announcement of interest from the same company is that A. Victor Smith will be assistant to the new
general manager. "Vic" Smith for years was in charge of
the big studio in Flatbush. He knows not only production
but sales as well, having served as general and special sales
representative in times past.
So again the names of Smith, Blackton and Rock are on
the Vitagraph roster. It is good to see them there.
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Up
'THY

NAME
ASTOR

and

IS WOMAN'
THEATRE

AT

Fred Niblo Production Will Have
Premiere on Broadway
'T'HE Broadway presentation of "Thy Name
Is Woman" has finally been definitely announced for February 25 at the Astor Theatre.
Frequent reports from the coast have
declared that this new Fred Niblo production
is his best so far and therefore, officials in
the East were anxious to see it.
It is estimated that the cast alone will lure
a great portion of the fan public. With his
usual good judgment, Mr. Niblo has selected
Eamon Novarro for the leading male role.
From his role in "Scaramouche" Novarro has
surrounded himself with much praise and
many admirers and it is therefore expected
that his name in the cast of "Thy Name Is
Woman" will prove a large drawing crowd.
With him there also appear Barbara La Marr,
Edith Roberts, Robert Edson and other players of note, each of whom seems to be
very capable in his or her respective role.
With the imminent appearance of "Thy
Name Is Woman" on Broadway in picture
formi it is interesting to recall the stage presentation from which the picture is taken.
Jose Rubens and Mary Nash played the leading roles in the stage version which was one
of
Broadway's
interesting
which came to most
this country
after,productions
attaining
success all over Europe. It started in Germany— a product of the pen of Karl Schoenherr — and then trod the boards of the stages
of Spain, France, Italy and the Scandinavian
countrres.
Mr. Niblo and Louis B. Mayer, his producer, arrived in New York from the coast
late last week bringing with them a '^■'int of
"Thy Name Is Woman." They will probably remain here until after the premiere.
* * *

Down

Main

Before making "Southern Love," Miss
Blythe was starred in "Chu Chin Chow,"
which is now playing England and according to reports has already exceeded in the
number of its showings there all pictures
except "The Four Horsemen."
Miss Blythe has just returned to America after completing work in the leading,
role of the J. Parker Reid production of
Rex Beach's story in the Cosmopolitan
Magazine, "The Recoil," directed by T.
Hayes Hunter for Goldwyn release. She
had not been here twenty-four hours when
she was engaged by Christy Cabanne to
play the leading female role of "Plaster
Saints," the screen adaptation of Frederic
Arnold Kummer's well known book.
^ lie ^
ELABORATE PLANS MADE FOR
'WASHINGTON WEEK'
A picture with .an historical background
has thejDreaks with it if it chances to have a
release date which corresponds to the date
of the story. Thus it is that Warner Brothers' "George Washington, Jr.," is fortunate in
being ready for release just at the time of
Washington's birthday.
The week of its initial appearance has been
designated by the producers as "George W ashington
Week"
Wesley
Barry,
star
of
the film,
will and
address
schools,
lead the
parades,
and make personal appearances in scores of
theatres throughout the country.
Arrangements have been made with various
historical societies and schools for special
Washington Day exercises, and Barry will
be a feature of the several programs.
Preview comments on the film have been
so flattering that there has been a big demand for all available prints to be shown
during the holiday week. Every place that
the film is shown there will be a special drive
made to interest everybody. Exhibitors are
arranging
to have school cliildren march in
H
parade i formation to the theatre, headed by
Wes himself.

Stteet
ENGLISH FILM LIKED BY
AMERICAN AUDIENCES
'Napoleon and Josephine^ Goes Over
Big in Washington
"M"APOLEON AND JOSEPHINE," a
G. B. Samuelson English production, was
given
premiereon,
at Loew's
Coing. itslumbiaAmerican
D. C, and
Theatre in Washingt
played to the largest gross business of any
of the theatres during the week of its showThe Washington newspapers were enthusiastic in their praise of the film being especially impressed with the spectacular features which have apparently been so well done
as to call forth the admiration of entire body
of critics. The Washington Post pretty generally sums up the opinion of all the reviewers when it says of the film:
"The picture is as moving and artistic an
historical production as Washington has witnessed for some time. The word artistic
should be especially stressed, for across the
screen there flash at frequent intervals, pictures of such beauty and imagination that the
director's inspiration must have been some
masterpiece in the Louvre or Luxemburg."
There can be no doubt as to the sincerity
of such a tribute but an even more substantial
tribute is the unusually large patronage which
the picture is drawing. One would not suspect
that the public was so grossly interested in a
portrayal
of the life
of "The It
Little
Corporal"
and
his ill-fated
Empress.
treats
of the
military activities of the great general as well
as his romantic affairs with the lovely Josephine and gives scope to a portrayal of some
exceptionally fine scenes during the battle of
Waterloo and the charge of the Cuirrassiers
into the famous sunken road.
The owners of the American rights are being presented by J. J. Allen who has complete
charge of the campaign.

'WHITE SISTER' WILL LEAVE
BROADWAY THIS WEEK
After a highly successful run of four
months on Broadway, Henry King's production. "The White Sister" in which Lillian
Gish is starred, closed on February 17.
And this despite the fact that at every performance the film had been playing to capacity audiences. The fact is that the run
was concluded because of the impending release date of the picture by Metro.
The picture opened originally at the Fortyfourth Street Theatre ostensibly for a four
weeks run. But the public showed such a
tremendous interest in it that it was decided
to have it continue. A new theatre had to be
found, and for a time it played at
the Embassador, a legitimate theatre. When
that lease expired the picture moved to the
Lyric where it has been ever since. It is
estimated that the picture played to over
four hundred thousand people who saw it at
a top price of two dollars.
* * *
BLYTHE EUROPEAN PICTURE
BOUGHT BY AL WOODS
Betty Blythe's second starring picture
made under the Grahame Wilcox banner
has been purcliased, it is said, by Al Woods,
This picture is being released in Europe
under
the intitle
of "Southern
Love,"_
and
was made
England
and on the
continent.
It opened at Albert Hall in London on January 29, and 10,000 persons were present.

•DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS"Take
care
of
the
pennies"
said
John
D. Apparently
the mysterious
tookforgot
this sage
advice
for here he is walking up and down Broadway
giving away
$25,000 bills.JohnWeKing
almost
to mention
that the other side of the bill contained the suggestion that the money be used to purchase a ticket
to see Cosmopolitan's "Under the Red Robe." the historical film, directed by Alan Crosland.
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week. This happened recently at the Baltimore Metropolitan Theatre, when "Conductor
1492,"recalled
Johnnyby Hines'
starring patrons.
vehicle,
was
reason, oflatest
the insistent
Monday afternoon saw the opening of a
new bill, but the majority of the patrons
pleaded with those in charge of the house to
repeat
the above
Brothers*performance,
Classic of
the Screen.
WithWarner
the evening
the cries increased rapidly, at length growing
so insistent that the management finally, acquiesced. So the next day the picture was
taken off and "Conductor 1492" substituted.
* * *
SELZNICK

•DIRECTORS AND AUTHORSHampton Del Ruth last wielded the directorial
of Selznick's "The
in the amaking
megaphone
Marriage
Chance,"
artfully mixed
wierd mystery
situationsplaywithin which
rollickinghe
comedy which resulted in a very absorbing picture.
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
EVE FOR OPENING
'America,' New Griffith Production,
Has New York Premiere
WHEN
Griffith's photodrama "America,''
of the War D.ofW.Independence,
has
its world premiere at the Forty-Fourth Street
Theatre
in New
York on
Birthday eve,
first nighters
will Washington's
find that in
addition to the names of Carol Dempster,
Lionel Barrymore, and Neil Hamilton there
will be a host of other stage favorites in
the cast, including Lucille La Verne who is
attracting a great deal of attention just now
by . her splendid performance in "Sun Up,"
a prominent stage production, and Louis Wolheim who made his mark in his portrayal
of
"The seasons
Hairy ago.
Ape," another stage success
of two
Besides these there are several others
whose work heretofore has been not with the
movies but with the spoken drama. Of these
probably the best known are Riley Hatch,
Arthur Donaldson, Erville Anderson, Sidney
Deans, Edwin Holland, James Malaidy and
Charles Bennett. It is reasonable to suppose
that witli such a cast the picture will be one
worth seeing.
fwell
.
*
DARLING OF NEW YORK' SHOWN
ON S. S, WASHINGTON
Reports continue to flood the offices of Universal with reports of satisfactory bookings
on
"The.
Darling
of New
the Most
first
Baby Peggy
feature
lengthYork,"
picture.
of the large circuits have booked the picture
sold for all their theatres.
Moreover, the picture was selected as the
feature to be shown aboard the S. S. George
Washington, on its recent trip from Washington. Universal feels that such recognition
is worth getting pufi^ed up over since the
amusement directors of ships are very particular in the selection of pictures.
^
sf:
'CONDUCTOR 1492' HELD OVER
AT DEMAND OF PATRONS
For the first time in the known history
of motion pictures, an audience went on strike,
clamoring so vociferously that the management was forced to kill the scheduled program
and substitute the picture shown tlie previous

CORPORATION

WILL

RELEASE 'PAGAN PASSIONS'
"Pagan Passions," a dramatic picture with
has been acquired for rea tropical
lease Dy thesetting,
Sclznick Distributing Corporation,
according to an announcepient. A contract
^'or the distribution of the picture has been
signed and detnils arranged.
The cast fo' the picture includes Wyndham
Standing, Rosemary Theby, Tully Marshall.
Sam De Grasse, Raymond McKee, Barbara
Bedford, and June Elvidge. The picture was
directed by C'oHn Campbell
•DIRECTORS AND AUTHORSAlthough a definite releasing date has not
AUan Dwan is a well-known Paramount director
it will
Passions,"
"Pagan
for
set
been
yet
whose latest
successhe isis still
"Big collecting
Brother," a aliberal
production for which
be put on the releasing schedule as soon as .
share of unstinted praise, by virtue of which he
advertising accessories and publicity material
is
strengthening
his
reputation
as
an
able
director.
can be prepared.
* * *
'ETERNAL CITY' DEBUT BRINGS
'THE VIRGINIAN' HAS BIG
MUSSOLINI CABLE
CHICAGO OPENING
Benito Mussolini, Premier of Italy, sent
the following cable to George Fitzmaurice
Long List of Bookings in Other Big
to commemorate the debut on the screen of
Cities Is Also Noted
"The Eternal City," which was produced in
Rome by the Samuel Goldwyn Corporation,
"DIG crowds marked the Chicago opening
and in "the making of which Mussolini coof "The Virginian" at the Monroe Theatre last week, duplicating again the attendoperated.
Mussolini's message said : "Italy, by means
ance records that this Preferred Picture has
of her gallant and strenuous Fascisti youth
in every key city where it has
established
and
towns
throughout
order
has established
been exhibited.
country. By a notable effort she has gained
Ashton Stevens, photoplay critic on the
civic peace which allows her to work and
Herald and Examiner, characterized B. P.
progress.
Schulbergs film production of the Owen
"Fascismo, mi the history of Modern EuWister story, a "masterpiece." Continuing his
rope, will remain an unparalleled exarnple
of moral erergy and of spontaneous sacrifice review, Stevens said :
devoted to the cause of order, of work and
"My hat is of¥ to Tom Forman and to
every member of the cast — it is a hat-wavof national and social discipline."
ing day for meThey
as have
far asmade
'Thea Virginian'
is concerned.
delightful
decent moving picture show.
"The
of the
principal
characters haspsychology
been set forth
in screen
terms
that
are undebatable. You feel life, in this picture, destiny, history. In all the literature
of the American cowboy there is nothing to
match 'The \'irginian,' and I think it is a
fine, great thing, to have recaptured it with
the camera. You will, I think, like Kenneih
Harlan's 'Virginian.'* '' * *
RELEASE DATE ADVANCED

FOR

'LILIES OF THE FIELD'
Following the arrival of Richard A. Rowland, production manager of First National,
and Sam Katz, at the Coast Studios, where
they viewed the Corinne Griffith production,
"Lilies of the Field," the release date of this
picture has been set ahead to March 24.
First National executives expected big
things from this picturization of William
Hurlburt'striumph
popularforplay.
is described
as
another
Miss ItGriffith
and for
John Francis Dillon, the director, who also
-DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS'
Sidney Franklin now counts, to his credit such
notable
as "Dulcy,"
"TigerheRose"
and
"Brass,"successes
the latter
two of which
produced
for Warner. Well might he puff out his chest
in pride,
now that
can sit
and view
the results
of thehe fruit
of back
his labors.

directed
"Flaming
A picture
of an Youth."
entirely different type, but
equally strong in its way, is Richard Walton
Tully"'s "Flowing Gold," also viewed by
Messrs. Rowland and Katz. This Rex Beach
story of the Texas oil fields has been made
into a virile and romantic drama with Anna
roles.Nilsson and Milton Sills in the leading
Q.
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'YOLANDA' WILL MAKE
FINE ENTERTAINMENT
Major's Story of Fifteenth Century
Appeals to the Eye and Has
Scenes That Thrill
YOLANDA. A Cosmopolitan Production.
From the Story by Charles Major. Adapted
by Luther Reed. Directed by Robert G.
Vignola. Settings by Joseph Urban. Photographed byIra H. Morgan and George
Barnes. Length, 10,700 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Princess Mary of Burgundy (Yolanda)
Marion Davies
Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy ... Lyn Harding
King Louis XI
Holbrook Blinn
Bishop La Balue
Macljm Arbuckle
The Dauphin, Charles, Duke of Paris John Dooley
Maximilian of Styria
Ralph Graves
Campo-Basso
Ian MacLaren
Olivier de Daim
.Gustav von Seyffertitz
Queen Margaret
Theresa Maxwell Conover
Count Jules d'Hymbercourt
Paul Leon
McAllister
Innkeeper
Errol
Lord Bishop
Arthur Donaldson
Sir Karl de Pitti
Roy Applegate
Princess Mary of Burgundy is informed by her
father the Duke that she is to marry Maximilian
of Styria. Presents are exchanged. The princess
incognito goes to the silk fair and meets and falls
in love with a knight who proves to be Maximilian.
The later is thrown into the castle dungeon by
conspirators and is about to be executed when
saved through the intervention of the princess.
Through evil influences the Duke is induced to
change his mind regarding a son-in-law and tran.sfers the alliance to one with the half-witted son
of the French king. Mary is given over to the
care of the French court. Maximilian rescues her,
atid following the death of the Duke in a battle
with the Swiss is chosen to lead the Burgundians.
The weddmg of Maximilian and Mary is announced.
By George Blaisdell
A CHARMING spectacle is "Yolanda,"
Charles Major's story of the late fifteenth
century. It is staged by Mr. Vignola with a
lavishness that marks the product of the Cosmopolitan studio. It contains a love story that
appeals at all times, although on few occasions does it deeply move. In other words
the production is fine entertainment which is
notable chiefly for its appeal to the eye rather
than to the heart.
With the prestige behind it of "Knighthood," also a period
filmed by itthea
same director, there subject
should and
be awaiting
large clientele.
There are numerous thrills in the course
of the subject, among these a combat of
armored horsemen — a rare sight, even in these
days of screen realism. Then there is the
cutting away of the bridge over the boat and
the resulting drop into the water of a large
number of men who are caught in the trap.
There is, too, the pomp of battle, with many
armored men and horses. The scenes of combat, however, are short, being employed merely
to convey the atmosphere, which is achieved
most effectively.
In the course of the story the princess frequently is sorely beset by circumstances in
the guise of a father who considers only the
welfare of his duchy and cares nothing apparently for the happiness of his daughter.
So Mary often is moved to tears.
There are many lighter moments, however
—and it is this phase of the production that
will markedly enhance its value to the exhibitor.
Miss Davies' role is a difficult one, and in
its portrayal she acquits herself with credit.
In character it is the opposite of that which
she was called upon to interpret in "Little
Old New York."
There seems to be a tendency to overstress
the scenes in which tears flow, but it will be
the obvious thing to trim these when the sub-
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ject is prepared for general distribution, taking it for granted it will be cut when that
happens.
A reference to the players will indicate that
the cast is an unusual one. Two names alone
would make it stand out — those of Lyn Harding as the Duke of Burgundy and Holbrook
Blinn as Louis XI. It is a team. And it
is a real pleasure to follow the work of the
two,
thing. who always seem to do just the right
Maclyn Arbuckle as the Bishop La Balue
is another whose work adds to the strength
of the picture. His contribution to its mirth
in the earlier scenes is notable.
Ralph Graves as Maxmillian gives a fine
performance — rugged, wholesome. Then
there are Johnny Dooley in the comedy role
of the half-wit prince, finely donei; Theresa
MaxweH Conover as the queen is stately and
dignified — and appealing, too, especially as the
mother.
It should be a pleasure for an exhibitor to
exploit this production. In the first place it
is a subject that may be shown anywhere, in
church or prison — and that remark is made in
no spirit of levity— -or in community house.
In other words, it is one that may be recommended for any clientele.
It is made by the same organization that
produced
Knighthood
in Flower,"
and that "When
statement
ought toWasappeal
to any
It is a story of a princess in disguise of a
public.
maid who meets and falls in love with a
knight who proves to be the prince her father
has selected
mance enoughfor
for her
any husband.
one, too. There's roIt is a beautifully staged and costumed picture of castles and steel armor and flowing
female garb ; it has stern drama and light commaking.edy; it has court intrigue and tender loveAdvertise the names of Marion Davies,
Lyn Harding, Holbrook Blinn (recently seen
as the star in "The Bad Man") and Maclyn
Arbuckle — a quartet that will arouse the interest of any motion picture goer.
You entertainment.
can promise — and fulfill — an evening's
strong
GAMBLING

SHARKS

HIT IN 'ROULETTE'
Film With Sensational Title and Novel
Plot, Affords Good Melodramatic
Entertainment
ROJTLETTE. Sehnick Photoplay. Author,
William McHarq. Director, S. E. V. Taylor. Length, 4,850 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Loris Carrington
Edith Roberts
John
Tralee
Norman Costello
Trevor
Ben Corcoran
Maurice
Mrs. Harris
Mary Carr
Peter Marineaux
Walter Booth
Mrs. Marineaux
Effie Shannon
Dan Carrington
Montagu Love
Rita
Dagmar Godowsky
On
her
father's
death
Loris
Carrington
becomes
the ward of gambler John Tralee. He utilizes
the
girl as a decoy. She meets and falls in love with
Peter Marineaux. Peter fancies that Loris helped
Tralee to cheat him. She offers herself in payment
but Tralee objects. Finally the two men agree to
play, the winner to take the girl and the money.
Loris controls the roulette wheel so as to give
Peter athewise
_ victory.
Developments
show she has
made
choice and
they are married.
By George T. Pardv

nj''HERE'S a sensational flavor about this
picture's title which ought to draw the
crowds, nor will patrons be disappointed in

Its entertainment povvers. The story runs
along distmctly novel lines, highly melodr
amatic and occasionally swerving over the
border of probability, but none the less interesting onthat account. The average audience will enjoy "Roulette." which should
gather
ing It. m the shekels for any exhibitor bookThe plot pivots upon a gambli theme but
promoters or lovers of games of ngchance
the elusive dollar is risked will derive where
scant
encouragement from the same, for the author
clearly has his knife out for them. One of
the principal characters runs a crooked game
having a roulette wheel which can be con-^
trolled by a certain device at the operator's
\vhim_, with the aid of which he skins his victims joyously.
heroine's father dies as a
result of shock The
when his partner cVieats
him
in a card shuffle, and in fact the gambling
traternity
up
all through IStheshown
feature. in a pretty bad light
_ So, in addition to presenting a narrative rich
in strong situations and emotiona
l
re
Roulette may be said to hand outatmosphe
something
ot a moral lesson on the side. At
there is nothing filmed for the censorsalltoevents
at.
shoot
_ Loris Carrington, young and innocent as she
is represented, could hardly have
served as
bait for Jralee's gambling trap for a lengthy
period without being fully aware that she was
employed, vulgarly speaking, to catch suckers
It would have been far more logical and convincing had she appeared as a confederate of
1 ralee s, growing ashamed of her duplicitv and
resolving to redeem herself. The heroine who
repents
of wrongdoing is always forgiven bv
screen devotees.

Outside of this slip the action moves natenough, knot
there put
are into
diversthecomplic
with anurallyextra
tangleations'
\yhen
Lori s gambling guardian conceives the idea of
becoming her lover, and the zenith of suspense
IS reached m the scene where
girl puts her
destiny in the whirl of the theroulett
e wheel
But she IS crafty enough to govern the said
destiny by utilizing the foot control under the
table, so that Peter Marineaux, the chap her
affections are set upon, will come but victor
Loris doesn't altogether comprehend tlie mechanism ofthe device, consequently vou aren't
sure
she
can ofachieve
'hence
the
saving sense
uncertaher
intyobject,
which and
gives
a sharp
edge to the episode.
Having thus gambled on a man's honor the
heroine
wins her point, for Peter dulv turns
up at a country church and the hooking
process is satisfactorily completed, Edith Roberts ISthe Loris Carrington
the production
and scores quite an artistic oftriumph
by her
vivacious portrayal of that unsophisticated
maiden,
looks.who isn't quite as unsophisticated as
she
Walter Booth plays 'the lover, giving apleasing, clean-cut performance, Norman
Trevor is excellen
t as John Tralee. Alaurice
Costello fills the role of Ben Corcoran acceptably ory.
and the work of the supporting cast is
satisfact
The photography includes manv fine interiors, the settings are costly and admirably designed, the exterior shots skillfullv
the
rustic scene in the climax, where filmed:
the lovers
meet at the little country church to be married, ISespecially charming and good lighting
prevails.
The title should aid greatly in exploiting this
picture. Among others, the sportins- contingentgcan such
be appealed
PlavRoberts.
up "the Monfeaturin
cast,
names asto.Edith
tagu Love, Norman Trevor, Maurice Costello, Mary Carr and I>agmar Godowsky, eacli
of whom is well known to the fans. You can
stress the
story's dramatic strength and romantic appeal.
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BINNEY

IN SUCCESSFUL

ROLE

'Three O'Clock in the Morning
Has Fine Exploitation
Possibilities
THREE OTLOCK IN THE, MORNING.
Author, Mann Page.
Burr Photoplay.
Gerald C. Duff v. Director, KenScenario,
neth Webb. Length, 6,293 Feet
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Constance Binney
EHzabeth Winthrop
Edmund Breese
Mr. Winthrop
Mary Carr
Mrs. Winthrop
Edna May Ohver
Hetty
Clayton Webster
Richard Thorpe
Hugo Von Strohm
William Bailey
Russell Griffin
Mickey Flynn
Elizabeth
Winthrop
becomes
fascinated
with rabaret life and makes friends who are objectionable
to her
her parents.
resentshome.
her father's
treatment
of
friends andSheleaves
She seeks
work
in New York and is aided by Von Strohm, who
unknown to her pays her salary at a cabaret.
Clayton Webster, her fiance, objects to her work and
she returns his ring. Von Strohm invites her to
a roadhouse and trilas to force his attentions on her.
On her way to the roadhous« she is recognized by
her mother and is rescued. Clayton is bound for
South America but Elizabeth arrives at the pier
as thehim.boat Heis pulling
out and wig-wags
she
loves
jumps overboard
and swims that
ashore.
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A final pleasant and active touch is achieved
when the heroine comes back to her first love,
who receives her message by wig-wag while
on a liner bound for South America, which
is heading rapidly for the open sea. He catches
the signal, however, and without making any
bones about a brand new suit of clothes, dives
into the icy waves, whence he reaches the pier
and his heart's desire in a final fade-out.
* * *
POSSESSES

AVERAGE

MERIT

'The FooVs Awakening' Fairly Interesting but Plot Is Weak
THE FOOL'S AWAKENING. Metro Photoplay. of
AdaptedTriona."
from W. J.
Locke's Harold
Novel,
"The T ale
Director,
Shaiv. Length, 5,763 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John
Briggs
Harrison
Ford
Ohvia Gale
Enid Bennett
Major OHphant
Alec Francis
Myra
Mary Alden
Herbert Lorington
Lionel Belmore
Hargrave Mavenna
Harry Northrup
Lieutenant Wedderburn
John Sainpolis
Lydia Mainwaring
Arline Pretty
Colonel Onalov/
Lorimer Johnston
John TJriggs., who has .seen service durin.g th.=
World War on the Russian front, returns to England. Discouraged by failure in literature, he
utilizes as book material a diary found on a dead
Russian soldier, mak^s a hit under the name of
By Michael L. Simmons
Alexis Triona and weds Olivia Gale. Subsequently
he reveals the deception to her. Repulsed by Olivia
nPHE lure of white lights ! Fame is the flame
as he meets her while driving an auto, he deliberately swings his car over a clifif. She goes to his
that entices the moths and ruins or puriaid. He recovers and they are reconciled.
fies
!
A
story
of
a
girl's
adventures—
her
trial
and failure and triumph !
By George T. Pardy
That sums up the essence of C. C. Burr's . A PRODUCTION of average merit, "The
"Three O'Clock in the Morning." In this
Awakening" ranks as a fair procase "Three O'Clock in the Morning" is no ■'^ Fool's
gram attraction, in which capacity it will probsong. But it has song in it aplenty. The
ably
bring
satisfactory
box office returns. It
kind that starts at 10 P. M. and doesn't even
pause for breath until the middle of the next is well photographed, not badly directed and
afternoon, when an irate father comes into cleverly presented by a cast in which the
of several prominent players are listed.
his parlor and finds a group of reveler.s — of names
The trials and tribulations, mostly of his
whom his daughter seems to be ring leader
own making, which surround the hero are
—spilling champagne into the victrola and threaded
into a narrative which effectively
harsh unseemly sounds on the sanctified Sundemonstrates the futility of trying to build up
day morning atmosphere.
Of course with the advent of daddy on permanent happiness on a foundation of dethe scere. the party exits quickly through the
ception. The moral adduced by John Briggs'
assumption of a dead man's personality ar.d
servants'
door.
Dad with
and the
daughter
some hectic
words
result then
that have
one literary belongings is a self-evident one, but
more girl leaves a comfortable home to live the director has wisely refrained from stressher life as her own impulses dictate. In this
ing the lesson's influence at the expense of
case New York stretches out its inviting hands his plot. There is no unnecessary preaching
to
handicap
the action, which flows smoothly
to her.
Up to this point, though the story is quite and does not drag at any stage.
voung, action is crowded and frequent. Bright
The story's principal fault is that of being
deft touches here and there, make the blood a bit too obvious. From the moment John
lean exuberantlv like running water over twigs Briggs yields to temptation it becomes perplain thatThere
his exposure
is only
ques-to
and pebbles. The reviewer could hardly contion fectly
of time.
is no chance
for ahim
tain himself — for his is essentially an exreach security on the crooked trail. Waiting
ploitee's point of view — and the thoughts which
constantly kept running through his mind as for the big cra.sh develops a certain quality
each new scene suggested an additional pub- of su.spense, but not a particularly gripping
kind, as you know in advance it is bound to
liritv motif, knew no bourds for the great come.
exnloitation possibHities contained therein.
Picture a national advertising campaign
In a word, it's the unexpected that .strikes
reaching irto almost every home that can boast home to the average picture audience's hearts.
Harrison Ford is the erstwhile erring but
of a victrola. Picture a publicity project that
reaches almost every eve that gazes on the subsequently repentant hero and gives a very
counters and show windows of a five-and-ten- pleasing performance. Pretty Enid Bennett
as a fascinating Olivia Gale, Mary
cert store. Picture the tremendous pubhc in- registers
Alden, Arline Pretty and Alec Francis are
terested inpopular song and dance music.
Picture all this and you visualize something effective in their respective roles and adequate
support is provided by others in the cast. The
that practically constitutes a free advance no- photography
throughout is clear, distinct and
tice of the magnitude already described, for
governed
by fine lighting.
"Three O'Clock in the Morning." This is. so
William J. Locke is an author possessing
because the title of the picture is the title
of a waltz song which is still on the tongues an international reputation in the fiction world
and it should be easy to arrange lucrative tieof children, youths and grown-ups, all over ups
with local booksellers on the novel from
this broad land.
Bright, colorful strokes of night life, music which the picture is adapted. Feature the
marital deception angle of the story and its
and dance are punctuated with a proportionate
amount of pathos. In the end Elizabeth sees love romance. Enid Bennett. Harrison Ford,
Mary Alden, Arline Prettv and Alec Francis
the danger of hovering over the flame of_ dis- are
well known names in the cast, worthy of
sipation and questionable friendships and joins
mention when exploiting the feature.
her parents when they need her most.

JAZZ ATMOSPHERE PREVAILS
'Week End Husbands' Depicts High
Jinks Revels of Fast Society Set
WEEK END HUSBANDS. Equity Pictures
Corporation Photoplay. Author, Daniel
Carson Goodman. Director, E. H. Griffith.
Length, 6.450 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Barbara Belden
Alma Rubens
William Randall
H. E. Herbert
Thomas Mowry
Montagu Love
Mrs. Keane
Dawn
....SallyCoste'.lo
Cruze
John
Maurice
Robert Stover
Charles Byers
M. La Rue
Paul Panzer
Mrs. Sarah Belden
Margaret Dale
After serving in the U. S. Army in the World
War, Will Randall turns to bootlegging, makes money
and is enabled to surround his wife, Barbara, with
the luxuries she demands. Barbara spends much
of her time in fashionable resorts. Her husband is
only able into aseescandal
her overwithweek-ends.
She Randall,
becomes
involved
an admirer.
who is in trouble with the Fed^al authorities, leaves
her. She takes poison in Paris. Randall arrives
bj' aeroplane. Barbara's life is saved. They are
reconciled.
By George T. Pardy
A T a hasty glance the inference might be
-^drawn that this picture's title exploits a
novel marital fad whereby ladies equip themselves with new husbands every week. Such
is not the case, there is but one husband who
really matters in the story, and his grievance
lies intionsthe
factfastthatsocial
owing
with the
set to
he wifie's
can onlygyraenjoy her company two days out of the seven.
But the title will act as a good box ofiice
magnet. And those who like domestic dramas,
with a sporty atmosphere of society gambollings to feverish jazz tunes, will find "Week
End Husbands" appetizing film farce. On the
other hand, serious-minded or critical folks
will probably pronour.ce it awful rot.
The box office value of the feature is a
question
left are
solely
to theto exhibitor's
judgment.to Ifbe you
catering
audiences
tliat want plentv of action, with highly colored society stuff, book it.
There seems to be a decided run on the
"Jazz - married - hero - and - heroine - misunderstandings" type of picture just now, but
the indications are that the producers are overdoing it, as they usually do when they all
get headed along a too-well trodden path.
One sothing
favor isis concerned.
that it is
clean,
far inas the
sex film's
suggestion
Barbara Belden, the frivolous jvife, gets mixed
up in a lot of trouble, owing to vanity and
love of admiration, but she is nevertheless on
the level, and as played by Alma Rubens, a
very fascinating and rather appealin.g heroine.
A trenchant thrill is put over in the scene
where Barbara is nearly drowned as her canoe
upsets, and her misadventures in Paris, which
nearly result in suicide, are touching.
Herbert
plays ^^^illiam
Randall
with
a H.
goodE. deal
of dignity
and reserve
strength.
The role is one that could easily have been
rendered absurd by overstressing its melodramatic side, but Mr. Herbert does not err in
this respect. The support is adequate.
Theful photography
variety- views,
of delightexteriors, wateroffers
and awooded
and
many fine interiors, with deep sets and effective lighting. In the finale husband and wife
are
seen
country
aboard a returning
liner, and tothisUncle
night Sam's
shot, with
the
silver moon rays, bathing the deck and waves
in glory, is a very pretty example of camera
technique.
The title should prove of great assistance
in exploitation. You can safely play up the
fast, moving, jazzy action, dilate on the gown
display at the social functions, stress the
story's vibrations of iealousy, suspicion,
thrills, and feature Alma Rubens. The narnes
of H. E. Herbert, Montagu Love. Maurice
Costello, Sally Cruze are worthy of mention.
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'SHADOWS OF PARIS'
Famous Polish Star Scores Greatest
Screen Hit Since Her Appearance
in 'Passion
SHADOWS OF PARIS. Paramount Photoplay. Adapted from the Stage Play, "Mon
Homme"
by Andre
Picard
and Length,
Franeis
Carco. Director,
Herbert
Brenon.
6,440 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The Blackbird
Pola Negri
Fernand
Charles de Roche
Georges du Croy
Adolphe Menjou
Raoul Gramont
Huntley Gordon
Madame Boule
Rose Dion
Emile Boule
Gareth Hughes
Liane
Vera Reynolds
M. Flaubert
Edward Kipling
Paris knows
"The Fernand,
Blackbird"is asreported
queen
of Inthe1918
Apaches.
Her lover,
killed at the front. She masquerades as a society
woir^an and becomes the honored wik of Raoul
Gramont, but occasionally visits her old haunts
in disgxiise. Fernand reappears as an Apache leader
and they meet again. After many adventures
Fernandfesses allisto shot
and killed.
Blackbird" conher husband
and "The
is forgiven.
By George T. Pardy
pARAAfOUNT has a sure box office winner
in this— the best American-made film in
which Pola Negri has appeared. That widely
advertised and deservedly popular star is seen
to great advantage in a role which suits her
exotic, magnetic personality in everv detail
and will appeal tremendously to the legion of
Negri admirers. Her work and that of the
clever supporting cast, combined with the
melodramatic swing and snappy action which
governs every foot of the feature, render
"Shadows of Paris" an attraction no exhibitor can afford to overlook.
Director Herbert Brenon has succeeded admirably inreproducing the atmosphere of the
gay French capital both in its society surroimdings and those of the Apache lairs. It
is due to the realistic backgrounds no less
than the excellent acting that the somewhat
lurid and fanciful plot seems thoroughly convincing as presented on the .screenThere are many big moments in the picture,
which starts off with an air bombardment of
Paris, presents some wonderfully vivid shots
of life in the underworld and switches suddenly to scenes where Claire, the erstwhile
"Blackbird," queens it over the elite of the
city, thus obtaining a contrast in social values
which is not without its humorous tinge.
With all this sweep of resistless action and
dynamic episodes the most telling emotional
"punch" is attained, as it ought to be, in a
clirnax of unusual strength.
That is when
Claire, faced by her former lover, Fernand,
realizes that he is only a monster of greed and
that her affections belong solely to the man
who has made her an honorable wife.
Fernand is shot and killed by her husband's
secretary, Du Croy. The latter knows the
truth, but lies like a gentleman to shield the
indiscreet wife, informing Raoul that he has
merely slain a burglar.
In this situation, as well as in other emotional phases which fall to her share, Pola
Negri acts with the tempestuous fire and polished art which distinguished her work in
"Passion"
picture
responsible
for Whether
her sudden rise tothefame
in this
country.
clad in the rough garments of an Apache or
the brilliant trappings of a society leader, she
is equally impressive and alluring.
The suppirt is in every way worthy of
the star. Charles De Roche is for the first
time since his advent on the screen in this
country, cast for a part, that of the Apache
lover, which he fills to perfection. None of
his previous roles were exactly suited to his
virile personality, but as Fernand he scores an
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instant and decisive hit. Huntley Gordon plays
Raoul Gramont in capable style, Adolphe Menjou impersonates the wily secretary, Du Croy,
with his usual artistic polish, Vera Reynolds
is a fascinating Liane and other members of
theThere
company
success.
is an contribute
abundance toof the
finefilm's
photography,
exteriors and interiors are filmed with excellent effect and the lighting is faultless
You can exploit this feature as the best attraction in which Pola Negri has appeared
since the date of her big success in "Passion."
Stress the
story's
power,
unlimited suspense
andmelodramatic
thrilling action
as much
as you please,
your
won't beMenjou,
disappointed. Charles
De patrons
Roche, Adolphe
Huntley Gordon, Gareth Hughes and Vera
Reynolds are names worthy of mention in your
advertising campaign.
HERE'S

GOOD

ENTERTAINMENT

SERIAL

FILM TURNS
INTO FEATURE

HIT

'Way of a Man' Presented in Seven
Re: Is, Registers as High-Class
Western Picture
THE WAY OF A MAN. Pathe Photoplay.
Author, Emerson Hough. Director, George
B. Seitz. Feature Length, 8,816 Feet. Serial Length, Ten Episodes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
El'.en Cowles
Meriwether
AUene Miller
Ray
John
Harold
Mrs. Cowles
Florence Lee
Gordon Orme
Bud Osborne
Grace Sheraton
Kathryn Appleton
Auberry
Whitehorse
Mandy McGovern
LiUian Gale
Andy
Chet
Ryan
Carmencita
LiUian Adrian
On
his
father's
death
John
Cowles
goes
meets and falls in love with Ellen, daughterwest,of
Colonel Meriwether. Through the treachery of Gordon Orme their convoy is nearly destroyed by Indians. Later, John and his mother join the California gold-rush. The gold camp is attacked by
outlaws headed by Orme, but the bandits are defeased. John wins Ellen.
By George T. Pardy
f^UT down from serial length into a seven
reel feature,amount
"The of
Wayexcitement
of a Man"intopacks
a^ tremendous
the
latter compass. Exhibitors can book it either
way, not having seen the serial offering, the
writer is unable, to deliver a verdict as to its
merits, but the seven-reeler is the stuff to suit
any man's theatre where patrons like highspeed melodramatic entertainment.
Like
of inEmerson
storiesthose
the
action ismost
staged
the old Hough's
frontier days,
of 1848, to be more exact. And it is whizzing action right from start to finish. Director
George thrill
Seitz overlooked.
saw to it thatNeither
there did
wasn't
a possible
he
neglect making full use of colorful back-

Goldstone' s 'White Panther' Colorful
Speedy Desert Drama
THE WHITE PANTHER. Goldstone Photoplay. Author, Jack Natteford. Director,
Alvin J. Netts. Length, 5.000 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Bruce Wainwright
Rex Baker
Irene
Gertrude McConnell
Vasmiri
Lois Scott
Tommy
Phil Burke
A love affair between VasmiTi, Persian princess,
and a British officer named Farrell, stirs up her
father and the natives to revenge. Thliy capture
Irene, an English girl. Farrell is in love with
Irene. Bruice Wainwright, known as "The White
Panther." who has frequently foiled the plans of
thie desert outlaw's, comes to Irene's resctie. He
is
successful
in sa\-ing
but he
meanwhile
Farrellto
is slain
and Bruce
and her,
the girl
has learned
love, are in great danger. At the crucial moment
they are saved by a British cavalry force.
By George T. Pardy
CONSIDERED
in the light ofandan smaller
attraction for the neighborhood
theatres this Goldstone feature ought to prove
The desert locations are filmed with wona satisfactory box office asset. The t\ory grounds.
derful skill and the scenic artistry of the
is melodramatic in the extreme, but» well
handled by director and players, and if it does picture scores fifty-fiity with its spectacular
outrange the limits of probability in some
entertaining values. It's no small feat to
a blood-and-fire serial in this fashrespects it still qualifies as lively entertain- condense
ment.
ion and still manage to shape out a compact
Dramas of the Eastern deserts naturally plot, running smoothly to a definite and logical climax, but this is just what has been acrun more or less in a well known plot groove.
But Director Alvin has introduced a good complished.
Besides
the attack on the camp, there is a
many novel angles into the narrative and, best
of all, kept the action buzzing at high speed combat of gorgeous proportions when hostiles
throughout. Nothing handicaps the drawing charge down upon the wagon train. Genuine
power of a picture of this type like obvious Indians, fearsome looking warriors they are,
participate in this last-named incident and the
padding or dragging moments, and "The melee
that follows is something calculated to
White Panther" is happily free from these make
the most hardened spectator shiver and
clogging defects.
Bestriding a white steed and appearing and
Indeed, all through the production suspense
disappearing with ghostlike celerity, Bruce
holds sway, realism reigns supreme and a
Wainright is likened to a phantom panther gasp.
by the annoyed bandits and manages to keep wealth of accurate historical detail will commend it to literary students interested in this
them under a constant nervous strain.
It is during the course of a campaign he particular era of our nation's past.
The heroine role of Ellen Meriwether is
is conducting single-handed to support the
cause of a dusk}' female who has been in- filled by Allene Ray, a singularly beautiful
jured by his foes that Bruce gets mixed up girl, who gives a performance remarkable for
in the affair of a kidnapped English girl. its natural charm and freedom from over-actHarold Miller, a fine-looking youth and
Irene, and incidentally falls in love Vk'ith her. capableing. actor,
plays the hero with due dash
In so doing he crosses the trail of princess
and gallantry, the native types are excellent
^"asmiri
and
Tommy
Farrell,
another
British
officer, whose philandering is responsible for and the support deserves unqualified praise.
The exhibitor needn't be afraid to boost this
Irene's abduction.
The photography includes a number of fine picture as a ^^'esterner of unusual force and
desert views, with skillfully filmed long shots gripping power. Play up the Indian attack,
and close-ups. The Eastern atmosphere is the swift action, the unlimited thrills, the
colorful and artistic.
beauty of the leading lady, the good work of
You can exploit this as a fast moving desert the cast and photography's artistic charm. It
ought to satisfy any audience wanting quick
melodrama,
not of the romantic
usual "sheik"
but
offering considerable
interest type,
and action and thrilling entertainment. Above all,
ais preponderance
Bakera don't forget to mention that the story is by
worth playing ofupthrills.
strongly,"Snowy
as he" has
gifted author of "The Covered Wagon."
numerous following in sections of the country the
Tliere is a sure chance for tie-ups with bookstores on tlie book by Emerson Hough.
where his daredevil stunts are popular.
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HAS GOOD
'Restless

SELLING

POINTS

JViies' a Fast Moving Domestic Drama With Popular Appeal
RESTLESS WIVES. C. C. Biirr. Author,
Isola La Cava. Director, Gregory La Cava.
Length, 6,317 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Polly Benson
Doris Kenyon
James Benson
James Rennie
Hugo Cady
Montagu Love
Mrs. Drake
Naomi Childers
Curtis Wilbui
Colt Albertson
Pelham Morrison
Burr Mclntosb
Hobart Richards
Edinund Breese
Trouble brews between James B'enson and his
wife, Pclly, when he grows jealous of attentix>ns
paid to her by Curtis Wilbur. A disagreement results and Polly and
leavessheherdisposes
husband.
Polly's
fatherto
goes bankrupt
of her
jewels
help him. Benson carries off Polly to his lodge
in the mountains. He is shot by an intoxicated
servant, the lodge catches fire, Polly rescues him
and they are reconciled.
By George T. Pardy
'T'HIS picture ought to make a good selling
J- record in the state rights market. It possesses all tlie elements which arouse public
curiosity — a snappy, alluring title, a cast of
well-known players, elaborate settings and a
marital tangle which is only straightened out
after a variety of disasters threaten hero and
heroine.
Director Gregory La Cava has done wonders with tlie familiar screen theme of the
husband who neglects his wife for business
cares, with the result that she seeks amusement elsewhere. It's not so easy to take a
plot of this kind and develop new and startling situations, but Mr. La Cava has turned
the trick all right and "Restless Wives" will
surely appeal to a majority of film audiences.
For one thing, the feature is alive with action, its characters are caught in a whirl of
dramatic events which juggles them here and
there in breathless haste, the nervous strain of
social and business life conducted at high
speed never relaxes, and a remarkably vivid
climax is reached in the big fire scene, when
Polly rescues her husband from the devouring
flames and the two agree to disagree no longer.
The average person will be interested in
the domestic troubles of the Bensons because
the onlooker will naturally sympathize with
husband or wife, as the case may impress him
or her. There's much to be said on both sides,
anyway, Jim Benson, although failing to
pay his spouse the attention she deserves, is
a fine fellow in the main ; and Polly, if a
trifle frivolous, proves beyond doubt that, despite appearances she is strictly on the square.
The cabaret scenes are beautifully filmed,
with a bevy of pretty dancers providing physical fireworks, and it is here tTiat a sensational
episode occurs, when Benson encounters his
wife in charge of a former suitor. Later the
disgruntled hubby kicks over the traces in
still more melodramatic style, when he wallops
Polly's surprised escort and carts her of¥ to his
lone mountain retreat. The shooting of Benson by a hootch lunatic and the fire finish, are
other realistic incidents staged with telling effect.
Doris Kenyon scores heavily as Polly Benson, a role suited in every detail to the winning personality of this popular actress. Miss
Kenyon's
patomime
is excellent,
the emotional
situations
which her
fall work
to herin
share will please her many admirers and members of her own sex will assuredly wax enthusiastic over the numerous handsome gowns
she wears with such dainty grace. James
Rennie gives a capital performance as the husband and splendid support is given the principals by Montagu Love, Naomi Childers and
others of the carefully selected cast. The photography includes many ornate interiors and
exteriors of pronounced scenic charm.
The title has undeniable drawing power and
can be utilized to good effect in exploiting the
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feature. You can praise the story without reserve, stressing its thrills and complications.
Play up the cast, featuring Doris Kenyon and
James Rennie, but calling attention to the presence of Montagu Love, Naomi Childers, Burr
Mcintosh and Edmund Breese in the company,
as each possesses a more or less strong following among the fans.
* * *
FAIR PROGRAM ATTRACTION
'Cause for Divorce' Handicapped by
Early Dragging Action
CAUSE FOR DIVORCE. Selsnick Photoplay. Author, Thelma Lanier. Director,
Hugh Dicrker. Length, 7*132 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Laura Weston
Fritzi Brunette
Tom Parker
David Butler
Martin Sheldon
Charles Clary
Ruth Metcliffe
Helene Lynch
Howard
Metcliffe
PatPeterO'Malley
Count Ramon
Lorenz
Burke
Skippy North
Cleve Moore
George Angier
Harmon MacGregor
Professor Williams
James O. Barrows
Tom
Weston's
wife,
Laura,
narrowly
escapes Martin
being
involved in a love affair with wealthy
Sheldon. The latter's daughter, Ruth, married to a
young mentlawyer,
is dissatisfted
plansRuth
an elopewith Count
Lorenz, a and
crook.
meets
with
an accident
brought
to Laura'swhen
house.he
Her father
comes,andandis is
thunderstruck
finds out who Laura is. Matters are finally straightened out all around and a happy climax achieved.
By George T. Pardy
/CONSIDERED as a program attraction,
^ "Cause for Divorce" should bring fair
box office returns. It does not carry sufficient
dramatic force or originality of conception to
entitle it to rank as a suitable offering for
high-class theatres.
The wife who goes philandering because she
fancies her husband doesn't devote enough
time to her, or provide luxuries she deems necessary, has done her bit on the screen so frequently that it has become a matter of no
small difficulty to build up new and entertaining situations around her. The difficulty is in
some measure conquered in this instance by
introducing two wives, both of whom take
trial flights outside the matrimonial fence and
come close to flopping disastrously.
But they make safe landings, of course, in
tlie long run and everything is lovely along
the domestic reservations. One of the young
women is wealthy, the other in ordinarv circumstances, and something of a sensation is
manufactured
by bringing in the former's
father.
Her auto gets jammed in a crash, which
by the way, is a verv mildly conducted accident, Ruth is hurt, taken to the nearest domicile, which chances to be that of the other
rallow_ wife. Later her papa turns un and
there js a general surprise. This last is the
best situation in the picture, when the overbearing Martin Sheldon is made to realize that
there are other important factors in the whirl
of human events than his money.
The interiors off^er some handsome decorative effects and the photograohy as a whole
is artistic. Director Hugh Dierker has not
been fortunate in preserving his continuity, in
attempting to make the plot novel.
Fritzi Brunette as Laura Weston, and
Helene Lynch as Ruth Metcliffe, give satisfactory performances, sharing dramatic honors with David Butler, Charles Clary and
Pat O'Malley,
the principal
malesupport.
roles. The
rest
of the castin furnish
capable
The title possesses exploitation values. You
can point out how the shadow of divorce
threatened to cloud up the happiness of two
households, and that it never pays to be too
hasty
one's fellow
creatures.
names niofjudging
the players
mentioned
above The
are
worth featuring, but it is just as well not to
lavish too much praise on the story.

HAS SPECTACULAR

APPEAL

'North ofdramaHudson
Ray,'Mix
Rrisk
Meloand Excellent
Vehicle
NORTH OF HUDSON BAY. Fox Photoplay. Author, Jules Furthnian. Director,
John Ford. Length, 4,973 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Michael Dane
Tom Mix
Estelle McDonald
Kathleen Key
Peter Dane
Eugene Palette
Cameron MacDonald
Will Walling
Angus McKenzie
Frank Campeau
Jeffry
Clough
Frank Kohler
Leigh
Armond Lemoir
Fred
Peter Dane is assassinated at Hudson Bay Trading
Post. His brother, Michael, arrives, falls in love
with Estelle McDonald, is suspected of murder and
cast forth into the wilderness to die in company
with Angus McKenzie. They are joined by Estelle,
fleeing from the pursuit of an unwelcome suitor
and his band. A savage fight takes place, but the
lovers escape through the rapids in a canoe.
By George T. Pardy
^ BRISK melodrama, well directed and
beautifully photographed, "North of
Hudson Bay" registers as an excellent vehicle
for Tom Mix. It will please the many admirers of that popular star and should prove
a lucrative box office asset, especially in the
neighborhood theatres.
That those
veteran
"standbys,"
the
members
of the
Royalscreen
Northwest
Mounted
Police fail to play prominent parts in the
story's development, seems almost incredible,
yet such is the refreshing truth. And it must
be admitted that the plot, although dealing
with adventurous doings in a Canadian wilderness, gets along very nicely without the help
of the troopers, thereby setting an unconventional example which other producers would
do well to imitate occasionally.
The picture's appeal is exceedingly spectacular, thrills abound, the action moves at a hurricane clip, the love romance is skillfully
wrought out and terminates logically and happily. And from an artistic standpoint it may
safely be asserted that there is no room for
unfavorable criticism. The atmosphere of the
ice-bound North is impressively developed in
a series of outdoor views that display the
stern grandeur of snowbound Nature with tremendously realistic effect.
There is some amusing comedy interpolated
during
the when
hero'shejourney
by steamboat
the river,
first meets
the girl ofdown
his
heart and incidentally jumps overboard to rescue her hat from a watery grave. But for the
most part the narrative is deadly serious and
shot through with exciting punches.
Michael Dane's combat with a horde of
ravenous wolves is one of the big scenes calculated to stir the blood of the most hardened movie fan and the flight of the canoes
through the furiously roaring rapids another
bit of startling realism.
Northern trading post authorities of those
uncompromising days had their own drastic
ways of dealing out justice to law-breakers,
one of the least pleasant being the thrusting
forth of a criminal without arms or food into
the desolate wastes of snow, this penaltv,
known as "the journev of death" usually making good its title. The hero undergoes this
lively experience in company with a man
wrongfully accused of having murdered
Dane's brother, and the subsequent developments are surcharged with dramatic incidents.
Tom Mix plays the role of Michael Dane
with all his wonted fire and vigor, maintaining his reputation not only as an athlete, but
an actor of tried ability. Kathleen Key is a
very attractive heroine, the native types are
true to life and the support as a whole could
hardly be improved upon.
You can exploit this picture as it is well up
to the high-water mark of Tom Mix attractions, offering a stirring romance, packed with
thrills and remarkable for its scenic beautv.
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Story of Modern Egypt to Be
Produced Serially
A new Patheserial adapted from Mary
Hastings Bradley's famous novel of modern
Egypt, "The Fortieth Door," has been put in
production on the West Coast under the direction of George Seitz. This will be a C.
W. Patton's auspices, the two preceding chapter pictures being "The Way of a Man," now
in
and "Leatherstockings,"
willdistribution,
be made available
March 23rd. which
It is a story of stirring action and appealing romance, in which a young American
archaeologist becomes involved in an exciting
intrigue of the old world while carrying on
his research work among the tombs of the
Pharaohs. Competition for the photoplay
rights was keenly waged over a period of
many months between several of the leading
producers of the screen.
AUene Ray, who is winning widespread favor for her work as leading woman in the
current Patheserial release, "The Way of a
Man," will play one of the featured roles.
Bruce Gordon also well-known will appear as the American Egyptologist. Other
prominent players are : Frankie Mann, David
Dunbar, Anna May Wong, who plays an important character part in Douglas Fairbanks"
forthcoming production, "The Thief of Bagdad"; Whitehorse and Lillian Gale, who play
in "The Way of a Man" ; and Bernard Siegel,
an actor of recognized ability who appeared in
a prominent role in "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame."
* * *
Screen Snapshots Number 10 — C. B. C.
In the new issue of this popular "fan magazine of the screen" those Kings of Jazz,
Paul Whiteman and Vincent Lopez are si en
having a great time at a big movie ball.
The spectator is taken there by proxy and sees
also such favorites as Mary Eaton, Miriam
Battista, Pat Rooney, Jane and Katherine
Lee, and Lucy Fox having a large evening.
Fight fans get a special treat for no less
a person than Tommy Gibbons helps John
Bowers, Sheldon Lewis and Marguerite De
La Motte settle a dispute on pugilism.
Theodore Roberts goes to see his own
picture on the screen and gets a surprise.
Hugo Ballin directs his wife, Mabel Ballin,
and Edward Earle in a "still" life scene.
Mabel doesn't know she's supposed to be dead,
and spoils it all by sneezing.
Viola Dana, with her mother; and Charles
Murray, Raymond McKee, and Gregory La
Cava; in a comedy stunt are highlights of
this reel. And there is also Erich Von Stroheim proudly exhibiting his baby — the only
person
recting. by the way, whom he has trouble di* * *
'HaJf-Back of Notre Dame'— Pathe
Funny from start to finish
2 reels
Harry Gribbon and Jack G)oper are the
star performers on the Castoria College team.
Pecpie who know football wi.l be convulsed
over the play in the game.
There's a bathing beauty scene too and some
trick photography of Harry Gribbon up in the
clouds, riding a homemade contraption that
might be called a bicycle-aeroplane.
Let your audience see the latest mechanical
device used to shoe a horse — incidently the
device has a drawing power that takes our
hero ofif his feet and pins him to a lightning
roA
Good broad slapstick with rapid-fire action
and
sure laugh-provoking
to go over big. gags in abundance that's

Good

FeoJiure

Advertising Value in

Director's Names
JUST how much value or prestige is there
connected with the director's and author's
name in the big little feature field?
It's a certainty that it is not being commercialized in the most efficient manner.
There is no difference whatsoever, between
the feature and the big little feature when
it comes to concentrating and caretaking
efTorts on both the author's and director's
part in constructing entertainment that wiil
please the people and profit the exhibitor.
In the short subject branch of the industry the author and director should mean
the 100% equivalent in advertising and exploitation that the feature field now profits
the director's or auby. Inthor'sother
name letswords
the public know what to
expect from previous performances. They'll
come back to see more of that man's work.
To people who read scientific magazines,
the name Tolhurst used in connection with
the "Secrets of Life" series, will promise
authentic, interesting studies.
The name H. C. Witwer used in connection with the "Leather Pushers," "Fighting
Blood" and "Telephone Girl" series will draw
crowds who read these stories in the current
Cosmopolitan magazine issues.
Another type patron after seeing one of
the "Wilderness Tales" will remember the
name Robert C. Bruce and go back to see
more, knowing the unusual nature subjects
and pictorial beauty of his work.
Just as the "Leatherstockings" series will
draw because they are taken from the worldfamous novels of James Fenimore Cooper.
And lastthatbuthave
not provided
least. Mack
Sennett's
comedies,
an individual
and definite type of entertainment for years.

'Something Different' For You
And Your Patrons
A new and novel series of one-reel subjects
is shortly to be released via Grand-Asher in
the shape of "Laugh-o-Graphs," or in other
words, jokes pictures on the screen by living
actors.
The Laugh-o-Graphs will be produced in a
style comparable to any humorous subjects
made. A short introductory title will give
the ersfirst
part of
"gag."
will enact
the the
story
and aThen
final the
titleplaywill
carry the gag or climax of the joke. The
name of the author or the one submitting the
joke will be given on the screen. Anyone,
state the producers, can send in jokes and
all should be addressed to "Laugli-o-Graph
Editor, Grand Studio, Hollywood, CaliforThose used will be paid for at the rate of
five dollars per joke.
Managers of theatres may have their
patrons submit jokes to them and send them
to this contact
studio. with
Here's
chance to get into
closer
youra patrons.
* * *
'A Perfect Lady' — Pathe
Short .md snappy
1 reel
Charles
nia." Chase is engaged to impersonate
a woman in an amateur theatrical performance. Those of your audience who are familiar with this comedian's work will be
interested to see him in feminine attire. He
IS lorced by circumstances to wear his stage
costume home, which includes a blond wig
and bespangled evening gown, and then the
fun starts. All the gay dogs of the town,
inebriated and otherwise, decide to offer their
assistance. Charley scorns them, as all good
little unescorted ladies should, but to evade
a suspicious policeman he has to get into one
man's car. These scenes furnish lots of action and some good laughs and the last fadeout is too good to tell — you've got to see it.
'Jumping Jacks' — Educational
Howte's Hodge Podge
I reel
A glorified newsreel, cartoon and comedy
reel all in one reel, helping to complete your
program. The Niagara is caught from many
angles and the photography here is really beautiful. The theme "jumping jacks" is carried
out by showing American soldiers in training :
Sudanese dervishes performing religious
rites along the Nile *and* cartoons.
*
'Rural Romance' — Pathe
Aesop film fable
1 reel
As good as ever. This one presents a
humorous rendition of the standard plot in
which the city ruffian steals the simple
country maiden from the arms of her rustic lover and is eventually overtaken and
overthrown by the bold hero who pursues
them to his den.

DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
The latest Al Christie comedy is now being
edited and is entitled "Reno or Bust." It is to be
released through Educational and Bobby Vernon
plays the featured role in this two-reeler. Duane
Thompson supports him.

'Cave Inn' — Educational
Cave man comedy
1 reel
Cavemen get the ladies of their choice by
hitting them over the head and dragging them
to their caves — just as we are lead to believe
it was done in the stone ages. Virginia Vance
is a very attractive cavewoman with her blond
hair and cute little leopard skin dress. Comic
contraptions such as a rock controlled by a
string serving as an alarm clock and tin can
showers help the comedy along. Fair entertainment and fast enough to hold attention.
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WEST COAST THEATRE OPENS
Oscar A. Kantner and C. Robinson are the
proud managing directors of the new Seville
Theatre, Inglewood, California, which opened
its doors to the public February 8th.
Mr. Kantner has been identified with the
motion picture industry for the past eight
years, the greater part of that time being associated with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in various parts of the country.
Mr. Robinson is also well known in theatrical circles, both on the West coast and
Middlewest — starting his career with Paramount as a salesman.
The theatre is of Spanish design and the
large Mission style bronze bell that swings in
the illuminated opening at the top of the theatre front is impressive. Through openings in
the Mission style front wall is seen vines and
foliage protruding.
For the opening presentation Film Booking
Office's
"Judgment
the young
Storm," star
was ofshown
and Lucille
Ricksenof the
that
film appeared in person.
Of particular note to showmen, contemplating theatre construction, is the heating and
ventilating system of the theatre. It is mechanically controlled, thereby delivering a nonfluctuating temperature.
* * *
Harwitz Building in Houston
Henry C. House is building a new theatre
for Will Harwitz at Houston, Texas, with
seating capacity of 2800; to contain flOO.OOO
worth of equipment, the building to cost $80,000. It will be devoted to feature pictures.
* * *
Bert Byler's Father Dead
and Kansas exhibof Missouri
Sympathy
itors were extended
last week to Bert Byler,
manager of the Bixman Theatre, Clinton, Mo.,
whose father died after an extended illness.
* * *
Linick Purchases Nilsson Estate
Adolph Linick, of the Chicago firm of Jones
Linick and Schaefer, has purchased the Anna
Q. Nilsson estate at Hollywood.
Aaron Jones, shaking the cares of business
from his shoulders, will journey West next
week to spend a month or so with Mr. Linick.

Round

Table
NOTES OF EXCHANGE

CENTERS

Joseph Rosenberg,
formerCity
Hodkinson
sentative in the Kansas
territory,reprehas
joined the Midwest-Educational foice.
* * *
Louis Maurin has been appointed booker for
the Enterprise Distributing Corporation at
Dallas, Te.xas, and R. H. Robertson in the
same capacity with Progress Pictures, Inc.,
at Dallas.
^ ^ ^
Maurice Joseph, former manager . of the
Kansas City Lniversal branch, wlio resigned
to enter business for himsell, has been succeeded by L. W. Weir, former assistant division manager in the West for Universal.
^
*
Resident Manager J. B. Dugger of the Famous-Lasky Players branch at Dallas,
Texas, was in New York City last week, at* tending the semi-annual
^ ^meeting of branch
managers.

DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
Herbert
dutiesHekeep
him
traveling Brennon's
from coastdirectorial
to coast.
directed
"Shadows of Paris" at Paramount's Hollywood
stud OS and is now on his way East to- produce
"The Mountebank," at their Long Island studio.
Round

Table

Briefs

Sam Swartz, assistant manager of the Starland Theatre, Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed manager of the Arlington, a neighborhood theatre recently acquired by Henry Morton, who also own the Gayety, Monarch and
Park theatres.
* * *
A. J. B. Robert, proprietor of the Gayety
Theatre, Three Rivers, Quebec, has gone
to Europe for an extensive visit. During his
absence, the theatre :;<is in^ charge
of his brother,
^
Henri Robert.
Thomas Herbert has been appointed manager of the Regira Theatre, Regina, Sask.
Mr. Herbert has had an interesting career,
having started 19 years ago in the old Biograph Studios under Colonel McCutcheon.

A handsome diamond ring was presented G.
B. Howe, who resigned from Kansas City
Universal recently to return to the East, by
* *been with Universal
the office force. He.-it had
twelve years.
Tom Bailey, formerly branch manager of
the Famous-Lasky Players in Oklahoma City,
and later district representative at Dallas.
Texas, has been transferred to the Los Angeles, C.^LiF., field as district representative.
* * ❖
George S. Jeffrey has been appointed special representative for Canadian distribution
of Preferred Pictures with office at Toronto.
Preferred Pictures are being handled by Dominion Films, Limited, at Toronto, Montreal
and St. John, and by Canadian National Films,
Limited, at Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver.
* * *
Spencer to Represent Exhibitors
At a meeting held recently in New Brunswick, Mr. F. G. Spencer well known theatrical
man was elected a member of the St. John
Rotary Club.
memberis of
each pro-so
fession or lineOnly
of one
business
admitted
Mr. Spencer will represent all Motion Picture exhibitors as Rotarian Spencer.

A. H. Burnett has opened a new moving
picture theatre at MiMico Beach, a picturesque suburb of Toronto, Ontario. The new
house is called the Lakeside. Mr. Burnett
is well known locally, being chief of the fire
department at Mimico.
^ ^
J. Gordon of Rosetown, Sask., suffered a
serious loss in the destruction by fire of his
insured. theatre,
movingtiallypicture
was only par^ ^ which
^
Oscar Fontaine has acquired the Empire
Theatre at La Tuque, Quebec, from H.
Mrs. Donald Geddes, wife of Don Geddes,
of the Ballard and Majestic Theatre, BaltARD, Seattle, who recently returned from
a trip to California, is seriously ill in her

DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
Hobart Henley, one time actor and now equally
well known as a director, has just been signed
by Louis B. Mayer to a long term contract
whereby he will make a series of feature productions for release by Metro Pictures.

Ralph De Bruler, Jr., manager of the Superba Theatre, Raleigh, N. C, was married
recently lumbia,toS. C.Miss Caludia Beaudiea, of" Co* * *
G. tion
L. of Hooper,
Theatres
CorporaToPEKA, National
Kans., has
been appointed
as
a member
of by
thetheExhibitors'
Board,
established
F. B. O. Advisory

DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
Williamtorial skill
DewasMille's
most recent
display
of directhe screen
adaptation
of the
stage
success,
"Rita
Coventry."
The
film,
entitled
"Don't Call it Love," starring Nita Naldi and
treated in a humorous vein is highly entertaining.
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SHOWMANSHIP

What

Makes

Mary

and

Mick

Buy

Your

Tickets

An Author s Viewpoint Gives the Answer as the Salesmanship of the Dramatist
Combined with the Showmanship of the Exhibitor

ibitor !
YOU'
u're anunExh
der big expense to run
YoRE
r
re
tre. You'
y
y eato
biHtth
siur
urde pathe
ronavs.
responyo
please youn
,
rs
de
s,
ol
ve
ap
kh
You'
got stoc
perh
who
pound you for dividends.
Fifty-two times a year — and maybe one
hundred and four — you've got to make a
sure-fire speculation.
Out of seven or eight hundred pictures
produced every year, you've got to speculate successfully with sure-fire selection. You've got to carry your theatre
overhead; you've got to please your
fans;
gottheto situation
make money.
The you've
crux of
is picking
those pictures which sell to the public
with minimum effort and maximum
pull. And that means a policy and a
system — else you're shooting in the air
— running your business by rule of
thumb — putting your good money in a
picture bucketshop.
That policy and system means
checking up each film that is offered
you for booking, against a handful of
dramatic and sales fundamentals.
I want to talk about those fundaals a moment.
rock andmentheart
of yourThey're
business!the bedget at them through the eyes
of Let's
the patron.
Mary's beenin working
all day
as
stenographer
a downtown
office.
Mick, herschool
"gentleman
evening
three friend,"
times agoes
week.to
He's taking a course in civil engineering. Meanwhile, during the day, he
drives a laundry wagon. On his three
open evenings, he comes around to the
flat where Mary lives with her parents— and multitudinous brothers and
sisters. He wants to spoon with
Mary, to have her alone to himself,
to follow the thing called Cosmic
Urge. But Mary's father and mother
are hard-working people. They want
to go to bed early. And the brothers
and sisters make more or less racket.
A fine chance for Mick and Mary to
spoon. "Come on," says Mick. "Let's
take in a movie!"
Of course they'll take in a movie. He
may not be able to do much petting in
the modern theatre, but he's with her, perhaps clandestinely holding her hand. And
that's better than the noisy flat with the
spying parents and noisy ofTspring.
But the petting business is beside the
point. I'm thinking of the dollar bill
Mick has in his left trouser pocket. It's
coming
is
to landintoit. your till or it isn't. Your job
Mary and Mick come down the street,
arm in arm. On one side is your theatre.
0.n the opposite side is your competitor.
A_ block further on the lights of still a
third theatre are blinking for trade.
Mary and Mick stand looking around
them. Which theatre shall they patronize?
Right there is the psychological time
when we contact film fundamentals. Four
or five million Marys and Micks do the

Bv WILLIAM

DUDLEY

PELLEY

same thing every night in the year. They
are
ness. the mainstay and ballast of your busiWhat finally makes them choose your
theatre, cross to your window, put that
dollar bill in Mick's pocket down on your
glass counter? Just what does this thing?

Author

Salesmanship

That's the viewpoint of the photodramatist who has written the accompanying article.
Without doubt it is an important
one to the showman.
When a writer of fihri stories says
plainly that at a last analysis he is
only a salesman, it is worth every
exhibitor's notice to learn by what
principles he thus qualifies himself.
Mr. Pelley reveals himself here.
Not only himself, but the showman,
who, also, at the last analysis must be
a good salesman if he would attain
success.
The accompanying article is a
sparkling broadside on a subject of
serious import to showmen.

Is It the star? Let us see. Let us see
from their intercourse there on the sidewalk
choose. as they are deciding which theatre to
"Who's to the Plaza?" says Mary, glanc"Lillian
competitor's
ing up at your
Swanson?
Well,
not sign.
so good.
I
see her in an awful crummy show over
there last week. They're fallin' down on
plays
for herTom
sumpin'
terribly."
"There's
Gibson
down the street.
Let's see him. I like that western stuff
when it's good."
"What's he playin' in?"
"The sign says 'Billings County Law.' "
"Aw fish! Billings County Law don't
mean nothin' in my young life — law's law
everywhere. It's another cheap western.
Here's a theatre right in front of us. Let's
see what's playin' to that?"
So they approach your theatre and read
the star's name on the lights: FELIX
MEIGHAN.
That passes.
They like

Meighan. Next comes that hoary query:
What's he playin' in? That's where the
title must register and register hot. Let's
say
Us Quick!"
That's not
bad it's
title"Marry
— for Micky
and Mary.
Morea
than once they've been thinking of getting
married
quick.
mind:lobby
Before Mick
and But
Marybeargo this
intoinyour
don't forget there's one more stage. They
appear to be looking around for something
— hunting,
mation. trying to get some vague inforDo you know what it is?
I've made it part of my business to
study these Micks and Marys.
They want to know the type of picture they're
going mystery
to see — whether
it's
society
drama,
yarn, sex
story, western thriller or whatnot.
The star won't stand a chance, the
title won't stand a chance, Mick and
Mary won't
unless
having
gottenenter
themyour
thustheatre
far, you
go
one step further and sell them on the
atmosphere, characterization and type
of your film play!
Right at that psychological time,
when they stand there sold on star
and title,
is you
the "closing"
ship. Have
picked thesalesmantype of
picture that lends itself to cinching
the urge that brings Mick up to your
window and makes him put down his
dollar on the glass?
Don't misunderstand me. I'm not
going into a mass of generalization
about western pictures, costume pictures, society dramas.
I'm talking about exploitation possibilities for outside sidewalk saleswork sideinon your
the film
screen.that's flickering inNevermind what your film may be,
in what
class,people
remember
there'll
just
as many
like its
type be
as
those who don't. You can't please
everyone all the time.
But I do maintain tiiat you may lose
. even the people who would like the
film
if it for
doesn't
havedisplay,
the exploitation
features
outside
that lend
th(!mselves to crashing sales argument,
that jump out at Mick and Mary and cry:
"Don't miss this one, on your life! You've
been waiting to see this sort of thing for
How many times, Mr. Exhibitor, have
you thought of booking your pictures so
that they give you maximum value in that
psj chological moment when Mick and
Alary stand on the sidewalk? Because if
your exploitation is weak or inadequate
when your
!" patrons saunter up to the door
of years
your house, you're not going to get
themhouse
inside.
going to pass on to
the
downThey're
the street.
I don't mean to say that nothing pulls
your patrons in but lobby display. Newspaper and billboard advertising helps. But
all that kind of publicity is the "opener" on
your sales program to the fan. You've
got
to get
the "closing point" to gather
in the
real toshekels.
And that's
in
the material
{Continued
on Page the
46.) film gives
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MONEY-MAKING
IN

BURR

IDEAS

PICTURE

Title Suggests Many Potent Tie-Ups
AN embarrassment of riches ! That best describes the
exploitation possibiHties of C. C. Burr's "Three
O'clock in the Morning."
For one, the picture has title interest practically synonymous with a free advance advertising campaign. There

7jy the upper photo a
J quintet of the singing and dancingin peach
s appearing
some cf the cabaret scenes.
They come from the
of "Wild flower,"
acast
Broadway
musical
ion''.edy
success,
and
alacking
fact which
is not
in publicity
pcssil'ilitiescount. Inonthethatlower
acpicturester Clayton
Web(Richard Thorpe)
just joined
his
shas
. eetheart
Elizabeth
Winthrop
{Constance
Binney) after an icy
dive into the ocean.

"THE cop on the pier
^ from which Elizabeiii Winthrop (Constance Binney) is trying to signal her
sweetheart who is becarried outAmerican
to sea
on aing South
steamer, is trying to
prove her attempts as
useless.
But hea doesn't
reckon with
sweetheart to whom a mile
of ocean water is as
nothing, and who does
prove that when his
girl is the objective, a
lish has nothing on him
■ for making headivay.

are very few folks in this broad land who haven't heard
the words, "Three O'Clock in the Morning" in one form
or another.
Victrola records by the hundred-thousands have entertained in as many homes, folks who appreciate good waltz
music. In dance halls, in the parlor, in fact in any place
permitting the tripping of dainty toes to the rhythm of an
irresistible refrain, "Three O'Clock in the Morning" has
invariably been a bright spot on the program. The fact
that the Leo Feist Music Publishing Company of New
York, declares it is one of the most successful sellers they
have ever produced, is fairly eloquent proof of how folks
the country over might be expected to prick up their ears
at the mere mention of the title.
So much for the possibilities of tieing up with music
stores, phonograph-record concerns, cabarets, vaudeville
houses, dance halls and five-and-ten-cent-stores. The_
Feist people have, also, declared themselves ready to cooperate- with exhibitors, they having a variety of showcard broadsides, strippers, and heralds which might be
utilized to good effect by the showman.
Window Displays, Ballyhoo and Free Publicity
Constance Binney, who stars in this picture, is a theatrical light of no little glamour. She is also an accomplished
dancer, and therein lies a publicity suggestion of potent
possibilities. C. C. Burr's press book contains a signed
article from Miss Binney describing her advent as a
dancer; also various technical angles of dancing before a
camera. Any discerning editor on the look-out for a feature story or Sunday supplement should welcome this
signed article as a real find. Result — another strong agent
in bringing the public's attention to the picture at the
exhibitor's theatre.
Window tie-ups with jewelry stores should not be overlooked. A window card calling attention to the jeweler's time-piece and your picture would be properly in
order. The ballyhoo angle has a decided kick to it. A
sandwich man, whose double sign represents a clock, will
be an effective street attraction. The ordinary square sandwhich sign should be used, on which the dial of a clock is
painted with the hands pointing at 3 A. M.
Last, but not least such names as Constance Binney, Edmond Breese, and Mary Carr will mean something to the
person who sees them in poster or electric lights.- — M. L. S.
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CURIOSITY AROUSED BY
USE OF WANT ADS

ENTERPRISING MANAGER
GETS PUBLICITY

Invents Stunts of News Value and Gets
Big Newspaper Space
DEING held down to a specific advertising
-L* budget, Manager Harry Browning of the
New Haven Olympia Theatre found that very
often it was impossible to buy, all the space
he should like to use for advertising a coming
attraction. So he started the old head gear
working and finally evolved a plan whereby
he got, absolutely free, such space in the New
Haven Times-Leader as cannot be bought —
namely,
did
it. the news columns. Here's how he
He arranged for a special Saturday morning
of "Michael
performanc
to be run" ina
which wasO'Halloran,
Hodkinson efeature,
conjunction with the newspaper. That is, the
paper printed a coupon each day which when
presented at the theatre box office with five
cents by a child not over fifteen, would entitle that child to admission. Regular price
of admission is ten cents.
The paper devoted several columns to stories
concerning the special performance making
it seem that they were going fifty-fifty with
the kids, on the price of the tickets. The
profit for them lay in the increased circulation,_ while the theatre gained by the added
publicity which was thus secured.
Another instance where Manager Browning
used his head is evidenced in the scheme he
employed to gain space for the showing of
"The Fighting Blade." In the cast
appears Allyn King, a Follies girl, and a there
former New Haven resident. Mr. Browning saw
immediately the possibilities in the news value
of this situation so he went to the New Haven
Times-Ledger with his story. He had guessed
correctly. They just ate up the thing, gave
him a fat half column in which was given
a complete biography of Miss King
* * *

'MINSTREL CAR' LEAVES FOR
COAST TO COAST TRIP
The "After the Ball Minstrel Car." consisting of a big auto truck fitted up with living accommodations for the merry minstrels
in addition to a piano with brass band attachments to accompany the singers, left the

JACKIE COOGAN CUTOUT
This cutout fastened to a lamp post in Wichita
Fal's,cheap
Texas,anda tracted
lot of attention.
very aeffective
advertising. It is
Capitol theatre. New York, with an appropriate send-ofif Thursday afternoon, enroute
tor Los Angeles and return.
William A. Quick, in charge of the wandering minstrels, received his training with Barnum and Baile^'. and the Sells Brothers, and
real circus discipline
A will* be maintained.
MUSIC

SHEET

TIE-UP

A piano solo by Francis Young, called "Beau
Brummel," will be used as a musical tie-up
by Warner Brothers, in connection with exploitation of their forthcoming March release,
"Beau Brummel," starring John Barrymore.
Arrargements were recently efi^ected through
Carl Fischer, Inc., musical publishers. The
number dedicated to John Barrymore, will be
used as the musical theme for the screen presentation.

Ads for 'Temporary Husband' Bring
Many Applications
IVriLTON D. CRANDALL, head of the
publicity department of Rowland and
Clark Theatres, Pittsburgh, proved that the
classified columns of newspapers are a mighty
medium when the time is ripe, to exploit a
picture. One day in the week previous to the
showing of First National's "Her Temporary
Husband," he had inserted in all of the newspapers of Pittsburgh a three-inch classified
ad, calling attention to the fact that a young
lady twenty-two years of age, desired a mate
in matrimony. The heading of the ad was
"A Temporary Husband" in bold type. The
ad contained some humorous lines, such as
"prefer a man who does not expect to live
And then
returns. The ad was inserted
longer
than the
a week."
on . Wednesday, the address given being
"Burns and Burns, Liberty Theatre." Thursday grams
morning
at ten soo'clock
there were
telefrom towns
far distant
as Akron,
Ohio, special delivery letters from all parts
of Pittsburgh and surrounding towns. It was
almost found necessary at times to install a
special telephone operator in the Liberty to
take care of the innumerable calls from aspirants willing to be a temporary husband
to young lady for a momentary consideration.
COOGAN

CONTEST

"Long Live the King," Jackie Coogan's first
Metro picture, played the Hippodrome Theatre
in Waco, Texas, recently ard through the efforts of Manager Harrison of the Hippodrome
and W. G. Bishop, Metro exploiteer who
handled the engagement, nearly all Waco
thronged to see the picture.
Each school agreed to select a child who
resembled Jackie as closely as possible and to
submit him a contectant for a prize to be
awarded by Waco's most prominent jurist.
Judge Ritchey of the Supreme Court and
Charles Braun, Manager of the Waco Chamber of Commerce, acting in behalf of the
theatre that had announced prizes ranging
from a first of $25 in gold and down the list
so that each school would be sure of capturing some prize.

WORLD'S LARGEST THEATRICAL SIGN
Here is the largest theatrical electrical sign in the world, which Harold B. Franklin, head of the Famous Players-Lasky Theatre department, designed and
had erected on the Putnam Building, on Broadway between 42nd and 43rd streets. Fifty men worked on it six weeks. It has forty-five milesi of wiring,
feeding 4,600 lamps v/hich consume 235 watts of ct rrent. It dims and brightens every twenty seconds, a 150 h. p. motor being required to run the dimming
apparatus. The sign weighs twelve tons and is 200 feet long. The deptn of the main section is 18 feet and that of the wings 28 feet.
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Apple Barrels Dress the Lobby
A novelty that will attract attention as a
lobby decoration can cheaply and easily be
provided if the exhibitor who is running THE
MARRIAGE MARKET is keen on rolling
up big returns on the C. B. C. film. This
is how it is done. Go to a grocer or several grocers and get several apple barrels.
On them panit in large red letters : "Highly
Look them
for sale.
peaches
cultivated
The barrels
should
be empty,
but onover."
the,
bottom should be another sign reading:
"Blond or brunette peaches, tall or short
peaches, plump or thin peaches, peaches in
great variety guaranteed by Miss Whitcomb's
Finishing School as fit for 'The Marriage
Market.' " Place this around the lobby and
probably you will find a good natured audimance. ence filing into the theatre at each perforTwenty-Four Slie&t Used as Curtain
It was an F. B. O. exploiteer, "Buddy"
Stuart, who carried on the successful campaign for the MAILMAN showing at the
Fay Theatre in Providence, R. I. He undertook a great number of unusual stunts but
the most outstanding of all was an arrangement whereby a twenty-four sheet was converted into a drop curtain lowered at each
performance. The sheet was pasted on the
back of a regular drop curtain and it went
over big because of the originality of the idea.
* * 5j=

EXPLOITATION
IDEAS
CHASTITY. See it, its back stage story
of an actress." On the back can be printed:
"Present this at the Strand Theatre and receive in exchange for it an orchestra seat
for
cents." In the blank space appears your own admission price. This scheme
should aid you materially in putting over this
First National attraction.
*
❖
Dynamite Your Tom Mix Patrons
Get an ordinary keg and put dynamite signs
on all sides of it. Place it in an ordinary
open delivery wagon or truck. Get a very
unimposing looking man from around the
neighborhood to sit on the keg, his chin in
his hands, the picture of dejection. Then
hang a sign from the tail end of the wagon
which reads : "If this thing should blow
up
get any
vou you
willwouldn't
from seeing
TommoreMixof inthrill
the than
Fox
production, E\ES OF THE FORREST."
You will probably attract a great deal of attention.

event of "Boy's Week." You will find that
staging a special Boy's Week will give you
a great deal of publicity and will call the
picture into prominence through the local
news stories which the papers are sure to run.
^ ^ ^
Afternoon Tea for Matinee Patrons
What might easily prove to be a. sure-fire
crowd collector is a stunt that is easily adaptable to the exploitation of THE COURTSHIP OF MILES STANDISH. The lobby
of the theatre should be dressed to represent
the deck of the Mayflower. Then possibly
several club members could be enlisted to act
as hostesses to the theatre patrons and pour
tea in the lobby. They would be dressed as
colonial dames and the effect would be quite
perfect. The expense of the tea, crackers,
etc.. could be defrayed by entering a tie-up
with some local grocer whereby he gets credit
for supplying the provisions.
* * s}:
Distribute Bogus Theatre Tickets
People are always attracted by what appears to be a free ticket to the theatre, so
you might try this on your community. Have
a lot of theatre tickets printed resembling
in style those used by legitimate theatres.
In a contrasting color print across the face
of the ticket: "Katherine MacDonald in.

Have Apache Dance as Prologue
A fitting prologue and one which will arouse'
community
interest
showing which
of Metro's
IN SEARCH
OF inA the
THRILL
stars
Viola Dana, is an apache dance contest which
is open to all amateurs who volunteer to participate. The winning couple are awarded
prizes thereby
contest
drawsway,greater
interest. Besidesthe
getting,
in this
a fitting
filler for the program, you secure extra patronage because friends and families of the
contestants will surely 4:turn^ out in large numbers to witness the event.
Blows
for 'Anna
A cleverFogwayHorn
of getting
attentionChristie'
centered
on 3'our showing of ANNA CHRISTIE is
to secure permission from the city authorities
to mount a large searchlight and a fog horn
on the top of your theatre building or some
nearby high place. Play the searchlights over
the crowds at night and blow the fog horn.
You will find you will get almost immediate
attention and you are at the same time suggesting the ship atmosphere which is such an
integral part of the picture.

Oxen'
Marquee forforthe'Black
Unusual
There is suggested
exploitation of
First National's BLACK OXEN a marquee
decoration that has undoubted merit. It ca;easily be arranged by means of large black
cut-out books covers with silhouette letters
and border resembling an arch, with an orange
cloth background and spot lights shining
through from the back. Two large hearts,
one with the head of Corinne Griffith, the
other with the head of Conway Tearle, would
help to brighten the display.
Arrange Special Boy Scout Matinee
A worthwhile suggestion for arousing the
interest of your patronage in the showing of
First rangeNational's
BOY for
OF Boy
MINE
is to^This
araspecial showing
Scouts.
can take place at a special Saturday morning
matinee
all be
Scouts
beingin the
guests.
This could
worked
as theatre's
the culminating

Stars Ask Public's Opinion
Ten days in advance of the showing of
THE VIRGINIAN at the Garden Theatre,
Garden City, Kan., a thousand letters, written
on Preferred Pictures' letterheads were mailed
from New York City to the theatre's mailing
list. The letter was supposed to be a personal note from Florence Vidor and Kenneth Harlan, the stars, asking the opinion of
the recipient on their interpretation of the respective parts and asking them to communicate the opinions direct to them through the
manager of the theatre. A post script on
the letter announced the dates of showing of
the picture at this particular theatre.
* * *

Cut-Out Contest
A Citizens" puzzle conducted by the "Ottawa Citizen" of Ontario, Canada, provided the
exploitation
CHILDREN ammunition
OF DUSTfor atFirst
the National's
Imperial
Theatre.

FRENCH DOLL' DISPLAY
A fashion shop window tie-up can easily be
arranged by a display of gowns and cutouts of
Mae Murray in her Metro picture.
Arrange Combination Merchant Ad
There is opportunity for a great combination merchant ad tie-up on the exploitation
of Metro's latest Mae Murrav production,
FASHION ROW. Arrange for a double
spread newspaper ad with the following caption straight across the top : "Advertisers
who have created 'Fashion Row.' " Then
divide the rest of the space into smaller boxes
each box to carry the ad of some merchant
who announces his contribution to "Fashion
Row." In each ad should appear a picture
of Mae Murray and a prominent place should
be reserved for the announcement of the
theatre at which the picture is showing and
the play dates.
Gold Buddha for 'Dan McGrew'
A cabaret scene of unusual size and magnificence will be used in "The Shooting of
Dan McGrew,"
now of
in the
tion. The feature
the course
scene ofis produca gold
Buddha which stands thirty feet high.
Five hundred people will take oart in the
cabaret scene and several vaudeville acts will
lend color. The dancing of Barbara La Mass
will be one of the outstanding features.

Pauline
Pauline's
face
was Garon
cut intoplayed
littlethebitsleadof and
pieces,
each
piece being a part of one of the ads that
made
up thethepage.
"Citizen" one
readers
told that
totalThe
represented
of were
their
favorite screen actresses and they were asked
to identify her and tell the name of the picture
and theatre at which she would appear. An
extra award was promised readers who made
the neatest arrangement of the completed cutout puzzle.
Eight advertisers took space on the page,
so Pauline's face was cut into eight parts.
The "Citizen" thought so well of the idea that
it took part of the advertising space itself.
* * *
Newsboy Contest
The newsboy contest which has been widely
used to LONG
exploit LIVE
Jackie THE
Coogan's
picture
KINGfirstallMetro
over
the country was put over with good efifect in
Charleston, S. C, for the Princess Theatre
recently. The campaign was executed by C.
D. Haug, Metro exploitation representative in
that section, who has done it many times and
with unvarying great success.
Haug tied up with the News and Courier
and the "Charleston News." These papers
printed coupors daily with instructions for
their readers to clip and either mail to the
editorial offices or deposit in front of the
Princess Theatre in a box for that purpose.
The stunt interested thousands of people. The
winning newsboy — the one the votes acclaimed
as theof most
popular
Tackie inCoop'an
suit
clothes
whilewasthegiven
four aothers
order
of popularity were given a proportionate number of passes to see Jackie's picture.
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LINK
OF

BETWEEN

PICTURES

AND

DIRECTORS
MUSIC

How Scenic Atmosphere is Translated by Thematic Cues
OFTIAIES hidden treasures are discovered the director at least knows the correct mood
of what he may substitute. For the more
under our very door-step. In our hurried manner of straining every effort to consciertious musicians there is also the possibility of their obtaining all of the proper
outdo the other fellow with special stunts we
music in orchestrated form from one address.
almost too frequently overlook the simpler
methods.
A PRAISE WORTHY angle of the Cameo
All of which pretty much describes the sitpolicy is that the concern does not and
uation
surrounding"music
for
the
screen."
will not publish any music of their own.
And it is all summed up in the very simple
Whatever
selections are made are laid out in
but very thorough thematic cue sheet, which
thematic
form
without favor toward any certranslates the film director's every mood, scene
tain publisher who might desire to stress cerby scene, to the scale language of the mutain melodies or popularize certain refrains.
sical director.
The fact was undoubtedly a formidable one
Thematic cue sheets are not exactly new.
in bringing out a universal adoption of the
In fact, M. J. Mintz, who patented the method
as the only logical cue sheet idea
of linking the directors of pictures and the thematic
directors of music, has created thematics for in the industry. That fact places the exhibitor
in the safe-guarded position that he is getting
so many big features that he has lost track the
real musical atmosphere as suggested by
of the count.
the picture proper.
The most potent angle of the situation is
Many poor pictures have been saved by corthe fact that last week the Cameo Music
rectly following the proper musical suggesPublishing Company, of which Mr. Mintz is
tions. And, in turn, many excellent pictures
now president, was proudly able to announce
have partially or wholly failed to efficiently
that practically every feature producer and satisfy because of improper accompaniment.
distributor of the industry had made their
M. J. Mintz, therefore must go the credit
thematic cue sheets an institutional part of To
for having brought the situation to an even
every press sheet sent out to the exhibitor.
balance and for providing the link between
And, what is probably even more impor- the directors in the field and the directors in
tant than that, a real musical cue sheet which
pit.
is as easily understood by the showman as it theAnd
now that he has accomplished that,
is by the musician himself.
we are wondering if he could not create and
The thematic principle is based upon the fact patent an idea for a thematic cue plan of
that the average theatre s musical library is some sort which would co-ordinate the work
not elaborate and that the musical director
of author and director of the p^ay proper.
needs a direct "tip-off" on every cue. AcScripts
cuedtheto man
the who
tune knew
of the
wishes by
howauthor's
would
ngly, itnotdown
only in"times"
the musical
themes but cordisets
actual reproduction
certainlv find a readv market.
a sufficient measure of each selection to thoroughly signify the proper atmosphere for every
scene and sequence.
If the suggested selection is not available,/N the large panel in the lower right you
sec one of Hugo Riesenf eld's famous
"shozvnten" orchestras. At every pcrforuiana
of either the Rialto or the Rivoli you sense the
"Riesenf eld'' touch of atmosphere. That's
Broadzvay ! But the same proper Diusical atmosphere isnot out of reach of the c.vhibitor
at points north, east and south if the suggestions of the thematic cue sheets (shown in the
other three panels) are properly followed. And
the following of suggestions is easy because
they are in the language of the shozvman.

M. J. MINTZ

of the Cameo Music Publishing
HEAD
Company, zi'ho created n-hat is knoivn
as the "thematic music cue sheet," ivhich
provided the missing link between directors
in the field and directors in the pit. And
what is more, commercialised it to the
extent of having it universally adopted by
the film industry. All of ,whcih is quite
simple called
andthatnot
when than
it isMoe
rehe so
is strange
none other
Mintz, exhibitor and showman himself.
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Industry Honors

Edison

(Continued from page 4)
— gave them a wonderful opportunity for education. That was one of the greatest inventions there ever was.
'A 100-Million-Candle Power'
"More
has desire
been
spoken of than
here anything
today waselse
thati.vdt
mtense
to help others, to help other men who follow
him, one that could only be backed up by a
hundred-million candle-power lamp like xVlr.
Edison."
Rupert Hughes spoke in satirical vein — so
satirical that at first there was an evident nervousness on the part of some of his hearers.
time the
somebody
spoke
truth, '
he "It's
beganabout
without
formality
of the
addressing
the chair or the audience. "I stand for the
moral people of this country.
"I want to brand Edison as the arch-fiend
of modern times. Reading the papers, we
know that before the days of motion pictures
homes were the places where people lived,
where women never went wrong, where cr,me
of every form was unknown.
"Then along came Thomas Edison and invented crime. If there had not been any motion pictures we should now be in the p.ace
where the world was twenty-five years ago.
"Edison invented the light — and made it possible for papa to stand at the head of the stairs
and push a button and flood the old sofa or
even the front porch with lights.
"Pictures should not be allowed to show
people kissing. It puts ideas in people's
heads.
New Moral Principles
"Mr. Edison has furnished increasing employment for a lot of ladies of both sexes, and
nice middle-aged ladies with small town minds
who used to sit at home at night singing
'Where is my wandering boy tonight?' are
now in positions of power and get good salaries. If we can only succeed in passing this
national bill we shall be enabled to throw a
lot of gentlemen out of a low business.
"If all
any theonepictures.
is shot by
stranger
stopG
Herea total
we have
one ofit
the greatest moral principles ever devised. A
gent'eman
or three
hundred
dollars intoputsa two
motion
picture.
Six thousand
months
afterward a mistake happens.
"A woman
friend whocomes
is visiting
another
friend visits
and aa chauffeur
in and

does
work. something that bankrupts that producer's
"We find they will not even permit bootlegging to be relerred to on the screen. We
know tliere is no bootlegging in New York
— because a picture showing it was banned.
"In Pennsylvania there has been no crime
since motion pictures were invented. Men in
that state who have worked night and day
have
nothing
wrong."
Mr.found
Hughes
casually
alluded to his own
connection with the industry, saying he had
tried to "bust up" a couple of moving picture
companies,
my ownpicture
little lacked
way. '
He
pointed "doing
out whatgoodthe inmotion
was a skipper.
"Literally, all the other arts would be nothing if we could not skip," he went on. "You
pick
'Paradise
and like.
you let the pages
whirl. up You
select Lost'
what you
"In church, as it has been well said, the
Lord giveth his beloved sleep, ^nd they stay
asleep until the contribution box has passed
by...
"There is nothing in the motion picture
which allows you to skip the hokum. Hokum,
as one of my friends has remarked, represents
all the most beautiful things without which
life would not be worth living.
"Of course, a good deal of skipping is done
by just skipping past the motion picture theatre entirely. (Laughter), but we should have
a way of diverting life so you can skip the
parts of the picture that don't interest you.
"Now 'light travels 186,000 miles a second.
That sounds like the cost sheet of one of our
pictures. Sound travels 1100 feet a second.
That
like told
the profit
(Laughter)."
Mr.sounds
Hughes
of a side.
plan on
which he
was working to harness the light from in front
of the screen enabling him to do a lot of
things. As he explained to the amusement of
his hearers,
course, you because
haven't you
intelligence enough"Of
to understand
are
motion picture people."
"I don't know by what achievement the next
speaker will be longest remembered," said Mr.
Hays. ''It was this man, now the chairman
of the committee on banking and currency of
the United States Senate, who managed the
passage of the Federal reserve act and the
farm loan act in the Senate. Nothing of
late years has been of more service than the
Federal reserve act. Senator Robert L. Owen
of Oklahoma."
Surpasses the Imagination
"When I received an invitation to attend
this luncheon I gladly laid aside other things,"
said the Senator, "in order that I might have
the honor
Mr. Edison. of
When paying
I thinkmyof respects
him andto think
of
what has been accomplished in his short life
I feel as if I might without irreverence paraphrase the Scripture and perhaps without
plagiarism to Father McGlynn say 'There was
a man sent from God ; and his name was Ed-

kind so useful a man, so great a public servant, as Thomas A. Edison.
"Jne has given us the age of the electric
light. But he has not stopped at saying 'Let
He behaslight.'
said also 'Let there be music for
there
all the world,' so that in the humblest of
homes as well as in the palaces of kings the
sweet and divine harmonies which men of artistic genius are able to create shall become
the possession of all mankind.
"And he brought forth the grap'nophone.
Honoring America
"There is no means by which the increasing
knowledge of mankind can be made more useful than through the telephone, which now
ties all the wond together and has been one
of the chief instiumentalities by which the
United States has become the leader of ail
mankind in industry and finance.
"There are those who challenge Mr. Edison's place in some of these inventions, but I
think we may, as we say in the west, let it
rest on a fift\--fifty basis.
"That reminds me of an incident where a
man selling sausages was asked by the purchaser: 'Vv^hat is this sausage?'
" 'Rabbit and horse,' was the repl}'. 'About
fifty-fifty. One rabbit and one horse.
"So from his laboratory has come the moving picture industry with its astounding advances, an industry which speaks in every
tongue. It speaks with equal facility to those
who are English and to those who are Irish.
I hope there are no Irish in New York.
"It speaks to the Chinese, that great sleeping Mongolian giant of four hundred million
human beings now waking up through the
moving picture. I rejoice to see that American
enterprise is seeing to it that these pictures
v\hich are going to China shall carry a fair
and upright view of America ; that the pictures which contain vile thoughts or vile suggestions are being gradually minimized until
the pictures going into that far distant arena
are doing honor to America.
Screen Carries Every Beauty
"America is the leader of the world. It
is the first in finance, it is the first in commerce, it is the first in quantity and quality
production.
"America will not be content with that.
"America will be the leader of mankind in
the moral and spiritual world, and of all the
means by which the thoughts of America can
be placed upon the conscience and intelligence
{Continued on Page 46.)

"The flood of inventions of enormous value
which have been reflected in the world through
his brilliant intelligence, through his untiring
ison.' surpass anything which the imaginaindustry,
tion of man can conceive.

GEORGE KLEINE
Chairman of the arrangements coimnittee, to whose
foresight the luncheon was made possible and to
whose management its success was due.

the history
of man
the"When
first lines
of Genesis
therewaswasunfolded
recordedin
that God said 'Let there be light. And there
"And
the sun and the moon had hid
was
light.'whenaway
themselves
this son of the Almighty,
this prophet and seer, was the instrumentality
through
which alllight.
mankind enjoyed the benefit of everlasting
honorable
could
from
a "Nothing
man than more
the few
words of
his come
admonition
in his short address to you where he appealed
to you not to be guided by profit nor bv
desire for power, but to remember the great
opportunity you have for service.
"The greatest Master of man, the greatest
teacher of the secrets of the human S"uV
has said 'Let him who would be great'' st
among
youstand.
be your servant.' Upon this
foundation
"There has not been in the history of man-

WILL
H. HAYS
President
of
the
Motion
Producers
and
''"'■"•^ ibuf r-. whi ac'e-i a-,Picture
foastmaster
and kept
the show humming at top speed through the afternoon
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Pictures

and

Authors

WHAT
makes a picture worthwhile ? A good story, well presented, intelligently acted. An author can create
a story that has the sort of stui¥ the public likes and wants, is a good author.
He earns the approval
accorded him by the public.
A director who handles that story artistically, skillfully, and in a style that makes it interesting to the movie goer,
is a great director.
For this reason the directors and authors of Tried and Proved pictures belong among the ranks of the great.
They have created stories that have hit the bullseye squarely. They have given the exhibitor sure-fire productions, the kind that make money.
They are Tried and Proved Directors and Authors.
Their products have been through the fire of public opinion and have come out unscorched. The fact that
they are well directed, well written stories, outbalances the fact that they are not new. A large portion of the
public would rather see a picture that has been Tried and Proved than take a chance on a new picture the director
and author of which is unknown to them.
It is these Tried and Proved directors and authors who have elevated Tried and Proved Pictures to the high
position they now hold — a position attained because they have shown exhibitors that they are real money makers:
OPPOSITION
'BIRTH'

INCREASING
PUBLICITY

'Way Down East' Substituted When
'Birth' Showing Is Stopped
TITUCH heated discussion has ensued during
■^'-'•the past two weeks over the showing of
D. W. Griffith's "Birth of a Nation" at the
Auditorium in Chicago. The real battle is
being waged between the police and the sponsors of the showing, the police maintaining
that they are justified in their stand by the
film state law which prohibits the showing of
films which might instigate race riots.
On the other side, the sponsors are fighting
the case on the bases of a permanent injunction issued in 1915 which restrains the police
from interfering with the showing of the picture. Consequently every time the picture was
started the police stopped it.
The first time the showing was halted by
the police it was decided to replace the film
by Griffiths "Way Down East," another
Tried and Proved picture that has been showing continuously for several years. This showing was drawing very gratifying crowds when

DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
Representatives of their respective professions
meet for a little chat. John Boyer, Norwegian
novelist, calls on Victor Seastrom, director of
the Goldwyn production, "Name the Man."

it was decided to try "The Birth" again.
Again the police interfered.
The result of all this has been an overwhelming amount of publicity not only in the
city of Chicago but in the country at large.
Now while "The Birth" apparently needs no
added publicity, this new spjjrt is doing much
to revive an active interest in the film which
in many cases was seen several years ago and
for
firdny.this reason is rather dim in the minds of
The present discussion has given the film
an up-to-the-minute news aspect and there are
a large number of audiences anxious to see
the film again and get a more concrete idea
of the phases to which the city of Chicago
is taking exception.
^ ^
GOOD
BUSINESS ON OLD
PARAMOUNT
FILMS
Numerous Exhibitors Booking Tried
and Proved Pictures
ROM reports received from a large number of exhibitors in various parts of the
country, there is a very gratifying amount of
business being done on Paramount Tried and
Proved features. In seme of the towns they
are making their first appearance, while in
others this showing marks a recurrence.
Recently
"Backplayed
Homeat and
Broke."Theatre
starringin
Tom
Meighan,
the Cozy
Sauk Rapids, Mich., and according to the
statement of the manager it did wnnd'^'-fully
well for the theatre. Not only was his report a statement of facts but he went so far
as to write several lines of warm nraire for
the picture which he believes will draw a
crowd at any time and any place.
"BHiebeard's
Wife."at
H.InJ.speakinsT
Longakerof who
showed Eighth
the picttire
his Howard Theatre in Alexander, Minn., he
said it was the best Gloria Swanron picture
that had been shown at the theatre to date.
It has all the elements that please his audience and he predicts it will be successful with
all exhibitors.
Very enthusiastic indeed is F. J. Armantrout of the Lvric Theatre, Lakefield, Minn.,
over
showing
of "Grump}'."
picture
is a the
sevai
reel feature
in v^'hichTheTheodore
Roberts is starred and in talking of it this
manager says :
"In our opinion here is the right length picture for a special. It is good all through to
the end, there is rot a bit of padding, and
it is interesting. We played this as our New
Year's offering and though the weather was
against us we did a very nice business.''

INCREASE

ADMISSION

Crowds
House FOR
at Every
Showing of
'FLIRT'
PRICE
Universal Feature
W HEN J. P. Krebsback of the Krebsback
Theatre, Adams, Minn, booked "The
Flirt," he decided he could safely take a chance
and raise the price of admission. He knew the
previous record of the film, and he realized
that since it was a Booth Tarkington picture
he could risk increasing the price as the people would be
willing to pay more to see a
Tarkington
story.
The box office returns proved that Krebsback was justified in taking the chance. The
audience willingly paid the increased charge
and afterwards took occasion to tell the manager how much they enjoyed the picture. Not
only were they delighted with the story, but
the performance of Eileen Percy as "The
Flirt" seemed to cause no end of pleasure.
Many times a burst of applause or a hearty
peel of laughter greeted some touch that particularly delighted the audience.

DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
Roland West, author and director of the Carlos
production,
"The Unknown
Purple."
just
signed
a six-year
with
Truarthasa Films
for
the production
ofcontract
two special
features
year.
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"My

Idea

O'Clock"

Morning"
the featuring

in

CONSTANCE

BINNEY

— and Newhall was right because the
business he did on the picture proved it.

^'3 oTlocR

in

fli©Moriiiiid"

A Picture in Tune With the Times.
Give Them Youth!
Fervid Youth!
The Daring Years of Youth!
You Know by Now They Flock to
See the Pictures That Deal With Youth.
•RESTLESS
^ vijoroui. virile Wietx r

"YOUTH
/T
O
Aj tflilijKft
in Ainilee_s

"oram* - ^^^^itr.tr Oove "J \
Stenario by MarjuerlCc Oovc J
Have You Played the Burr Specials?
"Three O'Clock in The
Morning"
and
"The

New

School

PROVED

of

Entertainment"
— that's what Al Newhall of the Strand
Theatre, Lynn, Mass., wired about

"Three

AND

Teacher"

Burr Pictures, Inc.
133 West 44th Street,
New York City, N. Y.
Released by the Best Independent
Exchanges Everywhere!

'TheLoveAbysmal Brute'
Cave Man
Released by Universal
BRTE'F:
The
love
of
a
fine girlof brings
to athings
cave
man prize fit'hter a realization
the finer
of life. He wins the love of thia girl and to make
the tiling certain can .ei l.er off uy torce.
BOOKED 5,087 times to date, this picture has established a fine record wherever played. In many cases bookings had
to be extended and every exhibitor who
played it announced excellent business.
Among the circuits that booked this picture are: M. Hill (Atlanta) 13 theatres;
Robb & Rowley (Dallas) 6 theatres;
Loew"s, in several of their houses; Peerhouses.less Booking Co., in 'Several oi their
Other big bookings this picture received are as follows: Bijou Garden, Palm
Beach, Fla. ; Royal, Hot Springs, Ark.;
Rialto, Bedford,
Providence,Mass.;
R. I.;Boston
Allen's Theatre,
Theatre,
New
Boston, Mass.; Empire Theatre, Portland,
Me.; Alhambra, Utica, N. Y.; Rialto,
Butte, Mont.; Orpheum, Rockford, 111.;
Strand, Dayton, O.; Mozart, Canton, O.;
Reade's Hippodrome, Cleveland, O.;
Apollo,
Indianapolis,
Los
Angeles,
Calif.; Ind.;
Strand,Grauman's,
Madison,
Wis.; Olympia, New Haven, Conn.; Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.; Rialto, Washington, D. C.
Reginald Denny takes the leading male
role in the production and his name means
something to the box office nowadays.
The story is by Jack London and it has
all the power and fascination that marked
that writer's work.
Exploitation angles galore are offered to
the live exhibitor who books this picture.
Arrange with your most popular sporting editor for this contest to be conducted
by his newspaper for ten or twelve days;
awards to be made for the best letters of
not more than three hundred words
answering the question: "What Is the
In announcing
the contest, tell of the
Man?"
Ideal
search
that was made and the difficulty
encountered in finding an actor who could
answer
of London's
idea of to
an the
ideal description
man as revealed
in the
character of Pat Glendon in "The Abysmal
Brute." How, finally, Henley chose Reginald Denny because of his great athletic
prowess, his cleanness and wholesomeness
and because of his unquestioned ability as
an actor.
Get the names of about 10 prominent
local doctors in town and ask them to
write for publication their estimate of the
physical measurements for their "Type of
Perfect Man." Of course this must be
planted with them .'■nd they will co-operate
with you for the puljlicity they will derive.
The local schools afford a tie-up with
this picture. Nearly every school has its
athletic end and its town champs. A
theatre
playing
Brute"
could offer
a prize"The
to theAbysmal
boys participating in amateur boxing exhibitions. The
professionalism of the thing can be gotten
away from by offering the prize, which
might be a cash prize, to the school
which won the championship of the town,
or, if it be a one school tow^n, give the
prize to the boy champ of the school, and
suggest that he invest the money for
equipment for the school gym. These
bouts could be held on a certain evening
and the manager tie-up with the picture
by having banners announcing the occasion, put up around town. The local
newspapers would be only too glad to
sponsor this and play it up from the athletic angle. If your Legion Post is interested in boxing, get their co-operation.

PICTURES

The banners might read something like
this:
"The Abysmal Brute Boxing Contest
$2.S to the Boxing Champion of the Town
On (date). The Management of the PalA ace
street
Theatre,parade
etc." of the boys who were
contending for the championship would be
another angle to play up this contest.
Tie-up with the local newspapers to
offer a prize for the story judged best by
a committee of leading citizens, athletes
and sport writers, *-lie subjects to be
"Famous Fighters As I Remember Them"
or "What Was the Best Fight You Know
Of?" These stories would deal with the
big fights of the past and present, and the
old timers, while they might not care to
write, could pass their knowledge o^i to
the younger sporting set of the locality.
'The Love Flower'
South Sea Romance Released by United Artists
BRIEF: Stella Beyan in order to save her father
from a prison sentence, which he does not deserve,
maneuvers their escape to a little island in the
South Seas. There she meets a young man whom
she learns to love but before she finally marries
him, she is called upioii to take desperate chances
and face death several times before she outwits her
father's
prosecutor and a peaceful mode of living
is
resumed.
FOLLOWING close on the heels of such
notable success as "The Birth of a Nation," "Hearts of the World" and "Broken
Blossoms," D. W. Griffith produced "The Love
Flower," a stirring romance whose delicate
subtlety and fine shadings have been aptly
portrayed through the acting of Richard
Barthelmess and Carol Dempster.
The story not only runs high with romantic
situations and fine examples of the noble love
of a courageous girl for her father, but
abounds in real thrilling situations such as a
struggle on the top of a high cliff, the rapid
descent of the contestants into the swirling sea
below and the brave rescue of the father by
his daughter. Any audience that will not edge
forward on its chairs and gasp at this point is
not human.
The master touch of Mr. Griffith has imbued the scene with a realistic touch which
is a silent witness to splendid direction. It
is for this reason that the name of Griffith
carries so much weight in influencing audiences
to see a scheduled picture. It is logical, then,
to play up the name of the director in every
possible way. The lobby display should include stills of the director with biographical
sketches and personal notes about his past
successes.
In addition much stress should be laid on
the two stars both of whom are very well
liked and have personal followings. The South
Sea atmosphere might be suggested by the
use of artificial palm trees, painted scenes and
the like, artistically laid out as a lobby display. In addition you might also add to the
general good effect by securing a large quantity of sachet from the druggist. Put it
into a rather large cushion which should be
well covered with flowers. Place this cushion, or several if you can arrange for them,
about the lobby in such a way that an electric fan can be placed inconspiciously behind
each one. The air blowing through the
cushions will blow the fragrance out into the
air and will create a very pleasing effect that
immediately emphasises the name of the production— "The toLove
In addition
this Flower."
type of exploitation the
exhibitor should resort to dignified yet forceful
advertising in the daily papers. The object
of this is to reach that class of patrons which
includes not the habitual movie goers but those
who would be interested in a picture of this
type and can only be reached through the
newspapers.
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You

kno'w

have

them — tried and

makers at box

MERRY

GO

offices

THE

in her

DARLING

OF

NEW
YORK
with a great cast including Baby Peggy,
Gladys Brockwell, Pat Hartigan, Carl
Stockdale, Sheldon Lewis and Max
Davidson.
Directed by King Baggot.

starring Priscilla Dean, with Wallace
Beery and Matt Moore. Directed by Tod
Browning.
LIFE

WHITE

a Lois Weber Production with a great
cast including Claude Gillingwater, Jacqueline Gadsden, June Mercer and others.

THUNDERING

the country

THE
ACQUITTAL
with Norman Kerry and Claire Windsor,
Richard Travers and Barbara Bedford.
Directed by Harry Brown.

DRIFTING

CHAPTER

TIGER

starring Priscilla Dean, and a great cast
which includes Wallace Beery, Matt
Moore and Ray Griffith. Directed by
Tod Browning.

DAWN

A

LADY

OF

QUALITY

starring Virginia Valli, with Milton Sills
and an extraordinary cast. Directed by
Hobart Henlev.

with J. Warren Kerrigan, Anna Q.
Nilsson and Tom Santschi. Directed by
Harrv Garson.

Some satisfaction to knoiv
that you are sure of a good

Check

profit when you run a picture. That's the way you
feel when you play tried and
proved Universal Jewels.

Mail this —
coupon to your Universal Exchange and get complete
interested
information on these famous Universal Jewel money-makers.
This information is free and involves no obligation on your part.

JEWELS
Presented by CARL LAEMMLE
President.
UNIVERSAL

PICTURES

I ] MERRY

the

GO

[ ] A CHAPTER

UNIVERSAL

CORP.

!

real money-

throughout

ROUND

make

pictures

proved

with Norman Kerry, Mary Philbin and
George Hackathorne. Directed by Rupert
Julian.

A

will

these

on

money
They

you

pictures

in which

ROUND

[ ] THE

IN HER

[ ] DARLING

LIFE

you

are

ACQUITTAL
OF NEW

YORK

[ ] DRIFTING

[ ] WHITE

TIGER

[ ] THUNDERING

[ ] A LADY

OF QUALITY

DAWN

Theatre
City, State.
Manager
Mail this coupon to your Universal Exchange NOW!
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'Back Home and Broke'
Poverty and Wealth Released by Paramount
BRIEF:
at his
death is
left
withoutTom
meansRedding
of support
and father's
a few apparently
worthless securities. The townfolks soon neg ect him,
only one
girl stick'ng
by him.to The
prove
valuable
and he returns
town securities
a wealthy finally
man.
Instead of repaying his neighbors in the manner in
which they treated him, he provus he is a real man
by forgiving them all.

AND

PROVED

PICTURES

Although released on December 25, 1922,
there are still several thousands audiences
who have not seen "Back Home and Broke,"
the delightful George Ade comedy which carries from the typical small town, to the enterprising oil city and back again to where
it started, hauling along in its wake scenes
of hilarious comedy, stirring drama, moving

It was these three elements of the story
pathos.
combined with the acting of Tom Meighan
'yOM
his mostis and Lila Lee that has been responsible for
■'-recentMEIGHAN'S
picture "Piedsuccess
Piperwith
Malone,'
serving to further fortify the strong favor of the warm reception of the film in small towns
as well as in the large cities, and has kept
this very popular screen star. It is aiding
in making him daily more prominent in the the picture alive and popular for over a year.
film world with the result that there is a
Moreover it's the type ^f a picture that
greater demand to see him on the screen. is easy to sell through exploitation. The
name of Tom Meighan used repeatedly and
wisely will do much to awaken interest. And
there is the possibility of a bank tie-up in
which the bank may make use of the title
"Satisfied"
in urging the starting of savings accounts.
Such slogans as this might be appropriate
in connection with a special offer or some
"Big Attendance"
other such scheme. A still from the picture
"Will Please AH"
and with it a sign reading : "This young
man would never have come 'Back Home and
A few things the Other Fellow
Broke' if he had shown judgment and started
a savings account with us. Go to the
says about
Theatre tonight and see what might happen
to anybody at any time. Then take precautions against its happening to you by startD. W. Griffith's
ing
a
us." of successful
Thensavings
there account
are any with
number
ballyhoos,
an
interesting
one
being to dress a
^ One
young man in shabby clothes and let him parade the streets bearing a placard reading :
"Back Home and Broke." He will be sure
to attract attention, ?ome wondering just what
he is there for, while others estimate that he
Exci
ting
is crazy. The purpose will, however, be
served since everyone who sees him and the
sign will be almost sure to remember them and
will immediately connect it with the name
of the film when you announce its coming.
Another street bally may be arranged by
securing the services of a band of musicians
The greatest mystery meloto ride in an automobile with a well dressed
drama ever made, and the
young man seated in the front. On the front
of the car should be the sign : " 'Back Home
ightmoone absolutely N
different
^^ and Broke' come to the
Theatre and
see
how
it
happened.
"
This,
too,
will attract
tion picture.
attention and bring patrons to your
house
where they will see a picture that will entirely
satisfy them and help make more friends
"A very fine picture and will
for you.
please all your patrons, even the
^ ^ ^
grouch," say Pfeiffer Bros., Kenyon, Ohio.
'Mv Old Kentucky Home'
Racing Melodrama
Distributed by Sehnick
BRIEF; Richard Goodlee a Kentucky boy, is
"Played it after two runs dozvntown and one within eight blocks
railroaded
a crime
he nevorh"
committed. trEn J-ius
route.Sir.jho.me.forafter
his releas;,
and was agreeably surprised at
meets his old sweetheart. He hides his disgrace
from both her and his mother but his rival, Arnold,
the zvay it drezv. Better second
uses his record as a cluh against him to keep him
awayDerby,
from Arnold
the girl.
When Goodlee's
horse ofwins
day,"
the
d;;nounces
him and tells
his
Texas. C. R. McHenry, Dallas,
prison sentence. It then develops that Arnold is
really the guilty man \r\ wliom D'i'k has gone to
TfTITH
Its smooth continuity, its fast action,
jail.
"Very good picture that satis" its effective lighting and its numerous
fied everybody. What more can
thrills oped"My
Old anKentucky
you ask," is report of Al Hamilfor itself
enviable Home"
record has
as adevelreal
ton, of South No!"walk, Conn.
box office attraction. And exhibitors reports
bear this out. Most of the big first run houses
UNITED ARTISTS
in the big cities have played it with fine profit.
What makes it such an audience picture is
CORPORATION
the variety of elements which are combined
in the story. Intermingled with hilarious comMary Pickford,
edy there is pathos, romance and sentiment
Charles Chaplin,
while the thrills are supplied by the suspense
sustaining horse race which is probably the
Douglas Fairbanks,
real big highlight of the story. A fine track
D. W. Griffith,
atmosphere has been created the race scene
Hiram Abrams,
being
vibrant in color, dash and dynamic acPresident.
tion which seems capable of stirring the enthusiasm of the most blase audience.

And in addition it is the sort of picture that
lends itself readily to various means of exploitation. You can suggest the atmosphere
of the picture immediately and at the same
time attract a great deal of attention by getting two or three men who can ride well,
dressing them like jockeys and having them
ride rapidly through the streets. Each horse
shoufd wear a number to suggest the idea of
a competition.
You might also arrange to hire a few men
and dress them in striped suits to give them
the appearance of convicts. Have them go
through the city or town handing out handbills
announcing the coming of the picture to the
local theatre. There can be no doubt that they
will attract attention.

CERTIFIED,
DEMONSTRATED,
SURE-FIRE,
BOX-OFFICE
WINNERS.

The

Talmadge

Revivals

Procurable

at —

Live-and-let-live
Prices

Book

pictures which

something

leave

in the till after

deducting your film rental
and overhead.
Ask any

SELZNICK
EXCHANGE
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'One Exciting Night'
Comedy drama
Released by United Artists
BRIEF: A young girl is being forced by her
selfish mothe''
to accept
the attentions
a rather
elderly
man when
she abhors.
She is of
making
the
best of it when there appears on the horizon, a
young man who immediately falls in love with her
and whose love she reciprocates. A murder comman's thrills
house andthrows
on him mittedandin thea young
great many
much suspicion
comedy
are involved in straightening things out. Of course
it all ends just as everyone would want it to —
the boy gets his girl for life.
WTHEN "One Exciting Night" was a stage
production it was proclaimed an unquestioned success, a play with real merit. But
when D. W. Griffith took the play and recast
it on the screen he did even bigger things with
it. Situations that could only be suggested
Letters
Cant

Be

NUMBER

That
Bought
SEVEN

ARTHUR J. FLORMAN,
11 6". Main Street,
Jamestown, N. Y.
January 28, 1924.
Exhibitors Trade Review,
Knickerbocker Building,
42nd St. and Broadway,
New York City.
Gentlemen ;
The last f0iv months have marked
sii'Ch a decided improvement in the
Exhibitors Trade Review that I felt
I quanted to write and tell you how
valuable it has become to me.
I consider it not only one of the
foremost trade publications in its
appearance but in the material which
it contains as well. It is with realpleasure that I anticipate the arrival
of the Trade Review each zveek for
to me it is the most readable trade
paper in the field and contains suggestions which I find not only interesting but extremely helpful.
With best wishes for the continued
success of your publication I am
Yours truly,
ARTHUR J. FLORMAN.
An exhibitor doesn't write letters like this unless he means it.
He has other ways of spending his
valuable time.
And when he classifies The
Exhibitors Trade Review as
"the most readable trade paper in
the field," he sounds the keynote
of the goal toward which we are
working. Each issue the publication arrives nearer perfection in
usefulness and readability. Exhibitors and producers are writing
to tell us so.
That is one of the reasons why
with each letter the efforts are
redoubled to make the Exhibitors Trade Review just that
much more valuable to the trade
than the issue before.

AND

PROVED

PICTURES

on the stage could be worked out in full detail on the screen with the result that critics
the country
declared with
Mr. Griffith's
production arealover
masterpiece
every element
of good entertainment — mystery, suspense,
love, sacrifice, youth, beauty, rollicking comedy.
While the picture abounds in situations that
are hair raising to the point of actual terror,
it is still excrutiatingly funny, the humor elecomedy.ment being supplied by simple, wholesome
All these things have contributed toward
the tremendous success of the film since its
release on December 24, 1922. Movie patrons
like to be thrilled and they like to laugh. Combine the two and there results the ideal entertainment. "One Exciting Night" has proved
by 'its previous record that this is precisely
the basis on which it lays its claim to fame —
it is good entertainment.
Moreover, it has been endowed with a title
that has all the punch necessary to get a picture
over in a box office way. It excites the imagination, arouses the curiosity and immediately
creates the urge to go enter the theatre.
It is for this reason that the wise exhibitor
will make the name of the picture as prominent as possible. It can be used as a catch
line in a great variety of ways which link up
the product of the merchant with whom the
exhibitor ties up, and the picture.
It can. be used independently by the exhibitors in such instances as : Are you anxious
for "One Exciting Night" ? Do you long
for "One Exciting Night." Have you
ever had "Ore Exciting Night." These and
many others may be used for a week or more
preceding the showing and will probably get
the whole neighborhood excited to know what
it's all about.
But perhaps the best exploitation angle of
all is to advertise wherever possible that the
picture is a D. W. Griffith production. The
time has now come when the name of Mr.
Griffith on a production is a testimonial of
its merit, for the movie goer. Preceding and
succeeding productions have helped to establish
this standing for the director and it is sufficient for the great majority of patrons to
note that this picture was made by Mr. Griffith
for them to ree it.
For this reason his name should be made
prominent in every campaign. It might also
be wise to use pictures of the director in the
lobby and in the ads since these help to sound
the personal note and establish a more intimate
feeling for the picture.
^ ^ ^
'White Tiger'
Released bv Universal
Crook Drama
BRIEF: A trio of crooks set out to rob a wealthy
New Yorker. Two of them are sister and brother,
though they do not know it. Nor do they know
that the other man is he who betrayed their father
to the police many yi;ars ago. They steal the jewels
and flee followed bv the man they have robbed. He
loves the girl and wants them to give back the
jewels and go straight. Finally a break occurs in
the ranks and the girl promises to marry the millionaire who is to gi:^'e her brother a fresh start.
The vil'ain, inc'dfn'ally. d'es at this point.
WHITE
TIGER"
is a 17,fairly
—released
December
1923 —newyet picture
it has
already proved by its record that it is of the
box office variety. In short it has the elements that make a picture that the public
likes and the fans are all for it. Because
it gets the crowds wherever it is booked it
is entitled to a place with the "Tried and
Proved
Pictures."
Does your
audience like thrills ? The story
is boiling over with them. Does romance
appeal to your fans ? What could savor more
of romance than the love of a millionaire for
a girl crook and his winning of her in the
woods of the North? How about action? A
horse race couldn't travel much faster than
the incidents in this story.
What's lacking you ask? Not a thing. It's
a sure fire, hit-the-bull's-eye box office win-

ner with a whole hat full of exploitation possibilities tohelp the exhibitor put it across.
One of these is the street bally that one
exhibitor found especially good. Get a small
truck and make it look like a police patrol.
On the roof stand a large sign announcing
the name of the production and the date of
showing at the theatre. Dress the driver
and
another
a policeman's
outfit and
rig the
wagonmanupinwith
a patrol bell.
Have it drive through a crowded street,
stop at your house and have a woman attractively dressed hustled into it. Much fuss
should be attached to this performance so
that a great crowd gathers. You might arrange to have some people in the crowd hand
out heralds announcing the name and date
of the picture.
It would a' so add to the picturesqueness.
L'^5S25H5ESSSS5HSHS2S2SHSHS2SS525HSES25aS2S2SJS2S2S2S2SHSZQ
You
play
race

can

now

this great
melodrama

with

BRAND

NEW

PRINTSPYRAMID PICTURES Me.
presents

Ray CSmallwood
A
Ray CSwALLwooa
PRODUCTION
including
With an all-star cast
5ICRID HOLMQUIST
MONTE BLUE
LUCY FOX
MATTHEW BETZ
CORDON
JULIA
SWAYNE
It's a tried
and proved
picture.

150 West 34th St., N. Y. Cityj
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TRIED
of the lobby effect if you had the door attendant and the ticket seller each wear a tiger's
head and a striped convict suit. The neighborhood would soon notice these bizarre costumes
and the whole community would soon be talking about "White Tiger."
Then, too, you might try a similarity contest. There are any number of towns where
this sort of thing goes big. Advertise a Priscilla Dean similarity contest offering tickets
for the theatre or some similar reward for the
young woman who can most nearly approximate the star as she appears in this picture.
Announce that the participants of the contest
will appear in the theatre and at a special
performance the winner will be announced.

Watch

Next

Week

for

AND

PROVED

PICTURES
Universal

IN THE

BOX

HALL

OFFICE

OF FAME

A Selected List of Features With
Exceptional Box Office Records Plus the Reason
They Are Proven
Paramount
"My American Wife" — Released February
11, 1923. Sport Romttfice. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE Gloria Swanson appears
in it in a role that will thrill and satisfy
her most ardent admirers.
"Is Matrimony a Failure" — Released April
30, 1922. Farce Comedy. Reviewed February
2. BECAUSE it is a catchy light-hearted
happy. that sends audiences away pleased and
picture

TRIED
AND

PROVED
Advertising
Aids

The March 8 issue of Exhibitors Trads Review will be
dominated by a carefully selected group of ideas in advertising ofevery form.
Tried and Proved Department will be laden with
invaluable thoughts, easily
adaptable to the attractions
which have stood up highest
in the acid test of Box Office

The

Results. If you are not reading every Tried and Proved
word in this department you
are failing to get efficiency out
of yourself and your expendiures.
It will be an issue well worth
saving.
EXHIBITORS

TRADE

REVIEW

Advertising

Aids

Number
(out next week)

"Kick In" — Released January 1, 1923. Underworld Drama. Reviewed February 2.
BECAUSE it is a powerful drama with three
powerful box office names : Betty Compson,
Bert Lytell and May McAvoy.
"The White Flower '— Released March 4,
1923. Tropical Love. Reviewed February 2.
BECAUSE Betty Compson is in it and the
story laid in the South Seas, is a seductive
and artistic one.
"The Reviewed
ImpossibleJanuary
Mrs. 26.
Bellew"
— Social
Drama.
BECAUSE
it is a powerful, popular story and Gloria
Swanson is in it.
"Prodigcal Daughters"— Flapper Picture.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE the subject
has aroused so much interest throughout the
country and Gloria Swanson is the star.
"The Cheat" — Love Drama. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE Pola Negri is the star
and the story is a fine human interest one.
"Experience" — Symbolic Play. Reviewed
January 19. BECAUSE Pola Negri is the
star ar.d it is good clean drama.

International

News

Five Worth While
^'Exclusives"
for This Week
1— President Coolidge broadcasting his
first speech outside of Washington
since taking office. — New York.
2 — Japan's "John D" receives Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt and Kermit Roosevelt at brilliant reception. — Tokyo.
3 — Uncle Sam's new war tanks in spectacular drills — wonderful night
"shots." — Miller Field.
4— Broadway's own broadcasting station— W-H-N — and stunts you don't
get over the radio. — New York.
5 — Siamese prince makes last journey in
golden urn. A glittering spectacle.
— Bangkok, Siam.
TRJED

and PROVED

International

News

"The Flirt" — Booked 6,665 times. Love and
Society Picture. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE Booth Tarkington wrote the book
and the exploitation possibilities are unusual.
"Hunting
Game in Film.
Africa" —Reviewed
Booked
4,621
times.BigAdventure
Febr uary 9. BECAUSE there are enough
exploitation angles to make it a winner anywhere and it is an entirely unusual picture.
"Foolish Wives" — Booked 5,800 times.
Foreign Intrigue and Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Erich Von Stroheim produced and took the leading part in it and it
handles a problem of universal interest.
"The Storm" — Booked 8,473 times. Triangle Melodrama. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE itis one of the outstanding box office
successes of all time and has broken booking records.
"Bavu" — Released May 7, 1923. Booked
3,928 times. Foreign Intrigue. Reviewed
January 26. BECAUSE there is a vogue
for Russian entertainment in this country and
the story is a fascinating one.
Selznick
"What Fools Men Are" — Pyramid Comedy,
Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE it has a
powerful box office cast and the story is a
very timely one.
"The Chicken in the Case" — Triangle Comedy. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE
Owen Moore appears in the kind of role his
fans like best.
"The Poor Simp" — Romantic Comedy. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE it is another
Owen Moore picture that will send the audience home whistling and contented.
"Love Tsficulties.
an Awful
^hing"—19.Marriage
DifReviewed January
BECAUSE
audiences cry with laughter when they see
it and Owen Moore appears at his best in it.
United Artists
"Way Down East" — Small Town Life. Reviewed February 23. BECAUSE it is among
D. W. Griffith's best known pictures and has
been
shown in practically every theatre in
the country.
"Ore Exciting Night" — Comedy Drama.
Reviewed March 1. BECAUSE it is numbered among the D. W. Griffith best sellers
and
an absorbing story with an exceptionally
fine iscast.
"The Love Flower" — Romance. Reviewed
March 11. BECAUSE it provides a splendid
vehicle for some remarkable acting by Richard
Barthelmess ard Carol Dempster who pormance.tray the story as an unusually refreshing ro"Dream Street" — Limehouse Life. BECAUSE it is a true portrayal on the screen
of Limehouse life as Thomas Burke knows
and sees it, and it answer the public demand
for thrills and romance.

WHEN
YOUR
FEATURE FAILS,
WHAT

THEN

?
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Lest
Miss

You

Forget,

Lillian

in D.

W.

Griffith's

Gish—

Way

Tried
and
wn
Do
Beyond

T ILLIAN GISH, zvho porJ—s trays the part of little wistful Anna Moore in D. W. Griffith's great masterpiece, "Way
Down
East."
Littleto speculation
is
needed
to come
a decision
that the adorable Miss Gish is
as to the part born. With sensitive faculties as finely 'wrought
as transparent gold, Aliss Gish
has established her<;clf in the
hearts of film fans for all time by
her extraordinary performance .

IN "Way Down East" D. W. Griffith has endowed the
masterpiece with his characteristic touch. Result — a
motion picture the story of which and the success of
which are common knowledge to the folks of this broad
land. Mr. Griffith has not made this picture merely a
provincial thing. Attempting to explain nothing, he has
welded a theory of eternal love and in so doing has had
the characters reveal themselves so clearly, as to have made
any obvious intent seem obtrusive. Thus has he brought
forth an epic far more than clever. It has the ring of

t'
Eas
Proved

Question

^'^■^ GISH, as she appears in a fortunc-faz'ored
IrJ. ntomcnt of the story. Whether it be tatters or
yuildcd raiment, this great artist cou7'eys, first, last
and all time, that zvhich is sought niost by others
and comes easiest to her — Charm.
genius. A great cast of capable players, among whom we
^ee such names as Richard Barthelmess, Lowell Sherman,
Burr Mcintosh, Creighton Hale and Emily Fitzroy, together with the tender moments, tragic episodes and the
laughable situations which only great drama can contain,
stamps "Way Down East" as something which will never
lose its appeal for the American public. It is Tried and
Proved in every sense of the term, and it is a wise exhibitor
who will play this for a repeat or for the first time, if he
hasn't shown it before.
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Art

Student

to

Director

ing my respects to Mr. Edison. I honor him.
I rejoice in the opportunity of laying a tribute at his feet.
"It
nothing
that I Imay
reallysayhonor Mr.Tvnans
Edison,
and Ito amhim sure
we
have frit that he honors us in leaving his
activities in order to come here to receive a
measure
our appreciation of him." (Long
continued ofapplause.)
"You can understand how I felt bursting
in on just
this got
group,"
"We
have
off thesaid
trainMr.andFairbanks.
got away from
the reporters. I feel very much as the Egyptian must have felt when the Red Sea engulfed him. If you don't know what I mean
seeMr.the Fairbanks
"Ten Commandmen
" (Laughter.)
spoke ts.'
for the
west coast
colony in paying their respects to Mr. Edison. He referred to the guest of honor as
"the greatest
figure" him
and many
to hishappy
great returns
Americanism and wished
of the day.
Miss Pickford was given another ovation
when she arose. "I have been sitting here
and
watching
dear Mr. the
Edison,"
said, must
"and
I have
been thinking
great she
Creator
have felt very kindly disposed toward the mortals of this world when He sent this great
man among us.

is

La Cava's Record
alert but meditative air. The eyes of
a dreamer, with the greying temples and
firm lips of a doer.
That's the first impression one gets of
Gregory La Cava, who directed C. C. Burr's
"Restless Wives" and "The New School
Teacher."New School Teacher" is just about to
be "The
released. If one is to take as a basis of
judgment the artistry, the smoothness of motion, and the effectiveness of dramatic appeal
which Mr. La Cava injected in "Restless
Wives," then "The New School Teacher" is
slated to give movie goers some happy, entertaining moments.
But this is not so much the story of "The
New School
Teacher"
as itCava
is of first
Gregory
La
Cava
himself.
Mr. La
Tjecame
known in film circles as one of the pioneers
of animated cartoon production. In this work
he brought to bear a cultural background acquired for the most part while studying painting in this country and abroad. Economic
necessity compelled the young painter to give
up his study of art in its classic form, so he
obtained an engagement as caricaturist with
the New York World.
From producing comic strips on a daily, to
caricaturing
in animated
form on the life's
screenlittle
was ironies
a natural
step for
one whose artistic expression craved a
broader and more constructive scope.
Gregory La Cava was a decided hit in this
work. Soon after, he drifted into legitimate
short subjects, where his ingenuitv, his natural attitude and cleverness won him various
successes.
In "Restless Wives" La Cava found his decisive niche as a director. One can only wish
to see more pictures produced under his direction— pictures that essentially maintain a
wholesomeness, a freshness of viewpoint, and
a human-interest quality, which perhaps only
a dreamer artist could conceive.
AN

What Makes Mary and Mick
Buy Your Tickets
{Continued from Page 31.)
you for "dressing" your theatre — for reaching out and grabbing Mick and Mary by
the arm and gently pulling them toward
the box ofifice when they're undecided
whether you're showing something in which
they're interested or not.
Speaking personally, I know that I try
to shape screen dramas, with that pyschollogical
angleofalways
view.
I'm standing
thinking
constantly
Mick inand
Mary,
there hesitant on the sidewalk.
I know that human nature is interested
in but four items: Love, money, crime and
sport. Those four themes are universal.
I wish you, Mr. Exhibitor, would book
your product the same way. With myself
as dramatist, the film play starts. With
you, the exhibitor, the film play ends —
when you flash it at last on the screen.

DIRECTORS AND AUTHORS
Gregory
Cava,reveals
director
ofsuperb
C. C.
Burr's
"Restless La
Wives,"
directorial
technique
because
his such
early
training.
Firsta
as a student
of ofc assic
art and
then as
pioneer cf animated cartoon productions.
There are many processes, many individualities in between. But if I am remembering Mick and Mary on the sidewalk
and shaping my product to give you maximum audience appeal before they have
paid their money over your counter, you
can cash in by booking the pictures which
carry my hypothesis to a successful conclusion.
For after all, both of us are only salesmen.
We've got to "close" with Mick and
Mary
there onwith
the our
sidewalk.
We've ingotthatto
be generous
exploitation
final moment; we've got to tell them what
it's all about and tell it to them with a
crash. We can't overdo it.
* * =H
Industry Honors Edison
(Continued from Page 36.)
of mankind there is no industry which will
be so important as the moving picture indusbecausenature,
there every
is uponart,theevery
screenscience,
eve'"y
beautytry, of
every form of human knowledge,
"I take deep interest in the motion picture
industry. I rejoice in its progress. I can tell
you nothing of the motion picture industry.
There is no occasion why I should.
"When I speak of Mr. Edison's accomplishments I feel indeed as if it were a vain atlily. tempt
to gild refined gold and to paint the
"I rejoice at having an opportunity of pay-

FILMDOM'S
DATE
PLAY
MARCH
29

Live Up to American Ideals
"To have enjoyed this distinguished man's
inventions, and not the least of these the camera, has been a real privilege. I have been
stirred very much and moved deeply by the
great speeches made today, by the Senator and
the others, and by what Mr. Edison said to
us, not to think of the profit, but to do all
the good things we can and to send them to
all corners of the earth ; to see that what we
do here shall make the screen live up to
American ideals.
"It is a privilege to have lived in the same
age with this great man, probably the greatest
the world will see. I thank you for asking
me, to have permitted me to be here today."
(Applause.)
"We have come to the conclusion of the
speaking,"
Mr.motion
Hays.picture
"But is
don't
forget
that above said
all the
a service,
and service is the supreme commitment of
The diners then faced toward the screen
and saw "The Kiss," one of the first motion
pictures, "featuring" John Rice and May Irwin : "The Great Train Robbery," made at
the Edison studio in 1903 under the supervision
of
S. Porter
— "supervision"
is right,
as heEdwin
did about
everything
usually catalogued
except
carry
the
roles
of
the
players
;
and the
life."
tenth reel of "Scaramouche."
At the
speakers'
table otherBenjamin,
than those
already named
were Raymond
Frank
Munsey, the publisher; Richard E. Enright.
police commissioner; Adolph S. Ochs, publisher of The New York Times ; Frank H.
Hitchcock and Charles Edison.
Present were practically all the executives
of the producing and distributing companies
who were in the city as well as many representative exhibitors, including organization officials. Also at the tables were many men who
had been intimately identified with the early
days of the motion picture.

March 1, 1924
WHAT are believed to be the first sales
of motion-pictures without the use of
directly-spoken or printed words, are reported by the Selznick Distributing Corporation.
Under the supervision of L. F. Guimond,
director of advertising and publicity, small
records containing sales talks on the Selznick pictures "Woman to Woman" and
"Roulette," were sent to exhibitors
throughout the country. These records,
made indestructible by a new patented
process, were mounted on cards containing illustrations in colors, but no printed
matter.
Before salesmen would follow up the
campaign, a number of exhibitors took the
initiative, after listening to the records,
which gave casts and exploitation points,
and booked the pictures.
The pioneer use of talking-machine records as advertising has attracted considerable attention, and the Selznick office has
received numerous letters from showmen
interested in their further use. Two leading circuits were numbered among the mQuirers.

ADVERTISING
AIDS
Corporation. Each book is of twelve
p^ges in two colors throughout, with a
four page insert containing newspaper ads
and scene cuts, printed on newspaper
stock. Special attention is being paid to
exploitation, more than a score of dignishown. fied, legitimate exploitation aids being
A PROPOS of getting more strength and
directness into a piece of copy,
Charles Austin Bates once quoted this statement of St. Paul's: "For if the trumpet
give an uncertain sound, who shall prepare
himself to the battle?"
Paul is considered by many as the first
sales manager of Christianity. Paul's let-
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ters have real value to the salesman who
can see relationships and translate yesterday into terms of today.
The very sentence following the one
quoted above offers an example. When
we hear highfalutin' selling talks or read
highfalutin-advertisements it always bobs
up into our consciousness: "So likewise ye,
except ye utter by the tongue words easy
to be understood, how shall be known what
is spoken? For ye shall speak into the

GOLDWYN has an advertising aid for
exhibitors on "Name the Man," that
merits worthy consideration. The concern
is issuing yellow strippers, about thirteen
inches long and three and a half inches
wide, with the word heated, printed on
the one side, and the line. Official Taxi To
"Name the Man" on the other side.
Space is left for the imprint of the naxne
of the air."
theatre.

SUN-LIGHT
ARCS
STUDIO
AND

/CAMPAIGN books are on the press on
^ "Pagan Passions" by Grace Sanderson
Michie,
and "Flapper
the being
Jane
Mnrfin picture,
both ofWives,"
which are
distributed by the Selznick Distributing

PROJECTION
LAMPS

Incandescent Specialists

HARMER, INC..
209 West 48th St.
Bryant 6366

AUSTIN CHEMICAL CO., Inc.
AUSTIN BRAND LAMP COLORING
1692 Boston Road
BRONX, NEW YORK
PHONE INTERVALE 2625
Largest Lamp Colorers in the United States
COLORED LAMPS
LACQUERS FOR TOYS
AUSTIN FROST
AUSTIN BRAND SOLVENT
Austin Chemical Company has perfected a new type of lamp coloring that has stood all tests and is in many ways superior to the
various other
lamn coloring
on theof market.
Loew's
Theatres
are availing
themselves
the use Ke'th,
of the Moss
AustinandChemical
Service.
A distinctive feature of the new coloring is that it is positively
waterproof and weatherproof. The process includes shades of various
colors and descriptions, all of which are devised to add attractiveness
and appeal to marquee lights, sign lights and house lights.
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■p XHIBITORS
often
J-'
have pulled for
"no write
reasonadsatwhkh
all."
Occasionally an ad which violates the fundamental rules of advertising will pull, but
generally a successful ad adheres largely
to certain definite laws and principles
which produce action.
Decisions are reached by one of two
methods — reasoning or suggestion — or a
combination of both. Action is produced
more frequently through suggestion than
reasoning, because folks are more susceptible to suggestion than reasoning. It is
on this account that even "reason why"
copy, generally makes an appeal to the
emotions.
THE Howard Theatre of Atlanta,
launched a herald campaign which
brought unusual attention to Paramount's
"Humming
Bird."
designed on the
modelTheof circular
a regularwaspolice
department dodger, saying that $1,000
would be paid for the apprehension of a
beautiful and dangerous woman. A description of the person shows her to be none
other than Gloria Swanson, who is starring
in the feature. The effect of this stunt was
to provoke interest and comment of the
paying kind. ^. . .
X|' ALSTON ABBOTT, manager of the
Broadway Theatre, Charlotte, N. C,
grabbed editorial space in the local papers
with a teaser letter stunt used to exploit
the Preferred Picture, "Maytime." The
letter which is sold in quantity by Preferred exchanges as a regular accessory, is
proving the most popular exploitation aid
suggested in the "Maytime" pressbook.
An imitation diamond ring is enclosed in
each letter which is written in a feminine
hand. Mr. Abbott mailed these to all the
married men on his list. The note read
as follows:
Dearest:
I am returning your ring and we must
never see each other again. My eyes are
filled with tears and I am trying so hard
to tell you why it is best we part forever —
but I can't, the words won't come.
All I can say is that you will understand
all if you will just see that wonderful picture, "Maytime."
It tells so well what is in my heart. The
love story of Harrison Ford and Ethel
Shannon and
Clara Bow is
just like my
own.
It is a wonderful picture.
See it and you
will understand why,
though my
heart is breaking, I am still
your
Sweetheart.

roit,
INtheDetBro
adway - Strand
Theatre launched a herald
campaign with
good effect.
Enclosed in an
envelope
marked Spe
c 1 a 1 Traffic
Rules, Starting
Sunday, J a nuary, 27, was a
red-letter circular which
opened up
with the
rnwords, "Wa
ing! Obey the
Detroit Traffic
Laws." It then
goes on to say

that during the showing of "Name the
Man" the traffic in front of the theatre will
be unusually heavy, and accidents would
be avoided by parking in a free space secured for the purpose by the house, only
during the engagement of the picture in
question. The official appearance of the
envelope, the general character of its
make-up and the canny tie-up it suggests
with the city's traffic department combine
to make for an unusually
tisement. * * * effective adverA S the weather is always a lively topic
^ and a subject of frequent debates and
interesting tie-ups can be made by a theatre and a newspaper on a picture with
good storm scenes in it, such as "Judgment
of Let
the the
Storm."
paper place in the lobby of the
theatre a table showing the high and low
temperature and whether it was fair,
cloudy, rain or snow on 'each day of the
year. Have signs
addressed to the public
asking if they remember whether it rained
, on their birthday, wedding anniversary,
etc. Also show on the table the date of
the town's heaviest snow storm, greatest
rain fall, highest and lowest temperatures.
This display will create a great deal of
interest and talk and can be made with
little effort and cost.

V> EPETITION is one of the best means of
suggesting your attraction. It is only on
the account of the value of repetition that is
worth while to secure full page tie-ups, window displays, street stunts, teaser copy, etc.
In repetition, either the suggestion must be
repeated several times in the ad, or the ad
must be repeated. * * *
n OLDWYN PICTURES CORPORA^ TION, through its exploitation departrnent, has made another national exploitation
tie-up for several of its leading women. This
time it is with a chewing gum concern, the
Frank H. Fleer Corporation of Philadelphia,
manufacturers of several brands of chewing
gum which are now being pushed throughout
the country.
The four Goldwyn players who are given
publicity through the tieup are Claire Windsor, Mae Busch, Eleanor Boardman and Patsy
Ruth Miller who has an important role ■ in
"N a m e the
Victor Seastrom's first American made
picture,

ON HIS HIGH HORSE ■
By the employment of a rmall motor, a stick, a wooden disc
and a stock poster, Manager Martin, of the American
Theatre, Columbus, Ga., arranged this galloping horse effect
for the showng of "The Ramb!: '

P i c tures of
these players
have been reproduced on small
cards, one of
!"every
Maned inis
which
insertpack
Fleer's age
Bobs of
or
Fruit Hearts
which
factured.is manuthing of a
distinct novelty
in press books
is
somebeing got out
by
the Hodkinson
Corporation for
the Samuel
Gra n d production, "Try and
Get It," starring
burn andWashBilly
Bryant
Dove.
roR
j
In size and hi
all general appearances, this
press book will
be almostsimileaof facThe
Saturday
Evenwhich ingthePost,
storyin
was published.
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SAY IT WITH A UKULELE
FOX TROT Full — Orchestration
HAWAIIAN2Sc MELODY
SPECIAL OFFER— 9 Late Orchestrations,
Including for"SAY
IT ORDER
WITH ANOW
UKULELE"
$1.00—
American
Mu-^ic Pub. Co.
1658 B way.
Dept. W.
N. Y. C.
WELDED
WIRE
REELS
For Sale by
Howelis Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7lh Ar... New York
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PROPER LIGHT
Any Time
Any Where
Any PlaceSales Co.
M. G. Felder
Distributors
1540 Broadway, New York
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IS THE STATiOHERYOFTHE SCREEN
BOOK "MAKING MOVIES" [•1
It's an onstudio
and life,
off action
stage and
exh'biton
detail. of movie
YOUR THEATRE A BEE HIVE
A movie picture made right on your stage ir
front
audience,
produced
with next.
loca'
players ofandyour
scenes
one vseek,
and shown
For details write Box 1053, Exhibitors Trade
Review.

MENT
DEPART
AD
ED
CLASSISFI
Rates
'
O
For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Pictures made to order. Commercial. Home
or Industrial. We have excellent facilities, and the
best cameramen. Our price 20c per foot. Ruby
Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave.. New York City.
HOUSE MANAGER OR ASSISTANT
Young man wishes to make connection with Theatre
as
with
largeHouse
houseManager
in Newor A-^sistant.
York. BoxThree
70, years
Exhibitors
Trade Review.
METAL SPECIALTIES
Brass Poster Frames and Railings made any s'ze
as ordered,
years
experience,andandfixtures,
first class
references, other
metalof hardware
our new
catalog
free.
Baum's
Metal
Specialties,
Kansas
City, Mo.
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Like all the Chronicles of America Series, it brings history
to life, and entertains and instructs at the same time.
The exhibitor who shows these pictures gets the Good Will
of his community. When scores of mayors issue proclamations
urging that their communities see them at the theatre ; when
editors far and near print editorials on their importance; then
you may know that here is the most important series of pictures, from the national standpoint, that has ever been made.

Distributors

viLX

ADVERTISING

AIDS

NUMBER

EXHIBITORS
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%e

Business

Greater
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Paper
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of the Motion
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than

Humming
"
Bird
ADOLPH ZUKOR
AND
JESSE L.LASKY PRESENT

'rice 20 cents

GLORIA

3

ANSON

Scandat
Society
AN ALLAN
DWAN
PRODUCTION

From the p/ay "The Lau^hin^
by Alfred
Screen t>\a^ by Forrest Halsey
Produced Lady"
by Famous
Players-Sutro
Lashy Corporation
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Other Famous

Chi-

c a g o Theatres in
which WJJRLITZER
UNIT ORGANS
been installed:

have

McVickers
Riviera
Convent Garden
Chicago Theatre
Halfield
Tiffin

(Jerve
the

Get

This

SELLING

NEW
PLAN

CLIP and MAIL this COUPON
.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,
121 East Fourth Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Gentlemen :
IWurlitzer
want to Music.
increase Please
my patronage
send fullwith
details of your new Selling Plan. No
ohligation.

Name of theatre
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I
|
j
|
|
|i
I
J
I
|

Seating Capacity

|

Name

|
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{
j

State

^our

Pictures'

TRADE
MARK REGISTERED
^^^Ty!
R
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WuRLiI
li)a

of the world's
the testimon
HERE
greatestis exhibitor
of yhigh-class motion
pictures — Balaban & Katz — quoting
their reasons for selecting the WURLITZER
HOPE-JONES UNIT ORGAN for the
correct musical interpretation of their feature photoplay presentations at the Tivoli.
They realized that better music brings bigger attendance — and makes first-comers
regular patrons. The WURLITZER UNIT
ORGAN provides music in closest harmony
with film pictures — soft and sweet in tone,

CINCINNATI

or mspiring in fullness. A good organ is an
nivestment which pays for itself in increased box office receipts in a short time
Before buying an Organ do yourself the
justice to investigate the merits of the
WURLITZER. It is so far superior to any
other instrument of its kind, there can be
no real basis for comparison. Mail the
coupon today for full details of new selling
plan designed to make Wurlitzer Music possible in every motion picture theatre from
coast to coast, no matter how large or small.
There is no obligation to you.

Exclusive HOPE-JONES Patents
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

Published weekly by Exhlbitora Review Publishing Corporation. Executive, Editorial Offices Knickerbocker Bldg., Broadway and 42nd St., New
York City Subscription $2.00 year. Entered as seoond-class matter, Aug, 25, 1922, at post office at E. Stroudsburs:. Pa., under act of March 3; 1879.
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MESSAGE

On this irresistible screen star, her tremendous
PROVEN,

box office value

we have ready for you the most elaborate Advertising,

Publicity and Exploitation co-operation EVER

GIVEN

in con-

nection with any motion picture production.
Tie-ups of all kinds have been arranged with more than ONE
HUNDRED

big business firms, who stand ready to work with YOU

when the picture is shown.
are waiting — Department

You

don't have to ASK

Stores, Book

them.

They

Stores, Newspapers,

ALL

of your leading merchants.
THREE
UARY.

MILLION

PEOPLE

Millions more know

have read CAPTAIN

and admire BABY

her recent tour of the country she was welcomed

JAN-

PEGGY.

On

EVERYWHERE.

Daily papers and magazines used big articles about her.

A gigantic

audience is waiting to see this little star.

-^edbyL.C.

TANUA

^yLaur^

E.Richards

JEE book,
dfCo. of
now^in
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publish'
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A Gilt-Edge Box
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Sol Lesser presents

BABY
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"CAPT

AIN

Your

n^/>/i an All-Star Cast
JANUA
RY"
advertising is ready Everywhere.
Below is a sample.

Bab-y 'Pegg
y
na
P.^t^bU3hed.l875 ly E.J.Lehma

Sonnet(?

streets
fta^.Adam5 ife Dearborn

eW

Wnuhidn^TheN
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1
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history

of your
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house/
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PROMINENT
■ I FIRMS

HANDLING

Saby

9eggy

PRODUCTS

%>ork
Here

'With

is a list of some

you
of the most

prominent firms handling BABY PEGGY
PRODUCTS.
They are waiting for you to
show "Captain January." When you set
your date they will communicate with you
and help you establish a record for your
picture.
Peggy Handkerchiefs, Adams
kerchief Mfg. Co.
Peggy
Peggy
Peggy
Peggy
Peggy

Bach Hand-

Writing Paper, C. E. Weyand
Underwear, Louis Baer & Co.
Dolls, Louis Amberg & Son
Hosiery, Wayne Knitting Mills
Books, Frederick A. Stokes Co.

§"lVe?Wa.fe

Peggy Coats, Baum & Katz.
Peggy Jewelry, D. Lisner & Co.

chain

exiend^

io coasi
jrom coas't

PRINCIPAL

Pictures

Corporation.
Sot jCesser, Tresldeni

'

SHOWMEN-

How manj- opportunities have you missed in
business
How many pictures at different times have vou this
turned downonly to reahze later that you made a great 'mistake ?
"A

FT

ER

DAYS

A

FEATURING

MOSES
Is
It
It
It

AND

THE

TEN

COMMAN

DMENTS

the
has
has
has

greatest "clean-up" this business has ever known
broken every exchange record in every territory sold
created new box-office records in every theatre played
caused more favorable comment by exchangemen, exhibitors and public than has ever been accorded a picture
It can't miss. It is sure-fire.
EXCHANGEMEN—

This is the greatest opportunity you have ever had. What are you Roiiie
to do about >t.- '-After S,x Days" put into a road show in vour territorv
and capably handled w.ll make a fortune for you. Ifs po'ssibint.es are
unlimited and what is true this year will prove to be true everv year
It
will live forever. "It's a clean-up."
EXHIBITORS—

MOSES and ike.

t\Srt!^V.°^-f°'"*""'7
'^'■^■^?"ted for you to book this attraction, don't
for L
^ .1-'°" "^-^
P'^^'^ opportunity lost. Book it
\Mll
early return
^"^^ ^he
It's^"^
a "clean-up
^ date. '''''
." first smash"vou
re hont ittfor an '""'
will re-book
SATISFIED BUYERS
KERAI.^N FILM
EXCHAXGE.
729 Seventh
Greater New \ ork and
Xorthern Xew JerseyAvenue. Xew York
STANDARD FILM ATTRACTIONS, 1322 " Vine' Street, Philade
lphia
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey
^aeipnia
EPIC Eastern
FILM ATTRACTIOXS,
808 So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
^nicdgo
and Indiana
Iljinois
Northern
CHARLES
LALUM
Domini
on
of IERE,
Canada 465 Sherbrooke East, Montreal
HARRY F. GRELLE, 1014 Forbes St., Pittsburgh
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia
ivorth and South Carolina
^'
Norti?Eid'?''t?r"^-^- P"""^^^
^-l^'-^^' Sl-Ibv, N. C.
WEISS

ARTCLASS

BROS.

PICTURES

1540 BROADWAY,

TEN MENTS
COMMAND-

NEW

YORK

CORP.
CITY

REDSheSEA
MIRACLE

An exceptional cdst
■ Jn eluding

Eileen
Tully

Percy
Marahall

Georpe

Nichob

(Jruart ^tfrns^
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will

then

Qasp

they

11

Cheer/
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other big features recently presented by this
theatre averaged only 63% of amount grossed by

Five

"DAUGHTERS"

ALTON '

eme""'

CO.

oohE^
PBOV oeNce-

ors.

,e corporat

^
^aail^' ani ^ front of ^' ^^^.j.! of «O °
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or
feortn
-'^^"^
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All attendance records broken despite
blizzard for two days
and exceptionally
strong opposition in
p i c ture, vaudeville
and legitimate theatres.

"Daughters of Today" is clean. It
creates unprecedented discussion by
newspapers and by
word of mouth because it deals with
one of the most vital
phases of life today.
Ask the Exhibitor
who has played it.

Tiitb ^^^^

The Emery Amusement Company is

"Daughters of Today" will have the
influence for good that characterized
"Over the Hill."

one of New England's best known
amusement enterprises.

Daughters
is one
passed
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of
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Today
pictures

Boston

ever

Sunday

— In the Cinema

Palaces

on

Broadway, —

—In

unpretentious, but just
as popular, neighborhood houses,^ —

— Everywhere !

—You'll see Jimmy
Comedies

Aubrey

— Because Aubrey is a really comic comedian.
Released

STANDARD

CINEMA

by

CORPORATION

thru

SelzDick Distributing Corportti
on

XII

tij^hihitors Trade Review

COL.UEE^R
JIMMY
TO

L1PE2

mm

UQYPLCD

JIMMY AUBREY
AT HIS FUNNIEST
aptly describes this series of mirth-provoicing,
riotous comedies in two-reel lengths. Jimmy,
the slapstick king; stumbles from one screamingly funny adventure into the next and the onlookers shriek with laughter as they watch his
antics. Each picture is brimming over with
chuckles and gleeful snorts and Jimmy, the inimitable, rocks the house with his capers.
These comedies, which are being especially produced by the Jimmy Aubrey Productions, Inc.,
for the Standard Cinema Corporation, will be
released one each month. Put in your order for
the series now.

STANDARD

The

Oae

and

Only

Colonel Heeza Liar
is with us once more and never has
that good, old scout been so absorbingly entertaining, utterly original
and completely comical as in this
new and clever combination of ingenious cartoons and actual scenes.
In this single reel series, which is
being produced bj^ the Bray Productions, Inc., and released at the
rate of one a month by the Standard Cinema Corporation, the irrepressible Colonel Heeza Liar has
experiences which would be beyond
the wildest .dreams of a less imaginative rnan and the beholders
chuckle and thrill as they are unrolled before their intensely interested *eyes.
Don't miss the popular Colonel
Heeza Liar. His friends and supporters will swell your ticket sales.

GIN

DISTRIBUTIN(

SELZNICK

DISTRIB

March 8. 1924
XBl

m

9mv

U0LLVV0017
DPUCt

DRDTON

BRUCE
BARTON
Famous Author
is well known for doing the un-hsual and in his
series of single reel features produced by the Better
Day Pictures, Inc., he is offering something really
unique. Each subject is distinctly different and tells
a story which cannot fail, to -hold the attention of
the
One aildience
of these from
featuresstartmayto' befinish.
obtained each month
from the Standard Cinema Corporation but yoi;
may order the entire series now arjd run each subject as it is released. This will save you trouble
and insure your receiving a picture which will
please your patrons and bring more money in tci
you.

THE FRED CALDWELL
HOLLYWOOD PICTURES
are being made by the L. K. C. Productions in
two-reel lengths. These celebrated, long awaited and eagerly anticipated comedies feature
many of Hollywood's most famous funmakers
and their antics would pull a laugh from even
the most serious-minded. Each foot of film contains at least one chuckle and several smiles and
it is safe to bet that an audience will be gasping
for breath and holding its sides by the time the
subject is completed.
Book every one of this series now from the
Standard Cinema Corporation. You will reap
your reward not only in the thanks of your patrons but in increased box-office receipts.
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GEORGE BLAISDELL, Editor
EDDY ECKELS, Business Manager
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AIDS program. A comp r e hensive course on
selling motion pictures
through the powerful
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:
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Florida Has Building Boom
Latin American Consuls Entertained

a volume," says Mel A.
Shauer of Famous Players-Lasky, and
with the keen, incisive mind of a busy
man considerate of the value of time and
space, he boils down to a single pageful
that which is of most obvious importance
to the exhibitor.
Read it oil page five.
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11
11
13
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14
14

Charley ]Moyer, of United Artists, has
compiled a distinctive array of newspaper
ads — in a line-up that actually did heroic
service for a showman in Paterson, N. J.,
the story of which will give other showman new targets to shoot at. The ads
and the stoiy are on page seven.
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"What the Exhibitor wants and keeps
on wanting" is the essence of the message
that L. F. Guimond, of Selznick, puts
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across on page thirtj'^-one. It tells of
"The Trend in Advertising Aids," and
tells it m a way for which Mr. Guimond
is particularly noted.
C TAND
by for NEXT
WEEK'S
Special Program on THE SHORT
SUBJECT.
E. W. Hammons, President of Educational, and L. J. Darmour, President of
Standard Cinema, are slated to speak. In
a chatty, personal way, these two important figures in the world of SHORT
SI^BJECTS will drive home some important trutlis on THE BIG LITTLE
FEATURE.
And talking about BIG LITTLE
FEATl^RE

achievements, you're going

to get one joyous eye-full from Pathe's
"Around the World in Fifteen Minutes."
Xo idle boast. It's on the griddle now.
Sharpen up a good appetite for next
week's BIG LITTLE
FEATURE
Xumber.

You

won't be disappointed.

Exhibitors Trade Review

TT/^HEN
comes toEven
nerve,
the groimi
honors cotw
go
to Baby it Peggy.
a full
holds no terrors for her. As a matter of
fact her closest friend in "Captain January"
is this big brown and 'white cow who wakes
her every morning by sticking Jiis head in the
zvindow. Another close friend is the trained
pelican who takes his mistress soaring through
the air. Not really, though — just a dream.

Principal Pictures Stars Baby Peggy

A Photoplay With Real Selling Power

^ -*- town idicre Babv easy art in the home
pjAIR cutting is an
tain Jan^iary." All you have lives
to doin is"Capput
a hcul on the head andPeggy
cut around.
Even
a child can do it. Poor little Peggy has
been raught in a shipu'reck and barely rescued by an old sea captain. That is she was
rescued but her clothes weren't and for the
time being she must make the best of what
she has been able to get together in a hurry.

Let

These

Photographic

Stills Serve

As

Advertising

Aids

March 8, 1924
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T'S "Let's
7 RUGoAR
," featurgein,g
d
ar
Rich
Talmad
savors of enhtertTraiien-d
ment for whic
■ and Proved attractions are noted. It
contains everything
that the film fans
want — excitement,
thrills, love interest.

niCHARD
-/V
madge isTALhere
shown fighting off
two attackers at the
same
time.oneStunts
like this
put
"Let's
a fast
thrill andGo,"
punch
into
tion Truartfull-of-acproduct.
moving,

Save

Them
The

From

an

Pictures

OUR scientists have a theory
that the ether wave set in motion in radio broadcasting
never dies, that until eternity itself these releases might be picked
up if only we had apparatus sufficiently sensitive.
So with a good idea. Whisper
it only, and its echoes will be heard
the world around. Apply it, and
its benefits may endure until the
end of time.
Everyone in the motion picture
industry has known for years that
its releases were permitted to die
too soon. No one man may claim
credit for that thought as his discovery. But what was everybody's
business was no one's business.
Let George find a remedy — and
George did!
He found a way, a definite, concrete way of doing what everyone

of

Untimely

Death-

Yesterday!

has always talked should be done.
His Tried and Peoved Pictuees
Department deals with and actually fights editorially every week
for prolonging the lives of real
box office attractions-the features
which have been tried, and proved
winners.
TT furnishes the producer and exhibitor with an attention-compelling, economical avenue for conserving and increasing his prosperity.
It puts money into the pockets
of the exhibitor, for he is constantly
reminded of pictures he can get at
reasonable rentals, that make high
class programmes, that won their
way into the Tried and Proved
Pictures Department on past performances of dollars and cents
only, and
he is offered both

through the Department and direct
by mail, real, adaptable moneymaking ideas for putting over past
releases in a different or big way.
A youngster still, the Tried and
Proved Pictures Department already is sensationally successful.
Scores of exhibitors are falling
in line every week.
TTOW producers and distributors
feel is voiced by Carl Laemmle
in a letter in which among other
many things he says:
"In particidar I ivant to commend your Tried and Proved Pictures Department. One of the
most difficult problems in tliis industry to solve is the adequate advertising ofpictures after the first
runs have been played."
And truly the echoes of George's
idea have been heard " 'round the
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Pson

J. M. Bai l ies Play
•THE LITTLE
CC Cparamounl Qidurv
MINISTER"

Chest of the i'resent" and comments thus :
"With this striking lead-off.
The Exhibitobs Trade Review devotes quite a supplement to telling
of the merits of pictures which are
a little bit old to the big city firstrelease houseSj but which are
brand new to the smaller exhibitor
who has not yet shown them. Chapters and special articles are devoted not only to specific pictures,
and to splendid ways and means
of putting them over, but to entire
groups of pictures so packed with
merit as to be infallible in the quest
for capacity houses. Under this
heading we find the article, "Tommy Meighan Never Had a Failure,
''

Tllustraled Screen

And why isn't something done to
give more definite and better paying circulation to all of them?
'The Hunchback' is good enough
to run indefinitely. So are other
pictures which just pass away and
are forgotten. All of which is
wrong. It's just like throwing
pearls in the gutter."
nPHE Exhibitor of Sydney, Australia, reprints under the heading "If You're Playing the Pictures of Yesterday, 'American
Trade Paper's New Service,' "
an article entitled "The Treasure

^

coming up. The film that was released and given its first run but
some weeks ago, becomes so much
celluloid in a can."
Another writes : ' ' What becomes
of the pictures after the first run?

^

a paOne paper says: "It ispresen
t
thetic fact that under the
system a film becomes a dead issue
in an exchange thirty days after
the first run is set, because the
present methods automatically
concentrate the efforts of the sales
crew on the films which are just

^

world." American editors have
been reminded to rush into print
to air anew their thoughts. English papers have commented freely
and favorably, and far off Australia has added its approbation.
Some of these contemporaneous
views are very good.

Reports
^

ADVERTISING AIDS
A striking newspaper ad suggested by Paramount
for
"Therendered
Little Minister."
mat and
electro
service
to exhibitorsA makes
it possible
for the showman to run the ad in this precise
formi The ad, is a real business blooster.

a feature which is many months
behind city release he must not let
up on exploitation on that account.
If his press book is inadequate
in supplying him with material,
then there is always the exchange
supplying the picture, with a publicity and expoitation staff only too
ready to serve the exhibitor.
"WT E are happy to have this ed" itorial support. And we take
honest pride in pointing to this as
at least one time when not one
single journalistic voice was raised
in derision. The anvil chorus just
If this publication never has
wasn't.
anything more to its credit than
the starting of its Tried and Peoved
Department, it can still claim to
have measured up to its ideal of
what a business journal should do :
Chronicle the happenings of and
improvements in its industry, and
itself point the way of progress.
AVe believe that this one department, this one idea, will do more
toward increasing the profits of
the exhibitor, producer, and distributor— than anything that has
been done in years.

- Iripli Hiii-I ill rii-micri' \

'' '
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1
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ADVERTISING AIDS
The Selznick thought enough of the review of
"One
WeekTrade
of Love"
The
Exhibitors
Review asto ituseappeared
it as anininsert
in their Tried and Proved Ad suggestions. It
can be had from Selznick upon request.
Paramount

Certainly, Tried and Proved
Pictures service is exclusive with
The Exhibitors Trade Review.

Star Has Trail Blazed

by Continued Successes." In it
are listed the successes, commencing with the "Miracle Man" and
running right up to "Back Home
and Broke," following which are
of course, "The Ne'er Do Well"
and "Homeward Bound." Upon
each picture a little time is spent
and for each and every one of
them there is specified an exploitation stunt which can reasonably
be expected to be successful.
There is, of course, a lesson in
the entire supplement; the lesson
that the exhibitor must learn to
know that because he is showing

TOOUJ^H

picture — —
TheThelastfirstwordgreater
in production
The pinnacle
of achievement
Sounding
the
depths
passionthe— —
A sea of splendor — ofwithin
Confines
of a garden—— ■
Lavish expenditure
Justified extravaganceEntertaining —
Convincing—
Incredible ——
Impressive
A t Last!
You can see it !
The Universal
Super-Jewel Production
lUcitUn.
Diceded by
and Tcatming
IDon StfoheuTUt

ADVERTISING AIDS
Alucky
sensible ad forwho"Foolish
Wives." The
many
Universal
featureexhibitors
will declare cashed
loudly into onthethisworld
that
it is Tried and Proved in the "nth" degree.
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Co-Operative
Advertising
Aids
When a merchant uses one of these
aids
ising
By
MEL
A. SHAUER
advert
of
t
THE subjec
could fill a volume. It is my purcards he is swapping advertising with
Manager Advertising Sales Department, Fa- the
pose here to emphasize the added
exhibitor. The extent of this
mous Players-Lasky Corporation
benefits of using them on a co-operaswap is up to them. Many exhibitors
Distribution to the public can be
tive basis. The exhibitor is a motion
do not like to hand out passes continreadily enhanced with the aid of the
picture merchant. There are other merually. Merchants often ask for adverstores
who
advertise
and
who
are
eager
chants around him who are just as
tisements on the theatre screen, to
eager to sell their goods to the public as to get their own advertising in the which most exhibitors object. There
the exhibitor is to sell his.
hands of prospective customers. They
is a simpler way than all this. What
Merchants of a similar frame of wrap them in bundles or hand them
about the blank space I have already
out
over
their
counters.
mind can usually work out a plan
mentioned which is provided on the
heralds and roto sections? This blank
whereby they can co-operate, each to
help the other sell his goods, and each
THE theatre can distribute through
space can sell hats, or face powder and
the co-operation of the newspaper,
receiving additional benefits of the
motion pictures too.
or by messenger and mailing list. The
other fellow's efforts in his behalf.
roto section illustrates a three cornered
If advertising aids are made with
Where people shop for their entertainment they shop for many other
this thought in mind it remains only tie-up between the exhibitor, the merthings.
Advertising
aids increase in
chant and the newspaper — the biggest
to work out the details locally.
value as they reach more people. Why
powers
in
the
community.
Composition and coloring are imnot try, then, at the cost of little eflfort
Heralds with plenty of blank space
portant features in getting out a strikon them afford similar opportunities to and little money when shared on a coing and attractive article, but the cooperative basis, to open up every posreach thousands of people at a nominal
operative possibilities go even further.
channel for the distribution of
cost and to reach them through the these sible
The rotogravure section is a striking
aids?
drug store, candy store, the millinery
example. Good copy will have news
etc., as well as from the theatre
Advertising material should be made
value. The article itself finds its ap- shop,
peal in the home. The exhibitor is direct.
up with the appeal in mind. When the
afiforded plenty of blank space which
The insert card (also illustrated be- appeal is there, other effects may be
low), placed in a dignified frame will added by color or by novelty such as
enables him to tie up readily with his
local merchants.
die cuts, etc. But these things should
stop the passer-by. The same is true
He can sell space for money, or for of the 22x28 photograph.
be shaped toward the ultimate possibility of co-operative use.
co-operation in distribution to his poSo long as these articles are confined to use in the theatre lobby, they
tential patrons.
The back page of the roto section as do not carry any element of co-opera
FANFOTOS, autographed pictures
illustrated below has a few photographs
tive advertising. But spread in promof motion picture artists, have a disinent locations in the vicinity, they call
at the top. These photographs are
tinct appeal. The idea of distributing
attention
to
the
theatre
and
the
motion
chosen particularly with the idea of inthesenew.
photographs
"movie therefore,
fans" is
teresting clothiers and wearing apparel
not
The bestto results,
picture attraction by first calling attention to the merchant and his goods.
shops, beauty parlors, hairdressers,
This is by no means a new idea. Its dependutingonthem. the rnethods used in distribhousehold merchants, jewelers, furriers, automobile concerns, etc. Mervalue can be stimulated by a direct tieIn connection with an item such as
chants can submit copy which will fit up with the picture title whenever this
(Continued on page 48 )
is possible.
right in with these illustrations.
^T^HIS gilt-edged advertising aid in a gilt frame is
■*■ the latest in a cla^s of its kind. The one showing
Negrian ininsert
"Shadozvs
Paris"
a frame
alloiv.Polinga for
card. ofThey
are isgood
boosters.

ROTOGRAVURE magazine is one of the real up-to-the-minute advertising
aids that the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation offers its patrons in connection with "A Society Scandal."
The back page is two-thirds blank, to alldw for
local advertising, which should more than pay for the price of the little magazine.
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Old

/hdy^^storSqys

YOUeither.
can't Wekeephave
a good
man two
downplayers
— or awho
goodhave
woman
in mind
just
come into their own in the way of substantial recognition.
One of these is Adolphe Menjou, one of whose hits was
in "A Woman of Paris." Of course, it was no sudden
accession of ability that blazed forth so brilliantly in that
production. It w'as simply the opportunity presented by
the character, the opportunity presented by the producer
and the opportunity given to the actor to bring into pla)^
his splendid powers of characterization. And Menjou certainly made^ood, to the delight of uncounted miUions of
men — and women, too. There have been other appearances
since that of the Chaplin picture, all of which demonstrated
that what he did was no flash in the pan, but just an everyday sample of what he has got up his sleeve. Famous
Players is to be congratulated on its acquisition, and the
party of the second part, too.
'J'HE woman to whom reference was made is Laura
La Plante,
four years
of "trouping"
Universal
City who
is to after
be starred
by Big
U. Come toat
think of it it was pretty nearly two years ago that
this journal in its short subject department, after
having commented on the work of this young woman
in a serial, hinted that there seemed to be indicated
the possession of real feature material. Miss La
Plante towasbe sogiven
a trial
which
proved
effective
that in
the "Excitement,"
company has map^jed
out a schedule of starring subjects for her. The
young woman radiates wholesomeness. She is the
absolute antithesis of stagey — she is just like some
of the girls back home.

Ji^DDIE CAREWE, finishing up his work on "A Son of
the Sahara" at the Eclair studio in Paris, is expected
to depart for New York soon after the first week in Paris.
We've got a sneaking hunch that the producer is going to
show us something worth while in that desert stuff. There
are those who says that deserts are all alike — that what can
be secured in Sahara is laying around loose in California
or somewhere in the west. Maybe so. We'll have a chance
to find out. We are banking on the Sahara being different,
nevertheless. Certainly the architectural backgrounds, the
towns, will be.
■qDUGLAS
vnll openin "The
Thief onof
Bagdad"March
atFAIRBANKS
the17.Liberty
Theatre
Monday,
He has
installed New
officesYork
in the
Liberty Theatre Building. Mr. Fairbanks and Miss
Pickford, when not attending to details connected
with the premieres of their productions, are getting
ready for their European journey. The date for the
opening of "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" has
not yet been set.
PHARJLES CHAPLIN is to go to Alaska to get the real
thing in snow scenes, according to word from the Chaplin studio. The story on which he is working is a burlesque of the mining camps of the early gold strike in
Alaska, with the comedian back again in the character of
the oldtime funmaker. Mingled with the laughs will be
a leavening of the tragic, giving Chaplin an opportunity
for the portrayal of pathos, which as those who have followed his career know he can do most effectively.
pniLIP V. KROHA, manager for Richard Walton
Tully's production on the west coast, is in New
York for consultation with his chief regarding "The
Bird of Paradise." That's the Bird which Mr. TuUy
plans to go to the Hawaiian Islands for, as we were
saying last week.

L LOYD HAMILTON is to be seen in another fulllength comedy, "The Goof," to be produced by J. K.
McDonald and to be directed by William Beaudine. With
the comedian is young Ben Alexander. If the feature is
as funny as "My Friend," in which this week we saw this
comic chap at the Rialto here, it will get by with a whoop.
There are several situations in this Educational comedy
that are not only unusually funny but really are novel —
rand all the funnier on that account. Why is it as soon as
a man gets established as a comedian of the first rank in
the two-reelers some joy-killer shows up and induces him
to join the feature ranks? And with the result that instead
of seeing the man a dozen times a year we are lucky if he
comes to the bat on four occasions in that period?
J)IMITRI
BUCHOWETZKI,
directing aPola
Negri
in Paramount's
"Men," is conducting
conservatory of languages out on the Lasky lot. This latest
representative of the foreign invasion quite naturally
finds inadequate the small amount of English he has
been able to assimiliate in the course of his short
stay. So he converses with the star in his native
Russian, which she understands; in French with the
staff. The director also is the author of the story
of Paris and Marseilles; in German vrith some of
the others, and in English with the camerman and
staff. The director also is the author of the story
he is putting on.
D R. RIESENFELD is extending his "classical jazz" program at the Rialto and Rivoli in a manner that not only
is novel but highly effective. All the theatres named this
week there is presented "Song Cartoons," an innovation
which is the joint product of Charles K. Harris, the song
writer, and Max Fleischer, the "Inkwell" creator. Imposed
over the notes of, for instance, "Come take a trip in mv
airship," mation.
areAs the
the words
words travel
of the across
song in
infortherailroad
screen atrain
cartooned
figure skips from one to the next the orchestra meanwhile
playing the music in classical jazz. Many laughs accompany
the combination, the hilarity being heightened by the work
of Drummer Max H. Manne. A comedy follows the novelty, the subject at the Rialto being Educational's "My
Friend." Right in the spirit of the foregoing Emanuel
Baer, assistant conductor at the Rivoli, has devised a classical jazz accompaniment, which rounds out a diversion
that plainly pleased a large house.
TAMES ROSS GRAINGER, general manager of
sales for Goldwyn, has started on another of his
flying trips to exchanges and the west coast studio.
It is Mr. Grainger's intention to call on exhibitors
as well as branch managers. In Los Angeles he plans
to remain two or three weeks.
^RUSSELS had its look-in on "The Covered Wagon" the
night of February 15. Gathered for the Belgian premiere was what is described as one of the most distinguished
and enthusiastic houses that ever greeted a motion picture
in that country. Wires report the production playing to
capacity, equaling the run in Paris at the Cinema Madeleine, where the subject now is in its third month.
JJERMAN
STARR,
who for
the past six
months Warner's
has been executive,
studio manager
at
the West Coast studios, is back in New York for
"keeps." Incidentally, he brought back with him a
print of "Beau Brummel," which has been given the
o. o. by the home office gang, all of whom hav*
inscribed their o. k. on the John Barrymore picture.
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Aids

Consistent Plugging

HAT consistent advertising, with
proper advertising aids and mediums, will do, was demonstrated
in Paterson, N. J., when the Lyceum,
a legitimate theatre off the beaten
path, decided to run pictures.
First it was necessary to educate the
public to thinking of the Lyceum in
terms of pictures. One month was devoted to this work with the result that
the theatre was able to show features
with 85 cents top price in competition
with three other houses whose top
prices ranged from 35 to 55 cents.
In view of this the advertising was
started on Sunday, December 9, in the
Chronicle (the only Sunday newspaper )
announcing in a 40 inch advertisement
that beginning New Year's Eve matine?,
a season of big pictures would be run
at this theatre. In this advertisement,
the four pictures were named and a
short story of each run in connection
with each picture announcement.
There are three daily newspapers in
the town, one morning (Call), two afternoon, (Press Guardian and News).
To tie together the big Sunday ads that
were run, there was run twice in each
daily during the week, a six inch ad
with a special border telling of the coming of the pictures. Monday and
Thursday in the Morning Call ; Tuesday
and Friday in the Press Guardian ; and
Wednesday and Saturday in the News.
Copy in each of these advertisements
was changed daily.
The second Sunday of the campaign
another 40 inch ad was taken in the
Chronicle, which stressed the point that
these four pictures, "Rosita," "One Exciting Night," "A Woman of Paris"
and "The White Rose," were run on
Broadway for indefinite runs at $2.20
and were coming to Paterson at popular
prices. ] In this ad was run under each
pictures announcement the criticisms
from New York critics and also the
fact that the seats were now on sale.
W

Prove

With

By CHARLES

Proper

Their

Material

E. MOYER

Value

Will Win
movie houses up that they took half
page ads themselves a week in advance
of the "Rosita" showing, telling the public how good they were going to be to
them at no advance in prices.
This campaign certainly woke the
town up and the movieites never had so
many big pictures to digest in a single
month before in their lives.
Everybody did wonderful business,
hampered only by about 25 per cent of
bad weather. Rain early in January
and bitter cold the latter part.
Plugging with the proper aids cannot
fail to bring about results. It has been
demonstrated time and again and each
time has come through with flying
colors. It is essential that the right
mediums be chosen and the copy prepared in a readable and entertaining
manner. A little care will pay big
dividends.

The movie houses in Paterson run
continuous performances. The Lyceum
ran two shows each day, with all seats
reserved.
For the beginning of the next week
the six inch ads were continued. Nine
days before the opening of the shows
it was announced that "Rosita" would
be the first attraction. This ad was 20
inches followed by four more 20 and
16 inch ads until Thursday before the
opening when there was utilized the
press book advertisements cuts in connection with the campaign.
The Sunday ad before the opening
of "Rosita" was 70 inches the illustration and title taken from the press book
ad but was aided by special copy.
The pre-opening campaign of advertising so set the minds of the people
to thinking of the Lyceum
Theatre in terms of motion
pictures instead of stock and
legitimate productions, that
the following weeks was
can be pereasier, and the ads were run
formed by the
in sizes of from eight to 40
proper
use
of
inches instead of from 6 to advertising. The
DE R S
ON
J^
70 inches.
selection o f
In all instances the Sunday
material is the
big copy in the Chronicle was
prime factor.
always run in the Morning
Call which catered to the best Press books offer a''wide range
clientele in the town while the
and with the use
afternoon papers on Mondays
were given other copy, gen- of cuts sistent
and plugging
conerally half the size of the
the public .can
Call and Chronicle.
be c d u cated.
No motion pictures had
The layout here
ever been advertised in Paterson more than two or three shoivs some
cellent formsexof
days in advance of a showing,
prior to this engagement, but patronage
builders. That
can
this campaign for the month
of four big pictures at the be tised by every exhibitor.
Lyceum so speeded the managers of the three regular

WHITE

A»d W l-W 1*, »

RQf

<• •"«" "

E
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/1N example of national
advertising that ties
up a definite play date
with a motion picture.
The First National picture, "Lilies of the Field,"
will enjoy approximately
one hundred simultaneous first runs on March
16th and this First National Saturday Evening
Post ad appearing a few
days before that date is
as definitely helpful to
these theatres as an ad in
their local newspapers.

Snmn* for Thtvrrt Ad
■ ns
VAOJUM CLEAN YOUB
PROTECT Cottaee
Enchanted Cottage i The E nchanted
COj.UMBU3 Q-EANFJl 1
U it HisCOLUr.HL.
ENCHANTED COTTAGE
Mutual

Profit'

National

Ad

Is

First

Advertising Tie-llps the Possibilities
of Which are Unlimited

i I pi
5fEr

ALSTTN-S
» i ir

Slogan

The ^'Enchanted Cottage'' CMtchline is
the Basis of Co-operative

DEPENDABILmr
HOT SPARK

E i- » r
tuba MfMii^;
^ n 5. r
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Boston

Named

Plan

to

Make

'T'HE Committee on Convention comprisprising M. E. Comerford of Scranton,
Pa.; Glenn Harper of Los Angeles; Fred
Seegert of Milwaukee; John Schwalm, of
Hamilton, Ohio; R. F. Woodhull, Dover,
N. J.; Joseph W. Walsh, of Hartford, and
Sydney S. Cohen of New York, designated at the last meeting of the National
Board of Directors, has selected Boston as
the city for the 1924 annual convention of
the Amotion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, to be held the latter part of
Afay.
At a recent meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Massachusetts a resolution was
unanimcrusly adopted inviting the National
Organization to hold the meeting in Boston, and this was supplemented by similar
action on the part of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New Hampshire,
Rhode Island, and Connecticut.
It is expected a large number of delegates from all over the United States will
be at the Boston Convention and that that
aggregation will be increased by the attendance of many exhibitors from the
Canadian division of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America.
Plans are being laid to make the coming convention the most beneficial yet
held,
the" industry
generally and to the
Theatreto Owners
in particular.
The definite time of the convention together with the special convention comconvention hotel
and further
will be mittee,
announced
at a later
date. 'details
*
*
MISSOURI THEATRE
RAISE FUND

MEN

Committee Named to Supervise Plans
for May Convention
A FUND for initial expenses and the preliminary organization of the M. P. T. O.
Western Missouri, was raised at a special
meeting Thursday at the Hotel Baltimore,
Kansas City, of representative exhibitors of
ESTELLE TAYLOR
Her first picture under her new Graf contract will
be "Thepleted Wise
Son" of
for Mary
Metro. Queen
She ofhas Scots
just comher portrayal
with
Mary Pickford in Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall.*'

for
Sessions

M.P.T.O.
Most

Convention

Beneficial

Western Missouri. The fund was not in subscriptions— it was in cash or checks.
A committee, composed of A. M. Eisner,
A. F. Baker and Jay Means, all of Kansas
City, was appointed to supervise arrangements
for a convention, to be held in Kansas City
early in May. Mr. Baker was named as acting
secretary-treasurer. Final incorporation and
election of officers will be at the convention.
Eight exhibitors, representing fourteen theatres, volunteered as delegates to visit or communicate with all exhibitors in Western Missouri, in an effort to obtain a record at the
convention.
The exhibitors are A. F. Baker, Springfield,
Joplin and St. Joseph ; Thomas Clark, Maryviile ; Hugh Gardner, Neosho ; F. G. Weary,
Richmond ; G. R. Wilson, Liberty ; S. E. Wilhoit, Springfield ; C. T. Sears, Nevada, Brookfield, Marshall and Booneville ; Jay Means,
Kansas Cit>, and A. M. Eisner, Kansas City.
At the convention in May the selection of
a business manager, which has been delayed,
will be made and headquarters established,
probably in a suite now occupied by the Kansas City Division of the M. P. T. O. A. at
Eighteenth and Wyandotte Streets, Kansas
City. The proposed consolidation of the Kansas City and Western Missouri bodies also
will be decided definitely.
* * *

Ever

Held

ing of such plans and arrangements as seem
best suited to care for them.
A banquet will be given Thursday evening
at which men and women of state and national prominence will make addresses.
* * *
RUTH ROLAND PLANS TO
MAKE
FEATURES
IVith Tod Browning She Launches
Production Organization
T>UTH ROLAND, motion picture stai,
and Tod Browning, prominent director,
have launched a new organization for the
production of feature length pliotoplays in
which the popular actress will be starred.
The organization surrounding Miss Roland and Mr. Browning will be known as
the Co-Artists Productions. Active preparations are already under way for the
filming of the first picture, tentatively titled
"Extravagance." It will be made under
the direction of Browning at the F. B. O.
Studios. While nothing of a definite nature is known about the cast, it is the
purpose of |he organization to secure only
acknowledged
Miss Roland's
initial venture artists
into theforfeature
field.

The the
production
of "Extravagance"
mark
first feature
length attractionwillin
KANSAS EXHIBITORS APPOINT
which Miss Roland has appeared for six
CONVENTION COMMITTEE
years. The formation of the new organizaThe M. P. T. O. Kansas has adopted a new
tion is theto culmination
Roland's
ambition
break into oftheMiss
feature
field
plan to increase attendance at its semi-annual
convention in Emporia, April 1 and 2. A anew. The organization has therefore
committee of nine exhibitors, geographically made it a point to surround her with a
selected, has been appointed to write personal .capable and efficient production personnel.
letters to exhibitors in their territory, urging For the past few years Miss Roland has
them to attend the convention.
been appearing in serials in which she has
This procedure will be in addition to the starred.
usual form letters sent out from M. P. T.
The first Ruth Roland feature is deO. K. headquarters and stickers posted on film
scribed as a warmly human, romantic
boxes. The attendance goal for the convencomedy drama, the continuity of which is
tion this year is 200, according to C. E. Cook, being written by Fred Stowers. Tod
business manager of the organization.
Browning, one of the earliest of film diThe committee is composed of A. R. Zimrectors who has a long list of screen sucmer, Liberty theatre, Marysville, Kans. ; W.
cesses to his credit, recently completed the
H. Webber, Echo theatre. Great Bend, Kans. ;
W. J. Gabel, Grand theatre, Beloit, Kans. ; direction of "White Tiger" and "The Day
E. E. Frazier, Grand theatre, Pittsburg, Kans. ;
Stanley M. Chambers, Miller theatre, Wichita.
BLANCHE SWEET
Faith."
Kans. ; G. L. Hooper, Orpheum theatre, To- of
She
is
now
completing
her work in "Those Who
peka ; E. E. Sprague, Lyric theatre, Goodland,
Dance"
and will soon play
the title
role in of"Tess
of
the
D'Urbervilles"
under
direction
her
Kans. ; Harry McClure, Strand theatre, Emhusband, Marshal Neilan, for theGoldwyn
Pictures.
poria, Kans. ; M. G. Kirkman, Strand theatre.
Hays, Kans.
The road showing of feature pictures, whicli
the trend of sentiment among Kansas exhibitors is against, and the showing of film in
schools and churches in opposition to theatres
and legislative recommendations will be the
principal issues at the convention, in addition to an annual election of officers
^ * *
THEATRE OWNERS OF OHIO TO
CONVENE MARCH 6
The third annual convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio will be held
on Thursday and Friday, March 6 and 7, 1924.
in the Hotel Chittenden, Columbus. Ohio.
The convention will convene early Thursday, with further business sessions on Friday.
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America ; other
national officers, and exhibitor leaders from
all over the country will deliver messages of
importance.
A definitely constructive program is being
prepared. The sessions will be devoted exclusively toexhibitor problems and to the mak-
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CHRISTIE COMPLETES
CAST FOR FEATURE

Dorothy Devore, Walter Hiers and
Tully Marshall Signed
'T' HAT Al Christie is lining up a galaxy
of stellar lights for his forthcoming
feature on the Hodkinson program is indicated by the announcement that Tully
Marshall has been added to tKe cast Headed by Dorothy Devore and Walter Hiers.
Jimmie Adams, featured Christie comedian, has been assigned a difficult comedy
role; while Jimmie Harrison, the capable
young juvenile who has appeared with
Constance Talmadge and in numerous
Christie Comedies, will also play a prominent part.
Priscilla Bonner, who has appeared in
many dramatic productions, has been
chosen to play the second feminine lead,
and Rosa Gore, former favorite on the
legitimate stage, has been selected to portray a leading feminine characterization.
Patricia Palmer, whose latest work ai
the Christie studio was with Bobby Ver-.
non in "A Perfect 36" has returned to
play an important part in the new feature.
Jay Belasco, Lincoln Plumer, George
Pearce, Victor Rodman, and Earl Rodney,
who have all appeared in Christie Comedies, have been signed to play parts in the
feature.
Tully Marshall's
popularity
has been
sponsible for a continual
demand
for rehis
services from nearly every producer in the
motion picture field and his delineation fit
comedy roles has stamped him as being one
of the most versatile actors who has ever
appeared on the screen.
With the signing of Tully Marshall the
Christie Feature will go into immediate
production. Scott Sidney, with Jimmie
Clemens as his assistant, will assume the
directorial responsibilities of the new
Christie product, which will be released
through Hodkinson.
* * *
NIGHSMITH WILL PRODUCE FULL
LENGTH FEATURE
Following the completion of "Her Memory" and "The Guest," the second and
third of being
Nigh'sdistributed
Miniatures,by thePathe,
one reel
dramas
the
announcement is made by Nighsmith PicCARMEL MYERS
She is now in Rome for the Goldwyn Company
where
will promises
be filmedto beMiss
Myers has
a strong"Ben
part Hur"
in what
a masterpiece.

tures. Inc., that work will begin upon a full
length drama of six reels entitled "The
Tumble Weed," an original story by William Nigh. The story, which is laid in
the middle West, is of the rugged, melodramatic type. It will have a cast in
which I-ucille La Verne, who gave such a
thrilling portrayal of the old French
mother in "Among the Missing," and star
of "Sun-Up," will have the principal part.
Will Nigh, who will direct the picture, also
will have the part of the son who goes
through fire to regeneration.
"The Tumble Weed" contains the heart
interest and human qualities of other Nigh
stories. This drama is the first of a series
to be produced in conjunction with the
Nigh Miniatures.
* * *
'WHY

GET MARRIED' WILL
RELEASED MARCH 9

BE

Andree Lafayette is the star in "WhyGet Married," which Associated Exhibitors
has set for release March 9. This photoplay poses the questions, generations-old:
"Can a girl be a success as a wife and a
business woman at the same time" — and
answers it.
The two principal women characters, impersonated by Mile. Lafayette and Helen
Ferguson, are friends who marry at almost
the same time. One yearns for home life.
The other prefers a business career — and
independence. The picture shows_jthem
both, with their husbands, during the first
year of wedded life.
This feature is not a highbrow picture,
according to all reports, but is chockful of
entertainment and box office appeal. One
of the high lights is a thrilling fight between one of the husbands and a troublemaker who tries to cause an estrangement
in each of the two families.
Besides Helen Ferguson, the cast supporting Andree Lafayette includes such
popular players as Jack Perrin, Willian?
H. Turner, Orpha Alba, Bernard Randall,
Edward B. Tilton and Max Constant. William M. Conselman wrote the story and
Paul Cazeneuve directed the production.
^ ^ ^
PRISCILLA DEAN TO RELEASE
THROUGH HODKINSON
Contracts have been signed by Hodkinson for a series of elaborate Priscilla Dean
pictures though Charles R. Rqgers, president of Priscilla Dean Productions, Inc.,
and Raymond W. Pawley, treasurer of the
Hodkinson Corporation.
The pictures will be produced in Los
Angeles under the supervision of Hunt
Stromberg, and negotiations have been
started for two well-known Broadway
stage successes and for a popular recentlv
published novel.
The pictures will all be elaborate society
dramas pointed for the finest first run
theatres. They will be built with unusual
exploitation in mind and a special budget
has been provided to herald them in an unusual manner in behalf of the exhibitors.
Actual production work on first production will start by April first.
* * *

'TWENTY-ONE'

MAKES GOOD
The box office value of John S. Robertson's
production
"Twenty-One,"
starring
Barthelmessof was
put to the test
at theRichard
Riaito
Theatre, New York, during the week of February 17. "Twenty-One" met the test successfully. The week's receipts were $26,285,
the largest in many months despite the fact
that business was off on two days in the week
caused by snow, rain and slush.

AUSTRALASIA
TO STAGE
PARAMOUNT
DRIVE
One Month to Be Devoted to Showing
of Paramount Features
'y the
HE history
greatest
motion picture
drive in
of Australia
will be launched
officially on Saturday, March 1, by the
Paramount organization in Australasia
underer the
of Paramount's
firsttheatres
GreatMoviename
Season.
Scores of
throughout Australia and New Zealand
have co-operated with Managing Director
John W. Hicks, Jr., of Famous-Lasky
Film Service, Ltd., to make the drive a
complete success by booking Paramount
pictures solidly for ffie month.
All previous box office records are expected to be completely eclipsed during
the month of March as the result of the
largest exploitation and advertising campaign ever conducted within the picture industry in the antipodes. Perhaps the biggest surprise of the campaign was the issuance of a proclamation by the acting premier of Australia, Dr. Page, calling upon
all Australian citizens to support the movement launched by the Paramount organization. This is the first time in the history
of the screen that any government official
has given such unqualified support to a
campaign launched by any one organization. * * *
BABY PEGGY HAS BIG ROLE IN
'THE LAW

FORBIDS'

Universal is preparing to launch "The
Law Forbids," a Universal Jewel producPeggy feature
plays anwhich
important
"role.
It connection
is tion.
theBabysecond
L^niversal,
in
with the Stern
Brothers,
has
made with Baby Peggy, the first being
"The Darling of New York," now playinssuccessfully throughout the country.
"The Law Forbids" is a modern divorce
problem picture with a child as the central figure. It was written by Bernard
McConville, scenario expert and head of
Universal's
scenario
department.
Lois Zellner Jewel
and Ford
I. Beebe
put it
into screen form. It was directed by
Jesse
Robbins.
Robert
Ellis has the leading rnale role.
Elinor Faire plays the wife, an3 Baby
Peggy the child. Winifred Bryson has a
strong part BARBARA
as "the other
woman."
LA MARR
She is now busily engaged in making "The Shooting
of Dan McGrew" from Robert Service's poem. She
has the role of "the lady that's known as Lou."
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Screen

Nothing
Says

Producer

to

Fear

from

Radio,

Schulberg

Points Out How
New-Comer
Helps
the
two
years
during
which
radio has behaving
radio
effect, if any, is
WHAT
come popularized attendance at motion nic
on moving pictures? Is the new
ture theatres has been on the upward
invention recruiting fans at the expense of the silent drama? According to grade and is greater today than ever.
B. P. Schulberg, producer of Preferred
"In many ways radio is helping the film
industry. In New York City, Marcus
Pictures who is in New York temporarily
Loew, one of the best known motion picfrom the coast, moving pictures have
ture executives, controls Station WHN,
nothing to fear from the advent of this
through which his chain of New York
new form of amusement.
houses becomes known to thousands, S.
"It is ridiculous to suppose that a medium
L. Rothafel, managing director of the Capiso totally different in its appeal would
tol Theatre, broadcasting the programs
make any inroads whatever on the attendfrom that house, has brought increased
ance at film theatres," says Mr. Schulpatronage to it.
berg. "It would never occur to anyone to
"From the stations in Los Angeles the
say that the phonograph — which like the screen
stars speak to thousands, and from
radio makes its appeal entirely to the ear
scores of other points photoplay reviews
■— would ever prove a rival to the opera
and news are sent out on the air, gaining
which carries also the appeal of the spec* ^
tacle.
new friends for theJi= motion
pictures."
"Likewise,
tennis
has
never
been
considPATHE NEWS SCORES SCOOP IN
ered a detriment to the baseball season
for the simple reason that they are two
LENINE FUNERAL FILM
entirely different types of diversion.
Pathe News scored another scoop last week
"This argument about radio affecting
in being the first news reel to bring views
motion pictures recalls to my mind a simiof the funeral for the late Russian dictator
Lenine to theatres all over the country. The
pictures were given their initial presentation
at Broadway houses on Sunday, February 10,
appearing on the programs of the Rialto, the
New the
York,
Keith'sThePalace,
and
Cameo.
PatheMoss's
News Broadway,
scenes of
the Lenine obsequies were also shown this
week at the Brooklyn Mark Strand.
John Dored, Pathe News cameraman who
filmed the views, is at present in a Moscow
prison being held by the Soviet authorities for
his violation of their prohibition against the
use of cameras during the funeral. Pathe has
cabled the Russian Foreign Ministry with a
view to secure Dored's release, and has also
appealed to the good offices of the Russian
envoy in England and the unofficial Russian
envoy at Washington for the same purpose.
Representations have also been addressed to the
United States representative in Latvia looking
to the cameraman's ^ release.
^
IRVING CUMMINGS DIRECTING
RACE TRACK PICTURE
Irving Cummings will start production at
Universal City in a few days of Gerald Beaumont's famous Tia Juana race track story,
DOROTHY MACKAIL
"When Johnny Comes Marching Home."
Creighton
Hale, Ethel Shannon and George
Starring
in FrankShe W.leftWoods
productions
for HotJkinson release.
the Follies
to attain
fame
Cooper
will
head an all-star cast of players
in the film play.
in her first picture, "Mighty Lak a Rose."
The
story,
originally published in the Red
lar discussion that came up when it first Book Magazine,
will be filmed as a feature
became plain that films were here to stay.
production and released in five or six reel
The cry then was that they would hurt
length. Hale will play the role of a race
the stage attractions, but today there are
track "tout," the male lead in the picture, and
neither enough picture houses nor enough
Cooper will play the part of his aid-de-camp,
legitimate theatres on Broadway.
also a follower of the ponies and a tipster
in the battling arena. These made them in his
"The introduction of a new diversion
does not endanger other amusements in the series of race track stories.
least. The pleasure seeker finds time for
Shannon, heroine of "Maytime" and
them all. TJie average film fan goes to oneMiss
of the screen's best known leading women,
moving pictures two or three nights a has the feminine lead, that of a Tia Juana
week. If he is also a radio enthusiast
dance hall girl. Other members of the cast
will be selected in the next few days.
there's ample time left for the new hobbv.
* * *
"But
none ofstill
these
arguments
stood,
the factif would
remain
that motion
ADE TO WRITE MEIGHAN TITLES
pictures will continue with the sarne deArrangements have been made with George
gree of prosperity, because they make a
Ade to write the titles for Thomas Aleighan's
far greater play on the imagination than
latest Paramount picture, "The Confidence
the radio. The charm of the story-teller's
a story by L. Y. Erskine and Robert
art is as old as history and the screen of- Man,"
H. Davis. The picture is now nearing comfers a medium for it that has fewer limitpletion at the Famous Players Long Island
ations than any other.
studio under the direction of Victor Heerman
and next month Mr. Ade will come from his
"And where all other proof fails, sta- Indiana
home to work in the studio.
tistics will answer the whole question. In

VITAGRAPH
TEAM
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ENCOURAGES
WORK

Seeks Closer Co-operation Between
Sales and Production
LOSER co-operation between the sales
^ force and the production department of
Vitagraph is the objective upon which President Albert E. Smith and John B. Rock, general manager, are centering their efforts since
the elevatfon of Mr. Rock to his new office.
Suggestions from the sales organization concerning plays and stories for pictures are to
be considered in the selection of material for
new productions by Vitagraph.
To stimulate the offering of likely stories
and plays Mr. Rock has offered a prize of
§100 to any employe of Vitagraph who submits the name of a play, story or novel that
is accepted by President Smith for production.
Vitagraph now has in production on the
West Coast "Borrowed Husbands," a picturization of Mildred K. Barbour's novel, under
the direction of David Smith: "Between
Friends,"
from Robert
W. isChambers'
which
J. Stuart
Blackton
producing,novel,
and
is now
preparing
producewill"Captain
by
Rafael
Sabatini,to which
be made Blood,''
in the
late
spring,
and
"The
Clean
Heart,"
by
A. S.
Hutchinson.
Florence Vidor heads an all star cast among
whom are Earle Williams, Rockcliffe Fel-

SIGRID HOLMQUIST
Known
as
"The
has
been signed to play Swedish
the leadingMaryrole Pickford,"
opposite Lionel
Barrymore in "Meddling Women" for Chadwick.
lowes and Robert Gordon, in "Borrowed Husbands," and Lou Tellegen, Alice Calhoun,
Norman Kerry, Anna Q. Nilsson and Stuart
Holmes comprise the cast of "Between
^ ^ ^
LOWELL PRODUCTIONS PREPARE
Friends."
FOR NEW FEATURE
Word is received from the offices of
Lowell Film Productions. Inc., that L.
Case
author
"Floodgates,"
the
pictureRussell,
they are
now of
distributing,
is hard
at work on the continuity of the next production, the working title of which is
"Open Places." This is from an original
story by Mrs. Russell which appeared in
People'sthatMagazine
Lowell
states
productionrecently.
on this ^Ir.
picture
will
start in the Spring and that it will be
ready for early fall release.
Lowell Productions announce that the
now ready. material on "Floodgates" is
advertising
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'Th E YANKEE
^ CONSUL" is bnm
full of excitement
and funny situations.
It is a story of a
youiuj American consul in a S'outh American Republic zvliere
adventure hides -in
every corner, and
diplomacy iis at high
tide at all times.

A BOl'E is a scene
from the picture.
Douglas Mac Lean in
performance of his
diplomatic duties is
called tangleupon
all sort toof unpeculiar si t u a I i o ns
zchicli he does zvith
entire satisfaction.

Free Admlswon lo Every Per*on Bnnamg
OHgimJ Copt&B Sheet Music <*f "The Yankee
Consul" lo Yoor Theatre at Special Matiiieo.
"LYRIC
' " /. 1
I;DOUGLAS
Mac lean

Dot^ksMacLe^^
J^tikee Cmstir

AH Your Drug Stores ShouW FaU for Tie-up*
Suggested
in Sketch, Showing Great Exploitation Poeaibilitiea.

Above is Patsy Ruth Miller and Douglas MacLean in a balcony scene. Douglas looks as though
he is going to like his diplomatic job and Miss ALUler
seems .satisfied that he has beai sent as Yankee Consul to her country, u'here revolutions thrive.
^THE advertising aid shoim on the left giivs a
J- good tie-up example. There are many opportunities to tie-up zii'ith drug stores ivherc there is
always a good display ai'ailable. This form of advertising zc'iV/ shozv its zvorth at the box office.

Whale of a Comedy Thriller
VopuhiX screen stsrV latest picture
even
with made
laughs.the {ish in the ocean l«ap
Douglas MacLean $arpas<Les all
former films widi his riot of joy sugsted by the fireat
BIossom-Robyu
musical gecomedy
of laugfeing
memory.
Wildest Joy 'Ride Ever Screened
A story of love and adventure and ■
fun setting
setile
star. a new pace by this \-er-

'T'HE example on. the right shoivs a good form of
newspaper ad for "The Yankee Consul." It is
snappy and zt'ill attract attention. The cuts obtainable from the picture company greatly aid in advertising campaigns. The copy should be peppy and in
keeping zvith the variety of the picture exhibited.
Advertising

Aids

Will

Help

Make

a Great

Picture

Encores Production 'The Yankee ConsuV Has Strong Possibilities

Greater
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REORGANIZES TWO
DEPARTMENTS
Arthur Brilant Joins Exploitation Staff
Under P. O. Parsons
PATHE
First

National

Permanently

Producing

INDICATION that First National has permanently entered the production field, is
read by the industry in the announcement of
the formation of First National Productions,
Inc.
With all details of its incorporation complete, the subsidiary company was officially announced recently in Los Angeles by John McWestern Representative of ArsociCormick,
ated
First National Pictures, Inc.
Richard A. Rowland, general manager of
Associated First National, is president of the
is vicenew corporation. John McCormick Clifford
president; Earl Sudson, secretary and
P. Butler, treasurer. These executives will
additionally serve on the board of directors
with Sam Katz, Sol Lesser and J. G. Von
indifamous exhibitorsthewho
Herberg, three affiliations
country.
cover
vidual theatre
new organizaPrimarily the forming of theand
distributing
tion was to separate producing
affairs of the parent company for the purpose of administration and furthermore to give
Earl Hudson direct control of the organization's producing entity.
Earl Hudson will be entirely charged with
supervision over production. To him will go
the credit for the success of forthcoming pictures, now contemplated and in which an effort will be made to equal the record of the
first four filmed under his guidance.
The structure of the original company remains unchanged but the personnel of First
National Productions, Inc., will include Clifford Butler as comptroller: David L. Thompson, as production manager; Marion Fairfax
as scenario coun:el, with such capable writers
ass Kenneth Clark, Fred Stanley and Earl B.
Snell as staff contributors. Milton Menasco
is the art director.
* * *
'WILD ORANGES' AT CAPITOL
THEATRE MARCH 2

Goldwyn's second King Vidor picture, "Wild
Oranges," taken from the novel by Joseph
Hergesheimer, will have its first showing in
New York City at the Capitol Theatre beginning Sunday, March 2.
The ca5t is a small one, but is unusually
capable, for the roles call for very careful
acting. Frank Mayo is seen in the role of
John Woolfolk and Virginia Valli in that of
Millie Stope. The three other roles are acted
CHARLES DE ROCHE
Maurice Tourneur has signed this popular actor for
in which
Moth," will
White Tearle
role inand"TheConway
important
an
Barbara
La Marr
play.

Enters

Field

by Ford Sterling, Nigel De Brullier and
Charles A. Post.
This Hergesheimer story is destined to Iiave
as
as hisand"Tol'able
David,"
for
it isbigjusta success
as dramatic
much more
unusual
in its situation and-* in* it* character development and its presentation.
MINORITY PATRONS MUST
BE SATISFIED
Herb ert Brenon Says Special Films
Will Be Produced
'T'HERE is a film renaissance drawing
near, in the opinion of Herbert Brenon,
Paramount producer, who has just arrived in
New York from the Coast to film "The
Mountebank,"
in
the title role.with Ernest Torrence featured
broadly,"
said producer
Mr. Brenon,
aim"Speaking
of the motion
picture
today"theis
to provide entertainment which appeals to the
greatest number. I reveal no secret when I
say that there has always k>een a minority who
remain unsatisfied with the present day film
and who are eager to view pictures which cater
to their own peculiar tastes.
"I believe the day is coming,' when stories
will be filmed especially for these people.
Producers will continue to make pictures as
they are made today, of course, because they
appeal to the vast majority. Those whose
tastes differ are entitled to film entertainment
of their own choosing, however, and the industry will one day make a product to satisfy
them.
"Grand opera is a case in point. Only a
comparative few are interested in grand opera,
yet they are willing to pay high prices to
attend and would consider it a hardship if
they
ment. were deprived of their favorite entertain"Motion pictures destroyed a form of amusement which they must replace. In the old
days there were different types of theatres
One always knew what class of entertainment
would be found in each one. The motion picture came along and swept away the various
types, replacing them with a theatre which rs
generally of one type and which provides one
type of entertainment. With the malcmg or
special forms of film entertainment, the old
classifications in theatres
^ ^ ^ will again appeal."
CHANGES ANNOUNCED IN FAMOUS PLAYERS SALES FORCE
The following appointments in the sales organization ofFamous Players-Lasky Corporation are announced, effective immediately.
John A. Hammell has been appointed district manager of District No. 2, with supervision over, the New York, New Jersey and
Albany exchanges.
J. J. Unger has been appointed manager of
the
mell.New York exchange, succeeding Mr. HamT. H. Bailey, until recently special representative inthe Pacific Coast district, has been
appointed manager of the Portland, Ore., exchange, succeeding * C. *M. * Hill, resigned.
BETTY

COMPSON

SEES 'WOMAN

WOMAN'
Betty Compson,
of the Selznick picTO star
lure "Woman to Woman," saw that finished
])roducton for tlie first time recently when it
was shown at the Fairfax Theatre, Miami,
Florida. Miss Compson was at Miami Pn-acli
on location for a new picture, am! the management of the Fairfax obtained "Woman to
\Votnan" for showing before any other theatre in the South.

\ REORGANIZATION of the Pathe Exploitation and Publicity Departments was
effected this week in accordance with plans
recently perfected by Elmer Pearson, vicepresident and general manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., looking to improved service and
greater efficiency in the operation of these two
departments.
Under the plan of reorganization adopted
the exploitation and publicity departments,
which have been amalgamated during the past
two years, will hereafter be conducted as distinct units, the exploitation department coming under the supervision of P. A. Parsons,
advertising manager for Pathe, and the publicity department functioning as a separate
unit. Arthur M. Brilant has been named exploitation manager, and E. F. Supple has been
appointed publicity mar.ager.
Mr. Brilant has been affihated since 1916
with the publicity and exploitation staffs of
Famous Players-La;ky, Associated Producers,
Cosmopolitan, Mack Sennett Comedies and
Universal. Mr. Brilant has also acted as personal representative of Robert Vignola, the
director.
^r. Supple was engaged for several years
in the trade paper field and at the time of
his joining Pathe was serving as Assistant
Managing Editor of Motion Picture News.
More recently he has been attached to the
Pathe Publicty Department, in charge of trade
*
^
paper publicity.
'WOMAN TO WOMAN' COMES TO
BROADWAY MARCH 16
"Woman to Woman," the Selznick production starring Betty Compson, will have its
first Broadway showing at either the Rialto
or Rivoli on March 16, according to David
R.
Blyth, Selznick Director of Sales and Distribution.
Blyth throughout
reports thatthehundreds
firstrunMr.theatres
country, of
together
with leading circuits, have booked or are playing "Woman to Woman." McVickers Theatre, in Chicago, emphasized the fact that Miss
Compron p!ays the part of a darxer and that
many of the scenes are in dance places, by
putting on an elaborate dance review, employing thirty persons, and with special musical
accompaniment.
HARRY D. WILSON
A member of the publicity staff of Principal Pictures, who was recently chosen president of the
Western Association of Motion Picture Advertisers.
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FLORIDA HAS THEATRE
BUILDING BOOM
Many Imposing Structures Under Way
Indicate Prosperity
nn [EATRE building activities throughout
le Florida territory at the present time
reaches an imposing figure when compared to
other sections of the southeastern territory.
The southern winter resort places seem to be
in the midst of their greatest season of prosperity, which makes Film Row happy around
Atlanta. The activities reported during a
single week are as follows :
Carl Kettler is at present putting the finishing touches upon an imposing new palace
at Palm Beach, and has noted scenic artists
there now installing equipment.
Tampa, soon will open its Franklyn Theatre, with a seating capacity of 1200 and one
of the finest houses in Tampa.
W. G. Strawn, of Bradentown, is soon opening his new theatre there and is also making
plans to build one in Palmetto.
Fred Bryan will open his house in Coco,
the latter part of February.
J. E. Posten has reopened the Royal, West
Tampa, after extensive improvements.
Judge Titus has recently opened his theatre in New Smyrna.
A group of business men are promoting a
theatre for Zephyr Hills, to be called the
Xephyr.
H< ^ ^
FRANK ZAMBRENO'S SALESMEN
GIVES HIM SURPRISE
What is probably the most unique drive
of its kind in the matter of securing new
business is the one just announced by the
sales force of Frank Zambreno's Progress
Pictures Company of Chicago.
Without any assistance from their chief
the sales force of Progress got together
and decided that the greatest tribute of
lovaliy thej' could show to their boss was
by put! ng over a concerted sales drive
and
it with contracts."
A "Sa}'
committee
was appointed among
themselves to work out the details quietly
and get out such necessary literature and
printing as was required — the sales force
even going to the extent of paying for this
printed matter themselves, and it was a

distinct surprise to Mr Zambreno when
Charlie Pyle, a well known exhibitor from
Champaign, 111., called on him a few days
later and said he wanted to sign the first
"Zambreno drive contract." When Zambreno expressed ignorance of any drive,
Charlie pulled out the circular he had received from the sales force and showed it
to him and also signed a contract for all
the product available for his theatre.
YALE UNIVERSITY WILL
START NEW PICTURE
'The Puritans' Will Be Produced by
Guild-Made Pictures
VALE UNIVERSITY PRESS announced
this week the completion of arrangements
whereby Guild-Made Pictures (The Film
Guild) will immediately start production of
"The Puritans," one of the forthcoming
"Chronicles of America" pictures distributed
by Pathe. While Guild-Made Pictures is intrusted with the actual shooting of the film,
the work will be done under the supervision
and control of Yale University Press, whose
experts will approve the selection of all actors,
models of settings, locations, the daily review
of scenes taken, and similar important details.
Fred Waller, of Guild-Made Pictures, will
be in active charge of production. Frank
Tuttle will direct. Professor Charles M. Anof Yale, the
country's
foremost
specialistdrews,of colonial
history,
and Mrs.
Andrews,
herself an authority of note, will act as historical experts throughout the production of
"The Puritans." The finished picture, like all
of the "Chronicles of America," will bear the
sanction and approval of a distinguished Board
of Editors.
Preparing
the Council's
tee on Publications
of Yale
University.CommitThree complete production units are now
at work on the Yale "Chronicles." With Mr.
Tuttle starting on "The Puritans." Webster
the midst of directing "YorkCampbellandinKenneth
town"
Cobb completing "The
Declaration of Independence," every efTort is
being made to satisfy the demand for more
of these unique features of authentic romance
and adventure insterred by the dramatic story
of our nation. An intensive production schedule will be carried out until all thirty-three
of "The Chronicles of America" are completed
for distribution by Pathe Exchange, Inc

VITAGRAPH EXECUTIVES
A. J. Nelson, assistant general manager;
assistant generalrow:manager;
George A. Balsdon,
Upper row:Smith,
George H. Smith, managing director of Vitagraph
assistant to Mr. Rock. Bottoml
A. Victor
J. B. Rock, g'eneral manager.
Vitagraph;
of
president
Smith,
E.
Film Comrany. Ltd., London: Albert
These men conduct the destinies of Vitagraph, and they constitute a strong board of executives.

LATIN AMERICAN CONSULS
ARE ENTERTAINED
Attend 'The Yankee Consul' and Will
See New Marion Davies Picture
'T'HE growth of ever closer relations between the United States and the South
American republics, and the part which motion
pictures may play in this movement both were
attested in New York last week. Incidentally
the managements of two photoplays threatened
for a time to suspend diplomatic relations.
As a considerable part of the action in "The
Yankee Consul" is laid in South America all
the South American consuls-general in New
York were invited to attend a Spanish Day
performance during the run of this Douglas
MacLean attraction at the Central Theatre.
The management of the Marion Davies production, "Yolanda," also announced a ConsulGeneral day for Miss Davies.
Peace was restored, however — or unpleasantness averted, when it was found there was no
conflict in the dates of the two celebrations.
Among the envoys who saw "The Yankee
Consul" and applauded the performance of
Douglas MacLean were Consuls-General Helio
Lobo of Brazil ; Eduardo Higginson of Peru ;
Gustavo Munizaga of Chile ; Jorge Boshell of
Columbia ; Felipe Toboaday Ponce De Leon
of Cuba ; Eduardo Valasquez of Guatemala ;
Toribio Terjerino of Nicaragua; Belisario
Porras, Jr., of Panama; Ernest Leys of Haiti;
Leonilo Montalvo of Salvador ; and Pedro Rafael Rincones of Venezuela.
The Broadway run of "The Yankee Consul" demonstrated absolutely that Douglas
MacLean has arrived as a picture star. On
the opening day and on the second Saturday
and Sunday it was necessary to close the box
office three times, as the house was literally
packed. The business was all the more remarkable when the character of the Broadway opposition was taken into consideration.
Just a few doors away "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" and "Scaramouche" were playing their first New York engagements, and
in the same immediate neighborhood were "The
Ten Commandments," "The Covered Wagon,"
"Abraham Lincoln," "The Next Corner,"
"Yolanda" and "America." Any star or production that battles successfully against such
competition certainly would seem to bear
watching.
* * *
'DESERT ROSE' IS NEXT HARRY
CAREY PRODUCTION
Hunt Stromberg announces that the next
Harry Carey feature for release through
the Hodkinson Corporation will be an
Shannon
adaptation
Rose" with of
dainty
Virginia Fife's
Browme"Desert
Faire
in the leading feminine role.
American
is an ting
this astory
Whiletern" it has
predomina
Spanish"wesatmosphere that permits a display of gorgeous costuming and artistic backgrounds
and unlike most westerns it provides a
strong acting part for the feminine lead.
This role according to reports from Mr.
Stromberg is ideally suited to Miss Faire,
who is by appearance and temperament
the perfect embodiment of the fearless, impulsive girl of Spanish-Celtic extraction
that she will visualize in the production.
SWEDISH STAR WITH CHADWICK
Sigrid Holmquist. one of the most famous
of beautiful international stars, has been signed
by Chadwick Pictures Corporation for a principal role in "Meddling Women," which will
be produced jointly by Ivan Abramson and
Edmund Lawrence. Lionel Barrymore, who is
starring
in "Laugh
at the
lasco Theatre,
New Clown
York Laugh"
City, will
headBe-a
distinguished cast of established box office
stars, and featured. Another important star,
is Dagmar Godowsky, acknowledgedly the
foremost "vampire" type on the screen today.
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Quebec

Court

Returns

"Flaming

Print

of

Youth''

which
ng Youth,"
THEwas print
City in a raid
Quebec
seizedof at"Flami
on the Empire Theatre during its
presentation in that house on an order of
the local court and which was "confisby
mantheatreoffense
court
ed when
of thethealleged
convict
agercated"was the
of exhibiting an immoral picture, has been
recovered by Associated First National
Exhibitors of Eastern Canada Limited, and
the same print is now being exhibited in
theatres of other cities of the Province
of Quebec before capacity audinces.
The print was returned by the Quebec
Court when the appeal from the decision
of the court was dropped by the Canadian
Motion Picture Distributors Association of
Toronto, which had decided to make a
test case of the conviction.
Wide interest was aroused in the case

because the Empire Theatre management
was prosecuted for showing the picture
after it had been duly approved for public
presentation by Count Roussy de Salles,
chairman of the Quebec Board of Moving
Picture Censors, Montreal.
The Canadian Distributors decided,
however, to press for a ruling from the
Quebec Provincial Government on the
status of an exhibitor in screening a film
that has been passed by its own censor
board.
Announcement also has been made at
Montreal that a large deputation of local
exhibitors will shortly await upon Premier
Taschereau of the Quebec Government to
ask for amendments to the Provincial^ laws
to provide legal protection for exhibitors
of the Province when they screen approved
film subjects.

HOLLYWOOD
BY RICHARD

stimulates the imagination and should prove
a box-office magnet, while the story, itself is
unusual in its development.
As usual, Mr. Burr is assembling a cast of
stellar players whose names mean money to the
exhibitor, and the . sets will be even more
lavish than in the previous pictures of the
current series.

IS THRILLED
T ALMADGE

Performs Hair-Raising Stunts That
Cause Traffic Block
"DLASE
Hollywood,
thrills,
sat up and
took noticeaccustomed
last Sunday tomorning,
when Richard Talmadge, star of Truart Film
Corporation, and the players making, "In Fast
Company,"
went for
to Vine
Streetscenes
and of
Hollywood Boulevard
the final
the
picture and for three hours almost stopped
traffic on the main thoroughfare of the motion
picture city.
Two nine story buildings in the course of
construction had been selected by James Horne,
the director for Mr. Talmadge, to perform,
one of the most sensational scenes in the production— a swing in the . air from the ninth
story of one building, across a 150 foot space
to the top of the building opposite, carrying
Mildred Harris in his arms. Sunday morning
was selected to avoid the crowds, but preparation and several minor stunts by young Talmadge occurred just at the hour when people
were on their way to church, and several pastors opened their services that morning with
small congregations.
From nine o'clock in the morning until after the noon hour, the streets about the locations were jammed with a crowd that got
the full benefit of what a real thrill artist
can do. Beside the principal stunt, Talmadge
gave an exhibition or nerve by riding nine
stories clinging to the bottom of a frail elevator used to lift materials to the workmen,
made a climb up the outside of the building
and did a daring aerial leap from a window.
'By the time the main stunt was ready, traffic in the vicinity was congested. Finally
Director Horne gave the word to go. Talmadge made his swing safely with Miss Harris and received a big cheer from the crowd
in the streets nine stories below. Several news
Teel cameramen were on the job and caught
the stunt for their weeklies.
^ ^ ^
LEND ME YOUR HUSBAND' IS
UNDER PRODUCTION
C. C. Burr started production this week on
"Lend Me Your Husband" at the Burr Glendale Studios. This is the third of the announced "Big Four" independent specials for
the 1923-24 season. William Christy Cabanne,
who recently completed "The Average Woman" for Burr Pictures, Inc., is directing the
current production.
"Lend Me Your Husband" is an original
modern-day society drama written directly for
the screen by Marguerite Gove. The title

MANY NEW STARS ON HODKINSON
ROSTER SINCE FIRST OF YEAR
Although the new regime at the Hodkinson Corporation has been in control only
eight weeks, twelve new stars have been
added to the Hodkinson roster and according to the progressive policy now beine
atrenuously followed more new stellar
lights will be added as the weeks go by.
The list of headliners now enrolled in
current and coming releases includes, Betty
Compson, Lois Wilson, Billy Dove, Dorothy Mackail, Madge Bellamy, Lila Lee,
Dorothy Devore, James Kirkwood, Bryant
'Washburn, Walter Hiers, Lloyd Hamilton,
Harry Carey, Henry Hull, Jane Thomas.
Clara Bow and Glenn Hunter.

CENSORSHIP BILL STILL
IN COMMITTEE
Several Picture Bills Presented in
New York Assembly
'T'HERE is little prospect that the motion picture censorship repeal bill will pass the
New York State Assembly. The bill is still
in committee, but will be reported out in the
near future, and will pass the Senate, which
is Democratic. Exhibitors and others at the
State Capitol during the past week admitted
that the bill would not pass the Assembly.
This admission followed conferences with some
of the Republican assemblymen who apparently
did not look with favor on the bill. There are
fewer Democrats in the Assembly this year
than last and if the bill could not pass last
year with the help of these, then there are
slimmer chances this year. Just when the
bill will be reported out and go to a vote in
the Senate is not known. So far there has
been no request for a hearing.
Assemblyman Vincent Murphy, of Rochester, last week introduced two bills in the
New York state legislature. One of these
makes it unlawful to use motion picture film
of nitro-cellulose or other similarly hazardous
base in operating motion picture apparatus in
any city, without a license. The other bill
provides for the regulation of booths and projecting machines for hazardous film and for
licenses for manufacturing and using such
film.
Local option has been embodied in a bill introduced in the New York state legislature,
permitting exhibitors to admit unaccompanied
children at certain hours and provided a matron
isfirst
maintained
to look
after applied
the children.
introduced
the bill
only to W^hen
New
York city. In its reconstructed form, it now
applies to the entire state but with the local
option provision, it allows each municipality
to settle for themselves the question of unaccompanied children.
HIERS FOR CHRISTIE FEATURE
According to official confirmation from Los
Angeles, another familiar face on the Paramount program will be seen in one of the coming Hodkinson specials. Walter Hiers has been
engaged
co-star
with Dorothy
Devore by
in AltheChristie
comingto big
feature
comedy,
"High ard Dry" that will be released through
the Hodkinson Corporation.

PAY TRIBUTE TO OLCOTT
A large delegation of exhibitors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York State visited Sidney
Olcott at the Long Island Studio of Famous Players-Lasky in tribute for the wonderful work he has
done in are
the WilUam
last year.
He ispresident
now engaged
direcing
Beaucaire" and
with Sidney
Valentino.
In the
.center
Brandt,
of thein New
York"Monsieur
State organization,
Olcott.
At
the
left
of
Mr.
Brandt
is
Mr.
Valentino,
and
on
Mr.
Olcott's
>ft
are
Lois
Wilson.
Lowell
Sherman
and Bebe Daniels. The theatre owners were entertained at luncheon and saw seveial scenes photographed.
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ON
HAL ROACH ENGAGED
EXTENSIVE SCHEDULE
Providing New Features and Short
Comedies for Pathe
IN response to the heavy demand being experienced for the caliber of feature releases and short-subject comedies distributed
by Pathe, the Hal Roach Studios are speeding
up work on an extensive production schedule,
U'hich includes the making of two featurelength pictures as well as a wide array of
short-subject comedies.
Production work has recently completed on
the first of two comedy-dramas provided for
on the Hal Roach program of feature activities. This comedy-drama made under the
title of "The Fighting Tylers," is a story of
small-town politics laid in the Middle West.
Glenn Tryon and Blanche Mehaffey appear in
the leading roles.
Mr. Roach, in the short-subject comedy department, has just launched a new producing
unit in which James Finlayson, who has been
appearing in important roles in the Stan
Laurel comedies, will be prominently cast.
Other comedians under contract with Hal
Roach will be presented in these comedies, including Charles Puffy, a 350 pound funster
recently from Europe. George Jeske is directing the first of this new group of comedies.
Will Rogers has just completed work on
a two-reel political satire in which he is elected
to Congress. This subject was directed by
Rob Wagner, who is now engaged on a new
production with Rogers in the stellar role. _
The "Our Gang" players are continuing their
schedule of two-reel comedies under the direction of Bob McGowan. "The Spat Famwith Frank Butler, Sidney D'Alily"
group,
brook, and Laura Roessing, are again embroiled in their domestic difficulties for the
screen with Jay A. Howe directing. The
Charles Chase single-reel comedy vehicles are
being continued with Ralph Cedar handling
the megaphone.
* * *
'RIGHT

OF THE STRONGEST'
FOR SELZNICK
The Selznick Distributing Corporation
announces that it has acqui^red and added
to its list of releases for the coming month
"The Right
of the Strongest,"
Zenith
Pictures
Corporation
production afeaturing
E. K. Lincoln.
The picture has a strong cast supporting
the featured player, including such favorite names as George Siegmann, Helen
Ferguson, Tully Marshall, June Elvidge,
Niles Welch, Tom Santschi and Robert
Milasch.
"The Right of the Strongest" is adapted
from the novel of life in the back-woods
of Alabama, written by Frances Nimnio
Greene, author of the screen success "One
Clear Call," and gives a stirring picture of
the' battle between the savage squatters ol
the region and the forces of progress. The
adaptation was made by Doty Hobart, and
the titles are the work of Katherine Hiliker. Edgar Lewis directed.
The picture is melodramatic in nature,
among the features being a fight scene of
unusual vividness and action, and a realistic storm scene. Seigmann and Lincohi
are the opponents in the fight.
HEPWORTH
STARTS DISTRIBUTION OF BRITISH PICTURES
With Cecil M. Hepworth, founder and
managing director of the house of Hepworth which has just turned over a big
list of productions for American distribution, having instructed his American offices
of Hepworth Productions, Inc., to go ahead
and arrange for a special presentation next
month on Broadway of his superproduction, "Comin' Thro' the Rye." The Ameri-

can offices are a veritable beehive of activity, with Jos. DiLorenzo, general manager and R. T. Cranfield, president, having mapped out a campaign of work that
includes extensive exploitation for all Hepworth productions.
A special news bureau and exploitation
department has been installed by Messrs.
Cranfield and DiLorenzo, with Jesse Well
having been especially engaged to handle
this particular work. Mr. Weil was formerly connected with the Universal and
Film Booking offices and has handled
some of Broadway's* biggest
* * successes.
HARRY

WILSON

ELECTED

PRESIDENT OF 'WAMPAS'
Organization Looks Forward to Record
Breaking Season
'T'HE annual election for officers and directors
of the Western Motion PTcture Advertisers
(The "Wampas"), was held at Picadilly Tea
Rooms, Los Angeles, February 12.
Harry D. Wilson of Principal Pictures Corporation was elected president of the organization. He succeeded Joseph A. Jackson of
Goldwyn. Mr. Wilson is the fourth president
of the Wampas and was vice-president last
term. His predecessors were Ray Leek. 1921 ;
Arch Reeve, 1922, and Jackson, term of 1923.
Roy Miller of the Miller Theatre was
elected vice-president, succeeding Mr. Wilson,
and Tom Engler of Fine Arts Studios was
made secretary, with Adam Hull Shirk of
Grand-Asher elected treasurer. The board of
directors consists of Pete Smith, Harry Brand,
Malcolm Stewart Boylan, Arch Reeve, and
Ray Leek.
% * *
HARRON OPPOSITE MACKAILL IN
WOODS PRODUCTION
Frank E. Woods, has announced that John
Harron has been signed to appear opposite
Dorothy Mackail in the production he is starting this week at the Fairbanks-Pickford studio
for release through the Hodkinson Corporation.
John Harron has forged rapidly to the front
as
one of his
the splendid
best of the
young
playerss
through
workscreen's
in Mary
Pickford
"Through the Back Door," "Penrod," "The
Five Dollar Baby" and the F. B. O. special
"Westbound Limited."
The Woods
production
the firstHeretofore
"outside"
picture
to be made
at this isstudio.
onlyadvantage
Mary andof the
Doug's
pictures
were housed
given
the
special
equipment
in the F. and P. studio.

ADVERTISING AIDS'
With the aid of a pair of shears this original
cutout was rn.ade from a combination of a one
and
sheet on picture
Metro's This
"PJeasure
a newa three
Mae Mu:ray
is justMad,"
one
samp'e
of
the
many
diffc
ent
ideas
I
hat
may be
originated from the paper on thic^ production..

ERNST
LUBITSCH
WILL
DIRECT POLA NEGRI
Jesse Lasky Announces Deal Which
Brings Celebrities Together
ERNST LUBITSCH has been engaged
to direct a picture starring Pola Negri,
according to an announcement made by
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in
charge of production.
"The circumstances attending this engagement," said Mr. Lasky, "are unusual
and give every indication that the next
Lubitsch-Negri picture will show Miss
Negri in a production that will enable her
to duplicate the success she made in
'Passion' and 'Gypsy Blood.' " It has
long been
to work
once
more
underMiss
the Negri's
directionwish
of Mr.
Lubitsch.
On the other hand, Mr. Lubitsch has had
a story in his mind for more than a year
which he wanted to do but which was
suitable only
as a vehicle
for Miss
Negri's
unusual
talents.
Contractual
obligations
prevented him from carrying out his desire
to direct Miss Negri in this picture, Sut,
by courtesy of and through arrangement
with Warner Brothers, we have at last
been able to bring these two wonderful
artists together again.
.Mr. Lubitsch will begin work in the
Lasky studio in June, following the completion of Miss Negri's next picture, "A
Woman of the Night," fhich is to be
directed
"Men." by Dimitri Buchowetzki,, following Mr. Buchowetzki's present picture,
* ^ 4:
CHADWICK LEASES TALMADGE
STUDIO FOR FEATURE
Announcement was made this week by 1. E.
Chadwick, president of Chadwick Pictures
Corporation, of the leasing of the former Talmadge studios. East Forty-eighth Street, New
York, by that firm There the eastern unit
of the Chadwick producing organization will
turn out four production slated for release in
the independent market during 1924-5. The
first production to be made will be "Meddling
Women, " starring Lionel Barrymore, with a
cast of distinguished players including Sigrid
Holmquist and Dagmar Godowsky.
Ivan Abramson and Edmund Lawrence will
collaborate in the making of "Meddling Women." Mr. Lawrence is now in New York
perfectirg the cast, which will be a replete
with established box office stars as is Hunt
Stromberg's melodramatic special, "The Fire
Patrol;" which is the first Chadwick release.
* * *
HOW HE LIFTED THE COMEDY
WE ARE NOT INFORMED
Another one for the scrap book : An exhibitor in a certain small town of Southern
Missouri was so short of funds the first
month of his career as a showman that each
night he ran his comedy first and then took
the box office receipts down to the railroad
station to pay charges on the feature. — (Told
by a truthful exhibitor during the recent M.
P. T. O. Western Missouri convention in
Kansas City.1
^ ^ Hi
BEBE DANIELS IN 'WILDCAT'
Madge Tyrone, veteran screen writer, is now
engaged
screenopera
play by
of Man"The
Wilrlcat," inthepreparing
popular the
Spanish
uel Penella which George Melford will produce in the near future for Paramount.
Antonio Moreno is the only featured player
definitely selected for the cast of this production. Bebe Daniels, who was announced
as a featuied player with Moreno, will remain
in New York for another picture instead of
returning to California.
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The

Exhibitors'
Round
Table
was built just recently by William Gregg
Bedell Back in Fold Again
Dismiss Rialto Receivership
who intended to run the theatre himself but
Y. E. Hildreth, chief stockholder in the Rifound such impossible through ill health.
They
can'tThere
stay is
away
this fascinating
film fold.
W. from
R: Bedell,
for many
alto Theatre at Fort Worth, Texas, owed a
The new Lee Theatre, Thomasville, N. C.
note for $12,000, which he was unable to pay
in
which
Colonel
Henry
B.
Varner
owns
a
half
years
manager
of
Atlanta's
Rialto,
who
immediately. The holders of the note held
of the constant strain and resigned last tired
Fall
interest, will soon be ready for formal openstock shares in the Rialto as security for the
ing. It will seat 900 and be the last word in to enter the insurance business. |
note. The holders applied for a receivership
convenience to patrons.
He's back again, but in a different capacity,
for Hildreth and included the Rialto in the
* * *
as sales manager for Graphic Film Corporaapplication. After investigating the condition
tion, a new Atlanta concern specializing in the
B. O. Shepherd is contractor for a 25x120
making of commercial films, announcement
of the theatre operating company by testimony
foot
theatre
building
at
Sand
Springs,
OklaJudge Hal S. Lattimore di smissed the receivtrailers and in renovating and cleaning film.
homa.
* * *
ership for the theatre ; and between the hold* * *
ers of the notes and Hildreth the debt was
settled by agreement.
Fire Destroys Derry's Theatre
Round Table Briefs
* * *
The Kenora Theatre at Kenora, Northern
Ontario, the proprietor of which was Joe
Theatre Construction Notes
John Green, popularly known as the "grand
Derry, was destroyed by fire on February 13
The Roanoke Theatre, a suburban house of old man," of the Capitol Theatre, Guelph,
with a loss of $65,000 partially insured. The
Ontario,
has
just
recovered
from
a
severe
Kansas City, has been purchased by L. J. attack of rheumatism.
cause of the fire was unkown. Mr. Derry
Lenhart, formerly of the Gladstone Theatre.
occupied
apartments * above
* * the theatre.
The seating capacity of the Roanoke will be
G.
P.
Stewart
is
building
a
new
house
in
enlarged about 200, while a new front and
decorations will be added.
Powers, Oregon. He will* probably
close the
'
Johnson's Local News Reel a Hit
*
* * *
Pioneer, his present * house,
on completion of
Mr. Johnson of the Liberty Theatre, Kelso,
the
new.
Two theatres of the Atlantic Coast section
Wash., finds patrons much interested in his ef* * *
forts to give them local news events in a
of Canada have permanently returned to excluJack
Roth
is
again
manager
of
the
Isis
sive moving picture policies. One is the Maweekly
"Kelso News" made up of local events
Kansas City, after being associated
jestic Theatre at Halifax, N. S., which had a Theatre,,
and happenings. He has operated this for three
with several houses in the last few months.
months, with growing success. His operator
long season of dramatic stock presentations,
He will be succeeded as manager of the Apollo
"shoots" the pictures, which embrace news of
and the other is the Queen's Square Theatre at
Kelso and nearby towns.
St. John, N. B., which had been playing stock
Theatre by "Rube" *Finkelstein.
*
*
musical comedy.
* * *
* * *
Benjamin Apple, owner of the American in
Patterson at Edison Dinner
The Rex Theatre at Dallas, Texas, is a Troy, spoke at a Kiwanis club meeting in that
The South was represented at the Edison
city last week.
thing of the past, as the owners sold their
* * *
dinner held recently, in the person of Willard
lease to a New York millinery firm for $80,Patterson of the Metropolitan, Atlanta, Ga.
000 and the theatre will be transformed into
George Graham, well known exhibitor of
George Klein named him on the committee of
a business house in the near future.
Western Canada, has re-opened the Classic
arrangements for the Edison dinner held at
^ ^ ^
Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, which had
the Ritz Carlton, February 15.
been closed for a lengthy period.
* * *
A new motion picture theatre is under con* * *
struction atBig Lake, Texas.
^ ^ ^
Jack Gross, formerly of El Dorado, Kans.,
Mail Order Exchange a Success
has beeia named as manager of the Crane and
The Majestic Theatre at Magnolia, Ark.,
Royal theatres, Carthage, Mo. For tlie last
Kansas City's "Mail order film exchange" —
is opening under new management.
three years Mr. Gross has been manager of the Economy Film Company, has issued a new
* * *
catalogue of films. Bernard C. Cook, manthe El Dorado and Palace theatres in El DoThe Star Theatre, in Norwood, N. Y., has
ager, who originated the idea in the Kansas
rado, Kans.
changed hands, having been bought by Maurice
City territory several months ago asserts the
Osgood, of Potsdam, for $15,000. The house
volumn of business done since the establishGus Bergstrom has bought the American
ment of the exchange has vindicated him in
Molson, Wash,, from
Tom
Watkins.
* * *
his theory about such an exchange.
Jacob E. Tarsches, part owner of the Leland Theatre in Albany, is one of the incorporators of a new sheet music publishing company, in that city. * * *

John

MAE
HAPPY

MAPSH"^
MYEPS

CLAUDE GILLINCWATER.
CLAIRE ADAMS.WILLARD
LOUIS^CPAUFUPDKENT

Sam Mendelsohn has taken over the former Rialto Theatre, Anacortes, Wash., and
reopened it as the Victory.
^ ^ ^
Chamberlain has taken over the management of the DeGraw Theatre at Brookfield, Mo.
* * *

Keds

E. J. Myrick, will build on University Way
in Seattle, if plans now under discussion
mature.
* * ♦
Halberg and Davis who own the Mack and
Lincoln theatres. Port Angeles, Wash., have
recently consolidated* their
^ * bookings.
Charles H. George has reopened the Dream,
Port Angeles, after it had been dark for
some months.

AJPNERBROS
' Classics of ihc Screen*^'

G. L. De Nune has recently purchased the
Lincoln Theatre at Fulton, III.
^ ^

AIDS
This play ofADVERTISING
printers ink, taken
from Warner
Brothers' press book, ably demonstrates how
advertising
copy can facts
attractconcerning
the eye their
and attention to the important
latest
production "Daddies," featuring Mae Marsh.

Stone Leases House in Jersey
Abe Stone, former owner of the Rialto, in
Schenectady, and Morris Silverman, another
exhibitor of the same city, have leased a new
house in northern New Jersey and Mr. Stone
will move there to run it.

ADVERTISING AIDS
A nationally advertised article, such as Keds.
coupled with this cut-out poster offers a broad
scope
for tie-upstore
possibilities.
shoein shop,
the department
and specialtyTheshops
your
town should all prove ready team-workers.
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A

National

Picture

c screen of "America" is an
the publi
ontance
THE
in motion picture circles. Seldom
impor
of al
eventarriv
if ever has there been a subject carrying so distinctly
a nationalist flavor as does this product of the Grifftth
studio. If the picture fail in all respects to meet the expectations ofthose who go to see it there may be said m
explanation if not in extenuation that very likely we have
come to expect too much from Mr. Griffith.
Glancing over the reviews in the New York newspapers
there seems to be marked unanimity as to the power of the
production, the dramatic force with which its message is
conveyed.
That end, after all, was the one the producer sought.
According to what precedent he had to guide him, precedent far more intangible and indefinite than tangible and
definite, Mr. Griffith threw discretion to the winds and set
out to make a picture that came under the proscribed headings of
Costume pictures.
Historic pictures.
Battle pictures.
Single nation pictures.
He has demonstrated that precedent does not count.
What does count is the arousing of interest on the part of
his public. And he has done that abundantly.
The "great American picture," like the "great American
novel," may never be produced, that is, to the satisfaction
of the ultra-critical.
Before we are in a position to attempt an estimate of
what constitutes "great American" it will; be necessary to.
agree on the controlling factors, as to what percentage
among others shall be allotted for construction, for appeal,
for national flavor, if any.
As to the latter it would in some respects seem proper
that a subject to come within the description specified should
be of America as a whole and not of a part of it or of
another nation.
And that very much narrows the field.
It would eliminate "The Birth of a Nation," a tale mainly
of the South, and "The Covered Wagon," which deals with
the conquering of the West. It might include "Abraham
Lincoln," to cite an example.
What is of practical importance in the case of "America"
is that it most vividly presents the principles on which the
American Nation was founded.
It does it so strikingly as to impress not only the mind
of the child or of the new-comer to our shores, but also of
those natives of maturity whose interest in the sacrifices of
the forefathers has been surbmerged if not forgotten in the
activities of today.

Dignified
WORD

Exploitation

comes from Chicago as to what may be accomplished with serious and dignified exploitation. With
its aid Jones, Linick & Schaefer have been enabled to
break records at their Orpheum Theatre in that city with
"A Woman of Paris."
The production is now in its seventh week, with
indications pointing to at least three weeks additional.
It is stated the gross intake has averaged better than
$13,000 a week. And the Orpheum is an 800-seat house,
operating from 8:30 to midnight, with an admission of 50
cents.
The management featured the statements that the sub-

ject was directed by Charles Spencer Chaplin, that "Mr
Chaplin
positively
does not
in this picture,"
and
that
it marked
the debut
of aappear
new dramatic
star.
Increasing the public interest editorials appeared in three
of the city's daily newspapers.
The result of the Orpheum's work in arousing public
interest will have value for every ambitious exhibitor.
It will prove that in the case of what sometimes we are
pleased to call a "first-class patronage" your public responds to a plain appeal to its intelligence when that
approach is made in language that is convincing, and
stronger because of the evident effort to avoid deception.
Radio

and

Screen

THE
widely inte'
--ting installation
question of will
what have
effect,upon
if any,
the growth
of radio
the
attendance at motion picture theatres is boldly tackled
this week by B. P. Schulberg, who declares it is ridiculous
to suppose that a medium so totally different in its appeal
will make any inroads whatever on attendance.
The Preferred executive quotes the original belief — and
there was a time when there seemed to be a basis for it—
that the growth of motion pictures would in the end spell
disaster for the speaking stage. He draws attention to the
very evident fact that today there are not enough houses,
devoted either to the stage or screen, to accommodate the
throngs that seek entertainment on Broadway.
Of course, the situation in the metropolis may be far different from that in other places, but there can be no question a.s to conditions here.
Point is made of the custom, of the genuine film, devotee
attending a theatre two or three times a week, thereby
allowing sufficient opportunity for following any additional
diversions.
Another factor Mr. Schulberg calls attention to is the
increase in attendance at theatres in the past two years,
the period that has marked the rise of the radio.
We have seen figures quoted within the week that there
now are about two million installations in the United States.
Cut that number in two, and we still have a respectable
array
of listeners-in.
There
are several theatres in the United States that are
using every effort to tie in to their enterprises the farreaching
wireless.
Among these
are York.
Mr. Rothafel's Capitol and the
State Theatre
in New
Also in various cities each week reviews of current motior:
pictures are broadcast.
Why should not the exhibitor make every effort to bring
this new and rapidly expanding entertainment to his aid?
It is to his advantage to study it, to develop his knowledge
of radio technique, so that on occasion he may employ it.
If announcement be made a few days in advance thai
the president of the United States is going to make an important announcement to the people of the country what is
to prevent an exhibitor advertising that on that evening he
will suspend his program for the stipulated time if the
address be short and permit his patrons to hear the message
of the Chief Magistrate of the nation?
Will any one seriously contend that announcement will
not bring to his doors a larger number of persons than
ordinarily ?
There must be in radio some phase that will help the
motion picture theatre owner.
Disregarding the suggestion that the new-comer mav
hinder the development of the theatre let's go out and
impress it into the service of the exhibitor.
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LEADERS

John

B.

Rock,

teen
IT was as a boy six
years old that John B.
Hock made his entry into
the film business. The young
son of the president of the
newly organized Vitagraph
company — we are now back
in 1899 — asked no odds on
account of the relationship.
He went out to pick up the
ropes as a rank outsider
would be forced to do, not
expecting to sit in at the officers' mess until qualified by
experience.
The company maintained
quarters in the Morse Building in Nassau street, New
York, at that time and was
producing pictures — very
short ones, to be sure. Among
these were "His First Cigar,"
pretty nearly fifty feet in
length; another was "The
Magician."
A third subject was "The
Hotel Windsor Fire," which
had been made in miniature,
perhaps the first attempt of
this kind. It was during the
photographing of this subject
that what was intended to be
a small explosion proved to
be a large one. J. Stuart
Blackton, who with Albert E. Smith,
the present president of Vitagraph, was
staging the "production," was badly
burned as a result. But the picture was
shown at Tony Pastor's on the evening
of the same day.
The Vitagraph Company had a contract with Bostock's Circus to show pictures in a black top. When the members of the old Vitagraph triumvirate,
Messrs. Rock, Smith and Blackton, arrived on the ground it was learned the
operator had not put in an appearance.

a

Chip

Off

ALL

the

Old

Block

outside figures of which represented 13, leaving 23 as a
remainder. When this was
called to his attention he
laughed, but said he would
take the chance.
ecutive sold the first bill
THE young Vitagraph exof goods lowing
to theCarl
hasemle
purcLaem
by folthe
future Universal chief of the
White House Theatre in Halsey street, in Chicago. At
their first meeting Mr. Laemmle had complained of his inability to secure a product in
ago
Chicanges. from the so-called
exch
Mr. Rock fixed him up,
among the product which
Mr. Laemmle bought outright

LEADERS ALL— JOHN B. ROCK
IJECAUSE the enthusiasm with which as a boy
he started in the business has never waned ;
because he has wide experience in the physical
handling of film, not only in the exchange but in
the theatre and in the projection booth as well;
because in the few years that he has been actively
out of the industry he has demonstrated his ability
to administer with success large affairs of a nature
entirely different from that of the film business.
through all departments. Among these
were the developing and printing room
— and "room" is right, in speaking of
those days.
i

Y OUNG Rock, who was in the party,
volunteered to pinch hit. His
father was more than skeptical, not
knowing the youngster had accumulated quite a bit of experience by accompanying J.B. French at showings
m churches and at banquets.
A try-out demonstrated that the lad
could fill the bill, and he was duly installed as operator. As a result he
accompanied the circus to Richmond,
Va. There among other pictures he
projected was "A Bullfight in Spain,"
several hundred feet in length. Young
Rock continued with the show until it
finished its tour in Newark, N. J.
Mr. Rock began work with the Vitagraph company as office boy at the
Mo rse Building headquarters, passing

Then the young man went on the
road, playing Vitagraph pictures at a
vaudeville theatre in Waterbury, Conn.,
followed by a stay in New Bedford,
Mass. He was two years in the Music
Hall in Boston and for three seasons
in Atlantic City.
In 1906 the company determined to
open a general office in Qiicago, and
the young man was called to New York
and told he had been appointed sales
manager, with a territory extending
from a point a goodly distance east of
Chicago right through to the west coast.
It was October 13, 1906, when he
took charge of the office. He was not
superstitious as to the date. Just at
that time a Cohan play was making
much of the figures "23." Mr. Rocknoted with interest his telephone number in his new quarters was 5238, the

being "Automobile Thieves,"
a Vitagraph product. Also it
was one of the first sales Mr.
Rock made.
Other customers in those
days were Robert Lieber, now
president of Associated First
National, who was buying for
the exchange of H. Lieber R:.
Co. of Indianapolis, and John
Frueler and Harry E. Aitken
of Milwaukee.
It was with a representative of the
Pathe company that Mr. Rock visited
the last two named to interest them in
the purchase of film. Both after became prominent in the film industry,
especially in the days of the Mutual
Film Corporation. Mr. Aitken is now
as active as ever, with Tri-State Pictures.
Eugene Cline in Chicago made one
purchase that in those days was considered large, a Hill of $30,000. And there
are exchange men who today would
consider it sizable if they were making
the purchase.
Mr. Rock was an active part of the
development of the Vitagraph company
and of the General Film Company.
After the formation of the Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay in 1914 he
moved to the new offices as manufacturer's agent.
INby1915
Million at
Bid"thewasCriterion
put on
the "A
Vitagraph
Theatre, then known as the Vitagraph.
and made a hit. Mr. Rock was called
to New York and given instructions to
make a tour of the companv's exchanges and give advance showings.
(Continued on page 48)
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T-JAROLD LLOYD'S well known
horn rimmed spectacles, shown
in the center, arc probably the best
kno\wn motion picture accessory.
There are trick shoes, nwustachcs,
canes and costumes but Lloyd's
"specs" surpass them all for real ad■I'crtising z-alue.

The
And

Lloyd
the

Epic

"Why W orry" and "Grandma's
Boy," the famous comedian brings
his glasses into play to arouse sympatliy and assume an air of innocence.
When the name of Harold Lloyd is
mentioned one unconsciously pictures
a pair of large round spectacles.

Advertising
of His

THEN it comes to advertising aids,
Harold Lloyd's well known spectacles come close to heading the list.
If any picture theatre in the country
should hang out a huge pair of spectacles without a sign, practically every
movie patron Avould draw the conclusion that a Harold Lloyd picture was
in the offering.
It is doubtful if the comedian realized, in his early pictures, that the spectacles would become a synonym for
clean hilarious comedies, nevertheless,
exploiters of his pictures are cashing
in on the strength of the well known
"cheaters."
The latest advertising aid to his picTHAT
the advertising
value ofis Lloyd's
spectacles
is fully realized
demonstrated by the fact that his latest picures are receiving advertising by giving
out imitation Harold Lloyd spectacles
to youngsters who parade the streets.

Urge

Spectacle Frames
tures is the distribution of cardboard
spectacles to youngsters. They are
exaggerated in size and carry the Lloyd
ad on rims and sidepieces. It is no
trouble to induce any number of ) oungsters to wear them and the advertising
comes cheap. With a crowd of boys
parading the streets wearing spectacles,
one is not permitted to forget that a
Lloyd film is being shown.
Regarding the origin of horn-rim
spectacles, the Optical Products Corporation of New York says : "Chinese Spectacle Lore reveals the information that in the reign of Cho Tso Spectacle Frames were considered so valuable that single pairs were traded for
fine horses. Todav one man in the mo-

tion picture industry considers one pair
worth five thousand dollars.
"The ancient Chinese lay first claim
to shell spectacle frames. In the middle
kingdom of China Cho Tso caught his
own tortoises and gathered his crystals
in the babbling brooks at the foot of
the sacred mountains. Spectacle
frames were a badge of superior intelligence among the Chinese. Judges wore
them and the larger the rims worn the
greater was the I'ank of intelligence.
In those days it was considered impolite
to talk to a person of superior rank
without removing one's spectacle
frames. As a token of respect men removed their spectacles when meeting a
lady in the same manner as Americans
dof¥
their should
hats." be no difficutly in arThere
ranging with opticians to tie-up with a
Lloyd picture exploitation by displaying an arra)' of spectacles in a setting
of Harold Lloyd pictures.
T Ntributed
"Captainto youngsters
Jack" paper and
hatsthey
wereproved
disvaluable advertising aids to the picture.
The hats are cheap and form an effective means of advertising that would
be otherwise unobtainable. Exhibitors
should take advantage of these aids.
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Up
TO OPEN TOOLS
IN BOWERY

and

HIGHWAY'
HOUSE

Theatre in Heart of District Which
Is Picture's Locale
\ MONG the openings of this week is that
of "Fools
the Universal-Jewel
in which
Mary Highway,"
Philbin makes
her first stellar
appearance following her great success in
"Merry-Go-Round." This opening
unique in many respects. Instead of will
openingbe
at one of the big Broadway houses, it will
open on the Bowery. Through the courtesy
of Frank Koren and Albert S. Goldberg, proprietors of the Atlantic Garden at
No. 50 Bowery, the Universal will hold the
world premiere of its picture on Friday night
February 29 within a block of the corner on
the Bowery where the great majority of the
action takes place.
After painstaking research and with the
help of almost every newspaper morgue, in
New York City, the Production Department
at Universal City built what is regarded as a
perfect replica of the corner of Pell Street
and the Bowery, including the elevated road,
the street cars, wagons and buildings, and
paving of thirty years ago. Its interiors were
developed from photographs of well-known
saloons of the period of 1890, including that
of Steve Brodie and other refreshment purveyors as well as the interior of Suicide Hall,
McGuirk's and several establishments of lesser
note.
The opening will be an invitation affair
entirely and invitations are being issued by
the theatre management and the Universal
Pictures Corporation. Already the elite of the
Bowery, its political, business and social leaders, have accepted invitation?. A short program
of the songs popular on the Bowery on that
day will precede the showing of the picture.
Senator James J. Walker will be master of
ceremonies of the occasion ar.d Governor
Smith, one of the best known products of
the Bowery, will make an address. Mayor
Hylan whose, first occupation when he came
to New York City was conducted in connection with the elevated railroad when it ran
steam trains, in replying to the invitation which
was extended to him, expressed his regret at
being unable to accept because of the fact that
he will be out of town at the time, extended
his congratulations to Mr. Laemmle on the
occasion of his anniversary month, and expressed his hope that the production will be
a tremendous success.
A determined attempt will be made to turn
the Atlantic Garden into its former estate.
Prior to its becoming a moving picture house,
Atlantic Garden had a history as a restaurant
and entertainment hall dating back through the
entire history of the Bowery to the days of
1776, when it was the Bulls Head Tavern.
The lobby will be returned to the period of
1890, the ushers and the orchestra will be
dressed in the costume of that period, and the
decorations will be of the same period.
* * *
NUMBER OF BOOKINGS FOR
'AFTER THE BALL'
According to reports of contracts received,
an unusually large number of groups of theatres have arranged for the showing of the
first Theatre Owners' release. The booking
of important individual theatres throughout
the country is said to be proceeding with
very gratifying results while it is said that
it is establishing a booking record in the industry as far as number of circuits that have
closed for it are concerned.
Managers of the larger circuits seem to feel
that it is decidedly desirable to obtain an

Down

Main

early run of the screen version of the famous
song, "After the Ball" since there are great
exploitation possibilities in the national tie-up
with the old time favorite song.
^ ^ ^
THREE

COSMOPOLITAN FEATURES IN LOS ANGELES
Three prominent Los Angeles Theatres are
showing Cosmopolitan pictures at the same
time. Being a rare occurrence in the movie
field. Cosmopolitan is of course very much
excited over this demonstration which is interpreted by them to be a very gratifying

GrealWhiteWay

Its the life/

ADVERTISING AIDS
This
White ofWay"
an example
of the"Great
new style
three poster
sheet isdesigned
and
issued by the reorganized publicity and advertising department of Cosmopolitan. The purpose
of the design is to enable the exhibitor to use
the advisable
figure asina arranging
cutout wherever
deems it
unusual hedisplays.
show of approval on the part of theatre owners and the public.
"Through the Dark," the newest Colleen
Moore feature, is having an eminently successful run at the Miller Theatre where it
is said to be duplicating its eastern triumph.
"The Great White Way" the story of New
York, which has but recently closed at the
Cosmopolitan Theatre in New York to make
place
for Marion
in Theatre
"Yolando,"
now showing
at the Davies
California
whereis
it is attracting as much interest as it did in
New York and the other big cities where
it has already been shown.
The third of the trio is Robert ^Mantell's
starring vehicle, "Under the Red Robe." This
is now at the Rialto Theatre where it is creating the same favorable impression as it did
in the other cities where it has already been
seen by several hundred audiences.

Stteet

'BEAU BRUMMEL'
OPENS
IN LOS ANGELES
Print Has Already Arrived in New
York for Early Showing
LYDE FITCH S immortal "Beau Brum^ mel ' in screen form will make its formal
bow to a waiting motion picture world when
it opens at the California Theatre, Los Angeles, where it is to have its world and western premiere, on March 8. Because of the
fact that John Barrymore has the stellar role
in the picture, especially high hopes are held
out for an overwhelming success, and for this
reason arrangements have been made for an
extended run at the Aliller Theatre after the
first showing at the California.
Following its western premiere the film will
come to New York where Warner Brothers
are making arrangements to procure a promirent theatre for the first showing. The prediction of a long run is said to be justified
by the reputation of John Barrymore as one
of tlie foremost American actors not only on
the legitimate stage but on the screen as well.
Moreover his work on this film, is said to
be especially fine since the production is unusually lavish and fine in every detail. And
Barrymore gives a spirited presentation of the
role of Beau Brummel, the most picturesque
figure that ever hobnobbed with royalty, and
plaved for high royal stakes.
Seemingly spurred on by the performance
of the star the entire supporting cast has
been moved to greater effort with the result
that each in his own role has given a remarkably fine interpretation. Among these
players are Irene Rich, Carmel Myers, Willard
Louis, Richard Tucker and others.
The picture was directed by Harry Beaumont, the adaptation of the story being done
by Dorothy Farnum. A print of the picture
reached New York last week where it was
shown for the producers and a group of their
friends who declared that it upheld all the
boasts made for it.
* * *
THREE NEW FEATURES ON
SELZNICK PROGRAM
Several feature release dates for the coming month have been made public by the Selznick Distributing Corporation and it is noted
that among
themproduction
are "Flapper
the
Jane
Murphin
with^^^ives."
Rockcliffe
Fellowes
Allison,and"Pagan
in
which and
JuneMaiElvidge
Tully Passions"
Marshall
play prominent parts, and "The Right of the
Strongest,"
a Zenith
picture, with E. K. Lincoln and Helen
Ferguson.
All three pictures are reputed to be features
in every sense of the word and it is anticipated that the}' will be well received when
they make their separate bows to the public.
* * *
'LOVE'S WHIRLPOOL' TO OPEN
EARLY IN MARCH
Definite release dates for the new Hodkinson pictures announced this week, places
the James Kirkwood-Lila Lee Production
"Love's Whirlpool" as the first to go to the
exhibitors during the month of Alarch. It is
set for release on March 2, followed by the
Samuel Grand super-comedy special, "Try and
Get It" with Bryant Washburn and Billy
Dove on March 9.
"His Darker Self the blackface comedy
feature starring Lloyd Hamilton is set for
definite general release on March 16.
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SPLENDID

SUCCESS

FOR

'THE WHITE SISTER'
Film to Be Generally Released by
Metro Starting March 1 7
'THE WHITE SISTER," the King Vidor
production starring Lillian Gish, was forced
last week to terminate its very successful
Broadway engagement due to the fact that it
was scheduled among the Metro releases for
March.
However, before its general distribution it
was scheduled for a pre-release showing at the
Alhambra Theatre in Milwaukee. It scored
such a tremendous success during the first week
of its showing that it was held over to accommodate the great number of people who
wanted
to see the production and hadn't gotten the opportunity.
According to the statement of Leo Landau,
owner of the theatre, the picture did a record
breaking business. In a telegram to the Metro
representative he said :
"Lillian Gish in the 'White Sister' opened
Saturday to one of the biggest days the Alhambra has ever had. Sunday business was
bigger even than Saturday and the third day,
Monday, is keeping right up with the opening
days. Consensus of opinion by our patrons
contends
'The WhitebutSister'
is nota very
only
excellent that
entertainment,
is really
beautiful production.
"I have no hesitancy in recommending this
production to all exhibitors as one of the
year's
biggest
box release
office attractions."
Another
Metro
that is receiving an
almost unprecedented amount of glowing praise
is "Scaramouche" which is showing at a great
number of theatres in various parts of the
country.
* * *
^
UNIVERSAL FEATURES TO BE
RELEASED IN SPRING
The new plan of Universal to release one
Jewel each month is definitely taking form
in the announcement made recently that on
the Spring release charts appear "The Fool's
Highway," "The Law Forbids" and "The
Storm Daughter."
"Fool's Highway" stars Mary Philbin in a
\70VELTY is the keynote of all Preferred
* Advertising Aids.
For the exploitation
ofthis"Poisoned
there note
was which
prepared
counterfeitParadise"
million franc
ivas
jised as a throzvaimy. The "April Showers'"
calendar, the "Daughters of the Rich" herald
and theare
straight
for "Maytime"
other selling
glowingcopyexamples.

story of the New York Bowery and is an
adaptation of "My Mamie Rose," Owen Kildare's well known romance. "The Law Forbids" is the April release and was written
specially for Baby Peggy by Bernard McConville, supervising editor for Jewel productions. The picture tells a human interest
story of a little girl who is torn between
two loves by the divorce courts.
"The Storm Daughter," the May release,
presents Priscilla Dean in a new thriller. The
story concerns the struggles of a girl, forced
by accident aboard a sailing vessel manned
by a hard, brutal skipper. Plenty of thrill
in the form of sensational escapes and recaptures are said to add appreciably to the
colorful character of the picture.
CONVICTS

SEE SHOWING

OF

'IF WINTER COMES'
"If Winter Comes" was recently taken to
the Massachusetts State Prison for a screening before the convicts there. From a review
the picture the following week in "The
of
Mentor," the prison magazine, the audience
was not only much impressed by the story
but deeply moved.
Despite the fact that the men all are acknowledged tobe "hard guys" the reviewer in
talking of the effect of the picture mentioned
a number of incidents where some of the members of the audience were seen to be actually
never before
crying. According to this critic,
was the audience so moved by a picture as
when they witnessed the screening of "If
Winter
like a pretty good testimonial of
SoundsComes."
the humanness and depth of the story with the
average audience which is by nature a great
deal more emotional than an audience of men
whose contact with life has made them hardened and callous.

A Creal TtiMi
Praclicai
Ways to[ Sell The Pit'Uire (o The Public

'TWENTY-ONE' CROWDING
RIALTO THEATRE
Return of Barthelmess to Modern
Parts Delights Audiences
OR a long time the fan public has been
waiting for the return of Richard Barthelmess to modern parts. His last few pictures
have been in costume and the public has shown
a decided desire to see him back.
"Twenty-One," playing this week at the Rialto. New York, is the name of this newest
picture and judging by the crowds that are
jamming the theatre at every performance.
First National has here given the public what
it wants.
The story is that of a young man of wealthy
parents who loves a poor girl and leaves his
home to work in order to marry. When the
story opens we see Richard as a child of
seven. This part is portrayed by a youngster
by the name of Howard Merrill who, besides looking remarkably like Richard Barthelmess, is a very capable little actor. There
can be no doubt that the little fellow idolizes
his father and is heartbroken when domestic
misunderstandings between the husband and
wife rob him of his hours with his father.
Though young Merrill is only seven years
old he shows a remarkable understanding and
appreciation of the part he is playing, and there
is reason to believe that he has a real future
before him.
The work done by Richard Barthelmess is
of the same high caliber as his past performances, and it is little wonder that the public idolizes him as it does. He not only
looks like a youth of twenty-one but he gives
an honest portrayal of a young man who
feels he has reached the heights when he has
attained to the dignified years which the law
chooses to call "his majority."
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BOX
MAY

OFFICE

BE THE GREAT
AMERICAN PICTURE

'America' Is Notable in Dramatic, Historic, Patriotic and Pictorial
Quality
AMERICA. Series 1 : "The Sacrifice." Presented byD. W. Griffith. Story and Titles
by Robert W. Chambers. Assistant Director, Herbert Sutch. Director of Construction, William J. Bantel. Photographers,
Hendrick Sartov, G. W. Bitser, Marcel Le
Picard and H. S. Sintzenich. Art Director, Charles M. Kirk. Artist Designer,
Warren A. Newcombe. Length, 13,000 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Nathan Holden
Neil Hamilton
Jiis*-ice Montague
Erville Anderson
Miss Nancy Monra.°ue
Carol Dempster
Charles Montague
Charles Emmett Mack
George Washington
Arthur Dewey
Captain Walter Butler
Lionel Barrymore
Paul
Harry Wulheim
O'Neill
CaptainRevere
Hare
Louis
Chief of Mohawks Joseph Brant
Riley Hatch
A Refugee Mother
Lucille La Verne
Nancy Montagrue, daughter of a Tory justice, sees
her father wounded by a militiaman at Concord and
her brother, Charles, who had fought with the Continentals, brought home dead. iNathan Hoiden, a
dispatch rider before the war and an officer in the
American Army afterward, is in love with Nancy.
Captain Butler, with the consent of the British commander, brings into the war as allies the Indians
of the Six Nations, and leads the red men in ravaging the country. He is a suitor for the hand
of Nancy, but she is a witness of his barbarity and
Very nearly a victim of his drunken lust, being
saved by the insistence of the Indians on starting
the pillage. Holden spies on Butler, learns his
plans and rides to warn the countryside and summon the _ soldiers. At the battle of Fort Sacrifice
the colonists are saved by the arrival of the soldiers
and Nathan and Nancy are united.
\
By George Blaisdell
/GRIFFITH has "done it again!" He has
^ given us another great picture. "America"is_ greatin from
the half
dramatic
viewpoint,
particularly
the first
; it is great
historical y, al the way; it is great patriotically,
burning into the consciousness the fundamental American principles ; it is great pictorially,
abounding in remarkable photography of
scenes of natural beauty and of backgrounds
devised by his artistic aids.
Nothing more thrilling and exalting has
been thrown on any screen than the breakneck ride of Paul Revere, as his marvelous
animal hurdles fences and stone walls in his
successful efforts to evade his pursuers, or
the charge of the American cavalry led by
the inspired Holden, who is battling against
great odds not only to relieve the garrison
at the fort but also to save the life of the
girl he loves.
Nothing more deeply moving has been
thrown on any screen than the bringing to
the bedside of the wounded Tory father of
the body of his son killed by a British bullet
at Bunker Hill as the lad tried to get powder
across the open to his fellows — and the covering by his daughter of the body for a moment with a British flag for fear the truth
would extinguish the fluttering spark of life
in the sire so bitterly antagonistic to the colonials.
Movement Is Fast
Where "The Birth of a Nation" revealed
the trials of the South following the civil
war and "The Covered Wagon" is devoted to
the struggles of the empire builders of the
early west. "America" aims to portray to the
hundred-odd millions the sacrifices of the forefathers in creating a nation — and gloriously
succeeds. In other words, the vital appeal
is. to a whole country, not to a section of it.
;.,We have referred to the dramatic force
of
story,that
"particularly
the the
firstside
half."
It .isthisa fact
the story in
from
of

REVIEWS

its heart interest reaches its peak in the first
division; that there is a fall with the passing of young Montague from which it does
not recover.
"America" hits its stride right at the beginning. The movement is fast. Quickly passing in review are the meetings of the enraged
colonists in Boston, the House of Burgesses
in Virginia and the House of Commons across
the water — all vividly and humanly portrayed.
They are real.
We are shown, too, the home of the Montagues— the father a staunch defender of the
exi.sting order, of the Crown ; of the son
just returned from abroad, and of the
daughter who sees things with the eyes of
her father.
In his home we get the first glimpse of the
future Father of His Country — an interpretation that is impressive throughout.
The story turns on the love of Holden for
Nancy, and of the interest of this altogether
charming child of luxury in the roughly
garbed son of the soil who is so thoroughly
imbued with the new spirit of his countrymen.
Throughout the two hours and a half or
more of its showing the production is just
one notable setting after another.
Some of these are of the legislative gatherings referred to ; of the King of England
in his cabinet ; the streets of Boston with the
old church at the head of the highway ; the
view of the Charles River, with the church
at the opposite end of the rays of the moon
across the water and the two lights showing
in the tower.
There are the towns of Lexington and Concord, of the conflicts of the handfuls of
Americans
with inthe
"redcoats"
as they
are still called
thattrim
country
; the battle
of
Bunker Hill, the signing of the Declaration
of Independence, the granting of the commission to Washington.
There are the scenes of Valley Forge, of
the shoeless Americans fighting cold and starvation ;of the debauchery of Butler and his
cohorts in the home of the Montagues — and
the thrilling sequences of Holden spying upon
the British and Indians ; of his temptation to
go to the rescue of Nancy instead of performing his larger duty of warning the counsacre. tryside of impending devastation and masThere are the harrowing views of the assault of the allies upon Fort Sacrifice, of the
stirring ride of Holden to arouse the soldiers
and the forced ride to the relief of the stockade, and of the final surrender at Yorktown.
Hamilton Ideal

Arthur Dewey as Washington upholds the
best traditions of the First President — reverential, impassive, altogether admirable.
The picture runs the whole scale of human
emotions, from the tenderest of love scenes
to the savagest of cruelties enacted by white
men out-doing their red allies in unmitigated
barbarity.

These are some of the highlights — just
some of therh.
theThe
word.work of the players is superb — that's
Neil Hamilton as the young patriot and
the lover of Nancy gives a portrayal that is
ideal — as natural as life itself. It is one that
will stir the admiration of his countrymen.
Carol Dempster is the only woman in a
cast of a score and a half — Miss La Verne
appears for just a bit — ^but so completely does
she fill the eye and the thoughts of the observer that the disparity is unnoted. Grave
or gay she charms and appeals most notably.
Charles Emmett Mack is the third of the
younger players who are given the centre
of the stage — and holds it. His is a heroic
role, and it is heroically interpreted.
Lionel Barrymore is cast in the unspeakable part of Captain Butler and plays it with
absolute self-effacement. Erville Anderson,
in spite of his role of the Tory, never loses
the sympathy of the observer.
Louis Wolheim as Captain Hare is properly reprehensible, while Riley Hatch is the
dignified chief of the Mohawks — a strange
figure.

'The BlizzardT Combines Photographic
Beauty With Unique Spectacular

There are the leavening Griffithian touches,
relieving the high tension at most unexpected
moments and at most welcome ones — but always in good taste.
England Won't Like It
The production is frankly American — and
made for no other country. England is not
going to like it— and hardly can be expected
to. At the same time her feelings have been
conserved. George HI is treated far more
tenderly than is the usual rule with American historians. Then, too, the appearance of
Pitt in the Commons pleading for the Colonists and later of Burke with a similar message will go far to soften national reaction.
The second half is too long. This we ununderstand is being remedied, as the production has been undergoing the cutting process
steadily following the premiere.
The scenes of debauchery in the Montague
home, where Butler and his men have taken
possession, and also of the attack on Fort
Sacrifice are drawn out. In the case of the
latter the feeling persists in spite of the
spectacular and dramatic ride of Holden to
save the situation. That, in any event, was
the very definite impression of one beholder.
But, after all, it's a matter of individual temContinuing in the same vein, the musical
perament.
acceleration is overdone. The brasses are too
loud, at times pushing the story into the minor
position. When music is heard rather than
sensed it is wrong.
Getting back to the main theme, the story
as
whole,haveit isthepossible
in "America"
we a may
great that
American
picture.
Time will tell.
And just a word as to the titles. They
are exceptionally good. Especially is this true
in the cise of the dialogues between the two
lovers. The lines of young Holden are marvels of restrained nobility, matching the
faultless demeanor of this character of whom
millions of Americans are going to be genuinely proud.
We reiterate, Griffith has "done it again !"
HAS GREAT

SCENIC CHARM

THE BLIZZARD. A ppeal
Fox Photoplay, Author,
Dr. Sclma Lagerlof. Director, Mauritz
Stiller. Length, 5,890 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Gunnar Hede
Einar Hansson
Ingrid
Mary Johnson
Madame Hede
Pauline Brunius
Nurse
Teckla Ahlander
Blomgren
Adolf Olachansky
Mrs. Blomgren
Stina Berg
Gunner Hede. young Swedish violinist, has a
moth>;r who is opposed to his musical tastes. He
joins a band of strolling players and falls in love
with Ingrid. one of the troupe. Gunnar undertakes
to drive a herd of reindeer. The animals 5'tampede
in a blizzard. He escapes with his life but is
temporarily insane. Later, when safe at home, Ingrid
plays to him and he recovers. They are wed.
By George T. Pardy
'T' HE entertainment values of this picture
^ lie chiefly in its scenic beauty, the photography including a large number of beautiful
exteriors filmed amid the snow wastes of
"shots" inis
Chiefofamong
Scandinav
of reindeer
a herdthese
stampede
wild ia.
the
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immense numbers, which is one of the most
remarkable views ever caught by a camera.
The feature is a Swedish production, with
a plot adapted from a story by Dr. Selma
Lagerlof, vv'inner of the Nobel Prize for Literature. It is forceful, and at times rather
gruesome drama, but on the whole, preserves
its ' interest throughout the six reels and
achieves a happy ending. Considered as a
program
attraction, box
"The
should
make a satisfactory
officeBlizzard"
score.
The feature's sentimental issues are developed in the romantic attachment which arises
between the young violinist hero and Ingrid,
inember of a band of strolling players, whose
fortunes he determines to follow after he has
quarreled with his mother. The youthful pair
win a good deal of sympathy, but interest cenprincipally
escape
from ters
death
amid in
the Gunnar's
stampedingnarrow
reindeer,
his
insanity and subsequent recovery.
The episode dealing with the young fellow's mental lapse is dramatically perfect but
not particularly pleasant to see. His recovery
under the tender ministrations of Ingrid, whose
music dispels the shadows clouding his mind,
has a more cheering effect, and comes as a
grateful surprise after the stark realism of the
preceding situations.
The reindeer stampede over the white wastes
of the Northland is a tremendously spectacular
affair, destined to linger long in the memories
of those who witness it. Snow, sleet, a furious hurricane blowing, hundreds of panicstricken animals plunging madly for the distant hills, leaping into the turbulent waters of
a swiftly flowing river, the hapless hero being dragged at the heels of a leader — this scene
is a genuine thriller and unique in the annals
of filmdom.
Mary Johnson, the "European Mary Pickford" as they call her across the water, is a
pleasing little person who fills the role of
Ingrid adequately. Elinar Hansson plays the
part of hero with commendable artistry and
spiritknown
and the
' players,
of whom
are
to other
American
fans,none
furnish
good
support.
Your best bet in exploiting this picture is
to play up the big reindeer stampede as one
of the rhost spectacular incidents ever filmed.
Stress theside,
admirable
photography,
the story's
romantic
and mention
the author
as the
winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature. The
"European Pickford," is another ,item likely'
to arouse your patrons' curiosity.
SCORES

FAIR ENTERTAINMENT

'Gambling
Wives' Preaches
Moral, but
Entertainment
Prevails
GAMBLING WIVES. Arrozv Photoflay.
Story by Ashley T. Locke. Adapted by Lcota
Morgan. Directed bv Dell Henderson.
Length, 6,438 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ann Forest
Marjorie Daw
Vincent Forest
Edward Earle
Sylvia Baldwin
Betty Francisco
Duke Baldwin
Joe Girard
Polly Barker
Florence Lawrence
Van Merton
Ward Crane
Madam Zoe
Hedda Hopper
Vincent Forest is a young bank clerk who, lured
by a bling
desire
for bygamblng',
a fashionable
gamhouse run
Madam visits
Zoe, who
is being maintained by Van Merton. A friend of his wife tells
her what is happening and advises her to play his
garne in order to win him back. Since the husband
is infatuated with Madam Zoe, Sylvia arranges to
have Ann interest herself in Van Merton. The usual
complications arise, and the husband realizes what is
happening just in time to save his wife and restore
real happiness to both of them.
By Henriette Sloane
Y^/ hailed
niLE this
probably
as a picture
great will
screen
drama never
it is bea
pretty sound guess that it will give satisfaction at the box office, since it is fair enter-
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tainment of the type that appeals to the average audience.
Marjorie Daw is a sweet, demure, trusting
wife, but one might perhaps feel more sympathy for her if she were not quite so demure
and showed a bit of fight when her husband
continued his campaign of neglect.
Hedda Hopper as the gambling siren looked
well enough in her clothes, but hardly beautiful. She impresses one as being very luring
when she is baiting her prey, but unnaturally
softly sentimental for a woman of her type
when she is trying to get Van Merton to consent to marry her.
Probably the best acting is done by Bettv
Francisco, who, as the wife of a "tottering
old darling," gave an amusing performance
as a bred-in-the-bone gold digger who married
for money and didn't care who knew it.
However, despite the conventionality of the
plot the picture should find a fertile market,
for it has a broad field of exploitation. There
are the merchant tie-up possibilities in the
elaborate women's costumes, of which there
are a generous and highly colorful collection.
In connection with window displays featuring
this phase of the picture there has been
designed a new and highly attractive type of
window card that will do much to add tone
and interest.
The lobby should be ma.de attractive by the
use of stills and posters, especially cut-outs
of the devil who, as a symbol of evil, appears in a fade-out on the screen as each new
character enters the plot.
You might also arrange to have special playing cards printed, the outside of which should
bear the name and date of showing at your
theatre. These, generously distributed in the
neighborhood, will probably arouse a lively interest in the production.
* *
MILDLY ENTERTAINING DRAMA
'Love Letters' Is Romantic Story With
Some Interesting Twists
LOVE LETTERS. A Pox Production Written by Fred Jackson. Adapted by Doty
Hobart. Directed by David Solomon.
Length, 4,749 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Evelyn Jefferson
Shirley Mason
Jimmy Stanton
Gordon Edwards
Julia Crosland
Alma Francis
Don Crosland
William Irving
Thomas Chadwick
'
......John Mi'ljan
Julia Crosland is living very happily with her
husband and her sister, Evelyn Jeffersor. is equally
happy with the thoughts of her approaching marriage
to Jimmy Stanton, who has just accepted a position
as secretary to Thomas Chadwick. He rents a house
for
employier
next man,
to thetheyCroslands,"
and he
whenis
the his
sisters
meet the
realize that
the man they both loved and secretly and wrote
passionate love letters to. Evelyn attempts to get
the letters, but is unsuccessful. At this point Chad\v-ickletters
is killed,
and whenit isthe found
moroccothatboxthecontaining
the
is opened
man has
licrsonally destroyed all ■evidence of his past amours.
By Henriette Sloane
TT doesn't seem at all unusual for young
girls to write love letters. Why, then,
should there be so much fuss over a few mild
love letters written by a woman before she
became a wife, and by a girl who has just
become engaged ?
Yet such flimsy stuff provides the entire
plot
for "Lovepicture,
Letters,"in which
entertaining
whichis aa very
man mildly
about
town reads all his past love letters as the average man reads his daily morning and evening newspapers.
Shirley Mason, as usual, is a very pleasing
morsel to look upon, when she is crying as
when she is laughing, and it almost seems a
pity to waste her on a story as inconsequential and unsubstantial as this one.
The production, however, is finely staged,

with lovely gowns and beautiful homes aplenty,
both of which elements will probably do much
to give the production a fair standing.
Briefly the picture is of a type that may
appeal in neighborhood houses and small communities with highly romantic audiences which
are not too much interested in the foundation
on which the romance is laid.
Its selling power through exploitation is
good since the name is likely to attract interest. Therefore, the name should be placed
in the foreground and used as a catchline or
teaser in every possible connection.
It might also be a good stunt to get up a
series of mild love letters and send them to
a mailing list of girls. A similar letter sent
to the married women of the vicinity and
signed by Thomas Chadwick will also start
much helpful chatter. In these letters you
might also arrange a date mentioning as the
place of meeting, the lobby of your theatre.
* * *
'FLOODGATES' A THRILLER
Action and Heart Interest Strong
in Lowell Production
FLOODGATES. Lowell Film Productions
Picture. Story by L. Case Russell. DiFeet. rected by George Irvine. Length, 6,435
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dave Trask
John Lowell
His sister, Ruth Trask
Evangeline Russell
His wife Alice
Jane Thomas
His daughter,
Peggy WilliamIvyCalhoun
Ward
Lem
Bassett
His nephew, Tom Bassett
F. Keating
Leslie Morton
William Cavanaugh
I-^em Bassett, mill owner, desires to erect a darri
for water power, and in order to secure permission
from the land owners in the district he persuades
Dave Trask, his mill foreman, to encourage the
measure. Trask has implicit faith in Bassett and
through his influence the landowners agree. Later
Bassl.'tt floods the land in an effort to purchase the
land surrounding the lake. The landowners object
and accuse Dave of cheating them. Tom Bassett is
in love with Dave's sister and while motoring his
car strikes Trask's child, paralyzing her. The child
is taken
to Tom's
for an Dave
operation and while
the
operation
is inhouse
progress
blows up the
dam.
The
flood
reaches
Tom's
house and
and cannot
Dave
re cues the child. Tom is wounded
reach safety. The flood swei.-ps the house away
with Tom clinging to a piece of debris. He is rescued by Dave after a heroic struggle.
By Len Morgan
'T'HERE are plenty of thrills in "Floodgates." With daring automobile
a real stand-up-knock-down fight and adriving
tacular flood scene the audience is keptspecon
edge every minute. It is a gripping picture
and should prove a good box office attraction.
John Lowell is a two fisted individual and
he is required to use his fists in several scenes.
He is an excellent type for the part, which
requires ruggedness and stamina. In the fight
scene between himself and "Lovely" Regan, he
takes and gives enough punishment for several reels of ordinary picture. It is a regular he-man fight and a thriller.
Evangeline Russell, as Ruth Trask, is called
upon but little for emotional acting, but the
parts assigned her are well done.
The big scene of the picture is staged as
a finale. In it Trask dynamites the dam and
the rushing waters sweep everything before it.
It is a big scene and well done. It it photographed insuch a manner the rushing watei
can be followed through the valleys and its
path of destruction depicted. The water picks
up
a house bodily and carries it along to destruction.
This picture will appeal to any kind of audience. It has enough heart appeal to make it
popular with those who like sob stuff and its
thrilling action will satisfy the most blase.
In exploiting the picture emphasis should be
placed on the wonderful flood scenes. Gates
can be erected in the lobby in such a manner
that when they are swung open there will
be a poster picture of the flood scene.
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'Thy Name Is Woman a Tense, Forceful Drama With Colorful Atmospheric Appeal
THY NAME IS WOMAN. Metro Photoplay. Adapted from Benjamin Glaccr's
.4}iierican
KarlNiblo.
Schociilierr's
Stage Play.Version
Director,of Fred
Length,
9,087 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Pedro
William V. Mong
Guerita
Barbara La Marr
Juan Ricardo
Ramon Novarro
Captain Roderigo
Wallace MacDonald
Commandante
Robert Meson
Juan's
Mother
Claire
Dolores
EdithMacDowell
Roberts
Juan Ricardo, .Spanish soldier, is assigned to get
evidence against Pedro, an old smuggll-^. His acquaintance withShe,
Pedro's
wife, Guerita,
ripens
inutual love.
is stabbed
and killed
by into
her
husband. Juan is arrested, charged with having
failed in his mission. The intercession of Dolores,
tliie
aboutcommandante's
his release. daughter, who loves Juan, brings
By George T. Pardy
T> OTH from a commercial and artistic standpoint there is much to be said in praise
of this Metro attraction^ which seems to possess alluring box office possibilities and fills
the entertainment demands of all classes of
theatres.
It is a tense drama, with a note of tragedyinjected which might appear exaggerated if
screened amid less romantic surroundings. But
the colorful Spanish atmosphere, skillfully deA'eloped and maintained, is exactly in keeping with the story of love, intrigue and treachery here unfolded. The exotic backgrounds,
superb acting of the cast and Fred Niblo's
fine direction combine to place "Thy Name Is
Woman"
in the van of the season's big pictures.
The action begins deliberately enough with
the arrival of the young Spanish hero, several artistic shots of the mountain ranges
where the smugglers abide, a trifle of comedy
relief, and then the pace quickens as the love
affair between Juan Ricardo and Guerita enters its initial stages.
From that time on complications come thick
and fast, as Guerita first lures the youthful
soldier, yields gradually to an infatuation
for him and he, on his part, finds that in"
playing with fire he has burned his fingers
and is swayed by passion for the woman he
had intended to use to obtain evidence against
her smuggling husband.
The suspense thus established by these contending currents of emotion never loses its
grip. It is impossible to anticipate the action,
to make a correct guess as to what turn events
will take next. Also, one's sympathies arc
curiously divided and switched from this character to that. Guerita's elderly husband comes
in for a due allowance of pity, the wife herself, although caught in the meshes of an illicit
love, is not altogether without excuse for the
tortuous course she adopts, Juan is hardly to
be blamed under the circumstances — all these
people are very human, if not particularly
moral, who war with destiny in this forceful
drama enacted under the glowing skies of
sunny Spain.
The big scene is put over with tremendous
effect when old Pedro, just as Guerita is about
to depart with Juan, approaches under pretence of giving her a farewell kiss and stabs
his victim during that last embrace. Pedro
dies from the reactive shock of his own deed.
This is undoubtedly the highlight of the picture and what follows has naturally an anticlimax flavor.
But nevertheless, the interest holds to the
end, when
Dolores,
the commandante's
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daughter, intercedes and saves Juan from punishment for having failed in his military mission. This takes the sharp edge off the tragic
episode, and supplies the sort of finish that
usually produces satisfactory box office results.
Barbara La Marr has never appeared to
better advantage than as the beautiful, seductive Guerita, she of the coquettish wiles and
tempestuous
passions,
Mong Ramon
is excellent as the
ancient,^^'illiam
crafty V.Pedro,
Novarro scores in the lover role, Edith Roberts is captivating as the commandante's pretty
daughter, and better support could not be desired. The photography is rich in scenic
beauty, and governed by perfect lighting.
You can safely exploit this as a heart drama
of intense power, strong in suspense and romantic lure, with thrills galore and wonderfully life-like atmosphere. It is an unusual
picture, with a cast of talented players, most
of whom are well known to the fans and
can be featured in your advertising.
HECTIC,

LURID

MELODRAMA

'Flowing Gold' Offers Strenuous Tale
of Life in Oil Country
FLOWING GOLD.
First National Photoplax-. Author, Re.v Beach. Director, Joseph De ^Grassc. Length, 8,005 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Allegheny Briskow
Anna Q. Nilsson
Calvin Gray
Milton Sills
Barbara Parker
Alice Calhoun
Henry Nelson
Craufurd Kent
Buddy Parker
Briskow
John Roche
Tom
Charles
Sellon
Pa Briskow
Bert Woodruff
Ma Briskow
Josephine Crowell
Suicide Blonde
Cissy Fitzgerald
Calvin
Gray,
ex-soldier,
arrives
in
the Texas
fields. He meets the newly rich Briskow
familyoil
and becomes involved in a medley of adventmAss,
saves the Briskows from business ruin, recues the
son. Buddy, from a foolish marriage, revenges himself upon a perjured officer who causi;d his dismissal
from the service and wins the love of Allegheny
Briskow.
By George T. Pardy
THE melodramatic pot boils over fiercely
in this picture, providing appetizing, redhot diet for those who prefer a compilation
of lurid incident, physical combats, high-speed
action and exciting, if somewhat improbable,
situations, to films of a milder tone. "Flowing Gold ' will in all likelihood prove satisfactory entertainment for the average audience. It is timely, both in location and theme,
owing to the publicity given the Government
oil scandals by the daily press.
A little prudent cutting would improve the,
feature. Too much footage is alloted to superflous details which have no particular bearing on the development of tlie plot.
Money has been spent with a lavish hand
on the production. There is an abundance of
fine photography, the flood scene is a whooper
of realism, with the oil burning on the waters,
and the gusher going up in flames when strucki
by lightning. The rescue of the hero by his
devoted sweetheart in the midst of this hurlyburly of furious Nature is a striking bit of
melodrama, well staged and putting the thrill
stuff over with great effect.
cusMilton Sills plays the hero withQ. his
Nilsson
tomary dash and energy. Anna
Brisrole of Allegheny
well in the is
registers Alice
charming as Barbara
Calhoun
kow,
Parker, Cissy Fitzgerald successfully portrays
the adventuress, Craufurd Kent gives a good
performance as the villain, and the support
is adequate.
Play up the Government oil scandals in your
story's theme.
featuring
in the
exploitati
many
as offering
picture the
praise
You can on,
thrills and a romantic love yarn. The leading players, Anna Q. Nilsson, Milton Sills,
Alice Calhoun and Craufurd Kent should be
prominently featured.

FAIR PROGRAM

ATTRACTION

'The White Sin' Well Directed, But
Handicapped by Ancient Plot
THE WHITE SIN. F. B. 0. Photoplay.
Author, Harold Shumate. Director, William Seiter. Length, 6,237 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Hattie Lou Harkness
Madge Bellamy
Grant Van Gore
John Bowers
Grace Van Gore
Francelia Billington
Spencer Van Gore
Hal Cooley
Peter Van Gore
James Corrigan
Travers Dale
Billy Bevan
Aunt Cynthia
Ethel Wales
Mrs. Van Gore
Myrtle Vane
Hattie Harkness leaves her country home and
becomes a maid in the Van Gore family. Spuncer
Van Gore inveigles her into a mock marriage aboard
his yacht. Learning of the deception, she leaves
him. Later, with her baby, she goes to the Van
Gore home. Grant Van Gore falls in love with
her. It transpires that her marriage was legal.
Silencer's death leaves her frefa to wed Grant.
By George T. Pardy

"JVOT much out of the ordinary! "The White
^ Sin" may render tolerably good service as
a program attraction, in theatres where a frequent change of bill occurs its shortcomings
will not matter greatly, but it does not measure up to entertainment standards of houses
catering to critically inclined patrons.
In justice to Director William Seiter it
must be admitted that he has performed the
difficult task of shaping ancient, shopworn
plot material into acceptable picture form, with
good taste and judgment. A less intelligent,
or an inexperienced producer would have become hopelessly bogged in an attempt to
swing the story's familiar action out of a rut
and keep its interest alive. But the astute
Mr. Seiter, loyally backed by his competent
players, has twisted and trimmed many a conventional situation until a fair degree of susbad. pense is established and the net result is not
The average screen follower always pities
a heroine who is shown from the start as getting the worst of it, a fact scenario writers
are well aware of and thereby governed in the
moulding of their script. So, when Hattie
Lou Harkness is first led a dog's life by a
bigoted aunt, her claim to sympathy- earns the
O. K. stamp immediately. And, of course,
when she is fooled by a mock marriage and
driven to tell an untruth in order to provide
for herself and baby, there is no fear that
the audience will fail to pronounce the falsehood a justifiable one or be reluctant to share
her burden of sorrows.
In the long run it turns out that the supposedly false marriage was the real thing after
all,
and
Hattie's
is consequently
untarnished.
The reputation
villain is disposed
of by
having him perish in a convenient fire and
this flaming episode is the big thrill of the
picture. As a matter of fact, the fire scenes
are splendidly handled and register as an unusually fine bit of camera work, providing an
excellent climax.
Madge Bellamy plays the heroine role and
gives a performance notable for its vivacity
and emotional power. John Bowers is pleasing as the lover, and Hal Cooley impressively
convincing
in the disagreeable
Hattie's
bold, bad betrayer.
The cast part
is aoflarge
one
and the T)rincipals are well supported.
The title has a sensational sound and should
prove helpful in exploiting the film. It refers
to
the insubterfuge
employed
by for
the herself
youngmother
order to obtain
shelter
and baby and suggests a catch-phrase asking
whether a falsehood is not pardonable under
such conditions.
Play upphases,
the story's
romantic
trend
and melodramatic
for your
patrons who have a taste for such fare. The
names of Madge Bellamy, John Bowers and
Hal Cooley arc worth featuring.
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'HILL

BILLY' GETS
ACROSS WITH A BANG

Jack Pickford Scores Hit in Melodrama
Packed With Thrills, Romance
and Bright Comedy
THE HILL BILLY. Allied Producers and
Distributors Photoplay. Adapted from a
John Fox, Jr., Story by Marion Jackson.
Director, George Hill. Length, 5,734 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jed McCoy
Jack Pickford
Emmy Lou Spence
Lucille Ricksen
Groundhog Spence
Frank Leigh
Aaron Spence
Ralph Yearsley
Mother McCoy
Jane Keckley
Tabb Tafel
Snitz Edwards
Big-Boy
Malcolm Waite
Sid Stebbins
Maine Geary
Jed in
McCoy
is told by mountains
his father is
thatrich
the inlandcoal.he
owns
the southern
His father is slain in ambush and the deed to the
land stolen. Jed suspects Groundhog Spence, whose
niece, Emmy Lou, he loves. Oasiders try to buy
the land, but Jed defeats their designs. After many
adventures, he avenges his father and recovers the
deed. Groundhog Spence is drownled. Jed marries
Emmy Lou.
By George T. Pardy
np terest
HERE'Spacked
a whole
genuine ashuman
into lotthisof picture,
well inas
suspense, melodramatic vigor and timely comedy relief. Director George Hill had a good
working plot to start with, and the manner
in which he handled this stirring tale of life
among the Southern mountaineers is sufficient
proof that he didn't overlook a single opportunity to make the most of its screening possibilities.
We'll say that he succeeded too ! "The
Hill Billy" is "classy" in every sense of the
word, a drawing card the power of which
should find cheerful reflection in the box office
mirror of every theatre, great or small, where
it is shown, also it presents Jack Pickford
in a role for which he is eminently suited. In
fact, the writer is willing to risk his opinion
that the brother of "the only Mary" makes
a more, definitely dramatic hit as Jed McCoy
than in any characterization he has attempted
on the silver sheet.
You right away get in sympathetic touch
with these humble, untutored folk of the Kentucky hill regions. Their pleasures, feuds,
quaint customs and readiness to fight at "the
drop of the hat," all seem natural and convincbecause, somehow,Andtheyforfit this
in exactly
theiring,surroundings.
reason w:'th
not
one of the many tense, melodramatic situations
which develop carries the slightest suggestion
of exaggeration.
The conscientious work of a brilliant csst
strengthens the sense of realism. Such scenes
as the barn wedding, for instance, and the
court trial, are as true to life as artistic talent
can make 'em ; punctuated with snappy thrills
and shot through with flashes of peppery humor. The summary fashion in which the hill
men dispose of the strangers who attempt to
get possession of the coal lands, and Jed McCoy's furious scrap with the villain in a roaring torrent, which results in the well-merited
drowning of the latter, are episodes aglow with
sizzling action and wonderfully well filmed.
Indeed, the excellent photography counts
heavily in the summing up of "The Hill
Billy's" market values. Superb lighting effects
abound, the mountain scenery is ruggedly impressive in its stern grandeur, and the skill
with which long shots and closeups are executed deserves unlimited praise.
The love romance between Jed and Emmy
Lou will appeal particularly to the women patrons, it so delicately worked in through the
meshes of a plot in which spectacular action
is predominant. Jack Pickford registers as
a thoroughly capable lover, as well as a fighting chap whom nothing can daunt. His Jed
McCoy is a regular fellow, a true son of
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the hills; and Emmy Lou, as portrayed by
Lucille Ricksen, captures all hearts with her
sunny smile and pretty ways. Frank Leigh
scores as the ruffianly Groundhog Spence and
splendid support is in evidence.
Exploit this as Jack Pickford's best picture
up-to-date.
Stressstrength,
the story's
its melodramatic
brightromantic
comedy lure,
and
artistic photography. Besides the star, the
names of Lucille Ricksen,, Frank Leigh, Jane
Keckley and Ralph Yearsley can be featured.
'HAPPINESS'

FOR

EVERYONE

Laurette Taylor Makes a Pleasing Picture from Ordinary Theme
HAPPINESS. Metro PUctures Corporation.
Adapted
fromSame
J. Hartley
Play
of the
Name. Manner's
Director, Stage
King
Vidor. Length, 7,700 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jenny Wreay
Laurette Taylor
FermoyChrystal
MacDonough
Pat O'Malley
Mrs.
Pole
Hedda
Hopper
Philip Chandos
Cyril Chadvnck
Mrs. Wreay
Edith Yorke
Mr. Rosselstein
Lawrence Grant
Sallie Perkins
Patterson Dial
Jenny Wreay, the sole support of her mother,
obtains
in a modist's
upon
to deliverworkseveral
gowns toshop.
Mrs. She
Pole.is called
Mrs. Pole,
who is bored with life, becomes interested in Jenny
philosoph.v of happiness and induces her to make
her home in the Pole mansion, but Jenny tires of
it and goes back to Brooklyn. She continues to
cultivate the friendship of Mrs. Polp, who aids her
in
her efforts
modist's
Fermoy,
electrician,
fallsto inownlovea with
Jennyshop.
and they
marry.an
In several years Jenny is able to have a shop ol
her own and continues to spread happiness.
By Len Morgan
T AURETTE TAYLOR is rier own peppy
vivacious
self in
" and that
her picture will please
that"Happiness
large class
like
clean, wholesome entertainment rather than
thrills and gore.
The picture does not approach the standard
of "Peg O' My Heart," but Miss Taylor
radiates her personality to such an extent that
one is willing to overlook a few shortcomings in the way of plot and exaggeration.
The picture is almost entirely devoid of
plot and there are no outstanding situations.
It is merely a series of incidents in the life
of Jenny in which she gives her philosophy
on happiness and how to attain it.
In several scenes the star becomes too exuberant and lets he^ pep get the best of her
with a result that it is obviously overdone.
In spite of the few flaws, however, the little
Irish girl wins her audience with the same
ease that she did as "Peg."
Pat O'Malley, an electrician and potential
Edison, gives an excellent interpretation of an
Irish lover.
Hedda Hopper, as Mrs. Pole, has a prominent part and she makes the best of every
opportunity.
Miss Taylor's ability to spread sunshine
and happiness is brought forward in this picture. However, were it not for the united
efforts of an excellent supporting cast the picture would drop to the mediocre class, but
with its strong support the story is developed
into very pleasant entertainment.
Miss Taylor appears in practically every
scene, and it is only through her efforts thai
the picture retains its value. Without her
it would be worthless, but with her it is a
good box office bet.
In exploiting the picture it would he well
to play un heavily on the reputation of the
star. Make it known that she is the famous
Peg ofbirds,"Peg
O' happiness,
My Heart"can fame.
symbols of
be madeBlue-of
cardboard and used as lobby display, and in
such towns and cities as have Happiness
candy stores a good tie-up should be easily
arranged.

THIS IS TYPICAL

GIBSON

FILM

'Ride for Your Life' Lively Mixture
of Thrills and Comedy
RIDE FOR YOUR LIFE. Universal Photoplay. Author,
Johnston Length,
McCulloy.
tor, Edward
Sedgwick.
5,310DirecFeet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Bud Watkins
Hoot Gibson
Betsy Burke
Laura LaPlante
Plug Hanks
Harry Todd
Jim
Robert Truesdell
McKim
Dan Slade
Burke
Howard
Cocopah Kid
Fred Humes
Tim Murphy
Clark Comstock
Dan Donnegan
William R. Daly
Mrs. Donnegan
Mr. George Hernandez
Bud Watkins is in love with Betsy Burke. She
shows a preference for Cocopah Kid, a bandit.
Gambler Slade cheats Bud out of his ranch. The
Cocopah Kid dies suddjenly. Bud disguised as the
bandit, has a variety of wild adventures. He defeats
Slade's plot to gain possession of the newly disdiggings, rescues
clutches covered
and goldeventually
wins thieBetsy
girl. from Slade's
By George T. Pardy
T^HIS is a typical Hoot Gibson Westerner
which ought to please the many admirers
of that energetic star and prove a valuable
box office asset for the neighborhood and
smaller theatres. Like most of the melodramas inwhich Mr. Gibson keeps things moving at a mile a minute clip, the picture baledy. ances its thrills and hair-breadth escapes episodes with a generous amount of lively comThere is a savour of burlesque about the action which prevents the spectators from taking
its serious moments too seriously, or stopping
to r'^flect on the probability of the plot. Once
yo- get interested in the varied, fly-by-night
adventures of the hero in his impersonation of
the Cocopah Kid, a peculiarly reckless sort of
bandit,
you stuff
won'tor stop
to argue The
whether
convincing
the reverse.
point it'sis
that "Ride for Your Life" registers as amusing
entertainment and will please that large majority of movie fans who like this sort of
Bud, trying to serenade his willful mistress
picture.
and being chilled in his outpourings of passion
when she compares him unfavorably to the
bad but dashing Kid, is a woefully comic figure. It is this freezing turn-down that drives
him to heroic extremes and results in his assuming the gay
outlaw'saway.
personality, after the
latter passes
suddenly
There is any amount of gun play, spectacular
scrapping
villainous Sladeand
in hard
controlriding.
of theWith
townthe and
the
heroine in his power, matters assume a grave
aspect and here is where the resourceful Bud
Watkins and his faithful pal. Plug Hanks,
get busy and start a successful offense. One
exciting situation overlaps another, with flashes
of humor injected at timely intervals, and suspense cleverly maintained to the last.
Hoot Gibson is always thoroughly at home
in roles like that of Bud Watkins, a versatile
comedian, stunt-actor and lover, he works at
top speed from the first to the final reel, earning the sympathy and liking of his audience.
Laura La Plante figures as a very pretty and
engaging
heroine,
Todd,
pal,
and Robert
McKimHarry
in the
partasofBud's
gambler
Slade, give excellent performances, the Western types are convincing and the support
worthy of the principals.
The Western atmosphere is vi^ell developed,
the photography including many fine exteriors
and effective lighting. It is mostly out-ofdoor stuff, depicting cattle ranch.
You can safely exploit this as a slam-bang,
bullet-dispensing, hard-riding Westerner, with
romance, thrills and comedy dished up in a
whirl of thundering action. Boost it as a
Hoot Gibson winner and draw attention to
the big cast, playing up the names of Laura
La Plante, Harrv Todd and Robert McKim.
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IT'S better business for you to supply
the film fans in your town with
news items of the stars. Naturally
they want the news and it turns their
attention to your theatre. You can
work it in conjunction with pictures
you run. So to supplement the information in the recent "Players Number" and to keep your data on players
up-to-the-minute, these columns are
intended.
B
Betty Blythe, who returned from Eucompleting
"TheParis,
Recoili"
made rope
in recently
Monteafter
Carlo,
Nice and
had not been in New Yerk twenty- four
hours before she was engaged by Christy
Cabanne to play the leading role in
"Plaster Saints," the screen adaptation of
Frederick
story.
Betty
claims thatArnold
she hadKummer's
but one day
to select
costumes for this picture and she leaves
it to her sex if this wasn't the job of
a super-woman.
HoLBROOK Blinn, ever to be remembered for his "Bad Man," has just been
added to cast of "Janice Meredith. " He
will play the part of Lord Clowes. Mr.
Blinn portrays a leading part in Miss
Davies production of "Yolanda."
Jackie Coogan has accepted a story
from the pen of Willard Mack. This
is the first time Mr. Mack has written
a role for a child, but when he saw
Jackie
"Long
Live the a King"
made
up his in
mind
to dedicate
plot tohehim.
Pedro De Cordoba wires from Havana
that he feels very much at home there.
Mr. De Cordoba, it will be recalled, is a
Spaniard and on his maternal side, Cuban.
He is very busy looking up relatives when
he is not occupied shooting exteriors for
the Tom Terriss' production, "The Bandalero."
D
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necessitated flowing Bagdalian locks. He and
Mary Pickford are soon due in New York
for the premiere showing of this picture.
"Etorothy
Haddon Hall" will be
ready aboutVernon
the sameof time.
Julia Faye is to please your fans once
more and in a similar part of a "society cat"
played in "Don't Call It Love," and "Saturday Night." This time it's in Cecil B. De
Mille's "Triumph."
Corinne Griffith, whose new production
"Lilies of the Field," has just been completed
is now busy having her new Los Angeles
home, purchased last fall, completely redecorated. She will make a short trip to her
home in Texarkana, Texas, before beginning

Tearle completes his vacation and Albert
Shelby Le Vino finishes the script, the picturization of M. C. Levee's, "The White
Moth" will be started at the United Studios.
Edith Allen is no more. All because that
fair lady changed her name to Hedda Lind
out of respect to her Scandinavian ancestors.
Hedda for "Hedda Gabbler" presumably and
Lind because the famous Jenny Lind was a
friend of Edith's grandmother. Hedda is a
Rex Ingram "find. " She was a cabaret artist in Chicago and New York before she
played in "Scaramouche." This makes Hedda
the tenth screen actress to date, of Scandinavian parentage.
M
Valentino has nothing on Adolphe Menjou when it comes to satorial attire.
While working in Warner Brothers'
"Broadway After Dark," his wardrobe
of sixty suits, eighteen pairs of shoes,
walking sticks and whatnot — were pressed
into service, as props. Can this be a
trend of savings in studio costs ? Some
of this masculine splendor can be
viewed in Warner's "Marriage Circle,"
just released.
When "Fools' Highway" is shown
publicly, Pat O'M alley who plays the
male lead opposite Mary Philbin, is expected to enter the ranks of stardom.
Pat's performance in this picture, origas "My
Rose," is
declaredinallybyknowncritics
who Mamie
have previewed
the film, to be the most notable portrayal
of his career and one of the outstanding
characterizations of the current season.

Little Jobyna Ralston, leading wo^
man for Harold Lloyd himself in "Why
Worry?" and also in his forthcoming
feature comedy for Pathe, temporarily
entitled "The Girl Expert," was a stage
dancer under the tutorage of the past
master of zippy, actionful stage dancing,
Ned Wayburn. So well did she respond to his coaching, that it was no
time at all before she found herself the
possessor of a small part in Cohan's muA delegation of Pueblo Indians, on
sical comedy, "Two Little Girls in Blue."
The name
of Herbert
Rawlinson's
their way to Washington to protest becurrent
Universal
attraction
has been
fore Congress against the move to supMARIE PREVOST
press their tribal dances, visited Marion
changed from its working title of "Virtuous Crooks" to "Stolen Secrets." This
Davies, at the Biograph Studio, and
Not
so
long
ago
Marie
cavorted
in
Bennett's
bathing
beauty
was made from a story by Richfilms — today she is a leading comedienne. Under the direction picture
adopted her into their tribe. It was the
ard Goodall and was directed by Irving
first time that Indians have ever been
Cummings.
of Lubitsch
in
Warner
Brothers'
"Marriage
Circle,"
slie
provokes hearty laughter with her every action.
inside of a motion picture studio, and
S
they were deeply interested in the filming
Now that Strongheart is a full
work
on
her
next
production
which
Mr.
Edof "Janice Meredith," story of the American
ward Small, her producer, is now arranging
Revolution in which Miss Davies is now enfledged star with a nice fat salary he's defor.
cided to step out. He and Mrs. Stronggaged, and in which she is to star following
H
heart arrived in New York last week,
herThe
appearance
in
"Yolanda."
checked their bags and hurried right over
silent drama wooes more stars of the
George Hackathorne who has played drug
legitimate from their first love each day. This
to
show. Shouldn't
surprised
addicts and cripples so often, actually refused
if the
Mrs.dogStrongheart
were be
wishing
by
such a part recently. He had just finished
time it's Helen Dubois who's played leadnow
that
they
had
stayed
to
home
— away
ing roles in the "Irene" company and "Oh
from the wicked vampires on Dogshow Row.
part of "Bibbs" in Booth Tarkington's
Boy." She is to make her screen debut in the
"The Turmoil," and announces his intention
Josef Swickarp as Desnoyers in "The
Paramount's "Icebound."
to stick to straight parts hereafter.
Kenneth Harlan wants all the fans to Four Horsemen" will long be remembered.
know that he considers his performance in Nowf he's to appear with Pola Negri in
Farina, the unbleached American child "The Virginian" his best, because it helped "Men," which Dimitri Buchowetzki is producing for Paramount. Here's a secret. He's
him convince film producers that he could
who is a "she" in those delightful Our Gang really
prayingdered intothis
the film.
high heavens he won't be murdo something besides the conventional
Comedies, has arrived at the age where he
dress suit roles. Ambitious ? And then some !
wishes to claim his manhood. He (for that's
Just how far reaching the results of a
He says. "A reviewer whose hand I would movie marriage may be, was proved when
just what Farina is) doesn't want to bother
like
to
grasp
wrote
this
:
Ethel Shannon, admitted that two months
about
but does"keeping
want to that
acquireschoolgirl
pants andcomplexion"
suspenders
"Harlan has been given too many thank- ago she became the bride of Robert T. Carey,
less
cake-eater
parts.
He
finally
has
found
an' everything.
young Los Angeles insurance man. The wedHaving worn his hair long and unkempt for
ding took place on the evening of the day
more than twelve months, Douglas FairMiss
Shannon was the camera bride for Pre"
banks was privileged last week to hear the
himself."
When Maurice Tourneur gets out of the
ferred Pictures' film version of "Arayiime."
snip,immaculate
snip, of theDouglas
barber'sis himself
scissors.again.
And now
They deferred their honeymoon until work
the
The
hospital and Barbara La Marr finishes "The
on
the
picture was finished.
Shooting of Dan McGrew," and Conway
role he played as "The Thief of Bagdad"
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The

'Bi^

Little

Fea^ture
it. Then follows action shots, some in
'The Buccaneers' — Pathe
'Getting
Gertie's Goat' — Educational
reels
Plenty
of action
2 reejs slow-motion, of Sarazen's, Sweetser's,
Best ever
Dorothy Devore who, by the way, is to star Jones', and Hagen's individual technique.
Mickey captains these bold bad pirates
The "dufifer who plays and pays" will get
in some new Christie feature comedies, porand he's as hard as scrap iron — and ahnost
a good laugh from those who know nothtrays
the
flapper
Gertie.
She's
determined
to
ing about the game as well as those who
as
will never
are devotees. One of the Ijest of the series
comerusty!
when, Let's
with hope
an eyetheto day
impressing
the marry Jimmie (Jimmie Harrison; against
parental wishes. Jimmie has the marriage fi- tliat can t fail to amuse all types of audfair sex, he tries to remove even one cense,
tickets for the honeymoon and some
iences.
"rusty" freckle.
traveler's cheques all ready for the elopement
Fatty with his "chaw" of licorice and — but they are so excited that there are many
'Sons-in-Law'— Universal
slips, the last of which lands them both in
patched eye is delightfully funny. And
■Slapstick
2 reels
there's the woman in the case, Mickey's
There are comedy gags aplenty in
girl. All the other pirates blame her when
Dorothy Devore's "pep" is contagious and this Century Comedy and Jack Earle s entheir ship refuses to float.
jail.
all types of audiences will like this fast-movormous height exaggerates the incongruMarines and the crew aboard a U. .S.
ing, clean little comedy. No mistake in bookous situations and comedy effects.
ing it— a certain laugh-provoking comedy.
warship are extras! They sight the pirate
To a number of people Jack
flag, haul the gang aboard and
Earle's tremendous height is
set them to work scrubbing
enough to provoke hearty laughdecks. Of course every pirate
ter. That combined with some
(Town Name), (Date Showing)
ship carries a parrot and so does
original gags marks this
the gang's — but this bird proves
To Everybody that enjoys a good time.
Century Comedy of averages entertaining value. Jack Earle and
he's modern by singing "Yes,
no bananas."
havenew
weThis
Harry McCoy are pals, both in
Our Gang comedy
love with sisters. Father's strenis certainly up to scratch. It
"THE MARRIAGE
uous objections get them into
(THEATRE NAME) MARKET"
will prove 100 per cent enterall sorts of scrapes. The fadetainment, both for youngsters
Te!. No. (Theatre Phone)
WE SPECIALIZE IN ENTERTAINMENT
out fit
shows
Jack trying
in a maid's
outand grown-ups, who will live
and father
to make
their childhood days over again
love to him.
— remembering how the}-, too,
A story tense with drama, alive
played at being pirates.
with interest, one strong
'New Sheriff' — Educational
situation after another
(Vin^edy
well developed 1 reel
building to an amazing
climax.
'The Ant Lion' — Educational
Poodles
Hanneford, the clown
Secrets of Life
A cast of characters that has
comedian, is featured in this
The ant lion otherwise known
never been excelled , containTuxedo comedy. His pantomine
ing ten of the best known
as the doodle bu^, makes in inas well as that of another charnames in pictures.
teresting study due to its many
acter in this comedy, bearing the
Two solid hours of real enterpeculiar habits, one of which is
name
of Bleary-eyed Bill "a bad
tainment— entertainment
always backing into the sand
egg," is superb and sure to be
that will thrill and enthrall
(rather than head first) so as to
appreciated by the sort of audievery man, woman and child.
be ready for its prey. ToLhurst,
.35
ence that
doesn't always apprewhile dealing with a scientific
ciate
slapstick.
subject has managed to present
Hanneford as the sheriff falls
it in a highly interesting and
in love with a Spanish senorita
sometimes funny vein. The titlbut when he sees the new school
OWN
ing is cleverly done and easily
teacher,
for
understood by the layman. If
him. A education's
pickaninny theandthing
a dog
To the (Theatre Name)
you have booked these before,
figure in the case and all do
you can judge their suitability
their bit to rescue the teacher
and have the pictureto your patrons — and if they like
time of your life.
from Bleary-eyed Bill. Sure to
them you can promise them that
get many hearty laughs and to
hold the interest throughout.
"The Ant Lion" is equally as
ADVERTISING AIDS
entertaining as the ones that
* * *
This
mailing
piece
unmistakably
incorporates
the
three
essentials
of
have gone before.
succescful advertising — attracting atttntion, holding the interest and
^ ^ ^
creating a buying urge. And because of its distinct novelty it will
'Love's Detour' — Pathe
provoke your patrons' admiration for its cleverness.
Slapstick
and otherwise 1 reel
'Swing — Bad,
the Sailor'
Universal
If a woman makes your life
Leather Pushers No. 5
2 reels
hectic and uncomfortable the best thing
'Smile Please' — Pathe
Good slapstick
2 reels to do is marry another woman. That's
This time Billy Sullivan as Kid Roberts
Langdon is good ! Most of the action, of what Charles Chase, as the desk clerk of
is appearing in an open challenge act in
a fashionable hotel does after his sweetvaudeville while waiting for some title concourse, is in a photographer's studio, hence
heart and her mother have kept him on
tender to appear. He knocks out Matt Larthe title "Smile Please." Harry Langdon as the jump for months.
sen, tough mate of a schooner due to sail the cameraman poses his wife's relations in the
There's lots of action here and some
tintype manner, with the bouquet, brace to
for China. In doing this he unwittingly
wins the unrestrained infatuation of the keep the head still, and the family pet to good laugh-getting gags and the ending,
showing Chase married, is a big surprise
make tlie picture complete. Everything goes
Captain's daughter, and the hatred of Lar— for his wife is the telephone operator
sen. That night he is kidnapped and
wrong 'til finally the villain in the story sets who thought she had his number and had
learns he must fight Larsen with his bare
fire to the studio and that ends Langdon's
fists. Fay Tincher plays the part of the troubles.
* * big* laugh."
been giving him "the
Captain's
daughter
and
is
just
as
funny
as
Pathe Review No. 10—1 Reel
she ever was. Fans will remember and
'The National Rash'— Pathe
"Burrow Dwellers" reveals some interwelcome her and it goes without saying
Interesting and amusing
1 reel
esting glimpses of the woodchuck and the
that they'll be highly entertained by this
The title picked for this new Grantlaiul
corking good short. And by the way, let
gopher; "Working in Glass" shows the
your patrons know that the,se series are
making of an art glass window; "The Lost
Rice "Sportlight" is particularly apt — for
that is what the game of golf has become.
Rider," is a beautiful photographic bit deadapted from H. C. Witwer's short stories
Its origin among the shepherds on a
picting the wanderings of a phantom ridrunning in the Cosmopolitan magazine.
Such advertising will pull. Remember the Scottish heath is depicted with some amust-r: and the Pathecolor presentation, "Tlie
W'ciiiH'ii of Portugal."
ing sidelights. Cowboys are shown playing
value of author's and director's names.
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SHOWMANSHIP

Compiling
a Direct-by-Mail
Advertising
This is the Fourth and Concluding Article of the Series on
Building More

previous articles on the subTHREEject of direct
-mail developed in logical
sequence the principles inherent in the
production of copy which (1) created good
will as a foundation for all future dealings
between theatre owner and prospect; (2)
sold the prospect on a definite program;
(3) adapte
showmtan's
individual
the
form dandto conten
of letters
used needs
with
ors.
s
succes by other exhibit
The fourth and concluding article on the
subject brings up the oft-recurrent
question, "How shall I compile my
mailing
Beforelist?"
answering this directly it
might be well to state that the most
important thing in determining the
success or failure of a mail sales campaign is the mailing list itself. In
most businesses, regardless of how
careful a plan and its execution are
worked out, unless a proper analysis
of a mailing is made there is bound to
be wasted effort through indiscriminate mailing. In other words unless a
list includes only the types of proswhom
a firm's
proposition
offers pects
a toreal
appeal
and unless
these
prospects can follow desire with buying action, a mail campaign is a risky
and expensive proposition.
In this respect the motion picture
theatre man is thrice blessed. His
logical field of patronage includes
practically all families in his community in which at least one member is
endowed with ordinary eye-sight and
a weekly entertainment budget of
twenty-five cents. It needs very little
imagination to qualify the breadth and
scope of a public that comes under
such a classification.
Thus, even a house to house canvass
in which the theatre employees take
the names from letter boxes, would
make a logical prospect list for the
theatre owner, where the same procedure would be out of the question for
a concern that can justify the expense of a mail campaign only when the
prospects are worthy "hazards." In other
words an automobile concern could very
ill afford to pick names at random and
expect the return on its campaign to
justify its expense. The automobile can
be sold only to a certain tj^pe of person —
in whom essentially the financial qualification is assured. Analogously, a mail
drive on the sale of vacuum cleaners would
have to concentrate on a list of names
which for the most part included housewives, hotels, boarding houses and the like.
The showman, fortunately, fires at a
broader, closer target, no matter in which
direction he aims. Every person in his
neighborhood who isn't physically hamoered in coming to the theatre, is a logical
orospect. Thus, for him, clubs, associations, local officials, the city directory,
Chamber of Commerce, tax lists, permit
records, license records, building permits,

List

Business With a Mailing List

By MICHAEL

L. SIMMONS

registration lists, local papers (marriages,
births, etc.) Y. M. C. A.,. Boy Scouts, the
telephone book, public schools and high
schools offer a variety of sources from
which the desired names may be procured.
After compiling the names, all that is necessary is for the showman to use his own
judgment in eliminating the names of

Merchandising

Your

Show

In simple terms merchandising is
the exchange of one commodity for
another. The exhibitor exchanges
entertainment for its equivalent in
money.
The modern method of merchandising isnot to wait for folks to come
to you. The slogan is : Go get them !
Tell them ! Show ' them !
Direct-by-mail advertising offers
you a chance to merchandise your
show the modern way.
The accompanying article tells you
how to equip yourself for the task.
Take the hint and watch box-office
figures leap and grow.
those who reside too far from his theatre
to be considered logical prospects.
A METHOD of procuring names of actual movie goers — that is, those who
have patronized your theatre at least once is
to run a slide to the effect that you understand that everyone has preferences in motion pictures and that often folks see pictures that disappoint them. Tell them
that you would like to accommodate them
by letting them know when a picture corresponds to their tastes. To do this it will
be necessary to distribute blanks on which
your patrons may write their names and
addresses and their preference in pictures.
Another method is to get your_ local
school board to endorse a Saturday morning educational child's program. At this
showing announce
that a prize will be
given to the youngster who will bring to
the box office the greatest number of
names and addresses belonging to people

in the neighborhood. A more reserved
method — and one just as efficacious — of
getting names from a school is to offer a
five-dollar essay prize, the contestants to
enter their names and addresses^ at your
box office. The nature of the essay or the
prize is incidental, and need give no intimation of the name-and-address motive
behind the stunt. You get these just the
same, and a lot of good will to boot for
promoting
among il.z
school educational
children of in'
your.Vest
neighborhood.
IT might be well here to give a few
particulars concerning postal information, the knowledge of which will
prove of value when the letters are ^
ready for mailing.
If the envelope is sealed in such a
manner as to prevent ready inspection
of the contents without breaking the
seal, two cents an ounce or fraction
thereof is charged. This is called firstclass mail.
Third class mail, the only other
class with which the exhibitor is here
concerned, embraces unsealed printed
matter, and form letters on which a
different name and address can be
filled in on each letter and signature
can be signed by pen without affecting
the postage rate. The rate for this
class is one cent for each two ounces
or fraction thereof.
On government postal cards,
whether wholly or partly in writing,
the postage rate is one cent. Printing
must conform to regulations, otherwise letter rates will be charged. The
local post office will furnish particulars
as to the regulatfbns mentioned.
Folded advertising cards and other
matter entirely in print, arranged with
a detachable part as a post card, are
mailable as third-class matter.
The last and final injunction on the
mailing list proposition is to keep it
up to date — in other words, free from
dead matter, such as bad addresses:
addresses of those who have moved and
so forth. Postmasters are not required to return undeliverable third-class mail unless
of "obvious value." They are supposed,
however, to send you a notice. This is not
always done.
To be assured of the return of all your
undeliverable third-class mail, print in
bold-face type "Return Postage Guaranteed" right under the stamp or under your
name and address. This
is more eflFective
than to use the wording suggested by the
post-office
department, "If undeliverable
please return after
days. Postage.
for return will be paid upon delivery to

Thus 3^our list will be kept up to date
and free from all dead matter. How well
this list works out for building up comsender."
munity good-will and increased patronage
for your house depends entirely on the
sincerity, the personality, and obvious conscientious intent you instill into the all
important two-cent cai;riers.
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ADVERTISING AIDS
Title interest alone is almost sufficient to sell C. C. Burr's "Three o'Clock in the Morning." But the producers weren't satisfied to let the advertising
power rest there. Thus the distinctive array of ads and suggestions herewith displayed, which gives the exhibitor very little over which to cudgel his mind.

THE

TREND

IN

ADVERTISING

AIDS

Based on a Check Up of What the Exhibitor Wants and Keeps on JVanting
By L. F. GUIMOND
Director of Advertising and Publicity Selznick
Distributing C orporation
ad cut. For the advertising copy, a mortise
proof of the effectiveness of advertisTHE
tising aids is in their continued use by should be allowed in the cut, of sufficient size
exhibitors, big and little. We are past to allow the showman to suit his individual
needs and make his own choice of selling talk.
the da\- when men with no real knowledge
On the art work, the appeal should be single
of motion picture showmanship map out ideas
and advertising that sound fine in press-books,
— that is, don't try to crowd in too many
but get the fishy eye from a dyed-in-the-wool
scenes or ideas, which results onlj' in confusion.
theatre owner or manager at first glance.
drawing
itself
shouldsobethatas it"open''
as
possible,
with no
shading,
does not
The trend in the use of advertising aids is The
towards the more dignified ones, more time clog up in printing.
Sometimes an exhibitor will spoil a good ad
and care being put on these rather than in
cut by the way he uses it. The chief fault
getting out freakish stunts and ideas. The
conclusions reached here are not the result is trying to crowd too much type in the space,
so that the copy is set too small and has no
of personal choice or opinion, but follow from
white space to help it in an effective display.
a careful check-up of what the exhibitor
wants, and keeps on wanting.
■ Window display, slides and lobby cards are
There have been many complaints from exall important and eft'ective as advertising aids.
hibitors that the advertisements and other aids The store tie-ups. to be worth while, must present some interesting angle of the production.
shown in the usual run-of-the-mine press book
are not. readily adaptable for their individual
use. From newspaper clippings and other
sources, however, a check-up of the material
of this kind issued by the Selznick Company,
showed that a surprisingly large percentage
of the ads, publicity stories, production cuts,
etc., of the Selznick campaign books were used
in the newspapers.
The principles in the production of such
usable material are very simple, and should
be understood by the showman in order that
he should get the greatest benefit from their
use. Simplicity in the ads used comes first.
Line-cuts of drawings are far preferable to
half-tones_ for newspaper reproduction, and
the exhibitor who passes by the drawing and
picks out a photographic scene to use in his
ad is on the wrong track in most cases.
The lettering in the title of the picture,
known
as theknown.
"billing''It isshould
more important
is generally
be done atthan
the
ADVERTISING AIDS
same time as the drawing, and should be big
Universal pulls a big league advertising tie-up
enough, and striking enough and well-placed
when it printed these milk bottle caps with the
enough to get the maximum attention, withinimitable
Baby An
Peggy's
facehealth
smilingandup the
at the
milk
drinkers
aid to
exout violating ordinary good taste.
hibitor's box-office receipts at one fell swoop.
This is the only lettering I include in the

SO that the attention attracted by the display
will be naturally diverted to the theatre. Window cards are good if the picture is big enough
to back them, but should not be used otherwise.
* * *
POPULAR SHOP GIRL CONTEST
PACKS LOEWS TORONTO
"Only a Shop Girl," a C. B. C. picture
which recently ran at Loew's Yonge Street
Theatre' in Toronto for a period of several
days playedformancetoand was
a capacity
at every
declaredhouse
to have
been perone
of the greatest moving picture successes in
that city for some time. This was in great
part the result of the "Alost Popular Shop
Girl Contest" conducted at the theatre, which
attracted the attention of thousands of people in Toronto, rich and poor alike, whose interest was avowed by the fact that over 50,000 votes were cast for the twenty prize winners, according
to the "News
Maggie
MacMillan,
a shop Mirror."
girl well over
fifty j^ears of age won first prize. Her age
and poverty touched the heart-strings of those
who knew her and an "over-flow" audience
came to the theatre the final night to show
their pleasure in this unique event where a
lonesome hard working woman, who probably had enjoyed few pleasures in life was
finally to experience a never-expected happiness in the form of popular acclaim, kindness
and consideration, and last but not least, a
one hundred dollar check.
On the night of the awarding of prizes
there was a short picture to show a beautiful
car "calling at the New Method Laundry to
notify Maggie of her success, taking her home
in style amidst the cheering ranks of her coworkers in the laundry, waiting for her to
leave the humble house in which she lives,
ard arriving with her at the stage door and
driving right on the stage with her."
"Here ment.is TheMaggie
announcecurtain herself.''
rose andsaidsurethe enough
the
machine was on the stage with Maggie. A
wonderful demonstration was accorded the
winner by an audience that was ob\nously
touched with this unusual sight.
The action of the Loew Theatre made a
wonderful impression on the people who voiced
their hearty approval, bv sending many letters to thedesire?
manager, ^^'hat more could an
exhibitor
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Curiosity Wins
In the belief that exploitation has to be
varied constantly to retain public interest
Schade reverted
to "justwhen
plainhetalk"
v/ithFirst
explanations oradjectives
showed
National's ASHES OF VENGEANCE at the
Schade Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio. He announced itin advance
as "theAllbiggest
attraction in Sandusky
that week.
he mentioned
after
was Norma
Talmadge's
name, the
story that
adaptation
and some
of the characters.
He worked on public psychology by repeating" this ad for several days before the opening, prefixing each bit of copy with a line
as to how many days it would be before the
pictiire reached his house.
Schade made one distinctive touch that shows
how important it is for a theatre manager
to be a part of his community and to know
who's who. He saw the name of Kenneth
Gibson andin the
the fact
cast.that
Knowing
real
name
he was Gibson's
a Sandusky
boy, with relatives in the town, Schade played
this up. It built up extra attendance from
those who knew Gibson and wanted to see
him work on the screen.
* * *
Put Want Ads to Work
Press agents,
taketheheart.
something
new under
sun, andThere's
it was still
left
for C. O. Haug, Metro exploiteer, to discover
it for the campaign he put over with the
Rialto theatre of Augusta, Georgia, for Buster Keaton's engagement in OUR HOSPITALITY.
On the surface it didn't appear to be more
than a "Free Tickets to the Movies" stunt,
with the Augusta Herald acting as host to its
subscribers, but when for ten days before the
showing of the Keaton picture the whole population of Augusta poured over the classified advertising columns of the Herald, to see
each evening what five lucky subscribers had
their names printed, entitled them to two free
tickets, all of Augusta knew by the time the
Metroplaying
pictureat opened
that "Our Hospitality"
was
the Rialto.
The paper scattered five names picked at
random from their subscribers list over the
classified page of each issue. That made it
sure that their classified advertisers would
benefit, as all the ads on the page necessarily
had to be looked over to find the five lucky
ticket-holders.
And in every issue for ten days the Herald
carried on the front page a boxed notice, mentioning the Metro picture.
* * *
'Bargain Day' Gets Results
It
cost
to "put (Kas.,)
it over," Amusement
but R. H.
Klock, of money
the Pittsburg
Company asserts that a "bargain day" advertisement, much on the same order of a department
store's
ad, brought
the business.
The ad,
about 9x6 inches,
was headed
by the wording,
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"First Sale of Its Kind Ever Attempted." In
the middle of the space, "Our First Clearance
Sale"
and "SO
per cent.
greeted
the
reader.
In smaller
type, Discount"
all about the
edge
of the ad, were humorous and catchy lines,
such as, "They tell me this sale will be a 'flivver' ;What if it is ; that's $465." The prices
were 15 cents for adults and 5 cents for children and the stunt brought many new patrons
to the theatre, Mr. Klock says.
* * *
Goldwyn Issues Valuable Press Hints
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan has issued another in
the series of beautifully printed and helpfully
prepared
exhibitors' press
books
for its picturization
of theand
old service
Owen Davis
melodrama, NELLIE, THE BEAUTIFUL
CLOAK MODEL, directed by Emmett Flynn.
The cover is a reproduction of the window
card showing a full length figure of Claire
Windsor as Nellie, with an inset which pictures the elevated train coming to a stop almost
upon the figure of the girl bound to the
tracks.
A distinctive note is lent to this book by
the makeup of the inside front cover which
tells the story of the play in checker-board
fashion ; a reproduction of the still in one
square, with a printed paragraph on a red
background in the square next to it.
A full page ad bearing the heading, "Intimate Life Secrets of the Model," is an audience-pulling affair, which will be found particularly valuable in the smaller towns.
The service book contains the usual colored
reproduction of the posters, of the accessories, a page of live exploitation suggestions and
four pages of newspaper publicity material
and photographs.
Mae Murray
^ ^ il: Contest
Len S. Brown, manager of the Astor Theatre in St. Paul ran a very popular contest
in connection with his engagement of Metro's
FASHION ROW, Mae Murray's latest Metro
picture.
Mr, Brown issue.; a theatre program which
carries interesting items about pictures coming
to the Astor. It has a circulation of thousands
weekly among his patrons among whom it has
assumed the role of a family organ. In this
program Mr. Brown printed a picture of Miss
Murray in character and in an accompanying
story invited his patrons to guess what star
the picture represented. Those who guessed
correctly were presented with free admissions
to the Astor to see "Fashion Row." The stunt
attracted many hundreds of the Astor patrons
; d put the picture over to big business.

Library Stunt Should Win
Exhibitor Berry of the Gem Theatre, Laverne, Okla., is utilizing the special photoplay
edition
of AEmerson
Hough's
WAY OF
MAN, in
a rathernovel,
novel THE
way
for the
of Pathe's
serial Theatre
adaptation ofexploitation
this story, which
the Gem
will present.
Mr. Berry has purchased ten copies of the
Grosset and Dunlap photoplay edition of the
novel and plans to select ten residents of Laverne to whom he will lend out the books
for about three days. As soon as each one of
the ten has finished reading the book and
returns it to Mr. Berry, it will be passed on
to
another expects
patron he
for will
his perusal.
The a Gem's
manager
have placed
copy
of the book in the hands of practically every
citizen in the town before his engagement of
the Patheserial opens.
Mr. Berry's idea of a "Rotary Library" is
especially adaptable to the small town where
the
exhibitor enjoys a wide acquaintance in the
community.
* * *
Dollar Sign Attracts
Reducing the theme of a picture to a dollar
sign for an effective lobby display was the
mannerland,inOre.,which
Theatre,
made the
its People's
public appeal
on PortFirst
National's THE WANTERS. The dollar
sign was stuck up in the lobby. It was stuck
up so prominently that all who passed could
see. It carried its theme so forcibly that those
who saw the sign left their dollars at the
box office.
The main display consisted of a background
panel
sign. of the trousseau bride and the dollar
The obvious connection between the two
carried the idea over. It was supplemented
by a new array of poster frames that were
attached to the dollars outside the theatre.
^
^
Thrill Contest Staged
One of the exploitation stunts suggested
in the press book on IN SEARCH OF A
THRILL, is a contest in which the theatre
invites its patrons to send in reports of the
greatest thrill in their lives. The winner of
the most thrilling thrill is given some prize.
This stunt gets newspaper space readily as
it is a circulation builder of the highest type.
The Criterion of Oklahoma City, took this
stunt to the papers and both played it up
big. Forty dollars in prizes were given away,
five dollars each day to the first winner and
five dollars in tickets to the theatre to the
second. The stunt lasted four days and attracted bigger business to the Criterion than
at any time during the year. It caused general comment throughout the city and hundreds of people participated in the contest.
The picture set new records for the Criterion and the press book played an important part in the campaign.
t'-xplnilalion fdem that Wilt

Ads That
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When preparing advertising copy the exhibitor should use care in selecting material. In the use of cuts those showing, action or strong emotional appeal
are the pulling power. In the "Try and Get It" ad, shown above, one can immediately determine that the action will be swift and money the goal.
In "Grit"
it almost
screams Pictures
crooks and
moral.
In "His toDarker
Self"
one expects With
a hilariousi comedy.
The scenes
which show
of the
picture
should
be displayed.
are abetter
than
conveythey
an feel
impression.
advertising
a picture
public thecanhighlights
be pepped
up
to thewords
point where
they simply musttheseeproper
the picture.
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Make 'Em Look Up
Manager Field of the Garrick Theatre in
St. Paul,ductionMinn.,
ran Universal'sOF super
proTHE HUNCHBACK
NOTRE
DAME, during one of the coldest spells that
cold city has ever experienced. It was so cold
that people walked through the streets only
when they were obliged to and then they
buried their faces in their coat collars and
looked at nothing but the sidewalk in front
of them.
This presented a serious problem for Field.
He must attract attention to passersby that he
was showing "The Hunchback." All the signs
and electric lights weren't of much use if the
people wouldn't look up. Field had a huge
bell installed under the marquise. His stenographer pushed the buttom every thirty seconds or so and just as often the passersby
raised their heads from the interior of their
coats and saw that "The Hunchback" was being shown at the Garrick and that it was the
one picture they should not fail to see. The
bell could be heard for blocks. By using
other stunts suggested by the Hunchback exploiteer Jay Barnes, Field had a wonderful
showing at the end of the run.
* H= *
Novel Press Book Idea
Something of a distinct novelty in press
books is being gotten out by the Hodkinson
Corporation for the Samuel Grand Production, TRY AND GET IT, starring Bryant
Washburn and Billy Dove.
In size and in all general appearances, this
press book will be almost a facsimile of The
Saturday Evening Post, in which the story of
the photoplay was originally published.
This similarity to the famous weekly periodical is carried throughout the entire book. The
cover design is faithful in color and general
make-up is startlingly like th^ familiar appearance of The Saturday Evening Post and
the inside pages are exact duplicates of the
distinctive type style and general aspect of the
magazine's pages.
* *
Prepares Exploitation Blotter
C. B.. C. Film Sales Corporation has issued a rather unusual blotter. It is designed to serve two purposes, being ef¥ecNOT GOOD IF DETACHED
TRANSFER POINTS
X Joyful Junction
X Cheerful Corner
X Hikrity HUl
X "nuill Turn
X Suspense Street
X Admiration Ave.
X Beautiful Boulevard
' Classics of the Screen ^
DATE
567824

EXPLOITATION
IDEAS
tive as a sales agent from C. B. C. to interest present and prospective franchise holders and also to help them push bookings.
The general opinion of the franchise holders
is that the blotters *are * very
* acceptable.
Toys Help Exploitation
One of the most attractive of the multitudinous exploitation lobbies to appear on
First National's CIRCUS DAYS hails from
the Riviera Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.
Under the covering of a miniature tent all
the animals of the circus were assembled. It
was a regular toy store Christmas array for
the children of Knoxville, many of whom traveled miles to see the parade.*
The labor involved in getting up the display was tremendous ; but the result more than
repaid the manager. In word of mouth advertising and newspaper stories that one display obtained more patrons for the Riviera
than any amount of money spent in other
ways could have. Quick to recognize the pulling power of this lobby the theatre also had
it mentioned in the newspaper advertising.
* * *
Strongheart Does His Bit
Strongheart, the film dog star, made his
first show appearance at the New York dog
show for the benefit of theatres that would
show First National's THE LOVE
MASTER. Despite the crop of pseudoStronghearts that have cropped up in various
parts of the country since Strongheart made
a name for himself in pictures, it is a fact that
this is the first time that the canine star has
allowed himself to be publicized by a personal
appearance on a stage outside of the studios.
New York newspapers gave Strongheart immense publicity and photographic evidence of
his attendance at the show. With the canine
star was Lady Julie, his wife, featured worker,
best adviser and sternest critic in "The Love
Master."

LAUGHTER BRANCH LINE— SOUTH
loteda Traction Gompanr, Inc
Warner Bros. Operators
C©MP0CT©I1
Good
time tordesignated
a continuous thetripbackoF fun.of this
thrills and TOmance
if pTcaent-the
cdregular
at any
theratepoint
of odmisaion. onTAKE
THE NEXT transfer,
CAR in together
order to with
get the
beat seats. Your, for a GOOD TIME. -Johnny Hin^
FOR A VOLLEY OF FUN ON A TROLLEY
£L3B.3V]ME3

567824

NOTICE TO PASSENGERS
othcl
Not responsible for cracked lips, busted biittoi
caused by laughing at CONDUCTOR 1492
This transfer is issued for laughing purposes only
GOOD ANY TIME
Warner Bros. Classic of the Screen
CONDUCTOR
1492
with
JOHNNY HINES. Doris May. Dan Mason and Ruth Renick.

NOT GOOD IF DETACHED
TRANSFER POINTS
X
LaughterPointLane
Pundi
X
X
Comedy Cbdc
X
Scream Square
X
Pleating
PUce
Love Landing
X
Romance Lantfing
X
WABNERBROS
' Classics cflheScrrai*^.
DATE
567824

AN
ORIGINAL
ADVERTISING
AID

■ADVERTISING AIDSTh,e transfer advertising idea ia original and one that will take with the public. Everyone is
accustomed to seeing transfers and the wording' on the one above will bring a chuckle. It is so
much in line with the picture that it cannot help but bring results to th '--^iTt that uses this method
of advertising "Conductor 1492." Exhibitors should fall in line with this aid.

'Ponjola' Haircuts Popularized
Giving his patrons a PONJOLA trim right
in the lobby of the theatre was the exploitation stunt put over on the First National atbyassistant Nashville,
manager Vison
Vendome tractionTheatre,
Tenn. of Loew's
The stunt obtained its origin, of course,
from Miss Nilsson's heroic feat in having her
hair
role. amputated to do the double male-female
A "beauty" shop was rigged up in the lobby
of the theatre. Manager E. B. Fain secured
the services of one of Nashville's best beauty
parlor experts. During the week's run there
was a strong demand for the "Ponjola ' hair
cut supplied free.
The innovation scored by its novelty, was
publicized by the papers and got even more
business than a personal appearance would
have done. The beauty parlor stand, incidentally, was inside the theatre, past the ticket
man and not in the outer lobby.
Mailmen Co-operate
Putting behind THE MAILMAN, the full
power of their great national influence among
the laboring classes, the leading postal authorities of the West Coast have sent broadcast
to postmasters throughout the nation a letter
asking them to get behind the Johnson picture
and boost it to the limit of their capacity.
More than twenty names of the foremost
postal workers of Los Angeles appear on the
communication. They praise the Johnson production not only for its tribute to the mail
workers, but for its strong entertainment potentialities.
* * *
Clever Cut-Out Arrangement
A very ingenious device to play upon public appeal was used in the lobby dressing of
First National's POTASH AND PERLMUTTER at the Hamilt<ni Theatre, Lancaster, Pa.
The miniature stage constructed in the center
showed Potash and Perlmutter in telephone
booths at each end. In the center a cut-out
and centerpiece of models from the production
were used. Above were two streamers of ribbons, representing telephone wires that connected the conversation of the two partners.
Their "line" consisted of witt)' sayings, notabl>- the subtitles fro the picture.
Old Fashioned Waltz Week
In making a tie-up with the local dancing
parlors and other places of amusement in
Portland, Oregon, as well as in the surrounding towns, A. A. Bruce of Film Booking Offices isarranging a "Bring Back the Old FashWaltz Again"
of the ioned
interest
being week
shown tobytake
the advantage
public in
Theatre Owners production of AFTER THE
BALL. He is using a new orchestra arrangement of the popular old Charles K. Harris
song to induce the musicians to co- operate with
him in putting the idea over and also make
"After the Ball" the predominating waltz
played for all public dancing during the week.
Mr. Bruce is also using the new edition of
the song with the star of the photodrama
appearing on the cover to get special window
displays in the stores that handle sheet music.
Baseball Fan Bait
The Kansas City American Association baseball club arranged a deal with Pathe this
week, which
considered
tising plan. isThe
club lefta "gilt-edge
Wednesday' advernight
for the Pacific Coast to do spring training.
A reel,
consisting
feetseason
of "cut
of
the high
spots ofofthe2001923
withouts"
the
ball club, taken at various times last summer,
will precede, the club a week in each of the
towns where exhibitions are scheduled to be
played,
of fans. creating advance interest on the part
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Paramount

Tried and Proved

Advertising Aids

When the paper on Paramount Pictures leaves the shop it carries with it solid-as-rock, guaranteed-to-sell advertising aids. Here are samples of a wide variety of selling talks each one of which carries its own message. It is
these ads that have been largely responsible for the success of these pictures ivhose box office records have
placed them among the foremost Tried and Proved Pic tures. Since these ads have proved their pulling power
they have earned a place for themselves as Tried and Proved Advertising Aids. Exhibitors booking these pictures will find the use of these ads in conjunction with the showings an immeasureable help.

oria
gl
Swanson.
Impossible

Mr&Bellew'

cr HE perfect ad tells its ,ncs' sage at a glance. Note that
each of the aho^e sainl>les
sirikes the doiiiiiiaiit note of the
sforv. It is iniiiiediately fereeptihle, fur instance, that "Is
?" is a
Matrimonycomedy,
a Failure
mirthful
fast as surely
as "Niimiles of h'ed Gaf" is an
old time thriller: "Her Gilded
Cage" the sloiy of a dancer;
"To Have and to Hold" a stirring romance. The pictures tell
the stories. 'The printed matter
adds a few of the details and
helps create the desire to see
the film.
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Big
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from
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"THE
LOTTERY
MAN"
starring WALLACE REID. Many
say this is W ally's greatest picture.
A roaring comedy.

"IS

just

Money-Makers

CRUZE

Have

is

"THE
OLD
HOMESTEAD"
with Theodore Roberts and all-star
cast. A perfect production of the
famous classic.

MATRIMONY
"HOLLYWOOD"
with 30 stars, 60 film celebrities. The
great three-ring comedy circus of
filmland.

E?"
URallILand
with Lila Lee, A
Lois FA
Wilson
star cast. A comedy of brides and
bachelors.

"RUGGLES
OF RED
GAP"
with Edward Horton, Ernest Torrence and all-star cast. My word,
what fun!

"TO
THE
LADIES"
with Theodore Roberts and all-star
cast. The big comedy-romance of
business.

"THE
FIGHTING
COWARD"
with Ernest Torrence, Mary Astor, Cullen Landis and all-star cast. By Booth
Tarkington.
The greatest of 'em all!

Your
line

Paramount
of

exchange

attractive

has

advertising

perfect
aids.

pr!nts

Book

'em

Q>aramount
Q>ictures
Produced by
FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY
CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOB. £>^..,£(cnt
' .

and

a

to-day!

full
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'Brass'
Marriage Drama Released by Warner
BRIEF: A young man born in the country leaves
the farm to engage in business in the city. Hie
marries for the first time when he is still very
yoimg, find? the match a failure, gets a divorce
and starts life again. The hoplessness of life as
far as happy marriage is concerned, soon forces
itself on the young man whose only brief period
of happiness is enjoyed while he is living with a
woman who really loves him and sacrifices her life
for him.
TJ^HEREVER this picture has played in the
'» -many months since its first release it has
been eminently successful and has caused
much comment there being a great number
who agree with the opinions of the author
while just as large numbers disagree with
him.
Besides the great big tie-up that comes from
the book which had a large sale before the
picture appeared and after it was released,
there have been devised a number of advertising aids that should materially aid in selling the picture to audiences for either the
first time or a repeated showing.
There is the novelty herald made to resemble a"jeweler's ring box. One side of the
"herald shows the plain wedding ring in the
box, with merely the words, "Is your wedding ring of 'Brass'?" printed on the inside
cover. The reverse side bears the name Warner Brothers in the cover, and in the box
itself is printed the message : "A powerful
screen re-creation af the popular novel by
Charles Norris in which the golden glamour
of rnatrimony turned to the tinsel tarnish of
'^rass.'
/Another" novelty is a two color sticker which
is a replica wedding ring on which is printed
a t^essage very similar to that in the herald.
These have been designed for use on all mailing matter as well as for sticker purposes on
packages leaving stores and such.
Interest arousing in its novelty is the fake
marriage license which has been designed in
imitation of the real marriage license, and
the decree of divorce also in imitation of the
original. These used as heralds having the
name of the theatre on the reverse side have
"proved very c'lever in arousing interest in the
production and in starting word to mouth advertising that has proved very helpful in all
communities.
There has been arranged by "Warner Broth'ers a bie natioral tie-ur( Avith the "Life Saver"
Candy Company of which every exhibitor who
books "Brass" is at liberty to take advantage. Full particulars as to the details of
the scheme can easily be gotten either by communicating with the "Warner Comnany or by
refererce to the press book in which the en-'
tire plan is outlined.
'Dream Street'
Drauiatic Comedy
Released by Associated
BRIEF: Gypsy Fair, a young dancer, is forced
- through cii-cumstances to live in tb; London Limehous,e there.
d'strict Throueh
and to associate
with and
the Invaltv
other residentk
her courage
she
is forced into numerous ha^rdous situations from
atl of which she emerges untarnished. Fina'ly sh;
marries the man she has reformed and finds true
Happiness with him.
'y has
HE been
best bet
for thisfor
production,
which
successful
a considerable
length of time in a very wide variety of
houses, is increased advertising and bill posting. The picture is pictorially extreme'y attractive and you should have no difficulty in getting
some of its beauty into the ads in such a way
as to crowd your house at every performance.
In New York when the picture was presented at the Town Hall, privilege was obtained from the Board of Aldermen, to change
43rd Street on which the theatre is located.

Proved

Pictures

Tried and Proved
Advertising

Aids

of
success can
of thePictures
LARGEandpart
A Tried
Proved
be directl}' attributed to advertising !
It is not enough to put a good picture on the market. It must be
backed up by sound advertising if it
is to do big things at the box office.
Producers of Tried and Proved
Pictures have placed good pictures
in the hands of exhibitors, and "with
them have gone advertising ideas
that sell.
Every Tried and Proved press
book fairly bristles with clever and
unusual advertising aids. There are
accessories, heralds, posters, newspaper mats, unique novelties of a
wide variety, all of which have
thrust the picture directly before the
public eye with an irresistable appeal.
These advertising aids have sold
the picture. They have been the
means of letting the public know
that a good picture is in town. They
have been a real factor in elevating
Tried and Proved Pictures to the
high place they have attamed.
When you book a Tried and
Proved Picture you let yourself in
for a broadside of Advertising Aids
to "Dream Street," and at all intersections
the sign "Dream Street" was posted. _ This
created a great deal of comment and it can
be done easily in any community.
Choose some brilliant color to light the exterior of your theatre. Make it an unusual
color, if possible, and then flood the Ininterior
New
of the house with the same color.
York the theatre management advertised that
the theatre was located on 43rd Street, or
Dream Street. At the Light of the Great Red
Flare.
On the roof of the theatre they set oft
tremendous amounts of red lights, each evedeal of attenattracted
ning,
whichidea
tion. This
could abe great
used in any theatre
anywhere, with whatever lights would best suit
the purposes of the individual exhiDitors.
As further advertising aids there are the
suggest the atposters and cut-outs which
mosphere of the picture and should be used
in reproduction in newspaper and window ads
as well as for decorating the lobby. These
with details of the various novel ways of
using them may be procured at any of the
several United Artists' exchanges.
Billboarding is another form of advertising to which you should give studied atteiition when considering the exploitation of this
picture. Arrange for as much space as you
feel you can afford and procure the most
striking lithographs so tliat they catch the
eye immediately. These can be made even
rnore unusual bv substituting cut-out figures
for the painted figures and attaching them to
the background so that when the wind blows
they will move. This animated appearance
will certainly attract many an eye and cause
favorable comment.

'Foolish Wives'
Foreign Intrigue Released by Universal
adSergius Karamzin, _an
BRIEF- "Count"supposed
cousms lease a viUa
venturer, and two
they cult.vati, the fnendsh.p
Tn Monte Carlo where
his
envoy, Mr. Hughes,andandmakes
of the American swindles
Mrs. Hughes
Count
The
wife
discovers
It is then that Mr. Hughes
love totheher.
take
trio are fak;-rs and he plans to iter
that
counterfe
action when the Count is killed .by A a reconcili
ation
whose daughter he has attacked
is finally effected between the husband and wife.

,"
"Wivesnoof "Fool
scoredishmany
the first
eim e has
E Von
Strohreleas
SINC
Erich
ntreme
d
adde
table successes --which have
dously to his popularity among movie goers.
meant no more
his name'
time rd
at oneca
eas
"Wher
.or,
i- i
as
now..t-it acts
direct
of any other
that ng
thana drawi
This then is another reason why foolish
ve bookWives" should find easy and extensiyet
played
ings in territories where it has not
run.
or where it will readily stand a second
At its first release the picture was a decided
success and there is every reason tonowbelieve
that
that it will be even more patronized
the director has a larger following.
Its previous record of bookings is perhaps
the best testimonial that could be urged. To
date the picture has been booked 5800 times
.
cuit in the country
and has played every large and important cired
Of' course, thi^ re^rd was not achiev
.
picture
the
of
rtierit
the
of
e
becaus
merelv
alone.
that
on
along
No picture can fun
by -an exWherever it went it was backed
o
ploitation campaign that represented a dynam
have
of energv. Suclv a variety e ofto stunts
a smashing
been used to bring the picturwondered
at that
to be
success it is ssarcely known.
it has become so well
One suggestion is to arrange a tie-up with
a local merchant of high grade women sinwear
this
using the name as the connectmg link,
upot
ay
displ
tive
attrac
an
respect- Have
to-date clothes with pictures of stars .m Jtheir
hen
a background
most elaborate gowns as icuou
s sign reading .
there should be a consp
h
"Women of judgment shop here,forhoolis
less.
more
pay
and
here
elsew
go
'
Waives
Another good line of anproach is to suggest
atmosphere m the lobby disthe Monte Carlo
play It is against the law to operate a
get special perroulette wheel but inyouthemight
interests of charity.
mission to do so
zation to
Arrange with some charitableteorgani
have them operate a roulet wheel in the
aplobbv of the theatre, ¥ks' sole purpose being,cause.
for a good
parentlv to get money
good adthe saijie
But it "willvertisingatfor you.
^
" time prove
attendants
Yon plight " dress the thc^mffix.m
an oplike French gendarmes andin haVe-^
full ev^afng dress
erating the wheel attired
t
of the tvpe affected by Frenchmen irtftha
lavishly plastered
position. The lobbv shouldon bewKiclv
. the. name ot
with posters and stills
the picture is verv prominent and plenty ot
ption ot
snace should be devoted to_ a ^"cr.
ly tie-up
direct
which
scenes
Carlo
Monte
the
wheel.
the
with
e
pictur
the
* * *
ce and Arabella' ck
'Roman
Romantic
Comedy
Rel caused by Sehiii
a very young w dow ver>
BRIEF: Arabella isthrills
in her nl.^xt match. She
romnntic and seeking
but
eart man
time sweethEach
an old
is lovedlifebywithBill,
placid
him ^^■^ll be too
decides
decides
finally
She
anew.
her
.he meets attractsbut when he appears half an hou,on
; noe^d doctor,
late she becomes infuriated, refuses to marry hitn
..nd continues the wedding with Bill instead.
us plot with its five
THE hilariously humoro
distinct love affairs, and the
and
te
."separa
delicately humorous acting of Constance TaJ-
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Youth

!

The public wants it!
Give it to them!
''Danny"

says:
'"THE AVERAGE
WOMAN'
SHOULD GET OVER MIGHTY
WELL WHERE THEY LIKE
'FLAMING YOUTH' TYPE OF
MATERIAL. PAULINE GARON
PUTS OVER A GOOD FLAPPER
CHARACTERIZATION."

THE POWERFUL CAST
PAULINE GARON
HARRISON FORD
DAVID POWELL
DE SACIA MOOERS
BURR McINTOSH
RUSSELL GRIFFIN
IT'S ONE OF BURR'S
NATIONALLYBIG ADVERTISED
4

Have You Played the Burr
Specials?
"THREE
O'CLOCK
IN THE
"THE MORNING"
NEW SCHOOL
TEACHER"
BURR PICTURES, INC.
133-135-137 WEST 44th ST.
NEW YORK CITY
Released by the Best Independent
Exchanges Everywhere!
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madge, who is a most appealing comedienne,
are probably entirely responsible for the very
obvious popularity of this film since its first
release on October 15, 1922.
The picture has played in large cities and
in small towns and has met with equal succefs in both places since romance always finds
a wide appeal and a popular actress like Constance Talmadge has a ready made following.
The best way to sell "Romance and Arabella" isby means of advertising that stresses
the story element and the name of the star.
The newspaper ads besides carrying a humorous cut or two should quote lines from the
titles which will concretely suggest the theme
and atmosphere of the story. The production
cuts which have been prepared by Selznick for this purpose suggest the highlights of
the story and should be generously used.
Plenty of lobby posters should appear outside the theatre and in the lobby while the
name of Constance Talmadge should be made
prominent wherever possible. Play up, too,
the name of Monte Blue, who is also fast
becoming a very popular star and who has a
considerable following.
As a special advertising aid there have been
prepared a series of multi-colored slides c.nnouncing the coming of the picture to your
theatre.
These are for sale at the various exchanges
and should be used a week or two before
the showing to stir up an advance ititcrest.
You might also try getting up a special handbill in the form of a plain postcard. The
card should be addressed to "Dear Arabella"
and
be signed
Have these
widelyshould
distributed
in the"Bill."
neighborhood
and
have each carry a special catchline, being sure,
however, that each arranges for an appointment at your theatre at a definite time.
Moreover, since this picture is a revival, the
Selznick publicity department has been concentrating on it with the same care that they
put on a new picture with the result that the
picture has been retitled. re-edited and equipped
with an entirely new line of advertising accessories which should help the exhibitor
launch the picture as though it had never bten
shown before.
^ ^ ^
'Her Gilded Cage'
Love and Sacrifice
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: In order to support a crippled sister and
cure
pos^^ihlf?.
H-.cepts
position her
as a if
cabarfct
dancer. Su7anne
An American
travel-i\
inpf in Paris falls in love with her, but when he
learns of her profession he will have nothing to do
with her. Broken hearted she comes to America
and meets his brother who falls in love with her,
too. H'" is warned that the girl is not worthy, but
disregarding
his brother's
warning,
he continues
his
course. When
it is finally
discovered
that shein
is doing all this for her sister everything ends
happ'Iy for all persons concerned.
A SERIES of dramatic incidents culminating in a scene where the truth is at last
learned, and the cripple is miraculously restored to health, give the exhibitor splendid
material to harp upon when he books or rebooks this very successful Gloria Swanson feature. It should help him to duplicate the success a great many others have had on this
very popular story so well enacted by the publicly.adored star.
A variety of single column cuts have been
arranged for which suggest a very pertinent
form of advertisirg. These cuts are all of
Gloria Swanson in a variety of different pose^
and may be advantageously used with just a
pertinent line or two and the name of the theatre. These should appear in the local newspapers and if possible arrange for some sort
of a news story on the picture to appear
on the same page.
Another means of getting advertising at'tentionturesis Gloria
through
a special
picSwanson
in herherald
cabaretwhich
costume
stepping out of the door of her gilded cage.

PICTURES

This is done in several colors and should
immediately attract the eye. The inside pages
carry a brief poignant sales talk which should
help the exhibitor to get the interest of the
public. Plenty of space has been left on the
back cover to allow for the name of your
the^t'e anH th edate of showing.
Then there is the personal invitation which
gives tone and dignity to any campaign. These
can either be used in connection with a select mailing list or as a herald or throwaway. Like any other formal invitation it is
printed on plain white stock and bears the
message : "Miss Gloria Swanson invites ycu
to step into 'Her Gilded Cage' any afternoon
or evening next week at the
Theatre and assures you a cordial welcome and a
most enjoyable showing of her newest Paramount Picture. De Luxe music. Other feaThere are also a brilliant collection of colored postcards in lobby and window size
all of which emphasize the theme of the picture and are at the same time extremely decorative for any purpose you might choose.
tures."
* * *
'The Lesson'
Marriage Drama Released by Selznick
BRIEF: HeK-n Drayton, bored wth her small
town sweetheart, elopes with an architect from the
city. He allows her very little monev. though he
spends a great deal on himself. She supports
herself 3<^etly by doing interior decorating. She
finds he is being unfaithful, leaves him, secures a
divorce and marries her former sweetheart who ha?
also come to the city.
pERHAPS no role better fits charming
Constance Talmadge than that of the unsuspecting, betrayed wife and as Helen Drayton she gets plenty of opportunity to make
the most of her role. Her wholesome charms
are delicately becoming to the lovely country
sets and the modest city apartment with the
result that
Lesson"
freshing and"The
delicate
play. is an entirely reIt is the sort of "sweet picture" that goes
over big with the average audience and this
one is by no means an exception in this respect. Moreover, it numbers Tom Moore
and Walter Hiers among the cast which nicely
rounds out the pulling power of the
film.
Exploitation which plays up the names of
the three stars in advertising, lobby displays
and ballyhoos will carry the film over with
flying colors.
picture
that youHere's
know ais chance
good. to put over a
The interior decorator will probably fall
right in with a plan to tie-up with you and
you couldn't
anything
more display
pertinent. Get himaskto for
arrange
a window
featuring Constance Talmadge in various
scenes from the picture, especially those in
which she is engaged in her interior decoration
work.
You might also try a teaser ad campaign
with such lines as "Old loves like old friends,
are best. When you've learned this you've
learned 'A Lesson.' A friend in need, is a
friend
Any number of these can be
used toindeed."
fit the circumstances.
As for a street bally, one can easily be arranged which will be cheap yet effective. Hire
a small open truck and put several chairs on
it. In these have several small children. In
the front should be a black board on which
are written sums. A man dressed like a
country school teacher could pretend to be
conducting the class. On all sides of the
truck should be signs announcing the coming
of "The Lesson" to the
Theatre.
This driven through the more crowded streets
is sure to start a lot of chatter and will heln
the exhibitor duplicate the success which
others have had with this picture which was
originally released July 21, 1923.
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with J. Warren Kerrigan, Anna Q.
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LADY
OF QUALITY
starring Virginia Valli, with Milton Sills
and an extraordinary cast. Directed by
Hobart Henley.
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Mail this —
coupon to your Universal Exchange .md get complete
interested
information on thsse famous Universal Jewel money-makers.
This information is free and involves no obligation on your part.
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] A CHAPTER
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1 THUNDERING

JEWELS
Presented by CARL LAEMMLE
President.
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ture. That^s the way you
feel when you play tried and
proved Universal Jewels.
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starring Priscilla Dean, and a great cast
which includes Wallace Beery, Matt
Moore and Ray Griffith. Directed by
Tod Browning.
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WHITE

a Lois Weber Production with a great
cast including Claude Gillingwater, Jacqueline Gadsden, June Mercer and others.

Some satisfaction to know
that you are sure of a good
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NEW
YORK
with a great cast including Baby Peggy,
Gladys Brockwell, Pat Hartigan, Carl
Stockdale, Sheldon Lewis and Max
Davidson.
Directed by King Baggot.
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'Colonel Heeza Liar'
Cartoon comedies have shown in the past
two years or so that they are a very popular form of entertainment. They no longer
serve merely to fill in on a program but they
have become a feature in themselves.
The Bray "Colonel Heeza Liar" series,
based on the human weakness of exaggerating, is an extremely humorous but of entertainment and audiences have now come to
l^ok forward to them with a great deal of
anticipation. These films , are no longer in
the experimental stage. They can and do get
the laughs. They are Tried and Proved Comedies, as are the other Bray shorts which include the Bray Magazine and Bray Nature
Pictures.

Tremendous
For the Box-office
and the Audience!
D.W.Griffith's

Orphans
of

the

Here's Sto
Evidence
rm'^
"One of the best pictures we
have ever played. Every exhibitor
should book it." — Efeiffer Bros.,
Kenton, O.

"A screen masterpiece filled
with dramatic suspense and exciting climaxes. A picture of matchless beauty — scenes of luxury
beyond compare. A love scenethat is a classic. In a class by itCity. self."— William Noble, Oklahoma
"Will please 100 per cent in any
city. Go the limit on this one." —
L. O. Davis, Hazard, Ky.
UNITED ARTISTS
CORPORATION
Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks,
D. W. Griffith,
Hiram Abrams,
President.

AND

PROVED

IN THE
HALL

BOX

PICTURES

OFFICE

OF FAME

A Selected List of F eatures With
Exceptional Box Office Records Plus the Reason
They Are Proven
\

Paramount

"My American Wife" — Released February 11, 1923. Sport Romance. Reviewed
February 9. BECAUSE Gloria Swansbn
appears in it in a role that will thrill and
satisfy her most ardent admirers.
"Is Matrimony a Failure" — Released
April 30,-^1922. Farte Comedy. Reviewed
February 2. BECAUSE it is a catchy
light-hearted picture that sends audiences
away pleased and happy.
"Kick In" — Released January 1, 1923.
Underworld Drama. Reviewed February 2.
BECAUSE it is a powerful drama with
three powerful box office names: Betty
Compson, Bert Lytell and May McAvoy.
"The White Flower" — Released March
4, 1923. Tropical Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Betty Compson is in it
and the story laid in the South Seas, is a
seductive and artistic one.
"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew" — Social
■Drama. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
it is a powerful, popular story and Gloria
Swanson is in it.
"Prodigal Daughters" — Flapper Picture.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE the subject has aroused so much interest throughout the country and Gloria Swanson is the
star.
"The Cheat" — Love Drama. Reviewed
January 19. BECAUSE Pola Negri is the
star and the story is a fine human interest
one.
"Experience" — Symbolic Play. Reviewed
January 19. BECAUSE Pola Negri is the
star and it is good clean drama.
SHORT and SNAPPY
Tried and Proved Shorts
"tilE BIG LITTLE FEATURE"
will hold the center of the stage in the
next issue of the EXHIBITORS
TRADE REVIEW.
As usual the TRIED AND PROVED
DEPARTMENT will be in the front
row.
Every exhibitor will find in its pages
innumerable and invaluable ideas for
making the Short Subject a real program feature. He will get the dope not
only on what the Tried and Proved
Shorts are, but how best to put them
over.
Any exhibitor who neglects to read
the entire department will be throwing
away
money. his own chance to make real
If you
are on your toes, you won't
miss
this issue.
EXHIBITORS
TRADE REVIEW
SHORT SUBJECT
NUMBER
(OUT NEXT WEEK)

"The Exciters" — Dramatic Thriller. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno are in the cast and
the story is a timely one concerning the flapper problem.Hearts" — Auto Picture. Reviewed
"Racing
January 12. BECAUSE it is a speed picture,
of theencestype
that goes over big with audieverywhere.
J' United Artists
"Way Down East" — Small Town Life. Re_viewed February 23. BECAUSE it is among
D. W. Griffith's best known pictures and has
been shown in practically every theatre in
the country.
"One' Exciting Night" — Comedy Drama.
Reviewed March 1. BECAUSE it is numbered among the D. W. Griffith best sellers
and isally an
absorbing story with an exception- jl
fine cast.
"The Love Flower" — Romance. Reviewed
March 11. BECAUSE it provides a splendid
vehicle for some remarkable acting by Richard
Barthelmess and Carol Dempster who pormance.tray the story as an unusually refreshing ro"Dream Street" — Limehouse Life. BECAUSE it is a true portrayal on the screen
of Limehouse life as Thomas Burke knows
and sees it, and it answers the public demand
for thrills and romance.
Universal
"The Flirt" — Booked 6,665 times. Love
Society Pictures.
and BECAUSE
9.
Booth Reviewed
TarkmgtonFebruary"
wrote
the book and the exploitation possibilities
are unusual.
"Hunting Big Game in Africa" — Booked
4,621 times. Adventure Film. Reviewed
February 9. BECAUSE there are enotfgh ■
exploitation angles to make it a winner
anywhere and it is an entirely unusual pic-;
ture.
"Foolish Wives"— Booked 5,800 times.
Foreign Intrigue and Love. Reviewed
February 2. BECAUSE Erich Von Stroheim produced and took the leading part in.
it and it handles a problem of universal
interest.
"The Storm"— Booked 8,473 times. Tri- ;
angle Melodrama.
Reviewed February 2.
BECAUSE it is one of the outstanding
box office
successes
of all time and has',;
broken
booking
records.
"Bavu" — Released May 7, 1923. Booked3,928
times. entertainment
BECAUSE there
is aCountry,
voguefor Russian
in this
and the story is a fascinating one.
"Trifling With Honor" — Released June 4,'
1923. Booked 4,241 times. Baseball Ro-'
mance. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE'
BRAY

WINNERS

COL. HEEZA LIAR
CARTOON COMEDIES
BRAY

MAGAZINES

BRAY NATURE
PICTURES
TRIED

AND PROVED
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baseball fans throughout the country will eat
it up and its a sure money-maker.
"A Chapter
Her Life"
— Released
September 17, 1923.in Booked
2,410
times. Child
Love. Reviewed January 2. BECAUSE the
story is one that goes straight to the hearts
of every home loving audience.
"Merry-Go-Round" — War Romance. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE it is considered one of the best pictures of 1923 and
has a wonderful box office record.
"The Shock" — Underworld Life. Reviewed
January 12. BECAUSE Lon Chaney and
Virginia Valli are in the cast and the story
is powerfully dramatic.
"Drifting" — Opium Drama. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE Priscilla Dean is in the
cast and underworld dramas are all the go.
Selznick
"What Fools
Men 9.
Are"BECAUSE
— Pyramid Comedy,
Reviewed
February
it has a
powerful box office cast and the story is a
very timely one.
"The Chicken in the Case"— Triangle Comedy. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE
Owen Moore appears in the kind of role his
fans like best.
"The viewed
PoorJanuary
Simp"
Romantic Comedy.
Re26. — BECAUSE
it is another
Owen Moore picture that will send the audience home whistling and contented.
"Love Isficulties.
an Awful
Thing" —19.Marriage
DifReviewed January
BECAUSE
audiences cry with laughter when they see
it and Owen Moore appears at his best in it.
"The Heart of Wetoma" — Indian Drama.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE Norma
Talmadge who stars in it is enough to fill
any house and besides that Thomas Meighan
is in the cast.
"Reported
Missing"
Comedy Melodrama.
Reviewed
January
12.— BECAUSE
the story
is a remarkably powerful one and the exploitation possibilities are unlimited."A Woman of No Importance" — Flouted
Conventions. Reviewed January 5. BEWilde's
known
throughout CAUSE
the Oscar
world
as one play
of theiscleverest
ever written.
"The Law
of December
Compensation"
— Marriage
Tangle.
Reviewed
22. BECAUSE
it is a powerful and well told story in which
Norma Talmadge does some splendid action
which has added measurably to the popularity
of the picture.
"The Lesson" — Tale of Marriage. Reviewed
March 1. BECAUSE audiences in communities of various sizes have approved it as a
wholesome, entertaining story in which Tom
Moore and Constance Talmadge are unswervingly delightful.
Preferred
"Thornsangle.andReviewed
Orange
Blossoms
Love TriJanuary
12. ' —BECAUSE
the genius of Gasnier and Bertha M. Clay
combined to make it a great picture.
WHEN

YOUR

FEATURE FAILS,
WHAT
THEN ?

AND

PROVED

PICTURES

"Rich Men's Wives" — Society Drama. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE House Peters
and Claire Windsor are in it and the story
is one of timely and universal interest.
Hodkinson
"The Critical Age" — Love Drama. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE it is an interesting story that never lags a minute.
"The
Light
in the
— Rural
Life.
Reviewed January
12. Clearing"
BECAUSE
the story
was written by Irving Bacheller and it is
one of great charm and wide appeal excellently
done into a picture.
'The Law and The Woman'
Murder Mystery
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: A newly married man who has told his
wife of his past relations with a professional vamp,
is held for the murder of his ward who claimed
to have been married to the vamp. It is this
woman's evidence which is responsible for his conviction and hewavers
is to and
be executed.
in him never
finally on His
the wife's
day offaith
the
execution she obtains his exoneration by means of
a confession from the vamp, who is the real
murderess.
A FINE, Stirring court trial is the real
big highlight of this very successful murder mystery which features Betty Compson
in the leading role. Aside from the popularity
of the star, the picture itself is engaging both
in the story and in the manner in which
it is told and has proven itself a good box
office attraction in communities of various
sizes.
For purposes of exploitation there have been
prepared several colorful slides which, if used
for a week or more before the showing, are
almost sure to interest the patrons of your
theatre.
Then tliere is a fine collection of large lobby
photos which if used with the gilt frames
which are available will make a very pretty
lobby effect.
Letters and post cards carrying the message
that the picture is to appear soon at your theatre, may be had at. the exchanges and should
prove valuable for use in connection with
your mailing list. Or they might just be distributed like heralds or handbills and in that

way
they will get wide circulation in the neighborhood.
Titles taken from the film should prove
real good catchlines for any number of uses.
Several of these under one of the highlight
scenes should make an attractive window card.
The title suggests newspaper features in the
form
of debates relative
to woman's
place in
the government,
her ability
as a lawmaker,
the advisability of having women on the jury,
and the like. This sort of thing always
gets a rise out of the public and you can
work right in with it by running ads on the
same page as these articles appear on. You
might even announce that you will run some
of the more poignant arguments on the screen
before the showing of the picture. This you
can easily do with the use of slides.

CERTIFIED,
DEMONSTRATED,
SURE-FIRE,
BOX-OFFICE
WINNERS.
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Revivals

Stop— -Look—Listen
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See the series of
SAFETY

FIRST

at —

Live=and=let-live

Pictures now running in

Interaational

News

Great for local tie-ups with automobile
clubs, safety councils, chambers of commerce, police departments, etc.

Book

The series made in co-operation with
the American Safety Council, New
York City Police Department and the
New York State Branch of the M. P.
T. O. A.

deducting; your film rental
and overhead.
Ask any

Another
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in the till after
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'Hunting Big Game in Africa'
Adventure Story Released by Universal
BRIEF: An account of the three-year trip of the
Snow African Expedition, constitutes this story.
What happened to thft company, how they lived
and hunted, what the hunt netted them, the
hardships they encountered, the dangers they escaped, are the thrilhng incidents which mafe not
only
a remarkably
educational
one as well.entertaining picture, but an
C INCE the great bulk of the population
^ of this country and every other country,
must depend on books and pictures for its
knowledge of other lands and other peoples
it is not to be wondered that a film which
pictures an African expedition just as it happens, should demand the interest of vast numbers of people.
Soon after its release it became known that
"Hunting Big Game in Africa" was the sort
of adventure picture which could take an audience out of itself and carry it to the very
shores of the land of the elephant. The first
audience to see the picture carried stories of
its merit to others which has resulted in a
wide spread mouth to mouth publicity campaign which has made the picture tremendously
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The tone of the picture and its adventurous
popular.
atmosphere have been caught in the startling
iTne lobby card and billboard jwsters which
have been prepared for the use of exhibitors.
These used in connection with a display of
animal heads, skins and the like would certainly do much to throw the theatre into the
limelight.
A number of single column cuts each one
representing some dififerent African animal are
available for newspaper advertising. This is
good method to emnlov in creating interest
in the picture. Probably most of the readers have never seen or even heard of most of
these animals and there will be awakened an
interest to get some knovk'ledge concerning
them.
The more pictorial the ads can be made,
the larger the space you use, the greater will
be the attention you will get. For all ad nurposes there are available at the Unive''sal exchanges, mats of various sizes and desiens and
they can readily be procured and used to advantage.
'The Abysmal Brute'
Brute Love
Released by Universal
BRIEF. An uncouth brute of a prize fighter is
fin.illv brought to an anpreciation of the finer things
by
a girl's
love.
h?r esteem
and theputsforce
the offinal
clamps
on He
her w-ns
affections
when
he forcefully carries her off and marries her.
IVOTHING stands as such a convincing tes' timonial of the drawing power of a picture
as the past record of that picture. In this
connection this film ranks among the foremost. Manv exhibitors who originallv booked
the picture for a three dav run were forced to
hold it over for a week Cand even two weeks
in the case of the Randolph Theatre in Chicasro and the Pastime in Youngstown) , to satisfv the public demand. And everv report
that has come in has been of splendid business.
The bfst sort of advertisement is that carried in the news columns of the local pacers.
If you can get the paper to carry a stor>',
you will immediately create interest in vour
showing. Trv this method. After carefully
considering which newspaper man can do vou
the most good, aoproach him with the followinsr tie-up_: Suggest that, for a certain
period, beginning three days or a week before
your engagement, and continuing until its
close, the newspaper run a "Every Reader a
Renorter" column. Ask the auestion : "Do
you
an 'Abvsmal
you met
do.
tell know
the News
about himBrute'?
: whereIf you
him; what he did: why he was so called:
if it reprepented his true character : was he so
called, etc." One dollar should be paid for
everv storv published in these columns. For
th'» best story published up to a certain date
offer a prize of newspaner subscriptions of
admission tickets to the theatre.

You will be delighted with the amount of
publicity a stunt like this will give your showing and with the number of people who are
drawn to the box office by a curiosity to find
out what it is all about.
Another fertile stunt is to use the throwaway cut of tne scene m which the Abysmal
Brute carries off the girl. If very little
printed matter is used in connection with this
cut it will take the form of a teaser and you
will soon have folks asking what it's all about.
Then when you announce the showing of the
film you will find you have won a waiting
audience whose curiosity has been roused by
the appearance of the throwaway.
'Main Street'
Srnall Tomtt Life Released by Warner
BRIEF: A young city girl with advanced ideas
marries a small town doctor, gentle but crud*;, and
goes to live in a h,-\ckwoods burg. Her irritation
at the small talk and petty incidents which mak?
up the lives of these people, finally culminate in
her leaving home and going to work as a government clerk
After isa atime
her husband
followsinherWashington.
there and there
reunion.
^T/^HEN
first appeared
on the Sinclair
market itLewis'
createdbook
a sensation
in literary circles, a sensation that not only confined
itself to that circle but spread out and attacked everybody, everywhere. The book became one of the most popular novels of many
a year and rolled up a accumulated sales that
were staggering in their proportions.
Following close on the appearance of the
book, came the picture and it was taken up
with as much fire and enthusiasm as its predecessor. Everybody was interested in seeing
■"Main Street" on the screen to find out how
it compares with the book. The result has
been an overwhelming amount of popularity
which has necessitated prolonged showings
and rebookings.
Of course, there are no end of fertile ideas
in the matter of exploiting this fifth. And
there are an especially large number in the
line of advertising aids. For instance there
has been prepared a novelty paper bag, waterproof and good for shopping or any other
purpose. You could arrange with ore of the
local stores to distribute these to customers.
By allowing him to have an ad on one side
of the bag, and your keeping the other side
for an announcement of the showing at your
theatre, you can arrange to have him carry
ing. of the small expense involved. Morehalf
over every bag that goes out into the street
is a walking advertisement for your showThen there is the noveltv door knob hanger
made to resemble the special screen edition of
"Main Street." The sight of the book will
immediately attract notice and what is more
it will be seen bv everybody if you have them
hung on store doors, outside house doors and
the like.
Another means of getting publicity through
advertising
use prepared
of the "Main
Street"
puzzle whichis by
has thebeen
by Warner.
It is iust a novelty hut once the kids get
hold of them they will becorrfe immediately
interested and give the things great circulation
as they pass them from child to adult to see
if others can solve it.
The Main Street lamp-post sticker is also
another means of getting folks talking. These
are replicas of the top of the lamp and have
the words "Main Street" printed on them
in the place where it appears in the actual
lamp. You can get kids to go out and stick
these in every available spot around the neighborhood so that every place a person walks
he will see "Main Street" before him.
There is also available a cut-out arrow in
one corner of which is a prespcetive of Main
Street. Across the arrow appears the words :
"This way to 'Main Street' Ca Warner Brothers' Classic of the Screen)." Then at the
bottom appears the name of the theatre. These
should be placed at various vantage points and
should be so arranged that they all point in
the direction of the theatre.
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In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months.
Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Frames. In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

As Temperamental Diva
Nita Naldi Amuses
^Dont Call It Love' Has Good
Cast, Story Interests
IVITA NALDI, as the vamp,
-'-'shows you the real meaning of
the love affair — or we should say
love affairs, for they are varied
, and many. For Rita Coventry, the
opera singer can sing so much
better if she is in love, so what^ ever new man happens to catch her
fancyway,
she the
adopts
lover."
this
criticasona the
ChicagoIn
Post . explains the story to his
readers and it explains why the
film found such favor as an amusing, light, picture. He continues :
There are many clever lines in the
picture, with a slap here and there
at the men that causes them to laugh,
and also a few sly digs at the women
at which the men also laugh.
The reviewer for the Philadelphia Public Ledger takes exception
to the handling of the story. He
says :
The production follows Mr. Street's
highly
story inofrather
sketchy enverta'ning
mann t. Parrish,
course,a
returns to Alice after the prima donna
weJj the former piano tuner and all
ends most happily on all sides without
a ripp'e
It would
pear thatoftheexcitement.
casting director
and apthe
scenario writer were a bit at fault.
Likewise, the Kansas City Star's
reviewer finds fault, pointing out
that "Nita .Naldi in absurd gowns
and headdresses, is neither convincing nor good to look at."
However- the Baltimore Sun's
critic is very much taken by the
story as says :
If you
don't N'ike
hard
to please.
ta t'^'s
Naldi show
is theyou're
star
and if, you can pictu'e anything better
than Nita as Rita, go ahead and pictu'e if; v/e . ran't.
T OUIS GASNIER is one of Preferred
Pictures'
star directors,
special
productions
for B. P.directing
Schulberg, president of the company. His
latest
p'cture
"Poisoned
Paradise,"
feauring Carmel Myers, is a current release.

NOVEMBER
Distributor
Feature
Star
Pref. Pic. Length Reviewed
April Showers
Harlan-Moore
Nov.
.1-. B. O. . ,6350
Blow Your Own Horn . l^wns- Perdue
.6,000
Nov.
.
Prin.
Pic.
.
.
.
Fox
6700 Oct.
Nov.
Bright Lights
of B'way .All
StarCast
....
Cameo
Kirby
Special
.69.31
. Universal
Crooked Alley
Special Cast
.4,900
Cyclone Jones
Williams
Avwon
5,000 Nov.
Oct.
Dangerous
Maid, The ..C.
Talmadge First Nat'l....6,000
.7,337 Dec.
Eternal Flame
Bosworth-WindsorGoldwyn
Sept. 30
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn F. B. O. ..6,000
Flaming
Youth
...First Nat'l ..8.434
Dec. 241
Forgive and Forget... Colleen
Pauline Moore
Garon ...Apollo
5877
Nov.
Harbor Lights, Tom Moore
Asso. Exhib. .5200
Nov. 10
His Childrer ? Children .All Star
Paramount ..8.338 Nov. 17
Human Mili, X'he
Special
Cast ....Metro
Huntress
C. Moore
1st National .6,000
7,000
Oct. 27
Jealous
Husbands
Special
Cast
....First
Kentucky Dajrs
Dustin Farnum ..FoxNat.'l .6.000
6,000Dec. 15
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast Vitagraph ...6,000 Nov. 24
Light That Failed
All Star
Paramount ..7,013 Dec. 15
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies ..Goldwyn
9,000 Aug. 11
Man, Woman. Temptation Special Cast ....Metro
6,000
Million to Burn, A ...Herbert RawlinsonUniversal
5,000 Nov.
Monna Vanna
All Star
Fox
8,648
Oct. 106
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast
Vitagraph ..7,000
Nov. 10
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Metro
7,547
Nov. 24
Scars of Hate
Jack Livingston .Independent 5,000
Shattered Reputations . . Johnny Walker . Lee-Brad.
Nov.
Shifting Sands
Special Cast . . . Hodkinson .4800
.6,000
Nov.
Spanish Dancer
Pola Negri .... . Paramount .. .8,434
Oct.
Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr. .Paarmount
Dec.
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Universal . .5,652
Thy Name Is Woman. . Special Cast
Metro
6,000
x, - -;
7,000 -Nov.
.4284
P'goers Pic....8.500
Special Cast .Goldwyn
Tipped
UnseeingOff
Eyes
Barrymore-Owen
Nov. 103
Special Cast First Nat'l ..6,000 Jan. 12
Wanters, The
DECEMBER
Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
Anna Christie
Blanche Sweet .First Nat. .7,631 Dec. 153
Acquittal
All Star
Universal ...6,523 Nov.
Barefoot Boy
All Star
C. B. C. ...5,769 Nov.
Big Dan
Jones-Nixon Fox
5.934
Dec 17
Counttv Kid
Barry
V/arners ...5.686 Nov. . 58
Call of Canyon
Dix-Wilson
Paramount ..6993
..Jan 24
Cupid's Fireman
Charles Jones ...Fox
4,200
Jan.
Dancer of Nile
C. Myers
F. B. O. . ..5787
Dec. 10
6.'30 Nov,
Univ
P'^" Peggy
of N. Y
Darling
David Copperfield All Star
Asso. Ex. ..6,282 Nov. 1512
Day of Faith
All Star
Gold-Cos. ...6557
Dec. 15
Nov
5.663
Selznick
All Star
Destiny LaMarr-Barrymore
Defyi.i? City
Eiernal
First Nat. ..7,800
Extra Giri:
Normand Asso. Ex. ..5.700
Nov 24
Fashion Row
.Murray
Metro 7,300 . .Nov.
Dec. 24
Fashionable Fakers .....All Star
F. B. O. ...4869
Dec.
Fighting
Blade
Barthelmess
First'
Nat.
..8,000
Nov
Gold Madness
Post
Prin. Pic. ..6.068
Nov
Flaming Passions Irene Rich
Warner ....7 '!00 Dec.
Half a Dollar Bill
Nilsson
Metro 5.700
Dec.
In Palace of King
Sweet
Gold.-Cos. ..7453
Dec.
In Search of a Thrill ...'Viola Dana
Metro
5.500 ■ • • ■
Lady of Quality
ValH-Sills Universal ..8.000 Dec.
Let
..
Truart.....5,000
6,000
Nov.
Lones Go.
Fighter
J.R. BTalmadge
Warner ...Sunset
Loyal Lives
Special Cast ....Vitagraph ...6.000 • • • ■ 29
Lucretia Lombard
Irene Rich
Warner .... 7 500 Dec.
Mail Man
All Star
F, B. O. ..6,800 Dec.
Man From Brodnevs ...Special Cast Vitagraph ..7.100 Dec.
Man Life Passed By All Star
Metro
6208
JanMask of ofLopez
Monogram ...6,900
..5 000
OiC.
Masters
Men
Special Cast ....Vitagraph
Maytime
Ford-Shanno Preferred . . . 7500
Dec. 3
Modern Matrimony . . . . M oore Lake
Select
4.960
Nov
Near
Lady
All"
Star
Net, The
Special
Cast Universal
Fox ...4812
6.135 Dec,
Tan.
">Jinetv and Nine
S- ecial Cast ....Vitagraph ..6.900 Pec. 221
Our
Hospitality
Keaton
Metro
..6,220
Dec.
1
Poniola
Nilsson
First Nat.
26
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart Universal
.6,500 Dec.
Red Warning
J. Hoxie
Universal . .4.571
Jan.
Rendezvous
All Star
Goldwyn
. .4795
Dec. 151
Reno
All Star
Goldwyn ...
.7.800
Jan- 193
Richard the Lion HeartedReery
Asso. Auth. .6.600
8.000
Nov,
22
?010
Dec.
Second
Hand
Love
Jones
Fox
6.000
Nov.
12
Sercnd Youth
All Star
Goldv^yn
S'x CvMnder Love
Truex
Fo-x
6^500
Slave of Desire
Special Cast .... Goldwyn
.7000
6.673Jan. 12
Tomple of Venus
All Star
Fox
This Freedom
All Star
Fox
8,000
.Nov. 24
Thundergate
O. Moore
First Nat. 7.000
Dec. 22
Twenty-One
Barthelmess First Nat. .6560
Dec.
Dec. 29151
.5560
Dec.
Unknown Purple
All Star
First Nat. .6565
Virffinian
' '1 Star
Schulberg ..8,010 Dec. 17171
W-iv Men Love
r<exter.Harris ...Grand Asher 7,541 Nov. 22
Whipping Boss
All Star
Monogram .5,800
Dec.
White Tiger
Dean
Universal ..7,177 Dec. 1
Wife's Romance
Young
Metro
5.169 Nov,
Wi'd Bill Hickok Hart
Fam. Players 6,983 Dec.

The St. Louis Dispatch revie'wer
has high praise for Rod La Rocque,
claiming
he is
fiim actor
has"different."
a distinct —"This
one
might say unfair — advantage over
most of -them. He is not at all
pretty, which is a large part of his
advantage. He is a quick-acting
person, one never knowing just
what he is going to do next, which
is not always the case in a movie
story, ' he says.
And last but best, insofar as
favorable comment is concerned,
we
quote the New York Times
criticism.
The sto'-y is sp'endidly told, and at
the last fa'.'3-out one fee's the sam' as
one does after finishing a good book —
sorry
it has
to ana end....
Mr.
De Mille
has come
not made
single slip,
and
he has been
successful
in eliminating
the unusual'y
standardized
acting
and making these screen players, most
of them
celebrities, rea'ize the true
value
of characterization.
Mae Tinee on the Chicago Tribune likes Agnes Ayres work in this
picture
better saying
than anything
she has
done before,
:
Agnes if Ayres
going to
a real
actress
she canis repeat
oftenbe enough
on
the good work these
she does
in ring
t'nis
picture.
is t^e
of
sincerityForto once
her characterization.
..
Miss Ayres
is
not,
however,
the
mainspring of the piece. She may be classed
as a necessary asset. The author and
director
mustandhavetheher moral
that thethatDtoryis
which isjusttold
pointed shall be pointed.
The reviewer for the New York
Tribune
doesn'tbutlikethe
the reviewer
gowns Mi"sis
Naldi wore
satisfied that :
The pictu-e is ext-eme"y amusing and
extremely
done,
ifhave
we hadn't
seen
playwellwe
shoul and
dnot
that isthe
it all-star,
could
befor.better
thanAgne?
it is.known
The
cast
berides
Ayres,
Jack HoH and Nita Naldi. Rod la
Rocque is se-rn a- Patrick. Theodore
Kos off fs Lu'H Bus-ni. Robert Fdeson
Van
Julasvch
'^ayegoodas
aas
iht• /ice
friendCourtlai'dt
who gaveandAlice
"ly/IR.
special ;s
production
n>r SAWYER'S
f^ssociated Pic;u:es
Robert
Service's La
"Shooting
o^ DanCody,
McGrew."
Barbara
Marr, Lew
Percy
Marmont,
Mae stars
Buschfeatured
and George
mann
are the
in this Siegplay.
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Current Productions

fJARRY
BEAUMONT
who pictures
directed
Vio.a Dana
in five Metro
last season and is now directing her
in
"Don't Doubt
Beaumont
directedYour
JohnHusband."
Barrymore Mi.in
Warner Bros.'
"Beau
Brummel"
soon
to be released.
Lively Constance

Makes

This Film 'Live'
First National's Production
^Dangerous Maid' Pleases
'T'HE
DANGEROUS MAID"
is from the story by Beth Ellis
and as the rey|gwer for the Los
Angeles Times Says :
The plot is ingenious, and includes all
the kidnappings and fencing matches
usual to costume plays. . . . There are
spots in the story a little difficult to
figure, but far better this than a lagging
tale. The photography by Glen McWilliams yields one ravishingly beautiful
picture after another, both interiors and
exteriors.
The Cleveland Plain Dealer's reviewer issatisfied that "Constance
does very well in her role ; is best
when she can laugh at her pursuers. Conway Tearle plays the
. heroic captain a little too earnestly
. . . The supporting cast does well. "
"Don't get the idea that because
it's costumed, the screen's most
fascinatingShe'nut'is isjust
sobered
to anya
extent.
as much
tomboy back in 1685 as she is today." In this way Q. E. D. of the
Baltimore Sun expresses his approval of Constance
Talmadge's
performance
and the picture
as a
whole. The critic of the Cincinnati Tribune says in part :
Constance Talmadge in "The Dangerous Maid" didin not
look terror
dangerous
she succeeded
striking
into but
the
hearts
of
some
of
those
old
English
court schemers.
Harriette Underbill of the New
York Tribune says, "It is exploita 'serious
... ing
If Constance
this is ainserious
role role'
then
we have a perverted sense of humor . . . The man we liked best
was Judge Jeffreys. His name is
Otto Matiesen, and we should like
to see him again soon."
He was >;o attractive that we wonde-ed
the dangerous
everblack,
was
going how
to resist
him ... maid
In his
bobbed vng he looked just like Pola
Negrionein who
"Thelooks
Spanish
Dancer,"
any
like Pola
needs andno
further recommendation.
whole pictweSheis continues,
well acted, "The
for, besides
the
excellent work done by the star
and Tearle and Gerrard, there are
Morgan Wallace, Marjorie Daw,
Kate Price, Tully Marshall, who,
by the way, we have liked ever
since he was our stage director in
"The Stolen Story."

(Continued)

JANUARY
Feature
Star
Distributor Length Revi';wed
After the Ball
Glass-Cooper ...Anderson ...7000 Jan. 5
Feb.
Age j)f Desire
Special
Cast ....1st
Nat'l .. ..5,174
Tom Moore
Paramount
Jan. 25
Big
BlackBrother
Oxen
C. Griffith First Nat. ..7,000
.6600
Jan.
Alexander
First Nat. .6000 Jan. 195
Boy of Mine
Breaking Into Society Special Cast
F. B. O. . ..4,112 Jan. 26
Selznick .. ..6000
Broadway Broke . . . All Star
Dec. 8
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines ...Warner
Feb. 122
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib. .6.500
9,000
Jan.
Danger Ahead
Richard TalmadgeGoldstone ..5,000
Jan. 12
Don't
Call It Love
Special
Cast ..Fox
Paramount .6,457
Jan. 1919
Exiles
Bouton-Gilbert
6,100 Jan.
Gentle Julia
Bessie Love ...,Fox
5,731 Jan. 19
Good Men and Bad ....Marin Sais ....Selznick ....3,926 Jan. 26
Governor's
Jane Grey
Fox .10,000
7,569
Jan. 1912
Great
WhiteLady
Way
All-star
Cosmopol.
Jan.
Grit
Glenn Hunter ...Hodkinson ..5,800
Jan. 12
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Metro
5,000 Jan. 19
Her Temporary Husband All Star
First Nat. ..6,723 Jan. 5
Heritage of the Desert . . Bebe Daniels ....Paramount .5,741 Feb. 2
His Mystery Girl ..
Rawlinson Universal ..4,487 Jan. 5
Hoodman Blind
Gladys Hulette..Fox :..5.434 Jan. 26
Hook and Ladder .. H. Gibson
Universal ...6000
Jan. 12
Humming Bird
Gloria Swanson .Paramount ..7,490 Jan. 26
Judgment of Storm
Special Cast F. B. O. ..6,329 Jan. 19
Just Off Broadway ..
John Gilbert ..Fox
5,544
Feb. 2
Lady of Monsoreau . All Star
Klein
5,500
Dec. 29
Let Not Man Put
.8,000
Asunder
Tellegen-Fred'ck.
.Vitagraph
Dec. 8
Love
Pirate
All
Star
F. B. O. . .4750
Jan. 12
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon . . . Vitagraph .5,800
6,526 Jan. 19
Loving Lies
Brent-Blue
Asso. Auth .6,951
Jan.
Lullaby
Jane Novak . . . .F. B. O... .6297 Jan. 2626
Marriage Market ...
All Star
C. B. C. . .
Man from Wyoming.
J. Hoxie
Universal . 4.719 Feb. 2
Mine to Keep
Washburn Grand-Asher 5317 Dec. 29
Monkey's
Paw
Special
Jan. 1926
Name the Man
Special Cast
Cast Selznick
Gold-Cos. ....5,194
...7,771 Jan.
No More Women
Bellamy-Moore ..Asso. Auth. .6,181 Feb. 2
Not a Drum Was Heard Charles Jones ...Fox
4,823
Feb. 9
Old Fool
All Star
Hodkinson .6,147 Jan. 5
.5,936
Feb. 22
Other
Daughters . Washburn
Feb.
PhantomMen'sJustice
Soecial Cast . . . . Gr.-Asher
F. B. O. 6.238
12
Prince of a King
Dinky Dean Selznick . ..6,000
Jan.
. .5,000 Feb. 9
Printer's
Devil
Wesley
Barry
.
.
.
Warner
Satin Girl
All Star
Grand-Asher 5591
Dec. 8
Mayo-Harris Fox
5,874
Feb.
Shadow of the East
.8000 Dec.
Shepherd King ....
AH Star
Fox
.8,000 Jan.
Song
Norma Talmadge., . Fox
1st Natl.
South ofSeaLove
Love ....
4,168 Jan. 5
Shirley
Mason
Steadfast Heart
.Distinctive
..7,012
Mary
Fox
8,000 Jan. 25
SpecialAlden
Cast
The Arizona Express
The Wildcat
Robert Gordon .Inde. Pic. ..5.000
, .Gol&wyn . . . .8,000.
Three Weeks
S-^pr-ial Cast
Three Chaser
Miles Out
Madge Gibson
Kennedy .Universal
Kenm'a ...5196
.5,700 Dec.
Jan. 128
Thrill
Hoot
Through the Dark
Colleen Moore ..joldwryn 7,999 Jan. 19
Tiger Rose
Ulrich
Warner ....7.400 Dec. 15
Toilers of the Sea
Special Cast Selznick ....5,128 Jan. 19
To the Ladies
All Star
Paramount . 6268
Dec. 8
Treasure
Canyon
Warner ...Sunset
. . . Sunset
5,00'0
Westbound
J.J. BB Warner
5,000
West of Water Tower ..AH star
Paramount .6,500 Jan. 19
What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont . . . Inde. Pic. . . .5,000
What Love Will Do ..Ken McDonald .Sunset
5,000
When Odds are Even.
Russell
Fox
4284
Dec. 8
Whispered Name ...
All Star
Universal ...5000
Jan. 26
Wife in Name Only .. Special Cast
Selznick 4,868
Jan. 26
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson .Selznick ....6.994 Tan. 26
You Can't Get Away.
Marmont
Fox
6052
Dec. IS
FEBRUARY
Distributor Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
B. O. .6.917 Feb. 9
Alimony
Darmond-Baxter F.
C. C. Pic.
Burr . .5,000
.6,000
Feb. 23
Average
Women
Garon-Powell
.... Inde.
BafFled
Franklvn Farnum
Feb. 16
Breathless Moment .... Wm. Desmond . . Universal .5.556
Cause For Divorce .... Brunette-Butler . Selznick . . . .7,132 Mar. 1
Feb. 16
Chastity
Kath.
M'Donald . . . Sunset . . . . .6,008
Covered Trail
J. B Warner
Warner Nat'l. . .. .5,000
Daddies
Mae Marsh ... First
.6,500
Feb. 23
Fox
.4,408 Feb. 23
Eyes of the Forest ....Tom Mix
Paramount
.
.5.770
Feb.
9
Flaming Barriers Logan-Moreno . . Metro
.5.763 Mar.
Fool's
Awakening
Ford
Bennett
...
Warner
.
.
.
Geo. Washington Jr Wesley Barry . . C. B. C. . .6.10-0 Feb.
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson Universal .5,920
.4.717 Feb.
Feb.
Jack
Clubs
Rawlinson
Love O'Master
Strongheart
.6.799 Feb.
Fox
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix
Go'-dstone . .6,112 Feb.
First Nat'l .5,000
Feb. 2316
Marry in Haste
Wm. Fairbanks . Warner
Feb.
Marriage Circle
Marie Prevost . . Vitagraph. . .. .8.300
.6.800
Feb.
23
My
Man Model ..All
Farnum-Miller
. . .8,000
Nellie.Beautiful
Star . . Goldwyn
Paramount
.6.985
Feb.
23
Next Corner
Special Cast ... Fox
.4,973 Mar. 1
Nort of Hudson Bay . . Tom Mix
Painted Peonle
Colleen Moore . .
.6,897
.7.264 Feb.
Feb.
Pied Piper Malone .... Thos. Meighan Paramount
Preferred
First
Nat'l .6,000
Poisoned Paradise
Harlan-Bow . . . . Burr
.6,317 Mar.
Restless Wives
All Star
Selznick
Roulette
All Star
Mar.
Metro . .. .. .. .4,850
000
Oct. 15
Scaramouche
All Star
15
Paramount . 10.6,440
Mar.
Shadows of Paris
Po'.a Negri
Sunset
.
.
.
.
Slow as Lightning .... Ken. McDonald Paramount . 5,000
Stranger
Special Cast . . . . Universal .6,515 Feb.
.6,712 Feb. 1
Snorting Youth
Denny-LaPlante Burr
Mar.
Three
Morn..... . Binney-Breese
Under O'Clock
the Red inRobe
Special Cast ...
. . . Goldwyn . . .6,293
.8.000 Dec. 1611
Week End Hus.bands . . Snecial Cast . . . . Equity . . . .6,450
Mar.
.6.910 Feb. 161
When
Man's A Man . .Bowers-La
.
First
Nat'l
.
White A Panther
Rex BakerMotte Goldstone
.5.000 Mar. 231
Pathe
Goldwyn
Way of a Man
Allene Ray
.8,815
Mar.
.6
837
Feb.
Wild Oranges
Mayo-Valli C. B. C. . 5.847
Feb. 9
Yesterday's
Wife
Irene
Rich
Asso.
Exhib
5,148
Feb
Yankee Consul
Douglas MacLean

CIDNEY FRANKLIN is one of the
directors who started from the bottom, carrying
the old
camera
the photographer in the
Seligfordays.
His
latest
pictures
are
Warner
Bros.'
"Brass"
and "Tiger Rose," which stars Lenore
Ulric.

'Name the Man' Called
Powerful Drama
Seastrom's Direction of This
Goldwyn Feature Praised
TF you care only for masterpieces
photoplays,
see "Name
thein Man."
It is then
a picture which
you will not soon forget. Among
the exclusive list of really great
films it ranks very high." So says
the reviewer on the Chicago Post.
The Washington Herald critic also
terms it one of the best offered and
says in part :
Seastrom has keit the spirit of the
original story and added to it that touch
of pathos and drama for which his
Swedish pictures are noted. . . . The
courtroom scene, which is one of the
intensely dramatic incidents of the story,
calls for some of the greatest emotional
and dramatic acting which has ever
reached the American screen. . . . The
settings
are castles
all the ofquaint
vi'.Iages
and
century-old
the Isle
of Man.
The Dallas News reviewer gives
the highest praise possible, saying,
"Action is well nigh faultless, photography issuperb and the direction
Hall Caine's
masterf
is
ul. double
of
romancetense
and dramatic
"The Isle of Alan," with the tragic
climax lends itself admirably to
picturization." Concerning the acting the New York Times reviewer
: from Conrad Nagle the others
saysAside
in the cast are good characterizations,
the performance of Miss Busch deserving, special tribute. Those who like
to see the harrowing experiences of a
girl
who
is the victim of the scion of
a distinguished
family may enjoy this
picture. . . . There are some remarkable
itably. faithfully constructed and the
exteriors
crowd scenes have been handled credThe New York Tribune critic
took exception ito this presentation.
"\'ictor Seastrom, has never been
appreciated by us. He is so ruthless and he strips life bare before
he presents it on the screen."
While the Los Angeles Express'
reviewer says, "Although it does
not give him opportunity for much
of a display of creative work, it
does demonstrate his delicacy of
touch and the fine grasp of technique at his command.
His comedy touches border
closely on slapstick and are introduced too markedly to relieve the
somberness of what must necessarily be a tragic tale.
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RICHMOND'S
Acoustics

NATIONAL THEATRE,
and

A Common

and its bearing
subject ofandacoustics
THE
on theatres
auditoriums has been
veiled in mystery for years. This unfortunate condition has been aggravated by the
many false and unscientific theories and ruleof-thumb suppositions advanced by many, even
by some otherwise good architects. The
achievement of proper acoustic design was considered almost beyond the reach of the average man and the few that were so gifted
that they could produce buildings with acceptable acoustics were supposed to have been
-endowed with a priceless gift by a benevolent
providence — this ability was almost classed
with witchery and wizardry. The acoustic
properties of a building could never be foretold in advance of construction and the result
was only determined after the building was
completed and too late to effect a remedy
without great cost. The large investment of
the owner was practically at stake on the
whims of the goddess of luck.
Perhaps a better understanding of the ac-^
tion of sound can be had by an analogy that
accurately applies. Sound waves are vibrations in the air and radiate from the source
like water waves in a quiet pool when a pebble is dropped in the water. The difference
is that sound waves radiate in all directions
as if they started from the center of a ball
or sphere, and a given wave at any instant
is in the shape of the surface of a sphere,
whereas the water waves are only in one plane
or flat surface.

its
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Theatre

Sense Talk by an Expert on a Subject Which Has
Been Veiled in Mystery for Years
By HORACE L. SMITH, JR.
Theatre Engineer of C. K. Hozccll, Inc.,
Theatre Architects, Richmond, Va.
For the purpose of following the action of
sound waves, we can consider a small part of
a wave and call it a ray or pencil of sound.
It will travel in a straight line and on meeting a surface of any kind, it will be reflected. If we consider the ray as a tennis
ball thrown from the origin of the sound, if
the ball strikes a flat surface or wall tliat is
perpendicular to its line of travel it will rebound (be reflected) in the direction from
which it came. If the ball is dropped from a
heighth and strikes a level floor it will rebound
vertically along the same line that it followed
in falling. It will not reach the heighth
from which it was dropped because some of
its energy has been absorbed by the floor and
some by friction of the air. If nothing touches
the ball, it will keep on dropping and rebounding from the same point on the floor, rising to
a less heighth each time, until all of its energy has been absorbed and it comes to rest
on the floor. If the ball is now thrown so
that it strikes the floor at an angle it will
rebound so that the angle of its line of departure from the floor is equal to the angle
of its line o fapproach. This can be better
explained by the action of a ball on a pool
or billiard table. A ball striking a cushion
at an angle rebounds at the same angle. Sound
acts in exactly this manner, its rays travel

in straight lines and on meeting surfaces are
reflected as were the tennis and billiard balls.
A sound ray on meeting a surface is reflected, but part of it is absorbed, the amount
depending on the material composing the reflecting surface. Hard gypsum plaster walls
reflect practically all of the sound, absorbing
very little, on the other hand a velour curtain,
thick carpet, deep upholstered cushion seats,
hair felt panels, etc., absorb a large part of
the sound. In a closed room a ray of sound
will be reflected back and forth from wall
to wall until it is absorbed. The number of
times that it is reflected before it is totally
absorbed depends on the absorbing capacity of
the. wall surfaces.
'T' HE velocity of sound in air is approximately 1,110 feet per second. If it requires several seconds for sound to be absorbed in a room 75 feet square the sound
will have been reflected a darge number of
times. The amount of sound absorbed by the
audience is large, so that in an auditorium
in which the acoustics are very bad when
only a few people are in it, may be very
satisfactory when all the seats are occupied.
The conditions of perfect acoustics are never
obtained, but we can get a very close approximation that will satisfy all practical purposes.
There are many factors that govern the acoustic properties of a room, some of which are
very complicated and recjuire much study and
a very complex mathematical solution. There
(Continued on page 48.)
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The Brandt Universo
pays instantly any amount from one cent
to one dollar by simple key depression —
makes change in seconds without error.

Don't keep them standing in line. Don't
worry your cashier and spend time
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Free Trial at Our Risk
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AUSTIN CHEMICAL CO., Inc.
AUSTIN BRAND LAMP COLORING
1692 Boston Road
BRONX, NEW YORK
PHONE INTERVALE 2625
Largest Lamp Colorers in the United States
COLORED LAMPS
LACQUERS FOR TOYS
AUSTIN BRAND SOLVENT
AUSTIN FROST
Austin Chemical Company has perfected a new type of lamp coloring that has stood all tests and is in many ways superior to the
various other
lamp coloring
on theof market.
Loew's
Theatres
are availing
themselves
the use Keith,
of the Moss
AustinandChemical
Service.
A distinctive feature of the new coloring is that it is p-ositively
waterproof and weatherproof. The process includes shades of various
colors and descriptions, all of which are devised to add attractiveness
and appeal to marquee lights, sign lights and house lights.
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CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Pictures made to order. Commercial, Home
or Industrial. We have excellent facilities, and the
best cameramen. Our price 20c per foot. Ruby
Film Company. 727 Seventh Avenue. New York.
Motion
Picture and
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Cameras
rented,
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Portable
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for
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ICxchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.
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Acoustics

and Its Relation
The Theatre

It should be borne in mind that this
type of material reaches the home and
stays there, thus affording an element
of sustained advertising. Good advertising is desirous but good advertising
which continues is the more valuable.
This subject is indeed difficult to treat
generally and in a few words. Circumstances alter cases but in turning out
advertising aids for general use it is
essential to try to suit the majority of
cases. We have printed up a pamphlet
dealing more fully with advertising
aids and their usage. Any reader of
the Trade Review who would Ifke a
copy can obtain same by apply at his
local Paramount office.

to

(Continued from page 46.)
are five principle factors that have to be considered, which are :
(a) Reverberation.
(b) Echo.
(c) Intensity of Sound.
(d) Resonance.
(e) Interference.
By far the two most important of these five
are reverberation and echo. The human ear is
fortunately satisfied through wide limits of
acoustic conditions. The last three factors
have to be considered by those who desire to
achieve the very best in the acousfic properties of a room, but an explanation of the first
two will give the average layman a very clear
and intelligent grasp of the subject.
Reverberation is the length of time required
for the sound to become inaudible. This is
dependent on the number in the audience, the
area and material of the walls, floor, ceiling,
etc., on the volume of the* room, and on the
intensity of the sound. The time of reverberation may be three seconds for a small
room and it would be very bad, although three
seconds for a much larger room or auditorium
might be considered excellent. One room finished with hard gypsum plaster, concrete floor,
■would have a much longer time of reverberation than a room of the same size with hairfelt paneled walls and thick carpet on the
floor. If the time of reverberation for a given
room is too long, then the sound becomes intermingled with the next succeeding sound and
confusion results. The second sound fills the
room before the first sound dies out. In music this is not as noticeable as with speech,
for with speech if the time of reverberation
is too long, it is necessary for the speaker to
make quite a long pause between each syllable. This condition is by far the most prominent of all cases of defective acoustics. The
remedy is, of course, to reduce, the time of
reverberation by the addition of sound absorbing material ot tne proper amount.
With modern fireproof construction of concrete, brick, hollow tile, steel beams and
framing, hard plaster walls, etc., the problem
of reverberation has increased many fold.
This type of construction transmits vibrations
easily and is a very poor absorber of sound.
Its corrective treatment deserves the most
careful consideration from architects and engineers.
The absorotion of sound by different materials used in modern construction should be
known by all who design buildings in which
it is desirable to have good acoustics. If
they do not possess this knowledge, they should
get the recommendation of some one who is
thoroufrhly familiar with the science of acoustics. By long years of study and research
work conducted by some of the best scientists
in this country, we have reliable and accurate
data on the action of sound and the rate of
absorption cf practically all materials used in
construction and furnishings.
There are special materials on the market
now that are specially designed to absorb
large percentages of sound. There are artificial stones that can be had in practically any
color and in any size. This stone is very
porus and its rate of absorption is very high.
There are several takes of hair felt sheets or
panels that absorb sound readily. Some of
these have a light cloth membrane stretched
over the surface in order that they can be
better decorated and painted, so as to conform to the balance of the interior finish.
Thick carpet, heavy velour curtains and
draperies, cu.shioned sjfats, open grilles, windows, etc., are all excellent absorbers of sound,
and their rate of absorption is known.
In thf design of a new building, the geometrical shape of the interior must be examined to see that it will not produce echoes.
This factor can be easily investigated on the
drawing board.

ADVERTISING AIDS
Ads
and in
slugsits isicolumn
what Paramount's
suggests
on advertisingpress
aidsbook
for
the exhibitor showing "In the Palace of the
The
King."volume of the building has a very intimate relation to the intensity of the sound
it will be used for. In the case of the Eastman theatre in Rochester, New York, where it
was necessary to provide for an orchestra of
seventy pieces, it v/as found that the volume
was too small as originally planned, and the
ceiling was raised nine feet to increase the
volume to the correct amount.
In correcting defective acoustics in existing
buildings, it should first be determined wherein the acoustics are defective — whether it is
reverberation or echo, or both. In the case
of reverberation it is necessary to measure
the volume of the room, find the area of
walls, ceiling, floor, etc., and the material of
which they are composed, then calculate the
amount of absorbant material that is needed
to be added to or subtracted from the building
to change the time of reverberation to the
correct value. This can be done by the application of rules, formula, and data that have
been proven correct, and involves no mystery
or chance.
In the case of echo, it may be necessary
to change the entire interior shape of the room
or it may be possible to correct the trouble by
the addition of absorbant material in the right
places, and if the time of reverberation is
reduced too much, it may be possible to substitute aless absorbant material for some of
the present furnishings, etc. There can be no
set rule for this work, as each problem is complete and separate and requires special study
and treatment.
* * *
Co-operative Advertising Aids
(Continued from page 5.)
this it is particularly easy to find methods of distribution wherein both the exhibitor and merchant trade in on the
widespread demand existing for same.
The heart of the fan can be reached
without much trouble. A recent and
interesting- example of Fanfotos was
efifected through a radio tie-up, whereby radio listeners receiving and answering acertain message were given
star photographs.

If a picture is worth running it's
worth advertising
and advertising
if it's worthright.
advertising itis worth
I have not mentioned the standard
items such as posters, slides and lobby
displays which, as a rule, furnish the
background and undercurrent so vital
to box-office success. They need hardly
be mentioned. They are the platform on
which every showman stands. With
them as a starter and with co-operative
advertising to back them up, an investment of a nominal amount of money
can be turned into profit.
Co-operative advertising is a good investment because it brings returns.
^ ^ ^
John

B. Rock, a Chip Ofif
The Old Block
{C ontinued from page 19.)

In each territory exhibitors were invited
to the exchange to witness a trade showing. Representatives of the newspapers
also were invited. The tour was successful in every way. By the time Mr. Rock
was back in New York several other
manufacturers had men on the road on similar
errands. The "innovation" had caught on.
Mr. Rock retired from active connection
with the company upon the death of his
father, in 1916. He has, however, kept in
close touch with Vitagraph activities by
reason of his membership on the board
of directors and attendance at meetings.
Between 1916 and February IS last,
when he assumed the office of general
manager of the company, succeeding the
late John M.. Quinn, Mr. Rock has devoted the major part of his time to taking
care of the estate of his father.
When Mr. Rock took charge there was
a large amount of unimproved property
in the inventory. Sensing the shift in the
market due to approaching hostilities Mr.
Rock changed the property to improved
apartment houses, with the result that the
large fortune left by William T. Rock has
been substantially enhanced.
The new general manager has received
manying hismessages
return to of
the congratulations
company. Therefollowwas
another from Will H. Hays, president of
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors, to Mr. Sm.ith.
"Mr. Rock, I know, stands for real betterment, not only in pictures from an arHays, relations
"but for
more tistic
soundstandpoint,"
and said
solid Afr.
business
among all branches."
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the Authentic
Old New

Story of the
York was Young.

IRUFF old Peter Stuyvesant
ruled New Netherland with an
iron hand until the enraged
colonists arose and demanded he agree
to the Enghsh terms for surrender.
Thus Dutch New Amsterdam became
English New York.
Picturesque, dramatic, suspenseful
and interesting. A picture of striking
appeal and powerful exploitation opportunities. The drama of an extralength feature produced concisely.

(3 parts)

Regardless
of important state matters,
King Charles II of
England lingers in
the garden of his
court with a beauty
who fascinates him.

^Ae

Cr^ronicles

qfAmen'ca
The Yale University Press

presents
THE

FRONTIER

WOMAN

(3 parts)
Depicting the making
nation — our own

'CHRONICLE" of superb heart interest inspired bythe faith and
courage of the pioneer women
who braved Indian attacks,
starvation and the loss of loved
ones as their share in the building of America.
A subject of impelling power
with an irresistable appeal to
all women and a wealth of action centering around the War
of Independence in the West.
True, artistic and absorbingly
entertaining.
An outstanding liit in every
theatre. An attraction with the
Pulling Power of a Big Feature.
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Look for Better Than $50,000 on Second Week- —
Business Good at Other Houses
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"Scaramouche," the Metro special, smashed all existing box-office
records at the Capitol last week by
running up gross receipts of $67,060.
The picture on Washington's Birthday alone drew $1-4,520. That is
now the record for one day's taking
at the ibig picture house.
As against "Scaramouche,," the
Strand held "The Hunchback of
■Notre
Universal
picture,
but it Dame."
did not thehave
the draw
that
the presentation at the bigger house
held.
"Theover
Hunchback,"
however,
also hold
for the current
week.is
The Capitol yesterday got another
smashing day for the second Sunday, $12,290 gross, with the outloojc
■being that business will be in the
neighborhood of $50,000 on the second week.
The record for one wock at the
3bi
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Exchanges

THE
DRAY
PRODUCTIONS,
130 WEST
46th
STKEET
MEW

INC.,
YajR,JK.

t
firs

e

tim

in history

Date

Day^d
in

fto^on

run

s

The^res

Showings
Three
—

and

Capacity

Ektisiness

Other

City

Key

Fir^t
to

Showings

ST. LOUIS, Capitol, New Grand Central, West End Lyric
— Day and Date Showings.

Uirectci.1 by
Ernst
FLORENCE VIDOR
ADOLPHE MENJOU
HARRY MYERS

Lubitsch
with
MONTE BLUE
MARIE PREVOST
CREIGHTON HALE

LOS ANGELES, Grauman's Rialto— 5 Weeks.
CHICAGO, Orpheum theatre — Indefinite run.
CLEVELAND, Circle theatre— Indefinite run.
BALTIMORE, Metropolitan theatre— 2 Weeks.
DENVER, Rialto and Princess— Day and Date.
DETROIT, Broadway Strand — Indefinite run.
NEW YORK, Strand
DALLAS, Palace
ATLANTA, Howard
PHILADELPHIA, Stanley
BUTTE, Broadway
SAN FRANCISCO, Imperial
MEMPHIS, Palace
BUFFALO, Hippodrome
WASHINGTON, Rialto
MINNEAPOLIS, State
ROCHESTER, Eastman
COLUMBUS, Majestic
NEW ORLEANS, Strand
SALT LAKE, Victory
TULSA, Rialto
RICHMOND, Colonial
SYRACUSE, Empire
OKLAHOMA CITY,
Criterion

WARNER
'

Classics

BROS
of the Screen M

"^XsS OF SERVICE

SYMBOL
TELEGRAM
NL
DAY LEHER
BLUE
NIGHT MESSAGE
NITE
NIGHT LETTER
If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words) this
is a telegram. Otherwiseits
characterisindicated
bythe
symbol appearing after the check.

GEORGE W. E. ATKINS, FIRST VICe-PRESIOENT

NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT

I tlm« as shown in llie date line on full-rate telegrams and day letters, and the time of receipt at destination as shown m |lhmes|8gs,>^^TAND^f D T^E. ^ Q
'
"
Received at
BA 19 34 NL
BOSTON
SAM

27

E MORRIS
WARmCR

MARRIAGE

CIRCLE

CAPACITY
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MASS

WHEN
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BROTHERS
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SO ENTHUSED
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1600
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YORK
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STOP

NY
TO ABSOLUTE

ABOUT

PRODUCTION
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-w£n-p

T?r\Jf

^qT^^

mm

"
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E
Bruce

BartoiiSs

Day
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tur

es

EVERY exhibitor knows the high quality
and audience appeal of the short subjects
from the Bray Studios —
No need for salesmanship, therefore, but the
fact that the Col. Heeza Liar one-reelers are

MILLIONS of people read Bruce Barton's
writings — a following of vast proportions
and all classes, stretching from coast to coast —
These same millions form a ready-made audience for the film productions bearing Bruce

—
productsthat
typical
The
sameBray
attraction
makes the newspaper
comic series such a hit> brings film audiences
to look eagerly for this novel combination of
motion-pictures and cartoons.

Barton's name and the mark of his genius —
Truly a box-office asset that will sell these
one-reel features to every showman.
V
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Fred
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Now Available at All

Caldwell Hollywood
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In

the

Name

of

Showmanship

Advertise

Whole

Program

' Loew's State Theatre, Los Angeles, gives the
short subject a square deal in the matter of illuminated sign representation," said Exhibitors Herald
in a recent issue.
"in the name of showmanship, why not? Why
shouldn't the short subject get a square deal?
There's no answer. It should. But it doesn't.
at theforproposition
of
the"Look
box office
a moment squarely.
and walk Get
acrossout the
street. Go around the corner to the other man's
theatre and see what he has to offer.
"There's a great deal of space devoted to the
title of a feature picture. Maybe it's good, and
maybe it isn't. If it is, fine; if it isn't, what reason
could anyone find for buying a ticket?
Give

Your

Short

Subjects

Your

"At Loew's State, by contrast, suppose the
feature picture doesn't sell itself. Suppose it is
not an automatic success. If it's one of those 'just
a picture' things, even, there is still a reason to
buy a ticket. You are told that there's a comedy,
and the lights tell you just about all there is to
tell about it. You are told, in short, that while
the feature picture is the big item of the program,
there is also another item of importance. You are
offered, in this case, two chances of being entertained. So far as you are informed, in the other
case, you are staking your time and money on
one chance."

a Chance

to Work

ADVERTISE
This Advertising

Will Be Doubly

for Your

Box- Office

THEM

Effective When

the Short Subjects Are

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Because
Educational
—the

Pictures

ONLY

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
HAMILTON COMEDIES
MERMAID COMEDIES
(Jack White Productions)
JUVENILE COMEDIES
TUXEDO COMEDIES
CAMEO COMEDIES
"SING THEM AGAIN"
Series

Are

Nationally

NATIONALLY
Advertised

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

ADVERTISED

Short

Subjects

LYMAN
H. HOWE'S
HODGE-PODGE
SECRETS OF LIFE
WILDERNESS TALES
by Robert C. Bruce
KINOGRAMS
The Visual NEWS of all the World
and SPECIALS such as
'TLASTIGRAMS"
The Third-Dimension Movie

XIV
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So great is BABY PEGGY'S "Fan" Correspondence that five secretaries work daily
answering her letters. Photograph of them
on left of page.
Here is a systematic, common sense method of building up the kind of patronage
showmen want.
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the
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can

CAPTAIN
DLrecied by Edward F. Cline

JANUARY

On these pages are reproductions of :
Pamphlet sent to Baby Peggy admirers to arouse their
interest in "Captain January."
Baby Peggy doll cutout which Baby Peggy sent to her
hosts of juvenile followers.
Letter from Baby Peggy to Baby Peggy "fans" asking for
advice as to her first big picture, and one of many replies
t

PwdUCCd

t

,

by

suggesting "Captain January."
THIS CHILD STAR MAKES AND KEEPS MILLIONS OF
friends, who are motion picture patrons.
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production
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Personally directed by
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betterment of and increased profit in motion
picture entertainment.
Does the exhibitor desire a close-up
of a co-operative exploitation and advertisin.Q- service which is so broad and farreaching that it fairly dazzles the imagination? He has but to turn to page 33.
What

he'll find there is sufficiently revealing in itself to need no further em-

phasis here.
liast week we promised an article by
Ij. J. Darmour on the trend of the short
subject.

It's here, on page 9, and undoubtedly will justify all the expectations of the folks Avho have been await-

ing this young but forceful executive's
opinions on the subject.
Material, no matter how inspirational,
is hardly constructive in a field Avhere a
commodity has to be sold in order to justify its existence unless accompanied by
some explicit instructions on how to
make it earn dollars and cents. This is
exactly what E. J. Hammons,
in his article on page 8.

has done

STxA.ND bv for next week's special program on ROUND
ABOUT
THE
STUDIOS. Let us take you to the backstage of the movie industry. Veritably,
a trip combining pleasure with business.
For it is quite a business. A business with
which every man in the film industry
should be familiar, whether he deals direct with the studio or not. And a business which can be observed with real
constructive pleasure.
Don't miss it. There are some real
constructive c o n s i d erations to this
STUDIOS program. It is related to the
exhibitor from the industrial angle: from
the fraternal angle: and from a real showmanship angle. Next week: don't forget.
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Vernon
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Again

As Her Latest Plriure, Which Is Being Released as Usual by United Artists, Mary Pickford Has Selected One of
Old Castles and Picturesque Costumes and Has Surrounded Herself With a Capable Cast
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Shorts'
Are
Independents'
Chance
the independent producer a In the first place, there was this imporeighth and will have another ready in
the fall. The same company in its
tant matter of quick turnover.
better chance of surviving the
battle if he confines some of his
spring and fall program has provided
attention to short material than if he
for thirty-eight comedies under three
'pOshort
point
the contrast
the brands.
sticks entirely to features ? Under
subject
and the between
feature the
some circumstances he has. If —
distributor quoted the experience of
"It is my experience there is noted
a more ready response from buyers for
one of his fellow-exchangemen who
Well, let's take that If into account
this kind of material than from the
right at the beginning.
Here it is :
had purchased several feature subjects
features.
I venture to say you can
If he has the capacity, meaning the as far back as last October. Owing
check
up
on
any regional distributor
ability, to make acceptable short pic- to advance bookings on the part of im- now successfully
doing business and
tures.
portant houses in his territory it was
you will find he has made his money on
the
end
of
February
before
he
was
able
For it may as well be admitted that
to get one of the productions into a short subjects.
it is easier to make a good feature than
"It is all because the turnover is so
house the importance of which promised
it is a good comedy.
much quicker that it releases for anthe
initial
returns
he
deemed
necessar}Good comedies are scarce. We are
other purchase.
to yield an ultimate profit on his inspeaking now of the original material
vestment.
rather than of the human factors enterIn the case of comedies or novelty
ing into the mirthful division of enterof features 'blocked,'
are stagtheir distribution
short subjects, on the other hand, the "^j^HEN nanta or group
tainment.
as
you
might
say,
it
means
thousands
exchangeman agreed it frequently is of dollars that are dormant. And
Good scripts are scarcer than good
possible to secure a good booking with
money is such an important factor m
comedians. What we are likely to get
playdate set for but two weeks in ad- an independent exchange that action is
in many cases are ordinary or indifvance of the day of solicitation.
vital, oftentimes.
ferent scripts, depending on the comIn
the
matter
of
a
serial,
the
exedian and his associates to put over
"One of the great advantages of the
changeman pointed out, not only is the shorter stuff is that it keeps the state
the fun.
rights man in constant association with
For the better the script the less booking accompanied by a near play- his
theatres.
date but the overhead is materiallv reneed there is for the specialist in comduced by reason of the covering of one
"When you talk about scenics I am
edy. It is here the trouper steps in.
or two days a week for a house for a not going to agree with you. Maybe
period of fifteen weeks through the one
the experience of others is different
visit of the salesman.
from that of mine, but what I have
g UT to get back to the main theme.
Given the capacity for making
learned is that they are all right in the
Then again while visiting a theatre
first runs, but that in many of the other
comedies the producer has an opporowner remote from the exchange cenhouses the exhibitors lay off.
tunity for larger profit with less of the
ter there is the opportunity in the
ordinary production risk than is sus"Yes, I hear requests for two-reel
event of taking on a serial of extendwesterns, but there is not enough
tained by the producer of dramatic
ing
the
deal
to
include
a
comedy
for
features.
money in them. The producer will
the same number of weeks.
spend a little more money and make
It is a matter of finance. The gain
may not be in saving production cost.
them
As five-reelers."
to the possibilities of forming an
^PEAKING
from the serial viewRather is it in quicker returns from
'point the distributor suggested that
the exhibitor.
evening's entertainment on
one of the larger advantages from a entire
shorts, with a well blended program, the
The theatre owner may be all set biT^iness anele was the rep'ularitv with
distributor said he did not hear much.
ahead for one, two or three months
which contact was maintained with the
The elimination of many of the highon his features, but it is unlikely he is one exchange over a period of weeks,
ly paid stars from the two-reel comedy
fixed up for a month in advance on his throusrh the matter of Dosters. etc.
field, in the opinion of the speaker, gave
shorts.
In conversation with a prominent
a real opportunity to the independents,
The first or second run house is keen
distributor of independent product unespecially in view of the fact that in
tor good shorts and will give them a
hesitating confirmation was given remany small houses as much will be
quick showing, thereby sending them
garding the value of "shorts" to the in- paid for a good comedy as for a prodependent.
on their distribution journey.
gram feature.distributor declared that
Another
When the general question was
"It is our experience that the indewith a good comedy a producer had
broached this week to a regional dispendent has got more chance in the
tributor he declared the briefer form
entree to houses, where it would be alshort department of film production."
most impossible for him to obtain a
of product aflForded the exchangeman
he said. "Arrow has built its success
a decided advantage over the feature
on short subjects including serials.
booking on an ordinary feature — or
pictures in several essential respects.
"As to the latter it is now issuing its perhaps on a good one.
HAS
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Merchandising

the

Big

Little

Feature

An Application of Principles Which Have Brought Tremendous
Profits to Great Commercial Institutions
now and then we are reminded of the fact— the very apparent fact— that the pubUc
supplying with enterare
which we
tainment isthe very same pubUc that
is keeping the shoe,- factories of the
country busy through its purchases of
footwear, that is buying and wearing
the well-known brands of clothing, that
has made the big department _ stores
the tremendous business institutions
that they are. The self same public
that keeps in business the great houses
that depe.end on merchandising for their
existenc
Yet for some unknown reason we
have not yet learned, except in Tare
cases, to apply to our merchandising
the same principles which have brought
to these great comus profits
tremendomercial
institutions.
EVERY

Walk through the shopping district
of your city and study the displays
made by the great stores. Perhaps
one of these great stores is particularly
its women's clothing; anpopularother hasfor
a reputation for the best in
house furnishings. Does the first one
give up Its entire window display to
feminine apparel, and the other show
nothing but furniture and other home
needs? You will find, of course, that
nothing could be further from the case.
Each store displays all its goods
or as nearly all as circumstances will
permit. Possibly the first store feabut
tures adisplay
the other
will seedresses,
onewomen's
this of
-all about
goods shown — men's wear, house furnishings, sporting goods, silverware,
etc. Similarly with the second store,
while the furniture display may be the
largest, it does not crowd out of the
show window the jewelry, the womerfs
dresses, the optical goods, etc.
Now, every exhibitor has a "show
window." His lobby is the place in
which he "displays his wares." But how
many exhibitors, in the arrangement of
their "show windows," follow the prin-

By E. W. HAMMONS
President, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
ciples that have made these big stores
such successes? How many of them,
while cJlering a program consisUng of
three or Icur units, puc a display m

E. W. HAMMONS
Mr. Hammons is noted for the keen, incisive way
in which he goes to the heart of a subject. "Merchandising the Big in Little
Feature" fashion.
shows this
characteristic
unmistaJcable
their "show windows" that tells their
patrons about anything except the feature picture?
But when we consider the exhibitor's newspaper advertising we iind
him failing even worse to follow these
sound principles of retail advertising.
We find him in most cases taking the
advertising layouts on the feature pictures prepared by the producers or distributors of these features, and running them with little or no additions
beyond the name of the theatre.
The big store generally does something radically different. I have just

been reading the advertisment of a big
New York department store in a New
York daily, which is a fair sampleof the
advertising of this kind of store. The
most
prominent
word
in the
"ad"Theis
of
course,
the name
of the
store.
"feature" — in other words, the item
used as the biggest drawing card — is
a new woman's dress. A little less
than a third of the entire space is devoted to this item. But under this are
descriptions and prices of dress material, rugs and linoleums, chinaware and
glassware and electric sewing machines. Truly a diversified appeal.
This store knows, while the new dress
may be the biggest attraction of the
day, it cannot make a lOO per cent,
appeal with this alone.
RECENT surveys among exhibitors
i.nd amouT the picture patrons themselves show the vast maiority of them in
favor of the diversified program ; they
want feature or reasonable length, with
comedies and other Short Subjects to
make up a balanced program. Most
of the patrons say they are not pleased
unless they get this diversified program.
The exhibitors say they reahze this situation. Then why should these exhibitors expect to appeal to these patrons
TOO per cent when they do not use their
advertising space to the best advantage
to tell them they can count on seeing a
diversified program?
No matter how good the feature may
be, the exhibitor who books a good
comedy to run with it. a beautiful
scenic subject or a novelty and a new
reel and then uses his newspaper advertising space to tell his patrons about
nothing but the feature, is neglecting
an import?nt oart of hi? clientele, a
percentage of his potential patronage
which may, and often does represent
the difference between failure and success for his theatre.
(Continued on page 5(5)

BIG LITTLE FEATURES'
The big little feature of these Educational Big Little Features is the advertising which is suggested in their connection. Educational has devised a comprehensive merchandising plan for these, and renders, a co-operative service to all exhibitors interested in selling their shows 100 per cent to the public.
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The

Trend

of

the

Important

Short
Subject
By L. J. DARMOUR
President Standard Cinema Corporation
THE Standard Cinema Corporation
is a comparative newcomer in the
field of the short subject motionpicture, and, therefore, is free from
any outworn traditions or ideas about
the production or distribution of one
and two reel features.
There is one fact with regard to
short subjects which governs us in all
our handling of them, and which
should be thoroughly understood by
the showman for whom this is written.
I mean the fact that the day is past
when short subjects were regarded as
"fillers," used to keep something on the
screen between showings of the big
features, and of no importance or
worth in themselves.
The biggest theatres were the first to
recognize the value and the true place
of the littlest features. Such leading
showmen as Rothafel and Riesenfeld
early saw the necessity for the balanced
program, and gave a prominent place
to the short subjects. They learned, by
actual check-up, that their patrons were
influenced to an astonishing extent by
the short subjects accompanying the
feature, and the smaller houses followed suit, so that now the short subjects are picked and assembled on the
program with as great care as their big
brothers.
When the short subject was a
"filler," in the parlance of show business "anything went." A handful of
comedy gags were stretched and
padded, and interminable chase thrown
in, until a few minutes of film idea
was turned out as a two-reel "comedy."
When the searchlight of quality was
thrown on the two-reelers, a great
change took place, and is still taking
place. Instead of puffing out, the aim
now is to condense. The good tworeel comedy of the present contains as

much plot idea, as many gags, as a
much longer production.
In order to condense a full-sized
comedy scenario into two reels, in the
modern manner, it is necessary to
speed up the action, cut out every unnecessary bit of story, and give more
care to technical smoothness.
Comedy dramas written for or actually produced as five reelers can,
with care, be boiled down to two-reelers, and this, I predict, will be the future trend of the short subject. Without interfering with legitimate feature
productions, there are certain stories
which can be condensed into the limits
of two reelers with tremendous effect
and punch. It is the story that counts,
in the long run, and not its footage,
for even features are not sold by reels.

L. J. DARMOUR
President of the Standard Cinema Corporation believes brevity is the soul of zvit and
goes a step farther
by producing
shorts that
are really
funny.

'P HE
has the
been status
quick toofsense
. Showmen can take a good example
the exhibitor
change in
the
The exhibitor has been quick to . in the matter of shorts from some of
sense the change in the status of the the leading newspapers of the country,
those .which have attracted millions of
shorts. The cheaply-produced, padded
readers by their comic strip cartoons.
short'subject cannot be given away, for These
cartoon characters are followed
the one and two-reelers are being
bought and advertised on as high a faithfully day by day — although the
basis as the features.
whole paper may be read, the cartoons
are the first things that are looked at by
Another feature of the short-subject
v/hich the showman knows is the fact everybody, because their appeal is
that there is no dull season for the use
simple and universal. From one or two
of the shorts. It is an all-year comstrips a day, some of the papers pubfish as many as ten daily at present.
modity. Throughout the four seasons
it is a necessary part of every program,
Which only shows that people are
and in the summer, when interest in always willing to be amused, and thj
big features wanes, it is a most im- short reel does not have to be sold elab
portant part, and should be emphasized.
orately to patrons. They sell themIn addition to the two-reel comedy,
selves. The picture of Jimmy Aubre;-'the exhibitor can have dramas which
or any other popular comedian, outside
a theatre, I believe to be as big a factor
have been pepped up and boiled down
in bringing them inside, as any other,
to two-reel length, the news reel and
various novelty reels, of which the and showmen are giving this recognition more and more by the increase 1
Bray "Col. Heeza Liar" series, a combination of motion-pictures and carprominence
given to the advertising o'
toon, is a good example.
the comedians.

7IMMY AUBREY has the faculty of producing laughs. He is one
of the most popular fun makers on the screen and never fails to produce results. He is turning out one comedy each month. .'Colonel Heeza
Liar" is one of the well known cartoon characters whose exaggerated
performances are always worth a strong place on the program.
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'THOSE who saw "America" on the opening night should
take another peek at the production as it is today following aweek's pruning at the hands of its producer.
Every one conceded it was a great picture as it stood at
the beginning. We saw on the tenth day the end of the
first half and all of the second half of the picture. Where
on the premiere night there seemed a sagging tendency in
the second division owing to the great interest aroused in
the career of young Montague, who dies at the end of the
first half, as the picture stands now it may be said in all
truth it is as fast in the latter part as it is in the first. And
that is saving a lot. To suggest that "America" will be the
greatest of the Griffith productions is perhaps to indulge
in rash prophecy, especially in view of the phenomenal
record of "The Birth of a Nation." But after again seesubject following its final editing we are ming thetonew
clined
be reckless.
■py the way, we often hear of producers taking
their pictures out into the smaller cities and trying them "on the dog." Bostonians may smile this
week as they learn that Mr. Griffith, in preparing
"America" for presentation in the Hub, deliberately
"tried it on the dog" right here in New York. As
many of the locations in the production are in Boston
and its environs you may set it down Mr. Griffith
is going to get a reception when he opens up at the
Majestic on the night of March 8. Boston will "go
to" that picture as it never did any of its predecessors.
A FTER a stay in New York of several weel<s B. P.
Schulberg, president of Preferred Pictures, is on his
way back to the coast. He is all set immediately to start
work on "The Breath of Scandal," which will be directed
by Gasnier. The subject will be the first of the Preferred
list to be made at the Hollywood studios, which have been
taken over by the company. Following the starting off of
"The Breath of Scandal" work will be begun on "The
Triflers," by Frederick Orin Bartlett, the script for which
has been completed by Waldemar Young. Mr. Schulberg
was accompanied East by Mrs. Schulberg and their
daughter.
J^ESTING
— down
Bermuda
way.for Not
going full
to think
of pictures
or picture
people
a whole,
week
if it can be done. Want to look at the lilies. Bye,
bye,
— Danny
What's
the mat?
Can'tat
he look
at thein Film
lilies Daily.
and think
of picture
people
the same time?
(^ARL HIMM, of the editorial department of the Hal
Roach studios in Los Angeles, has been a visitor in
New York for two weeks. While his trip was a business
one Mr. Himm took advantages of his spare moments to
look over the town and personally to convey messages of
which he was the bearer. Incidentally he added to his list
of friendships. He entrained for home March 4.
LICHTMAN, general manager of exchanges for
Universal, is now at Universal City in conference
with
Big Chief
the company's
production
plans. Laemmle
He will regarding
be away from
his desk
for about a month.
W

ILLIAM B. BRUSH, studio owner of Miami, Fla., is
in New York. He will remain for a week, and then
plans to leave for Florida, where with Elinor Fair he will
photograph the underwater scenes of "The Water Babies,"
an adaptation of Charles Kingsley's story.

JOHN

L. ERICKSON, manager of the Du Glada Theatre, is a diplomat as well as an exhibitor. His community is largely of Scandinavian origin or descent. Last
month there was a little misunderstanding on between the
manager and the local church. Just for an experiment
Mr. Erickson booked F. B. O.'s "Thelma," and he had the
time of his life seeing his recent antagonists flocking into
his theatre. Best of all, his renewed patrons came back to
hinf and said they liked it. The manager expresses his
opinion to the local branch that his plan of campaign helped
him more than any other policy could have done. It's the
old story of sugar doing what vinegar can't.
QEORGE
D. inBAKER,
the genial,hisalways
welcomeof
visitor, is
town following
completion
"Revelation" for Metro, starring Viola Dana. The
director is inclined to wax enthusiastic about his
picture and its star's work in it. We just guess
if any one knowsi a good picture when he sees it
that man is George D. Mr. Baker is in town on
personal business.
JJERE are congratulations to Thomas A. Curran, who has
just been appointed by Dr. W. E. Shallenberger as the
foreign sales manager of Arrow. Mr. Curran's experience
in film dates back to Thanhouser days, when in 191 5 he
joined the pi^oduction forces of that company. For three
years Mr. Curran has been a special representative of
Arrow, and in that capacity has covered a wide territory.
As the new incumbent of the foreign sales department has
made several circles around the old earth as manager of
road companies he has a good knowledge of theatrical conditions abroad. The best of luck!
""^ELCOME
Trade Reviewvisitors
duringtothetheweekoffice
wereofL.Exhibitors
L. Phillips and Partner Sussman of Phillips & Sussman of
Pleasantville. N. Y. First impressions of the two
men are of upstanding exhibitor stuff, and better
acquaintance is confirmatory.
p ERCY MARMONT has been engaged by Paramount to
play the leading male role opposite Betty Compson in
James Cruze's "The Enemy Sex." Mr. Marmont will live
many years before those who saw him in "If Winter
Comes" will think of him other than as Mark Sabre. It
was a characterization that will live as long as the negative
of that picture holds together — and that is a long time. It
was work
a great
of a was
greatin character.
Marmont's
last
withportrayal
Paramount
the leadingMr.character
of
"The Light That Failed."
M. ("EPH") ASHER, personal representative of
Mack Sennett, is in Los Angeles for conference
with his chief. Mr. Asiher has had a busy midwdnter one way and another, but he carries with
him to Los Angeles some really satisfactory reports.
JN a recent discussion of the controversy between the
Actors Equity Association and the Producing Managers' Association A. L. Erlanger declared he did not believe
there were more than twenty-five pictures that can be
shown successfully in first-class theatres. Of course, he
meant houses that ordinarily are devoted to stage production. That's something of an admission at that, coming
from a man of the stage. In fact, it may be construed as
a compliment.
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feel that this will constitute an excellent advertising and publicity medium, keeping the
novel, fresh in the minds of millions of readers, and preparing them for the screen version.

G. A. ROGERS HONORED AT
TESTIMONIAL DINNER
By CECIL B. DE MILLE
Leaders of Motion Picture Industry
past few years. The spectacle will continue
Y^HAT is to come next in motion pictures?
to exist. The simple story will and thrive.
Compliment Lawyer
" At present, people seem a little confused over the mingling of various tendencies.
It is a very fortunate thing for the future of motion pictures that this is so. Com'T'HE motion picture industry paid an unWe are now at what might be called a dead
usual compliment to one who has been
petition does more to develop art than any
center in the progress of the film business.
other single influence. We will have better
long associated with the development of the
For several years the costume picture has
business, when many of its leaders gathered
spectacular pictures and better non-spectacubeen in the ascendant. Recently the simpler
to honor Gustavus A. Rogers, attorney, at a
story has come out of its retirement.
lar pictures, when the two types oppose each
other in competing houses. There will be testimonial dinner given by his friends at the
Twenty years ago, this situation would .have
meant only one thing. It would have meant
more
a hide- ' Hotel Plaza, Wednesday evening, February
bound originality
cycle of in
onephotoplays
brand of because
entertainment,
the passing of one cycle in production and the
excluding all other, breeds imitation and is
development of another in absolute contrast.
Will H. Hays, Adolph Zukor, Jesse L.
likely to kill new and fresh ideas.
Lasky, John C. Eisele, Jack G. Leo and S. L.
This was in the age of 'the stage drama,
I have just completed what is termed a Rothafel were among those present, Saul E.
when the entire interpretative art could be
controlled by a handful of men. David BeRogers, general counsel for the Fox Film
"huge, spectacular production The Ten Comlasco, my fathers old associate and my menCorporation, and a brother of the guest of the
mandments,' a" theme which swirgs througli
tor in earlier days, was a leader in the creathe gamut of crowds, large sets and tlie apevening occupied one of the tables. At the
peal of mass and color of ancient times. My
tion of such cycles. After producing such tretables were Cortland Smith, J. Gordon Ednew production, "Triumph," is of the conmendous plays as "The Darling of the Gods,"
wards, Julius Stern. At Mr. Zukor's table
trasting sort. While possessed of colorful
were Jesse L. Laskv, Richard W. Saunders,
"Adrea" and "Du Barry," Mr. Belasco found
that all the producers in New York were
touches, it is a strictly modern story dependRalph A. Kohn, Robert T. Kane, Dr. Hugo
copying him and competing with each other
ing for its appeal upon human elements in Riesenfeld, Charles E. McCarthy, A. Si.
modern everyday life. The two stories are
Botsford and Henry Salisbury.
to, bring out larger and more lavish productions. Therefore, the following season, in- widely opposed, yet both have definite and diOthers who had tables were Sydney Cohen,
rect box office appeal. They can exist side
head of the Motion Picture Theatre Onwers,
stead of continuing
a big'
Mr. Belasco
by side with success for both.
suddenly
switched toinsuch
an way,
absolutely
simple
and
Charlesleague.
O'Reilly, president of the state
I mention these two productions purely as
exhibitors'
thing as "The Concert,' and he scored a treillustrations.
You
will
be
able
to
think
of
mendous success. The other producers folIt had been rumored that there was some
rnany others. The point is plain that we have
lowed his lead and for a period of seven years
political significance behind the dinner and
at last reached the much-to-be-desired stage,
spectacle was out and hardly anything apthat it was a vehicle to launch his candidacy.
where the public as a whole speaks its desires
peared on Broadway save the simplest sort
This Mr. Rogers disclaimed and said there
of dramatic entertainment.
and makes possible the diversity of entertainwas
no such purpose behind it, that not only
ment which the motion picture industry needs
Today because the production of motion
was there no political significance but it did
in order to rise to the still greater artistic
pictures is not controlled by a group of men
not have any motion picture political aspect.
heights which await it. It was very fortunate
but by a constantly and freely expressed pubIt was not heretofore advertised that he is
for the business of making photoplays when
lic opinion, coming from some 60,000,000 theano longer connected with the Fox Film Cortre-goers, the hide-bound, dramatic cycle of the voice of the public began to bulk large
poration or William Fox Interests. When
enough so that the film producers felt safe
olden days has passed forever. The extremely
interviewed shortly after the dinner Mr. Rogin trusting the expenditure of millions to the
large following which the motion picture has
ers took occasion to emphasize that since he
created has enough partisans of each class of decision rather than in relying entirely upon
had resigned as counsel to the Fox Film Corthe judgment of a comparatively few men
entertainment to make it possible for the cosporation afew years ago, when his brother
who might or might not strike the correct
tume spectacle, with its crowds, and the simple ■keynote.
Saule Rogers retired from the firm of which
drama, of but few characters, to exist suche had theretofore been the junior member
ces ful y at one and the same time.
* * >!:
that he. Gustavus Rogers, had kept aloof from
GRAND-ASHER BEGINS WORK ON
Competition Develops Art
all internal motion picture controversies. Some
in the industry may be surprised to know
I consider, therefore, that it is foolish to
'SAN FRANCISCO'
that he is no longer connected as attorney or
claim that the present appearance of a numThe first set erected for "San Francisco,"
ber of modern, unspectacular stories means
otherwise with the Fox Film Corporation althe Swickard production for Grand-Asher rethough his brother Saule Rogers is still vicethe passing of the elaborate, eye-filling speclease, is a dance hall, bar and theatre compresident and general counsel.
tacle which has been so popular through the
bined, such as those which flourished in the
golden davs of the citv — the period of 1850LEW CODY
51 and thereabout. This period is used in
JEAN TOLLY
Goldwyn star, is busy at work on "The Shooting
Knov/n as "the most photographed girl in the
the prologue of the story which shifts to 1906
of
McGrew." Dan,In ofthis
he takespoem.
the
world." has just completed her first picture. "The
for the main part of the drama.
part Danof Dangerous
the p-cture
famous Service
Uninvited Guest" for Williamson-Ince Company.
The scene is a replica of the once famous
"Turn Hall," possessing a tiny stage with,
however, its full compliment of scenery,
ciudely painted.
The floor is sawdust covered and the bar
is the most imposing piece of furniture. There
are the familiar "boxes" and many rough
tables and chairs.
Therein, Julanne Johnston, leading woman,
will make her appearance as Petite Colomb.
a French danseuse, and. in the later story, will
be seen as Nell Barbe, a girf of the farfamed Barbary Coast. Charles Swickard is
director.
* * *
FILM RIGHTS TO 'A LOST LADY'
FOR Warner brothers
Warner Brothers have purchased the motion picturefrom
rights
LostWilla
Lady."
the
best seller
the topen"Afrom
Gather
which has lately gone into its seventh edition.
Final arrangements were consummated this
week at the Warner home offices.
With this announcement comes another to
the effect that the novel has been syndicated
by the Bell Syndicating Company, installments
starting March 1, and to extend over a period of some nine months. Warner Brothers
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ment committee of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers.
And just to clinch success, even that
radical departure from precedent is to be
taken. A. M. Botsford, entertainment committee chairman, announces that there will
be no speech-making!
Instead, a few distinguished guests and
members of the motion picture industry
will tell "Bedtime Stories," in which some
startling truths anent the business and
artistic side of the film world will be bared.
Paul Whiteman, famous jazz orchestra
leader, it is announced, will be there in person, with two bands, as for the first time
in A.M.P.A. annals the dinner is open to
women, and consequently there will be
dancing till dawn, continuous music
throughout the dinner and dance will prevail, and to quote Mr. Botsford "Jazz, jollity and joy will *reign."
* *

KENNETH HARLAN
One of the most popular screen stars is appearing
in Preferred Pictures latest feature, "Poisoned Paradise" from Robert Service's popular story.
BOX

OFFICE

RECORD

FOR

'SCARAMOUCHE'
Breaks WorltTs Record for Box Office
Hits at Capitol Theatre
SWEEPING all Broadway records into the
limbo of forgotten things and smashing every existing box-office record at the
Capitol, New York, Rex Ingram's "Scaramouche" onpiled
unheard
gross of
|67,960
the up
firstthe
week
of its ofengagement
at this theatre. This tremendous figure despite three giant obstacles any one of which
would have squelched another picture ; first,
heav}^ rains, snow and slush ; second, the fact
that "Scaramouche" had already been witnessed by thousands of people who had paid
advanced prices to see it during its long
Broadway run at the Forty-Fourth Street
Theatre; and third, that it was up against a
string of giant super-pictures, an aggregation
of new productions that dazzled the theatregoers and formed the strongest opposition
ever known on Broadway. But "Scaramouche" topped them all.
Not only did "Scaramouche" set a new
world's record at the Capitol for the first
week's business, but it copped three other
Broadway records as well : on the opening
ran up
aSunday
gross atof the
overCapitol
$13,000,''Scaramouche"
the biggest opening
Broadway will see in many a day; on Washington's Birthday "Scaramouche" played to
$14,520 a week-day gross that has never even
been sighted by any Broadway picture house ;
and on the second Sunday of its engagement,
the beginning of the second week, "Scaraattracted
anotherweeknewwould
record and amouche"
sign
that$12,290,
the second
rival the first in receipts.
« « *
WILL ESTABLISH PRECEDENTS
AT T. N. T. DINNER
The jfirst banquet in the annals of banqueteering in which no flashlight pictures
will be taken will add a new and refreshing chapter to entertainment history when
Tht N^lcod Truth dinner, annual revel oi
the motion picture advertising and publicity men, is staged at the Hotel Aster.
New York, on the night of March 29.
Nothing could do more to insure the
success of the affair unless it would be the
elimination of the usual program of speechmaking in the opinion of the entertain-

RIESENFELD LOUD IN PRAISE
OF PHONOFILMS
Possibly the highest compliment that
DeForest's
Dr. Leepictures
paid to motion
ever been
has
Phonofilm,
or talking
was
by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, famous managing
director of the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion
Theatres in New York, when he gave the
three weeks'
continuous
Phonofilms
showing
at thea Rivoli
Theatre.
The showing of the talking motion pictures started at the Rivoli on Lincoln's
Birthday week when the Abraham Lincoln
phonofilm was presented. This picture
life.of The
Lincoln's
two episodes
gives shows
first
Lincoln of
visiting
a camp
the
Union soldiers, and the second is the Gettysburg episode and the delivery of the
immortal Gettysburg address. This first
week was so successful that it was followed
by a second of the Phonofilm, with Egyptian dances by Lillian Powell, her graceful movements in perfect synchronization
with the music, photographed on the film.
The third week's program consisted _ of
other dances by Miss Powell and musical
numbers.
* * *
FRENCH LENDS REALISM TO
MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE'
"Parlez vous, Francais?" and other French
used are heard so frephrases less commonly
quently on the set at the Paramount Long
Island studio where Sidney Olcott is making
"Monsieur Beaucaire," with Rudolph Valentino in the stellar role, that visitors have been
surprised. But there has been nothing about
it to be surprised at. The use of the foreign
language is merely a bit of realism that has
injected into the making of the Tarkingbeen
ton story.

speak their sub-titles
players
of the
in All
French
during
the filming of the episodes
in Louis XV's court. Mr. Valentino speaks
perfect French as does Bebe Daniels, Paulette
Duval, Lowell Sherman and others. Lois
Wilson is an adept pupil and every day she
is getting better and better with her French.
It is all done in an effort to catch the true
spirit of the French court.
* * *
P. F. STUDIOS RENTED
Despite the fact that Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks are in New York preparing for premiere showings of their new
motion pictures, respectively "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall" and "The Th-'ef
of Bagdad," after which they plan a trip
abroad, there has been no let-down in activities at their Hollywood studios.
Plans are now being made to allow several independent producing companies to
operate the Pickford-Fairbanks studios on
a rental basis, using all the equipment and
facilities the studios afford.

JOHN FRANCIS DILLON
Director of "Flaming Youth," has just completed
"Lilies of the Field" and is ready for Colleen
Moore's next picture, "A Perfect Flapper."
SELZNICK
ANNOUNCES
SHORT COMEDIES
Short Subjects Are the Work of
Well Known Fun Makers
TTANK MANN, popular screen comedian,
is featured in "One Day in Hollywood,"
just completed as the latest of the Hollywood
series for the Standard Cinema Corporation.
L. J. Darmour, President of Standard, announced that there will be a well-known funmaker in each of the series, which is released by the Selznick Distributing Corporation.
"One Day in
in this
Hollywood"
first appearance
series. marks Mann's
"The Mechanic," a Jmimy Aubrey comedy,
has just been finished out on the Coast. It
is the joint work of two well-known screer
comedians, for Jimmy Aubrey's acting in it
was supervised by Joe Rock, long a leading
fun-maker himself, who has given up appearing in two-reelers, in order to use his experience and ability in their production.
Two more Standard Cinema Corporation
subjects have been completed. They are the
Bruce Barton one-reel editorial "The Justa-little-late Club," and from the Bray studios,
the latest in the Colonel Heeza Liar cartoon
^
series, called "The ^ Sky^ Pilot."
REPEAT

'EINSTEIN THEORY' AT
TIMES SQUARE
At the Times Square Theatre, 42nd Street
and Broadway, New York, a legitimate house,
a special showing of the "Einstein Theory of
Relativity" film was given last Sunday, February 24, at the special request of 600 petitioners
who had not had the opportunity to see the
picture when it ran for four weeks on Broadway at the Rivoli and Rialto Theatres.
Edwin Miles Fadman, producer of the
film, and president of the Red Seal Pictures
Corporation, 1600 Broadway, which is distributing it,arranged with Mrs. Ittleson and
Mrs. Hess, wives of officials connected with
the Goldwyn Company, to have the showing
given under their auspices.
^ ^ ^
FOX SIGNS ALYCE MILLS
Alyce Mills, who has just returned from
Hollywood, has been signed by Fox to
play
leading feminine
an' Elmer
Cliftonthe production.
Miss role
Alillsin was
chosen after tests of over one hundred applicants.
The picture will be made in Fox's New
York
studio the
andnext
actual
start within
two "shooting"
weeks.
_ will
.
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BIG salary stories, salacious advertising and
talk about million dollar productions
must stop.
This was the message given to the Western
Motion Picture Advertisers at its meeting
Monday evening by Samuel Goldwyn, the
guest of honor.
In a straight- from- the-shoulder talk, Mr.
Goldwyn proved the most interesting speaker
the "Wampas" have had in months. Instead
of devoting his entire address to telling the
publicity purveyors that they were the brains
of the industry, Mr. Goldwyn spoke of the
pitfalls of thoughtless publicity and his sincerity won him one of the most enthusiastic
ovations ever accorded a speaker before this
body.
"We have heard much about the fallacy of
advertising and exaggerating the salaries of
persons employed in pictures, but we still find
the papers full of million dollar this and million dollar that," said Mr. Goldwyn "Never
in the history of motion pictures have the advertising men of this business held such an
important position as they do today. Never
before have they found themselves in a more
strategic position to render the industry a
great service or a great harm.
"Stories about tremendous salaries must
cease. A motion picture person receives a
salary of $50,000 a year and it is heralded
throughout the country and shouted from
every house-top. It is nothing unusual for
a bank executive to receive $75,000 or $100,000 a year- — but we never hear anything about
that. They would regard it silly as well as
harmful to advertise their large salaries. We
of the motion picture business must look at
the situation in the same light. Nothing but
resentment on the part of the public and unfavorable political and federal action can result from the untruths that are printed about
salaries, in the motion picture business.
"Salacious advertising is another evil of motion picture advertising men. Things that
never appear in a picture are made the basis
of advertising campaigns. This is absolutely
wrong and in instances where the advertising
is salacious, it embodies one of the most
harmful practices the industry has ever been
subjected to. Men who are putting out salacious advertising" are not only retarding the
progress of this business but are hurting themselves, for the harm that this sort of advertising inflicts upon the industry is bound to react
unfavorably upon the publicity man. There is
absolutely no excuse for any man to put out
salacious advertising. If I were a publicity
man and my employer asked me to do this
sort of thing I would absolutely refuse to
do it.
"I believe in the publicity man and I believe he can prove one of the biggest factors in the success of any organization in the
motion picture industry. I also believe however, that he can do more harm not only to
his company but also to his business, than any
other factor in this profession.
"Publicity
men public.
have sold
motionpaved
picture
industry
to the
Theythe have
the
way
to success.
appreciate
this and man
let's
do nothing
that Let's
will harm
the publicity
in his particular vocation, or give ammunition to those who launch trades ;^E^J35st this
industry on the slightest provocatforil Let us
build 1"
* * *
DAVID

HIGGINS

WITH

MEIGHAN

David Higgins, one of the stage's best
known players^ has an important role in
Thomas Meighan's latest Paramount picture, "The Confidence Man." Mr. Higgins,

to

Stories

who was one of the principals in "Welcome
Stranger" during its long run on the stage
in New York City, starred in one of the
first five-reel motion pictures ever made,
"His Last Dollar." This production, made
in 1913 by the Famous Players Film Company, was a picturization of the stage play
t>f the same name written by Mr. Higgins
over
20 the
yearsmost
ago.famous
"His Last
Dollar"
was
one of
of the
old time
melodramas, and Mr. Higgins made the
title role so well known that the expression, "Here
Davywhen
Higgins!"
still used
by goes
many mypeople
spendingis
their last dollar.

JANE GERRITY
This popular young Selznick starlett made a great
hit
in
"Roulette,"
which
she portrayed
a very difficult partin and
did picture
it exceptionally
well.
KANSAS EXHIBITORS CHARGE
UNFAIR COMPETITION
A "showdown" on unfair competition in
Kansas appears inevitable. Schools and
churches long have been a "thorn in the side"
in several sections of the state. "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," which just has finished a 3-weeks run at the Liberty Theatre,
Kansas
been of
advertised
"he
shown inCity,
the Mo.,
highhasschool
Kansas toCity,
Kans., under the supervision of the Veterans
of Foreign Wars.
That the V. F. W. has little or nothing to
do with the picture Kansas City, Kans., exhibitors are confident. A committee of exhibitors called upon the Kansas City Universal
exchange and were told the branch office had
no knowledge of the picture being booked at
the high school. But the investigation will
not stop there, exhibitors say.
, Supreme Court Judge Richard Hopkins, of
Kansas, when he was attorney general of
Kansas, gave it as his opinion that schools
and churches, using motion pictures commercially, ought to be taxed; that it was unfair
for non-taxable institutions to commercialize
in an industry in which others were taxed.
Should developments in the near future warrent it, exhibitors probably will seek legal protection against such competition, in which case
an appeal would be made to Attorney General
Griffith.
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CENSORSHIP REPEAL BILL
TO GET HEARING
Now in Senate Committee But Will
Be Reported Out Soon
A XBANY, N. Y.— Thus far there are only
^"two bills of real interest to the motion
picture industry before the New York State
Legislature. The present legislative session
is due to conclude on either April 4 or April
11, and in view of this fact action will be
taken on both bills during the present month.
Chief interest naturally centers around the
Walker bill calling for the repeal of the motion picture censorship law in the Empire
State. This bill is still in Senate finance
committee, but there is no doubt as to its being reported out, for the Senate is Democratic in its majority and the bill, inasmuch
as it embodies recommendations made by
Governor Smith, in his message to the Legislature, is regarded by the Republicans at
least, as an administration measure.
Just when the bill will be reported out
seems to be a question. Thus far there is no
indication whatever of a public hearing being
held on the bill, but these hearings are called
for on a moment's notice and one may be
held almost any time, with only three or four
days'billnotice
to the
general those
public.
the
was first
introduced,
behindWhen
the
measure stated that every effort would be
made to go to a vote before the jam which
occurs during the last few days of the session,
and when many a good bill gets slight attention because of this fact. Unless the bill is
reported out of committee soon, however, the
vote will be taken during the concluding days
of the session.
The other bill relates to the admission of
unaccompanied children to the motion picture
theatres of the state. In its original form,
it related solely to New York City. The
bill was later changed to take in the entire
state, carrying a local option clause. The bill
is now in the stage of further revamping and
will be amended this coming week with a
clause that will give each city in the state
the right to determine through its governing
body, the ages under 16, at which children,
unaccompanied, may be admitted to theatres
maintaining matrons.
* * *
PATHE

WILL

EXPAND

FOREIGN

^ NEWS SERVICE
George Ercole, staff cameraman of Pathe
News with headquarters in Paris, arrived in
New York this week aboard the America for
a series of conferences with Emanuel Cohen,
Editor of Pathe News. Mr. Ercole's visit is
significant of still further expansion of Pathe
News activities abroad. While here Mr. Ercole will study the methods of the American
news cameraman with a view to improving
the service of the Pathe News field force in
foreign countries. The reorganization of the
Pathe News staff abroad will be another important task to be undertaken by Editor Cohen
and Cameraman Ercole in the course of their
conferences.
Ercole has been attached to the Pathe News
foreign staff for over five years. Some of his
most distinctive scoops abroad for Pathe
News have been seen in the views covering
such events as the German Revolution, the
Turkish hostilities against the Greeks, the
Smyrna fire disaster, the Ruhr Rebellion and
the Flight over Egypt.
* * *
BROWNING SELECTS CAST
An all star cast has been selected by
director Tod Browning to support Ruth
Roland in her initial feature productioij,
"Dollar Down," which is to be made at
the F. B. O. Studios. This is the first of
the Co-Artists Productions, an organization recently launched by Miss Roland and
Mr. Browning.
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\J E E L y E D WARDS, ^ as the
guest in "Be Mx
Guest," receives one
hot reception as he is
ushered into the liouse
by his esteemed host.
This is the kind of
single reeler to zvhich
audiences usually reivellthe dity
spond withcommo
k n 0 wn
knozm as a laugh.

clares Neely Eddoubthe!-'
wards asDOG
de{0T
'<:}
the
fnlly turns from
steaming morsel in his
hand to the figure on
the counter, which
perhaps in his mindnt,
bears an unpleasa
ancestral significance
to delicacy in question.
One of the Pathetic
scenes in "Be My

Guest."

Amusing
Shots From
Universal Comedy
Shorts
'Be My Guest' and 'Happy and Married' Are Short Subjects That Carry an Invitation
to Laugh, Quite Irresistible in Their Appeal
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FEDERAL CONTROL
IS INTRODUCED
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FIRST NATIONAL SALES
CHIEF OPTIMISTIC

BILL

Expects Big Results from Pictures
I\oiv Being Completed

Bill in Congress Would Give Great
Power to Committee
WASHINGTON, D. C— Probably the
most drastic measure of reform legislation seriously suggested to an American legislative body withm recent years is the bill
which has been introduced m the House of
Representatives by Air. Upshaw of Georgia
proposing, in effect, to give the Federal Government almost absolute control over the motion picture industry. The bill contemplates
the creation of a Federal Motion Picture
Commission which through a system of permits for the- interstate transportation of fiims
and federal licenses would be able to exercise arbitrary control over every film made
in or imported into the United States.
This commission would even be granted
the power to control the financial affairs of
the motion picture industry to the extent of
fixing prices for the rental of films, and to institute a "centralized neutral agency" to
"manage the business of renting and leasing
all films in interstate commerce." Posters,
banners and other advertising matter used in
connection with motion pictures also would
be subject to the inspection and approval or
disapproval of this omnipotent commission.
One of the most drastic of the provisions
of the bill is the section which would give
the commission arbritary control of the licensing for interstate or foreign commerce of
any film or picture intended to aid any political candidate or political issue. This section
prohibits the licensing of :
"Anything
which ofaims
or does candidate
assist the:
election
or defeat
any topolitical
Provided, however, that nothing herein shall
prevent the commission granting a license or
a permit in commerce for a film otherwise
complying with the standards of this section,
which aims to or does assist the election or
defeat of any political candidate: Provided,
that in the license or permit granted there is
the statement of the condition that it shall not
be exhibited in licensed places of amusement."
"In a statement issued when he introduced .
his bill, Mr.
"I have with
introduced thisUpshaw
bill afterdeclared:
full conference
various committees representing the militant
church organizations and moral forces of
America."
* * *
PENNSYLVANIA THEATRE OWNERS HONOR H. J. SCHAD
Motion picture theatre owners of eastern
Pennsylvania honored the president of their
organization, H. J. Schad, of Reading, at a
banquet held at the Ritz-Carlton, in Philadelphia last week. The event was one of the
largest ever tendered an executive of the organization and shows the high regard in which
Mr. Schad is held by his associates.
Many notables of Pennsylvania were present and spoke of Mr. Schad's value to the industry. When the guest of honor was ushplace ovation
at the speakers'
he was
given eredato his
rousing
from the table
400 persons
assembled.
* * *
CHANGE PICTURE TITLE
It was the intention of Hepworth Productions, Inc., to offer one of its big films
under the title of "Speak No Evil," but
it was finally decided that the picture will
be released under the name of the book,
"Mrs. Erricker's Reputation," which enjoyed a large sale in Europe. Thomas
Cobb wrote the book." It was taken bv
Cecil M. Hepworth for picture presentation, who not only directed it, but produced it with a cast headed by Alma TavIcr, regarded as one of the most popular
and capable leading women in English pict^ires. Others in the film are Gerald Ames,
Gwynne Herbert, James Carew and Eileen
Denne^.

A i^'TER a tour
the country during which
-'^ he visited the ofmajority
of Jrirst xsational
exchange centers, E. A. Eschmann, general
manager oi distribution, is en route to New
iork. Air. Eschmann, having launched the
successful First National month campaign
left New York eight weeks ago on his first
extended tour since joining First National last

MIMI PALERMI
iefore
her
"discovery"
she
vas acting as a cloak by
modelDistinctive
in New Pictures
York City.
She is now one of the screen's most beautiful stars.
BROKEN MIRROR NO TERROR
FOR TOM MEIGHAN
Thomas Meighan recently demonstrated
that there was nothing namby-pamby
about his motion picture acting when he
smashed his fist through a beveled mirror
in a scene for "The Confidence Man," his
current Paramount picture. In breaking
this mirror with his fist Mr. Meighan took
the chance of a disfigurement that might
have caused the end of his screen career.
It so happened that he only caused a
severe cut on his right thumb and several
bad scratches on his hand. When he
smashed the glass, bits of it flew in all directions but luckily none of them struck
him in the face.
Director Victor Heerman had five cameras turning on the scene which, the studio
press department says, is one of the dramatic punches in the story. Following the
taking of the scene Mr. Meighan was idle
two days while his hand healed up enough
to go on with the picture.
BABY PEGGY'S SECOND STORY
Now
"Captain
is completed andthat
in the
cuttingJanuary,"
rooms of
Principal
Pictures Corporation, the second Baby
Peggy story has been decided upon.
It willonebeof anthe adaptation
Babies"
oldest and ofmost"Helen's
popular of juvenile books. John Habberton is
the author and the first edition of the volume is nearly fifty years old.
William A. Seiter has been engaged to
direct
the new
mostBrothers
recent
work has
been story.
with theSeiter's
Warner
and Sacramento Pictures Corporation.
Assisting him will be Nate Watt, formerly of the Metro and Fox organizations.
Louis Milestone has been engaged to create the comedy situations for the production. Work will start in the near future
and the cast will be announced as soon as
completed.

July.
A week of Mr. Eschmann's time was spent
in Los Angeles where he studied forthcoming
productions at the United and Ince studios.
Accompanied by R. E. Pritchard, studio sales
representative, he made a flying trip to the
.Mexican location camp, and saw the filming
of "Sundown" under the direction of Larry
Trimble. The extended stay of the First National sales chief at the production center permitted him to inform himself in detail of the
audience qualities of forthcoming productions.
He was in continued conference with Earl
Hudson, production manager ; John McCorinick, western representative and Joseph Skirbol, western district manager.
"Approximately five hundred new accounts
were added to the First National list of exliibitors during First National Alonth," writes
Mr. Eschmann from the Coast, "and after
an inspection of some of the 'First National
1924-20' here at the studio, I am confident
that our newly made friends will be equally
enthusiastic over our new group of pictures.
Such pictures as 'Black Oxen,' 'Flaming
Youth,' 'Ponjola,' and 'Boy of Mine' and 'Song
of Love,' with which we made so many new
First National exhibitors, imposed a responsibility upon us. Our production forces, however, have marshalled the best talent and expended every ounce of energy to equal and
excel the First National pictures of the last
* ^
ARTCLASS
PICTURES ANNOUNCES
of
1923."
SALE OF TERRITORY
Harry Grelle purchased Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, and the B. &
W. Booking Office at Shelby, North Carolina, purchased North and South Carolina, both of these territories are planning
big openings and road-shows to follow.
Harry Grelle intends to open "After Six
Days", featuring Aloses and the Ten Commandments, in Pittsburgh for a run. The
Epic Film Attractions of Chicago, who
control the Northern Illinois and Indiana
territory on "After Six Days" expect to
open downtown at the Loop, sometime in
March. Air. Lalumiere in Canada, who
controls the picture for the entire Dominion of Canada, has three copies working in
Montreal alone. He intends sending out
at least six road companies in Canada to
play
this Starkman,
picture.
David
of the Standard Film
Attractions. Philadelphia, who controls the
picture for the Eastern Pennsj-lvania territory, has just finished a week's run at
the Wilmer and \'incent Theatre in Harrisburg,
and broke all existing house records.
* * *
CASTING FOR BALMER STORY
Gasnier begins this week the selection of
players for the cast of his next Preferred
Picture, '"The Breath of Scandal," which
will be put into production immediately at
the Hollyw'ood Studios. This story by Edwin Balmer received its first publication
last year as a serial in Cosmopolitan
Alagazine and subsequently gained popularity in book form.
The name of Gasnier attached to the production promises unquestioned success.
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NEW SELECTED PICTURES
CATALOG COMPLETED

broadcasting statioii. Previous attempts to
obtain the consent of Miss Pickford and Mr.
Fairbanks to brodacast to their millions of
admirers have failed because of the fact that
both ;^„have been so tied up with location or
studio work on their new productions — Miss
Pickford's "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall" and Douglas' "The Thief of Bagdad."
They determined to make this a dual broadcasting event, and not until now have their
plans; been such that both could be free to
take Tip this matter at the same date.
* * *

National Board of Review Publication
Contains List of 'Best' Pictures
/~iF value to every exhibitor is the new "Se^ lected Pictures' catalog for 1923-24 issued by the National Board of Review in New
York through its National Committee for Better Films. As the Board sees the films sometimes weeks, sometimes months in advance of
release, this catalog contains many of the
PARAMOUNT PEP CLUB ANNUAL
newest pictures. It lists altogether 532 pictures, of which 506 were seen in 1923 out of
DANCE ON MARCH 7
a total of 1519 submitted to the Board in
The
third
annual ball of the Paramount
that year by all companies.
Pep Club of the Famous Players-Lasky CorThe information given comprises disporation will be held Friday evening, March
tributor, reels, featured players, short de7, in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Astor.
scription and literary or dramatic source.
This event, which has become an established
This latter is particularly important where
affair in New York City, particularly in the
the exhibitor wishes to obtain the co-operatheatrical and motion picture _ professions,
tion of schools, libraries and bookstores as
promises to surpass either of its predeceswell
as women's clubs, literary and dramatic
societies.
sors.
Dancing will be continuous from 9 :30
Pictures of outstanding merit are indicated
o'clock on, the dance music being furnished
by an asterisk, and 322 pictures especially suitby Jay Cox's Society Orchestra, divided in
able for the family program and boys' and
two alternating sections. The Cox Orchesgirls'
performances
are specially
marked,
as
tra has a wide reputation for perfect dance
also are
pictures which
are rather
for the
music and is an annual fixture at the big
mature
as
distinguishe'd
■
from
the
general
or
'
affairs at Yale, Princeton, Wesleyan and
family audience. The arrangement is made
other colleges.
as convenient as possible : first, the features,
At twelve o'clock sharp a special vaudeville
then the short comedies, then the miscellaneshow will be presented on the big stage at
ous
short
subjects,
scenics
and
"educationals."
The films are listed within these divisions al- the Western end of the ballroom and; will
phabetical y bytitle, with the name of the include some of the biggest acts in the couri:^
company in bold type so that the films of try. As usual, a large number of the foremost theatrical and motion picture stars will
any particular company can be quickly picked
out.
be present.
* * *
The catalog may be kept up to date by
means of the monthly and weekly Photoplay
HODKINSON WILL RELEASE AT
Guide to the Better Films issued by the NaCAMEO FOR EIGHT WEEKS
tional Committee. Supplementing this also
are reports on the longer of these pictures
Under contracts just closed the produccontained in the bulletins, "Film Progress"
tions released by the Hodkinson Corporation will be shown at The Cameo Theatre
and "Exceptional Photoplays. "
* * *
on Broadway, New York, for a period of
eight weeks beginning March 9.
TWO PRODUCTIONS UNDER WAY
"Love's Whirlpool" with James KirkBY WARNER BROTHERS
wood and Lila Lee and Madge Bellamy
The Warner Brothers' west coast studios will be the first attraction starting March
started the week off by beginning work on
9th for a week's run to be followed postwo production units, "How to Educate a
the
Schoolmaster"
Hoosier
sibly by "The
Whitman
Bennett
production
featuring
Wife,"
"Babbitt,"
the first
the pen
of
ElinorandGlyn,
the latter
from from
the novel
of Henry Hull and Jane Thomas.
the celebrated Sinclair Lewis.
"Love's Whirlpool" will be presented
Monta Bell, who won his spurs in "Broadwith an especially composed musical setEdward Kelenyi, musical
way After Dark,'' is handling the directorial
ting arranged
director
of the byCameo.
megaphone
on "Howinto
to Educate
a Wife."by Mr.
Bell first sprang
the limelight
his
William
Vogel, distributor
of Hodknison
releases
work on the Charles Chaplin film, "A Woman
. in allM.countries
outside of the
United States.
of Paris," having co-operated in the making
of that picture. So brilliant a directorial feat
did he make of "Broadway After Dark" that
the present assignment was given him without question of any other person.
It is pletedexpected
"Babbitt"
will be
comin time forthatrelease
sometime
in May.
Harry Beaumont is directing this production,
and intends to give it the clean finish and
faithful realism which he put into the making
of
role."Main Street." Willard Louis has the title
* * *
MARY

AND DOUG TO BROADCAST
FOR MOVIE FANS
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks will
broadcast by radio their personal messages to
their respective publics and movie fans in
general through Station WJZ, New York city,
on the evening of March 12, at 8:15 oclock.
All arrangements for this most important
event to motion picture exhibitors and their
patrons have been completed, and everything
is set awaiting the date and the hour.
This will be the first formal use of the
radio by these two popular stars for communicating first-hand with the theatre-going
and newspaper reading population of the
world within the radius of this powerful

INDEPENDENTS
PLAN
AID EXCHANGES

TO

Will Co-operate for Better Results
Among Independent Units
'T'HE active support of three hundred manager-owner independent exchanges throughout the United States and Canada,, has been
solicited in behalf of the Independent M. P. P.
and Distributors Association in a letter just
sent out by I. E. Chadwick, President of the
organization.
The state right operators and exchanges
constitute one of the most important factors
in the independent branch of the motion picture industry, and are to be encouraged in everyclares,
possible
Way, President
Chadwick have
dewhile advising
that many managers
already volunteered their services in aiding in
the establishment of the independent market
upon a firm and sound foundation.
In a letter to owner-manager exchanges.
President
Chadwick
says : "The
Independent
Motion Picture
Producers
and Distributors
Association has recently been formed for the
purpose of providing a live and quick acting
organization to serve every branch of the independent market, and to raise the standards
of independent productions to such a degree
that the confidence of the exhibitors will be
fully restored.
"The various factors in this important
branch of the motion picture industry are to
be encouraged in every possible way. The
producers, distributors, manager-owner exchanges, theatres, stars and directors will be
given the fullest measure of co-operation that
they deserve with a view to promoting a better understanding among
* * *all these units."
BERNARR MacFADDEN EQUIPING BROADWAY STUDIOS
Louis De Klade is equipping Bernarr
Macfadden's new studio, which is being
erected in the Macfadden Building, Sixtyfourth to Sixty-fifth Streets, Broadway,
New York. Mr. De Klade, who is a veteran in the motion picture studio line, was
connected with the Norma TalformerlyFilm
madge
Corporation.
Wallace Hamilton Campbell, art director, will be in full charge. The new studio
will have all the latest electrical equipment, modern offices, .property, retouching, negative developing, dark rooms, and
dressing rooms. This will enable Mr. Macfadden to do all his still and motion picture photography. Mr. Macfadden pubmagazines which are all illutrated lishes
withtwelvephotographs.
* * *

INGRAM SAILS FOR HOME WITH
NEW METRO PICTURE
Rex Ingram who went to Africa six months
"The
Metro
next in
ago to make
Arab"
is duehisback
theseproduction,
United States
in about a week or so. The Metro offices have
from Ingram to the efreceived a cablegram
fect that he was setting sail Wednesday of
this week, March 5, for home.
message
Ingram's
cablegram
The"The
y completed
practicall
was bore
Arab" also
that
and would be wholly so after several weeks
sojourn in Hollywood. All the exterior scenes
were filmed in Africa in the neighborhood of
Tunis in Algiers, a locality particularly rich
in Oriental atmosphere and color. Ingram
"The Arab" in Paris,
made the interiorsfor for
a studio for that purpose
having arranged
which enroute to Africa last September.
Returning with Mr. Ingram are Ramon
Novarro and Alice Terry who play the two
leading roles and who are the only Americans
in an exceptionally large cast of famous principals.
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GOLDWYN
COSMOPOLITAN
TO AID EXHIBITORS
Studying Methods of Distribution
for Small Theatres
OLDWYN-COSMOPOLITAN is going
to find out from first hand knowledge
just what the problems and needs of the exhibitor in small towns and of the small theatres in large towns are. Future exhibitor aids
will be affected by the information gathered
through this investigation.
New York State has been selected as the
experimental field where the needs of the
small exhibitor will first be looked into. Every
town of 1,000 population and more will be
visited and the exhibitors interviewed. The
information gathered will be co-ordinated and
submitted to the sales department which will
work oat from it an innovation in exhibitor
service. Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan service to exhibitors ISalready remarkably complete, containing many important and valuable features
which are not supplied by other distributing
concerns, but it will undoubtedly be increased,
changed arid adapted as a result of the investigation now in progress.
A six weeks' intensive tour of New York
State was begun in Buffalo this week by
Eddie Bonus, special sales representatives. His
business is to find out everything possible
about the service now received by the exhibitor, how it can be improved and changed the
better to meet the needs of the small theatre
manager. He will inquire about the condition of prints, the value of present exploitation aids, whether the exhibitor appreciates
and makes use of the aids already prepared
for him and every other phase of picture
showing and exploiting in the smaller towns.
While the investigation is largely in behalf
of the small exhibitor, the large towns will
be visited and conditions and needs there
looked into. It is the purpose of GoldwynCosmopolitan later to have other territories
in the country investigated along the same
line.
* * *
BUSTER KEATON COMPLETES
NEW METRO FEATURE COMEDY
Keaton has completed his third Metro feature lengthforces
comedy,
and and
the
combined
of "Sherlock,
the titling,Jr.,"
cutting
editing departments are now busy preparing
it for Metro release this month.
The story has to do with a young man,
a projectionist, who deserts his calling for
Hollywood and after divers adventures ends
up by marrying the most beautiful of the stars.
These are the facts at the two ends of the picture. In between Keaton is said to have made
a comedy drama that is unequalled for sheer
satire, open burlesque, and rollicking laughs
and that beneath all this the human note of
struggle and conquest is as straight and true
as the best dramatic piece of the stage.
Keaton directed "Sherlock, Jr." himself.
His supporting cast consists of Kathryn McGuire, Ward Crane, Joseph Keaton, Jane
Connelly, Erwin Connelly, Ford West, George
Davis, John Patrick, Ruth Holley and Horace
Morgan.
H. J. MULLER EARNS PROMOTION
IN SELZNICK ORGANIZATION
W. C. J. Doolittle, president of the Selznick Distributing Corporation, announces
the promotion of H. J. Muller to the position of secretary to the president. In making public the advancement of personnel
Mr. Doolittle stated that it was in accordance with the policy of the company to
make all new appointments from within
the organization.
From last May and up to the time of
his appointment to his new post Mr. Muller was comptroller of the Selznick. He
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M. P. T. 0. MEETING IS
A HUGE SUCCESS
Large Attendance Indicates Desire
for Closer Co-operation
MOTION PICTURE exhibitors from all
parts of Ohio gathered at Columbus on
March 6 and 7 to attend the Third Annual
Convention of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio. The affair was the best
has ever been held by the organization that
and
much constructive work was done in the short
space of time. Each day was crowded with
events and many well known speakers discussed the problems facing the exhibitor and
the means of overcoming obstacles in his path.
Sydney S. Cohen, President of the M. P.
T. O. of America, gave an outline of the
work accomplished by the organization during
the past year. The organization accomplished
much at the meeting in ^^'ashington, where
a fight was made against the admission tax
and the proposed copyright law, the national
censorship bill and the Sunday closing bill
A banquet was held on Thursda night at
which men and women prominenty in
activities spoke. Among the speakers State
were
Vernon M. Riegel, Director of Education and
Chief of the Division of Censorship; Lieutenant-Governor Earl D. Bloom; Charles C.
Crabbe. Attorney General and H. H. Gris\yald. Speaker of the House of Representatives.
The large number of exhibitors that attended the meeting indicates the desire of cooperation which is under way for the betterm.ent of the organization, and the reports
read show the amount of work accomplished.
In every way the meeting was a success.
* * *

OHIO

I

ARTHUR LOEW
In order to prepare for a banner year in European
motion picture business. Arthur Loew, of the Foreign Department of Metro Pictures, is in Europe
arranging to handle increased distribution.
will continue his supervision of the company's accounting department.
Mr. Muller's connection with the Selznick company has been of more than three
j'ears' duration. He started in the motion
picture field as auditor of the Selznick
branches. Last Spring, at about the time
of the reorganization of the Selznick company, he was made comptroller, and he
had entire supervision of the accounting
problems incidental to the change. Mr.
Muller is a certified public accountant, and
was formerly connected with Barrow,
Wade, Guthrie and Company, chartered
accountants.
* * *
WILL

SYNDICATE FLOODGATES'
TO NEWSPAPERS
Lowell Productions, Inc., which is distributing its latest production, "Floodgates" on the independent market, announces the closing of a deal with Percy
Eastment whereby the story of "Floodgates" will be novelized by the author, L.
Case Russell, and syndicated to over 1500
newspapers in weekly installments covering
a period of forty weeks. It is pointed out
this will be of great assistance to inde"Floodgates:"
handling
as it will pendent
placeexchanges
the story
before many readers in advance of or coincident with the
release of the picture. It is pointed out
that this is only part of the advertising and
exploitation co-operation Lowell Productions, Inc., will render to the exchange
men and through them the exhibitors.
John Lowell Russell announces that
David P. Howells, Inc., handling the foreign rights on "Floodgates" has closed a
contract with Mr. Ricci of the- Argentine
American Film Co., whereby that organization has acquired the picture for Argentina, Peru. Uruguay, Paraguay, Bolivia,
Chile and Ecuador.
^
^

ALLENE RAY IN PATHE SERIAL
"The Fortieth Door," produced by the
C. W. Patton Productions, and directed
by Geo. B. Seitz, is now nearing completion. Allene Ray is being featured, supported by a strong cast including: Anna
May Wong, Bruce Gordon, and many
other well known artists.

MINTZ CUE SHEET BIG AID
TO MUSIC PROGRAM
With one exception every large picture
producing company has signed a contract
for what is now popularly and widely
known as the "Thematic cue sheet." This
is confirmed by an announcemeiT.t by M.
J. Mintz the president of the Cameo Music
Publishing Co. This sheet is now regarded
as the missing link between the directors
of pictures and the directors of music.
The old idea of the cue sheet in the press
books were far from giving satisfaction
either to the exhibitor, the musical director
or the audience, but it remained for Mr.
the "Thematic cue sheet"
evolve
Mintz to
which
filled
a long
felt want and went a
long way towards perfecting the musical
accompaniment insofar as it tied up with
picture presentation.
The underlying principle of the thematic
forrn is to supply adequate and timelymusical themes for each and every scene
that is reeled off on the screen. The cue
sheets give a production, no matter its
elaborateness and length, the proper atmosphere and makes far more eft'ective its
general presentment.
* ❖ *
'MIAMF

IS COMPLETED

The final scenes of "Aliami," the Alan Crosland Production starring Betty Compson for
release through the Hodkinson Corporation
will be made this week according to reports
from the company now in Florida and the entire unit will return to New York where after
a conference Miss Compson will leave lor
Los Angeles to appear in the James Cruze
picture before making her next production for
the Hodkinson Corporation.
The completion of the .-Man Crosland production will leave the E. H. Griffith Company
in complete possession of the Miami studios
for their production of the Cosmo-Hamilton
story
"Another
Scandal." in which Lois M"ilson will
be starred.
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UNT'S 'TRIUMPH'
PARAMO
IS COMPLETED

Picture Is All That Was Expected by
Director Cecil De Mille
CLOSE of production on Cecil B. De
e, "TriMille's newest Paramount pictur
umph," found West Coast officials of Famous
ration exceedmgly enskyover theCorpo
Players-Lathusiastic
latest work of the man who
Commandments."
created "The Tenplay
by Jeanie Macpherson,
This screen
on's Saturday Evefounded on May isEdgint
said to rmg true to De
ning Post story,
Mille's reputation of providing a variety of
ly the linestrong box office appeals.anCertain
ng I'st of
up of players presents to theimposi
exhibitor. The
names that mean money
featured ones are Leatrice Joy, Rod La
Rocque, Victor Varconi, Charles Ogle, Julia
Edeson,
Faye, Theodore Kosloff, Robert
Raymond Hatton and George
Pitts,
ZaSu
Fawcett.
The story itself is one of those strong,
social satires for which De Mille has attained
an international reputation. He takes the
wealthy and the poor apart so that the world
Perhaps all that
may see how they tick. to
insure interest
need be said of the story
is that the central idea of the plot is the
change overnight of a rich man to poverty
all the drato wealth, with
poor man such
and a matic
as that would be sure to
reactions
entail The three principal characters are
Leatrice Joy, Rod La Rocque and Victor
need
Varconi Miss Joy and Mr. La Rocquesuccess
no introduction after their sensational
dments."
in "The Ten Comman
Mr. Varconi, however, is a newcomer. Mr.
De Mille' imported him from Hungary where
e idol of Eufor years he has been aes matine
rope American audienc have only seen him
in such foreign pictures as "The Queen of
Negri m "The Red
Sin" and opposite Polasure,
quiet, even techPeacock." He has a
make
nique, which Mr. De Mille believes will withm
him one of the most popular players
the next two years. And Mr. De MiHe s
as a picker hardly needs mention.
reputation ,
* * *
MAIL STAGGERS
'S
BABY PEGGY
HUSKY MAILMAN
Statistics compiled by Principal Pictures
Corporation, according to Irving M. Lesser,
and general manager of disvice-president
tribution for that organization, show that Baby
Peggy, the young star who soon is to be seen
ion of
," a screen adaptat
in "Captain Januarystory
by Laura E. Richards
the world famous
receives 4,580 "fan" letters daily, or 1,708,000
annually.
■ , -n,Sol Lesser, president of Principal Pictures,
insists that replies and photographs of Baby
Peggy be sent to each of these writers. The
result of this insistence is that five secretaries
are kept at work daily replying to the "fan
letters.
Advices from the Coast are that the cutting
been
January" have
of "Captain is
and titling and
expected in New
a print
completed,
come
advices
these
York at any time. With
powerreports
ful one. that the picture is an unusually
An elaborate advertising, publicity ana exploitation campaign for Baby Peggy in "Captain January" has been mapped out by the
Mike Rosenberg, financial manand
Lessers
ager for Principal. A motion picture edition
of the book will be put on the market, as the
result of arrangements made with L. C. Page
and Company of Boston, publishers of the
original edition.
* * *
EXPLOSION SHOWN IN PICTURES
A complete moving picture story of the
Nixon, New Jersey, catastrophe is appearing
now showing the Internain local theatres these
pictures show the wide
tional Ne^vs and
hunting for
space destroyed, the rescuers
buried victims and the scores of homes in the

vicinity completely wrecked by the blast of
TNT. A most interesting subject, which very
war when perclearly portrays the horrors asof much
explosive
haps one shell will contain
damage as. this accido as muchone.
arid will
dental
.
Other interesting news items in this issue
are the arrival in New York of the mighty
Pacific Fleet as well as its trip from Panama
northward on the wintry Atlantic. This is
the first time in five years that the Pacific
Fleet has visited the eastern coast.
There are many other newsy bits from the
of the globe in this current refour corners
lease of International News.

'WHEN A MAN'S A MAN'
BREAKS CAMEO RECORD

Harold Bell Wright's Picture Closes
After Five Weeks' Run
TJAROL
BELL WRIGHT'S 'When a
•^-^ Man's Da Man"
terminates its brilliant engagement of five weeks at the Cameo Theatre, New York, this week to what, according
to Manager De Rosa of the Cameo, has been
the largest attendance and receipts ever played
to by a film at that house during a similar run.
Originally scheduled for a week's engagement, the Principal Pictures Corporation film
played to such enormous business in the initial
week that it was held over from week to week
ord.
for what is considered an unprecedented recMeantime, "When a Man's a Man" has
been meeting with
similar success in all parts
of the country. It played to enormous business at Loew's State in Los Angeles, immediately after which it was booked into the
Talley Theatre in that city. Next week it
opens at the Olympia Theatre, New Haven,
and at the Madison in Detroit, in both of
which cities arrangements have been made to
exploit the film on a mammoth scale.
Following on the heels of the Harold Bell
Wright's film's phenomenal success in this
country, Bruce Johnson, manager of the foreign department of Associated First National, which is releasing the production, has
been flooded with requests for foreign showings and the film will soon be presented
abroad.
* * *

'GREAT WHITE WAY' TO PLAY
AT CAPITOL THEATRE
An event of unusual importance in the motion picture world will be the return to Broadway on Sunday, of "The Great White Way,"
FOLLOWING THE PONIES
Cosmopolitan's "surprise" picture which refeatures on a program
One of the most popular
cently concluded a sensationally brilliant enfails
never
that
feature
one
is
It
is the newsreel.
gagement at the Cosmopolitan Theatre.
shows the Internationals News
to please. This photo
race.
Zev-Papyru
cameramen taking pictures of the
"The Great White Way," with a cast of famous stage and screen stars and a list of national celebrities will begin its first New York
BORROWED HUSBANDS' PRINTS
engagement at popular prices at the Capitol
READY FOR DELIVERY
Theatre with a special presentation arranged
by S. L. Rothafel.
"Borof
ge
assembla
first
and
negative
The rowed Husbands," the picturization of Mildred
The management at the Capitol predicts
K. Barbour's famous novel, was shipped from
that the picture, which is a graphic representation of Broadway life, will establish new
od last week to Vitagraph laboraHollywo
tories in Brooklyn and prints will be rushed
records for attendance and receipts. They
to all branches.
base their prophecy on the enormous appeal
that the film had during its run of eight weeks
David Smith, who directed "Borrowed Husbands," had just finished cutting in time to
further uptown with a scale of one dollar and
fifty cents top. This was the first film that
give a showing to President Albert E. Smith
of
director
managing
Smith,
H.
and George
was ever forced to give midnight performances to take care of the crowds.
Vftagraph in London, upon their arrival in
President
showing
the
Los Angeles. After
"The Great White Way" has a special inSmith expressed himself as well pleased with
terest for New York motion picture patrons
life as predomestic
of
drama
this vigorous
sented in film and Mr. Smith declared that it as it depicts scenes and characters familiar to
Broadway, the most famous thoroughfare in
would be a winner in Great Britain.
the world. The action moves swiftly, beginFlorence Vidor has the leading role and
ning in the offices of Tex Rickard, boxing
three leading men share the honors opposite
promoter, at Aladison Square Garden, and inlier, Rockcliffe Fellowes, Earle Williams, and
cluding Futurity Day at Belmont Park; a
Robert Gordon.
rehearsal and presentation of a regular musical comedy with the Ziegfeld Follies chorus
❖ * 5}=
SELZNICK PICTURE WILL BE
as a background ; a thrilling fire scene participated in by the Mew York Fire DepartMADE IN ENGLAND
ment ;and the prize fight before seventy-five
Announcement has just been made that
thousand persons has been described as the
Myron Selznick is leaving for England
most tense ring battle ever staged for a moMarch 8, to supervise the production of the
tion picture.
first of a series of pictures to be filmed in
Anita Stewart, Oscar Shaw, T. Roy Barnes
England for release through the Selznick
p'xl Tom Lewis have the principal roles in
Distributing Corporation.
the film. Among the famous figures who apAccompanying him are Miss Marjorie
pear are Arthur Brisbane, Tex Rickard, Ned
Daw and a number of other leading AmerWayburn, Irvin S. Cobb, H. C. Witwer, Billj'
ican players who are to appear in these
De Beck. Harry Hershfield, George McManus, Nell Brinkley, Winsor McCay. Earle
productions.
Sande
and Pete Hartley.
The first picture is to be a film adapta"The Great White Way" was adapted by
tion of Frank Stayton's melodrama, "The
Passionate Adventurer." The story is laid Luther Reed from H. C. Witwer's story "Cain
in England, and the picture will be filmed
and Mabel." E. Mason Hopper directed the
in its original locale.
picture.
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SPEAKING OF SHORT SUBJECTS
Manager J. A. Gage, of the Seattle Educational exchange, lays claim to the best
short subject ever seen — a fine bouncing son
and heir, who it is said is already displaying
some of his illustrious father's traits. After
that better
"short look
subject"
dietlaurels.
is started
Mellins
had
to their
Meanwhile,
telegrams of congratulations have been
swamping the exchange on Virginia Street.
* * *
Orchestra No Business Getter
H. M. Thomas, director of the Capitol
Theatre, Winnipeg, Man., has reduced the orchestra of that theatre from 25 to 11 pieces
after tra,a taking
month's
large that
orchesthis tryout
step onwith
the the
ground
the
business secured did not warrant the augmented musical organization.
* * *
Partners Buy Another House
J. King and B. Sherman, owners of the
Stadium Theatre, New York City, like tlie
picture
they'veGrand,
gone in
andthebought
another game
house, sothewell
Harlem
same
neighborhood. They're not only going to show
the Harlemites a thing or two but dare downtowners to come up and see how a good program is put on.
* * *
Pleasant Times at Pleasantville
Everything's
Pleafantville
these
days for humming
S. Sicilianoaround
is building
a two
story office building of brick, steel and concrete which is to house a new theatre, operated by Phillips and Sussman, Inc., with temporary offices
Avenue.
I'le
theatre will
seatat425129andRebecca
will contain
the latest
and best equipment as to music, projection,
ventilation and decorations.
* * *
Round Tahle Briefs
The film salesmen of Albany held a meeting last Saturday and formed a temporary organization with James Rose as president. A
permanent organization will be effected at
once. About twenty were present.
* * *
'Fannie T. Colvin, who owned the Rose
theatre. Rosalia, Wash., has sold out to A.
B. Carter.
* * *
The new Bradentown (Fla.) Theatre will
be ready for opening about March 1. It will
have a seating capacity of about 1,200 and
has been leased for a long term by J. Sparks
Enterprises.
^ ^ ^
A new motion picture theatre will be erected
at Russell, Kansas, in the near future.
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COBE IS OUT OF HOSPITAL
Andrew J. Cobe, veteran Broadway
theatre manager, who was stricken several
weeks ago while managing the Astoi
Theatre for the run of Universal's production "The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
has regained his feet.
Cobe suffered from a carbuncle in the
neck. He was taken to the Beth David
Hospital and operated upon. His recovery has been gradual, but those who have
seen him on Broadway during the pasV
\veek say he is as spry as ever.

BIG LITTLE FEATURE'
("■LIFF
BOWES' by particular
type ofof Paris,
humor butis
.lot appreciated
the gendarmes
undoubtedly will touch a responsive chord in
the hearts of theatre audiences. One of the
diverting scenes in Educational's "Paris Lights."
W. B. Small, formerly of Mt. Sterling, Ky.,
•but recently of Kissimme, Florida^ has been
madeNewmanager
Judge Titus' new theatre
at
Smyrna,of Florida.
* * *
F. E. Wesp, who has managed various well
known houses in the Pacific Northwest, has
taken over the management of the Liberty
Kelso, Wash. Gerald Johnson, the former
manager, is now house manager of the Colonial for John Danz, in Seattle.
* * *
J. G. Beckman has taken over his duties
as manager of the Liberty, Astoria, Oregon.
Mr. Beckman was manager of the Rialto,
Wenatchee, Wash., until it was taken over
by Jensen and Von Herberg several weeks
ago.
Ed Myrick has *gone* to:|-. Billings, Mont.,
where he will manage the Strand Theatre.
J. L. Byrd was the former manager. The
building is owned by Dr. Chappelle.

Albany Film Row Changes
Two important changes occurred during
the past week along Film Row in Albany.
James W. Holden arrived from Cincinnati and
aLSumed the management of the Universal
exchange. Harry Seed, who has been handling
the affairs for F. B. O., in Albany, for the
past three months tendered his resignation
last week, and his successor has not yet been
named. In the neighboring city of Glens
named. In the neighboring city of Glens
Falls, Fred W. Mansert resigned as the manager of the Rialto theatre. At the State
theatre, in Utica, a Mr. Babson, from Palmer,
Mass., became manager.
Hurrah for Spri.ig Says Kansas
Business, which has been more or less mediocre in most downtown motion picture houses
in Kansas City the last few months, took a
sudden turn for the better this week, along
with the appearance of more literal and figurative sunshine. In most neighborhood houses,
the "blue Monday" night failed to put in its
appearance, father, mother and the children
strolling out for a little "air" and a show. It
is predicted by many Kansas City exhibitors
that there will be fewer summer closings this
year than in the last five years.
* * *
Mrs. W. A. Woods, well known woman
exhibitor of Washington, Georgia, lost her
theatre by fire last week.

Monty Salmon, formerly assistant manager
of the Lyric, Atlanta, has been appointed
floor manager of the
* Howard.
* *
W. S. Roberson, of Chai^el Hill, N. C,
is receiving the sympathy of friends upon the
loss by fire of his Pickwick theatre. Chapel
Hill is a college town, open only during the
school year and Mr. Roberson thus loses the
greatest part of the season before he can possibly rebuild.
ij: * ^
Tom S. Daley, formerly manager of the
Algoma Theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario,
has been appointed manager of the Danforth
Theatre, Toronto, formerly an Allen suburban house, by the Famous Players Canadian
Corporation, Toronto.
* * *
A. E. Johnson has sold his Strand Theatre.
Valdosta, Georgia, to R. L. Hall, formerly
of the Athens, Deland, Florida.

BIG LITTLE FEATURE
A SCENE FROM C. B. C.s "Ten Nights in a Hall Room." in which the famous Hall Room Boys
-^get off some red hot comedy — the kind of comedy that starts one laugh on the tail of another.
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'Short'

is the future of the short subject?
WHAT
Has it seen its best clays, has it reached the
peak and is it now on its way down the hill
to its long home?
We pause while the vote is being taken.
From all over the land comes the roar from
thousands of exhibitor throats: "No!"
It is here to stay.
The motion picture came to us in the guise of
a short subject — very short, to be precise.
It grew in the course of years from 50 feet to
approximately a thousand. On another page is
told the story of how D. W. Griffith, then a new
director at Biograph, refused to cut a picture from
two reels to one.
That was not the least of his crimes. He had
fractured the standing rules of the institution by
spending not only the $75 allowed each director
for making a picture but $105 in addition.
There was no machinery for distributing a film
of that inconceivable length. It might be a good
picture, but it was junk nevertheless.

and

Its Future

that placing the average length as 6,500 feet is not
an understatement. Let us assume it is approximateh^ correct.
It will mean that the average exhibitor planning
a two hours' program of straight pictures will require at least 8,500 feet of film to be divided
among short subjects.
Here is opportunity for real diversity of entertainment.
In the first place there is a ne^'s weekly. It may
not be of current date, but if your patrons have
not seen it it is new to them. And a program is
not complete without a weekly.
If you are in doubt about this statement pick up
a list of programs taken from the announcements
of successful houses and see how many there are
in which a weekly is missing. See if you can discover one.
That leaves three reels to be accounted for. Just
here is where the stand-by of a two-j^art comedy
comes in. This is the point where rigid selection
shorJd be exercised.

The director was "fired." He was an impossible
executive.

nn HERE

Of course, progress would not be denied. Some
distributing genius discovered a way out of the
dilemma. The picture would be issued in two
parts, as a seriaL And Griffith was restored to
the industry.
It is true there are some feature productions

good, fair, bad and ^^'orse. It is the last hvo
classes the exhibitor should avoid.
It is in booking comedies that the exhibitor may
make full use of his business papers, by filing the

that
make a satisfactory afternoon or evening's entertainment.

are all kinds of comedies — excellent,

re^^iews. It will give him a check-up on the salesman. And if it happens that the exhibitor is fooled
on the revicAv then the editor's hide should be made
to feel the lash.
For the fourth reel there are many

choices. A

"DUT those which do are sure to be far out of
the ordinary in the way of entertainment.
There must be in them some mighty appeal to the
imagination.
Easily the aggregate of those pictures which
come within this category cannot exceed 2 per
cent of the ^vhole.

good scenic is always appreciated — if patrons get
a chance to see it.
It is in the fourth reel, however, where the short
subject has abundant opportunity for expansion.

That lea^^es at least 98 per cent which must be
accompanied, or at least should be.
Now Avhat is the average length of the feature
of today?
In the December list we find 30 pictures that
exceed 6,500 feet in length and 28 that are under.
The January chart discloses 20 productions that

Judging by experience the making of short subjects is a work of specialization. The largest out]}ut in that department is provided by two companies r)ractically devoted to it.
The im]30rtance of the short subject in the estimation of exhibitors may be judged when it is
stated that putting aside the large quantity of material and much of it meritorious supplied by other
companies the tAvo concerns devoted to short subjects last year received in bookings practically one
dollar out of every seven paid in to all the exchanges.

exceed 6,500 feet in leng-th, while there are 47
that are listed as less than that length.
Which would indicate, by the way, that the complaint on the part of exhibitors that features were
too long is being heeded by producers.
The foregoing figures justify the assumption

We

knoAV that in other daj^s much good entertainment was provided by single-reel dramas. The
chance is present today as much as ever.

The

short subject is "sitting pretty."
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LEADERS

David

Walk

Griffith,

ALL

Portrayer

nding
outsta
the
of ter
istics
OXEcharac
of the
work of David Wark
Griffith has been the fidehty
with which he portrays the
hfe of the humbler portion of
mankind, that vast majority
of humanity referred to by
A b r a ham Lincoln among
others as the common people.
What Mark Twain has
been to the Hterature of
America and of the world at
large David Griffith has beeu
to the screen.
One of the reasons for this
ability to reach into the heart
of the mass of mankind is
elbow to elbow contact with
men who labor.
W'here the one as bo\- and
man
stoodhisat trick
the printer's
case, had
taken
at the

]\/[R. GRIFFITH was born in La
Grange, Ky.. January 22, 1880, the
seventh of eight children. His father
was Jacob Wark Griffith, a general in
the confederate service known to his
soldiers as "Roaring Jake Griffith," so
named because of his unusual capacity
for outshouting the noise of battle.
The Griffiths were one of the manv
families whose fortune had been depleted by the war. Young David attended school, and at the end of the
rather limited course was taken in hand
by his oldest sister, Mattie, an instructress in a girl's school.
In a country where oil was not available candles became a necessity. It
\va< customary in the evening for one

Life

greatestducedcavalry
introa lad in officers,
his teens
to
"Marse" Henry Watterson of
the
nal. Louisville Courier- JourThe youngster was given a
place as reporter and filled the
assignments that fall to a
worker in that field. But the
theatre interested him.
When David confided to
the manager of the Louisville
stock company that he aspired
to become a dramatist . he
was told the way to achieve
that end was first to become
an actor — and a place was
offered him.
The offer was accepted.
His first part was as the
Dunce in "The VilLige
School." The debut was discouraging, but not disastrous.
He remained through the season, but as the pay was not

wheel of the largest steamers
that plowed America's great- ;
est river and swung a pick in
search for gold, the other as
a boy also has stood at a printer's case, has worked as a
sandhog in the Hudson tube,
scraped rust from beams, in
the New York subway, shoveled iron ore in the holds of lake steamers and worked as a puddler in a steel
mill.
And all the time that Griffith worked
with his hands and body his mind was
busy, too, turning over problems and
phases of life that later were to be revealed on the screens of the world.
So when with such authoritative
sympathy the producer delineates the
average human it is because he has
been through the mill of experience,
has had his share of adversity as he
has tasted of the triumphs of success.
He has ''lived."

of

he enlarged his inadequate
come by working in a dry

LEADERS ALL— D. W. GRIFFITH
T5ECAUSE as an actor he learned the essentials
^ of what constitutes the best in drama; because
as a reporter he acquired the art of expression in
language ; because through rubbing elbows with real
toilers
gainedhis experience
with the "other
half";
becausehewith
natural endowment
of dramatic
instinct he has been able to capitalize this background and unfold on the screen life as it is
lived by the average person in the world of today.
member of the family to read to the
others, and the reader in the Griffith
home was Mattie.
The boy David had a favorite place
under the dining room table, where he
visual i^ea in his own way the tales that
were read by Mattie. His books, text
and general, were carefully selected by
his sister.
Twain was eleven years old when he
entered was
his twelve
brother'swhen
printing
office.
Griffith
he entered
similar employment with his brother.
Here besides setting type he worked in
the mailing department.
Then for a year or more he traveled
through Kentucky and Tennessee soliciting subscriptions to a Baptist ministerial publication. During this period
when not actually traveling he was
stopping at the homes of ministers.
^T

an early age the boy aspired to
be a writer. In line with this ambition General Joe Wheeler, a friend
of his father and one of the South's

elevator.
goods
Being "fired" because he
necessarily was absent on two
successive matinee days he
obtained secondary employment in a stationery store.
Then followed engagements m the
Strolling Players, with Ada_ Grey s
traveling company, playing in "Trilby
and "East Lynne." He was with
Walker Whiteside in a tour of the mid, with Nance
W'are
HelenJame
s Neill.
andwith with
O'Neil west,
In the Nance O'Neil company he

"Ehzaolaved Sir Francis Drake in he susbeth," and with James Neillroles
that
tained among a number of
of Abraham Lincoln, the latter with
such success that his salary was mfrom fifteen to eighteen dolrreaslarsedaweek.
TT was at this period of his life that
the spirit of wanderiust manifested
itself in a new form — for adventure
awav from the footlights. Perhaps it
>-as'that desire to see life at the source
A- hich always has been one of the producer's dominating characteristics.
ky he traveled to WesFrom
York, to Tonawanda, one of
tern NewKentuc
the ports of the Great Lakes.
In view of the prominence of the
Indians of the Six Nations in the new
historical drama of "America" it is interesting to note that Tonawanda is the
site of one of the largest of the tepees
(Conliniicd on page 55)
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ryANIEL BOONE,
one of the best
known characters in the
pioneer life of America,
is given a chapter in
"Tlie Chroni cle s of
America." Above is
shown one of the scenes.

STUYDETER
VESANT, and his
the cirfamily, shownthe inhome
life
cle, depicts
dam.
Amster
in Old New
bus
Coluyn
Below shows
at the Court of Spain
seeking aid from Queen
Isabella for his voyage.

■* •* Military Governor
fl AM I ETON, British
of the Northwest, _ is
shown above presenting
a Chippewa chief with a
secure
wampum beltthetowarfa
re
his aid in
es.
Coloni
against the

NE of the greatest
romatices of Amerithe marr i a can
g ehistory
of was
Pocahontas,
ndian
m the
elozv.
fe, a

Americanism
Is Keynote of Pathe Historical
Yale University Press Preserving Historical Records for Posterity.
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'BEAU BRUMMEL'
BE UNUSUALLY

and
SAID TO
FINE

Barry more at His Best Is Opinion
of Los Angeles Critic
P EAU BRUMAiEL," the Harry BeaumontWarner Brothers' Production starring
John Barrymore, was given a special preview showing out in Los Angeles and received
unusually enthusiastic praise from Hallett
Abend, motion picture editor of the Los Angeles Times and Preview. In fact he was so
impressed by the picture that he started to
feel a bit skeptical and wondered if perhaps
he wasn't
ried away. allowing himself to be unduly carTo convince himself that he was justified
he asked to be allowed another showing. Afbeing "impressed
anewter it heby expressed
the beautyhimself
of theascostuming
and by
the photography of David Abel. John Barrymore, in the title part, has never had a screen
part which suited his looks and his abilities
so well. As Brummel, the lover, he is superb ;as Brummel, the climber, he is daring,
and clever, and agile of wit : as Brummel,
the 'first
gentleman and
of Europe,'
he isthe
insolent',
vain,
overbearing;
as Brummel,
exile,
and finally the madman, he is marvelously
transformed as he was in the part of Mr.
Hyde in 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.' "
"The whole production is technically excellent. But it is much more than that — it is
simple and direct in its sincerity, diverting in
its sophistication, tragic without being bitter,
andIt athasall finally
times glamorous
with decided
beauty. ' that
been definitely
the film shall have its Eastern premiere at
the Mark Strand Theatre. This definitely
settles the question as to whether the picture
would follow the previous Warner features
by opening at the Strand or whether it would
go into a special theatre for an indefinite run.
MANY

NOTABLES

AT PREMIERE

OF 'FOOL'S HIGHWAY'
Since this latest Universal feature starring
Mary Philbin, is the story of the old New
York Bowery which has become famous down
through the years, it was decided to use the
Atlantic Gardens Theatre, formerly the
most famous amusement center of lower New
York, as the most suitable place for the premiere of the film.
To make the occasion more realistic, there
were recruited for the occasion several of the
old time Bowery entertainers, those who first
made the old songs famous, and they entertained with revivals of their old stuff.
The ushers were dressed in the costumes of
the old Bowery belles, and in the lobby of
the theatre there was installed a bar exactly resembling the one which the Atlantic
Gardens formerly boasted.
The speakers of the evening included Senator John Walker, who talked of the Bowery
as he knew it, and Harry Von Tilzer, to whom
the old Atlantic Gardens was one time
"home." Governor Smith was to have been
the honorary guest of the evening but he was
detained by important work and was forced
to send his regrets via telephone.
By the time the picture was shown the audience was entirely emersed in the old Bowery atmosphere, which, of course, made the
film even more enjoyable.
% 4: 4:
BENEFIT PERFORMANCE FOR
DRESSER MEMORIAL
A special showing of "On the Banks of
the Wabash" was given as a benefit performance for the Paul Dresser Memorial As-

Down

Main

sociation of Terre Haute, Ind., at the Grand
Theatre in that city. The purpose of the
performance was to raise funds for the erection of a memorial to Paul Dresser, the song
writer whose lyric inspired the picture.
Vitagraph turned over its share of the receipts for the showing, to the Association to
be used toward the fund, and in return received an exceptionally fine letter of appreciation from the chairman of the executive
committee, praising the film and the splendid
work of Vitagraph.

BIG LITTLE FEATURE
A big little feature, indeed, as his proud father
will affirm and up to the old trick of putting
the big fellow on the defensive. Place your bets,
now,of then
Flyers,"
one
the C.seeB.theC. outcome
Hall Roomin "High
Boys Comedies.
'WOMAN TO WOMAN' PRAISED
WESTERN CRITICS

BY

Miss Betty Compson's work in "Woman
to Woman" received high praise from the
newspaper critics when that Selznick picture had its Western premiere at the Grauman's Metropolitan Theatre in Los An-

Street
•ISLE OF VANISHING MEN'
IS GIVEN SHOWING
Picture Made by Author Explorer
Intensly Interesting
ONEhas ofbeenthe shown
finest on
pictures
of itsrecently
kind thatis
the screen
'The Isle of Vanishing Men," produced by the
author-explorer William Fisher Alder, who
went to Kia Kia, in the interior of Dutch
Guinea, and saw for himself how the cannibal tribe, that made its home there, lived.
The film is in no sense fiction, but is merely
an honest insight into the mode of living of
this savage tribe whose most elaborate attire
is the metal ring worn through the nose and
the ears. By using tact and diplomacy, the
explorers managed to get into the good graces
of the natives and were thus initiated into
the tribal habits and customes.
For their benefit the tribe held one of their
semi-occasional dances which are always attended with great ceremony and for which
elaborate preparations are made many days
in advance of the event. It was while preparing for this event that the explorers
learned how the inhabitants prepare their elaborate headdresses which serve as a means of
protection against attack by rival tribes, how
they prepare their food, and how they ordain
their youth upon the arrival at the age of
manhood.
The photography on the film has been so
masterfully handled that some remarkable
aubeen theachieved.
haveboard
pictorialdience iseffects
taken on
ship as itTheleaves
its port of debarkation, and is allowed to
pause with it at the various ports along the
route, to meet the different peoples and see
some of their unusual customs, to learn something of how other peoples trade. The scenic
effects which the cameraman, John Boyle, has
caughttifulduring
voyage
are amazingly beauand well the
worth
seeing.
The production was made with the aid and
co-operation of the Netherlands Government
and is the only and last picture made of the
Kia Kias.
as directly
the Netherland
Government
had thereafter
its war boats
destroy
this part of the Island because of the sickness
and disease which was gradually causing the
natives to become extinct. It is for this reason that the picture is called, "The Isle of

"Each succeeding role finds Miss CompThe picture
in every detail is extremely ingeles.
Vanishing
Men."
teresting, and makes fine entertainment. It
son advancing in histrionic measure," said
will,
however,
probably only appeal to select
the Evening Express. "Betty Compson in
audiences who are interested in the better type
triumph" headlined the Los Angeles Examiner, adding: "The play will gladden the of picture and who enjoy seeing the experiof explorers on the screen.
hearts of Miss Compson's admirers in the nces
As an instructive vehicle the picture is
opulent vision it gives of her. She entrances the eye and looks more and more
superb and for this reason it should certainly find a fertile field in educational
delightful as the play progresses. "Woman
to Woman" has a more definite appeal for fields as well as in the entertainment
the theatregoer than this, however, in that ^ branch of the industry. Students who are
it offers Miss Compson opportunity for taught geography by actually being taken
excellent dramatic work. The story is to the place by means of the screen are
in a much better position to understand.
likewise novel."
A special musical score was arranged by
Angeles
Dailymovie,
Times sufficiently
said: "It
is The
moreLosthan
a mere
Victor Shertzinger and its rendition by a capmore in fact to hold a captivating appeal
able orchestra added appreciably to the enfor those who are weary of the formula
joyment of the film at its showing on Februarycial29,invitation
at the audience
Criterion was
Theatre
where a speproduction and the all-too-happy ending."
present.
Goddesses of LOVE!

Venus, Aphrodite

CYTHEREA
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SEVERAL

COMEDIANS

IN

'GALLOPING FISH'
Ince Production to Be Released by
First National This Month
\ FTER trying out "Galloping Fish," his
new comedy for First National, in every type of tlieatre from the beach house to
one which caters exclusively to the "family
circle," Thomas H. Ince has concluded that
this comedy is gloom proof and has turned
it over to First National for early release.
'With Syd Chaplin, Louise Fazenda, Ford
Sterling, Chester Conklin and Lucille Ricksen
in thebyleading
"Galloping
was
declared
previewroles
audiences
to be Fish"
a worthy
successor to "The Hottentot."
This time instead of a horse-fearing hero,
a timid young bridegroom who innocently
becomes involved with a famous stage beauty
and is forced to chaperone her pet, a trained
seal, for twenty-four harrowing hours, is the
chief cause of laughter. Syd Chaplin as the
retiring young chap whose everj^ move gets
him in deeper water, until he is submerged
in a spectacular flood has a role that promises to put him in the limelight with his famous brother.
Louise Fazenda, as a "Diving Fazenda,"
Ford Sterling playing the part of her manager-fiance, and Chester Conklin, struggling
along
as "Jonah,"
a hard-boiled
driver,
play fast
and furious
ball with taxi
the comedy
gags. Lucille Ricksen plays the jealous young
wife
who starts
all the the
trouble,
and from
"Freddie,"
a trained
seal, keeps
trouble
dying
down. Del Andrews directed.
'"Galloping Fish" is a March release of
First National and one of the "1924 — 20."
SEVERAL CONTRACTS CLOSED
FOR 'NAME THE MAN!'
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan has just closed a
contract with the Gray Circuit of Boston, Ly
which all of its available seventh year releases down to and including "Name the
Man !" will . be shown 100 per cent in the
houses of that circuit in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.
Burford's
Mid-West
Circuit, embracing
Rochester, Elgin,
Aurora, Kankakee,
De Kalb,
Decatur, Joliet and Bloomington, all in Illinois, has been signed for the balance of the

BIG LITTLE FEATURE
Something has surely gone wrong with Lloyd
Hamilton. Both he and the dog look rather
perplexed about something. There is one sure
way to find out what it's all about — see the
Educational-Hamilton
Comedy, "My Friend."
seventh year Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan releases.
The West Coast Circuit has closed for CosiHopolitan's "Through the Dark."
Marshall Neilan s latest picture, "The Rendezvous" has been booked by the Stanley Company for first run in Philadelphia.
Cosmopolitan's "Great White \\"ay" and
Goldwyn's
have New
been York.
sold
to the Loew"Wild
CircuitOranges"
in Greater
'DRIVIN FOOL' BREAKS RECORD
AT ALTOONA HOUSE
Altoona, Pa., is rated a;:, a good picture town
because motion pictures are the chief amusement there and attracts large audiences at all
times. It is therefore considered a real
achievement when a picture breaks a box office
record in this town.
And according to Mr. Blair of the Blair
and Bush Theatres in Altoona, when "The
Drivin' Fool," a Hodkinron comedy feature
starring Wally Van and Patsy Ruth Miller,
played at these two theatres, it scored a
doubleords atvictory
by breaking the attendance recboth houses.

FOUR NEW FILMS AMONG
METRO RELEASES
Buster Keaton and Viola Dana Have
New Starring Vehicles
'T'HE Metro release chart for this month
bears the names of four features, in which
prominent stars are appearing. In the order
of these release dates they are : "Women
Who Give," "Sherlock, Jr.," "Don't Doubt
Your Husband" and "The Shooting of Dan
The first on the list will appear this week.
This is the latest of the series of productions
McGrew.'
that
Reginald Barker has been making under
the auspices of Metro-Louis B. Mayer. The
story is taken from Sarah Greene's novel,
"Cape Cod Folks," and features Frank
Keenan, and Barbara Bedford along with several others of prominence.
This one will be followed the next week
by "Sherlock, Jr.," another Buster Keaton
feature which is a travesty on the career of
a projectionist and his adventures in Hollywood where he finally weds "the Queen of the
movies." The picture was directed by
Keaton, himself and is a Schenck production
released through Metro.
"Don't Doubt Your Husband' is the fifth
Viola Dana picture which Metro is releasing
this season. The feature was directed by
Harry Beaumont and Alan Forrest supports
Miss Dana in the leading male role.
The last of the group is the picturization
of the famous Robert Service's poem, "The
ShootingProduction
of Dan McGrew."
It is under
a SawyerLubln
which is now
way
at the Metro Hollywood studio, under the
personal supervision of Arthur Sawyer. An
unusually strong cast including B.irbara La
Marr, Lew Cody, Mae Busch, Percy Marmont, and others will interpret the various
important roles.
'THREE O'CLOCK' PLAYING TO
CAPACITY HOUSES
Telegrams from New England exhibitors
on "Three O Clock in the Morning" attest the
judgment ploitation
of Exhibitors
TradeoverReview's
exexpert in enthusing
the moneym.aking possibilities of this C. C. Burr independent production.
Al Newhall,
of the Strand Theatre, Lynn,
Mass., wires:
" 'Three O'Clock in the Morning' is my idea
of entertainment. My business on this picproves that I am right."
A. ture
Goodside,
field, wires : of the Capitol Theatre, Spring"I'll buy all you can get like 'Three
O'Clock
the Morning.'
John inDineen,
of the" Modern Theatre,
Lawrence, Mass., wires :
" 'Three O'Clock in the. Morning' standing
them up to capacity houses afternoon and
Jake Lourie, of the Modern and Beacon
Theatres, Boston, wires :
" 'Three O'Clock in the Morning" is as
good an audience picture as we have played
* * *
night."
this
year."
CONTRACTS
FOR SEVERAL NEW
PATHE COMEDIES
The Grand Opera House of New York
City, with a seating capacity of three thousand, has arranged with Pathe for the presentation of a two-reel comedy practically every day through the month of March. A total
of seven different comedies are involved in the
line-up and each one is scheduled to show for
a run of from one to four days.
Since it is the policy of this theatre to run
only first grade comedies, Pathe looks upon
these bookings as a high tribute to its product, andmentsisfor hopeful
of making
similar arrangeother months
to follow.

March 15, 1924.
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REGISTERS AS SURE
BOX OFFICE WINNER
'The Uninvited Guest' Offers Strong
Thrills, Good Undersea Photography and Romantic Interest
THE UNINVITED GUEST. Metro Photoplay. Author, Curtis Benton. Director,
Ralph Incc. Length, 6,145 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Paul Patterson
Maurice (Lefty) Flynn
Olive Granger
Jean Tolley
Jan Boomer
Louis Wolheim
Fred Morgan
William Bailey
Irene Carlton
Mary MacLaren
While voyaging from Australia to New York
Olive Granger suffers shipwrefck. She reaches an
island. Two other survivors, Irene Carlton and
Fred Morgan, gamblers, steal her cr'^dentials and
go to America, where Irene poses as Olive. The
latter is rescued by Paul Patterson, a diver. They
arrive in New York, oppose th|e imposters and are
wed.
By George T. Pardy
THERE'S
of everything
required
appeal to athelittle
popular
taste in this
picture,to
wonderfully artistic photography, sharpedged melodramatic thrills, sentimental interest and excellent acting by a fine cast. Director Ralph Ince deserves unlimited credit for
his masterly work in handling the production
and "The Uninvited Guest" takes rank as a
fure-fire box office attraction -suitable for all
classes of theatres.
For once we are given a story with South
Sea atmosphere that doesn't stick to the timeworn trail. Suspense runs high, you can't
guess what's coming next, the action swings
into the top-notch speed right at the start
and keeps going merrily to the finish. Add
to this the unfamiliar beauty of the underwater shots in natural colors, easily the best
effects yet attained in this phase of screen development and the result is a picture as unique
as it is entertaining.
The Submarine Film Company is repsonsible for the production, the Williamson underwater camera patents being utilized in combination with Technicolor to elaborate the
ocean photography. These scenes are an artistic joy, a v/hole show in themselves, with
sharks, an octopus and other denizens of the
deep sporting around amid a blaze of tropical
color, coral formation and submarine vegetation, all filmed with marvelous accuracy of
detail.
But ofinthemaking
thisbeautiful
appeal to
the patron's
sense
rare and
; Director
Ince
has not failed to profit by the old Shakespearean adage — "the play's the thing !" His
story isn't sacrificed to mere pictorial charm.
It's frank
melodrama, punch,
alright,andbutcrammed
put acrossso
with
such spectacular
full of exciting situations that it runs as
smooth as a clock and holds the spectators
on the keen edge of expectancy up to a well
turned and satisfactory climax.
Among the big scenes may be mentioned a
red-hot scrap between the hero and brutal Jan
Boomer, the demise of the villain in the
clutching coils of a giant octopus and the
burning of the ship, the latter a peculiarly
vivid bit of realism. The tropic stuff is, of
course, the best part of the film, but even
when the action shifts to a more civilized
clime, interest in the fortunes of the principal
characters is still maintained.
Maurice (Lefty) Flynn plays the hero role
of the sponge diver who rescues Olive
Granger, after that much-abused young lady
has been abandoned on a desert island by an
adventuress who assumes her identity and the
latter's
lover. Theas athletic
"Lefty"
shows togambler
great advantage
Paul Patterson,
Jean Tolley's characterization of the heroine
stamps her as an actress of unusual merit,
and one that speaks volumes for hpr future m
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the silent drama ; Louis Wolheim scores as the
repulsive Jan Boomer, a particularly ef¥ective
role ; Mary MacLaren makes a distinct hit is
the scheming Irene Carlton and the same, may
be
said ofMorgan.
William Bailey's clever portrayal
of Fred
You needn't be afraid to go the limit in
promising your patrons novel and satisfying
entertainment when exploiting this feature.
Emphasize the entrancing beauty of the undersea scenes with their natural color eifects,
stress the fight between villain and hero, the
battle
the octopus,
the story'sexcellence.
romantic
force with
and general
melodramatic
with
cast,
the
of
member
every
And play up
newthe
of
work
the
to
paid
notice
especial
comer— Jean Tolley.* * *
ACTION

SMOTHERS

PICTURE

'On Time' Sacrifices Everything for
Thrills and Exciting Stunts
ON TIME. A Triiart Corporation Prodicction. Story by Al Cohn. Director, Harry
Lchrman. 'Length, 6,030 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Richard Talmadge
is
Harry Willdon
Billy Dove
Helen Hen
Stuart Holmes
Richard Drake
Siegmann
George
Wang
Clary
Charles
Hendon
Horace Fu
Tom Wilson
Casanova
Gerard
Douglas
Mr. Black
Dr Spinks
Fred Kirby
Frankie Mann
Mrs. Spinks
Harry Willis, a spendthrift, who has lost a
fortune, promises his sweetheart, Helen Hendon,
that he will amass another fortune within six months.
At the end of the time limit he has failed. At a
Hallowe'en
party he
someHendon.
valuable The
antiques
from being stolen
fromsaves
Horace
next
day he is approached by a stranger who offers him
$10,000 if he will obey instructions for a day. He
agrees
follows.
He attempts
r"escueof
a womanand inaction
distress
and falls
into the to
hands
an insane doctor who tries to operate on him.
Later dents
hein ais Chinese
mixed uptemple.
in a series
of exciting
inciH:e has
many fights,
but escapes.
He
later
discovers
that
motion
tures had been taken of all his escapades andpic-is
offered a contract. He accepts and wins Helen.
By Len Morgan
FOR those who like thrills and stunts at
the sacrifice of plot, "On Time" will offer
a great appeal. From start to finish it is a
series of stunts and knock-down-drag-out
fights in which Richard Talmadge occupies the
center of the limelight.
He does many stunts of daring that are
almost lost owing to the weakness of the plot.
He has no less than a dozen fights with odds
at least ten to one against him and always
manages to come out victorious with little or
no wear and tear on his personal appearance.
The picture is much too overdrawn to carry
conviction, but it will please that large class
of theatre patrons who crave excitement of
the serial variety. The same action devoted
to a story with more plot would have resulted in an interesting picture.
It is not the fault of the cast that the picture is not all that it should be. Richard
Talmadge works hard and does everything
that is required of him. He is strongly supported by Billy Dove and Tom Wilson.
- Tom Wilson, as a color'.'d valet, furnishes
the comedy for the picture. He appears in
most of the scenes with Talmadge and his
antics are really funny.
The most exciting scenes of the play take
the
room where
the doctor's
place
insane indoctor
is aboutoperating
to transplant
a human
brain to an ape ; and the Chinese ternple.
where Talmadge shows his gymnastic ability.
In exploiting the nicture it should be easy
to make large clock dials, with the hands
hour of showing of the picpointingture.toSmallthe
cards may also bear a clock dial
with the words "Be 'On Time' to see Richard
Talmadge 'n his new thriller," or other similar
phrases.

HUMAN

INTEREST

GALORE

'Fools Highway
Abounds in Rich
Heart Interest Values

FOOLS HIGHWAY. Universal Jewel ProOzven byKildare's
Adapted from
duction.Rose."
Irving
Directed
"My Mamie
Cuiiiinings. Length, 7,431 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mary Philbin
e
Ros
Mamie Kild
Pat O Malley
are
Mike
Plummer
Lincoln
s
Bos
The
Edwin J. Brady
le
Jackie Doodi
Max Davidson
Lev
Old
Max
William Collier, Jr.
■ Kate Price
Mrs. Flannigan
Mamie Rose, little mender in the shop of Old
wardpugilist
by Mike Kildare,
Levi, isof loved
heeler
the Bowery.
She repulses
his and
advances,
horrified by his business, but still fascinated by the
man'sdiscovers
brute strength
he
his lpv'2 and
for animal
her is attraction.
a true and When
holy
thing he forsakes his gang. They lay a trap for
him and he is horribly beaten in an underground
den. Then follows a gripping denouement, in
which Mike wins the girl and joms forces with
society against the law breakers of his old days.
By Michael L. Simmons
A BOWERY waif whose body is so tiny,
but whose purity and charm reflects a
glowing light on the drab atmosphere of the
colorless little world in which she dwells, establishes once and for all the dramatic art of
Mary Philbin.
In "Fools Highway," an epic of New
York's
Bowery,
Philbinportrayal
doesn't
exist. old
She time
is lost
in her Mary
marvelous
of the little mender, Mamie Rose. She works
and plays, she laughs and cries, and hates and
loves, and all the time she tugs at the heartstrings as the little girl whose only world
of steamat elerumblequickens
the pulse
goes round
vated trainsbeneath
and whose
the
sight of a Bowery tough.
Pat O Malley plays the tough. And oh
how tough ! Contenders for his title of King
Pin among the East Side mit slingers, find
distheir rue and physical
this out. much toThe old
Bowery is born again.
comfiture.
Its quaint characters once more live romantic
lives. One loves Levi, the old tailor; and the
big Irishwoman ; one thrills at the battles of
the redoubtable Mike Kildare — disapproves of
him. perhaps, but can't help liking the swaggering scapegrace.
One weeps with Mary Philbin in her tragic
moments, and follows breathlessly the maze
in the quaint honkyof events on the Bowery,
tonk theatre. Queer old people, ladies with
dirty shawls and odd little hats, smeary faced
children in arms, bland visaged yellow men.
give a realistic touch of romance and mystery
for which underworlds are generally noted.
drama prethe spirit ofruns
ut it all, The
Throughomasterfully.
straight
story
vails
and unswerving on its vehicle of pathos, love,
sacrifice, and human interest. Folks in Squestone'sin
those but
well asBowery,
dunk, Ohio,
willa find
of theaspresent
throw
"Fools Highway" something that will absorb
• their attention. The blood can't refrain from
inMike's lost
of indeed
eyes are
And the smash
thefists.flashing
leaping to domitable
misty
a
on
to sensations if they don't take
orable law. young Levi bows to love's inexfilm when
In effecting tie-ups for this film, an "Old
Song Night." in which the songs of long
ago will be sung by the audience, should be
ainpl}' heralded. A street ballyhoo on an old
"On the Way to
bicycle, placarded
tandem Highway,'
" and giving the name of the
'Fools
kind of attention
the
attract
should
theatre,
that pavs. Don't forget, also to play
The catchline, "Marnie
Ball witli
as the basis of a tie-up which
serveflorist.
can the
Rose"
should Le of mutual benefit.
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BOX
FINIS FOX FEATURE
HAS POPULAR APPEAL
^The Woman Who Sinned' Strong in
Sensational Situations, Pathos and
Heart Interest
THE WOMAN WHO SINNED. Finis Fox
Photoplav. Author and Director, Finis Fox.
Length, 6,500 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Wall Street Broker
Morgan Wallace
His Wife
Irene Rich
Minister
Lucien Littlefield
Minister's Wife
Mae Busch
Minister's Son
Rex Lease
A Wall Street broker who is unfaithful to his
wife, manages to have her placed in an insane
asylum.
a yachtinghe traps
the young
wife
of a Onminister.
She trip
escapes,
but feeling
disgraced, leaves her boy and husband. Supposed to
be dead, she turns up fifteen years later, revenges
herjelf on the broker, who is sent to jail and subsequently killed by his injured spouse. The minister, his wife and son are finally reunited.
By George T. Pardy
'Phis is a rattling good box office attrac-•■ tion_ which can hardly fail to get across
with vim wherever it is shown. It possesses
all the elements of popular appeal, sensational
thrills, pathos, fast action and a plot,- which
for all its melodramatic coloring, is so cleverly handled that it carries conviction.
Finis Fox wrote the story and directed the
picture. In his dual capacity he has never
lost sight of the fact that the great thing in
dealing with serious drama is to stimulate
heart interest and touch the sympathetic
chords with an unerring hand and this he has
accomplished magnificently.
Even the supposed lapse of fifteen years
during the action, usually a tough species of
jump to hurdle in picture land without tearing the continuity to tatters, is successfully
bridged and leaves no unsatisfactory gap in
the march of events. The beginning of the
feature shows the heroine, her husband and
child enjoying all the sweets of happy domestic life in small town surroundings. These
scenes are beautifully handled and furnish
an admirable contrast with those which follow, when evil fate thrusts the young wife into the whirl of gilded life in New York's
Bohemia.
There are many big dramatic moments, that
of the young mother standing in the rain
outside her home, watching unperceived the
baby who is wailing for the soothing toucli
of her tender hand, is infinitely pathetic. Her
re-yengeheron happiness
the villainous
brokerworked
who has
ruined
is cleverly
out
through a series of ingeniously moulded
"vamping" situations and the meeting between
mother and son at the last, when
her regeneration isbrought about, leaves nothing to be
desired in the way of a bully climax.
It is something of a feat to drag a heroine
through the swamp of a tarnished reputation
without causing her to lose an audience's sympathy in some degree, but this is just what
has been done in "The Woman Who Sinned."
Mae Busch carries off the chief dramatic
honors in the role of the minister's wife, gi-ving a performance as remarkable for versatilityas
_ emotional power. Morgan Wallace
registers splendidly as the rascally broker,
who is very thoroughly murdered to the satisfaction of everybody near the finish, by the
spouse whom he consigned to the loony house.
Irene Rich plays the latter role with considerable energy and charm. Lucien Littlefield
is excellent as the youthful minister, and Rex
Lease, in the juvenile part of the son, contributes acharacter sketch which stands out
one of the best things in the picture.
The photography includes a wealth of finely
executed exteriors and interiors, with superb
long shots and clear, distinct lighting adding
to the features artistic lure. The title pos-
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(Continued)

sesses exploitation value, and you can list the
story's emotional appeal and dramatic strength
as promising eminently satisfactory entertainment, without fear of any after protest by
your patrons. Mae Busch, Lucien Littlefield
and Irene Rich are the best-known players,
but
ing. the work of Morgan Wallace and Rex
Lease should be recognized in your advertis* * *
STAR PLEASING;

STORY

POOR

Baby Peggy Charms, But Plot Is Too
Obvious and Forced
THE LAW FGRBID.S. Universal Photoplay. Author, Bernard McConville. Director, Jesse Rabbins. Length, 6,203 Feet.
CAST AND S'?NOPSIS
Peggy
Baby
Paul Remsen
Robert Peggy
Ellis
Rhoda Remsen
Elinor Fair
Inez Lament
Winifred Bryson
John Martin
James Corrigan
Martha Martin
Anna Hernandez
Judge
Joseph Dowling
Paul Remsen and his wife, Rhoda, separate.
Rhoda takjes their child, Peggy, with her to the
country. Peggy makes her way to New York in
search of her father. He has become entangled
with an actress starring in a new play he has
written. The child wanders on to the stage on the
first night of the production. Through her a reconciliation is brought about between the parents.
By George T. Pardy
'T'HE drawing power of this picture is vested
entirely in the person of the tiny star,
whose admirers are many and not disposed to '
be ultra critical as regards any film exploiting their favorite. This is fortunate, so far
as the market value of "The Law Forbids" is
concerned, for with Baby Peggy out of the
cast it would have little to offer in the way
of entertainment.
The plot is of conventional type, running
along smoothly enough, but not particularly
interesting, until the final reel is reached,
when a surprise climax is rather cleverly
worked out. The chief fault of the scenario
is that it is too obviously designed to force
the wee leading lady to the front in closeups innumerable and situations "dragged in
by the ears" so to speak. Baby Peggy is as
wonderful a little pantominist as ever, bewitching al Tiearts with her impish smile and
cute tricks, but it is asking a good deal of
the winsome kiddie to carry the burden of a
story.
seven-reeler based on such an inadequate
It is in its comedy appeal that the picture
scores best, when Peggy and her pet rooster,
Alexander, are making matters lively. The
sentimental stuff is decidedly weak, Peggy's
pretty mother wins sympathy, but the hero
registers as a cheap sort of skate who comes
off a whole lot better than he deserves in the
long run.
The child's appearance on the stage during
the
night performance
of her father's
play,first
in which
the author substitutes
for a
drunken leading man, results in the reconciliation of the parents, and is an ingeniously
handled scene, although very much on the
hokum order. The back-stage episodes are
colorful, the theatre interior and audience
views well filmed, the camera offers some
pretty rustic shots and good lighting prevails.
Baby Peggy's
mimicry
are Miss
undeniable and she powers
plays theofrole
of small
Rersem with her usual charm and sweetness.
Robert Ellis does the best he can with the disagreeable part of Paul Remsen, Elinor Fair
is an attractive figure as his wife, and Winifred Bryson's portrayal of Inez Lamont a
creditable
"vamping'' purposes
sketch.
For exploitation
Baby Peggy
must be played up as prominently as possible. Record some of her previous triumphs,
especially that achieved in "The Darling of
New York," praise her work as much as you
please, but go slow in boosting the story.

IS A TIP-TOP WESTERNER

'North of Nevada Moves Swiftly and
Deals Melodramatic Magnetism
NORTH OF NEVADA. Monogram Pictures Corporation Photoplay. Released bv
F. B. O. Director, Albert Rogell. Length,
4,929 Feet.CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tom Taylor
Fred Thomson
Miriam Ridgway
Hazel Keener
Mark Ridfway
Josef Swickard
Reginald
Ridgway
Taylor
Bill Hanneford
Wilfred Graves
Lucas
Red
Joe Butterworth
Sam
Chester Conklin
Jo Deerfoot
George Magrill
Old Mark Ridgway dies suddenly on his ranch,
without having signed a will by which his foreman, Tom Taylor, was to inherit his property,
whichter,includes
dam. Mark's
Miriam, anda big
her irrigation
brother Reginald
arrivedaughfrom
the East. They are the new owners and are tricked
by
Deerfoot
and
a
band
of
outlaws
who
want
obtain control of the dam. After many adventuresto
Tom
for hisTaylor
wife. defeats the plotters and wins Miriam
By George T. Pardy
Tf/'HEREVER Western pictures are much
in demand "North of Nevada" ought to
fill the bill satisactorily and show good box
office results. It is melodrama of the most
pronounced kind, a regular buzz-saw of whirling action from start to finish. Even the highbrows who may smile tolerantly at its unabashed "hokum," cannot fail to be amused
by its swiftly moving sequences of wild adfield.
alwayspro-a
market venture
forby flood
suchandfilms
whenThere's
properly
the type.duced, and this ranks as one of the best or
The plot has the merit of originality and
Director Albert Rogell turns and twists it
into many unexpected odd corners so deftly
that the suspense never slackens. Incidentalh', he owes much for results attained
to the loyal co-operation of a very fine cast.
A large proportion of W'estern features are
constructed on the "condensed serial formula,
with jumpy, straggling, plots and continuity
gaps filled in by the simple process of staging some hair-breadth escape or stunt episode.
But "North of Nevada" tells a straight storj .
with closely linked situations and continuity
developed and maintained to a surprising extent in a film of this class.
Not that there is any lack of thrill stuff
or sensational punches. There is a plethora
of savage physical combats, staged amid
frowning cliffs, on the edge of precipices, all
as realistic as they make 'em and filmed with
spectacular
Taylor's
the
renegadesuccess.
Indian, Tom
Deerfoot,
is afight
luluwith
of
a scrap, the hero's rescue from drowning by
his faithful steed registers as another incident with a tremendous "gallery" appeal, and
the said horse, Silver King by name, deserves
especial mention as an equine actor second to
none of his four-footed screen brethern in
point of camera talent.
The athletic Fred Thomson is cast as hern
Tom Taylor and plays the part with irresistible dash and vigor, showing to great advantage in his riding exploits. Hazel Keener
is a pretty heroine, dramatically effective and
pleasingly natural, George Magrill shines as
the dark-skinned traitor Indian, Deerfoot, and
excellent support is given the principals b}others in the cast. Not the least of the pictures attractive qualities is its admirable photography. There are many exceedinely beautiful and impressive views of mountain, p'ain
and river, with skillful long shots and closeups. The most captious critic could hardly
find fau't with the fine atmospheric detail
and secnic charm of this Monogram studios
production.
You can safely exploit this as a bully Westerner, something out of the ordinary and alive
with sensational thrills and romantic lure.
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THRILLS APLENTY IN
MONTE CARLO STORY

'Poisoned
Paradise'
Pictures What
Happened at the World Famous
F rench Gambling Casino
POISONED PARADISE. Preferred Photoplay. Adapted by IValdemar Yoimg from
Robert
Directed by Louis
Gasnier. Service's
Length,Novel.
6,800 Peet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Gilbert Kildair /
Hugh Ki'-dair
Kenneth Harlan
Margot Le Blanc
Clara Bow
Martel
Raymond Griffith
Mrs. Gilbert
Belmire"
CarmelTennant
Myers
Mrs.
Kildair
Barbara
Professor Durand
Josef Swickard
Krantz
Andre De Beranger
Madame Tranquil
Evelyn Selbie
Marge Le Blanc, left a small fortune by her
foster mother, goes to Monte Carlo and lo9?s it
all. She is falling into the hands of a scheming
thief when she chances to make the acquaintance
of Hugh Kildair, an artist who lives in the same
house. When he hiars her story he ofJers to make
her his housekeeper, the arrangement being that
they shall live together as sister and brother.
Kildair is soon caught in the trap
for him
a gang of thfeves who try to forceset from
him bya
cipher system entrusted to him by an old professor.
The gang is foiled by the arrival of the police, while
the experience has opened Kildair's eyes to the fact
that he loves Margot, who has loved him right
along. They are married without
delay
return home as husband and wifefurther
this time. ana
By Henriette Sloane
^EAUTIFUL sets, good acting and a few
sensational twists and thrills save the day
for "Poisoned Paradise" and will probably
be the factors which cast the production among
the box office successes. Billed as "the forbidden story of Monte Carlo," the film unfolds the lives of a few of the millions of
souls who stake their all on the roulette wheel.
Though the story itself is not at all unusual ithas been handled delicately and effectively with the result that it emerges from
the realm of mediocrity and enters the exalted
station of good entertainment.
We have never been in Monte Carlo, but
according to persons who have been there, and
also saw the film, the scenes showing the
Casino at Monte Carlo are honest to the last
detail and express perfectly all the beauty of
the place.
Nothing but the highest praise can be accorded Clara Bow, who is not only extremely
comely and winsome but remarkably convincing. Her performance both when she is at
the heights of exaltation, and when she is cast
into the depths of despair, is nothing short of
inspired. There is every reason to suppose
that she will become a great favorite in a
short time, and her performance in this picture will do much to put her there.
The rest of the cast, too, is remarkably
capable, especially Carmel Myers, who plays
the part of the thief's accomplice to perfection. It is little wonder Kildair falls prey
to her wiles.
Besides the selling power of the story itself
there is the possibility of great publicity
through wide exploitation. Perhaps the most
sensational of these is the advertising campaign in which it is stressed that "Poisoned
Paradise" is the "forbidden story of Paris
and Monte
Whenit concerns,
the story itfirst
appeared in theCarlo.''
city which
created
a furore and was immediately suppressed because itpreached a sermon on the evils of the
colony. If plenty of publicity is given this
phase it is bound to arouse interest.
Then there is a splendid book store tie-up.
The book already has had a large circulation,
since it is by a well known author, but it is
as nothing compared to what still can be done
in the way of sales when it is linked up with
the motion picture.
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'Icebound' Has Misleading Title, Possesses Pathos and Artistic Charm
ICEBOUND.
Paramount Photoplay. Author, Owen Davis. Director, William De
Mille. Length, 6,471 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ben Jordan
Richard Dix
Jane Crosby. Jane tries to reform Richard and falls
Emma Jordan
Helen Dubois
Hannah
Edna May Ohver
Nettie Moore
Vera Reynolds
Sadie Fellowrs
Mary Foy
O";'" Fellows
Joseph Depew
Ella Jordan
Ethel
Wales
Judge Bradford
Frank Shannon
Ben Jordan colors the dull life of his New England home indulging in various dissipations. He
sets fire to bya barn
and disappears, to avoid arrest.
His niother dies, leaving
her property to her ward
Jane Crosby. Jane tries to reform Richard
and falls
m love with him. At first attracted by his
cousin, Nettie Moore, Richard finally realizes vamp
that
he loves Jane and all ends well.
By George T. Pardy

W/ ELL directed, handsomelv photographed
and cleverly acted, "Icebound" registers
as a good box office attractio
n, the sort of
picture which is likely to appeal favorably
to the average screen fan. Its strength lies
m Its mtensely human theme, the unselfish
love of a girl whose patience and wisdom
work wonders in the way of transforming a
somewhat shiftless youth into a man capable
of facing the hard facts of life.
Despite its rather misleading title, which
carries a suggestion of adventures in the
frozen wastes of the Arctic regions, there is
nothing in the least spectacular about the picture, the action taking place in a small New
England town and depicting the everyday doings of a lot of everyday folks, without a
single sensational thrill or touch of melodram . ,
Yet this simple story possesses unusual
pathos, charm and the power to awaken one's
emotional sensibilities. It is a study in characters, so to speak, achieving telling contrasts
in hurnan nature, the sternly sad old mother,
her disillusioned son, back from service in
France and sick of the drab existence he is
leading, the other greedy members of the Jordan family and the self-sacrificing Jane
Crosby — all these people are interesting and
refreshingly natural against the bleak backgrounds of a wintry New England landscape.
A particularly true-to-life scene is that in
which the grasping, anxious relatives gather
in the parlor of the Jordan home to await
the demise of the old lady and reading of
her will by the family lawyer. Here pathos
and comedy mingle in generous quantity and
the congratulations of the on-lookers go
forth heartily to the girl who, to the horrorstricken surprise of the money-seekers, is
pronounced the sole heiress.
Many of Director William De Mille's contemporaries might well take pattern after the
way in which that astute gentleman has
handled the death episode. Instead of giving
closeup after closeup of the dying woman at
full length, with more or less agonizing facial contortions in evidence, there are just a
few glimpses of the sick-room shown, with
the end of the bed protruding and physician
standing by it. You never see her face, and
final dissolution is announced merely by the
doctor drawing up the coverlet towards the
head. That's all, and quite sufficient too !
The plot is neatly built up, the continuity
a credit to the scenario-writer and suspense
is not lacking. For one thing, it seems by
no means certain that Jane will wed the exsoldier boy, for at one stage of the proceedings, the worthy lawyer looks as though he
might prove the winner. This notion is
quickly dispelled, however, but it helps greatly
in Todeveloping
the situation's
Lois Wilson,
the Jane interest.
Crosby of the
play, must be awarded the chief dramatic
honors. Miss Wilson is quietlv effective, her

wistful smile strangely alluring, and considered as a study in repressed emotions, her
portrayal of the role can be listed as an artistic triumph. Richard Dix is pleasing in
the part of Ben Jordon, Vera Reynolds wins
favor as the flirtatious young miss who comes
so
close toand
trapping
and gaining
the hero's
affections,
Edna May
Oliver contributes
timely comedy relief in her impersonation of
Hannah, the servant. The support, as a whole,
is excellent and the photography throughout
of first-class quality.
In exploiting the feature be careful to explain that the title refers to frozen feelings
in a mental sense, or your patrons may expect atale of thrills and danger in the North.
You can praise the story as intensely human,
symapthetic, presented by a splendid cast, and
play
up the
of Lois Wilson, Richard
Dix and
Veranames
Reynolds.
^ ^ ^
KIRKWOOD IN A GOOD PICTURE
'Discontented Husbands' Has Strong
Human Interest Appeal
DISCONTENTED HUSBANDS. A Columbia Pictures Production. Story by Evelyn Campbell. Director, Edward Le Saint.
Length, 5,421 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Michael Frazer
James Kirkwood
Jack Ballard
Vernon Steele
Grace Darmond
rd
Balla
Emily
Jane
Frazer
Cleo Geraghty
Madison
Marcia Frazer
Carmelita
Baby
Ballard
Muriel
McCormick
Dick Everton
Arthur Rankin
Michael Frazer, who has made several million
dollars through
of a patent
can-opener,
aspires
to rise the
in invention
society. Cleo,
his wife,
is old
fashioned and does not wish to climb. Mchael
plans to have his estate transformed into a beauty
garden husband
and s»:eksis bids
for the work.
whose
a landscape
artist, Mrs.
strikesBallard,
up a
friendship with Frazer in order to secure the work
for her husband. The friendship ripens and they
plan to run away together. Jack Ballard learns
of it and to teach Frazer a lesson he plans to run
away with
Frazer'sand daughter.
An automobile
wreck
spoils
the plans
both families
are reunited.
By Len Morgan
JAMES KIRKWOOD is his very best in
"Discontented Husbands." The story
gives him ample opportunity to demonstrate
his ability as a versatile actor and he makes
the picture one of great interest. The story
is unusual and should have a strong appeal
to the theatre patron. There is a strong vein
of comedy but it is secondary to the heart
The acting of Kirkwood, as a social climber,
is not overdone and the captions are worded
appeal.
in such a way as to draw numerous laughs.
Mrs. Frazer insists on calling her husband
"Mike," much to his annoyance and once during a dinner party she lowers the chances of
social ambition by referring to the cost of her
table cover. Kirkwood during these scenes is
excellent. Grace Darmond is cast in a difficult role and shows up to excellent advantage.
Cleo Madison, as Mrs. Frazer, wins sympathy with her appealing acting.
Carmelita Geraghty and Arthur Rankin,
young lovers, produce most of the comedy
with their numerous spats.
The highlights of the picture are the scenes
between Frazer and his wife, in which she
tries to show him the error of his ways. An
automobile wreck is staged, and it is a thriller.
The machine rolls over an embankment and
lands upside down. The fight between Dick
and a tramp is more subtle than thrilling. It
shows clever directing.
There are many ways to tie-up with shops
for advertising. Beauty shops and drug stores
can display cards worded "keep beautiful and
your husband will be content." Bread stores
can advertise "Feed your husband our bread
and he will be contented."
James Kirkwood's name has a strong drawing attraction. L^se it unsparingly in advertising the picture.
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THE

SHOWMAN

AND

THE

SHORT

FEATURE

By J. R. BRAY
President, Bray Productions, Inc.

written
y been
has ah^ead
SO onmuch
t of the
the subjec
potentiaUties
of the short length feature and its
importance an an entertainment factor
in the average exhibitor's program that
I am somewhat hesitant as to just
where to begin.
To my mind the fact that the theatre owner everywhere is more and
more calhng attention to the short subjects on his program is a very heaUhy
sign. It indicates that as a showman
he is coming to reaUze that the best of
them at least have a distinct drawing
power, in many cases equaling that of
the multiple reel feature on the bill.
It goes without saying also, that the
"big little feature" has sent many an
audience away satisfied, where its
lengthier competitor would have left
them bored or disappointed. This
value in the short subject, the comedy
cartoon, novel scenic or nature picture,
the average exhibitor has long realized,
but it is only recently, I think, that he
has come to see that this part of his
program is worthy of a measure of the

exploitation that he gives his bigger attractions and has a direct and definite
influence on his box office.
Of course, I do not mean that this is
true of all the short length subjects that
the exhibitor has to handle. Far from
it. But I do refer to those of standard
excellence and known drawing power.
Let him give a little more attention
to these and he will soon see results.
Many exhibitors already have tried
this out with some of the regular offerings of the Bray Studios and have
found, in many cases, that it has not
only built up business on their dull
nights, but has also resulted in bringing to their houses a new clientele, patrons who came solely to see the short
subjects on the bill and not to view
the long length feature.
This is especially true of the Colonel
Heeza Liar Cartoon series now being
/ /-/£ Bray Travel Series is a popular serv■* ice that appeals to all classes. Interesting
foreign scenes are shown in an interesting
manner. The unusual is sought by the photograiphers and they have been unusually successful in their quest for material.

Y, president
Brayproducing
Productions,
*^J• R.Inc.BRA His
specialtyof is
the
"Colonel Heeza Liar" cartoons, ivhich have
found favor among theatre patrons.
released for us by the Standard Cinema Corporation as is evidenced by the
fact that many theatres have repeated
their bookings on some of the mirthprovoking subjects in this series, as
often as six or seven times, and still
keep coming back for more.
In tivemy
opinion
this surely
in indicaof their
box office
drawing
power,
for an exhibitor to consider booking
Colonel Heeza Liar a second or a third
time or oftener as has frequently happened, if he did not find a very real
and pressing demand for this popular
pen and ink character among his regular patrons.
The same must be true of many of
the leading short reel releases on other
programs besides that of Bray Studios
and I feel that the exhibitor-showman
is steadily recognizing the possibilities
of the short length feature more and
more.
From the producer's end the constant
aim of Bray Productions, Inc., is to
give the exhibitor a well balanced short
{Continued on page 56)
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The
Frenzied

Finance

'Biq
and

The Newsreel
THE telephone of a theatre in the vicinity
of Wall Street's financial district rings. Mr.
Financial Expert and Mr. Business Leader are
asking when the news reel goes on. When
told it's to run in ten minutes, over they rush
— and in quiet relaxation see this pictured
newspaper, then back to the busy marts of
trade !
This interesting occurence was revealed
when the International Editorial staff made a
canvass of the theatre in that locality. They
were told by the theatre managers that some
of the country's
biggejt
financial
experts and
business
leaders go
regularly
to neighborhood
houses solely and only to see the news reel.
A great argument for the news reel, for
such recognition contains a world of meaning.
Wouldn't be surprised if Mrs. Housewife
would appreciate the opportunity to pop in
a minute after the daily marketing was done
— just to see what the rest of the world was
up to, before going back to the daily chores.
And speaking of the International News
Reel, beginning with No. 22, released JMarch
8, a series of safety first pictures made in cooperation with the New York Police, are
being shown.
Special Deputy Police Commissioner Barron Collier, E. B. Hatrick, General Manager
of the International and William Brandt,
President of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New York, planned the series and
worked it out under their personal supervision.
^ ^
'The
Cake
Eater'— Pathe 2 reels
Lots of chuckles
If the the
boysefficiency
can't playman
practical
— just
because
thinks jokes
it wastes
valuable time — they'll leave. Will Rogers, he
of
the with
'homely
is electedandto
reason
the but
new honest'
owners, face,
two spinsters
a poor relation. The romantic spinsters admire
his perfect profile and strong-er-limbs, set
their caps for him, and feed him cakes made
by their own lily white hands. He just naturally ain't a "cake-eater" and they make him
sick. For a while it looks as though he'll
be ensnared, particularly as his pals are agin'
him — just another of their little practical
jokes.
Those who are familiar with Rogers stage
work will revel in the witty titles (written
by him) in which he pokes fun at himself in
particular and everything in general.
A good little plot with some real chuckles
that will leave a lasting
^ ^impression.
^
'Should Poker
Players Marry'—
Universal
Short and snappy
1 reel
Alice Howell is back in comedies, with
the same frizzy hair, militant stride and
domineering wifey attitude. But even a
determined, militant wife can't stop a man
from getting together with the boys for a
poker game. Bert Roach hadn't better
try that stunt of comparing all the hands
and reporting to his boss in a real poker
game. Some may disagree with th esolution here — that hubby goes off to the hospital— but they won't disagree when they
see how Alice Howell manages her husband, Neely Edwards.
'Why cartoon
Mice Leave Home' — Pathe1 reel
Amusing
Farmer Al Falfa and Milton Cat learn another Aesop Fable truth — everything that goes
up must come down — refreshingly humorous.

Little

Feature

Love's Reward' — Pathe
Burlesque
1 reel
Hal Roach's trained monkeys burlesque that
time-worn theme of young love triumphant
to perfection. While the youngsters will be
satisfied just watching the animals, grown-ups
will be apt to chuckle with delight over every bit of business — the stupid goose, cast as
a house detective, Bad Bill Sikes who steals
the "jools," the poor but honest hero, cast
as a room clerk and in love with the proprietor's daughter, they're all here. And after
the hero saves father and the "jools" the
lovers win a "God bless you, my children,"
from stern
You'll amusing
be giving when
your you
audience papa.
something really
run this latest "Dippy-Doo-Dad."

-BIG LITTLE FEATUREThat
thatwhen
comesthe once
a lifetime
worth thrill
a shoot
otherinfellow
holds isn't
five
aces too, as you'll discover in Pathe's "Ten
Dollars or Ten Days." It's shoot or get shot!

'Reno or Bust' — Educational
Lots of laughs
2 reels
Mechanical effects, straight "gags," ludicrous situations and the energetic Bobby \^ern.on put this comedy over in great style. The
ambitious mother can't prevent Bobby from
marrying her daughter but she certainly puts
a lot of obstacles in his path. Bobby leaves
a crew of police stranded in the middle of a
desert and they have to hoof it back to town.
Ihe slow motion camera gets a screamingly
funny effect of them, hours later, just barelyable to move their feet from the ground as
th.ey plod wearily along.
'Zeb vs. Paprika' — Pathe
Horses and things
2 reels
A highly laughable take-off on the classic
racing event between Zev and Papyrus, in
which Stan Laurel plays the role of "Dippy"
Donawho, "one of the best jockeys that ever
slipped Finlayson,
a headache Ena
pov>'der
to a rival
horse."
James
Gregory
and George
Rowe appear in the supporting cast. Laurel
in training is a thing of beauty, quite all that
the young man should wear and when it comes
to trotting, no horse has anything on him.
Stan Laurel fans will not be disappointed in
this one.
*
*
Healthy' — Universal 1 reel
Amateur'Keep
doctors
Remember how Harold Lloyd and a pal,
by pretending to be a doctor and patient,
pull a fake cure in sight of a crowd and
drum up a lot of business for a real doctor?
Well, Slim Summerville and Bobby Dunn
pull the same stunt with much the same effect— a good laugh. But the patients they
collect are far too hungry to realize any
profits, so the two master minds devise a
scheme to get rid of them. A fair number
of laughs and no dragging moments.

facing until he's dizzy, rebels and tells the
diill sergeant to make up his mind — but
you've
got tothesee situation
Cook do can
it tobe.
realize
how funny
Yes, just
he
joins the marines to get away from his militant
wifetil but
he hasn't
moments
the fadeout
whenmany
bothhappy
his wife
and unthe
drill sergeant go overboard.
^
^

'The Mandan's Oath'— Pathe 2 reels
Indian frontier series
This time the Indian tells of an actual occurence growing out of the epidemic of smallpox in 1838 which practically exterminated
the Mandan tribe. Through the action of a
crazy Scot they are befriending, two white
prisoners are set free — despite the fact that
a Mandan cunning tries to prove them spies.
In addition to the full-blooded Indian cast,
Hedda Nova, Jack Mower, Al Hallett and
William Bertram aid in telling the tale. An
interesting exam.ple of Indian ethics is brought
out when the write man is told that no ill
or demented person is harmed.

'The Oriental Game' — Universal
First rate comedy
2 reels
Pal, we're convinced, is a wise dog. His
opinion of Mali Jong coincides with ours —
not so good ! He's up on radio too, and when
his master's voice signals an S. O. S., Pal
rushesandto the
foils Harry
Sweet's
rival
then rescue.
tactfullyHe leaves
Harry and
his
girl to their love scene. Imagine a star not
in on the fadeout. We'll wager that the only
regret your patrons will have, is that there
isn't more of it.

'Big Pusher"
Boy Blue' — Universal 2 reels
A "Leather
The Kid (Bill}' Sullivan) falls in love with
an English girl and Wildcat George registers
deep disgust. But strange to sa}- Janet's family don't
a pugilist
— that
IS, fancy
not until
Dad seesforhima son-in-law
knock out
the
English
champion.
One
of
the
best box
BigLittle Features that carries a powerful
office punch — a punch that means profit for
\OM when vou run it.

'Under Orders' — Educational
Highly entertaining
2 reels
Clyde Cook wins the prize this time. In
"Under Orders ' he has a vehicle that suits
him
to perfection.
Of course,
the joke
about the private
who, you've
after heard
about

Accept No Substitutes
CYTHEREA
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High in the Ranks of Big Little
Features
Stands Cartoons
the 'Aesop
Film Fable

Ciat'sof and
are Milton's
original schemes
DLYAl Alfalfa's
DECIDE
the
to get rid
Farmer
ious mice, even though they invariably fail
mischiev
— and both have already become favorites at many
last sketch indicates
houses.carriesAs a the
hood fable
neighboreach
tale — and moral.

Big

Little

Feature

Program

Suggestions

These Short and Sweets Will Fill Any Requirement of That 'All Short' Program,
Now Being Run So Successfully.
Each Program Combines Comedy
and Drama and Is Picked from the Best of Recent Releases.
Pathe's Programs
SUNDAY CALM— 2 reels. Once the kids
of "Our Gang" comedy fame get under way
there is nothing having the shghtest resemblance to "calm." Bugs, field mice, hoptoads, a tame bear, and the poor distracted
parents have a perfectly miserable day of it
with the kids on the rampage.
LOVEY-DOVEY— 1 reel. A "Dippy-DooDad," with a monkey and a duck playing
Romeo and Juliet. Here is a number that
we can, without hesitation, recommend as
one of - the funniest "Dippy-Doo-Dads" ever
shown.
THE MAN WHO SMILED— 2 reels.
Second of the "Indian Frontier" series. A
thrilling incident in the life of Left Hand,
famous Indian scout in the employ of the
United States Government. Swift action,
some romance and a few touches of humor
combine to make it an excellent Big Little
Feature.
GOOD OLD DAYS— 1 reel. A football
game attended by all the animals of Jungleland — with a great deal of action and fun,
presented in an unusually entertaining way
distinguishes that Aesop Film Fable.
* =1= *
■BIG BUSINESS— 2 reels. Our Gang runs
a modern barber shop. Up with the best of
these and that's saying something, as these
comedies
have set a high standard for two reel •
entertainment.
THE FRONTIER WOMAN— 3 reels.
Fifth of the "Chronicles of America," produced by the Yale University Press. It can
be made the basis of interesting and profitable tie-ups when you are running it. Local
patriotic and civic organizations will doubtless welcome the opportunity to tie-up.
GIRLS AND RECORDS— 1 reel. Touches
of sly humor in the contrast of the girl of
yesterday, demure and dainty, with her robust, athletic sister of today. Grantland
Rice's titles well written and sustain the action. A distinct novelty.
* * *
-TWO WAGONS— BOTH COVERED—
2 reels. Rogers renders a highly amusing
burlesque characterization of the role played
by Ernest Torrence and J. Warren Kerrigan
in the original story. This ought to furnish
plenty of entertainment to any one.
PATHE REVIEW NO. 6—1 reel. A
timely number in the form of a camera study
of "The Heart of Mexico." A "Sealing Wax
Stunt" a Popular Science contribution and
among other subjects a Pathecolor, "In the
Heart
of theINSURED—
Tyrol."
FULLY
2 reels. The big
idea behind the plot is this : one of the characters conceives a style of insurance, premium
which assures the holder a continued salary
whenever
is out ofof a the
job.plan.
"Snub" Pollard
proves thehe fallacy
TAKING A CHANCE— 1 reel. Grantland Rice's "Sportlight" showing the part that
nerve and courage plays in every branch of
sport. It can be counted on to give your
audience a few thrilling minutes.
THE MAN W^HO WOULD NOT DIE
— 2 reels.
First theof assistance
the "Indianof Frontier"
ries made with
Colonel T.se-J.
McCoy who secured the services of the Indian used in "The Covered Wagon." The
historical angle and the Indian angle both
open up fruitful fields for publicity work.
AT FIRST SIGHT— 1 reel. Introducing
Charles Chase. A pleasing screen personality, a dapper dresser in cutaway coat and top
hat. All about mistaken identity.

MOTHER'S JOY— 2 reels. Laurels attempt to entertain his wealthy grandfather's
guests proves a thoroughly laughable affair,
and a wedding ceremony staged at the end of
the footage is calculated to win a loud and
hearty laugh in any type of house.
POWDER AND SMOKE— 1 reel.
Charlie Chase appears as a salesman of lightning rods who keeps on getting mixed up
with a gang of Western bandits.
* * *
PICKING PEACHES— 2 reels. Mack
Sennett
He's field.
one of
the
best
littleproves
pickers itin again.
the comedy
Harry
Langdon is his latest. This first comedy of
his will make them laugh from the first inch
on and the bathing beauties do their bit to
make the audience forget its troubles.
ONE SPOOKY NIGHT— 2 reels. Billy
Bevan in the role of an innocent country lad
who is fleeced by a city slick. This picture
packs at least a dozen good laughs.
HELP ONE ANOTHER— 2 reels. Mr.
and Mrs. Spat agree to repaint their country
house. A combination of the slapstick and
the subtle. Mostly in the titles.
TEN DOLLARS OR TEN DAYS— 2
reels. Turpin in a maze of trouble in which a
prettv girl is very must involved. Lively.
JUST A MINUTE— 1 reel. The only
tears likely to be spilt at this showing will
be tears of laughter. Chase is an auto salesman who is forced to keep his bride-to-be
waiting at the church while he demonstrates.
PATHE REVIEW NO. 5—1 reel. Prett}'
pictorial bit "The Dells of Wisconsin" ; "The
Staff of Life," showing the difference in bread
making todav and in primitive times ; and a
Pathecolor,- "The Valley of White Ribbons,"
Dauphine, France.
THE DARKEST HOUR— 2 reels. The
Spat Family turn bootleggers and brew their
own. Many complications interfere with
the manufacture and the comedy ends in a
veritable riot of fun * and^ action.
*
WILD AND WOOLY— 1 reel. Cow
punchers
and camera
broncho or
busters
aren't performing for the
an audience
in this
instance — just hard, everyday work, but
Grantland
Rice's
motionit all
enables
dience to see
how slow
difficult
is. the auTHE BOTTOM OF THE SEA— 1 reel.
Sense and nonsense cleverh- intermingled in
Howes "Hodge Podge," showing among
other things fisherman off Sicily and Coiie\Island's
naked evemyriad
could lights,
see it. far better than the
flip' FLOPS— 2 reels. A Mack Sennett
offering with Alberta Vaughn, Lewis Sargent.
Jack
Andy,onClyde
and circus
phant Cooper
with theandaction
the circus
lot. e'eAn
occasional touch of the thrilling serves to
make this laughable and entertaining.
THE GREAT OUTDOORS— 2 reels. The
Spat Family are out camping and meet with
one mishap after another until the distracted
famih" .icciden tally start a forest fire. Plenty
of action, some genuine laughs and an unexpected ending * * *
AMONG THE MISSING— 1 reel. A
mother of war-ridden France, who has lost
of her sons but one is filled with joy when
he returns — only to discover he is a deserter.
And then — rather than deliver him to the
searching squad, she kills him. A powerful
drama in miniature !
THE COWBOY SHEIK— 2 reels. In
this subject
Will Rogers
givessuitor.
a characterization of a bashful
cowboy
Because
newspaper throughout the country are running
a syndicated column written by Rogers, you
can make this a real box-ofiice asset.
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POSTAGE DUE— 2 reels. Good slapstick. Stan Laurel has himself photographed
as Venus on a postal card. Then he tries
to recover the postal card and blunders into
a plot to rob the mails.
RURAL ROMANCE— 1 reel. The city
ruffian steals the simple country maiden from
the arms of her rustic lover — but all ends well
for these simple lovers in this Aesop Film
Fable.
DANIAL BOONE— 3 reels. Another of
the
"Chronicles
of Amercia"
by the
Yale University
Press. series
Will produced
not only
entertain but instruct as well. The prestige
of any house showing a number of this kind
will be advanced in the esteem of its audience.
POLITICAL PULL— 2 reels. The latest
family war of the Spat Family — result of
brother's
political
visit of the
widow ambitions.
next door The
and unwelcome
her young
"brat"
helps
complicate
things
and
make the
situations more laughable.
OLYMPIC MERMAIDS— 1 reel. The
champion swimmers in training at Bermuda
for the Olympia games. Remarkable undersea views — every difficult stroke and trick in
swimming is shown by the slow motion — under water !
PETER STUYVESANT— 3 reels. Historical drama of the surrender of New Amsterdam to the English. Staunch patriotic
Americans will delight in these series and
mothers and teachers will be your allies in
making this popular with the kiddies.
HALF-BACK OF NOTRE DAME— 2
reels.
Footballby asHarry
it shouldn't
played
demonstrated
Gribbonbe and
Jackis
Cooper of the Castoris College team. Bathing beauties, a trick magnet and bicycle-aeroplane, also do their bit towards making the
movie-goer laugh.
THE CALL OF THE GAME— 1 reel.
Grantland Rice's "Sportlight," showing the
World Series baseball games — the mountain
forest, playground of the hunter — thousands
of football routers on the field of the great
Yale Bowl — the peace and quiet of the shady
stream, delight of the angler. - Action, variety
and pleasing backgrounds.
Universal's Programs
SUCH IS LIFE— 1 reel. Baby Peggy,
the particular joy of neighborhood houses,
certainly is a riot as a waif in London Good
supporting cast and the photography of the
>now scenes is exceptionally artistic.
'EASY WORK— 1 reel. Bobby Dunn is
tricked into marrying an old maid called from
the lists of a matrimonial agency. The end
comes with Bobby going after his friend Slim
Summerville, who arranged the marriage,
with a gun. Good for a number of laughs.
HATS OFF — 2 reels. Pete Morrison as a
tenderfoot. Molly laughs at his dudish cowboy outfit, but Pete kidnaps her after a dance,
tells
does. her he's going to marry her and finally
THE MANDARIN— 1 leel. You'd have
have to go a long way to find any one who
would deny that Neely Edwards and Bert
Roach are funny Fun in a restaurant scene
■ when the heroes are unable to pay their bill.
And more laughs when they run an Oriental store. A sure fire one-reeler.
* * *
A TOUGH TENDERFOOT— 2 reels.
These "Leather Pushers" can be relied on to
hold
"Ptomaine"
Tommytheis interest
still goodthroughout.
for a few laughs.
Joe
Murphy as the polished, efficient manager is
as good as ever.
A MATTER OF POLICY— 2 reels. Edwards and Roacli in a good comedy. When
a man sticks his hand through the cage of a
man-eating lion, in the hopes of having it

bitten off so that he can collect insurance an
audience must laugh in spite of itself.
HANSEL AND GRETEL— 2 reels. Baby
Peggy alone would be an attraction, but Peggy
combined with an old fairy tale favorite,
leaves nothing to be desired. Trick camera
work and an excellent cast including a boy
(not named) who plays "foolish Hans."
* * *
GIRLS WILL BE GIRLS— 2 reels. In
this one of the "Kid" falls in love with a society girl whose aunt is running a fight for
charity. The plot is unravelled with interest
and power.
OWN A LOT— 2 reels. A satiric bit on
the over-enthusiastic and over-numerous real
estate salesmen of California. Lots of attractive shots of the Century Follies Girls in
the garb of bathing beauties.
THE ALMOST GOOD MAN— 2 reels.
Harry Carey in a dramatic and tense story.
It makes a splendid piece of entertainment to
balance a short program.
H= ^ ^
THAT KID FROM MADRID— 2 reels.
This new "Leather Pusher" starts with the
announcement that Reginald Denny has retired from the ring. The discovery of a new
champion is revealed in the person of a young
kid from a lumber camp (Billy Sullivan) who
knocks out a restaurant bouncer.
THE JAIL BIRD— 1 reel. Neely Edwards and Bert Roach are in this. 'Nuff
said ! Nervy Ned after serving a twentyfive year jail sentence gets so used to it that
he runs his mansion on the same plan as the
jail. A lot of convicts break loose and attend a party
Ned'sa house
Ned wake
and
his valet
jumpat into
small and
pool asthey
up
to find
they've
fountain
spray
in thebeen
park.dreaming under a
THE RICH PUP— 2 reels. A few thrills
and a good many laughs. Pal, the Century
Dog makes his usual appeal to animal lovers
and plays like an experienced actor. Baby
Dawn O'Day adds to the appeal.
* * *
THE LEATHER PUSHERS— 2 reels.
The second of this series upholds the reputation established as being among the best ever
released in the field of shorts. A gripping,
story, a dandy fight, love.
THE LAST OUTLAW— 1 reel. A departure from the usual boy-and-girl romance,
depicting an outlaw who returns to his home
town in time to rescue his daughter from a
tragic marriage to the local bootlegger.
KEEP GOING— 2 reels. Jack Earle and
Harry McCoy are featured in this Century
Comedy. Earle takes the part of an extraffic cop and is Harry's
rival. Someceptionally
sureelongatedlaughs.
DOWN IN JUNGLE TOWN— 1 reel.
An average comedy in which Joe Martin the
Monk, an elephant, a lion, a bear and a ring
tailed monkey perform.
* * *
MILES OF SMILES— 2 reels. Baby
Peggy in a dual role, as a twin in a poor
home and a wealthy home. A good story
that gives Peggy a chance to register her versatility. Your audience will be sure to approve the choice of this picture.
MISCARRIED PLANS— 2 reels. An audience of kids will no doubt be delighted with
this picture. Wicked cowboys stalk through
the picture all the time, unshaven and swinging a ready gun.
RUSTLIN' BUSTER— 2 reels. A Western thriller with Jack Mower and Lola Todd.
Plenty of action and a strong climax.
THE CORN-FED SLEUTH— 2 reels.
The elongated Jack Earle breaks right
through the ceiling to listen to the plots of
the bold villains who are going to "get" someone, it doesn't
matter
whom. Incidentally
he makes
off with
the winnings
of a poker
game, while the players are disputing which
five-ace hand should win.
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'SPORTLIGHTS'
YOUNG

INTEREST

AND

OLD

Because
Camera
Focuses Grantland
on Sports Rice^s
of Every
Sort and Every Nation

"Girls and Records" contrasts the girl of yesterday
and her
siSter of register
today; "Taking
a Chance"
and
"Wi.dathletic
and Wooly"
thriUs galore
while
the latest pion"Olympic
showBermuda.
the chamswimmers inMermaids"
training at
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Educational's Programs
JUMPING TACKS— 1 reel. Glorified
newsreel, cartoon and comedy all on one reel
Beautiful scenics
of Howe's "Hodge Podge."soldiers
in trainnig
of tHe Niagara ; American
ng religious
performi
dervishes
and Sudanese
rites, hence the title.
theEXIT CAESAR— 2 reels. Amateur
atricals w-ith a large cast including Otto Fries.
Jack Llovd, Andrew Arbuckle and Peggy
O Neill. No ludicrous instance of amateur
performances forgotten.
BLACK AND BLUE— 2 reels. A era
Steadman loves Jimmy Adams but he tries
almost decides
her patience so much that sheintrodu
ced after
on hi^ rival. :Much slapstick
moving
Fast
face.
s
Jimmie'
blacks
rival
the
,■
and fairly amusing.
g
Nothin
reel.
1
Y—
THE BUTTERFL
need be said of the superlative quality ot these
Life" series. They ins ofyoung.
t all."Secret
Tolhursterest
old and
^ ^ ^

leroys"' for the occasion. Alas, clothes do
not make the man — and Hades is no hotter
nor more furious a place then the scene of
the feast — in short, a riot !
FILM FOOLISH— 1 reel. Chif Bowes,
A'irginia \'ance and Earl Montgomery as extras" in a film studio. Here you see how the
punch is put in a picture and what a perilous
life a dummy leads.
HEAD— 1 reel. A
OF HECETA
JEANscenic.
The very simplicity of these
Bruce
pictures makes for power. Highly sophisticated audiences will like these Big Little Features because they are true art.
CALL THE WAGON— 2 reels. Neal
Burns method of ridding Hilary of superfluous suitors acts as a boomerang when Mary
catches him in the act. In the end he barely
escapes being taken off in the wagon. Of
the slapstick variety, but all the funnier for
that.

2 reels. Amusing enKIDDING KATIE— young
and attractive
counters between the
Katie and her plump sister, Queeme (Babe
Queenie's desperate struggles tryLondon).
ing to reduce gets the big laughs.
UNDER COVER— 2 reels. Fatal errors a.
voung hospital intern makes when when ha s
_ Probtoo busv watching the pretty nurses.
on record— with furablv the fastest action
figures
fleeing
niture turning topsy tur^T and
blurring before the eyes.
apMY BOY BILL— 2 reels. A humanus detail
peal nature storv. depicting inTheglorio
ot,
is
_
story
the fascination of the sea.
by the sea for his boy
an old man who waits back.
Bill who never comes

on's
2 reels. Lloj'd Hamilt
^,[Y FRIEND—
laugh-gety. A 100 perioncentfollow
delicious comed
the
s
situat
ter. One ludicrous
other in rapid succession.
ONE NIGHT IT RAINED— 2 reel.
Ori°-inalitv of treatment. Harry Tighe and
■ Ned Soar'ks show the effects of eating lobThe
d's jealou
and
at night
chuckle
themsly.
will make
that husban
stuffla
ofthan
sort ster
h.
ug
rather
.
CAVE IN— 1 reel. Caveman stufi: Irom
a \'ance in a cute
Virgini
ages with Fair
the stoneskin
entertainment mostly
dress.
leopard
of
the slapstick variety.
LIQUID LAVA— 1 reel. Lyman Howes
us carsense and nonsense. Among numero
toons and schemes are some wonderfulJava.photoc eruptions in
graphs of the volcani
* * *
N-2
SNOOKY'S COVERED WAGO
l for ten
reels Enough good comedy materiaconcern
s a
two-reelers. In brief, the story
haunted hotel ; a reward to the one who can
and the whole animal kmbit isn't:
prove crving
dom's
need for good.
, , . ,
THE 'HOMEMAKER— 1 reel. A simple
storv told by a cast of real huyet powerful
mans whom we all recognize. Like the rest
and
of Bruce Wilderness Tales— simply toldworld
harmonizing the natural beauty of the
we live in.
A bathing beauty colOH GIRLS— 1 reel. Waverl
y School for
lection attending the
r and
Girls— giving lessons the cold shoulde
romance in anv form a hearty welcome. The
Virgini. a A'ance. Cliff Bowes and
trio,perform
CameoSmith
Svd
'OVER THE FENCE— 2 reels. Little
s out-number the sisfreckle-faced roughneck
sies in this juvenile crew, yet when it means
partv and cakes they all don "Lord Faunt-

BIG LITTLE FEATURE
CLIFF BOWES is the fearless hero in this
"Don'tto
of the West,
Educational Comedy
Hesitate."
He'll probably
takeentitled
the loot
his
that she
can "one
go toandtheonly."
big Virginia
city and 'Vance,
becomeso educated
FLYING FINANCE— 2 reels. Neely
Edwards, as the rich son "with not a brain
cell working"
and He
a weakness
watermelons, is excellent.
does his for
comedy
tricks
as well as any of our foremost comedians.
HAUNTED HILLS— 1 reel. For this
"Wilderness Tale" Bruce has gone to life.
Not stage life. Not to the abnormal, the glittering, the pretentious, the false or the stagy
— but to life as it is and as it is known to
people.
That's why
theseexhibitor
series are
a credit
to
the industry
and the
who„shows
them.
DON'T HESITATE— 1 reel. The sheriff
made the town so good, they decided to dispense with the sheriff'. The uiiexpetced — that
is
unexpected
happens
a fake hold-uponly
turnsto the
into sheriff',
a real one
and for
the
sheriff makes a poor showing.
AGGRAVATING PAPA— 2 reels. Peter
the famous police dog is one of the main actors in this Christie Comedy and he's good.
So is Jimmie Adams as a love sick druggist.
Entertaining and fast moving.

Is Your Wife

CYTHEREAN
or Indifferent?

Terry

Explains

Aesop

t ables
Laughs

Why
Get

1"!cattakes
the
andabout
dog fifteen
fox-trotdrawings
across tothemake
screen.
Twenty-five drawings will make them waltz
gracefully over the silver sheet. A complete
Aesop Film Fable will take anywhere between four and five thousand hand drawn
It is Paul Terry speaking — Terrj- the pioneer in the film business of animated cartoons, and the man who probably gets more
laughs
per foot of celluloid than any other
pictures."
comedian in the world.
A consensus of opinion of the most critical
experts in the world on moving picture comedies is hardh" to be compared to the verdict
of the regular motion picture audience, for
it is the latter who actually support the industry-. And whether it be in Squedunk, in
Kalamazoo, or in Chicago, this verdict as to
the merits of Aesop's Film Fables is usually
the same
— just a round robin of heart}-, earnest laughs.
Exactlysuccess
what onistheat part
the of
back
this little
dis-^
tinctive
the ofAesop
features is something that has made much
material for some distinguished psychologists.
However,
Mr. Terry's
personalandversion
ries the stamp
of authority,
it is carthat
we will give here :
"There is no question but that all human
beings — large, small, rich, poor, ed'ucated and
ignorant — are fundamentally alike in one certain respect. Some years ago. I decided that
this was in being peculiarly childlike. And
I discovered also that the sort of humor that
appeals to children, appeals practically to everyone. In other words the child is father to
the man so far as humor is concerned.
"That gave me my cue in using animals in
my animated cartoons. To see ourselves as
others see us, in the form of animal caricature, is a successful form of satire that dates
back to the days of Greek ]^I>-thology, and
it was only a question of applying this timetested form to the modern scheme of life."
Judging the
by ever}'
standard
the
box-office,
technical
expertsof— measure
and most— important of all — the response of audiences,
therehasis worked
no question
that Paul Terry's
idea
like a but
charm.
Air. Terr\- is a soft-spoken person, who
conveys his enthusiasm more by the earnestness of his expression than in the force of
words. His entry into the film business was
a natural transition for one who had served
a motley apprenticeship as a newspaper cartoonist and court photographer on some of the
biggest dailies in the United States.
Paul Terry was born in San Alateo, California, some thirty-seven years ago. He attended the elementary- and high schools of
San Francisco, and when hardly out of his
teens was already at work on one of the
'Frisco papers as a cartoonist. The many
years in this field of work and subsequent experience as a newspaper photographer gave
him an intimate perspective of the petty
frailities of human nature, which he now capitalizes so distinctively- in his Aesop animal
characters. He has his methods of knitting
material together down to absolute checking
precision. To quote him :
"1 never fail to review my pictures, right
in the theatre. In my lap I have a regular
checking sheet, arranged to show the result
(using laughs as a standard of measure) of
this gag here, that funny stunt there, and the
eff'ect of the whole in general.
"Thus I carry away practically a tangible
standard of what tickles the palates of the audience— something which can be actually used
in my next production, needing only a slight
change in story form to give the material the
y-ariety- of newness."
Is it any wonder that Aesop's Film Fables
are champion laugh getters !— M. L. S.
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Yale
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University

Press

presents

JAMESTOWN
(4 Parts)
A dramatic and authentic vis-

HO hasn't heard of Pocahontas? or Powhattan, John Rolfe and all the rest?

ualization ofthe first permanent English colonization in the
United States. Full of Realism.

This picture not only makes history clear but
it makes it real. And it is splendid entertainment. Because it is adventuresome.
You will find it easy to get wonderful tie-ups
with book stores; and enthusiastic assistance
from every educator in your community. \ou
can disarm every critic of the motion picture
theatre; you can make many new friends for
your house by showing these pictures. And
with proper effort your business will surprise
you the way it has surprised others.
No

Other

Pictures

Have

Ever

Received

Mayors^ Proclamations and Scores
of Big Editorials!
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Truly

Big

Little

Features

than a wide open poHcy enlisting school, church, and club
PRACTICALLY every producer in the film industry has
exhibition, principally because it will eventually bring that
at some time or other tried his hand in making really
class of patrons to where they should go to see pictures —
big features of less footage.
in the motion picture theatre.
ed
specialThere have been many too, who have attempt
On the following pages you will read with admitted
ization on the issue — with fair success.
amazement
of the almost remarkable exploitation and shov/It remained, however, for Yale University Press as momanship
opportunities
that prove the exhibitors bookingthe
in
goal
tion picture producers, to reach the coveted
urge on the Chronicles of America.
making of the Chronicles of America now being distributed
Profit by the suggestions. Profit
nationally through Pathe exchanges.
by the actual experiences of other
This series of epics in the complete
showmen. They all stand for inNEW PATRONAGE
picturization of the dramatic highcreased profits in the box office. They
Hghts of America's past fairly reek
OREMOST
all stand for elevating the BIG
with showmanship opportunities and
the
F
LITTLE FEATURE to that high
highlights of interest that
exploitation possibilities from limitless angles.
standard that this particular series
the Chronicles of America
especially deserves.
They stand out as cameos in the
offer is new drawing power.
Best of all this series of short
field of special attractions. Their
It will pay every showman to
length eliminates their possible classilength special attractions carries with
read all these 'Chronicle' pages
fication with the so-caJled "feature"
it the possibility of securing a new
films, but in every sense of the word
carefully — follow out those
steady patronage — not only during
they are truly BIG LITTLE FEAsuggestions which offer him
the progress of the showing of the
TURES.
"Chronicles" but after the complemost
possibilities
and
get
beTheir precision and accuracy from
tion of the series. You will have
hind them with all the showthe production standpoint make them
proven to your formal patrons that
manship he possesses.
distinctively of high standard in the
you have the most interesting and
That
Avill
mean
new
patrons,
critical public eye. Their romance
appealing
informal weapon in the
who can easily be made steady
and the vivid appeal of true Ameriworld for the influence of knowlcanism they possess make them supatrons
as the
series proedge. And they will realize that conperlatively appealing and entertainIt is an easy entree to
stant attendance is necessary.
ing to a marked degree.
gresses. future business
You will have taught them the
greater
Yale University Press is especially
motion picture is the medium of the
due a great amount of credit and
masses — and they will soon learn
praise for their double-barreled forethat they too are a part of the great mass of the same
sight as revealed in the manner they produce and present
humanity they seek to uplift.
the "Chronicles of America." From "Columbus," the firs^"
Render every possible aid you can with all organizations
of the series to the thirty-third and last release they demand
production quality. And what is equally illustrative of
who seek it in conjunction with this t^-pe of attraction.
There is no fear of religious differences of opinion. There
clean business methods and showmanship wisdom, the exhibition of these BIG LITTLE FEATURES is restricted
is no worry about the variance of personal viewpoints and
ideas — nationality or sex.
to legitimate Motion Picture Theatres and removed from
the non-theatrical field.
The "Chronicles of America" are pure American pictures, depicting true American ideals— and the problems
That last decision on the part of Yale Press was made
and adventuresome trials and tribulations our forefathers
unhesitatingly, but to the showman who knows his cards,
underwent to help attain those ideals.
it is easily understood that such a decision demanded an
They offer an excellent
unselfish willingness to sacrifice additional revenue.
o p p o r tunity of helping
build up that spirit whicli
Such a move, however,
stands
for better citizenwas one that insured corship,
and also better comrect and proper presentamunit}' interest in better
tion and, in the long run,
entertainment.
will prove more profitable
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advertising aids spirit as someIDd Ethe mov
thing akin to a magic carjiet
behin
ment-W
Yale-e
A NATION
YALE
UNIVERSITY
PRESS
which drapes itself over the big
University Press Piccities, small towns, rural comtures offers a co-operative admunities, the nooks and tiny
vertising service to exhibitors,
crannies
of America, leaving
the magnitude and the like of
AD
VER
TISING
AIDS
not an inch uncovered in a vast
which has in scamrcely cle
been paralleled fil cir s. The
effort
tie-up
the possible
showman's
forces tov.'ith
every
inbreadth and scope of this treFROM
NEW
HA
VEN
strument that can bring addimendous program incorporates DIRECT
tional
dollars
and
cents
into
his
a project which is intended to
coffers.
pave the showman's way for
IF the names and addresses of prominent
getting the support of editors, school authorcitizens are forwarded to the address given
/"iNE sees in this tremendous exploitation
ities, city officials, club leaders, clergymen and
in New Haven, these individuals will receive
"
all theshowmanship
interest-provoking
elements
prominent citizens to the showings of "Chronfor project
which real
is noted.
Has
impressive letters requesting their endorsement
icles of America."
the showmanship millenium come ? The Yale
and
co-operation,
and
outlining
definitely
the
University Press campaign would seem to infer
HOW this immense project works is partly
and
importance
of
theRotary,
"Chronicles
' to that it has. It reaches out a broad inviting
explained in the invitation extended to value
school
children.
The
local
Kiwanis,
hand which has its fingers on the pulse of
all exhibitors to send their names, addresses,
American Legion, Elks, Knights of Columbus,
practically every community in the nation.
play dates and subjects to Mr. George Day,
and so forth, will also be circularized. In fact,
President of Yale University Press, New
all civic and social organizations will be soA T the Yale Press headquarters, in New
Haven, Connecticut, with the reminder that
the information is final and correct. What the
Haven, the advertising and exploitation
licited for co-operation and Way
support.
T^HESE letters are facsimiles of the
ones going direct from New I
to the public, to city officials, s
superintendents and all persons in a
tegictheatre.
position The
to help
the exhibitor
his
showman
has bv
furnish names. Yale Press does the

Letters That
Pave the

HEN the showman approaches his
local editor for publicity on his
Chronicles"
will have
such
tters as are showing,
herewith hedepicted
to thank
r the ready cordial reception he receives
the hand of the newspaper executive.
They are impressive advance agents.

} Vou will be pleased Co team that we have arranged through the
Exchange
for a shotving
icles
of America
Motion from
Picttircsthe ofYale University Press Series of <

This is one of the thirty-three Chronicles of America Motion P
prodticetl
the directionunderof thethe supervision
Yale University
Press with the
lion
of YaleuntlerUniversity
antl control
Committee.
The successantlalready
achieved by these
picturesofasitsa Ccre
the instant recognition accorded them in those cities and towns
they historical
have been shown isinsignal
proof Itof would
their dramatic
as
their
hard toappeal
what it will meanaccuracy
in makingallthedetails.
motion picture betheatres
in ovcrcm|
your ct
nity a powerfulsupport
agencyofforthegoodpictures
to havein thetheYalecommunity
give throi
wholehearted
Series a convincin)
onstration
that
the
better
"the
tnovic"
the
greater
the
patronage
public. If youat large
will assist
in this work
by doing
your bebestperformin;
to inter
communiry
inWe theusshall,projeci,
you will,
tinct
service. will
course,
be mostI believe,
grateful
aiion, public
and naturally
be stilloffurther
indebted
to you ifforyouyouru ctil
you and your family have seen this picture, let us know whether it cv
expectations.

^^"^ Aids
to
Profit
onal
IWl^i^'SlS^^^- Additi
Further
N BDOCiTIOVU. DEPlRnanT.

exhibitor then receives, for example, is, first,
a letter from Mr. Day to the local editor
explaining the purpose and importance of the
"Chronicles of America," asking the editor's
support on the basis of news interest, Americanization, good citizenship, and the various
other angles which are- expected to carry a
journalistic message of appeal to any discerning editor, on the lookout for good feature material. With this is enclosed a specially
prepared story pointing up the name of the
picture and the local theatre.
A SECOND letter is scheduled to go to the
local school superintendent. This outlines
the "Chronicles" from the angle of educational appeal. It suggests that all the school
children be informed of the showing at the
local theatre and offers to circularize for him,
all his principals, assistants and teachers, in
the event that he cannot do the work himself and encloses a sample post card of notification for posting purposes and display.
CHOULD the showman desire, letters will
be sent to city officials emphasizing the
showing from the point of community interest and suggesting, also, the advisability of
public proclamation. This letter will draw
attention to action taken by mayors and other
city officials of other towns. Judging by the
most critical standards, it would seem that
the Yale Press advertising and exploitation
project already embraces enough exhibitor
helps to call it a day, but the concern's campaign goes even further.

pROMINENT
organization,
ternal society, citizen,
in fact social
every social
unit one fracan
conceive, has been included in the field of contact which is to furnish the showTnan the broadest
possibilities for profit when he plays the "Chronicles"
TTNQUESTIONABLY, this campaign has
*-^all the ear-marks of a priceless, attentioncommanding advertising aids project in which
the term "co-operative service" veritably
reaches the acme of perfection. It savors
of the force which should set editorial wires
buzzing from coast to coast.
/~\NE sees the enterprise, as something outlined by a magnificent, far-seeing gigantic mind. A mind that has visualized the real

^HIS represents the magic little pamphlet
zvhich provides the key to exploitation tieups on the Yale Press photoplays. Not z'cry
legible, here, but oh zvhat a stackfnl of real
live, selling tips, for the shozviuan who gets
the original. They are being sent on request.

brains are applying themselves with but one
object in view — how to stimulate motion picture business through every channel that offers an opportunity for the showman's approach. That these are many, the Yale Press
staff is willing to signify by sending every
exhibitor w^ho sends in an inquiry, two folders
of direct suggestions for valuable exploitation
tie-ups. It is an alluring invitation.
DLAINLY, the Yale Press organization
merits commendation of the highest order, for evolving a showmanship scheme
which runs to national proportions. The
least the showman can do in manifesting interest to correspond with the inviting appeal
of the whole proposition is to send an inquiry
direct to New Haven and find out exactly
what it is all about. The chances are friend
exhibftor will get a new insight into the broad
manship.
and hardly-worked real possibilities of showIt is plain to see that all the elements which
advertising genius and brains can devise have
been brought to bear in making this nationwide campai.gn as complete as such a thing
is possible. In every direction, in every method of approach to public appeal, official influence, and civic support one notices an underlying vein which has as its main and final
object an instrument which will bolster up the
bnx-ofifice profits of the exhibitor playing any
of the "Chronicles of America" series.
This is "advertising aids" with a vengeance.
It is a supreme achievement in the constructive art of going over the top with the appeal
of printers' ink. It is amazing in its scope.
It is absorbing in its message. It is master-
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ful in its functioning. It aims to miss not the
slightest opportunity where a chance for business boosting is possible.
Personal contact is undoubtedly the most
valuable instrument for achieving any object,
and it is personal contact that is made easy
for the exhibitor after the letter has paved the
way for hmi to negotiations with editor, city
official, clergyman, school superintendent,
prominent citizen, social organization or fraternal society.
TP HERE is a quality about the Yale Press
letters that begets serious attention no matter where they are received. Just the impressive imprint
"Yaleengraved
Universityletters
Press"is in
at
the head
of ofthetheneatly
itself something that attracts attention, for
few people there are who do any reading at
all that aren't aware of the firm's important
position as a publishing and educational
uistitution. Then, the quality of the letters
is such as to fairly assure the kind of action
for which the writers aim.
These letters have been done by experts
who have reached the acme of perfection in
direct-mail advertising. For, summed up in
pure business vernacular, that's what this tremendous exploitation campaign amounts to —
a gigantic, subtle masterful, direct-by-mail
advertising campaign. With this qualification,
who can dare limit the possibilities of directby-mail advertising. The answer is— no one.
For the possibilities arc limitless.
TO illustrate the character of the printed
matter which the exhibitor would receive
in connection with the campaign project in
question, it might be well to describe one of
the pamphlets which the Advertising Aids editor has before him as he writes.
On the cover piece we have the heading,
"Suggestions to Exhibitors of the Yale University Press Series of 'Chronicles of America' Motion Pictures." The pamphlet goes on
in a subhead to say that exhibitors contracting for the Yale University Press Series of
"Chronicles
America"exploitation
Photoplays ofcanthese
be
certain that ofintelligent
photoplays will result in largely increased receipts and profits. It tells also how this has
already been demonstrated in many cities and
towns, and is to be expected when it is considered that—
The
"Chronicles
of America"
(1) Provide entertainment
whichPhotoplays
appeals to:
the patrons of theatres.
(2) Are of interest alike to men and women, to youth and children, because the incidents selected from the story of America, are
in themselves dramatic and because the pic-

Jfyou wish to eitlerlam a parly of chitiirtn itihbout tiesigva 'ing i
particular school orinslitutiorr, use ibis form.
-MANAGER
-THEATRE
-STREET
-CITY
Enclosed find check for %
lo be used for [he cnicnainme
a group of school or institutional children at a special pcrfof mance of {litlt Oj
/■.r,),one of the Yale University Press Series of "Chronicles of America PI
plays." The
group will be selected Theatre.
by a representative of the Superiniende
Schools
and the
Checks sent with the above fortti will be protflplly acknowledged am
sender informed as to the group of children made happy by it.
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tures have
produced
hance theirbeen
dramatic
appeal.in a manner to en(3) Will bring to the theatre new patrons
who
are interested
Films"
movement
and welfarein ofthethe "Better
community.
the third page of this four page folder,
"
under
the Done
head, "Plan
Supplement
the
Woik ihus
by theto Yale
University
Pres.j by hollowing Ihis Up m Such Ways
as l hese ;" we find :
'ialkinterested
with the ifnewspaper
men makes
who willit
be (1)
readily
the exhibitor
p.ain that these pictures are not merely new
movies, but rather productions of the Yale
Lniversity Press released with the sanction
of \'ale University and prepared under the
supervisionmittee.and
controlcircumstances
of its Council's
ComUnder these
announcements of the Chronicles of America ' Photoplays are ' news'' to a far greater extent than
articies in regard to any other picture's.
(2) Consider if it would help in your community to give a private advance showing for
a small group of public officials, school teachers, and prominent business and professional
men. 1 his has been found desirable particularly in securing the interest and co-operation
of school superintendents, principals and
teachers.
(3 ) Secure statements for publication in the
newspapers and in notices you may send out,
from the mayor, school teachers and prominent citizens who may be at such a private
showing.
''PO give a simple illustration of how this
process of advertising aids worked out in
one city — in this city case, Cleveland — simultaneous with the showing of the story of Columbus, articles appeared in Cleveland News,
the Cleveland Plain Dealer, the Cleveland
Times, and the Cleveland News Leader. Each
account was laudatory in its essence and carried an emphatic suggestion for fans to patronize the film. For example the News
Leader carried a double column head which
read, "Educators See Private Exhibition Here
of First of 'Chronicles of America Series."
This article went on to extol the magnificence of the project and the extreme fidelity
to details as regards the scenic and dramatic
quality toofnew
the possibilities
film. The in
Times
"It
points
the said
realm: of
motion
" The papers
Plain Dealer
(one of picture
the theproduction.
most influential
in the
middle West,) had a three line double column
head over an article which called the film a
"Fine, Worthy Production." The News carried something equally commendable.
Thus it will be seen what the force of the
CyHIS layout gives an illustration of
^ some of the cards and letters used by
the Yale University Press in paving the
way to box-office success for the exi
itor showing the "Chronicles of An
ica"
films.
They ofcomprise
selling
ferial
and data
the highest
ordc ■
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past by sight, ual so eieDlual- jj
dj the project bns been balled
JIZHEN ''Columlnts" played Nczv Rochelle,
N. v., an apt illustration of ho\w the Yale
University Press advertising aids project
zvorked is seen in this excerpt from the colnurns of one of the tozun's leading papers.
Yale Press Advertising Aids project is. One
instance might just as well be multiplied by
hundreds. It is just such effective newspaper
and exploitation tie-ups as occurred in Cleveland that every exhibitor in the land may expect to effect in his own local community,
with the powerful instrumentalities that the
Yale University Press will lend him as a pure
service of co-operation and courtesy.

It gives us great pleasure to call to your attention a showing of
COLUMBOS
one of the thirty-three
Chrom'c/ef of America Mo/ion Pictures
jdepicting stirring incidents in the history of our country. The pic: tures are being produced under the direction of the Yale University
: Press with the sanction of Yale University and under the superviI and control of its Council's
THE RT,"Comtnittee.
THEAHIE This showing will be at
liarch 3rd*

VALE UNIVERSITY
PRESS
CiutiD CONNECTICUT
WUUul JHimit\d
NEWI IW CiilHAVEN

w
If you wish to be host to a party of children of a particular school
or institution^ use this form.
-MANAGER
-THEATRE
-STREET
-CITY
I should like to entertain as my guests - , .. children o
at a special performance of {title of piti
ne of the Yale University Press Scries of "Chronicles of America" Photoc
.dvise me of terms and other details.

Direct From
New Haven
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PATHE

"Cliroiudes of America^

YINCENNES'

DELOW. I litisJ-' tration such as
reproduced in color
in 22x28 lobby display cards. Sets of
ll.rl4 lobby cards
and black and white
photographs f o r
newspaper use are
also available on the
Chronicles. A speThecially arranged
matic Cue Sheet is
on each
prepared picture
individual
of
the entire series of
thirty-three pictures.

ADDS

TO
'CHRONICLE'
PRESTIGE
Links Yale Press Direct With Exhibitors by Supplying
Exploitation Material of Feature Calibre

COLMMBUS

Tale; UniversiXy Press j>'e..Ms

SHOWMANSHIP

of rotogravur-e
um
onown"Cerol
heraldbus" is sh
abspovree.ad
o the leftIt is the
T7
lable on
slide nn
avai."
"Vince es
Below
is first page of^
eter" uyvesant"
"P
herald, thSte back of
which isrs blank for
exhibito
message.
Heralds arc issued
on eacesh of the
Chronicl d and can
be secure at all
of the Pathe offices.

Peter
.
ituyvesant

ALTHOUGH Yale University Press really does not cease
operations at any time in supplying the exhibitor with exploitation material and general publicity suggestions
between the booking and actual play dates of the Chronicles of
America series, Pathe picks up the campaign proper and becomes
co-operatively important directly after the Yale Press has supplied the theatre manager with the several new possibilities this
elaborate series ofifers.
In reality, the New Haven bureau provides the advance publicity that is usually not forthcoming on the average picture or
series of films, while Pathe provides the actual showmanship
necessities and exploitation material that seldom, if ever, accompanies anything short of the five reel feature.
The combination is unique. Few producing companies, such
as Yale Press is, have ever benefitted by a more thorough and
consistently organized campaign of distribution and exploitation
than that presented by Pathe. And certainly few distributing
organizations, such as Pathe, have ever enjoyed the sales helps
and advertising aids than those proffered by Yale Press.
Exceptional Care Taken in Poster Preparation
THE appeal of the Chronicles of America is so distinctive, the
background of accuracy and authority so unusual, and the
opportunities so apparently limitless that it immediately becomes
one of, if not the most, important series in the entire Big Little
Feature field.
Pathe has accordingly given special care to all matters of
exhibitor service on each release. Special posters have been prepared with the same fine hand of precision that supervises the
production of the film itself. Each poster must be correct from
the accurate coloring of the uniforms and wearing apparel of
the periods to the apparently unimportant peculiarities of the
properties revealed in the scenes.
The special rotogravure heralds vy^ould almost lead one to
doubt that one of the "Chronicles" was anything other than an
elaborate special feature attraction. This is due to the fact that
this series of pictures offers such a wealth of local color tie-ups
as revealed on the following pages. There is a full page on the
heralds left blank within a decorative border for the showman
to imprint a new type direct message and solicit that class Qi
patronage which usually is not classified as one hundred per cent
screen fans.
. ,
Pathe Stresses 'Feature' Classification on Series
T"'HE lobby
presented Following
in colors that
set feature
a high standard in thisphotos
form are
of display.
out the
style
of presentation there are the twenty-two by twenty-eight lobby
:ards in addition to the careiully chosen set of eight eleven by
ourteens. And for the newspaper and special exploitation campaigns, Pathe provides just as extensive an array of cuts ana
mats as it does on any of the full length subjects.
Special thematic cue sheets give the showman a direct insight
stage" for
which literally "sets theeach
:or his musical atmosphere,
of the
:he particular period or background revealed
series.
, -r-.in,

No details are omitted in the general list of Pathe accessories.
There are the usual slides for each picture and stock slides for the
series, National Screen Service motion picture announcement
trailers, black and white photos for newspaper reproduction and
teaser campaigns and tie-ups almost too innumerable to describe.
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In short the Chronicles of America are
truly Big Little Features with an accent on
"Features" and Pathe has seen to it that
the exploitation and showmanship material
provided in all cases is in complete harmony with that idea.
Service Men Arrange Endorsements
AN additional etfective service is provided by each of the Pathe exchanges
in the form of special representatives and
exploitation men who confer with exhibitors on the various new angles offered by
these American classics and acquaint them
with the salient facts of all the profitable
co-operation possibilities in the case oi
each locality.
Where it is desired, these representatives
go directly into the exhibitor s own towii
or neighborhood and arrange his point of
contact for the tie-ups and special exploitation support he may need. They secure
the endorsement and support of his clubs,
schools, city officials and whatever organization that would best benefit greater box
otfice results.
■fhe results have proven that, although
this service is quite out of the ordinary m
the field of short subjects, it is the most
important factor in bringing about the almost amazing proof that a J3ig Little Feature series can and m many cases does
easily outdraw the feature itself.
This form of Pathe service is, of course,
not absolutely essential and necessary yi
every case or on every release of the series,
but It IS certainly a highly important adjunct possibility for a vast majority of
showmen in the presentation of the first of
the Chronicles ot America series. It not
only shows what can be done and how
best to do it, tput sets a pace which
makes it easy for the exhibitor to follow
on the subsequent showings of these
unique featurettes.
'Book as Many as You Please' Plan
THE Pathe plana of booking the Chronicles of Americ is a wide open proposition. Any exhibitor may book the enA COMPLETE selection of accessories
-/I from posters to publicity is available at
all Pathe branch offices. A special ^exploitaof the "Chronicles" outlines
on each
tion sheetlocal
valuable
tie-ups and definitely paves the
way for numerous highly successful showings.

OF

AMERICA'

EXPLOITATION

tire thirty-three pictures of the series or
he may book any part of the series. He
may even restrict himself to booking any
of them individually. The real breadth of
the possibilities of this plan is probably
best described, however, by the fact that
there is no necessary order in which the
showman
of the'releases
Chronicles.
Due to themust
factplay
thatany
certain
may
have more or less exceptional exploitation
angles from the local color historic yalue,
the plan permits the booking of all releases
in any order Mr. Showman sees fit to
arrange.
In addition to such co-operation on the
part of Pathe, it is ultra valuable to a
theatre manager to know that the entire
Pathe line-up of branch managers and
special representatives prof?er their already existing acquaintanceship witii loca'
editors, business men and organizations
which quite frequently stand ready to assist the promotion of any such features as
the "Chronicles."
'Truth Stranger Than Fiction' Used
VERY detail in setting, every incident
depicted, is broadcasted with proof as
authentic. The public is besieged with impressive and interesting material that convinces— word and picture proof that every
costume seen and every subtitle read on
the screen is correct to the most minute
detail.
Thatin "Truth
Is Stranger
Fiction"of
and,
the case
of the Than
Chronicles
America, more adventuresome, is Ihe underlying thought of all Pathe exploitation

SECTION

and that it is having remarkable effect in
every locality where any of the series has
been exhibited, is putting it lightly.
Special Club and Society Tie-ups
TTHE advantages of arranging local tieups with prominent societies and exploiting throuh them has also been taken
into consideration by Pathe and a great
number of nationwide hook-ups, especially
with the various alumni associations of Yale
University, have been arranged for. But
in addition to this, the local exhibitor will
be taken care of in a local way by the
Pathe representatives.
The Boy Scout Organization is recognized everywhere as a strong juvenile institution, besides which the members a;;^
zealous workers who can be depended upon
to put over almost any undertaking they
assume. Pathe has arranged for the general
support of every local Boy Scout by means
of a general tie-up with the organization.
In like manner support of the Girl
Scouts, Knights of Columbus, Rotary
Clubs, Kiwanis Clubs, American Legion,
and
various towomen's
all
be enlisted
add theirorganizations
support, and can
Pathe
has made provision for this sort of thing.
For the purpose of making satisfactory
arrangements with these organizations, and
arranging the details for undertaking by
any one or all of. them, the local Pathe
representatives are always available.
Briefly, Pathe has left nothing undone
in planning a most complete campaign to
help the exhibitor sell "The Chronicles of
America" to his patrons.
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JTeATURE
story on the 'ChronWorld. iclesAnof America'
editorial inin Woman's
the same
issue strongly urged thousands
of women to support local showings of "Chronicles of America."

In addition
to these, World's
Work,
Theperiodicals
Outlook,
Arts
and Decorations,
and scores
of other
have carried the inessaoe nf the "Chronicles."

On
Tie-Ups
Local
Elaborate
Pathe office is fully aware of all such acWHILE the Yale University Press
tions taken in the various localities and
offers what is, perhaps, the most
comprehensive drive for local support
will acquaint the exhibitors with the facts
and commendation ever rendered by a pro- of such tie-ups. They have a distinct value
ducing company, and while Pathe supplies
in effecting local arrangements by presentexploitation and sales aids of distinctly feaing the proposition, first, from its national
ture quality, experience has proven that
and state aspect and then centering the
interest from a local viewpoint.
this service is on,e hundred percent effective only when the exhibitor energetically
Showmen of many cities have found it
follows up the introductory campaigns of highly advantageous to secure a public
producer and distributor and personally
proclamation from the Mayor. In Seattle,
takes advantage of the clear channels to for example. Mayor Edwin J. Brown took
local tie-ups made possible by them. How
such action,
in part:
"It will to
be see
the
best can the exhibitor secure the maxiprivilege
of saying,
the people
of Seattle
mum results?
this picture (Columbus) at the Liberty
In the first place, it is of supreme im- Theatre. I respectfully call your attention
to this superb effort of Yale University
portance that a feature picture to accomPress and I sincerely recommend to all
pany each of "The Chronicles of America"
be a subject in keeping with the quality of who can to attend the Liberty and see tJm
picture. In doing so, everyone will be inthese short subjects; a feature that will apspired for all will be benefited by its accupeal to the people who come in response to
racy,
beauty andcannot
unusual
value. '
the
Such support
be entertainment
beaten.
since "Chronicles"
a big drive exploitation.
is being madeSecondly,
on the
"Chronicles," this subject should be given
a fair "break" in the exhibitor's advertising and publicity, supported by a liberal
use of posters and lobby aids. The Thematic Music Sheet, prepared on each of
the "Chronicles" and available at all Pathe
branch offices, should be used by all
means. The entire program should be
built to fit the people the exhibitor is goafter. Then it's a question of going
after ing
them.
THE

definite ways of securing local cooperation may best be explained by referring to actual cases where such arrangements have been made by the exhibitor to
splendid advantage. The Governors of several states have already expressed their
approval of "The Chronicles of America."
Governor Donahey, of Ohio, for example,
and Governor E. Lee Trinkle, of Virginia.
State organizations of civic, social and
commercial clubs have their unqualified endorsement. State Teachers' Associations
and such bodies have agreed to support local showing of the "Chronicles." Evrry

NEWSPAPER editors are particularly willing to co-operate on "The Chronicles of
America."
U^ndoubtedly,
dramas of American
historythese
have authentic
received
more space and greater praise than any short
subjects ever produced. Literally, hundreds
of editors have written special endorsements,
urging their readers to support the theatres
showing the series. Here is a sample of the
way they are responding to the exhibitors' request for co-operation. It is from the Columbia, S. C, State, "The screen is now being
used with splendid and impressive effectiveness in telling history in the most entertaining and enduring way through artistic, beautiful and authentic pictures." Another editor puts
his recommendation this way, "Since it is the
public that sits as final judge and jury in the
matter of motion pictures, this newspaper feels
amply justified in devoting the amount that
has
taken to now
call the
public's for
attention
the been
opportunity
presented
showingto
the local motion picture exhibitors that such
films are appreciated and will be supported by
something more than empty praise." It
couldn't be put much more strongly than that !
Naturally, the school tie-up is highly de-

"pHE
Literary
Digest thehailed
the
project
of filming
Chronicles of America
as one of
the
most important strides in the
progress ofA the
motion tribute.
picture
industry.
remarkable

'Chronicles
sirable
and effective and "The'Chronicles of
America" are attractions which particularly
appeal to superintendents, principals and teachers. While the Yale University Press has received hundreds of endorsements from
school heads, showing how practical is this
tie-up, these few are quoted as typifying the
general attitude.
E. E. Cortright, Superintendent of Schools,
Bridgeport, Conn., "I consider it a privilege
that more that four tlwiisand of our children
saw 'Columbus' at a special performance."
John C. Diehl, Erie, Pa., wrote, "As Superintendent ofthe city schools I commend, without reservations, this series of photoplays."
W. A. Mowry, Superintendent of Schools,
Taunton, Mass., "I am asking the teachers
to bring the showing to the attention of the
pupils of the schools." W. J. White, Superintendent, Englewood, N. J., "I shall be glad
to have your announcement made in my
schools. We are only too glad to co-operate
with you because of the high merit of the
CIVIC, social and business organizations are
proving of great assistance as points of
local tie-up. The Pittsburgh Chamber of
Commerce,
for example, has been very active
films."
in lining up the big industrial plants represented by its members. The New Rochelle,
N. Y., Chamber of Commerce, representative
of the help received in smaller communities,
devoted much space to each showing of "The
Chronicles" its its weekly bulletin. Cognizence of the showing of "Columbus" was taken
on the Sunday preceding the opening of the
first picture by several of the clergymen of
Mount Vernon, N. Y. The Knights of Columbus of Indianapolis got behind the showings
at
point. interested
Women's inClubs,
where arethatactively
makingeverythe
theatrical
showing
of
"The
Chronicles"
big
successes for the exhibitors. These few examples arecan
but bea secured.
suggestion of the co-operation which
Many showmen are finding it particularly
profitable to run a special showing for all of
the city officials, school heads, editors, club
leaders, clergymen, prominent citizens, etc., at
which their endorsements are ^ccured by providing blank forms upon which they are asked
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to record their impressions of the picture.
Having secured these, it is a matter of detail
to secure authorization to use the testimonials in newspaper displays, special lobby
frames, programs and similar exploitation
media. Other exhibitors are working up fine
local interest through essay and poster contests for the school children. In ideas such
as these, however, it is a matter of pure showmanship.
IN every phase of the local campaign, it is
tremendously important to emphasize that
"The
Chronicles
of America"
are different,
fascinating
and vividly
entertaining.
It is
obvious that they are enlightening. Make it
plain that they are great shows, with rare
drama, adventure, romance, suspense, human
interest and the convincing quality of presenting the stories of real people living real lives
in sequences as thrilling and absorbing as the
best fiction. They represent the newest idea
in. pictures. Talk up this angle and regular patrons will be intrigued. Impress the public
with the importance and prestige of this new
series of photoplays. Make it plain that tint
theatre stands for the best in pictures, for
community service and entertainment, plus.
These arguments will win for any showman
the active support of all classes of the public. They have never failed to be impressive.
Work the local end of "The Chronicles of
America" to the limit.
Summing it all up, the exhibitors of the
United States have never had a series of pictures more perfectly adapted to local support
and co-operation.

OF

AMERICA'

EXPLOITATION

At Your Very Door
rri HIS is not just a story of how
editors, school heads and pubHc
officials can be asked to co-operate. It is an account of how they
are now actually working for exhibitors and what is laying at the
door of opportunity for exhibitors
who book the "Chronicles of
America" series being released by
Pathe. It is an exceptional incentive for the showman who believes
in going aftei: a new patronage
with a weapon that will hold them
later as "steady" picture fans.
FIRST,
appeal on the
basis of they
entertainment.
Thereall-important
is no doubt
about this. Forget all about the historical
background of "The Chronicles of America"
and they will still be attractions which please
and satisfy Mr. and Mrs. Theatre-Goer on
the basis of romance, drama, adventure and
thrills. To this angle can be brought the
showmanship resources of lobby decorations,
posters, publicity, newspaper advertising, merchant tie-ups, contest ideas, ballyhoo, program
announcements, heralds, cut-outs and all the
paraphernalia of showmanship.
rHOU
SANDS
of neivspapcr
ri'T'/Vri'.v
(/;((/ editorials
without
a siiK/Ic irilicisiii is the record
if the L hrouicles of America.' Governors, Mayors,
Educators and business men
join
endorsin~
Yale ^
Pressinpictures
ard ''he
offering
assistance to i ibitors d
in puttinq the over. M

SECTION

Second, they appease the ever-present thirst
for novelty ; for something new and different.
People will always flock to see "something
new" and these productions represent the
newest
tures. and most original trend in motion picThird, their inherant nature makes them
worthy of the support of all the leaders in
every community. The editor responds because the entry of Yale University Press into motion picture production is a story of
news value and because "The Chronicles of
America"
mark fields
the entry
of the industry and
into constructive
of Americanization
good citizenship. To him they represent a
movement as much as they do a series of motion pictures.
To lantstheto community
public official
as regard
stimuspirit they
; to astand
deeper
and appreciation of American institutions ; to
a finer patriotism. To the educator they strike
home as the standard-bearers of visual education ;of a way whereby the American public
may be inspired to further understanding
of the tofore
vastbeen store
of learning
which page.
has hereconfined
to the printed
To the club leaders, both men and. women, they stand as representative of the
screen's best efforts ; better pictures at their
best, and as furthering the ideals of their own
organizations,
mercial or civic.whether fraternal, social, comNot the least value of "The Chronicles of
America" is the contact with these organizations which can be interpreted in terms of additional box office revenue through special
performances or their attendance in groups.
ATEWSPAPERS like the New York Trib■'■ une, Times, Sun and Globe, Telegram,
Springfield Republican and hundreds of others
are commenting editorially on the excellence
and entertainment value of the "Chronicles."
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Actual
Production
Romantic
As

about
"something
is a subtle
THERE
the Chronicles
of America
that " reaches
out and grips. Showmen have compared the keen attention on the part of
audiences, to the interest aroused by the
most talked-of shots in the weekly news
reels.
The Chronicles have romance and adventure, suspense and action, and in addition,
that indescribable something — the realism
of reality; the feeling that here is something more than a motion picture, here is
life as it would have been recorded had a
news photographer accompanied Columbus
on his voyage of discovery or traveled
with Washington during the stormy days
of the War of Independence.
What a fascinating vision this project
suggests! One hundred reels revealing the
inspiring story of America! Thirty-three
pictures depicting outstanding events in the
inspiring narrative of our national growth!
A complete, authentic and dramatic account ofandour
forefathers' struggles, sacrifices,
achievements!
And from the angle of entertainment.
Nothing could be more dramatic than the
career of Columbus and the bitter disappointments which preceded his triumph !
Or more romantic than the love story of
Pocahontas, the Indian maiden and John
Rolfe, gentlman colonist of Jamestown! Or
more inspiring than the mid-winter campaign of George Rogers Clark against the
British at Vincennes!
Or more thrilling than the exploits of
Daniel Boone and his adventuresome life
among the Indians! Or more spectacular
than Benjamin Franklin, John Adams, John
Hancock, Thomas Jef?erson^and the rest of
our country's fathers gathered to discuss
Ziy A. OGDEN, famous historical artist.
J. J. • supplies sketches similar to this for all
of the costumes puorn in the "Chronicles of
America"
They
especially madephotoplays.
for the actors
zvihoare
are then
to portray
the part. .Even "extras" being provided for.

Iff /
I'.-.l^ Ttt^w Cr*^
A-i& A-iZ..
'

^cu.. a-~^-

of Chronicles'
As
Pictures
Themselves

the Declaration of Independence! Or more
rousing than to see Colonel George Washington at Fort Necessity!
EVERY decade throughout our history
has contributed a glorious chapter to
the stirring story of our country! A story
intensely dramatic because it deals with
real people; wonderfully fascinating because based on facts and surrounded with
the aura of authenticity.
And to visualize the project of filming
this story suggests the romance which surrounds the work which the Yale University
Press is doing.
Did you ever stop to consider that written history dismisses a situation with a
word while the re-creators of history must
provide for the correct presentation of a
hundred and one details if the pictures are
to be absolutely authentic — and absolutely
authentic the Chronicles of America must
be to pass the scrutiny of a distinguished
Board of Editors, all noted historical ex'ComCouncil's
perts,
appointed by the
mittee on Puljlications
of Yale
University,
under whose supervision and control the
pictures are made.
Take, for example, the picture "Peter
Stuyvesant," a dramatic account of the
days when old New York was young. In
it
is shown
the interior
Stuyvesant's
house.
What kind
of food of
could
properly
be put on the table? ■ Should the sanded
floor be marked off in patterns? Could
silver be shown? A coffee pot? A table
cloth? Again, in a scene showing the fort
nf New Amsterdam, what was the stagt
in the evolution of gunnery in the trading
post in the middle of the seventeenth century?
Or in the scenes showing the garden of
Charles II of England, should the ladies
wear jewelry, and if so, what? Did their
gowns have trains in 1664? Was tea
served? These problems, suggested by
just a few scenes from only one picture reveals the tremendous amount of research
work which must be done in filming the
entire series.
T>ACK of all this is a story of months
of painstaking research work. Producers who have claimed authenticity for
their productions, and this is said with no
reflection on the sincerity of their endeavor, have but checked the obvious
points of their pictures compared to the
exhaustive work which is done by the Yale
University Press.
Alatters of minute historical detail, matters of correct characterization, of actual
speech, for even subtitles must be authentic, are analyzed, are checked to assure
absolute agreement on the part of authorities before a single shot is made.
A large corps of research workers under
the direction of noted historical experts are
constantly at work in the libraries and institutions of the country. It is said that
the preparatory work done on "The Gateway to the West," for example, represents
what is equivalent to over eighteen months
uninterruptd work on the part of one continuity writer.
THIS same care is exercised in every
detail of production. Actors must be
found who bear a resemblance to the famous people they portray. Costumes and
settings must be designed by historical experts and executed by skilled people under

Vividly

proper supervision. Details of architecture
must be correct to the last degree. Furniture, weapons, household implements, must
be authentic.
Exterior locations must be found similar in appearance to the spot where
the event took place. One of the Yale
Press production units recently returned
after five weeks in the South on "The
Gateway at toChatham,
the West."
The company
worked
near Fredericksburg,
Va., Charleston, S. C, Asheville, N. C, and
Esmeralda, N. C, from which point the
company worked on location spread over
an area of forty miles.
Returning North, the company spent
several days on location at Long Island,
and finally, about three weeks doing interior scenes at the Vitagraph Studio in
Brooklyn.
And all this for a three reel
feature !
This one incident reveals the time, money, and energy that is expended in producthe "Chronicles
America."
has
been ing stated
that no ofshort
subjectsIt ever
made — bar none — can match the precision,
accuracy and production values of these
Yale Press films.
They are, in reality, short features. They
represent as great an investment of money,
as expensive a production program, as
careful a selection of casts, as great a
variety of settings, and as exacting a process of laboratory technique as the vast
majority of regular length feature pictures.
Exhibitors are, indeed, fortunate that the
"Chronicles of America" can be secured
on the basis of Short Subjects, for if ever
the term "Big Little Feature" was propeily applied it is in speaking of the Yale
Press "Chronicles."
TTTORKING sketches of various "props"
rf node for "Vincennes " one of the "Chronicles," showing the exacting care which is
taken to have every detail of production authentic and correct. This is done on every
picture by a special department of research.
VlhCENN£6

^he

Ckwn/cles

Yale

ofAmer/'ca

University

Press

presents

VINCENNES
(5 Paris )

JJERE is as picture. No one can see the
suffering and the heroism of that wonderful march through a flooded wilderness
by George Rogers Clark and his little army
of frontiersmen, culminating in the attack
upon the British fort at old Vincennes and
its capture, without being proud that he is an
American.

A di amatic and authentic story
of the expulsion of the British
from the old Northwest — A
picture of realistic adventure.

Here are color, thrill, suspense, heroism,
hardship and victory; here are also absolute
Truth, splendid acting, great production and
direction.
When "Columbus" was shown in Springfield.
Mass., Mayor Leonard issued a proclamation
urging every resident to see every picture of
this epochal series.

-J^y Distributors VL^

^he

Qkron/cles

Yale

qfj\nier/ca

University

Press

presents

DANIEL

A dramatic

and authentic ro-

mance of the pioneers of old
Kentucky. A virile photodrama
that
spellbinds
all I

BOONE
(3 Parts )

rjl There
RUTH was
is even
more that
dramatic
fiction.
so much
was than
stirring
and
sensational in the settlement of Kentucky by
the whites, that if it were all put into a novel
people would smile at the author's imagination. And yet it is history!
"Daniel Boone" is stirring, sensational; and
it is also true. True is story, detail and atmosphere. That's why it is such excellent
entertainment.
See the great pioneer carve out a big empire
by sheer grit; by stubborn determination to
be 'driven out by no force however big,
Indian or British. See him battle with both,
— and win!

Distributors
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NEWS-A

TJTTLE

SUPER

FEATURE

^Around the World in Fifteen Minutes No Idle Boast
But Actually an Achievement of Camera Skill

of
THE growth in scope and function
the news reel is an outstanding feature
of the marvelous development of the motion picture industry within the last twelve
years. When the wonders of Nineteenth Century inventions and improvements in transportation facilities brought within the realms
of actuality all the fancies that the fertile
imagination of Jules Verne visualized in his
"Around
Worldamazeme
in Eighty
people
nt atDays,'
gasped inthesheer
the celerity
with which the barriers of time and space
were being annihilated by human ingenuity.
Pathe News, however, which lias consistently maintained the lead in the steady development of the news reel, reduced the encircling of the globe from a matter of days

venture. Imagination and Practicability clasp
hands in a perfect unanimity of purpose. And
the results of this meeting are a compound of
instruction and drama that have elevated
Pathe News, in the estimation of thousands
of theatre owners and theatre patrons, to a
position of feature importance on the theatre
program.
The scheme of organization and operation
of the Pathe News enterprise resembles in a
general way that of the newspaper. At the
center of the system is an editorial staff under
the direction of Emanuel Cohen, editor-inchief.
"camera
stories''
they arrive
must beThe
edited,
captioned,
andasprepared
for

to minutes. Supplanting the now antiquated
record of the great French author, Pathe
News has raised aloft a new standard, emblazoned with the slogan of — "Around the
the World in Fifteen Minutes."
Behind this marvelous development of the
present day lies a story of human enterprise,
courage and skill, of mechanical ingenuity
and efficierxy, and of masterly generalship
and co-ordination of effort that rivals anything to be found in the imaginative flights
of a Jonathan Swift or a Jules Verne. The
Pathe News reel, probably better than any
other single project of modern times, crystallizes into one efficient whole, all the romance
and adventure of the soldier of fortune with
the science and craftsmanship of the modern
inventor. In the laboratory of this great
animated chr^^icler of current events, Ad-

'THE Spanish revolution, Mount Etna in eruption.
the Dempsey-Gibbons fighc. The audience is
switched with lightning rapidity from Europe to
America, down to Africa, across to Austra'ia. That
is one of the reasons for the great ptipularity of
the Pathe Newsi reel. Not a slow moment in the
reel, constant changes, contrasts that get attention
and lay hold of the mind. Pathe News reel is thoroughly entertaining as well as being educational.

the
PatheN. News
"laboratory-press"
Boundgreat
Brook,
J. From
the B und Brookat

IpROM the communist revolt in Saxony, or a Chinese bandit raid, to a monarchist revolt in
Bavaria Pathe News eliminates all the barriers of
time anderamenspace.
newspaper
must be Unlike
there exactly
whenmen,thetheir
thingcam-is
happening.
An
hour
later
is
too
late.
The
marvelous efficiency achieved by the Pathe organization
has made this possible. The film must then be sent
back with the greatest speed and the way Pathe
company men do this makes thrilling reading.

'T'HE only news reel pictures of the eclipse of
the sun is a Pathe achievement. Pathe cameramen are constantly getting views under almost
insurmountable difficulties. They have a high record of achievement to live up to. Above is a
spectacular picture of the burning of Smyrna.
"press" prints of the edition must be sent
with the utmost speed to theatres everywhere
for screen presentation to the millions of
Pathe News "readers" all over the world.
Such is the editorial and mechanical side of
the project. It is in the other direction —
the
compilation
the actualarenews
— thatto the
romance
and theofadventure
mostly
be
found.
From the central editorial bureau in New
York. Pathe News repotorial ramifications
spread to the ends of the earth. In every
American city of importance are located
Pathe News representatives always on the
alert to record events of interest. Abroad,
too, the Pathe News camera staff is -&s well
organized and equipped as that at home. London, Paris, Rome, Berlin, Vienna, "Tiladrid,
Athens, Copenhagen, the Hague — each '-has

its Pathe News staf¥ member. Scattered in
the less populous centers are correspondents
who cover their respective territories. Africa,.
Australia, South America, and the Orient
have their quota of camera reporters ever
ready to photograph happenings which will
be of interest to the peoples of the other
continents.
The work of the Pathe News cameraman
differs in some respects', however, from that
of the newspaper reporter. The latter can
reach a point of activity after an event has
occurred and still get a very graphic account
from sightseers and authentic records. Not
so the camera reporter. To get his story
he must be in the very midst of things from
start to finish. There are no rehearsals, no
retakes ; either the event is recorded in the
i aprcning. or lost f'lrcver t i the camera's eye.
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flip

gafegf

-L^
TRE in
Los Angeles
y 0£;^'S
STATE
THEAprepared the public for "When
a Man's a Man"
stringing
huge banners by
across the
street. The size of the banner alone zvould make an impression on the mind and
make one think of a big picture. The sign gave the picture a great welcome and it
played to capacity houses.

A MAN
u.sm1ne

A RMY recruiting officers
are usually placed on the
busiest corners and the fact
that "When a Mans a Man"
ties up^ well with the marines
made it possible for the picture to be exploited in Cincinnati zvith a tie-up. The onesheet posters {Were placed in
in thein
the prominen
all
t p'accs
Theatre
The Rex
city.
Eugene. Ore., made a good
tic-iip with the book stores securing profit to all concerned.

Exploiting Principal's 'When a Man's a Man'
■ How the Harold Bell Wright Picture Is Starting on Its Journey
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SHOWMANSHIP

Keeping
How

the

Showman

One Producer

Decided

to Make

a Million Dollars Worth
THE success that has characterized the
development of the short subject within the last few years and the position
of vital importance it now holds in the
exhibitor's program is a result of special
pain and effort on the part of a few producers who had sufficient foresight to visualize the possibilities of single and tworeel pictures.
"Short Subject" meant more to them
than two thousand feet of film, and held
greater significance than the grinding
out of slipshod pictures with too few
good points to condone their production. Not until these men had come
to realize that the same care used in
taking the big picture had to be adhered to with the smaller one did their
efforts begin to bear fruit. Undoubtedly one of the foremost exponents in
this field is Jack Cohn of the C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation, who has been
active in the motion picture business
for well nigh twenty years during the
most of which time his efforts have
practically been confined to developing the short feature.
Mr. Cohn's endeavors have not been
in vain, for he is producing to-day two
of the most successful short pictures
on the market: "Screen Snapshots"
and the Hallroom Boys Comedies
which have been very popular with
the leading exhibitors of the country
for almost five years. An enviable
record, to be sure. The career of this
pioneer contains interest worthy of
comment.
"I joined Mr. Carl Laemmle about
nineteen years ago," said Mr. Cohn.
"In those days we developed and
printed film in a small room and we
were fortunate to make even a one
reeler. Titles were decided upon first
and the stories written around them
because the advertising had to get into
the trade papers long before a picture
was even started.
" 'Those
happy and
days,'theI
have
heard were
Carl the
Laemmle
other big men say. They probably made
more money then than they do to-day.
There were no worries about stars and
stories. Actors frequently went to see a
play at night and made a picture in the
morning. I recollect one set of actors who
would go to Staten Island in the morning
to make a picture and telephone about
noon that it was finished. We'd give them
an idea for another which meant two productions aday.
"As a good many of our pictures were
too short we had to go out to find a little
scenic to put on to it.

SIX or seven years ago I noticed the
short picture was being overlooked. I
fought hard to keep it before the public,
but it seems the big pictures were crowding the little ones off the screen. I had
been making quite a number of industrial
pictures at the time, and these were very

in

Mind

in

Making

Short Subjects Because
of Advance

Advertising

By RALPH ROSSITER
of C. B. C.'s Advertising Department
interesting. But we could never get a showing because there was no room for anything educational.
"About five years ago I decided to go
out in the open market and make independent short stuff because the program and
stars had no time to worry about the small

The Fresh Objective Viewpoint
Mr. Rossiter, the writer of the accompanying article, is comparatively
a new figure in the film industry.
However, being a scholar by training and an advertismg man by experience, his opinions even in a new
field are well founded and constructive in import.
Film folk in general and showmen
in particular will welcome the clear,
dispassionate viewpoint of one whose
thoughts are entirely free from the
one-sided, biased judgment which
occasionally afflicts the man who has
seen life from a single vantage point
all his life.
The accompanying article is worthy
of the attention of all showmen.

picture. I started out to make the Hallroom Boys Comedies which I knew had
been receiving millions of dollars worth
of advertising that would benefit the pictures and aid the exhibitors. I contracted
with Mr. McGill for the rights to these
'Hallroom Boys Comedies' and to-day they
are a houseword among exhibitors."
'T'HE phenomenal success of this comedy
-* series is a result of constant and consistent effort on the producer's part. He always claimed that the one and two reelers
deserved the time, attention, and forethought given to features, and he succeeded in making his weeklies, comedies
and novelties the best of their kind.
It is interesting to follow the methods
and principles used by Mr. Cohn in bringing about the present, success of this corrj_edy series. In the first place he maintains
that comedies must be clean. It is his

Shorts

He Received
Free

firm belief that vulgarity does not constitute humor and is totally unnecessary; the
fact that cleanliness was used in his pictures from the very beginning is in great
part the reason why they are so well
thought of to-day. With the agitation for
censorship and the necessity for ""Censorproof" pictures, even greater attention
should be given this detail.
Editing a picture is the most important
part of the whole process according to Mr.
Cohn's viewpoint, which if improperly
done may bring failure to a picture
that had a sufficient amount of good
material to make it a success. In fact
he goes so far as to say that it is in the
power of an editor to make a successful production out of poor material.
Producing and directing should never
be confused with editing.
WHEN edies
thewere Hallroom
started Mr.Boys
Cohn Comlaid
down four rules from which he says
he has never deviated. While the very
nature of a comedy picture leads_^ to
the ridiculous, oft-times, nevertheless
there must be human interest, universal appeal, sympathy and no impossible situations. While it may seem a
bit far fetched to expect the slapstick
comedy to have appeal and sympathy,
it is nevertheless possible and essential and is being done.
"The position our organization has
attained justifies my faith," said Mr.
Cohn, "in turning out comedies that
are clean, funny and full of punch and
The success of C. B. C.'s other short
picture,
"Screen
has been
remarkable
whenSnapshots"
it is remembered
that when Mr. Cohn originated the
production the idea was entirely new
and he was told by many that there
would be no demand for it with the
public. Working, however, on the
same psychology as the printed
"Fan" publications, he declared that
the demand for this same kind of material
visualized onpep."
the screen would be as great
if not greater than in printed form — and
the subsequent success of "Screen Snapshots" has proved this correct.
One of the innovations in Screen Snapshots was the installing of a regular scenario department which prepares original
ideas for sketches which the various stars
enact for the reel. Each idea applys to the
particular actor or actress who is being
photographed, and each is unusual for its
story and continuity.
The first indorsement ever given to a
single reel release by the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce was formally accorded to Screen Snapshots two years ago
in a letter signed by Wm, Brandt of the
New York organization. The letter in part
read :
(Continued on page 56.)
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PUBLIC

EXPLODES

SOME

PET

THEORIES

^Chronicles of America Series, Made by the Yale Vniversiiy Press,
Proves Public Likes Instruction W^ith Its Entertainment

MR. PUBLIC and his Missus display
from time to time a very disconcerting habit of exploding the pet
theories of the industry's "best minds."
Once it was maintained that the film's
capacity to entertain could not extend beyond a reel or two. A few foreign importations of five-reel lengths rufiied the
theorists' calm.
Then several daring spirits on this side
of the water began to dabble in longer
. forms of photoplays. Mr. Public and his
family actually sat through the show — all
the way through, for five full reels — and
then, to the complete rout of the "best
minds,"
cheered for more of that long
stuff.
Witness another upset in our own day
and time! The trade savants agreed, in
committee and out, that friend Public and

his neighbors, had no darn use for costume productions, at all, at all. No sir!
They belonged in the discard along with the
war picture, they said.
smuggledacross
a "Passion"
andThen
latersomebody
a "Deception"
the domestic trade line. Next came a "Three
Musketeers" from the West Coast, and an
"Orphans of the Storm" from the East.
Referee Public rushed up to the boxoffice and counted out another pet theory
with the same motion that he laid down
his price of admission before the smiling
ticket-seller.
And just now the "best minds" are going completely blank on a new and unsuspected revelation of Mr. Public's psychology as regards his motion picture diversion.
Scandalous as it may appear to the experts, he, his wife, and his children show
unmistakable symptoms of delight in being instructed as well as entertained by
the screen.

libraries and book-shops a series of volumes, entitled "The Chronicles of America," compiled by foremost historians.
Late in 1921, Yale University Press, an
auxiliary enterprise of Yale University,
undertook to adapt the highlights of these
fifty volumes to the screen, planning upon
thirty-three subjects in all to be made in
three and four-reel lengths.
'T' WO characteristics of the new enterprise distinguished it from all others
of a similar kind. The pictures were to be
authentic in every detail.
Instruction in the major events of America's development was to be a fundamental
objective of the undertaking. There was to
be no camouflage about its purpose.
The matter of distribution was laid before Pathe. Would Friend Public and his
family support this type of screen entertainment in their theatre? Pathe's film
review committee viewed the first finished
product, "Columbus." The committee
voted a decided "Yes !" to the question. And
Friend Public proved the decision correct.

"V7KS the Public has already rallied in
J- full force to the support of the heretic.
Here's how:
Between 1918 and 1921 there appeared in

JJ EART
comedyin
touches interest
are alsoandpresent
this isseries.
In of "Vincennes"
there
a wealth
humanness.
In the center is an exciting scene
from "Daniel Boone."

aid of
the
yHEto enlist
efforts the
of the
British
Indians, and the subsequent wars
and bloodshed are shown accurately in "Vincennes,"
one of the
latest
of this series.
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Personal Appearance of Star
Wliat was in effect the world's premiere
showing of THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER" with Jane Thomas appearing person, was given at The Isis Theatre, in Grand
Rapids, and the presentation results in the
fulfillment of every expectation of success.
A concrete, businesslike exploitation campaign conducted by Manager William Wehle
of the Isis resulted in the most gratifying
results in the face of the strongest competition from "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
and "Flaming Youth" at the opposition theatres.
The personal appearance of Jane Thomas
the star of the production proved a drawing
card in itself while paving the way for unusual publicity and advertising.
By consenting to her appearance in the rest
room of Herpolsheimer and Company, the
biggest department store in Grand Rapids,
Manager Wehle secured a fine block of space
in the full page advertisements of the store
in which the show was boosted and the appearance of Miss Thomas at both the theatre
and the store was announced.
There is no more sure or more direct way
of reaching the women of any city than
through the department
advertisements.
* * store
*
Stuffed Eagle Draws Crowd
"Birds of a feather flock together. If I
put a stuffed golden eagle in the lobby, why
shouldn't it gather a few double eaglets
around
to next inout.
the box office ?" Charles
Cresleinit reasoned
Suiting his thoughts to action, he borrowed
the biggest eagle in captivity south of Washington. It happened to be stuffed, but there
was nothing the matter with its wing-spread.
Six feet seven inches. By no means a sparrow.
As the bird was already mounted on a tree
limb, it was easy for Creslein to pattern a
card on the outline of a feather, and attach it
to
the bird's lettered
perch, with
title EAGLE'S
FEATHER
on thethecard.
Since birds of this size are seen in Augusta
as often as you find lions on the Boston Commons, there was a continuous crowd in the
lobby of the Rialto. * * *
Special Imitation Stunt
One thousand process engraved cards which
look
likewere
the real
thing,
don't look
closely,
mailed
out ifto you
a selected
list too
of
announce the engagement of C SHARPE
MINOR at the Missouri Theatre.
. Herschel Stuart called a list of St. Louis
music fans and checked against his own mailing list in order to compile one thousand names
of people who were known to be fond of
music.
Minor's
organclassic,
repertoire
balanced between
popularis so
and finely
jazz that
in making a direct appeal to music patrons
Stuart knew that they would be more than
satisfied. They were. The special class appeal has had the effect of bringing in hundreds
of people who are new to the Missouri. If
they like music, its fine, and if they don't,
it's very polite flattery.
Free Ticket With Novel
Free tickets to those who bought the photoplay edition of WEST OF. THE WATER
TOWER, was the stunt that brought the
Strand, Birmingham, considerable free space
in the merchandise section of the News.
L. R. Towns did it. He tied up with Loveman, Joseph and Loeb, the big department
store, and their book department in one instance took nearly a quarter of a full page ad
to "plug" the special edition with the comeon line,
picture free." Towns supplied the"See
free the
admissions.
* « *
Rejuvenation Attracts Women
Guy Kenimer got two displays in one department store for BLACK OXEN,- when it
was showing at the Arcade, Jacksonville.
One was a big window flanking the en-

EXPLOIT

A

TION

IDEAS
trance to the store in which Kenimer and the
window dresser arranged a big card decorated
with portrait pictures of Corinne Griffith and
built up with stacks of the novel arranged
to cover the entire floor of the window and
support the big card.
The other display was in the cosmetic departfnent where Kenimer had a sign on display reading, "An actual case of rejuvenation based on scientific methods is 'Black
Oxen' Arcade, all week.''

FRENCH DOLL CUT-OUTS
The Rialto Theatre of Atlanta, Georgia, used this
elaborate lobby display to boost Mae Murray's
Metro success,
"The toFrench
Doll."advantage.
Poster cut-outs
were used
a distinct
Ladders Reach to Success
Oscar White usually has original displays
in the lobby of the Rex, Sumter.
His display
"ThehadWanters"
was built
particularly good.forWhite
two ladders
out of compo board. He stood one on each
side of the lobby. On each rung of the ladders was a different sign such as, "Some
Want Beautiful Clothes" ; "Some Want Society"; "Some Want Pleasure"; "Some Want
Money" and
so on up
eight rungs
of each
ladder.
Between
the theladders
he suspended
a sign announcing THE WANTERS with
the invitation to "Come inside and see what
* * *
Cut-Outs
Boost Business
want."
you
J. Fotheringham,
B. S. Moss'
Franklin
Theatre, in Manager
New York,of aroused
a lot
of preliminary interest in the showing of IN
THE PALACE OF THE KING, as well as
much comment among his patrons by using
cut-outs from the posters for his lobby display.
He mounted a cut-out, life size, of a man
in warrior costume riding a white horse with
the figure of a woman standing by the horse.
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These were painted a very bright scarlet and
blue and were visible for a block in either direction. They gave a good flash and are inexpensive to make. The cut-outs were modboard. elled on the poster drawings painted on cardOver the entrance to the theatre was another large cut-out to show the life size picture of a kneeling warrior and a Moorish woman also modelled on one of the posters. The
background of this cut-out was a bright red
and the costumes were in blue and gold.
* * *
Plastigrams Novel Stunt
A lobby card calculated to arouse curiosity
and which can be used as an effective piece of
exploitation material is being issued by Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., for use with
the Ives-Leventhal Plastigrams, the "Third
Dimension Movie," which will be released the
latter part of March.
The card is 11x14 inches, and contains an
illustration printed in a manner closely approaching the printing process used in making
the motion picture. Two images differing
only in the optical angle in which they have
been photographed, are superimposed in red
and blue ink. A pair of red and blue glasses
accompanies the card, and by viewing the card
through the special glasses a startling stereoptical effect is obtained.
The card is intended for use in a lobby
frame, with the glasses suspended near it for
use of patrons or visitors to the lobby. It
gives an idea of the effect obtained in the motion picture in a realistic manner.
* * *
'Black Oxen' Tie-Up
Going on the theory that the right clothes
will tre,
make
any one was
young,
Los Angeles,
ableLoew's
to sellState
two Theastores
on the idea of window tie-ups in connection
with the showing of First National's BLACK
OXEN. As further proof the original costumes were brought into play and placed
around wax models. The costume worn by
Corinne Griffith showed that other people too,
could be young if they knew what to wear.
One tie-up was on the Broadway window
of Hamburger and Company and the other
was in the window of Vogue and Company.
Elaborate drapings and ornate decorations
completed the display of costumes and stills
and attracted comment on what was regarded,
in each instance, as an unusually artistic dis^ ^ ^
play.
Philadelphia's Exploitation Stunt
What is generally conceded to be the most
successful regular exploitation stunt conducted
by any exhibitor in Philadelphia came to a
close recently when "Miss North Philadelphia" and "The Famous Fifteen," elected
in the Popularity Contest conducted by
the Ritz
in which nearly one million votesTheatre,
were cast.
This contest, which is an annual affair,
started with more than 100 candidatefs in the
race and wound up with a whirlwind finish
in the elecetion of Miss Claire Tabors as
"Miss North Philadelphia" with 177,480
votes. Motion pictures of all the candidates
were taken on the stage of the Ritz theatre
at the start of the contest and flashed on the
screen nightly while the contest was in progress. The patrons received a ballot with each
ticket of admission. The winners were the
recipients of many honors, all the Philadelphia
carrying
photographs and detailednewspapers
stories of the
election.

^ Musical Instrument
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High Power Ads for Capitol
For the showing of its first Victor Seastrom production, NAME THE MAN!
from Sir Hall Caine's novel, "The Master
of Man," at the Capitol Theatre, New
York, Goldwyn Pictures gave it a special
advertising campaign in the New York
daily newspapers.
S. L. Rothafel, presentation manager of
the Capitol, for the first time in his regime,
gave a signed statement reading : "I consider
'Name the Man!'
greatof picture. Irecommend
it to aalltruly
patrons
the
Capitol Theatre." This statement under
Rothafel's
was inused
in theofdaily
papers
for signature
several days
advance
the
showing. On Sunday the statement was
reprinted in a two column advertisement.
In the Sunday Telegram was a full page
advertisement of the showing of "Name
the Man !" which was rather unusual in makeup. In the upper right-hand corner was a
large box occupying nearly half the space
of the page headed, "Were her parents too
strict? If the daughter does not get some
freedom, she
may drawing
take it from
all." two
Thisof was
illustrated
by line
the
stills.
'Great White Way' Press Book
A twenty page pressbook replete with
information and suggestions to exhibitors
has been issued by the Cosmopolitan Corporation on their smashing New York hit,
THE GREAT WHITE WAY.
Particular emphasis has been placed on
the exploitation value in the fact that this
well
of NewcastYork's
main
street known
containsstory
the largest
of notables
in the newspaper, theatrical and sporting
worlds ever assembled in one picture. This
fact is played up in an unusual effective assortment of newspaper ads, posters and
other accessories. Various means of capitalizing this angle for exploitation purposes
are set forth comprehensively in one section of the book.
Much space is devoted to the newspaper
campaign. Publicity stories and cuts are
included in great variety.
* * *
'Marriage Circle' Press Sheets
Warner Brothers have gone out of their
way to make an original press sheet for
THE MARRIAGE CIRCLE, the Ernst
Lubitsch production. The press sheet of
newspaper size, contains a wealth of publicity and exploitation material. Reproductions are strikingly displayed, and the
stories have the news quality that will get
them over the city editor's blue pencil.

'White Sister' Press Book
ADVERTISING
AIDS
Especially deserving of comment are the
posters, distinct departures from the average assortment of lithographs.
The herald is a remarkable piece of
work, in its attractive layout and copy display; one of the achievements in herald
work, it is bound to go far in arousing interest in the production, when distributed.
The same may be said of the two halfsheets, two points in whose favor are inexpensiveness and the fact that the twin
pair come together as a one sheet, so that
they can be separated or used together.
They make dramatic pieces of lithography
and
tors. will be extensively utilized by exhibi* * *
News Kids Ptofit
A special performance with invitations to
newsboys and carriers of the Washington
Star, Post, Times Herald, and News was the
exploitation plan employed by Sidney Lust,
of the Leader Theatre, Washington, D. C,
for the launching of the Patheserial, THE
WAY OF A MAN, at the Leader. The special showing was held on Saturday morning,
February 16, and was attended by hundreds of
theEvery
capital's
day newsies.
throughout the week, beginning
Monday, February 11, the newspapers carried
news items referring to the special performance, and following the showing the press
devoted liberal portions of space to an account
of the show, the serial itself, its adaptation
from Emerson Hough's famous novel, and the
leading players being prominently mentioned.
Mr. ous
Lust's
point was
of contact
with. themainly
varinewspapers
established
through the persons of the circulation managers, who co-operated in the distribution of
tickets for the special showing to the newsboys and carriers of their respective papers.
Takes 'Em at Tlaeir Word
Manager A. E. Weld, of the Strand Theatre, Waterloo, la., believes in giving his patrons what they want. Following the national howl about unclean pictures, Mr. Weld
arranged to show STEPHEN STEPS OUT
and JAMESTOWN on the same program.
He inserted a ten inch ad in the paper stating that those who desire clean pictures should
see these two productions and the box office
would show whether or not it is the non-attending public that howls loudest. It brought
results.

Twenty pages of live "exploitation" aids,
ample newspaper stories and ads, and a full
line of advertising accessories, comprise
the press sheet just issued by Metro on
Henry King's Inspiration picture, "The
White Sister." It is one of the most elaborate exhibitor's service books issued in the
history of the Metro organization, a company that has always made a feature of
press sheets on its productions.
Sixteen ad cuts, from one column and
one inch slugs to a half-page, assure the
exhibitor plenty of variety in his displays.
The keynote of all the ads strike the dramatic chords of the picture, reproducing
some of the exciting incidents from the
production.
Metro has prepared a number of advertising novelties, including Lillian Gish souvenir postals, valuable for mailing lists and
advance distribution; souvenir scenic booklets of sixteen pages, done in two colors;
Mount Vesuvius "slidographs"; and Lillian
Gish "moviescopes."
* * *
Novarro Contest
Ramon Novarro, whose latest screen role
Metro
is in Fred
Niblo's new
production,
THY NAME
IS WOMAN
has been
chosen
as
the
"best
dressed
man
in
the
movies"
by
the Ohio Retail Clothiers Association which
met in Cleveland recently.
Immediately after this decision the Allen
Theatre in Cleveland began a newspaper contest with gold money prizes to winning letters of agreement or disagreement with this
decision. Hundreds of people participated but
Novarro prevailed against all opposition.
The Cleveland News, Plain Dealer and
Press played up the contest, the Plain Dealer
and the News assigning special writers to
cover the contest from day to day.
* * *
Special Edition Exploitation
A special edition did it in Oklahoma City.
S. S. Wallace turned managing editor long
enough to get out a four-page extra with a
forty-point head that screamed : "Oklahoma
City
Overrun
Gold-Diggers
!"
It was
made with
up in
good newspaper
style
complete with patent medicine boiler-plate.
For the greater part it was all GOLD
DIGGER copy handled in a sensational exFivepose style.
thousand copies were sold before the
opening at one cent each.
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Vitagrapjh's
itself service
well foroffered
advertising.
The -with
press thebooks
givearemany
advertising
proveabove
profitable
for
the
exhibitor, newand feature,
the cuts lends
and mats
in connection
picture
sure hints
pullers.for The
group ofthatadswillshown
are good
examples of business builders, and if followed should bring results. Many unusual and innovating tieups are also suggested.
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William

de

Mille

"GRUMPY"
with Theodore Roberts. — This is a dandy.
Paramount has very good prints, good service,
and advertising that brings the crowds in. Six
reels. — Erie Martin, Hobart theatre, Hobart
Mills, Cal. — Small town patronage,
with Theodore Roberts. — Exceptionally good
picture. A very good cast with Roberts doing
the best work of his career. Seven reels. —
Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.

winners:

with Lois Wilson. — An excellent
program picY many38of"the so-called
NLthan
ture. Much O
better
specials. Holds interest from start to finish.
All characters fit roles to perfection. Seven
reels, good condition. — D. E. Fitton, Lyric
theatre, Harrison, Ark. — Small town patronage.
Also "The

Also "Bought and Paid For"

"THE

"CLARENCE"
with Wallace Reid. — Good attendance. — E. L,
Graef, Opera House, Hortonville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.

Prince Chara"

WORLD'S

with Bebe Daniels. —AP
ThisPL
is AU
a picture
"
SEwhich
will please your people. It can be bought reasonable. Seven reels. — Geo. C. Starkey, Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y. — General patron-

Also "The Lost Romance"

age.
Also "After the Show"
"NICE
PEOPLE"
with Wallace Reid. — Very good picture of its
kind. Pleased about 95 per cent. Some came
back the second night. Seven reels. — C. C.
Cronkhite, Lyric theatre, Fairview, Okla. —
General patronage.
with Wallace Reid. — Very pleasing picture and
good drawing power. Good comments from
many. — W. F. Loibl, Ch'mes theatre. Cedarburg,
tronage.Wis. — Neighborhood and farmers' paAlso "What

Every Woman

LULU

BETT"

with Lois Wilson. — This is an extra good feature. Interesting from start to finish. New
print. Seven reels. — J. F. Spangler, Globe
theatre, Beaver, Okla. — General patronage.
Also "Conrad

in Quest

Knows"

of His Youth"
(Opinions from Exhibitor's Herald's "What the Picture Did for Me.")

— and
"DON'T

"MISS

CALL

IT

the

latest

de

Mille

successes

LOVE"

"ICEB

Fresh Prints and a Complete Line of Advertising Aids at Your Exchange

Q>aramount
Produced

by Famous

Qidures
Players-Lasky

Corp.
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'WHITE TIGER' CONQUERS
BAD CONDITIONS

Proved

The

Tried and

Proved

Los Angeles Showing Successful
Despite Bad Weather

Big Little Feature

rOR a period of four weeks, Universal's
■■- "White Tiger," starring Priscilla Dean did
a corking business, at Miller's Theatre in Los
Angeles, and this despite the adverse conditions which accompanied the engagement. Bad
weather added to poor picture business, generally, were the tunes to which the film was
ushered in, but clever advertising and original
exploitation carried the picture over with flying colors.
The underlying idea of the exploitation
campaign was to inaugurate as many different
stunts as possible so as to attract a great
deal of attention. It was toward this end that
Miller, who manages the theatre, worked unceasingly.
One of the outstanding stunts was a fake
raid which was arranged for in co-operation
with the police department. At a set time
there arrived at a house in the busy district
of the city, a patrol wagon and several policemen. The patrolmen entered the house
and stayed sufficiently long to allow a large
crowd to gather outside. Then they emerged
carrying out a struggling girl dressed like
Priscilla Dean, and holding on to several other
characters representing the principals in the
production.
As the crowds pressed closer to get a
glimpse at the wagon and find out what was
happening, a number of small boys passed
out heralds announcing the showing of
"White Tiger" at Miller's Theatre. A great
deal of the credit for the success of the picture during its run is attributed to the publicity given the showing by means of this
stunt.
* * *

]\j"0 program
is complete
out a Big Little
Feature !withEvery showman knows that.
Patrons have come to regard the
short — be it comedy, news, scenic,
or what not — as an essential part
of the show and audiences demand them. Thus every wise
showman appreciates their value.
The Big Little Feature has long
since been Tried as a program attraction, and has Proved almost
from the start that it has decided
drawing power.

AUDIENCE
OVER

IS ENTHUSIASTIC

MANSLAUGHTER'

Hence it's right to a place
among Tried and Proved Pictures— the sound money makers
of the screen.

"My Old Kentucky Home," whose name immediately suggests the popular song of the
South to practically every one who hears it.
Exhibitors have been finding ever since the
first release of the picture, that there are innumberable exploitation stunts which can be
very successfully used on this picture, and the
result has been a very gratifying amount of
business.
The picture was recently run at the Vick
Millward, Harris Theatre in Bancroft, Idaho,
and according to the manager the title was
largely responsible for the splendid business,
although after the crowd once got into the
theatre, the picture was well able to hold it.
It was just the sort of thing a small town
audience likes for substantial entertainment.

"Manslaughter," starring Thomas Meighan,
is still doing a great deal of business in various sections of the country, though it is r
rather old picture. This is just another instance of the ability of a good picture to continue to draw crowds when newer films
are booking in the same vicinity.
This is a Paramount Tried and Proved picture which is doing very well for those exhibitors who are wise enough to book it and take
advantage of the many opportunities it offers
to give patrons the sort of picture they want,
at a greater profit to the exhibitor.
The film played recently at the Opera House
in Moiintour Falls, New York, and both the
performance that was given as a church benefit and the other showings did exceedingly
well.
The manager of the Pastime Theatre in
Mason, Mich., was delighted with the way he
fared with the film and took occasion to
write and say so. In referring to it he said :
"This
certainlyI got
mademore
the compliments
flappers think,on blink
and shrink.
this
than on anything I have shown before in
months."
BIG CROWDS TURN OUT FOR 'MY
OLD KENTUCKY HOME'
So much depends on the title of a picture,
for it is very often the means of attracting attention to your theatre. Moreover, a title that
is easy to exploit, is usually the one that gets
across. This is particularly true of Selznick's

BIG LITTLE FEATURE
"What are you going to be when you grow
up?" someone asked Buddy Messinger, juvenile
star of Century Comedies.
"A director,"
Buddy
immediately
and astruck
this attitude
which is his replied,
idea of how
real director
looks
when he is trying to dope out his next picture.

Pictures
'THE

BIRTH
SWEEPS

OF A NATION'
CHICAGO

Three Week Engagement Not Enough
to Accommodate Crowds
WHILE D. W. Griffith's latest great photoplay spectacle, "Amercia," is playing to
capacity audiences at the Forty-fourth
Street Theatre, New York, his first great film
spectacle, "The Birth of a Nation," which
began breaking box-office records ten years
ago, was playing to capacity business at the
Auditorium Theatre, Chicago.
The Auditorium in Chicago seats 3,800, and
by some is not considered the best of picture propositions. However, "The Birth of
a Nation" was put into the Auditorium for a
two weeks' engagement. Capacity business
was the rule at almost every performance,
even the fourth gallery being packed. The
engagement was extended for a third week,
and still this
great Griffith spectacle"
continued
to fill"first
the house.
At the end of the third week the demand
on the part of the Chicago public was so great
that it seemed best to transfer the attraction
to another theatre, it being impossible to keep
"The Birth of a Nation" longer at the Auditorium because of previous convention contracts. It was decided to put the Griffith
picture into the Illinois theatre, a regular stage
drama house, and this was done, despite the
fact that conditions made it necessary to increase the price from that charged at the
Auditorium. But the change of theatre and
the increased admission seemed to make no
difference at all to the Chicago public ; they
still kept
flocking
see the
— the ago.
picture which,
though tomade
somepicture
ten years
is today being used by motion picture critics
as a basis for comparison in their reviews o£
the new Griffith spectacle, "America."
Mae Tinees, film reviewer for the Chicago
Tribune, had this to say of "The Birth of a
Nation" during its run at the Auditorium :
"Some ten years ago D. W. Griffith produced the greatest picture ever made. It was
—and IS— 'The Birth of a Nation.' It's just
as great today as it was then.
"Everything that has been done since 'The
Birth of a Nation' Mr. Griffith did IN 'The
Birth of a Nation,' with the exception of inphotography.troducing Russian wolf hounds and 'trick'
"Actors? He had them. Sets? They
were there. Scenery, pathos, humor, panorama, 'human' touches, all circling magically
about the great, sweeping glory of Civil War
days, which the producer transferred with
such wizardy to the silver sheet.
"It takes a lot of people to fill the Auditorium, but if the public of this city will take
my advice it will be filled at every perform* * *
EDUCATIONAL SHORTS WELL
LIKED BY PATRONS
Several Educational Shorts have come in
forance."
special comment by some of the exhibitors
who have found that their audiences remarked
specially on the selection. Perhaps the best
liked are "The Busher" series which are baseball stories and seem specially to please all
classes of audiences. These are comedies, calculated by some managers to be even more
popular when the baseball season is in full
swing, although the public takes to them readily now.
These Tried and Proved Shorts are
becoming a real feature on the programs.
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TRIED
Youth

Give

'em

Eternal
Flaming

Average
Woman

PROVED

!

Youth!
Vivid
Youth!

with

PAULINE GARON
HARRISON FORD
DAVID POWELL
DE SACIA MOOERS
BURR McINTOSH
RUSSELL GRIFFIN
The "World" Says:
" 'Give 'em a theme to exploit and advertise' must be C. C. Burr's first rule.
The second is 'Give 'em a cast.' On
both points he has succeeded in his
latest offering for the state rights
market."
The "Trade Review" Says :
"This Burr production stands well
above the average picture in point of
entertaining values."
"Danny" Says:
"Should get over mighty well where
they like 'Flaming Youth.' "
and soon theyHl all say:
Where can we book this colorful,
vivid, beautifully produced comedy drama?
The answer is: At all first-class
Independent Exchanges where
they give "an extra measure of
service."
BURR PICTURES, Inc.
135 West 44th Street
New York City
Have You Played the Burr
Specials?
"THREE
O'CLOCK
IN THE
MORNING"
"THE NEW SCHOOL
TEACHER"

AND

'The Veiled Adventure'
Mar riaye Satire Released by Selsnick
BRIEF: Geraldine Barker, for a lark, decides to
upset heherwould
brother's
of principles.
He
says
hate a friend's
woman ,code
who either
lies or steals
aiid
would
never
elope
with
any
g-irl.
By
a
well
laid plot Geraldine arranges to have him find her
stealing, lies to him, and finally gets him to propose
elopemi^nt with her. But it all turns out all right
because
the two find they really love each other
and are married.
pONSTANCE TALMADGE demonstrates
^ her remarkable capacities as a superb
screen comedian, which is one of the basic
reasons why this picture, originally released
in December, 1922, is still so fertile as an
unusual drawing attraction. It is a good,
clean, wholesome comedy, full of life and
romance whose charm it is hard to resist. It
is, in short, the sort of entertainment that
will find a ready reception i^ith both sophisticated and simple audiences, because Constance Talmadge has the sort of appealing
charm that captivates.
All that is necessary to make the picture a
real money grabber is a strong exploitation
shove. The big merchant tie-up is suggested
in the story itself. Geraldine begins to doubt
the man she is engaged to when she finds a
veil in her pocket which she knows does not
belong to her. Any department store or
ladies' outfitter will probably immediately see
the advantages of a window display in which
there are featured a line of veils in conjunction with a series of stills from the picture which will supply the necessary background.
Another angle of attack is a tie-up with a
beauty parlor in the neighborhood of the
theatre.
that of
's found
in Reggie's
pocket is The
the veil
propertj^
a manicurist
with
whom he is carrying on a flirtation. Stills
showing Harrison Ford seated at the manitable have Arrange
been incorporated
into an
attractivecurist'sposter.
to have several
of
these put in the window and then offer
free admission tickets to all the manicurists
in the shop for their cooperation in calling
attention to the picture, by attacking it as a
subject of conversation with customers. You
should invite them to attend the opening performance so that they will be in a position
to talk inteiligentlv about the picture and can
boost it with their customers for the other
showings.
* * *
'What's Your Hurrv?'
Auto Picture
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: Dusty Rhoades, a racing driver, loves
the daughter of an auto truck manufacturer, but
her father will not consent to the marriage becaus"
he doos no hke racing cars nor racing drivers.
Finally, however, Rhoades, with a fleet of trulcks
arrives just in time to rescue the girl and her
father from destruction through a flood. This act
not only wins publicity for the trucks, but the
hand of the girl he loves, and a job as gfjneral
manager for the father's factory.
HE humorous suggestion contained in the
title and the fact that Wallace Reid is
featured in the stellar role are two of the
reasons why this picture has met with unusual box office success. The scene in which
Rhoades rushes the trucks' to the scene of
disaster and saves the day by his heroism.
Is a humdinger. It is the sort of thing that
gets audiences standing on their toes, and sees
them leaving the theatre well pleased with
the evening's entertainment.
That's the reason for the long life of this
film. It has crowded many a house to capacity and is no where near the end of its
rope yet. As a matter of fact it is perhaps
more in demand now than ever before since
it remains as one of Wallace Reid's best.
And the title ! No one could ask for a
rnore pertinent title for wide spread exploitation. In the first place it will stop anyone,
anywhere by its very tore. Before you realize you have stopped you are actually reading the ad. Imagine the effect of placarding

PICTURES

an entire town or community with signs
which compel attention by a glaring "What's
Think
of the great tie-up with the city,
Your
Hurry?"
on a safety slogan, "What Your Hurry?"
Why, of
you city
couldn't
for appreciate
better. Any
group
officialshope
could
the
value of "What's Your Hurry?" signs at
every street crossing and should readily consent to you placing them there. The signs
should also bear the name of your theatre
and the date of showing. It matters little
that this is in smaller type since it is the effect ■
of the unusual name that you want to get
across. That will attract the eye and impress itself on the minds of the passersby.
You can stop them right at the entrance
of your theatre with some such device as
this. Get a twentj'-four sheet and cut out
the figure of Wallace Reid. Cut off the right
arm and mount the figure on cardboard. The
arm should then be replaced by a very long
one set on so that it will move up and down
by a string. This string can easily be worked
by the man at the door or the ticket seller.
In the hand should be a large sign on which
is printed: "What's Your Hurry?' If the
figure is placed just m front of the theatre,
it can be manipulated so that the sign will
spring out to meet the people as they pass
by. This will not only amuse, but will undeniably center attention on your showing.

'A Lady's Released
Name' by Selsnick
Love Comedy
BRIEF: A young authoress, a bit fei up with
the routine of affairs, advertises for a husband. One
of the
disgu'sed
her
the candidates
next day isto a tea.
Duringbutler
the who
repastinvites
the
master
walks in. She caps the climax by marrying
the master.
HERE is another Norma Talmadge picture
with a title that is easy to exploit.
Crowd in the name of Norma Talmadge
wherever you can. Especially now that her
latest picture has already become tremendously
popular, it is a good time to show any of her
pictures, since the public is keen to see her.
For this type of picture, which is comic
in its make-up and whose name is interest
arousing, the teaser ad is the best bet. Just
get a good number of signs made such as
these: "'A Lady's Name' is her fortune";
"The
possession
of allhas
— 'Awrecked
Lady's
Name"most
; " sacred
'A Lady's
Name'
many a home. " These should be widely distributed in the neighborhood several_ days or
even a week in advance of the showing.
You might also be able to arrange a tie-up
with the local engraver, whereby for the added
advertising which you will give him by means
of the scheme, he will consent to. make visiting cards for a reduced rate. Then you can
arrange with him to send out form_ letters
to women on your mailing list announcing that
they can have cards made at
. .'s shop
at a reduced price during the showing of "A
Lady's Name" at the
Theatre.
The merchant tie-ups may also be profitably worked in connection with some special
window displays. The scene in the home of
husNorma's
becomes
whoa finally
the man
band, shows
beautifully
furnished
drawing
room. Stills from this scene would make
splendid
materialYoufor should
a background
a furni- .
ture \\rindow.
have noin difficulty
in arranging this type of tie-up.
You might also try the stunt of sending
out letters to the men on your mailing list,
asking them to take the undersigned out on
such and such a night. The place of meeting should be designed as your theatre, and
the letter should be signed with a fictitious
name. The men will probably soon start
comparing
notes,undoubtedly
and what'sgetmore,
of
the
wives will
hold some
of these
and that will start tongues wagging. The
result will probably be increased business.
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Releasing

Universal
of

Tested
And,
them

Short

us more."
LYRIC Theatre, East St. Louis, III.
"Wm.
Duncan
in the STEEL
TRAIL is breaking all house records,
Used S.GRAND
R. O. first
time HuntsznUe,
in three years."
Theatre,
Ala.
I have broken the house
attendance with Wm. DunSTEEL TRAIL."
GRAND OPERA
HOUSE,
Salisbury,
Md.

"I find INTERNATIONAL NEWS
so good that I am using as much newspaper space on it as I do on a lot of
my pictures. I've used them all but this
onePHOTOPLAY
tops the rest."Theatre, Ashland, Kans.
"Reel No. 8i INTERNATIONAL
NEWS showing scenes of Tokio in
flames received tremendous applause
from our patrons. I am going to hold
this over a second week, it being the
first time we have ever held a newsreel subject drforKATZ
two weeks."
BALABAN
Corp., Chicago, III
"Book CENTURY— and your comover !" Hnntsxnlle, Ala.
edy worries are Theatre,
JEFFERSON
"Have run about every other kind
and consider CENTURY the best of
bunch."
the VICTORY

Subjects

judging by what exhibitors say of
they re winners, every one of them.

"William Duncan's every appearance
in the STEEL TRAIL was greeted
with cheers. We played to over two
thousand kiddies at a matinee. Give

"1 think
records for
can in the
ULMAN'S

Variety

Great

Theatre, Union City, Ind.

"CENTURIES are the best tworeel comedies I have ever shown."
U. S. THEATRE, Cleveland, 0.
"Pete Morrispn in THE GHOST
CITY becoming a great favorite. W e
really did bigger than expected. Offers
big
exploitation Theatre,
possibilities."
WHITEHOUSE
Milwaukee, Wis.
"THE GHOST CITY going fine.
We advertised Pete Morrison as the
king of horsemen. Our boys like him
and that accounts for the box-office receipts greatly."
CIRCUITO
ALCAZAR, Chihuaha, Mex.
"I opened The New Rex Theatre
with a GUMP COMEDY and it was a
knockout. It's what I call real comE. HOEFER, Sheboygan, Wis.
edy."
"Your one-reel UNIVERSAL
COMEDIES are the equal of any of
the two-reelers, just as funny, and they
make
just as Theatre,
much money."
The me
POLLARD
Guthrie, Okla.

"THE
SOCIETY SENSATION
WITH VALENTINO A REAL
SENSATION. It packed our theatre
all week, played to more women first
two days than we generally play to
O'n entire week. Gave complete satisfaction to patrons
and St.
at Paul,
box ofiice."
TOWER
Theatre,
Mimi.
FOURTH SERIES LEATHER
PUSHERS : "Finest short feature on
the market. Sullivan is a whirlwind.
They're certainly a money-getter. Book
them and boost them."
PECK'S Theatre, La Salle, III.
"FOURTH SERIES LEATHER
PUSHERS: "If the rest of the series
measures up to the standard of the
opening round, 'That Kid from Madrid, Mich.,' will have no kick coming.
This round is equal to any of the preceding series in which Reginald Denny
STATE Theatre, New Bedford, Mass.
starred."
"The First Round of the FOURTH
SERIES
LEATHER PUSHERS
went over very big'. No one could be
better than Billy Sullivan. You can't
WHITEHOUSE
him." Milwaukee, Wis.
go wrong with Theatre,
"LEATHER PUSHERS are the
best short subjects on the market. Business increasing
round."Albion, Neb.
REXeachTheatre,
"LEATHER PUSHERS are the
best buy on the market. Am waiting
for more.
Book them
all !"Kansas, III.
PASTIME
Theatre,
"LEATHER PUSHERS are the
biggest hit of anything we have shown
months." Theatre, Las Vegas, Neb.
forMAJESTIC
"LEATHER
PUSHERS
are a
knockout. Should make money for
EAGLE Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
house."
any"LEATHER
PUSHERS are sure
money-makers with a million different
angles."
exploitation
GRAND
Theatre,
Coleman, Alberta,- Can.
"LEATHER PUSHERS
are the
greatest series of two-reelers ever
PREMIER

Theatre, Sherbrooke, Queb.

"If there are any two-reelers on the
made." with as much pep, ginger and
market
human interest as THE LEATHER
'em,. Pa.
PUSHERS,
LINCOLNI haven't
Theatre, seen
Pittsburgh,
"LEATHER PUSHERS
get the

mud." Okla.
rain andBoynton,
through Theatre,
crowds
BOYNTON

The

LEATHER

PUSHERS

First, Second and Third Series featuring Reginald Denny. Fourth
Series featuring Billy Sullivan
PLAYS

CHAPTER
The GHOST

CITY

Featuring Pete Morrison
and Margaret Morris
The FAST EXPRESS
Featuring Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson

VALENTINO
RUDOLPH
and CARMEL MYERS in
"A Society Sensation"
A Two Reel de Luxe Re-issue

COMEDIES
CENTURY
featuring
Two Reels
— one a week
BabyeachPeggy
Buddy Messinger
Jack Earle & Harry McCoy
Pal theSweet
Dog
Harry
Century Follies Girls
* * *

COMEDIES
UNIVERSAL
featuring
One Reel each — one a week
Bert Roach — ^Neely Edwards
Joe Martin
Slim Summerville
Alice Howell
Geo. K. Arthur
Chuck Reisner

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Saturday
Released every
Wednesday and

GUMPS COMEDIES
Two reels each — one a month
Featuring Joe Murphy and
Fay Tincher
TWO

REEL

WESTERNS

Fifty-two released one-a-week
Check
the subjects
which yon Exchange
are interested
and mail
to yourin Universal
for
complete information on them.
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TRIED

AND

PROVED

'The Flame of Life'
Mine Tragedy Released by Universal
BRIE'F:to Fighting
againstonhera higher
environment,
seeking
place hereself
plane, and
the
delicately sensitive girl who toils daily in the coal
mines, finds life almost unbearable. She finally
proves a real heroine, when she does some brilliant rescue work when the mine blows up. Among
those she saves,
nraally marries. is an overseer whom she loves and

'THE purpose of producing this story was
to provide the rather jaded fan with a
real thrill, a satisfying love theme, and a
heartfelt pathos. In none of these details has
the film fallen short. Time has proven that
the story, complete as it is in every detail,
has a wide appeal and a satisfying interest.

CERTIFIED,
DEMONSTRATED,

SURE-FIRE,
BOX-OFFICE
WINNERS.

The

Talmadge

Revivals

Procurable

at —

Live-and-let-live
Prices

Book

pictures which leave
something in the till after

deducting your film rental
and overhead.
Ask any

PICTURES

and that it has by no means exhausted its
drawing power as yet.
Priscilla Dean probably does some of the
finest work of her career in these few reels,
and the public is dully appreciative of this
fact. Hence the continued interest in a film
that has been on the market a considerable
length of time. And it still presents a wealth
of new exploitation stunts which serve to
give the picture a new aspect.
Merely using the title as a catch line you
should be able to effect a number of clever
stunts. Arrange with the city or town officials to allow you to place on every traffic
sign or at each street crossing", a sign which
reads: "Drive carefully. The 'Flame of
Life is a privilege bestowed upon pedestrians
as well as autoists. Give the man on foot a
If any charitable organization is making a
drive
at this time, and there. is one such at
chance."
all times, you could give these organizations
ideas for ads like this : " 'The Flame of
Life' is a precious thing. Help us to sustain
it, and make life more livable for the less
fortunate who are finding life almost too
.fund."
the. . . scheme
by contributing
to bear,
hard
Then,
too, there
is this ratherto unique
which should certainly attract attention to
showing. Costume a man in a uniform
your
fashioned after the one worn by employees
of the gas company. Have the words "Gas
Tester" on his sleeve and his cap. Let him go
from door to door and as each doorbell is
answered have him ask how the gas is working. In most cases he will probably receive
for
over-large
bills arehand
how the Then
complaints
the
service onreceived.
the person
an envelop in which is contained a facsimile
gas bill on which is printed: "This is not a
'The
gas bill. It is an announcement thatTheaFlame of Life' opens at the
tre (date)." This stunt is sure to get the
housewives talking, which means the whole
town will soon know of the coming attraction.
To attract attention to the theatre at the
time the picture is running it is a good idea
to burn vari-colored street torches, such as are
used for political campaigns. These flares
are visible for great distances and will bring
a large number of persons to your door.
Once you have them there it is comparatively
simple to get them.

K

D

K

A

BROADCASTING
"See Motion Pictures of this
great Radio Station at all leading theatres showing International News."
That's what the Westinghouse
Announcer at KDKA, Pittsburgh,
is telling millions this week!
The Pictures Appear in
INTERNATIONAL
NEWS NO. 23

'The Man Unconquerable'
South Sea Drama
Released by Paramount
BREF: Robert Kendall 15 left a heritage of a
pearl erty_ fisheries
in Frenchman's
The propis being: managed
by NilssonIsland.
an unscrupulous
rascal who, in league with several others, is stealing
the pearls. Kendall is in love with a girl whom
he meets on the island, but before he can win
her he is forced to kill two of the gang that has
been trying to ruin him. He thus rids himself of
his oppressors and slecures happiness for himself.
'T' HE virile, red blooded type of picture
which incorporates one or more hard
hand-to-hand tussels, almost invariably gets
across with the average audience. Add to
that a bit of romance, a smattering of mystery, appealing scenery of the South Sea variety, and you have all the elements for a
strongly appealing photoplay.
Since all of these are so inherently a part
of this picture, all molded and seasoned together with an unusually fine direction, it is
not at all surprising that it is numbered among
the big successes. And it has proven its right
among this class by its record at the box
office. It has been a real money maker for
so many exhibitors there is every reason to
believe that it will pull well not only for a
first showing but for a repeated showing.
Moreover, there are splendid possibilities
in connection with this film for some fine exploitation tie-ups. In the first place it is essential to get the atmosphere of the picture
across to the public. This can be readily
done by means of fitting decoration of the
lobby. Decorate the entrance with tall palms,
and if possible, representations of cocoanut
palms with real nuts. The box office may be
made to represent a thatched hut and you
might be able to induce the ticket seller to
wear a headdress suggestive of the South
Seas.
■ If someone in your vicinity has in his possession, some spears and knoberries, or perhaps a model of an outrigger canoe such as
is used in the Southern Pacific, and he will
lend them to you they will greatly help to
create a wonderful lobby atmosphere.
If there is a health society near you there
is a ripe opportunity of a tie-up with them on
a campaign for better manhood. The title
of the picture would make a splendid name
title' for the perfect physical man, while stills
from the picture in which two or more of
the actors are seen in a hand-to-hand encounter, would make splendid material for
theIfsociety's
ads. prologues you might fittingly
you stage
arrange for a Hula Hula dance or a small
band of Hawaiian steel guitar players who
will appear on a stage that has been decorated
in a style suggestive of the South Seas. For
this purpose you should use green material
to decorate the entire stage which will also
have the effect of making your screen stand
out whiter in relief.
The title of this film is also valuable for a
tie-up with the local gymnasium or Y. M.
C. A. It carries with it the implication that
if a man is physically fit he is "The Man
Unconquerable." This can be further elaborated upon by the various types of ads in
which the title of the picture is liberally used,
and which mentions the play dates and the
name of the theatre at which it will appear.

WHEN
YOUR
FEATURE FAILS,
WHAT

THEN

?

Great Publicity for You and
SELZNICK
EXCHANGE

International News
Made by
Released by
International
Universal
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Leaders

All — David
Wark
(Continued from page 21.)

of the Iroquois tribe, one of the powerful
elements of that combination of redmen.
To this lake port come the vessels laden
with iron ore. Here the future maker of
"America" labored with his shovel many
hours in a day.
From Tonawanda Griffith went to Canastota, where after undergoing a searching
physical examination he went to work as
a puddler in the mills.
After accumulating what in those days
the young man considered a bank roll he
proceeded to New York.
A Life-Saving Poem
While waiting stage employment he did
considerable writing — verses, essays, and
short stories, as well as a serious poem enentitled "The Wild Duck." For this latter
effort Leslie's weekly paid $35, a "lifesaver" at the moment. Nevertheless the
rank of the publication attests the quality
that must have resided in the lines.
Although his success encouraged him to
consider further and perhaps permanent
work along similar lines he continued work
on a play which was produced by Klaw &
Erlanger with Fanny Ward in the leafiing
-ole
Another play was submitted to Wilham
Winter, the famous critic of the New York
Tribune and also a poet. Mr. Winter
telegraphed the author:
"This is the most significant play written to date by an American dramatist.'"
Henry Miller on behalf of James K.
Hackett accepted the play and paid the
author an advance royalty of $2,000.
Because of happenings which will not be
told here the drama was never produced.
Nevertheless the two plays Mr. Griffith
had written and one of which had received
such strong praise from so eminent a critic
as Mr. Winter were the vanguard of the
"naturalist" productions which now are the
accepted standard of the American stage
and examples of which may be found in
plays like "Lightnin'," "Rain" and "Seventh Heaven" — in other words, stories in
which the characters- act and talk like
human beings of the day.
Journeying to Chicago Griffith saw a
motion picture which did not greatly impress him. He believed he could write a
better story. He went to his room and
wrote out his idea of a motion picture
tale. He returned to New York and submitted the effort to the Edison company.
He has not heard from it yet.
Scenarist and Actor
He wrote another and a better story
and submitted it to the Biograph company
in Fourteenth street. It was accepted and
a check for $5 was written. Also the
author was offered a job as a scenario
writer and occasionally as an actor — which
was accepted.
In the studio the new employe began to
be looked upon as a pest by some of those
in subordinate positions because of his continual suggestions that the manner of doing things could be improved. At that
time the cameraman was a powerful factor in the making of a picture — as much
so if not more Lhan the director.
When one day a director failed to put
in an appearance it was determined to put
the new-comer to the test. The first picture was "The Adventures of Dollie." Instead of the usual fifteen prints the de-

Griffith

mand for the picture increased the sale to
twenty-five.
So Griffith became a director — but under these conditions: The American Mutoscope and Biograph Company specializeo
in mutoscopes. The new director was told
he would have to make two mutoscopes a
day and each day before he would direct
a picture.
Undaunted Griffith concentrated on the
mutoscopes and produced in one day
enough to carry his stint through the
week, leaving him five days for the production of pictures.
For the making of these single reel subjects the budget at that time — this was in
1908— was $75. Griffith made "The Trust"
in close to 2,000 feet at a cost of $180.
Following the flat refusal of Griffith to
cut the subject the distribution authorities
at the studio declared there was no machinery for the handling of any such length
picture and the producer was discharged.
There is a legend, too, that something was
said about a "damned fool director." But
later in the same day it was discovered
there was a way of getting around the
difficulty and the director was re-employed.
The picture would be distributed in two
sections, the first half as "His Trust" and
the second as "His Trust Fulfilled."
So the first serial, in two episodes of
one reel each, was put on the market.
Reference has been made to the importance of the cameraman in the making of
pictures. When Griffith attempted innovations he quickly discovered deep-seated
prejudices on the part of the photographer.
Just What He Wanted
The human figures were placed so far
from the camera that it was the usual
thing to attire the hero and the heavy in
garb entirely different so that they might
be distinguished. The same general rule
applied to the two important women in a
cast.
When Griffith sought to bring the camera nearer to the players so as to show
by the faces of the actors something of
the emotions that stirred the characters he
was informed by the cameraman it could
not be done. Nevertheless he insisted.
"Now this is what you had me do," complained the cameraman as he showed to
the director a print with only the chest
and heads of the players showing.
the"And
reply.that is just what I wanted," was
The close-up has been a factor in picturemaking ever since.
In the early days it was the custom, for
example, to show a girl floating down
stream on her way to a watery grave
without any interruption. Mother might
be standing on the shore in helpless agony,
but that factor would not be permitted to
enter the drama until the swim was completed.
Griffith heightened the suspense by inserting in the .'icenes showing the drifting
girl views of the mother. That was the
"cut-back."

There was the same antagonism against
the photographing of distant happenings
employed so effectively in the rides of Paul
Revere and Nathan Holden and
the
battle of Bunker Hill among other in
scenes
m "America."
There were many screen classics produced by Biograph in the five years followmg 1908. To exhibitors and the public
for the greater part of that time the former will tell you that a one-sheet outside
their doors announcing a Biogr
aph
would be shown was sufificient to insure
a full house for the day.
Old-time exhibitors will recall with
smiles of satisfaction the comments of their
patrons
such
as "The Battle,"
"Man's over
Genesis
," pictures
"The Battle
of ElderPasses","
Pippa
"When
berry
Gulch,"
"The
on the
Scutcheo
n" —scores
^but why
continuBlot
e? Literall
y there
were
and
hundreds of them.
Judith of Bethulia
As a result of the desire of Griffith to
extend the length of pictures he was
authorized to make "Judith of Bethulia,"
\yhich in four reels was looked upon as
little short of revolutionary.
In October, 1913, Griffith joined Reliance-Majestic, distributing through Mutual. His salary was reputed to be $100,000 a year, and there is every reason to
beheve the figure was authentic. It was
a salary at that period practically unknown,
with possibly one or two exceptions.
Here in a little over a j'ear he produced several marked successes, and then
resigned to go to Los Angeles to make
"The Clansman," by Thomas Dixon, later
to be more generally released under the
title of "The Birth of a Nation."
This production, which was shown for
the^first time in Los Angeles February 8,
1915, reached high-water mark in film returns. No other picture has approached it,
not by a half.
Among others which have followed were
"Intolerance," "Hearts of the World,"
"Broken Blossoms," "Way Down East"
and "Orphans of the Storm."
"America" is the last — and without hesitation we will say it is the greatest of Mr.
Griffith's works. The production easily
of "great"
came within the classificati
first night in
was presented on its on
as
Newit York.
As a result of the pruning and trimming which Mr. Griffith bestowed upon it
in the succeeding eight or nine days its
dramatic effect has been vastly enhanced.
"America" is its producer's greatest
work — to date. For it is well to bear in
mind that its creator is but forty-four
years old. His career practically has just
begun. What he has achieved in "America" is proof that his star is still in the
ascendant.
And right here we will return to the
point where we started. The success of
David Griffith has been due largely to his
personal contact with those less fortunately placed in the battle ranks of life. He
knows what is in the mind of the man who
works as well as of the man who thinks.
More than that, he has the capacity
most vividly to dramatize everydaj' happenings, to reach the heart of the man in
the street.

CYTHEREA

Starts, Where

Language

Stops
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Merchandising the Big Little
Feature
(Continued from page 8.)
B UT, after all, we do not need to go
out of the entertainment field to
find the examples of lOO per cent advertising such as should be the general
rule rather than the exception in the
motion picture theatre's appeal. The
original appeal of motion picture to the
public was more like the appeal of
vaudeville than of any other stage entertainment. Diversity has made and
kept vaudeville the most popular
amusement on the stage. Diversity
made motion pictures popular in the
first place. It will always be its biggest
drawing power.
In vaudeville this appeal of variety
has always been recognized, and vaudeville advertising shows it. Every
vaudeville bill has it headliner. But
practically every vaudeville advertisement not only tells about this headliner,
but announces the other acts on the bill
as well.
Certainly the feature picture is in
most cases the biggest box office attraction on the motion picture program,
and should be treated accordingly, being given the largest share of the newspaper advertising space and the first
consideration in the "show window,"
or lobby, display. But at the same time
the exhibitor who wants to make a lOO
per cent appeal to his patrons must
give adequate treatment to the cojned)
and the other units on his bill. This
need not in any way detract from the
force of the appeal made by the feature, but rather will add to this appeal.
We mentioned at the beginning the
rare cases in which the value of the
diversified appeal in adyertising was
understood.
Fortunately some of the
WELDED
WIRE
REELS
for Sale by
■*
Howells Cine Equipment Co^;;
740 7th Ayr; New york: ,:^;^

biggest representative theatre:: in the
country are beginning to give more
thought to the advertising of their
Short Subjects — the first signs of understanding that the public which shops
so carefully for its merchandise, is going to shop just as carefully for its entertainment, spending its money where
it has the best chance to get full value
and where it runs the least risk of being disappointed.
^ ^ ^
The Showman and The
Short Feature
{Continued from page 28.)
length program that amuses and entertains and incidentally, at times, also, instructs.
We endeavor to present in interesting and entertaining fashion in Bray's
Magazine, for instances, views and
news from all parts of the world,
scenics, scientific discoveries, nature
studies, sports, thrills and comedies,
carefully selected and arranged with
the object of meeting the widest variety and entertainment.
In the Bray Nature Pictures, also,
we endeavor to meet with a popular demand that we find is constantly increasing. These are rare and exceptional
pictures of bird, animal and sub-sea
life gathered by eminent naturalists,
such as Professor Pycroft of the British Museum and the staff of the American Museum of Natural History, as
interesting and novel as they are informative.
Radio-

To return to my premisj, while the
comedy and cartoon will probably always be the leaders in popularity
among picture-goers in the short feature field, I am firmly of the belief
that the exhibitor-showman is going to
realize more and more that he should
give the most careful consideration in
selecting his entire
program.
* * short
*
Keeping the Showman in Mind
(Continued
from'Shorts'
page 43.)
In Making
"Every exhibitor should encourage you
in your good work by running every issue
of Screen Snapshots as this reel is not
only excellent entertainment, but it is doing much to offset the unpleasant and untrue publicity regarding life in Hollywood,
as it being played up in the daily news"There is a great need for good short
material,"
says Mr. Cohn,
"but has
it must
be
carefully selected.
The day
passed
when short subjects on programs were regardedpapersas."— 'fillers.' It is now a definitely
thought out part of a program, and is attracting the attention of the critics. The
public and the exhibitors have been educated up to the feature calibre release."
MENT
DEPART
AD
Rates ED
CLASSIFI
For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contrac's.
CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Pictures made to order. Commercial, Home
or Industrial. We have excellent facilities, and the
best cameramen. Our price 20c per foot. Ruby
Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Motion
Picture and
"Still"lights
Cameras
rented,
and
exchanged.
Portable
for sale
and sold
for
rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE— 1150 OPERA CHAIRS
High-class second-hand m good condition red panne
plush ered.
upholstering.
Front (■!after
backs
Available for delivery
Juneentirely
first. covFull
particulars upon request Box C. S. A., Exhibitors
Trade Review.
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We Are Specialists. Consultations and Advice Free.
THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS
Offices, 1002 Mutual Life Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
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Charley
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Perfection

in

one

reel

comedies-

Hal

Roach

Comedies

'OR nearly ten years the standard one reel comedy release.
They ynust be good to bear the name Hal Roach. " He is the
maker of stars, the originator of ideas, the creator of comedy
"styles."
Have you seen Charley Chase yet? Here is a comedian
who looks, dresses and acts like a hmnan being, — yet is really
funny.
With Chase and the "Dippy Doo Dads"
novelty, pep, fun.

you have diversity,
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Crazes

PRESENTED BY
ADOLPH ZUKOR AND
JESSE WITH
L.LASKY
ERNEST TORRENCE
MARYASTOR
a
March
paramount
Qidure
PRODUCED BY

NOAH

BEERY

FROM THE PLAY ^MAGNOLIA*
BY BOOTH TARKINGTON
SCREEN PLAY BY
WALTER WOODS

Read
What

Another

of

America's Forem o s t Organists
Says About the
WURLITZER.

Few
Recent
WURLITZER
UNIT ORGAN
Installations
$4,000,000
CHICC^GO THEATRE
Chicago
RIALTO THEATRE
New York
NEW GRANADA
THEATRE
San Francisco
LAFAYETTE
THEATRE
Buffalo
TIVOLI THEATRE
Chicago
Capitol theatre
Cincinnati
MUNICIPAL
AUDITORIUM
Denver
McVICKER'S
THEATRE
Chicago

1,0

Here reproduced is the unbiased opinion
of another of America's most brilliant and
masterful organists on the supremacy of
the Wurlitzer Unit Organ.
Read the

the Wurlitzer console,
Palace Theatre,
Texas. Dallas

letter — then clip and mail the coupon
today for full details of new selling plan
designed to place Wurlitzer Feature
Music in every motion picture house from
coast to coast, regardless of size.

v'i^l'^^?/^ weekly by Exhibitors Review PubUshlner Corporation. Executive. Editorial Offices Knickerbocker B\dg., Broadway and 42iul St.. New
xork City Subscription $2.00 year. Bntered as seoond-ol&ss matter. Aug. 25. 1922, at post office at E. Stroudsbur^, Pa., under act of March 8, 18T9.
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BUDDY

MESSINGER
in

^^The

Young

Just the comedy

Tenderfoot
to put new blood into your box-

office, new pep into your program! Buddy's bubbling humor in this real American boy comedy will
keep them in an uproar — and get the drop on all
previous comedy business.
Play all the "CENTURY
COMEDIES"— give
them one on each program — it's the best way to
insure pep and variety in your show. Give them
Jack Earle, Harry McCoy,

Al Alt, The Century

Follies Girls and Pal, The Dog, in their original
Century laugh and money-makers !

'Consistently Good"
One a Week
Released

thru

UNIVERSAL

Produced

FACTS
"Three Weeks" has sold more
than fifteen million copies.
It has been translated into
every language of the world
except Spanish!
There is never a year that
"Three Weeks" isn't a contemporary best seller in America.
Last year it sold 1 00,000 copies.
It has been read by forty million people. Twentv-five million are women.
With the exception of the Bible
it is the best-seller of all time.

THE
CAST
AILEEN PRINGLE
CONRAD NAGEL
JOHN SAINPOLIS
STUART HOLMES
MITCHELL LEWIS
ROBERT CAIN
NIGEL DE BRULIER
DALE FULLER
CLAIRE DE LOREZ
WILLIAM HAINES
Directed by
ALAN CROSLAND
Scenario by ELINOR GLYN
Continuity hj
CAREY WILSON
'Editorial Director
JUNE MATHIS
A Qoldwyn Picture

of

by

the

Demand

Qreat
American

Popularity is king in this
business. When the public
wants something it's got to
have it. The consistent interest in Elinor Glyn's undying romance heralded the
great motion picture that is
now ready to be shown.
And what a glorious showing it will be, for the production is a classic, a gem
of artistic portrayal. Can
you think of a title off-hand
that has the popularity of
"Three Weeks?"

Puhlicl

Elinor Glyn journeyed all
the way from her beautiful
manor in England to superintend the filming of her
great story in Los Angeles.
She picked the cast which
represents
imagination's
ideal. And her
they
performed
her noiiracles. We'll deUver
some reels of celluloid to
you in tin film cans, but
it's just like handing you a
gold nugget

on

a silver

platter.

THREE
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n
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ever
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every
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"Giving an Extra Measure of Service
by ExchangesSKIRBOLL
INC.
COMMONWEALTHDistributed
FILM CORP.
BROS.
ALL STAR FEATURES DIST.
GOLD SEAL PROD.
72^ Seventh Avenue
209 Golden Gate Avenue
507 Film Building
New York City
San Francisco, Cal.
Cleveland, Ohio
MOSCOW FILMS, INC.
FAVORITE
FILM CO.
GREIVER
PRODUCTIONS
23 Piedmont Street
143 E. Elizabeth Street
831 South Wabash Avenue
Boston, Mass.
Detroit,
Mich.
Chicago, 111.
AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CO.
H. LIEBER CO.
COLUMBIA
FILM
SERVICE
101-0 Forbes Street
1335 Vine Street
122 W. New York Street
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Foreign
Rights Controlled
RICHMOUNT
PICTURES by
723 Seventh Ave., New York City

Sicn^na by MarjuenCc Gove ^

V.

MID-WEST DIST. CO.
Toy Building
Milwaukee,
Wise.
F. & R. FILM CO.
Loeb Arcade Building
Minneapolis, Minn.

^

^^^^

N "Flapper Wives" Laurence
Trimble and Jane Murfin have
I
created a distinctly different
type of screen-play.

Flawless

direction

discriminating

casting

possible

a production

tensely

dramatic,

convincing

Adapted
same

name

coupled

with

has

made

which,

while

is consistently

at all times.

from

the

by Jane

play

of the

Murfin,

the ac-

tion carries just enough true comedy to act as an admirable foil to
the dramatic

situations.
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Portrayed
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following

cast

4.

May Allison
Rockcliffe Fellowes
Vera

Reynolds

Edward
Harry

Horton
Mestayer

William

V.

Mong

\

and

3
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Greatest
the

1^

Jp^

Selznick

Dog

Actor

it/

on

Screen

Distributing

Corporation

^JS^

^

0^

FIGURES

TALK

According to Variety ^ issued March

12th, the

grosses of three Broadway, New York theatres for
preceding
follows
: week

(first week' of Lent)

were

as

STRAND

$30,000

RIVOLI

$16,880

RIALTO

$18,855

Of course, the picture at the Strand
phenomenal box office attraction

''D

was that

AUG

HTE

RS

TO
A
OF
The above comparative D
figures
again
prove
the
Y
'
'

drawing power of this remarkable

Selznick

Distributing

picture.

Corporation

Jack

Pickf ord's

HILL

"THE

BILLY"

Entertainment"

"Real

"Another good picture is 'The Hill Billy' in which
Jack Pickford is starred," declares the New York
Herald's film revicAver.
"Well directed, cleverly acted, intelligently cast
and brilliantly photographed, it stands up with the
very best offerings of the season.
"This is a picture well worth seeing and there is no
hesitation in recommending it as genuine .photoplay entertainment:"

Now

JACK

Booking

PICKFORD

"The
Bill
y"
Suggested
by a John "J-ooc Jr.hill
Story ~ -^adaptation
by 'Marion
Uact^J-on
Direction bij George O-fill
Allied

Producers
729

and

Seventh

Distributors
Ave.,

New

Corporation
York

Hiram Abrams, President
A Branch Office Located In Every United Artists Exchange
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Some

First-run

Theatres

that

will play '^Love's Whirlpool"
within the next few weeks
NEW YORK
Cameo Theatre
(First
run
week
—
^followed
by
Keith,
Proctor
and
Moss
Circuits and Mever & Schneider Theatre Circuit.)
CHICAGO
Randolph Theatre
ST.
LOUIS,
MO
Wm.
Goldman's
King's Theatre
BOSTON, MASS
Fenway
Theatre
INDIANAPOLIS, IND
Palace Theatre
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Capitol Theatre
LOUISVILLE,
KY
Rialto Theatre
PROVIDENCE, R. I
Victory Theatre
TAMPA, FLA
Strand Theatre
HOUSTON, TEXAS
Capitol Theatre
OAKLAND, CALIF
State Theatre
JACKSONVILLE, FLA
Imperial Theatre
SANDUSKY, OHIO
Schade Theatre
CHATTANOOGA, TENN
Rialto Theatre
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C
Amuzu Theatre
SAVANNAH, GA
Odeon Theatre
MIAMI, FLA
Hippod'vme
JACKSON, TENN
Lyric Tneatre
WACO, TEXAS
Hippodrome
COLUMBIA, S. C
Imperial Theatre
MUSKOGEE, OKLA
Palace Theatre
KNOXVILLE, TENN
Strand Theatre
MACON, GA
Rialto Theatre
ST. PETERSBURGH, FLA
Phiel Theatre
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
Pantages Theatre
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
Phillips Egypt Theatre
SACRAMENTO, CALIF
Liberty Theatre
DAYTON, OHIO
..Keith's State Theatre
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
Strand Theatre
SOUTHERN ENTERPRISES THEATRE CIRCUIT

LOVES

Presented by
REGAL PICTURES, INC.
Story by Martha Lord
Adapted by Elliott Clawson
and Bruce Mitchell
Directed by
Bruce Mitchell

James
and

WHIRLPOOL

Lila

Kirkwood
Madge

Bellamy

DisWbM/ed

by

HODKINSON
Season 1924-1925
Thirty first Run Pictures

Lee

and

invested

They
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fiist National
20
RcbniatyiojuDe
1 9 1 4

STRAND — Madison,

City
MARK-STRAND— New
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Wis.

STRAND — Sioux FaUs, S. D.

AMERICAN— Salt Lake
EMPRESS— Oklahoma

City, U.
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Utah

BROADWAY— Charlotte, N. C.

STRAND— Lansing, Mich.

BROADWAY — Columbia,

CIRCLE — Indianapolis, Ind.

S. C.

STRAND— Erie, Pa.

METROPOLITAN— Atlanta, Ga.

PRINCESS— Joliet, lU.

LA SALLE
Mich.

GARDENS — Detroit,

MADISON — ^Peoria, 111.
CAPITOL — Davenport,

PANTHEON— Toledo, Ohio

la.

MADISON — Detroit, Mich.

STRAND— Des Moines, la.
STRAND — Milwaukee,

Wis.
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backstage, so to speak,
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Players-Lasation, for exhingCorpor
to say of its proample, has sometky
duction schedule for the coming season.
Famous

On page 6, in "The Paramount Production Urge," one learns on what basis
stories, directors and players are selected
in order to insure pleasant box-office experience for the showman.
It's dollars to doughnuts that when the
reader has absorbed the thought-provoking comments in "In and Around the
Studio," by J. L. Warner, of Warner
Brothers Productions, he will have a
dozen refreshing opinions on production
economy, Avhere possibly only one existed
before. This article, on page 7, will repay the
profitable dividendsreader's
of interest time
and with
information.
Exhibitors Trade RevicAv, desiring to
seciu'C expert opinion on the song tie-up
in its relation to increased box-office receipts, considers itself fortunate in securing a man who digs deep down into his
experience as a popular song writer and
motion picture advertising man, to reach
some scintillating conclusions. It is all
there for the reading, on page 31.
^
STATE bv
CTAND

for next week's Special
RIGHTS
ISSUE. The

status of the Independent will be presented from the Independent side.
Conditions, as they are toda}'- in a constantly changing field, will be dissected
and
sprinkled
with
expert opinions.
The element of surprise, to which human beings inequitably react with the
pleasurable thrills that stamp them as
human beings, will be found holdingdown the center of the stage. Keep an
eve peeled for Leaders All. Don't miss
the STATE RIGHTS ISSL^.

1

r\ USTIN FARU NUM as the
persistent lover in
"My Man" accepts
many rebuffs before he finally wins
pretty Patsy Miller

■t amused at her
suitor's clumsy efpA T S Y is
forts
but atinlove
theulmakend
essf
he ising succ
in
his girl pursuit

Vitagraph

Features

a Political

Love

Romance

In the Battle of Wills, 'My Man' Uses Political Tactics to Win

(y; CI B6 11439
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Is

Radio

of

Responsible

Blank's

Two of the theatres connected with
the A. H. Blank Theatrical Enterprises have been ordered closed.
They are the Capitol and the Rialto,
both of Des Moines. The new Capitol,
which is one of the largest and most
elaborate houses in the Middle West,
opened with vaudeville and pictures
last August.
The slump in the amusement business
in that general section which started
just before the holidays and has continued despite unusually mild weather
has resulted in the shutdown of the
Capitol on March 14.
The Rialto, one of the company's
most modern Des Moines houses, is
set for closing April i.
In a statement issued by Mr. Blank
it is declared the action is indicative
of the seriousness of the genei'al amusement situation in Iowa and Nebraska,
which he says seems to defy any attraction.
OR the condition of which he so
substantially complains Mr. Blank
ascribes no reason. If in his opinion
it is radio he does not say so. He
merely I'ecites what has happened and
what steps he has taken to meet the
situation.
Sidney B. Lust, president of the
Super-Film Attractions and an exhibination's capital
in a
lettertor oftotheExhibitors
Tradecity,
Review
agrees with William Brandt that "The
radio is decreasing the patronage of
the movies."
Mr. Lust declares his belief that he
can speak with a fair amount of knowledge, having previously been in the
radio business as well as being an exch^ngeman and an exhibitor.
"Since the question became the topic
of discussion I have talked with a number of our residential exhibitors," says
Mr. Lust, "and they are all complaining about their night patronage decreasing. Surely at this time of the year'
the moving picture business should be
excellent.
"As an illustration at my home I
have installed a very fine radio set and
on Sunday evenings when 'Roxy' is

Two

for

the

Closing

Houses?

broadcasting my wife and a party of
friends sit around and listen in. Formerly they would go to the 'movies.'
"I am given to understand that there
are 75,000 radio sets in this city. What
is the conclusion or result? Multiply
this by three, which is a low average
for the listeners-in, and you have 225,000 persons staying away from the pictures.
"While it may not decrease the patronage of the first-run houses or the
down-town houses, the community
houses are suffering. You understand
1 have asked a number of exhibitors
who conduct community houses and
this is their version of the question.
"There should be a solution of ■ the
problem. Who will be the genius to
uncover it? I might suggest that we
are making a mistake by encouraging
the radio and the exhibitors are making a mistake by allowing their soloists and musicians to broadcast their
talent when it should be paid for at
the box office."
From the town of Exeter, N. H.,
comes an interesting letter from G.
W. Yeaton, manager of the loka
Theatre, who takes issue with B. P.
Schulberg, who in the columns of this
journal recently said he did not believe radio was hurting the motion picture business.
C AYING the producer may increase
the price of bis pictures at will Mr.
Yeaton declares the exhibitor has
reached the limit the public will stand.
"Mr. Schulberg is a producer," says
the Exeter manager, "and I will admit that his company makes some good
pictures, for I have used every one of
them, but I do not think he is as well
qualified to judge of the effects of the
radio upon the moving picture public
as the exhibitor in daily touch with his
patrons and who knows exactly the
causes that keep them away from the
theatres, especially in small towns.
"I know from investigation that I
am losing a hundred or so each week
from this one cause — 'radio.' People
who used to attend my theatre two and
three times a week now seldom come

at all, and if at all only on an average
of perhaps once in two weeks. Knowing nearly every one in town I make
it one of my rules to find out the reason for their absence, and I learn that
in nine cases out of ten the cause is
radio.
"The town is honeycombed with
radio bees and radio clubs. I thought
a year ago it was only a fad and would
soon wear out. Not so.
ten ago.
times worse now than it
was"Ita isyear
"They first get a one-tube set, which
starts the disease. Then it grows to
a three-tuber and on to a five, and if
the manufacturers could turn out the
supplies
fast enough I think it will run
into
hundreds.
"I know what it is, because I have
got as far as the five-tuber myself and
have the parts on hand to make a
'super.' My business compels me to
be at the theatre or I would be at home
listening in with the rest."
jyjR.enough
YEATON
when 3heo'clock
is "soft"in
to sitsays
up until
the morning at the end of his day's
work he is not going to permit any one
to say the radio does not hurt his business.
He says it is not that people necessarily prefer the radio to pictures every
evening in the week, but the radio is
best in the evening, and they choose
the radio with slippers and shirtsleeves
to a long walk in the cold.
Mr. Yeaton declares his intention to
go out and fight the radio situation and
he is going to make a "super."
"I am going to try to keep 'one jump
ahead' of every radio fan in town,"
he says. He declares he is going to
have the best receiving set in Exeter
and is going to give his patrons a little
radio with their pictures.
The exhibitor plans to have his fellow-townsmen coming to him for advice, to consider him an authority on
radio as well as pictures..
He admits it means a lot of hard
work, but he is convinced that if he
is to stay in the small town picture
business he has got to combine the two.
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Tlie

Paramount

Production

Urge

Box-Office Value of Story, Director and Player Is the Basis of
Selection Before Pictures Go Into Production

BOX office value has been made
the Paramount productions now
one of the principal essentials in
being made at the Long Island studio.
Casts and directors have been carefully
selected not only with an eye to their
ability, but also after a careful survey
of their records as attractions in theatres ;and these directors and players
have been assigned to stories the value
of which has been established either
on the stage or in book form.
The productions now being made at
Long Island for Paramount are pointed
to by officials of the Company as the
type evolved by Jesses L. Lasky, first
vice-president of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation in charge of production, during the brief shut-down period
in the middle of the winter. At that
time Mr. Lasky said that in the future
every production would be thoroughly
mapped out and carefully planned before work was begun, and that every
effort would be made to make only
those pictures which had a definite and
assured box office appeal.
As evidence of this policy, the Company's officials are pointing to this
gi-oup of pictures now being produced :
Rudolph Valentino in "Monsieur Beaucaire," Thomas Meighan in "The Confidence Man," Gloria Swanson in
UUDOLPH VALENTINO loses nothuni
^ of his natural attractiveness in donnimj
the po\wdcrcd wig and knee breeches for Paramount's
"Monsieur
Beaiicaire."_
anything
his portrayal
of a character
in aIf day
when
Grandma- zvas a girl adds to his many achievements in the photodrama. Bebe Daniels likeivise sliMvs to unmistakable adi'autage.

By CHARLES

E. McCARTHY

of Famous Players-La^ky Corporation
"Manhandled," Herbert Brenon's production of "The Mountebank," and
Alan Crosland's production "The Man
Who Sold Himself" featuring Richard
Dix.
In "The Confidence Man," one of
the big box office appeal's, aside from
the presence of Thomas Meighan in
the picture as star, is the fact that in
this picture Mr. Meighan returns to the
type of crook story which made him
famous. The choice of "The Confidence Man" in which Meighan play;<
the role of a likeable .swindler, was the
result of a demand from Mr. Meighan's admirers and a number of exhibi
tors for another Tom Meighan crookpicture, similar to "The Miracle Man,"
"The Citv of Silent Men" and "If You
Believe It, It's So."
The vehicle for Gloria Swanson —
"Manhandled" — was inspired and
chosen 1)y an expert in box office val-

ues— S. R. Kent, Paramount's distribution manager. Mr. Kent plotted out
the story himself, chose the title for it
and then got Arthur Stringer, a well
known novelist and short story writer
to write it as a serial story to be published in the Saturady Evening Post
beginning next week. The picture is
being produced by Allan Dwan, director of "Robin Hood," whose two latest pictures, "A Society Scandal" and
" are proving immense
"Big Brother
successes.
Herbert Brenon's forthcoming production, "The Mountebank," has a
quadruple combination of audience attractions— Mr. Brenon's name, which
has been associated recently with "The
Shadows of Paris," "The Spanish Dancer" and "The Breaking Point" ; the
story, which is by the famous English
novelist, W. J. Locke, and Ernest Torrence in the featured role. Since "The
Covered Wagon" every picture in
which Torrence has played has been a
big success. And he has become an individual attraction of the first order.
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In

and

Around

the

Studio

By J. L. WARNER.
Production Manager Warner Brothers IP est Coast Studios

IN and around the motion picture
studio, almost any studio will do,
but Warner Bros, studio particularly as it is the one I am best qualified to
speak for the visitor unfamiliar with
such surroundings is usually struck
with the apparent disorder and hectic
atmosphere, if the various companies
are at work "on the lot" or the apparent quiet if everyone is away on location. Then perhaps the visitor, who
may be a journalist, goes away and is
later quoted with some very emphatic
remarks on the "waste and inefficiency
of the movies."
It all depends on where you sit as to
how the show will look and sitting in
the chair of the studio production manager (and very few of them sit for
more than two minutes at a time) the
view is entirely different. The disorder
which impressed the visitor is nothing
of the kind. The coiled cables around
the lights are not carelessly thrown
there but placed that way to instantly
permit of the lamps being moved.
The odd shaped pile of lumber was
not forgotten by a careless carpenter
but most likely placed there so that
a "parallel" or elevated platform might
be erected quickly for an unusual camera shot.
Even the pots of paint in the corner
are only waiting for a scheduled moment to perhaps change a "flat" from a
garret to a ballroom, for the Louis
XIV ballroom today may be an East
Side tenement tomorrow.
When a theatrical production ends
its run the "storehouse" is usually the
mausoleum of the scenic equipment.

Not so in the studio. Every stick of
wood, piece of canvas and even the
nails are made to do double and triple
duty. Imagine a theatre trying to rehearse, stage and produce six different
productions at once with varying periods calling for six different types of
furniture, scenery, and costumes.
Take the situation when all companies are on location as sometimes
happens. Quite true one may see only
a few carpenters or plasterers hammering at some shapeless mass in a corner
of the stage. The activity now is concentrated inother places. Look inside
the carpenter shop, you will see the men
busih^ constructing everything from
furniture to carriages and houses.
The scenic artists are working from
miniature models of some future "set,"
the seamstresses in the wardrobe rooms
are busily sewing costumes and the
laboratory men are engaged in assembling the "takes" of the previous day.
J^ESOURCEFULNESS"
s t ifh Ie
watchword in our studio i and
may be permitted to say it, "The
A^^arner Brothers
stydio has never
yet been 'stumped' by a technical
obstacle." We have successfully negotiated without leaving the grounds of
the studio proper, earthquakes and volcanoes in"A Dangerous Adventure," a
Northwest
blizzard, ski-jumping
contest and ice ring in "Main
Street," a forest fire in "Lombard,"
the docks and streets of Calais in
i8oo for "Beau
Brummel," an
ocean beach in "Broadway After
Dark"
and
innum.erable others
TT OJV is if done?" is fairly well anszi^'crcd in these pirturcs taken 'rouu'l
about the studios. For one thing, the
"shooting" of a fast moving automobile,
seeniincjlv so difficult, zvhen seen on the
S( reen, is made easv and accessible zi'hen
one is let in on the "dark" secret here

WJ ILLIAM BEAU DINE is seen here with
his group of faithfuls during a respite
from
his Devil"
direction starring
of Warner
Brothers'
Printer's
IVesley
Barry."TheA
case of the hectic "shooters' being "shot"
which space will not permit mention
at this writing.
Thus it easily might be inferred after
the consequent light has been thrown
on the subject that what may appear to
the uninitiated as an extravagant M-aste
of resources and material, is really at
a last analysis a strategic arrangement
in which valuable moments are gained,
and contingencies most capably met
when the fire of pressure is at white
heat.
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Old

/hdy^^storSqys

of Motion Picture Censors has disrr HE QuebecnewBoard
method of entertaining jurymen sittmg
J- covered a
were
on a murder trial. On a day when the twelve men
case
me
Delor
r
Fathe
the
in
not busy hearing the evidence
wing
revie
in
them
join
to
s
censor
the
by
d
they were invite
Ihey
the daily grind. The censors did more than that. been
had
which
res
pictu
at
look
to
men
jurj^
invited the
a usually truthcondemned for public consumption, which
ful correspondent declares were enjoyed immensely, i he
court it may be noted, with judicial foresight sent along a
police escort. Canadian exchangemen may be pardoned for
making facetious remarks about the proceeding.

er's Theatre
FOWLER, director of McVick
BRUC
Leopold Spitalny,
of EChicago, accompanied by H. and
Olmstead,
Ed
tion,
produc
and
director of music
week
director of publicity, were in New York last
s Players coincident with the
Famou
the
of
guests
as
ion.
Paramount convent
Power
T^DWARD EARL, president of the Nicholas
^ Company, is back at his desk after a siege with the
doctors. If he is glad to be on the job his associates m the
company and his host of friends in the industry are happy
to have him again in the active circle. While the head of
Nicholas Power is a man of many interests he is aoneconof
sistent follower of trade functions, and he is always
the real members of any party.
golf at Palm Beach
MARCUS LOEW cut short his
in order to get back to New York on March
10, so that he might be present at the opening
of ' Loew's State in White suburb
Plains onof the
big townol
the evening
that day. In the same
has
which
and
on
acquisiti
recent
a
Loew's Strand,
been thoroughly renovated, was reopened on the
following Thursday.
TTNDER the patronage of Barron Collier of the New
York police and the New York state exhibitors, through
Pr esident William Brandt, E. B. Ha trick, general manager
of International News, incorporated in that publication in
its issue of March 8 the first of a series of "Safety First"
incidents showing the dangers to pedestrians on crowded
streets. Not much footage is devoted to the particular bit,
but it is graphically shown and carries a real thrill. The
spot selected for the first demonstration is Forty-second
street and Fifth avenue, New York, believed by many to be
the most crowded corner in the world.
T EE DE FOREST'S latest phonofilm is showing at
the Rivoli this week. Chauncey M. Depew, one
of New York's first citizens and approaching the
ninety-year mark, gives a short and intimate talk on
Abraham Lincoln with whom he was personally acquainted. Dr. Frank Crane' essayist, talks on "Happiness." Theclear
synchronizing
is complete,
voices
are loud and
and the general
effect the
is almost
uncanny.

J)AVID WARK GRIFFITH, returning from Boston to
. New York following his great triumph there with
"America," brought with him the bronze button of membership of the oldest military organization in the country,
the Minute Men of Lexington. The honorary distinction
was conferred upon the producer for the faithfulness with
which he portrayed the battle of Lexington. The button
was presented by Captain Breed, who was accompanied by
fifteen members of the famous organization, on the stage
of the theatre.

JTMetro
just all
happens
in with
casting
Ruth"Dana,
for
of the that
players
the "Along
exceptionCame
of Viola
who is the star, were born in small towns. As an example,
Walter Hiers hails from Cordele, Ga. ; Tully Marshall from
Nevada City, Cal., and Gale Henry from Bear Valley. And
so on with the half dozen others in the cast. Miss Dana is
credited to New York, or Brooklyn to be exact and Flatbush to be even more exact. Now Flatbush as a part of
Brooklyn was annexed to New York January 1, 1898, if
our memory be reliable. Flatbush in those days had all the
characteristics of a small town. So if — we said IF — Miss
Dana will say she was bom prior to the date mentioned she
may qualify on that small town stuff, too, and make the cast
100 per cent truly rural.
'J'HE
producer hasof agairi
"The gone
Uninvited
E.
Williamson,
to the Guest,"
Bahamas,J. this
time accompanied by two scientis-s of the American
Museum of Natural History. While making the subject named he discovered some unusual coral growths,
and he has returned to the islands for the purpose of
photographing them.
^HE Rockett Brothers have closed their run on "The
Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln" at the Gaiety
Theatre in New York. The final showing was on the
evening of Sunday. March 9, to a full house. One of the
unusual factors connected with the seven weeks' showing
of this fine picture is the large proportion of men who
visited the theatre. At the same time the women who
have seen the picture have "raved" about it, representatives
of women's clubs being particularly enthusiastic. George
Billings, who so ably portrayed Lincoln, is returning to
California to prepare for a long tour with the production.
jrhundredth
is not often
that a buttheatre
one
anniversary,
that iscelebrates
what the its
Leland
Theatre of Albany, N. Y., will do in May. The
house was transformed for pictures several years ago
while owmed by the Proctor interests. It is in the
business center and is regarded as one of the best
moneymaking houses in the territory.
J] RNEST TORRENCE is in New York to play the leading part in "The Mountebank," which Famous Players
will make in the East. Mr. Torrence spoke from the stage
of the Criterion on the opening night of the anniversary
week of "Covered Wagon." The following day at the luncheon given to the reviewers at the Ritz-Carlton the portrayer of Bill Jackson again talked of the picture which
just now is much in the limelight. Mr. Torrence is a finished speaker and always entertaining.
JJc;LENE CHADWICK has been reading Samuel
^. Goldwryn's declaration that there are only thirtythree extra good players appearing in western-made
productions. She comes right back and suggests that
in Holljrwood there are only seven good directors.
She also remarks that when an actor does a good
piece of work the director is credited, but when a
player is compelled to interpret a part contrary to
his owm good judgment and it .turns out badly the
actor bears the blame. Sic' 'em, Tige!
I^ARY
PICKFORD
another
honor—
the
naming
for her ofhas
the received
grand prize
winning
orchid
bloom of the International Flower Show at the Grand Central Palace in New York, which she formally opened. Miss
Pickford is the first representative of the motion picture
industry to be so honored. Among her predecessors are
Mrs. Harding, Mrs. Coolidge and General Pershing. The
flower has been named the Cymbedium.
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Artists

Will

Essential
Merely

Readjustment

of the maze of conflicting newspaper statements regarding the affairs of the United Artists organization and the four prominent artists who
form its backbone from the production
side there is emerging a general clearing
of the situation.
Many things have been said, that the
United Artists are going to be absorbed by
some other organization and that the four
chief contributors to the distributing company— Miss Pickford and Messrs. Griffith,
Fairbanks and Chaplin — were acting in
concert looking, toward a change of alliance.
One of the lawyers closely connected
with the situation on the side of one of the
"four" remarked on Wednesday that "The
cheapest thing in the motion picture industry as well as the most damaging and most
expensive is talk — loose, unbridled, and irresponsible talk by those who don't know
what
they're
talking
about." what may be
Another
person,
possessing
described as at least accurate knowledge of
the affairs of the distributing company,
declared the company would continue just
as it had in the past and that there was no
tangible reason why it should not.
In the first place, it was pointed out, the
company had made money in 1923 and
there were even far better prospects that
it would do the same in 1924.
One of the parties in interest declared
that while he had read a lot in the press it
was not based on fact. Asked if there
were any difference in the major affairs of
the company today and six months ago he
declared emphatically there was not.
Hiram Abrams, president of the United
Artists, has refused to be drawn into the
discussion and has declared he would not
dignify the alleged controversy by talking
about the affairs of the company or its
members.
OUT

Satisfied, Says Miss Pickford
Miss Pickford, when asked regarding
the way she viewed the situation, said the
company stood essentially just where it always has stood.
The United Artists, she said, was formed
five years ago, with the aim at that time
of producing and distributing twelve pictures a year, three from each of the
four principals.
"Of course," she said, "none of us has
made that number, with possibly a single
exception in one year. But all of us are
trying to make bigger pictures all the time.
"We distribute
have decided
thatrestricted
the product
we
shall
will be
to the
work of just the four of us. We are simply
readjusting our organization to new conditions.
"We are just the same to each other as
we have been. There has been much exaggerated talk regarding the company.
"The United Artists made a large profit
last year, and the company is in a fine,
healthy condition. We feel very satisfied
with it. What is taking place is merely a
change of policy to meet changing conditions."
From conversation with those in a position to know it developed that each of the
four have contracts with the distributing
corporation for a minimum of three pic-

Go

Ahead

Change

in

Without

Any

Policy

to New Conditions, Says Miss Pickford
tures a year and a maximum of four a and its people to the Russians and the
world as they are and not as they have
year for a total of nine productions.
been caricatured.
Profit Last Year
Then, too, there has been a substantial
Regarding the charge of high cost of dis- offer from Italy, backed up by the highesi
tribution on account of the comparatively
authority in that country. Italy has amlimited product the statement is made by a
bition to be considered a motion picture
person who may be said to speak with aucountry, just as in days past it has had
thority that the United Artists in 1923 on a rank in the automobile manufacturing field.
basis of 20 per cent for distribution made a
Of course, if Mr. Griffith goes abroad it
profit of nearly $100,000.
understood his releasing arrangements in
It was further declared that the cost is
the United States will continue just the
throughout the world, with every office same as if he were making pictures in this
owned outright by the distribution comcountry — i. e., through the United Artists.
pany, did not exceed 25 per cent. This, it
* * *
was stated, was a showing which it was
believed would be unmatched by that of 'COVERED WAGON' MAKES
any other distribution company now doBROADWAY
RECORD
ing business.
One of the factors contributing to the
Ends First Year with Impressive
discussion of the company's affairs has
been the action of Douglas Fairbanks in
Official Ceremonies
employing Morris Gest to take charge of HTHE COVERED WAGON" ended its
first year on Broadway Monday night,
the
Bagdad,"
whichexploitation
is to openofin"The
New Thief
York ofnext
week.
March 10, with a special observance arMr. Gest has made a sensational success
ranged by the Criterion Theatre management. Inasmuch as it was the first time
with "The Miracle," the pageant showing
at the Century Theatre in New York, and any picture had ever had a year's run theatrical producers and a number of motion
into which, according to his statement at
the time, he invested his all. By common
picture stars were among the guests.
consent he will reap a fortune.
To mark the event the big electric signs
on the theatre were changed to indicate the
Gest to Aid Fairbanks
second was
year's
run, thewith
inThere is no denial of the fact that Mr. openingterior of
of thethetheatre
decorated
Gest is a high-priced representative, but flags and a special musical program which
also it may be said that he will bring to the
Wagon Days" was condistribution of the great production rare included ducted"Covered
by Josiah Zuro.
skill in exploitation.
The motion picture players present inOne of the representatives of United
cluded Ernest Torrence, who played the
Artists, in reply to a question, said conrole
of
the scout. Bill Jackson, in "The
tracts with exhibitors already were being
Covered Wagon" and won fame thereby.
He made a short and effective speech.
signed in large numbers for "Dorothy
Following the New York opening the
Vernon of Haddon Hall," which he said
was considered by officials of the company
picture
was opened at Grauman's Egyptian
one of the greatest pictures ever made.
Theatre at Hollywood on April 10. On
What is described as one of the difficul- April 22 a twenty-week run was opened in
ties which has led to the present discusfollowed by the opening in Bossion and what is believed largely to be Chicago,
ton on May 21. This run also lasted
responsible for any controversy are the twenty weeks.
handicaps encountered by the producers in
Despite the fact that the picture is confinancing their productions, owing to the
fined to the epic period of American
plan of one operating independently of the pioneering history it has been equally sucother on the picturemaking side. In that
cessful in Europe.
respect the company is different from its
The London run began September 5 of
competitors.
last year at the Pavillion and is still conGriffith Gets Offers
tinuing. On December 20 the picture was
It is known that Mr. Griffith is one of opened at the Madeleine in Paris and this
those who has felt that his attention has is also still continuing. The Brussels enbeen distracted from production at inopgagement began February IS, and arrangeportune times by reason of financial probments are now being made for engagelems.
ments in Stockholm, Copenhagen and
Perhaps it is on this account that he is Christiana. Plans are under way, too, for
reported to have given considerable
openings in about a month in Mexico Citv.
thought to the increasing opportunities af- Rio de Janerio and Buenos Aires. The
forded him to make pictures abroad.
Havana engagement is scheduled to begin
One offer was forcefully presented to in a few days at the Fausto Theatre.
him about the time that Ernst Lubitsch
In Australia the picture was received
came to the United States. A large Ger- with enthusiasm. Last September an exman concern was particularly insistent that
tended run began at Melbourne, follo%ved
Mr. Griffith return the international courby another at Sydney which lasted two
tesy and come to Germany.
months and then road companies went on
A representative of the Russian soviet tour in thirty of the principal cities and
has been in the United States for a long towns of Australia and New Zealand.
As a special honor for all of those critics
time and has brought to bear his best arguments in an effort to convince Mr. Grif- who reviewed the production at its opening
fith that a real opportunity awaits that showing at the Criterion in New York a
producer in Russia. It is the desire of the luncheon
Lasky.
was given Tuesday, March 11, at
officials to make Russian pictures, of a the Ritz by Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.
national atmosphere, showing the country
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NEW
BILLS
IN STATE

FIRST NATIONAL
KEEPS
COAST STUDIOS BUSY
Many Big Productions Now Under
Way for Early Release
'T'HE
FirstthatNational's
own present
producingactivity
units of
rivals
of any
company on the West Coast, according to reports received from the United Studios.
With four companies at work the First National production force is probably busier than
ever in its history.
Last week Colleen Moore started filming
on her next First National picture "The Perfect Dillon,
Flapper," under
the direction
of Johnin
Francis
who directed
Miss Moore
her memorable success, "Flaming Youth." The
star's supporting cast includes Frank Mayo —
the leading male role; Sidney Chaplin, Mary
Carr and Phyllis Haver. The picture is an
adaptation of a magazine story, "The Mouth
of the Dragon," by Jessie Henderson.
The completion of "The Woman on the
Jury," featuring Sylvia Breamer, this week
releases Frank Mayo for the leading masculine role of the new Colleen Moore_ picture.
A third production now in work is "Sundown," an original screen story, by Earl Hudson, expected to prove one of the biggest
outdoor dramas ever filmed. The company is
Arinov/ on location in Mexico, near the
zona border, in an enormous ranch. One of
the unique scenes of this production will show
the passage of manv thousand head of
cattle across the Rio Grande. The picture is
under the direction of Laurence Trimble,
and the cast includes Hobart Bosworth, Rov
Stewart, Mary Alden, Tully Marshall,
Charles Murray and Bessie Love.
"For Sale," will star
picture,
A fourth
under the direction of George
Griffith
Corinne
is now in progress.
Casting
Archainbaud.
"For Sale" is a society drama, also from the
pen of Earl Hudson. First National production manager. It will be Miss Griffith's third
picture under the First National banner,_ its
predecessors being "Black Oxen" and "Lilies
of
the Field."
^ ^ ^
NOVEL BEING WRITTEN FROM

LOWELL'S FLOODGATES'
week
Following the am-'ouncem.ent made last
by Lowell Film Productions, Inc., that its
" was to be synlatest production "Floodgates
dicated in some fifteen hundred newspapers
comes word that
States
throughout the LTnited
arrangements have been made for the storv
in book form
of "Floodgates" to be published
and that work on this is now under way.
The story was written bv L. Case Russell
ai-'d is said to be an exceptionally strong one
which it is believed will have wide appeal
to readers as well as motion picture fans.
the pubLowell productions point out that
lishing of the storv in the leading newspapers
store tie-up
of the country and also the bookhandling
this
that this gives the exchanges
picture .makes excellent advertising and exploitation
It is said to be the first time that a pictuer released on the independent market has
had the story syndicated and novelized.
* ❖ *

CHRISTIE PLANNING STRONGEST
ATTRACTIONS FOR SUMMER
The Christie organization is already
planning its feature and two-reel comedy
production schedule so that its best foot
forward will be during the Spring and
Summer pionths, and there will be no
hold-out of what are termed the strongest
attractions until the so-called strong seaso'- of the fall commences.
It is stated by Al Christie, production
feature produchead, that the first of the for
distribution
tions now being made
for rethrough Hodkinson will be ready
lease late in May or early in June at the

INTRODUCED
ASSEMBLY

Sunday School Association Protects
Against Censorship Repeal

JOHN LOWELL
His latest
production
"Floodgates"
a rural
drama,
is ready
for release.
The picture
is a
thriller and full of human interest touches.
latest, which means that the bulk of the
booking, can be for the Summer months
when exhibitors need good strong entertainment just as well as at any other time
of the year.
As for the two-reel production, it is also
stated that the entire program . of the
year of the Educational releases which
the Christie organization is making has
been leading up to a strong wind-up with
the pictures to be released in May and
June,
'which
again for
means
of these
comedies
the general
Summer bookings
months.
* * *
C. B. C. PRODUCTIONS

WILL

BE

CALLED 'COLUMBIA PICTURES'
After many months of careful study and
investigation the C. B. C. Sales Corporation
have decided that all of their own productions
would .hereafter be known as Columbia Pictures.
Joe Brandt and. Jack Cohn of C. B. C.
were at first adverse to calling their pictures
bv any other name than C. B. C. which has
become very well known to the industry in
general within the past five or six years. But
they have firally decided, nevertheless, to adopt
the new name.
The importance of a good trade-name. C.
B. C. feels cannot be overestimated. Th's
was proven with four of their recent features
"Yesterday's Wife," "The Marriage Market,"
"Discontented Husbands." and "Traffic-inHearts."lumbiaThey
the name
of CoPictures,went
and under
with good
exploitation
they brought excellent results.
* * *
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY REPORT
SHOWS BIG EARNINGS
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in
its Consolidated Statement fwhich includes
the earnings of Subsidiary Companies), reports for the twelve months ended Decpmber
29, 1923, net operating profits of |4,245,783.93
after deducting all charges and reserves for
Federal income and other taxes.
After allowing for payment of dividends
on the preferred stock the earnings are at tlip
annual rate of $15.07 on the common stock
outstanding.
On March 10, 1924, the Board of Directors
declared the regular quarterly dividend of $2
a share on the preferred stock, payable May
1, 1924, to stockholders of record at the clo: e
of business April 15, 1924. The books will
not close.

A-LBANY, N. Y.— Three bills of interest
to the motion picture industry were introduced in the New York State Legislature
last week. One introduced by Assemblyman
Louis SchofTel, of New York, would make
it a misdemeanor for a person, other than
parent or guardian, or authorized adult, to
secure or purchase a ticket, for or accompany a child under 16 years of age into any
motion picture show, dance or theatre.
Two bills were introduced by Assemblyman
Steingut. One amends the general city law
by providing that miniature motion picture apparatus, use of which is permitted, must be of
a type approved by the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, or head of a fire prevention bureau of a municipality. The second
amends the general business law relative to
requirements for and approval of miniature
motion picture machines.
Aside from an unofficial checking up on the
attitude of Republican assemblymen in the
New York State Legislature on the censorship
repeal bill, nothing new developed during the
past week at the state capitol. While there has
been some talk of holding a hearing before the
finance committees of both houses, the fact
remains that no definite date has vet been
named. Meanwhile, announcement has been
forthcoming that the session will conclude on
April
4.
Delegates
to the New York State Sunday
School Association, meeting in Albany last
week, passed a resolution protesting against
the repeal bill. Those who have checked up
the Republican assemblymen declare that there
are not sufficient votes to pass the bill despite the fact that Speaker Machold, of the
lower house, has let it be known that everv
assemblyman can vote as he pleases regardless of politics.
♦ ♦ *
'MARRIAGE

CIRCLE' ESTABLISHES

UNIQUE RECORD
The judgment of screen producers in
up to the level of the film public,
playing
instead of down to them, was never more
brilliantly vindicated than in the phenom"The This
Marriage
Bostonenal results
last of
week.
Ernst Circle"
Lubitschin
Production, praised for its deft sophistication and delightful comedy, played simultaneously in the Hub City at three first
run theatres: the Fenway, the Modern and
the Beacon, record attendance being reported in each.
The fact that conservative New England
received the production as it did is compelling logic from \i-hich may be deduced
the certainty that the picture wi'l sween
the country like wildfire. Warner Brothers
may well adorn their metaphorical hat with
another feature as a result of this notable
achievement.
*
*

BELMORE IN 'SEA HAWK'
Lionel Belmore, well known screen character actor, has been engaged by Frank Lloyd
to plav the role of Tustice Banie in his First
BelHawk."
National
of Norma
seen inSeasupport
recently "The
more was picture
and Constance Talmadge.
The addition of Belmore completes the b'S'
cast of "The Sea Hawk." Others already
announced are Milton Sills, Enid Bennett.
Wallace Beerv, Lloyd Hughes, Wallace McWdDonald, Albert Prisco, George O'Brien.Harlan.
liam Collier, Jr., Hector Sarno. Otis
F
George
Rezina,
Meda
tt,
McDermo
Marc
Romain. Fred De Silva, Frank Currier and
Bobbie Bolder.
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Cominunities

Will

Resent

Control,

Says

Milliken

Declares

Chain

Country Cannot Be Cornered
"Communities are not always going to
CARL MILLIKEN, former governor of stand
for having their neighborhood sewed up
Maine and since its organization president of Pine Tree Pictures, was the star
by anyone unless the situation is handled for
speaker at the luncheon of the Independent
the good of the entire community." (Applause.)
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
Alarch 6. The Governor took for his subject
Mr. Blaisdell referred to the apparent tendency on the part of producers in conformity
"The Independent Market as Seen by a Tenwith requests by exhibitors to get away from
derfoot ProduceT."
the extremely long features, and as an evi■Mr. MilHken said one situation confrontdence of that quoted figures revealed by an
ing the industry was that of chain control,
examination of the footages of productions rewhich unless handled by men of great released during December and January last.
straint would result in revolt on the part of
In December the average length of sixty
the communities affected. Another condition
for which there should be found a remedy is features was 6,350 feet, while in January the
average for sixty-nine productions was 6.130.
the writing off of some independent terriThese figures indicated, said the speaker,
tories for which the others in the end have
to pay.
there was a widening market for short subThe other speakers were Vincent Gilroy.
jects of quality, and that the situation warchairman of the speakers committee of the
ranted careful examination on the part of independent producers.J{e s[:
Arbitration Society of America, who discussed "The Court of Arbitration, or a New
Tribunal of Justice," and George Blaisdell,
KANSAS SENATOR DECLARES HE
editor of Exhibitors Trade Review, whose
FAVORS TAX CUT
topic was "Several Subjects, One of Them
Short."
Senator Charles Cujtis of Kansas, who has
"The i-ext speaker brines a viewpoint which
received several heated letters from Kansas
for us is highly valuable." said President
exhibitors following his proposed amendni'^'Tt
Chadwick in introducing Mr. Milliken, "that
to the Mellon plan, which would retain admisof the public man in the motion picture busision taxation to m.eet the demands for a
ness."
soldiers' bonus, has shifted the blame to newsThe governor intersnersed his talk with
papers, alleging that he was misquoted^
stories the application of which was clear, and
A letter from Senator Curtis to Conrad
humor.
pleasant
most
in
auditors
his
he kept
Gabrial, Garden City, Kansas exhibitor :
As an example, he referred to the dilemma
"I have your letter of recent date and judge
trying
is
he
when
of the independent producer
from what you write that the paper yon read
to learn how much money he shall invest in
did not give my statement as I gave it out.
a nroduction or after investing it hnw he can
My suggestions were only intended for conpet arv considerable proportion of it back.
sideration and I heartily agree with yon that
Tie said the answer to these questions was
the smaller theatres should not be taxed and.
"Howquestion
the
to
that
something like
so far as I am concerned. I would be willThe
much whisky can a Scotchman drink?"
ing to remove the tax on admissions below
amount
given
any
"Not
answer, he said, was
fifty cents. But my idea was to have them
he can get hold of at the time."
—all
increase the tax on large admissions to D''ize
"If we are to get along and let a little
fights, sporting events, clubs and other places
of amusement where high prices are charged.
back to the producer," said
percolate
money
Mr.- Milliken, "and encourage him to keep in
"I thank you for writing me and assure yon
business then the independent market has got
that I always want to hear from my friends
to hit on all cylinders. Territory is not played
at home, and I have no desire to do an injus100 per cent in the independent market.
tice to any industry."
"That is a problem in which all independent
all exproducers and distributors and I think
J. E. STOREY
hibitors, too, are interested— those of the latGeneraltheSa'es
Manager
Pathe
Exchange
fc
whom
annual
Pathe ofSales
Contest
has been
ter who use independent pictures, at least.
be
cannot
named this year. A record breaker is exnecte-1
Because in the long run pictures
produced unless money is made.
"If the poorer territories are written off the
good ones have got to make it up. That is
a problem to which I think the independent
themselves and I beproducers
lieve theyshould
will. address
"Another situation and one affecting the
whole industry is that of the chain theatre,
about which I have no words of wisdom or
any particular remedy to suggest except this
general one.
"Jim Hili said the most foolish man in
America is the one who sells America short.
One other man who is also foolish, more foolish than that if anything, is the man
who tries to corner the United States and keep
it cornered.
"There is an instinctive feeling in human
nature that resents the thought_ something is
being doled out in the proportion some one
else determines.
"I have a notion that unless that situation
is handled with great restraint by men who
own the theatres that we shall find eventually
and perhaps very soon a condition of revolt
on the part of the communities affected. The
fact is that thin^js have moved so fast and
people have been so busy trying to keep up
with this moving picture industry of ours that
they have not organized.

KANSAS CITY
IN LEGAL

EXHIBITORS
BATTLE

Fight Case Against Music Companies
to Settle Old Dispute
HE case of four music companies
^•^
against
Exhibitors
"went to bat"sixin Kansas
the federalCity
court in Kansas City, March 3 and a definite ruling
now appears inevitable, following months
of delay. The case was taken under advisf-ment by Judge Arba S. Van Valkenburgh.
Witnesses for both plaintiffs and defendants were present, the exhibitors being
represented by Samul A. Handy and, after
a brief hearing and examination of witnesses, counsel for the defendants M'as
given ten days by Judge Van Valkenburgh in which to file a brief, following
Avhich the plaintiffs will be given twenty
days in which to file an answer.
The exhibitors are H. H. Barrett. Colonial theatre; A. M. Eisner, president of
the Kansas City Division of the M. P. T.
O. A. and owmer of the Broadmour theatre: J. T. Wilson. Queens theatre:
Stockdale and E. F. Stockdale, EmoireJ.
theatre; A, H. Boussad, World-in-Motion ;
Gillham Amusement Company, Gillham
theatre. The music companies are Irving
Berlin, the Broadway Music Company,
Lee Feist and Stark & Cowman.
"A part of the complaint on the part of
the music companies alleges
certain music
was played without the knowledge and
consent of the plaintiff," Mr. Eisner said.
"It is the contention of exhibitors in the
case that circular letters were sent to theatre owners by the music companies, urging
them to play the music: that the music
could not have been olayed without knowledge and consent of the music companies
under
circumstances."
The such
exhibitors
, through Mr. Hardy, will
base their defense noon the contention that
the suits have not bpen brought by the
nsrties at interest, that the interests of real
the
individual music cnmoanies have been as^in^ned to the Society of Authors, Publishers and Comnosers of America, which,
according
to Mr. Hardy, is contrary to
federal statutes.
^ ^ ^
STRONG UNIVERSAL PICTURES
FOR MARCH RELEASE
Universal announces the release of one big
Jewel production and four five reel features
during the month of March. This schedule
is
the able
equal
of anyrsmonth's
output made availto exhibito
months.
by Universa
l in many
The Jewel production for March is "Fools
Highway," the new Mary Philbin picture.
The
features, in the order of their release,
are
"The "Stolen
Phantom Horseman," a Tack Hoxie'
picture-;
Secrets," with HeVhert RawImson; "The Night Message," a special writfen and directed by Perley Poore Sheehan,
ard "The Galloping Ace" another Hoxie.
Prints of all these pictures are now in the
various Universal exchanges and can be previewed by Universal's exhibitor patrons.
"Fools Highway" had its premiere showing
in the Atlantic Garden Theatre, 50 Bowery,
New York City. This place was chosen for a
presentation because the picture is a Bowery
story of 30 years ago, having been adapted
from Owen Kildare's* world
* * famed novel "My
Mamie Rose."
CLOAKLEY JOINS UNFV^ERSAL
Oral D. Cloakley, manager of the Regent
Theatre, Ottawa, Canada, has resigned to accept the position of director of exploitation
for Universal's West Coast theatres. He was
in New York last Tuesday completing arin Los Angeles.rangements. He will make his headquarters
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''THESE scene excerpts from Jane
Mnrfin's "Flapper Wives," are fairly
repealing as to the variety of emotional
and dramatic interest of the Selsnick
feature. It is a happy blend of a powerful story, a rollicking idea, and the masterful strokes of laughs and tears. The
cast is c.rccllcnt. leading off zi'ith such
sterling performers as. Rockliffe Fellozvcs. May Allison, William V. Mong

pLAPPER WIT'ES," from the play
Janebuilt
Murfin
picture
zvhic'h
has bybeen
-with isana eye
to its
exploitation possibilities. Without question, its title is immediately arresting
and its theme, is of tremendous interest
to most moving picture loving mortals.

Selznick's

'Flapper Wives' Throbs With Heart Interest and
Its Appeal to Women — the Backbone of All Theatre Audiences — Endows
Selznick Picture With Assets Which Should Prove Up at the Box-Office

Punch
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M.
At

P.

T.

0.

Annual

A.

Elects

Officers

Convention

PLANS COMPLETED
FOR
T. N. T. BANQUET
Publicity Men Set for Annual Frolic
at Hotel Astor, March 29

FOLLOWING the announcement that for
the first time in banquet history there would
Many State Industry Officals Present
be no speechmaking at The Naked Truth Dindent of the organization. He has been head
nPHE annual convention of the Ohio Motion
ner, annual gathering of the Associated Moof the oragnization snice its mception and
Picture Theatre Owners' Association was
tion Pictures Advertisers, the imposing linebeen instrumental in building tne organizaheld in Columbus, March 6 and 7, and was
up of those who will tell Bedtime Stories in
tion to one of great strengtn.
attended not only by members of the _ assoplace of lengthy dissertation at the Hotel AsHe will retire from office during the annual
ciation but by a number of state and industor on the night of March 29 is announced
convention to be held in Boston m May.
try officials.
today by A. M. Botsford, chairman of the
Following are the resolutions ;
entertainment committee.
The outstanding development of the convenBy the Members of the Board of Directors
tion was the announcement of Michael J.
These notable Bedtime Story tellers will inand Officers of . the Motion Picture Theatre
clude : Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,
O'Toole,
chairmanPicture
of theTheatre
welfare Owners
committeeof Owners of America, in meeting assembled at
of the Motion
Will Hays, David Wark Griffith, Samuel
America, that Sydney S. Cohen, president of New York City, January 17, 1'■J^4, the followRothafel, Rupert Hughes and A. M. Botsing resolutions were unanimously adopted :
the association for the past five years, would
Whereas, The services given Dy Sydney S. ford.
not be a candidate for re-election.
Far and wide will these Bedtime Stories
Cohen, as President of the Motion Picture
Immediately upon the announcement by Mr.
by Mary, Doug, Will and Dave be heard, for
Theatre Owners of America and Chairman
Station WEAF is to broadcast them along
O'Toole, a motion was unanimously carried of the Board of Directors of the organization
with the rest of the entertainment by wirepraising
Cohen's
administration.
have been of a kind which merits the unThis is Mr.
the third
convention
of the Ohioans
less— to the W. A. M. P. A. S. in Hollywood,
and it was devoted to business concerned with qualihed approval of all Theatre Owners beto every film club, to England and to the
cause of the real constructive work he perthe exhibitor at large. The convention was
millions who wait breathless for the naked
formed on behalf of this division of our inopened by an address of welcome on behalf
truth about the heads of the industry.
dustry, and
of Mayor Thurber and was responded to by
Further these Bedtime Tales will be limWhereas, Mr. Cohen has announced to the
Charles L. Thurber.
ited to five minutes each instead of ten as
members
of
the
Board
of
Directors
his
defiAnother prominent speaker was Governor
nite
determination
to
retire
frum
the
presiVictor Donahey, who chose as his subject the
dency at the 1924 convention and thereby
importance of taxation. He expressed the
create a vacancy difficult to fill in a manner
belief that the problem would find a solution
which will ensure the continuance of this great
National work for the cause of the exhibitor.
Resolved, by the members of the Board of
Directors of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, that we sincerely desire
to record our appreciation of the great work
performed by President Cohen on behalf of
our organization and its members, and regret
that business necessities require his relinquishing the executive office he fills with such credit
and dignity. We hereby heartily approve of
the official acts of Mr. Cohen, realizing that
at all times he had the interests of the exhibitors at heart and moved in a way which
won for our organization ard our business
generally the very highest measure of official
and public appreciation and support in nation,
state and community.
Resolved, that our heartfelt thanks are hereby extended to Mr. Cohen for this fidelity
to duty and painstaking* processes employed
by him in caring for'exhibitors' welfare. We
pledge to him our undivided and unwavering
support for the remainder of his term and entertain the hope that in the future we will
have the full benefit of his aid and counsel
EDWARD EARL
in all matters afi^ecting the welfare of our orPresident of Nicholas Power Company, is back
ganization and the motion picture industry
at
his
desk
after
a severe illness. His many
generally.
ACTION IN METRO PICTURE
friends heartily welcome him back to the fold
Resolved
that
a
copy
of
these
resolutions
Action
the keynote
Metro's
Bil!." isWilliam
Carletonof and
Lewis"Half-a-DollarMitchell are
be presented to Mr. Cohen and spread on the
shown doing their daily dozen.
previously announced and each will deal with
minutes of the Board of Directors meeting.
Naked Truths concerning the motion picSigned by W. A. True, John A. Schwalm,
ture industry.
Fred C. Seegert, George P. Aarons, A. A.
in the issuing of bonds approved by a maMary
and Doug will detail some Naked
Elliott,
E.
W.
Collins,
L.
J.
Dittmar,
C.
E.
jority of the qualified voters of a sub-division
Truths about the films as viewed from the
and not by a majority of the others.
Whitehurst, Joseph W. Walsh, M. E. Comeractors standpoint. Will Hays, as director genAt the executive meeting new officers were
ford, Ernest H. Horstmann. A. R. Pramer,
eral of the motion picture industry, will lay
elected. They are ; President, Martin J. Joseph Mogler, G. G. Schmidt, Hector M.
bare the facts as he sees them. D. W. GrifSmith of Toledo ; vice-president at large, T. Pasmezoglu, R. E. Woodhull, A. Julian Bryfith will relate the reel dope about directors.
lawski, Edward M. Fay, Martin G. Smith,
T. Harwood of Cleveland ; first vice-president,
Samuel Rothafel will give the showman's
Charles T. Sears, C.
Glenn Harper.
J. A. Ackerman of Cincinnati ; second vice'fi A.
^ Lick,
^
president, William James of Columbus ; third
angle. Rupert Hughes will give "the low
down" on the author's viewpoint. That Big
A. WARNER LEAVES FOR COAST
vice-president, James P. Dunlevy, Akron;
Personality will say something to make his
secretary, George M. Fengurg, Newark; treasFOR CONFERENCE
hearers' ears burn.
urer, John A. Schulwalter.
* * *
A Warner has left for Los Angeles for an
important conference with H. M. and J. L.
BABY PEGGY AT WORK AGAIN
M.
P.
T.
O. HONORS
Warner pertaining to the program of twenty
William A. Sieter has given the initial
productions to be presented by their organizaSYDNEY S. COHEN
tion during the coming season, all of which
order to "shoot" on Baby Peggy's second prowill be made at the Warner Brothers' mamSet of Resolutions Adopted in Honor
duction, "Helen's Babies."
moth studios which are among the greatest
The cast
that will
seen in the
of Retiring President
in Hollywood.
support
includes
Gene beCarpenter,
Clarastarlet's
Bow,
Edward
Everett
Horton,
Claire
Adams,
RichAt a meeting of the Board of Directors of
Since Mr. Albert Warner's recent return
ard Tucker, George Reed and Mattie Peters.
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of from Europe he has been busy formulating
The picture is being made at Principal PicAmerica, the board went on record with a set
plans for the distribution of next season's
tures Studios and is the second of the series
output and also outlining the sales policy of
of resolutions, honoring Sydney S. Cohen,
the Warner organization.
that Baby Peggy is signed for.
who for the past four years has been presi-
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FUTURE ARLISS PICTURE
FOR SELZNICK
The First Under the New Agreement
Will Be '$20 a Week'
Y the terms of an agreement just coneluded, Distinctive Pictures Corporation will release future George Arliss pictures through the Selznick Distributing
Corporation. The first of these will be a
comedy
"$20 first
a Week,"
be ready drama,
about the
of April.which will
The picture is based on the Edgar
Franklin novel "The Adopted Father."
Supporting Mr. Arliss in this production
are Edith Roberts, Taylor Holmes and
Ronald Colman. Harmon Weight, who directed the previous Arliss pictures with the
exception sponsible
of for"The
Green Goddess" iS rethis production.
The agreement was signed by Henry M.
Hobart for Distinctive and W. C. J. Doolittle for Selznick. Negotiations have been
under way between Mr. Doolittle and Mr.
Hobart for the last six weeks.
The last Arliss picture was "The Green
Goddess," which was placed first on the
list of all great features of 1923 by F. W.
M. Hall, critic of the New York Time§,
and was fifth in the symposium of national
opinions gathered by Film Daily on the
best pictures of the year.
The contract will not change in any way
the existing relations between Distinctive
and the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Corporation, it is said, by which the latter distributes certain other feature productions
of Distinctive.
VIOLET MERSEREAU RETURNS
TO SCREEN IN BURR PICTURE
Violet Mersereau, who has been vacationing from screen work for some time returned
to the films recently when C. C. Burr engaged her for a leading role in ."Lend Me
Your Husband" now being produced by Burr
Pictures, Inc., at the studios in Glendale, Long
Island, under the direction of William Christy
Cabanne.
Miss Mersereau makes her second appearance under the C. C. Burr management, having played opposite Johnny Hines in his popular melocomedy "Luck. ' Her most recent

screen appearances have been in "The Shepherd King" and "Nero," both for the Fox
Films. These productions were made in Italy
and Miss Mersereau was the only American
player appearing in the casts.
Beginning her career as a child player in
stock companies, Miss Mersereau later toured
with Margaret Anglin, playing Flora in the
original
of "The
Clansman."
She
attained company
stage stardom
in the
road company
of "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
* * * Farm."
SIEGFRIED' GERMAN PICTURE
HAS PREVIEW IN BERLIN
The first screening of the Decla super
production
of the
Ufa, in "Siegfried,"
the
first of the two
pictures
the Nibelungen
production by Fritz Lang, was attended
by representatives of the trade press not
only of Germany but of Great Britain,
France, Italy, Holland, -Austria, Czecho
Slovakia and Roumania as well. The
opening performance took place at the Uta
Palast, Berlin, the largest kino in the German Capital, last week.
The opening performance was a complete success. There was hardly an American or British correspondent stationed at
Berlin who did not attend and for the first
time in the history of the German film industry afilm review was sent from Berlin
to foreign countries by cable.
* * *
ENTIRE WARNER 1923 OUTPUT
IN SELECTED LIST
All of the Warner Brothers releases for
1923 are represented in the ninth annual
catalogue of selected pictures made by the
National Board of Review of Motion Pictures and compiled by the National Committee for Better Films. The inclusion of
their entire last year's output is a significant sign proving that Warner Brothers
Classics of the Screen are wholesome,
clean and fit for both general and special
family audiences, including children.
The Warner quota includes: "Brass,"
"The Country Kid," "George Washington,
Jr.," "The Little Church Around the Corner," "Lucretia Lombard," "Main Street,"
"The Marriage Circle," "The Printers'
Devil," "Tiger Rose," ' and "Where the
North Begins."

BRAY

STUDIOS

MAY

MAKE

'OUTLINE OF HISTORY'
John R. Bray Leaves for England to
Confer With H. G. Wells
JOHN R. BRAY, president of Bray Studios,
Inc., pioneer producer of educational motion
pictures and the originator and inventor of the
motion picture cartoon, sailed Saturda>,
March 8 on the S. S. Berengaria.
While in England Mr. Bray will confer
with H. G. Wells, the author, regarding the
picturization
"Outline
History,
' the
screen rightsofofthewhich
Mr. ofBray
controls.
Arrangements to begin actual production on
this stupendous screen epic, it is expected, will
be Mr.
completed
beforeabroad
Mr. at
Bray's
return.
Bray goes
the invitation
of
British Army Officials to arrange contracts
with the British Government for a series of
technical motion pictures to be designed for
instructional and training purposes.
He takes with him several prints of a film
prepared under his supervision and direction
and already contracted for uy the British
War Office showing the mechanism, movement
and operation of tne automobile down to the
smalkst detail and constituting a complete
course of instruction. The series will be used
in instructing all ranks of the British Army
in
the operation and mechanism of the automobile.
Mr. Bray during his stay on the other side
will also arrange for the introduction in the
United Kingdom of his latest invention the
Brayco, a novel and compact projecting machine, which it is predicted will revolutionize
visual education and home entertainment, by
reason of its absolute safety and adaptability
to all conditions. The machine .vhich is
smaller than the ordinary desk telephone is
designed
to old
project
motion
picture film instead of the
fashioned
slides.
CHARLES

CHAPLIN CHOOSES NEW
LEADING WOMAN
After deliberation that lasted for months
and continued while the picture already
was in production, Charles Chaplin has
chosen a leading woman for his new coniedy. In a wire to United Artists Corporation, the comedian announces Lita Grey
as the girl who is to play opposite him in
the Alaskan "gold rush" story, for which
he has already made preliminary scenes.
Lita Grey is a discovery of Chaplin dating from a minor role which she played
in his "The Kid." While the decision to
feature Miss Grey next to the star himself
in the first comedy to be produced by
Chaplin in two years came suddenly, it
was only after an exhaustive competition
during the last two months among a dozen
selected candidates. Screen tests and acting rehearsals were given all of the j'oung
women, all of the aspirants bing eliminated
in
end by the superior attractions of
MisstheGrey.
VITAGRAPH PICTURE PREVIEW
President Albert E. Smith, of Vitagraph,
upon his arrival in Los Angeles arranged for
a preview of "Let Not Man Put Asunder,"
A J. Stewart Blackton production, at the Biltmore Hotel in that city on March 7. All of
the Los Angeles critics were invited and
greeted by Miss Pauline Frederick and Lou
Tellegen, stars of the
* *picture.
*

CELEBRITIES ON THE COAST
Two Independent First National producers and a First National star arrive in Hollywood from
New York. They are, from left to right, Samuel Goldwyn, Norma Talmadge and Joseph M. Schenck

VACATION FOR CHARLES GOETZ
Charles E. Goetz, general manager of the
Dependable Exchange of New York and Buf18
Classics,falo,
willdistributing
soon be Warner
on his wayBrothers'
to Cuba for
a well earned rest. He will sail from New
York on March 15 on the S. S. Orizaba.
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PICTURES HAS
LIST READY

Five Big States Rights Productions
for Immediate Release
IVE big States Rights productions,
with stars whose names have great
drawing power, are announced for immediate release, the distribution being
through Principal Pictures Corporation.
They are:
"Daring Youth," produced and presented
by B. F. Zeidman. In the cast are Bebe
Daniels and Norman Kerry, Lee Moran,
Lillian Langdon, and Arthur Hoyt.
"The Good Bad Boy," another B. F.
Zeidman production. This play is said to be
as powerful as "Lightnin' " or "The Old
Soak." Forrest Robinson plays a character similar to the ones seen in those big
speaking stage successes. The principals lu
the cast are Joe Butterworth and Mary
Jane Irving. Brownie, the famous "dog
star," also has a big part. This production was directed by Edward F. Cline, who
won laurels with Jackie Coogan in "Circus
Days."
"Listen Lester," presented by Sacramento Pictures Corporation. A screen adaptation of John
cess of the
same Cort's
namefamous
whichstage
ran sucon
Broadway for more than a year. In the
cast are Louise Fazenda, Eva Novak,
Harrycis. LeeMyers,
Moran George
and DotO'Hara,
Farley. Alec Fran"The Masked Dancer," produced by
Eastern Productions, Inc., with Helene
Chadwick and Lowell Sherman, supported
by Leslie Austin, Joseph King, Arthur
Housman, Charles Craig, Mme. Andree,
Dorothy Kingdon, Alyce Mills and Helen
Ward. Adapted from "The Woman With
the Mask," by Rodolph Lothar.
"Beggars on Horseback," a B. F. Zeidman production, starring Monte Blue and
Marie Prevost. Distinguished cast, includof Paris"
"A Woman
Bow, byof William
fame. ing Clara
Directed
Beaudine.
All of these productions are being distributed through Principal Pictures Corporation and are ready for immediate release. Preliminary reports from Branch
Exchanges throughout the country are that
bookings ductiononof the"Daring
the firstheavy,
proseries Youth,"
are unusually
and that there is a big demand for the
other four.
* * *
FILM BOOKING OFFICE WILL DISTRIBUTE TRUART PICTURES
The Truart Film Corporation and the
Film Booking Offices have consummated a
deal whereby the latter firm have acquired
for distribution the bulk of the Truart
production in nearly all parts of the country. The contract does not take in the
state of New York, Philadelphia, Chicago
and New Haven territories.
The first productions to be distributed
under
the new
deal feature
are "Broadway
an Edward
Dillion
starring Gold."
Elaine
Hammerstein, including in the cast Elliot
Dexter and Kathlyn Williams; "The
Empty Cradle," adapted from Leota Morgan's novel "Cheating Wives," and directed by Burton King, with Mary Alden
and Harry T. Morey in the leading roles;
"The Unknown Purple," and a Carlos production with a distinguished cast including Henry Wathall, Alice Lake, Stuart
Holmes, Helen Ferguson and others;
"Women Men Marry," with E. K. Lincoln, Florence Dixon, Hedda Hopper,
Julia Swayne Gordon and other players of
merit; "Let's Go!", a Richard Talmadge
production directed by W. K. Howard

with Eileen Percy, Tully Marshall and
George Nichols
the cast; "On
Time!",
another
Richard in Talmadge
picture,
and

PLAN HISTORICAL SERIES
OF TWO REELERS

Elaine Hammerstein's "Drums of Jeophall in ardy,"
thewithcast.
Wallace
^ ^Beery
^ and Jack Mul-

Tefft Johnson Will Adapt ^Liberty

DARMOUR
IS TO ASSIST
SELZNICK CHIEF

IFell Known Picture Man Chosen for
Constructive Ability
rPT C. J. DOOLITTLE, President of the
»V • Selznick Distributing Corporation, announces the appointment of L. J. Darmour as assistant to the president. In accordance with the policy of the company,
the appointment was made from within the
organization, as Mr. Darmour has been
connected with the Selznick company for
a number of years.
In his new position, Mr. Darmour will
work with all departments of the organization, at the same time giving special attention to the acquisition of new product.
Mr. Darmour has had an association of
more than ten years with the motion-picture industry, and is thoroughly familiar
with every phase of the production of pictures. For seven years before he joined
Selznick, he was with the Gaumont Company. Among other posts he held in the
Selznick organization were those of assoreel.editor, then editor, of the Selznick
News ciate
Following the war, Mr. Darmour wra^
honored by being placed in charge of all
the motion-picture work of the Peace Conference in Paris, for the United States signal Corps, and supervised the filming of
the historic happenings there.
* * *
SONG

'YOLANDA' DEDICATED
TO MARION DA VIES

A song entitled "Yolanda," written by
Luther Reed and William Frederick Peters,
has been introduced at the presentation of
"Yolanda," in which Marion Davies is starring at the Cosmopolitan Theatre.
The song, which is dedicated to Miss
Davies, was sung by Frederick Wheeler, baritone soloist, who has been specially engaged
for the presentation which precedes the photoplay.

'T'HE screen rights to "The Liberty Boys
of '76," one of the most popular group
of short stories has just been contracted
of '76'
Boys from
for by Tefft Johnson
Harry E. Wolff,
the publisher.
It IS conservatively estimated that no
less than two million readers are familiar
with this series of Revolutionary War
stories, and today the circulation of the
weekly
sands. runs high in the hundred thouThere was considerable competition for
the screen rights. The series is to be directed by Mr. Johnson. Historical authenticity will be stressed in every instance.
The stories themselves are based on fact
are are filled with the exciting adventures
of those men who were responsible for the
molding of the United States.
George Washington, Alexander Hamilton, Nathan Hale, Ethan Allen and a score
of other heroic figures of early Colonial
days tersform
in the some
series. of the prominent characEach story is to be treated in two reels.
Preparations are now in progress for the
production, work on which is expected to
be begun during the current month.
It is likely most of the interiors of tl^e
productions will be made in New Jersey,
with the exception of an occasional journey to a historical locale.
No expense will be spared in placing
the parts of the heroic figures of the narratives in the hands of capable interpreters.
Telft Johnson's admirable work on
"Sonny Boy" series of films will long be
remembered as a noteworthy achievement.
The world distributing rights for the
films have been secured by the Kerman
York.
F'ilm,
Inc., of 729^ Seventh Avenue, New
E. W. MAMMONS AT COAST
E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchange, Inc., left early this
week for his annual early spring visit to Los
Angeles, where he will confer with the heads
of the various units producing short subjects
for distribution through the organization.

SHRINERS
VISIT MARY
A group of Shriners getting a close-up of Mary Piokford. Miss Pickford is in costume and on her
left is Imperial Potentate C. V. Dykeman. The photo was taken during! the filming of "Dorothy Vernon"
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JACK ARTHUR TO MANAGE
COSMOPOLITAN THEATRE

COHEN

IV. R. Hearst Brings Him from Canada
to Direct Broadway Theatre
MOVING PICTURE men of Canada have
been stirred by the announcement at
Toronto, Ontario, of the appointment of
Jack Arthur, director of music and productions of the Famous Players Canadian Corporation, Toronto, to the general-managership of the Cosmopolitan Theatre, New
York, owned by William Randolph Hearst,
at a very large salary. Mr. Arthur will
assume the position May 1.
As general director of music for Famous
Players in Canada Mr. Arthur has had
supervision of music and specialty presentations in all of the sixty theatres of the
corporation in the Dominion and he has
had outstanding success in the producing
of novelties, dances, prologues and other
features of moving picture performance*
at the large theatres on the circuit. Since
he became musical director of the Regent
Theatre, Toronto, when that house was
opened as a moving picture palace in August, 1916.
Mr. Arthur, who was born in Scotlana
about thirty-five years ago, went to Canada
when he was thirteen and was in the show
business at sixteen after he had won a
musical scholarship at the Toronto College
of Music. He returned to Toronto from
Broadway about ten j'ears ago, after having been musical director with George
Primrose Minstrels for some time. During
the time that he has been presenting many
and varied divertisements in Famous Players house, his happy slogan has been,
"Something just a little different," and that
has been the key-note of his success.
His Toronto headquarters since the fall
of 1922 have been at the Hippodrome, the
manager of which is Clarence Robsoi?.
Here he has presented many production
details and has directed the orchestra along
with Lloyd Collins, with Ernest Hunt presiding at the immense Hope organ, reputed
to be the largest organ in Canada.
Mr. Arthur is the second official to leave
the Famous Players Canadian Corporation
within recent months, the preceding departees having been Charles Branham, who
resigned from the post of director of theatres for the corporation in order to become general manager of the Gordon theatre chain, with headquarters at Boston.
Mr. Arthur is known by praltically every
moving picture man in the whole of Canada, and he is never known to have made
an enemy.
* * *

True Resumes Office of President
of New Corporation
'THROUGH the incorporation of Theatre
Owners Distributing Corporation in New
York with papers filed at Albany on March
7, it became known that both Sydney S. Cohen
and Harry Davis are not connected with the
organization and that Willam A. True is

WARNER BROS. GET OPTIONS
ON TWO BEST SELLERS
Warner Brothers are concentrating their
energies in an intensive round-up of meritorious story material and are keeping their
fingers on the pulse of public approval, standing ready to snatch up the prize as soon
as country-wide demand singles out a book
or a play.
Many best sellers of the year are possible
Warner Classics of the Screen, options having been secured on those books and plays
that have proven their appeal to the reading
public, so that the schedule of production for

George

NO LONGER
OF T. 0. D. C.

HEAD

president.
The organization of a Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation under the laws of NewYork State, according to the officers, became
necessary for the protection of exhibitor interest and to divorce the idea of co-operative
picture distribution from the handicaps and
strangulation of exhibitor organization politics.
Previous to the annual meeting of February
13, a lawsuit was filed in the city court of
New York City by Attorney Charles E.
Thorne, acting on behalf of Harry Davis,
vice-president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America and one of the organizers of the theatre owners distributing cor-

JOHN M. STAHL
Few directors have turned out box-office successes with the consistency of John M. Stahl.
According to all reports, his latest, "Why Men
Leave Home," is an even bigger triumph than
"The Dangerous
pictureFirst
will National
be presented by Louis B.Age."
Mayer The
through
the season 1924-25 promises to fulfill to the
utmost, the higher and better pictures planned
for the coming year.
To date, Warner Brothers have announced
their purchase of two books. "The Dark
Swan,"
Ernest but
Pascal
Lady."
by
WillabyGather,
rumorandhas"Ait Lost
that several
other popular stories, enjoying extensive sale,
will soon be under the Warner banner.
* * *
FULTON THEATRE CHOSEN FOR
RED SEAL FEATURE
Edwin Miles Fadman, president of the
Red Seal, announces that arrangements have
been completed for the presentation in New
York, at the Fulton Theatre, of Maurice
Feraudy, with a selected supporting cast in
the series of spoken plays for which the star
is famous.
New York
will
commenceFeraudy's
about March
10. appearance
"Bill," the photoplay in which he appears,
had its premiere at the Rialto Theatre, New
York, and is now playing the Stanley Circuit,
Philadelphia
and Loew's
Circuit, NewTheatre,
York.
It opens shortly
at the McVickers
Chicago, for a first run. The Greiver Productions isthe independent exchange handling
the picture in the Chicago and Indianapolis
territory.
❖ * *
WARDEN VISITS MEIGHAN
Warden Lewis E. Lawes, of Sing Sing,
who probably knows more confidence men
than any other person in the United States,
visited Thomas Meighan at the Paramount
Long Island studio and gave him some pointers on the picture.
making In
of the
"Thestory
Confidence
his latest
Meighan Man,"
plays
the role of one of the smoothest confidence
men in the game and Warden Lawes came in
mighty handy as an authority on the technique of such individuals.

Fitzmaurice

—

Director

CYTHEREA

The action of the vice-president of M. P.
poration.
T. O. A. immediately brought forth a statement b}' President Sydney S. Cohen, in which
he claimed that it was the result of the derectors.sire of Davis to dictate to his fellow diIt seems that throughout all of this controversy William A. True held to his opinion
that exhibitor politics had no place in the theatre owner distribution idea and that if pictures "by exhibitors and for exhibitors" were
to be a success, all tie-ups or affiliations with
organization politics must be eliminated.
Within a few days of the issuing of the
Cohen statement in the Davis-Cohen controversy the incorporation papers were filed at
Albany which show Sydney S. Cohen out of
the new organization and William A. True
once more presiding over the destiny of exhibitor-distribution along the lines of his original co-operative ideas.
The officers of the newly formed organization state that, in their opinion, politics threatened to interfere seriously with the very definite aims of exhibitors who are unselfishly
interested in the acquiring and distributing of
pictures for the real benefit of all theatre
owners, and who hope to see an efficient organization developed along co-operative lines.
Mr. True says : "The new organization
starts with a clean slate, having no liabilities
or entanglements. Its sole purpose is to occupy a neutral position between picture production, distribtion and exhibition for the
benefit of all concerned and the agrandisement
of the industry in general."
* * *
BE4UTIFUL THEATRE PLANNED
FOR MOUNTAIN, MO.
A new ground floor picture show and
theatre will be one of the additions to the
rapidly growing city of Mountain, Mo., in
the Ozarks. A considerable amount of
money will be spent in remodeling the
Collier-Robertson building for a place of
amusement, to be opened some time in
It will be modern, sanitary and fire-proof
April.
in every respect, with a lobby front, elevated seats, opera chairs, and motor-driven
machines, and will be beautifully decorated
and lighted.
Dr. F. M. Riley, of Mansfield, Mo., who
has owned and conducted the Nugget
Theatre at that place for a number of
years, will be the owner and manager of
the new Mountain Grove house, which is
to be named by the public. At the new
house all new pictures will be shown.
Therevillewill
be a stage
equipped for vaudeand theatrical
troupes.
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The
Exhibitors'
Bender Good Business Booster
Manager Robert W. Bender of the Columbia Theatre, Seattle, Wash., is going right
out
after
the "fair' population
of Seattle with
the announcement
that in connection
with
showings of Rodolph ^^alentino, in "A Society Sensation" he has secured 10,000 sepia
autographed photographs of the "sheik" for
distribution among the ladies attending performances.
In one of his confidential "Editorial Talks"
to Mr. and Mrs. Seattle, which are becoming
quite popular ; Manager Bender of the Columbia, has ofifered five season passes, and
twenty pairs of tickets to contestants who participate in his title contest. The contest is
for a more appropriate title for "Fool's Highway"testant
and must
thehave
onlyseen
condition
that the
the picture
whichcon-is
in its second week at the Columbia. Successful titles will be forwarded to the producer,
in the hope that a new title will be discovered thereby. The prospect seems alluring to many, who are mailing their titles and
brief reason for same, to the Columbia. Every letter will be personally acknowledged
by the management, and the winner notified
when the title is accepted.
* * *
Rex Theatre Company Remodeling
W. H. Kindred has leased the ground floor
of the C. B. Gardner Building at 1711 Live
Oak Avenue, Dallas, Texas, to the Rex Theatre Company for a period of ten years with a
total consideration of $66,000.
The Rex Theatre Company, owned by Mrs.
Adeine Matthews and W. D. Crowell, has
purchased the old Rex Theatre formerly located at 1510 Elm Street and will open in
their new location in the near future.
Extensive improvements are being made and
a new model front will be erected on the Pacific Avenue, giving an entrance on both
streets.
Still Causing Excitement
Federal Judge John H. Cotteral fined H.
W. Houst of New York §100 in the United
States Court at Oklahoma City, February 25,
charging transportation of the DempseyFirpo Film Fight Pictures across the line into
the State of Oklahoma. The film was sold
to the Liberty Theatre at Oklahoma, where
it was screened for four days.

ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS
Poor Charlie has to stay home in HoUywood
and work on his new comedy of Alaska and
here's
biddingforhimNew
good York
bye
on the Douglas
eve of Fairbanks
his departure

Round

Table
Neighborhood House Sets Pace
The Apollo Theatre, Kansas City, in adopting a first run policy for a suburban house
this week, has set a precedent which may
bring about a great change in the motion picture industry in Kansas City, according to the
opinions of several leading exhibitors. The
theatre, owned by the Ralph Amusement Company, played td a large attendance for a week
with a first run of "The Judgment of the
Storm," and this was instrumental in leading
the management to become convinced a first
run policy would be* successful.
* *
Shirley's Celebrate Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. William Shirley, of Schenectady, N. Y., will observe their thirteenth wedding anniversary on March 21. Mr. Shirley
is managing director of three motion picture
tlieatres in his city. The couple were married
in Lockport, while Mr. Shirley was serving as
manager of the Hodge Opera House there.
The wedding came as the culmination to a
friendship which started back in the days
when the two were* attending
public school.
* *

ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS
The
art
hardly
recognize
the dainty ofandmake-up
pretty !MayYou'd
McAvoy,
in this
scene
with Richard Barthelmess from First National's
"The Enchanted Cottage," soon to be released
Round

Table Briefs

J. William Houck, manager of the Tacoma
Blue Mouse, has resigned. He is well known
in this territory and considered an A-1 showman. Mr. Houck has not yet announced his
plans for the future. He is succeeded by Fred
Teufel,
Mouse. former manager of the Portland Blue
* * *
Rex Flint, owner of the Princess Theatre,
Terry Mont., reports that fire completely destroyed his house last week. He plans to reopen within a short time in a new building
which is being remodeled for him.
* * *
The Legion Theatre, Walla Walla,
Wash., operated as a tax exempt house, by
the American Legion, is at present under the
management of a committee from the Legion
who will appoint a manager to succeed M. C.
Priddy, who resigned last week after managing the house for three years.
* * *
Witt and George who recently re-opened the
Dream Theatre, Port Angeles, Wash., have
raised top.
admission prices from ten to 'twenty
cents
* * *
H. H. Rike, operating theatres in Kemp,
Mabank and Malakoff, Texas, has sold a
half interest to Mr. Peppard of Terrell,
Texas, and extensive improvements will be
made. New houses will be built later to replace those now used.* * *
Fred Walton of the Bellingham Theatres
Company, Bellingham, Wash., has closed
the Liberty for re-seating and extensive inlights, will be added. The house will open soon.
* * *
A. Easton will operate a cinema theatre at
Belleville, III. Pictures will be the opening
policy of the new house.
^ ^ *
A. Kreamer has purchased the Rialto Theatre at Stanton. Neb., and will conduct same
as a first class motion picture theatre.
^ ^ ^
Purvin Connelly, R. and R. Alanager at
Sweetwater, Texas, was severely injured in
an automobile last week, the car turning over.

Let's Hope for More Unknowns
An unknown woman returned the mesh bag
and the §2,000 in jewelry, which it contained,
to Mrs. Anna Bender, of Menands, N. Y.,
two or three days after the woman had carelessly left the bag and its contents in the
ladies' room of the Clinton Square theatre
in Albany. At the Lincoln, in Troy, last
week, a woman lost $29 in bills, and on the
same night a patron of the Troy theatre,
lost $25.
A Variation in Comedy !
A variation in "comedy" befell Frank Cassil, 2-reel comedy salesman for the Kansas
City Pathe
The it
ol'had"boat"
became
stuckoffice,
in the last
mud week.
and before
left
its "stand" both rear axles were broken, causing a delay in business, as well as a week's
salary, for Frank.
* * *
Canadian Showman Recuperating
Manager N. K. Miller of the Pantages Theatre, Toronto, is now recuperating in Michigan following a recent serious illness.

ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS
Everyone around the studio got a good laugh
watching Buster Keaton, he of the frozen face,
at work trol on
Metro'swith"Our
ing the traffic
his Hospitality."
usual serious conair
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What

of

the

Radio?

of the A. H. Blank
announcement
THE
Theatrical Enterpn-ises that it will close two
theatres in one city brings to the fore the question which many persons in the motion picture
business have been asking recently:
What of the radio?
Without in any measure qualifying for the
alarmist group we believe nothing will be lost by
indulging in a discussion of the situation.
There has been a tendency to ignore in a public way the question which in many minds has been
gradually increasing in importance. That is the
part of sanity and is the path indicated by sound
judgment.
But the issue has been raised in letters which
have reached us this week. They contain matters
of news as well as of views and are legitimate objects of attention.
Mr. Lust in Washington, long time film man
and exhibitor, admits that he is one of those who

have fallen for the lure of "Roxy" on a Sunday
evening and that usually he is joined by several
friends.
He adds that it is estimated in Washington City
there are 75,000 receiving sets and that conceding
an average of three persons Avho listen in to an
instrument 225,000 persons are staying away from
the pictures on a Sunday night.
Mr. Yeaton, an exhibitor of Exeter, N. H., says
he knows he has lost many patrons through the
seductive influence of the radio.
The Washington exchangeman says many
owners of community houses have told him their
attendance has been decreased by reason of the
growth of the radio influence. He says there must
be a solution of the problem and asks who will be
the genius to discover it.
Also he expresses the view that we are making
a mistake by encouraging the radio and that exhibitors are making a mistake by allowing their
soloists and musicians to broadcast talent that
should be j?^id for at the box office.
In Peekskill, N. Y., on the recent occasion of the
broadcasting of an address by the President a local
theatre owner played to a practically empty house.
Mr. Yeaton boldly announces his intention of
going after the situation by combining the two
amusements. He is going to devote his time and
attention to the end of becoming an authority on
radio and of encouraging his patrons present and
13rospective to come to him for advice on the technicalities ofthe new amusement.
His experiment will be followed with close at-

tention byhis fellow-exhibitors, especially those in
smaller communities.
A recent report estimated that in Des Moines
there were about 1,000 receiving sets, which hardly Avould account for the closing of two houses in
that city. One film man suggested that the town
was overseated.
Other previous summaries have indicated that
attendance at theatres was not being hit by radio.
One of the best evidences was the increase in tax
admissions, which after all is a most important
factor.
Nevertheless the exhibitor should be alert to
meet the issue if it is presented to him and quick
to tell his fellows how he meets it.

One

Year,

One

House

year's
completion
THE
motion
picture inofoneonehouse
is anshowing
event inofthea
motion picture world. It has been a long time
coming, but the fact is so emphatic in its general
aspects that it is of all the more significance.
In the first place, according to present plans,
"The Covered Wagon" not only will complete a
full twelvemonth in the Criterion but will extend
its stay for several months.
Secondly, during all of the run the house has
played approximately to capacity, so nearly so that
such a claim is justified.
It is worth noting that the production is far
from being one of the most expensive pictures ever
made. Undoubtedly there is many a subject the
cost of which has substantially exceeded that of
this Paramount picture. We are indulging in
cold-blooded comparison.
This is not to suggest that "The Covered
Wagon" did not cost a lot of money. The picture
itself proves that it did. But the money that was
spent was expended on the screen — ^in panoramic
impressiveness.
What is suggested is that in its power and appeal
and magnetism the production possesses attributes
that money cannot buy. If it could therei#ould be
unlimited sums available to provide its duplicate.
The picture is great not so much because of its
heroic theme but rather because of its highly intelligent direction and remarkably keen interpretation.
In other words, it was a strong story, but it was
not what is known as "actor-proof." It had to be
played — and most gloriously it was.
"The Covered Wagon" Avill live as long as there
shall be Americans or men and women in whose
blood there remains a trace of the pioneer breed.
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LEADERS

Jesse

L.

Lasky,

ALL

Showman-Producer
but six months later he was
"Back Home and Broke."
He renewed his memberin the musician's
There shipbeing
no positionsunion.
open

THIS, week "The Covered
Wagon" will complete
one year in the Criterion
Theatre in New York. It will
be a record run for a motion
picture. That this long time
dream of the picturemaker is
now an accomplished fact is
due primarily to the following
out of an ideal of one man, a
man who worked on a definite

in the city he accepted an opportunity to go to Honolulu
and join an orchestra there.
A few weeks after he landed in the islands the theatre
closed and the salaries went
the same course. The young

principle. ■
When Jesse L. Lasky entered the picture business he
laid down for himself the rule
that no director should undertake the maldng of a picture
unless the latter could "see"
it.

man was
"up against
and
two
thousand
milesit" from
home.
Offered a temporary position by Berger, the world
famous leader of the equally
famous Hawaiian Band, Mr.
Lasky accepted it. Aside from
the leader he was the only
non-native member of the or-

"The Covered Wagon" had
been practically assigned to
one of the successful directors
of Famous Players and a
young woman had been notifiedinineshelead.would p'.ay the femIt was at this stage of the
proceedings that James Cruze
saw the story. His enthusiasm was marked. It was communicated toMr. Lasky.
The result was that Mr.
Cruze was named to direct
the picture. Mr. Lasky sent for the
young woman who had been chosen
originally for the feminine lead and
talked her out of the idea.
Under the original plan the picture
might have worked out the way that
eventually it did, but the chances are
against that remarkable result.
As we see the picture today it is easy
to believe nothing but intense enthusiasm could have achieved the end.
Speaking still of "The Covered
Wagon" there is behind that masterpiece of dramatic simplicity a bit of
company history not generally known.

]\|R. LASKYi is a CaHfornian. Not
only was he bom in the Golden
State, but so was his father. In other
words, he is a native son of the second
generation. His grandfather was h
forty-niner who traveled the rough trail
of the goldseekers as outlined by the
heroes and heroines of Hough's imagination.
Perhaps here is another factor of the
more or less sub-conscious sort entering
into the making of the great production : While it is true this story is to
be about Mr. Lasky it may be here
wedged in that Mr. Cruze was born in
Salt Lake — and also the descendant of
pioneers.

ganization.
While playing in the park
and in other public places Mr.
Lasky frequently overheard
between numbers heated arguments between tourists to
some such effect as "I tell
you he is," "No, he is not,"
and similar controversial exLEADERS ALL— JESSE L. LASKY
KECAUSE before entering upon the production
of motion pictures he had been thoroughly
grounded in the science of showmanship, of outguessing the other fellow in what the great public
will like; because steadily he has striven to reach
the best type of citizen and with marked success ;
becausemumofresults
his are
adherence
that maxiattainedto .the
only principle
by intrusting
the
making vincedofof itsa production
to^a
director
who
is
consolid merit as dramatic entertainment
Mr. Lasky was born in San Francisco September 13, 1880. His mother was
Sarah Piatt, a native of Hamilton, N.
Y., whose mother was born in New
York City.
Shortly after the graduation of
young Lasky from the high school in
San Jose, Cal., his father died. Being
?n accomplished cornet player the lad,
then eighteen years old, went to San
Francisco
joined
musicians'
union,
and and
for two
years the
played
first in
the orchestra of the Alcazar Theatrtand then in that of the Columbia.
J^ARLY in 1900 came the gold rush
to Alaska. The spirit of the pioneer came to the top, and the young
man sailed north with the first hundred
men to land at Cape Nome. The ship
got away so unseasonably early it wa;;
necessary to break ice in Behring Sea,
but all other craft were outdistanced.
While in Alaska the adventurer devoted his whole attention to mining.

pressions.
The musician
remained with the Hawaiians until his bank roll was sufficiently replenished to return to San
Francisco. :Following a short experience as a reporter on a San Francisco
newspaper he secured an engagement
in vaudeville in a musical act.
The show was a hit locally, so pronounced that an engagement was offered it in Boston. Accordingly the long
jump was made and the act went on at
the Music Hall.
T N 1904 Mr. Lasky joined Herrmann
the Great and toured the country.
After two seasons as a member of the
company the magician had controversies with his manager, and the former
musician became in 1906 the executive
head of the show.
At the end of that season Mr. Lasky
opened ofiices in the Broadway Theatre
Building. From this point he sent out
vaudeville acts while still retaining the
management of the Herrmann act.
As a vaudeville manager Mr. Laskv
had an instantaneous success. Some of
the more popular of the half hundred
acts which went out under his name
were "The Red Heads," "The Trained
Nurses,"
"The
Love Waltz," "The
(Continued on page 45)
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''THE Red coated
satinEngl
a thriish
llinHg usdash
in Goldivyn's latest
"The Judge and
the Woman."

STROM,
noted
SEACTORdirect
T/lish
or,
Swed
atells manhis
camer
how to obtain
results. Below
Claire Windsor
objectstume to
cosin herthe latest
wyn pict ur e
Goldie,
"Nell
the Beautiful Cloak Model"
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^
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train
a spectacular halt

Goldwyn Studios Are Active
Work on Feature Productions Proceeds at Top Speed
to Keep Up With Season's Schedule
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Up

and

Down

Main

METRO

EPIC FILM WILL RELEASE
HEPWORTH
PRODUCT
Obtains Rights for Entire Output
for Year for Illinois
•pPIC
FILM ATTRACTIONS,
Chicago,
and Hepworth
Productions Inc., Iiave
just
closed contracts whereby Epic will hold the
rights for the entire Hepworth product to be
released this year for Northern Illinois and
the State of Indiana.
R. T. Cranfield, president of Hepworth, in
commenting on the new arrangements said :
"We believe that the seven Hepworth features to be released before August, 1924, will
secure a solid foothold in the territory that
Epic Film Attractions serves. Mr. Grossman
of Epic is well known and very popular with
the exhibitors, having attained this exhibitor
good-will successively by his associations in
the past while connected with Famous Players, Associated Producers, and very recently,
with Preferred Pictures."
Mr. Grossman on his behalf said : "It is
very gratifying to tie-up with an organization like Hepworth and handle a quality of
photoplays such as they are offering on an
equitable franchise plan. I am preparing to
launch a campaign to thoroughly place Hepworth Pictures solid in my territory, and intend to circulate the first release, 'Lily of the
Alley,'
laterproductions
than April 10."
The not
seven
mentioned are :
"Lily of the Alley" ; "Mrs. Erricker's Reputation" "The
;
Pipes of Pan" ; "John Forrest
Finds Himself" ; "The Amazing Quest" ;
"Mist in the Valley" and "Justice Rafifles."
'HUNCHBACK' GETS GOOD SEND
OFF IN PITTSFIELD
A week in advance of the appearance of the
"Hunchback" at the Colonial Theatre in Pittsfield, Manager Powell with the aid of Richard
Weil, exploiteer for Universal, started a far
reaching exploitation campaign that brought
the townsfolk out in all kinds of weather to
see the film.
AH the publicity which the picture had received through its showings in the key cities
at the first run houses, and the special campaign which was launched were responsible
for the very marked interest in the film. Since
the first performance at this theatre, the manager has been forced to turn away hundreds
every night, and he predicts that before the
conclusion of the run all records will have
been broken.
* * *
WIRES CONGRATULATIONS ON
GAMBLING WIVES'
When duction
"Gambling
Arrow Daw,
prowith Hedda Wives,"
Hopper, the
Marjoria
and Edward Earle, had its premiere showing
at the Rialto theatre in Providence, R. I.,
William Mahoney, owner of the theatre wired
to the Arrow offices :
"Just closed very successful engagement
'Gambling
Wives.' of
Third
biggestpicture
week pleases
of the
season. Comment
patrons,
very much. Congratulations to Arrow for
producing such a magnificent production.
More photoplays of this kind and the indebig season
The filmpendentshaswill have
been abooked
in thebefore
U. S. them."
Theatre in Paterson, N. J., for the week of March
24.
^ A i|i
'NINETY AND NINE' CALLS
OUT S. R. O. SIGN
S. S. Murray, owner of the Majestic
Theatre, Woodhull, 111., used his S. R. O.
sign for the first time in weeks, when he

Street

ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS
Even found
a scaffold
couldn't tostop
Ernstits Lubitsch
who
it necessary
hazard
dangers
to get a good shot for "The Marriage Circle."
played
"The Ninety
star Vitagraph
feature. and
Mr. Nine,"
Murray an
gaveall-a
showing to the ministers of his town prior
to the play date and on the Sunday before
playing the picture announcements of it
were issued from the pulpits of the
churches. This co-operation brought to
the theatre many new faces, people who
ordnianly do not attend picture theatres.

FILMS SCORING
BOX OFFICES

AT

New and Old Releases Get Cordial
Receptions Everywhere
Tr is but a few weeks since Metro assumed
J- the distribution of "The White Sister," the
Henry King production starring Lillian Gish,
yet the number of bookings already secured
includes cities from New York to California,
and from Michigan to Texas. Exhibitors
prompted by their patrons, are manifesting
a desire to get the picture as soon as possible.
A great deal of the phenomenal booking interest isattributed to the successful six months
run of the picture on Broadway. During
its showing during this time it was the subject
of much flattering comment which speedily
reached the public ear and has made people
anxious to see the film.
Another Metro release which is calculated
to cause favorable comment is the new Laurette
Taylor
which For
is playing
this
weekpicture,
at the "Happiness"
New York Rialto.
many
months Miss Taylor played the same role
when the story was a popular Broadway stage
production. It was written for her by her
husband J. Hartley Manners, who is also responsible for the screen version.
The very latest Fred Niblo production
which is also a Metro release is "Thy Name
Is Woman," which had its Eastern premiere
at the Lyric Theatre in New York, and its
Mid- Western opening at the Capitol Theatre
in Detroit.
The icismpicture
called
forth the
favorable
critof both the
reviewers
of the
New York
and the Detroit papers, and according to them
is worthy the attention of large audiences
which it should have no difficulty in securing.
The film also had a first showing in Pittsburgh at Loew's
Aldine and
Theatre,
broke all
house records
set upwhere
a newit
high mark for the entire city. Selling at a
top of fifty cents, the film grossed $18,436
which is the largest amount ever taken at this
top in Pittsburgh.

ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS'
of the highlight scenes of Rex Beach s
A behind-the-scenes snapshot during the making of some
National. Tally may
released ofbytheFirst
being directtor
TuUy production
a Richard Walton
"Flowing onGold,"
film is seated beside hum
the lower parallel while Joseph De Grasse, the
be seen
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MARRIAGE CIRCLE' PLAYS
BOSTON HOUSES
Three First Run Theatres Play to

,ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS
Ned Wayburn is trying to convince Anita Stewart that she can dance as well as any of them,
and there is no need to be shy with the Ziegfe'.d chorus. The scfene is being shot atoT the New
York New Amsterdam Theatre for H. C.^ Witwer's Cosmopolitan feature "The Great White Way"
'NAME THE MAN' GOES BIG
AT MOSS' BROADWAY
Surprised to Find That Majority
of Patrons Are Men
^LTHOUGH Victor Seastrom's "Name
the Man" was predicted to be pre-eminently a woman's picture, it can ard does
attract the men. This, Manager MacDonald
of B.avows
S. Moss'
Theatre,
New
York,
with Broadway
enthusiasm
and bases
his judgment on tlie fact that while the
picture showed at the theatre it atracted as
many men as women patrons.
The showing was not exploited in any
unusual or sensational manner. As a matter of fact it was accompanied only by the
usual newspaper advertising, and the
painted signs customarily employed for
each picture were placed above the entrance
under the marquee.
Yet despite this meagre exploitation the
film drew big crowds to the theatre. Ana
among these there were mostly men. At the
first showings each day the ticket buyers
were almost entirely men. The manager
was so impressed by the long line of men
waiting to buy tickets that he had pictures
taken. Not one woman can be seen in any
of these photographs.* * *
JACK PIGKFORD FILM 'HILL
BILLY' IN NEW YORK
The evening of March 10 saw the New
York premiere of Jack Pickford's newphotoplay "The Hill Billy" at B. S. Moss'
Broadway Theatre. This is Jack Pickford's
second independent production and is being released by Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation.
The most notable incident of the opening was the presence of Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks, both of whom had
been too busy with their own new pictures

Joseph

to take the time to see this film at a prereview showing.
The picture, which is to have a circujt
booking through United Booking Offices,
is a Kentucky mountain melodrama. Miss
Pickford aided her brother in selecting tl^e
story for the film, but it is entirely his own
production.
MIDWEST

CIRCUIT

TO PLAY

'AFTER THE BALL'
Through the announcement of Anderson
Pictures that the whole Midwest Circuit
would play "After the Ball" it became
known that the thirty theatres in Ill'nois
and Wisconsin booked by Midwest Theatres, Inc., have arranged for practically all
of the pictures they can use until next
September. According to W. D. Burford,
who is associated with Frank Thielen,
Charles Lamb and B. A. Lucas in the
management of Midwest Theatres, Inc.,
the one hundred-odd days required to take
care of "After the Ball" put the finishing
touches to tieing up the entire circuit for
at least six months.
* * *

Capacity Audiences
'T'HE success which is greeting "The Marriage Circle" in Boston is characteristic
of the way it is being received everywhere
that it has played. This Ernit Lubitsch production praised for its deftness and
delightful comedy, played simultaneously at
the Fenway .the Modern and the Beacon, three
first run houses, and at each it drew a record
attendance.
The turn away at each afternoon and evening performance was fairly astounding and
was proof conclusive of the drawing power
of this Warner Brothers' production. Thihearty
duplicates
accorded
film at reception
its premiere
in Los that
Angeles
and thtits
primary showing in New York at the Strand.
The fact that conservative New England
received the production as it did, seems to be
compelling evidence that the film will undoubtedly sweepitstheopening
countryatlike
Before
the wild-fire.
Orpheum Theatre
in Chicago, a splendid advertising campaign
and generous publicity paved the way for it
with the result that the crowds just poured
to the theatre to witness the showing of a
picture whose worthiness had been heralded
by its previous comments when it showed in
other cities.
Hundreds of prints have been simultaneously released and from Main to California
the millions will probably flock to see the picture that New York sophisticated reviewers so
generously showered with their unstinted
^- ^ ^
praise.
'VIRGINIAN' BREAKS HOUSE
RECORD IN SALT LAKE
Owen ferredWister's
"The recently
Virginian,"
a Pre-a
Picture release,
established
new box office record for the Victory Theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah, and by so doing
dethroned "Woman to Woman" which had, up
to this time, held first place in theatre receipts
at this house. Moreover it is stated, by the
manager, that the record was broken by a
wide margin, "The Virginian" playing to capacity at every performance.
This is not the only city in which the film
has established a record. According to a number of other reports, it has gotten enormous
business in every key city in which it has
already played.
Its cast includes Kenneth Harlan, Florence
Vidor, Pat O'Malley, Russel Simpson and
Raymond Hatton.

'THE YANKEE CONSUL' SCORES
HIT IN CLEVELAND
Douglas MacLean in "The Yankee Consul" has just closed a run at the Allen
Theatre, Cleveland, where it packed the
house every day. The Cleveland Plam
Dealer said of this second of Mr. MacLean's
independent
starring productions
for Associated
Exhibitors:
" 'The Yankee Consul' is funny throughout. Ever since MacLean made 'Twentythree and a Half Hours' Leave' he has
been hard put to keep up his speedy cadence. He succeeded in 'The Hottentot,'
and he fairly comes in under the wire with
this picture."

Hergesheimer

—

Author

CYTHEREA

ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS
Three big Cinema Guns — Frank E. Woods, Dorothy
director
G. Adolfi.
prepare to MacKaill
start atand
work
on theirJohn first
release
Hodkinson
the Fairbanks-Pickford
studio. for
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ITS
Can

You

A

Beat

PARTY

It?

For the money — You cannot!
On the word of an honest press agent.
dustry acted by leading professional

Soup Chorus at 7
That starts the eating — Don't be
late
Because when we say Seven we
mean S-E-V-E-N.

(They've got to come across because
actors —got
• the oil on them.)
we've
Sensational Movie at 10
The greatest production of all time
produced especially for the occasion
— All the resources, capital, talent,
of all the great producers, have been
drawn upon for the making of this
super-super-super picture of the motion Picture Business.

Bed Time Stories at 8
A great government celebrity
A great banker
A great actor
A great director
A great author-director
A great press agent
Will tell the hitherto hidd en secret
romances of the Motion Picture Industry.

Sprite Dancing at 11 until —
Paul Whiteman's Jazziest Orchestra
— Oh, Ladies — ^This is your treat
'cause the P. A.'s are as light on their
feet as the swan's down of truth that
they tell.
Grand Popularity Contest at 12

Cover the Field Show at 9
That winner of the prize competition
for the best original skit on the in-

The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers,
Present Their Fourth Annual

THE

NAKED

PRESS

Inc.

TRUTH

AGENTS

REVEL

and
DINNER

Hotel

Astor,

Saturday

DANCE

Evening,

March

29

Tickets — Couple, $15; Individual $10. Ask any Motion Picture Publicity Man
or apply to
S. Chas Einfeld, General Ticket Agent for First National, 383 Madison Avenue.
Telephone, Vanderbilt 6600
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BOX

SWANSON

SCORES

OFFICE

IN

'A SOCIETY SCANDAL'
'Glorious
and Acting
UnbeatablGowns
Form anGlorias'
e Combinati
on
for Box Office Purposes
A SOCIETY SCANDAL. Paramount Photoplay. Adapted from Alfred Sutro's Stage
Play,
"The Laughing
Lady."
Allan Divan.
Length, 6,433
Feet.Director,
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Marjorie Colbert
Gloria Swanson
Daniel Farr
Rod La Rocque
Harrison Peters
Ricardo Cortez
Hector Colbert
Allan Simpson
Mrs. Maturin Colbert
Mrs. Ida Waterman
Mrs. Hamilton Pennfield .... Mrs. Thelma Converse
Mr. Schuyler ^urr
Fraser Coalter
Mrs. Burr
Catherine Proctor
Patricia DeVoe
Yvonne Hughes
_ Marjorie Colbert and her husband disagree continually. She is compromised by an unconventional
visit paid to her room by Harrison Peters. Colbert
sues, and obtains a divorce, his succ(2ss being due
to theby eloquent
attack Marjorie
on Marjorie's
reputationon
made
lawyer Farr.
plans revenge
Farr, vamps him and entices him to her apartment,
wherefers,she
scneams suddenly
for help.repents
Farr'swhen
reputation
sufbut Marjorie
she realizes
that
they
love
each
other.
He
forgives
her
and
all
ends well.
By George T. Pardy
'T'HERE is every reason for believing that
this picture will mark up a high score on
the box office target. Since making its metropolitan debut at the Rivoli Theatre, New
York, it has kept the S. R. O. signal flying
andat the
that alike
it will pack ' 'em
in
big chances
and littlearehouses
It was good judgment that dictated the selection of this
of Miss
AlfredSwanson.
Sutro's
stage play
as aadaptation
vehicle for
For "Apeal, Society
Scandal"
possesses
double
the lure for
feminine
patrons
of apthe
gorgeous gowns worn by the star, and the
charm of a well told, cleverly acted story for
those who want something more solid than
mere creations of the dressmaker's art.
.Gloria Swanson was great in her previous
screen
contribution
Hummingactress
Bird,"wasin
which her
ability as— "The
an emotional
thoroughly demonstrated. But during the major portion of that film she appeared clad in
male Apache garments, there was no fashion
display, and the enthusiasts who always associated the sobriquet of "Glorious Gloria," invented by canny press agents, with a dazzling
exhibition of female attire, resented the lack
of a clothing parade.
As a matter of plain fact. Miss Swanson in
the past was exploited in a number of pictures which were "clothes crazy" enough, but
had no more real heart interest or straight
story value than a department store advertisement." Yet those who shaped her screen
destiny knew that she could act if given the
opportunity, and they have turned the trick
neatly by putting her into this Marjorie Colbert role, which not only capitalizes her fame
as a fashion model, but enables the star to
shine brightly on the dramatic horizon.
Director Allan Dwan has handled the plot
ingeniously, polishing situations which border
on the risque with such delicate craft that the
army of ultra-moralists, always on the watch
for something to bombard, are left "up in the
air," so to speak, without a definite object
of attack. But in so doing he has not weakened the narrative's emotional sway.
The scene where Harrison Peters compromises the young wife is put over in trenchant
style, and the trapping of Farr by the heroine, in her scheme of just revenge, which
later turns to remorseful love for the victim.

REVIEWS

registers as a veritable cyclone of conflicting
human passions.
Miss Swanson is at her best in this last
episode, which furnishes a startling contrast
to
in thebutterfly
picture'syoung
earlierwife
stages
as her
the work
fascinating,
of
flirtatious tendencies.
Rod La Rocque shares dramatic honors with
the star and the other members of the large
cast render efficient support.
The interiors are resplendent with superb
settings, society atmosphere de luxe governs
the entire production, there are many fine
closeups and distinct lighting prevails.
In exploiting this feature, make the most
of
the ravishing
display'for
whichareMiss
Swanson
and hergown
feminine
associates
responsible. Your women patrons expect great
things of the widely advertised Gloria in this
respect and they will not be disappointed.
Tie-ups with style emporiums are naturally
suggested and should be easily accomplished.
But don't forget to stress the story's draand the
acting
pals,maticleststrength'
the fans
should
get ofthetheideaprincithat
they are about to witness only a clothes revue.
Where possible a fashion show prologue might
be arranged.
* * *
TRUART

HAS GOOD

THRILLER

'DrumsShould
of Jeopardy'
Exciting and
Please Majority
DRUMS OF JEOPARDY. Truart Film
Corporation Photoplay. Adapted from
Harold McGrath's Novel of the Same
Name. Director, Edward Dillon. Length,
6,529 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dorothy Burrows
Elaine Hammerstein
John Hawksley
Jack Mulhai!
Gregor Karlov
Wallace Beery
Cutty
David Torrence
Olga Andrevich
Maude George
Banker Burrows
Eric Mayne
John Hawksley, confidential secretary to Grand
Duke Alexis of Russia, is given on the death
of the Duke, two jewels known as "The Drums
of
Jeopardy." The
jewels toaresecure
of great
value They
and
Gregor
attempts
them.
are sent Karlov
to the United
States with a trusted
friend
who gives
themin to
for safe
ing. Karlov
an Banker
effort toBurrows
steal them
killskeepthe
banker and kidnaps Hawksley. Dorothy Burrows
with Cutty, a secret service man, determine to
bring the culprit to justice. He is traced to
"Little
Russia,"
a Newmarries
York cafe,
and inand
a fight
is
killed.
Hawksley
Dorothy
the
jewels are retiu'ned to him.
By Len Morgan
HERE are no idle moments in "Drums of
Jeopardy.
' moves
It is aat typical
McGrath
story and
a rapid Harold
pace. Some
of the scenes are somewhat incredulous, but
these are overlooked in the excitement of
the moment. It is an interesting, well-directed picture and should prove a good box
office attraction.
The story is an international affair that
carries swift action with a well developed
plot. Action starts in Russia, where the
Revolutionists are in power. The scene is
then carried to America, where more or less
blood is spilled and rescues are commonplace.
Elaine Hammerstein is excellent as Dorothy
Burrows.
"Drums of Jeopardy," although lacking in
detail, makes very good entertainment and
will
trons. please the large majority of theatre paIn exploiting the picture, drums may be
placed about the lobby or a man may be employed to carry a sign on his back and parade
the streets with a drum. It might be possible
to secure the services of a Boy Scout drum
corp for the occasion.

LIVELY WESTERN
STARS CHARLES

JONES

'Vagabond Trail' Has Sufficient Thrills
and Enough Fast Action
to Please All
THE VAGABOND TRAIL. Fox Film
Adapted by Doty Hobart from George
Owen Baxter's Novel, "Donncgan." Di. reeled
Feet. by William Wellman. Length, 4,302
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Donnegan
Charles Nixon
Jones
LOU Macon
Marian
Aces
Charles Coleman
Slippy
Frank
George
GeorgeNeison
Reed
Lord Nick
L. C. Shumway
Nellie LeBrun
Virginia Warwick
Colonel Macon
Harry Lonsdale
While playing with his younger brother, Lord
Nick is the cause of his mjury and when he learns
the youngster will die h.t leaves home and becomes
a vagabond. The boy did not die and when he
grew old enough he set out to find his brother.
He has a great number of thrilling encounters,
among which is one with a bully who shoots him
and wounds him rather severely. It develops after
the shooting, that the man who has committed the
crime is the brother for whom he has been searching. A reconciliation is effected which brings happiness to all concerned.
By Henriette Sloaxe
^
"Western" man,
and is
in this
newest
film
pHARLES__
JONES
Fox's
favorite
of the "great open spaces" he gets another
chance to endear himself to that portion of
the public which adores the hero and despises the man who makes life hard for him.
That is why this picture will hit the right
spot with this type of audience.
If your patrons like pistol play,, physical
encounters on the peak of a high mountain
below which lies the dreaded ravine, if the
simple little girl who is devoted to her
crippled father, can wring tears from your patrons' eyes, then don't hesitate to book it.
It is the sort of film in which one exciting
incident crowds in on the other : there is a
colored lackey who provides a substantial comedy element ; the heroine is easy to look at
and the photography is capably handled.
Charles Jones is a delightful hero. The
fact that at times he is made just a bit too
god-like is counteracted by the virility and
nerve which he displays when he is fighting
off his enemies. All together his performance
is genuinely delightful, and though the picture is in no sense a real feature, it should
undoubtedly go well in neighborhood houses.
For purposes of exploitation the exhibitor
will find that the picture is extremely easy
to handle. In the first place the heroine and
her father made the trip across the mountains
in a Ford. This should give you the basis
for a real tie-up with the Ford agency, with
whom you might arrange for a street bally.
Then if any agency in your town carries
a camp car trailer, you have an opportunity
for another outdoor tie-up. Two banners have
been prepared, one for each side of the trailer,
with a poster cut-out of Charles Jones on the
banner, if desired. It also carries copy similar
to the following : "Take a trip with your
family in a
camp car trailer. The
great outdoors awaits you along 'The VagaA store selling bicycles or motorcycles
Trail.' " lend its co-operation. You
shouldbondreadily
should get several of these and have them
ridden through the streets by men with signs
both on the front and the back. One should
bear the message "Follow the 'Vagabond
Trail' to the
Theatre." The other
should be an ad for the bicycle shop.
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BOX
OLD

STAGE PLAY
MAKES BULLY

FILM

'Nellie,' the Beautiful Cloak Model,
Revamped and Modernized,
Should Score Heavily
NELLIE, THE BEAUTIFUL CLOAK
MODEL. Goidwyn-CosmopoUtan Photoplay.
Adapted
Oiven
Dai'is'Length,
Stage Play.
Director, from
Emmctt
Flynn.
6,098
Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Nellie
Claire Windsor
Nellie (Five Years Old)
Betsy Hisle
Jack Carroll
Edmund Lowe
Polly Joy
Mae Busch
Shorty Burchell
Raymond Griffith
Walter Peck
Lew Cody
Robert Horton [
„,
. f
Hobart Bosworth
Thomas Lipton j
^
, , Nita
Lillian Tashman
Mrs. Horton
Dorothy Cummings
111 used by her father, Nellie Horton is taken in
charg-e by Thomas Lipton and brought up in poor
surroimding-s. When Lipton dies Nellie becomes a
cloak model. She is continually persecuted by her
mother's
owner
of rid
the ofshop
where
works. Henephew,
endeavors
to get
her so
that she
he
can obtain a fortun.a to which she is heiress. After
many adventures, including her rescue from under
an elevated
finds
happiness.train by the man she loves, the girl
By George T. Parpv
"C'ROM the box office viewpoint this looks
like a "can't miss" proposition.
players
Emmett Flynn and his cast of clever Director
have done wonders in the shaping of this
hoary old melodrama into acceptable screen
It's "hokum" of the most proentertainmnounced
ent.
kind, all right, but put over with a
bang, crammed full of thrills, comedy and
pathos, moving at a mile-a-minute gait, so
swift of execution and loaded down with colorful atmosphere that the illogical absurdities
of the plot are lost in waves of pleasurable
excitement.
This stirring tale of Nellie, her woes, persecution and ultimate triumph, is not, however, of the same vintage that tickled our
fathers' palates in the good old days of the
"ten, twenty and thirty cent melo." It's
Nellie brought strictly up-to-date, struggling
in the life vortex of modern New YorK, the
ancient thrills and griefs are there, but staged
against a 1924 background.
And very effectively staged too ! You get
flashes of Fifth Avenue in its busiest hours
and other well-known points of interest, the
elevated thunders along overhead, the countless throngs come and go, the traffic gets
twisted and untwisted again under the watchful eyes of the traffic cops. It's all a great
visualization of Gotham in its glory, something to minister to the native sons' pride and
pique the curiosity of the outlanders.
Nor must the fashion show be forgotten.
Here is where the women folks will enthuse
rapturously over the varied display of gorgeous gowns, frills and furbelows of the latest
style,
deur. set forth in backgrounds of dizzy granThe best of this film is that it offers a little
something for everyone. Plenty of lively
comedy, savage scrapping bouts, love, romance,
hairbreadth escanes, etc. There is a buHv
fire scene, a kidnapping incident pulled off
with spectacular ginger, a smashing auto
wreck, and the big situation where Nellie is
saved from an untimely demise under the flying wheels of an elevated train.
Of course, the highbrows here and there
may handle Nellie and her doings the scornful
ha-ha ; but it's a safe bet that even the cynics
will find lots of amusement in watching these
reels unfold. It'll give 'em a good laugh,
anyway.
Claire Windsor is a stunning heroine. She
fits finely into the role of Nellie, which she
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iContinued)

plays with just the necessary mingling of
pathos and strenuous "melo" punch. An easy
part, this, to overdo and turn into burlesque,
but Miss
mate limits.Windsor never exceeds its legitiShe is well supported. Mae Busch and Raymond Griffith are responsible for most of the
mirthful comedy phases. Hobart Bosworth
shines in a double role. Edmund Lowe, Lew
Cody, Dorothy Cummings and others in the
large and carefully selected cast contribute
to the film's success. Exteriors and interiors
are beautifully photographed and faultless
lighting prevails.
Go as far as you like in advertising this as
one of the big melodramatic hits of the season. It will please young and old. The title
naturally suggests tie-ups with local stores on
the fashion angle, and your feminine patrons
should
respond to ':he lure of the Fifth Avenue styles.
JUGGLING

JAZZ AND

JAGS

'Daughters of Today' Frames F oolish
Flappers in Fantastic Frolics
DAUGHTERS OF TODAY. Selznick Photoplay. Author, Lucien Hubbard. Director, RoUin Sturgeon.
Length, 7,280 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lois Whittall
Patsy Ruth Miller
Ralph Adams
Ralph Graves
Mabel Vandergrift
Edna Murphy
Peter Farnum
Edward Hearn
Reggy Adams
Philo McCuUough
Dick Vandergrift
George Nichols
Ma
Vandergrift
Gertrude
Lorena
Zasu Claire
Pitts
Maisie
Marjorie Bonner
Lois channer.
Whittall's Lois
wealthyandfather
is interested
blonde
her college
chums inarea
out for a good time and en route pick up Mabel
Vandergrift, a little country girl very strictly rean;d.
A gay roadside party is wound up by a moonlight
bathing frolic. The youngsters are scattered by
the outraged villagers. The two girls get mixed
up in a murder mystery, but all comes out right in
the
lovers.end and they find happiness with their respective
By George T. Pardy
TDOOZE, jazz, indiscriminate love-making
and moonlight bathing, with a murder
mystery thrown in for good measure are the
principal ingredients of this film dish, cooked
especially to please the appetites of the sensation-seekers. Yet, after all, it isn't half so
wicked as it reads in print. There's plenty
of risque suggestion and doubtless the censors in certain states will demand that it be
pruned good and plenty. But when you come
to analyze
it's all
case
of a lottheof rather
smoke tangled
caused byplot,
a very
littlea
bit of fire.
Reputations tnay be slightly smudged, but
are rubbed bright again. The theme is supposed to work out as a sort of expose of the
wild fly-by-night life of the modern American girl, but no sensible person is likely to
accept it as such, or even take it seriously
at any stage. When all's said and done, you
get the impression of a bunch of flappers flappirg fantastically with the aid of- electric
lights and moonbeams, trying to be real devilish and not accomplishing anything particularly hellish in the long run.
The story has nothing original about it, but
the action is sufficiently fast and smacking
enough of the spectacular to please those who
want "peppy" stuffs on their amusement bill
of fare. For this reason it will probably score
well at the box office in some localities. The
exhibitor must decide for himself if
"Daughters of Today" is the kind of picture
likely
to catch
his patrons'
If hetrade
catersas
principally
to what
is knownfancy.
in the
"the family circle" it won't suit his book. On
the other hand, there are less particular folk
who will "eat it up" and figure that they have
received full value for their money.
The roadhouse party, the storm episode, the

moonlight bathing frolic, and automobile
wreck register as the most effective scenes. A
sentimental squirt is injected when the carousing youngsters combine to keep the truth
about her daughter's "goings on" from the
slivery-haired old mother," the murder mystery, which isn't so awfully mysterious, is
solved and a happy climax achieved.
The photography includes many handsome
interiors, the exteriors offer a variety of fine
long shots and close-ups, and good lighting
prevails. You can play this up as a sureenough jazz picture. The title has strong
drawing
featuring. power, and the players are worth
A REALLY

* * *
GOOD

PICTURE

'Love's Whirlpool' Far Above Usual
Crook Melodrama
LOVE'S WHIRLPOOL. Regal Pictures
Photoplay.
a StoryDirected
by Elliott
son
and BruceFrom
Mitchell.
bv ClawBruce
Mitchell. Length, 6,028 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
James Kirkwood
Reagan
Jim
Molly
Lila Lee
Larry
Robert Agnew
"Knkey" Sel'ers
Mathew Betz
Richard Milton
Edward Martindel
A Maid
Margaret Livingston
Nadine Milton
Madge Bellamy
A"Parson"
Lawyer
ClarenceJoeGilbert
Monks
MUls
Jim Reagan, a master crook, tries to force his
young brother to go straight. The lad, however,
attempts to bunco an old man in a bank lobby and
is arrested. Jim asks the banker to get Larry off
from a jail term but the bankjar refuses and the
lad draws a ten-year sentence. Jim arranges for
Larry's escape, but the boy is killed by the guards
in
the attempt.
Jim and his
daughter
from drowning
andwifeusesave
hertheto banker's
try to
break the banker's spirit by holding her captive.
Molly turnsis thetouched
and re-to
daughterbyto theher banker's
father. kindness
Jim is made
see the right way to live and reforms.
By Len Morgan
T OVE'S WHIRLPOOL" is one of those
pictures that make the exhibitors believe
in Santa Claus again. It has all the earmarks that go to make up a box office hit.
It abounds in excitement, humor and heart
interest, and has an appeal that is far-reaching. It is head and shoulders above the average crook play and carries a well defined
moral lesson.
James Kirkwood, when given a proper vehicle, can be sure to turn out an excellent
picture. In this production he has found a
theme that abounds in opportunities to display his versatile ability, and the result is an
exceptionally entertaining picture. He takes
the part of the master crook to perfection.
The outstanding scene of the picture is the
sinking of an ocean liner. The panic among
the passengers is thrilling, and the directing
and camera work are of the best. The scene
is not too long drawn out to spoil the effect.
Contrary to the usual run of crook plays
there are no underworld scenes or anything
that might prove objectionable. It is a strong,
clean melodrama with all the sordid tricks left
out.
Lila Lee as Molly, Jim's wife, is good. She
is called upon in several scenes for real emotional acting and her work is all that could
be asked.
Madge
the her
banker's
wins
the Bellamy,
."sympathy aswith
cleverdaughter,
acting.
She has a charm and appeal that make her
stand out prominently in the picture.
The characters are all well cast and workhard to make the picture a success, and the
exhibitor will reap the benefits of this entertaining nicture.
In exp'oiting the picture it would be well
to play up the names of the ftars, as eacli
has a large following. Go the limit there,
ard your patrons won't be disappointed.
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FAIR PROGRAM

ATTRACTION

'The Wolf Man Has Leading Role
Unsuitable to Stars Personality
THE WOLF MAN.
Fox Photoplay. Authors, Frederick and Fanny Hatton. Director, Edivard Mortimer. Length, 5,145 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Gerald Stanley
John Gilbert
Elizabeth Gordon
Norma Shearer
Beatrice Joy
Alma Frances
Ixjrd Rothstein
George Barroud
Pierre
;
Eugene Pallette
Phil Joyce
Max Montisole
Gerald Stanley, young British nobleman, believing
that while intoxi'cated he killed a friend, runs away
to Canada. Hearing of the marriage of his former
fiancee, he goes on a spree, saves Elizabeth Gordon
from a^isault by a drunken man, but carries her off
into the woods. Pursued, he and the girl float
down the rapids. He saves her from drowning.
They are in love but Gerald is too ashamed to confess
his passion. Suddenly he learns that he is guiltless
of the murder that haunts him and he and Elizabeth face a happy future together.
By George T. Pardy
'T'HERE are plenty of melodramatic thrills
and good scenic stuff in this picture, which
ranks as an average program attraction suited
to the needs of neighborhood and smaller
theatres. Considered as a vehicle for exploitdoesn't being
fill the
bill, too
the
role ing
of John
heroGilbert,
Geraldit Stanley
a trifle
"roughneckish" in parts for this star's polished
personality.
The fact that the said hero is represented
as a decent chap when sober but an untamed
devil when soused, handicaps the character
quite
so far asHewinning
favor heavily
is concerned.
appearsan toaudience's
be such
an infernally
uncertain
can't
trust
him, ready
to breakquantity
out of that
the you
Volstead
reservation most any time on any pretense.
Indeed, Old John Barleycorn takes the lead
at a good many stages of the production, the
hero getting into trouble while jagged, hitting
it up again furiously after he emigrates to
Canada, beating bitterly another rum-hound
who makes offensive proposals to the girl in
the case, but kidnapping her himself for a
change. Later, when his alcoholic spasms sub-side, he expresses gentlemanly regret and conveys Elizabeth back to civilization.
This sort of lovemaking possesses at least
the merit of being a bit novel in conception,
even if not particularly convincing, and of
course, the situations which develop as a
result of the flight of drunken swain and
abducted maiden are suflSciently exciting to
please all admirers of flashy melodrama.
Among with
the big
scenes
Gerald's and
savage
combat
Pierre,
the are
lumberjack,
the
perilous voyage of the canoe down the foaming rapids, the overturning of the craft and
rescue of the girl from a watery grave.
John Gilbert is at his best when portrayGeraldheStanley
moods,ing but
is not in
the the
kind latter's
of actormilder
who
shines brilliantly if called on to put over
"cave-man" stunts or give a correct impersonation of a mad-drunk, scrapping wastrel.
Norma Shearer is an extremely pretty heroine, Eugene Pallette plays the boisterous,
brutal Pierre to perfection and the work of
the supporting players is adequate. The photography includes strikingly beautiful forest
and water shots, with excellent lighting.
Exploit this as a fast-moving melodrama,
with thrills galore, a romantic love storv and

A Superb
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unlimited outdoor color. The names of John
Gilbert, Norma Shearer, Alma Frances and
Eugene Pallette are worth featuring.
* *
HIERS IN A RUSTIC ROLE
'Fair

Week' Starring Rotund Comedian, Should Please the Young
FAIR WEEK. Paramount Photoplay. Author, Walter Woods. Director, Rob Wagner. Length, 4,636 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Slim
Swasey
Walter Wilson
Hiers
Ollie Remus
Constance
Madame La Grande
Carmen Phi.lips
Jasper Remus
J. F. McDonald
Tinkle
Mary Jane Irving
Slim Swasey of Rome, ^ Mo., is guardian of
Tinkle, a six-year-old girl deserted by some member
of a traveling show. During Fair Week Madame
Le Grande, balloonist, arrives. Kelly and Sherman, crooks, plan to rob the bank. Wken the
balloon ascends Tinkle is its solitary passenger but
is rescued
foils the
crook's
plot
and winsbytheSlim.
girl heLater
loves.heMadame
Le Grande
turns out to be Tinkle's mother.
By George T. Pardy
'1"'HERE isn't much of a plot to this picture, which relies mostly for its amusement values on small town atmosphere and
rural character sketching. The clever work
of that very agreeable comedian, Walter
Hiers, is responsible for the development of
some extremely humorous situations, but the
dramatic sequences seem forced. As it stands
"Fair Week" will hardly find favor with sothe "kiddies"
oughtit
to enjoy itphisticated
and audiences.
as a But
program
attraction
should bring good box office returns.
In the film's early stages the action moves
at a deliberate pace, but speeds up toward
the middle and swings into a rapid climax.
Slim Swasey, the rotund hero, is a lovable
sort of chap who wins one's sympathy and
liking right away, a serio-comic character
with a genius for making blunders and getting
out of them; little Tinkle, the girl whose
mother deserted her, is a darling and there
are numerous other types which fit neatly into the rustic surroundings.
The big thrill of tlie feature is registered
by the sudden flight of the balloon, carrying
away
Tinkle, stunts
Slim's by
rushmeans
to theof rescue
the acrobatic
which and
he
extricates her and himself from the perils
of a skyward-bound voyage. This ascent act
is just the least bit obvious in its staging, but
not bad on the whole.
Another highlight mixture of comedy and
melodrama is the scrap between the hero and
the crook who has robbed the bank. Earl
Metcalfe impersonates the light-fingered gent
and fights back in tiger fashion, until his
canny opponent brings his bulk to bear on the
enemy and crushes him into surrender.
There are many pleasing country shots, the
ballyhoo scene as the fair opens is particularly well done and the grouping of the
crowds very effective.
Walter Hiers is on view most of the time
and plays the part of Slim Swasey in a carefree, unaffected fashion which makes that
bucolic hero appear exceedingly life-like and
appeahng. Constance Wilson is pleasing as
his sweetheart.
You can exploit this as an amusing rural
comedy drama, with some love interest and
an occasional thrill. Walter Hiers should be
prominently featured in your billing.

Cast Interprets

CYTHEREA

HAS GREAT

SCENIC CHARM

'Damaged Hearts,' a Strenuous MeloDrama Staged in Everglades
DAMAGED HEARTS. F. B. O. Photoplay.
Author, Basil King. Director T. Hays
Hunter. Length, 6,154 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The Mother
Mary Carr
David (The Boy)
Jerry Devine
David (The Man)
Eugene Strong
The Girl
Helen Rowland
Sandy
Tyrone Power
Celia
Stevens
Jean
Edwina Winfield
Sara Armour
Mullon
The
Charles
DeForrest
Hugh Cripp'.e
Winfield
Thomas
Gillen
Owing the entire world a grudge, a man immure?
himself in the Everglades. The wife of an enemy
is kidnapped by him. They fall in love. Learning
that woman
her husband
of having
her,
the
returnsistosusp'ected
her lawful
spouse, slain
but finds
him with another charmer. The husband seeks
revenge, but is stabbed to death underwater by a
hunchback. The Everglades hermit finds happiness
with the woman he abducted.
By George T. Pardy
'T'HE scenic charm of this picture can
scarcely be overestimated. Its backgrounds
consist almost entirely of views of the Florida
Everglades, with their wealth of tropical grandeur, silver streams flowing through mysterious swamp lands, majestic forests and masses
of overhanging foliage. The camera technique is admirable and fine effects of delicate
lights and shadows are achieved, making the
production an artistic delight.
The story is melodramatic to the 'steenth
degree, so much so that the element of probability is completely lost sight of at times.
For instance, the recognition of the missing
wife through the medium of a photograph
taken from an aeroplane hovering at an immense height in the distance, is an altogether
increditible
of "hokum,"
dent plays anpiece
important
part in yet
the this
plot. inciThe hero is an orphan whose only sister,
adopted by some wealthy folks dies. He is
badly treated by the son of the family and later,
in revenge,
theforlatter's
wife. heHow
his
hate turnskidnaps
into love
the woman
has
seized, forms the theme of the narrative. It
is all very hectic stuff and rather artificial,
but outside of critical audiences, will likely
be favorably accepted.
The Everglades atmosphere furnishes peculiarly appropriate settings for such a tale
of passion and revenge The surroundings
are so eerie that you can't help feeling that
people living among them are likely to be
driven by subtle influences into the commission of most any sort of wild deeds.
The fight under water between the husband
and the man who "nates him, is a startlingly
spectacular affair, all the more grisly and
ape-like in its details because the combatants
are clad in diving suits, which impart to the
struggling figures the semblance of grotesque
monsters from another world. The husband
succumbs tc a stab administered in mistake
by a hunchback, who is jealous of the abductor ard thus a climax of a decidedl}^ effective nature is attained.
Eugene Strong plays the hero role of David,
the recluse, when grown to manhood, and
gives a capital performance, which stamps him
as an artist of considerable dramatic ability.
Sara Mullen is emotionally convincing as Edwina Winfield, Thomas Gillen is excellent a;
her husband, Charles De Forrest provides a
grewsome character study of the cripple and
the support is adequate.
You can
exploit "Damaged
strong
melodrama,
replete withHearts"
thrills asanda
unique
situations.
Dwell
the film's
scenic beauty
and give
plentyupon
of space
to a
descrirtion of the big fight under water. Eugene Stronff, Mary Carr, Tyrone Power, Sara
Mullen and Charles De Forrest are names
worth featuring.
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\ Word From Dr. Shallenberger
On The SeriaFs Value
VV. E. Shallenberger in speaking of the
new Arrow chapter play says:
"My experience with serials, now called
chapter-plays began with 'The Million
Dollar Mystery,' the success of which
marked an epoch in the historj' of screen
entertainment."
really meritorious
serial
bringa
in "The
the audience
week after
weekwillwith
most gratifying increase in the box office
receipts. Every exhibitor who has booked
good serials and displayed any degree of
showmanship in exploiting them will agree
that they are consistent profit makers."
With this point in view, "Days of '49,"
based on the most dramatic period of Californian history (from 1847-'48 and '49) is
now beirs; made with the co-operation of
the California Historical Society as to
characters, locations, costumes and other
data necessary to make the film correct in
every detail.
The second chapter has just been
screened by Arrow and the wagon train
chased by the Indians looks as if the
wagons were coming right out over the
orchestra due to some nervA- work on the
part of the camera man.
*
^

Litde

Feature

Pictures
most stars
of the will
world's
famousm
track
and of
football
be used
which slow motion films will be shown
so that those seeking to perfect form and
style in athletics may see how the noted
athletes handle themselves.
Much experimenting has been done lately with pictures in different branches of
sport and the results attained has been
wonderful.
Stanley B. Waite Reports Good
Conditons in South
Stanley B. Waile, sales manager of Pathe's
two-reel comedy departmei;t, returned recently
to the home office from a tour of the
Pathe exchanges in the South, radiating optimism over the outlook for 1924.
"The basic industries of the South have
shown a decidedly upward trend, and the motion picture industrv being directly dependent
upon general conditions for its own prosperity
is reflecting the improvement in the general
industrial situation.
"In states where the cotton crop is a vital

For Leading Roles
Alice Day, who appeared opposite Harry
Langdon in the two-reel Pathe comedy,
"Shanghaied Lovers," has been signed by
Mack Sennett under a long-term contract to
appear in leading roles in productions made
under the Sennett banner. Besides carrying the lead in "Shanghaied Lovers," Miss
Day has also been seen in one of the important roles in "Picking Peaches," another
Pathe comedy.

Bathing Beauties in Another
Following their successful debut in "PickingnettPeaches,"
a Pathe comedy,
SenBathing Beauties
of 1924 the
areMack
scheduled
to make their next appearance shortly in
"Adam's Rib," now in production. George
Cooper and Madeleine Hurlock play the featured roles.

Sounds Like The 'Snortlights'
Moving pictures will be used in the Baylor University summer school for coaches,
at Waco, Texas, according to Athletic
Director Frank B. Bridges, and all needed
material and equipment will be on hand
at the beginning of the school in June.

had been appearing
of McCoy
the Earle-McCoy
team, butas ittheis "short
the in-"
tention of Stern Brothers to make fewer of
these "team comedies," letting Harry slowly
branch out into a Century star in his own
right. If "Stranded," which deals with the
happenings of a theatrical troupe in stranded
straits, proves successful with McCoy carrying the bulk of the comedy honors, Julius
and Abe Stern intend to let Noel Smith conCoy. tinue producing others bought "across the
pond," which are admirably suited for Mc* * *
Wilderness Tales Recommended
"Easter Bonnets," Educational-Tuxedo
Comedy "Aggravating Papa," EducationalChristie Comedy, "The Homemaker" and "B}Lantern Light." Bruce Wilderness Tales, are
included in the current bulletin of the National Motion Picture League as recommended
for showing to adults and young people. The
Wilderness Tales being particularly stressed
because of their beauty
^ ^ and
^ artistry.

Alice Day Signed by Sennett

Langdon Making New Comedy
Harry Langdon is busy at the Mack Sennett studio on his next comedy for Pathe.
which
will beis known
as "The
The comedy
described
as pureLady
farceBarber."
and is
stated to be a whirlwind of action in the
course of which Langdon is subjected to some
rough usage at the hands of strong armed
Charlotte Mineau, who plays the "lady barBillie Beck,dance
prominent
will do ber."
a specialty
in one terpsichorean,
of the scenes.

Harry McCoy Making First
Starring Vehicle
Under the direction of Noel Smith, Harry
McCoy isComedy
appearing
in "Stranded,"
first
Century
in which
he solely is the
starred.
The picture is being made from one of the European stories Century's vice-president, Abe
Stern, brought back with him.
A perfect cast has been assembled to support McCoy in his first featured production
for the Century organization. Among those
who have already been engaged for important parts are Betty Young, McCoy's leading
lady; "Fatty" Karr, erstwhile Fox star; Al
Alt,
recentlyandjoined
Century's
permanent
stock who
company,
Herbert
Sherwood.

-ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS'
Ernst Lubi'sch, director of Warner Bros ' "The
Marriage
seen through
here putting
Monte
Blue
and Circle."
Florence is Vidor
one of
the
most important scenes in tlie picture.
factor the outlook is brighter than at any
time since the conclusion of the war. Many
new cotton mills have been built, and theatres
have been springing up catering to these millworkers."
'Long Ago' — Educational
Sing Them Again Series
1 reel
Annie Laurie is the featured song of
this series, with all the beauty of Maxwelton's
braes topictured.
Also a
new twist bonny
to get them
sing, impressing
on audiences that when they sing Annie
Laurie, they are really thinking about
Mary or Edith or Sadie or the girl who
happens to be the he^t girl at that particular time. An old plantation song and
"Just a Song at Twilight" completes the
program.

Four New Century Comedies
Universal announces the release of four
new Century Comedies for the month of
February. The first of these is "Keep Going," a two reeler featuring Jack Earle, Harry
McCoy and Marjorie Marcel. Henry Murdock, William Irving and Helen Stocking will
appear
in "You're
the stor>of
a traveling
barberNext,"
shop. vcfhich
Buddy isMessinger.
the boy star, is to have a part with Sadie
Campbell,, Joe Bonner and Fred Spencer, in
"Quit Kidding." The last of the four is
Baby Peggy.
titled
"Peg O' the Mounted" and features
* * T
'Hard Knocks' — Pathe
Average comedy
1 reel
In this Hal Roach comedy, starring Charles
Chase the hero is invited to attend a birthday
party and causes a furor by arriving at the
formal function dressed in riding togs — because his rival told him R. S. V. P. meant
"Riding Suits Verv Proper." You'll sympathize with the timid hero when he is talking"
the boss' empty chair into giving him a raise
just as the boss walks in.
'The All Star Cast'— Pathe
Film Fah'e
1 reel
This Aesop Film Fable points the moral
— never trust a woman with j'our watch
— or words to that effect. The animals
stage a vaudeville show at the Jungle
Opera House. Dogs jump through dough
nuts. Mice demonstrate the latest steps
and the cat gets away with a goodly number of the audiences watches. Highly diverting with many funny and original
touches.
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'Hunters Bold' — Pathe
".spat Family" spatting again
2 reels
Mr. Spat with that silly lost look would
get the proverbial laugh out of a Sphinx.
And when the trio take up the rod and gun
as a nieans of diversion he naturally does everything that no good huntsman should do —
such as jumping up and down in the brook
when he gets a bite and then after carefully
landing the fish, opening his hand and letting
it slip back into the water. Which quite naturally makes brother and fond wife a bit
peevish and out of patience with him!

'Plastigrams' Likely to Set
Whole Town Talking
If you tothink
spectator
wouldn't be
enough
ducka when
a character
on silly
the
silver sheet aimed a pistol directly at him and
fired — you're wrong ! It's been done.
The Ives-Leventhal
being
released
by Educational "Plastigrams,"
brings to the screen
the Third Dimension in photography. And
by the use of this method and the aid of
"glasses" with green and red lenses, the man
shooting of¥ a gun and the kid squirting a
hose, seemingly are brought out to the spectator's very nose —ef¥ect
producing
startling and
highly laughable
on saida spectator.

International News Reel No. 22
Have you
First" in
International Newsseen
Reel the
No. "Safety
22, mentioned
the
Big Little Feature Number ? It was a happy
thought picking Fifth Avenue and Forty-second Street — there may be busier crossings,
we doubt it. It makes* the
♦ ♦lesson very realistic.

Well worth giving some good advance publicity and sure to cause a lot of discussion
— and incidently convince your patrons of the
great strides being, made by experimenters in motion picture photography and
printing.
* * *

Pathe Review No. 9

Love'
— Universal 1 reel
Neely 'Nobody
Edwards andto Bert
Roach
AMaybe
bachelor's
life sex
isn't after
alwaysseeing
to be this
desired.
the fair
will
be a little more lenient with the next masher
encountered
credit Africa.
-for a heart
a shade less and
blackgivethanhimdarkest
He
may be following the advice of a friend and
looking for a better half to care for him
and sew buttons on his clothes where they
are needed most — just as Neely Edwards does
here.ing theAnyway
a good laugh watchtroubles they'll
he getsget into.
'Wolfe and Montcalm' — Pathe
"Chronicles of America"
3 reels
Deals with the historic struggle of the British and the French for supremacy on the
North American continent. A highlight of
the action is a reproduction of the famous
Battle of the Plains preceding the fall of
Quebec into the hands of the British.
Our ex-doughboys will get a certain amount
of amusement out of watching the seemingly
amateur methods of warfare in those days.
And those who appreciate the educational qualities will not only delight in the correctness,
even of the most minute details, but will be
sure to notice with pleasure that types suitably to the parts are carefully chosen.

ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOSBatter up! King Vidor, who just completed diLaurette aTaylor
for
Metro, isrecting
getting
bit of inlight"Happiness"
exercise. Lest
you forget this is in the balmy air of Hollywood
'Midnight Blues' — Educational
Spooky doings
2 reels
Lige Conley is exceptionally good in this
latest Jack White Comedy ; the slapstick ditto,
and the titles excellent. All about a night
spent in a factory, where spooky and weird
looking creatures are made of papier mache.
When they start walking around life becomes
to hectic for the night watchman. There are
too many comedy bits introduced to tell of
here but each one is a good laugh-getter.
* * *
'Fields of Glory'— Pathe
"Sportlights"
1 reel
Grantland Rice presents a very good argument for the promotion of friendly rivalry
of nations in the field of sports and substantiates such argument by :howing various international meets — on the polo field, the skating rink, etc. The slow motion camera is
again used to good effect, showing how the
most difficult strokes in polo are accomplished.
I

ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS
Eileen Sedgwick,
Universal
serialthestar
and inmembers
of "The
Riddle
Rider"
ccmpany taking
rest,
between
thrills. Wm,
Desmond,
co-star
the picture
is hiding
behind
the cameraman.
How acome?

Pathe Review No. 9 includes : "Photographic Gems," a collection of picturesque
views of Bermuda ; "Heads and Heels" ; a
slow-motion novelty showing a daring trapeze
performer
in action ;insight
"A LostintoArttheRevived,"
a highly interesting
methods
of petal painting as practiced by the Leonardo
da Vinci Art School, New York; and "The
Canyon
taken in
and
aroundCountry,"
the GrandPathecolor
Canyon ofviews
the Colorado.
* * *
Short and Sweet Program
Suggestions
CHASING WEALTH— 2 reels. Bert
Roach and NeelyUniversal's
Edwards. Only in dreams
and comedies do such hectic things happen
— but dreams and comedies are funny — so
why not? Action is fast and the comedy
gags well worked out.
YOU'RE NEXT— 2 reels. A barber shop
built on an old motorcycle — succeeds in getting customers on the chair in spite of the
fact that the shop moves along at a zippy
WHY WAIT— 2 reels. The subject plays
around a "Pay as you weigh" restaurant,
where they weigh the patrons before and afpace.
ter the meal and charge them for the difference. No dragging spots. Can be depended upon to provoke a continuous string
of laughs — the test of a one-reel comedy.
TIRE TROUBLE— 1 reel. The Our
Gang kids treat the richest and sickest man
ill town to a ride on their speed wagon and
Pathe's
insist on his playing
leader in their diversions at the Amusement Park. Titles as good
as action
is funny
— up to the Our Gang standard of good
comedy.
VINCENNES— 3 reels. The story dealing
with the famous expedition of George Rogers
Clark during the Revolutionary War, which
resulted in the capture of the British fort at
Vincennes and the saving of six states. Instruction cleverly handled by the Yale University Press. Action and drama and thrills !
A PERFECT LADY— 1 reel. Charles
Chase impersonating a leading woman and rebuking the town flirts.
HERE AND
THERE— 2 reels. Sid
Educational's
Smith, Cliff Bowes and Virginia Vance make
this a live one. Action develops along the
best approved slapstick lints with clever titles
to brighten the comedy.
THE SPIDER— 1 reel. Tolhurst's microscopic subject which is given the same entertaining treatment given to the series, "The
BUSY BUDDIES— 2 reels. Neal Burns
and two buddies stony broke, trying to get
something to eat. A few new ideas in collecting bad accounts are shown here. Bright and
rapid moving.
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Turning 'Window Shoppers' Into Movie Patrons
Window Displays Give the Showman a Highly Productive Medium
of Advertising at Little or No Cost to Him

TJ/HEN Locw's Ottan'o
pi ay e d Universal's
"White Tiger," Liggctt's
Drug Stare proved an enterprising co-partner in
bringingtention the
atto the public's
show. Each
puppy had a letter attached, and, when spelled
out in proper order, gave
the name of the photoplay. Interest ran high

C S. N ATM ANSON,
Optician
and Park,
Jeweler
of Asbtiry
N. J., was not loath to
through the
urge'winof
to his
attractdow folks
co-operative windoiv disploiteerplay. took
advantage
cxSo Universal's
of the opportunity "to
tell folks allatabout
"The
Hunchback"
the Strand
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SHOWMANSHIP

Does

the

Song
Tie-up
Strike
a Box-office
One Expert in Adopting Movie Titles for Songs, Says It Does, But
Only Under Circumstances Described Below

YES, the song tie-up does help the exhibitor— sometimes.
When the song
itself has merit and the publisher and
the producer join hands to put it over.
Under these conditions, the song tie-up
offers unlimited possibilities and opens up
any number of channels which unquestionably lead to the box-office. Done well, you
can't beat it. Half-baked, it's practically
useless. The best you might get out of it
is a window display or two — but that's only
the start of a good song hook-up.
Mention song tie-up to the average
music publisher and he suddenly becomes hard of hearing. No, sir, no
more picture songs for him. Didn't
lie
publish
'Remnants
inspired
by " the
Gondola ofepicRevenge'
of the
same name?" And didn't he lose hedoesn't-know-how-much on it? So he
tears his hair at the very thought of
another bloomer and stays picture-shy.
Any exploitation stunt can be killed
l)y too frequent repetition, and that's
what's wrong with the song tie-up.
"Remnants of Revenge" is absolutely
worthless as a song title, doesn't interest the people who sing and buy popular music, and just helps to poison
the minds of producer, publisher, exhibitor and public against picture
songs in general.
But take a title which lends itself to
successful song transformation — there
are plenty in any company's releases
— and you have the foundation without
which no tie-up can hope to bring
good results.
Granted, then, that the song is good,
what can be done with it to help the
exhibitor?
Teaser stunts.
It can be played or sung in the theatre in advance of the showing, coupled
with an announcement about the picture. It can be introduced at local
affairs — dances, club shows, etc., with
program mention of the picture, theatre, play dates. It can be radioed. It —
can be made a part — and a big part —
of almost any ballyhoo stunt you can think
of. And every time the title of the song
is heard, the
the makes
picturepeople
is being
exploited.
In title
a wayof that
re- '
member it !
Store tie-ups.
You get a certain amount of publicity,
of course, out of every window display —
shoe store, millinery shop, what not. But
the music dealer not only can give you an
attractive window display, selling the title
on every cover, but can also make it 100%
effective by having the song sung in his
store — a sure attracter. Thus the song has
both an eye and an ear appeal. No other
song tie-up can give you as much.
Every copy sold goes into the home and
is played and sung, so that the whole family hears it. A constant reminder of the
picture; an advertising medium which carries its own follow-up.
Aside from the regular exploitation
angles, and the prologue and theme-song

By FRED RATH
Of the Advertising Department of famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and Co-Author of the Current Song Hits, "Just
a Girl That Men Forget," "Big '
Brother," etc.
possibilities which tend to enhance the picture itself, the film song opens up an unending flow of- special stunts like these.
Ed. Olmstead, publicity man for McVick-

What's Wrong With the
Song Tie-Up?
In order to show the constructive
possibiUties of the song tie-up, Mr.
Rath first dwells on its destructive
qualities.
Having •purged the subject of all its
lesser clay, the author of the accompanying article then starts with a
clean slate to show that box-office possibilities are indeed enhanced when
the public can be gotten to keep the
title of the picture on its tongue in
the form of song.
Mr. Rath is in a position to treat
the subject from every angle valuable
to the showman. The combination of
successful popular song writer and
film advertising man eminently equips
him for the task.

er's, Chicago, tied up with the "Chicago
Evening Journal" on "The Spanish Dancer" song, published in connection with the
Negri Paramount picture of the same
name. For five nights the paper ran a
double-column spread announcing a $50
cash prize for the best additional lyric
written to the melody. Thousands of lyrics
were submitted and on the last night of the
run the winning one was featured in the
theatre. Two hundred regular copies of
the song were given away to the writers
of the best two hundred. The stunt proved
itself at the box-oflfice.
TN Salt Lake, groups of girls, costumed
as Spanish dancers, were sent out on a
ballyhoo, singing the song and actually
selling copies. Fourteen hundred copies
were sold and there wasn't a single person
in Salt Lake who didn't know about the
picture. The stunt was engineered by Renaud. Paramount exploiteer, and the mana-

Note?

ger of the Paramount Empress Theatre.
In Portland, Oregon, the leading hotel
staged a special revue. "A Night in
Spain," featuring "The Spanish Dancer"
song. The backs of dummy song covers
were used as menus. A girl dressed as
Pola Negri did a Spanish dance. The
whole thing was tied up tightly with the
picture and the theatre.
On the "Big Brother"
song, an
unprecedented amount of tie-up
good publicity
was secured, with the returns still
corning in strong at the time this is
_
being written.
In Memphis, Manager Waugh, of
Loew's Palace Theatre, had a song
radioed from two different stations, secured big window displays and a lot
of co-operation from the music stores,
had it sung in the theatre a week in
advance of the showing, prologued it
with a special setting and made it sell
plenty of seats for him. A thousand
copies were sold — worth mentioning
because it indicates the interest which
the song had aroused.
■^^■^
"Big BENNETT
lyr the
ICKEY
child actor
Brother" picture,
radioedin
the song twice from WOR, Newark,
the announcer stating that the song was
inspired by the Paramount picture.
Hundreds of letters were received
from all over the country, expressing
song.
appreciation for Mickey's part of the
program and in particular praising the
In Los Angeles, the song was
turned into a good seat-seller. Aside
from the regular run of stunts, special
slides were flashed in the theatres announcing that Mickey Bennett was to
radio the song and the music stores
went in for big displays. It showed at
the box-office.
Even in New York where tie-ups
are hard to effect, all the Loew theatres had a singer do the song, together with an announcement heralding the coming of the picture. Incidentally, this singer — a high-class, highpriced man — was especially engaged and
paid by the publisher. This brings up the
question: Just how much can the publisher
do to help the exhibitor?
The big publisher, with his chain of
branch offices, can do a vast amount.
Working from a list of play dates supplied
by the home office, the branch manager
can keep in close touch with the theatre
and work jointly to mutual advantage.
If the services of a singer are desired
by the theatre, the publisher's nearest
branch
will supply
And ifwill
it's send
a high-a
class theatre,
the one.
publisher
man with a worth-while voice — not just a
mere "plugger." If a prologue is to be
staged, the music house then will lend its
expert assistance in frammg and staging it. In fact, many times the cost
of building the set is met by the pub(Continited on page 48.)
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'HUMMING
BIRD' OFFERS
OPPORTUNITY
Humming

-'NAME THE MAN' WINDOW DISPLAY
Macauley's Book Store of Detroit showed more than a willing desire to co-operate on Goldwyn-CosmopoKtan's
"Name notheunmistakable
Man," a fact
the receipts
Broadway
Theiatre.
And a
fact
which showed
eSfectv/hich
in thewasn't
rise of^ost
box onoffice
whenStriand
the money
was counted

Puppy

Stunt
to

Attracts

Large

Crowds

See

^ White
Tiger
A shadow box, about four feet wide, four
An improved variation of the old "turtle
feet deep, and eight feet high, was placed at
stunt" was worked to great effect by Captain
the foot of the main staircase. A cut-out of
Goodale, manager, and O. J. Harris, assistant
manager, of Loews Ottawa Theatre, for
the "White Tiger" six-sheet was made and
placed on a compo board floor, with one
"White Tiger," when that Universal-Jewel
played the Canadian house. Besides their in- "board" torn up. A considerable amount of
genious stunt, these enterprismg showmen
flashy "paste" jewelry was scattered about, a
black cat in cut-out form, a broken mirror,
were responsible for a particularly attractive
and
a calendar, display the date, Friday,
lobby display on the Dean production.
13, helped stress many of the most vivid draLiggett's drug store, situated on one of the
matic sequences of the production.
principal business thoroughfares, donated a
The entire interior of the shadow box was
window to the stunt, while the live stock was
obtained from a local dog store in exchange
painted a dead black, with only illumination
coming from a baby spot placed in the lower
for the advertising copy carried on the display signs.
left-hand corner. This gave the effect of a
Ten puppies, each wearing a blanket whereburglar's lantern resting on the floor and
threw heavy shadovk's against the background,
on was a letter from the words, "White Tiheightening the effect immeasurably.
ger," frolicked and romped in the window,
attracting huge crowds. The people massed
ten deep in front of the window all day; in
fact, it was necessary to wait until after midSPECIAL MUSIC NUMBER
night before a photograph could be obtained.
Prizes totalling twenty-five dollars were offered to those first solving the question :
Youth,"at first
of theColumbia,
Laemmle"Sporting
month offerings
the Seattle
"What Do the Puppies Say?' As the aniwas
attended
by
considerable
press
publicity.
mals were continually jumping about and runIn addition a special preview was given and
ing in and out, it was most difificult to make
written up. M. H. Newman, who is general
sense of the letters on their blankets.
manager of the western division of theatres
The following week, a fine display in the
for Universal, and who is also proving himself
window announced the name of the attraction and the theatre, as well as the list of a musical composer of note, came through in
winning contestants. The stunt was actually
time to furnish a new foxtrot ballet, "Not
the talk of the town, and was instrumental in for a Day But Forever," which was used as
a musical theme for the feature. It made a
bringing considerable business to the theatre
decided hit with the patrons of the theatre.
during its run of the Universal-Jewel.

Beauty,

Romance,

Bird Stockings Make Good

Tieup for Picture
T EON J. BAMBERGER, who is handling the Paramount end of the Humming Bird Hosiery hook-up with the
Gloria Swanson picture, reports that it is
running like wildfire in all the big firstrun cities, where the complete co-operation
of hundreds of stores has already been
secured. So successful has the tie-up
proved that H. Walter Fred, president of
the Davenport Hosiery Mills, of Chattanooga, manufacturers of the Humming
Bird brand, has written to Mr. Bamberger
that he has about completed his plans of
co-operative advertising to include every
city and town where there is a Humming
Bird Hosiery dealer.
In Chicago, where Ed. Olmstead, of McVickers Theatre, worked in with Mandel
Bros., the big department store put on
special window displays and engaged forty
extra salesgirls to take care of the run
on (not "in") Humming Bird Hosiery during the engagement of the picture at the
theatre across the street. Full page advertisements were placed by Mandel Bros,
in both the Tribune and Daily News,
and a page-wide credit line referring to the
picture at the McVickers.
MOVING FINGER IN LOBBY
Goldwyn's Victor Seastrom picture,
"Name the Man !" received one of the most
extensive exploitation campaigns which Cleveland had ever seen when it was shown at the
Allen Theatre.
In the rotunda of the exclusive Allen Theatre where exploitation material had never been
permitted, was placed a cut-out from the
twenty-four sheet poster, including a crouching figure, the pointed, accusing finger and the
letters of the title. The cut-out of the hand
was attached to an electrically driven motor
which kept it moving up and down ; on eacli
downward stroke the finger pointed directly
at the girl. A cut-out of a big exclamation
point was used at the side of the girl.

Drama

CYTHEREA

JACKIE'S WINDOW DISPLAY
In one of the most prominent stores of Dallas,
Texas, this display helped to awaken the interest in
Metro's "Long Live the King" when the picture
played the Palace Theatre of that city.
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TIE-UP

CITY DETECTIVES USED
IN PUBLICITY STUNT
Novel Idea Gives Sleuths Chance to
Show Puzzle Ability

WITH

TALACE OF THE KING'
Good Displays Obtained and Picture
Gets Warm Welcome
ALL of the bigger book shops in Chicago
were tied up in the exploitation of Goldwyn's picturization of F. Marion Crawford's novel "In the Palace of the King"
for its extended run at Balaban & Katz'
Roosevelt Theatre in Chicago.
Window displays of the photoplay edition of the novel, together with stills, portrait enlargements and a special half-sheet
window card displayed in a score of book
shops.
The special window card was printed in
black on a canary background. The title
of the picture was printed in a black circle
at the top of the card. A box at the left
hand side read, "Read the novel by F.
Marion Crawford; Buy it here. Now 75
cents." The advertising for the picture
printed directly under the title ran as folstorySeeof themen
and
women lows:
who"A powerful
lived to love!
colossal
screen drama featuring Blanche Sweet
(star of "Anna Christie") supported by a
distinguished cast. Starting Feb. 4." To
the right of this was a picture of a Moorish female captive taken from the window
card prepared by the Goldwyn Cosmopolitan exploitation department.
^ ^
HAT STORE WINDOW DISPLAY
FOR 'NAME THE MAN!'
A
fine
"Namehat thestore
Man"on was
obtained display
in the for
Stetson
the
strength of a Stetson hat tie-up arranged
with Goldwyn's leading male players by
J. A. Jackson, manager of^ studio publicity.
The photograph showing the six men
wearing Stetson hats was displayed prominently in the window of the store, together with stills from the production and
special cards calling attention to its engagement at the Allen, in Cleveland.
The radio stores were tied up with a
photograph showing Mae Busch "listening
in" on a radio set; a card carried the information that Miss Busch received her instructions from Mr. Seastrom while making the picture by radio. Free tickets were
offered to the first hundred persons who
correctly deciphered a radio message which
was placed in a conspicuous place at the
Radio Show and in the windows of radio
stores.
Valuable publicity was obtained at the
Automobile Show by the use of a photograph of Conrad Nagel riding in a Dodge
car and Victor Seastrom in a Packard cat.
* * *
GONG SOUNDER GETS CROWDS
TO 'CONDUCTOR 1492'
A double appeal that made a bid to
both eyes and ears of picture fans was
used by Manager Dan Burgum in putting
over the Warner Brothers' picture "Conductor 1492" starring Johnny Hines, at the
Rialto Theatre in Des Moines recently.
Manager Burgum had an art display of a
street car filled with passengers built
across the front of the lobby. Entrance to
the lobby was gained through the doors of
the trolley cars and every time the door of
the trolley car opened it sounded a loud
gong similar to that used on real street
cars. The car flash in the lobby resembled
closely the car used bj^ Johnny Hines in
the picture. While the display itself was
a puller, coupled with the clanging of the
gong it made a flash that was a puller.
The novelty of seeing a display street car
with a gong that really sounded every

SCARAMOUCHET WINDOW TIE-UP
When Metro's Feature played the Opera House
in
Fremont,
Ohio, thisstore
window
displayconsiderable
in Smith's
general
merchandise
attracted
attention.
"Smith's"
is
one
of
the
big
stores on
the main street of this thriving Ohio community
time the door was opened proved a tie-up
with the picture that kept the theatre filled
to capacity the entire week.
Manager Burgum used a tie-up that was
good for both newspaper and word of
r»outh publicity by offering a free door to
all street car men in uniform the first part
of the week.
^
^
'BLACK OXEN' PARADE
When "Black Oxen" played the Seattle
Strand, Seattleites were treated to the unusual
sight of a yoke of real black oxen drawing an
ox cart, driven by a picturesque ox-driver.
It attracted much attention. The cart was
placarded with signs that advised :
"These are real black oxen. You may also
see REEL 'Black Oxen' at the Strand. No
Bull." A splendid business was done. The
fact that the book was being serialized in a
morning paper, furnished another tie-up.

"tp VEN the city detectives couldn't guess
"who killed John Prentiss" and it made
wonderful front page material for the Birmingham papers, when L. R. Towns gave a
private
screening
of "The
plain clothes members
of the Acquittal"
police force.to the
"If the detectives can't guess who killed
Prentiss, what a sweet mystery this will be
for you," was the theme of Towns' and the
day thefollowing
the special
showing.
It didn't
do
police force
any good,
but it certainly
helped the engagement.
Towns offered prizes of good hats to the
detectives who guessed the culprit when the
picture was stopped after the fifth reel.
Towns expected that it would cost him a hat
or two, but figured that it was worth it if
the detectives made strong statements about
the mystery. When the detectives failed, however, to guess the killer of Prentiss, Towns
saw several good front page stories. He saw
right.
On the
opening
a tenthirty
matinee
to getdaytheTowns
picturegave
going,
and
offered free tickets to "West of the Water
Tower" his next engagement, for those who
guessed right when the picture was stopped.
Slips of paper were provided for opinions
which patrons turned over to the ushers at
the end of the performance.
SILHOUETTE SHADOW BOX
The guests of the Fentriss garden party got
a dry swim in the window of the Owl Drug
Store in San Francisco when the First National picture "Flaming Youth" played
Loew's State Theatre. A silhouette shadow
box stage was arranged in the window. The
title of the picture was lettered in distinctive
outlines. The bathing figures were painted in
on the sombre back drop.
The attention the display attracted had been
bolstered up by advance reviews on the book
and the picture, when it was shown, found a
public ready and waiting.
The tie-up with the Owl Drug Company
was cemented by other window displays. The
Colleen Moore perfume talc came in for considerable notoriety as an honor to the player.

BLACK OXEN FIVE AND TEN-CENT STORE TIE-UP
Gordon's 01>miv'a Theatre of Eor/tcn. Mess., lost no t me in" p^'aying b^U with Kresg'e's 5 and ]0
cent
when aroused
First National's
"Black Kresge
Oxen" window
p'ayed theshoppers
house. became
Siffice Olympia
to ray .there
littlesto:e,
interest
and that many
ticket was
buyersno
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Barry Helps Exploitation
Wesley Barry, the youthful Warner Brothers' star, was in Galesburg, 111., recently to
aid in exploiting "George Washington, Jr."
The manager of the West Theatre immediately arranged a number of window displays
and a tie-up with the IngersoU Pencil Company. Wesley Barry made a number of personal appearances during the showing of
"George Washington, Jr."
The whole town was divided into two debating teams. One team adopted the affirmative and one the negative on this question, "Is
Barry really in Galesburg?"
Wesley
When Kellogg Drake and Company co-operated with the exhibitor, and arranged, as
a special advertising feature, to have Barry
give to the boys attending the Children's
Party at the West Theatre's special Saturday
morning showing, a number^ of Ingersoll
Pencils; no doubt remained as to whether
Wesley Barry was in Town.
In a contest, a gold Ingersoll Pencil was
Barry. Penresembling.
boy most to
given cilstowerethealso
the fattest, thinnest
given
and ugliest lads. A special prize was given
to the boy whose birthday was on the same
Names, addresses,
days as WesleyandBarry's.
years, of the boys, were
days, months
written on cards and left at the box-office.
to the exhibitor's
This scene
mailing
list. aided materially
* * *
Penny Show Makes Hit
When A. J. Sosnosky booked the Universal chapterplay, "Around the World in 18
of the UniDays," he called in W. P.toAllen
help him put it
versal exploitation staff
over.
Allen suggested that instead of giving the
usual free show for the kids at the opening, he advertise that every youngster who
would bring a penny of the vintage of 1919
would be admitted to the show. Sosnosky
did this and more kids came to the show than
e.
they did when he gave a free performanc615
His house seats 360 and he collected
pennies.
The result was a well filled house for the
remaining weeks that the chapterplay was
shown and an exhibitor so well pleased with
the results and the assistance of Mr. Allen
that he wrote the exchange about it and at
the end of his letter said : "Hooray for Mr.
Allen and Universal."
* * *
Dunce Caps for Publicity
One of the most noteworthy exploitation accessories ever devised by Pyramid Pictures,
Inc., for one of their productions was the
conical dunce caps which were used with such
effect in the exploiting of "What Fools
Men Are," when that picture was given its
premiere at Cameo Theatre, New York.
Scores of men were hired to parade the
streets, wearing these dunce caps, and gave the
production a great deal of effective publicity.
Subsequently similar dunce caps were used as
effectively by other first runs.
As a result of this, and with a very keen
desire to assist the exhibitor in the exploitation of this frolicsome flapper comedy-drama,
Pyramid Pictures, Inc., has laid in an additional large supply of the dunce caps which
they offer absolutely without cost to exhibitors booking this picture. The caps are black
with lettering in bold orange, the combination
being very attractive to the eye. They bear
the legend, "Ask Any Woman 'What Fools
Men Are.' " There is a space for theatre name

Say!

EXPLOITA

TION

IDEAS
and playdates, and as they come flat, they
may be run through a press for imprinting
this information.
The wise exhibitor will get a quantity of
these caps and will run a slide on his screen
asking for twenty-five, fifty or a hundred kids
to be his guests at the showing in return for
a little frolic on the streets. Easy to get
scores of kids with this bait. Then form them
into a parade and let them march around town.

PONJOLA LOBBY BALLYHOO
Interest boost
in First
National's
"Ponjola" took
decided
when
the management
of thea
Vendome Theatre of Nashville, Tenn , niaugurated this barber stunt in the lobby. Anna Q.
Nilsson's "coiffure" was th setyle after which
the local belles had their curly locks modeled
Holyoke Adopts Peggy
Holyoke,
Mass.,ofhascourse
adopted
Darling,
meaning
that New
Baby York's
Peggy
has scored again in her initial feature proof New York."
Georgeduction,A."The Darling
Miller, Universal
exploiteer is
partly responsible for this because of his effect campaign for the picture. He tied up
the Baby Peggy waltz and plastered the whole
town with covers of the song as well as sending of pluggers who told about the showing
at the Suffolk Theatre while they were pushthe song.
He also
tied-up
town's
two ingbig
department
stores
that with
werethehandling
the Baby Peggy doll and in this connection
secured several fine windows decorated with
photos from the production and signs advertising the showing.
The
result matinee
was thatin the
the largest
its Suffolk
history opened
despite■ toa
ferocious New England storm They had to
turn away over five hundred admissions. The
nights were all sold out too and the engagement had to be extended.
There are so many Baby Peggy brands of
merchandise on the market it is no trouble to
obtain a tie-up. There are dolls and many
articles of wearing apparel for children.

See!

Book!

CYTHEREA

New Prologue Stunt
In these days of super-showmanship the
absolutely original stunt is a mighty hard
thing to think of. When something new actually comes along it should be hailed with joy
by the industry, for once tried and proven
successful, a new stunt is bound to be taken
up and utilized by hundreds of exhibitors.
Credit for springing "something new under
the sun" is hereby given to George V. Holloway,
manager
of B.andF. 145th
Keith'sStreet,
Hamilton
York City.
Theatre
at Broadway
New
The special stunt which merited the praise
in the opening remarks of this little article,
consisted of a special prologue run in connection with the trailer on the picture.
Mr. Holloway's stunt is unique and novel in
that the prologue did not precede the actual
showing of the picture but was used one
week in advance to herald the coming of "The
Darling of New York." Six dancing girls
were engaged and, under the direction of
Harry Shaw, famous Keith presentation specialist, stepped through a fast little act with
songs which ended in an announcement of the
Baby Peggy picture. The girls were dressed
up to represent Baby Peggy herself. The
setting was a beautiful black plush drop, in
back of which was a special back drop view
of the sky-line of New York, the windows
in the buildings dotted with twinkling lights.
At the conclusion of the act, as the lights
faded out, the regular trailer of the picture
was flashed on.
* * *
Oxen Painted to Order
AidingOxen
the 'exploitation
of First
"Black
at the Loew
State National's
Theatre,
Los Angeles,
where
Frank
Lloyd's
first
independent First National Picture established
records and held two weeks. Manager Bill
Knotts of the local First National exchange
hired a team of real oxen to carry the print
of film from the exchange through the busy
downtown traffic on the second Saturday of the
run to the theatre.
Unable to get real black oxen, Mr. Knotts
arranged with J. L. Johnston of the Frank
Lloyd studio to spray two docile steers with
lamp black water color, hitch them to a cart
and have them transport the film down Olive
Street from the exchange past the Biltmore
Hotel, the Auditorium to Broadway and Fourth
and thence up Broadway to Seventh Street
where Manager John P. Goring and Dick
Spier,several
advertising
for delivery
Loew's ofState
with
ushers manager
awaited the
the
film.
At every corner on the way the oxen tied
traffic in a knot and the efforts of the policemen to extricate them from the mass of automobiles, bicycles and pedestrians caused much
comment, many newspaper pictures and considerable talk all of which helped at the box
office, according to Mr. Goring.
^ 4^ ^
Here's a Gk)od One
Harry Brouse, proprietor of the Imperial
Theatre, of Ottawa, staged some effective
boosting
for "David
the week
feature attraction
at the Copperfield"
theatre duringas the
of March 10. On the Friday afternoon previous to the engagement, a special private
screening was held at the Imperial for every
school teacher and clergyman in the cit}'. Special invitations were extended to each school
teacher to bring two of her pupils with her
and much novelty was employed in the selection of the two scholars in various classrooms,
all of which assisted materially in drawing attention to the picture. In some instances, the
classrooms conducted popularity contests of
their own and the boy or girl receiving the
largest number of votes from schoolmates
were saygiven
the theatre."
An and
escontest "the
was trip
also toconducted
for cash
other prizes during the engagement in cooperation with The Ottawa Journal and special display space was also used to good effect.
I
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AN

unusually complete and helpful exhibitors' service book has been prepared for
Cosmopolitan's
GREAT s
WHITE
WAY, picture,
based on THE
H. C. Witwer
story, "Cain
and Mabel."
On the
which
is printed
in black and
red,front
is a cover,
scene
from the prize fight, from the rehearsal of
the "Follies" chorus and caricatures by the
various cartoonists who appear, incidentally,
in the film. The inside cover page is devoted
to a detailed account of the story, the second page contains the cast and pictures of
the stars and many notable writers, artists,
fight promoters and others who figure in the
incidental action. Another page contains a
night photograph of the great crowds that
thronged the Cosmopolitan Theatre for the
first midnight showing of "The Great White
Way."
Two pages are devoted to reviews of "The
Great
White picfure
Way," editors
and fourofpages
to stories
for motion
newspapers.
The advertising cuts are most attractive and
are unique in conception and in execution.
Some of the advertisements employ the silhouette.
A WAKE to the possibilities of current
events in live advertising, the management
of the Lyric Theatre, New York, inserted
an ad in the papers offering $200 in cash to
the famous "Bob Haired Bandit" who has
been active in Brooklyn for several months,
if she would attend the opening of THY
NAME IS WOMAN and write a 300 word
impression.
The money was to be paid in any way suggested by the bandit.
This novel ad caused considerable comment
since the lady bandit finds a place on the front
page of the New York papers almost daily.

ADVERTISING
AIDS
\ PRESS SHEET is being prepared by the
Warner Brothers publicity staff for THE
MARRIAGE CIRCLE, the latest Lubitsch
production. Every angle of the story has been
considered with the purpose of establishing
every conceivable merchant tie-up and suggesting avariety of lobby displays that will
be unusual and will at the same time immediately suggest the text of the picture. A
maximum of newspaper stories, that should
help the exhibitor get space in the local papers, have also been prepared.
The campaign will abound in attractive
posters of all sizes and colors each carrying a different appeal, yet all emphasizing
the name of the production and the prominent
stars among which are Florence Vidor, Monte
Blue and Marie Provost.
TN the Palmer Mass., Journal want column
Jappears an
ad and
"Wanted
LADIES
BOARD.
Friday
Saturday,
March TO21
and 22. Address, Tom Mix, Strand theatre."
This sort of advertising is cheap and efficient. The want columns can be used to good
advantage in advertising almost any picture.
CW. IRWIN, manager of the Imperial,
• Columbia, S. C, recently tied up extensively with the Chattanooga Hosiery Mills,
who manufacture HUMMING BIRD hosiery,
upon starring
his presentation
of flattering
Gloria Swanson's
latest
vehicle with
results.

THE
ivill profit
by
usingexhibitor
ads outlined
in press
sheets.
shown The
belowHodkmson
are good ac''
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RC. GARY, Universal Exploiteer, operat• ing in the Wisconsin territory in the interests of THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE
DAME, is responsible for one of the most
unusual exploitation ideas ever put into effect. In his campaign for the Rialto Theatre, Marinette, Wis., Mr. Gary secured the cooperation of Werner M. Schomaker, Mayor
of Marinette, who caused a proclamation to
be published in the newspapers over his name
and seal.
The proclamation calls upon the citizens of
the city to respond to the "Better Pictures
Day" movement which was started by Universal. The object of the movement is to
place the picture industry on a higher plane
and co-operate with patrons in making picard. tures of a higher educational and moral standThe proclamation was only one of several
advertising mediums used but its punch put
the picture over with great success.
* * *
AN unusual and thoroughly successful campaign was carried on by the Circle Theatre for two weeks in advance of their showing of the First National production, BLACK
OXEN, which not only helped swell the attendance on the Lloyd picture but also bolstered uptracthe
patronage
tions atthat
theatre. for two preceding atDuring Christmas Week, and the showing
of "The Meanest Man in the World," ads
were run in each of the three local papers an■ nouncing that to the first one thousand women entering the theatre at the Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday matinees a complimentary copy of the novel
^ ^would
^ be presented.
'T'liERE are press books and press books
but the new one issued by Universal in
Japanese is the last word. It is printed in
color and contains scenes from many of the
latest releases together with photos of popular
players. Practically all the text is in Japanese.
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Can't

go

D. F. Wolfe, Princess Theatre, Lansing, Iowa
Meighan"
on

wrong

No, sir, you can't go wrong on Thomas Meighan either. He's the best boxoffice male star on the screen today. Every picture he ever made is a big profitwinner for the exhibitor. If you want to make sure of the crowds and the
cash, book

Meighan — any Meighan

picture.

Your

Paramount

exchange

has

perfect prints and a complete line of advertising aids. Here's what other exhibitors find :

"THE MIRACLE MAN"
— A splendid picture, full of absorbing interest.
Should please all seeing it. William Noble,
Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

"IF YOU BELIEVE IT, IT'S SO"
— Like all other Meighan's, it draws the crowd
and keeps them entertained. Seven reels. —
Amsberry & Leuzinger, Carthage theatre, Carthage, S. D. — Small town patronage.
"OUR LEADING CITIZEN"
— The slogan, "You can't go wrong on Meighan" still holds good. He goes over better for
me than any other star. He just acts natural
and you can't help but like him. Cast hard to
beat. Print good. — D. F. Wolfe, Princess
theatre, Lansing, Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.

THE NE'ER DO WELL"
— Good feature. Moral tone very good and is
suitable for Sunday. Draw farmers and merchants in town of 1,650. Mrs. J. B. Travell,
Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.
"THE CITY OF SILENT MEN"
— Well, well, I never have played a bad
Meighan picture yet and this one, boys, is sure
fine. I sure wish some or all of our screen
opponents could have seen this. It would
teach them a lesson they need. Five reels.
Reels in good shape.- — G. L. Blasingame, Halls
theatre, Halls, Tenn. — General patronage

"BACK HOME AND BROKE"
— Oh, boy, this is one picture. I had old people
out on this one that never came to a show,
simply because of Thomas Meighan. "Good
luck star" is right. I can always bank on a
crowd when I have Meighan. It's simply a
dandy, clean and entertaining picture. Book
it and step on it. It's worth it. — L. E. Gray,
Movie theatre, Drayton, N. D. — General
patronage.
"THE BACHELOR
DADDY"
— The best bet yet. Pleased 100 per cent and
people still
laughing
and talking
abouttheit. kids
Remarked to one
man that
I heard
shouting lustily and he replied: "Kids, hell!
It was us grown-ups that was shouting." Play
this one sure. Seven reels. — J. W. Woodman,
Gem theatre, Frederick, S. D. — General patronage.
"WOMAN-PROOF"
— They liked it. No squawks and it did a nice
business so there you are. Used everything
for advertising. Had good attendance. Draw
health seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New
York.
"CAPPY RICKS"
— Had some of my patrons tell me this was
the best I ever ran. Think they were stretching it a bit. Very good but not that good. Six
reels. — D. F. Wolfe, Princess theatre, Lansing,
Iowa. — General patronage.
"THE MAN WHO SAW TOMORROW"
— A good picture. Well received. Film in good
condition. Have had no bad film from Paramount in a long time. Seven reels. — School
theatre, Denmark, S. C. — Small town patronage.

(Opinions from Exhibitor's Herald and Moving Picture World)
"Male and Female"
Why Change Your Wife?
"The Easy Road"
"Conquest of Canaan"
"PIED PIPER

qAU

"The Prince Chap"
"Civilian Clothes"
"Prince There Was
"Manslaughter"
MALONE"
"THE

^paramount

"Conrad in Quest of His Youth"
"Frontier of the Stars"
"White and Unmarried"
"Homeward Bound"
CONFIDENCE

MAN"

Q>iclures
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ROGERS-PATHE
COMEDY
BREAKS RECORD

Tu'o Wagons — Both CoverecT Plays
. for Two Weeks at California
'T'HE honors for what is said to be an unprecedented occurrence in tlie realm of
short subjects, falls to "Two Wagons — Both
Covered," a Tried and Proved burlesque on
"The Covered Wagon."
"Two Wagons— Both Covered" lays its
claim to Tried
and Proved honors on volume
of bookings since its initial release by Pathe.
It has played in a great number of houses but
it was not until it reached the California
Theatre in San Frapcisco that it attracted
phenomenal attention to itself.
It happens that the week selected for the
showing of the picture, the feature on the
program was a very weak and inadequate attraction. The manager looked with gloom upon the business prospects for the week, for
he had not figured that his two-reeler would
be able to pull things through for him. Yet
that is precisely what happened.
"Two Wagons — Both Covered" created such
a sensation at the Cahfornia that the aggregate business at the end of its run showed it
had broken the house records. But it did
more than that. It became so talked about in
the vicinity that Manager Nat Holt was
forced to put the picture on for another week
after it had finished its run and had been
withdrawn, so persistent was the demand from
his patrons.
What is more, the film was reviewed in the
Los Angeles Express with the dignity and
space usually accorded the feature and the
reviewer, Charles Goss, boldly stated that the
picture is "so meritorious as to steal first
place honors on the California bill from an
excellent feature picture."
\yhat is more, the presentation was accompanied by an extensive exploitation campaign
of feature proportions. Throughout the week
prior to the opening, over a hundred banners
announcing the coming engagement of the
comedy at the California were prominently
displayed on the outside of jitneys and other
autos pingtraveling
through
San Francisco's shopand theatrical
district.

TAKING IT OUT ON BUDDY
To lively incidents like this may be attributed
the popularity of Universa,rs "The Flirt," an
old and unquestioned Tried and Proved picture

Pictures
'TO

'Save

Them

from

an

Untimely Death'
npHE firm of Goldstein Brothers,
with its sixteen theatres, stands
for Tried and Proved Pictures. It
is so stated in its advertising and in
its program for the Palmer Theatre of Palmer, Mass.
"A Tried and Proved Show of 100
Per Cent Features," is the announcement to its patrons.
Manager H. A. Chenoweth declares the week's program has been
tried by leading theatres country
wide.
It has been Proved by capacity
crowds to their satisfaction for their
good
Cash,cash.
the manager continues, spells
satisfaction, approval, joy and admiration.
What is being done by Mr. Chenoweth is being done by many other
exhibitors throughout the country.
"Tried and Proved" is positive and
definite.
It means that the productions coming writhin that division have been
given
bation. the seal of the public's approAnother New England exhibitor of
pictures
writes
to say
"Amen"
our leading
article
in the
issue to
of
March 8 entitled "Save Them from
an The
Untimely
writer isDeath."
not desirous of showing first run pictures. He says that
in the last five years there have been
produced many pictures "excellently
adapted" to his needs, but again and
again exchanges reply to his inquiries that "That picture is no
longer
available."
It is pointed out by our correspondent that if the distribtuors will
make it a point to keep on hand
prints of some of the outstanding
successes of previous years not only
will a favor be done their customers
but there will be provided no excuse for the formation of companies
designed particularly to provide what
commonly is known as non-theatrical subjects.
The great point to be remembered
is that a good picture does not die.
Every picture is new to the man who
has not seen it.
Every worthwhile production is
entitled to "run its course," to reach
all the photoplay public.
If the good pictures are kept in
circulation right up to the saturation
point it will have a beneficial effect
upon the producer of indifferent pictures.
It will mean that in making pictures there will be a realization they
cannot be booked because they are
new but because they have merit.

HAVE AND TO HOLD'
HIGHLY PRAISED

One of Few Costume Plays Pulling
Well in Small Towns
mountHave
featureandstarring
Betty Compson
and
'yO
to Hold,"
the ParaBert Lytell is more than holding its own in
the race for box office records. The film
was first released in November 1922, and the
fact that it is still drawing special comment
from exhibitors who are just booking it, or
running it for a second time, is proof enough
of the power of a good picture to do good
business despite its age.
The picture is a costume play and it is
commonly admitted that this type of story
often has difficulty in getting across to a great
portion of audiences. That this one can capably surmount this difficulty is attested to
by the enthusiastic reports from exhibitors
who admit that their audiences are not usually very strong for costume pictures.
There can be no doubt that a great deal of
the success of the film is due to the work of
the two stars, for in speaking of the picture,
exhibitors have especially indicated the appreciation which their patrons showed for the
splendid performance of both Bert Lytell and
Betty Compson.
Perhaps the most concrete way of indicating what is thought of this Tried and Proved
Picture is to reprint the actual written opinion of some exhibitors who have commented
on it.
When the film showed at the Star Theatre
in Hay Springs, Neb., the manager said of
it : "It is a very fine production. A costume
picture, it is true, but beautifully photographed
and well directed. When a costume play
pleases our patrons like this one did you may
be sure it is practically a one hundred per
report from the Hudson Theatre in
centTheproduction."
Rochester, ' New York, said in part : "This
is a good picture and one of the few costume
pictures that pleased. I had put of¥ playing
it but after I had seen it, I felt I gave my
patrons
a real corresponds
treat."
This report
to others which indicate that the picture is a big drawing card.

RIGHT ON THE JOB
The International Cameramen are always on the
job. J. C. Brown is here shovim taking pictures
of a Richmond fire at the time it is happening
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'Drifting'
opium Drama
Released by Universal
BRIEF: Cassie Cook, engaged in selling opium,
becomes remorseful and wishes to save her chum
from the habit, decides to leave China. She wins
the confidence of a white man in Hang Chow who
tells her he is there to fight the evil. Cassie feels
like a cheat and decides to betray her comrades.
A fight ensues between the two factions from which
Cassie emerges with a 'clean and honorable love.
nPHE life of the Orient is a never failing
-•- source of interest to the movie
Priscilla Dean is a well-liked starpublic,
whenandit
comes to "atmosphere" stories. These two
facts explain readily enough, therefore, why
this picture is still the subject of lively bookings and why it is being shown for a second
time in some of the best houses in the country.
To arouse the desire to see the film, the
stills may be used to excellent advantage in
arranging a lively lobby display. Nothing
could more truly suggest the atmosphere of
the picture than these stills which tell at a
glance wJiat may be looked for in the way
of entertainment.
To attract the attention for a distance it
might be wise to hang dozens of Japanese
lanterns of as many bright colors as you
can secure, above the entrance of the theatre. Not only will the colors get the eye,
but the Oriental suggestion will immediately
be conveyed by the lanterns.
You can give the showing some splendid
advance publicity from your own screen a
week or more in advance of the play date.
Here is one good way of getting this attention. Use a slide worded something like this :
"How many words can you spell from the
word 'D-r-i-f-t-i-n-g,' the Universal-Jewel
coming to this theatre (date). Two admission
tickets will be given to the person turning in
the largest list at the box office."
JThis award can be anything you see fit, and
the contest should be followed up in your
newspaper advertising. You might also arrange to have merchants in the vicinity carry
ads of the same nature. To tie-up with some
product of their own they might ofifer prizes
along different lines.
You might arrange, too, to have the druggist make a display of incense burners and
have the display illustrated with stills and
posters from the picture. This too, will immediately tie-up with the Oriental atmosphere
and suggest the theme
* *of *the story.
- 'A Dangerous Adventure'
Jungle Love
Released by Warner
BRIEF: Two girls and their uncle go into Africa
in quest of a buried treasure. They encounter wild
animals, terribl'e natives and rampaging storms but
they escape them all and are brought back by their
sweethearts who have traveled to their rescue. Directed by Sam Warner.
'T'AG a key with a number, and put it away
where no one but yourself can learn what
the number is. The key will be one used
to open a large treasure chest which you have
on display in the lobby. The person holding
the number which coincides with the one on
the key will receive the contents of the chest
a brand new ten dollar bill. The only
way in which a patron can secure a number
is to purchase a ticket to a performance of
"A Dangerous Adventure."
Here you have the idea for an exploitation
gag which carries publicity for the showing
of the Warner production in two ways. You
are inciting the urge to attend by the idea of
a substantial reward for the lucky patron, and
at the same time you are providing a fitting
lobby display in the form of a treasure chest
which should be arranged to look as genuine
as possible to convey the impression that this
is the very chest upon which the story of the
picture depends.
Since a number of the scenes feature wild
animals and their habits you have a strong
appeal to the school children on this score.
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'FLIRT' STRONG ATTRACTION
IN SMALL TOWNS
Even the newer Booth Tarkington pictures
can't shut out the old ones. As a matter of
fact it might be that the appearance of the
new pictures has been responsible for a greater
interest in this author which accounts for the
growing popularity of his pictures be they
new or old.
"The Flirt" is a real old Universal picture
and is Tried and Proved in every sense of the
word — in its box office drawing power, its
ability to draw well on a repeated booking,
and the number of bookings which it has to
its credit.
It is now having its run with the small
town houses whose patronage is general and
managers of these theatres reported splendid
success with the film. It ran recently at the
Maxime Theatre in Crosland, Mich., and according to the manager the patrons were very
much pleased with the film. Several of those
who came to the theatre stopped to tell how
much they enjoyed the picture and how grateful they were for the showing.
A very similar state of affairs obtained
when the picture showed at the Whynot Theatre in Greenfield, Ind. As a matter of fact
during its run the weather was very unfavorable, yet it drew very gratifying crowds.
^ ^ ^
'Lawful Larceny'
Vampire Love Released by Paranwunt
BRIEF: A modem vampire who runs a gambling
house with a male partner, who directs the victims
to the house, ruins Andrew Darsen financially while
his wife is in EHirope. When she returns she hears
all and determines on revenge. She goes to the
gambling house and succe(sds in ensnaring the
vampire's partner by which means she wins back
her husband's fortune, and regains her own Happiness.
A LAVISH display of exquisite clothes, and
elaborate interior sets characterize this
story of the modern Cleopatra which has
found a very ready audience among a wide
range of audiences, especially in the smaller
town where this type of picture always goes
big. Up to date its record of prolonged runs
puts it among the foremost Tried and Proved
Pictures.
And always, wherever it has shown, there
has been a concentrated advertising campaign
to back them up. A very helpful aid in this
connection is a form of teaser ad printed on
glazed cardboard. This should bear the message : "Wanted — Information that will lead
to the arrest and conviction of the man or
woman who robbed Hepburn's safe. See 'Lawful Larceny' at the
Theatre next week
forSome
complete
details."
real selling ads of various sizes have
been prepared by the Paramount publicity department, and are contained in the press book.
They emphasize the various phases of the story
and are pictorially so attractive that they
would be sure to arouse interest wherever they
are used. They suggest at a flash the highlights of the picture in a very attractive manner. They are available in mat form at the
various exchanges.
Then, too, there are the posters which may
be profitably used for advertising purposes as
well as for lobby decorations. They radiate
the punch and appeal of the picture in bold
bright colors that force the attention.
Suggested letter and post card forms are
also at the disposal of the exhibitor who will
find them valuable if he has a mailing list or
can secure one. Material that comes through
the mails always receives more dignified attention than paper handed to you on the street,
besides which if it comes through the mail
it is sure to get directly into the home where
it will be seen not by one but by many.

The message contained in these need not be
long. Something like this will do very nicely.
"Dear Miss
, A new Paramount
picture,
'Lawful
Larceny'
be the feature
at the
Theatre will
for
days.
Hope Hampton, Nita Naldi, Lew Cody and
Conrad Nagel are featured. Allan Dwan,
who made 'Robin Hood' directed the picture
which is undeniably one of the hits of the
While this message says nothing out of the
way, it carries dignity and the impression that
the person receiving it is being personally solicited tobe present as a regular patron of the
season."
theatre.

Letters
Cant

Be

NUMBER

That
Bought
EIGHT

Mill Valley, Calif.,
February 20, 1924.
Exhibitors Trade Review,
New York,
Dear Sirs :
Please -renew my subscription to the
Trade Review and find enclosed check
for Two dollars (§2), payment for
same.
The Box Office Reviews in your
magazine are very helpful to an exhibitor, as we are sometimes unable to get
press matter from the Exchanges on
the very latest productions. I use the
Box Office Reviews, or a part of them,
for
my program.
likewritten
the wayup the
different
attractions I are
by
your critics.
Wishing you every success for the
New Year, I am
Very truly yours,
GEORGE H. COOKE,
Mgr., Hub Theatre,
Mill Valley,
Box 874,

California.

It is letters like tliis one that convince us we are working ahead in
the right direction. It is the purpose
of the Exhibitors Trade Review to
render every possible service to exhibitors. Every department is
planned to help the exhibitor get
ahead. Now it is the Box Office Reviews that are singled out for special
These are written not only so that
praise.
they are easy and pleasant to read,
but for the purpose of giving the exhibitor astraight-from-the-shoulder
tip on every picture that is reviewed.
When a man selects these reviews to
reprint in his program, we know we
are accomplishing our purpose —
rendering real service to the exhibitor.
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Play

Pictures

f
with

a

Reputation

in the world is the use of
WHAT
playing unknown pictures when
here are pictures that have been
tried and proved 100% at box offices
all over the country. When you play

MERRY
GO
ROUND
The Year's Surprise Sensation, with Norman Kerry,
Mary Philbin and George Hackathorne. Directed by
Rupert Julian.

pictures with a reputation it means that
ready-made audiences are waiting for
them — it means that they can be easily
exploited — and that you can make real
money. These Jewels have a reputation for entertainment value and for
making money. If you haven't played
them, there is real money waiting for
Now is the time!
you.

1

DRIFTING
A Stirring Melodrama of unusual adventure and
thrilling action starring Priscilla Dean, with Wallace
Beery and Matt Moore. Directed by Tod Browning.
THUNDERING
DAWN
A Melodramatic Thriller with the greatest tidal wave
and typhoon scenes ever filmed, with J. Warren Kerrigan, Anna Q. Nilsson and Tom Santschi. Directed
by Harry Garson.
THE
ACQUITTAL
The Year's Supreme Mystery Play with Norman
Kerry, Claire Windsor, Richard Travers and Barbara
Bedford. Directed by Clarence Brown.

* P. S. If you've played "Merry Go Round"
once, play it again.

The DARLING
of NEW
YORK
An entertaining combination of pathos, comedy and
drama, with a great cast including Baby Peggy,
Gladys Brockwell, Pat Hartigan, Carl Stockdale,
Sheldon Lewis and Max Davidson. Directed by King
Baggot.
WHITE
TIGER
A Thrilling Drama of international crookdom starring Priscilla Dean, supported by Wallace Beery,
Matt
Moore and Ray Griffith. Directed by Tod
Browning.
A

Presented

Carl

by

Laemmle

Universal

LADY
OF
QUALITY
The Screen's Most Beautiful Love Story, starring
Virginia Valli, with Milton Sills and an extraordinary
cast. Directed by Hobart Henley.
SPORTING
YOUTH
The Great American Speed Picture, starring Reginald Denny, supported by Laura La Plante and an
extraordinary cast of popular favorites. From Byron
Morgan's dazzling story of the younger set. Directed
by Harry Pollard.

Jewel

Pictures

LI
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'Merry Go Round'
Story of Nobility
Released by Universal
BRIEF: An Austrian noble falls in love with a
peasant, but his position forces him to marry a
countess. Then comes the war. NobiHty disappears, the countess dies, and fate again throws th;
lovers together. Now it is possible for them to
marry and they find happiness together.
CO many theatre managers are finding that
>^they have to rebook "The Merry Go
Round" in order to give the portion of their
patrons,
get there
first time,
a chance who
to seecouldn't
the picture,
that the
bookings
are
as Hvely as ever, and the film belongs among
the foremost Tried and Proved Pictures.
Probably one of the big reasons for tlie

It's What's
TliEt

Mter

Left

Counts!

you

ve paid your

film rental

And

deducted

your

overhead—

What's

left is your profit

Make

YOUR

PROFIT

a

good one —
Book actually certified
successes.

AND

PROVED

PICTURES

popularity of the film is its easy adaptability
to clever exploitation stunts. Despite the fact
that for several months exhibitors in all parts
of the country have been active on all sorts
of schemes to give the picture a great deal
of publicity, there seem still to be a quantity
of new ones that are entirely original.
Here's one that should occasion a great deal
of comment if you can manage to pull it.
If you stand in with the police — and if you
don't youmissionshould
as soon
— get leadperto erect on
each as
of possible
the corners
ing to your theatre, a traffic post, on the top
of which should be a rather large waterproof
pin-wheel. The posts should be made of wood
with a fairly heavy base. On the post should
be a sign printed in large letters with the
words : "Turn here to see 'Merry Go Round'
Then, too,Theatre."
you can put ov^r a whale of a
stunt with • the taxi stations. Get a square
of wood a foot and a half and in large letters have printed along each side, the name
of your theatre. In the center of this base
erect a round stick a few feet high. On the
top of the stick should be a large sign on
which is printed "Our taxis take you direct to
'Merry Go Round.' " This should be printed
on both sides so that passersby going in all
directions will notice them
You can easily arrange with the taxi company for permission to place these signs at
their stands. Besides giving you publicity,
it carries the suggestion that with very little
effort you can be conveyed to a place where
there will be furnished some real entertainment.
A number of exhibitors have found that
an attractive lobby did wonders in interesting the patrons in the picture. The film suggests any number of these, some of the most
efi^ective being those in which the marquee
plays the big part in the display.
By the use of compo and beaver board, you
can get your carpenter to make a very substantial merry go round. Cut-outs from the
twenty-four sheets will supply you with just
the right figures to ulace in the merry go
round. Then get plent> of colored flags and
put them all around so that as the thing revolves (and this can be easily arranged by
means of an electric battery and some simple

Riding

With
INTO

Death

Start with
Crater

"THE

HEART
WSt
E
ONA"
arT
ring

OF

of Vesuvius!

International

Exclusive

Typical of INTER NATIONAL
Quality — First and Best — A Feature in
Itself— A Newsreel SPECIAL ATTRACTION.

wiring),
the flags will blow and thus attract
further attention.
You might also be able to secure a small
merry go round, the kind they drive about
on small wagons, and on which children ride,
and make that the central figure in your lobby.
This should also be brightly decorated with
flags and streamers, and in addition you might
arrange to give children free rides on it. This
will keep a crowd in front of your theatre
at all times, and will certainly make a marked
impression on prospective patrons.
'De Luxe Annie'
Crook Drama
Released by Selznick
BRIEF: Julie Kendal, loving wife of a devoted
husband, is struck on ths head and becomes an
aphakia victim. While in this condition she becomes the confederate of a crook who practices the
old badger game. She one day strays to the town
in which she lives, and all unwittingly is led by a
chain of events to her own home. There her husband and a doctor friend find her. By means of
an operation she is restored to health, and she
and her husband are happily reunited,
i\F all Norma Talmadge's earlier successes,
^ this one is credited to be her most notable and in the role of De Luxe Anne she
has
endeared
herself to a great many audiences.
Besides the popularity of this star there is
also a contributing factor in the form of Eugene O'Brien who is her leading man. There
is a great deal of publicity to be gained from
featuring these two names in conjunction with
a lobby display in which studio pictures of
the
production are given a great deal of prominence.
These stills should be attractively mounted
and placed both at the entrance to the lobby
and in the lobby proper. If you can get frames
for them, so much the better for they become
more compelling when they can show off to
better advantage.
You should also get some stills to place
in windows of shops in the community. Several of these show Norma Talmadge in some ■
of the elaborate gowns which appear in the
picture and among gorgeous settings. Hence
they would be specially suited to apparel
shops, or furniture stores where the tie-up
would be very obvious.
The mystery aspect may also be profitably
played up in an exploitation stunt of this nature. Have posters printed announcing a reward for the capture and conviction of "De
Luxe Annie" and her slick accomplice. These
posters should be given prominence in all
parts of the town for several days in advance
of the showing, to insure impressing the
name on the public.
The posters which have been prepared by
Selznick have all the necessary elements for
arousing the curiosity and creating a desire to
see the film. They should therefore be used
both in the lobby and in the various shop windows where they will be easily noticed and
will do the most good.

NORMA
TALMADGE
AT

Selznick

"The
FINE

ALL

Exchanges

prints are in
CONDITION"

Wondrous Airplane Views —
Seven Minutes of Flight in the Fiery
Inferno!
Closeups of the Flaming Cone!
Most Sensational Newsreel Picture
Since International's Famous "Tokio in
Flames" — EXCLUSIVE

IN

International News No. 22
Produced by
Released by
International
Universal

BRAY

WINNERS
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HAL

ROACH

Presents

STAN

LAUREL

Two

Reel

Play

Comedies

Laurel

for

f
1

Laughter

The more comedies he makes, the better he
gets and he started good
Never has a new
better or quicker.

comedian

"caught on"

With his first Hal Roach-produced comedy
a few months ago we prophesied big things
for Stan LaureL

He has now caught up with

the prophesy, and is stepping fast.
Play Laurel
satisfaction !

for laughter and

audience

Pafh^comedy
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show,

yourself.

Directed by
Pafhesericil

Geo. B. Seitz

A

knockout

A

clean-up

The

as

a serial

as

a feature —

Way

of

Man

a
with

ALLENE

RAY

and
HAROLD
From

MILLER

the famous
(Author

novel

of "The

by

Covered

EMERSON
Wagon",

"North

HOUGH

of 36", etc.)

For the first time in the business one

The feature is competing on even terms

story has been used for both a feature and
a serial. It was big enough for both.
This decided innovation has now been

with the biggest features of the day. Exhibitors declare it just as good as the
feature that has been declared the great^
est picture ever produced.
0

proven a complete and amazing success.
The serial has established marvellous
booking records with every exhibitor
more than pleased.

What

more

can

we

say?

"I want to congratulate you on this
wonderful production." — Colonial Theatre, San Diego, Cal.
"'Very satisfactory.'" — C. G. Behrens,
Family Theatre, Davenport, la.

Directe4 by

Produced by
C. W. Patton

Pafheserial
—

Geo. B. Seitz

and

Patoicture
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TRIED

IN THE
HALL

BOX

OFFICE

OF FAME

A Selected List of Features With
L nusual Box Office Records
Paramount

AND

PROVED

PICTURES

January 26. BECAUSE there is a vogue
for Russian entertainment in this country
and the story is a fascinating one.
Selznick
■•^^'hat Fools
Are"— Pyramid Comedy,
Reviewed FebruaMen
ry 9. BECAU
SE it has a
powerful box office cast and the story is a
very timeh' one.
"The Chicken in the Case"— Triangle Comedy. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE
Owen Moore appears in the kind of role his
fans like best.
"The Poor Simp" — Romantic Comedy. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE it is another
Owen Moore picture that will send the audience home whistling and contented.
"Love Is an Awful Thing" — Marriage Difficulties. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE
audiences cry with laughter when they see
it and Owen Moore appears at his best in it.
United Artists

"My American Wife" — Released February 11, 1923. Sport Romance. Reviewed
February 9. BECAUSE Gloria Swanson
appears in it in a role that will thrill and
satisfy her most ardent admirers.
"Is Matrimony a Failure" — Released
April 30, 1922. Farce Comedy. Reviewed
February 2 BECAUSE it is a catchy
light-hearted picture that sends audiences
away pleased and happy.
"Kick In" — Released January 1, 1923.
"Way Down East"— Small Town Life. ReUnderworld Drama. Reviewe
d February 2.
viewed February 23. BECAUSE it is among
BECAUSE it is a powerful drama with
D.
W.
Griffith's
best known pictures and has
three powerful box office names: Bettv been shown in practically
every theatre in
Compson, Bert Lytell and May McAvoy.
the country.
"The White Flower"— Released March
"One Exciting Night '— Comedv Drama.
4, 1923. Tropical Love. Reviewed FebruReviewed March 1. BECAUSE it is numary 2. BECAUSE Betty Compson is in h
bered among the D. W. Griffith best sellers
and the story laid in the South Seas, is a and is an absorbing story with an exceptionseductive and artistic one.
ally fine cast.
"The
Love Flower" — Romance. Re\'iewed
"The Impossib
Mrs. Bellew"— Social March 11.
BECAUSE it provides a splendid
Drama. ReviewedleJanuary
26. BECAUSE
it is a powerful, popular story and Gloria vehicle for some remarkable acting by Richard
Swanson is in it.
Barthelmess and Carol Dempster who por"Prodi
mance.tray the story as an unusually refreshing roDaughters"— Flapper Picture
ReviewedgalJanuar
y 19. BECAUSE the sub"Dream Street" — Limehouse Life. BEject has aroused so much interest throughCAUSE it is a true portrayal on the screen
out
star. the country and Gloria Swanson is the of Limehouse life as Thomas Burke knows
and sees it, ard it answers the public demand
for thrills and romance.
Universal
C. C. Burr
"The Flirt"— Booke 6,665 times. Love
and Society Pictures.d Revie
"Three
O'Clock
the Morning"
— Modernit
wed February Youth. Reviewed in
March
1. BECAUSE
9. BECAUSE Booth Tarkington wrote
the book and the exploitation possibilities has been booked 100 per cent by all States
are unusual.
Rights and is a fast moving, jazzy story which
marks the return of Constance Binney after
"Hunting Big Game in Africa"— Booked
a prolonged absence.
4.621 times. Adventure Film. Reviewed
February 9. BECAUSE there are enolfgh
exploitation angles to make it a winner
anywhe
ture. re and it is an entirely unusual pic-

"Foolish Wives"— Booked 5,800 times.
Foreign Intri
gue and Love. Reviewed
February 2. BECAUSE Erich Von Stroheim produced and took the leading part in
It and It handles a problem of universal
intere
st.
"The Storm"— Booked 8,473 times. Triangle Alelodrama. Reviewed February 2.
BECAUSE it is one of the outstanding
box office succes.ses of
broken booking records. all time and has
^ no?^^-""~^*^'''^''^^
1923.Reviewed
Booked
^,y^8
times.
Foreign^^^y
Intrigue.

WHEN

YOUR

FEATURE FAILS,
WHAT
THEN ?

Profit and Patrons
"TiO Bigger Profits and Larger
Patronage Mean xAnything to
You?
Then
you and
can'tProved
afford Pictures.
to overlook Tried
Tliey are tlie real Exhibitor

AUDIENCE APPROVES 'PAWNED'
"This is the kind of picture which builds
up business and at the same time leaves a
profit in the till," said an exhibitor recently in
talking
Selznick's
"Pawned,"
Tried and
Proved ofPicture
starring
Tom aMoore
and
Edith Roberts.
The exhibitor was H. H. Francisco of the
Terrace Theatre, Kendall, Wis. He ran the
picture for several showings at each of which
he succeeded in packing the house. After
each performance, patrons stopped to tell him
how much they enjoyed the film which got
over big because of the surprises, thrills and
suspense which it contains.
Other exhibitors have reported similar success with this easily exploited film.

A SERIES

OF

Box Office Attractions
For Immediate Release
^LILY

OF

"MRS.

THE

ALLEY

ERRICKER'S

REPUTATION"
9n
"THE PIPES OF PAN

"JOHN

FORREST

FINDS

HIMSELF" QUEST
AMAZING

"THE

"MIST

IN THE

"JUSTICE

VALLEY"

RAFFLES"

j\Ioneymakers. They'll do for you
what they have done for your successful competitor.
You can do it, too.
Read every line of the Tried
AND Proved Department of Exhibitors Trade Review.
If you haven't been reading it
all you've missed a lot. But it's
not too late to start. You will get
bushels of sizzling ideas in Next
Week's Issue of Exhibitors
Trade Review.

Released fliroug'li leading
Independent Exchanges .V
DISTRIBUTED BY
HEPWORTH PRODUCTIONS, INC.
729 7th Ave.
N. Y. C.
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TRIED
'The Flirt'
Society Love
Released by Universal
BRIEF: The Madison family is short of money,
though
Madison'sis lazy
nameandandselfish,
creditbutarepretty
good. ;
Cora, oneMr.daughter,
the other is a reflection of her gentle mother.
Cora's flirtations
with tlUe
men of the
struggle
of the father
to maintain
the town,
station theof
living, how he is involved in a confidence game,
and ingtheof drama
eventual
and triumph
comedy. of love, makes a blendXT ERE is a film whose record stands ready
to attest to its place among Tried and
Proved Pictures — it has been booked about
7,000 times. If properly handled it can be
depended on to make money lor practically
every exhibitor. A little originality will go
a great way toward making the public take
notice and portunity
"The
for thatFlirt''
sort presents
of thing. excellent opIn the first place every exhibitor whether
he is running this picture for the first time
or as a rebooked attraction should lay stress
on Booth Tarkington, the author. The picture
was made from the book of the same name
and has had a tremendous sale. Coincident
with the appearance of the picture, Grossett
and Dunlap, the book publishers, put out a
special motion picture edition illustrated with
stills from the film.
Such an addition makes exploitation by
means of a book tie-up just that much more
useful. Arrange with the book dealer or
dealers in your vicinity for the sale of this
special edition at the time of the showing.
You might even allow him to place a table
with a few copies in the lobby of the theatre. The table should be made attractive with
large stills or posters. People coming into
the theatre might stop to glance at the books,
become interested, and decide to buy a copy.
A sign telling where they are for sale will
give the book dealer sufficient good reason for
consenting to tie-up with you.
Another good stunt is to get a large quantity of cheap, black masks, on which appear
the name of the production, the name of your
theatre, and the playdates. Arrange to have
these distributed either through some local
dealer or at the theatre. This should be done
several days in advance of the showing. The
children will be- delighted with these and there
is no doubt that in carrying them about with
them they will give your showing plenty of
publicity where it will do the most good.
Another way to get the whole town talking
is to have a red card the size of an ordinary
post card printed in white with the words
"Beware of 'The Flirt.' " Have some small
boys or men go from house to house and
leave one at every door. You will soon find
that every one is all "pepped" up about
the mysterious "Flirt."
* * *
'The Old Homestead'
Small Town Life
Released by Paramount
BRIEF ; The village vamp induces the town
weakling, who works in the general store, to steal
for her. Suspicion falls on Reuben, son of Uncle
Joshua, and he flees from town. The storekeeper,
who
holdsto aputmortgage
Uncle
Josh's because
house, has
decided
it underon the
hammer
the
mortgage
can't
be
paid
off.
Through
a
round
dramatic events the facts are revealed as theyof
really
are, and everything turns out happily for ail
concerned.
nPHERE seems to be something in this picture that has endeared it to the sophisticated city audience as well as to the simple,
small town folk, and it is for this reason the
picture has met with an almost phenomenal
success.
James Cruze is the man who is responsible
for the production, and due to his more recent
successes, he has crowned himself with new
laurels which are reflecting back and making
this film as popular as ever. And certainly
this popularity is not undeserved. The hurri-

AND

PROVED

PICTURES

BABY PEGGY A TRIED
AND PROVED STAR
These Stills Are Just Samples of
Her

Work in 'Sweetie' and
'Taking Orders' Two
Century Comedies

cane
in film
"TheworkOldandHomestead
miraclescene
of fine
would give' is
evena
the most hard-boiled a genuine thrill.
This is the real highlight of the film and
should be made important when the exploitation campaign is begun. The way to do this
is to play up the posters which feature these
scenes and give them wide distribution in every possible
Work
withavenue.
the charitable organization in
your neighborhood and benefit it while you
gain publicity for yourself. The way to arrange this is to get them to adopt as a slogan
for raising funds some such lines as these :
"A coin or two in this box will help us save
'The Old Homestead' for some poor unfortunates." Almost everyone will consent to
having a charity box in his store in a prominent place and the title of your picture will
thus also receive important attention.
The lobby of the theatre should be decorated to give the efifect of an old homestead.
This could be done by covering the posts with
imitation shingles, putting up compo walls to
resemble the outside of the house, and placing
cut-out figures at the front of the door of the
house to give the thing a realistic appearance.
You might even arrange with the local furniture dealer to have him put some furniture
within these compo walls to make it look like
a sitting room.
* * *
Right ofReleased
Purchase'
Society'By
Drama
by Selznick
BRIEF:
Margota man
Hughes,
a society
consents to marry
of wealth
and butterfly,
understanding
and be his wife in name only for three years as a
sort of trial marriage. She continues her flirtations
with a former admirer but at the same time she
is learning to love her husband. She does not tell
him so, however, and things are going from bad to
worse
friend intervenes and restores happiness
to bothuntilof athem.
tJERE is another Norma Talmadge-Eugene
O'Brien revival with a story and a record that should make it immediately popular
again. The film was first shown in February,
1922, and judging from its success following
that date there should be no difficulty in reviving its popularity on a second showing.
It is the sort of thing that strikes the popular note squarely. The story is one of romance and intrigue, the principals are charming and easy, indeed, to look at, and the clothes
worn by Miss Talmadge would gladden the
heart of any woman.
All of which adds to the salability of
the film because of the ease with which it
may be exploited. Stills from the picture used
in the lobby and studio shots on attractive
posters should immediately arouse interest in
the film. Besides there are the names of the
two stars. Not only has Norma Talmadge a
large following, but Eugene O'Brien also has
many friends among the Great American Public. The dope on this picture, then, is to play
up these two as big as possible. Give their
names prominence every plausible place.
A good stunt might be to get a great number of telegram blanks and on each typewrite a message inviting the addressed person
to attend the showing at your theatre. These
may be delivered by a few small boys and
should be sent to your personal mailing list.
Those destined for women patrons should be
signed withwhich
Eugene
the
messages
the O'Brien's
men will name
receivewhile
should
appear to come from Norma Talmadge.
^ou should also arrange for an attractive
window display of women's clothes in the foremost shop of the vicinity. Besides an elaborate display of the newest styles there should
be a large number of stills of Miss Talmadge
in her most elaborate costumes, and with these
a....floor
neat but you
conspicuous
readingselection
: "On the
will findsign
a large
of
clothes like these, any of which are yours
'Bv Right of Purchase.' "
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Production

Chart

and

Press

Opinions

In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months.
Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names.
In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

Gloria Swanson

Superb

in 'Humming Bird'
Critics Laud This Paramount
Montmartre Story
the critics
FOR sometime pastoverk
ind to
have not been
Gloria Swanson whom they ac-of
cused of being capable only
to dewearing beautiful clothes But
at
cidedly good advantage.
her dramatic ability all were
wont to scoff.
But Gloria has finally redeemed herself. Having seen
all
her in "The Humming Bird"retriare now anxious to make
bution and offer humble apologies for a hasty judgment.
With one or two exceptions
this is precisely what they have
done. A more favorable general
opinion could not be hoped for.
The Syracuse Telegram has this
to say:
If a cinema can be spiritual — ifforit
can reach the heart (or what passes
the heart) of a cjmical and hardened
g
reporter, then "The Hummin
movie
of the
Bird" is spiritual. The secretSwanson
Miss
which
success
brilliant
scores is her sincerity of treatment. You
find the same sincerity in the admirable
in Olcott's direction, and
casting
goesandfar to redeem a story which
this
might otherwise fail to impress.
The reviewer of the Chicago
Post is another who makes apology for his previous belief that
"Gloria Swanson was a cold
proposition, a beautiful inodel
clothes" and joins
for stunning
the ranks of ardent admirers of
real ability: He says:
She cannot be accused of being cold
in this picture. She makes Toinette a
ntal girl. You
a temperame
personalit
think we y,think
only of Gloria. Well,
she so dominates this picture that even
g cast receives
a very good supportin
. Edward Burns
attention
but
seemsslight
a rather
unemotional lover but
perhaps it is in comparison.
"Miss Swanson's masquerade is
one that will please her admirers" says the Newark, N. J.,
News Reviewer. Especially her
interpretation of an Apache living in the Montmartre underworld seems particularly commendable to this reviewer. He
says further:
She has a tender side as well, as is
shown in her love for an American and
her care in nursing him to health. Sidney Olcott has obtained many fine effects
in lighting, ohotography and action. The
scenes on the French battlefield being
among the most illusive ever seen on
a screen here.
The critic of the New York
Tribune records her surprise anrt
delight in the film which far surpassed the stage version according to her opinion. She, too,
takes occasion to comment on
the remarkably fine work on
Miss Swanson as well as on the
finish and delicacy which marks
the direction.

NOVEMBER
Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
April Showers
Harlan-Moore . . . Pref. Pic. ..6350 .
Nov. 17
Blow Your Own Horn .Lewis-Perdue F. B. O. ..6,000.
Nov. 1710
Bright
of B'way .All
Star
Prin.
Nov.
Cameo Lights
Kirby
Special
Cast
FoxPic... 6700.
6931.
Oct. 27
Crooked Alley
Special Cast
Universal ..4,900.
Nov. 24
Cyclone Jones
Williams
Aywon
5,000.
.....Oct.
Dec. 2227
Dangerous
Maid,'The ..C.
Talmadge First Nat'l .7,337.
Eternal Flame
Bosworth-WindsorGoldwyn
6,000 .
Sept. 30
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn F. B. O. ..6,000.
.Dec. 1
Flaming
...First Nat'l ..8,434.
Forgive Youth
and Forget .... Colleen
Pauline Moore
Garon ...Apollo
5,877 . .Nov. 24
Harbor Lights
Tom Moore
Asso. Exhib. 5,200.
. . Nov. 10
His Childrer'i Children .All Star
Paramount ..8,338.
.Nov. 17
Human Mill, fhe
Special Cast Metro
6,000-.
Huntress
C. Moore
First Nat'l 7,000.
.Oct. 2715
.Dec.
Jealous Husbands
Special Cast
First Nat.'l .6.000Kentucky Days
Dustin Farnum ..Pox
6,000.Nov.
24
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast . . . . Vitagraph ...6,000.Dec. 15
Light That Failed
All Star
Paramount ..7,013.Aug. 11
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies ..Goldwyn .. 9,000Man. Woman, TemptationSpecial Cast
Metro
6,000 •
.Nov. 10
Million to Burn, A ...Herbert RawlinsonUniversal .. 5,000. Oct. 6
Monna Vanna
All Star
Fox
8,648.Nov. 2410
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast Vitagraph ..7,000Pleasure
SpecialLivingston
Cast .Independent
Metro
7,547. Nov. 10
Scars of Mad
Hate
Jack
5,000
. Nov. 3
Shattered Reputations .. Johnny Walker ..Lee-Brad. ..4,800Hodkinson ..6,000Special Cast
.Oct.
208
Shifting Sands
.Dec.
..8,434Paramount
Negri
Pola
Spanish Dancer
Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr. . Paramount .5,652 Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Universal .. 7,000. .Nov. 3
Thy Name Is Woman. . Special Cast Metro
6,000'
.Nov. 10
Tipped Off
Special Cast P'goers Pic. 4,284 .Jan. 12
Unseeing Eyes
Barrymore-Owen .Goldwyn ...8,500'
Wanters, The
Special Cast First Nat'l ..6,000DECEMBER
Feature
Star Distributor Length
Anna Christie
Blanche Sweet .First Nat. .7,631. Reviewed
Acquittal
All Star
Universal ...6,523
Dec. 15
Barefoot Boy
All Star
C. B. C. ...5,769
Nov. 243
Big
Dan
Jones-Nixon
Fox
5.934
Nov.
CountTV Kid
Barry
Warners ...5,686
Dec. 178
Call of Canyon
Dix- Wilson
Paramount ..6993.
Nov.
Cupid's
Fireman
Charles
Jones
...Fox
4,200
Dancer of Nile
C. Myers
F. B. O. ..5,787
Jan. 5
Darling of N. Y
Baby Peggy
Univ
6,239
Jan.
Dec. 1215
Davrid Copperfield All Star
Asso. Ex. ..6,282
Nov. 10
Day of Faith
All Star
Gold-Cos. ...6557
Nov. 24
Defyi.ist Destiny .AH Star
Selznick 5,663
Eternal City
LaMarr-Barrymore First Nat. ..7,800
Dec.
Nov. 2415
Extra Girl
Normand Asso. Ex. ..5,700
Fashion Row
Murray
Metro 7,300
Nov.
Fashionable Fakers
All Star
F. B. O. ..4,869
Nov. 24
10
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess First Nat. . . 8,000
Dec.
22
Gold Madness
Post
Prin. Pic. . . 6,068
Dec.
15
Nov. 17
Flaming Passions
Irene Rich
Warner
7,500
Half a Dollar Bill Nilsson
Metro 5,700
Nov.
10
Dec. 29
In
Palace ofof a King
Gold -Cos. ..7,453
.Metro
5,500.
In Search
Thrill . . . Sweet
Viola Dana
Dec. 1522
.
.
Universal
.
.
8,000
.
Dec.
Lady of Quality
Valli-Sills ..
. Truart
6,000 ■
Let's Go
R. Talmadge , ...Sunset
5,000
.Dec.
Lone Fighter
J. B Warner
.Nov. 2917
. .Vitagraph . . .6,000.
Loyal Lives
Special Cast
Lucretia Lombard
Irene Rich
Warner
7,500.
.Dec. 29
Mail Man
All Star
F. B. O. ..6,800.
.Dec. 8
Man From Brodneys ...Soecial Cast Vitagraph ..7,100.
.Dec. 8
6,208
Metro
All Star
Man Life Passed By.
Monogram ..5,000.
Mask of Lopez
.Dec.
.Jan. 51
Masters of Men
Soecial Cast Vitagraph ...6,900.
Ford-Shanno Preferred ...7,500.
Maytime
Modern Matrimony Moore-Lake
Select
4,960.
.Dec. 22
Near Lady
All Star
Universal ..4,812.
. Nov. 3
Net. The
Special Cast ....Fox ...... .6,135.
.Dec. 15
Ninetv and Nine
Soecial Cast Vitagraph ..6,900.
Our HospitaJity
Keaton
Metro .. ..6,220.
.Dec.
Poniola
Nilsson
First Nat. ..6,500.
.Jan. 30261
.Dec.
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart Universal ..4,571 .
.Dec.
1
Red Warning
J. Hoxie
Universal ...7,800
..4,795.
Rendezvous
All
Star
Goldwyn
Reno
,
All Star
Goldwyn . . . 6,600 .
.Jan. 2219
.Dec.
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery Asso. Auth. 8,000
.Dec.
Second Hand Love Tones
Fox
6,000.
..Jan.
Nov. 1231
Second Youth
All Star
Goldwyn ...6,500
.Nov.
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
Fox
7,000 Jan. 1210
Slave of Desire
Special Cast
Goldwjm . . . 6,673 .
Temple of Venus All Star
Fox
8,000.
This Freedom
All Star
Fox
7,000.
.Nov. 24
.Dec. 22
Thundereate
O. Moore
First Nat'l ..6,665.
.Dec.
291
.Dec.
Twenty-One
Barthelmess First Nat'l .. 6,560 .
.Dec. 15
Unknown
Purple
All R<-ar
Star
First
..fi,560.
Virjinian
Pref. Nat'l
Pic. ..8,010.
.Dec. 1
Whipping Boss
All Star
Monogram .5,800.
.Dec.
22
White Tiger
Dean
Universal ..7,177.
.Dec.
.Nov. 1781
Wife's
Romance
Young
Metro
5,169,
.Dec.
Wild Bill
Hickok Hart
Paramount .6,983.
JANUARY
Distributor Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
.Anderson ...7000.
Glass-Cooper
After the Ball
Jan. 5

'Atmosphere'

the Motif

in 'Cameo Kirby'
Fox Film Accorded Praise for
Realism and Novelty
'T'HE story is cleverly complicated but never confusing,
and the film has been given a
careful, accurate and colorful
production,"
the reviewer
the ClevelandsaysPlain
Dealer of
in
his comment on Fox's "Cameo
Kirby," a melodrama of the old
school, by Booth Tarkington
and Harry Leone Wilson.
That critics from other papers
concur in this opinion may be
seen in an excerpt from the Los
Angeles Express, which says:
Old time melodramas are apt to seem
stilted to modern theatre goers whether
revived
stage was
or screen.
Kirby," onwhich
one ofButthe"Cameo
most
popular
productions
of our American
stage lends
itself adimirably;
to the
screen and John Gilbert, who has the
title role in the Fox photoplay, is exactly suited to the part. He is dashing,
upstanding and dramatically alert to
most
of the finer points in the characterization.
The Philadelphia Public
Ledger also seemed to be more
seriously attracted to the portraj^al of Kirby by Gilbert than
to the film as a whole. It says:
John Gilbert has an appealing smile
and an altogether romantic appearance.
Says The Indianapolis Star in
respect to the effect of realism
created by the film :
All that remains to re-create the Dixie
atmosphere is for the management to
serve mint julep at intermissions and to
to drop
their with
r's.
.permit
. . Foxthehasushers
provided
the story
a colorful atmosphere and the cast is
made up of some first rate actors.
John Gilbert is a gracious Southern
gentleman. His work as Cameo Kirby
is about the best he has ever done.
The reviewer on the Newark
News evidently was much
pleased and impressed with the
play, for he has gone on to a
lengthy exhortation of scenes,
the story, and atmosphere of the
film. He says: "In its pictured
form the play has greater spaciousness than could be given it
on the regular stage. Its depiction of Lightning, one of the
faster stern wheel boats plying
the Mississippi in ante-Civil
War days,
and ofof New
open Orleans
and interior scenes
coupled with the costumes lend
it an air of novelty and help to
create an atmosphere that continually interests the spectator.
That interest is heightened by
the tragic and interesting develTniin Gilhert irake<? so well as
Ki'-by that- he is very satisfying. Allen
Halp brines a bearing and ease to his
opments."
work
and
Miss Gertrude
Olmsted's
beautv
minimizes
certain amateurish
qualities in her acting.
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Current Production
Age of Desire
Special Cast
Tom Moore . 1st
Paramount
Big
.5,174
-Feb. 2
Nat'l
BlackBrother
Oxen
.7,000 Jan. 5
C.
Griffith
First
Alexander
First Nat'l
Nat. . .6,000 Jan. 19
Boy of Mine
F. B. O. . . .6000 Jan. 5
Breaking Into Society . Special Cast
All Star
Selznick . . . .4,112 Jan. 26
Broadway Broke
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines ...Warner ... .6,000 Dec. 8
Feb. 2
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib .6,500
Danger Ahead
Richard TalmadgeGoIdstone . . 9,000
Jan. 12
.5,000
Jan12
Don't
Call
It
Love
Special
Cast
Paramount
Exiles
Bouton-Gilbert ..Fox
.6,457 .
Ja"- 19
Gentle Julia
Bessie Love .... Fox
.6,100
Jan.
Good Men and Bad .... Marin Sais .... Selznick . . . .5,731 Jan.
.3.926 Jan.
Governor's
Jane Grey
Fox
.7,669
Jan.
Great
WhiteLady
Way
All-star
Grit
Glenn Hunter . . .Cosmopol.
Hodkinson .. 10,000
Jan.
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Metro
.5,800
Jan.
Her Temporary HusbandAll Star
First Nat. . .5,000 Jan.
Heritage of the Desert . . Bebe Daniels .... Paramount .6,723 Jan. 5
His Mystery Girl ..
Rawlinson Universal .5,741 Feb. 2
Hoodman Blind
Gladys Hulette..Fox .4,487 Jan. 5
Hook and Ladder .. H. Gibson
Universal ., .5,434 Jan. 26
Jan. 12
Humming Bird
Gloria Swanson .Paramount . . .6000
Judgment of Storm
Special Cast F. B. O. . .6,329
.7,490 JanJan. 2619
Just Od Broadway .. John Gilbert ..Fox
5,544
Feb. 2
Lady
of
Monsoreau
.
AH
Star
Klein
.5,500
Dec.
29
Let Not Man Put
.8,000
Asunder
Tellegen-Fred'cjc.
.Vitagraph
.
.
Dec. 8
Love Pirate
All Star
F. B. O. , .4750
Jan. 12
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon . . . Vitagraph . .5,800
6,526 Jan. 19
Loving Lies
Brent-Blue
Asso. Auth. .4,750
Jan. 26
Lullaby
Jane Novak
F. B. O. .
Marriage Market ...
AH Star
C. B. C. . . .6,297 Jan. 25
Man from Wyoming.
J. Hoxie
Universal .. .4,719 Feb. 2
Mine to Keep
Washburn Grand-Asher 5,317 Dec. 29
Monkey's
Special
Selznick . .... .5,194 Jan. 19
Name the Paw
Man
Special Cast
Cast ....Gold-Cos.
.7,771 Jan. 26
No More Women
Bellamy-Moore ..Asso. Auth. .6,181
Feb. 2
Not a Drum Was HeardCharles Jones . . .Fox
4,823
Feb. 9
Old Fool
All Star
Hodkinson .6,147
Jan. 5
.5,936
Feb. 2
Other
Daughters .Washburn
PhantomMen'sJustice
Special Cast . . . . Gr.-Asher
F. B. O. .. .6,238
Feb. 2
Prince of a King
Dinky Dean Selznick . . . .6,000
Jan. 12
Printer's
Devil
Wesley
Barry ...Warner
... .5.000 Feb. 9
Satin Girl
All
Star
Grand-Asher
5,691 Dec. 8
Shadow of the East
Mayo-Harris ....Fox .5,874 Feb. 16
Shepherd King
All Star
Fox
Dec. 29
Norma Talmadge.lst Natl. .. .8,000
Song of Love
.8,000 Jan. 26
South Sea Love
Shirley Mason . . Fox
.4,168
Jan. 5
Steadfast Heart ....
Mary Alden ....Distinctive
.
.7,012
Special Cast . . Fox
.8,000Jan. 25
The
Arizona
Express
Special
The Wildcat
Robert Gordon ..Inde. Pic. .5,000
.8,000
Three
^Madge
"--'al Kennedy
Cast ....Golowyn
Three Weeks
Miles Out
. Kenma . ... . .5,700
Jan. 12
Thrill Chaser
Hoot Gibson ....Universal .5,196
Dec. 8
Through the Dark
Colleen Moore . . joldwyn .. .7,999
Jan.
19
Tiger Rose
Ulrich
Warner . .
Dec. 15
Toilers of the Sea
Special Cast Selznick . . .7,400
.5,128
Jan.
19
To the Ladies
All Star
Paramount
Dec. 8
Treasure Canyon
J. B Warner . . . Sunset . . . .6,268
.5.000
Westbound
J. B Warner . . . Sunset . . . .5,000
West of Water Tower . . All star
Paramount
What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont . . . Inde. Pic. . .6,500
.5,000Jan. 19
What Love Will Do ..Ken. McDonald .Sunset ... .5,000
When Odds are Even.
Russell
Fox
8
Whispered Name . . . All Star
Universal .4,284 Dec.
Jan. 26
Wife in Name Only . . Special Cast .... Selznick . . .5,000
.4,868
Jan.
26
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson . Selznick . . .6,994
Tan. 26
.6,052
Dec. 15
You Can't Get Away.
Marmont
Fox
FEBRUARY
Distributor Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Alimony
Darmond-Baxter F. B. O. . .6,917 Feb.
Feb.
C. C. Burr .6,000
Average Women
Garon-Powell . . . Inde.
Baffled
Franklyn Farnum Fox Pic. . .5.000
Blizzard, The
Foreign Cast . . , Universal .5,890 March
Breathless Moment ....Wm. Desmond ..
.5,556
Feb.
Cause For Divorce .... Brunette-Butler . Selznick . . . .7,132 Mar.
.6,008
Feb.
Chastity
M'Donald . . , Sunset Nat'l
....
Covered Trail
J.Kath.
B Warner
Daddies
Mae Marsh ... First
Warner . . . .5,000
.6,500
Feb.
Fox
.4.408 Feb.
Eyes of the Forest . . . .Tom Mix
Paramount
.
Flaming Barriers
Logan-Moreno . . Lowell
.5,770 Feb.
Floodgates
Lowell-Russell . .
.6,435 March
Flowing Gold
Anna Q. Nilsson
.8,005
March
Metro
First Nat'l
Fool's
Ford Bennett
. . . . .5,763 Mar.
GamblingAwakening
Wives
Marjorie
Daw ..... . , Arrow
.6,438
March
Warner . .. .. .. .6,10-0 Feb.
Geo. Washington Jr Wesley Barry . . , Metro
Happiness
Laurette Taylor a Hied Prod.
.7,700 March
Hill Blly
Jack Pickford . . , C.
5,734 March
B. C. . .5,920
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson Universal
Feb.
.4,717
Feb.
Jack
O'
Clubs
Rawlinson
Love Letters
Shirley Mason . . Fox
.4,749
March
Love Master
Strongheart
.6.799
Feb.
Fox
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix
Nat'l . .6,112 Feb.
Goldstone
Marry in Haste
Wm. Fairbanks . First
Feb.
. . . .5,000 Feb.
Marriage Circle
Marie Prevost . . Warner
Vitagraph . .8.300
.6,800
Feb.
My
Man
Farnum-Miller
.
.
Gold. -Cos, . .6,098 Mar.
Nellie.Beautiful Model ..All Star
Paramount .6,985
Feb.
Next Corner
Special Cast . . . Fox
Nort of Hudson Bay ..Tom Mix
.4,973 Mar.
Painted Peonle
Colleen Moore . First Nat'l .6 897
Feb.
.7
Pied Piper Malone .... Thos. Meighan Paramount
Feb.
Preferred . .6 ,264
Poisoned Paradise
Harlan-Bow ... Burr
000
Mar.
6, 317 Mar.
Restless Wives
AH Star
Ride For Your Life ...Hoot Gibson ... Universal . . 5 310 March
Selznick .... 4, 850
Roulette
All Star
Mar.
Metro .... 10 000
Oct.
Scaramouche
All Star
Paramount . .6 00-0
440
Mar.
Shadows of Paris
Pola Negri
5
Slow as Lightning .... Ken. McDonald Sunset
.6 515 Feb.
Stranger
Special Cast . . . Paramount
Universal . . 6 712 Feb.
Sporting Youth
Denny-LaPIante Burr
6 293 Mar.
Three
O'Clockis Woman
in Morn. ..All
. Binney-Breese
Thy Name
Star .. Metro 9 087 March
Goldwyn
...
8
Dec.
Under the Red Robe .... Special Cast
8 000
816 Mar.
Way of a Man
Allene Ray .... Pathe
Week End Husbands . . Special Cast ... Equity .... 6, 450 Mar.

Chart

(Continued)

When
Man's A Man .. Rex
BowersLa Motte. Goldstone
First Nat'l . .6,910 .
White A Panther
Baker
White Sin
Special Cast
F. B. O. .5,000.
Wild Oranges
Mayo-ValU . c .... Goldwyn . .6,237.
Yesterday's Wife
Irene Rich
C. B. C. .6,837 .
Yankee Consul
Douglas MacLean . Asso. Exhib. 5,847.
6,148
MARCH
Discontented Husbands . . Jas. Kirkwood . Columbia .5,421 .
Fools Highway
Philbin-O'Malley
Icebound
Richard Dix . . .. .. Universal
North of Nevada
Fred Thomson . . . Paramount
F. B. O. .7,431.
On Time
R Talmadge . . . Truart .6,471.
6,030
Uninvited Guest
Flynn-Tolley . . .
6,145 .
V/oman Who Sinned ..Wallace-Rich ... . Metro .4,929.
6.500 .
Drums of Jeopardy . . . . E. Hammerstein .Fox
6,529Society Scandal
Gloria Swanson . .Truart
Vagabond Trail
Charles Jones . ..Paramount
.6,433.
Daughters of Today . . . . P- Ruth Miller Fox .
Love's Whirlpool
Kirkwood-Lee
Woman's Secret
. SelznickP-, , .6,028
Mae Marsh ......Allied
.4,302Phantom Horseman .... Jack Hoxie . Selznick
Universal . .4,3)9'9.7,280Leave
It
To
Jerry
Billie
Rhodes
Grand-Asher
5,748- •
D. 9,787
Wolf Man
John Gilbert
Fair
V/eek
Walter
Hiers . . .'.Fox
5,145Damaged
Hearts
Mary Carr
, Paramount
.4,636B. O. . .6,154
Beware
The Right
Woman .... Dexter-Harris
Derelys Perdue . '... F.F. B.
By Divine
O.
B. O.
Beau Brummel
John Earrymore
Daring Youths
Bebe Daniels . . ,. Principal
Warner . .
Don't Doubt Y'r Husband Viola Dana ... . Metro . . . . .7,541 Enchanted
Cottage
Rich.
First Nat'l •
Fighting Coward
Walter Barthelmess
Hiers Paramount
Flapper Wives
May Allison . . Selznick
'
Flattery
Bowers-LaMotte . C. B. C
'
Galloping Ace
Jack Hoxie Universal.6,000 •
Galloping Gallagher ....Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O
Galloping Fish
3. ChapHn-Fazenda First Nat'l •
Gold Fish
C. Talmadge
First Nat'l
•
His Darker Se'f
Lloyd Hamilton Hodkinson
'
Lilies of The Field Griffith-Tearle ...First Nat'l
'
Lone Wolf
Dalton-Holt Asso. Exhib. . . '
Man's Mate
John Gilbert .... Fox
'
Night Message
All Star
Universal
'
Pagan Passions
Standing-Theby .Selznick
"
Pil O' Mine
Irene Rich
C B. C
'
Singer Jim
McKee . . . . Wm.
S. Hart Paramount
'
Stolen
Secrets
Rawlinson
Unfversal
Sheriff of Tombstone . . Fred Thomson . . F. B O
Sherlock
Buster Keaton ..Metro
'
Shooting Junior
of Dan McGrewLaMarr-Marmont.
Metro
Speak No EvU
Alma Taylor .... Hepworth
Torment
Special Cast .... . Hodkinson
First Nat'l
Try and Get It
Washburn-Dove
Why Men Leave Home . AH Star
First Nat'l 8,000.
Why Get Married . . . .Andree Lafayette .Asso. Exhib
V/oman and Her Man . Renee Adoree ..Metro
Yankee Madness
Larkin-B. Dove . F. B. O
APRIL
Arab, The
Terry-Novarro . . Metro
Beggars on Horseback . . Prevost-Blue .... Principal
Blood and Gold
AH Star
Gold.-Cos
Boy of Flanders
Jackie Coogan . Metro
B'way
After
Dark
Special
Cast
.
.
Babbitt
Special Cast . . . Warner
Confidence Man
Thomas Meighan . Warner
Captain January
Baby Peggy . . Paramount
.
Dawn of A Tomorrow . .Jacqueline Logan .. Principal
Dancing Cheat
Rawlinson-Lake Paramount
Excitement
Laura La Plante . Universal
. Universal
Girl of the Limberlost . . Gloria Grey
Good Bad Boy
J. Butterworth . F. B. O. 6,000.
His
Forgoten
Wife
....
Madge
Bellamy
.. Principal
F. B. O.
Law Forbids
Baby Peggy .
Listen Lester
Faz. -Novak-Myers . Universal
Principal
Marriage Dancer
Cheat
Matt-Joy-Menjou .. Sher.-Principal
First Nat'l .- Masked
Chadwick-LoweH
.6,000 ■
Mile. Midnight
Murray-Bltie
.Mero
Peter The Great
Emil Jannings
Pipes of Pan
Alma Taylor . . Paramount . .6,203 ■
Silent Sranger
Fred Thomson
. Hepworth
F.
O. .
Son of the Sahara .... All
Star
FirstB.Nat'l
Souvenir
Ayres-Marmont
.Asso.
Exhib. . .6,000Second Youth
Lunt-Palmeri . .
Triumph
Joy-La Rocque . Gold.-Cos.
Those Who Dance
Soecial Cast . . Paramount
Traffic in Hearts
(Not mentioned) .. ... First
C. B.Nat'l
C. .
Woman on the Jury Special Cast . .
MAY
. . First Nat'l
Amazing Guest
All Star
.. Paramount
Hepworth . ,
Breaking Point
Nita Naldi
Bluff
Aylres-Moreno . , Paramount .
Cytherea
Stone- Rubens . . . . Universal .
Clay of C'lina
First Pic.
Nat'l . .
Desperate
Advenure .... J.Rawlinson
P. McGowan . . Ind.
. Hepworth . ,
John
Forrest
Finds
H's'lf
EdwardsWhite
Moral Sinners
Dorothy Dalton . Paramount
Men
Pola Negri
. Paramount
Swords and Plowshares . Carr-J. Waker . . F. B. O. ,
White Moth
LaMarr-Tearle ..
. First Nat'l .
For Sale
Helen's Babies
Never Say Die
Perfect Flapper
Ridgeway Montana
Sundown
Western Vengeance ....

Corrine JUNE
Griffith .
Baby Peggy
Douglas
McLean. . .
Colleen Moore .
Jack Hoxie
All Star
J. P. McGowan

Principal . . .
First
Asso. Nat'l
Exhib. . 6,000
Universal . .
First Nat'l
Ind.
First Pic.
Nat'l. . ..

.Feb. 16
. Mar. 81
.March
.Feb. 16
. . Feb. 9
. . Feb. 23
.Mar. 15

.Mar. 22

.Nov. 17

.Mar. 15
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RECORD CONVENTION
Exhibitors' Midnight Frolic Will Be
Feature of Meeting

A SURPRISE, "The Exhibitors' MidFrolic,"convention
to be
night the
not only promises
P.
of the M.
a feature of
T. O. Kansas at Emporia, Kas., April 1
and 2, but may become an annual addition to the convention. An elaborate thirtypage program of the convention is being
prepared this week by C. E. Cook, business
manager, and a new high mark in attendance appears certain.
The "surprise" will be staged in the
Strand theatre, Emporia, about midnight,
Tuesday, April 1, exhibitors only participating. Mr. Cook will leave for Emporia
in a few days to complete arrangements
for the meeting. The business program
involves the following:
Discussion of co-operation with national
association of broadcasters in combating
music tax and the appointment of a legislative committee to work toward obtaining
an amendment to the copyright act.
A report of the activities of the Kansas
City Joint Board of Arbitration during the
last six months.
Discussion of complaints pertaining to
poor prints issued by exchanges.
Discussion of amendments to by-laws.
A discussion: "What makes high film
rental — competitive bidding or excessive
production
Approval cost?"
or disapproval of a central
shipping bureau of films and accessories.
Adoption of plan of co-operation with
parent-teacher associations and aiding in
public service work.
Formulation of plans to aid exhibitors
in Kansas oil towns where business is depressed.
Free luncheons and a free banquet are
among the features of the meeting. An
effort will be made to obtain a prominent
speaker who is not connected with the industry or politics, in the effort to obtain a
frank expression of opinion regarding the
type of pictures and entertainment most
desired by the public.
^
^
DOUGLAS MACLEAN PICTURES
FOR IDEAL FILMS
A bomb-shell was exploded in film circles
on both sides of the Atlantic recently when
contracts involving approximately half-a-million were signed by Harry Rowson, president
of the Ideal Films, Ltd., and J. S. Woody,
general manager of Associated Exhibitors,
Inc.. by which the British rights to all Douglas MacLean productions were taken over by
the Ideal.
Aside from the financial consideration it
is an especially interesting transaction in view
of the rabid attacks that have been made on
American films abroad lately. A determined
propaganda campaign has been run in all
British publications to try and "sell' exhibitors on the English productions. The contract for the MacLean productions, coming
right in the middle of the campaign, probably
will prove a serious blow to certain British
interests.
* * *
UNFVERSAL TO PRODUCE THIRTY
SIX FEATURES A YEAR
Universal has definitely lined up its product
for next season, and not only has practically
completed
most
of release
next fall's
pictures
all set on its
entire
schedule
frombutAu-is
gust to January. This information comes
from Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal
Pictures Corporation, who now is at Universal City, Cal., at the helm of the greatest
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production drive ever experienced by Universal, and probably by any other company.
Universal is increasing its Jewel or highclass picture output from twelve to thirty-six
a year. Next year's output, to be known as
the Perfect Thirty-Six, is already well under
way, many of the pictures having been completed and several of them having already
arrived in the East. This has been made possible only by Laemmle's constant presence
at the big studio plant the last three months,
and his far sighted studio enlargement activities. "U" City *has * 18 * companies at work.
ALICE JOYCE TO APPEAR IN
ENGLISH PICTURE
Alice Joyce, it has just been announced, is
sailing for England within the next two weeks,
to assume the starring role in "The Passionate Adventurer," the first of a series of pro^
ductions to be made in England under the
supervision of Myron Selznick for release
through the Selznick Distributing Corporation.
Mr. Selznick sailed last Saturday, to make
preliminary arrangements for starting productioh immediately. Marjorie Daw, who will
be one of the featured players in the picture
is also on the way abroad.
* * *
MABEL TO VISIT NEW YORK
Mabel Normand, the Mack Sennett, Associated Exhibitors star, will arrive in New
York in a few days for a visit with friends
here. This announcement was made at the
Associated offices this week. Miss Normand, it is understood, will make a personal appearance in connection with the
of her latest picture, "The Extra
showing
Girl," at the Branford Theatre, Newark,
during the week of March 22, and may
possibly appear also at the showing in
Passaic, N. J., March 29 and 30.
^ ^ ^
TO HONOR M. J. MINTZ
M. J. Mintz, president of the Cameo Music
Publishing Company, will be the guest of honor at a banquet tendered him by his friends
in the moving picture field to celebrate the anniversary of the birth of the "Thematic Cue
Sheet," which is now part and parcel of the
accessory list of every big producing company.
By the Mintz process a big picture can be
given a complete musical presentation without
the musical director of a theatre spending
hours and even days trying to obtain the
pioper musical refrain to correctly follow the
picture.
AND
NORM
MABEL
Who will arrive
in New
York soon to make
several personal appearances in connection with
/>ssocia'ed Exhibitors' "The Extra Girl."

Leaders All- Jesse Lasky
(Continued from page 19)
Country
Club"
"Thetwelve
Pianofiends,"
the
latter
of and
which
playersin
performed on six instruments.
At no time were there less than ten or
twelve companies in profitable operation.
Mr. Lasky entered partnership with
Henry B. Harris, a stage producer and
the owner of the Hudson Iheatre.
The vaudeville manager conceived the
plan of putting on the Folies Bergere in
New York in what is now the Fulton
Theatre. He brought the first cabaret, in
fact he introduced the term, into America.
Also he staged the first revue that Ne_w
York had known up to that time.
The latter effort failed financially, and
Mr. Lasky went back to the vaudeville
stage.
It was not long after this that he became interested in pictures, an idea which
slowly had been forming in his mind.
The Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company was organized, with Samuel Goldwyn
as business manager and executive and
Cecil B. De Mille as production head.
Arthur S. Friend, later to be treasurer of
Famous Players-Lasky and the head of
Distinctive, was the attorney for the comIn a little plant in Los Angeles, a barn
pany.
converted into offices and on a small stage,
"The Squawman" with Dustin Farnum in
the leading role was started. Mr. De
Mille took up the study of picture technique with Oscar Apfel, the company's
first director.
After the picture was completed there
were some dark moments on account of
laboratory troubles, but the situation wjas
straightened out by "Pop" Lubin at his
Philadelphia plant. The production was
issued early in 1914 and was a success.
As set forth in the beginning of this
story, Mr. Lasky at the inception of the
company made it a rule to ask no director
to undertake the production of a story
unless the latter believed in it as a picture.
Ten years ago it was the usual thing
for a home office to purchase a story and
send it across the continent to the production forces, who would put it in work. It
might be beyond the director's vision or
not in it at all, but it had to be produced.
Upon completion the film would be sent
back east to be edited and titled.
Mr. Lasky inaugurated the policy ot
consulting with the director and he. has
never swerved from it. The directors who
have served under him, and some of them
have become famous during their servic^,
have been appreciative of the consideration
and have demonstrated it in many wa3's.
It was in 1916, nearly eight years ago.
that the Lasky company was merged witli
Famous Players, Mr. Lasky becoming first
vice president in charge of production.
Of his work in that capacity it is unneces ary to dwell at length here. It may
be said in all truth it speaks for itself.
He has been a most important factor in the
building up of a great organization.
* * «
ELINOR GLYN SIGNED BY MAYER
Elinor Glyn, who has signed a contract with
Louis B. Mayer to produce a series of specials, arrived in New York from England
Tuesday abroad the Aquitania. Despite a
drizzling rain and the knowledge that the censors of her native land had frowned upon
"Three Weeks," the famous writer of love
passion stories was in high spirits and ar.nounced that after a brief rest in New York,
she would proceed at once to the Mayer studios in Hollywood to start work.
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MODERN

THEATRE

SAN FRANCISCO'S ALEXANDRIA THEATRE, DESIGNED BY REID BROTHERS

Alexandria

a

Monument

to

Egyptian

Design

Unique Egyptian Structure Is a Notable Contribution to San Francisco' s
Chain of Motion Picture Palaces
THE Alexandria Egyptian Theatre, owned
and built by George A. Oppenheimer and
Alex E. Levin, and costing $350,000, is
San Francisco's latest contribution to the chain
of beautiful motion picture houses. The Alexandria has the distinction of being the only
theatre in northern California with the Egyptian motif.
The dedication of the Alexandria was an
event in motion picture circles. Officials of
the city, including Mayor James Ralph, Jr.,
supervisors, and presidents of four improvement clubs, participated in the opening ceremonies. Throngs of people from all parts of
the city, eager to see the new showhouse,
blocked the streets, the assistance of special
traffic policemen being necessary to handle the
crowds.
Introducing a new idea in theatrical construction, the Alexandria marks a step beyond
residential classification. At the very entrance the stamp of things Egyptian is unmistakable. Two guarding Sphinxes, with outstretched paws, are placed on each side of the
outer lobby. From the grand foyer short tunneled entrances lead to the main auditorium.
The theatre proper may also be entered from
the rear of the raised seat section by means of

a stairway leading from the grand foyer to
the mezzanine with an entrance to the top
rows.
While the Egyptian idea has been carried
out everywhere the tones are subdued and in
excellent taste. One of the most daring and
successful decorative notes is seen in the enormous pillars in 'full
the proscenium
arch. relief at either side of
Mirrors are at every turn, reflecting the architectural details. An innovation is the modern stage device by which the stage, under
control of concealed machinery, slides out over
the orchestra pit revealing a special setting of
black and gold, upon which Ben Black and
his Band, an organization of syncopationists
is presented.
TTPON
the Rameses
side wallsheads.
are pilasters
withniched
conventional
These are
to enclose ornamental jars from which softly
diffused lights radiate. A jar of exquisite design located in the lobby bubbles over with
drinking water at the touch of a hidden spring.
A beautiful domed ceiling resembles a. huge
inverted bowl.
Although the Alexandria seats 2,000 peo-

ple, all of the seats are on one floor The
absence of a balcony gives the auditorium
the el¥ect of spaciousness and contributes materially to the value of ventilation. Loges
and boxes are in a section which inclines
easily from about the center of the auditorium
to a comfortable altitude at the rear.

attracdistinctive
one of
THE curtain
and
with blue
silver
of the
tions. It is iscloth
pink tints plaj^ing in shimmering effects on it.
Alex E. Levin achieves an ambition in the
Alexandria Egyptian Theatre. He has grown
up with
motion picture
ing the the
construction
of thebusiness
theatreandhe durput
into it the result of years of experience, energyand inspiration. George A. Oppenheimer represents the kind of a man who brings brains
and money into the business. As head of the
organization, George A. Oppenheimer, Inc.,
he is distributor in California, Nevada, Arizona and the Hawaiian Islands for Warner
Brothers "Classics of the Screen." Together
Oppenheimer and Levin have achieved something for the city of San Francisco as well as
for the motion picture theatre business. Reid
Brothers of San Francisco were the architects.
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KUNSKY TO BUILD LARGE
HOUSE IN DETROIT
Negotiations Already Completed for
Work to Start in Summer

ings and scenic effects, is virtually ruined by
poor projection.
Realizing the importance of having as
nearly perfect a lens as it is possible to get,
Bausch and Lomb have concentrated a great
deal of time and attention on securing the
best possible product. The results of this
research work is the production of the Cinephor Lenses which have been designed to
fulfill the four big requisites of len perfection ;definition, flatness of field, illumination
and contrast between black and white.

JOHN H. KUNSKY of Detroit, is to have
J another large theatre.
Negotiations were completed and leases
signed, February 25, covering one of the largest plots of downtown property in the Motor
City, which wiil give Kunsky a fourth large
house in which to accommodate his extensive
picture bookings. Already operating the
PLEASURE INSURANCE
Capitol, capacity 4,250, Madison, capacity
2,350 and Adams, 1,950, besides several large
—THEATRE TICKETS—
residential houses as well as other theatres in
Detroit, the new theatre completes a string
By Y. ECKIM
of downtown holdings which more firmly than
ever place Kunsky in the foremost ranks not
only of Detroit theatre operators, but in the
I'^ID
how much
^ of you
our ever
daily stop
life tois think
based just
on tickets
and
country at large as well.
how correct handling of them makes for
The new house, as yet unnamed, will ocsmoothness while the slightest flaw simply
cupy a site within a stones-throw of the other
ruins the day ?
Kunsky houses about Grand Circus Park, the
In the morning it is the laundry ticket benew business center of Detroit, and will seat
fore you have a clean collar, and then the
more than 3500. The investment concerned
ticket for breakfast, to say nothing of transamounts to better than |2,000,000.
fer tickets on the way to work. It is the
Negotiations were successfully completed
shoe repair ticket, the street car ticket, the
for the huge realty deal by Mr. Kunsky's assoda check, and then sometimes about 4 :30
sociate, George W. Trendle, acting for Kunin the afternoon alas, the corner cop with his
sky. Trendle has been the main figure in the
ticket. In order to arrange bail, sometimes
consummation of the biggest theatre deals
it requires a pawn ticket.
pulled off in Detroit during the past several
But after all, the tickets that we pay most
years, and this latest involves the largest
attention to are pleasure tickets. . You know
amount of money yet. Particularly outstandyourself that the railroad ticket in your vest
ing has been
Trendle's
of the
huge
financial
ventures
of the handling
Capitol and
Madison.
pocket that is going to take you on your
holiday finds a stealthy finger seeking it out
With a frontage of 110 feet on Woodward,
a hundred times before it is used, just to be
the town's main thorofare, and 400 feet on
sure it is there.
Elizabeth Street, there will be built in addition to the theatre itself, a modern office buildThat only happens once or a few times a
ing with stores and shops occupying the first year, while the pair of seats for the best girl
two floors. The building will be eight stories
and the best show in town are thought about,
high. Work will jjegin during the coming
safely stowed away and often looked upon
summer, notice having been given already to with an extreme sense of pleasure before they
all tenants occupying the present buildings on
are used. If you do not believe me, ask any
the site.
theatre manager why his most expensive seats
The theatre will be built under the superare usually pale lavender paste boards. The
vision of C. Howard Crane, constructor and
answer is everyone vibrates to lavender.
architect of the Music Box, New York, and
This may seem a small matter, but the vital
who has been recently selected to draw the
question is, "Are you taking into consideration
plans for the new Theatre Guild, New York.
Crane, a Detroit man, has drawn the plans
even the small matters?"
When you have a long line waiting in front
for all the Kunsky houses in Detroit, includof your theatre, have you ever thought that
ing the beautiful Capitol, and is widely known
the long restless chain represents a group of
from coast to coast due to his activities as
architect for several of the largest houres in human beings seeking pleasure and that you,
as their agent, ought to issue them the greatthe country, as well as his activities in Lonest pleasure insurance policy within your
don, England, where he is shortly to superpower. This consists of — a courteous cashier,
vise the construction of a new house for English interests.
the latest improved change maker, and efficient ticket chopper, a good quality ticket,
With the construction of the new house,
and last but not least, a splendid good show.
Messrs. Kunsky and Trendle will be able to
With this policy, you are assured of being one
absorb for Detroit showing, the output of
of the most successful "Pleasure Insurance
virtually every large producer, as well as having housing for first runs for the cream of
Brokers" in your town.
the product of the independent oroducers. Its
completion will also mark sufficient accomCO-OPERATIVE POSTER SERVICE
modation for years to come in the way of
Detroit theatre. In accordance with the popuMorris Cruhlack and Louis Sapir, owners
lation, another house the size of the
of the Reliable Poster Mounting Company,
Kunsky theatre assuredly will over-seat to
of New York, who have been serving exan unfortunately degree the motor city. The
changes and exhibitors for ten years, have
Kunsky deal effectually closes any thought of
just finished two large orders of cut-outs for
successfully operating any ether new Detroit
the "Telephone Girl Series" for F. B. O., and
■o'cture
there has been talk
"The Gumps" for Universal.
for sometheatre,
time. of Awhich
lis ^
The heads of this concern are glad to lielp
exhibitors on new ideas for lobby display, special twenty-four sheets, and carry in stock cutPROPER LENS IMPORTANT IN
outs of a special three rheet on all serials,
which can be used f-or full run of serials.
GOOD PROJECTION
In these days of keenest rivalry among
moving picture theatres no detail which will
COOLING SYSTEM INSTALLED
make for a better show can afford to be overInstallation of a cooling system to cost
looked by the enterprising exhibitor.
$100,000 will be started shortly at the Palace
So much depends on the proper projection
of the picture that a great deal of attention
Theatre of Dallas, Texas, John J. Friedl, director, announces. The work will be dore by
should be given to the selection of the proper
lens in order to get the best possible effect
the Carrier Engineering Corporation. Operat'on
the plant
out of every picture. Very often a beautiMr. of
Friedl
said. will cost about $500 a week,
fully photographed picture, excellent in shad-
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CHICAGO
GETS MIGHTY
WURLITZER ORGAN
Instrument Said to Be Largest of Its
Kind in the World
'T'HE mightiest pipe organ in the world
made its debut in public on Sunday noon,
March 2, when the Balaban and Katz, Chicago Theatre, unveiled its newest musical sensation during the regular bi-weekly Sunday
noon organ recital by Jesse Crawford.
The "mighty voiced Chicago Theatre grande
organ," has always been known as one of the
world's organ marvels. Its single console,
presided over by the gifted Mr. Crawford,
has displayed musical resources that have astonished music lovers from all over the world.
Now, however, Balaban and Katz announce
that for over a year they have quietly been
doubling the resources of the instrument, and
have added a second console to the first.
Mr. Crawford will, of course, play the first
console, and the second one, which will provide the coloring and accompaniment for his
solo and concert work, will be played by his
wife, Mrs. Jesse Crawford.
The entire organ equipment is from the factory of Wurlitzer, and marks a new epoch
in organ building. The idea is said to have
originated within the Balaban and Katz organization, and quietly worked out by them.
It will require at least two years before competitors can possibly duplicate the idea even in
appearance, it is declared by organ experts.
With both consoles in operation, it will be.
possible to produce every known tone and
melody and effect, it is declared. After the
first concert with the "Double Mighty Grande
Chicago will
Theatre
sketches
be available.
*Organ,"
❖ ^ photographs and
ELECTRIC SEAT FINDER PROVES
EFFECTIVE IN PRACTICE
An indicator for vacant theatre seats is being offered to exhibitors- by Wilfred L. Guerrin of New Orleans, La.
It is the general practice in motion picture
theatres for ushers to hold back waiting patrons at the back aisles while another usher
walks down the aisle and looks for vacant
seats, and then walks part way back up the
aisle until he reaches a point near enough to
the usher at the rear so that he can see his
frantic waving of hands and fingers indicating
the number of seats vacant.
To do away with this slow and cumbersome
system the indicator was devised. It consists
of a box containing an electric battery wired
to a number of small electric bulbs set in
slots in the front face or side of the box.
On top of the box are switches which the
operator presses to illuminate as many lights
as there are vacant seats.
The usher does not need to waste time in
walking back and forth in the aisle as the
ushers at the rear can readily see how many
patrons can be seated by noting the number
of lights illuminated in the indicator carried
by the seat-searching usher.
Numerous tests and experiments as well as
actual demonstrations in theatres during the
running of the show has proved the efficaciousness of the seat finder. The device is something concerning which it might prove of advantage to showmen to inquire. If the seat
finder inaugurates an 'era in which raucous
impromptu races down the aisles are relegated to the limbo of the past, it will unquestiorabh' receive a royal welcome.
* * *
TO INTRODUCE NON-REWIND
Edward C. Earle, representing Bioscope Improvement, Ltd., of Johannesburg, South
Africa, and introducing the Way Non-Rewind, adevice for the elimination of rewinding motion pictures, says his organization has
placed an order with "The Pneuemelectric
Corporation" of Syracuse, New York, tn rtart
the
manufacture
of the Way Non-Rewind
in this
country.
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Does the Song Tie-up Strike a
Box-Office Note
(Continued from page 31)
lisher.
Theroutine
publisher's
can take with
care
of all the
work branch
in connection
store tie-ups. The home ofifice provides a
great amount of advertising material for
that purpose — window strips, chorus slips,
special announcement slides, chorus slides,
etc. And aside from this stock material,
the publisher is often instrumental in devising special stunts. As, for example,
when the publisher and McVicker's, Chicago, put over an effective campaign on "Big
Brother." Thousands of window strips
were distributed with the slogan, "Make
This a 'Big Brother' Christmas," some talk
about "Big Brothers" and a cut of the
picture-song cover.
The music publishing business is one
that requires tremendous exploitation cam-

paigns and the
heads Give
knowthem
thatthethey've
got to spend
to get.
right
kind of co-operation and their money will
go to yet you money !
Yes, the song tie-up does help the exhibitor! But the song must be good and the
exhibitor must be awake to its possibilities.
NEXT WEEK
STATE RIGHTS ISSUE

Paintmgs
of Film Stais

▼
220West

42°'^St.JVev^}&^

Poster Mounting Company
360 West 50th St., New York
Cutout Makers
^
on Paper,
We Mount
Map Mounters
y
Poster Mounters
Cardboard
Muslin and
Booking Sheet Mounters j
RECORDS MOUNTED ON MUSLIN

We mount every kind of poster
WE MAKE ALL KINDS OF NOVELTIES
FOR EXHIBITORS
Telephone Circle 7231

AUSTIN

CHEMICAL
BRAND

LAMP

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Pictures made to order. Commercial, Home
or Industrial. We have excellent facilities, and the
best cameramen. Our price 20c per foot. Ruby
Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Motion
Picture and
"Still"lights
Cameras
rented,
aad
exchanged.
Portable
for sale
arid sold
for
rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

Reliable

AUSTIN

MENT
DEPART
AD
CLASSIFI
Rates ED
For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted,
6 cents4 cents
per word.
Situations
Wanted,
per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

FOR SALE— 1150 OPERA CHAIRS
High-class second-hand .n good condition red panne
plush upholstering. Front or backs entirely covered. Available for delivery after June first. Full
particulars
upon request Box C. S. A., Exhibitors
Trade
Review.
Powers, Motiograph, Edison & Simplex
Intermittent Sprockets, Fully Guaranteed, each
$3.75
Take-up and Feed Sprockets, any make
machine, each
2.75
Simplex and Motiograch Parts at 10% off regular list prices, and Powers and Edison Parts
at \Y7c discount from legular list prices. All
parts sent Postage Paid Cash or we will be
pleased to send O O. D.
Condensers, any make, any focus, each $1.10 —
Radio Mat Slides, per Box of 50, $1.45 — Carbon
Savers, any make cr size, each $1. Get my
prices
discounton Cinephor and Snaplite Lenses, a big
Above is a COMPLETE LIST OF THE SUPPLIES WE HANDLE.
WESLEY TROUT
p. O. Box No. 499.
Enid, Oklahoma.

CO., Inc.
WELDED
WIRE
REELS
For Sale by

COLORING

1692 Boston Road
Put up
sized cansinto overperBRONX, NEW YORK
mit
dipping
directly into the can
PHONE INTERVALE 2625
The Austin Chemical Company has perfected a new type of
LAMP COLORING which has stood all tests and is in many ways
superior to the various other lamp colorings on the market. Keith,
Moss and Loew Theatres are using this coloring. The following
colors are in stock; Transparent Colors: Red, Light Blue, Violet, Deep
Blue, Yellow, Green, Amber. Opaque Colors: Red, Green, Blue,
Orange, Canary, Sunset Glow, Milk White, Golden Glow, Amber.
EQUIPMENT DEALERS ARE INVITED TO WRITE
FOR JOBBER'S PRICES.
Weatherproof
and
Waterproof

LOUIS
ARTISTIC

SEEL,
ANIMATED

LEADERS

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7lb Aft.; N«w York

INC
FILMS

TRIMOUNT

^TRAILERS

PRESS

115 ALBANY STREET
BOSTON MASS ,

220 West NFWYnuif Chicker'mg
42"'^ Street
1994- ■
WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

k
/

^

^rllsTTrkD^

ROLL

TWENTY- E16HT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

Son)

folded

352 N, ASHLAND AVENUE
\U
I
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Account
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Fall
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Quebec

3 parts
See

these

immortals

Everybody

who

live

again!
thrilling story of how France lost half a continent.

has gone to school knows

the story of Wolfe and Montcalm, — the greatEach Chronicles of America picture is patriotic, inspiring, unique, accurate, dramatic
and entertaining.

spirited conqueror and the gallant vanquished. No more romantic and appealing
story appears in history.
Now you may see the actors in this great
real drama just as they were, and learn the

A

Chronicles

The houses showing them are certain to get
the good-will of their communities; to hold
their old patronage and interest new.
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what
If a man

is
called you

a chechahco
you

Uon't know
Then

be

what

it

would

insulted

a chechahco

?

is?

you'd better learn because

soon

it's going to be a word on. everyone's
mn<rue.
Lounge lizards wjli be sput_r it, ilappers will be chicking it,
ers registering it and even the
^e serving it with dinner.
chechahcos
p r 0 n o u n cc d c h c e - c f5 a w-ko Zi^)
die fascinating title of a motion pic■ classic which will make box office

ated
Exhibitor
-t:R S. KANE, Prexuu^f
Physical Diitrihiitor

1

Dollars.

Streaming

In!

Columbia

Theatre,

Seattle

Saturday, March 15, 8 P.M.
Line extended half block from
theatre, up and down

Second

Avenue.
Sunday, March 16, 7 P.M.
Two

lines, each a block long,

with people moving
abreast.
Capacity

at Every

three

Showing

RMAND

A Mack

A

Sennett Production

Long, Happy

Directed

by F.Richard

Jones

Line!

Portland, Oregon.
Saturday and Sunday.
March 15 and 16.
Rivoli: "The Eternal City.
Liberty: "Lilies of the Field."
People's: Pola Negri.
Columbia: "The Extra Girl."
Lined 'em up Saturday.
Repeated Sunday.
Only house in town.
That held 'em in line.
Sunday night.
That*s

Meeting

Competition!

Associated

Pl^jicdl Distributors Pache £xchan^e./ac.

Exhibitors

ArtiiurS. K<xne^ President

Foreign Representative Sidney Garrett^

Road

ShoT?

Bc^in

March

LKCum

En^a^cmcnis

2#

at

the

ThcaimBaltimore

America's most distinguished actor in a brilliant
screen characterization of history's greatest lover and
the most noted beau of all time — a vivid, romantic
personality already made famous on the stages of two
continents by Richard Mansfield.
Its cast, massive

sets, the perfect direction, its

tremendous story interest, lavish costuming — its very
thoroughness in every production detail make of
"Beau Brummel"
tion of the year.

the most gorgeous screen presenta*

Rich in entertaining qualities and powerful in its
drawing power, this superb picture sets a new
standard in screen production. Watch
box-office records crash before it.

high

long-standing

Classics

By

arrangement

wiihMr<s.J?ichardMansfield~Based
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Screen
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upon the play by Clyde Fiich
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Opening
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Rich,
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Easter
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Willard

Richard
indeFinite

Louis,

Tucker

engagements

PhiladelptiiaNational

Theatre,

at

the
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in

latest

B. F ZEIDMAN presenh
Sacramento Pictures corporation
The Story of an Untamed Wife
and cA Knowing Husband
BEBE

DANIELS
f9
Supported by
NORMAN KERRY • LEE MORAN
LILLIAN LANGDON and ARTHUR HOYT
Directed by WILLIAM Beaudine

Released

througli

John Co«'s Famous Stage Success
presents
"LISTEN vnthLESTER"
LOUISE FAZENDA - EVA NOVAK
HARRY MYERS - GEORGE O'HARA
ALEC FRANCIS
- LEE MORAN
and DOT FARLEY
'Directed by WM. A. Seiter

as

there

are

firmament

: ARTHUR
HOYT
^DYTH
CHAPMAN

AtrSTUN^

O'HAPiA

B. F ZEIDMAN presents
/The
ce

Good

•with

Bad

V

Boy"

>E BUTTERWORTH, MARY JANE IRVING
and
BROWNIE, The Great Dbg
Directed by EDDIE Cline
Director of "Circus Days"

B. F.. ZEIDMAN presents

Starring
Eastern Productions, Inc.
present
"The

Masked Dancer"
HELENE CHADWICK
and
LOWELL SHERMAN
oAdapted from

"The Woman With the Mask" by Kpdolph Lothar
Directed by BURTON KING

MARIE PREVOST and MONTE

BLUE

Directed by WILLIAM BEAUDINE
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THE

GREATEST

PLAY

YOU

CAN'T

CHAPTER

EVER

AFFORD

Greater New York and Northern New Jersey
Merit Film Co., New York
Northern Ohio
Progress Pictures Co., Cleveland
Southern Ohio
Progress Pictures Co., Cincinnati
Kentucky and Tennessee
Big Feature Rights Co., Louisville
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois
Progress Pictures Co., St. Louis
East Penna., Southern N. J. and Delaware
American Feature Film Co., Philadelphia
Wisconsin
Progress Pictures Co., Milwaukee
Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia
Liberty Film Exchange, Washington, D. C.
Northern Illinois and Indiana
Progress Pictures Co., Chicago and Indianapolis
All other territories :
Arrow Film Corp., New York City

TO

MADE!

PASS

UP

THIS

ONE

W. E. SHALLENBERGER,
ARROW

FILM

220 West 42nd St.

Pres.

CORP.
New York aty

la

y

tolSONED

'ARADISE

and

whirling

iris and
icks

win/

love

story

MonteCarlo

into

the

Lent that pays

of

that

compart'

big money*

B.P. Schulbeig^
GASN

presents
I E

t-ion
prod
Preferred Casta uc
VVit-h
Kenneth

Harlan

Raymond
Griffith
Claia
Bow
C armel
From
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Robert
Scenaiio
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\fy e r s
nove 1
hy
W

Service

by Waldemar

\bung"

Pictures

(Corporation
b.P.Bchulberg

Pres.

J.G.Bachmann.

Jreas.
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A Sample Column of the
TRIED AND PROVED
Pictures Department
^lan

Appearing Every WeeU in

the

Exhibitors Trade Review

Step

Second

First

you be EXHIBITOR or DISTRIBUTOR, Consider — before you take the first
step of your booking or advertising campaign
IT WILL ALL LEAD!
—WHERE
Whether

If you are an EXHIBITOR, how can you
better balance your expenditures and program
and show more consistent profits and satisfaction?
If you are a DISTRIBUTOR, how can you
best profit by the interest your picture creates
and thwart that inevitable cooling of interest
which comes from FORGETTING?
Those

who

do not remember

that TRIED

PROVED PICTURES are just as important as New Releases remind us of the
and the NUTS.
MONKEY

AND

A monkey (Aesop speaking) tried to take a
handful of nuts from a small-necked jar, but
he grabbed too large a handful and couldn't
get his hand out, nor did he until he dropped
some of the nuts.
And

so with the EXHIBITOR

who

insists

upon ALL new pictures. And so with the
DISTRIBUTOR who tries to divert ALL
the attention to new production contracts and
new releases.
To get vour hand out of the jar, reach carefully and select wisely. PLAN THE SECOND STEP FIRST. The correct formula
and constructive suggestions for applying this
principle you wiU find every week in the

Tried

and

Pictures

Proved

Department

{The Only Department of its Kind in
The Only Business Paper of the Industry)
Exhibitors

Trade

Review

'A Lady's Released
Name' by Selznick
Love Comedy
BRIEF: A young authoress a bit fed up with the
routine of afifairs, advertises for a husband. One of
the candidates is a butler who invities her the next
day to- walks
tea.. She accepts. During the repast the
master
the master. in. She caps the climax by marrying
T^HE name of this delightfully comic bit is
good for exploitation work. Use the teaser
type of ad. Write personal letters to the
ladies of the neighborhood stating that you
can implicate her husband if she is interested.
The answer to this letter of yours should
be an announcement of the showing of "The
Lady's Name" at your theatre.
ing.After it is all over there are few who will
fail to appreciate the joke and you will get
them in a good frame of mind for your showThe one scene in the house of the man
Norma finally marries, shows a beautifully
furnished drawing room, pictures of which
when used with a window display should be
of value to the furniture dealer. Try and
sign him up for a hook-up
* * * in this connection.
m

THE BOX OFFICE
HALL OF FAME

A Selected List of Features With
Unusual Box Office Records
Paramount
"My American Wife" — Released February
11, 1923. Sport Romance. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE Gloria Swanson appears
in it in a role that will thrill and satisfy
her most ardent admirers.
Universal
"Hunting
Big
Game in Film.
Africa" —Reviewed
Booked
4,621 times. Adventure
February 9. BECAUSE there are enough
exploitation angles to ifiake it a winner anywhere and' it is an entirely, unusual picture.
Selznick
"A Woman of No importance" — Flouted
Conventions. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE Oscar Wilde's play is known
throughout the world as one of the cleverest
ever written.
Griffith
"Way Down East" — Released August 21,
1921. A Story of Plain People. Reviewed
February 23. BECAUSE it features Lillian
Gish, an exceptionally capable and popular
star, in a highly sympathetic and entertaining
role of the type the public swallows whole.
* * *
AUDIENCE IS ENTHUSIASTIC
OVER 'MANSLAUGHTER'
"Manslaughter," starring Thomas Meighan,
is stillous doing
of business
sections aofgreat
the deal
country,
though init variis a
rather old picture. This is just another mstance tinueofto draw
the ability
a goodnewer
picturefilms
to concrowdsof when
are
booking in the same vicinity.
This is a Paramount Tried and Proved picture which is doing very well for those exhibitors who are wise enough to book it and take
advantage of the many opportunities it offers
to give patrons the sort of picture they want,
at a greater profit to the exhibitor.
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Ladies Too! L— —

.

Soup at 7, dont be late

ANNOUNCING

The

Big

Prize

Skit
on
entitled

the

M.

P.

Biz

"PASSI

ONATE

NS"
ITALIA
adapted' From Romeo & Juliet
by Bill Shakespeare (deceased)

With

these

^real

stars

who will positively play the roles personal— f/iemseZfes/
Bebe

Daniels

Richard

Ernest

Dix

as

as

Torrence

Juliet

Romeo

as

Friar

Laurence

This Stupendous emotional cataclysm will be but one Feature
in the riot of entertainment at

The

Press

HOTEL

Naked

Tj RUTH

Agents' Revel
and Dinner
with two Paul Whiteman s Orchestras

ASTOR,

Sat

•

Eve.,

Dance

Mch.

29

Positively only 1000 tickets will be sold
in order to avoid crowding the Grand Ballroom
r

Tickets,

Ask any A. M. P. A. Publicity Man, or

A ^15:'Single
o ^lOi1 care
First National
Pictures
Tkket
einfeld,
s. chas.
Couple
383 Madison
Ave., "gS-i
Tel. Van.
6600. Agent

got a great
you've
Q^nd
re
pictu
to back
up
such
splendid

posters.

It will be a pleasure for any exhibitor to
step out and advertise this picture because regardless of how high he rates it
in entertainment

value the picture itself

will certainly make good on his promise
to the public.
With such posters, and title and cast and
story "Why Men Leave Home" is one
sweet little business getter for any locality.

Why Men
LeaveHome
Louis B.Ma;ver pr,rs*n>

Louis B.Mayer
The John
WHY

©

M.Slahl

Production

The John M.Stahl
Production
LewfS-Stone.HefefieCKatlwickwMar/Carr

MEN
LEAVE
HOME
STONE, HELENE CHADWICKand MARY CARR

V A li»t national ^'icture ^)

A 3irv«>t rtaiioival "Pictvire ®

Louis B. Mayer

John

M.

Stahl

/>rese,^zts

Production**^

One of the
fitst National

February tu June
1914
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When Ave
PROGRAM.
announced it last week
Ave expected to submit
a rather thorough and
comprehensive study on
all things Independent.
Now, as we look over
the material, Avith a last
al
ce
tic
an
fo
be re it goes to press, Ave
gl
cri
y
e
kl
ev
Ave have exceeded even
beli
fran
ions.
at
ct
our OAvn expe

That's our candid opinion, and nothing
gives us more pleasure than to let you decide Avhether Ave are guilty of undue selfelected praise, after you have started with
the thought-provoking independent slant
on film production, distribution, merchandising and exploitation, as given by
Arthur N. Smalhvood, President of Pyramid Pictures, Inc., on page 3. The manner in Avhich Mr. Smalhvood has tempered his cold, incisive logic Avith the
imaginatiA^e Avarmth of a novelist, is something>,AAJ€ dare say, Avill stick Avith you.
"Fred Elliot, organizer of the Independerit ^Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association, tells you in a chatty
wav, *"'ProAv the Independent Association
Will Benefit the Exhibitors." Plainly,
this is a message that exhibitors should
not miss. Turn to page 5.
By
your
ncAv
Avith

the Avay, if you don't Avish to neglect
bank-roll's best friend, get the brand
idea Ave're offering in connection
Tried and ProA^ed Pictures, on page

39. If it doesn't make your ticket-taker
think a hurricane's struck toAvn, Ave'll try
to SAvalloAv IMount Blanc at a single gulp.

UP AND
AA^eek's issue.
for next
(^TAND
You
STREET
DOWN bvMAIN
^
get an intimate perspective on hoAv the
films are doing in the big cities, the small
toAA^ns, the nooks and crannies of America. There's something more than trade
interest to this number. It AA'ill incorporate "Utility Personified." A real reference document, giA^ng you a slant on
those films Avhich have stood the acid test
of

public

approA'-al.

Don't

miss

it.
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actcrization of the
'_f a III 0 n s "Beau
Bniiiiiiid" r a n k s
'■among the supreme
'achievements of the
■silent art.
He is
shoivn in the aboi e
in an open quarrel
zvith the Prince of
, W ales, mho perturbs
'' him not the least bit.

JFhadJohn
Barrynwre
no other
great
successes to his
credit, "Beau Brunimel" alone would
stamp him as one of
the greatest dramatic
artists of the tiin; .
He portrays the
cynical dandy with
an
^ art the
that glozt's
with
divine
spark
of genius

irner's

'Beau

Brummer

a Classic

John Barrymore's High Traditions of Dramatic Art Are
Sustained in Beautifully Photographed Picturization

^ Ul DO i
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Bill

can be more pleasant than
WHATvision
of earthly paradise?
a
"But hold!" you hasten to interject, "what has this to do with the lot
motion picture producof independent
ers? Theirs has been a thorny path,
yet you dare picture them in a bed of
roses !"
Precisely. I picture for you Utopia.
Developments of the past few weeks
have imbued me with an expansive
mood. I am inclined to let fancy run
riot. Let us begin :
The time is the present. The scene
is the office of Bill Hughes, an exhibitor in a fair-sized town. It is 1 1 130
p. m. The house manager has just
brought in the box-office reports of the
with the "receipts."
day,
Billtogether
Hughes has very much of a
headache. He asks the house manager
to bring him his booking schedule.
Wants to know "how many more of
these lemons" are included in "the
block" he had been coerced into buying.
He scans the list without enthusiasm,
and hands it back with the comment
that had he been able to pick and
choose his pictures according to his
ideas of their merit and their suitability for his audiences some of the
productions in the block might well
have remained in the branch manager's
vaults; or that had he purchased them
he would have done so only at a price
which would enable him to make a
profit.
For the so-called exhibition values
of the said pictures were not justified
by what Bill Hughes could do with
them. And Bill Hughes was not the
sort to sit on the seat of his trousers
?nd wait for patrons to come in. He
did make an effort to advertise his show
with what material was afforded him.
"Who-in-ell sets the exhibition values
on these pictures, thus automatically
fixing a price which under my 'quota'
he must pay? And what did they base
'em on, anyway? And why wasn't be
free, in this vaunted land o' freedom,
to buy what he wanted — and what a
knowledge of his business, of the likes

Hughes
By ARTHUR

and

Distribution

Sees

as

Them

N. SMALLWOOD

and dislikes of his patrons dictated to
him to buy — and to let what he did
not want alone? Something wrong
with a system vmder which distributors
could dictate to him what he had to
buy, in turn forcing him to dictate to
his patrons what they should see — an
unhealthy
condition
These are
a few that?"
of the questions
which i-an through Bill Hughes' mind
as he slammed his desk drawers shut
and told his lieutenant to lock up for
the night.
As quiet steals over the place. Bill
Hughes, fatigued, disappointed, dejected, nods drowsily, then he falls into
the arms of Morpheus. Soon he finds
himself in Utopia.
A year has passed. Reforms had
been advocated, discussed — eyes had

been opened. Weaklings, when standing alone, had found themselves a
tower of strength when working in harmony toward a common goal. Block
booking, the system of advance deposits, the sale of .unmade or "paper"
pictures— these latter in large measure
financed by the advance deposits on
them — had been discontinued. And a
new Richmond had entered the field —
a powerful, nation-wide organization
possessing the respect and confidence
of every man in the country and every
factor in the industry had assumed the
functions of a neutral physical distributing agency.
Again we peep into the office of Bill
Hughes. A salesman representing Perfection Distributing Guild has just entered in company with the advertising
manager of the Clarion and one of the
men from its editorial department. In
the yesteryear these might have been
thought strange bedfellows. Yet here
they are, working together. The advertising manager of the Clarion introduces the film salesman as Mr. Parker, of Perfection Distributing Guild.
And Mr. Parker tells our exhibitor
friend this story :
J AM here, Mr. Hughes, to close a
contract with you for the first of our

ARTHUR N. SMALLWOOD, President
of Pyramid Pictures, Inc., is zvcU knovM
for his progressive a)id forceful opinions on
distribution
for indcpendeni productions

pictures, 'Bagdad-on-the-Subway.' You
are going to be judge of the intrinsic entertainment value of this production,
for it is not a paper picture. You may
have screen examination as soon as you
wish it. And you may exainine the
paper, lobby displays, accessories, etc.,
all of which you will find of high quality. My reason for calling on you in
the company of these gentlemen from
the Clarion is that they may confirm
what I am about to relate to you.
"Perfection Distributing Guild rose,
Phoenix-like, from the ashes of the old
system of distributing pictures. We
are a merchandising agency. And I
wish you to know how we function.
Our operation is divided into three major departments : Advertising and Exploitation, Selling, and Co-operation
with Physical Distributor. We do not
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handle physical distribution, but cooperate closely with a neutral, national
physical distributor.
"When pictures are offered us for
distribution they must first possess
high entertainment value. If they pass
muster in this regard the box-office
elements of the production are carefully analyzed by the most formidable
staff of experts ever assembled into one
organization within the industry, and
box-office elements and advertising and
exploitation angles are carefully plotted
and charted.
Building Exhibition Value
"From this analysis a campaign of
advertising and exploitation is created,
and later the operation of this campaign is supervised in the various parts
of the country. The advertising department of Perfection Distributing
Guild is an advertising agency, functioning as such for the independent
producer, and having agency recognition. You will readily see that a carefully planned and executed campaign
on each individual production builds up
substantial exhibition value — exhibition
value in which production costs or
mere names play no part — and this is
exhibition value in the true sense because it sells seats direct to the consumer— or patron.
"Our advertising department is going
to build consumer demand just the
same as if it were merchandising Cream
of Wheat. Now don't snicker. I
might have named Poros-Knit Underwear, or Burroughs Adding Machines.
Only difference between the three is
restriction of market. The same difference exists between the three and
motion pictures.

"There'll never be as many adding
machines sold as suits of underwear,
or suits of underwear as packages of
Cream of Wheat, or packages of
Cream of Wheat as seats in motion
picture theatres. The methods may be
different, but the ends are the same.
And advertising will serve those ends.
Building Sales Enthusiasm

"The only real exhibition value,
after all, is extent of consumer demand. And extent of consumer demand in the case of Perfection Distributing Guild's pictures will be raised
to the nth degree by display advertising, serializations, publicity stories with
tie-ups under direct supervision of an
exploitation man who will as the producers representative operate in each
district.

"Now we come to the second factor
in the merchandising operation : Selling. A real salesman loves the selling
game. Give him an opportunity to concentrate on selling, and selling alone,
and his enthusiasm will carry him on

to high efficiency. Under the old system the salesman's enthusiasm was
knocked into a cocked hat by homeoffice wires urging 'collections, collections, more collections.'
"We are handicapped by none of the
annoyances of the old system. We
make no collections. We are free to
put all of our energies into selling.
And the big advertising campaigns current in the newspapers in our territories spur us on to topnotch efficiency.
We have every incentive to push every
picture we handle into every house we
feel should play it. We are giving our
producers coverage for that reason.

"We do the merchandising — the advertising, exploiting and selling — and
do it thoroughly. National Railway
Express Company handles physical distribution. Our New York office turns
over to them prints for the entire country. They distribute these prints to
their thirty or more distributing depots.
And except as we may requisition a
print for a preview here and there —
or have that done in their own projection rooms in their distributing depots
— we do not see or come in contact
with the physical product. The Exshows. press Company inspects and ships the
Values Based on Selling Power

"Our booking clerk is the contact between us, as a merchandising agency,
and the express company, as physical
distributors. And do you know that
this has resulted in a faster service, a
greater number of playdates per print
per month, a se-rvice without miss-outs
or delays? The physre^l distributor
knows where each print is';\where it is
going next, and so on, and there is no
waiting for an exhibitor to ship. The
follow-up is perfection itself.;
"Another thing:
have yothin
do with collection We
_ of monfeys. gTheto
physical distributor does this,. You
know, of course, that there is no advance deposit on contract. . ..You are
running your theatre on a pay-as-youenter basis; certainly you will not object to doing business with us on a payas-you-play basis. When 3'our show is
delivered by the physical distributor,
,
you pay him.
"Now, Mr. Hughes, here is a book
showing the complete campaign; for
newspaper exploitation of 'Bagdatl-onthe-Subway.' I would 'like you to look
through it at your leisure. Mr. [ones

of the Clarion," both
Mr, Brown,
and
of whom-^
you know
well, are here to
say they will give yon the fullest cooperation. will
I
riot ask you to look
at 'Bagdad-on-the-Subway' until you
have familiarized yourself with this
system.has
newHughes
"
been listening intently.
He is using his poker face to hide his
glee. Addressing the film saleman he

questions : "This indeed sounds a great
deal like Utopia for the exhibitor. Tell
me,' Where's the bug under the chip?
How is your philanthropic producer going to finance an advertising campaign ;
I have always understood that an independent producer was on the flat of his
back when he had completed a picture? And how much more are you
going to tack on to the price of the
picture than you would otherwise have
asked me, in order to pay for this big
The Saving Grace
advertising?"

"Glad you asked the question, Mr.
Hughes," replies Parker. "In the first
place the segregation of merchandising from physical distribution and the
recognition of certain fundamental
facts has enabled Perfection Distributing Guild to offer the independent
producer of meritorious product a far
cheaper and more economical distribution than he has ever dreamed possible.
The savings effected here are, in part,
dedicated to an appropriation to advertise the picture, to build up real, substantial exhibition value. Public demand is created. Our sales organization, freed from the worries and annoyances ofthe old system are concentrating on sales. Their enthusiasm is
buoyant, they are hitting on all sixman, they're selling! They're giving
the producer coverage. Now you don't
suppose A^ou pay any more for the Paris
Garters you're wearing because their
makers advertise them, do you? No,
advertising has created volume sales-^
and, if anything, you're paying a great
deal
less
adverti
sed.for them than if they weren't

"And so with pictures. They
be
sold on exhibition values based onwill
their
ability to fill your seats. You will pay
a fair price for these pictures because
they'll be zvorth a fair price i'o you.
And you'll pay a fair price for pictures
that will return a profit, or I'm a
"Parker, I think you're right. It
poor beproph
et."
will
Utopi
a for the exhibitor. And,
by the eternal, it will be Utopia for the
independent producer. There's the
poor devil who has created the best
we've shown on our screens, but who
hasn't had a chance. No doubt we exhibitors have been to some extent responsible. We've been blinded to our
own best interests, I fear. We've been
hood-winked, cajoled and bullied.
"But in a certain measure we have
brought this condition on ourselves,
and we stood for a lot of misuse and
abuse thinking thus to save our skins,
whereas in fact, in assisting to destroy
the independent we have been doing
nothing less than killing the goose
which laid the golden eggs. I can say
right now that I am going to play ball
with you."
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the

Independent
Benefit

theatre owners of the country are enthusiastic over the progress which has been made by the
Independent Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors Association, since its
inception in January, according to reports received by the home offices of
the company members in New York.
Ahhough one or two other attempts
have been made in recent years to form
organizations representative of the independent market, the plans have for
various reasons never progressed very
far. It was only last December when
in association with Charles B. Hoy, the
writer approached the leaders in the
states rights field in regard to forming
a credit bureau.
After two conferences had been held
it was proposed by the executives of
the companies that they should go still
further and form a national association
of all the independent interests.
The work of organization proceeded
very rapidly with the result that on
January 17, 1934, the constitution and
by-laws were adopted and the association immediately began to function,
the business administration and routine
office detail being handled at i65o
Broadway, New York, at which the
national headquarters of the association
have been established.
Although but three months old, the
association has doubled its membership
and by the end of another week will
have upwards of twenty-five companies
officially enrolled and the organization
will be truly representative of the independent field.
Sei-vice first — service that satisfies,
is a motto that the entire membership
may well subscribe to. So this new devifelopment in the independent branch
of the motion picture industry should
be lauded by the exhibitors, who have
been quick to realize the essentiality of
independent pictures and the operation
of state rights exchanges in a fair and
equitable manner.
The theatre owners have likewise received with evident satisfaction the announced policies as gradually and definitely formulated by the Independent
Association. It is the general belief of
the cinema showmen that the new national organization can wield a tremendo-us power throughout the independent
market, with such effective results that
the abuses heretofore practiced by certain unreliable exchanges will eventually be eliminated.
It is further contended that through
a national organization properly funcTHE

the

By FREDERICK

Association

Will

Exhibitors
H. ELLIOTT

tioning the independents can encourage
producers to give the market bigger
and better pictures, with a wider range
of choice for the exhibitors, thereby
way.
tending
to stabilize the market in every
With an increased number of independent productions assured to the distributors the exhibitors will not be compelled to book their pictures so far in
advance, for they will be able to depend
upon the open market for productions
to
bridge over any gaps in their playdates.
Consideration is now being given by
the producing and distributing companies members of the Independent As-

managed exchanges in various key
cities where such exchanges are now
insufficient or inadequate for the purpose of rendering complete and satisfactory service on behalf of independent producers to the exhibitors.
With this in view the association,
through its statistical bureau, has just
completed a survey of the state rights
exchanges throughout the country securing information concerning their
management and activities, as well as
other pertinent data of general interest
tO' the industry.
It is the purpose to publish a directory containing all of this valuable information, and to include a list of the
independent producers and distributors
with their officers and addresses, which
will be the first authentic official directory ever published devoted exclusively to the independent field.
service to will
the prove
theatre
'JpHIS able
directory
of owners
invalu-

LfREDERICK H. ELLIOTT organiser of
fhe National Association of the Motion
Pictures Industry, in 1916, and the Independent Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association in January, 1924.
sociation to a plan whereby their releasing schedules for the forthcoming
season will be duly announced, and the
theatre owners will benefit by this advance information relative to productions and release dates, making it unnecessary to rush the closing of any
contracts until they have had an opportunity to consider the announcem.ents
of the independent companies.
0NE

of the chief objects in the organization of the Independent Association isto promote better relations
between independent producers, distributors, and theatre owners, and to
encourage and build up the system of
state rights exchanges
and owner-

throughout the country, andJt is expected that the releasing schedules of
all the companies operating in the independent market also will be available
for publication in this directory.
The association will undertake to encourage the development and progress
of independent directors, and stars, especially the younger and newer artists,
and to assist in every possible way the
establishing on a higher plane the business ethics and management of the independent producers, distributors, and
state rights exchanges, as well as the
other various factors and interests
identified with the independent branch
of the motion picture industry.
President I. E. Chadwick and his
associate officers have been the recipients of assurance of support from
many leaders in the independent field
and among the state right exchanges
the feeling is very general that the new
association will be able to render a
most valuable and beneficial service to
the theatre owners interested in independent productions.
It is Mr. Chadwick's conviction that
given equality of opportunity the independent operator, whether exhibitor,
distributor or producer, would have a
great incentive to reach and attain a
higher and more commanding position
in the industry and be better fortified
in striving for those ideals the realization of which will dignify the industry.
we find the independent a leader
in the movement to institute better business relations and more human contacts
between exchangemen and exhibitors.
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nABY PEGGY has had a
J-J career like any other acShe started with
"bits'
in ^shorttress. comedies
and graduated into a full bloom star.
She has won an international
reputation and is still going
at top speed. Her next picture ivill be "Helen's Babies"

May

and

December

Produce

'Captain

Combine
January'

The unusual situation of extremes in
the ages of the leading characters
make this Principal Pictures production
one of great interest.

The little

actress plays her heavy part admirably

to
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Movies'

Filling

Children's
r is overexhibitost
an the
THAT man
fine possible
lookingy one of
opportunities of not only making
his position most solid in the comnumity in which he is located, but also doing that which is far more important,
in educating the boys and girls of today to a proper appreciation of the
better type of pictures and assuring
patronage in the years to come, is plainly evident from the marked success
which has characterized Junior Movies
in the city of Albany, N. Y., for the
past three or foiir years.
The methods pursued in that city by
the Mothers' Club, co-operating with
Uly S. Hill, managing director of the
Mark Strand theatre, has already attracted widespread attention, and has
not only brought many inquiries fronx
other cities, but also in a personal visit
being made by Jason Joy, executive
secretary of the Committee on Public
Relations, of which Will H. Hays is
president.
Every third week, from 1,500 to i,~
800 children are entertained at the
Mark Strand theatre between 10 and

1 1 40 o'clock Saturday morning, with
two kinds of admission prevailing.
Rich and poor alike attend the entertainment. Those who are able to pay
the fifteen cents admission are allowed
to do so, while the newspapers of the
city carry a "coupon which has a value
of five cents, and which accompanied
by a dime, entitles the holder to a
ticket.
HE whole idea of the Junior Movies
as they are conducted in Albany, a
city of about 125,000 population, is to
couple entertainment with education.
The first of these movies was held
some three or four years ago, and as
the years have progressed greater perfection, not only in handling the
crowds, but in furnishing just the right
kind of program, has come.
Mr. Hill works in conjunction Vv^ith
the Mothers' Club of the city, an organization which looks after the playgrounds of the city during the summer
months, and which has adopted the motion picture as a means of entertainment for the boys and girls when the
playgrounds are closed.
By reason of the fact that Mr. Hill
never hesitates, when some parent during the week calls up by phone and
asks if the picture being shown On the
regular program that night is suitable
for a child, to replv truthfully, even if
it means a lost ticket or two, he has
gained the absolute confidence, of the
parent, and is given the privilege of

a

Great

Need

in

Education

By C. L. GRANT

inmates
the
city. of the several orphanages in

selecting or choosing the pictures that
will be shown at the Junior tlovies.
Just by way of example, as showing
the standard which the Mark Strand
theatre enjoys with the churches of
Albany, it needs only to be stated that
some httle time ago the churches really
staged what might be termed a benefit
show at this theatre.

Mrs. Alfred E. Smith, wife of the
Governor of the state, is actively interested in the movies, as was also the
wife of former Governor Nathan L.
Miller, when he was in office.
Not only do these women look after
the orphanages but there are many instances when children of the extremely poor families of the city are located
and provided with tickets. The subscription list alone handles about 500
seats on the Saturday mornings when
the movies for the children are held.
It is noticeable that there is a distinct difference between the children

J N handling the children flocking to
the Junior Movies, and there are always anywhere from a thousand to
nearly double that number, the Strand

who use the coupons and the othe-zs
who come prepared to pay the regular
admission of fifteen cents.
It is among the poorest ones using the
coupons
that for
the willing
Mothers'
Clubto later
finds
work
hands
do,
both in seeing that the children are
properly fed and clothed as well as perhaps finding employment or providing
food for the fathers and mothers.
HERE is also another angle to the
movies, and that is that at the libraries during the story telling hour,
often attended by 200 or more children, that the story of "Toby Tyler '
or "The
and the
Pauper" is retold andPrince
the theatre
benefits.
ULY S. HILL
Managing director of Mark Strand Theatre, Albany
management utilizes the regular box
office where the fifteen cent admission
tickets are sold, as well as a table which
is placed in the lobby and at which
the coupons are accepted.
Girl Scouts assist members of the
Mothers' Club at the theatre, keeping
the children in line and helping in other
ways. It is a noticeable feature that
given proper attention and a like atmosphere, there is absolutely no rough
housing or disorder.
It sometimes happens that the feature picture of the week can be used
on Saturday morning, for the Junior
Movies. Such was the case recently
when "Jackie Coogan" was featured.
At other times when the regular
week's picture is not applicable or appropriate, the theatre books some picture, generally a second run, which
means a ,comparatively small price, and
uses this for the Saturday morningshow.
The wealthy women of the city have
heartily sponsored the Junior Movie
idea with the restilt that a long list of
patronesses provides the tickets for the

Uly Hill, under whose direction the
Junior Movies in Albany have reached
their present stage of perfection, sums
up the whole matter in declaring that
the purpose is educational and entertaining, educating new people to the
proper kind of pictures, now as well as
for the years to come ; entertaining, in
keeping many a child out of the slums
and in proper surroundings and in furnishing good wholesome entertainment
under ideal conditions.
Financially, the proposition is a good
paying one for the theatre. As a general thing, the picture shown cost but
a small amount, and yet fully measure
up to the purposes for which they are
intended. Music is furnished b}- the
organist and he as well as the ushei^s
and help must of course be paid extra
for their work.
This sum is comparatively small and
at the same time it should be borne in
mind that these movies serve to place
the theatre in a pre-eminent position
among the parents of the entire city,
that it also does its full share in furnishing entertainment to the extremely
poor and to the orphans, and in return
occupies a position today beyond the
shafts of criticism.
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J)OUGLAS FAIRBANKS and Mary Pickford are to sail
for Cherbourg April 12 on a tour of the world. Their
itinerary will include Paris, London, Brussels, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, St. Petersburg, Moscow, Vladivostok, Manila, Tokio, Honolulu and San Francisco. The
party will include also Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fairbanks,
Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, little Mary Rupp, Kenneth Davenport and an entourage of servants. Well, here is a
chance for the two stars to collaborate in the writing of a
book detailing their impressions of the peoples in the many
lands they visit and also an outline of the receptions —
ovations will be the better word — that are extended to them.
J^UPERT
the ofdiners
at the Another
Edison
luncheon HUGHES
recently a gave
sample
his wit.
specimen came out of the West following a showing
of his "True as Steel" to Goldwyn officials. When
the run was completed the gathering, with professional cold-bloodedness, sat silent for a moment. "I
wish you'd tell me what you like about the picture,"
suggested the producer. "If there's anything in it
that any one hkes we'll leave it in."
R AY O. WYLAND, head of the church relations department of the National Council of Boy Scouts, charged
before a large gathering at the City Club, Kansas City, that
the screen is "responsible for a growing cleavage that
threatens the stability of society. The rhpvies portray a
razzle-dazzle of the idle rich, that is, in reality, a hundred
million miles away from the kind of life true Americans
live." It hardly is to be expected that all public speakers
will display the possession of a judicial temperament, but
in the interest of truth there should be an avoidance of
mistaking the shadow for the substance. Some movies
portray, etc., yes; the movies portray, emphatically no.
"jl/TARCUS
LOEW Theatre,
on March
27 isParkway
slated toandappear
at the Elsmere
Crotona
Elsmere place, officially to add that house to his string.
With Mr. Loew will go a party of stage and
screen stars. The theatre will adopt a policy of exclusive motion picture presentation.
jyj ESSRS.
hosts at anlast
unusual
luncheonZUKOR-and
to reviewersLasky
at thewere
Ritz-Carlton
week
in celebration of the first anniversary of "The Covered
Wagon." A. M. Botsford was toastmaster, and he was at
his best and wittiest. Speeches were made by Mr. Lasky,
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, and Ernest Torrence. The table was
in the form of a hollow square. The entire center was laid
out as a desert, with covered wagons, cattle, buflfalo and all
the accompanying paraphernalia of a caravan as well as
patches of vegetation. The remarks were all of marked interest, especially those of Mr. Lasky, who told the inside
story of the making of and the addition to the production.
CIDNEY OLCOTT is to be the guest of honor at
^ the fortnightly midnight supper of the Greenroom
Club March 22 in its new home, 19 West Forty-eighth
street.
_^RTHUR

H. SAWYER, supervising director of Associated Pictures, has left Hollywood en route for Chicago. In that city he will hold conferences with his partner, Herbert Lubin, following which the two will come to
New York to attend the premier showing of "The Shooting of Dan McGrew." Director Clarence Badger brought
the print East. While in New York Mr. Sawyer will
select two stories in which Barbara La Marr will be
starred for First National release.

JJARRY
writing is
March
1 from
Monte
Carlo, REICHENBACH,
remarks that the weather
like the
middle
of
July. In the course of his travels the exploitation expert has
met up with Rex Ingram. Apparently H. R. suffered no irreparable losses on the occasion of his visit to the gay resort, for we note he is continuing his journey away from
home, Cairo being his next stop.
•

f\ N his way to Los Angeles J. D. Williams stopped
^ off in Kansas City last week. The head of Ritz
Pictures
a social "set-to" vrith M. A. Tanner,
Selznick enjoyed
branch manager.

production manaT. Kane,
of Robert
QN the gerdesk
of Famous
Players,
is a general
framed and formidable
looking document. It is a notification that Mr. Kane has
been decorated by the Belgian government with the cfoix
de guerre of that country. The citation sets forth that the
recipient "particularly distinguished himself by his courage
during the victorious offensive in Flanders." The production manager served with the 316th Train Headquarters
and the military police.
T ET'S revert a moment to Laurette Taylor's interpretation
of shopgirl
the heroine
"Happiness."
The
sequence
of the
in theofhome
of the wealthy
woman is one of the most delicate interpretation.
Jenny Wreay, as we recall, does no crying, but she
has her audience — if you have a word that really
is better, let us have it— ^half laughing and half
crying allcession the
way through
the and
scene.
It is a And
sucof alternating
chokes
chuckles.
that combination spells real entertainment.
^HE president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Kansas, R. G. Liggett — a brother of the one time screen
favorite. Gene Gauntier — recently told of the days when he
owned the old Seventeenth Street Theatre in Kansas City.
An opportunity to sell the house found him not quite and
finally settled on the disposition of it, but he casually
inquired as to what purpose it was designed to devote the
place. His visitor confided to him he desired to establish
an undertaking parlor. "The only thing left for me to
do," added Mr. Liggett, "was to te'J him that he had picked
an ideal location, as the theatre had been 'dead' for several
"DACK
from aKansas
trip including
stops at New
Orleans,
St Louis,
City, Minneapolis
and Chicago,
J. G. Bachmann, treasurer of Preferred, reached his
office at the end of last week. The traveler reported
that with the possible exception of the Northwest
conditions seemed to be excellent.
years."
£)R. W. E. SHALLENBERGER, Arrow chief, has departed for the South on a business trip completely outfitted with golf and Mah Jong paraphernalia. It is said
that if business is not represented in his itinerary as much
as fifty-fifty it is at least as high as thirty-five sixtj^-five.
Of course he may have occasion to quote figures to you
other than these, but they won't be about golf. .
JAMES YOUNG
attractive
card announcing the titleshasof issued
some an
of the
productions
on
which he has officiated as writer and director. On
the fourth page are the names of more than two
score subjects which have been made under his hand.
It is an imposing list.
'pHE executives over at Pathe offices felt quite hopped up
the other morning on taking up the Tribune. In Percy
Hammond's department of "Oddments and Remainders"
was a full column devoted to laudatory comment on
Grantland Rice's "Sportlights." The writer declared the
series is a tonic, on the level, picturesque and dramatic.
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Griffith

Goes

Conference

aria sails on April
the Bereng
WHEN
2 David
Wark Griffith will be
aboard en route to Italy for a six
weeks' visit. He will arrive in Rome about
the 12th and will immediately enter into
a series of conferences with an important
politico-financial group regarding the rehabilitation of Italy's motion picture industry.
This definite announcement from the
New York Griffith offices answers the
questions, speculations and rumors which
have abounded regarding the immediate
future activities of the great director.
Since the war the Italian industry has
been in sad shape. A score of the prominent studios have quit completely, and
where Italy once made sufficient pictures
to supply its own market, over 50 per cent,
are now imported — mostly from America.
Premier Mussolini, the Italian government
and the financiers of Italy have determined to restore the prestige of Italian
films even as they at one time bolstered
the tottering industry of motor-car manufacture.
Thus came to be organized a company
named the Propoganda Industriale Artistica Cinematografica Europea, with headquarters at Turin. The purpose of the
company is to establish cordial relations
with the nations of the world through the
medium of the silver screen.
Would Rebuild National Prestige
Mr. Griffith has been importuned for
many months by various governments and
semi-official organizations, but it seems to
have taken la bella Italia to put it over.
Up to now negotiations have been carried
on by a former Cleveland newspaperman
appropriately named Amerigo Serrao. Mr.
Serrao is a nephew of Commandatore G.
Andrea Serrao, a powerful factor in Roman
politics and the head of the syndicate seeking Mr. Griffith's services. It is understood that there are enough lire on deposit in a great Italian bank to equal
$1,000,000 in real money — American gold.
And there is more where this came from.
It has been decided that the surest way
to restore the dignity of the Italian trademark and to regain world prestige for Italian films would be to produce an elaborate picture in Italy. If arrangements are
made this picture will be directed by an
American, Mr. Griffith, filmed by American
cameramen and acted by American stars.
Mr. Serrao is most optimistic regarding
the outcome of the trip on which he will
accompany Mr. Griffith, and believes that
the return to this country will be speedy,
that Mr. Griffith will then gather his technical stafif, select his cast and return toItaly to "shoot."
Europe Looks to America
Nothing definite has been decided regarding the subject of the proposed picture, although numerous possibilities have
been mentioned in connection with the
effort. One of the most alluring is "The
Last Days of Pompeii." Then there are
"Faust," "L'Aiglon," and several others
which would lend themselves satisfactorily
to a Latin background. Mr. Griffith has
another idea for a picture up his sleeve,
but whether or not he will do the hat trick
with it remains to be seen.
The people of many countries have from
time to time turned toward America for

to

Rome

on

Great

for

Production

Italian

help and advice on various subjects. Our
counsel has been sought and valued in
matters of finance, industrialism, merchandising, government, but never before has
a European nation acknowledged American pre-eminence in an art. It is indeed
complimentary that the first to so honor
us should be the land of Michaei Angelo
and Leonardo da Vinci, the country that
cradled art and mothered the cinema
through a sickly infancy. Moreover the
fact is a commentary
keenness
of perception.on Italy's clarity and
It seems strange that 'with many European governments — Russia, Norway, Great
Britain — "sold" on the certain value of motion pictures in exploiting the glories of
their countries and the virtues of their
people, that our own government should
remain
so blind. Incalculable benefit

'The

Naked

Big
EDITORS

Event

Truth'
in

would be derived by telhng the world
about America through motion pictures,
and convincing humanity that with a few
oily exceptions we are rather a decent folk
after all.
When this Italian matter is disposed of
there are other empires, despotisms, constitutional monarchies and republics clamoring for the attention of Mr. Griffith. It
would seem a far cry from La Grange,
Mr. Griffith's birthplace, to one of the
most ancient old world capitals. It would
seem strange for old "Roaring Jake" Griffith's little boy Dave to be giving orders
to the rulers of age old dynasties. Yet,
perhaps, just perhaps, it may not be so
very long before David Wark Griffith will
direct a picture with a real King and a
genuine Queen playing in character. But
that is another story.

Dinner

Film

leave town as paper goes

'
So ran the big black headline
across tothepress."
top of the front page of a small
town newspaper recently.
And no wonder. They had told the
truth about the town's leading citizens.
As the date approaches for The Naked
Truth dinner, at which it is promised the
naked truths aI>out the motion picture industry and its leading personalities will be
exposed, . rumors have been running like
V'-ildfire through film circles to the efTect
that proniir.ent cinema executives and stars
have been bu>ing one-way tickets by the
wholesale for points east of Suez.
But these rumors seem to be quite illfounded. On the contrary all the indications are that the fourth annual gridiron
revel of the Associated Motion Picture
FORREST HALSEY
Scenarioist for Famous Players who has adapted
such s'ories as "The Green Goddess," "Society
Scandal, and Valentino's "Monsieur Beaucaire"

Film

Fun

Looms

as

History

Advertisers, Inc., to take place at the Hotel
Astor on Saturday night, March 29, will
see the most brilliant, distinguished and
representative assemblage of picture folk
ever brought together for a function of
this kind.
Cartridges containing T. N. T. tickets
of admission are, according to A. M. Botsford, chairman of the A. M. P. A. entertainment committee, going fast to leaders
of the industry.
The illustrious guests who will tell the
Bedtime Stories, tiie same to be broadcast
by radio via station WEAF, are Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Will Hays,
D. W. Griffith, Samuel Rothafel, Rupert
Hughes, A. M. Botsford and The Big
National Personality, whose identity is being withheld as a surprise.
The party, it is announced, will start
promptly at 7 p. m. "with palate-pleasing
viands," and Chairman Botsford warns
that those who come late may miss their
oysters. Inasmuch as it is reported that
several of the oysters will contain pearls
it behooves all who plan to attend The
Naked Truth dinner to get there on time.
At 9 p. m. the A. M. P. A. will "give
the nation the air" when the Bedtime
Stories will be told and wirelessed. Roxy,
it is announced, will be master of the
waves.
Following this will come the presentation of the winning comedy sketch on the
movies to be enacted by a Big Broadway
cast. The author will be introduced and
awarded the $100 prize.
Next in order on the program will be
the unreeling of what is described as ,i
"Sinsational Sinema Production" especially'
filmed for the occasion. After that there
will be what the film press agents call
"Our Own Popularity Contest," with "the
crowning of the King and Queen of Flimdumb" as a feature. From then on there
will be dancing until dawn.
Paul Whiteman will be there in person
to lead his two jazz bands, one playing
where the other leaves oflF, assuring continuous music during the dinner and dancing and between the other numbers.
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INCE

GETS HOLLYWOOD
LABORATORY

ARROW
HAS BIG LINEUP
FOR THIS YEAR

Will Prove Valuable Asset to
the Noted Producer

Schedule Calls for Serials, Short
Comedies and Features

'T'HE Hollywood Laboratory Corporation
with its entire equipment has been purchased by Thomas H. Ince and will be reassembled and operated in conjunction
with the big laboratory on the Ince lot
in Culver City, according to announcement
made by H. D. Lyman, builder of the
Hollywood Laboratory.
The Hollywood Laboratory was completed one year ago, its assembly including
the most modern machinery and paraphernalia used in motion picture making.
The amalgamation of the two laboratory
units gives to the Ince plant probably the
most complete motion picture manufacturing laboratories in the entire industry. It
is understood the deal, including reorganization of the Ince laboratory, involves approximately aquarter of a million dollars.
The Hollywood Laboratory was assembled and operated on a commercial basis
to serve all producers of pictures in
Southern California. Its holdings included
many patents and secret processes for the
making of transparency titles, art backgrounds, lifesize still photographs and
other photographic art features that have
been constantly raising the standard of motion picture productions during the past
few years.
During the one year of its operation, the
Hollywood Laboratory has made all the
titles for many of the outstanding independent productions including Mary Pickford's "Rosita" and "Dorothy Vernon" and
Charlie Chaplin's "A Woman of Paris.*"
One of the most important features of
the Ince Culver City plant has been the
printing laboratories which the veteran
producer has developed until they are
known as among the most complete.
One of the feature units of equipment in
the Hollywood Laboratory is the patented
title printer. This machinery, in itself costing a little more than $50,000, was specially
constructed in Waltham, Mass., and installed in Hollywood one year ago. It is
the only machinery of its kind and includes
several printing patents and equipment for
the use of the secret processes in the making of transparency titles and art backgrounds.
^ ^

WE. SHALLENBERGER, President,
• announces Arrow's line-up of new
releases. This will consist of two serials,
the first of which "Days of "49" is being
made with the co-operation of the California Historical Society and is based
upon the most dramatic period of the
State famed for gold and motion pictures.
This was during 1847-48-49 and includes
the
discovery
of great
gold atterritory
Sutter's ofMill,
the
wresting
of this
160,000
square miles from Mexican domination
and its annexation to the United States.
All this has been filmed with an accuracy
of fact and detail seldom found in motion

OKLAHOMA MAY HAVE CENSORS
APPOINTED BY GOVERNOR
Oklahoma City, Okla. — A bill providing
a state board for censoring moving pictures was introduced in the Oklahoma
State Senate at Oklahoma City March 5,
1924.
The board would be composed of three
members to be appointed by the Governor.
The chairman would receive $2,100 a year
and the other members $1,800. A Secretary would be paid $1,500.
Members would serve three years with
terms overlapping. The board would be
empowered to censor immoral pictures,
and those showing j}icruelty.
^
HART AND FAMOUS AGREE
An amicable agreement has been reached
between Bill Hart and Famous Players and a
new contract for the star is being prepared.
A difference arose over the type of stories
Hart was to play, but after talking the matter
over with Messrs. Zukor and Lasky all differences were wiped out.

RUDOLPH KOLP
Musical director of the Wisconsin Theatre, Milwauke . He was formerly conductor for the Halaban
and Katz Thea re, Chicago, but resigned to take
charge of music in Milwaukee's newest theatre.
CHARLES

RAY

INCE

NOW

UNDER

CONTRACT

Signing of Contract Closes Gates
of Ray Studio Permanently
n HARLES RAY in his old character of
^ the typical American youth and
Thomas H. Ince, the producer, again have
joined forces. As the result of contracts
closed March 18 the gates of the Charles
Ray studios in Los Angeles were permanently closed this week and Ray has returned to 'his old home, the Thomas H.
Ince Studios in Culver City, to work under
the guidance of his discoverer and mentor.
Charles Ray entered pictures eleven
years ago as one of the mob at Inceville
in Santa Monica Canyon while a Los Angeles high school student. He worked
under the Ince Banner for eight years.
This announcement will come as a surprise not only to the motion picture industry but to the picture world as well, for
Ray latterly has been a star-producer on
his own responsibility. His rise in this
dual capacity was as meteoric as was his
early success as a star. Among his noteworthy productions were "The Girl I
Loved," "A Tailor-Made Man" and "The
Courtship
of Myles
Long before
theseStandish."
his first big success
was in "The Coward," an early Ince-Triangle picture. Then came others that are
still remembered as a type of entertainment uotstanding in humanness and appealing simplicity. Among these were "The
Clod Hopper," "The Pinch Hitter," "His
Own Home Town," '"The Hired Man,"
and "H:s Mother's Boy."
BRANDT

GETS RESULTS

The visit of Joe Brandt, president of the
Independent Producers and Distributors Association on the, Coast, has not been in vain.
At a meeting held Tuesday Mr. Brandt outlined the aims of the organization. As a result seven West Coast producers and distributors joined the organization and a number of
others present at the meeting are expected to
become members.

pictures.
Jacques Jaccard whose fame as a serial
.director is firmly established is handling
the megaphone. Supervising the entire
work is Ben Wilson that veteran of every
branch of the production end.
Neva Gerber, Ed (Two-Fisted) Cobb,
Ruth Royce and Wilbur McGaugh carry
the principal roles. The screening of
Chapters one, two and three shows that it
is a fast action, thrilling picture of feature
caliber.
Following this will be another serial of
equal strength and pulling power.
Six super-features commencing with
"Gambling Wives," a Dell Henderson production, featuring Marjorie Daw, Ward
■Crane, Hedda Hopper, Edward Earle and
Baby Dorothy Brock, which is just being
released.
Twenty-six five reel Westerns, one
every two weeks are also scheduled. These
are four starring Ben Wilson whose return
to the screen will be hailed with delight
by fandom, four "Pinto Pete's" starring
Ashton
the
first Dearholt,
four with twelve
Marilyn Dick
Mills Hatton's,
and her
trained tures
horses
and
six
"Ranch-land"
picfeaturing every phase of Western
Rodeo, thrills and spills.
Twentj'-six 2 reel comedies are also included in the line-up.
This gives Arrow distributors an exceptional program for the Independent market.
^ ^ ^
ELEANOR

BOARDMAN

FOR LEAD

IN 'MARY THE THIRD'
The picture,
leading it
roleisinannounced
Kir^ Vidor'sby third
Goldwyn
executives
of that producing corporation, will be portrayed by Eleanor Boardman. She will be
the Mary in Vidor's film version of Rachael
Crothers' successful stage play, "Mary the
Third!" The title will be changed, it is announced, in order not to give the impression
that the picture is a historical or costume
Miss Boardman is under a term contract
production.
with Goldwyn who discovered and trained her
into one of the most popular young leading
women of the screen.
CORE

GOES

TO FLORIDA

Andrew J. Cobe, Broadway exhibitormanager, who was operated upon soon
after the closing of the run of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" at the Astor Theatre, left Broadway, Wednesday for a three
weeks trip to Florida, for rest and recuperation. He sailed for Key West on one
of the Mallory line steamers. From Key
West he will go to Miami.
It is understood that he will take charge
of a Broadway theatre upon his return to
New York.
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Open

Winter
Effect,

Has
Says

Lessened
Brandt

Radio

ORGANIZE EXCHANGE FOR
WASHINGTON
DISTRICT
Trio Productions Exchanges to Handle
Independent Pictures
A T a meeting held in Washington, D. C,
last week, a new distributing company
was organized to cover Maryland, Delaware
and District of Columbia. The new company
is known as the Trio Distributing Exchange
and is one of the largest and most complete
independent exchanges in the country.
The founders of the new organization are
Ben Amsterdam, Eugene Marcus and Tonym
Luchese, of Philadelphia. They are well
known in the motion picture industry and
know the needs of the exhibitor.
At the Washington meeting, to celebrate
the opening of the new exchange, practically
every independent producer in New York attended. The leading exhibitors in the Washington territory were present and welcomed
the new company into the field as they feel
there is a need for such an organization.
The Trio Exchange will handle productions
of all the independent producers and will
cover their territory thoroughly.
Max Milder, formerly with Selznick in
Philadelphia, has been named manager of the
new company, with offices in New Jersey Avenue and K Street, Washington, D. C.

the full is coming when one hundred theatres will
EXHIBITORS have not felt
effect of the competition of radio join forces and engage an orchestra for the
playing of a picture which will be relayed
during the present winter, declares
to each house. The music easily can be
William Brandt, president of New York
State Exhibitors, who has been closely fol- synchronized to the film by starting on a
given minute. In other words, each house
lowing the general effect of the newer
for one-hundredth of the expense involved
amusement form on the business of theamay have the advantage of the symphony
tre owners.
orchestra.
The reason for this, declares Mr. Brandt,
is because of the open winter, which, of
"You may think this is a long time
course, has been of decided advantage to ahead, but I do not think it is so far away.
exhibitors as a body and particularly to Then again, we haven't begun to use the
radio yet to tell the people what we have
those in more sparsely settled communities.
for them in the way of entertainment —
In other words, it is pointed out, if next
more exploitation possibilities."
winter should prove to be a severe one
^ ^ ^
with general business conditions the same,
it is unlikely exhibitors would find their
OPPOSE MURPHY
BILL IN
business so prosperous as it has been durALBANY HEARINGS
ing the present season.
Mr. Brandt said he had read the articles
Operators Say Measure Would Take
in last week's Exhibitors Trade Review regarding tlie general effect of radio on the
Away Needed Precautions
theatres. His only complaint, he said, was
'T'HERE
was a hearing at the State Capthat the warning of coming competition
itol in Albany, March 18, before, the
was not made sufficiently strong, for he
Assembly judiciary committee, on the MurASSOCIATED WILL ISSUE FIRST
believes the situation contains a real menphy bill which was introduced some time
ace
ago, and which pertains to the manufacture
PICTURE OF ALASKA
The exhibitor calls attention lo two in- and use of nitro-cellulose or film of a like
Announcement
was made late Tuesday by
stances in which public interest was cen- hazardous base.
J. S. Woody, general manager of Associated
tered on the 1 idio in which the theatres
The protests were lodged by A. J. McExhibitors, of the purchase of all rights to
were not half rilled. One was the DempCosker, of New York City, who appeared
"The
the first motion picture ever
sey-Firpo fight last summer and the other
as the representative of Local 306 of the made Chechakos,"
in Alaska. More than two years were
was the recent broadcasting of a message
lequired for the work and it really is a hisMoving
by President Coolidge.
Union, and Picture
Abraham Machine
Horowitz, Operators'
secretary
tory of the great northwestern country.
of the same organization. Unable to be
Captain Austin E. Lathrop and Lewis E.
"Any important occasion of this kind,"
Moomaw have been in New York for two
he says,
"such effect.
as the baseball series, will present, F. H. Richardson, of New York,
have
the same
filed a brief opposition to the bill. In ad- months negotiating with several prominent
dressing members of the committee, Mr. companies. The deal is said to involve ap"Cole, of Texas, tells me his people
down there are getting radio from New
proximatelyhalf
a
million dollars. Associated
McCosker spoke along the following lines:
York. If this is the case it is well to bear
plans a national advertising campaign before
firmly convinced that section 216 the first showing of the production.
in mind that 90 per cent of the aerials of "Itheam bill,
which is worded as follows:
today are of low efficiency, but that the
President Harding was a guest on "loca'Any
and
all
provisions
of law restricting the
situation in the near future will be vastly
with the company filming the picture
purchase, lease, use, sale or similar disposi- during tion"
trip and the production was
different.
tion of motion picture film, an acetate of indorsedhisbyAlaskan
him. The few persons permitted
"With the phonograpTi companies precellu'os" or .-^'milarly non-ha-ardous base,
to see
the negativethatclaim
paring to make high-class efficiency sets
a production
willthat
take"The
the Chechakos"
country by
repealed," is especially iniquitous, as is
so cheaply the home-made product is going itareremoves
the safeguards now exirting on
storm.
to be discarded, with the result that more
*
*
*
so-called slow-burning film, making it unnecespeople are going to be kept at home. More
sary for a person to be licensed before he
and more the programs will be better as
can operate a machine to project such films GLORIA SW ANSON BEGINS WORK
the apparatus is better.
ON PICTURE FOR FAMOUS
"Today there is a lot of static which inJ. MULI.ER
terferes with the proper working out of He has just h'enH. appointed
After several week's preparation and closerecretary to President
up study of how the shop girls in New York
the maiority of the sets, but very soon we
Dooli'ttle of the Selznick Distributing Company
live,
Gloria Swanson is back at the Paraare going to get programs without interference.
mount Long Island studio making a new picture, "Manhandled," under the direction of
"The best illustrations of what the radio
Allan Dwan. In the story, which is by Arof the future will do to theatre owners ?<;
thur Stringer and adapted by Frank Tuttle,
right in Brooklyn, where plans for several
Mirs Swanson has the role of a clerk in a
large apartment houses already contain
department store who climbs the social laddesigns for installing radio in each aoart-der, getting furs, expensive jewelry, and everyment. A new hotel in that borough al^o
thing, only to find after reaching dangerous
will contain a radio outfit in every room.
heights that honest love is the best in the .
"The other night Paul Whiteman's orlong run.
Tom Moore heads the supporting cast for
chestra gave a radio concert^ and p-^p"
though the hour was after the close of
Miss Swanson, having the role of John Hogan, taxi-cab driver and garage mechanic.
the theatre my business suffered by reaso"
Others in the cast are Frank Morgan, Lilyan
of it.
Tashman, Paul McAllister, Ian Keith. Frank
"One solution for the situatjnn =o far ac
Allworth and Carrie Scott. The locale of
theatre owners are concerned i'^ for m^r^
the story is New York.
and more of the bigger and better picture
— prooerlv exoloited.
"The time is cominsr. too. when we can
SCHNITZER HOME FROM COAST
make the radio a part of the thpatre. AlJ. I. Schnitzer, vice-president of the
ready I am nrenaring to install a radio
Film Booking Offices, has returned to New
store in mv Duffield.
York City after having spent several
"I have an id^a. and it mav be revolumonths in Hollywood, pcrsonalh' supervistionary, but it is not nearly so rpvolnti'^"ing production activities at the F. B. O.
ary as somp thlnes that ha^e l-i^pn rionp v
studios.
the picture business. That is that the t-^-"
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CT" HE most exciting
■'■ scene nf the picture
is tlie climax to tJie
operation performed
by a foreign specialist.
During tl-e operation
the dam is dynamited
and the house flooded
by the rushing torrent

Lowell's

NE of the best
^ fights of the season
is shown in
gates.""FloodAbove is
shozin John Lowell
putting the finishing
touches to the bully
after a bruising affair
that is a zvhirhvind

Production ' Floodgates ' Teems With Thrills and
The Bursting of the Dam and the Knock-Down-Drag-Out Fight Furnish
I
Enough Excitement for the Most Blase

Excitement
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Lynch

Interests

Take

ard Theatre

THE Howard theatre, one of a group
of theatres operated by Southern Enterprises, which passed into the
hands of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation when S. A. Lynch disposed of
his big chain of houses in the southeast
two years ago, has been sold to a corporation headed by several men closely
associated with the theatrical activities of
S. A. Lynch. The sum of $1,000,000 was
involved in the deal, which also included
the'
purchase
of a hotel
valuable
plot of ground
on which
a small
is located.
Officers of the purchasing company,
which is styled the Enterprise Realty and
Investment Corporation, are Y. F. Freeman, president; W. R. Lynch, brother of
S. A. Lynch, vice president; C. E. Holcomb, brother-in-law of S. A. Lynch, treasurer; and D. R. Millard, secretary.
While officers of the corporation did not
announce definite plans for the hotel property, it is rumored that the erection of a
theatre on this site is contemplated. It is
located in the heart of Atlanta's growing
hotel and theatre district, within one block
of the Howard Theatre. Directly across
the street from the hotel site there is now
in the process of construction a $1,250,000
hotel, plans for which also include a theatre to play pictures or big-time vaudeville.
The status of the Howard theatre, as
concerns operation and management, is
not to be changed by the purchase. Under
the terms, the Howard theatre lease also
passes from the control of the Adair
Realty and Trust Company, which owned the
property on which the theatre is situated.
The lease, which was made for a term of
twenty-five years, calls for an aggregate
BADGER COMPLETES 'DA^l
M'GREW PICTURE
Production Is Said to Be One of the
Best of Porducers Career
ZOOMING on top of a series of unbroken
^ successes which Clarence Badger has
directed during the past year he has just
completed direction of "The Shooting of
Dan McGrew" for Associated Pictures
Corporation, to be released as a SawyerLubin special by Metro.
^ The picture has been finally cut and
titled and, following a private view of the
production by the officials of Metro and
Associated Pictures, it is a consensus of
opinion, that Badger has reached the heights
of his directorial career in making this film.
This is said with due consideration of
the fact that he has been responsible for
such big pictures as "Potash and Perlmutter," "Red -Lights," "Quincy Adams Sawyer," and "Painted
past fourteen
months. People" during the
In handling the treatment of "The
Shooting of Dan McGrew" Badger has emphasized the strong melodramatic qualities,
of the famous poem by Robert W. Service
so that that portion of the picture dealing
with the poem visualizes perfectly _ the
drama and tragedy of the Yukon which
Service has made famous through his
powerful lines. Coupled with this, the director has interpolated many delightful
comedy touches which afford excellent rehef to the melodramatic story. He has
introduced character bits here and ther^"
throughout the entire picture which will

of

Over

How-

Atlanta

rental of nearly $750,000, on a sliding
scale. It has twenty years yet to run.
The original lease for the Howard Theatre site was so framed that at the expiration of twenty-five years from the signing
thereof the property would have reverted
to the Adair Realty & Trust Company.
With the purchase of the realty by the
Enterprise Realty and Investment Company this theatre, fully equipped, will at
the expiration of the lease that has a little
less than twenty years to run, pass into
the hands of what is recognized as the
"close corporation" of the varied S. A.
Lynch interests.
Not only is the sale one of the most
important that has been announced in
local theatre activities for several years,
but it intimates that S. A. Lynch, once
the most powerful individual factor in
motion pictures circles in the south, mi^ht
again enter the field. \i^hile his name does
not appear as an officer of the corporation, the Enterprise Realty and Investment Corporation is known as one of the
many enterprises controlled and financed
by Since
him. he surrendered to Famous Players-Lasky Corporation his managerial contract covering the operation of Southern
Enterprises a little more than a year ago
S. A. Lynch has taken no active part in
theatre operation, but he is known to have
acquired several valuable theatre properties. In addition to these properties he
has invested heavily in big real estate in
the south. A few months ago he acquired
the Cecil Hotel in Atlanta, and more recently he bought the Bisbee Building in
Jacksonville.
stand out in the memory of audiences long
after they have seen the production on the
screen.
Badger's forte' in handling -yrov^rds an d^punch scenes is ably demonstrated- in his
direction of that part of the film showing'
the destruction by flames of" a. gorgeous
New York cabaret.
The picture will be released on March ,31.
CLARENCE BADGER
/ho
has
just
completed "Theproduction
ShootingforofMetro
Dan
'cGrew," a Sawyer-Lutin
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INGRAM WELCOMED
HOME
FROM EUROPE
Director Brings Young Arabian Boy
and Print of New Picture
O RINGING with him a completed print of
his new production for Metro, "The
Arab ' and accompanied by his wife, Alice
Terry, and an Arab boy whom he had brought
back with him as his ward. Rex Ingram returned to this country from Africa last Tuesday on the Acquitania. His technical staff led
by JohnturnedF.
Seitz, his chief cameraman, rewith him.
A large delegation of Metro officials and
persons prominent in the motion picture industry met Mr. Ingram and Miss Terry at the
p.er. They were given a rousing welcome.
Consrderable interest is being displayed in
Mr.
new picture. The director left
tnis Ingram's
country last
September accompanied by
Mrss 'ierry, a group of technical assistants
and laboratory equipment. Ramon Novarro
fcilowed several weeks later and joined Mr.
.Ingram m Pans, from which point they took
the overland route through Italy and then
across the Mediterranean to Algiers in northern Africa. The entire picture was made in
the neighborhood of Tunis in Algiers, Ingram
having selected this place because tribesmen
from the Sahara congregate there in large
nutnbers
ization. for trade and for contact with civilMiss Terry and Mr. Novarro are the only
Americans in a large cast. All the remaining
principals are European actors whom Ingram
drafted during his sojourn on the Continent
before Novarro's arrival. In addition there
are great mobs of - tribesmen, dervishes,
Arabian:, magnificent horsemen from the Sarocco. hara and lusty darkies from Tripoli and MoMr. Ingram is now
editing the picture. It
presentation.
;}= *
Metro may give "The

busy with his staff
is not unlikely that
*Arab" a Broadway

JACK PICKFORD'S
'HILL BILLY'
PLEASES CRITICS

"One of the most bfautiful performances of recent times in the films is Jack
Pickford's,
_ The critic
Hi.lJ_^,illy
,"' said„
Martin, picture
for the
New Quinn
York
World when this*' Allied Producers and
Distributors Corporation release had its
premiere New
showingYork,
at Moss's
Broadway"
theatre
Monday,
JMarch
10.
_ ;
Present at the evening performances
were Mary Pickford and Douglas - Fairbanks, who snatched time enough t from
preparations for New York openirigs of
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" and
"The Thief of Bagdad" to see Jack's second independent production in whiich he
appears as, both star and producer. - Jack
Pickford and his wife, Marilyn Millek-, had
returned to Los Angeles, the former to
start work on a new picture, and were not
present. His mother and others of the
Mary Pickford-Douglas Fairbanks organizations attended the opening. -■
* >!' ^
HODKINSON EMPLOYEES TO'
HOLD SUPPER-DANCE
That the social side of life is not- being
overlooked hi the whirl of business expans'on is in'Ticated by the announcement that the
Hodkinson employees will hold a supper-dance
on the evening of March 22, at the SeventySeventh Division Club House, New York.
The committee in cliarge have promised the
jazziest of jazz bands and an abundance of
epicurean delights commingled with amateur,
pro and semi-pro entertainment and it is exthat the Hodkinson force wi'l be present in pected
totum.
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'BEAU BRUMMEL' TO HAVE
ROAD PRESENTATION

PATHE

Warner Brothers to Send Out Complete
Touring Companies

Harold Lloyd's Latest Comedy Said
to Surpass Former Productions
^F'HE new Harold Lloyd comedy production,
titled "Girl Shy," is unanimously proclaimed by Pathe officials as indisputably the
supreme achievement of the comedian's career.
In response to the veritable avalanche of inquiries addressed to the Pathe home office during the past few weeks with reference to the
release date of the new Lloyd special, announcement has just been made that "Girl
Shy" will be released on Easter Sunday, April
20. ,
"Girl Shy" marks Harold Lloyd's debut as
an independent producer, and it is safe to say
that nothing
that thesuch
comedian
has interest
done here-as
tofore has aroused
universal
his present effort. The unusually heavy volume of advance bookings mounting steadily as
release date approaches is one factor that attests glowingly to the tremendous interest that
the production has excited. In view of the
rapidity with which first-run engagements are
being closed by prominent exhibitors all over
the country, Pathe official are confident that
"Girl Shy" will open simultaneously in every
important key center . of the nation on Easter
Sundav.

"TJESPITE
fact tothat
Warner
ers were the
unable
go the
thorugh
withBroththeir
original plan of presenting John Barrymore in
"Beau Brummel" for an extended run at
one of New York's legitimate theatres, owing
to legal obstacles in the way of a prior contract with the Mark Strand, the announcement
is made this week from the Warner home office that extensive plans are under way for
sending out several touring companies with the
picture in territories where local conditions
will warrant.
That these plans have progre.:sed far beyond the mere paper and pencil stage is shown
in the fact that the initial company opens at
PUBLICITY NERVE
the Lyceum Theatre, Baltimore, on March 24.
This unit which is complete in every detail
Pete Smith, publicity director for Metro, is demonstrating his nerve by striking a match on Maurice
and carries an advance man, company manTourneur's new auto. Last word from the coast
ager, scenic equipment, performers for an atwas
to
the effect that Pe'.e will likely recover.
mospheric prologue and orchestral score for
twenty-two musicians is being handled by L.
PRESS AGENT TURNS ACTOR
Berman of the Independent Film Company
of Philadelphia, and a cecond company will be
Lou Marangella, erstwhile press agent and
sent by Mr. Berman to open simultaneously
Wampas member, has cast his lot with the
at the Lyric Theatre, Allentown, Pa.
grease
paint familiarly
artists of known,
the -screen.
"Lou. " his
as
Mr. Sam Morris, general sales manager of
he is more
has played
the Warner Brothers enterprises has already
started on a transcontinental tmr which will
first "bit" in the Ruth Roland feature, "Dollar Down," being produced by the Co-Artists
take him to all the various exchange centers
Productions at the F. B. O. studios in Hollyas far as Seattle ard back by way of Denver
wood under the direction of Tod Browning.
and Kansas City. Mr. Morris will make arrangements for other
"Beauvarious
Brummel"
panies to radiate
cut from
points comand ■
PROMOTION FOR SCHLEIFF
it is probable that thirty or more companies
President W. C. J. Doolittle, of the Selzmay next
be presenting
the
few weeks. "Beau Brummell" within
nick Distributing Corporation, announces
that J. W. Schleiff has been put in complete charge of the acquisition of new prodSEMON COMPLETES NEWCOMEDY
uct by that organization, and the supervision of productions to be made for reLarry Semon's latest Vitagraph comedy has
lease through Selznick. Mr. SchleifJ has
been named "Trouble Brewing." Semon made
been the Production Manager for the Selzfour productions for release through this ornick Corporations for more than four and
ganization this season. The other three are
a half years, and is completing his eighth
"Lightning Love," "The Gown Shop" and
year in the motion-picture industry.
"Horseshoes."

TO
SHY'

RELEASE 'GIRL
APRIL 20

REVIEW BOARD RECOMMENDS
PATHE COMEDIES
Pathe continues to sustain its reputation
for wholesome entertainment as is evidenced by the prominence accorded its releases in current bulletins of the National
Board of Review and the National Motion
Picture League. The National Board cites
the following as suitable "for General Audience and Special 'Family' Audience":
"Big Moments From Little Pictures,"
"Bottle Babies," "Commencement Dav,"
"Hit the High Spots," "The King of Wild
Horses," "Up and At 'Em,"' and issues
Nos. 8, 9, 10 and 11 of Pathe Review.
"The National Rash" is recommended as a
"General Audience" attraction.
The National Motion Picture League
endorses the following: "Big Business,"
"Herman, the Great Mouse," "The Cake
Eater," "Animal Athletes," "Peter Stuyvesant," "Olympic Mermaids," "The Buccaneers," and "The National Rash."
DE MILLE ENGAGES MILLHAUSER
Bertram Millhauser has been engaged by
Cecil B. De Mille to work in collaboration
with Beulah Marie Dix on the next big
special production from the hands of this
director. Millhauser has already begun
work at the Famous-Players Studio on the
adaptation of "Feet and Clay," the Marguerite Tuttle novel, recently announced
as the basis of the forthcoming De Mille
special.
The engagement of Millhauser followed
directly upon his completion of the continuity of "The Code of the Sea," now in
production
Famous-Players with Victor Flemingbydirecting.

JOSEPH LAEMMLE ENTERTAINS
Joseph Laemmle, a brother of Carl Laemmle, on^ the extreme left, entertains a'igroup of frmous
Irishmen at his country home in Universal City. The others are in o'der t^e Rev. Father
Michael O'Flanagann, Joseph O'Doherty, King Baggot, and the Rev. Father McCruire

CHRISTIE SELECTS TITLE
In his search of a title for the big Al
Christie feature comedy now under production for Hodkinson release Mr. Christie
has hit upon the illuminatingf phrase "Hold
"Hold
Your Breath" wnll star Dorothy
Your
Breath."
Devore supported by Walter Hiers, Tully
Marshall and Jimmie Harrison.
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PROTEST
TRUE

FORMATION
ENTERPRISE

OF

Cohen and Davis Join in Statement
Expressing Amazement
A STATEMENT has been issued by Harry
Davis of Pittsburgh, R. F. Woodhull of
New Jersey, Glenn Harper of California and
Sydney S. Cohen of New York, all stockholders of Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation, as follows :
"We were amazed to learn that W. A.
True and Carl Anderson had formed the
Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation
organized under the laws of State of New
York in view of the fact that the Theatre
Owners Distributing Corporation, organized
under the laws of the State of Delaware, has
been in existence for over fifteen months.
is theTrue,
moreand surprising
when
we"The,
learnaction
that Mr.
.Mr. Anderson
formed this new company unbeknown to the
remaining stockholders and directors and officers of the Theatre Owners Distributing
Corporation, and while Mr. True and Mr.
Anderson were both officers and directors of
the company.
"It is our purpose to use every means to
protect the interests of the stockholders of the
Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation (of
Delaware ) and to see that the monies due
this company from the Anderson Pictures
Corporation on account of distribution of the
Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation picture
Ball" will be Corporation
paid to the' Theatre "After
Ownersthe Distributing
(of
Delaware), which has a contract with the
Anderson Pictures Corporation regarding it.
"We have been advised by some of the
theatre owners who were mentioned as members of the Advisory Board of the new company that Mr. True and Mr. Anderson have
formed that their names were used without a
full knowledge of the facts.
"Irreconcilable differences arose in the management of the Theatre Owners Distributing
Corporation, one of which was the desire of
Mr. True and Mr. Anderson to amalgamate
and consolidate the Anderson Pictures Corporation with Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation (of Delaware) on a basis
that -we felt was unfair to the stockholders of the Theatre Owners Distributing
Corporation and one that would give the
virtual control of the company to Mr.
Anderson.
"We feel it is manifestly unfair and an injustice tothe present stockholders of the Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation (of
Delaware) to permit the use of the name of
this company by Mr. True and Mr. Anderson."
Martin Smith, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio, denies he has
become a member of the advisory board of
the new organization. A wire from Mr. Smith
states that he has not authorized the use of
his name and is in no way connected with
the company.
* * *
TWO

PARAMOUNT PICTURES
STARTED IN NEW YORK

"Two new Paramount pictures, "The
Mountebank"
"Unguarded
were started and
this week
at the Women,"
Famous
Players Long Island studio.
Herbert Brenon is producing the former
with Ernest Torrence and Anna Q. Nilsson in the featured roles. Other members of the cast so far chosen are Louise
Lagrange and Maurice Cannon.
Richard Dix and Bebe Daniels play the
leading
roles Crosland
in "Tlpguarded
Women,"
which Alan
will direct.
The
screen play was adapted by James A.
Creelman from the Saturday Evening Post
story, "Face," by Lucy Stone Terrill. Mary

Astor will have one of the principal roles
in the picture and. other members of the
cast will be Walter McGrail, Harry Mestayer, Helen Lindroth, Frank Losee and
Sam Kim.
'NEVER SAY DIE' WILL BE
MACLEAN'S NEXT
Raymond Griffith, screen writer, actor,
"gag" man and director, has been engaged
to make the screen adaptation of the William Collier farce, "Never Say Die," which
is to bependent
Douglas
MacLean'sfor third
indestarring production
Associated
Exhibitors. Mr. Griffith is recognized as
one of the most versatile screen artists in
Hollywood. With Sam Taylor, Tommy Gray,
and Jean Havez, he completes a quartette of
the outstanding "gag" men on the coast.

INDEPENDENT
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OUTLOOK

IS ENCOURAGING
Jesse Goldberg Sees Bright Future
Within Short Time

'T'HE independent field is making great
strides ahead and is steadily coming into
Its own. Within 'he next few months the
nidustry will see big things happening, and
will find that independent productions have
made_ a new pbce for themselves.
This is the opinion of Jesse Goldberg of
Independent Pictures, who has just returned
from a five months trip to the coast, during
which period he gave a great deal of time and
attention to studying conditions in the independent field. He finds that the status of the
independent producer has been infinitely elevated because of the fact that the unreliable
men have been run out of the business and in
their places have come producers who are morally and financially responsible.
When questioned further as to what he attributed these changes he said:
, "Merely this— the independent producers
have come to realize that their productions
have a certain niche to fill and they are
working ahead to fill it. For the producer of
independent pictures to try to compete with
the big corporation in his own field is a futile
bucking against a stone wall, and we are comto realize
ing nowmarke
"The
t has that.'
a full
for the independent man and for the berth
large corporation
and each is entirely apart from the other It
IS ridiculous to try to compete with the' man
who has inexhaustible resources at his
man<l and there is no reason for trying tocom-do
It. He IS equipped to make big productions
—let him do it. In the meantime there is a
gaping need for small productions— the kind
that
town. will suit the small exhibitor and the small

MADGE BELLAMY
Well known star is apnearing with James Kirkwood
and Lila Lee in Hodkinson's latest feature "Love's
Whirlpool," an entertaining crook melodrama.
DATE FOR M.P.T.O. NATIONAL
CONVENTION MAY 27-8-9
Announcement is made that the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America have removed its offices from 132 West 43rd Street,
New York City, to 25 West 43rd Street, the
National Association Building.
A meeting of the Convention Committee
comprisirg M. E. Comerford of Pennsylvania,
Joseph W. Walsh of Connecticut, Ernest
Horstmann of Massachusetts, R. F. Woodhull
of New Jersey, M. J. O'Toole and Sydney S.
Cohen, was held at the new offices on Wednesday, March 19.
Full arraniremer.ts for the National Convention at Boston are being made. Committee on transporation, convention, hotels,
program, entertainment, etc., and detailed announcement of the plans will be made next
week.
Before the close of the meeting it was definitely decided to hold the convention on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, May 27,
28 and 29 in Boston.
On Monday before the convention a meeting of the various committees will be held in
Boston to arrange for reading of reports and
final details for the vast assembly.
RAY FOSTER ON HIS OWN
Ray Foster, formerly chief cinematographer
— director for "Screen Snapshots," has resigned and will produce his own pictures. Mr.
Foster has organized a new corporation, details of which will be announced shortly.

"The independent producer virtually controls the program feature— not the
run
feature in the large city— but the 65 first
per
of the motion picture patronage is not in cent
the
large cities, and it to satisfying this -65 per
cent that the independent produc
ers must direct their energies.
"When the big corporation make's a big
picture
it involves fabulous sums. The cost
must be met by the exhibitor. .The small
exhibitor is not in a position to do this. He
must have pictures that appeal to his patrons
and do not run up into big money. The independent producer
with these features. is the man to supply him
"Moreover, aside from the consideration of
the cast, there is also the story to be considered. Itis my opinion from what I have
observed on this trip and others, that just
like the big city audience, the small town man
wants a picture that is familiar to him. He
wants something that is within his own experience, that will make him feel he is seeing
things as they really are, not witnessing pure
fiction. It is for this reason that he is not
keen on the big productions. They are outside of his sphere. He would rather see
something which concerns people and situations which are familiar to him.
"It is to satisfy this demand that the independent man must direct his work. In
time the small exhibitor will go direct to this
source for his pictures and he will be sure
of getting the sort of product he wants.
"Let the big man take care of the big productions and the big cities : let the independent
rnan supply the small town demand for modest
pictures, and everybody
* * *will make money."
'BEAU BRUMMEL' WILL OPEN ON
BROADWAY MARCH 30
March 30 has been decided upon as the play
date for the Eastern premiere of "Beau Brummel," Warner Brothers' screen adaptation of
the Clyde Fitch play, with John Barrymore
in the starring role, and an aggregation of
supporting players of stellar caliber.
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STOREY SALES CONTEST
READY TO START

PROSECUTION CONFRONTS
FILM PIRATES

Pathe Sales Force Expects Big Results
in Concentrated Drive

Independent Producers and Distributors Ready to Make Clean-Lp
SOME
of
the irresponsible
operativeswho,in
various sections
of the country,
under the guise of being exchangemen or
exporters, are engaged in the pirating of
film, will soon be in the clutches ot the
law, as legal actions have been instituted
to recover prints of subjects, the unauthorized exhibition of which has been thoroughly established.
Many complaints have been filed by
members of the Independent Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association with the Hoy Reporting Service, regarding stolen prints, as well as the unlawful showing of pictures in outside territory
and a concerted and persistent effort will
be made to expose those engaged in this
illegitimate business.
President I. E. Chadwick, in a statement
referring to the situation, directs attention
to the fact that the administration of the
association is pledged to wage an unceasing warfare against all piratical practices
and urges the earnest co-operation of all independent exchangemen in eliminating this
evil of unauthorized use and bartering in

pATHE
will launch
23 athe$10,000
sales contest,
which onwillMarch
involve
sales
personnel of the company's thirty-five exchanges inwhat promises to be the most spirited competition of its kind ever conducted
under Pathe auspices. This year Pathe's
most important sales event on the annual calendar will be dedicated to J. E. Storey, the
universally esteemed General Sales Manager
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., and will accordingly
be The
knownStorey
as the Pennant
"Storey Race
PennantwillRace
1924."
be — divided
into two parts, each consisting of eight weeks
periods. During the first eight weeks the
competing branches will qualify for positions
in the five Leagues into which they will be
divided. This qualifying period will begin
on March 23 and will close at midnight of
May 17. The five Leagues and the qualifications required for admission to each group
are as follows :
The Champion League, which will contain
the seven branches showing the greatest increase in billings on all Pathe subjects during
the Qualifying period ;
The National League, which will include the
seven branches showing the next greatest increase during the preliminary period.
The American League, which will have the
seven branches recording the third highest
increase ;
The Capitol League, which will contain the
seven branches showing the fourth highest increase during the qualifying period :
The Minor League, which will include those
branches not placed in any of the preceding
divisions.
In the event that more than the designated
number of branches qualify for places in any
division or league, all branches so qualifying
will be assigned places in such division or
league and will be eligible for the division
prize.
With the assignment of all thirty-five
branches to their positions in the various
leagues, the- major term of the contest will
begin at midnight of May 18 and end at midnight of Jiily 12.
In rare of ties, each branch so tied will be
awarded the full prize provided for the position fed for
General Sales Manager J. E. Storey, for
whom the annual Pathe Sales Contest has
been named this year, has been associated with
the Pathe organization over a period of many
years. Prior to his entry into the film field,
Mr. Storey served as private secretary to the
General Manager of the Union Pacific Railroad. He first became identified with film
sales work as a salesman for , Vitagraph and
later joined the George Kleine system, serving
as Kansas City branch manager for that company for about a year.
* ^ ^
GRAND-ASHER MOVES OFFICES
The Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation,
which was formerly at 15 West Forty-fourth
Street, has just moved its offices to 1650
Broadway, New York,, where, due to the
fact that it now occupies a much larger and
finer space, it will be better able to carry
through its plan to enlarge the eastern offices, increase the publicity and advertising departments and move the bookkeeping department from the main Boston office, where it is
now, to New York.
Pronounced

EDWARD GROSSMAN
President of the Epic Film attractions of Chicago
He is one of the most prominent and popular motion picture men in the country.
SENNETT BUSY ON COMEDIES
FOR PATHE RELEASE
^apid progress continues to be made on
Mack Sennett's schedule of two-reel comedies
for release by Pathe. One company working
under the direction of Del Lord is putting the
finishing. touches on a new screen parody suggested by theSennett
big special,
"Turn which
to the isRight."
The Mack
comedy,
titled
"Turn to the Left," presents Natalie Kingston and Marceline Day in featured roles.
These young ladies have just been graduated
from the group of 1924 Mack Sennett Bathing
Girls.
The Harry Langdon company has been busy
at Santa Monica, Cal., under the direction of
Roy Del Ruth. This is described as an action
comedy with a seaside resort as the background. The 1924 group of Sennett Bathing
Girls are a feature of this production, advantage being taken of the seaside atmosphere
and setting of the subject to put the girls
through some fancy diving and swimming
action.
,
^ ^ ^
TO RE-ENACT FAMOUS BATTLES
OF THE REVOLUTION
Officers and enlisted men of the famous
old 26th Infantry now quartered at Plattsburg barracks. New York, have dof?ed the
khaki for the buff and blue uniforms of
Washington's Army ^in the battle scenes
of Cosmopolitan's production "Janice Meredith" in which Marion Davies will star,
following
appearance
in "Yolanda."
The 26th her
Infantry
is reinforced
by four
hundred soldiers from Fort Ethan Allen
and they will be outfitted and equipped
with
1776. uniforms and arms of the period of
Miss Davies and
company, including
rison Ford, Maclyn
and others are now

the "Janice Meredith"
Holbrook Blinn, HarArbuckle, May Vokes
at Plattsburg.

Sith-i-REE-aali

CYTHEREA
Thy

Name

Is

Love

Investigations thus far made disclose the
prints.that these pirates do not purchase or
fact
lease the prints from the producer or distributor, but secure them from other
sources. The exchanges have accordingly
been called upon to make an accurate account and check up on all prints, and to
secure the physical return of every print
delivered to the exchange under the terms
of the lease.
The aid of the federal authorities has
been solicited -with the view to breaking up
the illicit traffic in motion picture films,
which is not alone very injurious to the
domestic business, but is in many instances
ruining the trade in foreign countries.
* * *
C. B. C. ANNOUNCES SCHEDULE
FOR NEXT SEASON
The C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
have announced their plans for presenting
eigth Columbia Pictures, their own feature
productions, during the coming season. A
wire to this effect w-as received from Joe
Brandt, president of the organization. Mr.
Brandt has been in Hollywood for some
time consulting with Harry Cohn for the
expansion of the C. B. C, activities. Hi.-;
letter states that nothing will be spared
to make these pictures the very best in
every respect.
They
with the
talent and are
best negotiating
known directors
on finest
the coast,
and Mr. Brandt claims that there will be
nothing on the market to beat them. Most
of the scenarios have already been selected
and some of the stories have been adopted
from the books of famous authors. While
C. B. C. has had great success with their
past productions,
will be left undone to make theirnothing
new presentations
the
last word from the standpoint of quality.
* * *
TRi'^DE SHOWING FOR 'GIRL SHY'
A special
tradeproduction
showing offorHarold
latest
comedy
Pathe,Lloyd's
titled
"Girl Shv." will be given at Loew's New York
Roof, Friday, March 28, at 2 P. M. A
special program has been arranged for the
occasion, including musical numbers by En^est
Luz's orchestra. The Pathe office advises
there will be no other trade showings of the
Lloyd comedy in the New York territory.
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LLOYD is neve?- so
H AROLD
much at home as when swinging
from some perilous perch. He is shown
demonstrating a new method of stopl^ing trolley cars. Danger is his forte

he
may tobebe"Girl
LLOYD
is usually
found Shy"
in thebutmidst
of a flock of beauties. Perhaps the
fact that he can manipulate a seiving machine helps to attiact thcin

Harold

Laugh In Pathe's
Lloyd Again Makes Them
As in His Former Pictures He Sprinkles Real Heart Interest With
Comedy and the Result Is an Inimitable Lloyd Feature

'Girl

Shy',
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Another

THE

Big

Picture

latest contender for honors in the field of

greater pictures is "The Thief of Bagdad," the
magnificent production shown for the first
time in New York, March 18. Douglas Fairbanks has given the screen something new, something that in its own realm will thrive for many a
day, its leadership unchallenged.
Mr. Fairbanks has displayed marked courage
and high sincerity. Fie has spared nothing, apparently, in the Avay of time or effort or expense that
the screen may have a high ideal of what constitutes staging and lighting and general magnificence.
As to the verdict of the public regarding its
drawing power only the public can give it— and its
final decision will not be known for some time. It
is the opinion of the man from the street sitting
out front, not the critic — and of the woman and
particularly of the child — that will count ultimately.
No children saw "The Thief of Bagdad" on its
premiere. When they do see it no other child who
gets the message of what is in it will yield any
peace to its parent until the great date has been
set. And the children are very close to the hand
that rules the world.
By the way, how many children are there in the
United States alone? Forty million, perhaps.
Just think that over.

What

the

Public

Wants

IN the New York Times of March 16 is printed
the varying views of eight experts in the art of
entertaining the public.
They were asked to
give their versions as to what the public wants.
On the jury in the order named by George MacAdam, the writer of the story, are David Belasco,
David W. Griffith, George M. Cohan, John Golden, Morris Gest, Sir Flarry Lauder, Fannie Hurst
and Irving Berlin.
With the exception of possibly Sir Harry and
Mr. Berlin all these have had experience in the motion picture field in one way or another.
Mr. Belasco declares that before a play is submitted to the ]3ublic the best producer can only
make a guess and that success is only a matter of
conjecture.
That briefly summarizes practically the views of
the others. Mr. Griffith says no one knows what
the public likes, that the desire of the public for
entertainment is like a man's desire for food, for

fish at one time and meat at another — that it's a
question of mood.
The producer admits that he leans heavily on
\i'hat to him is the "feel" of a story, but that he has
no hard and fast formula. It is of interest to note
that he says "Old Bill" in his view
best movies ever made."
It is true, he concedes, that it has
est, no suspense, nothing of what
called plot — three elements which as
lieved vital to success.

is "one of the
no love interis ordinarily
a rule are be-

Mr. Cohan diverges from the majority in that
he believes the public expects certain things of certain producers and actors. This, of course, if true
on the stage would be true in pictures, and Ave are
inclined in a measure to agree with Mr. Cohan.
Mr. Golden, Avho has had a string of some of the
most remarkable successes the stage has known —
"Lightnin'," to name just one — declared first of
all that the public wants to forget its troubles.
When men and women go to the theatre, he says,
they want to be diverted.

Standing out through the messages from the
eight jurymen is one thing — wholesomeness.
For genuine success it will be agTced that that
quality must be present in any entertainment.

Tried

and

Proved

THE
campaig-n of Exhibitors Trade Review to
keep before exhibitors the merits of productions that have not lived out their allotted span
is progressing with incresing interest on the part of
the two factors most vitally concerned.
These factors are, of course, on one hand exhibitors who for one reason or another have not yet
played subjects which by general consent of those
theatre owners who have showed them have proved
to be entertainment of average or even above that

quality. Real entertainment is too rare to permit
its untimely relegation to the film cemetery.
On the other hand there are the producers who
depend for their profit, and consequently their assurance of remaining in business, upon obtaining
for their picture such circulation as may be justified by the quality that maj^ be in them.
The passing of poor pictures or bad pictures is
a blessing to all concerned, the exhibitor and the
public especially. The early demise of good or
fine productions is an injustice as clearly defmed
as it is unnecessary — to producers, exhibitors and
the public.
Save them from an untimely death — the pictures
of yesterday!
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LEADERS

L

E.

Chadwick^

Leader

ALL

of

Independents
identity. In November, 1914,
he made his first investment in
a producing company. The
outbreak of the Great War
had stopped the importations
of foreign films on which
many of the independent exchanges leaned for their new
releases.
Mr. Chadwick purchased a
controUing interest in the
Ivan Film Productions, Inc.,
the forerunner of the present
Chadwick Pictures Corporation. In 1917 the exchangeman purchased the remaining
stock interest from Mr. Abramson,
company. who formed another

ace ar
eriencye
expN
d ten
ans'
Ee E
FOURTtiv
of these active in one independent exchange is an unusual record. It is but one of
" in
ying roundswi
th
erUfof
reua
I. E. Chad ck
thee ca"q
for the leadership of the Independent Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors,
the new organization which
ch usegives promise of so mury
as a
fulness to the indust
whole.

But let's begin at the beginning in this story of the
mdependent chieftain, which
was in London, England, in
1884. Three years later the
i^iiadwick family removed to
Brooklyn.
Young Chadwick was graduated from Boys' H i g h
School in that borough in
1901 and from Cornell in
1905, with the degrees of A
B. and LL.B.
In order that he might have
a better background for a
business career he had studied
both arts and law. He was
admitted to practice in 1906.
He is in full standing in the
State and Federal courts and the
United States Supreme Court.
Mr. Chadwick was at one time associated in the practice of law with
Reuben L. Haskell, now county judge
in Brooklyn and leader of the Liberal
in that borough, and GenRepubl
Horatio C. King.
eralicans
One of his first experiences as an attorney was on the opposite side of a
case in which the chief party in interesl was a man he later was to know
very well — William A. Brady.
R. BRADY was suing the New
York Transportation Company for
damages resulting from an accident and
Mr. Chadwick was attorney for the defendant. The stage and picture producer recovered a verdict of several
thousand dollars.
Mr. Chadwick's first contact with the
motion picture business was as legal
representative for Kurt W. Linn, managing director of the Eclectic Film
Company, an American branch ot
Pathe.
The lawver at that time became intimately acquainted with some of the
phases of a crusade in which the new
independent organization Just now is
activdy engaged.

Mr. Chadwick's
activities include the present
Merit Film
Corporation, which distributes
in the New York territory all
of tlie Arrow product and
also open market material
generally.
On the production side
there are three units contributing features to Chadwick
Pictures during the coming
LEADERS ALL— I. E CHADWICK
XJECAUSE he entered upon his business career
finely equipped from an educational viewpoint;
because
in hishisfourteen
film
industry
services years'
alwaysmembership
have been in
at the
the
command of his competitors in any movement
looking to the betterment of the business of which
he is so important a part : because not only is he
a clear thinker but also is a forceful public speaker
Much trouble was caused by the material expenditure of time, efforts and
money necessary to recover prints
which had been leased in Paris or London ostensibly for some remote Far
Eastern country or South America and
then brought to this country and exhibited under the same title or a spurious title in competition with those who
had purchased territory in good faith.
Through this work of prosecuting
pirates Mr. Chadwick became interested in the pleasanter side of motion
pictures. In 1910 he made an investment in Exclusive Pictures, Inc., an independent or state rights exchange.
TN 1914 he fonned the Merit Film
Corporation, of which he is today still
the head. Offices were opened in New
York, Buffalo and Albany, covering the
territory
of NewNorthern New
Jersey.Y''ork State and
That means for 'en years
wick has been continuously
dent alstribution in which
zation has undergone no

Mr. Chadin indepenhis organichange in

Hunt Stromberg is making
four specials. The John Gorman unit
will produce a series, first of which is
"The Painted Flapper." Another productionyear.
unit on which Mr. Chadwick
is banking heavily is one starring Lionel Barrymore and being made under
the supervision of Mr. Abramson.

rpHE Jimmy Aubrey comedies are
being distributed through the Selznick Pictures Corporation.
Nine years ago J\Ir. Chadwick was
one of the founders of the F. I. L. M.
Club, and for the first five years served
as its president.
He instituted and put in work in
that body the arbitration system upon
which is based the present workings of
the organization. He wrote the first
arbitration agreement of the Theatre
Owners of New York State and of the
Chamber of Commerce.
In the course of his film career Mr.
Chadwick has been called upon by his
fellows to draft many rules seeking the
betterment of the distributing side of
the industry. Where these have had to
do with the independent division their
contents plainly have shown that their
author's aim has been to demand and
receive not preference or favor but
equality — equality of opportunity.
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SPLENDID
^THE

TITLE

AVERAGE

APPEAL

IN

WOMAN'

C. C. Burr's Picture Offers Many

Fertile

Opportunities for Tie-Ups

thought provoking title, and
e Woma
Averag
THE
surabAle possibilities as a catch
immean.
has
one that
line in teaser ads, heralds, and feature stories for
newspaper supplements. What this catch line might be may
be determined by such models as the following: "Was Eve
the Average Woman?" "Your Wife! — Is She Like the
A^verage Woman?" "Would History Have Been Changed
tra ng
an?"the And
ge throu
so on,
\\'omgh
Averaeye
Beenthethe
HadfarCleopa
of
appeal
public
as catchi
so
printers' ink plus the cupidity of human nature. ♦
Inviting Material for Editors
mother love are
both within
PaulineMoreover
Garon's
range.
the star can appreciate the glow
of a man's love

LJ EART inter■* est, high spots
of society's pleasures, dratna, romance and intrigue play their
alluring parts in
C. V. Burr's entertaining photodrama, "The Average Woman."

glNCE it so happens that the plot of this unquestionably
interesting film hinges on a young reporter's assignment
to write a series of articles for the Sunday Editor of his
paper, it is logical to assume that your local newspaper will
lend a willing ear to a proper proposal for a news tie-up.
x\ human interest story on the theme, to which the nature
of the film lends itself readily, in conjunction with a plan
whereby the newspaper can capitalize far-reaching interest
by giving certain pri7'=>3 for the best articles submitted to
them on the subject of the average woman, suggests itself
as a vehicle of exploitation which will assume a high rate
of speed, following" a slight push.
If there ever was an opportunity to work with your local
editor this picture affords it in no uncertain terms. The
"Average \\'oman" is a real honest to goodness newspaper
siory and one that should involve little trouble in receiving
the hearty co-operation of live-wire editors.
Merchandising

Tie-Ups Galore

'J^HE title of "The Average \A"oman" gives free plav for
any number of excellent merchandising tie-ups. Each
merchant undoubtedly arranges his wares to attract the
average woman, for she is in the majority, so far as purchases are concerned. Thus, hook-ups with waist shops
perfumeries, department stores, stores which sell apparel,
and so forth, are right in the line of march for the exhibitor's exploitation broadsides.
In tie-ups with store-keepers, window displays suggest
themselves as the most fertile method of attracting attention. Placards using a catchline connecting both the merchandise and the name of the picure and where it is playing should bring results which will impell the merchant to
play ball with the exhibitor on further attractions as well as
the present one.
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Up

and

Down

Main

GREAT WHITE WAY' PLAYS
COAST TO COAST
Picture Crowds Neic York Capitol
at Every Performance
CCBSTAXTIATIXG the prophecy of
^ Xew York newspaper reviewers who
declared CosmopoHtan's spectacular photoplay of Broadway life, "The Great
White
Way''throughout
was certaintheto appeal
movie
audiences
United to States,
the film, in addition to playing to capacity
houses at the Capitol Theatre, New York,
this week is currently attracting large
throngs to picture houses located in cities
from Boston to San Francisco.
In Boston, "The Great White Way," is
showing to capacity crowds at the Park
Theatre. At the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, it has atsettled
an indefinite
run, while
the do'wn
StrandforTheatre,
San
Francisco, and the California Theatre, Los
Angeles, the picture is likewise duplicating its Xew York success. The coast to
coast popularity which "The Great White
Way" is enjoying emphasizes the fact that
the entire nation is attracted by events on
X'ewfilm.
York's main -treet as visualized in
the
This picture which had an extended run
at
Cosmopolitan
Theatre,
X'ew a York,
sometheweeks
ago has been
accorded
very
snecial and beautiful presentation by S. L.
Rothafel which precede^ each showincr ?t
the Capitol Theatre. "The Great White
Way" was adapted by Luther Reed from
H. C. Witwer's story "Cain and Mabel"
and was directed bv E. Mason Hopper.
KENNETH HARLAN TO TOUR
THEATRES IN PERSON
Kenneth Harlan has again donned the
cowboy outfit which he wore in "The \ irginian." This time the purpose is not to
make a new picture, but to make a series
of personal appearances in connection with
the showing of "The Virginian" in the
large cities where the picture is being
shown for the first time.
This picture has been booked by an astonishingly large number of houses in various parts of the country, and in each place
reports from exhibitors show that it is doing phenomenal business.
Since
making
"The inVirginian"
Kenneth
Harlan has
appeared
another Preferred

Street
'WHY

MEN LEAVE HOME'
BIG IN CHICAGO

To He Released
Throughout
Latter Part
of April Country-

PLEASE COME WITH ME!
A heart stirring scene in "Soldiers of Fortune." the
first episode in the Arrow Chapter-play, "Days of '49"

picture, "Poisoned Paradise," the story of
Monte Carlo, in which he appears in conventional dress.
* * *
BETTEIi FILMS ASSOCIATION
LAUDS WHITE SISTER'
That Metro's "The White Sister" is the
most artistic and entertaining picture they
have ever viewed is the opinion of the
Better Films Committee of Jacksonville.
Florida, according to a letter received at
the Metro offices last week from Joseph
F. Marron, chairman of the committee.
This is but one of many letters and telegrams that exhibitors and prominent
people in the country have sent to the
officeslastsince
Metroreleased
month."The White Sister"
was

"The White Sister" is
Henry King
production for Inspirationa Picture
s, Inc.,
president
is
Jr.,
Duell,
H.
Charles
which
of
It is taken from F. Marion Crawford's.'
famous novel of the same name.
The film has been the subject of much
favorable comment from various sources
and is proving its worth by the large audiences itis attracting in the key cities in
which it is showing

"Why
First Xational's
H Home"
A LTHOUG
Men Leave
will not be
released for general distribution until the latter part of April, it will in the meantime
be given a series of test runs in selected
cities and from these, it is hoped, there
will be gleaned advertising and exploitation
campaigns which may be profitably passed
on the other exhibitors.
The film had its premiere at Balaban and
Katz's Chicago Theatre last week and did
very good business despite the advent of
Lent which usually cuts into business.
The picture is an adaptation of the satirical matrimonial drama hy Avery Hopwood and this, in combination with the
title,
name, and
a cast and
including
Lewis director's
Stone, Helene
Chadwick
Mary
Carr, should make the film very popular.
To aid the exhibitor in getting the results on the picture which the producers
think it can get. First National has planned a very extensive exploitation campaign and from now until the date of general release they will concentrate on planning campaigns for the various theatres.
* * *
LEE AND

KIRKWOOD

SCORE

IN 'LOVE'S WHIRLPOOL'
When Hodkinson's "Love's Whirlpool"
had its premiere in New York at the Cameo Theatre, it received a very warm welcome from the New York critics all of
whom were more or less impressed with
the picture.
The story is a crook melodrama and features Lila Lee and James Kirkwood. In
words of praise for these two stars nothing
was lacking. Both are accumulating a great
following and since their marriaee the public seems even more interested in them.
This is their first picture together since
their adventure into matrimony, and a
portion of the fan population is much interested in the picture on that account.
Besides the work of the stars, critics also
noted the adequacy of the story and the
splendid photograph}' and direction. If
the film is as well received in other cities
there can be no doubt that it will meet
with real success.

,., ^
u J■
PUTTING IT OVER WITH SMILES AND SOBS
Uaw
and xlurMrshXau'numW^^
luUy Marshall aU number among the list of featured players
DaTLd
^°^'" "who
P'"""^^"°"
poem ofroles.
the same
Bowers, runs
Sylvia
Marjorie
interpret of
theWhittier's
more important
The name.
picture John
successfully
the Breainer.
svale of emotions
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PATRONS ENTHUSIASTIC
OVER CHRONICLES

'LONE WOLF' HAS SEVERAL
EARLY BOOKINGS

Auditorium Not Large Enough to
Accommodate Audiences
A STRIKING instance of the unusual cooperation being extended Pathe's "Chronicles of America" pictures by the press is
found in the recent preview showing of "Columbus and "Vincehnes" in Cincinnati. Arrangements had been made originally for the
presentation of these subjects in the auditorium of the University of Cincimiati, but
the response was so great that it was found
necessary to transfer the showing to Hughes
High School which has a much larger seating capacity.
Following the preview, the leading Cincinnati newspapers devoted unusually liberal portions of space to an account of the showing
and were enthusiastic in their comments on
the pictures. Lewis Hillhouse, writing for
the Cincinnati Post, referred to the screening
as follows :
"Last night I saw two episodes from the
Yale University Press' historical film, based on
its 'Chronicles of America.' There are to be
eventually, 30 more.
are as fascinating
and audience
thrilling
as "If
the these
two exhibited
to an invitation

To Have Run at Rialto in New York
and McVickers in Chicago
'THE LONE WOLF," starring Dorothy
^ Dalton and Jack Holt, which is to have its
o;cial release March 23, has already been
booked by many of the leading theatres of
the country, an announcement by Associated
Exhibitors states. The pictures is to have an
early run at the Rialto Theatre, New York,
while March 22 has been set as the tentative
date for
start at
Chis Theatre,
cago, anditsMarch
29 McVicker'
at the Metropoli
tan, Los
Angeles.
Other bookings call for early runs also at
the Fenway Theatre, Boston, the Stanley.
Philadelphia, and first run houses throughout
the entire Southern Enterprises circuit, including theatres in Dallas, Houston, Fort
Worth, Atlanta, Memphis, Birmingham and
several other cities.
Despite the prominence given Dorothy Dalton and Jack Holt in this S. E. V. Taylor
production, the cast may fairly be described
as all-star, with such well known players in
the company as Wilton Lackaye, Tyrone
Power, Charlotte Walker, Lucy Fox, Edouard
Durant, Robert T. Haines, Gustav Von Seyffertitz, Alphonse Ethier, William Tooker and
Paul McAllister.

at Hughes High School. I'm done with all
other kinds of movies while the series lasts.
And then we will pay for more.
"Imagine a thousand or more people breaking into terrific applause about 10:30 p. m.,
when the film came to a conclusion and the
last scene — not of fiction, but of history, mind
you— had been shown. It happens rarely in
a picture_ performance. It happened sometimes during the war when emotions were abnormal. But this is the first time I remember
such an experience in normal and placid days.
The reason lies in the fact that history is not
'bunk' as a great, but cynical
said,
but that it is a living drama of man
actualhasevents,
stranger and more wonderful than fiction."
Impressed by the enthusiastic reception accorded the productions by both public and
press, Ike Libson, prominent exhibitor of the
Middle West, has booked the "Chronicle" pictures and is preparing to launch the first of
the series in the near future in his theatres
located in Cincinnati, Louisville, Dayton and
Columbus.
* * *

'THREE WEEKS' HELD OVER
EOR SECOND WEEK
Because of the tremendous business done bv
Goldwyn's Elinor Glyn picture, "Three
Weeks," at Tom Moore's Rialto Theatre
where it had its Washington premiere, the
film was held over for a second week.
It_ received the highest praise from reviewers in Washington newspapers, proved a veritable magnate for attracting the public to
the Rialto and generally far exceeded the expectations which the oroducers held out for it.
"Three Weeks" is Elinor Gyln's widely read
love story which, according to the critics, has
lost nothing in transposition to the screen and
still has the power to thrill. It was directed
by Alan Crosland.
STUDENTS

SHOW INTEREST
IN 'THE COURTSHIP'
Fathers, mothers and college students in
the Southwest and school children in the East
recently have attended special celebrations at
which Charles Ray in "The Courtship of
Myles Standish" has been the central feature, and demonstrated that a high class motion picture provides sufficient entertainment
for any gathering.
The more unique use to which this photoDlay was put was that adopted by the College of Industrial Arts, at Denton, Tex. The
parents of the 1,600 students maintain a Fath-

ALL BY MYSELF
Annette
Kellerraan,
of the
South leagues
Seas."
It is a story of girls the
and "Venus
pearls ten
thousand
under the sea, produced by Lee-Bradford.
ers and Mothers Association, which holds a
reunion at Denton each year. This year. Dr.
F. M. Bralley, president of the college, arranged for a showing of 'The Courtship of
Myles Standish," obtained reduced railroad
rates, and parents and college students saw the
film together.
* * *
CRITICS

AGREE

ON MERIT

OF

THY NAME IS WOMAN'
An interesting incident comes to light in
the matter of the reviews of 'Thy Name Is
Woman,"duction forthe
Fred For
Niblo-Louis
Mayer toproMetro.
what is recorded
be
the first time, all seven reviewers on the San
Francisco dailies agree on the merits of a picture.
They are unnanimous in the opinion that
this is a real worthwhile picture with every
requisite for becoming a universal box office
attraction. Every feature of the production
from the work of the stars to Niblo's
treatment of the subject was favorably dis^ satisfactory
^
cussed and declared^!; as
as anything that could be hoped for.
HOLDS

RECORD

FOR

RECEIPTS

ON TWO WEEKS' RUN
While
record
the biggest
receipts atits the
NewforYork
Capitol first
haveweek's
been
taken away from Cosmopolitan's "Little Old
New York," it still remains on the top as
the picture that took in the biggest receipts
at the Capitol on a two weeks run. The aggrega-te receipts for its run at this house were
1103,247.65.
He

had

the

courage

Adapted f rom Louis Joseph \ ance's best
seller of the same name, "The Lone Wolf"
is chockful of entertainment appeal, according to persons who have had previews.
Glimpses are afforded of studio life in the
gay Bohemia of Paris, visits paid to the haunts
of the notorious Paris Apaches, and the curtain is raised on some of the mysteries of international diplomacy. The grand climax
comes in an airplane fight which is said to
be the most thrilling thing of the kind ever
screened.
* * *
'LET NOT MAN PUT ASUNDER'
HAS CITY BOOKINGS
The reports received at the Vitagraph office
following the first week of release of "Let
Not Man Put Asunder" were very satisfactory to the producers. The bookings include
big houses all over the country, and in Newark, N. J., it scored a "standing room only"
success when it plaj-ed at the Bradford Theatre. Leslie Austin, who appears in the cast
m a prominent role, appeared at the theatre
in person, thereby adding to the attraction.
The picture also played very successfully
at the Isis Theatre in Grand. Rapids, Mich.
The manager, Billy Wehle, took advantage of
the paper distributed on this picture and
dressed his lobby according to suggestions contained in the campaign book. In a letter
to Vitagraph he remarked especially on the
effectiveness of this material and added also
that he thought the picture a one hundred per
cent fan attraction which elicited much favorable comment from his audiences — especially
the women who seem particularly pleased.

to

^nub a prince,but couldn't r^^i^t the f ustle of i
woman's silk,
I
JohnBarrijmore\
Mary Astor, Carmel Myers, Irene Rich.
WITH Willard Louis. Alec Francis.
Richard Tucker "
Brummel
in Beau
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OFFICE

THIEF' MAKES
HISTORY FOR SCREEN

Fairbanks' Remarkable Achievement
Is a Triumph of Camera Magic
and Regal Staging
THE THIEF _ OF BAGDAD. Produced by
Douglas Fairbanks for United Artists Release. Author, Elton Thomas. Scenario
Editor, Lotta Woods. Research Director,
Dr. Arthur Woods. Art Director, William
Cafneron Menzies. Director of Mechanical
Effects, Hampton Del Ruth. Photographer,
Arthur Edeson. Director, Raoid Walsh.
Length, Approximately 12,000 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The Thief of Bagdad
Douglas Fairbanks
His Evil Associate
Snitz Edwards
The Holy Man
Charles Belcher
Thd Princess
Julanne Johnston
The Caliph
Brandon Hurst
In Bagdad lives Ahmed the Thief. Stealing a
magic
climbsof tothe many
He visitsropethe hechamber
sleepingstrang'e
Princessplaces.
and
narrowly escapes destruction. Stealing an outfit
he
joinsPrincess.
three other
who the
sue latter
for th'ain hand
of the
Whenprinces
he finds
love
with him he is contrite, suffers capture and is
flogged. Going to the Holy Man he previously
had mocked he is given a dangerous mission which
if
accomplished
will restore
standing.
Bjsubterfuge
the princess
induceshimtheto Caliph
to delay
the
betrothal
for
sev'en
moons,
the
choice
to
go
the prince bringing back the rarest present. Theto
Thief undergoes many hardships, returning on his
flying horse to find the city captured by the
mongols. With his casket he creates an army
which retakes the city and with his cloak of
invisibility he rescues the princess. With the lalessing ofcarpet.
the Caliph the two lovers depart on the
flying
By George Blaisdell
A SUPERLATIVE spectacle is "The Thief
of banksBagdad."
all atruth
Fairand his scoreInand
half Douglas
of technicians
have builded a great city and peopled it to
provide the multitude with a three hours' holiday.
As a spectacle "The Thief of Bagdad" is
magnificently and thrillingly impressive. Almost itmay be said it is pure magic. In setting and in grandeur it is regal. Its appeal
is almost wholly to the eye. It rarely reaches
the heart, and then not deeply.
The production is one which cannot be
measured with a yardstick. It defies adequate
description. It is the Arabian Nights, with
its magic rope, its magic crystal, its golden
apple and its magic carpet of Bagdad. And it
has its magic chest of Nazir, with which the
repentant and transformed Thief creates an
army literally of thousands and recaptures the
city.
_ It has its towering structures, with its massive gates — and really they are massive — its
interminable rooms, its descending and curving
run-ways, its battlements and its many streets.
The theme of the story, its moral if you
will, possesses real nobility : That true happiness can come only through work. It is the
realization of the truth of this after he has
been touched by love which sends the Thief
to the Holy Man, and provides, near the ending of the first half of the tale, the initial
reaction of a deeper sort.
The journey of the Thief in his dangerous
search for the magic chest is beset by high
adventure ; over and through turbulent seas
and in caverns of fire ; and into combats with
strange beasts, dragons and sea monsters.
Then there is the flight of the winged white
horse over the clouds and through the air and
the stirring ride over the sands on the magnificent black. And the trip of the three
Princes on the magic carpet is a sight to
linger in the imagination.

REVIEWS

Perhaps the best description of the production is that it is fascinating entertainment.
It leaves the spectator, even he of the hardboiled variety, amazed, wondering how it was
achieved.
Snitz Edwards most notably shines for a
few minutes, and so, too, does Miss Johnston
as the princess and Charles Belcher as the
Holy Man. But from beginning to end the
center of interest is the catlike and agile Thief
of Bagdad — and there is rarely a second.
It would be a major omission in this necessarily hurried review of a production that
will rank in magnitude as the peer of the most
ambitious to fail to point out the feature of
the closing scenes.
This was where the lone horseman returning from his pilgrimage of rehabilitation finds
the city overthrown. From his magic chest,
like a sower in the fields, he throws about
him small particles which as they strike the
ground are turned to smoke, the smoke to
soldiers.
It develops into a remarkable spectacle, and
one that will arouse enthusiasim in any house.
^ ^
IS STERLING CROOK DRAMA
'Stolen Hearts' Offers Lively Story
With Herbert Rawlinson
STOLEN SECRETS. Universal Photoplay.
Author. Richard ^Goodall. Director, Irving Cuniviiiigs. Length, 4,742 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The E^l
Herbert Rawlinson
Cordelia Norton
Kathleen Myers
Brooks Waters
Henry Herbert
John Norton
Edwards Davis
Sterling Mann
Arthur Stuart Hull
Chapman Hoggins
William Conklin
Nat Fox
George Seigmann
Chief
Joseph Girard
The Eel. elusive crook, puzzles the police completely. John Norton, mayor, determines to clean
up the town, but is foiled. His daughter Cordelia
enlists
the
Eel's aheln
obtain boss.
some incriminating
documents from
big topolitical
Cordelia and
her confederate
caught
in the boss'
tables
are turned arewhen
the supposed
crookhouse.
turns The
out
to be Miles Manning, a celebrated criminologist.
He wins Cordelia and the guilty politicians are
punished.
By George T. Pardy
'T'HERE'S
a demand in with
certain
sections for always
crook melodramas
a dark
mystery angle, and wherever this tyne of picture is popular "Stolen
fill the
bill satisfactorily.
It isSecrets"
by far will
the best
of
any films in which Herbert Rawlinson has
been starred recently.
Not that the plot differs greatly from many
of its predecessors dealing with life in the
underworld, the central idea ; that of a crafty
night operator who plays hob with police
morale by pulling off successful jobs, but later
turns out to be an amateur detective, has
frequently been utilized in scenario form.
But Director Irving Cummings imparts a
spice of originality to the story by his cleverness in handling his material, there are many
odd ard surprising situations outlined which
dovetail neatly the one into the other with
unexpected results, the continuity holds without a break, and considerable ingenuity is displayed in the way the actual identity of the
(irir.cinal characters is kept under cover until
the climax developes.
Exploit this as an underworld feature in
whicha mystery
there is twist
unh'mited
action, tothrills
ga'ore
and
warranted
keep all
the
snectators guessing. Herbert Rawlinson possesses a strong fan following and his name
should be nrominently displayed in your advertising. The work of Kathleen Myers, William Conklin and Josepli Girard is also wortliy
of mention.

EARTHQUAKE IS EXPLOITED
Japanese Disaster Filmed as Big Scene
of William Dudley Pelley Tale
TORMENT. First National Photoplay. Author, William Dudley Pelley. Director,
Maurice Tourncur. Length, 5,422 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Hansen
Owen Moore
Mrs. Flint
Maude George
Flint
Joseph Kilgore
Fogarty
George
Marie
BessieCooper
Love
Carstock
Morgan Wallace
Boris
Jean Hersholt
Count Boris escapes from Russia during the
Revolution, with the crown jewels, which he intends
to
use anin aid
of his starxnng
stock,
international
crook, countrymen.
with the helpCar-of
Hansen and Fogarty, plans to steal the jewels.
En route for Yokahoma, Hansen falls in love with
Marie, a maid and resolves to go straight. They
are all engulfed, along with Boris, by the earthquake in a bank vault. Boris is slain. Hansen
gets the jewels, which he promises to devote to
the service of the poor. Rescue comes and Hansen
wins Marie.
By George T. Pardy
OOD box office value for theatres where
^ patrons want the stuff that thrills, encompassed by sizzling action ! You can always depend upon a William Dudley Pelley
yarn for peppy sensations and a knowledge
of human nature that counts heavily in the
preparation of materia! for screen entertainthis rule.ment. And "Torment" — is no exception to
It's melodrama of the most varied and exkind, "swinging
roundis the
circle,"
for the citing
action
begins in all
Russia,
transferred
to America and winds up at Yokohama, Japan,
where the recent earthquake furnishes a tremendously effective background for a climax
jammed to the guards with startling incident.
This final situation, with the philantropic
Count Boris, the crooks seeking possession of
the crown jewels and hero and heroine, all
trapped in a bank vault, while the earth overhead shakes and trembles in nature's mighty
convulsion,
is a sure-fire humdinger of realism.
Maurice Tourneur, whose direction throughout the entire production is excellent, scores
particularly in the earthquake scene, providing
some wonderful studio sets with large buildings shattered and falling to ruin. He also
introduces some news reel shots of the acmensely.
tual disaster which heightens the interest imOwen Moore is at his best in the portrayal of Hansen, a part he plays with plenty
of reserve power, avoiding the temptation to
overact which a role of this kind usually presents, and giving a convincing, well-balanced
performance. Praise is due Bessie Love for
her clever impersonation of the dainty Marie,
Morgan Wallace scores a hit as the archvillain and conspirator, Carstock, while Jean
Hersholt never appeared to better advantage
than as the human, self-sacrificing Boris. The
camera offers a profusion of beautiful scenic
shots by sea and land, besides the realistic
quake views, and perfect ligliting prevails.
Make your patrons understand that this is
something altogether unique in the melodramatic line. The love interest never falters;
tlirill, romance, wonderful scenery and swift
action combine to make it a picture young
and old will enjoy. Stress the intense, terrific realism of the big earthquake scene, you
can't
wrongis well
on that
point.to Every
member
of thego cast
knowm
the trade
and
fans, play
them exploitation,
up, and don'tforomitWilliam
the author's
name
in your
DudIcy Pelley's stories liave stirred up movie
patrons considerably in the past.
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support as a whole is excellent, and good photography distinguishes the entire production.
"The Hoosier Schoolmaster" was first published in1872 and has attained literary fame as
a faithful representation of American life in
the era where the action takes place.
It was, and is today, immensely popular,
and tie-ups with school boards and educational
societies should follow as a matter of course
in exploiting the picture. You may safely
promise your patrons a treat in the line of appealing romance, vibrant thrills, fun and excellent acting by a large and talented cast.
The names of Henry Hull, Jane Thomas
and Mary Foy possess advertising value, and
the sporting contingent will rally to the call
of Nat Pendleton, erstwhile king of America's amateur heavyweight wrestlers.
^ ^ 4^
IS ORDINARY PROGRAM FILM

GOWNS

AND

SETS DE LUXE

'Lilies of the Field' Offers Familiar
Theme With Elaborate Trimmings
LILIES
OF THE FIELD. First National
^Hoosier Schoolmaster Capital Entertainment Likely to Please All
Photoplay. Adapted from William HurlSorts and Conditions
hurt's
Play.
Dillon. Stage
Length,
8,510Director,
Feet. John Francis
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
THE HO OSIER SCHOOLMASTER. WhitMildred Harker
Corinne Griffith
man Bennett Photoplay. Released by HodLouis Willing
Conway
Tear'.e
kinson. Author, Edward Eggleston. DirecDoris
Alma Bennett
tor, Oliver Sellers. Length, 5,500 Feet.
Vera
Sylvia Breamer
Mazie
Myrtle Stedman
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Walter Harker
Craufurd Kent
Henry Hull
Ralph Hartsook
Charles
Lee
Charlie Murray
Jane Thomas
Gertrude
PhyUis Haver
Hannah Thompson
Florette
Cissy
Fitzgerald
Mis' Means
J?^
Ted
Conroy
Charles
Gerrard
Palm
'Walter
ns
Mea
Jack
Pendleton
Nat
ns
Mea
Bud
Neglected
byisherCompromised
pleasure-lovingby husband.
MilDorothy Allen
Mirandy Means
dred
Harker
an
admirer.
George Pelzer
Squire Hawkins
Walter
Harker
divorces
her
and
obtains
custfjdy
Arthur Ludwig
Pete Jones
of their baby. Mildred, employed as a model,
Tom Brown
Thompson
ShockySmall
refuses
offer istoreally
becomein Louis
Willing's
Dr.
Frank Dane
Willing,an who
love with
her, mistress.
is con'Leave It to Gerry' May Pass Where
vinced of Mildred's worthiness. He weds her and
Bill Is Often Changed
In pre-Civil
War
days
Ralph
Hartsook
is
schoolshe regains her child.
master in the Flat Cneek district of Indiana. Hannah Thompson works for the family where Ralph
By George T. Pardy
boards. They fall in love. An epidemic of night LEAVE IT TO GERRY. Grand- Asher Photoplay. Author, Adam Hull Shirk. Direerobberies breaks out and Ralph is suspected as the
T AVISH settings, exceedingly fine photogtor, Arvid Gillstrom. Length, 5,748 Feet.
criminal After a variety of adventures, with the
raphy, the gorgeous array of gowns
aid of Bud Means, Ralph establishes his innocence,
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
adorning the person of the star, whose physconfounds his enemies and weds Hannah.
ical charms are undeniable, constitute the
Geraldine Brent
Billie Rhodes
By George T. Pardy
Dan Forbes
William Collier, Jr. principal box office assets of this picture. A
Mrs. Brent
Claire McDowell
familiar theme is developed — that of the negA FIRST-CLASS attraction, with enviable
Mrs. Masters
Kate Lestet
lected wife, wrongfully divorced by an unMrs. Turner-Prescott Kathleen Kirkham
box office possibilities ! No exhibitor,
Colonel
Pettijohn
Joseph
husband, who suffers bravely, rewhatever kind of patronage he caters to, need
Mr.
Burton
Allan Girard
Cavan appreciative
fuses to yield to temptation, with the result
be afraid of booking "The Hoosier SchoolGeraldine Brent, known as Gerry, goes to Chicago that she finally finds a lover worth while and
to be educated at her rich aunt's expense. . The regains custody of the child which the law has
master."
land on gaged.
which
home Colonel
stands Pettijohn
is mort- taken away from her.
A picture appealing to highbrows and lowThiere isheroilmother's
on it, and
brows alike comes very close to being the
'conspires
to
gain
possession.
The
mortgage
is foreOf course, the idea is to wo/k up sympathy
ideal type of screen entertainment, and we
closed and Mrs. Brent taken to the workhouse.
for the heroine, and this purpose is attained
Gerry meets a former boy acquaintance, Dan Forbes,
venture to assert that both the so-called "inand becomes his swieetheart. They ride to the to a certain extent, but it is none the less a
tellectuals" and everyday .average folks will
case of sacrificing logic to sentimental
workhouse
rescueandMrs.
Pettijohn's
find pleasure in watching this story unfold.
schemes are and
defeated
Mrsi Brent.
Brent regains
her clear
urge. In the stage play from which the film
jiroperty.
Well directed, presented by a capable cast of
is adapted the risque element predominated
By George T. Pardy
players, radiating sympathy and human interand there was much humorous appeal.
est, there is just enough melodramatic colorJUVENILE fans and adults of a not too
The "legitimate" attraction registered as an
ing infused into the narrative to spice up the
critical turn of mind may find this comedy
action and awaken suspense.
expose
of fast society, the "lilies of the field"
Nor is the comedy element neglected. In drama pleasing entertainment So far as its being represented by a number of ladies who
dramatic values are concerned it leans altosuch scenes as the spelling bee, for instance,
in boldly for a good time and "goldgether too much to the slushy sentimental side went
there are some delightful flashes of rustic hudigging," regardless of moral ethics. The
of
things,
nor
is
the
story
on
the
whole
at
heroine
of the play consents to become a mismor, as natural and vmrestrained as life it- all convincing. Neither exactly bad or good,
tress, she of the picture scornfully turns down
self. In fact, one of the film's outstanding
bids for popularity is the fact that all these
a sort of lukewarm concoction, "Leave It to the base tempter's ofTer, thereby warding off
censorship interference.
Gerry"
is best
to the needs
of theayou as real flesh-and-blood crepeople impress
tres whose
billssuited
are frequently
changed.
It was evidently this fear of the censors
ation, with nothing mechanical about them.
that led Director John Francis Dillon to cut
The picture's best scenes and situations are
As regards the preservation of law and order the State of Indiana had a lot to contend
out much of the story's amusing moments
those dealing
with theschool.
youthful
heroine's
escapades at boarding
These
incidents
with in the period prior to the coming of
the result being a distinctly "weepy" feature
Civil War hostilities. There were outlaws
are depicted with praiseworthy vim and
destitute of effective comedy's saving grace
sparkle, some good animal stuff is introduced
Just why he thought it necessary to string out
in plenty, the authorities had their hands more
than full and lynching of suspects by more or and the gambols of the youngsters are life- to a painful degree the funeral service of one
like and amusing.
of the fair, frail creatures remains an unless irresponsible bands of self-named vigilants frequently occurred.
solved problem to which Mr. Dillon alone has
in the attempt to impart variety to the proceedings Director Gillstrom has permitted
the key. This particular episode is horribly
The mob spirit is rife in this picture and
there are several stormy sessions depicted himself to wander too far afield from the gloomy, hampers the action and could be eliminated altogether.
where the blood-lust of his enemies is nearly main line of his plot. The result is a bewildering
maps
of
utterly
superflous
detail
Also,
many trivial scenes are elaborated to
the cause of the hero-schoolmaster's untimely
demise. These situations are veritable explo- and sadly shattered continuity. By the time a tiresome length, burdening and breaking up
the continuity with a superfluity of dragging
sions of human dynamite, extremely well han- the onlooker wanders back over the winding
which detracts from the interest of the
dled by Director Oliver Sellers, the group- .trail to mother in the workhouse, after fol- detail
main theme.
ing is remarkably effective and the tension
lowing the harum-scarum adventures of the
The most dramatic moment is emphasized
tightens almost to the breaking point.
girlish heroine, his. or her mind is so entangled
that it is by no means an easy task to pick when Alildred Harker revolts against the proHenry Hull plays the hero, giving a very
posal of Willing to occupy an apartment at
fine and artistic impersonation of Ralph Hartout the narrative's original thread.
liis expense. Corinne Griffith is emotionally
Some sympathetic folks will probably find
• sook, he wisely refrains from overdoing the
persuasive in this scene and again, when she
"heroics," with the result that Ralph figures the mother's woes provocative of tears, but
others of a more practical turn will wonder
as
a "regular
chap," pleasingly
and
gives way to grief in the presence of her misssincere.
Jane Thomas,
in the role honest
of Hannah
what logical excuse the author had for landing baby's high chair, a very effective bit of
Thompson, attracts fully as much attention for
ing her in a pauper institution, when she had
pathos. Conwa\' Tearle gives a well-balanced
. her dramatic ability as does Mr. Hull. She a wealthy sister who was generous enough to
performance as Louis Willing, and Craufurd
Kent scores as the caddish husband.
is never camer-conscious, and her work is provide for her child. Intercepted letters are
absolutely free from posing.
The fashion display in this picture must not
utilized to account for the aunt's ignorance
be overlooked in exploiting it and will appeal
Other sterling performances are the roughof this distressing fact, as well as the irrepressible Gerry, but this threadbare device is
and-ready
Bud Means,
Ralph's a bit too thin
stronglyandtoherwomen
folks.
Corinne
Griffith's
faithful pal,portrayal
by Nat ofPendleton,
the amateur
and unconvincing.
beauty
handsome
gowns
are good
sellwrestler, who proves that he can act as skilling points. The dazzling society atmosphere
Play un the boarding school scenes in exfully as he can grapple an opponent on the
ploiting this feature, stress the boy and girl settings and the battle of an unjustly accused
mat ; and the clever interpretation of those romance, the mother love lure, and mention
wife against the world's opinion should be
disagreeable roles. Mis' Means and Pete the names of the leading players. The title widely advertised.
tablishments are in Tie-ups
order. with modiste esJones, by Mary Foy and Arthur Ludwig. The
has a catchy sound and can be utilized.
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BOX
STRONG DRAMA BUT
DISAGREEABLE THEME
'A Woman's Secret' Produced in England, Lacks Appeal to American
Screen Patrons
A WOMAN'S SECRET. Allied Producers
and Distributors Corporation Photoplay.
Author Not Credited. Director, Graham
IVilco.i: Length, 9,787 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dorothy Forbes
Mae Marsh
John Forbes
Allan Aynesworth
Sir Richard Hawke
Aubrey Smith
Dorothy's
Aunt
Eva Langley
Moore
Henry Watson
Herbert
Kate Watson
Hilda Bayley
Arthur Watson
George K. Arthur
Counsel For Defense
A. G. Poulton
Betrayed by chaufTeur Henry Watson, a British
grirl of good family, Dorothy Forbes, is taken care
of by her aunt. A baby is horn and given in
charge of Watson and his wife. Dorothy weds Sir
Richard Hawke, K. C. Watson while drunk, kills
the baby. He
tried for murder. Dorothy goes
on the witness is
stand and tells thie truth.
Watson
is sentenced to death. Dorothy's husband forgives
her.
By George T. Pardy
JUDGED strictly from a dramatic standpomt there is much to be said in praise of
"A Woman's Secret." It is well directed,
and Mae Marsh, ably supported by a British
cast of uniform excellence, invests the leading role with the lure of irresistible personal
magnetism and sweeping emotional urge, qualities which have won for her recognition as
one of the screen's most talented artistes.
Considered as a commercial asset the picture's future in the American market appears
rather dubious. The story's strength
is undeniable. Itriins along the entire scale of earthly
passions, mistaken romance, betrayal, genuine
love, murder, revenge and self-sacrifice, with
kmdly forgiveness crowning the climax. But
even though the tragic chorus ends on a note
of harmonious happiness, it must be admitted
that the pervading atmosphere of gloom which
envelops the major portion of the feature
weighs heavily on the mind of the average
spectator, leaving a disagreeable impression
behind.
And that sort of thing usually spells failure
for a feature on this side of the water. It
may be true that "the English take their
pleasures
sadly"—
any rate,skies,
this would
production
manufactured
underat British
seem,
to confirm the adage. But that is, most emphatically, not the case with the American
public. Our discerning screen fans welcome
a certain amount of tragedy and stark realism,
but they object strenuously when the agony
is piled on too thickly.
Look at it any way you want to, still you
can't
get ofoveran the unvarnished fact that "the
betrayal
innocent girl and subsequent
slaughter of her illegitimate infant isn't a
pleasant or particularly moral topic to .'.erve
as the principal theme for an evening's amusement. One thing is sure : "A Woman's Secret" cannot be listed as carrying a universal
appeal, for any exhibitor catering largely to
the_ family or juvenile trade would naturally
hesitate about booking it.
The scenes outlining Dorothy's school career are prettily handled, providing the only
comedy touches in the feature. A really tremendous emotional situation is that in which
the heroine, when the honored wife of a distinguished man. is called unon to face the
consequences of her fatal slip In early life.
Her anpparance on the witness stand, when
Watson is tried for murder, and the solemn
formah"tv
the legal
proceedings
the famous OldofBailey
criminal
court, areat episodes
frausrht with suspense and melodramatic
thrills, kept well within reasonable bounds.
The versatile Mae Marsh's portrayal of tlic
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heroine, Dorothy, is a superb bit of acting.
First as the gay, lighthearted schoolgirl, then
as the sorrowing wife burdened with a sense
of guilt and fear of the darkling future, she
actually lives and suffers in the role, wiiming
sympathy and admiration. Her associates
give splendid support. Only one of the players, Aubrey Smith, is known to American
stage and screen patrons. He appears as Sir
RichardmousHawke,
K. fills
C., Dorothy's
magnanihusband, and
the part with
fine
dignity and dramatic effect. The work of the
remaining members of the company is all that
could be desired.
The photography includes a number of exceedingly attractive exteriors, the interiors are
remarkably well filmed and the genuine English atmosphere adds considerably to the picture's artistic finish.
Play up Mae Marsh in exploiting the feature. Her name is a sure magnet for drawing power, and you can confidently go on record as stating that her impersonation of Dorothy Forbes is well up to the standard of her
usual high-class work. Make it plain that
the story embodies tragedy and pathos of exceedingly realistic order, so that your patrons
may know in advance exactly what to expect.
* * *
AN AVERAGE

WESTERN

FILM

Combats, Romance and Hard Riding
Provide Many Thrills
THE PHANTOM HORSEMAN. Universal Photoplay. Author, Isadore Bernstein.
Director Robert North Bradbury. Length.
4,399 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Bob Winton
Jack Hoxie
Dorothy Mason
Lillian Rich
Fred Mason
Neil McKinnon
Jefferson Williams
Wade Boteler
Sheriff
Bob
Winton
promises
to
capture
"The
Hawk." a night-riding bandit. The stage
is robbed
of
gold
owned
by
loan-shark
Markey.
The
latter
has a mortgage on the ranch run by Dorothy Mason,
and her
young and
scape-grace
brother,
Fred. Markey's
safe
is robbed
Fred Mason
arrested.
In order
to save the brother of the girl he loves, Bob
asserts that he is "The Hawk." But Fred commits
suicide, leaving a note admitting that be is the
outlaw
and clearing Bob, who thrashes Markey and
wins Dorothy.
By George T. Pardy
A N average Westerner, which oflfers fair
box office possibilities as a program attraction, especially in localities where the star
has a strong following. So far as regards
originality of theme or construction, the plot
hasn't much to boast of, but the good work
of the players and the swiftly revolving action keeps the melodramatic interest alive
through five reels of shooting, lovemaking and
galloping steeds.
From a purely artistic standpoint "The
Phantom Horseman" scores at high-water
mark. Better photography could not be desired, the rolling plains of the West, the
mountain backgrounds, with snow capped
peaks, canyons and valleys are filmed with exquisite skill and the lights and shadow effects
register as a treat to the appreciative eye.
Also some rarely beautiful long shots.
While' the hero gains a certain measure of
sympathy by his willingness to assume the
burden of guilt rightfully belonging to th''
brother of the girl he loves, this proceeding
on his for
partitdoesn't
weight too
to the
story's
logic,
seems add
altogether
theatrical.
Neither does it appear exactly clear why it
was necessary to show his mother's death in
the
early stages
as the on
old what
lady'sfollows
demise later
has
no bearing
whatsoever
on in the plot.
But consistency of detail or true-to-life incidents are' seldom expected or missed bv
lovers of this type of film, which Is made
to amuse, and fulfills its destinv in that di-

rection by putting over a variety of thrills
and jamming one exciting situation close on
the heels of the next.
The star is right at home in the role of
sherifT Bob Winton, and Lillian Rich a particularly fetching damsel who looks bewitching and acts admirably as Dorothy Mason.
up Jack Hoxie in your exploitation,
thePlay
fans who favor this star, and there are
plenty of 'em, can rest assured that he won't
disappoint his faithful admirers on this occasion. It's good Western stuff of the conventional brand.
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sweetheart's love and family's respect, just
because he fails to comprehend the wide gulf
existing between Northern and Southern honor standards.
Cullen Landis does the best work of his
career in the hero role, Ernest Torrence is a
scream as the notorious General Orlando
Jackson,
Beery
"pullsof the
roughBlackie,
stuff"
as only heNoah
can, in
the part
Captain
You can truthfully promise your patrons
"something entirely different from the usual
run of feature films" when exploiting this
one. Every member of the company deserves
recognition. Play up the beautiful scenery,
the comedy values, the fighting thrills and
love romance. Make it clear that the picture is worthy of the man who directed "The
Covered Wagon," and don't overlook the fact
that
story. Booth Tarkington is responsible for the
^ ^ ^
MELODRAMA WELL PRESENTED

IN

THE FIGHTING COWARD'
Latest James Cruze Production Registers as Fine Drawing Card for
Any Theatre
THE FIGHTING COWARD. Paramount
Photoplay. Adapted from Booth Tarkington's
"Magnolia."
James Stage
Cruse. Play,
Length,
6,501 Feet. Director,
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ernest Torrence
General Orlando Jackson
Mary Aster
Lucy
Blackie
'■
Noah Landis
Beery
Tom Rumford
Cullen
Elvira
Phyllis Haver
Major Patterson
G. Raymond Nye
Joe Patterson
Richard Neal
Mexico
Carmen Phillips
Tom Rumford, Southern-born, but reared by
Philadelphia relatives, returns to Mississippi vvh-n
twenty-one and becomes engaged to his cousin,
Elvira. Unused to the stern traditions of the
'Arizona Express
Establishes Very
Southern code, he is driven from home in disgrace
when he refuses a challenge to fight a duel. Later
Valuable Speed Record
he meets Genei^al Orlando Jackson, famous gunfighter. Jackson develops the lad into a dangerous THE ARIZONA
EXPRESS.
Fox Film
shot and fighting man, under the name of Colonel
Story by Lincoln J. Carter. Directed by
Blake. With his honor cleared, he revisits his folks,
Thomas Buckingham. Length, 6,313 Feet.
who
bow Lucy.
down before him, and weds Elvira's
young allsister,
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
By George T. Paedy
Katherine Keith
Pauline Starke
Lola Nico'.s
Evelyn Brent
comedy drama which reflects unA BULLY limited
Florence Brown
Anne Cornwall
credit upon director James Cruze
David Keith
Harold Goodvdn
and all concerned in the making of "The
Steve Butler
David Butler
Victor Johnson
Francis MacDonald
Fighting Coward !" The exhibitor who books
Judge
Ashton
Frank Beal
this feature may rest assured that his patrons will go away fully satisfied that they
David Keith, though engiaged to a young girl
of the town, loves a cabaret dancer who pretends
have received their money's worth and someto love him in order to secure information on the
thing over. It is the sort of picture which
layout
the bank which she and her gang intend
should prove a big drawing card wherever it to rob.of When
the boy's uncle suddenly discovers
is shown.
the plan hefederates.
is Davidkilled
by onleof ofthethemurder
woman's
is accused
and consent
'The story is a good-natured burlesque of
to prison. Just a few minutes before the time
those old-time melodramas which dealt with
set for his execution, hie is pardoned by the governor through the efforts of his sister who has
the fire-eaters of the South before the Civil
secured evidence which establishes his innocence.
War and their rigid code of honor, by which
a man refusing a challenge to a duel incurred
By Henriette Sloane
the stigma of cowardice and the contempt of
all his associates.
romance, a double porslice ofplenty
A LARGE
tion of thrills,
of suspense, and a
This is what befalls the mildly-disposed
generous dash of fast and fierce action,_ were
Tom Rumford, whose Eastern training has all
put into the scenario stew pot by Lincoln
quite unfitted him for participation in social
Carter. Thomas Buckingham stirred and
life below the Mason-Dixon line. How he watched
the mixture and the net result is a
suddenly
decidesCaptain
to stopBlackie,
"being and
afraid,"
whips delectable melodrama — "The Arizona Exthe
notorious
thereafter
There 'isshould
no doubt
has all
the
himself successfully as— "a manelements press."
which
makethat
it ait snug
fitting
advertises
eating gorilla and toughest crocodile in the
od
neighborho
house attraction, and if given
Great Dismal Swamp" — is developed in as the proper exploitation should certainly come
amusing a travesty of mock-heroic action as out on top.
has ever stirred a screen audience into gales
of incessant laughter.
The picture flows along with smooth continuity, the story is sustaining, and the scenes
It is a masterpiece of ironical fun, cleverly
daring and the physical encounter are real
directed, beautifully photographed and bril- of
liantly acted by a cast fully deserving of the enough to keep an audience on the edge of
all-star brand. Romance, comedy, satire, fast its seats.
You tation
might
also, toyou
get can
out send
an imi-to
action, are woven deftly together, the scenariorailroadarrange,
ticket which
writer has done a perfect job, and deliciously
pertinent and witty sub-titles add materially your mailing list. The special campaign
book which Fox has prepared for this picto the humorous drift of the tale.
ture carries a sample ticket which you will
Among the big scenes are the scrap beand which should admirtween Tom Rumford and Blackie, which ter- find easy
ably suit to
yourimitate
purposes.
minates with the later defeated and disgraced :
Another stunt that will interest the kids,
and that in which Blackie deprived of his
to don fe- and will therefore come to the attention of
bank roll, garment.s and compelled
male attire for the shielding of his nakedness
great of
number
of others, iswhistles
th-'s : and
Get tiea
very inexnensive
is seen sneaking homeward. And with all aquantity
each to a small card bearing the messaae :
note
a
there's
thinas,
of
the mirthful trerd
"Sound your whistle for 'The Arizona Exstages,
earlvloses
the film's
sounded inyoung
of
his
Rumford
the bewildered
whenpathos
Theatre.''
press.' All aboard for the
Powerful

Modern

Society Drama
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STRONG
Reginald

APPEAL

IN

'WOMEN WHO GIVE'
Barker Feature Has Box

Office Lure of Scenic and
Story Values
WOMEN WHO GIVE. Metro Photoplay
Presented by Loids B. Mayer. Author,
Sarah P. McLean Greene. Director, Reginald Barker. Length, 7,500 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jonathan Swift
Frank Keenan
Becky Keeler
Renee Adoree
Captain Joe Cradlebow
Robert Frazier
Emily Swift
Barbara Bedford
Captain Bijonah Keeler
Joseph Dowling
Noah Swift
EM die Phillips
Ephriam Doolittle
Victor Potel
Sophronia Higginbottom
Joan Standing
Ma Keeler
Margaret Seddon
Jonathan Sv.'ift, stern Cape Cod business man, has
high ambitions for his two children. To prevent
a match between his son Noah and Becky, daughter
of Captain Keeler, Jonathan sends him aboard ship.
Becky, fearing approaching motherhood, runs away
on Captain Cradlebow's vessel. Cradlebow is an
unsuccessful
hand.storm,
The
fishing fleet suitor
returnsforto Emily
port inSwift's
a terrible
guided
by
the
bdacon
light
of
Captain
Keeler's
blazing home whicb he has set on fire. Noah weds
Becky and Emily becomes Cradlebow's wife.
By George T. Pardy
T^HIS picture carries an universal appeal
and can be listed as a likely box office asset
for all classes of theatres. It possesses a
double lure in its scenic and story values. Director Reginald Barker had mighty good subject matter to exercise his ability upon and
made the most of the opportunity.
In point of straight sympathetic interest
"Women Who Give" scores heavily, they are
intensely human folk, these inhabitants of the
little Cape Cod village whose menfolks earn
a perilous livelihood by daring storm and
wave ; as depicted on the silver sheet they win
at once one's admiration and respect, in fact
the film's most striking quality is its natural
charm, without the slightest artificiahty.
Here we have two separate romances in
which four young persons are concerned,
molded into a single narrative with such skill
that the continuity never wavers, nor does the
eye weary in following the course of their
varying fortunes. As events progress, the
emotional tide increases in strength and volume, a sense of bitter tragedy impends as
poor Becky Keeler faces the consequences of
her sweetheart's enforced desertion and old
Jonathan Swift, the man who holds the destinies of his unhappy boy and girl in a relentless grip, weaves the skein of circumstances in which the lovers are entangled.
Strikingly picturesque and natural are the
episodes showing the fisherman at their daily
labors, the struggles with the nets, the capture of huge finny monsters of the deep, the
threatening fog, the boats close-hauled to the
wind or tacking in the endeavor to make port,
rising and falling on the foaming crests.
Great as the feature is, however, when considered as a spectacle of nautical grandeur,
its
chief
in the bystory's
simple
Dathos,
relieved merits
here andlie there
a touch
of homely
comedy, and the effective character sketching.
Frank Keenan plavs Jonathan Swift as none
save a genuine artist could do, a selfish, practical man of affaii-s. willing to sacrifice everv
tender feeling lo his ambition, but yieldmg in
the end to the power of kindly sentiment.
You can play this up as a picture rarelv
equaled in scenic beauty, with a plot which
fairly palpitates with spectacu'ar thrills, and
offers a double love romance of unusual power
and appeal and cast of undeniable talent.
Dwell on the big marine scenes, especially
the lifeboat rescue, and mention the names of
Frank Keenan, Joseph Dowling, Renee
Adoree. Robert Frazer. Barbara Bedford.
Margaret Seddon, Joan Standinsr and Victor
Potel, all of which are well known to the
screen public and have a strong following.
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Song Novelty Pictures Proving
Popular With Patrons
;That Educational's "Sing Them Again" series of song novelty pictures are proving
popular with theatre patrons is evidenced by
the letters that are being voluntarily sent to
theatre managers throughout the country commenting on the real pleasure enjoyed through
the opportunity of singing again the old favorite songs.
Somewhat out of the ordinary run of letters of this nature is the communication received by Mr. F. S. Meyer, managing director of the Palace Theatre, Hamilton, O.,
written by Mrs. S. Thirise, a weekly patron
at the theatre. Mrs. Thirise, after describing
her modern home, relates the pleasure enjoyed while hearing the audiences sing these
songs, as they carry her back to her younger
days, when she and her husband started housekeeping in more humble surroundings.
Fleischer's Animated

Litde

Feature

the Northwestern sheep industry ; "The Festive Haul,"
an biennial
actionfulrunandofhumorous
account
of the
smelts in film
the
Big Sandy River in Oregon ; and "Crystal
Ascension,"
showing
deur of scenic
beauty.Mt. Hood in all its gran* * *
Turpin Resumes Work on Next
of Two-Reel Series
Following the return of Turpin to the
Mack Sennett Studios, preliminaries were rapidly completed for the filming of "North of
57," a burlesque on a popular novel, which
will present the cross-eyed star in the featured
role. Last week Director Del Lord with a
company of Mack Sennett comedians headed
by Ben Turpin left for Truckee, Cal., for several weeks location work in the snow country.
Besides Del Lord and Turpin, the company
includes Natalie Kingston, Kalla Pasha, cast
for a character part, and Jack Richardson,
who will enact the 4:heavy
^ ^role.

Cartoons

For Harris' Famous Songs
Qiarles
K. Harris'
screencartoons
novelty,
the
first
of a series
of animated
of old
time famous songs, appeared at the Rialto
Theatre the week beginning Sunday, February
24. The first subject, which includes, "Goodbye My Lady Love," "Come Take a Trip in
My Airship," and "Mother, Mother Pin a
Rose on Me," were animated by Max
Fleischer of "Out of the Inkwell" fame. Mr.
Harris and Mr. Fleischer have several other
of
famous
preparation
now Mr.
and Harris'
the second
and songs
third inseries
will be
released shortlv.
* ^ ^
Intensity of Recent Hurricane
Shown in Newsreel
One of the most striking storm pictures
ever made is beina: shown in International
News Reel No. 23 released to all leading
theatres. By no other means is it possible
to procure so clear an idea of the intensity
of the hurricane which recently raged along
the Atlantic Coast as by the^e pictures. Most
of the scenes were made in the vicinity of
Bridgeport, Conn., where conditions were more
or less typical of the entire coast line.
Mountainous seas wreck miles of shore
homes while heroes of real life — desperate
coast residents — defv the invading seas to save
a little something from the ruins. With their
homes beine submerged before their eves thev
battle with the angry waves for their possessions. ^ jf. ^
Pathe Reports Interest in
Oregon Trail Series
With the growing adoption of the policy
of restricted feature lengths and the increasing use of short-subiect attractions on theatre programs throughout the country, Pathe
reports renewed interest in a group of one.
and two reel scenics being distributed under
the collective title of the Oregon Trail Series. These pictures, made by the Kiser Studios of Portland. Ore., embody action themes
associated with the great Northwest. There
are six snbiects in the serie"!, as follows :
"The Price of Progress." scenic-drama of
the NortTiwestern timberlands ; "Weeping
Waters," a dramatic Indian legend of the
Northwest;
Chinook,"
salmon
fishing ;
along
the "Royal
Columbia
and its
tributaries
"Fleeced for Gold," an interesting insight into

'Secrets of Life' Used to
Illustrate a Lecture
"The Ant" and "The Bee," two of the
subjects
of Educational's
of Life,"
series, have
been booked "Secrets
by the American
Museum of Natural History, New York City,
for a special showing. The motion pictures
will be used to illustrate a lecture given by
one of the scientists connected with that institution. ^. ^
News

From

The Christie Lot

Christie
the few
direction
of The
Archie
Mayo'Comedians,
have spentunder
the last
days
shooting
one
of
the
best
"lion"'
comedies
company has so far produced. Many of this
the
scenes were taken at the Gay Lion Farm.
Mayo and his crew of actors expected to
lose at least one leg a piece during the filming of the picture,
"Dandy
Lions," although,
but they
all managed
to escape
mutilation,
according to Neal Burns, they are all suffering from "heebie-jeebies" of the knee-caps !

All Forms

of Speed Competition

Camera Inwork
just been completed by
Newhas 'Sportlight'
Grantland Rice, the prominent sport writer,
and J. L. Hawkinson on the next of their
series of single-reel "Sportlights" for release
by Pathe.
Highlight moments from turf classics, crosscountry meets, whippet races in Florida, dogsled run in Quebec, ice-boat contests on Long
Island, recent inter-collegiate track events, and
siniilar tests of speed and endurance are presented in this racing number. Nationally
known leaders in these various sports are
shown in action in their respective fields.
* * *
'Plastigrams'
W.Critic
Ward Lauds
March, well
known critic and
reviewer of the Cleveland Plain Dealer, devotes a half a column of his space to his
comments on "Plastigrams," the new "ThirdDimension Movie" produced by the IvesLeventhal process and distributed by Educational Film Exchanges, Inc. Mr. Marsh hails
the third dimension efifect as the forerunner
of new developments in the screen art and
devotes the balance of his article to a description ofthe picture.
"Plastigrams" also won a long article under
a two coluinn head in the Dallas Dispatch.
The writer predicts that in time all motion
mension be
effect.
pictures will
made
^ to ^include the third diFazenda Signed by Jack White
Louise Fazenda, recognized as the leading
comedienne in broad, action comedies has been
signed by Jack White and will play the featured role in a coming Jack White Comedy.
She will be surrounded by an all star cast.
Fred Hibbard, who has just returned from
rect.
New York after a month's vacation, will dibe Miss since
Fazenda's
first appearance
in This
shortwill
comedies
appearing
in the two
Mermaid Comedies. She has been playing
prominent comedy roles in feature length pictures which included "The Gold Diggers."

A TENSE DRAMATIC MOMENT
Which
characterizes
Arrow's
new
Chapter-play
thosefeatured
early
California days. Neva Gejrber, Ruth
Royce, "Days
Wilbur of '49,"
McGaugha taleandof pioneer
Charles courage
Brinley inare
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Vaudevillian, Gene Laymon,
Star of New Comedies
George E. Kann, former head of the foreign department of Goldwyn Pictures, and
now president of the corporation that bears
his name contracted with Verity Films for
twelve two reel comedies to be made and released during the coming year. Incidently.
Mr. Kann considers that the short subject
field has been neglected in this country.
These comedies, are being made at the
Plympton Studio in Yonkers. Gene Laymon.
long well known in vaudeville, stars.

SOMEONE IS OUT OF STEP!
"A Pair of Hellions." the Saturday Evening Post story by J. MacFarlane. produced by Lee-Bradford
Putting the fair chorines through the paces is no e asy job as you'll learn from this rehearsal scene in
'Baraain Dav' — Educational
1
Fast and funny
comthis
in
Cliff Bowes gets the first laugh
edy when as Oliver, the correspondence school
untensils
graduate he demonstrates cooking
in a department store. He burns himself, the
floorwalker tells him to get cleaned up and
report at the shoe department, but what he
supposed to be a private bath turns out to be a
very much public one. In fact a model ofbathatroom, there for the express purpose
with
tracting patrons attention and itanddoes—
Virgmia
CliFf Bowes in it. Sid Smith
do
Vance complete the comedy trio. We rate
to recommend this as a first
not hesitate
.
getter
laugh^ ^ *
'Don't Forget'— Pathe
1 r«el
An absent-minded groom
Charlev Chase forgets everything but his
his forgetlove for his little bride-to-be. But
fulness proves a serious embarrassment on the
of his wedding and the fadeout showmorning
in"- him in full dress and bare feet gives the
ings in this comkeynote to the extire proceed
ly fast-moving enough
edy which is certain
spots.
in
and quite amusing
* * *

Pathe Review No. 13
Pathe Review No. 13 offers the following
World," showsubjects: "Cathedrals ofe the
; Walking details of the Cologn Cathedral
in'^ Wire," presenting Bird Millman m an artistic and actionful number; "Mountains of
Refuge" views of Denver Mountain Park,
Colorado; and "The Harbor," a Pathecolor
study of the shores of Brittany.
* * *
'Herman, the Great Mouse'— Pathe
"Herman, the Great Mouse," Pathe's Aesop
s the cartoonist's
Film Fable number, presenthappen
m Jungleconception of what might practic
ing his mysland if a magician started
tifying tricks on the populace. Decidedly
ori<^inal effects are worked into the action.
Everyone

Intrepid
Airman Grinds
Camera Inside Crater
For the first time in history an airplane has
actually descended into the crater of a great
volcano and actually flown about inside !
This remarkable feat has been accomplished
by Umberto Romagnoli, daring motion picture cameraman, at the risk of his life. And
to make the feat even more thrilling, Romagnoli used a seaplane. The pictures he took are
now part of the International News Reel No.
22 and will enable the public to see, for the
first time, just what the crater of Vesuvius
looks like — inside !

'Big Moments from Little Pictures—
Pathe
Will Rogers
2 reels
Will Rogers undertakes to mimic Rudolph
Valentino in "Blood and Sand." He does the
bull fight scene with great gusto. His next
is an imitation of Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin Hood." His third is a take off on Ford
Sterling and the famous Keystone Cops.
Rogers is funny in his imitations and he gets
laughs in his "big scenes." His imitation of
Fairbanks funny.
in a scene from "Robin Hood" is
especially
^ ^ ^

'Barnum Junior' — Educational
Good juvenile
2 reels
Johnnie Fox, Jr., is the ring leader of the
boy scout clan in his town. It is at his
house tions
theand when
gang they
meet, decide
despiteto father's
give a objeccircus
for a milk fund Johnnie is right on the job.
He puts half a dozen dogs through their
paces, making them play dead, jump through
lioops and whatnot. Some of the captions
are very funny, the action is fast and the
comedy as a whole should appeal to the kids
tremendously.

'The Frontier
Dirty Little
Halfbreed'— Pathe
Indian
Series
1 reel
A story of life in the West during the
frontier days. A half-breed befriended by a
woman finally gives up his life avenging a
wrong done her by a white man. The story
is told by an old Indian woman. The story
moves swiftly and makes a very interesting
picture. It gives a vivid portrayal of life
on the frontier before law and order were
established and should prove of interest to ev* * *
eryone.

'Shanghaied Lovers' — Pathe 2 reels
Good comedy
Harryhaied"Langdon
and the
Alicechurch
Day are
"shangas they leave
where
they
were married. Carried aboard a boat they
have a series of harrowing experiences. Harry
thinks Alice has been drowned and she, disguised as a sailor, tries to make known to
him her identity with laughable results.

'Family Life' — Educational
Slapstick
2 re-'l
This new Jack White comedy has to do
with a family first living in a California duplex bungalow and after wrecking that completely turning to Mother Nature for shelter.
The cast includes Mark Jones, Ruth Hiatt.
Otto Fries, Tommy Hicks, and Sunshine Hart
■— and the trained Ford should be mentioned.
It does everything but talk.
* * *
Pathe Review No. 12
Pathe Review No. 12 includes the following subjects: "Out Where the West Begins," showing some things Easterners never
see ; "The Friction Fighters," a pictorial studv
of ball-bearings — what they are and how th-y
are made
Pelican.' and views
filmed
on :the "Meet
cliffs ofMr.California.

is talking; about

CYTHEREA
Goddess

of

Love

BOY, MY HORSE
Says toStanbid Laurel,
aliasat "Dippy"
Donawho.
He's
here
the Ijoys
the exclusive
Turf Club
farewell before entering the International Race of
"JCeb versus Paprika," a new Pathe comedy.
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Exhibitors'
The
Sells One — Opens Another
SomerKettler Opens New Theatre
and picture theatre.oro,Mr. detailmg
vaudeville remain
in Greensb
ville will
R. G. Allen, formerly owner and manaCarl Kettler's magnificent new Kettler
ger of the Superba Theatre, Raleigh,
its management to a new house manager
theatre, West Palm Beach, Florida, was
North Carolina, has secured a long term
formally opened last week. Hundreds of not yet announced.* * *
lease on the magnificent new Temple, Bir-theatre and exchange men from the Southmingham, Alabama, and will open it under
eastern territory attended or sent good
Mourn Dr. De Mandil
Friends
his personal direction and management.
wishes and floral offerings. It is one of
The Temple was built a year ago by the
The untimely death of Dr. Carlos De
the most magnificent and imposing theatBirmingham Masonic lodge, but has never
rical edifices in the South, rivalling in Mandil came as a shock to his Kansas
been opened with any regularity since its
City friends. Dr. De Mandil conducted
beauty and splendor many of the more
completion. Mr. Allen is one of the
Royal
s
Newman'
L.
costly theatres in the larger cities. While
Frank
at
orchestra
the
best showmen in the South, enjoying a
the cost of building and equipping was
Theatre previous to his New York engreat reputation in Raleigh where he alaround half a million dollars, many have gagement.
most invariably headed the State on busiWhile in Kansas City his name frequentdeclared that it has the appearance of costness on new superproductions. He rely appeared on the front pages through a
ing at least a million. The seating capacently sold this theatre to N. C. Hines, of
city is 1400. The number and size of exits series of misfortunes including a motorNorfolk, Va.
exwife's
his
of
and seating arrangements allow the theatheft
car accident, the
The Temple seats 2800.
tre to be emptied of a capacity crowd with- tre.
pensive jewelry, and a hold-up at the theain less than one minute.
* * *
I
They Like Night Best
Benjamin Apple, owner of the American
Super-Ballyhoo
theatre, Harry Symansky, manager of the
An interesting coincidence occurred at
Lincoln, and Walter Roberts, manager of
Toronto, Ontario, on March 6 when the
the Troy, constitute a committee of three
Variety Theatre, was visited by a threatrepresenting the motion picture theatres
ening fire during an afternoon performance
of Troy, N. Y. They will shortly appear
when the feature attraction was "Hook and
before the common council of that city, to
Ladder," various posters of which were
protest against the adoption of a daylight
displayed on the theatre front while the
saving ordinance for this summer.
blaze was in progress. There was much
comment in the newspapers regarding this
fact.
Hichstim Now an Exhibitor
The fire started on an upper floor of the
Samuel
Hichstim, branch sales manager
building but the fire-fighting film was not
burned. The total damage was $3,000. A
in Albany, N. Y., for Associated Exhibfireman and one policeman were hurt. The
itors, resigned last week. He will be aslessee of the theatre is Stanley Hamer.
sociated with his brother in handling the
Star Theatre in Hudson. Nat Marcus suc4^ ^ it!
ceed him. The Pathe sales force in AlLooks Like Healthy Baby
dinner. bany tendered Mr. Hichstim a farewell
Of the exhibitors of Western Missouri
selected by the M. P. T. O. A. Western
Missouri Committee as prospective memGolden Goes to Albany
bers of the newly organized body, twent}'
already have responded favorably and
Jacob Golden, manager of the Griswold,
money has accompanied the responses, acin Troy, N. Y., has been promoted to resicording to A. F. Baker, acting secretarydent-manager ofHarmanus-Bleecker Hall
treasurer. Only the most progressive exin Albany, while Virgil N. Lappeus has
hibitors in the territory have been chosen.
MAX NATHAN
been transferred from the Hall to the
A meeting will be held, probably in Kanis packing
Anin up-to-the-minute
R. I-'em Griswold. Al Bothner will take over the
Providence,
Theatre, who
at the Modern exhibitor,
sas City, as soon as fifty members outside
lease of the Capitol theatre, in Troy, on
Kansas City are within the fold. A perApril
1.
manent organization then will be formed.
Smith Buys Two at a Time
* * *
Looking Them Over
Few are the idle moments of W. E.
Truog, district manager for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan. After making a trip over the
territory, Mr. Truog returned to Kansas
City last week from Omaha, where he attended asales conference with J. R. Granger, vice-president and general sales manager of the company. Mr. Granger was
enroute to the Pacific Coast.
Pattee on the Job
C. M. Pattee, the veteran exhibitor of
Lawrence, Kan., was a busy buyer in the
Kansas City exchanges last week. Followclose behind
him of
fromBaxter
"limb to
tree"
was ing
Clarence
Rehm
Springs,
Kan.
^ ❖ ^
Takes Five Year Lease
Harry Somerville, manager of the Orpheum and Imperial theatres, Greensboro,
North Carolina, has secured a five year
lease on the Orpheum Theatre, Madison,
North Carolina. He will open it on March
l/th after alterations, as a combination

Southd
Blair's
of has
Smith,
r ,JoeIndianap
Manage
purchase
olis,
Theatre
Side
two theatres from Michael Duffecy. They
are the St. Clair, a new house, and the
Oriental, a neighborhood theatre on South
Meridian Street.
Soon an Even Dozen
The Liberty Theatre at Healsburg, Cali-of
fornia, has been leased for a long term
years by the California Theatre Company.
house now conThis makes the ninthion.
trolled by the organizat
* * *

Bandits Busy in Pittsburgh
The cashier at Rowland & Clark's Manor
Theatre, Pittsburgh, was forced to obey
tional command to "stick 'em
the conven
The bandits got away with all the
up."
coin in the box-office.
* * *

Lytle Leases Princess
of San Antonio, Texas, in asW J. Lytle
sociation with C. C. Bruks, has taken a lease
on the Princess Theatre at Houston, Texas.

Paramount Service in Dallas
C. W. Griswold of New York, director
of service in Paramount Theatres, is in
Dallas to standardize the service of the
Palace
Theatre
Paramount
houses.to conform to that ' of
Flowers Beautify Theatre
Mrs. T. E. Christopher exploits her Jewel
Theatre at Beaumont, Texas, by keeping fresh
cut flowers in baskets hung beside the ticket
window, and fresh green pot plants standing
in the lobby. A new brass rail before the
ticket window and aisle lights to her chairs,
have popularized her theatre and increased the
attendance, as evidenced by the box ofiice.
* * *
How Many More for Tampa?
The Tampa Daily Times announces that
a ninety-nine year lease has just been negotiated for the site of what will be the
finest playhouse in the Southeast. A
typically Floridan type of architecture is
being planned upon for the theatre and the
office brilding which adjoins it.
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IT HE above wind&jsj display
on Metro's "Thy Name Is
Woman" zvas part of the campaign put over for the Allen
Theatre of Cleveland, when the
feature played at that house

tre,"
enchTheaDoll
"Frwn
playNed the
the Cro
^/HE
Mobile, Ala., store owners came
to the bat with choice window
displays, as an visible expression of iwilling co-operation

Metro

Pictures Boost Business with Choice Window
Displays
Are You Getting Your Share of Free Advertising Under Glass?
If Not,
Then Start Making Friends With the Store Owner at Once
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SHOWMANSHIP

The

Learned
and
Older
Grew
Manager
Young
Even as a Showmanship Editor — Successful Theatre Management Embodies
the Oldest Principles Applied to the Neivest Ideas

WHAT extraordinary changes short
flights of time do bring. And how
extraordinarily old are the principles
which guide the newest changes to success.
This preamble is no attempt to spar for
an opening into the realm of philosophy,
but is rather intended as an approach to a
point of time which marked the advent of
the Showmanship Editor in the motion
picture business.
Thus, going back a stretch of ten
years, picture, if you will, a young
man, who, at the very threshold of a
new career gazes proudly at the completion of his first piece of handiwork
in that career — in fact, is so much impressed with the masterfulness of his
mitial start that he ventures a few selfelected deft parts on the anatomical
region near the shoulder blades, and so
on and so on, if you know what I mean.
The young man is noting the effects
of his first piece of work as house
manager of a two hundred and ninetynine seat picture house, situated on a
crosstown street in the upper Bronx,
New York. His face registers pleasure
of the most superlative sort, as he eyes
the neat one sheet interlaced with a
hanging pennant at the left side of the
entrance to the theatre; a three sheet
poster rather smartly arranged on a
board frame at the right side of the
entrance — and last, but not least a
sign, over the center arch of the front
of the theatre. Not an ordinary sign,
mind you, but a triumphant, eye-pullsign, done
the young
manager's
own ing fair
handby and
suggesting
very
plainly that "The Stupendous Threereeler, 'Bleeding Hearts,' " was ready
to entertain that portion of the public
fortunate enough to squeeze inside the
theatre's doors before the S. R. O. was
hung out.
Oh, it was a proud young man, indeed, who gazed at his craftsmanship
with frank admiration.
One who
thrilled to the roots of his dark brown
hair at the thought of the manly responsibilities and confidence resposed in him
by an employer too busy with other interests to give his time to the two hundred
and ninety-nine seat theatre on the crosstown street in the upper Bronx, New York.
AND, oh, how pride did go before the inevitable fall, as, with the passing of the
days, the conscientious, hard-working fellow noticed that despite his clever handpainted signs, despite a smartly arranged
lobby dressed up in alluring posters, despite little excursions into exploitation in a
day when exploitation as it is known now
was as venturesome as a flight to the pole,
and despite the good quality of his pictures,
the S. R. O. sign never left its little rack
under the cashier's drawer. Worse than
that it became unmistakably noticeable
that other two hundred and ninety-nine seat
theatres in the neighborhood were doing

—

of a one-dose pill, after the model offered
in certain booklets purporting to teach
French in ten days, or grow a luxuriant
business which dwarfed the receipts of this crop of hair over night on a head as unfertile as the Sahara Desert, are doomed
particular house into insignificance.
What was the trouble?
to disappointment.
Suffice to say that the lessons the young
The young house manager learned pretty
man learned and which brought him the
soon. First, a consistent check-up revealed
ability to cope successfully with the probthat
his shows
playing
time"
audiences.
That were
is, folks
cameto to"one
his house
lem of an anaemic cash drawer, are similar to those he continued to learn as he
just once.
They rarely returned to see
went along on the stepping stones of
—
experience from the management of
the two hundred and ninety-nine seat
house to a bigger job, and later to a
still bigger one.
By MICHAEL

L. SIMMONS

'T'EN years .have passed since the
young house manager reached the
present
Showmanship
Editor's
desk,
from which
strategic point
he merges
his experiences and ideas with those
Successful House Management
of showmen all over the country. The
accumulated experiences of hundreds
What are the ingredients of sucof theatre managers — failures by which
cessful house management?
to profit; successes to emulate — are filtered through the faculties which see
Theatre management, like administhese things not only from a desk,
trative work in any other industry,
but visualize them in the experiences
which started with the young house
presupposes certain marked charactermanager of the story and continue in
istics on the part of the man who' is
the showmanship mill of the Exhibessentially adapted for the position.
itors Trade Review and are offered in
Given these essentials, the potential
weekly allotments in the pages of the
theatre executive is off to a good
Showmanship Department.
As inferred in the opening parastart ; but one which is entirely neugraph of this article, the chaff which
tralized unless he finds a ready soluflies from this constant exchange and
tion to problems that conditions, local
flux of ideas reveals that the oldest
and general, bring from day to day.
principles are appHcable to the newest
order of things. On the subject of
What are these day-to-day problems
house
management these principles sum
and how meet them successfully?
up The
thuslyhouse
: manager and his workers
That is your cue for starting to
are judged by the theatre they keep.
read at the beginning of this page and
Where a shoddy theatre and a dustdeciding for yourself.
laden atmosphere exist you'll find a
_
shoddyflect manager,
employees
rethe influencewhose
of their
surroundings and become indifferent, and sometimes, insolent.
another show. The shows were good, the
music as good as that in the other houses.
The successful manager must be a gentleman. To be recognized as a gentleman
But to little avail. Transients occasionally
patronized the house, but the steady pa- he must demand cleanliness and politeness
on the part of everyone connected with
tronage went elsewhere.
This happened ten years ago. The de- his theatre. He will tolerate nothing but
nouement of the situation so far described
a scrupulously clean theatre.
The discerning manager will recognize
had, despite its gloomy details, a happy
ending. Not one that was miraculously ac- ventilation as a subject of urgent importance and one that will receive his special
hieved over night. But one which came
through the conscientious application of a attention. His auditorium will always be
comfortable. Warm when necessary, but
few well-worn principles; principles which
were revealed to the house manager, after never laden with bad air. Cool when necessary, with precaution against draughts.
a comprehensive study of conditions of his
Poor ventilation has been the ruin of highhouse, his employees, of his neighborhood,
calibre film entertainment more times than
his patrons, and of human nature in gen- one
likes to recall.
eral.
The astute manager soon learns that
giving orders from a desk will not insure
T^HOSE of my readers who are expecting me to reveal the open sesartie to the the proper execution of those orders. He
solution of the problems which beset the
(Contmtied on page 46)
young manager ten years ago, in the form
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'LONG LIVE THE KING'
GETS SENDOFF
Jackie Coogan Contest Proves Popular
With Bangor Youngsters

BLACK
Corrine Griffith is well known for her display
featured
a number
creations.
Los
picture and
showed oftheParis
gowns
worn byA Miss

OXEN WINDOW
of fashions and in her picture "Black Oxen" she
Angeles
store tiedTheup display
with theproved
First a National
Griffith women's
in her picture.
winneor

Known
Nationally
Exploitation
more companies, manufacturers
FOUR
and distributors of nationally known
products have been enlisted by the Metro
exploitation department in the national exploitation campaign on the three latest Metro
releases, "The Uninvited Guest," the J. E.
Williamson-Ralph Ince production, "Woman Who Gave," Reginald Barker's latest
production for the Metro-Louis B. Mayer
forces ; and Fred Niblo's new picture now at
the Lyric in New York, "Thy Name Is Wotion. man," also a Metro-Louis B. Mayer attracThese companies are : Royal Distributing
Company, which handles Royal Baking
Powder; the California Packing Company
which distributes the famous Del Monte
brand of canned fruits; Pond's Extract Company, manufacturers of Pond's Creams and
the ^A^estern Company, distributors of Gainsborough's Powder Puffs.
Those announced
last week include Swift
and Company, nationally known packers, National Biscuit Company, Beech-Nut Packing
Company, Reid, Murdoch and Company, distributors of the famous Monarch coffee, the
Campbell Soup Company of New Jersey, and
MANAGER TURNS WRITER
The Girls' Club in Montgomery, Ala.,
brought it on themselves. One of the members called on H. C. Farley for information
about Norma Talmadge as she was asked to
deliver an address to the girls.
Farley remembered that he was playing
First National's "Song of Love" the next
week so he offered to write the speech for
the girl. Farley is too much a showman to
ask him how the speech went over.
100%

in
Dealers
Campaigns

Vivaudou,
the world's greatest manufacturers
of toilet preparations.
All the Metro exchanges have been instructed to forward to the main headquarters
of these companies all booking dates as they
are signed from time to time and also to inform exhibitors in their territory of the tieup. In turn the companies will forward to
their distributors special window displays and
lithographs tieing up with each picture. The
greatest results are expected from this cooperation.
* * *
ORIGINAL PRESS SHEET
Warner Brothers have gone out their
an original sheet for "The
to make
way
Marriage
Circle," the Ernst Lubitsch production wliich is still going strong on its fifth
week in Los Angeles.
The press sheet of newspaper size, contains a wealth of publicity and exploitation
material. Reproductions are strikingly displayed, and the stories have the news qualthem over the city editor's
that will get
Especially deserving of comblueity pencil.
ment are the posters, distinct departures
from the average assortment of lithographs.
The herald is a good piece of work, in
its attractive layout and copy display; one
of the achievements in herald work, it is
bound to go far in arousing interest in the
productions, when distributed. The same
may be said of the two half-sheets, two
points in whose favor are inexpensiveness
and the fact that the twin pair come together as a one sheet, so that they can be
separated or used together. They make
dramatic pieces of lithography.

STEERS SPELL WORDS IN 'BLACK
OXEN' EXPLOITATION
When George Schade of the Schade Theatre, Sandusky, O., came to play First National's "Black Oxen" he had a great idea.
He would get ten steers or oxen and parade
them in single file down tlie main streets.
Each one would have one of the letters of the
title painted on his sides. There were only
nine letters but an extra steer would be necessary for the spacing between the two words.
The slip in the stunt was the fact that ten
steers were not obtainable.
Schade finally managed, to get two
steers from a neighboring packing house.
They were appropriately bannered and had a
boy announcer with them. With his public
trained to expect something new from the enterprising manager of the Schade Theatre, it
was a simple matter to connect the phenomenal street sight with a coming picture.

Picture

CYTHEREA
Goddess

Metro's

ONEContests"
of the most
successful
"Jackie
ever put
over was
that Coogan
carried
out by Arthur W. Pinkham, manager of the
Park Theatre, Bangor, Maine, when he played
Metro's "Long Live the King."
Over 500 contestants took part and the winner received a suit of Jackie Coogan clothes
with excitement running high and the whole
city vastly amused over the contest.
in putting the stunt over Mr. Pinkham held
nightly parades of the contestants in make-up,
this being an entirely new angle to the "Jackie
Coogan Contest" idea, and a plan that gained
a vast amount of extra publicity for the theatre and picture, the results being perfectly
apparent at the box office.
Other stunts that Mr. Pinkham put over
in connection with "Long Live the King" were
window displays in the most prominent clothing concerns of Bangor and a street ballyhoo
consisting of a pony cart with three sheet cutrun. outs which was driven about town during the
In addition, and as part of the contest, two
dozen pails of Jackie Coogan Peanuts were
given out as prizes to those who were not
Jackie.
quite
entitled to the^ first
but presented
^ of^prize
remarkable likenesses
the well known

of

Love

SCARAMOUCHE
This window
in Evansville,WINDOW
Indiana, attracted
considerable attention. The decorator displayed
the type of gowns used by Alice Terry in
Metro's "Scaramouche" with stills of the beautiful actress. The arrangement was neat and
proved to be a good puller for the production
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'BEAU BRUMMEL' CONTEST
FOR SAN FRANCISCO
Warner Brothers Plan Unique Stunt
For New Production
EXPLOITATION embracing all prominent
city officials, clubs, business associations
and department stores of San Francisco is
being carried through in connection with the
forthcoming showing of "Beau Brummel,"
the Warner Brothers' Classic of the Screen,
at the Imperial Theatre.
Last week, George A. Oppenheimer, Inc.,
fired the opening shots of the campaign by
showing the picture to the president, general
manager,, chief publicist and chief window
trimmer of the Emporium, City of Paris, the
White House, Liebes and Company, Livingston's and O'Conner-Mofifatt, who are the
biggest and finest stores in San Francisco. The
picture is also to be shown to the President
of the Chamber of Commerce, the President
and Secretary of each of the following clubs :
Downtown Association, Retail Men's AssociaRetailandClothing
Men's Association,
Chief tion,
ofLions,
Police
the Mayor.
The purpose of the above is to institute a
voting contest in each one of the clubs so that
they may elect one of their members as the
Beau Brummel of their club. Then prizes
will be given to the champion Beau Brummel
of the various clubs. All the big department
stores and retail clothers have agreed to cooperate by window displays and special advertising for the Beau Brummel week.
The mayor is expected to declare a DressUp Week or Beau Brummel Week during the
opening week of the picture. The Police Department will also hold a contest for the Beau
Brummel of the San Francisco Police Department.
Further, arrangements have been entered
with one newspaper to carry a series of
sketches of several prominent men in San
Francisco, showing them as they are today
and as they would have looked during the period of George the Third, when the famed
Beau Brummel reigned supreme.
Warner Brothers are confident that all exhibitors will find they can duplicate the tieups inaugurated in San Francisco, thus insuring certain interest in the production during its showings.
BROOKLYN STRAND GETS GOOD
WINDOW DISPLAYS
Downtown, or the business part of, Brooklyn has for the past few weeks been the center
of an extensive window tie-up campaign by
the Brooklyn Mark Strand, which took in a
territory covering all of the shopping district,
extending over a radius of five miles. This
campaign took in windows of the two leading
department stores on Fulton Street (the two
chief stores in the city), windows of drug
stores, book shops and confectioneries.
The pictures included in the drive were
"Under the Red Robe," "The Eternal City,"
"Painted People" and "The Marriage Circle,"
with activities under way on "The Hunchback
of
Notre toDame."
For these
the shops
were
induced
dress special
windows,
for which
the Brooklyn Mark Strand supplied the art
cards. These cards were of course made up
to name the picture and the theatre as well as
the play date. The two pictures first named
were easy tie-ups with the book shops and
book departments of the big stores, and the
third ofTered an idea for the cosmetic departments, while "The Marriage Circle" enabled
the jewelers to make choice displays of wedding rings.
* * *
RUICK TIE-UP
A hitherto unrecorded chapter in the history
of Strongheart and his mate, Lady Jule, was
put into print recently when the photographs
arrived showing the canine star and his leading lady outside the Garde Hotel, New Haven,

of Notreby Dame"
aUniversal's
drug store"Hunchback
window display
using was
the given
name
of Patsy Ruth Miller in connection with cosmetics
comfortably ensconced on the running board
of a Buick automobile.
A tie-up was effected with the local agent
that furnished additional publicity and advertising space, the agency taking advertising to
announce the event. Strongheart and Lady Jule
were motored around town to keep their various publicity appointments at no cost at all.
It not only furnished good publicity but saved
transportation expenses.
The tie-up was v.'orked in connection with
the canine star's personal appearance in behalf
of First National's "The Love Master." to be
shown at Gordon's Olympia Theatre.
4: 4: ^
CRAYON

FOR POSTER WORK BY
SWEDISH ARTISTS
Crayon, rather than water colors and oils,
as in this country, are used in Sweden for
poster work. A batch of posters on Rex Ingram's "Where
the last
Pavement
Ends"Raoul
arrived
at the Metro
offices
week irom
Le
Mat, distributor of Metro pictures in Sweden
and owner of a big chain of theatres. The
posters were of brilliant coloring and the warm
effects produced by the crayon arresting.
Mr. Le Mat was in New York several
weeks ago visiting Arthur Loew, general sales
manager feof
Metro's and
foreign
department.
rences inSwedish
American
methodsDifof
exploitation was one of the topics which were
discussed and Mr. Le Mat promised to send
some of his posters here.
The soft effect procured by crayons does
not lose any of its color by the lithographic process.

SMALL TOWN
MANAGER
OFFERS GOOD IDEA
Shows Patrons They Get Same Pictures
as City Theatres
tr OW a super-picture can be made to draw
to capacity in a small town, was demonstrated by Manager F. N. Harris of the
Amuse Theatre, Hart, Michigan. Mr. Harris
recently presented "Merry Go Round" and
"A Lad}' of Quality," and instead of being
handicapped by the fact that both pictures had
been shown a few weeks in Detroit, this enterprising showman took advantage of the situation and obtained a banner box-office in consequence.
Simultaneously with the Detroit run on these
Universal Jewels, Mr. Harris displayed in
his lobby advertisements on the two productions as they appeared in the Detroit dailies.
Slides describing the character of the productions and their previous successful runs in
other communities were projected three weeks
before the pictures came to Hart.
One-sheets, photos, press-matter, window
cards and heralds were distributed and posted
four days before play date, not only locally,
but also in two adjacent towns. Heralds
were placed in all parks, automobiles, and distributed among all the Hart business houses.
An advertisement of considerable size was
run in tlie local newspaper a week in advance,
and
banner, painted
by Mr.
Harris'
artist,a large
was displayed
two days
before
the
showing. The stunts were effective, according to Mr. Harris, as the people virtually
poured in, and were enthusiastic about the
qiiality of the two Universal-Jewels.
"In a small town you have to make your
patrons feel they are getting their money's
worth," writes Mr. Harris, "which they certainly do in Universal pictures.
CLAUSE IN PENAL CODE LIKELY
TO SUPERCEDE CENSORSHIP
Present indication point to the repeal in
Albany, of the existing Censorship law before
the present Assembly is dismissed for this
session.
In place of censorship a clause will be inserted in the Penal Code making it criminal
oi¥ense to show pictures that are considered
immoral and will cause the arrest of any
exhibitor who fractures the law.
It is expected the bill will be presented this
week and it is not likely any serious difficulty
will be experienced in its passage.

A clever tie-up was arranged with a San Francisco furniture store to exploit Cosmopolitan's "Under The
Red Robe." The store made a display of period furniture of the time the theme of the pictune is set
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GOOD

EXPLOITATIONS

FOR

'PURITAN PASSIONS'
Special Musical Program and Street
Ballyhoo Get Results
EFFECTIVE exploitation in connection
with the showing of "Puritan Passions"
at the Beacon and Modern Theatres, Boston,
Mass., the week of March 2, resulted in unusual publicity for this Hodkinson release and
brought crowded houses to these twin downtown theatres.
In co-operation with Manager Lourie, Joseph O'Sullivan
the special
exploitation man who
coveredHodkinson
the showing
worked out a campaign based on the extraordinary dramatic appeal of the picture and
the unusual possibilities for appealing to the
lovers of good music afforded by wonderful
music score specially composed for "Puritan
Passions"
by Frederick
mous operatic
composer. S. Converse, the faIn the New England Conservatory of Music
cards announcing that the first original photoplay-sj-mphony ever written would be played
in conjunction with the showing. These cards
were also placed in five music stores handling
the music of Oliver Ditson Company, who
published excerpts from the score. Announcement cards were placed in the lobby, to the
same effect. The result of this play on the
unusual musical score played with "Puritan
Passions"
was theto attracting
lovers
of Boston
the showing.of the music
The day before the opening, Mr. Converse
talked over the radio, Station WNAC broadcasting, his subject being "Alusic and the Photoplay," with special reference to the score for
"Puritan Passions."
The ushers at both the Beacon and Modern
were costumed in Puritan dress, lending a
quaint atmosphere in keeping with the presentation.
During the week of the showing a man
and woman, dressed as Puritans, covered the
business section of Boston, the man carrying a hand bag on which was lettered : " 'Puritan Passions' Now Playing at the Beacon and
Modern Theatres. See Us There."
On the day following the opening the Hodkinson exploitation representative assembled
the ushers and the ballyhoo people in front of
the Beacon Theatre and had photographs
taken. The stunt attracted a large crowd
which became so dense that traffic was stopped
for the time being, the crowd being under the
impression that some movie scene was being
"shot." The result was an immediate rush on
the box office, and the second day's receipts
exceeded capacity
the opening
day's, which had done
virtually
business.
Comments of the audience coming out of
the theatres indicated that the picture had
made a hit with them, and the word-of-mouth
advertising combined with the unusual exploitation was reflected in splendid box office results.
* * *
UNIQUE LOBBY DISPLAY PAYS
BOX OFFICE DIVIDENDS
' During
the Turner
short announced
intermission
shows,
E. D.
his between
coming
attraction, "Tiger Rose" by mounting a
twenty-four sheet cut-out behind a gauze scrim
and exhibiting it from the stage illuminated
by flashes of lightning.
Turner's big stunt. was his lobby
display. Together with his Art Director. Fred
Tipton, Turner built a real cataract in the
lobby. He used a small tank and pump which
required only one filling of water. The sides
of the water-fall which was made of canvas
were masked off with spruce boughs and
leaves. Over the top of the falls a stuffed
cougar was perched in a realistic attitude.
The display was balanced by exhibits
on the sides of the lobby consisting _ of
three-sheet cut-outs framed in front of foliage
and flowers. It was a one hundred per cent
display, and while inexpensive it required no
little work.

NATIONAL

ORAL D. CLOAKEY
Showmanship
Manager

Record
Good

Wins

Berth

IDE interest has been aroused in
w the moving picture business in
Canada in the announcement that Universal Pictures Corporation has appointed Oral D. Cloakey, manager of
the Regent Theatre, Ottawa, general
supervisor of exploitation and theatres,
with headquarters at Los Angeles, Gal.,
Mr. Cloakey to assume his new duties
at the end of March. In securing Mr.
Cloakey, Universal gets the services of
an exceptional exploitation expert.
Incidentally, be is one of several
prominent men of the Canadian moving
picture business who have been acquired
by large moving picture enterprises in
the United States in recent months. For
ten years Mr. Cloakey has demonstrated
magnificent effectiveness in the promotion of picture presentations in many
cities of Canada, the Ottawa Regent being the thirty-seventh theatre over
which he has had charge in that time.
He made his start with theatres when
he joined the first Allen Theatre at Calgary, Alberta, in 1913, and one of his
particular accomplishments was the
opening of the big Allen Theatre at
Cleveland, Ohio, of which he was the
first manager.
First with the Aliens and then with
Famous Players Canadian Corporation,
after the latter had acquired the theatre
assets of AUen Theatres, Limited, Mr.
Cloakey was given ^extensive scope as a
theatre doctor where special attention
was required in order to build up house
prestige. In addition to his outstanding
ability as an exploitation man, he is also
an individual of fine musical attainments, and it was often the case that he
made personal appearances as an instrumental soloist in his own theatres, his
specialty being the xylophone. He has
been a prominent member of the Ottawa
Elks and also of the Rotary Club of Ottawa. His standing can be estimated by
the fact that he was a member of the
local Rotary Club in no less than eight
different Canadian cities.
Seven years ago Mr. Cloakey met a
young woman who was on tour with the
Juvenile Bostonians in Wiestem Canada,
and she left the show to become Mrs.
Cloakey.

CANDY

TIE-UP

FOR 'HAPPINESS'
Special Candy Boxes Will Be Used
In National Tie-Up
nPHE Aletro exploitation department has just
completed another national tie-up — this
time with the manufacturers of the famous
"Happiness" candy 1o go with Laurette Tayrently.
lor's screen version of her great stage play
"Happiness," which Metro is releasing curThe candy people have had made up special
boxes for their candy in honor of Miss Taylor's picture. Each box has a photograph of
Miss Tajdor on the cover with the name of
the picture and her autograph under it. In
addition the manufacturers have designed a
special window display card which has
mounted on it a still from the production and
Miss Taylor's autographed endorsement.
Room has been left on it for the theatre imThese window cards are being supplied by
United who make "Happiness" candy to ail
print.
its stores throughout the country with instruction for their managers to get in touch with
the local exhibitors when "Happiness" is set
to play. Where a city does not have a special
United candy store, the United Cigar Store
ii/ that city will be supplied with a full order
of "Happiness" candy and the special window
display so that the tie-up may be effective
there when "Happiness" plays.
The Metro exploitation department has sent
out a special bulletin to all its exchanges and
to exhibitors, instructing them to get in touch
with the United Stores in their territory.
'THE ETERNAL CITY' HAS GOOD
EXPLOITATION ANGLES
H. M. (Tod) Browning scored a bullseye
in his handling of First National's "The
Eternal City" at the Olympia, New Haven,
Conn. He evolved a new angle by taking advantage of the location of the story and picture by appealing to the Italian element in
the city. Philip Troup, former postmaster and
editor of the New Haven Union, was allowed
city.
to sponsor a special showing to the officers
and members of the Italian societies of the
Pasquale De Cicco, Italian consular agent,
headed the foreign delegation which gave the
picture considerable word of mouth advertising. The fact that the story has been modernized to bring in the Fascisti crisis made it
of timely interest. Browning's audience was
divided in its opinions on the political development and argued long and vociferously on
the story action as propounded in' the picture.
It all meant good publicitv for "The Eternal
SCHOOLS WILL HELP EXPLOIT
BURR PRODUCTION
Both in title and theme, C. C. Burr's special "The New School Teacher" offers exCity." ceptional opportunities for popular forms of
exploitation and tie-ups. Alany plans for a
campaign are suggested in the press on this
Charles
"Chic'' Inc.
Sale starring vehicle issued by
Burr Pictures,
The tie-ups with local schools are unlimited.
The giving of passes to the teachers is one
plan of starting talk. Another, which is sure
to get newspaper space is to give a special
theatre
party
to the
teacher
the town,
giving
the "New"
affair school
in honor
of thein
most recent addition to the teaching staff.
Then also the prize essay idea applied to "Our
New School Teacher" may be used with success.
The Burr press sheet devotes considerable
space to a series of letters which will incite
interest
the press and it also developes direct mailinsuggestions.
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YANKEE METHODS INVADE
ENGLISH CITIES

'THE WOMAN
OF PARIS'
LEAVES SOUVENIR
Visiting Cards Distributed Before
Coming Production
\ TLANTA awoke one morning last week
and found that "A Woman of Paris" had
called during the night and left her visiting
card without wait'ng tn ring- the doorbell.
Kingsmore had five thousand cards printed
with "A Woman of Paris" across the center
where the name usually goes, while in the
upper corner was the line "Introduced by
Charles Chaplin." In the lower cnrn^r of the
card it read, "Called, Meet me at the Howard."
There must have been some amusing remits. We remember the time we used the
stunt for a Norma Talmadge picture in Boston and two "sheiks" came running into the
theatre demanding to meet Norma personally.
In line with her recent instructions covering the exploitation of this picture, this stunt
is good, as it gets over the picture without
mer.tiouing the name of anyone in the cast.

Police Take Action Against Displays
That Attracts Crowds
A MERICAN publicity methods in the
■'^ exploiting of feature films are generally being accorded a real welcome in England. Horace Judge, Publicity Director of
the Associated First National Pictures,
Ltd., has demonstrated that in pushing
"Potash and Perlmutter." His experience
with this picture is of special interest in
that it was distinctly an experiment
which worked out successfully.
In the various large cities of Great
Britain where the film was released, Mr.
Judge tried methods which were decidedly
new to the British movie fans. He arranged for the distribution of pamphlets
by persons made up to resemble the familiar Abe and Mawruss, he planned and
executed window display tie-ups, and
directed special features in the theatres
where the picture was shown. The eiTect
on the box-office figures has been extremi;ly gratifying.
In several places it was found that the
authorities were unwilling to permit stunts
that caused big crowds to gather, and in
a few cities it was necessary to discontinue
such exploitation methods after the first
day. In London, for instance, Judge arranged for the use of a department store
window, dressed to resemble the office of
"Potash and Perlmutter," with a chic stenographer carrying on what was patently a
heated argument with her employers. The
co-operation of the store was obtained by
having them provide different dresses for
the girl. So great was the crowd before
this window that traffic was obstructed and
the police requested the discontinuance of
the feature.
Similar settings were arranged in several other cities and in some they were
permitted to continue the full week preceding the showing of the picture. In addition several outdoor stunts were arranged. In character,
"Abeinand
Aiawruss"
drove around
the streets
a dilapidated
"flivver," dropping from battered suitcases,
leaflets regarding the film. In Manchester,
arrangement was made for a comic dialogue between the characters representing
Abe and Mawruss in the theatres, between
performances. This was another scheme
that found favor with the British audiences.
There was considerable question regarding the advisability of putting such purely
American ideas of publicity into effect in
England, owing to the resentment shown
in many cases against what is considered
an invasion of "Yankee Smartness." In
the case of the film in question, however,
the results proved that not only has there
been no offense to British taste, but that
the results were exceptionally gratifying.
A testimonial from George Black of Newcastle, who is considered as one of the
livest and best exhibitors in England, said
in part that, "everything possible had been
done to put Potash over in his town."
* * *
OKLAHOMA CITY STAGES NEVER
FAILING ATTRACTION
S. S. Wallace, Jr., manager of the Criterion
Theatre, Oklahoma City, pulled a good one
in his advance exploitation of "The Humming
Bird." By arrangement with the Davenport
Hosiery Mills, of Chattanooga, manufacturers
of Humming Bird Hosiery, he staged a real
leg show for a week — and got away with it.
At each performance he announced that a
box of Humming Bird hose would be awarded

BALLYHOO OF REALISM
Howard
Waugh,
of the
Loew's
Palace,of Memphis
showed his
penchant for tickling
curiosity
pedestrians when he installed this very effective ballyhoo
of Paramount's "West of the Water Tower."
the girl who, in the opinion of the audience,
had the best lookirg legs. The contesting
girls, visible from their knees down, walked
behind the drop curtain which was raised at
knee height from tlie stage and the audience
by its applause decided the winner. Needless to say, there were capacity crowds at
each performance and everybody knew about
the coming picture.
Oklahoma City may now expect a challenge
an\- day from the girls of Tulsa.
NEW APPROPRIATE MUSICAL
NUMBERS ANNOUNCED
Edward Schuberth and Company of
New York City, announce the publication
of several musical numbers of particular
merit in conjunction with the showing of
motion pictures.

"Petals,"
"Dawn,"
Among
Chimes," and
"Dream
Alone,"are,
You these
"For
"What's the Whole World to Me Without

You."

CIRCULATING NOVELS PROVE
GOOD PUBLICITY STUNT
Manager Berry of the Gem Theatre at Laverne, Okla., used the special photoplay, "The
Way of a Man," in a rather novel way for
the exploitation of Pathe's new adaptation of
Emerson Hough's novel.
Mr. Berry purchased ten copies of the Grosset and Dunlap photoplay edition of "The
Way
of ato Man"
of
Laverne
whom andhe selected
lent the ten
bookresidents
for three
days. After having been read, the books are
passed to ten other people for their perusal.
* * *
ESSAY WINS RESPONSE
W. H. Golding, manager of the Imperial
Theatre, St. John, N. B., recently concluded
a meritorious competition among the patrons
of this house by presenting appropriate prizes
for the best stories which were made out of
the names of the featured productions which
had been playing and were to play at the
Imperial Theatre. Many novel essays were
received.
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Nerve and a Tractor
It takes more than a tractor to pull the
stunt, E. D. Turner got away with it in Asheville.
You have to know the mayor by his first
name, and be able to borrow a dress coat from
any member of the city council.
Turner hitched a Fordson tractor to a flat
truck on which was perched the complete and
total wreck of what had once been an autoflat truck read : "The
The sign
Driver ofmobile.this
car on
tookthea six-cylinder joy ride.
He. was PLEASURE MAD. .
This display was so long, and took so much
time to pass a given point, not to mention the
fact that the open exhaust of the tractor
wasn't at all like a steam calliope, leaves a
little room for explanation. Hew did he do
it? Turner frankly admits that it was "pull"
which doesn't apply to the tractor, but to his
standing with some of the big boys in Asheville.
"Pleasure Mad" did a good three-day turn
at the Imperial ; they had to find out what the
noise was all about.
i!< ❖ ❖

EXPLOIT

A

TION

IDEAS
man personally made at regular or special
meetings of the respective organizations.
Ten thousand circular letters sent out by the
Ottawa Boys' Association and a special children's
on the Saturday
morningtoward
preceding showing
the engagement
contributed
sending the week off to a flying start, and
thousands of windshield stickers announcing
Big Brother Week kept the show constantly
in the public mind. In fact, no stunt, either
old or new, was overlooked.

Choir Aids Picture
Louis R. Brager, special exploitation representative for THE HUNCHBACK OF
NOTRE DAME, put over a real campaign
run at the Rialto Theatre in Charlestown,
W. Va. Among many patrons pulling stunts
the most notable were the securing of the
mixed choir of St. Ferdinand's Church for
the rendering of the prologue, and the hearty
endorsement of the chief executive of West
Virginia.
St. Ferdinand's Choir is a group of singers
well known throughout the South and their
presence proved a strong drawing card.
Brager arranged a special showing for
Governor McCorkle and his staff. His
excellency was so favorably impressed
with the production that he wrote an open
letter advising the entire community to see it.
So too, did Father Ferdinand — and the result
of these letters, in conjunction with the other
efforts
exerted inengagement.
the picture's behalf, was a
record breaking

Knee Pants at Premium
Knee pants were at a premium when First
National's PENROD played the Grand Theatre, Paris, Tex. Manager Fred Caddell of
the boys' department of the Burton-Peel store
persuaded the store to give a free showing
and then had the school superintendents both
of Paris and Lamar County announce it at
all the schools. Boys in knee pants were adfree as lined
the store's
and ofthere
were 756mitted who
up the guests
morning
the
showing.
The stunt was another outgrowth of the
Penrod Clothes tie-up arranged with Wiener
Brothers, the manufacturers by First National's New York office.
In addition to the newspaper and word of
mouth advertising that the picture got for the
store aitmailing
also furnished
the boys' benefit.
department
with
list of invaluable
❖ ❖ *
'Dangerous Maid' Warning
They put flames around THE DANGEROUS MAID to warn patrons that she was
dangerous at the Rialto Theatre, El Dorado,
Ark. Arthur Swanke, who directs the destinies of the house states that the First National attraction got good business by playing
up the star and emphasizing the fact that the
story showed her in a new role — that of an
aggressive, dominating he- female.
The lobby panel consisted of a hand painted
drawing of Miss Talmadge with two urns on
each side, a smaller set of candles being underneath. The "candles" consisted of electric
light bulbs wired into the top of the decoration.
^ ^ ^
Establish Big Brother Week
Claud Saunders says that the most thorough
campaign for Paramount's BIG BROTHER
that has come to his attention is that of Manager O. D. Cloakey, of the Regent Theatre,
Ottawa.
The backbone
Cloakey 's exploitation
urally was the of
organization
of a local natBig
Brother Week, in which the co-operation of
every possible club and lodge was secured.
These included the Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions,
Elks, Y. M. C. A. and Boy Scouts. All these,
in addition to every Service club in Ottawa,
were enlisted in the cause as the result of
fifteen addresses which the enterprising show-

One

INEXPENSIVE ADVERTISING
One of the most inexpensive forms of advertising is
to utilize the automobile. The picture above shows
an announcement of Pathe's comedy, "Two Wagons
— Both Covered." The old family fiiwer will do
Zane Grey Week
Zane Grey is a popular author in Birmingham, so T. G. Coleman took advantage of his
popularity and made a "Zane Grey Week''
during the engagement
of Paramount's
HERITAGE
OF THE DESERT
at the
Galax, Birmingham.
The biggest department store in town took
large space for several days to "plug" the
novel, and every ad was headed "Zane Grey
Week."dow to the
The book
store inalso
devoted
large cards
winwhich
therea were
and posters from the Galax. In addition
to the window the store featured the book
with a well arranged table in the book de^ ^ ^
partment.
Shoe Store Tie-Up
Walk-Over, one of the biggest stores in
Jacksonville, had its window working for
Guy Kenimer when he was playing TIGER
ROSE at the Arcade.
Warner Brothers have some publicity pictures of Theodore Von Eltz in a pair of
"Walk-Overs." Kenimer used this picture on
a big sign which read that Von Eltz wore the
shoes, and that the picture was playing at
the Arcade.

of the "First National

Twenty"

CYTHEREAN
Goddess

Music for Exploitation
The most extensive advertising yet used by
Gordon's News, Bedford, Olympia Theatre,
under the management of Earle D. Wilson
is being used for Gertrude Atherton's BLACK
OXEN, with a lavish use of cut-out heads of
black oxen predominating. A wagon with
big signs on either side, bearing a piano player
and song plugger went through the streets,
while a huge banner was hung on each side
of the theatre and from the top at intervals
a cornetist played.
In the entrance, was a barrel, placed the
week before with the admonition "Do Not
Look In." While at the bottom was a round
sign "All
Next were
Week sprinkled
'Black Oxen.'
board cut-outs
about " theCardentrance and lobby, with orange and black
streamers displayed, the colors being those
used on the cover of the book. A shadow
box, and flashing sign were also in operation
the week before. . ❖ * *

of

Love

'Ponjola' Haircuts Popular
Barber
Shops
aren't on.
usually
tion ground
to work
But good
G. L.exploitaShields
devised a smart little card for PONJOLA,
which you can see on the wall of any shearing
shop in Augusta, Ga.
"Anna Q. Nilsson got $10,000 for cutting
her hair," reads the sign, "but we give you
a $10,000
cents."
Pictures haircut
of the for
starfifty
being
separated from
her goldi-locks illustrated the card, with an
additional box of straight billing copy giving
the name of the theatre — the Modjeska — and
the play dates.
Shields tells us the cards are still up in
every barber shop in town.
* * *
Peggy Resemblance Contest
Another exhibitor who got results from the
BABY PEGGY Resemblance contest was T.
G. Coleman of the Galax, Birmingham.
His front page stories for a week before
the picture opened made the success of the
engagement positive. One of the big department stores voluntarily tied up with the contest and devoted a window for the purpose of
off'ering free passes to the first twenty chiU
dren in the Children's Department on a certain day-.
^ ^ ^
Paris Gown Attracts
A Paris Gown,, Poiret's latest creation, displayed under glass, drew an admiring crowd
of women in the lobby of the Rex Theatre,
Sumter.
A WOMAN OF PARIS was the occasion.
Oscar White borrowed the gown from Sumter's smart shop, Schwartz Brothers. He
built around the gown a subordinate display
lobby.
which was very effective at night. It accented
the gown, which was the high note in the
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TTOW to make tea with a kick was the
angle W. T. Murray hit on to put the
picture across at the Rialto, Atlanta.
Four thousand envelopes with inserts were
distributed. The envelopes bore the line "How
to Make
Tea With
a Kick,"
but upon
the
envelopes
you were
referred
to a opening
certain
telephone number for further particulars. The
number happened to be the theatre, although no
mention was made of the Rialto.
The biggest kick in the stunt came from
the police departm.ent, where several of the
envelopes had been mailed. The police phoned.
^ ^ ^
MANAGER Jack Kennedy of the Capitol
Theatre, Peterborough, Ont., has found
a new way of tying up with a newspaper
serialization. The Peterborough Examiner
had been running the serialization of First
National's "Black Oxen" for several weeks
when
the Capitol's
play day
Through
the columns
of approached.
the Examiner
Manager Kennedy offering passes to the first
twenty who could calculate the day on which
the final installment would appear in the
paper. The newspaper in its announcement
of the offer, stated that it was a straight
mathematical problem and called for experts
at figures.
The advertising done by the theatre featured a further tie-up with the emphasized
line : "See the story you have been reading
in the Examiner." ^ ^ ^
TpHE amphibious telephone came into its own
again as George Schade advertised First
National's
"Slippyhis McGee"
at the
Theatre bearing
name. He
did Sandusky
it with a
new slant, however.
He called up Mrs Brown and Mrs. Black
and Mrs. Jones without revealing his identity.
"O, Mrs. Brown, we saw a wonderful picture last night. 'Slippy McGee' at the Schade
Theatre . . ."
For minutes afterward Mrs. Brown wondered who her friend could have been, what
the picture must be like and how the inefficiency of the telephone company could be
improved.
For central had "cut off" at this exciting
moment.
* * *
"PIFTEEN
which theawill
be good forHUNDRED
admission toletters,
the Liberty
tre, Kansas City, to see "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame," were mailed school teachers of
Kansas City, to be distributed among children,
by Lee Balsley, manager of the theatre, this
week. Also, school children can witness the
picture for 25 cents by presenting a coupon
which appeared in the Kansas City Star. Thus
far the plan is bringing splendid results, according to Mr. Balsley.

at.
cutn.pull The
TER
tio
pOS
tenouts
cutout on the
right
made
from was
this
poster. Compare the effect

ADVERTISING
AIDS
A LBERT KAUFMAN who handles Metro
exploitation out of Cincinnati, went out
to Chillicothe, Ohio, to exploit Fred Niblo's
new
"Strangers
which production
Metro released
earlierofinthe
the Night,"
season
with great success. Whatever else Kaufman
pulled off in Chillicothe he topped it all by
getting the leading Chillicothe paper. The
Scioto Gazette, to imprint across the front
page of its entire first edition this legend in
big red caps from top to bottom :
"Extra,
of attheMajestic
Night'
Will
ArriveBeware
Monday,'Strangers
January 14
The edition ran into 25,000 copies and KaufTheatre."
man had the newsboys distribute them all
over the city. It was the greatest tie-up
Chillicothe ever witnessed and easily ranks
among the best executed anywhere. It put
"Strangers of the Night"
* * * over with a smash.
W

"It has his
a Soul"
• J.
as MURRAY
the slogan adopted
keyed through
camfor "Big
tre,paign
Atlanta,
Ga. Brother" at the Rialto theaMurray used the slogan inside out. That
is he began
withthea billing,
banner' and
in front
of the
theatre
carrying
featuring
his
slogan, and then he got out four thousand
envelopes with circulars. On the outside of
the envelope the line was printed in purple,
inside the envelope the circular carried the
information that "fifteen thousand men called
'Big Brother' the greatest picture they had
ever seen, fifteen thousand women called 'Big
Brother' the greatest picture they had ever
seen. Why? Because it has what only one
picture in a thousand has ... a soul."
PICTURE postcards with advertising copy
printed in the left half and signed by
Richard Barthelmess announced the star's
"Twenin First National's
coming appearance
ty-One" at the Garrick
Theatre, Duluth,
Minn. Under the exploitation management
of H. W. Laurance, the campaign was inaugurated to reach several thouasnd homes along
the north shore and Woodland sections of the
Lake Superior city.
Barthelmess' message got over the predominating thought that his latest picture was
a modern story that showed him in modern
clothes. Laurance played on the fact that
people wanted Dick in this type of story and
ircreased his patronage about 50 percent, by
doing it.
H= * *
GEORGE E. BROWN made the most of
the fact that many of the scenes in Paramount's "Pied Piper Malone" were made in
Georgetown. Brown manages the Imperial,
Charlotte, but Georgetown contributes patronage to the Imperial so Brown went after the
business.
The owner of one of the houses which
was used in the picture was introduced to the
reporters by Brown, and her interview made
great material for a couple of stories.

SMALL
advertisedas to
the
Wonder envelopes
Cure, described
the contain
Discovery
of
the Age,Loswere
distributed
by Loew's State
Theatre,
Angeles,
in conjunction
with
the showing of First National's "Her Temporary Depression,
Husband." The That
cure was
to prevent
Tiredguaranteed
Feeling,
Blues, and Kindred Ills. The directions given consisted of mixing the advice on the slip
inside the package with an ounce of consideration.
The inside slip was headed by the line:
Prolong
It added
that laughter
cured allyour
ills life."
and that
this medicine
could
be found during the showing of "Her Temporarystated
Husband" that
at the
State Theatre.
postscript
consultations
began The
the
following Saturday.
^ ^ ^
THROUGH arrangements with the New
Haven Union, the Olympia theatre obgood publicity.
automolicenses
biletains
are chosen Each
from day
parkedten cars.
The
numbers are distributed in the classified columns of the paper and the person whose number appears is entitled to free tickets to the
theatre for the current week.
"I"^ ALLAS papers were quick to make a
comment about the music at the Palace
Theatre when John J. Friedl put on a group
of the latest production hits from the Broadway music shows.
"Latest Broadway Song Hits Please Palace
Patrons," said one paper in its headline. But
"please" is only a conservative description of
ace Theatre.
*
the way
the songs *were* received
in the PalSAID the Guv'nor of South Carolina to the
people in Spartanburg, "Better buy yourself a ticket to see Scaramouche" or words
to that effect.
The point is that J. H. Stelling, manager
of the
and
usedRex,
it ingotall the
his Governor's
advertising endorsement
a week bebefore the picture opened.
* * *
OVER one hundred children were entered
in the Baby Peggy resemblance contest
which I. L. Shields promoted for the engagement of "The
Modjeska,
Ga. Darling of New York" at the
By tying up with the newspaper, Shields
got front page stories ten days in advance of
the picture, and additional force was carried
in the contest by getting the merchants to
come in. Nine of them offered valuable prizes
in addition to getting together on. a double
truck advertisement on the Sunday before
opening.
The day that the winners were announced
special traffic officers had to be called to manage the crowds in front of the theatre.
nPHE 24 sheet
at bottom is
from sal.UniverAn idea
of the cutout
arrange m e n t
can be gained
by this layout
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Paramount

IV/f ID the rockets' red glare and bombs
coming pictures
—here

Pictures

bursting

are 8 of the honest, gold-bearing

in

Paramount

air announcing
entertainments

actually out in the field NOW, paying exhibitors' overhead and then
some more, buying shoes for the baby and Cadillac sedans for the
missus, putting lots of good
showmen
—8 PARAMOUNT
PICTURES
OFFICE TEST 100% :

money

in the banks

THAT

ARE

1. "ZAZA"
Gloria Swanson's great portrayal of the French
comedy-romance.
Consider this Gloria's best effort. Good business. Eight reels. — Geo. P. Weirick, ParamountOrpheum theatre, Glenwood Springs, Colo. —
Small town patronage.
2. "RUGGLES OF RED GAP"
James Cruze at his comedy best, with Ernest
Torrence and big cast.
This is a good and refreshing story of combined English-Western life. Ernest Torrence
and Eddie Horton are fine. Pleased all. — E. W.
Swarthout, Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind. — General
patronage.
3. "WOMAN-PROOF"
Thomas Meighan great as usual. By George
Ade. Lila Lee too.
A very entertaining and pleasing stor}' with
Meighan in one of his typical parts. It got by
very nicely for three days. — Ben L. Morris,
Temple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio. — General patronage.
4. "THE LIGHT THAT FAILED"
Kipling's
immortal love story produced by
George
Melford.
Will please any intelligent audience. A picture
for high class houses. Moral tone best and you
bet it is suitable for Sunday. Had big attendance. Draw family class in city of 17,000. Admission 10-17 matinee, 17-28 evening. J. M. Blanchard, Strand Theatre (800 seats), Sunbury, Pennsj'lvania.
(Opinions from Exhibitor's HeraM and

for thousands

PASSING

of wise

EVERY

BOX-

5. "THE SPANISH DANCER "
Pola Negri's best ever, many say. Antonio
Moreno, Adolphe Menjou.
A dandy good picture. Would class it with
"When Knighthood Was in Flower." Play the
"Spanish Dancer." Your patrons will be pleased
and you will make more money. — Deitz & Kincaid, Arcade
theatre, Hyattsville, Md. — Neighborhood patronage.
6. "HIS

CHILDREN'S

The sensational novel produced with a marvelous all-star cast.CHILDREN"
It's well acted, it's well produced and I can
see no reason why this can't be put over in any
man's town. Used everything for advertising and
had good attendance. Draw health seekers and
-tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.
7. "STEPHEN STEPS OUT"
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., with Theodore Roberts.
A nice clean picture and most everyone seemed
to enjoy it. Made good money. Stood up well
for two nights. Seven reels. — Deitz & Kincaid,
Arcade Theatre. Hj^attsville, Md. — Suburban patronage.
8. "WILD BILL HICKOK"
Bill Hart back with both guns a-speakin'.
Best picture in Hart's career. Had it for two
day run. The price was right and we are pleased.
Had a big crowd and everyone sure gave Bill
the
Don't
pass glad
it up. hand.
— DeitzPhotography
& Kincaid, excellent.
Arcade theatre,
Hyattsville, Md. — Neighborhood patronage.
M. P. World)

Every one as good as gold!
Perfect prints and a full line of great
advertising material at your Exchange.

Cparamount
pictures
Produced by
,*A FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION ^SM
' ' .
ADOLPH ZUKOH. A..slJtnt . riEiai*
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Ready-Made

and

Patrons

Proved

for

Tried

Pictures

and

Proved

A Neiv Means of Giving Your Audience What It Wants
Making Neiv Friends and More Money for Yourself

Nights

and

There are great possibilities in the
time you show a picture ap- AND PROVED NIGHT. Advertise it
plan, and it is an unbelievably simple
proximately only half of a possible
as such. Make it known to your paone hundred percent sees it. What of
trons that on this night they will be
one to put across. You will be surenabled
to see the picture they had
prised at the readiness of your patrons
the other fifty percent ? Perhaps everyone of them wanted to see the film, yet wanted to see and missed — the picture
to accept the project. With some wellfor one reason or another found the they want to see again.
aimed, carefully considered advertising
time you had chosen not suited to their
Let them know that you have selected
you can reach everyone you want to
the film because you felt your patrons
convenience. They are still lively prosapproach and you can have them all
pects. Are you going to let them go wanted it ; that out of hundreds of postalking about the theatre. Your house
unsold ?
sibilities you have selected this one bewill be identified as the "progressive
Consider for a moment the logic of
house" — in time, as the Tried and
cause you believe it is one of the superthe situation.
fine productions ; it is a picture that you
Proved House. Now comes the consideration of the selection of films.
You have a picture that was
well attended, that v^^as thorHEN you want to get
oughly enjoyed by your audience. They went out pleased
straight from the shoulder
with your selection and dedope on a new picture, you look
to the authorities for advice.
lighted with their evening's enThe same advice is available to
tertainment. They carry the
good word wherever they go.
you forturesTried
and and
Proved
PicThey talk of the picture and
for Tried
Proved
recommend it to their friends.
Night. The Exhibitors Trade
Yet by the time these people
Review is the only magazine
who have heard from others
which devotes itself to a considhow good the picture is, get a
eration of old pictures. To it
chance to see it— the film is
falls credit for having initiated
ON THE THRESHOLD OF TRAGEDY
gone forever. There is fifty
the policy of reviving bookings
Tense situations like this are responsible for the sustaining heart
percent of the community still
interest in UniverEal's "The Flirt," a Booth Tarkington picture
at a great saving to the exhibito be sold and no one prepared
tor, and as a means to securing
permanent audiences. Having
to sell them. Here is an oppor<^HIS picture is only one of the hundreds of
tunity for an enterprising showplanned and worked out the idea
Tried and Proved Pictures with ready made
man to step in and make real
diligently and carefully, having
audiences zvaiting for it. As one of the most
devoted much time and energy
money and permanent patrons.
talked of pictures in the industry, it has rolled
to research and study of the
Here is an audience, a Readyup a booking record that is astounding yet it has
situation, the editors of the
Made Audience, waiting for an
by no means exhausted itself. With the word
Tried and Proved Pictures deopportunity to see the picture —
of mouth advertising this picture has received
a Tried and Proved picture —
it coidd be made a qo anywhere.
have become authorities on thepartment
subject.
tried by you, proven by the supIt
is
to
this
department, then,
port of your audience. Here is
that the exhibitor may look for
a picture that you know is good,
can vouch for ; you have seen it and
advice in booking.
And it is here that
that your patrons know is good. What
he will find what he is looking for.
liked it, your patrons have seen it and
is the logical conclusion? GIVE THEM
THE TRIED AND PROVED BOX
THAT PICTURE.
liked ; they've told their friends about it ;
their friends were sorry they missed it. OFFICE HALL OF FAME is the unHere is the idea.
'Get the idea?
failing source of reliable information.
You run your theatre on a two a week
Herein is contained those pictures
policy, let us suppose, Sunday, Monday,
which represent the cream of films.
Tuesday, Wednesday, you have one
WHYHere there's
a gold mine to
in the
is an opportunity
buildidea.
up Here are the pictures which have
film; Thursday, Friday, Saturday, you
a real policy ; a chance to make your
have another. If Bill and Mary saw
pleased hundreds, — thousands of autheatre a personal center of entertaindiences, the pictures that have made
your picture on Sunday, and they want
ment
;
an
occasion
to
make
more
mone}'
money
for
exhibitors — audience picto go to your theatre again on Wednesfor yourself.
tures, box office pictures.
day, they will see the same picture.
What is the result? They either go
And the plan holds good no matter
The merchant has his Dunn's and
elsewhere, or they stay at home.
Bradstreet's — the exhibitor has THE
what the booking policy of the theatre.
TRIED AND PROVED BOX OFThen why not Wednesday night a If you run a three-a-week show,
FICE HALL OF FAME, and as the
Wednesday is still open as TRIED
special
Whyon not
VV'ednesday
merchant depends on this source for his
night fornight?
that night
which
you will AND PROVED NIGHT for your
advice, so the wise showman will look
give the other half the chance to see READY-MADE AUDIENCE. If you
the films they missed.
change your program daily, there is still to this department for dependable information.
the opening for this one special night.
Make
Wednesday
night TRIED
EVERY
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Here Is a Selected List of Pictures Chosen on Their Merits as the Kind of Theatre Attractions Which Answer
the Public Demand. Not on the Say-So of Their Sponsors, but on the Unusual Box-Office Records They
Have Established.
This List Is Offered as the Most Reliable Criterion by Which to Select First
Rate Attractions for Your Special Tried and Proved Nights.

Paramount
MY AMERICAN WIFE— Released February 11, 1923. Sport Romance. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE Gloria Swanson appears in it in a role that will thrill and satisfy
her most ardent admirers.
IS :MATRIMONY A FAILURE— Released April 23, 1922. Farce Comedy. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE it is a catchy
light-hearted picture that sends audiences away
pleased and happy.
KICK IN— Released January 1, 1923. Underworld Drama. Reviewed February 2.
BECAUSE it is a powerful drama with three
powerful box office names : Betty Compson,
Bert Lytell and May McAvoy.
THE WHITE FLOWER— Released March
4, 1923. Tropical Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE it handles South Sea
scenes with a delicacy and romance that gives
Betty Compson an opportunity for some exceptional interpretations.
THE IMPOSSIBLE MRS. BELLEW—
Social Drama. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE it is a powerful, popular story and
Gloria Swanson is in it.
PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS — Flapper
Picture. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE
it is the type of story of youth that is becoming more popular every day, but is sufficiently different to hold the interest.
THE CHEAT— Love Drama. Reviewed
January 19. BECAUSE Poli Negri is a real
drawing card and here she is given a story
that sounds a very popular note.
EXPERIENCE— Symbolic Play. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE it is a morahty play that won the public esteem when it
played on the legitimate stage, and its theme
is always a welcome one everywhere.
THE EXCITERS— Dramatic Thriller.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno are in the cast and
the story is a timely one concerning the flapper problem.
GRUMPY— Garden Mystery. Reviewed
January 19. BECAUSE it fias a cast of exceptional box office power including Theodore
Roberts, May McAvoy and Conrad Nagel
and a story that holds interest throughout.
RACING HEARTS— Auto Picture. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE it is a speed
picture of the type that goes over big with
audiences everywhere.
ON THE HIGH SEAS— Sea Thriller.
Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE the story
is full of romance and fascination and the
tang of adventure and the sea.
THE LITTLE MINISTER— Romantic
Picture. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE
James
story
known
wherever
are readBarrie's
and this
is ais fine
picture
of it. books
BURNING SANDS— Sheik Story. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE the public
hasn't
had
of sheik
are ready toenough
eat a few
more pictures
of them yet
alive.and
BLOOD AND SAND— Spanish Love.
Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE after it
finished an exceptional run on Broadway it
played all the smaller towns and drew the
crowds out in all sorts of weather.
Universal
THE FLIRT— Booked 6,665 times. Love
and Society Picture. Reviewed February 9.

BECAUSE it numbers among the most popular pictures on the screen, and has a ready
made audience waiting for a chance to see it.
HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA—
Booked 4,621 times. Adventure Film. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE it is a true
adventure picture and gives people an opportunity of practically taking personally, a trip
which they will never mqjce.
FOOLISH WIVES— Booked 5,800 times.
Foreign Intrigue and Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Erich Von Stroheim produced and took the leading part in it and it
handles a problem of universal interest.
THE STORM— Booked 8,437 times. Triangle Melodrama. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE itis one of the outstanding box office
successes of all time and has broken booking records.
BAVU— Released May 7, 1923. Booked
3,928 times. Foreign Intrigue. Reviewed
January 26. BECAUSE there is a vogue
for Russian entertainment in this country and
the story is a fascinating one.
TRIFLING WITH HONOR— Released
June
4, 1923.
BookedJanuary
4,241 times.
BaseballRomance.
Reviewed
26. BECAUSE
baseball fans throughout the country will eat
it up and it's a sure money-maker.
A CHAPTER IN HER LIFE— Released
September 17, 1923. Booked 2,410 times.
Child Love. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
the story is one that goes straight to the
hearts of every home loving audience.
MERRY-GO-ROUND — War Romance.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE it is considered one of the best pictures of 1923 and
has a wonderful box office record.
THE SHOCK— Underworld Life. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE it is the type
of story that is especially well liked in small
towns and Lon Chaney does some of his finest
acting in it.
DRIFTING — Opium Drama. Reviewed
January 12. BECAUSE Priscilla Dean is
in the cast and underworld dramas are all the
Selznick
WHAT FOOLS MEN ARE— Pyramid
Comedy. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE
it has a powerful box office cast and the story
go.
is a very timely one.
THE CHICKEN IN THE CASE— Triangle Comedy. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Owen Moore appears in the kind of
role his fans like best.
THE POOR SIMP— Romantic Comedy.
Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE it is one
of the few pictures which contains real deep
humor put across so that the public gets every
bit of it.
THE HEART OF WETONA— Indian
Drama. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE
Norma Talmadge who stars in it is enough
to fill any house and besides that Thomas
Meighan is in the cast.
LOVE IS AN AWFUL THING— Marriage Difficulties. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE audiences cry with laughter when
they see it and Owen Moore appears at his
best in it.
REPORTED MISSING— Comedy Melodrama. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE
comedy melodramas can always attract audiences and this is a particularly good one starring Owen Moore.

A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE—
Flouted Conventions. Reviewed January 5.
BECAUSE it brings to the screen one of
Oscar Wilde's most popular plays and does
it in a manner to please all audiences.
PAWNED— Gamblers Story. Reviewed
January 5. BECAUSE it is an especially
well told gambling story with a heart gripping romance woven into it in such a way as
to get across everywhere.
United Artists
WAY DOWN EAST— Small Town Life.
Reviewed February 23. BECAUSE it is ten
years old and is still the subject of much
lively discussion and very active booking. It
is pointed to as a model of a real motion
ONE EXCITING NIGHT — Comedy
picture.
Drama. Reviewed March 1. BECAUSE it
is numbered among the D. W. Griffith best
sellers and is an absorbing story with an exceptionally fine cast.
THE LOVE FLOWER— Romance. Reviewed March 11. BECAUSE it provides a
splendid vehicle for some remarkable acting
by Richard Barthelmess and Carol Dempster
who portray the story as an unusually refreshing romance.
DREAM STREET— Lirnehouse Life. BECAUSE it is a true portrayal on the screen
of Limehouse life as Thomas Burke knows
and sees it and it answers the public demand
for thrills and romance.
C. C. Burr
THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING
— Modern Youth. Reviewed March 22.
Booked 100 per cent States Rights. BECAUSE ithas every element to please small
and
large
of the jazz town
age. audiences interested in youth
RESTLESS WIVES— Matrimonial Problem. BECAUSE it is a story with a strong
appeal to both sexes and at.tempts to bring
about a better understanding of the existing
conditions in matrimonial life of the middle
classes.
Hodkinson
THE LIGHT IN THE CLEARING—
Rural Life. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE the story was written by Irving
Bacheller and it is one of great charm and
wide appeal excellently done into a picture.
THE CRITICAL AGE— Love Drama. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE it is an interesting story that never lags a minute with
a happy ending that leaves a good taste in
the mouths of audiences.
)THE KINGDOM WITHIN— Love Miracle. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE it is
based on an inspiring love theme and is filled
with an idealism that will appeal to audiences.
Preferred
THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS
— Love Triangle. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE it is a light little romance with just
the right amount of tragedy to sustain the
interest and a sufficiently happy ending to
ensure pleasing.
RICH MEN'S WIVES— Society Drama.
Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE it is one
of the few films that adequately supplies the
demand for worthwhile society dramas.
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MERRY

GO

ROUND

The Year's Surprise Sensation with Norman
Kerry, Mary Philbin and George Hackathorne.
Directed by Rupert Julian.

You

Insure
DRIFTING

Bi

A Stirring Melodrama of unusual adventure
and thrilling action, starring Priscilla Dean with
Wallace Berry and Matt Moore. Directed by
Tod Browning.

Busi

ness

whe

DAWN
THUNDERING
A Melodramatic Thriller with the greatest
tidal wave and typhoon scenes ever filmed
with J. Warren Kerrigan, Anna Q. Nilsson
and Tom Santschi. Directed by Harry Garson.

you

n

Boo

k

Pro

THE
ACQUITTAL
The Year's Supreme Mystery Play with Norman Kerry, Claire Windsor, Richard Travers
and Barbara Bedford. Directed by Clarence
Brown.

ven
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' ICTURES with a reputation—
— that's what you get when you
book these great Universal Jewel
PROVEN successes ! Pictures
f that have been tried and proved
WINNERS at hundreds of box-offices
throughout the country! WHY gamble on
your profits with pictures of unknown value?
Jewels like these INSURE big business at
your box-office.
GIVE your audiences what they are waiting
for — entertainment, popular stars, powerful
stories — PICTURES THAT
THEY
KNOW ARE GOOD!

Presented

WHITE

TIGER

A Thrilling Drama of international crookdom
starring Priscilla Dean, supported by Wallace
Berry, Matt Moore and Ray Griffith. Directed
by Tod Browning.

A

by

LADY
OF
QUALITY
The Screen's Most Beautiful Love Story, starring Virginia Valli, with Milton Sills and an
extraordinary cast. Directed by Hobart Henley.

SPORTING
YOUTH
The Great American Speed Picture, starring
Reginald Denny supported by Laura La Plante
and an extraordinary cast of popular favorites.
From Byron Morgan's dazzling story of the
younger set. Directed by Harry Pollard.

CARL

LAEMMLE

Universal

DARLING
of NEW
YORK
An entertaining combination of pathos, comedy
and drama, with a great cast including Baby
Peggy, Gladys Brockwell, Pat Hartigan, Carl
Stockdale, Sheldon Lewis and Max Davidson.
Directed by King Baggot.

Jewel

Productions
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Youth
The public wants it!
Give it to them!
99

6C

says:

•"THE AVERAGE WOMAN'
SHOULD GET OVER MIGHTY
WELL WHERE THEY LIKE
•FLAMING YOUTH' TYPE OF
MATERIAL. PAULINE GARON
PUTS OVER A GOOD FLAPPER
CHARACTERIZATION."

The

THE POWERFUL CAST
PAULINE GARON
HARRISON FORD
DAVID POWELL
DE SACIA MOOERS
BURR McINTOSH
RUSSELL GRIFFIN
IT'S ONE OF BURR'S
NATIONALLY
BIG ADVERTISED
4

s

'mVEMGEmiAN''

Have You Played the Burr
Specials?
"THREE O'CLOCK IN THE

"THE

ROSE' MAY BE SEEN
ALL SAYS CRITIC

BY

"The White Rose," D. W. Griffith's United
Artists release, does not number among the
newer pictures, yet it is apparently sufficiently
important despite this fact, to be made the
subject of editorial comment in the Binghamton, New York, Morning Sun.
The comment was occasioned by the amount
of attention being given the showing at the
Strand Theatre in that city and the writer
took the opportunity to go to the showing and
give his impressions.
In reply to an accusation that the picture
was
"suggestive"
he stated
thatinitany
was sense
"by
no means
a suggestive
picture
of the term, but on the contrary, a highly
valuable and for that matter, a thoroughly
conventional
His furtherpicture."
opinion stated that the picture
might well be seen by any one who had arrived at years of understanding or who had
an average comprehension of the line of demarkation as between right and wrong.
The showing at the Strand has been
markedly successful and has been playing at
practically
every performance to crowded
houses.
* * *
SPLENDID BUSINESS BEING
DONE ON 'THE CHEAT'
When an exhibitor stamps a picture a one
hundred per cent production there must be
merit in it, at least from a box office angle.
The normal conclusion therefore, is that Paramount's "The Cheat" with Poli Negri is in
this class for it was only recently that it
was designated by a showman as a one hundred per cent picture.
In writing of his experience with the film
lie said : "This is a one hundred per cent
picture. I did not hear of one dissatisfied patron,; that's saying a lot. The moral tone of
the picture is good, and it is very suitable for
Sunday showing. Attendance at my theatre
wasThis
veryopinion
good." pretty accurately reflects the
impression of others who have booked and
run the film. Where the star has a following, she further endeared herself by her performance in this picture.
FOLLOW THE ROUND-THEWORLD FLIGHT WITH

"RESTLESS m
^St*riario ty Mann Pa
"YOUT
#T
in Ainilee-i
underAj MCi'hft
I*>e.(Jtle-1>i(
OrtfOPatK.

'WHITE

MORNING"
NEW SCHOOL

TEACHER"
BURR PICTURES, INC.
133-135-137 WEST 44th ST.
NEW YORK CITY
Released by ,the Best Independent
Exchanges Eversrwhere!

INTERNATIONAL
NEWS
Three giant air cruisers have left
Santa Monica field on the first leg
"
ES
30,000 MILE AIR
JOURNEY
with a picked crew of U. S. Army
aviators.
These planes will visit
23 COUNTRIES
in the first "Round-the-World"
Flight
Every phase of this absorbing
venture will be shown in
INTERNATIONAL
NEWS

SHOWMEN

AND

PATRONS

GloriaAPPROVE
Swanson Feature
Pleases
'ZAZA'
Small Town Audiences
A FTER
of a picture's
merit isallthethesizeonly
of test
the audience
it can
draw. For this reason it is logical to conclude that "Zaza" is an unusually fine picture since it pleases audiences everywhere.
Since its initial appearance Gloria Swanson
has appeared in a great number of pictures,
several of which are credited by critics to be
far superior to this one, yet the public is very
much interested in this earlier film.
"Zaza" is now having its round at the small
town houses and at the neighborhood theatres
and these audiences, judging from the reports
of exhibitors, are grateful for the opportunity
to see the picture.
It has also been proven that there is real
drawing power in the film, that not only is
the star well liked, but the story and supporting cast are considered good, and the
moral tone of the film seems to meet with
the approval of all audiences.
The picture was shown recently at the Leal
Theatre in Irvington, Cal., and the manager,
Frank Leal, found that it was a picture which
pleased the majority of his audience, and the
regular patrons took occasion to remark that
they thought it the best picture Gloria Swanson had appeared in up to that time. The
attendance during its run was entirely satisfactory, which speaks well for the film.
Only one manager reported that he did not
do as well with the film as he had hoped. This
he does not at all attribute to the picture,
but rather to the fact that the price he paid
for its rental did not allow for any real
profit although the picture was good and the
audience thoroughly :3p
enjoyed
^ it.
COLLEGE

CLASS IN FAVOR

OF

'ONE WEEK OF LOVE'
A college town is one where it would be
reasonable
to suppose
Selznick's
Week
of Love"
would that
go very
big, and"One
the
presumption would be entirely correct. The
story is a light subject with plenty of good
humor and a special appeal to young folks.
It is therefore not surprising that it met with
good results when it was shown in Oxford,
Miss., where it was attended largely by the
college class.
The picture, too, has a good star in Elaine
Hammerstein and one who is fully capable
of handling a role of this type. This exhibitor said further that "the moral tone is good,
and the picture is good
* * for Sunday."
'LUCK' FINDS READY AUDIENCE
AMONG ALL CLASSES
"Luck" is a C. C. Burr production which
features Johnny Hines, who has undeniably
a very distinct following. The picture has
had a rather wide distribution throughout the
country and apparently is of the stuff that
audiences like. The rapid action and the
almost hilarious humor which the film contains in a plentiful quantity, are the outstanding elements which help it get across not only
with an average audience but with a more
sophisticated gathering whose taste in motion
pictures is rather exacting.
This is manifest in what an exhibitor with
just such an audience had to say after running the picture
at his theatre.
an
interesting
and entertaining
picture"This
that is
made
me a profit. In spite of the high class clien'tele I have they ate this up and enjoyed
it and asked for more. I take pleasure in
recommending it to anyone who likes a snap
action story filled with humorous situations."
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^OUT OF LUCK' DRAWING
GIBSON AUDIENCES
Star Working Up Big Following
With Comedy Features
WITH what might be designated as leaps,
Hoot Gibson seems to be rising to the
place of a real film favorite. Within the past
few months many more audiences have begun
to notice and applaud his work and there is
starting to be felt a demand for his pictures.
And as his popularity increases, the demand
is being satisfied, in the first run towns by
new pictures and in the smaller towns by
Tried and Proved Pictures.
That he has a decided following is evidenced by the report of an exhibitor who was
himself not tremendously impressed by "Out
of Luck," but who confessed that his audience
did enjoy it. He said in part : "I did not
think much of this, but it pleased Hoot followers."
Other reports also remark that the audiences like Hoot Gibson and that his films go
big with them. There is, for instance, a
letter from George Kosatka of the Grove
Theatre in Fox River Grove, 111. He said :
" 'Out of Luck' is a good clean comedy feature that had everyone laughing. People like
Hoot Gibson here, and we did very nice business on this film."
Other exhibitors found that the navy element made the picture enjoyable to them and
their patrons and advised that in advertising
the picture, the appeal should be made to "exgobs." W. T. Biggs of the Unique Theatre,
Anita, Iowa, said for instance ; "This is not
a Western but a good comedy. If you have
any ex-gobs invite them to see this show.
They will like it. I was a gob myself and
the hammock bed seemed natural."
Much the same was the comment of another
exhibitor who said both he and his patrons
were glad to see this star emerge from Westerns and assume comedy roles such as this one
for which he is very obviously well suited.
'Happiness a la Mode'
Matrimonial Romance
Released by Selznick
BRIEF: A young husband finds he is tiring of
his wife and is infatuated with another woman.
She consents
give back
him within
a divorce
determines to winto him
the and
threathen
months
which must elapse before procuring the final decree.
By some clever ruses she manages to accomplish
her purpose and the conclusion of the story finds
them happily reunited.
XT ERE is another film that numbers among
the Selznick revivals that have made
money for a great number of exhibitors. It
is a story which gives Constance Talmadge
untold opportunities to be winsome, one of
the many things she does to perfection. Her
charm has gained many friends for her among
the fans, and her name on the billboard is
always a drawing card.
That is why it is wise, in exploiting this
picture, to give her name as much prominence as possible. Plenty of posters should
be used all around the vicinity of the theatre, and the lobby should be attractively decorated, stills of the star being the central motive in the display.
There is surely some drug store or refreshment store in the vicinity of the theatre.
Here is a suggestion that should find immediate favor. Get these stores to advertise a
fountain special — Happiness a la Mode — for
several days before the showing and during
the run of the picture. It might be worked
in this way: "Something new. Try our
'Happiness
la Mode'
like it."
The same aidea
might —be?;.20.
used You'll
in restaurants.
Get them to name a new dessert, "Happiness
adish.
la Mode"
feature
as a this
verythat
special
It is byandlittle
stuntsit like
you
will get the title of the picture across to the
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public, and when you announce your showing,
a great deal of comment will arise which will
surely react favorably.
The lovely clothes which are worn by the
star in this picture, also suggests store tie-ups
on women's garments. The window should
be made as attractive as possible and supplemented with stills and posters that will add
to its attractiveness. There should also be a
neatly lettered sign on display reading :
"Clothes according to the latest mode, bring
'Happiness a la Mode.' Our clothes will
bring happiness to any woman. See how
clothes brought happiness to Constance Talmadge at the
Theatre on (dates)."
If your audience takes well to street ballys
you might try this one. Get a pretty girl
and see that she is fashionably dressed. Then
secure a goodlooki'ig man who looks well in
his clothes. Have the two of them go along
together, having him follow close behind her
pleading with her. She must assume the position of rebuking him. They will very soon
attract attention. When a crowd gathers have
a few small boys, whom you have hired for
the purpose, hand out cards announcing that
the finish of the argument may be seen at the
Theatre on (dates).

'The Woman With Four Faces'
Crook. Drama
Rccascd by Paramount
BRIEF: A young woman allied with a gang of
crooks is freed by the jury of the larceny charge
and determines to aid the district attorney to
round up a gang of narcotic trafficers. Disguised
as an old woman she secures the privileg"; of
having an old confederate who is serving in solitary
confinement, temporarily released to aid in the plan.
He turns against her. however, and she is forced
to work alone with the district attorney. They
succeed in their plan and conclude the story by
confe sing their love to each other.
"DECAUSE there is a live element of romance intermingled with mystery and
thrills, this picture has found a very welcome
place for itself with average audiences. The
story runs on at a rapid pace, and provides
plenty of thrills, not the least of which is the
escape of a life sentenced prisoner by means
of a rope ladder dropped from an airplane.
Richard Dix as the young district attorney
is very personable and it is not difficult to understand why he has achieved the popularity
that is his. It is wise, therefore, to lay much
stress on the two featured players, and display plenty of stills of each, and scenes in
which they appear together.
To attract attention to the theatre it would
be a good idea to take stills of Miss Compson as she appears in the four different parts,
and use them as cutouts. By placing them
side by side, a four sided lantern effect can
be achieved resembling the Japanese lantern.
These should be hung from the top of the
lobby to the outside of the entrance, with an
electric bulb in each to give a real lantern
effect. You will be surprised at the pleasing
effect this will create, and the comment these
illuminated faces will create.

Another good way to call attention to the
title — and that is what you should strive for
since it is interest arousing — is to arrange this
rather different street bally.
Have a woman wearing a mask parade up
and down in front of the theatre. Let her
wear
placardWhich
readingone; "This
my
four afaces.
is it?is one
Sendof the
answer to the manager of the
Theatre
before next
when "The Woman With
Four
Faces'
will
be
The next she shouldshown."
wear a different mask,
the third day another and the fourth day
still another. You will soon find that the
stunt has attracted considerable attention and
that you are getting a great deal of word
of mouth publicity and you will find further
that it is this publicity which means most.
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Opinions

In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months.
Names.
In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

'Temporary Husband'
Enjoyable Farce
Sidney Chaplin's Efforts Are
Given Highest Praise
'T'HE only critic who does not
enthuse over this First National
production is Fend of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer. He thinks you
might easily mistake the feature
for the comedy if you do not get
fn at the beginning. But most of
the other critics are unanimous in
their praise of Chaplin's work and
the entertaining qualities of the
picture as a whole. The New York
Times reviewer says :
This week the Strand is a hall of
mirth, for Sidney Chaplin's efforts in
"Her Temporary Husband" filled the
theatre yesterday with gales of laughter
and constant chuckles. It is just the
feature to see after the New Year.
Sidney is a brother of the illustrious
Charlie, and in this picture he acts as
Sidney
and does not strive to emulate
his
brother.
The Pittsburgh Press terms it "a
picture play with a laugh in every
foot of film" and further says :
"This comedy is something more
than a hodge podge of gags. It is
a plausible, convincing story, ludicrous in the extreme, yet not
overdrawn . . . The story is
interpreted by a brilliant all-star
cast including Owen Moore, Sidney
Chaplin, Sylvia Breamer, Tully
Marshall, Chuck Reisner, George
Cooper and others ... a guaranteed sure cure for the blues."
The Chicago Post's reviewer gives
the story credit for being :
A farce with no intention of being
serious at any time, ... It is the sort
of picture which dares you to try to
keep your face straight. But between
the fun in the picture and the thorough
enjoyment of the audience you haven't
a chance in the world to do anything
but join heartily ,in the laughter.
He goes on to say : "To Sidney
Chaplin as the always-fired-beeause-he-is-drunk valet, is given the
order to make the people laugh and
keep laughing — and he does it with
zest. The scene where in pantomime he tries to signal his master
that there is a crook outside who
is after him to kill him, is one of
the funniest incidents you have
ever he
seen."
cast
says :Of the others of the
Owen Moore as the hero helps along
the tun in good shape and Tully Marshall is well cast as the old man whom
everyone
helping to die. Sylvia
Breamer isiscalled
upon to do little but
look pretty in this production and she
jnanages this very easily.
Tully Marshall's work is also
praised by the New York Times
critic who says of it: "As usual
he is very competent, and his serious demeanor only makes his antics
all the funnier. In praising Sidney
Chaplin's efforts, we do not mean
that he is in a class
with his
brother, but we must admit that
we have not heard as many laughs
in a theatre for a long time."

NOVEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
Pref. Pic. . .6350 .
April Showers
Harlan-Moore
Nov. 1710
Blow Your Own Horn . Lewis- Perdue
F. B. O. ..6,000.
Nov.
Prin.
Pic. . . 6700 .
Nov. 17
Bright
Lights
of
B'way
.All
Star
Fox
6931 .
Cameo Kirby
Special Cast
Oct. 27
Crooked Alley
Special Cast
Universal ..4,900.
Nov.
24
Oct. 27
Cyclone Jones
Williams
Aywon
5,000 .
Dec.
22
Dangerous
Maid,
The
..C.
Talmadge
First
Nat'l
.7,337.
Eternal Flame Bosworth-WindsorGoldwyn 6,000.
Sept. 30
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn F. B. O. ..6,000.
I'laming
.. .First
Nat'l . .8,434.
.Dec. 1
Forgive Youth
and Forget... Colleen
Pauline Moore
Garon ...
\nollo
5,877 . .Nov.
Harbor Lights
Tom Moore
Asso. Exhib. 5,200 . . . Nov. 2410
His
Childrer'i
Children
.AH
Star
Paramount
.Nov. 17
Human Mili, fhe
Special Cast Metro ..8,338.
6,000.
Huntress
C. Moore
First Nat'l 7,000.
.Oct. 2715
.Dec.
Jealous
Special Farnum
Cast ....First
Kentucky.Husbands
Days
Dustin
..FoxNat.'l .6.0006,008Leavenworth Case
Special Cast . . . . Vitagraph ...6,000.Nov. 24
Light That Failed
All Star
Paramount ..7,013.Dec.
.Aug. 15U
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies ..Goldwjm .. 9,000Man, Woman, Temptation Special Cast ....Metro .... 6,000
.Nov. 10
Million to Burn, A ...Herbert RawlinsonUniversal .. 5,000Monna Vanna
All Star
Fox
8,648.Oct.
.Nov. 106
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast
Vitagraph ..7,000 ■
.Nov. 24
Pleasure
Mad
Special
Cast
Metro
7,547Scars of Hate
Jack Livingston .Independent 5,000
.Nov.
10
Shattered Reputations ..Johnny Walker ..Lee-Brad. ..4,800. Nov. 203
Shifting Sands
Special Cast . . . . Hodkinson ..6,000'
.Oct.
.Dec. 8
Spanish Dancer
Pola Negri
Paramount ..8,434Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr. . Paramount .5,652Thundering
Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson
.Universal
..
7,000'
Thy Name Is Woman .. Special Cast Metro
6,000
. . Nov. 3
Tipped
Off
Special
Cast
P'goers
Pic.
4,284
.Nov. 10
Unseeing Eyes
Barrymore-Owen .Goldwryn ...8,500 ••
Wanters, The
Special Cast First Nat'l ..6,000.Jan. 12
DECEMBER
Feature
Star Distributor Length
Anna Christie
Blanche Sweet . First Nat. .7,631 . Reviewed
Acquittal
All Star
Universal . . .6,523 .
Dec. 15
Barefoot Buy
All Star
C. B. C. , ...5,769
Nov. 3
.5,934 ..
Big
Dan
Jones-Nixon
Fox
Nov.
Countrv Kid
Barry
Warners . .5,686 .
Dec. 248
Nov. 17
Call of Canyon ....
Dix-Wilson
Paramount ..6993.
. .4,200 .
Cupid's
Charles
Jones . . . Fox
Dancer ofFireman
Nile
C.
Myers
F. B. O. . .5,787 .
Jan. 12155
Dec.
Darling of N. Y
Baby Peggy ....Univ ..6,239 .
Jan.
Dsvid Copperfield All Star
Asso. Ex. . .6,282
Nov. 10
Day of Faith
All Star
Gold-Cos. , . .6557 .
Nov. 2415
Defyi.ig Destiny All Star
Selznick .. . .5,663 .
Dec.
Eiernal
City
LaMarr-Barrymore
First
Nat.
.
Extra Girl
Normand Asso. Ex. .. .7,800
Nov.
24
.
Fashion Row
Murray
Metro .... . .5,700
Nov. 2410
Fashionable Fakers
All Star
F. B. O. .7,300.
.
Dec. 22
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess First Nat. .. .4.869
Dec.
Gold Madness
Post . . ,
Prin. Pic. .8,000 .Nov. 1517
Flaming Passions
Irene Rich
Warner .. .. .6.068
.7.500
.
Nov.
10
Half a Dollar Bill Nilsson
IVIetro . .5,700 .
Dec. 29
In
Palace
of
King
....Sweet
Gold
-Cos.
.
.7.453
.
Dec.
In Search of a Thrill . . . Viola Dana
Metro
Dec. 7215
Lady of Quality
Valli-Sills Universal . .5.500.
.
.8,000
Let's
Go
R.
Talmadge
Truart
...
Dec.
Lone Fighter
J. B Warner . . . Sunset . . . . .5,000
.6,000 •
Nov. 2917
Loyal Lives
Snecial Cast ....Vitagraph .
Lucretia Lombard
Irene Rich
Warner . . .6,000. ■
Mail Man
All Star
F. B. O. . .7.500
.Dec. 298
.6.800.
.Dec.
Man From Brodneys ...Snecial Cast ....Vitagraph ... .6,208
.7,100.
.Dec. 8
Man Life Passed By.
All Star
Metro ...
Mask of Lopez
Monogram .5.000 .
.Dec.
Masters of Men
Snecial Cast ....Vitagraph . .. .6,900.
. Jan. 51
.
Maytime
Ford-Shanno . . . . P-eferred . . .7,500
.4.960
.
Modern Matrimony ... .Moore- Lake
Select .... . .4,812 .
.Dec.
Near Lady
All Star
Universal
. Nov. 223
. .6,135.
Net, The
Special Cast
Fox
.Dec.
15
.6.900 .
">Iinetv
and Nine
Special Cast ....Vitagraph
Our Hospitality
Keaton
Metro . . ...6,220.
.Dec.
30
.Jan. 261
Poniola
Nilsson
First Nat. ..6.500.
.Dec.
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart Universal . .4,571 .
.Dec.
1
Red Warning
J. Hoxie
Universal ...7.800
.4,795 .
Rendezvous
All Star
Goldwyn
.Tan. 2219
Reno
All Star
Goldwyn .
.Dec.
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery Asso. Auth 6,600 .
.Dec.
Second Hand Love Jones
Fox
..Jan.
Nov. 1231
6.000 ..
8,000
Second Youth
All Star
Goldwyn . . .6.500.
.Nov. 10
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
Fox
. .7,000.
Slave of Desire
Special Cast
Goldwyn . . .6,673.
..8.000 .
T'mple of Venus All Star
Fox
.Jan. 12
This Freedom
All Star
Fex
..7.000.
.Nov. 222429
..6,665.
Thundergate
O. Moore
First Nat'l ..6,560.
.Dec.
Twenty-One
Barthelmess First Nat'l .. .6,560.
. Dec. 1
Unknown
Purple
All Star
Star
First
.Dec. 15
Virginian
Pref. Nat'l
Pic. .8,010.
.5,800 .
.Dec. 221
Whipping
Boss
All
Star
Monogram
.Dec.
White Tiger
Dean
Universal ..7.177.
. .5,169 .
.Dec.
Wife's
Romance
Young
Metro
....
.Nov. 171
Wild Bill Hickok Hart
Paramount .6,983.
. Dec. 8
JANUARY
Feature
Distributor Length Reviewed
Glass-Cooper
After the Ball
Star
.Anderson ...7000.
Jan. 5

'Extra GirF Best Thing
Star Has Done
Mabel Normand Makes Audiences Shout With Laughter
A S Mae Tinee on the Chicago
Tribune says, "If you ever
liked Mabel Normand you'll be
strong for
Extra Girl."
makes
her "The
the Keystone
comedyIt
Mabel again — funny hats ; funny
smile ; funny walk ; old, slapstick
comedy mandstuf¥
in crisiseyeandon thetheNorcome hither
job
ALL the time." While the Chicago :Post critic reminds his readers that
Mabel Normand's pictures are few and
far between
these todays,
ences never seem
forgetbutherherandaudiare
there in throngs to greet her again
every time she makes her appearance.
Mabel is always good for a laugh and
alike.
good There
time — are
and times
that iswhen
whatshepeople
has
them shouting writh laughter
In San Francisco the reception
accorded her pkture was equally as
enthusiastic as in Chicago and in the
opinion of the San Francisco Journal's critic,innothat
one type
can equal
Miss
Normand
of comedy
that just borders on the slapstick.
The critic on the San Francisco
Bulletin gives the story credit for
being, "A real homespun tale with
an intensely
appeal." He
goes
on to say human
:
Miss Normand, it is quite apparent,
is much in sympathy with the part she
portrays, and not a little of the credit
for
success Jones
of "TheforExtra
Girl" is
due thedirector
his splendid
handUng in an artistic way of the story
and the cast . . . and credit is due
Raplh Graves, her leading man, for his
splendid work.
"It has some delicious old fashioned comedy moments," says the
Indianapolis Times reviewer. Acreviewer cording
: to the New York Times
In the beginning one or two scenes
are mildly amusing, but for quite a long
spell one sits and thinks that Mabel
Normand is a little too old to play the
part of a screen-struck daughter.
However, he concedes there was
plenty to laugh at and points out
that a lion that is in the picture is
particularly amusing. The reviewer on the Los Angeles Express
says Mabel is at her comedic best,
with here and there a tear shining
in her roguish eyes and the Los
Angeles Times critic assures its
readers "There are lots of laughs,
no end of chuckles and giggles, and
a warm handclapping for the prinin "The ExtraTomGirl."
FromcipalsPittsburgh,
Schraeder
wired that the picture was doing an
extraordinary business in spite of
inclement weather and the Pittsburgh Press reviewer said :
"Laughter prevailed at the Olympic
Theatre when it made its first local
appearance.
slightest doubt thatThere
this isn't
cleverthecomedydrama full of thrills and lauehter,
is the best thing the popular Mabel
Normand has ever appeared in.
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Current Production
Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
-Feb. 2
Age
of
Desire
Special
Cast ....1st
Nat'l ... .5,174
.7,000 Jan. 5
Big Brother
Tom Moore
Paramount
.6,000 Jan. 19
Black
Oxen
C.
Griffith
First
Nat'l
.
Boy of Mine
Alexander
First Nat. .6000 Jan. 5
Breaking Into Society ..Special Cast . . . . F. B. O. .. .4,112 Jan. 26
Broadway Broke . . . All Star
Selznick . . . .6,000 Dec. 8
Feb. 2
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines ...Warner ... .6,500
Tan. 12
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib. . 9,000
Jan. 12
Danger Ahead
Richard TalmadgeGoIdstone . .5,000
Jan. 19
Don't
Call It Love
Special Cast ..Fox
Paramount .6,457
.6,100 Jan. 19
Exiles
Bouton-Gilbert
Gentle Julia
Bessie Love .... Fox
.5,731 Jan. 19
Good Men and Bad .... Marin Sais .... Selznick . .3,926 Jan. 26
.7,669
Jan. 12
Governor's
Jane Grey
Fox
10.000 Jan. 19
Great
WhiteLady
Way
All-star
Grit
Glenn Hunter . . .Cosmopol.
Hodkinson . .5,800
Jan. 12
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Metro .5,000 Jan. 19
Her Temporary HusbandAU Star
First Nat. . .6,723 Jan. 5
Heritage of the Desert . . Bebe Daniels .... Paramount .5,741 Feb. 2
His Mystery Girl ..
Rawlinson Universal .4,487 Jan. 5
.5,434 Jan. 26
Hoodman
Glady^
Hulette..Fox
Hook and Blind
Ladder .. H.
Gibson
Universal .. . .6000
Jan. 12
Huttmiing Bird
Gloria Svranson .Paramount . .7,490 Jan. 26
Judgment of Storm
Special Cast F. B. O. . .6,329 Jan. 19
5,544
Feb. 2
Just Off Broadway . . John Gilbert . . Fox
.5,500 Dec. 29
Lady of Monsoreau . AH Star
Klein
Let Not Man Put
.8,000
.4750
Dec. 8
Asunder
Tellegen-Fred'cjt.
.Vitagraph
Love
Pirate
All
Star
F. B. O. .. . .5,800
12
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon . . . Vitagraph . 6,526 Jan.
Jan. 19
Loving Lies
Brent-Blue
Asso. Auth. .4,750 Jan.
LuUaby
Jane Novak
F. B. O. .
Marriage Market ...
All Star
C. B. C. . . .6,297 Jan.
Feb.
Man from Wyoming . J. Hoxie
Universal . . .4,719
5,317. Dec.
Mine to Keep
Washburn Grand-Asher .5,194
Jan.
Monkey's
Special
Selznick . .. .7,771 Jan.
Name the Paw
Man
Special Cast
Cast ....Gold-Cos.
Feb. 2
No More Women
Bellamy-Moore ..Asso. Auth. .6,181
4,823
Feb. 9
Not a Drum Was HeardCharles Jones . . .Fox
Old Fool
All Star
Hodkinson .6,147 Jan. 5
.5,936
Feb. 2
Other
Daughters .Washburn
Feb. 2
PhantomMen'sJustice
Special Cast . . . . Gr.-Asher
F. B. O. .6,238
Jan, 12
Prince of a King
Dinky Dean Selznick . . .6,000
. 5,000 Feb. 9
Printer's
Devil
Wesley
Barry
.
.
.
Warner
5,691 Dec. 8
Satin Girl
All Star
Grand-Asher .5,874
Feb. 16
Shadow of the East
Mayo-Harris ....Fox .8,000
Dec. 29
AH
Star
Fox
Shepherd King
.8,000 Jan. 26
Norma
Talmadge.lst
Natl.
..
Song
of
Love
South Sea Love
Shirley Mason . .Distinctive
Fox
4,168 Jan. 5
. .7,012
Steadfast Heart ....
Mary Alden
Fox
.8,000Jan. 25
The Arizona Express
Special Cast
The Wildcat
Robert Gordon .Inde. Pic. . .5,000
.8,000
Three Weeks
s-^p'-ial Cast . . Goldwyn . . . .5,700
Jan. 12
Three Miles Out
Madge Kennedy . Kenma
.5,196
Dec. 8
Thrill Chaser
Hoot Gibson .... Universal
Through the Dark
Colleen Moore . . joldwyn .. .7,999 Jan. 19
Tiger Rose
Ullrich
Warner . .
Dec. 15
Tollers of the Sea
Special Cast Selznick . . .7,400
.5,128 Tan. 19
To the Ladies
All Star
Paramount .6,268 Dec. 8
Treasure Canyon
J. B Warner . . . Sunset . . .
Westbound
J. B Warner . . . Sunset . . . .5,000
.5,000
West of Water Tower . . All star
Paramount .6,500
Jan. 19
What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont Inde. Pic. , .5,000
What Love Will Do . . Ken. McDonald . Sunset . . . .5,000
.4,284 Dec. 8
When Odds are Even . Russell
Fox
Whispered Name . . . All Star
Universal .5,000 Jan. 26
Wife in Name Only . . . Special Cast .... Selznick . . .4,868 Jan. 26
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson . Selznick . . .6,994
Tan. 26
.6,052 Dec. 15
You Can't Get Away.
Marmont
Fox
FEBRUARY
Alimony
Darmond-Baxter F. B. O. ..6,917 Feb. 9
Average Women
Garon-Powell . . C. C. Burr .6,000
Feb. 23
Baffled
Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pic. ..5,000
Blizzard, The
Foreign Cast . . .Fox
5,890
March
Breathless Moment ....Wm. Desmond . .Universal ..5,556 Feb. 168
Cause For Divorce .... Brunette-Butler . .Selznick 7,132 Mar. 1
First Nat'l .6,008
Chastity
M'Donald . . ..Sunset
Covered Trail
J.Kath.
B Warner
5,000Feb. 16
Daddies
Mae Marsh . . . . Warner
6,500
Feb. 23
Eyes of the Forest .... Tom Mix
.Fox
4,408 Feb. 23
Flaming Barriers
Logan-Moreno .. .Paramount ..5,770 Feb. 9
6,435 March 8
Floodgates
Lowell-Russell . .Lowell
Flovring Gold
Anna Q. Nilsson .First Nat'l .8,005 March 8
.Metro 5,763 Mar. 1
Fool's
Awakening
Ford
Bennett
.
.
.
Gambling Wives
Marjorie Daw . . . .Arrow
6,438 March 8
Geo. Washington Jr Wesley Barry . . .Warner
6,100 Feb. 23
Happiness
Laurette Taylor .Metro
7,700 March 8
Hill BUy
Jack Pickford .. .Allied Prod. 5,734 March 8
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson . C. B. C. ..5,920 Feb. 9
.Universal ..4,717 Feb. 16
Jack O'
Clubs
Rawlinson
Love
Letters
Shirley
Mason .
4,-749 March 8
Love Master
Strongheart .... .Fox
.. Fox
First Nat'l .6,799
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix
6,112 Feb.
Feb. 232
Marry in Haste
Wm. Fairbanks . . Goldstone ..5,000
Feb. 23
Marriage Circle
Marie Prevost . . .Warner 8,300 Fe*. 16
My
Man Model ..AH
Farnum-Miller
..6,800
Feb. 23
Nellie.Beautiful
Star . . ..Vitagraph
Gold.-Cos. ..6,098 Mar. 22
Next Corner
Special Cast . . . .Paramount .6,985
Feb. 23
Nort of Hudson Bay . . Tom Mix
.Fox
4,973 Mar. 1
Painted People
Colleen Moore .
Nat'l .6,897
Pied Piper Malone .... Thos. Meighan .First
.Paramount
.7,264 Feb.
Feb. 99
Poisoned Paradise
Harlan-Bow . . . .Preferred
..6,000 Mar. 15
Restless Wives
AH Star
6,317 Mar. 1
Ride For Your Life ...Hoot Gibson .. .Burr
.Universal ..5,310 March 8
Roulette
AH Star
.Selznick
4,850
Mar. 1
Scaramouche
All Star
Metro
10,000 Oct. 13
Shadows of Paris
Pola Negri .... .Paramount ..6,440 Mar. ' 1
5,000
Slow as Lightning ....Ken. McDonald ..Sunset
Stranger
Special Cast . . . . Paramount .6,515 Feb. 16
Sporting Youth
Denny-LaPlante . Universal ..6,712 Feb. 1 6
6,293 Mar. 1
Three
O'clockis Woman
in Morn. . .. All
Binney-Breese
Thy Name
Star . . . Burr
9,087 March 8
Under the Red Robe .... Special Cast . . . Metro
Goldwvn
.
.
.
8,000
Dec. 1
Way of a Man
AUene Ray
8,816 Mar. 1
Week End Husbands . . Special Cast . . . . Pathe
Equity
6,450 Mar. 1

Chart

Feature
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
When
A
Man's
A Man .. Rex
BowersLa Motte. First
Nat'l ...5,000
..6,910 Mar.
Feb. 161
White Panther
Baker
Goldstone
White Sin
Special Cast
F. B. O. ..6,237 March 8
Wild Oranges
Mayo-ValU Goldwryn ...6,837 Feb. 16
Yesterday's
Wife
Irene Rich
C. ..5,847
Yankee
Consul
Douglas
MacLean. C.Asso.B. Exhib.
6,148 Feb.
Feb. 239
MARCH
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore Warner .
Beware The Woman .... Derelys Perdue F. B. O.
O. .7,541 Nov. 17
By Divine Right
Dexter- Harris . F.
F. B.
B. O.
Damaged Hearts
Mary Carr . . . Selznick
. .6,154.
Principal
Daughters of Today
P. Ruth Miller
Daring Youths
Bebe Daniels .
.7,280
Discontented Husbands . . Jas. Kirkwood
.6,000
Metro . . . .5,421 Mar. 15
Don't Doubt Y'r HusbandViola Dana .. Columbia
Drums of Jeopardy . . . . E. Harrunerstein .Truart
6,529
.Mar. 22
Enchanted
Cottage
Rich.
First Nat'l.4,636
Fair
Week
Walter Barthelmess
Hiers .... Paramount
Fighting Coward
Walter Hiers .... Paramount
Fools
Philbin-O'MaHey
.. Universal ..7,431
FlapperHighway
Wives
May Allison ....Selznick
Flattery
Bowers-LaMotte . C. B. C
Galloping Ace
Jack Hoxie Universal
Galloping Gallagher Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O
Galloping
Fish
3.C. Chaplin-Fazenda
First Nat'l
Gold Fish
TaJmadge
His Darker Self
Lloyd Hamilton
Icebound
Richard Dix . . Hodkinson
Paramount
First Nat'l 5,748
Leave It To Jerry Billie. Rhodes . Grand-Asher
Lilies of The Field Griffith-Tearle .
Lone Wolf
Dalton-Holt . . First Nat'l
Asso. Exhib. . . . '
Love's Mate
Whirlpool
Kirkwood-Lee
Man's
John
GUbert . . Selznick 6,028'
Night Message
AH Star
Universal.6,471North of Nevada
Fred Thomson . . . Fox
F. B. O. ..4,929
On Time
R. Talmadge ...Truart 6,030
Pagan Passions
Standing-Theby . Selznick
Pal O' Mine
Irene Rich
C. B. C
Phantom Horseman ... .Jack Hoxie UniverS^ll .;4,3)9'9
Uninvited
Guest
Fl3mn-ToHey
....Metro
Sheriff
Tombstone . . Buster
Fred Thomson
F. B. O 6,145' '
Sherlock ofJunior
Keaton .. .. Metro
Shooting of Dan McGrewLaMarr-Marmont. Metro
Singer Jim McKee ....Wm. S. Hart ....Paramount .6,433
Society Scandal
Gloria Swanson ..Paramount
Speak No Evil
Alma Taylor .... Hepworth
Stolen Secrets
Rawlinson
Universal
Torment
Special Cast .... . Hodkinson
First Nat'l
Try and Get It
Washburn-Dove
Vagabond Trail
...Charles Jones ..Fox
4,302,
Why Get Married . . . .Andree Lafayette .Asso. Exhib
Why Men
Leave Home . John
AU Star
Wolf
Man
Gilbert First
Fox Nat'l 8,000
5,145
Woman and Her Man . Renee Adoree . . Metro
Woman's Who
Secret
Marsh
Allied P., D. 6,500
9,787,
Woman
Sinned .. Mae
WallaceRich
Fox
Yankee Madness
Larkin-B. Dove . F. B. O
APRIL
Arab, The
Terry-Novarro . . Metro
Beggars
Horseback . . AU
Prevost-Blue
Principal
Blood andon Gold
Star .... Gold.-Cos
Boy of Flanders ...... Jackie Coogan . . Metro
B 'way After Dark
Special
....Warner
Babbitt
Special Cast
Cast ....Warner
Confidence Man
Thomas Meighan ..Paramount
Principal
Captain of January
Baby PeggyLogan. . , . Paramount
Dawn
A Tomorrow . .Jacqueline
. Universal .
Dancing
Cheat
Rawlinson-Lake
Excitement
Laura
La Plante . Universal . .6,000.
F. B. O.
Girl erf the Limberlost . . Gloria Grey . . . ,. Principal
..
Good Bad Boy
J. Butterworth
His
Wife
Madge Peggy
Bellamy . . . Universal
F. B.'O.
Law Forgoten
Forbids
Baby
Listen Lester
Faz.-Novak-Myers Principal . ■■.6,263 Mar. IS
Marriage Dancer
Cheat
M an,- Joy-Men jou. . First
Nat'l
Masked
Chadwick-Lowell
Sher.-Principal
Mile. Midnight
Miurray-Blue . . .MeTo . .6,0-00
Peter The Great
Emil Jannings . . Paramount . . .
Pipes of Pan
Alma Taylor .... Hepworth ....6,000 ■
Silent Sranger
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. ...
Son of the Sahara
All Star
First Nat'l . . .
Souvenir
Ayres-Marmont . Asso. Exhib. .
Second Youth
Lunt-Palmeri .... Gold.-Cos.
, Paramount
Triumph
JoyLa Rocque
Those Who Dance
Special
Cast . . C. B. C. .
Traffic in Hearts
(Not mentioned) .. First
Nat'l .
Woman on the Jury .... Special Cast . .
MAY . First Nat'l
Amazing Guest
All Star
Hepworth
Breaking Point
Nita Naldi
Paramount
Bluff
Ayres-Moreno . . Paramount
Cytherea
Stone- Rubens ....First Nat'l
Clay of C'Una
Universal
Desperate
Advenure ....J.Rawlinson
P. McGowan . . Ind.
Pic
John
Finds H's'lf Dorothy
Edwards- White
Moral Forrest
Sinners
Dalton .Hepworth
. Paramount
Men
Pola Negri
Paramount
Swords and Plowshares . Carr-J. Waker . . F. B. O
White Moth
LaMarr-Tearle . . . First Nat'l
For Sale
Corrine JUNE
Griffith . . First Nat'l
Helen's
Babies
Baby Peggy
...6,000.
Never Say Die
Douglas
McLean....Principal
.Asso. Exhib
Perfect
Flapper
Colleen
Moore
.
.
First
Nat'l
Ridgeway Montana ....Jack Hoxie Universal
Sundown
First Pic
Nat'l
Western
Vengeance .... AH
J. P.Star
McGowan . Ind.
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THE

MODERN

THE OPERATOR'S 'TIPS' TO HIS
YOUNG ASSISTANT
The concensus of opinion among projectists, motion picture operators, theatre
managers and owners concerning the teaching
of operating to a learner involves the following serious considerations.
To allow an assistant to assume control
of the machine for no better reasons thay
that he knows how to thread a film and star;
the motor is a grave error that is too often
committed.
That the student does not receive the right
sort of instruction is not always the fault of
the operator. For his own sake as well as
the learner's he is usually only too anxious
to impart all the knowledge necessary before
taking any risks. But very often he has to
obey instructions from the manager so that
jobs outside of the box may be completed.
To compel an operator to leave the booth
during a show and to leave a mere learner
in charge is obviously pregnant with serious
hazards. Before the learner can be left alone
with any degree of safety he should knowperfectly every part of the machine, and what
it is for. He should be cautioned about fire,
shown every switch, and told exactly_ what
each one controls. The lighting and adjusting
of carbons is also an important matter that
is too often treated too lightly.
The student should be introduced to the repair bench very early and have explained to
him the value of correct cutting. It should
be impressed upon him from the very start
the fact that the film he handles has afterwards to be projected by someone else, and
be told the trouble occasioned by carelessness
in effecting joints.
When the operator is satisfied that the
learner has grasped the details, let him stand
by while he (the learner) tries his hand for
himself.
The learner will naturally be anxious to
try his hand at actual projection, but first
let him work the controls and carbons until
he becomes familiar with them. Then throw
the parts out of adjustment and then let him
try to effect the corrections.
The operator should have the assistant
watch him thread the machine, light and adjust the carbons, and start the machine running. Remembering always that an ounce of
practice is worth a ton of theory, let him show
rather than tell the beginner.
^ ^ ^
Powers' Vest Pocket Hints
For the novice and for the old-timer.
Power's "Hints to Projectionists" is well
worth getting and keeping. It contams a
brief article on the principles of optical projection and a table for film and stereopticon
projection. Its instructions for the care and
adjustment of the Cameragraph mechanism is
replete with information that may well serve
any projectionist. There is a table of Electrical Units and things to remember. Also an
extract from Statute concerning laws governing licenses and regulations for examination
and supervision.
^
^
Illumination and Screen
The Eastman Kodak Company of Rochester, N. Y., comes to the fore with a booklet
on "The Motion Picture Theatre. Its Interior Illumination and the Selection of the
Screen" which is as incisive and edifying a
document as one could conceive on the subject.The
.
book has been written for Motion
Picture Theatre Owners and Managers, and it
were a pity for any executive in the trade not
to avail himself of the opportunity to obtain
this little pamphlet.

THEATRE

Gold Fibre a Work of Art
Mir.usa Cine Screen Co., of St. Louis, Mo.,
make what they call, "The Screen for the
Puipose," which is built to specifications,
specializing the color and color tones in accord with the internal and operating conditions of the theatre. Their aim is to produce
the screen best suited to the individual requiremei.ts of every single theatre.
KASSEL STUDIOS ADVOCATE
PORTRAITS FOR LOBBY
"Make an art gallery out of your lobby."
says Morris Kassel of' the Kassel Studios, New York, as he proceeds to state how
many exhibitors already have taken advantage
of the service his concern renders to clients.
The Kassel Studios specialize in making
high grade oil paintings of film stars, and

PERTINENT SUGGESTIONS
BUYING AN ORGAN

ON

In buying a pipe organ, there is one thing
to be kept in mind. That is the fact that
the purpose of the organ is to produce music.
Some buy for bulk, or for show, or for mere
noise. Others buy for quantity of pipes, rather
than quality of tone.
A forty-foot stretch of dummy pipes is
dear to the hearts of many. Back of these
highly radiator-bronzed, speechless tubes is
a dinky little 7x9 organ, a janitor's room,
and storage place for step-ladders, wrecked
folding chairs, Christmas-tree fixings and what
nots.
In buying an organ, refinement of tone and
voicing ought to be the test. There are commercialized fellows who advertise their machine-made, piece-work products in the trade
papers. They offer sixteen speaking stops for
§6,000, blower, mirror, electric fan, twenty
feet of extra tubing, a ladder, a screwdriver,
and Judefind's "Twenty Easy Lessons in Pedal
Work and Swell Box Pumping" included.
The organ arrives within but three months.
The pipe-work is of inferior metal. Each
stop has twelve zinc pipes at the C end. The
pipes are all cut off at the tuning slot. The
voicing is very crude. Stops are rough-tuned,
rough-voiced and rough- regulated at the shop,
and a scant two days is spent after the organ
is It
in place,
in "finishing."to buy an organ beis unbusinesslike
cause its builder offers three or four sets of
pipes more than his competitor. One might
as well judge the literary value of a book by
the number of its pages. And dummy display-pipes ? We might as well have a private library made up largely of dummy
books I

IS THEATRE DRESS IMPROVING?
This question suggests itself quite naturally when
one notes the richness of the dress and hangings of
the boxes at the Pantages Theatre of St- Louis as
it appeared in the Fall of 1922.
assert that the appearance of any lobby
adorned with such paintings is certainly improved and made more inviting to theatre
patrons.
Coming up from Greenwich \^illage as a
portrait painter several years ago, Mr. Kassel
has made an enviable reputation for himself
through his artirtic achievements in lobby display paintings in all the big special features
for Fox, Universal, F. B. O., United Artists
and other producers.
* * *
Carbon Saver Worth While
a device
the market
designed
to There's
save your
carbons,on made
of a metal
that
will stand a great amount of heat, will not
corrode and sells for a very nominal sum.
The Miller adapter holds all sizes of SilverTips and Hold-Arcs and is also sold for a
nominal sum on a money-back guarantee.
* * *
Effective Film Splicer
An inexpensive, but very useful film splicer
that has caught the attention of professional
and amateur projectionists is that called Model
Number 3, handled by the General Machine
Company of New York City.

* * *
The Young Manager Grew
Older and Learned
{Continued from page 31.)
will personally make a continuous circuit
of supervision and check up to make certain that he is getting what he asked for.
Since incompetence in any department reflects upon the manager, he must stand responsible for everything that happens
under the roof of his theatre whether he
be on the premises when it happens or not.
The studious manager learns that his
house is only as strong as its weakest
member. The selection of employees is
the most important thing in building up a
staff. It is better to leave an important
position vacant than to fill it with an applicant who doesn't measure up to a high
quality standard in every essential.
Team work is important in the theatre,
as it is on the athletic field. Thus, the
good manager is a good team coach, and
team work will be reflected among his
w'orkers only when he gives explicit and
detailed instructions to each member of the
organization.
Just as with teams on the baseball diamond, every man should be selected because he excells at the position he is originally slated to fill. However, by giving
each man ample opportunity' to study and
become familiar with almost every other
job in the house, the management is encouraging each member to become a potential aid in time of emergency, as well
as a whole-souled, smooth-working part of
a very human institution.
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AD
CLASSIFIED
DEPARTMENT
Rates
For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.
CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Pictures made to order. Commercial, Home
or Industrial. We have excellent facilities, and the
best cameramen. Our price 20c per foot. Ruby
Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Motionexchanged.
Picture and
"Still"lights
Cameras
rented,
and
Portable
for sale
and sold
for
rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.
FOR SALE— 1150 OPERA CHAIRS
High-class second-hand in good condition red panne
plush ered.
upholstering.
Front or backs entirely covAvailable for delivery
after June first. Full
particulars
upon
request
Box C. S. A., Exhibitors
Trade Review.
FOR SALE
PITTMAN PROFESSIONAL CAMERA— A real
reliable and rock-steady machine of 400 foot
capacity, containing
features that a professional
machine should have, allincluding
adjustable frame
magazines, {3:5 lense,the$125.00.
SANOR
FILM SERVICE, KANKAKEE; ILLIN(3IS
Theatr^-400 seats. Only one in town of 2500
Good proposition. C. S Bartholomew, Bellmore,

NEW MUSIC
FOR PHOTOPLAYS
ROMANTIC— (Chappel-Harms, Inc.) "If Winter
Comes" by Tenneut
veins sequence;
; "Roses
Wood forfor optimstic
birth of love
The Sunrise ' by Seitz for love scenes.
LIVELY — (Chapppel-Harms, Inc.) "Mill by the
Sea" by Adams
for cheerful bits; "Danse Lithuanlenne
Rimsky-Korsakow
Fischer)
■Kussiaubydance,
also as light (Carl
hurry (minor). for the
FOX TROT— (American Music Pub. Co.) "Edna"
by Jerre De Graflf for comedy scenes; "Tonight"
by Art Conrad for a cheerful vein; "I Don't Believe Vou" by Art Conrad for sentimental scenesSay It With a Ukulele"
by Art Conrad for love
scenes.
PATHETIC— (Chappel-Harms, Inc.) "Been" by
^oyello for anything in a meditative strain; "Miss
L'^^-' T)arewiski
for registerin
DRAMATI
C--(Chappel-Ha
rms,g sympathy.
Inc.) "Christ
Glanders by Ward-Stephens
for after a battle-in
•Phantom
Legions"
by
Ward-Ste
phens
for showing of victorious troops.
STRONG
—
(Chappel
-Harms,
Inc.)
"Because
" by
d Harelot for emotional love scenes
FLOWING— ((3iappel-Harms, Inc.) "Mon Coscenes; o(Carl
picturesque intermezz
u Y PA" ^^'^
i ischer)
Zephirs",
bv
O.
Vessella Spring
to register
joy and waltz
for exhibition dances
and waterfalls. "

Lockport Theatre Project
The Girard Bond and Mortgage Company of Philadelphia and New York has
taken hold and will back the venture fo
complete the abandoned theatre project at
East Avenue, Lockport, New York.
Operations and construction will be
started immediately.
The Stamford Amusement Co., Inc., have
broken ground for their new two-story theatre on Main Street.
-j r

^
of Film Stais
220 Vest ^l^'^S'l.Ney.ySrk,
Next

HELIOS

MYSTERIOUS— (Carl Fischer) "Land of the
Blue Sky" Symphonic suite II by the Sea, first
part till Poco
piu lente from (4) from Tales of
Hoffman, whenever a show mysteriso is necessary
andBALLARD
water scenes, also tor love and friendship.
— (American Music Pub. Co.) Lon
donderry Air, "My Heart's More Than Youi
by Emma Rennie, when a melan
Gold Can
is shown.
sceneBuy"
cholic
ORIENTAL— (American Music Pub. Co.) "Ororiental. iental Dream" by J. Leonard Ivory for scenes
"Colonelair.Bogey"
byMARCH
Alford, —for(Chappel-Harms,
scenes depictingInc.)
a martial
MELODIC — (Chappel-Harms, Inc.) "On Miami
Shores" by Jacobi for sentimental scenes.
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LAMP
FOR BETTER PROJECTION
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SUN-LIGHT

ARCS

STUDIO
AND
PROJECTION
LAMPS

AUTOMATIC ARC
CONTROL
r
70% in CARBONS
You
Save
70-80% in CURRENT
AND 100% IN CONDENSERS
OBTAIN SHARPER DEFINITION TO THE PICTURE MAKING THE OBJECTS STAND
OUT MORE CLEARLY
DEALERS zvritc for our proposition
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

HARMER, INC..
209 West 48th St.
Bryant 6366

WITH

LOUIS

SEEL

ARTISTIC

ANIMATED

LEADERS

INC.
FILMS

-^TRAILERS

WARREN
PRODUCTS
CO.
265 CANAL ST.
NEW YORK

aI°
WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT
ROLL

s^llt

""'^i'

TWENTY- E|6HT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE
CSSS?)

FOLDED

ArcusTi
TICKETS
cket/5
/
^
352 N. ASHLAND AVENUE
\V
CmtAGO, ILLINOIS
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EASTMAN
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for

The

most

production

spectacular
ever

given

The
By

EMERSON

and

biggest

a serial —

Way

of

a

Man

HOUGH

(Author of " The Covered Wagon,"
" North of 36," etc., etc.)
with
Allene
and
HAROLD

Ray

Miller

"Best
[mi

Thoroughly Satisfied"
"We are thoroughly satisfied with 'The
Way of a Man.' We are pleased to state that
we have enjoyed one of the best weeks of the
season with this picture."
George W. Grandstrom,
Tower Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.

Directed by
George B. Seitz

Two

Pafh^picture
MARIC

Produced

Serial

"I think this the best produced serial I ever
saw. Saw"
Sure has the stuff in it, and should be
I Ever
a clean-up if remaining seven episodes are as
good as the first three."

Steve Farrar,

Orpheum, Harrisburg, 111.
Produced by
versions

am

C. W. Patton

Pafheserial

I
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Main
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Number
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CECIL

of the Motion

B.

announces

Victurelndustrjl

DeMILLE

that in his lati^^^^ribduction

"TRIUMPH"
released direct to exhibitors April 28, he returns to the type
of ultra-modern society love story of which "Manslaughter"
and "Male and Female" are such successful examples.

"Triumph," which features Leatrice Joy, Rod La Rocque,
and an all-star cast, was adapted by Jeanie Macpherson from
May

G

Edginton's

Cparamount

(Produced

ice 20 cents

Saturday Evening

by Famous

Post serial and novel.

Q>icture

Players-Lasky
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Setting
*^ighest
Theatre

Pta
Quality
Music

^

NEW "FEATURE MUSIC" SELLING PLAN! When "the
world's largest music house" makes an announcement of this
kind, it surely merits your careful investigation. Never hefore
in the history of the Motion Picture Industry has such an offer
heen made to an exhibitor. Here at last is a real opportunity
to secure the hest in theatre music without the usual strain on your
pocket-book.
Ask yourself the following questions —
FIRST — "I buy the best of Pictures for my patrons, why don't they
go over on a bigger scale?"

This style installed in
Grand Theatre, Columbus, O.

SECOND — "How much am I losing because my music is not right?
What is the real value of good music from the box office standpoint?
THIRD — "How can I improve my music, to put it on the highest
plane and increase the patronage of my house, jiossibly by 100%."
FOURTH— ''Would the house of WURLITZER' finance a deal for
me so that I can have the Theatre Organ that I need and so make
my investment a real asset?
After asking yovirself the above questions, fill in,
clip and mail the coupon. The sooner you do, th.
niuch sooner will you be reaping the rich rewards of
better music after you learn how easy it is to acquire
it. There is Wurlitzer Music for every style and size
of theatre, and Wurlitzer prices and terms are within
the reach of every Exhibitor.
Learn about this new selling plan — mail the coupon
TODAY.
Stores in All Principal Cities
RVDOLPH
Wl/RLITZER
a
Executive Offices
CINCINNATI
121 East 4th St.
Chicago
New York
San Francisco
329 So. Wabash
120 W. 42nd St.
250 Stockton St.

Clip

Famous
American
Theatres [Sow Using
Wurlitzer Music
$4,000,000
Chicago
CHICAGO
THEATRE
RIALTO THEATRE
NEW YORK
NEW GRANADA THEATRE
San Francisco
MISSOURI
THEATRE
St. Louis
LAFAYETTE
THEATRE
Buffalo
TIVOLIChicago
THEATRE
SHEA'S HIPPODROME
Toronto
CAPITOL THEATRE
Cincinnati
MUNICIPALDenver
AUDITORIUM
ChicagoTHEATRE
McVICKER'S
Hundreds of others

Mail thi>
Counon
Today!

RUDOLT
WURLITZ
121 E. 4th COMPAP
St,

Cincinnati, Ohio
Gentlemen: Send catalog
Wurlitzer Unit Organs, toge
with complete information regan
your new selling plan.
Name of Theatre . . .
V
Seating Capacity
Name
ritv

._. . . - ■ State

JACK

PICKFORD

'The
Hill
bi
ly Uacl^on
Suggested by a John 'yoDC Jr. Story — — adaptation
byl
^Marion
Direction btj George ^i/I

^^Very Good

Entertainment^'

" 'The Hill Billy' is very good entertainment
and, we might add, better than some of these
pictures which are heralded as 'super-extraspecials.' It is about the best thing young
Mr. Pickford has done." — N, Y. American.
'^^ Above

The Average''

"Thoroughly delightful and refreshing. The
production is polished, very well done, and is
also intelligent.
'The
the
average." — N.
Y.

Now

Allied

Producers
729

Hill Billy'
Morning

is above
Telegraph.

Booking

and

Seventh

Distributors

Corporation

Ave.,

York

New

Hiram Abrams, President
A Branch Office Located In Every United Artists Exchange

Exhibitors Trade Review

40 people isolated
themselves six months
to

film

this

picture

Risking death every minute, they raced
over treacherous glaciers and mountain
peaks making

the first motion picture

of Alaska ever "shot" on the spot.
They were pioneers in the truest sense
of the word.
The result — a picture that will go
thundering down the ages to enduring
fame and success.
chechahcos
(pronounced chee-chaw-koze)
A

ssociated

ExhibitorC

ARTHUR S. KANE, President ^
PATHE, Phvsica! Distributor

!
1

(Jll

that

want

you
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a

picture-100%

Star

...100%

Story.

100%

Production

...100%

Direction.

. .100%

...

Cast

100%

PLIISA

Try
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Get
Mh

BILLIE

If

ready
r

^

made

audience

oP

DOVE

directed hf Cullen %te

2.50Q

ddapted bf Jules ^uYthman
from the Saturdaf
SveningPost storf

readers

9/)e

"%€ Uin^tailed Golliwampus
hp6ugemV.llk,Jr.

OOO

oP-^

SaturdaQ

EveningPosr

ais)»b,,/ed

HODKINSON

Season
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MOST

MYSTERIOUS

OF

MYSTERY

An

PICTURES

attraction for all classes

and especially Avritten and
produced in notice of the
ID r e s ent demand for
dramas

and

photo-

plays of action and
mystery.

THIS
ONE
Featuring

CARMEL

MITCHELL

MYERS

SOUND

SENSIBLE
BOXOFFICE
ATTRACTION

LEWIS

PAULINE
STARKE
AND
JAMES

IS

and

Offering

the

MORRISON
Greatest

— all big box
office attractions

and

Publicity

Exploitation

And photographed by the
cameraman
who made
the original Spirit
Photos for Sir Conan

The appealing love theme, the deep
mystery plot and the dramatic suspense are
enacted with great care bv great actors.

Doyle — and now
for the first time
exposing their
secrets.
To

advertise and show

this feature picture means

a

winning of new patrons, and will call for a public notice
of gratitude to the Exhibitors as it already has for its
producers.
Write

for

Our

Press

Sheet

Today!

Distributed by

PHOTO

PRODUCTS

EXPORT

220 West Forty-Second Street, New York

COMPANY
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UURB PfcTUKES
DORIS

Presents
KENYON

JAMES

REIVNIE

NAOMI

CH1LDEK8
Love, Edmund
Burr MS Intosh

Montague
Breese.

^CCLAIMED
everywhere!
ful reviews from
east to Wonderwest in
tradepapers and dailies:
Times Square Daily: "A picture that is
far and above the usual run of productions."
Daily News : "Lots of talent .... Doris
Kenyon a treat."
San Francisco Bulletin : "It is real and true
to life.... very f rank. ... well handled photodramatization of divorce problem."
San Francisco Chronicle: "There is a melodramatic finish to the picture."
Minneapolis Star: "The producers have emptied the full bag of tricks in building up the
Have
plot." you booked the BURR SPECIALS?
"Three O'clock in the Morning"
"The Nezv School Teacher"
Harrison's Reports: "Produced artistically
....above the average .... skillful direction
good acting."
Moving Picture World:
"Timely .... Doris Kenyon gives particularly
fine performance. .. .many exploitation angles."
Exhibitors Herald:
"Good box-office title
....all-star cast. .. .Doris Kenyon does best
work of her career."
BURR PICTURES, Inc.
135 West 44th Street, New York City
Features Dist.,
H. Lieber
Co. Measure All ofStarService
Distributed
Exchanges
Extra
Commonwealth
Film Corp. by SkirboU
Bros. Gold Giving
Seal Pro( ^''An
209 Golden Gate Ave.
122 W, New York St.
729 Seventh Ave.
507 Film Building
San
Francisco.
Cal.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Cleveland, Ohio
Niew York City
Mid-West Dist. Co.
Favorite Film Co.
Moscow Films, Inc
Enterprise Distributing Corp.
Toy
Bldg.
143 R Elizabeth St.
Atlanta, Ga.
23 Piedmont St.
iMilwaukee. Wise.
Detroit, Mich.
114 Walton St.
Boston, Mass.
F. Loeb
& R. Arcade
Film Co.Bldg.
Columbia
Film Service
American Feature Film Co
Grei'ver Productions
1010 Forbes St.
831 So. Wabash Ave.
- 1.S35 Vine St;
Minneapolis,
Jlinn.
Pittsubrgh,
Pa.
Chicago, III.
"'Philadephla, Pd.
Foreign r Rights controlled by Richmount Pictures,723 Seventh Ave., New York City

"^0RA6E

WOMAN"

VI
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GEORGE
MELFORD

productiorL'

JACQUELINE
LOGAN
DAVID TORRENCE
RAYMOND

GRIFFITH

PRESENTED BY AOOIPH ZUKOR e>9 JESSE L.LASKY

Adopted by Harvey Time
from Frances Hodgson Burnett's famous n-ovel and play.

As thrilling and gripping a love-melodrama as you've ever cleaned up with !
New York Tribune says: "The picture
is a delight. We do not hesitate to
recommend it to all."

Used

on all Paramount

Pictures

^AematicM usic

New York World: "One of the finest
pictures of the year. Ought to be seen
by all who think there is not much
sense
Better going
grab to
thispictures."
one, boys!

and

Cue

FREE

^She.et'

at Exchanges:

The

that

Rose

fell from

moon- flooded

THREE

FACTS
"Three Weeks" has
sold more than, fifteen
million copies.
It has-been translated
into every language of
the world except
Spanish !
There is never a year
that "Three Weeks"
isn't seller
a contemporary
best
in America.
Last year it sold
100,000 copies.
It has been read by
forty million people.
Twenty-five million are
women.
With the exception of
the Bible it is the bestseller of all time.

the

balcony

night

in

that

Venice

WEEKS

THE CAST
AILEEN PRINGLE
CONRAD NAGEL
JOHN
STUARTSAINPOLIS
HOLMES
MITCHELL LEWIS
ROBERT CAIN
NIGEL DE BRULIER
DALE FULLER
CLAIRE DE LOREZ
WILLIAM
DirectedHAINES
by
SOON

FROM

oLdwynr
osmopoUtan

ALANScenario
CROSLANt)
hy
ContinuityGLYN
by
ELINOR
CAREY WILSON
Editorial Director
JUNE MATHIS
A Qoldwyn Picture
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Screen

and

Radio

Small

. manager of
CHARLES F. KEAR
the [Nlinersville Opera House of
the town of that name in Pennsylvania, installed a radio set in his
amusement house three years ago this
present month.
Mr. Kear's experience is that screen
and radio mix just about as well as
oil and water.
He doesn't employ exactly that expression in the letter he writes to Exhibitors Trade Review, because being a Penns}ivanian he knovcs oil as
well as any one else and like every one
else avoids what is commonly conceded
to be not exactly a pleasant subject.
In fact, Mr. Kear sa3'S that up to this
time so far as his wide experience has
taught him radio is a howling failure
from a co-entertainment standpoint.
Stating that he read with considerable
interest the comment on radio in this
journal in its issue of !March 22 the
Pennsylvania showman says he is a
-small-town exhibitor and as such many
years ago realized that every effort was
needed on his part to draw patrons to
the "Oprey House," as he styles it.
This was particularly true, he says,
if you have church entertainments,
and many other counter attractions for
which every small town is famous ever}- night in the winter, with block parties, picnics, carnivals, campfires, and
family automobile parties in the summer.
It was with the sole object of entertaining his patrons that he installed a
radio, the idea being to provide amusement before the show, during the show
and at intermission.
THAT the result from his viewpoint
uas a failure was not due to any
slip-up on receiving the regular programs from all the stations.
"If I am receiving an exceptionally
fine concert from Boston, Schenectady,
Cleveland, Havana, Montreal or any
other station." Mr. Kear writes by way
of illustrating how his plan has worked
out, "Some other radio fan with his set
is 'feeling in' for the same concert, with
the result that it breaks up my concert

Won't

Town

Mix,

Declares

Exhibitor

to such an extent that I get the ha-ha
from some one in the house, who will
bawl out "Take it off,' 'Take it oft'!'
"Tn my humble opinion radio at the
present time is not stabilized, nor is it
of such a certain qualitv that it can be
used as part of your entertainment, and
I have had three years' experience in
tr\"ing it out,
"Business here has taken a drop, but
it is not radio that is the cause here.
Rather is it the automobile which has
been purchased on time by almost even,' miner in this communit}'.
"As a consequence any spare funds
that usually went for pleasure and
other amusements now go to the automobile salesman to help pay oft" the
automobile."
'Sir. Kear adds a serious word of
warning to any who may plan installing
a radio outfit as a part of his program :
"You cannot use a radio outfit in
the same building where you use a
motor to run your electric sign. They
-ojon't. mix."

r writes
exhibito
ania his
THE
as onePennsylv
who knows
town and its
people. His house has been an amusement standby in its community for fifty
}'ears and in the possession of the present owner for thirty-three years. And
it was owned by his family before it
came to him.
Since 1911 it has been showing pictures.
As ^Ir. Kear is reliably credited
with being the first theatre owner to
install a radio outfit in his house it may
be conceded he knows something of the
subject which he discusses.
It will be noted that the Minersville
exhibitor does not blame radio for the
drop which he has noted in business.
That impression is shared by Colcnel H. A. Cole of the Grand Theatre,
of ^Marshall, Texas, president of the
Lone Star State's Theatre Owners, now
in New A^ork.
]\Ir. Cole says that while his January business was remarkably good,
"crackerjack," as he expresses it, and

that in spite of bad weather, the following weeks brought a sharp reversal.
Even the accustomed let-down in the
Lenten season failed to account for the
sharpness of the slump.
But as to the possibilifv that the radio
may be in any way responsible !Mr.
Cole has no fear.
"In the old days we feared we
would have to compete with the phonograph, but we found out to the contrary," says Mr. Cole.
"i think we will have the same experience with the radio. Human beings want to go where the crowd is.
If a night or two a week the family
wants to sit around the radio there also
will come a feeling on one or two nights
each week that there must be a trip
down town.

there
downto bring
set it
wellamusem
as be
may will
WE always
ents
people out of the house. Whether the
person bringing out the crowd is us or
some one else is up to us.
"So far as the slump in business is
concerned I can't place it on an}i:hing
but the general feeling of uncertainty
complicated by the usual letting-up on
account of the Lenten season.
"My guess is that what is behind it
is the general situation in Washington
and also the coming campaign. We trv'
to think we are civiUzed and stabilized
to the point where a presidential election does not bother us, but we probably are wrong. Business men never
trust politicians. I am speakinsf gen^^'e read they
specifically,
erally, notdo
sometimes
take a chance.
"I don't find radio interfering to any
extent in the picture business. There
are, of course, a great many sets, but
my observation is to the effect that they
are
OA\Tied
by persons
who don't go to
picture
shows
much anyway.
"It is a shame, though, as I fisrure.
that pictures plav to not over 30 per
cent of the people. I am going to institute acampaign in my town, and by
spending a few himdred dollars and
emplovinsf girls to make house to house
calls rlicicover whv the figure cannot be
raised to 50 per cent, in my section."
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Selling

difference between producers,
THE
distributors and exhibitors as
seen by the exploitation experts in
the industry is that the producers and
distributors are in the motion picture
business while the exhibitors are not.
Exhibitors are in the business of selling seats and the difference between the
big theatre men on Main Street and the
little fellows in the sticks is that the
former has better seats in more elaborate surroundings and gets better prices
for them than his small town contemporary. Obviously there is no difference
in the entertainment quality of the picture as seen in the different classes of
theatres, but because of clever showmanship, which is another name for intensive merchandising, a goodly percentage of the public prefers to buy the
higher priced seats sold on Main Street
and take its entertainment de luxe.
But seats are seats wherever and at
whatever price they are sold and the
problem of every exhibitor is to sell all
of his seats at all of his shows, and this
calls for the employment of merchandising methods similar to those used by
department stores but more intensive,
more spectacular and more extravagant
because the seller of seats is marketing
a luxury that may be dispensed with
unless the appeal creates an indulgence
gratifying impulse.
The public is ever seeking amusement
and is ever willing to pay for it and it
would seem simple enough to capitalize
this desire, but doing capacity business
in any theatre depends upon the trick
of mass psychology. To sell all of the
seats the allurement must be made general in its appeal. The highbrow and

Seats

on

Main

By Charles J. Giegerich
With Hodkinson Film Corporation
the lowbrow and those in between mtist
be attracted by the employment of a
happy
tion. medium in exploiting the attracFor instance if the picture is an
adaptation of a famous literary work,
the title alone will attract the cultured
class and the sale of this percentage of
seats can be reasonably depended upon.
To sell the rest of the seats the dramatic
points of the picture must be advertised to interest those desiring suspense.
The thrills will attract the sensation
seekers, the romance in" the action will
appeal to the emotional and the human
interest points if exploited will sell
seats to the sentimental. The morbidly
inclined and the salacious minded may
easily be dispensed with because their
number is as small as their mentality,
and if all the others are brought to the
box office there will be no seats left
to sell to the undesirables.
There are many clever methods of
bringing out the seat selling points
enumerated above, and one of these
methods is the proper arrangement of
the lobby. For instance instead of
massing the lobby photos in one frame
like an assortment of joblot merchandise that is confusing by its bulk and
variety, select one or more stills illustrating the big points of the production
and display them in separate frames
with forceful headlines and captions.
Each frame should be devoted exclusively to a specific phase of the picture
and the headlines and captions should
elaborate on that particular point of the
production. This is a style of exploitation based upon the tried tactics of the
salesman that first finds out what a cus'T'WO of the scenes, the loiver one of
zvhieh unmistakably conveys the atmosphere of "Miami," Hodkinson' s release; featuring Betty Compson and directed by Alan
Crosland. A Til ford Studios Product.

Street

tomer wants and then concentrates his
selling argument along that line.
The exhibitor knows the diversified
wants of the public and by devising
separate selling arguments to appeal to
the various demands maximum seat
sales can be made.
There is really a great similarity between the department store selling merchandise and the theatre selling seats.
The department store has its bargain
days while the theatre has a bargain
day every day in its reduced matinee
prices for the same show that can be
seen at night at top prices. The department store has its periodical announcements of new styles and novelties while
the theatre has a constant supply of
new styles in dramatic entertainment.
'J'HE
department
their
windows
and the stores
theatres have
have their
lobbies for displays and as many people pass the one as the other. If the
theatre displays its attractions with as
much versatility as the merchant shows
off his wares, seats can be sold as easily
as merchandise.
To sell merchandise the department
store employs clerks and to sell seats
the exhibitor employs picttires, and like
the salary of a clerk the value of a
picture is in proportion to its seat-selling qualities.
is with
realization of this Itfact
that tlie
the fullest
Hodkinson
Corporation has set out to distribute
nothing but first run attractions which
means pictures that have the qualities
necessary to sell seats on Main Street
at Main Street prices.
And these seat selling qualities will
be found in the pulling power of the
stars, the directors, the authors, the sup(porting casts and the quality of the
stories especially selected for their
wide general appeal.

April 5, IP 24
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Showman

on

Main

Street

What Can Be Done to Help the Smaller Exhibitor
By S. EDWIN
Selznick's Assistant Director
AIN STREET runs from Coast
to Coast, and on it are all the
M
motion-picture houses of the
country. This statement may be objected to by the statistician, but it is
true nevertheless that practically every theatre is located on an artery of
traffic, whether it is Broadway or another "main stem," or a smalkr but
just as vital neighborhood thoroughfare.
It is an obvious fact that the smaller
exhibitor is in the vast majority on this
avenue of amusement. He may be
overshadowed by the more brilliant
lights and the more sumptuous fronts
and greater size of his big brothers,
but when it comes to numbers, and the
aggregate number of people to whom
he furnishes entertainment, his real
importance may be realized.
No picture may be said to be a real
success unless it strikes a pretty uniform average of success up and down
Main Street. A production may "go"
in the larger centers of population, and
may be a "flop" when it gets out over
the country. While the success of a
feature depends on the way it goes
over at the big first - runs throughout
the counti-y, it is the smaller theatre
that rolls up the gross.
And that is why every large distributing company gives the most careful
consideration to the needs of the sma 1er exhibitor. That is why the service
it offers — through its sales, distributing, exploitation, publicity and advertising departments — is so largely
planned from the angle of the average
showman, with his necessarily limited
resources and special problems.
Salesmen furnish the closest points
of contact a large organization can
have with the showman, and the advice
and help of a real salesman serves
both to let the company know w hat th ;

GRUMAN
of Sales and Distribution
exhibitor will use, and to aid the exhibitor in displaying his wares to the
best advantage.
.smaller theatres cannot afford tne
service of special exploitation men,
and the salesmen, while not taking his
place in any way, insists on the greatest and the most efficient advertising,
if only for the selfish reason that the
picture he is selling will do better business and hold a satisfied customer. The
salesman gets around to many theatres,
he talks with numerous showmen,
large and small, he learns of the exploitation which has worked successful'y and he passes it on to the next
fellow.
Back of the salesman is a whole
battery of ammunition which he brings
to bear on the showman, and, through
him,
runs. on the public which reads as it
TriE biggest ammunition in my opinion, for the use of the average theatreman, is the list of stock accessories. It attracts attention, it reaches
everyone through the eyes, the easiest
and most effective appeal, and it is inexpensive. When an average showman takes full advantage of a display
of ones, threes and six-sheets, he is, I
believe, getting the maximum patronresult for a minimum of expenditure.
He may not be getting a very general
circulation for his posters, but he is
doing something more important, he
is reaching the people in the neighborhood of the theatre from whom he
draws the hundreds of men, women

GEORGE ARLISS in a characteristic pose
in Selsnick's latest release "Twenty Dollars a week." This vehicle is peculdarly
^lilted to the dramatic poivers of Mr. Arms.
and children who come to his show
week after week.
The salesman impresses on the
; howman that accessories are of prime
importance. This showman angle has
been used as the basis for building up
the accessory
department
of theso Se'.znick
Distributing
Corporation,
that
it is not a side-line, as in some organizations, but a vital part of marketing
a production, second to none. As a
result, the use of accessories has increased considerably, and with entirely
satisfying results to the exhibitor.
The advertising aids and exploitation contained in the press book is
aimed ninety percent at the smaller
rneatre. Elaborate prologues, long aavance campaigns, and similar plans are
not for him, while for the large firstrun theatre, the director of exploitation usually fol'ows his individual bent.
Expense must be considered first.
For a short run, at low admissions, it
does not(Continued
pay the showman
to "splurge"
on page 48.)

JWENTY
DOLLARS A WEEK" is
-**fl t<rodnct nf
Distinctive Picfur,'s
poration and released by Setznich. CorFeatured ivifh Mr. Arliss in this picture are
Taylor Holmes and Edith Roberts. Surely, talent enonrih tn tickle the e.ractmn
I'aiatcs nf the jnost hard-boiled audiences.
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Old

J2idy^^storSq^/s

J^EIL HAMILTON, the altogether fine and inspiring
Nathan Holden of Griffith's "America," is to play
the juvenile lead in Famous Players' "The Mountebank,"
in which Ernest Torrence and Anna Q. Nilsson have the
featured roles. We are all set right now to see somethmg
out of the usual with Torrence and Hamilton in the same
team. Torrence has played in thirteen pictures, and is
firmly intrenched as one of the great character screen
artists, easily the peer of the best. Young Hamilton
"arrived" in smashing fashion in "America," but as yet he
is known only to a comparatively small part of the vast
picturegoing public.
GOODLY number of motion picture partisans
gathered at the Cameo on the morning of March 19
at the invitation of John Flinn of the Hodkinson
company to witness the filming of "What Shall It Be?"
The picture is a simple little subject, but there
is a powerful appeal packed in its tale of a family
of nine. At the head of this brood of seven children
is a workaday farmer father and everyday mother.
The well-to-do bachelor brother of the former writes
that for one of the children given him for adoption
he wrill write a handsome check for the benefit of its
parents. The pull comes when tlie parents struggle
for a decision. Renaud Hoffman is the producer,
and he shows himself a master of pathos and also
incidentally of a happy ending.
J^ICHARD

V. ("Dick") Anderson, sales manager of International News, has been out in the western part of
"York state" planning wider distribution on his company's
product. He reports that the series of "Safety First" pictures now running and which were made under the auspices of the M. P. T. O. of New York with the co-operation of the New York Police Department, are proving
popular.

gEING something of an old woman myself, my heart
went out the other day to a young woman
Brooklyn who was hailed on the public highway byin
a bicycle policeman. To be sure, she was driving
an automobile and driving it at high speed. As
the policeman pulled in alongside the car ne demanded
"You can't get away with that stuff — where do you
think you are going?" "Oh, please don't stop me,"
said the young woman with visions of a poUce court
looming large. "I have a date to take five old
ladies to see 'Black Oxen' and I am late now."
"M-m-m," remarked the policeman "Thats a new
one. It sounds good. I'll say you win! On your
way!"
■p" RANK TILLEY in Kine's issue of March 6 inserts a
harpoon into that exhibitor in the EngUsh provinces
who during British Film Week smothered his theatre with
Union Jacks and ran "Little Old New York." Without
in any way attempting to palliate the particular exhibitor's
peccadillo it may be remarked in passing that he put on a
production that is very popular in the "States."
J^R.statement
HUGO that
RIESENFELD
is authority
nearly a million
dollars a for
year theis
being spent on the orchestras of the Rialto, Rivoli,
Criterion, where "The Covered Wagon" is playing,
and the house where "The Ten Commandments"
holds forth. This means almost $20.-000 weekly.
"The tionman
goodformusic
for than
the mopicturewho
publiccomposes
does more
his art
the
one
who
writes
an
elaborate
symphony,"
says
the
doctor in referring to the opportunities of the writer
of motion picture scores. "The former reaches the
masses, while the other's audience is limited to a
small group of the intelligentsia."

^^HE return of Charles Ray to the fold of Thomas H.
Ince will provide exhibitors a live topic of conversation. The event will have real interest for the men who
deal in names as other merchants barter in household or
other goods. The Ince-Ray combination in other days
furnished some corking good pictures. The player has a
field distinctly his own. The producer knows that field
and how to adapt his player to it, as he has most ably
depaonstrated on many occasions. The rejoining of hands
of these two men means more good pictures, and that
is a matter for congratulation all around.
"TLEANOR BOARDMAN, who has enrolled in a
school of the drama in Los Angeles, has discovered
a great difference between crying for the stage and
the screen. Crjnng for the camera is more sincere,
is her view of it, declaring it requires real emotion,
and that sobbing on the stage is more a matter
of technique. Without the remotest reference to
Miss Boardman it is our view that if there is one
branch of technique
"cries tobefore
heaven"
improvement it is that that
of bawling
the for
camera.
Few there are who seem to be able to cry without
destroying any illusion that already may have been
established. And as for tears ! They have been so
overworked that rarely does there seem to be pathos
in them. The woman who covers her face to hide
her sorrow performs a double service. She conceals
her own facial distortion and spares the irri<-ated
spectator.
RED L. PORTER, former secretai-y of the Christie
Film Corporation, has been elected vice president and
treasurer of the company. Mr. Porter is one of those
who pulled stakes in the east and went west to take the
big chance- — and won out. He is one of the originals in
the present organization, having joined the Christie brothers in 1916. W^illiam S. Holman, former auditor of the
company, is the new secretary. Mr. Holman also is treasurer of the Christie Realty Corporation.
T N the interests of public safety there should be a
change in the policing arrangements of these
Broadway premieres, whether they occur on Fortysecond street or Forty-fourth street. Of course, it is
not town.
every The
evening
a "Thief
Bagdad" at comes
to
scenethatin front
of theof Liberty
8:15
to 8:30 on the night of March 18 was thoroughly
discreditable to the police force of the big town.
It must be added, however, that the situation was
radically different when the show was over. There
were at that time enough bluecoats on hand to take
care of a genuine riot. It has come to the usual
thing, however, to permit the lobbies of the theatres
to be crowded with star-gazing non-ticket holders on
the occasions of important premieres, so much so that
at
it is necessary almost to fight one's way into
the times
theatre.
QPIRALD BEAUMONT, whose sports tales have been
enjoyed by many thousands, is coming into his own as
a maker of stories for the screen. "The Empty Stall" and
"The Fiddlin' Doll" have been completed by Universal.
The tales are based on the adventures of the Information
Kid. a magazine fiction character created and popularized
by Beaumont.
/^OLONEL H. A. COLE of the Grand Theatre
of Marshall, Texas, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Texas, is a visitor in New York
for a few weeks. Mr Cole is very much interested
in his new organization, which now has increased to
160 in membership. Nine men on the road are
meeting exhibitors and talking membership, and have
been very successful. The Lone Star exhibitor president is a good man to meet, and from the conversation we had with him it looks as if he had a husky
organization of theatre owners behind him.
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Sidney

Olcott
Club

Exhibitor

Honored
at Midnight

Sees Him

by

Greenroom

Revel

as Peer of Greatest Director

of
SIDNEY OLCOTT was the guest tly
honor at the March 22 fortnigh
midnigJit supper of the Greenroom
Club in its new quarters, 19 West Fortyeighth street. On his entrance he was
greeted with the traditional hisses and
groans, which were repeated on several
occasions during the progress of the rare
entertainment which followed the supper.
One of the features of the show was a
mock trial of the honor guest, charged
with being the worst director in the world.
But one witness was summoned against
him, Frank Wonderlee, who knew the defendant "when," and whose testimony
harked back to the days of 1903 and of
primitive picture making.
When S. Jay Kaufman, the most efficient master of ceremonies, called for the
verdict, there followed a great and seemshout
of "Guilty!"
Withingly
theunanimous
close of
the show,
however, the
"ragging" ceased and Mr. Olcott was told
by his fellow-guests and fellow-Greenroomers of the high esteem in which he
is held in the amusement world.
The speakers included his fellow-guests,
Arthur S. Friend and J. D. Williams, the
latter of whom had that day returned
from Los Angeles; Robert G. Vignola,
long-time associate of the guest of honor;
Walter Reed, theatre owner; and Prompter
Hal Crane, John Peebles and Mr. Kaufman.
Mr. Olcott's response was largely a message of courage for those whom success
had as yet failed to touch and in a measure was an answer to those who had referred to the struggles of the guest of
honor due to his refusal to touch a picture which to him appealed as inferior.
Speaking as an exhibitor Mr. Reed predicted that within six months Mr. Olcott
would be recognized in the motion picture
industry as the peer of its greatest directOK
"Mr. Olcott presented to us exhibitors
a motionI picture,
'The more
Humming
Bird,'
which
believe had
commercial
value, more heart interest, producing the
best box office results, of any picture we
have
had in
history of the industry,"
continued
Mr.theReed.
"I believe
puts heart
more interest
feeling, inmore
sentiment
andhemore
his
direction of pictures than a.ny other man
I know of or that is on the horizon or Is
in sight." CApplause.")
Importance of Director
Mr. Williams said the first Olcott picture he had exhibited was one of the
single reelers for the making of which the
guest of honor had been declared guiltj'.
He raised a laugh when he expressed the
belief that for its rental he had paid a
sum greater than the original negativp
cost.
The speaker expressed the view that the
director is never given sufficient credit,
that while others may put up the money
to make a production it is the directoi
who guides the work and is responsible
forWhile
a picture's
success.had been one of the
Mr. Olcott
earliest directors of motion pictures Mr.
Williams called attention to the fact that
the producer had been responsible for two
of the best ten of 1923, which in itself
was the highest tribute to his ability.

Mr. Friend, under whose auspices Mr.
Olcott had produced "The Green Goddess," declared that the guest of honor
had impressed him not only for his ability
as a director but for his possession of rare
personal qualities. "Mr. Olcott is worthy
of all the tribute you are able to pay to
him," he said in closing.
Mr. Vignola said Mr. Olcott had given
him his first job in motion picture work
and that he was responsible for his taking
up directing.
"I never wanted to be a director," said
the speaker, "but Sidney was always encouraging me to become a director. He
was just the way he was tonight in his
speech to you boys, always encouraging.
Everybody you meet has a kind word for
Sidney Olcott.
"He always knew what he wanted and
how to get it. When I wanted something and was in doubt how to get it he
would tell me how. If I have been successful the credit really is due Sidney
Olcott. It has always seemed to me that
the people in the business were blind not
to have discovered in him the qualities
that we who were associated with him sawso Mr.
longOlcott
ago." in opening referred feelingly
to the remark of one of the artists, Emil
Beaurrieau, a Frenchman, who had been
in the country but a couple of years and
who had alluded to the LTnited States as
the land of opportunity.
The director simply and eloquently told
of his arrival in New York, of the horny
but ready hands that were extended tG
him by strangers, of illness and privation
and of his determination to stick it out
and to win.
"There isn't a man in this room who cannot be successful," said the speaker earnestly, "if he believes in himself. He will
bring to himself that which cannot be kept
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from him, and that is the success which
comes to every man according to his
merit.
"If you are going to stay down and quit
you will never get anywhere." (Applause.^
Mr. Olcott in closing alluded to the
many kind things that had been said during the talks. He assured his friends that
these utterances had gone not to his head
but to his heart. He paid a tribute to the
Greenroom Club of other days and of the
Among the entertainers were Arnold
present.
Daly, Emile Beaurrieau, Louis Wolheim,
Frank Wonderlee, Tom Lewis, Stanley H.
Forde, Harold Kennedy, Jane Green in
songs written by Walter Donaldson, who
accompanied her; Robert Redman, and a
musical sketch written by Architect Frehauf and put on by the author and three
of his fellow-members of the Sheepskin
Club of Brooklyn.
The guests of honor April 5 will be
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.
* * *
G. B.
HARRY

RAPF JOINS MAYER
ORGANIZATION

Will Produce Series Known

as Harry

Rapf Productions
A N announcement of unusual importance
to the motion picture industry is contained in the statement issued yesterdajby Louis B. Mayer revealing the signing
of contracts whereby Harry Rapf, noted
producer, will join him and Irving G.
Thalberg to make a series of pictures to be
known as Harry Rapf Productions.
A prominent and stable figure in the
film business for years and until recently
connected with the Warner Brothers, Mr.
Rapf goes to the Mayer Studio with a
wealth of practical experience and a reputation as the maker of good pictures that
is familiar to every theatre owner and
manager in the country.
Following closely the announcement by
Mr. Thalberg, vice-president and general
manager of the Mayer companj', of the a,cquisition of Hobart Henley to head a production unit, the addition of Harry Rapf
now places five important production factors under the Mayer banner. The other
three, John M. Stahl, Fred Niblo and Reghiald Barker have been operating as individual units for nearly two years.
TOM GERAGHTY
ENTERS
PRODUCING FIELD
First Picture Featuring Jack Pickford
Will Be Started Soon

-TOM GERAGHTYProminent motion picture director and producer
who will soon start producing for himself. Jack
Pickford will star in the first Geraghty feature

\ NEW producer has entered the motion
picture field. Tom J. Geraghty, well
known scenarist and film supervisor, will bepin nroduction soon at the Pickford-Fairbanks
stud'o,
Mary Pickford
and Pickford
Douglas
Fairbankswhile
are vacationing,
and Jack
wi'l be the star of his first feature.
Jack Pickford is now at Hollywood and,
according to Geraghty, will don the screen
make-up very soon and work will begin. After the first Jack Pickford production is well
under way, Geraghty plans to start a new
feature, probably with a feminine star.
Geraghty's
record
an author asandThomas
supervisor includes
suchas features
Mei.o-han's "Back Home and Broke," Wallie
Ppid's "Always Audaciou;," "Forever" with
E's'e Ferguson and W'a'lie Reid : "Sentimental Tommy." "In Old Kentucky," with .A.nita
Stewart. "Hollywood," the all-star feature:
'Ooua'as Fairbanks' "The Mollycoddle" and
"A\"lio" thj Clouds Roll By," as well as many
ntlKTS.
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PUBLICITY MEN READY
TO REVEAL TRUTH
Naked Truth Bedtime Stories Promise
Wonderful Revelations
HARLES M. SCHWAB, Arthur Bris^ bane and Rodolph Valentino are the
latest additions to the celebrities who will
tell five-minute Bedtime Stories in a regular scenario of naked truths about the
movies at The Naked Truth dinner, annual
gridiron revel and dinner dance of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers to
take place at the Hotel Astor next Saturday night, March 29.
The Bedtime Stories, it is further announced by President Victor Shapiro
of the A. M. P. A., will be held in true
film form, the word-pictures being broadcast to radio fans all over the country via
Station WEAF. Samuel Rothafel, as master of the waves, will do the introducing in
the best approved movie style.
The Naked Truth dinner is going to
make entertainment historj' in the motion
picture world, according to A. M. Botsford, chairman of the entertainment committee, who says nothing so elaborate and
spectacular has ever been planned in film
circles before.
The latest big coup of the entertainment
committee is the securing of a notable
group of screen stars to interpret the $100
prize-winning sketch which will be one of
the features of the evening. The sketch,
which is called "Passionate Italians," is an
adaptation
of "Romeo
and Juliet."their
Theroles
artists who have
been rehearsing
all week are Bebe Daniels, who appears as
Juliet, Richard Dix, who will be seen as
Romeo, and Ernest Torrence, who has
been cast as Friar Laurence. The author,
it Ts declared, will be introduced at the dinner.
The dinner starts at 7 p. m. sharp. It
will be followed with the Bedtime Stories.
Next in order comes the presentation of
the
"Passionate
the winning
same to sketch,
be followed
by a Italians,"
specially

checked up on "Our Own Popularity Contest" and "crowned the King and Queen
of
Filmdumb,"
the Two
dancing
and
continues
till dawn.
Paul begins
Whiteman
jazz bands have been engaged for the evening and Mr. Whiteman will be there in
person to lead. There will be continuous
music during the dinner and dancing, the
orchestras resting only when the other
numbers are on.
Tickets at $15 for doubles and $10 for
singles are going fast, but a few are still
available and may be obtained from S.
Charles Einfeld, at First National Pictures,
383 Madison Avenue, New York City.
"Don't miss the big surprise — it'll rock
the industry to its depths — here's where
we tell the naked truth — spill the beans —
everyone who's anyone will be there to
witness this gigantic revelation in evening
^ ^ ^
clothes!" COMPLETED FOR ANNU \L
PLANS
M. P. T. O. CONVENTION
Present indications point to a record
breaking session when the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America meet in Bostoi.
in May 27-8-9 in their annual convention,
'those in charge of the convention
have completed arrangements for transportation and hotel accommodations for the visitors and a fine program has been drawn up.
Much of the time will be spent in hearing
reports of the work accomplished during the
past year and plans for an aggressive campaign in behalf of * theatre
* * owners.

BRADEN HOME FROM EUROPE
Colonel William Braden, Vice-President of
the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, returned
March 24 from a trip to Europe. He spent
some time at the Cines Studios in Rome conferring with Charles Brabin and June Mathis who are actively at work on the filming of
"Ben-Hur." Col. Braden said that the production is making excellent progress. He
brought with him the first ofT-stage photoproduced film labeled "Sinsational Sinema
graphs of the production.
Production." After the press agents have
•
SERVICE DE LUXE
Directors
principalsduring
of Sdznick's
"Pagan
cast offering
to Grace
Sanderson
Michie, theandauthoress,
the filming
of thePassions"
production.
Left to their
rightservices
they are:
Director
Colin
Campbell. June Elvidge, Grace Sanderson Mitchie, Raymond McKee, Barbara Bedford sitting on the
floor, Wynham Standing kneeling, assistant director Richard Shew standing. This is service de luxe

FINAL 'CYTHEREA' SCENES
ARE BEING SHOT
Elaborate S?fs and Colored Film
for Goldwyn Production
CAMUEL GOLDWYN announces that
'-'final scenes are now being taken on the
Goldwyn-Fitzmaurice production "Cytherea," adapted from the novel by Joseph
Hergesheimer,
release
in May. which First National will
"Cytherea" has been about three months
in the making, and when it reaches the
public, will bear the combined title of
" 'Cytherea' — Goddess of Love."
An especially picked cast comprising
Alma Rubens, Lewis Stone, Irene Rich.
Norman Kerry, Constance Bennett, and
Betty Bouton will interpret the roles.
The story deals with modern high societ}'. A doll, named Cytherea after the
Greek Goddess of Love, acts as the disinfluence in aand man's
alienates turbing
his affections,
attractslove-life,
him to
a woman vvho resembles the doll in flesh
and blood. Their romance, and its manydramatic reactions sustain a tempo and
story with surprising twists.
The ofsettings
"Cytherea"
acme
artistry,in having
been represent
designed the
by
Ben Carre to fit the plot actions rather
than having the plot actions fit the sets.
Lavishness with a touch of the exotic is
the keynote of the interiors.
A novelty innovation will be introduced
in "Cytherea" in that three sequences v/ill
be done in color, each a distinctive contribution to scre;n* technique.
* *
'HURRICANE HUTCH' IS MAKING
NEW THRILL SERIES
William Steiner has announced his
fourth producting unit. It will star Charles
Hutchison, known as "Hurricane Hutch
and whose dare-devil feats are known
around the globe. He is one of the best
known thrill creators in the business and
can always be depended upon to furnish
fast and furious action.
Efe will make a series of six five-reel
sensational feature attractions. "Surging
Seas" i,■^ almost ready for release and "The
Crash" is in production. This will be folthe U.Thornton,
S. A." Earl
The lowed
castby "Hutch
includesof Edith
Metcalf,
David Torrence andGeorge
CharlesHackathorne,
Force.
The pictures are released through the
New-Cal-Film Corporation.
* * H=
'WANDERERS
OF
THE WASTELAND' UNDERGOING EDITING
Irvin Willat has gone to Boston, with the
complete negative of his new Paramount production of Zane Grey's "Wanderer of the
Wasteland," which was photographed in natural colors by the improved Technicolor process. The editing of the production will be
done under his supervision at the Technicolor
company's
in that C.
city.Hull adapted
Victor laboratory
Irvin and George
this popular Zane Grey story to the screen
and it was produced at the actual locations described by the author. Jack Holt, Kathlyn
Williams, Noah Beery and Billie Dove head
the cast.
^ ^ ^
UNIVERSAL WANTS DEMPSEY
According to reports, Jack Dempsey, heavyweight champion, has received an offer from
Universal for a series of pictures in which
Dempsey will appear, as star. Jack Kearns
has left for the Coast to discuss details and
probably will sign for the .champion. It is
said an off-^r of $100,000 was made for the
pugilist's services.
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Costs

Imperil

Says

RETURNING to New York after an
extended trip to the Coast with stops
at intermediate points, during which
he visited many prominent exhibitors, producers and stars, J. D. Williams, President
of Ritz-Carlton Pictures, Inc., is more
strongly than ever of the opinion that the
greatest impediment to the progress of the
motion picture industry is the faulty and
cumbersome distribution system.
Declaring that producers are at present
making fewer suitable subjects for metropolitan first-run theatres than will be necessary for the coming season, Mr. Williams
blames inequitable distribution costs for
the shortage of high grade subjects which
he believes will make itself felt next October.
"When I predicted a shortage next fall
to a prominent star the other day," said
J. D., "he replied: 'This shortage will
make
it mucherroneous
better forin mj'
pictures.'
This
is
entirely
principle,
because
if the average exhibitor does not get enough
worthwhile pictures to assure good average business, he cannot pay for and sustain
himself upon the occasional big picture
when it does come along. The industry as
a whole is so interdependent upon its component parts that to maintain a healthy
condition all must function properly.
"Distribution is the greatest problem we
have to contend with today," continued
Mr. Williams. "Unless the method of sellmg pictures is improved it will result in
more harm than any other single impediment the business has yet had to endure.
"The
average
tell you
that pictures
cost distributor
30 per cent will
to distribute,
yet I know from personal experience that
some subjects cost 15 and some 90 percent between studio and theatre. The gulf
between
we know aswill'independent'
producers what
and distributors
continue to
widen until the distributor can, with fairness, correctlj' assess the varying cost
where it belongs in order that the producer
may be charged only with the costs on
his own production.
"Distributors
averse
handling a productiontoday
whichare has
cost to$500,000
if they estimate it will not gross over $700,000. At the same time they welcome negatives costing $150,000 which will gross
$300,000. It is my contention that there
should be more money in properh' made
pictures of the- first class than the latter,
"because
both of
willtheatres,
play approximately
the
same number
both require the
same number of calls by salesmen with
consequent equality in selling costs. The
physical distribution cost of six to eight
reels of film is the same, whether they earn
the larger or smaller gross. This comparison applies, of course, to productions
which have been made without waste by
competent producers.
"To realize that distribution always has
been a vexing problem we need- only recall the time when all pictures sold for
10 cents a foot. Then a few farsighted
men got out of the rut by making big features, which earned large profits, and we
moved along until we bogged into the present 30 per cent rut. It is uneconomic that
400 contracts on one picture grossing
$300,000 should not entail approximately
the same distribution costs as 4.000 contracts on another grossing $600,000. Tht
only difiference is the interest on the monej'
involved during the time it is invested. The
percentage of selling cost on the $600,000
negative should be less, if there be a difference in rate at all.
"Right now we should be producing
more $400,000 or $500,000 pictures, but ex-

J.

D.

Good

Motion

Williams

producers
clined to perienced
do soindependent
because
of the are
fear disinthat
they will tribution
not costs,earn
suffic'ent
to cover
provided
the gross
failsdisto
appro.ximate a million. This is where distribution costs affect the exhibitor, because
he needs high grade product.
"Until distributors can make money by
selling a $400,000 picture for $500,000, we
will not get enough big pictures. Prominent stars, well known books and plays
lower ducethesalesdistributor's
advertising
costs, for
reresistance, and
make money
the exhibitor, but there is no incentive for
the independent producer to put them in
pictures so long as he has to pay an unfair percentage of the overhead for distribution as does the cheaper negative with none
of these expensive❖elements."
♦
DOROTHY VERNON' BROADWAY
PREMIERE MAY 5
Hiram Abrams announces that Mary Pickford's new photoplay, "Dorothy Vernon of
Haddon Hall," will be given its New York
premiere on Monday, May 5, at the Criterion
theatre.
Th'i:
announcement
settles(hea question authentic
which for some
time has been
bas s
of many rumors ar.d reports, and makes definite the fact that "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" will follow "The Covered Wagori '
in the Criterion where the New York public will have an opportunity of viewing what
those whocharacterizes
have seen M'ss
latest
offering
a:, herPickford's
most brilliant
and ambitious prcduction.
GEORGE WEST IN NEW ENGLAND
George West, special representative of
Arrow Film Corporation, is spending a
week in the New England territory co-operating with McConville, Patton & Heffron of
Independent Films, Inc., for Arrow pictures.

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING
GUILD ORGANIZED
Arthur Smallivood Heads New Company for Independent Distribution
ANOTHER new distributing company has
entered the field. The Producers Distributing Guild, Inc., is the new organization,
with Arthur N. Smallwood at the head. According to an open letter issued by the company the new organization w 11 distribute a
limited number of first-class productions each
year and will exploit and give other aid to
the exhibitor and plans close co-operation bedistributor and exhibitor in all parts
of the tween
country.
Some time ago Mr. Smallwood sent out
a series of open letters setting forth the
faults as he sees them, of the present dissystem met
and with
offering
for relief. Thetributing
letter
suchideas
response
he
decided to put his ideas into practice with the
result that a new organization was formed,
arid although some of the ideas are somewhat
revolutionary
they will
g'ven
full opportunity to overcome
whatbe are
believed
to as
shortcomings in film distribution.
Each picture for dictr bution will be given
individual attention as to the manner of exploitation and advertising values. Special attention will be paid to preparing campa'gns
and advertising tie-ups that will be of benefit
to exhibitors. Every detail of the picture tliat
lerds itself to box office attraction will be
ut'lized to attract patrons.
This exploitation service will be handled
for the producer at net cost to the Producers
Distributing Guild plus a service charge of 15
per cent, providing that the service charge
totals not
than $5,000production.
on the ent're campaign for less
the individual
According to the letter, the new company
will function as a merchandising agency handling
andproducers,
exploitation
'ndependent
motionsales
picture
but ofpledge
independent
producers the service of a nationwide corporation of unquestioned integrity for the
handi ng of the physical distribution of motion
picture prints on a flat service charge basis
for inspection, and shipping of prints and
paper, collection of rentals and remittance
direct to the producer of his share of the
rentals.

AT
ARRIVESarrived
ANDY speedster
Andy and his famous sick cylinder
the Universal lot. Left to right in the picture are:
who plays the part of Syd Smith's cartoon character;

'
UNIVERSAL
in Los Angeles and a welcome awaited him at
Julius Bernheim, general manager; Joe Murphy,
Jackie Morgan and Al Lichtman, sales manager
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TN "Dorothy Vernon

TlE it in rags, in
-D Milady's imported
finery, or as in the
present case, in the
costumes of the old
world, the alluring
beauty and personal
■charm of Mary Pickford stands out like a
flower schitillatiiig
in the vioniing suu

The

Charm

of Haddon
Hall,"a
Mary
has selected
pictureroundstvhich
her with surold
castles, oldditions,world
trapictures que
costumes, and a capable caist. Through if
all, Mary herself
stands out supreme.

and

Beauty

of

'Our

Mary'

as

Dorothy

Vnit'd Artists' ''Dorothy Vernon of Haddon HalV Is Much the Richer for the
Personality That Mary Pickford Lends
to the Title Role

Vernon
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New

Producing
with

Elmer

Company
Harris

ELMER HARRIS who in association
with Frank Woods has been releasing
productions through the Alhed Artists is now continuing his association with
Mr. Woods in a new producing company
backed by a group of well known western
capitalists and contracts have already been
signed for ten big features, five from Mr.
Harris and five from Mr. Woods that will
be released through the Hodkinson Corporation.
This important announcement was made
public at a luncheon tendered to Mr.
Harris and representatives of the trade
press in the Knickerbocker Grill, New
York, at which Mr. Harris outlined his
production plans and discussed the first
subject to be produced.
Associated with Mr. Harris and Mr.
Woods in the new producing Company are
A. B. C. Dohrman of San Francisco and
W. J. Connery of Los Angeles both of
whom are prominent in the financial and
civic activities of California.
Present plans call for the pictures to be
made in San Francisco and according to Mr.
Harris this does not mean that the Golden
Gate is making an eflfort to steal the motion picture industry from Los Angeles,
but the officials of the new company believe
that. there is no reason why upper California cannot make just as good pictures as
lower California.
.Mr. Harris is the author of many celebrated Broadway musical comedies including "So Long Letty" and "Canary Cottage" and his latest creation "The Wise
Virgin" will be the first subject to be
placed under production. This subject is a
light vein comedy drama dealing with modern life in all of its fast moving phases
and is typical of the effervescent style of
the author.
Contracts have been signed with Patsy
Ruth Miller and Matt Moore to be jointly
featured in the first production and there
is a possibility that A'liss Aliller will be
seen in several of the subsequent subjects,
that will be selected by Mr. Harris during
his present visit to New York.
The formation of the new producing
company and the distributing arrangements
are the culmination of conferences held
recently in San Francisco and Los Angeles
by the Western financier and F. C. Munroe
president of the Hodkinson Corporation,
and in speaking of these discussions Mr.
Alunroe said that while his company had
set out to distribute about thirty-six pictures during the coming year, the plans had
})een made elastic enough to take in additional pictures of exceptional quality, and
that in the aggregate the Hodkinson Corporation would possibly handle forty or
forty-one pictures in the fiscal year.
* * *
C. C. BURR PICTURES ANNOUNCE
FOREIGN SALES
The C. C. Burr offices report excellent
progress in the sale of foreign rights on this
seasons'Pictures,
independent
specials inthrough
Richmount
Inc. Involved
recent transactions are "Three O'Clock in the Morning,"
starring
"Restless
with
DorisConstance
Kenyon, Binney
James ;Rennie
and Wives,"
Naomi
Childers, and "The New School Teacher,"
with Charles "Chic' Sale.
Socidad General, of Buenos Ayres, have purchased the riglits on the three pictures, for
Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Peru
and Equador.
I. V. T. A., of Johannesburg, secured
the South African rights on "Three
O'clock in the Morning."

Is Organized
at

Helm

Liberty Film Company of Havana, bought
the Cuban franchise on "Restless Wives,"
"Three O'Clock in the Morning" and "The
New School Teacher."
D. J. Mountan, of Richmont Pictures,
Inc., reports that his customers are very
well pleased with the high standard and
audience appeal of C. C Burr's 1923-24
'
pictures.
* * H=
CENSORSHIP REPEAL HAS VERY
GOOD CHANCE TO PASS i
Albany,
Y. —took
The acensorship
situation
'in
New
York 'N.state
sudden shift
for the
better March 24, when a Republican member
of the Assembly, F. Trubee Davison, introduced abill calling for the repeal of the present motion pictures censorship law in the Empire State. The introduction of the b 11 came
as a complete surprise to both Republican and
Democrats alike, and serves the purpose of
placing those Working for the repeal in a
much more strategic position.
It is now up to the Assembly to either pass
the Davison bill, which it can do if it adheres to party lines, or report the Hackenburg bill out of committee, and allow it to
go to a vote, with the chances about even
that it may pass.
^ ^ ^
THEATRE OWNERS DENY GIVING
NAMES TO DIRECTORATE
The organization of the Theatre Owners
Distributing Corporatiofi under the laws of
New York has brought forth criticism from
the Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation
organized under the laws of Delaware, and
the officers of the latter corporation make
accusation of attempts, on the part of the officers of the former company to confuse theatre owners.
It is charged that the New York company
in an effort to obtain the names of leading
theatre owners for the directorate or advisory board led the parties to believe the organizat'on
Delaware
and that aswas
soonthatas ofthetheparties
were charter,
advised
as to the status of the new organization they
withdrew their names from the board.
■
■— ROY PURVIS
General
the Sydney
branchwhich
of Hoyt's
De
Luxe manager
Theatres,of Sydney,
Australia,
plays
First National productions. He is makng a tour
of this country to study American theatres

AUSTRALIA
FIELD FOR
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IS FERTILE
PICTURES

People Demand Best Pictures and
Patronize Good Productions
'T'HE American motion picture public and
•* the Australian picture patrons are sisters under the skin, according to Roy J.
general ofmanager of Hoyt's De Luxe
Purvis,theatres
chain
Sydney, Australia, who is
visiting in this country.
Mr. Purvis arrived on the West Coast three
weeks ago and made a study of production
methods in California. He has been in close
touch with methods of advertising and exploitation here and expects to take many novel
stunts back with him when he returns to
Sydney at the end of April.
He states that society dramas are popular
in his countr>'. In these pictures there is usually a display of gowns which attracts the
women to the theatres. When a new style
hat or gown is shown on the screen, it is safe
to bet that shortly
a replicaafter.
will appear on Sydney's
boulevards

The exhibitors' methods of advertising andexploiting are very similar to that of' Americans. They go in for it on a large scale
and the pictures are played up strong in newspapers and by the use of ballyhoo and window tie-ups. The newspaper space rates are
much lower than in this country
and thev,
therefore, go heavy on printers' ink to acquaint the public with their products.
Mr. Purvis is very optimistic regarding the
outlook for pictures in Australia. The people are educated to good pictures and an honest effort is made on the. part of the exhibitor togive the best possible. Feature pictures are shown in Australia within two
months of their release in this country.
There are several new theatres being constructed in three leading cities of Australia
to care for the large number of patrons. The
theatres are conducted very much in the same
manner as in America.
According to Mr. Purvis, "The Isle of Lost
Ships," a First National production, proved
to
be the
island
last most
year. popular picture shown on the
This is Mr. Purvis' first visit to this country and he is busily engaged in learning all
that the American exhibitor can teach him
regarding the business, and plans to put all
his acquired knowledge to work immediatelv
upon his return home.
He has made many friends on his trip and
has learned to like America and American
methods. He has nothing but praise for his
reception here and will depart with a feeling
of friendliness that will be an asset to the
picture industry.
* * *
T. O. C. C. ELECTS OFFICERS
Election of officers took place at the annual meeting of the New York City Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce March
26, and the following officers were chosen :
Charles L. O'Reilly, president : Charles Steiner, first vice president : Joseph James, second
vice president : Sam Moross, secretary, and
Sam Schwartz, treasurer. The directors
are Sol Brill, Hy Gainsboro, Arthur Hirsch.
John Manheimer, Joseph Stern, Sol Raives,
Will iam Landau, Lee Ochs and Hyman Kach.
* * *
SCHERTZINGER WRITES SCORE
Mary Pickford has confirmed the announcement that the musical score of "Dorothy
Vernon
Haddon Hall''Thewillpicture
be written
by
Victor L.ofSchertzinger.
has been
completed and those who have seen it seem
absolutely certain that it is the high spot in
Mary's
Dorothy.career, both as a production and in the
star's characterization of the high-spirited
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SYDNEY
HONOR

COHEN
AT

GUEST

NO

OF

BANQUET

President of M. P. T.O. A. Given Welcome by Connecticut Society
1V"ATI0NAL
Sydney S.Ov/ners
Cohen of
of
the Motion President
Picture Theatre
America was the guest of honor at the annual
meeting and banquet of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Connecticut, held in the
Hotel Taft in New Haven last week.
Mr. Cohen was accompanied by State President R. F. Woodhull of the New Jersey Theatre
OwnersService
and M.Department
J. O' Toole,of Chairman
of
the Public
the national
organization.
State President Joseph W. Walsh, of Hartford presided at the meeting, which was one
of the best attended and most enthusiastic
gatherings of exhibitors in the history of the
industry in Connecticut.
Many matters of special importance to the
Theatre Owners were considered at the meeting which included processes for handling legislative matters in the state and different cities,
as well as contributing in effort and otherwise
as much as possible to necessary work of a
like character in the Nation. The music tax
situation was also discucsed and moves made
to detend the cases for alleged infringement
of the copyright laws brought against certain
•exhibitors in the state.
These questions brought out many new suggestions of a practical character. In shaping
these proposals and hurrying the same to a
successful conclusion, President Walsh was
ably assisted by General Manager Louis Sagel
of the big Poli Theatre Circuit, the largest
and
tory. most influential in the New England terriAt the banquet Mr. Woodhull spoke in a
pointed way of the need for organization
among the exhibitors and illustrated how its
effect had been felt in a very favorable way
in regulating and improving conditions within
the industry.
Mr. Cohen disclosed that at the Boston convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America in May, he would retire from
the Presidency and expressed the hope that
the zeal and fideli.ty manifested by the Theatre Owners of the country in sustaining the
outstanding programs of the National Organization wouldminisincrease
in' volumeto under
the that
adtration ofhis successor
the end
all exhibitor problems would be satisfactorily
adjusted.
* * *
STRONG CAST FOR HODKINSON'S
NEXT PRODUCTION
The casting of "Another Scandal" the
Cosmo Hamilton story in which Lois Wilson will be starred under the direction of
E. H. Griffith was completed this week
with a line-up of artists drawn from the
speaking stage and the foreign and American film field.
Holmes Herbert who. has recently been
seen in "A Woman's Woman," "Week
End Husbands," "The Wild Goose" and
"The Enchanted Cottage" has been cast
for the leading role opposite Miss Wilson.
Flora Le Bretton the famous English
film star who made her debut in American
films in J. Sfuart Blackton's "The Glorious
Adventure" has been placed in the ingenue
lead.
Ralph Bunker the well known stage
comedian who is scheduled to be siarred in
Cosmo Hamilton's newest play "Society"
and who appeared as leading man for Marcruerite Clark in "Scrambled Wives" has
been signed for the comedy lead.
The fifth important role in "Another
Scandal" is filled by Zeffie Tilbury, well
known character woman of the sueaking
stage ?nd known to film fans through her

BETTY IS A BIRD
111 Selznick's
Woman"
Bettystepsis
called
upon to"Woman
perform^tosome
dancing
which she does with satisfaction. The costume
pictured above was worn during the cabaret scene
appearance in "Mothers of AI en." "Clothes"
andThe"Camille
entire " company v.ith the exception
of Lois Wilson is now in Miami, Florida,
where oroduction will be started at once.
Miss Wilson will join the company as soon
as her work opposite Rodolph Valentino
in "Monsieur Beaucaire" is finished at the
Famous Players studio.
* * .t
ASK STATE TO EQUIP SCHOOLS
WITH PICTURE OUTFITS
The inclusion in the courses of study in all
high schools. and colleges of North Carolina
of a regular period for motion pictures is receivirg the serious consideration of the state
educational leaders^ Reverend Arthur Talmadge Abernethy, a leading and influential
minister of Asheville, N. C, has recently been
to
Raleigh
the co-operat'on
of stateto
officials
in aseeking
movement
he has undertaken
have such a course installed throughout the
state for object lesson teaching.
"I know from direct experience," declares
this minister, "that there is not a more direct
way of teaching, and the great churches of
the country are installing moving picture
equipment for Sunday School work, and thus
drawing the younger generation into a renewed interest in studies."
Dr. Abernethy would have the State authorities accept the recommendations of Edison, Governor Walker, of Georgia, and other
strong supporters of the system, and he hopes
the North Carolina authorities will give picture equipment a regular place of study on the
programs of the schools and colleges.
* * *
WYTHE WILLIAMS NAMED
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR
Wythe Williams, Paris corespondent for the
Philadelphia Public Ledger, has resigned to
accept the position of General Director of
Publicity for Inspiration Pictures.
Mr. Williams is one of the best known
foreign correspondents, and for his work during the war he was decorated by the French
government.
In a statement concerning his new connection he says he feels that motion pictures
have reached the point where they surpass
newspapers as a social power and he believes
he can do greater work in the new field.

TAX REDUCTION
FOR
SOUTH CAROLINA

Assembly Fails to Take Action on
High Admission Taxes
"ll/l
OTION
PICTUREwill and
■•'^ in
South Carolina
stilltheatre
be calledpatrons
upon
to donate an additional ten per cent tax every
time they attend a theatre, a total of twenty
per cent on admissions, because in the closing session of the General Assembly nothing
was done toward a repeal of the statewide
admission tax bill passed a year ago.
Twice during the past year the enforcement
of this tax has been abated by the special
tax commission, because even they could see
the unjust discrimination in the act; but even
this moral support in their favor, only a handful of theatre owners of the state could be
awakened to the fight, and it was left to too
small a number of valiant workers to endeavor to do something to relieve the situation.
The rank and file of exhibitors of the State
would not respond, either through financing
the fight or by lending their moral and personal support. Max W. Bryant of Rock Hill,
Warren Irvin of Columbia, Montgomery Hill,
Carolina, supervisor for Southern Enterprises,
and a few others, did their utmost even to
have
ing. a substitute bill passed, taxing the seating capacity instead of admissions, but without support of the masses they could do noth^ ^ 4^ ■
METRO-GOLD WYN COMBINE
BECOME A REALITY

MAY

According to report from the Metro office,
discussions are under way regarding the consolidat'on of the physical distribution of films
of Goldwyn and Metro. The report gained
headway some time ago, but no announcement was made to verify it until the Metro
statement on March 27.
The Metro announcement makes it plain
that, shou'd the deal materialize, only physical distribution would be involved. Production in no way is to be altered, although
there may be a concentration on studios, nor
is the actual sales handling of the project to
be changed in any way. Metro would
handle Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan releases out of
Metro exchanges and Goldwyn would discontinue its branches, it was stated. It is
^ ^ will go into effect
possible the•
arrangement
April 15.
ERNEST TORRENCE FULFILLS
CHERISHED AMBITION
Ernest Torrence just bubbled over with joy
during the
day's work
on "The
Mountebank," first
which Herbert
Brenon
is producing
at the Paramount Long Island studio. The
reason for his exuberance, he explained, was
that he was. at last, playing Petit Patou, the
clown in William J. Locke's play.
"Long before the book was produced as a
play and before the Famous Players bought
the picture rights I had cherished an ambition
to play the part of Andrew Lackaday, the
clown," Torrence said, "and it was with much
satisfaction and gratification that I put on my
make-up. Can you blame me for being happ}' ?
You'd be too, if you had fulfilled such a longambition." Neil Hamilton, Louis LaAnna Q.standing
Nilsson,
grange and Maurice Cannon are the other
members of the cast so far chosen for "The
* >!: *
Mountebank."
BUCHEUSTER COMPANY MOVES
The Oscar BucheuSter Company, formerly
of 130 West 46th Street, New York, has
taken over a whole floor at 245 West 55th
Street. There it has a thoroughly equipped
plant for making art titles which had been
very busy lately working on Cosmo's.
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EXPLOITATION

MABLE NORMAND
TAKES
NEWARK BY STORM

BATTLE, SAYS CAREWE
Director s Talk Heightens Interest at
Luncheon of A. M. P. A.

Greatest Reception of Her Career
Claims Sennett Star
IVTAKING personal appearances in connection with the showing of her latest comedy feature, "The Extra Girl,"
Mable Normand, the Mack Sennett-Associated Exhibitors star, took Newark by
storm. A crowd was massed in front of
the railway station when she arrived in the
city and another greeted her a few minutes
later when she reached the Robert Treat
Hotel.
The Branford Theatre, seating 3,500 persons, was packed when Miss Normand
make her first stage appearance, and again
when she appeared at night. Sunday was a
balmy, almost springlike day, just the kind
to tempt New Jerseyites to the nearby
seashore, but for all that the theatre was
filled almost to capacity when Miss Normand made her afternoon address. When
she left the theatre the crowd in front
was so dense that a special detail of police
was required to clear a pasage across the
sidewalk to her car.
But this was not a marker to what happened Sunday night. The "S. R. O." sign
was displayed early, long lines extending
far from both the Market and Broad street
entrances, and Miss Normand declared the
reception was easily the most vociferous
and enthusiastic of her career. The same
degree of enthusiasm has been maintained
during the entire week, the scenes on the
opening day proving but the first of a
continuous series of triumphs.
Miss Normand was introduced on each
occasion by James B. Reilly, one of Associated Exhibitors' special sales representatives, who is accompanying her on her personal appearance tour. While not appeafing in character, the star proved the comedienne while speaking from the stage as
well as in the film itself, and kept the gatherings in roars of laughter. She described
graphically her experience with the lion
that plays such a prominent and terrifying
a part in "The Extra Girl."
Miss Normand arrived in New York two
days before making her first appearance
in Newark, and while at Hotel Ambassador was swamped by interviewers, friends
in and out of the picture industry
and admiring fans. The little star expressed keen appreciation of the warmth
of her reception. She exhibited stage
fright as the time of her first stage appearance— it was the first she ever made, she
said — drew near, but the crowds did not
suspect it.
* * *
KANSAS CITY CANDIDATES MUST
ANSWER QUESTIONS
At a meeting of the Kansas City Division of the M. P. T. O. A. in Kansas City
at the organization's headquarters, Eighteenth and Wyandotte streets, it was decided to place a restriction upon the use of
political slides in theatres of the association.
Before a candidate for office can enter
into contract for the showing of a slide
he, or she, first must fill out a questionnaire, to be supplied by the exhibitor and
printed by the organization.
'We believe such action is nothing more
than fair," A. M. Eisner, president, said.
"If a candidate favors legislation which is
detrimental to the motion picture industry,
or opposes just and fair legislation in behalf of the screen, why should we use our
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HALF OF

—
JULIUS STERN
personComedies who is his
President (Sf Century
two
the producing
Coast and ofis allvery busy
the West
reelersallyonsupervising
screens in his behalf, even though we do
receive remuneration for it? The amount
of remuneration received for the running
of slides is small in comparison to the
damage a prejudiced or unfair office hold* * *
er can do."
MANY NEW YORIC TOWNS ADOPT
DAYLIGHT SAVING

opposition offered by motion picDespite
ture exhibitors who declared that dayHght
thousands of dolsaving is costing them
lars each year, the clocks will be advanced
an hour on April 27 in at least seventeen
pkices in the Albany section of New York
will give conState while fourteen othersduring
the next
sideration to the change
counfew days at meeting of the common
cils or governing bodies of the respective
places. Daylight saving will prevail this
summer in Albany, Troy, Cohoes, Watervliet, Waterford, Hudson, Saugerties, Amsterdam, Gloversville, Ballston Spa, Saratoga Springs, Glens Falls, Williamstown,
North Adams, Pittsfield and Bennington.
Possible adoption of daylight saving will
be debated this week in Mechanicville,
Lake George, Catskill, Chatham, Fondo
and Greenwick. Schenectady will consider it on April
whiledebate
'Hudson
Falls and
Fort Edward
will2 also
it during
the
fore part of April.
^ ^ ^
NEW

BURR
WEEK

FEATURE IN FOURTH
OF PRODUCTION

"Lend Me Your Husband," the third in C.
C. Burr's "Big Four" series is now in the
fourth week of production at the Burr studios
in Glendale, Long Island, under the direction
of William Christy Cabanne.
So that full advantage may be taken of the
forthcoming warmer weather for the taking
of exteriors, the Burr organization is concentrating upon the interiors of this Marguerite
Gove story which was written directly for the
screen.
It will be some time yet before the interiors
are all taken, owing to the fact that but one
or two sets can be built at a time because
of their size and massiveness. This despite
the
long.fact that the studio is three hundred feet
Among the players now appearing in the
filming
of "LendViolet
Me Your
Husband"
are
Doris Kenyon,
Mersereau,
Dolores
Cassinelli, J. Barney Sherry, David Powell,
Burr Mcintosh and Cornelius Keefe.

JnTEREST
at last week's
of the Associated
Motion luncheon-meeting
Picture Advertisers, Inc., was heightened by the presence
of Edwin Carewe, just back from Egypt,
where
produced; Karl
"A Son
of the
Sahara"
for Firsthe National
Kitchin,
of the
New
York Sunday World, and Montagu Love, who
appeared under Mr. Carewe's direction in "A
Son of the Sahara."
Mr. Kitchin's talk on some of the unpublished secrets of the Tomb of King Tutankamen, which he gathered during his recent
tour of Egypt, conveyed some amazing revelations the nature of which proved as entertaining as they were edifying.
Mr. Carewe began his talk with a narration of some of his experiences in directing
the camera in the land of the Sphinx. After
dwelling on the subject of economy as achieved
by producing a picture of the desert in its
native environment, the director struck the
keynote of his talk by his outspoken convicsaid, tioninon the
partvalue
: of exploitation. Mr. Carewe'
"After directing motion picture productions
for five or six years I am firmly of the belief
that exploitation is half the battle, so far as
a picture's success with the public is concerned. There's no question but that you've
got to go out and tell folks what you've made
after you've made it ; you've got to tell them
how good it is, its particular merits, and why
the public is going to like it. From now on,
I shall never under-estimate the value of exploitation to a production."
^
NEW

PATHE BRANCH MANAGERS
ARE ANNOUNCED
As the result of changes made effective this
week in the sales personnel of Pathe Exchanges, Inc., new branch-managers take
charge of Pathe's offices in Albany, Minneapolis, and New Orleans.
In line with Pathe's policy of rewarding
meritorious service, P. A. Schmuck, who has
been actinfr as salesman in the Ph'ladplnhia
territory for Pathe, has been promoted to
the branch-managership of the Pathe exchange in New Orleans.
H. J. Bayley, who has been in charge of
the Pathe office in New Orleans, has been
named branch-manager of the Minneapolis exchange. Mr. Bayley was Southern District
Manager for Vitagraph from 1917 to 1922,
and in September 1923, Mr. Bayley was appointed branch-manager of the Pathe office in
New Orleans.
Charles W. Stombaugh has been transferred
from the branch-managership of the Pathe exchange in Minneapolis and placed in charge
of the Pathe office in Albany, N. Y. Mr.
Stombaugh has been associated with Pathe
since April of 1918, when he was named
branch-manager at Omaha.
^ ^ ^
'SIGNAL TOWER' NEXT VALLI
FEATURE PICTURE
Word comes from Universal City that "The
Signal Tower " Virginia Valli's next big Universal-Jewel production, is ready to be shipped
East for distribution. It will be the second big
Tewel starring Miss Valli, and also the second Jewel made by its director, Clarence L.
Brown.
Miss Valli's first Jewel starring vehicle was
"A Lady of Quality," now enjoying great
popularity. Brown's first Jewel was "The
Acciuittal," acclaimed by some critics as "the
Opposite
is Rockliffe
Felperfect
Inwes
inpicture."
theVirginia
role of Valli
a railroad
signal tower
operator.
Beery
is the "h(';iv\-" in
the
role of Wallace
an assistant
signahnan.
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Make

Your

Private

Desk

as

a

Phone

Booth

free

makes

trial

Hush-A-Phone

available

business

HUNDREDS of business men have told us of
losses of contracts, customers and even
friends that they could trace directly to
"leaks" of valuable information through unguarded
telephone conversations,. Such leaks with their resulting losses are inevitable unless some safeguard
is provided that will insure the privacy of telephone
conversations.

to

all

men

and prominent busiof bankers
THOUSAND
adopted the Hush-A-Phone
ness menShave
as a protection against "leaks." It assures
absoiuie voice ^raacy ai \"uur o\>n 'pnone. it
spares you the embarrassment of side stepping important calls wheri tnere are visitors, at your desk.
It insures you against the danger of careless gossip
of friends as well as against the intentional eavesdropping of the malicious. At the same time, it
makes for a clearer wire by keeping outside noises
out of the transmitter and promotes ofifice quiet by

There are two ways to get telephone privacy when
there are persons in the same room or office with
you. One is to make an embarrassing apology while

making the speaker's voice inaudible to other workers.
In ticket offices, and small theatre offices, where
privacy is impossible, the Hush-A-Phone safeguards
confidential conversations, and prevents, business
"leaks."
We invite you to try the Hush-A-Phone — without
cost — on your own 'phone. Read our offer.

you
aroundin looking
an isolated
'phone,way
or
shut run
yourself
a stuffyforbooth.
The other
is to sit right at your desk and talk in your natural
tone of voice into the Hush-A-Phone — a A^oice
silencer that slips on or off your 'phone at will and
renders your conversation inaudible to persons only
a few feet from you.
FREE

offer

TRIAL

OFFER

We have received so many orders from bankers and business men who are now enthusiastic urers and
endorsers of the Hash-A-Phone that we are convinced that thousands of othlers would become "sold"'
if they had an opportunity to try the Hush-A-Phone out for themselves and see what a real necessity
it is ofin that
modern
We will
send check
you the
Hush-A-Phone
for five todays'
friee trial. All
At that
the
end
time business.
you can send
us your
o r return
the instrument
us postpaid.
you need do now is to fill in the coupon .below and mail it to us attached to your letterhead. We will
ship you the Hush-A-Phone by return mail.
Mail this coupon for trial order
HUSH-A-PHONE CORP.
19 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Gentlemen:
You may send me
Hush-A-Phone on approval for five days.
them to you postage paid or to remits $10.00 for every one not returned.
Name of firm
Address
Name of Individual
City
Exhibitors TRAnr-: Revik'"

At the end of five days we agree to return

'
State

When

they're

they

say

thinking

comedy

of

Sennett

Mack

Comedies

Two

Reels

Each

Fun, fast and furious.
Casts of all round excellence.
The

prettiest girls that were

ever

brought together in one place.
Call a Mack

Sennett Comedy

a

"Feast of Fun

and a Congress of

Beauty" and you're telling it.
Ask your Pathe salesman.

Path^comedy
TRADE

MARK

Mack

Sennett

presents

Harry

Langdon

in Two

Reel

Comedies

Ask any vaudeville patron who
Langdon

Harry

is.

They'll tell you!
Langdon not long ago was making 'em
lie down and roll over, on the big time.
went
They'dup.start laughing as soon as his name

"Picking Peaches" showed he brought
from vaudeville into pictures two big assets: Personality and Popularity.
Beat 'em if you can !
P. S. — "Smile, Please," is the next laughgusher.

Pateomedy
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Exhibitors'
Round
Table
Bruner
has
been
connected
with
the
Pathe
Theatre Held Not Liable
Manager Entertains Delegates
company for the past six or seven years
The League of Nebraska Municipalities held
The Supreme Court has handed down a
and has a wide circle of acquaintances over decision that patrons take their chances when
its annual meeting in Grand Island a few
this
territory. The office force tendered Mr.
stumble and meet Vi'ith an accident in
weeks ago and, that the delegates — mayors,
Bruner a dinner at the Hotel Kenmore in they
dimly lighted theatres. The decision was
aldermen and other city officials, might be asAlbany
on
Monday
evening.
sured of a pleasant visit, Manager Vogel of
handed down in the case of Mrs. Joseph Giv* * *
the Majestic Theatre arranged a special screen
ens against the Saenger Amusement ComGood Batting Average
entertainment for them. The picture feature
panyceived
for $7,500
of injuries
rewhen she as
fella inresult
the Strand
theatre.
which he selected was the Associated ExhibMr. W. B. Watson, manager of the SherNew
Orleans.
itors attraction, Douglas MacLean in "Going
* * *
man Theatre, St. Cloud, Minn., broke his
house record last week with the Preferred
Up." ling
After
viewing
the
production
and
chuckover it, the city fathers resumed their
Round Table Briefs
Picture, "The Virginian," featuring Kenneth
business session and adopted the following
Harlan. An interesting detail of the newly
resolution :
A
bill
has
been introduced in the Mississippi
established record was that the picture played
state
legislature
proposing a tax of five cents
"We wish to extend our appreciation and
to tvventy-five per cent, of the city's popula- on each admission.
thanks to the management of the Majestic
It is believed by the extion
in
two
days.
St.
Cloud
has
an
estimated
Theatre for the interest taken in the welfare
hibitors of the state that if the tax bill should
of the delegates to the meeting of the League
pass many theatres would be forced to close.
of Nebraska Muncipalities by furnishing exceptional entertainment at that theatre. We
A contract to seat a new theatre, now uncertainly enjoyed 'Going
* * Up.'
* "
der construction at Russell, Kans., has been
let
to
F. H. Bowen of the Haywood- WakeInsurance Suit Started
field Company. The new house,, which will
be named
Trial of a suit to collect insurance on damthis
spring.soon, is expected to be opened early
ages from an explosion, believed to have been
caused by gas, at the Doric theatre, Kansas
City, began March 19 in the federal court.
Les Durland, a veteran of the film business
in the Kansas City territory, who formerly
The explosion was December 7, 1922, and virwas with Universal and the old World Film
tually wrecked the theatre, which did not reopen as a theatre after that.
Corporation in Kansas City, now is booker
The suit was instituted by the Overland
at the Vitagraph office in Kansas City.
Amusement Company, which operated the theatre, against the Connecticut Insurance Com^pany of Hartford, and the Union Insurance
Morris Joseph, former branch manager of
the Universal office at Kansas City, now is
Society of Canton, China. The amusement
company seeks to recover $13,463.65 on three
manager of the Pioneer Film Corporation,
policies. The insurance companies contend
an independent distributing concern of New
Haven, Conn.
they are not liable because the damages were
* * *
caused by an explosion and not by fire.
Maurice Winger represents tlie amusement
George
Hinton,
branch manager of the
company.
* * *
Kansas City Hodkinson office, betook himself to the territory last week to look things
Kansas M. P. T. O. Convention
over, stopping at Tulsa, Okla., and other
Oklahoma points.
If advance indications can be accepted as
* * *
a barometer, the much anticipated record
H. H. Friend of the home office of Unibreaking attendance at the sixth semi-annual
versal was in Kansas City last week, visitconvention of the M. P. T .0. Kansas at Eming the local exchange and incidentally meetporia, Kans., April 1 and 2, will be a reality.
Never before has as much enthusiasm been
ing former acquaintances.
J. W. ALLENDER
displayed
by
exhibitors
over
the
state
and
selThe
progressive
Manager
of
the
Lyric
and
Madom has as much tireless effort been devoted
Admission prices at the Capitol theatre,
jestic theatres ol Spokane, Washington, is one
to the preliminaries of a convention as now
of the best known
most popular directors
Dallas, Texas, have been cut from 55 cents
in theandNorthwest.
is the case.
top to 40 cents top.
The M. P. T. O. K. headquarters might
* * :|:
probably be compared to a wheat broker's ofJoseph Schuchert, owner of the Colonial
populace of 20,000 *and * in * the two days Watfice.
Form
letters,
"dummy"'
souvenirs
proand
Columbia
theatres
in Buffalo, has reson's box-office registered 5,400 admissions.
grams, special invitations and instructions to
turned from a trip to Havana.
exhibitors literally are heaped upon the desk
Watch Out for This Person
of C. E. Cook, business manager of the organization.
a * *
A man giving the name of D. F. Norcross,
T. E. Loomis of Schenectady, will shortly
representing himself as the head of a dramatic
reopen the Broadway Theatre in that city
Missouri Theatres Change Hands
which has been closed for several months.
road bershow,
has beenin "taking"
smallKansas
numof exhibitors
Missourino and
These changes in management and opening
recently.
The
method
used
by
Norcross
is
an
of new houses in the Kansas City territory
old one. Once the confidence of the exhibiStock will conclude this week at the Avon
have been announced: Peoples theatre, Spiktor is gained the theatre owner is requested
Theatre in Watertown, N. Y., and will be
ard, Mo., purchased by H. Silvers of the
to
cash
a
check
which,
of
course,
proves
to
succeeded by pictures.
Grand theatre, Princeton, Mo., from Ira be worthless.
* * *
* * *
Cooley, Mr. Silvers taking immediate possession ; O. K. theatre. Hill City, Kas., has
Morris Silverman has bought the Pear
Regent Will Play Standards
ceased to operate; Mystic theatre, Mulberry,
Theatre in Schenectady, X. Y., and plans to
Kas., purchased by John Willey from H. L.
An agreement has been reached by Ed. Dudouble the seating capacity of the house at
Gees ; new theatre to be opened in Osage City,
binsky of the Regent Theatre, Kansas City, once.
Kas., by R. E. Nicholas.
and
Jack
Langan
of
the
Standard
Film
Com^ ^ ^
* * *
pany, Kansas City, whereby the Regent will
play a first run Standard production each week
Anthony
Villier
is
the new manager of the
Bruner Leaves Pathe Exchange
Strand Theatre in Schenectady, N. Y.
for fifty-two weeks.* * *
Another shift along the Film Row in
Doing Their Spring Shopping
Albany came this week when Frank V. BrunTroy, N. Y., has voted against Sunday
er, manager of the Pafhe exchange for the
M. W. Mills, Auditorium, Smithville, Mo.;
movies.
past two years, left to become special repreGlenn Dickinson, Manhattan, Kans., and W.
sentative for the Lloyd productions, visiting
P. Cuff, Strand Theatre, Chillicothe, Mo., the
key cities. Mr. Bruner has been succeeded
Lclaiid Theatre in Albany, N. Y., will
"busy trio," were in Kansas City last week be The
reseated during the coming summer.
booking features for the spring rush.
by C. W. Stombough of Minneapolis. Mr.
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Radio

Not

for

Theatre

Charles F. Kear, manager of the MinFROM
ersville Opera House, comes definite word that
so far as his experience goes the radio is not
for the motion picture theatre. The Pennsylvania
shoAvman says he has had several years' rehearsal
with an installation which cost him $618 and up to
the present time it has been "nothing but a howling failure from an entertainment standpoint."
His interesting letter, Avhich is printed on another page, points out some of the distressing interruptions, such as a shout of "Take it off" Avhen
some inconsiderate neighbor "feels in," that are
likely to be encountered. Mr. Kear says there is
a drop in business, but he does not ascribe it to
radio.

Talking

of

Distribution

ONE of the contributions of the week in the
way of an analysis of trade problems comes
from J. D. Williams, just returned from Los
Angeles. Mr. Williams tackles the distribution
situation, declaring that the high priced picture
S)hould not pay the same handling cost of the production Avhich books for a less total.
The distributor makes an interesting presentation of his case. Briefly, it is that a picture grossing $600,000 should not pay the same percentage
for handling that is assessed against one grossing
$300,000, it being conceded that each subject
X>lays the same number of theatres.
If it be true that the more expensive picture or
the one receiving the larger returns is sold to 50
per cent of the exhibitor buyers over the counter
find the lesser production to, say, 25 per cent or
under then there Avould seem to be added justification for the position of Mr. Williams.
It is conceded that the larger the percentage of
exhibitors who come to the exchange to buy directly the less the selling cost entailed on the exchange. In other Avords, AA^here the salesman has to
take the road \vith. the accompanying expense the
cost of distribution mounts.
There are distributors AA^ho claim that it costs as
much to sell pictures in toAA^ns of less than 5,000
population as is returned in bookings. In some
cases, of course, there is a great deal of truth in
the statement, but Avhere pictiu*es are sold in multiples the rule aam'11 not hold.
But the main point of Mr. Williams' contention
is that A\'here an equal number of theatres are sold
on tAvo productions, and on one of these the gross
bookings reach a sum double that of the other, it

is out of reason that the percentage of cost for
distribution against each should be the same. In
other Avords, he points out that the cost of the
physical handling of the one is identical Avith that
of the other.
The arguments of Mr. Williams aa^II bring a
variety of opinions in response. One of the questions the exhibitor naturally Avill ask Avill be if the
percentage of distribution is reduced on the higher
priced subjects Avill there be a corresponding increase in cost of the lesser?
Authentic

Locations

EDWIN CARE^W, just back from the Sahara
— and Paris — gave a sprightly and engagingtalk to the members of the Associated INIotion Pictures Advertisers at their Aveekly luncheon
March 20. Also there Avas packed aAA^ay in it
some information of A^tal concern to the trade as
a AA'^hole.
The producer casually referred to the subject of
costumes. To secure in Holly Avood the equipment Avhich he deemed necessary AA'culd haA'c entailed an expenditure of at least $30,000, he estimated.•
In Touggourt, the Algerian desert toAvn in
Avhich he made his headquarters, jNIr. CarcAA^e secured costumes for his men and Avomen plaj'^ers at
a total expense of $3,500. There Avas no question
as to the correctness of the clothing. They Avere
fashioned for natiA^e Avear. And in the lot AA'ere
some elaborate and expensive attire for the
Avomen.
If a mob

scene AA^ere required it AA^as merely

necessary to name the number, and the "extras"
a little later AA^alked into the location garbed to the
minute in faultless attire — faultless because it Avas
bound to be absolutely authentic. They Avore their
OAAm clothes.
Mr. CareAve remarked that in HollyAA^ood it
Avould have been possible to build sets Avhich
measurably AA^ould haA'e simulated the genuine, but
to haA^e obtained the realistic atmosphere as he obserA'^ed it in Africa Avould haA^e been practically impossible.
So it AA^ill be noted that in the single item of
costumes the producer had a saving of $26,500 to
set against his expense of time and railroad and
steamer fares. What may haA^e been saAxd in staining there AA^as no attempt to estimate.
AboA'^e all this. hoAA'CA^er. there is the larger factor of authentic locations, the putting on of the
picture in the spot indicated by the story being
filmed — and AA^hich is bound to add mightily to the
illusion of the tale AA^hen it reaches the screen.
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LEADERS

F.

C.

Munroe,

Organizer

ALL

of

Men

r is a ripe experience which
F. C. Munroe, the new
president of the Hodkinson company, brings to his
responsible position. It was
an unusual background in organization, in building and
operating systems in which
men and. materials were the
chief factors, that he carried
with him into the Hodkinson
offices.

Without any knowledge of telephone
equipment Mr. Munroe put on overalls and went into the warehouse. For
three months he stuck to the work,
getting acquainted with the many dif-

Systems

made a close study of organization, in the abstract
and in the concrete, in railerally. roads, in the army, in government and in industry genWhen the great change in
the plan of telephone organization was determined on
Mr. Munroe was ready for it.
It involved a specialized form
of administration on a functional basis of different units,
and had been passed on by
some of the ablest men in
that line of industry.
Under the new order Mr.
Munroe was called upon to
fill the created office of commercial engineer. In the carrying out of his duties he was
required to do much traveling. He acquired a large
acquaintance among the officials of the Bell system and
in the course of his work
read papers on the multiply-

But let's start this story at
the beginning, which was in
a little Massachusetts seaport town, famous wherever
seamen foregather — Marblehead. The date was March
14, 1873. Young Munroe
went to school in Salem, in
the high school of that famous .
old community preparing for
Hai-vard, which he entered in
due course and from which
also he was graduated.
exfirst was
]yjR. MUNROE
in business
perience's
with his father manufacturing shoes in New Hampshire.
The burden of the active
management fell on the recent graduate. Possibly it was
this fact that led some of the employes,
the lasters, to feel they could put something over on the young man and they
walked out on him. , The departing
men were sanguine they would be sent
for in short order and put at work at
advanced wages.
To their surprise they encountered
a fight, so strenuously conducted that
following the filling of their benches
they sued for peace. Where possibly
they had felt they were dealing with a
"kid" their viewpoint was changed.
FoFowing the death of his father.
Mr. Munroe disposed of the business
in New Hampshire and returned to
.Salem. He entered the employ of the
Western Telephone and Telegraph
Company, a holding body for five telephone companiies. His initial salary
was $15 a week.
After two years with this company
the young man went to the New England Telephone Company as auditor of
supplies. It was a newly created job,
one without precedent in the company,
and one that was demanded by the
rapid expansion of the telephone business.

and

ing problems.

LEADERS ALL— F. C. MUNROE
TJECAUSE upon his entrance to a business career
he devoted a mind already academically trained to
the accumulation of knowledge of practical details,
particularly along organization lines ; because of
his steady development v/ith a rapidly expanding
business in a field where there were few precedents ;
and because of the executive ability displayed in
the management of great responsibilities in a time
of national stress and in the period of readjustment
ferent kinds of equipment necessary in
the maintenance and physical operation
of a telephone company.
To his title of auditor of supplies
was added "and freight." After two
years with the New England he was
made company sales manager, under
the title of superintendent of contract
department.
^HE policy of the company at that
time called for an intensive development and selling campaign, involving
house to house work on the part of
the department. It was the period of
the great expansion of the telephone
in the home, subscribers being offered
three months' service gratis for signing a one year's contract.
In a short time Mr. Munroe's department was extended until 300 salesmen were at work, divided into districts. It was an experience that
stood the head of the department in
good stead in later years.
All through this period Mr. Munroe

JJE ascame
to be looked
an expert
on the upon
subject of rates, which as a matter of fact constituted only
a part of his duties. While in that
particular division there was maintained a large force of employes, he
also had supervision over another division engaged in the work of determining scientifically so far as possible the
developments and the requirements of
future years, in some cases two decades in advance. Mr. Munroe was
among the first to enter this interesting and as he found it fascinating field
of commercial economics.
When war was declared Mr. Munroe joined the Massachusetts Committee of Public Safety and aided in organizing and operating the Y. M. C. A.
campaign.
The severing of sixteen or seventeen
years' relation with the telephone work
came with suddenness. At a half
hours' notice he closed his desk one
afternoon and practically never went
back.
The Y. M. C. A. campaign had been
successfully ended and the call came
to Mr. Munroe to take up the organization of the Red Cross membership
campaign. It was accepted, and the
work was performed.
The commercial engineer was still
an officer of the telephone compaii}-,
and had no idea he was not going to
(Continued on Page 48)
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^TJA
■'■ seem
RO shy
LD enough
does

byre the
INGpictu
JJ UDG
above
at
the left it doesn't
seem as though 'Girl
Shy' were particularly
fitting as a title for
Harold Lloyd's latest
picture. But oiie must
make allowance for
the time spent before
reaching
this point.

in theat pictures
and
the left,above
yet
who wouldn't change
placesers. Butwith
playwhen theit really
comes to the showing
er be on the audience
rathof theof filmthewe'dscreen
side

Lloyd's

Latest

Offers

Showmen

New

Targets

to Shoot

At

Screenings of 'Girl Shy
Bring Enthusiastic Reports From
Exhibitors in Various Sections of the Country

IF any picture in this country should hang out a huge
pair of spectacles, as a sign, practically every movie
patron and the public at large, would draw the conclusion that a Harold Lloyd Picture was in the offing.
The spectacles being the essential motif in Lloyd comedies, one comes naturally to the conclusion that the "cheaters" should play an important role when exploitation takes
the stage. Thus, a huge sign in the shape of a pair of
Suggestion for Window
The Optical Products Corporation, of New York, a concern that merchandises on a national scale, issues a windowcard featuring Harold Lloyd and his famous shell rims,
and this card may be foimd in almost every optician's window in the country. The manner in which the exhibitor
can play ball with the optician who already has this card
displayed, is too obvious to need further emphasis here.
Pathe issues an advertising aid, also alluring enough in
its possibilities as to engage the close attention of the showman playing "Girl Shy." This latest aid is the distribution of cardboard spectacles to youngsters. These are
exaggerated in size and carry the Lloyd ad on rims and
side-pieces. With a crowd of kiddies wearing spectacles
and parading the streets, Mr. Ticket Buyer is not permitted
to forget that a Lloyd picture is being offered to the public.
And in theatre-going circles that is an event of no mean
consideration.

spectacle frames, will be a more than likely eye-catcher
for as great a distance as the normal eye can see.
The thought of spectacles brings to mind another point
of contact, imquestionably appropriate and fertile as a
source of interest stimulation. We have in mind the local
optician. In this connection the exhibitor has something
in the nature of an advance aid which has already laid
the groundwork for a tie-up on Lloyd pictures.
Display and Ballyhoo
A stunt that is by no means absolutely new, yet one
which invariably works out successfully is the character impersonation ballvhoo of Harold Lloyd. A slender
voung man, a deft touch with cosmetics, and the all-important shell rims, and there you have friend Lloyd, b}proxy, as it were, strutting the streets, mimicking the comedian's
andstunt
unquestionably
attracting sufficient
attention
to mannerisms,
make the
pay.
The Lloyd impersonator should have a quantity of
throw-away tickets on his person, and hand these out to
the passerby. These could have the words, "Pleased to
meet you. Meet me at the B'ank Theatre tonight. Thank
you. Harold Lloyd," printed on them. Interest in this
stunt can be heightened by the addition of a girl partner
to carry out the suggestion of "Girl Shy." But in any
event, don't forget the Lloyd goggles sign in front of the
theatre ."
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Up
'THREE
NEW

and

WEEKS' TO PLAY
YORK CAPITOL

Openings in 'Frisco and Washington
Are Highly Succ ssful
^ duction
HREE WEEKS."
the Goldwyn
of the well-known
story proby
Elinor Glyn, is to have its first New i^orK
showing at the Capitol Theatre, New
York, the week of March 30. It has already shown at several first run houses
in other parts of the country and has been
extremelv successful.
On Alarch
opened at TomD. Moore's
Rialto
Theatre16 init Washington,
C, and
its success was so marked by an increased
volume of business that it was decided to
hold it over a second week.
Its showing at the Strand Theatre in San Francisco proved to be
a very lively social function. Mrs.
Glyn went up from Los Angeles
to be present at the opening and
she was met at the station by the
Chief of Police of San Francisco,
who headed a delegation of distinguished citizens. The audience
was composed of prominent people from various circles and was
attended by newspaper people as
well.
The critics devoted much space
to the opening commenting favorably on the picture and predicting
great success for it all over the
country. The popularity of the
book for a great many years is
expected to react very favorably
on the picture.
The film was directed by Allen
Crosland and features Conrad
Nagel and Aileen Pringle in the
leading roles. Mrs. Glyn, after
having seen the production, is said
to have expressed herself as being
delighted with the way in which
Miss Pringle portrays the part of
the queen.
SEVERAL CIRCUIT ROOKINGS ON GOLDWYN
FEATURES

Down

Main

son had its first showings at the Granada
Theatre in Hollywood and the Paramount
Theatre in Santa Monica, very recently.
The picture was very well received by the
critics and the public of both cities and
gives reason to believe that it will be well
accepted in the other cities where it is
soon to be shown.
"Wandering Husbands" devotes itself to
the other side of the question. Many films
have been made to exploit the cause of the
husband whose wife is flighty and neglectful, and it is now time that the public
got a glimpse at what's wrong with the
men. Margaret Livingston is the most
notable name in a strong supporting cast.

Street
'DAWN OF A TOMORROW'
WARMLY
RECEIVED
Has Opening at Rivoli and Critics
Acclaim Its Merits
GEORGE
MELFORD'S
"Theproduction
Dawn of
a Tomorrow,"
a Paramount
featuring Jacqueline Logan, David Torrence and Raymond Griffith, opened at the
New York Rivoli Theatre on Sunday and
was enthusiastically received by the caSunday. pacity audiences which jam the theatre on
But the audience was not alone in its
enthusiasm, for the newspaper critics entered into it with them as revealed in their
reviews in
theeven
nextwent
day'sso papers.
critic
far as to One
say
that she believed that the picture
was better than the stage version.
The reviewer of the World said:
"Frances Hodgson Burnett's book
and play, which might so easily
have been brought to the screen
dripping with sentimental gush,
has with rare discretion and infectious acting been made into one
of the finest pictures of the year.
It ought to be seen by all who
think there's not much sense in
going
the York
picturesTribune
any more."
The toNew
said:
"The picture is a delight. We do
not hesitate to recommend it to
all." The critic of the Post described itas a cool spring, and believed that "its very simplicitj' and
lack of fire-works" would be the
thing that would put it across.
'WHEN A MAN'S A MAN'
MAKING BOX OFFICE
RECORD
Harold Bell Wright's western
drama,
a Man's
Man,"
is
rolling"When
up a long
list ofa broken
box office records for itself. The
picture was retained at the New
York Cameo Theatre for several
weeks during which time it plaj'ed
to capacity at practically every
performance.
A similar success is said to be
accompanying the picture on all its
runs throughout the country.
First National has received wires
and letters of congratulations
from exhibitors everywhere telling
them of the enthusiasm with
which the picture is being accepted and conveying their congratulations on the merit of the

"Under the Red Robe" and
"The booked
Great by
White
have
been
the Way"
West Coast
circuit for all its theatres in both
Northern and Southern California.
The deal was closed by J. R.
AND back
DOWNthe crowds
MAIN that
STREET"
Grainger, general sales manager
clamored for admittance
It was no mean jobUPholding
Theatre, Ocean Park, Cal., for the showing of Cosmo,
for Goldwj'n.
to the sDoone
"Little Old New York" starring popular Marion Davies
This is only one of a series of
politan
important bookings on these two
big features which have been playThe
ing in all the key cities to unusuallj- big
WOMAN TO WOMAN' TO OPEN
picture. is a screen version of the
picture
business.
AT NEW YORK RIVOLI
novel and
the popularity
the book
is beAnother important deal was closed relieved to have
contributedof very
materially
A tentative date having been named
cently with Nate Robbins who has conto
the
success
of
the
production.
about two weeks ago, it has now definitely
tracted for all Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan rebeen decided that Selznick's feature
leases down to the "Rejected Woman" for
showing at his theatres in Utica, Syracuse
"Woman to Woman" starring Betty
'GOING UP' SCORES BIG IN
and Watertown. New York.
Compson, will open at the Rivoli TheaWILMINGTON HOUSE
The Sparks Circuit of Florida has also
tre, New York, on March 30. The piccontracted to book all Goldwyn seventJi
ture has been shown broadcast in EngWilmington, Del., is another one of the
year releases which, of course, includes
land and throughout the West, but its
showing
at
the
Rivoli
will
mark
its
Easlong
of cities Up,"
that the
has first
completely
"fal"The Great White Way" and "Under the
lenlist
for" "Going
of Douglas
Red Robe."
tern premiere.
independent starring producThe opening is being preceded by a MacLean's
tions for Associated Exhibitors.
widespread
exploitation
and
advertisinjs,
Released several months ago, the pic'WANDERING HUSBANDS' GIVEN
campaign that should successfulh' acquaint
ture has been showing in all parts of the
CORDIAL RECEPTION
almost everyone in the city with the fact country. Besides the popularity of the
The second of the Lila Lee-James Kirkthat the picture has arri\'ed and is well star, the story seems a magnet capable of
worth seeing.
wood features for distribution by Hodkindrawing for miles around.
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UP AND

DOWN

MAIN

STREET

'FIGHTING COWARD' WINS
James Cruze Adds One More to
His List of Successes

"UP AND DOWN MAIN STREET"
A crowd of young newsboys waiting for the doors of the Ohio Theatre to open and receive thein
as the guests of the Indianapohs Tunes. The youngsters seem impatient to get in and see ChaJ-1™
Ray in Associated Exhibitors' "Courtship of Mytes Standish," an interesting historic^ romance

Heartily

Praised

Up

and

Down

Main

Street

JAMES CRUZE, in his latest Paramount
"The
Fighting
has production,
added another
success
to his Coward."
long list
of unfailing box-office hits, judging from
the reception the picture was accorded
on the occasion of its New York premiere
at the Rivoli Theatre. Capacity crowds
were the rule at every performance and the
picture was given a big boost by all
the New York newspaper critics.
Characterizing it as "one of the most
delightful and gratifying traversities we
have ever seen on the screen," The Tribune said:
"Never has James Cruze done a more
delightful bit of directing, and Walter
Woods is to be congratulated on his perfect adaptation. Ernest Torrence is an absolute joy. So is Noah Beery. It seem =
as though everyone in the cast does the
best
work Fighting
of his career."
" 'The
Coward' seemed to me
to be awfully funny," said the Daily News,
while the Times critic pronounced "t "a
hilariously funny entertainment." The
Herald said: "James Cruze is the
possessor of the keenest sense of humor
in the cinema directorial field, and he i";
at his best in 'The Fighting Coward.' "
'LILIES OF THE FIELD' IS AT
STRAND TWO WEEKS

Exhibitors Laud Enterprising Activities of C. B. C. Company
"Lilies of the Field," a First National
By RALPH ROSSITER
production starring Corinne Griffith and
Conway Tearle is having its second week
first run theatres and circuits that have
'T'HE C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
at the New York Strand, and continues
has made it a strict policy to keep in played the C. B. C. pictures: "Forgive and
to pull in splendid business. After its
Forget"— Ritz Theatre, Pittsburgh, Karlconstant touch with "Main Street" realizfirst day in New York it received the unanton Theatre, Philadelphia.
ing the necessity of catering to the needs
imous praise of the newspaper critics
of the exhibitor and appreciating the in"The Barefoot Boy"— Palace Theatre,
who paid special tribute to the acting of
estimable value to be received thereby. •Broadway, N. Y. C; Rialto, Chicago,
Miss Griffith.
Adhering to this policy since the very in- Chatteau, Chicago; Palace, South Bend,
Ind.; Cosmo, Gary, Ind.
The picture has had successful openception ofthe organization some years ago,
ings in over a hundred first run houses
won over the good faith and confidence of
"The Marriage Market"— Karlton Theathroughout the country and in many of
tre, Philadelphia; State Lake, Chicago;
some of the most prominent theatre ownthem
it was rebooked for a second week
Entire Loew Circuit.
ers throughout the entire United States
by popular request.
who have repeatedly voiced their approtime. val of C. B. C.'s activities from time to
Notwithstanding the fact that the company's product
is sold endeavor
on the States
basis they
constantly
to right
keep
in direct touch with the exhibitor offering
all possible aid for exploitation and other
services which the theatre man always appreciates. They have developed a habit
that was at first considered impractical,
that of sending questionnaires to the leading theatres asking advice on scenarios
before production was started in order to
feel the pulse of the ultimate market.
Letter writing and personal contact have
been potent factors in establishing relations that are standing C. B. C. in good
stead to-day.
Cooperation with "Main Street" has resulted in the showing of their productions
in the first run houses of all key cities.
This is a splendid record when one considers the many difficulties that confront
the independent producer and distributor.
Recently Abe Montague of the Certified Screen Attractions in Boston negotiated adeal with C. B. C. for the handling of "Innocence," a picture starring
Anna Q. Nilsson. Because of proper exploitation aid the picture did a record
'
UP AND DOWN MAIN STREET
business
at
Theatre,
and did so
For three consecutive weeks crowds like this ha ve been jamming the New York Cameo Theatre
well that Mr.Loew's
Montague
was prompted
to
where
Wrights "When
has been showing. It may be noted that the
write to the firm commending them.
audienceHarold
at thisBellperformance
as at Aso Man's
many AotherM an"
3 was largely composed of men. That's significant
The following is a partial list of the
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'DAUGHTERS OF TO-DAY'
JAMS THEATRE
Police Called Out to Untangle the
Crowds at Troy Theatre
'T'ROY, New York, stands ready to attest to the entertainment value of Selznick's "Daughters of the Rich." That is, if
attendance records can be used as evidence. It all happened last Sunday at the
Troy Theatre.
Despite the fact that the managers are
prepared to handle big crow'ds on Sunday
because this is their biggest day, they were
unprepared for what happened at the
showing of this film. About nine o'clock
a crowd of approximately fourteen hundred people started to leave the Troy
Theatre but they did not get very far for
at the doors they were met by a crowd of
equal size, eager to enter. It was a case
of the irresistible meeting the immovable
and the result was a record-breaking jam.
The police were called out to help
straighten out things, and in about ten
minutes things started moving. In the
meantime, however, not a single ticket was
sold at the box office because the jam prevented prospective buyers from getting
near the booth. Of course, the publicity
resulting from the incident, did much to
call attention to the film, and is probably
somewhat responsible for the splendid
business which resulted during the remainder of the run.
SAN FRANCISCO LIKES 'THE
MARRIAGE CIRCLE'
"The Marriage Circle" has just completed a run at the San Francisco Imperial Theatre where it scores the same brilliant success as it has met with in other
cities. The audience took to it immedi-

UP AND DOWN MAIN STREET
It took plenty of ropes and several guards to keep the crowds in order when "The Marriage Circle" ran
at
Grauman's
Rialto
in
Los
Angeles.
Lubitsch hundreds
is responsible
this highly
successful
comedy
which is breaking records everywhere Ernst
and pleasing
of for
patrons
at every
performance
ately and the theatre was crowded at every
performance.
The picture had its Eastern premiere at
the Strand in New York and Warner
Brothers have received a letter from the
manager, Joseph Plunkett, commending
thcni on the fine calibre of the film, and
as.'^nring them that were it not for the fact
that the schedule was too tight to allow
an extention, he should have rebooked the
picture and he knows he would have
crowded
ond week.the house "during that entire sec-

UP AND DOWN MAIN STREET'
When Manager Feeney opened the doors of the Co zy Theatre, Okmulgee. Oklahoma, for the first time,
traction. The picture shows the crowd at the
he chose
as hisof feature
doors
fifteenMetro's
minutes"Scaramouche"
after the opening
the doorsat . and reports say that this average was maintained
all week.
This picture is typical ot dozens o f others which indicate its unquestioned success

REPORT

GREAT

SUCCESS

ON 'HUNCHBACK'
Continues to Break Records in All
Sections of Country
UNIVERSAL'S "Hunchback of Notre
Dame" is now being shown in all parts
of the country in the smaller as well as
the larger houses, and is breaking records
for exhibitors everywhere.
The film originally opened at the Astor
Theatre in New York where it played for
many months. It was one of the biggest
Broadway successes of the year and has
played at most of the first run houses
throughout the country. Yet despite the
fact that it is not new it is still provoking
a great deal of favorable comment from
newspaper critics, is talked of in the editorial columns, alluded to in the schools,
and is much discussed as a topic of conversation by the general public.
The bookings on the picture cover every
corner of the country, yet despite the
bad weather conditions under which it
showed. Every report shows broken box
office records. And a great many of the
houses are playing the lilm at a top price
of two dollars.
For instance, this is the report received
from Walter Hays of the Syracuse Strand
Theatre. "We have just finished the first
week ofback.'
ourAlthough
engagement
'The Hunchwe were ofhandicapped
by
l)ad weather conditions, all records for any
picture that has ever played Syracuse
either at a legitimate theatre at two dollars
top, or at a picture theatre, have been
broken with 'The Hunchback.' We are
holding the picture over next week, a rare
occurance in Syracuse, and expect record
breaking business for the balance of the
This report is typical of the dozens of
engagement."
others
that have been received by Universal since the general reslease of the film
following a brilliant Broadway run in New
York.
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UP AND

DOWN

UP AND DOWN MAIN STREET
Crowds like this are the general rule these nights in front of the New
YorkEastern
Lyric Theatre
Namereader
is Woman"
its
premiere.where
We Metro's
leave it"Thy
to the
whether isthishaving
film
may be credited as another Niblo success, judging from, this picture
ROAD

SHOW PLAN MAKING
RAPID PROGRESS

Exchanges Eagerly Endorse Booking
Plan for 'Beau BrummeV
T> APID growth marks the campaign for
the road showing of Warner Brother's
new John Barrymore feature, "Beau
Brummel."
have in
its New
premiere at the The
Mark picture
Strand will
Theatre
York next week, despite the fact that the
producers had thought to run it first at
one of the Broadv/ay theatres.
The Forrest Theatre in Philadelphia is
soon to run the new film and plans have
already been started for an elaborate presentation.
General Sales Manager Morris of the
Warner offices, who is now on a transcontinental tour of the exchange centers, reports that the road show plan is being
enthusiastically received everywhere and
that before Easter the high spots of the
entire country will be booked with special presentation of the picture at two dollar prices.
Believing that a picture boasting the
triple attractions of a tried story, star and
director, could stand regular theatre prices,
the management of the Pinehurst, N. C,
Carolina Theatre showed "Beau Brumlast week at prices ranging from a
dollar mel"and
a half to two and a half. The
full attendance which was drawn at every
performance proved that he was justified
in taking the chance.

'YANKEE CONSUL' HELD OVER
FOR SECOND WEEK
"The Yankee Consul" is to be shown
soon at the new Tivoli Theatre in Washington, D. C. H. M. Crandall has just
a
contract with Associated Exhibitorsclosed
for a
one week's run of this latest Douglas MacLean success. The contract calls for the
round of the entire Crandall circuit.
Further disclosures reveal the fact that
the picture has also been booked by Sol
Lesser for his West Coast Circuit of one
hundred and twenty-six theatres. Wherever the picture has been shown it has
been readily accepted by the public and

MAIN

STREET

UP AND
What would appear
to DOWN
a line MAIN
withoutSTREET
end may be noted here.■—
Ihese men, women and be
children
are
waiting
turns to purchase
admission tickets to the Coliseum Theatre, their
Seattle, Wash.; where
First Nationals "Her Temporary Husband" is now being shown

highly praised by the critics as a comedy of unusual merit.
The film is being retained for a second
week at the California Theatre, Los Angeles, because of the demand for it on the
part of the public. The critics in this city
have commented very enthusiastically on
the picture and complimented the judgment of the pubic.
* * *
WAY

OF A MAN' FEATURED AS
OPENING ATTRACTION
The Cabrillo Theatre at San Pedro, Cal.,
which is a recent addition to the West
Coast Theatres chain of houses, is playing
on its current programs the new Patheserial adapted
Emerson Hough's
famous
novel offrom
the early
West, titled,
"The Way of a Man."

'HILL

BILLY' IS PRAISED
BY N. Y. CRITICS

Work Exceptio
of Star nal
and by
Story
Declared
Many
TACK PICKFORD'S latest picture, "Hill
Billy" produced by himself and distributed by Allied Producers and Distributors, has just closed its premiere week in
New York and the wave of favorable criticism which greeted it must be supremely
gratifying to the star. The critics seemed
fired with enthusiasm for the picture as
well as for the star and some even went
so far as to characterize the film as one of
the best that has been produced in a long
time, and the work of Mr. Pickford as the
most capable of his experiences.
Quinn Martin of the New York World
wrote an unusually enthusiastic review
characterizing the production as "the most
beautiful production of the times," and Mr.
Pickford's work as "so finely timed ano
wistfully appealing that we have decided
there isn't another young man in pictursrs
who has surpassed him this season in emotional pantomime."
the picture
said: "It is a picture
thatOf holds
you andhecarries
you away. This
is due largely to expert continuity, and a
very fine and genuine piece of acting T5y
the star. It seems rather improbable that
a boy whose whole life has been so far removed from clod-hopping, could step into
the part of a long-haired mountain hick
and act precisely like one."
Louella Parson of the New York American expressed very much the same sentiments noting also that the picture might
be
said
than some of the picspecials.' to"be "better
^ ^heralded
^
tures which are
as 'superDIVERSITY

UP AND DOWN MAIN STREET
Looks likecrowd
a riot,cnterinp
but it isn't. It's just a nice
friendly
)be Snokane Lihe-ty
■Theatre to see Universal's "Hunchback of Notre
Dame." Note the elaborate theatie decorations

OF OPINION

ON

MERITS OF 'HAPPINESS'
Rather a diversity of opinion from the
newspaper critics was the share of Metro's
"Happiness," the J. Hartley Manners story
featuring Laurette Taylor. While some
were very enthusiastic over the film, which
had its premiere at the Rialto in New
York, others gave it as their opinion that
neither the story or the star's interpretation could equal "Peg O' My Heart."
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NORMA TALMADGE
IN
INSPIRING PORTRAYAL
First National's 'Secrets' a Love Story
Irresistible in Its Dramatic Appeal
SECRETS. First National Photoplay.
Adapted front Stage Success of Saute Name
rected by Frank Borcage. Length, 8,363
Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mary Carlton
Norma Talmadge
John
Carltori , Eugene
O'Brien
Snsan
Patterson
Dial
Mrs. Marlowe
..Emily Fitzroy
Elizabeth- Canning
Claire McDowell
Mrs. Manwaring
Gertrude Astor
John Carlton, Jr. . . Francis Feeney and George Cowl
Blanche Carlton
Alice Day
Bob
Harvey Clark
Doctor McGovern
Charles Ogle
William Marlowe
George Nichols
Sir John
at death's todoor.
At her
his
bedside
sits Carlton
his wifeliesdetermined
be at
husband's
side
to
the
end,
despite
the
fact
that
she has been without sleep for several nights.
The family physician manages to lead her out of
the room, whence in her own private room she jots
down in her dairy that she prefers not to live
should her husband die. At this crisis, when her
friends and even her children disappear, she has
only bar memories to sustain her, memories whose
secrets are recorded in the diary in her hands.
Lovingly she glances through the pages which record
her uphill fight against adversity with her husband
through the fifty-five years of their married life, and
It is -these
memories
off,
which
unfold recurrent
for her the
romanceas ofshe
her dozes
past life.
When she awakes it is to find that Sir John wants
her
for —a and
whiletheatmiracle
least. of love has prolonged his life
By Michael L. Simmons
'T'EARS. Not the hysterial sobbing
kind. But tears which shine through the
beams of a courageous smile. Tears which
scintillate like dewdrops in the morning
sun.
Love. Not the kind usually shown in
pictures. A love built on the steadfast foundation of faith and high ideals and
sustained through three decades.
A dairy, the yellow ear-marked pages
of
hold a woman's
secrets,
symbolic
of which
her everlasting
devotion
to her
ideals
and belief in human nature.
These devices form the sum and substance which serve Norma Talmadge as
a vehicle for a really great emotional portrayal of youth, maturity, middle age and
old age.
"Secrets" is a straightforward story of
a woman's life from early girlhood to old
age. It is a warm, appealing romance,
which deals with four distinct periods in
the life of Mary Carlton, showing the evolutionary changes which take place in the
attitude of a man and woman toward love
and marriage, during a period of fifty-two
>-ears
cales. of their life together in various loWhat ensues is an alluring love story,
so well told in the subtlest inferences of
the silent drama, as to stamp "Secrets" as
a great picture. A picture to which the
American woman will pulsate with all the
sympathy and tenderness which makes her
kindred to her man. And a picture which
will stage separate, tingling Httle dramas
in the hearts of male onlookers. Again we
say, " 'Sscrets' is a great picture."
Norma Talmadge rises superbly to her
opportunities in carrying the story, skillfully, swiftly and surely to a convincing
conclusion. As Mary Marlowe, the London school girl in billowy crinolines, she
gets her initial character portrayal off to
an auspicious start when she elopes with
her father's penniless clerk on a high-
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wheeled bicycle in 1865 and sails to America.
Miss Talmadge again rises to splendid
dramatic heights as Mary Carlton, the
young wife and mother, pioneering in a
far-off isolated Wyoming cabin — a fighting Mary who talces pistol in hand and
battles with an outlaw band to save her
husband. Throughout the various turns of
events Miss Talmadge never fails to give
a convincing, inspiring performance.
Eugene O'Brien, as Sir John Carlton,
meets the dramatic requirements of the
husband as to the manner born. His performance throughout the various stages as
the husband to whose every wish and whim,
Mary answers,
certain praise. "Yes, John," merits no unA deft touch which proclaimed the genius of both Miss Talmadge and her director is masterfully recorded in the final
scene when the seemingly meek little wife
is found still fighting for her husband —
this time to save him from disgracing himself with a notorious beauty. Unlimited
faith and understanding come into their
own and prove that she actually has never
lost her husband's love.
When one
"Secrets"
along ex-of
ploitationthinks
lines, one of
thinks
immediately
the unique possibilities for teaser publicity
to which the title of the production lends
itself readily. An appropriate as well as
eye-pulling display for the lobby would
have as its essential motif a huge diary.
Two pages photographed from a handwritten diary could be inserted on the face
of this display diary, at the top of which, in
large letters,
words, "Secrets Revealed,"
would
be in the
order.
A tie-up that suggests itself very naturally is one with music stores selling the
Remick
"Secrets,"
on the
cover asof
which is song,
a picture
of Norma
Talmadge
she appears in the film story. A street
ballyhoo is not without a fertile prospect
for attracting the kind of attention that
paj's. In this case a walking book entitled "Secrets," together with a placard
announcing that the book will be opened at
such and such theatre, would seem to be
the logical piece de resistance so far as
working on the cupidity of passing pedestrians is concerned.
ANIMAL

ACTION

PICTURE

Rex as 'King of Wild Horses' Will
Thrill Lovers of Animals
KING OF WILD HORSES. Produced by
Ha! Roach. Director, Fred Jackman. Length,
4,611 Feet. CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The Black
Rex
Mary Fielding
Edna Murphy
Boyd Fielding
Charles Parrott
John Fielding
Sidney De Grey
Billy Blair
Leon Bary
Wade Galvin
Pat Hartigan
The Black, by right of might, is undisputed
leader of a band of wild horses. By his intelligence
and agility he protects the herd and ehides various
pursuiers. The Fielding ranch is in charge of a
villainous
foreman
involved
Fielding's
weakling son
in a who
cattle has
stealing
escapade.
Billy
Blair, a cowpuncher, has twc consuming passions.
One is his love for Mary Fielding, the other his
desire to capture The Black. His perseverence is
rewarded, for he wins both girl and hor'e. All
three co-operate in frustrating further villainy on
the part of Galvin, "the foreman, and in bringing
liim to justice.
By Herbert K. Cruikshank
IVE reels of hide-and-.'^eek with a horse.
A wonderful horse, Rex. Rex in thrilling
leaps over a precipice. Rex in a forest fire.

Rex in a tremendous headlong plunge into
a rushing rapids. Rex running, pacing, trotting, galloping up and down steep mountains,
in and out of gloomy caverns. Rex doing
everything
about all. except climbing trees. And that's
But that is enough to please the kids and
those grown-ups who are old only in years,
or who love and admire beautiful "hoss" flesh.
There is a three-cornered fight where Pat
Hartigan, as the villain, gives and takes some
awful Firpos. There is a lot of wild riding
and driving And there is a fine scene in which
Rex jumps from a cliff into the swirling river
to rescue Billy, who has saved him from the
forest fire.
This is purely an animal picture and should
please patrons
enjoying
thattoclass
of except
entertainment. There
is nothing
exploit
Rex himself, and he deserves a crown and
sceptre.
^ H= H=
'ROUGH RIDIN' ' IS RIGHT
Approved Production Has Usual Run
of Western Action
ROUGH RIDIN'
Approved Pictures Corporation. Author, Elizabeth Burbridge.
Director, Richard Thorpe.
Length, 4,650
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Buddy Benson
Buddy Roosevelt
Mary
Ross
Elsa Benham
Dick Ross
Richard
Thorpe
Jack
Wells
Rickson
Rosalind Nolan
FrancesJoeBeaumont
Tubby
Arthur
Old Man Nolan
Mike Detloff
Ready
Buddy Benson's sweetheart, Rosalind, has been
completely
attendancle
Eastern^
finishing spoiled
school. Sheby returns
to attheanranch
jointly
owned by her father and Buddy. Buddy, disillusioned, becomes 'enamored of Mary Ross, whose
brother, Dick,
owns isthea adjoining
ranch. Dick's
forieman.
Jack
Wells,
cattleon thief.
kills
a man and fastens
the guilt
Dick, Wells
demanding
Mary as the price of his silence. Buddy disposes
of Wells in a satisfactory fight, winning the friendship of Dick and the love of Mary.
By Herbert K. Cruikshank
■p OUGH
right. asAndif they
how could
those
boys canRIDIN'
ride. Itis seems
ride straight up one side of a sky-scraper and
down the other. Saddles and bridles are unnecessary luxuries. There is nothing startlingly
original
in this
But
the old hokum orof new
swirling
dust,"Western."
madly galloping
horses
and
battling
men
is
rather
well
done.
There is some pretty scenery, and a couple
of laughs provided by a Ford car and Arthur
Detloff as "Tubby." Joe Rickson, as the villainous foreman, has too pleasant a smile —
and dimples. We thought Frances Beaumont,
who p'ays Rosalind, the sweet girl graduate,
somewhat beyond the flapper age. But then
it may have been the lighting.
Buddy Roosevelt looked the part, put up a
good fight with the villain, and imparted a
thrill by rapidly riding over a railroad trestle
before a rushing locomotive in order to save
the "gal." The extras deserve mention. They
rode hard, and looked like real ranch hands
rather than Times Square cowboys.
If your patrons like the usual stuff from
"the great open spaces," and won't kick at
captions like "I'll die rather than marry that
brute," they should be moderately pleased.
A lobby display reminiscent of the Spanish
War and its Rough Riders should attract attention. A picture of Theodore Roosevelt,
the greatest Rough Rider of them all, might
be used effectively in conjunction with the
name of the star, Buddy Roosevelt.
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IN 'GALLOPING FISH'
Freddie, Trained Seal, and His Associates Administer Laughing Gas
in Amusing Comedy
GALLOPIN'G FISH. Thomas H. Ince Photoplay. Released by First National. Author, Frank Adam. Director, Del Andrczvs,
Length, 6,000 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Undine
Louise Fazenda
Freddy Wetherill
Sidney Chaplin
George Fitzgerald
Ford Sterling
Cato Dodd
John Steppling
Hyla Wetherill
Lucille Ricksen
Jonah
Chester Conklin
Freddie
The Trained Seal
Freddie, a trained seal, is smuggled out of a
theatre by George Fitzgerald, fiance of his owner,
Undine, vaudeville performer, to escape seizure for
debt.ter isWetherill,
George's
friend,
The and
latnotified that
his rich
uncleassists.
is dying
wants
Wetherill's
wife
to
nurse
him.
But
they
have quarreled, so Undine substitutes for the wife,
accompanied by George, as Wetherill's valet. A
flood
the uncle's
seek theengulfs
roof, where
escaping house.
animalsThe
from occupants
a circus
also find rtjfuge. They are all finally rescued by
the seal, who conveys them ashore with the aid
of a telegraph pole.
By George T. Pardy
T AUGHING gas in sufficient quantities and
strength to keep any audience in mirthful
spasms is freely administered by this Thomas
H. Ince production. It is a rattling good box
office attraction for all classes of theatres.
Once in a blue moon a comedy flashes across
the screen which is totally different from its
predecessors in conception and execution.
"Galloping Fish" belongs in this category, a
real gloom-dispeller, guaranteed to coax a grin
out of the most confirmed cynic.
So far as the plot is concerned, it merely
consists of a series of linked-up episodes,
but the linking is so cleverly done that perfect continuity exists and the title reflects the
action, which fairly gallops along from beginning to finale.
Interest, of course, centers in the adventures and wondrous stunts of the inimitable
Freddie, the trained seal, who takes proud rank
as the most versatile performer, outside of
mere humans, who ever graced the silver sheet.
It's no small task to build up a story around
a hona-fide graduate of the fisheries, but the
trick is neatly turned in this particular instance, with the assistance of a carefully selected cast, every member of which contributes
generously to the gaiety of the occasion.
The smuggling of the seal out of reach of
the law in the guise of a dead man in an ambulance isonly one of many absurdly comic
and yet convincing situations which "get
across"
with tremendous
A bullywhen
climax
and accompanying
thrill vim.
is achieved
the
dam breaks, and the various characters, with
the seal and a Bunch of circus animals, are
marooned on a roof-top. It is then that the
only Freddie shows up in bold relief as a genuine film hero should, by rescuing the entire
aggregation.
No printed description can adequately convey a distinct impression of Freddie's brilliant
work, it must be seen to be thoroughly appreciated. That master of farcical merriment,
Sidney Chaplin, is at his best in the role of
Freddy Wetherill, a part peculiarly well suited
to the comedian, Louise Fazenda plays Undine with her usual marked pantomimic ability, Ford Sterling scores as George Fitzgerald, the support is excellent and photography
superb.
You can promise your patrons an hour of
clean-cut, unique comedy and rest assured that
they will not go away disappointed. Play up
Master Freddie, the trained seal, as something
that no seeker after amusement can afford to
miss. Sidney Chaplin has established himself
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[Continued)

as a prime favorite in all parts of the country
and can be widely exploited, as well as Louise
Fazenda, who has a big fan-following. Make
I't
plainthethatbeaten
"Gallopin,":
gets clean
away
from
paths ofFish"
humorous
offermgs
ment
trail.
and strikes out along
^ ^an ^entirely new amuseTHE WINNING

OF THE WEST

'The Days of '49'' Serial Depicts Early
Calif ornian History
DAYS OF '49. Arrow-Ben Wilson Serial.
Author, Karl Coolidge. Director, Jacques
Jacquard. Episodes, Fifteen. Featuring
Neva Gerber and Edmund Cobb.
THE CAST
Sonera Cardosa
Neva Gerber
"Cal" Coleman
....Edmund Cobb
Arabella Ryan
Ruth Royce
Robert Marsdon
Wilbur McGaugh
John A. Sutter
Charles Brinley
Boris DemetrofiF
EUas Bullock
By Herbert K. Cruikshank
IF the twelve other episodes of this Western
chapter-play maintain the standard of interesting action delineated in the first three,
the serial will attract the regular patronage
of men, women and children. There will be
something of interest to all.
The stirring theme of the high-hearted pioneers who braved an expansive wilderness to
win the West has been made familiar to every American. Here we have the prarie
schooners, and their occupants. The bleaching
bones of unfortunate men and animals, the
fearless scout, the painted, scalp-seeking, pitiless Indians, wild men and wild beasts, fights
and rescues, constantly threatening disaster and
the thrills always experienced when the fair
maiden and the dauntless hero emerge safe
and triumphant.
The story portrays the colorful life of a
real personality, John A. Sutter. Fort Sutter,
built by him, is still a landmark. Charles
Brinley, who plays this adventurous dreamer
of empire, conveys the impression of an ambitious visionary. Sutter, in the picture, looks
like Robert E. Lee. He has too many conscientious scruples for a monarchy-builder,
and abandons his plan for the sake of fair
play when he encounters a conflicting land
grant given by the President of Mexico.
The villainous Marsdon together with a
band of bullies and Arabella Ryan, an adventuress, does everything possible to secure and
destroy the Cardosa grant. Sometimes they
almost succeed. The grant is really burned by
accident but meantime a revolution intervenes.
California gains independence, due in great
measure to the famous scout. Kit Carson.
General John C. Fremont wrests the new made
republic from its exploiters and makes it a
part of the Union. Then the soul stirring discovery of gold near Sutter's Fort, and the final
dash by "Cal" and Sonora to the President
at Washington who restores their rights.
Neva Gerber, the Sonora Cardosa of the
picture, rides well, shoots straight, and makes
an attractive figure in costumes alternating
from the hoop-skirted gowns of the period
to the typical buck-skin outfit of the pioneers.
Edmund Cobb, is sufficiently handsome to be
interesting as "Cal" and puts up many a corking good fight with fists, guns and other implements of warfare. Wilbur McGaugh and
Ruth Royce are satisfying in their villainy.
There is a bit too much smoke in some of
the fight and fire scenes — but they are realistic.
Of course bulls-eyes are scored at long range
from the backs of madly galloping horses and
from wildly careening wagons — but then we
all know what wonderful shots those fortyniners were. Here and there the weapons used
look suspiciously modern — but who cares?
There is plenty of action, and the theme is
interesting to all who care to learn how our
Nation was builded.

GOOD

PROGRAM

ATTRACTION

'Galloping Gallagher Divides Western
Thrills Betw- en Star and Remarkable Horse
GALLOPING GALLAGHER. F. B. 0.
Photoplay. Author, Marion Jackson. Director, Albert Rogell, Le>igth, 4,819 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Silver King
Himself
Bill Gallagher
Fred Thomson
Evelyn Churchill
Hazel Keener
Joe Burke
Frank Hagney
Leon Berry
Nelson McDovvell
Tub
Shorty Hendricks
Slim
Andy Morris
With the help of his horse, Silver King, Bill
Gallagher captures a couple of bandits who are
terrorizing the town of Tombstone and is made sherifif. Evelyn Churchhill, a girl evangelist, is kidnapped
by outlaws!.
dent, is secretBurke,
leadertheof Tombstone
the gang. Bank
AfterpresiBill
rescues Evelyn, Burke manages to have him arrested.
Bill's
horse
brings
the
jail
keys
to
his
master. Bill gets loose, whips and exposes Burke
and wins EVelyn.
By George T. Pardy
A Gallagher'
GOOD program
! "Galloping
lives upattraction
to its lively
title, explodes the melodramatic dynamite in a succession of bangs and should be well received
wherever typical Western films are a favorite
article on the entertainment bill of fare.
If the plot hurdles over the border of strict
probabilty here and there, it at least possesses
the merit of being a bit unusual in conception
and
development.
hero Billcombat
Gallagher's
adventures
includeWhile
the thrills,
stuff
and wild riding exploits always served up
liberally in these sort of pictures, he swings
incessantly into unexpected trails and peppers
his
tion.audience pleasantly with surprise ammuniAnd the best of the surprise episodes are
those furnished by that extremely sagacious
and gifted four-footed actor, Bill's steed, the
renowned Silver King. This beautiful thoroughbred, who hasin shared
Fred
dramatic triumphs
the past,
has Thomson's
never appeared to better advantage on the screen, and
is really half the show in himself.
Silver King is ever to the front and distinguishes himself in the opening reel by cornering and catching one bandit, while his master tackles another. Later, he enables the hero
to escape from durance vile by knocking over
a chap, taking the jail keys from him and
bringing them to Bill.
Also, there is a bully fight between Gallagher and the villainous Joe Burke, which is
a rattler in the line of rough-and-tumble tactics, and some grisly comedy supplied by an
undertaker always in search of custom, and
feverishly anxious to be first on the spot when
there seems to be a chance of somebody being
bumped into Kingdom Corne.
Besides the adults who find pleasure in
watching a riot of fight, fun, lovemaking and
hard riding stunts depicted in five reels, juvenile patrons will assuredly pronounce "GallopGallagher"
"a peach
Silver
King ingwill
especially
appealofto athefilm."
youngsters.
Fred Thomson fits neatly into the star role.
An athlete of national reputation, his ability
and nerve are demonstrated to the utmost in
the role of Bill Gallagher, which he plays
with daring recklessness and no small amount
of dramatic ability. Hazel Keener, winner
of a recent beauty contest, conducted by the
Chicago
Tribune,
prettilyin fascinating
ine, Frank
Hagneyis ascores
the heavy heropart
of the villain, Joe Burke, and the support
is adequate. Excellent photography distinguishes the whole production.
In letic
playing
up theincludes
star, dwell
upon hisof athrecord, which
the holding
the
world's-all-round-championship for a period
of three years, a fact which will interest the
sporting contingent.
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BOX
'SINGER JIM McKEE'
TYPICAL HART

FILM

Bill Batters Bad Men and Takes Big
Neckbreaking Chances in Western
Feature
SINGER JIM McKEE. Paramount Photoplay. Author, William S. Hart. Dirrector,
Clifford Smith. Length, 7,098 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Singer Jim McKee
William S. Hart
Mary Holden
Phyllis Haver
Buck Holden
Gordon Russell
Dan Gleason
Bert Sprotte
Betty Gleason
Ruth Miller
Hamlin Glass, Jr
Edward Coxen
Hamlin Glass
William Dyer
Brute Bernstein
George Siegmann
Disguised as Spanish bandits, miners Singer McKee
and Buck Holden hold up a stage coach. Buck
is killed in an encounter with the sherifT's men.
Jim
with Buck's
baby,MaryMary,
rears
her toescapes
womanhood.
Because
needsandclothes,
Jim robs a motor bus. He is caught, but meanwhile saves Mary from assault by a drunken
suitor. Jim serves his sentence. At its expiration
he finds happiness with Mary.
By George T. Pardy
TN the many communities where William
-■- S. Hart reigns as a prime screen favorite "Singer Jim McKee" ought to get the
money.
old same
Bill and
picture isHe's
madetheupsame
of the
sort the
of
melodrama which won him his renown in
the past.
Artistically the film scores 100 per cent,
the mountain scenery being impressively
beautiful, enhanced by fine long shots and
delicately graded lighting effects that are
a delight to the critical eye. As for the
action, it swirls along rapidly, with hairbreadth escapes from death, stage-coach
holdups, red hot pursuits, weird and wonderful riding stunts, etc., all crammed into
a veritable merry-go-round of excitement.
So, if you relish the Hart formula of
screen
entertainment,
you'll the
likeadmission
the film
and pronounce
it well worth
price. Of course, there are folks who see
nothing
admire
Mr. and
Hart's
wildlatter
doings bytoflood
and infield,
these
will probably unite in giving "Singer Jim
McKee" vinced
thethatunkind
word.adherents
But we aremuster
conthe Hart
strong enough to make the feature a paying proposition
the showman's angle
in most
parts of from
the country.
ethics don't
bother
Jim heMcKee
to Social
any appreciable
extent.
When
needs
coin he steps out and procures it with the
aid of a gun, and it is this little failing on
his part which finally lands him behind the
bars. But it is a time-honored custom in
movie circles to pass lightly over such
trivial breaks by the hero of a regular
Western picture, and anyhow, Jim atones
for his sins by serving a sentence, and finds
the girl he loves waiting for him at its
close.
The heroine is a nice little girl, but one
could wish that she wasn't called upon to
weep so frequently and plentiously. Phyllis
Haver plays this part, and except when her
good looks are drowned in a torrent of
tears, she registers as a very attractive
young woman.
Bill Hart, as Jim McKee, wallops his
enemies energetically, rides and takes
chances on breaking his neck with all the
self-abandon of an inspired lunatic, plays
nimbly on the sentimental chords, and does
it all as if he enjoyed the proceedings thoroughly. It is a typical Hart performance.
He is well supported, the western characters are true to type and the locations well
chosen. Director Clifford Smith has done
good work, and it's a cinch no one will
acuse him of failing to spice up the picture with thrill sauce and peppery punches.
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Your best bet is to play up Bill Hart
big in the exploitation of this feature.
Stress his fistic scraps, the constant succession of wild adventures, the fall of star
and steed over the cliff, his rescue of the
heroine and the colorful atmosphere, and
make your patrons understand that the
well-known leading man is just as forceful and cyclonic as he ever was.
* * *
FAST, TENSE MELODRAMA
'The
Message"
Molds Form
Familiar
FeudNight
Theme
Into Unusual
THE NIGHT MESSAGE. Universal Photoplay. Author and Director, Perley Poore
Shee'han. Length, 4,590 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Old Man Lefferts
Howard Truesdell
Elsie Lefferts
Gladys Hulette
Lee Longstreet
Charles Cruz
Mrs. Longstreet
Margaret Seddon
Harney
Lefferts
Norman
N. Rankow
Hank Lefferts
Robert
Gordon
Lem Eeeman
Edgar Kennedy
Ike Flagg
Lon PofT
Governor Pringle
Joseph W. Girard
The Ijefferts and Longstreet families in a southem mountain region are enemies. El ie Lefferts
and Lee Longstreet are sweethearts. Old Lefferts
favors the suit of telegraph operator Lem Beeman.
The latter,Ilarney.
while hunting,
accidiJntally
Elsie's
brother,
Lee tois death.
blamed
for telegraph
theshoots
killing,
arrested, and sentenced
The
wires
art down in a storm wlien Lem decides to confess.
He reaches
the prison
in time to save Lee but is
killed.
The lovers
are united.
By George T. Pardy
of fast, exciting melolovers this
WHEREVER
drama congregate
picture will meet
on
with strong approbati
and swell the box
office receipts handsomely. The director, Mr.
Perley Poore Sheehan, is well known as a
novelist, short-story writer and the scenario
expert who was responsible for the adaptation or "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" for
screen purposes.
This, his first appearance in a directorial
role, stands as an additional tribute to Mr.
Sheehan's versatility. He has done an excellent job in developing his own narrative
for the camera, for "The Night Messarje"
hits its stride right from the opening reel
and swings smoothly and swiftly along to
a stunning climax.
Feuds between Southern mountain folks are
familiar stuff to the movie fans, but in this
instance the feud is made the foundation for
a story of such sweeping power and embellished with a variety of strange, unexpected
angles, that no fault can be found with the
picture on the score of originality.
In the first reel the romance between a boy
and girl of opposing factions is developed
and interest in the youthful lovers having
thus been established, fate proceeds to deal
heavy blows, with the result that sympathy
for the suft"eriu^ pair is piled up in plen,ly.
And unquestionably the hero stands in need
of tons of the said sympathy, for his is a
hard case — the bitterness of a family feud
intervening between him and his sweetheart,
an accusation of having slain her brother, and
a death sentence imposed on him for a crime
of which he is totally innocent.
A splendid climax is attained when Lem,
stricken with remorse, manages to repair the
broken wires and shoot through a message to
the place of execution which saves the guiltless man. Death comes to the operator as he
concludes his belated work of redemption, but
tragic as this episode may be, it does not strike
one's fancy as illogical.
The storm is an exceedingly spectacular affair, filmed with tremendous effect and great
accuracy of detail. In fact the photography
throughout is remarkable for perfect camera
technique
and registers as a credit to the Universal studios.
Exploited as a straight melodrama of grip-

ping power and swift sustained action, punctuated with decisive thrills and unusual situations, "The Night Message" ought to go over
big. Edgar Kennedy, Howard Truesdell,
Margaret Seddon and Gladys Hulette are
worthy tising
of campaign.
prominent mention in your adver* * *
DUTCH

ROLE

SUITS JACKIE

Young Coogan Provided With Story
That Will Please All
A BOY OF FLANDERS. A Metro Picture.
Story by Louis De La Rome. Adapted by
Marian Jackson. Scenario by Walter^ Anthony. Directed by Victor Schertsinger.
Length 7,018 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jan Van DuUen
Josef Swickard
Jehan Daas
Nigel de Brulier
Baas Cogez
Lionel Belmore
Marie Cogez
Nell Craig
Alois Cogez
Jean Carpenter
Nello
Coogan
Petrasche (the wonder dog) Jackie "Teddy"
Left orphaned by the death of his mother, NeUo
is dependent upon his old blind grandfather who
sells milk in the village. The child assumes all
household responsibilities and takes his grandfather
about. His only friend is Alois Cogez and her
mother, but her father hatfes the boy and makes
life hard for him. Nello nurses back to health
Petrasche, a poor beaten dog, and they become
fast friends. Things go from bad to worse and
Nello finally decides he can fight it no longer. He
goes out into the storm of the night prepared to
die.
he isandrestored
and but
told his
thatfaithful
he has dog
won finds
the him,
art prize
is to
be adopted by Jan Van DuUen, the noted artist.
By Henriette Sloane
new Jackie Coogan picture is sure
THIS
to delight the youngsters and satisfy their
elders. Its comedy touches will make them
chuckle with joy, its pathos will tug at the
heartstrings, and the general effect will be to
send them away satisfied and gratified that
they saw the film.
Jackie is never found wantKing or pauper,
ing. As the poor little orphan burdened with
the care of a household and the worry "of
making both ends meet"; intrusted with the
selling of the family wares and the difficult
task of cheering up a failing grandfather,
Jackie is provided with a role which gives
him innumerable opportunties to demonstrate
ability, and never once does he
his
short.
fall pantomimic
backSurrounded by a picturesque Flemish charm.
ground, the little fellow radiates added
The story, simple — sometimes a bit improbable
and somewhat unnatural — is still well within
the youngster and fits him adthe scope of
mirably. The juvenile romantic theme is
simply delicious. The subtle flirtation between
little Nello and the landowner's daughter,
Alois, will make everyone sigh and smile. It
is a delicate touch delicately handled, and admirably portrayed.
Yes, there is no doubt about it, this newest
Jackie Coogan film is a winner, and exhibitors
will find that no matter what class their audiences fall in, the picture will in all probability more than please.
Its exploitation
should in
be ahisveryquaint,
simple raggy
matter. Stills of Jackie
Dutch costume will undeniably attract a great
deal of attention. Play these up in a good
lobby display. Make the lobby attractive with
Dutch atmosphere. Using one of the twentyfour sheets, make a windmill cut-out and
mount it above the marquee. By the employment of a small electric battery you can keep
it in continual motion and there can be no
doubt it will catch the public eye.
You might also provide a paper Dutch cap
clogs on which are printed the name
or
of paper
the picture and the date of showing at
your theatre. Distribute these among the
children. They will be delighted with them
and
will flaunt'them
the streets where they
are sure
to be seen byon everyone.
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BOX
'HIS DARKER SELF'
NOVEL AND AMUSING

Humor and Thrills Mingle Effectively
in Lloyd Hamilton's First Feature
Length Film
HIS DARKER SELF. Presented by Albert
L. Grey. Hodkimon Photoplay. Author,
Arthur Caesar. Director, John IV. Noble
Le)igth, 5,000 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Claude Sappington
Lloyd Hamilton
Bill Jackson
Tom Wilson
Uncle
Eph
Tom LaO'Malley
Aunt Lucy
Lucille
Verne
Darktown's Cleopatra
Irma Harrison
Jackson's Sweetheart
Edna May Sperl
Claude's
Sally Bruce
Long
Claudes Gi
Motrl
her
Kate
The Governor
Warren Cook
Uncle Eph, old negro servant of the
family, hauls liquor at night to BillSappington
Jackson's
dancehall.
Jackson in a fit of temper knocks
out
Eph and fatally stabs another man. E'ph is blamed
tor the crime. Claude Sappington, in love with
the
daughter,
but visits
frowned
upon by her
papa Governor's
blackens his
face and
Darktown
attempt to discover the real murderer. After inmanyan
mid adventures he succeeds in making Jackson
confess, saves old Eph and marries the girl he loves.
By George T. Pardy
T^HIS is Lloyd Hamilton's first feature
length picture and the erstwhile mirthcreator of two reel fame makes good right
off theducedjuinp.
Self" was prom the D."His
W. Darker
Griffith studios
and the
ongmal mtention was to star Al Jolson. The
latter backed out of the engagement at the
eleventh hour and Hamilton filled the gap.
It's a good filling,
one that will stand
the test of folks in too,
search of lively
entertainment, for in addition to the irresistibly
comic action, there are frequen
t interludes
of snappy melodrama and the thrill wires are
keyed up to full concert pitch. Director John
Noble has "done himself proud" in turning out
this novel five-reeler, which is "classy"
to meet the demands of any theatre and enough
pile up an enviable box office record. should
When hero Claude Sappington decides to
do some detective work and run down the
bootlegging pirate who has slid the burden
of a rnurderous crime on to the shoulders
of an innocent man, he adopts the disguise
of a gentleman of color, and his makeup
is a wierd and wondrous thing to gaze
His adventures in the murky atmosphereupon.
of
Darktown are many and peculiar, as for instance, when he gets mixed in with a baptismal
ceremony and his burnt cork mask is washed
away.
Another situation where the laughs come
strong and plenty, is that in which Claude hides
under the bed of a brunette beauty. Bill Jackson arrives trailed by his jealous sweetheart
and a v/hirling free-for-all scrap develops between the four.
The big melodramatic punch is successfully
administered in the motor boat chase after
the bootlegger chief, a splendidly filmed scene
which is packed with exciting detail and winds
up in hurricane fashion. After which Claude's
tangled love affairs are straightened out and
a happy finale is staged.
The fine art of preserving an even seriocomic balance is skillfully demonstrated in
the working out of this plot. Suspense is the
toughest thing in the world to arouse and
maintain where comedy-drama, is concerned,
yet Mr. Noble and his players have accomplished the feat, besides keeping the humorous
interest alive.
As for scores
the star's
Lloyd
Hamilton
such performance,
a pronounced Mr.
hit in
the
role of Claude Sappington, that there appears
to be no reason why the producers of "His
DarkertheSelf"
should ofin AltheJolson.
slightest
degree
regret
backsliding
Hamilton
has made good as a feature lead and the fans
will surely look forward to his future billing
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on the big time. He is well supported, Tom
Wilson gives a capital impersonation of bootlegger, Bill Jackson. Sally Long, the Follies
beauty, is an attractive figure as Claude's
sweetheart and Tom O'Malley scores a hit
as Uncle Eph. The photography throughout
is excellent.
Blackface comedy drama is a distinct novelty on the screen and you can stress this
point in exploiting the feature. Lloyd Hamilton is widely known through his two reel
comedies and the fans everywhere will be interested in seeing how he shapes up in a feature film. Besides the star, the names of
Sally Long, Lucille La Verne, Tom Wilson
and Tom O'Malley ^ possess
^ ^ advertising value.
SANTSCHI PUTS ON REAL MILL
^The Plunderer Shows Tom and Mayo
in Realistic, Bloody Battle
THE PLUNDERER. Fo.v Photoplay, Author, Roy Norton. Director, George Archaitibaud. Length, 5,812 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Bill Mathewrs
Frank Mayo
The Lily
Evelyn Brent
Bill Presbey
Tom Santschi
The Wolf
James Mason
Joan Presbey
Peggy Shaw
Richard Townsend
Edward Phillips
Bells Parks
Dan Mason
Richard Townsend goes West to develop his heritage, theMathews,
unproductive
Croix foreman,
D'or golddiscover
mine. that
He
and Bill
his trusty
the mine is bleing plundered of its gold by Bill
Presbey, owner of the adjacent claim and father
of Joan. Richard loves Joan, and Mathews is in
love with The Lily, the fair proprietor of the
mining town honky-tonk. After several exciting
episodes including fights, a strike, the dynamiting
of a dam, a fire and a mine cave-in, love and virtue
triumph. Presbey succumbs to his daughter's plea
plus
Mathews'
fists and returns the
stolen gold.
The Lily
ness everreforms
aftfer forandhereverything
and Bill points
as wellto ashappifor
Richard and .Joan.
By Herbert K. Cruikshank
'T'HERE is nothing extraordinary about this
melodramatic picture, but it may prove
fairly entertaining to an audience satisfied
with a picture replete with physical combat,
the blowing up of a dam and some interesting
closeups of mining machinery in operation.
The love interest is sketchy and insufficiently
developed. The picture is jumpy in places and
the ending is abrupt. There are some pretty
scenes of Nature's ample amphitheatre as
viewed in the great open spaces and a fight
which appears genuine from the battered countenances of the participants.
Tom Santschi as Bill Presbey, the Plunderer, stages the best battle he has put on
since
his
historic
melee and
in "The
There is plenty
of blood,
it is aSpoilers."
relief to
see the battlers a bit mussed up after the contest in contrast with the many film fights from
which the hero emerges with his patent leather
hair as unruffled as his shirt front.
Dan Mason, who plays Bells Parks, an old
mine rat, dies too soon. His character interpretation isexcellent — an outstanding feature. We would rather have had the rest
of the ascastThedie.
James
belong
Wolf.
His Mason
snarl isdidn't
more quite
of a
sneer. This actor shines as a "snowbird" or
some underworld slumite, but even as a wolf
he doesn't fit in around a mine. Frank Mayo
does his stuff according to schedule, and triumphs over the villain in the big fight. We
think Santschi must have laid down. The
girls in the cast fill in satisfactorily, with a
special word foi "Pearl," whose name does not
appear in the cast.
Mayo, Santschi and the two Masons are the
names to conjure with, and the fight is the
outstanding feature. The dynamiting of the
dam can be exploited, although the set in
this scene is palpably a miniature. Headlines
clipped from a current paper regarding a mine
disaster should attract attention. Stills of
the mining town dance hall will receive the
furtive glances of your male patrons.

BURNETT

PLAY

A SUCCESS

'Dawn of a Tomorrow' Promises Satisfactory Box Office Returns
THE DAWN OF A TOMORROW. Paramount Photoplay. Adapted from the Novel
and Stage Play by Frances Hodgson Burnett. Director, George Mclford. Length,
6,010 Feet. CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Glad
Jacqueline Logan
The Dandy
Rajmiond Griffith
Sir Oliver Holt
David Torrence
Arthur Holt
Roland Bottomley
Ned
Harris Gordon
Black
Guy Oliver
Madge
Marguerite Clayton
Polly
Alma Bennett
Sir Oliver Holt, ill and fearing coming insanity,
goes to a London slum intending to commit suicide.
He is ppevented by Glad, a slum girl, who-e lover
is a young
known
"ThehisDandy."
He
employs
Dandyburglar
to obtain
moneyas from
safe, having
given him the combination. Dandy performs his
task, looting
incidentally
Oliver's
nephew
from
the safe.stopping
Dandy isSir
accused
of murdering
a policeman. Sir Oliver establishes his innocence
and Dandy and Glad become his wards.
By George i. Pardy
A VERY entertaining picture which reflects
credit upon all concerned in its production,
"The Dawn of a Tomorrow" ought to register satisfactory box office results wherever
it is booked. Dealing with the under-crust
of London life, where crime is rampant in
gloomy alleys, there is sharp physical action
enough to fill the demands of those who desire
gingery amusement fare, while others will respond favorably to its sympathetic message
of hope for the downfallen.
Georgeplayed inMelford's
is dishis carefuldirectorial
handling craft
of situations
which offer considerable temptation for indulgence in excess sentiment of the gushing
order. The average director seems unable to
resist this lure, which accounts for the screening of many films clogged with dripping sweetness and staggering under an overload of
moral reflections.
The characters are thoroughly human
while the sentimental urge persists, it is always kept within reasonable bounds, you can
sympathize with the hunger need, sorrows and
passions of these wretched, ragged creatures
and be uplifted by the cheery optimism of the
little girl heroine, without experiencing an uncomfortable sense of forced theatrical atmosWith this exception, the narrative is convincing and a momentary stretching of melophere.
dramatic license isn't likely to interfere with
anyone's
enjoyment
of the picture.
The British atmosphere
is excellent,
better photography
could not be desired, there are a couple
of handsome interiors and deep sets have been
skillfully utilized in the filming of murky
corners and dismal streets where the tide of
wrecked humanity ebbs to and fro.
Dandy's dodging of the "bobbies" who are
on his trail, the robbery of the pawn-shop and
shooting of a policeman by two English thugs,
and the girl heroine's desperate struggle with
Sir Oliver's designing nephew, furnish a variety of well staged thrills. There is a crashing finale, when Dandy engages in a savage
fight with Glad's assailant, is caught by the
police and about to be hauled off to jail, when
the
millionaire appears and establishes his innocence.
Jacqueline Logan is pleasing, natural and
emotionally effective as Glad, Raymond Griffith gives a fine impersonation of the lighthearted, light-fingered Dandy, David Torrence
wins favor as the kindly Sir Oliver and the
support is excellent.
You can exploit this as a good human interest story, with realistic underworld atmosphere and abundance of melodramatic thrills.
Jacqueline Logan, Raymond Griffith and David
Torrence have a strong fan following and
their names should be prominently featured.
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'Bi^
Little
Fea.ture
CENTURY WILL RELEASE FTVE
wherein
inhabitants
of
Fairyland
are
shown
'SECRETS OF LIFE' PROVE REAL
gambling and dancing on the petals of roses.
COMEDIES IN APRIL
PATRON PULLERS
These mysterious pictures cannot fail to be of
Apprehensions which exhibitors may
Five Century Comedies will be released
all leading
theatres exhibiting Inhave had in connection with running pic- interest, at ternational
News.
during the month of April, according to
tures of an "educational" nature have been
In this issue there is also a subject made
Universal's schedule of distribution of
largely dispelled bj' the success of the Eduat Los Angeles, of a girl dare-devil, who de- short products.
cational Film Exchanges' "Secrets of Life"
fies
death
blindfolded,
3,000
feet
in
the
air.
series of microscopic pictures, produced by These pictures are real — there is no fake about
They are: "Hit Him Hard," with Jack
Earle and Harry McCoy. Marjorie MarLouis H. Tolhurst for Principal Pictures
it.
She
cannot
see
a
thing
and
this
proves
cel English ingenue, appears in the leadCorporation.
thrill seekers will go to enIn almost every instance these little mi- to whattertainlength
"Checking
Out," Smith
with
the public.
Pal ing
thefeminine
dog inpart.
the star
role. Noel
croscopic pictures have surprised the exdirected
this
fun
film.
At
Culver
City,
California,
the
Spring
trainhibitor who booked them fearing they
ing season opens for circus monkeys.
"The Racing Kid" stars Buddy Messinwould go to the way of other subjects of
And there are quite a few different shots,
ger. He is ably supported by Martha
like nature. The public has commented on
under the heading "The News of the Day,"
Sleeper, beautiful twelve-year-old leading
them in no uncertain manner, and newsperhaps
the
principle
subject
being
that
of
paper critics and reviewers throughout the Navy.
lady for Buddy's films.
"Pretty Plungers," stars the bevy
country have supported these pictures in Curtis D. Wilbur, the new Secretary of the
pulchritude known as the Century Folliesof
a manner gratifying to producers of this
Girls.
class of entertainment.
The final Century two-reeler for April
Typical reviews were published in Cincinnati, Ohio, papers when the first of the
is
"A Lofty
Marriage,"
whichhonors
Jack
Earle
and Henry
Murdockin share
series, "The Ant" made its appearance at
for
the
leading
roles.
the Strand Theatre in that city. The Cincinnati Enquirer devoted over a quarter
of a column to its review of this picture.
"We believe the ants have a shade the
LANGDON STARTS NEW COMEDY
best of its at the Strand this week" said
their reviewer, who states that the insect
Harry Langdon, who is proving a sensapicture was the most interesting feature
tional success in his series of two-reel comedies being distributed by Pathe, has comof the bill. "It is the sort of film that
no one, either nature lover or movie fan,
pleted another comedy, titled "His New
can afTord to miss."
Mamma." This latest subject, wh'ch was directed
by Rov Del Ruth, is now being edited
"The real novelty of the program at the
and titled at the Mack Sennett Studios, preparStrand," says the Cincinnati Times-Star,
atorv to its shipment to New York.
"is the first of the microscopic studies of
The feminine honors are shared between
insects, "The Ant."
* * *
Madeline Hurlock and Alice Day, the former
appearing in her customary role of an ultra'PLAYING HOOKEY' RETITLED
sophisticated beautv and the latter as a sweet,
demure, society girl.
"Playing Hookey," which stars Buddy
Messinger, the boy-comedian, has been
changed to "Happy Days," according to
information
studio. The from
changeCentury's
was madeHollywood
at Abe
HAL ROACH PRESENTS MOHAN
Popular comedian
now BANKS"
starring in personally
MONTE
Stern's suggestion, as soon as he reached
IN FEATURED ROLES
produced feature comedy-dramas.
His initial
the coast. Mr. Stern believed that "playpicture
was
"Racing
Luck."
He
makes
'em
The first of a new group of Pathe comedies
ing hookey" was too broad in meaning to
laugh.
exploit it in the manner the Century Comfeaturing Earl Mohan will make its appearance
edies are now being handled, and for this
THIRD FOR McCOY
on April 20 under the title of "One at a Time."
reason it was changed to "Happy Days."
The new Earl Mohan comedies will be proMartha Sleeper, the twelve-year-old inNumber three for Harry McCoy. That he
duced by Hal Roach. It is planned to release
has made the grade as a Century Comedy star the Earl Mohan subjects alternately with the
genue, whose work in "The Racing Kid"
is evidenced from the fact that he will make
and "Trailing Trouble" won her a conCharles Chase comedies, which are also protract, appears opposite Buddy in this story his third appearance as a star for this company
duced by Hal Roach and distributed by Pathe.
of school-days, within and without school
"One at a Time" is built around a prizein
"Traffic
Jams,"
the
title
the
picture
bears
at this printing.
wall's.
ring story with Mohan playing the role of
Al Herman wrote the story and directed
Noel Smith, one of the old-timers in the "Knockout Kelly" and Billy Engle appearing
the film. Others in the comedy are "Spec"
producing of two-reel comedies, and for many
a'^ his diminutive but none the less capable
O'Donnell,
Arthur Trimble and Ernie
years with Stern Brothers, is producing it manager. The action is said to abound with
Adams.
from
a
story
written
by
himself.
Lamont,
liumorous
incident and laughable situations.
* * *
also a director of lengthy standing, is working
in close unison with Smith.
'BIRDS OF PASSAGE' SPECIAL
Hilliard Karr, Bessie Welsh, Joe Bonner
DOG IN TITLE ROLE
Pathe's program of releases for April 6
Ernie Adams are playing leading comedy
is introduced by a three-reel special, titled and
roles in support of McCoy. Several other
"Some Pal," with Pal the dog in the star
"Birds of Passage," which is a novelty film characters the story calls for are being enof striking beauty and spectacular action. The
and title role, has been placed in production by
gaged
as
the
action
of
the
picture
progresses.
subject is a screen story of the annual migraJulius Stern with Al Herman wielding the
tion of birds from the northern climes to The story deals with the unharmonious life of
megaphone. This will be Pal's first Century
a J-walker, and various methods used by him
the banks of the Nile, filmed by the famous
Comedy since Lincoln's birthday, just passed.
Swedish ornithologist. Dr. Bengt Berg. Prac- to avoid the never-ending traffic jams. McAn excellent supporting cast has been enCoy plays the part of the sad-eyed lover and
tically every type of European migratory bird
gaged to appear in this fun film, among whom
J-walker.
are Fred Spencer, Ernie Shields. Earl Marsh
came within range of Dr. Bergs' camera over
the period of years that he was filming this
and Tad Ross. The ingenue shall be either
SENNETT COMEDY FOR PATHE
Bartine Burkett or Betty Young, although
portrayal of the struggle that the winged creainformation concerning this has not yet been
tures of the air must wage against the merciMack Bennett's ^latest
"H: comedy for Pathe
less cold of winter.
sent from the Century Hollywood studios. .
release, pletedtitled
"The
Hollywood
Kid,"
was
comThe comedy is based on a series of cartoons
last week and appeared this week at a
which appeared in Northwest and Southern
ELVES AND SPRITES PERFORM
preview
at Grauman's
Metropolitan
Theatre inshowing
Los Angeles.
A dispatch
from the California papers, from the pen of Pinto
BEFORE THE CAMERA
Colvig. They have now been brought into
Coast reports that the comedy was enthusiastically received and has been closed by Sid screen form and under Herman's direction it
International News, in its current release,
Grauman for presentation on the regular pro- is expected that another "exceptional" comedy
has exclusive pictures, made in New York
shall be made with Pal, the clever canine.
gram in the near future.
City, at the first Flower Show of the season.
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Fly' — Educational
Secrets of 'The
life series
1 reel
This is a wonderful example of photography
and microscopy. It shows the fliy from the
larva stage to the full grown germ carrier.
The fly is enlarged thousands of times in all
his ugliness and is a timely subject, for anyone witnessing this picture will be a confirmed
"swatter." The picture shows the result of
a fly's foot
beingIn placed
a small
tube containing broth.
a short intime
the broth
was
contaminated by millions of wiggling bacteria
which can be plainly seen in action. This picture should be shown in the schools as it
plainly visualizes the dangers of the common
house fly, and would encourage the destruction
of the pests. It should be shown before civic
organizations to awaken interest in extinction
of the disease carrier. It should find a place
on every program.
Things' — Pathe
Our Gang 'Seeing
Comedy
2 reels
Little Farina is made a star in this picture. The gang holds a barbecue and
Farina loads herself to the gunwales with
food. The result is a nightmare in which
she performs some hectic stunts. Farina
is the chief character in the picture; the
gang being merely background. The little
comedian does noble. This picture is a
laugh producer and is up to the usual
"Our Gang" standard. This one should be
booked for it will be sure to please.
* * *
'Friend Husband' — Pathe
Snub Pollard comedy
1 reel
A riotous reel of matrimonial trouble.
Pollard pretends insanity to escape the
army routine and marries an amazon who
puts him through the mill, she having had
experience on three former husbands.
Pollard finally rejoins the army for a rest.
The
but contains There
some
good picture
laughs is
andslap-st'ck
funny situations.
is nothing original but it is funny.
'Marrybattles
When Young' — Universal1 reel
Domestic
Neely Edwards would be a poor risk for
an insurance company after he stepped into
matrimony with his young bride. A reel is
devoted to little else than his being damaged
physically by his better half. He spends most
of his time picking himself up. He is aided
and abetted by Bert Roach, who plays the
valet. It is a slapstick affair but it moves
fast and measures up to the average comedy.

'Birds of Passage' — Pathe
Nature subject
3 rerls
An interesting subject showing the migration of birds from the cold climates
to the valley of the Nile. The picture
shows the birds in their winter home and
some of the close shots are remarkable.
Almost every species of bird is shown on
the wing and feeding and it is an educational treat. The picture also shows the
crocodiles of the Nile in all their ponderous glory. The picture will fit in well
with any program and could be recommended for school use or for showing before societies for preservation of wild life.

LIFE OF A SPIDER
Baby Spiders do not have a soft life. Mother
spider
lays
the
then goes
dies.
To show their eggs
exuberance,
the away
youngandspiders
devour one another. The Bray scientific pictures are released through Educational.
'The Swift and Strong' — Pathe
Sportlight
i reel
Grantland Rice shows the result of coordination ofmind and muscle in this picture. He shows pole vaulters, broad jumpers, runners and jumpers. The slow action
camera gives an excellent opportunity to
study the movements necessary to break
records. It is a good subject and will
please any audience.
* * *
'Dusty Dollars' — Educational
Cameo comedy
1 reel
An average comedy with several new twists.
It is fast moving and contains some good
laughs. Sid Smith does come good acrobatics
with a ladder and is a very busy person.

'Kilhng Time' — Educational
Hamilton comedy
2 reels
Lloyd Hamilton in one of his laugh makers.
He undertakes to teach table manners to a
sheep herder with very interesting results. The
picture runs through the usual list of slapstick stunts but they are amusing. The best
scene is brought about by a waiter placing a
chafing
dish under
Hamilton's
chair.andIttheis
really funny.
The captions
are good
picture will make a good addition to any program.
'Runnin' \^'ild'— Pathe
Cartoon
1 reel
This fable shows that life is one thinj,
after another. The characters do a number of impossible stunts that never fail
to bring a laugh. The trials and tribulations of a bird trying to keep the wolf
from the door furnishes the amusement.
The usual chase scenes are good and the
action is fast. It measures up well with
the average single reel comedj'.
'Lon : some' — Educational
Hamilton crmedy
2 reels
Ever see a clam smoke a cigarette r You
will in this Lloyd Ham Iton comedy. There
are three clams served Lloyd in a restaurant that defy all efforts at being caught.
The story is good for lots of laughs.

'Hit Him Hard' — Universal
Century comedy
2 reels
Jack Earle and Harry McCoy furnish the
fun in this one. The action is in the prize
ring and is fast. Part of the picture reverts
to the stone-age where clubs are used to great
advantage. Stone-age taxis and baby carriages
are shown along the "Main Street ' and the
prehistoric method of bootlegging is interestingly told. It is a good comedy.
'White Man Who Turned Indian'—
Pathe
Indian frontier series
2 reels
This is the third of the "Indian Frontier
Series''
as related
by Chief
Horserings
of
the
Arapahoe
Indian
tribe.Yellow
The tale
true,
there's isplenty
of thrilling
and the
atmosphere
convincing.
It isaction
the story
of
a white boy who became a member of the
Arapahoe tribe under dramatic circumstances.
Chief Yellow Horse starts the story in the
Indian sign language which is as interesting
as it is novel.

ATTRACTIVE EXPLOITATION
First
National's
"When
a
Man's
a
good above
exploitation
at the Garden
Theatre,exploitation
Paterson,
by the use of an animated book and aMan"
huge obtained
book cut-out
the marquis.
The splendid
drew capacity crowds to the theatre and proved the value of telling the world.
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SHOWMANSHIP

A

Word

On

Lobby

Lure

and

Theatre

Personality

Your Theatre — Inside and Out, Through the Lobby, Down the Aisle — Is Creating an
Indelible Impression in Every Mind. Is This Impression Good or Bad?
to make an hegira at regular intervals to
By HERBERT K. CRUIKSHANK
t European unrecen
DURING the pleasantness
the streets of these
that out-of-the-way little playhouse. It
has charm for us — inside the entrance
United States were thronged with
We are not talking here of your screen
marching men. Not a day passed but what
door.
offering.
Our
best
thought
on
that
subour cities echoed with the muffled tramp
ject is elsewhere accessible to you. The
A modest showplace — inexpensive — unpretentious. But it has atmosphere.
of khaki-clad conquerors. Hundreds of picture is only half the story. The main
Nothing one may lay a finger on and
them — thousands of them — an army. Well, half perhaps, but here and now we are
chiefly concerned with the other half — the say: "It's this or that." It's everything
that's all attended to. The job was well
done — so far as the boys were concerned.
frame of your picture. And the frame is combining somehow to make an almost
They are all out of uniform now, but they your theatre. Everything contained in it perfect, frame. Ceiling, walls, fixtures,
seating equipment — even the decorative
still parade. They are still in the army- —
from lobby to roof. Everything conducive
baskets — all belong together. And
the army of casual passersby that
marches daily through your thoroughcourtesyThe
doesn't
end with
the tickettaker.
theatre
is comfortable,
fare, back and forth before your theatre. How many enter? How many
clean, cosy, well-lighted, well-heated,
well-ventilated. We sink in the seat
pause — and turn away?
The lobby of your theatre is its face
indicated by the smiling spick-andspan usheress (usherine or usherette
— rather an important feature. When
whichever is the correct nomenclature
you meet a man you scan his face,
for girl ushers) with a satisfied sigh
and what you read there often tells
and settle back for an hou-r of forgetthe story. If his face is dirty, unfulness in a little world of our own.
Psychology of Pleasing Patrons
kempt and unattractive you size him
up accordingly. IT it is bright and inIt's like home should be — only better.
teresting you want to know him better.
Besides the show vi^hat do you offer
You believe that his personality will
W7 E liked this theatre's face. It was
clean and honest, appealing and
your patrons?
fulfill the promise mirrored in his visutterly attractive. We made friends
The film itself is only half the atage. Generally you are right. In any
traction. Your theatre is the other
and found the promise fulfilled. Now
event you take him at his face value.
half.
Let us take it for granted that you
we're pals. Even so your Casual Patron is lured into becoming a Regular
keep the face of your theatre washed
What of the frame in which you
Caller. He keeps steady company with
— that your lobby shines with genial
show your picture?
welcome. The lure of the lobby has
your theatre. If not, ask yourself —
caused many a soldier of the passing,
Folks go to your playhouse to for"Is my the
lobby
an exit?"
When
Casual
Visitor passed out
get their troubles. In order to aid
army to execute a "squads right" into
your theatre. It may have been the
of
your
entrance
door after the show
them in doing so an atmosphere condid it become to him the final exit?
attractiveness with which you featured
ducive to comfort and relaxation is
your current program, a display of
Did your theatre's personality keep
essential. Do you provide ic? If not,
the promise depicted in its face? Or
stills or cutouts that compelled attenwas that face for h im a mask of detion. Perhaps Mr. Passerby was susdon't call your lobby an "entrance
ception. Did he ever come back? If
ceptible to atmosphere, and the cumulobby."
it an exit. For they'll
never
comeCallback.
lative effect of lighting fixtures, artisnot,
don't
be too ready to blame the
tic ticket booth, decorative effects and
picture half of your program. Maybe
Make the theatre and everything in
the general air of come-on-in-and-be— just possibly — he did not like the
it a part of your program — an added
entertained wafted him willingly
other half — the frame of your picture.
attraction
—
and
casual
callers
will
through the entrance door. Maybe it
was the combination of both that won
come again.
Go take a walk for yourself if only
him. Who cares? The indisputable
as far as the corner. Kiss yourself
fact is that your lobby did its duty
good-bye and assume the mental processes of the casual customer who
nobly. But —
to the comfort and convenience of your
typifies the army of your potential paDid the far side of your lobby make
patrons combines to make that frame a
trons. Return to the theatre and look it
good the promise with performance? Mr.
over carefully from stem to stern. Start
P. liked your face and he was willing to perfect setting for the picture half of your
program. An inexpensive wooden frame
with your lobby. For instance, in order to
be friends.
Didhim?
your Did
theatre's
personality
delicate of line, harmonious in color can attract more than passing attention it is
make
a pal of
he step
through
not necessary to plaster your entrance with
be a thing of joy. An expensive frame
the door into an evening's enjoj'ment and
encrusted in gold-leaf may be repellent be- a mass of display material — posters, cutrelaxation amid surroundings that matched
outs and what not. Observe the windows of
cause its various parts do not harmonize.
>our lobby?
your leading merchants. You will find that
The New York Times recently quoted
the most effective, most atractive window
the opinions of a number of men well
is not the one cluttered up with numberless
VOUR
frame
—
your
theatre
—
may
be
versed in the high art of public entertaineither unpretentious or luxurious. In odds and ends, but that which creates a
ment on the ever-present question "What
through the tasteful arrangeeither case the Casual Patron judges it in buying menturge
of a few articles. Attention is fothe Public Wants." More than one of its particular class, and is influenced accused upon them, the grouping is pleasing
these expert analyists of human amusecordingly. He knows that a cottage may
ment desires stated that folks go to the be more beautiful, cosily comfortable and to the eye, whereas the window containing everything but the kitchen stove is
theatre to forget their troubles, to be di- satisfying than an ornate palace. He wants
confusing and repellent.
verted, to get away from themselves and
comfort — he wants to relax — to forget.
Now pass on through the lobby into the
their drab surroundings, to leave behind
We were once lured into a neighbortheatre^.
Round out both halves of your
for the time the colorless dullness of workhood theatre at the other end of town by program to form a pleasing entirety, and
a
very
attractive
lobby.
We
typified
Mr.
a-day existence. They seek that which, in
box-office.
you'll multiply the golden burden of the
Casual Passerby. Ever since we manage
many cases, their homes do not aft'ord.
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'Different'

JACKIE COOGAN AS KIDS' STYLE KING
When Metro's
"Long the
Livetheatre
the King"
playedthisthe attractive
Park Theatre,
Bangor,
Manager& Webster
Arthur Pinkham
turned
them toward
through
tie-up with
the Miller
Clothing
Company.
One of these suits was given away as first prize in a popular "Jackie Coogan Contest"

CLOTHES

TIE-UP
ON 'BEAU
BRUMMEL'
TWO
HUNDRED
STORES

CELDOM in the history of motion picture
exploitation has the exhibitor been presented with an opportunity to gain such sterling window tie-ups as have been effected in
connection with the release of Warner Brothers'leasedBeauattheBrummel."
The Theatre,
picture isNew
to beYork
reMark Strand
City, on March 30, and this fact is already
known to the many hundreds of thousands
daily tramping Broadway. In the Times
Square section alone two hundred large and
prominent window displays have been secured,
and in other sections covering the length and
breadth of Manhattan Island the advent of
'the
many production
windows. is blazoned forth through

IN

the possibilities
with half an eye, and is cerway. tain to meet friend exhibitor more than half
:^ ^ ^
'ON TIME' OFFERS GOOD STUNT
"On Time" has one exploitation stunt which
of a grandfather's
the display
just lobby.
calls
clock for
in the
The clock
must be one
the
on
preferably
chimes,
that The idea of the stunt is that quarterhour.
anyone
in the act of paying for a ticket of admission
as the clock chimes will receive the ticket free.

Even the merchants in the "roaring Forwhere space
is valued
inch,
evinced ties,"
unusual
enthusiasm
when bythethe
question
of window display was broached. The title
of the picture, and the splendid stills of the
popular idol, John Barrymore, wearing the
picturesque costumes affected by the gallants
of
period,
the surrender
of the
the Beau's
valuable
spacewarranted
usually used
for the
shops'
for a special bytie-up.
sagacitydisplays
was demonstrated
the factBroadway
that the
confidence of the merchants in the pulling
power of the stills and oil paintings, was justified by the sidewalk jamming crowds jostling to get a look.
Stores featuring a diversity of products
were
requisitioned
purpose.
Hat Stores
showedforthethe large
grey Young's
beavers
popularized by the famous Beau. Dainty
footwear of the type worn by Brummel was
displayed to advantage by the Signet Shoe
Stores. Brill Brothers had an elaborate window with a special Beau Brummel dummy
constructed for the event. Aeolian Hall made
its beautiful window even more attractive,
and the music store tie-ups were arranged
by Carl Fischer Company, publishers of a
lilting composition specially prepared for the
production and called "The Beau Brummel
Minuet."
The widespread enthusiasm of blase Gotham
augurs well for the unprecedented success of
exhibitors throughout the country in securing
real co-operation from merchants of all types.
There are such a profusion of logical tie-ups
with the picture, that it would almost seem
to have been produced to order for this very
purpose. The wide-awake merchant will see

Manager HORSESHOE
Earl Settle,
bet with his cut-out of
the jocular jockey in
comedy of the rider

BRINGS Okla.,
LUCK
McAlester,
won a
Johnny Hines, starring as
Warner Brothers' racing
"Little Johnny Jones."

Copy Counts
in Popular Appeal
A "DIFFERENT" note in amusement advertising was sounded in the newspaper
campaign conducted by Balaban and Katz
during the run of the First National production "Why Men Leave Home" at the Chicago
Theatre. The difference lay in the stress
placed upon the copy appeal, rather than big
type, bold headlines and flaring mats. The
four paragraphs of copy were all run in the
same sized type, and read:
"For once you will learn the secrets of the
second year of marriage — the danger time that
lies between the first fading of romance and
the finding of true sympathy
"For once you will see 'the other woman'
with eyes of humor and understanding — she
was only a human, ambitious, lonely girl,
beautiful but dumb— —
"For once you will peer into the soul of
a mother-in-law. Mary Carr, who made her
name playing a 'mother,' now flashes forth as
memorably as the most interesting mother-inlaw you ever saw ....
"For once you will be instructed and entertained at the same time — instructed in the
art of tained
holding
a husband's
enterwith a romance
that islove,
too and
sensational
to be polished and too distinguished withcleverness
be thought
labeled proved
'sensational.'
"
Apparentlyto the
intriguing
to
feminine fancy, for folks found their way
to the box office in numbers. The girls came
to
problem,
and
the get
men the
filed"low
in to down"
see the on
otherthefellow
tempted.
At the same time a good one was arranged
with County Clerk Robert M. Sweitzer, whose
office dispenses marriage licenses. All applicants during the showing were given special
invitations to see the picture, the "bids," atsupplied by Balaban & Katz.tractively made up,* being
* *
OLD

SONGS HAVE OLD FRIENDS
BRING TEARS AND SMILES
Through popular request and avalanche of
old-time favorite songs greeted and pleased
the patrons of the Brooklyn, (N. Y.) Mark
Strand Theatre on a recent program. There
were seven selections preceded by a three
minute announcement film reading: "Songs
come and songs go ; we hear them today
and forget them tomorrow. There are, however, those which stand the test of time and
cling to our memory — the songs we can't fornumbers
were : grouped
"Sweet Adeline,''
sung
byThe
a male
quartette
center stage,
without accompaniment. "Alexander's Ragtime Band," danced by a girl in silk minstrel
costume, with orchestra accompaniment. "The
Glow Worm,'' soprano solo with harp accompaniment. "The
of New
York,''
male quartette
andSidewalks
four girls,
Soprano
and
harp rendition of "Believe Me If All Those
Endearing Young Charms," and then "Come
Back to Erin" and "The Low Backed Car"
in deference to St.^ Patrick's
day.
^ ^
THEATRE CORRIDOR FAIR
ANget."ANNUAL EVENT
A winter fair was held for a week at the
Allen Theatre, London, Ontario, this being
the second annual event of its kind to be
conducted in the large lobby of the theatre
under the direction of Manager Tom Logan.
All classes of exhibits were on display in the
theatre corridor from noon to 11 P. M. The
booths contained everything from automobiles,
radio sets, bicycles, hardware, gas stoves and
washing machines to men's clothing pianos,
toilet goods and other lines. Only one exhibit from each industry was in evidence.
Booth space was sold on a rental basis and
a greattion.many
people Free
attended
demonstra-a
The London
Pressthe published
special four-page section to introduce and
describe the trade exposition and the Allen
Theatre got prominent mention.
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'Chronicles' Attract
Through Patriotic
Civic Clubs
Pathe's "Chronicles of America" Series continues to draw complimentary comment from
many sources. The patriotic theme of this
group of historical dramas produced by the
Yale University Press is well calculated to
arouse enthusiasm among those Americans
who are interested in the highlights of their
nation's development.
When "Jamestown," the second Chronicle,
was shown at the Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee, a barrage of publicity resulted from a
tie-up with the Milwaukee County League of
Women Voters. This prominent organization,
with an impressive membership of women high
in the social and civic activities of the city
and state, rallied to the support of the picture with affiliated clubs and societies. Benefit performances were given, and a prize essay content for children on the subject "The
Way in Which 'Jamestown' Teaches Patriotism" attracted city-wide attention — and patronage.
Harry Browning, manager of Gordons
Olympia Theatre, New Haven, Conn., also
directed his attention to the schools and
churches as well as to the civic and patriotic
organizations of his city. The result was an
unusual demand at the box office for "Vincennes," the third Chronicle. Saturday morning performances are given for children, and
tickets have been sold 50 far ahead as "Peter
Stuyvesant," the sixth number in the series.
The Olympia shows the Chronicles about once
each month, and is issuing a set of five tickets
at $2.25 with which go five passes for the
kids. A window display with the local Winchester sport shop, and the favorable attitude of the Chamber of Commerce strengthened the campaign.
BRILLIANT BRITISH BALLYHOO
SURPRISES OLD LONDON
Captain Alfred Davis, Marble Arch Pavilion, London, put across some good ones
in behalf of Rin-tin-tin, the great police dog
thespian and the Warner Brothers'' picture
"Where the North Begins." He tied up
with the Dog Show, secured a dozen police
dogs as lobby display, and staged a unique
lecture presentation which made the box-office
as busy as a bread line in a hard winter.
Plenty of newspaper publicity resulted.
In addition, a special showing of the film
was tendered to high officials of the police
and army. Prize winning dogs were escorted
with suitable publicity to the theatre and
seated as though viewing the picture while
busy cameramen photographed them. Human
interest stuff — and the papers grabbed it. As
a sort of prologue to the picture, Major Beddoes, one of England's most distinguished dog
trainers, introduced a highly intelligent wolfdog which was put through its paces.
* * *
KIDS GATHER CROWDS
A gang of kids can always block traffic,
[f you don't think so toss a handful of coppers to a crowd of urchins and watch the busy
business men throng to watch them scramble.
Milton Crandall, Rowland and Clark Theatres, knew this and procured some great publicity for his showing of Rex Beach's "Big
Brother" picture, by distributing coupons for
woolen stockings to newsboys of Pittsburgh
from the steps of the City-County Building.
He chose a pretty girl in riding togs to do
the passing out, but she proved as popu'ar as
"Big Brother" did 'ater.
Of course, the ever-present photographer
got some fine films of the nnie hundred newsies who battled clamorously for the sock
tickets. Thousands witnessed the distribution.

~ — ^"^
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PASADENA
MOTOR
DEALERS
PARADE
FOR 'SPORTING YOUTH'
"When filled
the Universal
film played
Egyptian
Theatre, Manager
Allen staged
pageantmillionaires
of sport
cars
with sporting
youths, themodish
mannequins,
dashing debutantes
and a society

West

Coast

Manager

in Tie-up

wilh

ALLAN, manager for the T. D.
RALPH
& L. circuit of the Egyptian Theatre at
Pasadena, Calif, succeeded in putting "Sporting Youth" over in a way that made even the
staid city of millionaires and oi mate sit up ai-.d
take not'ce. Not coi.tent with staging a per"keg'
star, in
of the picture's
appearance additional
Denny,sonal
carrying
advertising
the
s
newspaper and putting cn a bang-up lobb}'
display. Allan put over an automobile parade
that was the talk of the Crown City and its
suburban annex, Los Angeles.
Armed with a handful of "Sport'ng Youth"
by a dete-m'nt
backed Allan
matter
printed
that
wcu'd
not ard
be denied,
succeededaionin

LOOKING UP 'MAIN STREET
This clever display cut-out was used with good
results by Pittsburgh's Cameraphone Theatre during the showing of Warner Brothers' production

Engineers
Pasadena

Big Stunt

Jubilee

getting the Pasadena Motor Dealers Association to call a special meeting to consider sponsoring aparade through the principal streets
of that city in connection with the showing
of the picture. With what eloquence the resourceful manager worked upon the graces
of the auto dealers is not known, but Pasadena woke up to the reahzation that there
was something doing at the Egyptian house.
Official sanction was next to be secured, and
this was no more difficult to negotiate. He
got the Chief of Police to appoint the handsomest and bravest -of his motorcycle cquad,
Arthur "Red" Mansell, to clear the main
thoroughfare, Co'orado Street, and then
came the fun. Not only was this officially
sanctioned, but the Firemen's band — including
even the chief, himself — lead the parade, dispensing sweet strains as they went.
No less than thirty-five cars — all sport
model: and the latest word in motordom—
participated in the Pageant of Youth which
rnoved before the eyes of the interested public. The cars, representing a cost of about
$100,000, gaily decorated with pom-pons,
poly-colored balloors, banners and equipped
with latest accersories and dev'ces came
in for much pra'se from the by-standers.
Braut'ful models and society belles graced the
various entries and of course Manager Allan
of the "King Tut" house put in several maabout. chines reminding the public what it was all
With a display of his usual civic pride.
Manager Allan hnked the parade up with
Pasadena's Fiftieth Birthday. The city is
now celebrating its Jubilee Year, having a
wide variety of events scheduled all through
the
twelve
Theevent
"Sporting
parade
was months.
not the first
of this Youth"
Jubilee
Year sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce, but it was the first in which the Motor
Dealers Association participated.
As a result of the parade and the liberal
publicity given in local newspapers, the Egypt'an came in for wide comment and "Sporting
Youth" played to capacity houses all that
week. Incidentally auto dealers reported quickened interest in sales, especially sport models.
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Public Library Tie-Up
The Cleveland Public Library has selected
two of Warner Brothers pictures for display
in connection with books. This recently inaugurated policy was adopted because of the
excellent opportunities presented to stimulate
interest in history, biography and travel.
The two pictures mentioned by the library
authorities are BEAU BRUMMEL, starring
John Barrvmore in an adaptation of the Fitch
play, and WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS,
featuring the trained dog Rin-tin-tin. The
latter film is not taken from a book, but
its nature is such that it may be tied-up with
a number of stories dealing with life in the
far North.of "Beau
programs
the highBrummel'"
schools. is on the study
Stills, posters and press books of both pictures are accessible in the Parents' and Teachers' Roomandof High
the School
Main Library,
in Branch
libraries. and also
Minstrel Car a Success
An interesting sidelight on the merits of
ballyhoo advertising comes from the "After
.the terBall
form of South
a letwrittenMinstrel
by L. T.Car"
Lesterin oftheColumbia,
Carolina. While making for Atlanta, Ga., on
the way to the coast via the F. B. O. exchanges, the minstrel car stopped long enough
in Columbia, to do some ballyhooing for the
Ideal Theatre which is one of the L. T. Lester
circuit playing AFTER THE BALL. Mr.
Lester,exploitation
says amongputother
: "Iover
am even
sure
the
the things
picture
better than it would have gone over without
the minstrel boys. It is . a good stunt and no
showman can go wrong using it with 'After
the Ball' or, for that matter, with an}' picture
he wants to put over in a big wa}'." .
Good Exploitation Possibilities
The Sol Lesser production, WHEN A
MAN'S A MAN, received a most thorough
title exploitation during its world premiere
at the Cameo Theatre, New York.
The entire campaign, from lobby, street, windov,' and newspaper, was hinged on the title
of the Harold Bell Wright adaptation. The
co-operation of the book publishers made it a
simple matter to secure window displays in
book stores, department stores and drug stores
handling the works of Harold Bell Wright.
One of the biggest results of employing the
adaptable title was the Venida Hairnet tieup. which brought over seven hundred choice
windows within the selling range of "When
a Man's a Man." In connection with banks,
the saves
idea awaslittle
thatand"When
he
spends aa jMan's
little. a Man"
A Boy Scout drive for Scoutmasters was
conducted among New York business men.
Principal Pictures came in on the campaign
with extraordinary success by offering " 'When
a Man's a Man' He'll Promote American Citizenship by Directing the Steps of American
Youth. ' This catchline was used in the
crowded subways, street cars and elevated
lines of New York City.
* :!t
Winners Ride Taxis to 'Reno'
When RENO was being shown at the Bellevue Theatre, Niagara Falls, the management
issued 8.000 tickets for a Yellow Taxi ride
to the theatre and two admissions, providing
the number on the ticket corresponded to one
of the list of winning numbers posted in front
of the theatre.
Fifty winning numbers were displayed, and
the crowd around the bulletin board was sufficiently dense to require the attention of a
special policeman.
Circus Front Attracts
CIRCUS DAYS inspired George M. Schade,
proprietor of the Schade Theatre, Sandusky,
Ohio, to arrange a lobby reminiscent of a
real circus ballyhoo. He put up a simple
front consisting of triangular awning canopy

EXPLOITATION
IDEAS
from the top of the marquee to the bottom
on both sides of the roof. It got the kids,
and grown-ups too at a cost of half the usual
layout.
Another exhibitor drew additional patronage
by dispensing circus pink lemonade, and having two large bowls of peanuts accessible to
s!^ * *
patrons.
Fashion Show in Theatre
A real style revue was staged at the Olympia
Theatre, New Haven, Conn., as an outcome
of the tie-up effected with the department
store of Mendel and Harris, ''New Haven's
busiest store," in connection with the showmg of FASHION ROW, starring Mae Mur-

Bulletin Arouses Interest
The Brooklyn, New York, Mark Strand
Theatre has established a Bulletin which is
being published monthly as an exploitation accessory It contains four pages, six by nine
inches in size,, and is printed in black ink on
white super stock of seventy pounds weight.
Starting with a list of 250 names, the Bulletin is now being mailed regularly to over
3.000 persons, and new names are coming in at
the rate of 150 each week. A blank is carried in the theatre program in which patrons
m.ay write their names. In addition to the
mailing list 10,000 of the bulletins are distributed to patrons as they leave the theatre,
and as there is much of interest contained in
the pages these are invariably carried home.
The general custom in editing this bulletin
is to advertise coming attractions for the next
three or four weeks. This usually gives a
page each for the next three shows, and one
page for miscellaneous
* * matter.
*
Every Little Coimts
Tod Browning, manager of the Olympia
Theatre, Ne-w Haven, Conn., put over a new
one. It is a savings account. The tie-up was
with the Congress Bank and Tru;t Company.
Coupons were issued under the auspices of
the theatre, crediting the bearer with a two
dollar account at the bans when presented
at the savings account department together
with one dollar.
Only one coupon was allowed to a person
and it was necessary that it be presented prior
to a specified date. The campaign received
much favorable notice because of its stimulation to saving.
The progressive bank officials, who had
seen the possibilities and lent their aid to the
plan, reaped a latisfactor^- harvest of new
' depositorsticeable
with
addition
increasecoupons
in the in
number
of tonewa noaccounts.
* * *

NOVELTY ON 'HAPPINESS'
This doll will help popularize Metro's screen
versionsentsof Laurette
J. Hartley
play.she Itcreated,
repreTaylor Manners'
in the role
and was designed by Margaret Vale, a niece of
President Wilson. Each Metro program will
have these doll replicas ol central characters
ray in spectacular gowns. Six mannequins,
all good looking, displayed the frocks from
the store as a sort of prologue to the picture.
Mendel and Harris advertised the fashion
show and the picture in full page newspaper
spreads, and all the papers chronicled the
event in the news pages under various captions such as "Local Beauties in Style Show
at Olympia," "Olympia Spring Fashion Revue
All Week," etc. Needless to say the results
were
to themost
shop.gratifying both to the theatre and
* * *
Matinees for Kids
The Tivoli and City Theatres at Roseville,
N. J., were recently visited by John AIcCullough.a of
H. Hays'details
New ofYork
office,
with
viewWill
to learning
the special
children's matinees which are featured so successfully. The percentage of youngsters at
these showings average well up in the eighties,
and the audience is certainly appreciative.
^Manager Leon O. Mumford declares that there
is a noticeable increase of adult patronage
on other days due to the advertising the children give the theatres in their homes.
Every precaution is taken in selecting suitable films for the last half of each week, the
pictures being chosen for the family appeal,
and utmost care being taken to avoid anything
ven hinting at a sensational subject.

Costumed Exploitation
When LITTLE OLD NEW YORK was
shown at the Palace Theatre, Little Rock,
Ark., the management of the theatre devised a
very attractive street ballyhoo which materially
increased the receipts.
Five girls were engaged, clad in the masculine evening clothes worn by Marion Davies
as the masquerading Patricia in the photoplay
and
sent who
through
the dressed
streets, inwith
a ver\tall man
was also
the garb
of
a century ago. The girls wore high silk hats,
and each of them carried a cane.
The group of girls and the man attracted
the curiosity of passersby whenever they appeared on the street and a crowd followed
tl'em
about.
stimulated
attendance'
at the Palace That
was they
witnessed
by the
crowds
that followed them to the theatre and then
bought seats.
* * *
Paints Usher's Knees
In exploiting PAINTED PEOPLE, the
Warfield Theatre? San Francisco, pulled a
:tunt that forced its way into the newspapers,
and on the front page of one having a 90,000
circulation. The management selected the prettiest of the girl ushers, and with rouge and
lipstick as combined brush and palette a mannikin head was painted on each of her knees.
Then the knees and the girl were photographed
and the publicity put over. It packed the
house.
Special Song Written
A special song number, LILY OF THE
ALLEY, is being prepared for publication
coincidentally with the release of the photoplay of the same name. The song, with
words and music by Grossman and Donaldson, will be placed on popular sale, and the
attractive melody and lyrics are expected to
aid in securing hea\y box office patronage for
the film. The cover page is to be illustrated
by a well-known artist.
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THE "Beau Brummel" press sheet, is a
glowing testimonial to the way \\^arner
Brothers have put themselves out to give the
screen
version ofin Clyde
Fitch'sacces;ories
play a fitting
accompaniment
lithographs,
and
advertising material.
Besides being attractively made up, it contains an opulence of practical advertising suggestions and publicity material with driving
force. "Dandies of All Days" is the title of
a long six-column feature story containing a
cut of John Barry more surrounded by beaux
of four dilTerent centuries.
Distinction is in every poster and oil painting, Barrymore and Carmel Alyers photographing superbly. Both line and half-tone
cuts are offered in scene reproductions ; this
is a departure, only half tones having been
offered exhibitors heretofore.
Accessories consist of a stunning 10x16
herald, a "Beau Brummel Minuet" piano solo
by Francis Young, published by Carl Fisher,
Inc. : a 14x36, and two distinguished window
cards. All in all, a precious press sheet for
the exhibitor !
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ADVERTISING
AIDS
licitN PEGGY is receiving unusual pubvia radio. The Radio Studio of the
Y
Los
Angeles
Examiner (Station KFI) is sendfj AB
ing out a "thank you" mailing-card, 5x7 inches,
to everyone writing in about radio programs
broadcasted from that station. The card carries a small cut of the Examiner Building
and a prominent one of the wide-eyed Baby
with her ear close to a loud-speaker.
Thousands of these cards are sent out
weekly, as KFI reaches all over the United
States and Canada. The Baby Peggy photograph was specially made for this purpose by
International News with the co-operation of
Principal Pictures Corporation, under whose
banner Peggy is now hard at work.
UNITED
making
ous effortARTISTS
to secure a are
higher
type aof strenuposter
material to help exhibitors sell their pictures
to the public. In line with this policy, Anton Grot, the artist, has been retained to paint
posters of Mary Pickford in her next picture,
"Dorothy
Haddonbeautiful
Hall." pictures
The result is a Vernon
series ofof really
for this production which cannot help creating a deal of word-of-mouth advertising.

T OEW'S THEATRE in Newark, N. J.,
is attracting additional patronage through
a popularity contest. Newspaper advertisements of the current attractions carry a picture of a ballot-box in which a paper marked
"vote" is being deposited. The announcement
reads : "Starting Monday, March 24, and All
Week, Cast Your Votes for Your Favorite
Local Business Girl and Help Her to Win !"
Theber oflucky
greatest
numvotes girl
willreceiving
win the theSlOO
first prize,
while the slightly less fortunate will be consoled with a second prize of S50, and third
and fourth prizes of $25 each. Those fair
ones
aspire
to the crownto ofsee"our
Mary"
will bewhogiven
an opportunity
themselves
as others see them, for the advertisement
promises that "Motion Pictures of Popular
Contestants Entered by the Various Local
Firms Will Be Shown on the Screen for the
Entire Week."
THE Frank
Munseyan Company
designed and A.
executed
attractive has
herald
on "The Confidence Man," the story by L. Y.
Erskine and Bob Davis, now being made into
a Paramount picture with Thomas Meighan.
The herald, printed in colors, is a reproduction of the cover of Argosy-All-Story Weekly's issue of March 15, in which "The Confidence Man" starts as a serial.
The magazine cover, as reproduced, is
adorned with a portrait of Thomas Meighan
and
as that
next announces
picture. the
Thestory
picture
willofbeMeighan's
released
during the appearance of the serial in the
Mun;ey publication.
These heralds are now being distributed in
quantities to Paramount exchanges and will
be delivered on order to exhibitors free of
charge. A blank space is left in the herald
for the imprinting of the theatre's name and
the date of the picture's engagement.

LEO G. GARNER, Manager of Columbia
Theatre, Bristol, Tenn., reports splendid
success atending the big exploitation camthe out
"Drivin'
conducted
the linespaign onlaid
in the Fool'
Hodkinson
press along
book.
]Mr. Garner says :
"We plastered the town with stickers readTN the Philadelphia Ledger Dr. Frank Crane
ing: 'Half the road is yours, stick to it—
don't be a DRIVIX' FOOL,' and sniped all
stated: "The woman having ten children
the country roads with half sheets: 'Slow up. should have a free ticket for any theatre she
It is better to be safe than sorry. The DRI\'chooses to attend.'' Coincident with the apIN' FOOL is at the Columbia Theatre.'
pearance of the editorial, "The Hunchback of
"We co-operated with the City to launch
Notre Dame" was showing at the Hamilton
a public safety week, and placed stickers on Theatre,
Lancaster, Pa. Immediately an adeverv automobile reading, The driver of this
vertisement appeared in the Lancaster papers
car is safe and sane. The DRIVIN' FOOL
in which "conforming with the philosophy of
Dr. Crane, and believing with him that the
is at the
Columbia
Theatre.'
Automobile
owners
asked
for extra
stickers.
A half mother of ten children is deserving of signal
block away from the theatre, on the corner
honors, any such mothers in Lancaster — and
of the main street, we put a railroad stoo their
children — are cordially invited to be the
IN Detroit, the town where they manufacguests of the Hamilton Theatre at any time
sign close to a banner readinar. 'The speediest
ture "those things,'' many a corpulent seat
hog was recently gut to much embarrassment
picture in the world— the DRIVIN' FOOL
during
the
engagement
of
'The
Hunchback.'
'
by
having
a fair young thing who was clinging
now,' with a hand pointed toward the theatre.
No mother availed herself of the opportun"We stretched a twenty-five foot banner
ity, but the clever and timely tie-up won front to a car-strap hand him a card reading :
" 'When a Man's a Man' He Gives His Seat
page publicity in all the Lancaster papers.
across our main street reading : 'Public Safety
Week. One-half the road is yours, stick to it
to
Lady."
but
theya all
turnedSome
the did
cardandoversome
and didn't,
saw that
don't be a DRIVIN' FOOL. Another stunt
was tying up with a taxi company, each cab
the
of Harold
Bell Wright's
novelscreen
would version
be shown
at the Strand
Theatre
bearing a sign : 'The driver of this cab is
during the week.
safe. The DRIVIN' FOOL is at the Conow.' '
lumbia Theatre
* * *
T^HE tremendous popularity in
ever struck
Nashville,
■pEFORE
"The Broken
Wing"
Italy of F. Marion CrawTenn., a series of advertisements appeared daily in the
ford's novel, "The White SisNashville Banner. They all
ter," is being used as a factor
carried a picture of a falling
in the exploitation of the picture in this country. The book
'plane with various captions as :
is familiar to at least the last
"When W'ill the 'Broken Wing'
Land?" Finally the Knickbertwo generations in Italy. Thoubocker Theatre, which had been
sands of Italians now here look
inserting the teasers, announced
upon the story as one of the
that the picture would be shown
great romances of their native
land.
at that playhouse. From the receipts some interest must have
Following the example set by
been aroused.
^ ^ ^
the Shubert-Crescent Theatre
in Brooklyn when "The ^^'hite
MANAGING
DIRECTOR
FRED MILLER,
of the
Sister" played
there recently,
exhibitors
are circularizing
the
California Theatre, Los AnItalian population with pamgeles, worked out a clever teaser
phlets printed in Italian. The
ad for the week before he
results have been highly unusual
and profitable. Theatres showplayed
Yankee Douglas
Consul."^lacLean's
It was in "The
several cartoons of men in matchign "The White Sister' have
had their patronage boosted by
like lines depicting some of the
a big percentage of Italians and
comedy
in onetheshows
picture.
instance
the For
Consul
the occasion has often been enlivened by their enthusiasm in
catching the sword-thrust of an
the European manner. The
opponent on an opened umbrella.
The ads were run in one corner
Italian language papers printed
STIRRING CUT-OUT OF FIRE AND FLOOD'
The Mission Theatre, Wichita Falls, Texas, attracted more than the casual
of the usual display matter, and
in this country have been enattention of passing pedestrians with this poster cut-out depicting an exciting
the laughable outlines helped
episode in the Vitagraph picture, full of action, adventure and human interest
thusiastic intheir praise of "The
things along a lot.
Wl-Hte Sister."
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Making

Big

PRODUCERS

Money

Everywhere!

are continually advertising coming

pictures.

On

this page

we advertise pictures that are here now — the big, gold-medal Paramount
Pictures, just released, that are drawing the capacity crowds and making the
real money NOW.
Here are pictures on which you take no chances. Every one of them is an acknowledged success. Ask your fellow exhibitor. Read his experience related
below.

"TO

THE

LADIES"
William Noble, Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla., says about
this screaming James Cruze comedy hit: "Theodore Roberts is the star.
One of his best pictures, and one especially pleasing to the ladies."
99

"THE

CALL

OF

THE

CANYON

After
playing
Zaneat Grey's
"The Theatre,
Call of Bogota,
the Canyon,"
Dix
and Lois
Wilson,
his Regent
N. J., with
G. J. Richard
Ritter says:
"Good all the way and worth while. Will stand up." This picture gives
you
the book,today.
"The Call of the Canyon," which
is thea wonderful
best sellingtie-up
novelwith
in America
99

"WILD

"BIG

BILL

HICKOK
C. L. Brown, Paramoun.t Theatre, Elizabeth, La., enthuses over Bill
Hart's "Wild Bill": "Had the largest crowd ever on Hart, and some
say the best he ever m.ade. Plenty of action all the way through."

BROTHER"
Here's a picture that's sure cleaning up! For instance, C. F. and H. L.
Kriegsbaum, Char-Bell Theatre, Rochester, Ind.: "Splendid. Play it.
Liked by all. Played. to a good house. Book it now and exploit it for
all you're worth."

DON'T

" SPEE

CALL
IT LOVE
"
No De Mille picture has ever made the money this flaming love-drama
IS gettmg. "A picture of unusual merit," says the Philadelphia Bulletin.

JACKS
"
The greatest i>-avel classic ever made! "As good an entertainment as
you want. Hard to beat. Get behind it, for it will please," says S. B.
Jphnson, Regent Theatre, Marianna, Ark.
(Opinions from Exhibitor's Hera'd and M. P. World)

Q>aramount
pictures
(Produced by Famous Players-Lasky Corp.)
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Make

and

Yours
A Whale

a

Proved

Tried

and

Pictures

Proved

Theatre

of an Idea for Establishing Yourself as a Vital Part of
The Community

And

Increasing Business

want. How are you going to find out
pleasing them you are instilling in them
VARIETY is the spice of life — and a personal confidence in you. You are
what they want? The most obvious
the movie business. It's what
gives the industry its color and its making them feel that they can rely on
way is the simplest. Ask them.
pecuhar fascination. It is the constant
You might have a regular form
your judgment to pick pictures that
will please them. You are establishing
printed which should be mailed out to
battle in every branch to put over somea following for yourself among patrons
thing different that keeps the interest
your patrons at regular intervals. The
form should ask what new pictures the
at white heat. Originality is the big who will stick by you as long as you
recipient wants to see next, and what
thing all the way down the line from
maintain your high standards ; an auTried and Proved Pictures he wants
dience which will unquestioningly wait
.
ction to projection And it's the
produ
until you can get the picture it wants
fellow with the sizzling new idea who
you to book on Tried and Proved Night.
s
even if your competitor runs it several
clean up.
On this blank you might list a few
weeks before you.
What would you give for a brand
suggestions for the Tried and Proved
pictures. Tell them what in
new idea every few weeks —
an idea that centered attention
your
you consider
the bestjudgment
and ask them
to name
on your theatre, that got the
crowds talking, that established
their preferences. You will
your house as a hothouse of
find that you will get almost
energy from which emerged
one hundred per cent replies,
better entertainment ? Would
especially if the blank is printed
you grab at the chance? If
on a self addressed post card.
you were any kind of a real
showman you would.
YOUR list will be made up
You know what Tried and
from the pictures contained
in the Tried and Proved Box
Proved Pictures are — pictures
Office Hall of Fame which
that have gone through the audience mill and emerged clean
you will find on the next page
from the acid test ; pictures
of this issue and every succeedthat will stand rebooking and
make money in so doing.
don'tablehave
so youbeing
ing issue, about
to worry
to
make
good
on
your
promise.
They've been tried out by the
public and they have proved
You are assured of that when
that they can stand up.
you make your selection.
When it's boiled down it all
Now you have found out
comes to this — the term Tried
what your audience wants to
and Proved means something
see, and you book those picon which you can lean with astures. Then you boost them.
surance, astaff you can depend
You give them all the publicity
on to carry you through.
and advertising you can.
Now apply the same term to
Can't you just see them jama theatre and its meaning reWINNER you see them boosting
you and
FROM
UNIVERSAL'S
'THE
THRILL
CHASER,'
A
SURE
ming into your house? Can't
mains precisely the same — a
theatre on which people can deyour
theatreto ?them
Whytheyou've
acpend to get entertainment that will
tually
transferred
privilege
build up an audience
but like
the that
work"is of selecting the pictures for your theasatisfy; a theatre to which they will anTo accomplishment,
look as the one which will reflect their
doesn't end with getting it. You
tre. Are they pleased? Why they're
tastes in motion pictures and cater to have to keep it. And you will have
yours for life, and your theatre is
them.
to be continually on your toes to do it. theirs forever. As far as they are
You have to virtually keep in personal
This department recently exploited
concerned they will be lifelong custhe idea of a Tried and Proved Night.
touch with every individual who has
fidence. tomers. You have their complete conbecome a regular patron.
That is the keynote of making your
theatre a Tried and Proved Theatre.
In the first place, get their names
They have tried your pictures and
for a mailing list. This is not difficult
On these nights you will book pictures
they like them ; they have tested your
to accomplish. Have a regular blank
that you know are good, that you know
judgment and it measures up ; they
made and each night ask those patrons
your public wants to see again. Withit's just
whata
who have not done so before to fill in have
in a very short time you will have built
they tried
want.your
Youpolicy
haveandmade
yours
Tried and Proved Theatre.
the slips. They will all do it willingly.
up a regular patronage that will crowd
your house on this special night.
Get the idea? It's a mighty good
The object of your theatre is to reflect the public demand. Your policy
one, isn't it? Now step on the gas and
But you'll do even more than that.
start working on it right now.
is to give your patrons the pictures they
By giving them these pictures and
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In

the

Tried

and

Proved

Hall

of

Fame

Here Is a Selected List of Pictures Chosen on Their Merits as the Kind of Theatre Attractions Which Answer
the Public Demand. Not on the Say-So of Their Sponsors, but on the Unusual Box-Office Records They
Have Established.
This List Is Offered as the Most Reliable Criterion by Which to Select
Dependable First Rate Attractions for Showing on Your Special Tried and Proved Nights
Paramount
MY AMERICAN WIFE— Released February 11, 1923. Sport Romance. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE Gloria Swanson appears in it in a role that will thrill and satisfy
her most ardent admirers.
IS MATRIMONY A FAILURE— Released April 23, 1922. Farce Comedy. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE it is a catchy
light-hearted picture that sends audiences away
pleased and happy.
KICK IN— Released January 1, 1923. Underworld Drama. Reviewed February 2.
BECAUSE it is a powerful drama with three
powerful box office names : Betty Compson,
Bert Lytell and May McAvoy.
THE WHITE FLOWER— Released March
4, 1923. Tropical Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE it handles South Sea
scenes with a delicacy and romance that gives
Betty Compson an opportunity for some exceptional interpretations.
THE IMPOSSIBLE MRS. BELLEW—
Social Drama. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE it is a powerful, popular story and
Gloria Swanson is in it.
PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS — Flapper
Picture. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE
it is the type of story of youth that is becoming more popular every day, but is sufficiently dififerent to hold the interest.
THE CHEAT — Love Drama. Reviewed
January 19. BECAUSE Poli Negri is a real
drawing card and here she is given a story
that sounds a very popular note.
EXPERIENCE— Symbolic Play. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE it is a morality pla}^ that won the public esteem when it
played on the legitimate stage, and its theme
is always a welcome one everywhere.
THE EXCITERS— Dramatic Thriller.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno are in the cast and
the story is a timely one concerning the flapper problem.
GRUMPY — Garden Mystery. Reviewed
January 19. BECAUSE it has a cast of exceptional box office power including Theodore
Roberts, May McAvoy and Conrad Nagel
and a story that holds interest throughout.
RACING HEARTS— Auto Picture. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE it is a speed
picture of the type that goes over big with
audiences everywhere.
ON THE HIGH SEAS— Sea Thriller.
Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE the story
is full of romance and fascination and the
tang of adventure and the sea.
THE LITTLE MINISTER— Romantic
Picture. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE
James
story
known
wherever
are readBarrie's
and this
is aisfine
picture
of it. books
BURNING SANDS— Sheik Story. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE the public
hasn't
had
of sheik
are ready toenough
eat a few
more pictures
of them yet
alive.and
BLOOD AND SAND— Spanish Love.
Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE after it
finished an exceptional run on Broadway it
played all the smaller towns and drew the
crowds out in all sorts of weather.
Universal
THE FLIRT— Booked 6,665 times. Love
and Society Picture. Reviewed February 9.

BECAUSE it numbers among the most popular pictures on the screen, and has a ready
made audience waiting for a chance to see it.
HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA—
Booked 4,621 times. Adventure Film. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE it is a true
adventure picture and gives people an opportunity of practically taking personally, a trip
which they will never make.
FOOLISH WIVES— Booked 5,800 times.
Foreign Intrigue and Love. "Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Erich Von Stroheim produced and took the leading part in it and it
handles a problem of universal interest.
THE STORM— Booked 8,437 times. Triangle Melodrama. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE itis one of the outstanding box office
successes of all time and has broken booking records.
BAVU— Released May 7, 1923. Booked
3,928 times. Foreign Intrigue. Reviewed
January 26. BECAUSE there is a vogue
for Russian entertainment in this country and
the story is a fascinating one.
TRIFLING WITH HONOR— Released
June 4, 1923. Booked 4,241 times. Baseball
Romance. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
baseball fans throughout the country will eat
it up and it's a sure money-maker.
A CHAPTER IN HER LIFE— Released
September 17, 1923. Booked 2,410 times.
Child Love. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
the story is one that goes straight to the
hearts of every home loving audience.
MERRY-GO-ROUND — War Romance.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE it is considered one of theboxbestoffice
pictures
of 1923 'and
has a wonderful
record.
THE SHOCK— Underworld Life. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE it is the type
of story that is especially well liked in small
towns and Lon Chaney does some of his finest
acting in it.
DRIFTING— Opium Drama. Reviewed
January 12. BECAUSE Priscilla Dean is
in the cast and underworld dramas are all the
Selznick
WHAT FOOLS MEN ARE— Pyramid
Comedy. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE
it has a powerful box office cast and the story
is a very timely one.
THE CHICKEN IN THE CASE— Triangle Comedy. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Owen Moore appears in the kind of
role his fans like best.
THE POOR SIMP— Romantic Comedy.
Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE it is one
of the few pictures which contains real deep
humor put across so that the public gets every
bit of it.
THE HEART OF WETONA— Indian
Drama. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE
Norma Talmadge who stars in it is enough
to fill any house and besides that Thomas
Meighan is in the cast.
LOVE IS AN AWFUL THING— Marriage Difficulties. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE audiences cry with laughter when
they see it and Owen Moore appears at his
best in it.
REPORTED MISSING— Comedy Melodrama. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE
comedy melodramas can always attract audiences and this is a particularly good one starring Owen Moore.

A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE—
Flouted Conventions. Reviewed January 5.
BECAUSE it brings to the screen one of
Oscar Wilde's most popular plays and does
it in a manner to please all audiences.
PAWNED — Gamblers Story. Reviewed
January 5. BECAUSE it is an especially
well told gambling story with a heart gripping romance woven into it in such a way as
to get across everywhere.
United Artists
WAY DOWN EAST— Small Town Life.
Reviewed February 23. BECAUSE it is ten
years old and is still the subject of much
lively discussion and very active booking. It
is pointed to as a model of a real motion
ONE EXCITING NIGHT — Comedy
picture.
Drama. Reviewed March 1. BECAUSE it
is numbered among the D. W. Griffith best
sellers and is an absorbing story with an exceptionally fine cast.
THE LOVE FLOWER— Romance. Reviewed March 11. BECAUSE it provides a
splendid vehicle for some remarkable acting
by Richard Barthelmess and Carol Dempster
who portray the story as an unusually refreshing romance.
DREAM STREET— Limehouse Life. BECAUSE it is a true portrayal on the screen
of Limehouse life as Thomas Burke knows
and sees it and it answers the public demand
for thrills and romance.
C. C. Burr
THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING
— Modern Youth. Reviewed March 22.
Booked 100 per cent States Rights. BECAUSE ithas every element to please small
and large town audiences interested in youth
of the jazz age.
RESTLESS WIVES— Matrimonial Problem. BECAUSE it is a story with a strong
appeal to both sexes and attempts to bring
about a better understanding of the existing
conditions in matrimonial life of the middle
classes.
Hodkinson
THE LIGHT IN THE CLEARING—
Rural Life. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE the story was written by Irving
Bacheller and it is one of great charm and
wide appeal excellently done into a picture.
THE CRITICAL AGE— Love Drama. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE it is an interesting story that never lags a minute with
athehappy
that leaves a good taste in
mouthsending
of audiences.
THE KINGDOM WITHIN— Love Miracle. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE it is
based on an inspiring love theme and is filled
with an idealism that will appeal to audiences.
Preferred
THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS
— Love Triangle. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE it is a light little romance with just
the right amount of tragedy to sustain the
interest and a sufficiently happy ending to
ensure pleasing.
RICH MEN'S WIVES— Society Drama.
Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE it is one
of the few films that adequately supplies the
demand for worthwhile society dramas.
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'Nothing

Succeeds

Like

Success

These pictures have been tested by thousands of exhibitors!
Cash in on their success by playing them in your theatre!
They are the big picture successes of the current

season —

they stand "head and shoulders" above the rest when it comes
to getting big money. They have entertainment value, stars,
good stories, great exploitation angles and perfect direction.
They are earning more than their share of profits for exhih'
itors everywhere. Play them in your theatre and you will find
that "nothing succeeds like success!"

MERRY

GO

ROUND

The

The Year's Surprise Sensation with Norman
Kerry, Mary Philbin and George Hackathorne.
Directed by Rupert Julian.
DRIFTING
A Stirring Melodrama of unusual adventure
and thrilling action, starring Priscilla Dean with
Wallace Beery and Matt Moore. Directed by
Tod Browning.
THUNDERING

The Year's Supreme Mystery Play with Norman Kerry, Claire Windsor, Richard Travers
and Barbara Bedford. Directed by Clarence
Brown.

Presented

An entertaining combination of
and drama, with a great cast
Peggy, Gladys Brockwell, Pat
Stockdale, Sheldon Lewis and
Directed by King Baggot.
WHITE

YORK

pathos, comedy
including Baby
Hartigan, Carl
Max Davidson.

TIGER

A Thrilling Drama of international crookdom
starring Priscilla Dean, supported by Wallace
Beery, Matt Moore and Ray Griffith. Directed
by Tod Browning.

Jewel

by

A

LADY

OF

CARL

QUALITY

The Screen's Most Beautiful Love Story, starring Virginia Valli, with Milton Sills and an
extraordinary cast. Directed by Hobart Henley.
SPORTING

ACQUITTAL

Universal

of NEW

DAWN

A Melodramatic Thriller with the greatest
tidal wave and typhoon scenes ever filmed
with J. Warren Kerrigan, Anna Q. Nilsson
and Tom Santschi. Directed by Harry Garson.
THE

DARLING

YOUTH

The Great American Speed Picture, starring
Reginald Denny supported by Laura La Plante
and an extraordinary cast of popular favorites.
From Byron Morgan's dazzling story of the
younger set. Directed by Harry Pollard.

Productions

LAEMMLE

Exhibitors Trade Review
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'Mother

O'Mine'

Pulling Well
First Nati onal's "A'lother O'Mine," is
now doing the rounds of the small theatres with small town audiences and according to the statements of those exhibitors
who are now booking it, it is just the picture for them. It pleases their audiences
and bring3 Ihem results at the box office.
H. H. Binions of the Cozy Theatre, Toledo, Iowa, was very much gratified with
the film, his audience finding both the story
and the cast very pleasing.
An exceptionally enthusiast 'c exhibitor is
S- G. Ihde of the Photoplay Theatre, Ashland, Kansas. He also caters to a small
town patronage but they secmod to fully
appreciate this picture. He said:
"This old picture is far above the average of the specials coming on the market
lately. I had them sitting on the edge of
their chairs when they were making the
record drive to save the boy's life. This
mother stuff works mighty well if you do
not run the type of picture too often. "You
won't
go wrong by boosting this one."
"Mother
O'Mine" is a First National
Tried and Proved Picture starring Lloyd
Hughes supported by a special cast. It
has been the subject of much favorable
comment on the part of exhibitors.
* * *

'VILLAGE BLACKSMITH' DRAWS
FAMILY PATRONAGE
"The Village Blacksmith" is Tried and
Proved Fox production. The story is a
picturization of Longfellow's poem of the
same name and is very well done. When
the picture was first made it was greeted
by a shower of favorable criticism and the
same good opinion persists even though
hundreds of other good pictures have come
on the market. It took well in the big
cities, and it is meeting with the same success in the small towns.
What makes it particularly adaptable to
small towns is the fact that it is an equally
interesting and suitable picture for children
and adults. It is a real family attraction

American

Consistory at
Rome

Every phase of the spectacular and interesting ceremonies attendant upon
the creation of the two new
American Cardinals
will be shown in the regular issue of
INTERNATIONAL
NEWS
Archbishops Hayes, of New York, and
Mimdelein, of Chicago receive the red
hat from the hands of the pope.
Public consistory held at the famous
Basilica of St. Peters.
See it All — First and Best
IN

AND

PICTURES

and as such is being well received everywhere. Exhibitors note that after the
showing patrons stop to tell them how
they enjoyed it and how satisfying it is in
every detail.
Apparently it supplied them with a necessary amount of thrills, good acting and understanding story and impressed them as
a good, clean story to which they would
enjoy taking their children, for the showmen who have booked it recently report it
a one hundred per cent picture.
* * *
ANITA STEWART ATTRACTIVE
IN 'THE LOVE PIKER'
When an exhibitor says that he believes
the picture he has just run will please any
audience, you can take his word for it that
he knows and is basing his judgment on
the fact that the film weriT; over big with
him.
Goldwyn's
"The played
Love Piker"
with
Anita Stewart
recently
at the Cozy
Theatre in Checotah, Okla., and D. A.
White had this to say about it.
"This is a very good story and pleased
about ninety per cent. Miss Stewart is
very good in this as in all her pictures.
She
doesn't
a lot likewillsome
stars.
believe
that pose
the picture
please
mostI
exhibitors expressed very much
anyOther
audience."
the same opinion about the picture and one
ventured to say that he felt that possibly one reason for the lively interest in
this was the fact that Anita Stewart's name
had recently been brought to the public attention by her special work in "The Great
first
houses.which
WhiterunWay,"
^ _^ is now playing the
SYMPATHETIC

AUDIENCE

AT

'THE KINGDOM WITHIN'
High entertainment value is largely responsible for the continued popularity of
Hodkinson's "Kingdom Within." Gaston
Glass as the crippled boy gives a sympathetic performance which is still so simple
that it gets right to the hearts of all audiences. It is particularly the sort of thing
that is liked in small towns or in neighborhood houses and reports from this class
of
exhibitors
show that it isn't missing the
mark.
The picture was shown recently in Elgin, Neb., and did very well from a box office point of view. The audience was much
pleased with the story and the acting and
the result was that the picture was well
patronized during its run.
When Ernest Torrence who plays one
of the leads in this film first appeared in
it, he was not so well knovi^n as he is now.
His more recent roles have called him into
prominence and he has a large following
which wsll enjoy all his pictures. Exhibitors
can cash in on this increased following by rebooking his old pictures which they may not
yet have seen.
BRAY

WINNERS

COL. HEEZA LIAR
CARTOON COMEDIES
BRAY

MAGAZINES

BRAY

INTERNATIONAL
NEWS

PROVED

NATURE

PICTURES
TRIED

AND PROVED

Mary

Minter

Picture

Big Drawing Card
Mary Miles Minter has not made any
new pictures in a long time, and the fact
that patrons are anxious to see her old ones
in lieu of this is its own testimonial of the
star's popularity.
It is therefore quite natural that one exhibitor commenting recently on "The Trail
of the Lonesome Pine," a Paramount production, should wonder why she has
stopped making pictures and should advise
her to resume since she has an established
followiing and there is persistent demand to
see her again.
In the meantime this Tried and Proved
Picture is doing unusual business. When a
picture can clean up on a two nights run.
both nights being unusually bad weather,
nothing further has to be said about it.
And this is precisely the case with "The
Trail
of the unusual
Lonesomefeature
Pine."is that several
Another
exhibitors expressed the opinion that although the picture is classified as a program picture it did more for them in the
way of making
moneyof and
audiences than some
the pleasing
specials the
which
they have booked from the same company.
One exhibitor even goes so far as to say
that small towns are assured of a largely
increased patronage when showing this
stateempliatic
is a pretty
.picture.
ment andThat
he must
certainly
have been
his results to make such a
pleased with
remark.
Yet this seems to be the general
impression and is certainly worth some
consideration.
* * *
'QUINCY ADAMS SAWYER' PULLS
BIG AT BOX OFFICE
When an exhibitor books a picture and
is satisfied with it he should want everyone to know it. Still that is not always
true. Some showmen take it merely as a
matter of course and scorn to grow enthusiastic. Exhibitor White of Checotah.
Okla., cannot, however, be classified with
this latter group. When a picture pulls
well for him, he wants everyone to know
it and he takes occasion to write about it
where it will get the most notice.
Recently he ran "Quincy Adams Sawyer," a Tried and Proved Metro picture, and
this is his candid opinion of it:
"Here is a one hundred per cent picture.
If you have not played it, don't wait any
longer. Wire Metro and show your patrons just what it is. You owe it to your
house. It is a good story with good moral
tone. We only had one kick and he would
kick
he wasis playing
football."
Mr.if White
not, however,
the only man
who was pleased with the results pulled
for himare by
"Quincy
Adams— that
Sawyer."
Others
of the
same opinion
it is
the sort of a picture that will go well anywhere and will repay well for its booking.
A number of exhibitors have also found
that the picture has a strong appeal to
children and have made special effort to
attract them. Special performances devoted to them and well aimed exploitation
stunts which are designed to enlist their
patronage have been tried in a number of
houses with the result that the children
have patronized the picture and have then
spread interest to the adults by their interesting accounts of its worth.
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Heart

of Wetona

ed as Tried

and

BookProved

"Here's a knockout if handled right.
it had played
Played it third run and after
in a five and ten cent house, to more business and more satisfied patrons than a lot
of the newer features. Also, it was run
on Monday and Tuesday. I told my people
that it was an old one and that it was one
of the pictures that had made this star."
Heie is a live showman who is booking
Tried and Proved Pictures, advertising
them as such and making new friends and
real money with them. "The Heart of Weis an old Selznick
picture
Norma tona"Talmadge
and marks
one starring
of her
earliest successes.
Here is an exhibitor who realized the
possibilities in the feature and despite its
age and the fact that it had run in other
houses in the town at very low prices, he
booked it, featured it, spoke of its merits
that he knew it held, and put it across with
his audience.
This only proves further the contention
that the age of a picture in no way effects its scope. If it is good the public
wants to see it no matter when it was made,
and any exhibitor who books such a picture and then gets behind it and lets the
public know when and why he is running
it, will probably do extremely well with it.
PATRONS

LIKE

AGNES

AYRES

IN 'THE HEART RAIDER'
The general concensus of opinion seems
to be that Paramount's "The Heart
Raider," starring Agnes Ayres very snugly fits its designated place among program pictures. The smaller exhibitors who
are now booking the film find that it completely satisfies their audiences and gives
ample satisfaction at the box office.
The story is light and appealing and
gives the star many opportunities to do
some convincing acting and to look well in
clothes that especially become her. This is
very important in pictures that appeal to
small town audiences and neighborhood
houses and is probably the reason why this
one hits the bulls-eye squarely. There is
nothing pretentious about the picture but
its very simplicity carries it across. It is
one
of Paramount's
sure bet Tried and
Proved
Pictures.
* * *
GLADYS WALTON IS POPULAR
STAR IN SMALL TOWNS
Gladys Walton is a very popular star
with a great many small town audiences
and when one of her pictures is shown all
her followers flock to see her. Recently
"The Near
was booked
by the and
Audi-at
torium in Lady"
Plattsburg,
New York,
the Community in David City, Neb. At
both places the Universal feature did exceptional business.
The picture is light, and highly entertaining and so it is small wonder that
it took well where there are plenty of Walton admirers. Here are two reports which
show precisely what the exhibitors think of
the picture.
A. T. Jenkins said: "This picture is good
light e'ntertainment. It made them laugh
and that's
want.
This star
very
popularwhat
here they
and the
comments
on theis
picture from my patrons were very good."
H. C. Lee wrote: "Here is a dandy
good picture. Gladys Walton takes veiy
well here but we can't get her pictures very
often."
The growing popularity of the star is
largely responsible for this lively interest in
her old pictures.

AND

PROVED

PICTURES

'POOR MEN'S WIVES' IS GOOD
PROGRAM ATTRACTION
"Poor Men's Wives," a Preferred picture
that has entered the Tried and Proved class
came in for a share of some special boosting from W. A. Clark of the Castle Theatre, Havana, 111. Clarke ran the picture
and was delighted with the results. Here's
what he had to say about it when he wrote
to tell of his success with the film.
"This picture sure did draw here. Although not a big special it pleased nevertheless. It is a fair story with good acting
by
the
whole cast."
Other exhibitors
have found that as a
program picture it does full justice and is
well worth booking by smaller houses with
general patronage.
'Her Only Way'
Marriage Drama
Released by Selznick
BRIEF: Lucille marriL's a wealthy but unscrupulous man proves
in ordervery
to save
her f.-ither's
estate.
The
marriagi"
unsuccessful
and her
husband
plians to frame her and the man she had wanted
to
in order
get a and
divorce.
trial
in marry
court she
returnsto home
shootsAfter
her thei
husband
and kills herself. The noisi; of the revolver awakens
her and she finds it is all a dream.
XT ERE is a good story. Apparently it is
a tragedy but the fact that the entire
action has been merely a dream allows for the
happy ending which sends the audiences
home happy. But before the conclusion
is reached the audience is allowed to enjoy many minutes of tense suspense, a
variety of thrills and some stirring romance.
That is one reason why the picture was
so popular when it was first shown and
is still capable of drawing large audiences.
The other and even bigger reason is that
it features Norma Talmadge co-starred
with Eugene O'Brien. Norma Talmadge
has been making a great many new pictures with the result that there has been
a renewed interest in her. Her popularity has taken a tremendous leap forward,
her audiences are becoming daily bigger
and stronger.
The wise showman will now ride along
on this wave of Norma Talmadge popularity. He will take this opportunity for
rebooking some of her old pictures and
he will find that they are very successful.
This one is said to be one of her best and
so it might profitably be booked by the
wise exhibitor.
It is also a picture which lends itself
readily to novel exploitation stunts. The
title is easily adapted to almost any sort of
tie-up. It is particularly good for drug
stores and shops selling toilet articles,
perfumes, etc. A window display should
be arranged featuring a special brand of
beauty cream, soap, or cosmetic and with
it should appear a card reading: "If she
wants to keep her skin pretty this is 'Her
Only Way.' Announcement of the name

and date of showing of the film should
also accompany it together with stills of
the star which will help convey the impression that she uses these products.
A vital point in the story is developed
through the stalling of an automobile on
a country road. This should provide a
valuable tie-up for some automobile agency
in the vicinity. Ln their show windows
they might place pictures showing the
couple seated in the car looking very distressed. A very prominent sign might
read: They never would have stalled like
this if they had been driving in a
(name of car).
You might also arrange to have some
small boys walking near the store handing
out announcements of the showing.
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Production

Chart

with

Review

Dates

In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months.
Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names.
Included, also, are the current short subject releases with the date of release and length.

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Director
Distributor Length
Barefoot Boy
All Star
Kirland
C. B. C. ...5.800
Blinky
Hoot Gibson ....Not credited .Universal ...6,000
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson . . S. Wood ...Paramount ..5.960
Bright Lights
of B'way.All
Star .. Dillon
Campbell ...Principal
Broadway
Gold
E. Hammerstein
Truart ...6,765
6,814
Call of the Wild, The.. Buck
Fred JacksonPathe
8,000
Chapter, in Her Life, A. All Star
Lois Wilson .Universal
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt
Fitzmaurice .Paramount 6,330
Clean Up, The
H. Rawlinson . . . Parke
Universal
7,413
Covered Wagon, The ..Special Cast . . . . Jas. Cruze ..Paramount
5,000
10,000
Daytime Wives
Derelys Perdue' ..Not credited. F. B. O. .6,051
Eleventh Hour, The ....Mason-Jones Durning .... Fox
Enemies of Women . . . . L. Barrymore . . . Crosland .... Goldwyn
Eternal Three, The
Special Cast
M. Neilan . . . Goldwyn . 10,501
.6,845
10,000
Exiles, The
Doug MacLean . Not credited Goldwyn
'
'
King
F.
B.
O.
.
.6,000
"
Star
All
The
Cheat,
Fair
French Doll, The
Mae Murray . . R. Z. Leonard Metro
7,000
Going Up
Ingraham . . . Asso. Exhib 6,053
Gold Diggers, The
Hope Hampton
Beaumont
...Warners
..
.7.500
Gold Madness
Guy B. Post . Thornby Principal ...6,000
Green Goddess, The .... Special Cast
Olcott Goldwyn ...g.lOO
Gun Fighter. The
William Farnum Sidney
Not
5.000
Haldane of the Sec. Serv. Houdini
Houdicredited Fox
F. B. O. ..5,000
Fox
5.000
Hell's
Hole
Chas.
Jones
....
Not
credited
Her Reputation
Special Cast .... J. Wray . . First Nat'l .6,566
.12.000
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney .... W. Worsley Universal
Paramount .5.503
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan
6 000
Lone Star Ranger
Tom Mix
Not credited Fox
Main Street
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont .
'000
Marriage Maker, The . . Ayres-Holt
Wm. deMille - Warners
Paramount...8.6.295
Merry Go Round
Philbin-Kerry . . . R. Julian ...Universal .10.000
Monna Vanna
Lee Parry
Eichberg Fox
8,000
Mothers-In-Law
York-Clifford-Glass Gasnier
Preferred ..6,725
Potash-Perlmutter
Bernard-Carr
Badger Hodkinson
First Nat'l .6.600
7.000
Puritan Passions
Glenn Hunter ....
. . . Tuttle
Red Lights
Special Cast .... C. Badger ..Goldwyn ...6,841
OCTOBER
Feature
Star
Director
Distributor Length
April Showers
Harlan C. Moore. Tom Sorman Preferred ...6.000
Ashes of Vengeance ....Norma Talmadge . Frank Lloyd .First Nat'l 10.000
Bad Dan
Man, The
Holbrook
Blinn . .. ..Wm
Edm. WellmarFox
Carew .First Nat'l .7,000
Big
Charles Jones
5,934
Cameo Kirby
John Gilbert ....Jack Ford ...Fox
6.9'1
Dancer of the Nile, The. Special Cast Wm. P. EarleF. B. O. ..6,000
Day of Faith, The
Special Cast Browning ...Goldwyn ...6,000
Desire
Soecial Cast Harry Garson. Metro
7.000
Does It Pay?
Hope Hampton ..Charles HoranFox
7,000
Devil's Dooryard
All
Star
Lewis Browning
Kin? ..Arrow
5,000
Tod
Universal ...7.000
Drifting
Priscilla
Dean
S FrankUn ..First Nat'l .7,000
Du'cy
C. Talmadge
S'oman. Metro
7.000
Eagle's
Cast .. Edw.
Reg Barker Metro
8 000
Eternal Feather,
Struggle, The
The .. .. Special
Special Cast
E. Mortimer . Fox
6 000
Exi)e'=.
The
John
Gilbert
Frank Crane. Asso. Ex ..6 000
Foolish Parents
Soecial Cast .
MillardFox 6,000
Governor's
Lady, The . . Special
Cast . Harry
Campbell .... Fox
5.000
Grail. The
Dustin Farnum
6 000
Held to Answer
Soecia' Cast .... Harold Shaw. Metro
F.
B.
O.
..6.590
Lights Out
Ruth Stonehouse . Fanpell
5.000
Lone Fighter. The
J. B. Warner . . Not credited Sunset
Long
Live
the
King
.
.
.
TackiCoogan
.
.
Schertzinger
.Metro
9,36-1
Marriage Maker
All Star
Wm. D Meille Paramount .6.295
Meanest
Man
in
World
.
Scecial
Cast
.
.
.
.
Eddie
Kline
.First
Nat'l
5,000
Men in the Raw
Tack Hoxie ....Geo. Marshall Universal . 5.000
Mirac'e Makers
Snecial Cast
Van Dyke ...ftsso. Ex. . .6,000
No
Mother
to Guide Her . Genevieve Tobin Horan
7 000
Pioneer
Trails
Snecial Cast .... David Smith • -p^^
Vitagrapii
7 000
P-nin'a of........
Special
Cast
Donald
Crist
.
First
Nat'l'
76 000
000
Prmce
a Kmg. A . .pjnkv
Albert Austin Selznick
Printer's Devil, The . . • Weslev Barry ..Wm, Baudine Universal
Warners . . 6,000
6 OOO
;niritan
SpecialGibson
Cast .....
Frank
Tuttle •■ —Hodkinson
Ramblin Passions
Kid, The ....Hoot
. . . Lubitsch
E.
Sedgewick
■
Art.'.' 8,000
8.800
Rosita
Pickford
.... United
6. OOO
Rouged Lips
Dana
H. Shaw ... ■• Metro
Paramount
.7,590
Ruggles of Red Gap . . All Star
Jas. Cruze . Independent 6,000
Shattered Faith
S-^ecial Cast
J. J. Ormont
_
Silent Partner
Moo-e-Joy
Maigne Paramount
5 '000
Six Days
Griffith
Brabin
Goldwyn-Cos.8.000
Nat Ross . . . .Universal
5.000
...
,
»r_
V/clsh
G. "V. Baker
The
Goldwyn
,7.000
Six-Fifty
Slave of, Desire
Special -Adore
Cast . e . Sheridan
7-000
Ha" Goldwyn
Steadfast Heart, The . . . Special Cast . Rich. Hatton. Arrow ... 5.000
Sting of the Scorpion . . Edmund Cobb
Niblo
Metro . . .
Strangers of Night
Moore-Bennett
Three Ages
B. Keaton
Keaton-Cline .. Metro
6 oon
rhundergate
Snecial Cast J. De Grasse .First Nat'l 7.800
Times Have Changed ., William Russell .. Tames Flood .Fox
5 Onn
To the Last Man
All Star
Fleming Paramount .6 000
Untameable
AH S'-ar
Blache
Sunset .... 5.001
7 Onn
Way of Transgressor ..All Star
Craft
Universal . 5.000
What Love Will Do . . . . Cenneth McDonald Not Credited Indep
5.000
Where Is West
Hoxie
Marshal! Universal .. 5,000
NOVEMBER
Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
April Showers
Harlan-Moore . . . Pref. Pic. ..6350
Nov. 17
Blow Your Own Horn .Lewis-Perdue ....F. B. O. ..6,000 Nov. 10
Bright Lights of B'way .All Star
Prin. Pic... 6700
Nov. 17

.6931
Oct.
Cameo Kirby
Special Cast .... Fox
.4,900 Nov.
Crooked Alley
Special Cast .... Universal . .5,000
Oct.
Cyclone Jones
Williams
Aywon .... .7,337 Dec.
.6,000
Sept.
Dangerous
Maid,
The
..C.
Talmadge
....First
Nat'l
Eternal Flame ■
Bosworth-WindsorGoldwyn . . . .6,000
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn F. B. O. . .8,434.
... Dec.
Flaming
Youth
Colleen
Moore
...First Nat'l
. .5,877 Nov.
Forgive
and
Forget.
..
Pauline
Garon
...'^nollo
....
Harbor Lights
Tom Moore
Asso. Exhib. 5,200
Nov.
His
Childrer's
Children .All
Star
Paramount . .8,338 Nov.
Human
Mili, The
Special
Cast ....Metro
Huntress
C. Moore
First Nat'l . 6,000
7,000
Oct. 27
Jealous
Husbands
Special
Cast
....
First
Kentucky Days
Dustin Farnum ..FoxNat.'l .6.000 Dec. 15
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast . . . . Vitagraph ..
Light That Failed
All Star
Paramount . .6,000
Nov. 24
6,000
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies ..Goldwyn .. .7,013
Dec. 15
Man, Woman, TemptationSpecial Cast .... Metro .... 9,000
Aug. 11
Million to Burn, A ... Herbert RawlinsonUniversal . . 6,000
Monna Vanna
All Star
Fox
5,000 Nov. 2010
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast Vitagraph . .8,648
Oct. 6
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Metro
.7,000
Nov. 10
Scars of Hate
Jack Livingston .Independent 7,547
Nov. 24
Shattered Reputations ..Johnny Walker ..Lee-Brad. . 5,000
Shifting Sands
Special Cast ....Hodkinson . .4,800 Nov. 10
Spanish Dancer
Pola Negri
Paramount .
Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr. . Paramount .6,000 Nov. 83
Oct.
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Universal .. .8,434
Thy Name Is Woman .. Special Cast ....Metro
.5,652 Dec.
Tipped Off
Special Cast .Goldviryn
P'goers Pic...
Unseeing
Eyes
Barrymore-Owen
• 3
Nov.
6,0
Wanters, The
Special Cast First Nat'l . 4,284
000
7,00
Nov. 10
.8.500
DECEMBER
J^n. 12
.6.000Reviewed
Feature
Star Distributor Length
Anna Christie
Blanche Sweet .First Nat. .7,631 Dec. 15
Acquittal
All Star
Universal ...6,523 Nov. 3
Barefont B.^y
All Star
C. B. C. ...5,76? Nov. 24
Big Dan
Jones-Nixon Fox
5,934
Dec. 8
Country Kid
Barry
Warners ...5.686 Nov. 17
Call of Canyon
Dix- Wilson
Paramount ..6993 Jan. 5
Cupid's
Charles
Jones ...Fox
4,200
Jan. 1512
Dancer ofFireman
Nile
C.
Myers
F. B. O. ..5,787
Dec.
DarHng of N. Y
Baby Peggy
Univ
6,239
Nov. 10
David Copperfield All Star
Asso. Ex. ..6,282 Nov. 24
Day of Faith
Ail Star
Gold-Cos. ...6557 Dec. 15
Defyi.i^ Destiny All Star
Selznick 5,663
Nov. 24
ELernal City
LaMarr-Barrymor-First Nat. ..7,800 Nov. 24
Extra Girl
Normand Asso. Ex. ..5,700 Nov. 10
Fashion Row
Murray
Metro 7,300 Dec 22
Fashionable Fakers
All Star
F. B. O. ..4.869 Dec. 15
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess First Nat. ..8,000 Nov. 17
Gold Madness
Post
Prin. Pic. ..6,068 Nov. 10
Flaming Passions
Irene Rich
Warner
7,500
Dec. 29
Half a Dollar Bill Nilsson
Metro 5,700
Dec. 22
In Palace of King
Sweet
Gold -Cos. ..7,453 Dec. 15
In Search of a Thrill ...Viola Dana
Metro
5,500
•■
Lady of QuaUtv
Valli-Sills Universal ..8,000 Dec. 29
Let's
Go
R.
Talmadge
Truart
6,000
Nov.
17
Lone Fighter
J. B Warner ...Sunset 5,000
Loyal Lives
Special Cast ....Vitagraph ...6,000
■
Lucretia Lombard
Irene Rich
Warner
7,500
Dec. 29
Mail Man
All Star
F. B. O. ..6,800. Dec. 8
Man From Brodneys ...Snecial Cast ....Vitagraph ..7,100 Dec. 8
Man Life Passed By,
All Star
Metro
6,208
Jan. 5
Mask of ofLopez
Monogram ...6,900
..5,000 Dec. 1
Masters
Men
Special Cast Vitagraph
Maytime
Ford-Shanno ....Preferred ...7,500 Dec. 22
Modern Matrimony ....Moore-Lake Select
4,960
Nov. 3
Near Lady
All Star
Universal ..4,812 Dec.
Net, The
Special Cast
Fox
6,135 Jan.
Ninety and Nine
Special Cast ....Vitagraph ..6,900 Dec.
Our
Hospitality
Keaton
Metro
.. ..6,220 Dec.
Poniola
Nilsson
First Nat.
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart Universal ..6,500 Dec
Red Warning
J. Hoxie
Universal
Rendezvous
All Star
Goldwyn . . 4,571 Jan.
Dec
Reno
All Star
Goldwyn .,. . .4,795
Jan.
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery Asso. Auth,. . .7,800
.6,600
Dec
Second Hand Love Jones
Fox
6.000
Nov.
Second Youth
All Star
Goldwyn ...6,500
8,000
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
Fox
7,000 Nov.
Jan. 12
Slave of Desire
Special Cast
Goldwjm . . . 6,673
Temple of Venus
All Star
Fox
8,000
Nov. 24
This Freedom
All Star
Fox
7,000
Dec. 22
Thundergate
O. Moore
First Nat'l ..6,665 Dec. 29
Twenty-One
Barthelmess First Nat'l ..6.560 Dec. 1
Unknown
Purple
All" Star
Star
First Nat'l ...8,010
..6,560 Dec.
Virginian
Schulberg
Dec. 151
Whipping Boss
All Star
Monogram .5,800 Dec. 22
White Tiger
Dean
Universal ..7,177 Dec. 1
'•"ife's Romance
Young
Metro
5.169 Nov. 17
Wi'd Ril! Hickok Hart
Paramount .6,983 Dec. 8
Feature JANUARY
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
Anderson ..7,000 Jan.
After the Ball
Glass-Cooper
Age
of
Desire
Select
Cast
First Nat'l .7,000
.5,174
Big Brother
Tom Moore
Paramount
Jan.
Black Oxen
C. Griffith .First Nat'l ..6,000 Jan.
Boy
of Mine
Alexander
..6,000 Jan.
Jan.
Breaking
Into Society ..Special
Cast . . . . First
F. B. Nat'l
O. ..4,112
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Current Production

Chart

Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
Broadway Broke ... All Star
Selznick 6,000 Dec. 8 Yesterday's Wife
Irene
Rich
C. ..5,847
Feb. 239
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines ...Warner ....6,500
Feb. 2 ifankee Consul
Douglas MacLean. C.Asso.B. Exhib.
6,148 Feb.
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib. 9,000
Jan. 12
MARCH
Danger Ahead
Richard TalmadgeGoldstone ..5,000
Jan. 12
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore . Warner
Don't
Call It Love
Special Cast ..Fox
Paramount .6,457
Exiles
Bouton-Gilbert
6,100 Jan.
Jan. 1919
Beware The Woman .... Derelys Perdue . F. B. O
Gentle Julia
Bessie Love ....Fox
5,731 Jan. 19
Divine Right
Dexter-Harris . . . F. B. O. .7,541 Nov. 17
Good Men and Bad ....Marin Sais ....Selznick ....3,926 Jan. 26 By
Damaged Hearts
Mary Carr
F. B. O.
Governor's
Lady
Jane
Grey
Fox
7,669
Jan.
12
Daughters
of
Today
P.
Ruth Miller . Selznick
.6,154
Great
White
Way
.....All-star
Cosmopol.
.10,000
Jan.
19
.
Principal
Daring
Youths
Bebe
Daniels
Grit
Glenn Hunter ...Hodkinson ..5,800
Jan. 12 Discontented Husbands . . Jas. Kirkwood
.7,280
.
Columbia
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Metro
5,000 Jan. 19 Don't
.5,421 Mar. 15
. Metro .6,000
Y'r HusbandViola Dana
Her Temporary HusbandAlI Star
First Nat. ..6,723 Jan. 5 Drums Doubt
.Mar. 22
.
Truart
6,529
of
Jeopardy
.
.
.
.
E.
Hammerstein
Heritage of the Desert . . Bebe Daniels ....Paramount .5.741 Feb. 2
His Mystery Girl ..
Rawlinson Universal ..4,487 Jan. 5 Fair
Enchanted
Cottage .... Rich.
First Nat'l .4,636Week
Walter Barthelmess
Hiers ....Paramount
Hoodman Blind
Gladys Hulette..Fox 5,434 Jan. 26
Fighting Coward
Walter Hiers .... Paramount
Hook and Ladder .. H. Gibson
Universal ...6000
Jan. 12
Humming Bird
Gloria Swanson .Paramount ..7,490 Jan. 26 Fools
Philbin-O'Malley
Universal ..7,431Wives
May Allison ...... Selznick
Judgment of Storm
Special Cast F. B. O. ..6,329 Jan. 19 Flapper Highway
Bowers-LaMotte . C. B. C
•
Just Off Broadway .. John Gilbert ..Fox
5,544
Feb. 2 Flattery
Galloping Ace
Jack Hoxie Universal
Lady
of Monsoreau
Klein
5,500
Dec. 29
Let Not
Man Put . All Star
Galloping Gallagher Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O
•
Asunder
Tellegen-Fred'ck.
. Vitagraph
Fish
3.C. Chaplin-Fazenda
First Nat'l
•
Love
Pirate
All
Star
F. B. O. ...8,000
..4750
Dec. 8 Galloping
Gold Fish
Talmadge
His Darker Self
Lloyd Hamilton
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon ...Vitagraph ..5,800
Jan. 12
Richard Dix . . Hodkinson
Loving Lies
Brent-Blue
Asso. Auth. 6,526 Jan. 19 Icebound
.Mar. 15
Law
Forbids
Baby
Peggy , . Paramount
Lullaby
Jane Novak
F. B. O. ..4,750 Jan. 26
First Nat'l
Marriage Market .. . All Star
C. B. C. ...6,297 Jan. 20
Leave It To Jerry .... Eillie Rhodes ., .. Grand-Asher
Universal
5,748
Man from Wyoming.
J. Hoxie
Universal ...4,719 Feb. 2 Lilies of The Field Griffith-Tearle
Lone Wolf
Dalton-Holt .
Mine to Keep
Washburn G-and-Asher .5,194
5,317 Dec.
Jan. 2919
.
.
First
Nat'l
Monkey's
Paw
Special
Cast
Selznick
, .6,203
. . . •'
Love's Whirlpool
Kirkwood-Lee . . Asso. Exhib.
Name the Man
Special Cast ....Gold-Cos. .. .7,771 Jan. 26 Man's
Mate
John Gilbert ......Selznick
Fox
No More Women
Bellamy-Moore ..Asso. Auth. .6,181 Feb.
6,028'
Night Message
All Star
Universal.6,471Not a Drum Was HeardCharles Jones ...Fox
4,823
Feb.
Old Fool
All Star
Hodkinson .6,147 Jan.
North of Nevada
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. ..4,929'
.5.936
Feb.
On Time
R. Talmadge ...Truart 6,030"
Other
Daughters .Washburn
Feb.
PhantomMen'sJustice
Special Cast . . . . Gr.-Asher
F. B. O. .6.238
Pagan
Passions
Standing-Theby
.Selznick
''
Jan.
12
Prince of a King
Dinky Dean Selznick . . .6,000
16
Pal
O'
Mine
Irene
Rich
C B. C
.5,000
Feb
9
Printer's
Wesley
Barry ...Warner
Phantom Horseman ....Jack Hoxie Universal .4,319'9'
Satin
Girl Devil
All
Star
Grand-Asher 5,691 Dec. 26 Uninvited
Sheriff of Guest
Tombstone . . Flynn-Tolley
Fred Thomson ....Metro
. . F. B. O 6,145'
Shadow of the East
Mayo-Harris
Fox
5,874
Feb.
Sherlock Junior
Buster Keaton . . Metro
All
Star
Fox
8,000
Dec.
Shepherd King
Song of Love
Norma Talmadge . l_st Natl. ...8,000 Jan.
of Dan McGrewLaMarr-Marmont. Metro
South Sea Love
Fox
4,168 Jan. 5 Shooting
Shirley Mason
Singer Jim McKee ....Wm. S. Hart
Steadfast Heart ....
..7,012
Jan.
25
Mary Alden . .Distinctive
Society
Scandal
Gloria Swanson Paramount
Paramount .6,433
Fox
8,000
Special Cast
The Arizona Express
Speak No Evil
Alma Taylor . .
The Wildcat
Robert Gordon ..Inde. Pic. ..5,000
29
Stolen
Secrets
Rawlinson .... Hepworth
Gol&wyn
.
.
.
.8,000
Torment
Special Cast . . Uni,versal
Three
""ast . . . Kenma 5,700
Jan.
Three We^ks
Miles Out
Madge^' Kennedy
Try and Get It
Washburn-Dove Fox
Thrill Chaser
Hoot Gibson . . .Universal ..5,196 Dec.
Hodkinson
Vagabond
Trail
Charles
Jones
Through the Dark
Colleen Moore .joldwyn ....7,999 Jan.
Exhib. .
Why Get Married . . . .Andree Lafayette Asso.
First Nat'l
.Warner ....7,400 Dec.
Tiger Rose
Ulrich
Why Men Leave Home . All Star
First Nat'l 8 000
Toilers of the Sea
Special Cast Selznick ....5,128 Jan
Wolf
Man
John
Gilbert
Fox
.
To the Ladies
All Star
Paramount .6,268 Dec. 8 Woman and Her Man . Renee Adoree . . Metro
Treasure Canyon
J. B Warner ...Sunset 5,00-0
Woman's Secret Mae Marsh Allied P., D. 4.9.787.
Westbound
J. B Warner ...Sunset 5,000
30''. .
5,14.'^
Who Sinned ..Wallace-Rich Fox
6,500.
West of Water Tower ..All star
Paramount .6,500 Jan. 19 Woman
Yankee Madness
Larkin-B. Dove . F. B. O
What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont . . . Inde. Pic. . . .5,000
What Love Will Do ..Ken. McDonald .Sunset
5,000
APRIL
When Odds are Even.
Russell
Fox
4,284
Dec. 8
Whispered Name ...
All Star
Universal ..5,000 Jan. 26 Arab, The
Terry-Novarro . . Metro
Wife in Name Only ...Special Cast ....Selznick ....4,868 Jan. 26 Beggars on Horseback . . Prevost-Blue .... Principal
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson .Selznick ....6,994 Tan. 26 Blood and Gold
All Star
Gold.-Cos
Jackie Coogan . . Metro
You Can't Get Away.
Marmont
Fox
6,052
Dec. 15 Boy of Flanders
. Warner
B'way After Dark
Special
Babbitt
Special Cast
Cast .. .. . Warner
FEBRUARY
Confidence Man
Thomas Meighan
. Paramount
•
F. B. O. . ,6,917 Feb. 9 Dawn
Captain of January
Baby PeggyLogan. . .Principal
Alimony
Darmond-Baxter . C.
...6,000,
A Tomorrow . .Jacqueline
C. Burr .6,000
.
Paramount
Average Women
Garon-Powell . . . ..Inde.
Feb.
23
Baffled
Franklyn Farnum . Fox Pic. . ,5,000
Dancing Cheat
Rawlinson-Lake
Laura
La Plante
Blizzard, The
Foreign Cast ..
5,890 March 8 Excitement
•
Girl of the Limberlost . . Gloria Grey . . . .. Universal
Breathless Moment ....Wm. Desmond . . Universal
5,555
Feb.
16
F. B. O
.
Selznick
.
.
.
Good
Bad
Boy
J.
Butterworth
•
Cause For Divorce ....Brunette-Butler .
7,132 Mar. 1 His Forgoten Wife .... Madge Bellamy . .Universal
. Principal
F. B. O.
6,008 Feb. 16
Chastity
M'Donald . . . Sunset
First Nat'l
. . . . 5,000
Listen Lester
Faz. -Novak-Myers Principal
Covered Trail
J.Kath.
B Warner
Daddies
Mae Marsh . . . . Warner . . . .6,500
Feb. 23
Marriage Dancer
Cheat
Maru-Joy-Menjou .. First
Nat'l...
.Fox
Chadwick-Lowell
Sher.-Principal
4,408 Feb. 23 Masked
Eyes of the Forest . . . .Tom Mix
. ,5,770
Murray-Blue . . .Metro
Feb. 9 Mile. Midnight
Flaming Barriers Logan-Moreno .. ..Paramount
Peter The Great
Emil Jannings . . Paramount . . .
Floodgates
Lowell-Russell . Lowell
6,435 March 8 Pipes
Pan
Alma Taylor .... Hepworth ....
Flowing Gold
Anna Q. Nilsson . Metro
8,005 March 8 Silent ofSranger
Fred
Thomson . . . F. B. O. ...6,000 '
First
Nat'l
5,763 Mar. 1
Fool's Awakening
Ford Bennett
Gambling
Wives
Marjorie
Daw .. .. .. . Arrow . . . . 6,438 March 8 Son of the Sahara
All
Star
First Nat'l
.
Warner
.
.
.
Souvenir
Ayres-Marmont
.Asso.
Exhib. . . .
Geo. Washington Jr Wesley Barry . .
,6,100 Feb. 23
Second
Youth
Lunt-Palmeri
.
.
.
.
.
Happiness
Laurette Taylor .. Metro
7,700
March
8
.6,000Hill Blly
Jack Pickford .. 'Allied Prod.
Joy-La Rocque ,. ..Gold.-Cos.
March 8 Triumph
Paramount
Those Who Dance
Special Cast
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson . C. B. C. . 5,734
5,920
Feb.
9
. Universal . 4,717 Feb. 16 Traffic in Hearts
(Not mentioned) . C. B. C.
Jack
Clubs
Rawlinson
. . First Nat'l
Love O'Letters
Shirley Mason . . Fox
4,749 March 8 Woman on the Jury .... Special Cast
Love Master
Strongheart .... .Fox
6.799
Feb.
2
MAY . . First Nat'l
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix
,6,112 Feb. 23
.. First
Nat'l
Marry in Haste
Wm. Fairbanks . Goldstone. . .. 5,000
Feb. 23
All Star
. Hepworth
.... .
Marriage Circle
Marie Prevost . . .. Warner
Feb. 16 Amazing Guest
Warner Bros.
Special Cast . . . .. Paramount
Vitagraph . 8,300
6,800 Feb. 23 Babbit
My
Man
Farnum-Miller
.
.
...
Breaking
Point
Nita
Naldi
Nellie, Beautiful Model ..AH Star
.. Gold.-Cos.
.
Mar. 22
Paramount 6,098
Aylres-Moreno . . Paramount . . .
Next Corner
Special Cast . . . .Fox
6,985
Feb. 23 Bluff
Stone-Rubens ... . First
Nort of Hudson Bay ..Tom Mix
4,973 Mar. 1 Cytherea
Nat'l..... .
Universal
Clay of C'lina
Painted People
Colleen Moore .
Advenure ....J.Rawlinson
P. McGowan . .Ind. Pic
6,897 Feb. 9 Desperate
Pied Piper Malone .... Thos. Meighan . Paramount
First
Nat'l
Corinne Gri-.th . . First National
Preferred
7,264
Feb. 9 For Sale
Poisoned Paradise
Harlan-Bow . . . Burr
6,000
Mar.
151 John Forrest Finds H's'H Edwards-White . Hepworth ....
Restless Wives
All Star
6,317
Mar.
Moral
Sinners
Dorothy Dalton . Paramount
Ride For Your Life ...Hoot Gibson .. Universal
5,310 March 8 Men
Pola Negri . . . . . Paramount . .
Selznick . . 4,850
Roulette
AH Star
Mar.
1
Swords and Plowshares . Carr- J. Waker . .F. B. O. ...
Metro . . . . 1 0.000
Scaramouche All Star
Oct. 13
Storm
Daughter,
The
.
.
Special Cast . . .
Paramount
.
ShadowfSi of Paris
Pola Negri ....
6,440
Mar. 1 White Moth
LaMarr-Tearle . . . Universal
Slow as Lightning .... Ken. McDonald Sunset .... 5,000
. First Nat'l . . .
Stranger
Special Cast . . . Paramount
Feb. 16
Universal . 6,515
Sporting Youth
Denny- LaPlante Burr
6,712 Feb. 16 For Sale
Corrine
Griffith
.
Three
O'Clockis Woman
in Morn. . .. All
Binney-Breese
6,293 Mar. 1
Thy Name
Star . . Metro
O. .... . ,
FirstB. Nat'l
in Babies
the Dark
George
O'Hara. . . . F.
March 8 Fools
JUNE
. . 9,087
Under the Red Robe .... Special Cast . . Goldwyn
Baby Peggy
8,000
Dec. 1 Helen's
. Principal ....
Pathe
Never
Say
Die
Douglas
McLean
Way of a Man
AUene Ray ....
Colleen Moore . . Asso. Exhib.
Week End Hus.bands . . Special Cast . . . Equity . . . 8,816
6,450 Mar.
Mar. 11 Perfect Flapper
Ridgeway Montana ... .Jack
Hoxie
When
Man's A Man . . Rex
Bowers-La
Motte Goldstone
Feb. 16 Sundown
First Nat'l . . 6,910
All
Star
First Nat'l. . .
White A Panther
Baker
. Universal
5,000 Mar. 1
White Sin
Special Cast . . . F. B. O. . 6,237 March 8 Chose Who Dance
Special Cast . . . . . First Nat'l . . .
GoldvTyn
.
.
Wild Oranges
Mayo-Valli
6,837 Feb. 16 Western Vengeance .... J. P. McGowan . First National
Ind. Pic
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Short

Subject

Releases

Coming

PAT HE
Title
Length Release Date
Star
Smile Please
Harry Langdon
2,000 Mar.
White Man Turned , Indian ..Frontier Series
2,000 Mar.
Hard Knocks
Charles Chase
1,000 Mar.
The Cake Eater
Will Rogers
2,000 Mar.
Love's Detour
Charles Chase
2,000 Mar.
National
Rash
"Sporthght"
...
1,000 Mar.
Mar.
All
Star Cast
Terry Cartoon
1,000
The Buccaneers
"Our Gang"
2,000 Mar.
Herman the Mouse
Terry Cartoon
1,000 Mar.
Mar.
Love's Reward
"Dippy Doo Dad" ....1,000... .. Mar.
The
Mandan's
Oath
FrontierLaurel
Series
2,000 ..
Zeb vs.
Paprika
Stan
2,000...
Why Mic Leave Home
Terry Cartoon
1,000 .Mar.
Mar.
Hunters Bold
Spat Family
2,000 Mar.
Scarem Much
..AH Star Sennett
2,000 Mar.
Don't Forget
Charles Chase
1,000 Mar.
Fields of Glory
"Sportlight("
1,2,000
00^01 Mar.
Mar.
Leatherstocking
Chapter
1
Way of a Man
Serial Chapter 15
2,000 Mar.
Shanghaied Lovers
Langdon
2,000 Mar.
Dirty Little Half-Breed ....Frontier Series
2,000 Mar.
Big Moments from Little Pic Will Rogers
2,000 Mar.
The Fraidy Cat
Charles Chase
1,000 Mar.
The Champion
Terry Cartoon
1,000 Mar.
Seein'
"Our
Gang"
2,000
April
Friend Things
Husband
Pollard
1,000 April
Running Wild
Terry Cartoon
1,000 April
The Swift and Strong
"Sportlight"
1,000 April
Birds of Passage
Novelty Nature Study ..3,000 April
Brothers Under the Chin ....Stan Laurel
2,000 April
King of Wild Horses
Murphy-Barry
5,000 April
Our Noah
LittleLived
Nell
"Dippy Cartoon
Doo Dad"
1,000 April
If
Today
Terry
1,000
April
The Medicine Hat
Frontier Series
2,000 April
EDUCATIONAL
Oh Captain
Smith- Bowes- Vance ....1,000
Wide Open
Lige Conley
2,000
Haunted Villa
Wilderness Tales
1,000
Ant Lion
Secrets of Life
1,0(30
GettingInn
Gertie's Goat
Dorothy
Devore ....1,000
2,000
Cave
Bowes-Smith-Vance
New Sheriff
Poodles Hanneford ....2,000
Jumping Jacks
Hodge Podge
1,000
Lang Aga
Sing Them Again
1,000
Reno or Bust
Bobby Vernon
2,000
Misfit, The
Clyde Cook
2,000
Bargain Day
Bowes-Smith-Vance ....1,000
Family Life
Mermaid
2,000
Barnum Junior
...Johnnie Fox, Jr
2,000
KilUng Time
Lloyd Hamilton
2,000
Safe and Sane
Jimmie Adams
2,000
Dusty Dollars
Smith-Bowes-Vance 1,000
Midnight Blues
Lige Conley
2,000.
The Fly
Secrets of Life
1,000.
Trader Keeps Moving
Wilderness Tales
1,000.
Heart Throbs
Sing Them Again
1,000.
Dandy Lions
Neal Burns
2,000.
Fold Up
Bowes-Vance
1,000.
There He Goes
Lige Conley
2,000.
Plastigrams
Third Dimension
1,000
UNIVERSAL

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
.April
.April
. April
. April
. April
.April
. Mar.

Should Poker Players Marry
Flames of Vengeance
Sons-in-Law
Keep Healthy
Face to Face
Facing
Crisis
Big BoytheBlue
That Oriental Game
Nobody to Love
VanishingTenderfoot
Diamonds
Young
Ship Ahoy
Woman
Unknown of Mystery
Boyt
Marry When Young
Haunted House
Hit
Perils'emof Hard
the City
Checking
Out
Spring of 1964
One Wet Night
Cipher Message
Racing Kid
Bandit Raiders
Pretty Plungers

. Roach-Edwards
1 ,000 Mar. 3
000
Mar. 3
ChapterEarle-McCoy
14 "Ghost City" 22 000
Jack
Mar. 5
Slim Summerville-Dunn . 1 000 Mar. 10
Chapter 15 "Ghost City" 2 ,000 Mar. 10
Chap. 1 Pusher
"Fast Express" 22 000 Mar. 10
Leather
10
Pal the Dog
2 000 Mar.
Mar. 12
Roach-Edwards . . .■ 1 000
000 Mar. 17
Chap. 2 Messinger
"Fast Express" 22 ,000 Mar. 17
Buddy
Shm SumervUle- Dunn .1 000 Mar. 19
Mar 24
Chap.
3 "Fast Express" 2,2 000
000
Mar 24
(not mentioned)
Roach-Edwards
1 000 Mar. 26
Chap. 4 "Fast Express" 2 000 Mar. 31
000.... April
Mar. 312
Earle-M
cCoy
2,1 000
Neely Edwards
000 April 7
Chap. 5 "Fast Express" 2, 000
April
7
Harry Sweet and Pal ..2, 000
April 9
Neely Edwards ... 1
000 April 14
Chap. 6 "Fast Express" OOO
April 14
Buddy Messinger ... 22 000
April 16
Chap
"Fast Express" 2, 000 April
21
Gentry 7 Follies
Girls 2 000 April 23
FOX
1710

The Weakling
?^
The
Cowboys_ . . .
Sculptors of Paradise
Etiquette
Rivers
SongOn the ofJob
Feathered Fisherman
A New England Farm
The Jazz Weekly
He's
My Decks
Pal
Shppery

Sunshine
J"''"
Imper
Educatiial
onal
Sunshine
Educational
Animal comedy
Educational
Educatio
Sunshinenal
Imperial
Educatio
nal

2,000...
2,000
2,000
l 000
2 000
I^OOO
2,000
1,000
1,000 .■:
2,000
2,000
1,000

Feb 2410
Feb!
.Feb.
Feb. 10
.Feb.
. Mar. 2
. Mar. 9
.Mar.
Mar. 3016
Mar. 216
.April
.April 13

Productions

Adorable
« •, Scofflaw,
o The
Af ier a the
Million
Against
Grain
Age of Innocence, The
Alaskan,
The
Alibi, The
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THE

MODERN

THE REMODELED

THEATRE

FENWAY THEATRE OF BOSTON

Remodeling
Produces
Magic Effect
Fenway of Boston Looks Better Than New
From the back to the very front of the
ONE of the most striking examples of
theatre remodeling and renovation that house, the work of building and installing a
has ever been seen in the New England
huge name sign and a marquee was placed in
the hands of the Norton Sign Company. They
territory was that which took place coincident
with the acquisition of the Fenway in Boston put in a very striking and artistic marquee with
by Paramount as their key city house here.
panels at sides and ends for current producLocated out on Massachusetts Avenue, a distion announcement, all surrounded with flashers, and from the middle of this ran up a vertrict fast becoming the center of the city's
night lif e, it had long been a popular house ;
tical sign also bordered with flasher attachsome months before the change becoming a
ment, for nearly the entire four stories of the
first run house.
building. It has become one of the outstanding
The houre was closed down for some weeks
features of the avenue at night, the more so
when Paramount got it, and a small army of that later a myriad of frosted globes were put
in all over the under side of the marquee
men went to work at it. The job was put
in the hands of Lehan and Weiss, contractors
with flood lights at every corner.
of Cambridge, Mass. The stage of the house
Up in the operating room little change was
was not fitted at all as stages go today, and found necessary, the two Motiograph projectors there being in excellent condition after
complete modern fittings were installed, toa year of service. The lenses were changed
gether with a modern system of stage lighting
from to 8 inches in diameter, and new
effects. During the work here, the screen
which had been used in the theatre was irrespots were put in, to be in keeping with the
other house lighting effects.
parably damaged, and a new Raven screen was
installed.
In the body of the house little change was

necessary in equipment, though all seats were
taken up in the process of renovation. Any
changes and additional seats were left in the
hands of the American Seating Company.
Furniture needed came from the Paine Furniture Company of Boston, the draperies, hangings and rugs
coming offrom
H. \\'hite
Company.
Speaking
rugs, the
the R.carpeting
of
the new Fenway is well worthy of description.
Instead of the usual strips down aisles and
between seats, a thick pile of carpet was laid
on the entire auditorium, mezzanine, and foyer
floors before the seats were put down. The
result was a luxuriousness underfoot well in
keeping with the result sought for and attained
throughout the house.
We have been told to keep the best for the
last, and in this case are following out our
instructions. This best was the work of redecoration undertaken by Ulrich of New York
City, who also had the same job at the Cosmopolitan Theatre in that city. To those who
had known the Fenway in its old days the
effect wrought in the auditorium was little
short of amazing.
The auditorium was of the older type of
{Continued on page 48)
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THE ALBERTINA
SuccessfubHippodronie
Good

Model

Dance

RASCH

ALL AMERICAN BALLET

Presentation

for Prologue

Exhibitors Service Bureau for Prologues and Presentations
Will Co-operate With Showmen
HE Hippodrome of New York has been experience and training. He knows not only
noted
many things. Its fame as a what the public wants, but how to mold a proT show for
gram to a theatre and make it pay.
place has veritably reached the
The Rasch Studios invite all exhibitors inshores of countries too small to be seen on orterested in the service it renders to clients
dinary maps. Celebrated clowns, animals with
to send inquiries to the New York address, at
almost human intelligence, ice-skaters from
the far north, ballet dancers from the royal 344 West 72nd Street.
* * *
courts of powerful potentates have all done
their share to make the Hippodrome an instiATMOSPHERIC
PROLOGUE ON
tution which is a household term in the various nooks, crannies and hamlets of this coun'THE MARRIAGE CIRCLE'
try and others.
A particularly charming and interesting proNow the Hippodrome is noted for its change
logue was presented last week by Alanager
of personality. We speak of its adoption by
Edward L. Hyman of the Brooklyn Mark
the Keith interests as a super-vaudeville house.
One that purports to stand as the acme of Strand Theatre, with the Warner Brothers
perfection in the presentation of the variety
Classic, "The Marriage Circle."
show. This assertion brings us to the picture
Eight dancers, nine singers and three instrumentalists were used. The number was
shown at the top of this page.
Coincident with the policy of the house to programmed as Viennese Impressions, openwith "TheEnsemble.
Old Refrain'
sung followed
by the
present nothing but the highest class in en- Marking Strand
This was
tertainment the Hippodrome has engaged tlie
"Paradise," an instrumental number by the
celebrated Albertina Rasch dancers — in this by
Viennese Trio — violin, cello and accordion.
case known as the All American Ballet — who
"Vienna Beauties" was a dance number by
nightly send audiences into rapturous thrills
with their grace, their vivacious charm and eight girls. The presentation closed with
"Auf Wiedersehn," sung by the ensemble with
skillful performance.
interpolated dances.
It is not merely to pay well deserved hom_Mr. Hyman used as a setting the exterior
age that mention of this All American Ballet
of a fashionable country home, showing
is made here. Of urgent moment is the fact apiazza
set consisting of a house, two trees and
that the Albertina Rasch Studios Inc., which
some rustic furniture, with vines twining
presents this artistic number, comprises what
through arbors on each side. The numbers
is practically an Exhibitors Service Bureau,
were specially arranged and orchestrated. Mr.
in which the requirements of motion picture
Hyman worked out a special 'color lighting
exhibitors are met, in so far as furnishing
material for prologue and presentations is harmony. This prologue lasted ten minutes.
concerned.
NEVER HAD A MANUSCRIPT
Marionette numbers, with figures simulating grotesque humans gyrating in mid air
TURNED DOWN
on elastic strings ; tableaus in which tie-ups
are effected with local gown shops and cos"Why should we take the promises, tomortume stores.; pageants, with local talent in it
row may not pay ; when we can have the hapto stimulate community interest and good will
piness that crowds our lives today?" quoted
toward the house, are some of the- many
Mrs. Joseph Ball — or Jessie L. Deppen, the
forms the Rasch Studios employ in putting name she is better known by.
over a show.
When told the lines were quite charming
Miss Rasch herself needs very little iden- and asked whether she had written them, she
tification in these columns. She has been
replied, "No, but I almost feel as if I had
known for years as a celebrated dancer on made them mine. They are the keynote of a
both continents and carries into her work as lyric by George Graff, Jr., from which I
supervisor and teacher all the natural and ex- made my song "In the Garden of To-morrow"
pert knowledge of the professional. Al- which Chappell-Harms, Inc., have just issued."
bertina Rasch Studios, Inc., is the result of
Some of Jessie Deppen's best known works
what the pertinent needs are in the dance
include "Eleanor," published as a vocal and
world and in motion picture theatre preseninstrumental number ; "Japanese Sunset," a
tations. Leo De Valery, the general manager
big concert number ; "Joli Bleuet," published
of the corporation, is a showman of wide by Carl Fischer, Inc., for piano and for violin.

SPEEDING
BOX

UP THE WAITING
OFFICE LINE

By Yeckim
A LONG-FELT want for a coin changing
machine that is speedy, accurate and durable is filled by the Brandt Universe — a coin
changing machine manufactured by the
Brandt Automatic Cashier Company of Watertown, Wisconsin.
Exhibitors universally agree that a coin
changing machine is an absolute necessity in
any busy box office for it enables the cashier
to handle a greater number of transactions
within a given time and insures accuracy in
there transactions. The waiting line of patrons is enabled to have- access to the theatre more quickly and is not compelled to wait
in line while patrons ahead are being served
by the old-fashioned head and hand method.
Rapid service means that all patrons in the
line enter your theatre and do not become disgusted and move on to another playhouse.
Another point of universal agreement is the
fact that cash shortages where they occur are
almost invariably in the fractional coin. By
installing a machine like the one above illustrated the theatre owner need not worry about
these petty losses which eat into his profits
for he has the assurance that each transaction
is mechanically correct and he knows that
the saving in time permits the cashier a closer
contact with his patrons and an opporttmity
for recognizing and speaking to the ones who
are habitual attenders.
The Brandt Universo may be secured for
either right or left hand deliver}* and is
equipped with an aluminum delivery chute
which permits an adjustment through an arc
of 180 degrees, enabling the machine to be
placed at any advantageous angle for the
operator. An auxiliary coin tray may be secured, if desired, which attaches to the top
of the regular tray and holds the surplus stock
of coirs. The machine may be secured for
free trial without obligation or expense by
writing direct to the manufacturers. Terms
can be arranged to suit the convenience of the
purchaser.
NEW THEATRE FOR DENVER
Denver, Colo., is to have an innovation
in motion picture theatres. The theatre
known as the Highlands Garden, at West
Thirty-second Avenue and Zuni Street, has
been leased by a company headed hy Bidwell McCormack, and is being converted
into what will be known as an art motion
picture theatre.
fhe program will be one picture a week,
n^stead of the usual several change^, thus
giving
tainable.the patrons only the very best films rb-
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TO THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY :
It is my pleasure to announce an important combination, which has existed for, some time, viz., the
combination of a finely equipped plant and exceptional sei-vice to our customers, with greatest technical knowledge which has been effected by CLAREMONT LABORATORIES, Inc.

|
M
1
|

It is this combination which has enabled us to produce UNEXCELLED QUALITY, as demonstrated in
the releases we have printed, including Mary Pickford in "Lord Fauntleroy," "Tess of the Storm Country"
and "Rosita," and Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin Hood," Elliot Dexter in "By Divine Right," the Whitman Bennett production, "The Leavenworth Case," as well as scores of other big productions.
We have not sacrificed quality for cheapness ; we do not evade tinting and toning, and we do not use developing machines.
The price of raw stock is now so low, and the standard price for printing so cheap that producers should noi encourage a cheaper product at the sacrifice of quality.
While it costs more to handle every foot of film individually and not by machine, we only charge the .
standard price for printing. Our profits mav be less, but our satisfaction is the fact that we are recognized
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as AMERICA'S
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PREMIER LABORATORY.
We are now making prints on Douglas Fairbanks' latest achievement, acclaimed as the world's greatest
motion picture in cost and magnificence, and requiring the utmost in photographic science to do justict lo it,
namely,
"THETHIEFOFBAGDAD"
Yours truly,
WALTER E. GREENE.
CLAREMONT

1

COMBINATION

430 Claremont

LABORATORIES,

Parkway

INC.
New
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ROLL

AUSTIN
AUSTIN

CHEMICAL
BRAND

LAMP

(Sr)

—

Tl
BEST fOR THE LEAST MONEY

CO., Inc.
COLORING

1692 Boston Road
Put up
Weatherproof
sized cansinto overperand
BRONX, NEW YORK
mit dipping diWaterproof
rectly
into
the
can
PHONE INTERVALE 2625
The Austin Chemical Company has perfected a new type of
LAMP COLORING which has stood all tests and is in many ways
superior to the various other lamp colorings on the market. Keith,
Moss and Loew Theatres are using this coloring. The following
colors are in stock; Transparent Colors: Red, Light Blue. Violet, Deep
Blue, Yellow, Green, Amber. Opaque Colors: Red, Green, Blue.
Orange, Canary, Sunset Glow, Milk White, Golden Glow, Amber.
EQUIPMENT DEALERS ARE INVITED TO WRITE
FOR JOBBER'S PRICES.

THE BIG SUMMER
HIT
SAY IT WITH A UKULELE
FOX TROT Full — Orchestration
HAWAIIAN25c MELODY
SPECIAL OFFER— 9 Late Orchestrations,
Including for"SAY
WITH ANOW
UKULELE"
$L00—IT ORDER
American
Mu'^ic Pub. Co.
1658 B'way. Dent. W.
N. Y C

City

C

POLE

KETS
CORRECTNESS GUAR4
QUICKEST DILIVERY

LOUIS

SEEL,

ARTISTIC

Don't

INC

ANIMATED

LEADERS

Miss

Issue

FILMS

-s-TRAILERS

Next

Week's

Extraordinary

A Surprise — Sh — Secrets — NUF

SED

BOOK "MAKING MOVIES"
It's an onstudio
and life,
off action
stage and
exhibiton
detail. of movie

^
o/Film 5tais
220West 42-^St.J\^ev^}&^

i
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TWENTY- EICHT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

WORLD'S lARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMfNT TICKET PLANT

A^CISTI
CKET/^
/ ^
352 N. ASHLAND AVENUE
\V
^
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

York

YOUR THEATRE A BEE-HIVE
A movie picture made right on your stage in
front of your audience, produced with local
players and scenes one week, and shown next.
For details write Box 1053, Exhibitors Trade
Review.
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Save

the

Seconds
the

101
DAYS

FREE
TRIAL

$85.00
Easy Terms

and

Dollars will take care
of themselves
Without costing you a penny, let us show you
how you can give your patrons rapid, convenient,
accurate box-office service, saving time, money and
worry for yourself. You can keep the line moving
and the day's cash correct to the penny with a
Brandt
Universo
Pays any amount from one cent to a dollar by
simple key depression — pays it instantly. Ten
year guarantee
or lefteverywhere.
hand trap-door delivery. Used andRight
endorsed
Free Trial At Our Risk
Use it ten days free at our risk. Then if you
don't agree that it helps you and pleases your
patrons, send it back. Otherwise pay cash or
easy installments. Use the coupon today.
BRANDT AUTOMATIC
CASHIER CO.
Dept. U, Watertown, Wis.

Leaders All — F. C. Munroe
(Continued from page 19)
continue. But another call came. This
one was even more insistent than the
others, and was to join B. W. Traggart of
Boston
in raising national
New England's
quota
the
$185,000,000
Red Cross
fund.of
That job was successfully accomplished.
Then, in the summer of 1918, when the
Per Da
war was at its height, Mr. Munroe was
called to Washington. In spite of the her0
culean efforts of the Red Cross the scarcity
of nurses in France was causing worry.
5
The War Department determined to institute aworld
and upward
rial
available.survey of all the nursing mate\
is one reason for the rapidly
It was to make this survey that Mr.
Munroe went to Washington, expecting to
growing popularity of the
Hotel Martinique.
remain three or four months. Actually he
Another is the consistent
remained three years, taking into account
the
time he afterward devoted to work in
economy of the entire estabEurope.
lishment. Here you may enjoy
a Club Breakfast at 4.3c., conThe task involved the tabulating of 150
sisting ofFruit or Cereal, Bacon
details developed individually in questionand Lgg-, and Rolls and Coffee
naires returned from 300,000 women. A
— Special Luncheon and Dinstaff of fifty clerks was required to handle
ners of superior quality are also
the vast volume of work. In August of
served at the most moderate
1918 Mr. Munroe was asked to remain as
possible prices.
assistant to General Manager George Scott
No location can be possibly
of the National Red Cross.
more convenient than that of
On Afarch 1 of the following year Mr.
the Martinique. One block
Munroe was requested by the organization
from the Pennsylvan-a Station
(via enclosed subway) — Wine
to become its general manager, which poblocks from Grand Central — ■
sition he occupied until January of 1921.
one block from the greatest
Before finally retiring from his organand best Shops of the City —
ization work, however, he was asked to
half a dozen blocks from the
proceed to
and facilitate
the reOpera and the leading Theatres
tirement of Europe
the American
Red Cross.
— and directly connected with
This assignment also was accepted and
the Subway to any part of the
for several months Mr. Munroe traveled
V City you wish to reach.1^, J
all over the Continent, or at least over Austria, Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia
and Poland.
»tST^ without et,^
He was extensively entertained by the
Hotel
rulers of these countries, in Prague an
elaborate state function being given in honor of the delegate of the Red Cross.
On his return to Washington Mr. Munroe formally retired from the Red Cross.
cAffiliated with Jiolel MUlpi.x
Then, expecting to take a rest before entering business, out of the clear sky came
a request to take the position of vice-presiBioadway-32-/<?NEW
33^S!
VORK
s.
dent and general manager of the Hodkinson Company, with charge of operation.
A.E.Singleton.c4/a/ia^er.
On the first of the present year Mr.
Munroe was elected president of the comEXHIBITORS ATTENTION
pany. For three months he has been busy
Showmen who have used or are still using radio
with his enlarged staff getting new matebroadcasting as part of their program are asked
rial for the coming year. That work practo send in their experiences of the reaction of
tically has been accomplished, and in the
audiences, to the Modern Theatre Editor. He
next
six weeks the details will be anwill appreciate the courtesy.
nounced.

The

Showman on Main Street
(Continued from page 7.)

v^ith money. He must make up for his
lack of financial resources by a liberal
use of his owness ingenuity and the exdr
perienceAofdothers.
He can dress up
his lobby to attract and give the atmosphere of the picture, by doing a little
carpentry work and spending a few
dollars. The lobby cards are always
There fs one other source of inspiration to the showman on Main Street,
and that is the trade press. With picgood.
tures and story, he is shown every
week just how a fellow exhibitor put
over a picture, and it is a comparatively easy matter for him to adapt
such a plan to his own requirements.
Remodelins;

Produces
Effect

Magic

(Continued from page 45)
motion picture house, long and narrow, and
from the orchestra rear had much the appearance of a subway with a picture at the end.
By carrying out a color scheme of silver grey
with dark trimmings through the entire interior with the exception ox that portion in the
neighborhood of the proscenium, which was finished in dark shades with dark hangings, a
remarkable effect of foreshortening was
achieved. The stage seemed to jump forward
about 20 feet, while the auditorium broadened
out in similar proportion. A glance at the
auditorium photograph will show that the effect still persisted to the camera's eye.

MENT
DEPART
AD
Rates ED
CLASSIFI
For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special ratf^s on lonp time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Pictures made to order. Commercial, Home
or Industrial. We have excellent facilities, and the
best cameramen. Our price 20c per foot. Ruby
Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue. New York.
Motion
Picture and
"Still"lights
Cameras
rented,
and
exchanged.
Portable
for sale
and sold
for
rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange. 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.
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black

National

Film

Corporation

of

America

presents

Indian

Frontier

Series

The

white

boy

who

became

an

Indian

Each Indian Frontier Series picture has a
story that surely gets you and that is absolutely
true.
For instance, you see how and why a white
boy became

an Indian chief, — and you see

the man himself in the picture. Can't you
imagine how such a story will appeal to your
audiences?
The real Indians themselves enact their own

stories. You have color, realism, educational
value, thrill.
Look over these titles; just see the audience
appeal: "The Man Who Would Not Die";
"The Man Who Smiled"; "The White Man
Who Turned Indian"; "The Mandan's
Oath" ; "The Dirty Little Half-Breed" ; "The
Medicine Hat."
Each picture is a perfect little feature in
itself.
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M

offers his greatest
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shov^man-picture

TRIUM
PH
WITH
LEATRICEJOY

ROD
LaROCQUE
PRESENTED
BY ADOLPH ZUKOR AND JESSE L.LASKY
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His Darker Seif has the ingredients of a
clamorous success^ It is funny in concept and
funny in execution and the sub-titles are among
the funniest that have ever been written into a pictaire
We found "^ei picture extraordinarily
good entertainment. Its laughs and thrills can
hardly miss with any kind of an audience. It ranks
with the very best feature length comedies we have
seen and we expect it to be responsible for a gale
of laughter in the motion picture houses of the

country."

HODKINSON
Season

1924-1925

Thirljj Firsf-Run Pictures

MARTIN

J. QUIGLEY,
Exhibitors Herald.
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Are

you

wondering

why

we

persist in using an unusualz
title like chechahco?
pu

Couldn't we have
thing simpler?
Certainly

we

found

could.

We

somemight

have named the picture "The Gold
Rush" or "The Birth of Alaska/'
or what-not, but these would have
classified it as an ordinary moviCi
And

isn't.

that's just what

this picture

chechahcos
(pronounced chee-chaw-koze)

is as different in quality and appeal
as its intriguing

title is different

from ordin^i^ titles.
A

ssociated ExhibitorC
ARTHUR S. KANE, President ^
PATHE, Physical Distributor
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Classics

of the

Screen

M

1

f*^^,^^ Sun.
"I want to commend Warner Brothers
for the worthy ambition that induced
them to bring a fine play like 'Beau
BruiTimel' to the screen. That they have
given their best to the making of this
classic there can be no doubt and that
John Barrymore is an inspired choice,
no one will dispute. 'Beau Brummel' is
a credit to the house of Warner."
— Louella O. Parsons, N. Y . A merican.

— """"^

V-

, screen a
has g'-*"/:t the

A to ^

the °"^l/beauut;\'^'ore.11)'''^ cast
that ■

beau,11, N-

St

ofsnent drama^

is the
proper
'Beau Brummel.'
if "Devastating
yoij can, of any
actor
who word
could for
do Mr.
this Barrymore's
role better justice.
I cannot.Think,
It is
a polished and flawless performance. You'll be quite right to put your rnoney
on 'Beau BrutTimel'."
—McELUOTT. N. Y. Daily Neivs,

M ^^^^

"One of those artistic celluloid efforts
that come along none too frequently. John
Barrymore delivers a performance that is
a delight to the eye. . . A stirring picture, not merely for the 'upper ten,' but
also for O. Henry's four million and
millions."
several other
M. Hall, N. Y. Times.
— F. ff.
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EXHIBITORS
When the opportunity is presented for you to book this attraction, don't think twice — if you do it might prove another
opportunity lost. Book it for twice and three times your regular run and after the first smash you will re-book it for an early
return date. IT'S A CLEAN-UP,.
SATISFIED
BUYERS
KERMAN FILM EXCHANGE, 729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. Greater New York and Northern New Jersey.
STANDARD
FILM ATTRACTIONS,
1322 VINE ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
EPIC FILM ATTRACTIONS, 808 So. Wabash Ave, Chicago, HI. Northern Illinois and Indiama.
SUPREME
PHOTOPLAY
CO., 1014 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa. Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
B. & W. BOOKING OFFICE, Princess Theatre Bldg., Shelby, N., C. North and South Carolina.
CHARLES
LALUMIERE,
12 Mayor Street, Moirttreal, Canada.
Dominion of Canada.
For Open Territory

WEISS
NOW

PLAYING,

BROTHERS' ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
1540 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
CANADA,
BOSTON,
NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA AND PITTSBURGH
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"airsparkling
sizzling,
ful"
on the
great revel
of revels.
Reveling played a
great part in last Saturd a y's amazing affair.
But there were other
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TH
IN
ITAND
BY for this

i m p o r tant elements,
pleasurable in essence, and profoundly
serious in import to showmen.
For this reason Exhibitors Trade Review had its faithful band of representatives, armed with the pens of the mighty,
getting a first-hand grip on the 92 karat
truths which emanated from the minds
of men whose names are household words
on almost every continent in the world.
It was the great occasion for the Naked
Truth. Sponsored by the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers, an organization of irrepressibles who help sell j^our
pictures to the public.
The memory of this affair still filters
through our mind with the cordial reminiscent effect of aged, mellow wine. The
words of Arthur Brisbane, of D. W.
Griffith, of Rupert Hughes, "Roxy"
Rothafel, Dr. Giannini, and others continue to electrify, inspire, and thrill us
like truths sent down from Heaven.
Keep in mind the importance of getting the truth — the naked truth. Men
have died for it. Institutions have established themselves on it. Thrones have
fallen on its account. The Review has
left no stone unturned to give it you in
its entirety.

CTAND
BY for next week's Special
^ Tried and Proved Number. Something to which the whole motion picture
industry looks forward with interest. The
only thing of its kind in the industry,
fathered and developed by the Review.
If you have any regard for your position in the showmanship world, you'll
polish up a new pair of goggles for a
close-up of the complete contents of this
Special Tried and Proved Number. Out
next week.
Don't miss it.

Exhibitors Trade Review
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Past Presidents

of the Associated

Motion

Picture Advertisers
These Former Chief Executives of the A. M. P. A. Played
a Gr^at Part in
the Success of the Organization's Affair

C1B613377
-■9 .1924
April 12, 1921
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Eastern

Filmdom

EVERY industry is entitled to a day off once a
year. That of the motion picture selected
Saturdaj^ March 29, as its holiday so far as
the territory' centering about New York is concerned. Those who were present at the Hotel
iVstor on the evening of that day will agree that
the motion picture men and women cut loose on
that occasion.
They did not forget business. Rather they
satirized it, on the principle that all work and no
play makes Jack a dull
boy. Nevertheless there
were serious moments,
which were emphasized in
the speeches of several
men, among these being
those of Messrs. Griffith
and Hays.
Through the tie-up with
the Film Clubs of the
country for simultaneous

Takes

a

Off

The stated purpose of the dinner Avas to give
circulation to the Naked Truth about the industry.
H. Hays accepted the challenge and declared
there is no finer, more earnest, more sincere and
more striving gToup of men and women engaged
in any business in the world.
It was to a showman the Associated Advertisers
turned for a toastmaster of the evening — Samuel
Rothafel, one whose voice is familiar on the air.
It was a strong array of
speakers on whom he
called in the course of a
program composed
of
short talks. "Bedtime
Stories" they were to be as
we were told in advance.
/^NE
theseeffective
and oneand
of
the of
most
one more nearly approaching the bedtime category
• was that of David W.
Griffith, who in his fine
and bell-like voice spoke of
his mother — in those days

gatherings in many exchange cities and by reason of the fact that the
speeches were broadcasted
the fourth annual celebration of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
took on the size of a function of national rather
than sectional interest.
It is from this point of
view among others that
EXHIBITORS
TRADE
REVIEW
this week devotes considerable space
to telling the story of what

Nigjht

he called her "Maw," a
way they liave down
South, he explained — and
told of how with childish
inquisitiveness he

made

her weair^ with his uncounted efuestions.
It was a fine touch and
told with touching fineness
VICTOR M. SHAPIRO.
Motion Picture
This young chief executive of ofthetheAssociated
T. N. T. for which the
Adve tisers carries a good part
o-ganization is noted. He had pi;enty of it available at the dinner

occurred at the "party."
We believe that exhibitors throughout the country will be interested in the sayings of these men
of national prominence in the trade and out of it
as well as in a brief recital of the stunts that were
put on for the entertainment of the guests, of which
there were a full thousand, the number beinglimited by a rigid rule and strictly adhered to.
T N attendance were practically all of the producing and distributing executives in the East and
a goodly number of directors and players. The
rank and file were on parade, a battalion of them.
Present, too, were noted a number of exhibitors.

jtnd must have gone to the
I hearts of the men as well
as to those of the women.
So as the industry has
* its play dates every day
it is well to have a play day once in the year. That
the sponsors for the celebration of March 29 in
large measure are ranked perhaps Vather as neces-

sarycasion
as "import
executives interest
gave the octhanall the
more ofant"
a democra
.
tic
The advertising director of today is the sales
manager of tomorrow — and among the duties of
the latter is knoAvledge of how to entertain. The
advertising men have demonstrated that already
they are qualified for that phase of the next step
on the ladder.

Exhibitors Trade Review
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Beauty

and

Gather
Press

of

Brains

Agents

at

Spring

T

Surprise

N

T

Revel

by Fulfilling

them." The Grand Ball Room
All one had to do was to loiter in
the lobby of the Astor, and traffic

Promises

motion picture publication. It was announced as an "Extraordinary Editorial Excursion of Expert Expression
Emanating Entirely from the Six Wise
Men of the East." In other words it
was a combination of the journalistic
brains of the industry all under one
top. George Blaisdell was Financial
Editor; Bob Welsh took care of the
sporting columns ; Martin Quigley had
"Drammer" at his mercy; Joe Dannenberg wrote with much edification on
"Women" ; Tom Hanly handled
"News," and Bill Johnson went to the
mat with "Ballyhoo." Bill Yearsley
was billed as "Wet Nurse," and Jack
Alicoate gave conclusive evidence of

one thou
t cles
justorabou
more mot
vehi
than
THERE sandwere
usual trying to maneuvre into
tions at the three enstrategictrancesposi
of Hotel Astor last Saturday
nightal"around six bells for the "fourth
annu
of the A. M. P. A. Six bells is
n o'clock. The
r saysto seve
a sailohere
the
termwayis used
indicate right of¥
the reel there was a rough sea ahead.
There were the stately limousines of
stars manned by uniformed lackeys,
the no less opulent cars of famous producers and directors, machines slightly
less aristocratic for those frugal ones
who prefer to carry their excess profits
in eight per cent bonds or first mortgages. There were "Baby Lincolns"
for the poor publicity men who struggle along on paltry stipends scarce exceeding Mr. Coolidge's salary, and a
crawling mass of taxis scurrying in and
out like so many black and yellow potato bugs.
These had been commandeered by
the alleged gentry of the press, poor
but proud, so that they might drive
from the nearest subway exit and arrive in style at the scene of the big doings. Everything in New York knew
it was Naked Truth night except the
meters on those cabs. As some wisecracker once said : "The truth is not in

Celluloid

Censored

T. N. T. WILL H. HAYS
The Chief told some encouraging Naked Truths
regarding the future of the Motion Picture
Industry over which he waxed enthusiastic
would sweep him along down the corridor marked "Grand Ball Room" to
the prologue of the T. N. T. show. One
spacious room had been designated as
the place in which to cast ballots for
the King and Queen of Flimdumb. It
was lined with large posters of prominent players drawn by real artists.
We paused to cast our vote for any
two of the three chimpanzees that do
all the monkey business in the tworeelers. The fellow ahead was already
casting his third vote for "Johnnie
Walker," who, he declared, was going strong. This chap got sore because
they wouldn't let him vote for both the
Haig boys for Queen.
Then the mellow music of a great
gong intoned the glad tidings that the
banquet was prepared, and the beauty
and chivalry of the motion picture industry filed in for food. The Grand
Ball Room of the Astor might well be

his misspent youth as "Profanity EdiPictures of the editors and other
celebrities crowded the paper, but unfortunately the printer had sadly
scrambled the cuts and captions so
that \^ic Shapiro was labelled Sam
Goldwyn, William C. De Mille was
Charles Chaplin, and other big names
appeared
Hollywood's
best
knownbelow
gag cuts
men. ofThis
idea was
tor."
good for many a laugh, and the wise
cracks and nifties that appeared en
every page had the readers chuckling.
The Guests
table: smiling
Centre proudly
stage —
ourTheownspeakers'
Will Hays,
on the crowd, as a fond father on a
favorite child; David W. Griffith, the
great story-builder, six feet of distinction ;the keen alertness of Dr. A. H.

a prince's playground. A lofty room
flanked on three sides with galleries
and boxes, gold incrusted and ornamented with immense shimmering
chandeliers. At one end a stage,
and at one side, on a raised platform,
the
speakers'
table.theMore
hundred
tables filled
floor.than
Each,a
ts complement of flowers, lilylike
linen, sparkling silver service.

T. N. T. DAVID W. GRIFFITH
The Master Builder thrilled his audience in a
flight of dramatic oratory which proved that the
"speakies" lost a great actor when pictures won him

'Special Wuxtry!'
In addition to the Bulletin, a program of the Fourth Naked Truth
Revel, there was at each place a copy
of a sheet newly arrived in the field of

T. N T. SAMUEL ROTHAFEL
Alias
"Roxy"
ruledNaked
the waves
the air waves ofwho,the like
radioBrittania,
over which
Truths—
were broadcasted to a scattered mighty audience

April 12. 1924
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"Glorious Gloria" Swanson, "Beautiful
Bebe'' ^'Daniels, "Charming Carol"
Dempster, "Daring Dagmar" Godowsky, "Sweet Seena" Owen, the dashing
Italian heartbreaker, Mimi Palmeri,
Jean Tolley, the most photographed
girl in the world, and others, no less
famous or beautiful. The "spot"
caught Senator Jimmie Walker with a
bottle of White Rock in one hand. He
received an ovation — and blushed like
a boy. Harry Houdini, the wizard,
took his bow. • So did Raoul Walsh,
Richard Dix, Ernest Torrence, Hugo
Riesenfeld and Eddie Polo. The light
might have stopped anywhere at any
of the hundred tables and shown the
features of some celebrity. The whole
world was there.
B.dtime Stories
Coffee-cigars-cigarettes, and everyone settled back to listen to Vic Shapiro speak about what the program
called "Usual Opening Hokum." He
spoke well, and set a good example by
Giannini, the banker and financial phy- completing his remarks just as the
sician extraordinary to the industry ;
Victor Shapiro, president of the A. M. "Stop" signal flashed ' over his head.
Sam Rothafel was next. The proP. A., whose brilliance entitled him to
gram read "Roxy takes the Air." As a
a place in this company despite his almatter of fact the air took "Roxy,"
most boyish appearance; A. M. Botsfor his remarks, and those of every
ford, he of the pleasing personality,
other speaker, were heard by hundreds
the piercing eyes and the silver tongue ; of thousands via radio.
the greatest editor in all the world,
David W. Griffith, proved himself as
Arthur Brisbane, who writes each day
fine
an actor as he is a director. His
for almost fourscore newspapers read
impressive
presence, his finely moduby some twelve or fifteen millions of
lated voice and his dramatic address
people ; Rupert Hughes, the author, reflecting in his face the flashing wit penetrated the armor of his sophisticated audience, and played upon its
with which he entertains nations ; Samheartstrings.
He was thrilling.
uel Rothafel, the kindly showman, who
Arthur
Brisbane
spoke as he writes
is in danger of losing his name
and becoming celebrated simply as — clearly, concisely, with many refer"Roxy."
There was one vacant chair. It
was for Mae Murray, who exercised
her prerogative of coming late. But
when "Marvellous Mae" did come she
was well worth waiting for.
T. N. T. GLENDON ALLVINE
Paramount's member of the A. M. P. A. Naked
Truth Committee, who was partially responsible for
the unusual performance of press agents' promises

Before each place at the speakers'
table was the microphone through
which the Bedtime Stories were broadcasted, and over the table was a traffic
signal arrangement of red, white and
green lights. The red light meant
"Stop," and it was flashed when the
speaker consumed the five minutes allowed for self-expression.
Spotlighting Personalities

ences to the classics, the worth-while
things of life. His remarks were truly
words of wisdom, food for thought for
many hours.
Dr. Giannini spoke of the financial
aspect of the industry, a subject which
he is eminently qualified to discuss. He
complained that the industry "seemed
willing to allow him only five minutes
of its time, whereas he was always
willing to place a much larger quantity
of that valuable commodity at the disposal of the members. The Doctor
crowded a wealth of information into
his allotted time, and also spoke some
naked truths about those in the business known as "excess bonus hounds."
Mae Murray's Bedtime Story was
brief, but marvellously effective. Mae
arose in all her glory and speeded her
message straight and true. Not the
least fascinating thing about her speech
was the kiss she blew from her slender
fingers at its termination. That kiss
came right in our direction too. It
had a personal touch, so to speak.
A. M. Botsford ran true to form and
did just what was expected of him. He
is one of the most scintillating speakers
in the industry. Striking a light note
he carried his hearers with him, and
round after round of laughter and applause weretoradioed
to listeners-in
from
Hell Gate
the Golden
Gate.
Rupert Hughes was fine. His ready
wit made of his speech a thing of joy.
For five minutes he poked fun at both

Paul Whiteman's orchestra played,
and the party was on. There were
hosts of good things to eat. The "carte
du nuit," which we are advised is
French for "menu," was printed in that
language. Our knowledge is limited to
the signs we used to see about "chevaux ou hommes" on the French boxcars, so we But
don'ttheknow
all about.
food just
waswhat
fine. it was
From the balcony above, a spot-light
played about the room, pausing for a
moment to illuminate the features of

T. N. T. ARTHUR BRILANT
Pathe's
energetic
the a A.record
M. PhouseA.
who was still busytreasurer
countingof up
long after his usual breakfast time Sunday morning

hosts andmercilessly.
guests, and also "kidded"
himself

T. N. T. JEROME BEATTY
The Preferred Pictures genius who as a Naked
Truth Committeeman contribufd a big bit to the
gaiety of filmdom. Jerry is there as an announcer

Then came Will Hays, the man with
the slight body and the sturdy brain,
who is devoting his energy to the interests of the industry. He could
have spoken interestingly for a longer
period, but no favorites were played,
and he had to curb the quantity, but
not the quality, of his enthusiasm tu

Exhibitors Trade Retytew
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conform with the five minute "wave
lengths."
'Passionate Italians'
Now the boxes and galleries were filled,
and the A. M. P. A. presented "Passionate
Italians," adapted from some play called "Romeo and Juliet" by a fellow named William
Shakespeare. One could see that the original
skit may have had some small merit, but the
play-doctors, Morris Ryskind and Ernest
Torrence, had fixed it up to make a sure-fire
hit. Young Shakespeare would do well to
submit some more stuff, although it will be
a long time before he is in the Harold Bell
Wright class.
The cast : Juliet, Bebe Daniels ; Romeo,
Richard Dix; Friar Laurence, Ernest Torrence. There were four episodes. The first
was "As the Author Wrote It." followed by
"As the Producer Filmed It,"' "As the Press
Agent Saw It" and "As the Censor Finished
It." Needless to say the final scene showed
the act entirely robb«d of its "punch."
The 'Flim' Is Released
Then came the A. M. P. A. "Newsance
Reel." Some of the titles read: "This Reel
Passed and Censored by Will Hays," "Like
Hell It Was!" "Rowland Picks New Star
With Most
in World,"
Agents
Who Beautiful
Worked Eyes
for Hearst
Last"Press
Year
Hold Meeting," "Complete Cast of Black
Oxen," "The Fiery Pola Arrives," "A group
of Hollywood Camilles,"' "Heads of Film
Companies Coming to Work. (Jesse Lasky.
third from left, Marcus Loew in front), but
again there must have been a mix-up somewhere with the usual result — laughter —
oodles of it.
Just for instance, the picture of that newly
discovered Venus who is to be made a star
because of her wonderful eyes was flashed
for an all-too-brief moment upon the screen.
Somehow
othersheheris eyes
didn'twoman
show. But
who
cared.or If
a blind
she
still has enough-er-talent to be a s'.ar, or
anyway a bathing girl.
The Hearst press agents were a flock of
goats ; the "Black Oxen" cast monkies,
"Fiery Pola" a polar bear, the "Hollywood
Camilles' a pack of camels — animals, not cigarettes; the film heads an indistinguishable
mass of factory workers making the dinner-hour exit. And so it went.
'Crowning' Royalty
A comedy crowning of a preposterous
King and Queen of Flimdumb, in which both
royalties were "crowned' sweet and pretty
with a stuffed club, closed this part of the
program. Then the great room was stripped
of its carpeting, tables and chairs and prepared for the "Dancing Till Dawn" part of
the entertainment.
Jazz De Luxe
Sobbing saxaphones, the din of kettledrums, throbbing cellos, horns, violins — jazz!

Shadow dances, all lights out except the
spots playing over a medley of gorgeous
color. Henna-haired houris in green spangled
gowns, pallid passionate brunettes robed in
lip-stick red, blonde babies in burnt orange
creations, and sweet little girls draped in
the most recent vogue of extravagantly
s'mple white frocks.
Dashing cavaliers — fat ones, thin ones, tall
ones, bow-legged ones, all looking like tieups for "Beau Brummel." Rupert Hughes
had one of the few long-tailed soup-and-fish
outfits. Some dapper youth in the universal
doner jacket endeavored to spoof him.
"Never mind," quoth Rupert. "I own this
su t." But that was unkind. Those habiliaments could never have been hired.
Along about breakfast time, when the sparrows were coming into Times Square and
the cuckoos leaving it, the early-to-bed brigade took on coffee and cakes at some adjacent hostelry and hied them hence. But the
regulars, gluttons for punishment, were still
in the ring. Some telephoned for business
suits so they wouldn't be late for work Monday morning.
Ho-hum! "T.N.T. it's a party!" We'll
say it was ! You don't know the half of it !
What the Speakers Said
"I believe that the public want more education," said Mr. Brisbane in speaking of
motion pictures from the public viewpoint.
"The moving picture is one of the methods,
one of the best and greatest of all, for doing
what every human being who works is striving for, and that is to get an idea of his own
mind
another
mind."to the great changes
The into
speaker
referred
that came with the printing press and of the
expansion of facilities for conveying information, putting in the background the former importance of public assemblage as a
means of transmitting news of events.
He described the microphone in front of
h'm as . representing the culminating miracle
"in this century of miracles, an instrument
wh'ch actually
makes on
it possible
one
human
being standing
this earth for
to talk
to the entire population of the globe.
"ThisItwill
manyforeffects
on the humanof
race.
willhave
make
the unification
language. When the sixteen or seventeen
hundred million human beings on the earth
become sufficiently civilized they will demand
that language."
Never Lost a Nickle
"I have been pleased to do business with
the motion picture industry for over fifteen
years," said Dr. Giannini. "During that time
I have met the humblest and the mightiest.
My relations have been most satisfactory,
more
they have been with any
other p'easant
legitimatethan
industry.
"In these fifteen years I have engaged in
transactions that have entered the millions,
and as yet I have to register the loss of a
five-cent piece with anybody in the motion
picture business. (Applause.)
niCHARD DIX. another
iX Paramount star, was the
boy who four times in a row
saved the heroine from the
ghastly
lil'a-u's clutches

■URNcelebrated
EST TORRENCE,
■LLd
Param o un t
star, gave a characteristic
performance in the T. N. T.
sketch, "Passionate Italians"

/j- the
Daniels, in the role of Ju'ict
— all versions, past, present
filmed and censored. M-nnii

"I am going to disregard the traffic signal
before I close, Mr. Chairman, as a penalty
for asking me to speak here in this splendid
company. I am going to request the privilege of being permitted to refer to a hobby.
"That hobby is to take every opportunity
and to seize every occasion to administer a
rebuke to certain people engaged in the business who prey upon the business and who
areDrawing
known asthetheparallel
excess bonus
men."prosperous
of the
bootlegger
passes
housethe ofdoor,
a customer whenwho
he sees
crapetheupon
the
doctor declared when he saw the bonus men
creeping into the business he regarded it as
a symbol of crape upon the door of their
customers and he wanted none of that kind
of business.
Magnificent Mae Quotes
"Ladies and gentlemen, kind audience, have
no fear about the five minutes bei?g exceeded
so far as I am concerned,"' said Miss Murray. "This line was written by a very marvelous man, 'If we do not please we are not
"That just takes in every tiny thing that
heard
we try atto all.'
do. This business, this profession,
means service. With us as it is when standing before the microphone, we must please
or else we are not heard at all."
D. W. Griffith Thrills Listeners
In introducing Mr. Grifiith, Mr. Rothafel
referred to some of the more famous of his
productions
alsogenius,
to the anrecent
"inspiring
work of thisandgreat
episode
in the
history of our country. It will give me great
pleasure to ask him to stand up and tell the
"Ladies and gentlemen and all the poor
naked truth."
people who have to listen," began the producer, "I think one of the great not-to-beunderstood things of the world is that institution known as the public dinner.
comebe here
of "My
our goodness,
lives. You wemust
bored scared
when out
we
talk. How you ladies are talked to ! You
know every man is such an egotist.
"You know I began talking ladies to death
with my mother. I used to say to her, 'Maw'
— I used to call her 'Maw,' a way we have
down South — 'Maw, who made the moon?
Maw, who made the stars? Maw, what is
the thing you mean when you say you love
me ? Mnw, who made the sun ?'
"She would say 'God.' Then with the persistence of childhood I would say 'Who made
"I would wear her out and then I would
talk my poor sister to death. I had a
school teacher when very young and very
poor. I remember one day when spring had
just appeared, when the road was lined with
v'olets ard other flowers, of asking her the
old
questions, every question, of talking her
to distraction
God?'
"Ladies, you have been talked to death listening to men, mostly talking about themselves. That is the only storv men understand, when talking about themselves. So
now
selves.we are talking again, mostly about ourLight of the Universe
"I heard it said today by one of the greatest lawyers in the world — talking about the
power of the motion picture — not even of the
press was he talking, but he said something
moretheradical,
be
truth : more far fetched, but bound to
" 'The (Applause.)
motion picture is the hope of the
world.'
"Even as I make this radical statement I
?m a cynic myself and look into cynical faces.
You think it is bunk. Just as folks would
have said of Gutenberg and his press. Just
as the people who at first ran that press
would have been tried as witches and perhaps burned at the stake.
"Just as people who were engaged in pic{Continucd on page 14)
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ELL, geod folks, now that the Night is a matter of
history and we are getting settled back into the rut
again — by that meaning in working togs — we can survey
the situation on the evening in question — some of it in
public and more of it otherwise. The great majority of it
reached the air in corners where two were company or
between two heads close together over a table. One of these
latter instances was where Arthur Brisbane left the speakers' table and paid a visit to Adolph Zukor seated at a
table out front. Probably more business was done in the
course of the dinner-dance than was transacted in the hours
ordinarily devoted to that pursuit on the following Monersday.
meet.You can't stop the workers from working when workJUDGING
the Botsford
steadily punctuated
the talk offrom
A. M.
there must laughter
have beenin
a string of real jokes on the fire in the five minutes
he held the boards. It just happened we were so
placed we could not catch them, but we envied the
fellows who did. The vice president of the Ampas
is developing a well founded reputation as a wit.
ELLS HAWKS was among those present at the Astor.
In the course of a conversation the representatives of
Miss Pickford uncovered the reason for the absence of
that player and Mr. Fairbanks. There was a quiet "at
home" celebration of the fourth wedding anniversary. Miss
Pickford will miss the New York opening of her production, although prior to her departure for the other side she
is giving much personal attention to the arrangements for
the local showing.
"DEBE DANIELS proved in the death scene of
"Romeo
if she restricts
of her
work andto Juliet"
comedy that
or lighter
subjects a itmajority
is not
from necessity. Her interpretation afforded gratification to her friends and surprised those of her admirers
who did not know she possessed the voice and the
capacity of the serious stage player. The remainder
of the cast, Ernest Torrence and Richard Dix, rounded
out an excellent trio.

JJIRAM ABRAMS looked very much the opposite of the
disturbed man he recently has been represented to be.
Perhaps he still was chuckling over the allusion to him in tht
T. N. T. News Reel, "Hiram Abrams embarks on his first
trip to Europe to unite his artists." The ensuing shot, like
practically all the reel, had little to do with the actual title
— in this case being a fishing schooner getting under way.
It just happened the artist never had been disunited, onl>
in the minds of the overalert news hunters, or manufacturers, but the diners laughed, and H. A. laughed with
them.
A ND while on the United Artists we may as well
go down the line and finish that part of the
story. The seciond member of the company in
evidence
W. producer
Griffith, atsome
the time
speaker's
table.a
Why doeswasnotD. the
declare
vacation from the screen, for a month or so, and
give his friends a sample of his quality in a great
role on the stage? It is approximately fifteen years
since he bade farewell to the footlights. In that
time he has acquired much, of art surely and of
life probably. To the stage he would bring much
that he has acquired around and about the camera
It would be certainly a highly novel enterprise and
we believe a successful one commercially as well as
artistically.
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^NE of those who made the most of the evening was
Captain A. E. Lathrop, who for the past twenty-eight
years has written Alaska after his name when on occasional visits to the States. The captain, who is the theatre
owner of the big territory, had planned his departure from
New York for twenty-four hours after the party. He has
been in town two and a half months, and after a trip to the
west coast intends a return visit. Incidentally he remarks
that in future when he finds it necessary to take a run
down to the states he will bring along a little more money
and pass right on through Seattle to New York, which he
thinks as a vacation ground is not so bad.
ARTHUR BRISBANE for the second time within
a few weeks has appeared as one of the speakers
at a film function — to the gratification and still better
to the profit of his fellow-diners. The editor is a
' fluent speaker ; not only does he talk rapidly but
alwayshismayhearers
he beto depended
upion to leave something
with
think about.

J^UPERT

HUGHES is one man who may with a perfectly clear conscience plead not guilty to the charge
of taking himself seriously. How many directors will give
utterance to a sentiment such as "Actors know also I am
not a director, which makes it unanimous?" That is picking a sentence out of its context, the immediate antecedent
reference being a jocular one to Mr. Griffith, who was described as taking the "Paul Jones" ride in his directing costume, "as I did in mine."
M/rilCH recalls to memory that Mr. Hughes, who
in his recent public appearances in New York
has given us an insight into the lighter side of his
personality, wrote Mr. Griffith a letter after witnessing the initial performance of "America." Perhaps
some 'time the later producer will permit its printing.
Then will we get a reflection of the serious side of the
Hollywood creator of photodramas, one that vnll do
credit to his head and his heart. It is a gem.
Q.EORGE KLEINE, who was chairman of the Edison
luncheon committee, was on hand to observe how the
young fellows perform. The survivor of many functions
held
form. under the auspices of the old guard was in his best
'T'HE large number present at the dinner who had
occasions pleasant as well as stormy heard first. c'ass examples of the oratory c{ Senator Jimmy
Walker must have regretted that one of the happiest
speakers in the industry, or out of it for that
matter, was permitted to sit on the outskirts of a
gathering, to the enjoyment o5 which he could have
added so much. But these here radio programs are
arbitrary things, and they are not elastic like the
ordinary function where a few minutes makes no
difference one way or another.
JJERBERT BRENON, to whom has just been given the
assignment for the director of "Peter Pan" for Famous
Players, picked up a lot of fun in watching the unfolding
of the "news reel."
npHERE
goodlyfromgathering
exhibitors
ent at was
the arevel,
all overof the
territorypres-of
Uncle Sam, including Alaska- There was a delegation from up York State and from the city. Guy
Wonders came from Baltimore, and Sam Katz and
Abe Blank from the Middle West. Beyond any
question the party was the most reoresentarive of
any ever held in the industry's history.
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to
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Cyclones, Blizzards and Other Capricious Elements
A. M. P. A. Celebration

Full Quota from Orleans
Atlanta, Ga.
Dixie Land sends its warmest greetings to the
A. M. P. A. Please tell our conscientious
guiding star, Charlie Pittijohn. that we too are
enjoying Board of Trade banquet, one hundred
percent attendance, and are now listening in
on the promise of the Naked Truth diners to
rattle the . skeleton until its bones give up the
scandal hovering in and about them. Tell our
beloved chief Charli'e we are for him to the
limit and all send our sincerest wishes. Alison
Fox; Anderson, Pathe; Exell, Selznick ; Burke,
Metro ; Prince, Paramount ; Clark, Goldwyn ;
Salvini, Inc.; Butner, Educational; Kich, F.
B. O. ;;Beacham,National;
Coyne,
United
Artists
Bromberg,First
Sanger
Progress
; Mitchell,
Standard ; Bloung, Vitagraph ; Rhodes, Hodkinson ; Brannon, Eltabran ; Davis, Preferred ;
Williams, Universal ; Oldknow, Southern States ;
Futrelle, Weekly Film Review; E. L. Cole,
Secretary.
* * *
Co-operation Assured
Butte, Mont.
Listening in via Hastings, Neb. Regret we cannot
be with you in person. Accept our heartiest
congratulations! and be assured of our utmost
co-operation.
MONTANA FILM BOARD OF TRADE,
Harry M'eyer, Secretary
:f:
Anxiously Waiting
Milwaukee, Wis.
We ofareluck
anxiously
to you. waiting to hear your talks, best
MILWAUKEE FILM BOARD OF TRADE'.
* * *
Travel, Nigger, Travel!
Pittsburg, Pa.
Listening in. Speeches coming in fine, as loud as
TNT. My chaufTeur got me home just in
time to catch your broadcasting. Told him to
hurry, I wanted to get the TNT speeches.
He asked what it meant I said travel, nigger,
travel.
W. W. HODKINSON
CORP'N.
G. R. Ainsworth,
Manager.
* * *
Broadcasted — Hie — Successfully
Portland, Ore.
Heartiest congratulations and best wishes from this
board and all its members to your organization
and members. We are trying to hear the
speeches. What little we have heard are rotten squawks. There . is no truth naked or
otherwise in your statements that the speeches
are being broadcasted, hie. successfully.
PORTLAND FILM BOARD OF TRADE.
* * +
Des Moines Well Represented
Des Moines, Iowa
Listening for your broadcasting program. All Des
Moines Exchanges and A. H. Blank Enterprises
represented.
S. S. Schwartz
* * *
Harmony and Understanding
New Orleans, La.
The whole New Orleans family, exhibitors, branch
managers and salesmen, are assembled together
in a spirit of harmony and better understanding
than has ever heretofore existed, awaiting your
radio messages which we expect to receive
through the courtesy of the New Orleans Radio
Association.
Greetings and best wishes from
us all.
NEW ORLEANS FILM BOARD OF TRADE,
(and Joint Board of Arbitration.)
* * *
Tornado Versus W. E. A. F.
St. Louis, Mo.
The St. Louis Film Board of Trade and members
of the Joint Arbitration Board s?nd greetings.
We hear
are your
tum'n^program.
in on theTornado
radio injustan passed
effort
to
over
St.
Louis
and
we
may
be
unable
to
locate station WEAF.
ST. LOUIS FILM BO.\RD OF TRADK,

Ball

Room

of Nature Failed to Prevent an

of National Scope

Credit to the Industry
Chicago, 111.
Gi-flatings.
personnel,Motion
Chicago
Film Theatre
Board
of TradeEntire
and officers.
Picture
Owners, Illinois, which unites comprise Joint
Arbitration Board, are anticipating great pleasure in listening to the speeches broadcasted
from Station WEAF, New York, by participants at the Naked Truth dinner March 29,
1924. and heartily congratulate you on your
original undertaking with assurances that same
is indicative of credit of the greatness of the
motion picture industry and of value to the
continuity of the splendid harmony existing
between distributors and "fexhibitors in our
neck of the woods. Cordially yourg.
CHICAGO FILM BOARD OF TRADE,
Joint Arbitration Board.
^ ^ ^
Enthusiastically Present
Denver, Colo.
Numbers of film and arbitration boards gathered
here endeavoring to tune in. Please count us
as being enthusiastically present.
DENVER FILM AND ARBITRATION BOARDS.
* * *
Cleveland Can't Hear
We are unable to hear WEAF Cleveland,
station butOhiooffer
you our congratulations and best wishes.
FILM BOARD OF TRADE AND JOINT
BOARD OF ARBITRATION.
* * *
Pleasant Anticipation
Cincinnati, Ohio
Entire film board and exhibitor members of joint
Board of Arbitration listening iiij- Anticipating
with pleasure hearing your program.
FILM BOARD OF TRADE, CINCINNATI.
* * *
Mutually Profitable Evening
Philadelphia, Pa.
Members of the Phiadephia Film Board of Trade
are standing by waiting to listen in on your
speaker3^ They anticipate a pleasant and mutually profitable evening. Your success is ours.
Oscar Neufeld, President.
* s(: *
Poor Static in North Carolina
Charlotte, N. C.
Tharlotte Film Board of Trade at banquet table
send their greetings. We tried in vain to get
WEAF but regret unable to do so duie to static
conditionsv We know you are having a wonderful time. Regret we are unable to be with
you. Regards.
CHARLOTTE FILM BOARD OF TRADE,
E. F. Darrine, President.
* if *
Bring on the Soup
Dallas, Texas
« e tions.
are with you. When do we eat? CongratulaDALLLAS
FILM BOARD
OF TRADE.
* H= *
Waiting and Listening
Washington, D. C.
Glad to advise both Film Board and Artitration
Board wishes
listening
and waiting for the speeches
best
big evening.
FILM BOARD OF TRADE,
Jake Flax, Secretary
* * *
Hope Static Was Good
Los Angeles, Calif.
Sevftral members of thi; Los Angeles Film Exchange Board of Trade are listening in at this
time anxiously awaiiting the opportunity of
listening to your speech and, possibly, while
this telegram _ is in your hands we may actually be hearing your address. Our organization extends to you its heartiest good wishes
and to our New York General Counsel, who we
believe is present Have the kindin;ss to
extend
our bestBoard
regards
for the Los Angeles
Film Exchange
of Trade.
A. P. Michael Narlian, General Counsel.

New Testament of Achievemtait
San Francisco, Calif.
Many members of the San Francisco Film Exchange
Board of Trade will U; listening-in tonight
for your speech. The wonders of the air no
less than the wonders of the screen have
united for the entertainnn;nt. pleasure, happiness
of mankind. Remove the motion picture from
our lives and civilization goes back a double
decade. Remove advertising and we aPe in the
Genesis of our careers with a business Exodus.
Advertising the movies by radio is. .a revelation and a new tlestament of human achievement.
* * *
New Haven Listening In
New Haven, Conn.
Members of New Haven Film Board of Trade are
assembled in New Haven tonight listening to
the various speakers, A. M. P. A. dinner. We
want to congratulate you on your wonderful
organization and all members here feel we are
only sorry that we are not in attendance tonight.
John D. Powers.
* * *
Through a Cyclone
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Program coming in through cyclone in fine shape.
KeepOKLAHOMA
up good work.
CITYRegards.
FILM BOARD,
* * * A. J. Beck, Chairman
Applause from Invisible Guests
Detroit, Mich.
The Detroit Film Board of Trade extends to yourself and those present heartiest greetings. Our
own Naked Truth celebration is in progress
and we are deceiving your program by radio
this being possible by the installation of a
special receiving set in the offices of the Film
Board of Trade. Allow us to congratulate
you on the special program you have arranged
and assure you of our appreciation of this opportunity to be your invisible guests.
FILM BOARD OF TRADE OF DETROIT.
* * *
Terrific Storm and Blizzard
Minneapolis, Minn.
Members of Minneapolis Film Board of Trade are
listening in and waiting for the speeches. Have
been unable to hear anything, however. We are
in
the midst
a terriffic
snowhtving
storm some
and ■
blizzard,
whichof no
doubt is
effect. Please extend to the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers our sincerest good wishes.
INDIANAPOLIS FILM BOARD
OF TRADE.
*
*A. H. Fisher, President
'Tell Paul to Step on It'
Indianapoli"=„
We are listening in. Programm;
splendid. Ind.Congratulations. Tel! Paul Whjteman to step on it.
INDIANAPIIS FILM BOARD OF TRADE,
Severin Hotel TNT Banquet.
* * *
Wampas Rooting Strong
Los Angeles, Calif.
The Wamoas extends greatest wishes for a wonderful affair tonight. Every member wishes he
were there to participate in the Naked Truth
tions.
jinks. May this night go down in press agent
history as the biggest of the big. CongratulaHarry D. Wilson, President Wampas.
* * *
Full Quota at Seattle
Wash.Fihn
The combined membership of theSeattle,
Portland
Board of Trade and the Northwest Film Board
of Trade of Seattle comprising all exchange
managers,
distributing
and Portland, are now
gathered from
aboutSeattle
a banquet
table
in the Gowman Hotel, Seattle. We have installed radio equipment and are listening for
your speeches. We send greetings and regards.
NORTHWEST FILM BOARD OF TRADE.
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Abrams
Artists

Stars

Renew

Re-elected
at

Fifth

Contracts

WHEN the announcement appeared that
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks,
David Wark Griffith and Mary Pickford had formed a company known as the
United Artists, and the object of which was
the distribution of pictures which they would
make, the president of one of the large companies uttered a remark which in a way reflected the general 'skepticism with which the
trade as a whole looked upon the remarkable
innovation :
"The formal
lunaticsorganization
have taken of
overUnited
the asylum."
The
Artists
was completed April 7, 1919. That was five
years ago. Just to indicate how far astray
was the judgment of the executive whose
cryptic remark we have just quoted we print
an announcement issued last week by the
United Artists :
The annual meeting of the stockholders
and owners of United Artists Corporation
was held at the offices of United Artists
Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City, on Friday, March 28.
There were present Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and
D. W. Griffith, the owners and their
representatives, and it was unanimously
decided not only to carry out their existing contracts, but to renew and extend their contracts for a period of three
years, except Charles Chaplin, who has
eight pictures still to deliver to the Corporation.
It was the unanimous sentiment expressed by the owners and stockholders
of United Artists Corporation that they
were perfectly satisfied with the executive
and personnel of their organization,
which resulted in the re-election of all
the officers of the corporation.
MARY PICKFORD,
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
D. W GRIFFITH,
CHARLES CHAPLIN,
United Artists Corporation,
By HIRAM ABRAMS, President.
Strong Financial Statement
It is stated that the forecast as to the approximate financial status of the company
printed in Exhibitors Trade Review in its
issue of March 22 was confirmed by the official reports submitted by President Hiram
Abrams.
It will be noted that instead of there being
any substantial basis for the rumors of dissension among the directors and officers of
the company there is complete harmony of
purpose in the directorate and in the official
board.
This feeling was reflected in the cordiality
that prevailed during the annual meeting and
in the satisfaction that was expressed by the
contributing artists as to past performances
of the distributing company and its present
financial standing.
As to the latter it is betraying no confidence when we say it is reliably stated that
while the company began business five years
ago without large capital it possesses today
assets approximating $1,000,000.
As was announced in the exclusive story in
this journal three weeks ago the company in
the last year showed an operation profit of
nearly $100,000 at a distribution cost in the
United States of less than 22 per cent and in
its foreign offices, which extend throughout
the world and all of which are owned outright bv the company, at a rate of 25 per cent.
While it is understood that as a result of
the meeting there will be no change in the

and

President

Annual
Extend

Them

fundamental policy of the company, there also
will be, as was indicated by Miss Pickford
in a statement printed in Exhibitors Trade
Review March 22, "a readjustment to new
conditions." Look for Expansion
That this readjustment will take the form
of an expansion of the company's activities
there is strong reason to believe. If that expansion take the form of enlarging the group
of contributing artists it goes without saying
that these will be of the first rank, players
who may be admitted to full partnership with
those now composing the backbone of the
corporation's
The career products.
of the United Artists has been
without precedent in the history of the industry. It is the first time that any group
of players have been able to form a distributing organization for their product.
That they have been able to carry their or-

Hays

Again

Motion

for Three

Years

ganization through ar.d over the pitfalls that
beset all similar companies and to do it with
financial success has demonstarted that for
once the wiseacres were wrong and that the
possession of artistic and creative endowments
on the part tomatically
of the
'notgood
aupreventcontribttfbrs
them from did
being
business men and women.
During the past week a story has come out
of California which indicates that the successful co-operation displayed in the management of United Artists has led to a number
of conferences looking to the acquisition by
leading stars of a chain of theatres in about
fifteen first-run towns.
The players mentioned in the report are
Douglas Fairbanks -and Mary Pickford,
Norma Talmadge, Charles Chaplin, Harold
Lloyd and D. W. Griffith.
Contracts Delay Action
Several factors would operate to delay
any immediate carrying out of the plan, among
these being the fact that some of the artists
further-to
contractbe and
under would
named morealready
required
that muchare time
acquire
or
erect
to
and
company
a
finance such
theatres.
The outright ownership of these theatres,
it is pointed out, would obviate the necessity
of the present system of road showing emrepresenta
players'
by some ofandthe the
cited
aretives.
Hollywood
Egyptian
The ployed
has in
as typical of the houses the group ts.
mind as models in size and appointmen
It will be noted that among the players
mentioned are all four of those composing the
United Artists group.
There is every reason to believe that the
United Artists will continue to be a large
making and distribution of highin the pitcures.
factor motion
class
anMr. Fairbanks and Miss Pickford, it isApril
nounced, will sail for a world tour on
12. As a consequence Miss Pickford will not
be able to attend the New York showing of
Vernon
"Dorothy
the
Criterion
May of
5. Haddon Hall," set for

Chosen
Picture

meet-s
the annual
on of Picture
theing ofconclusi
Producer
the Motion
,
tors
of America held
and Distribu
April 1, the board of directors entered into
a three year contract with Will H. Hays,
president of the organization. This contract will run to March 5, 1928. The association, which originally consisted of
nine large producing and distributing companies, now has a membership of twentyone. The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
was elected to membership at the meeting.
Mr. Hays' contract does not expire until
next March, but the organization took this
occasion to renew the contract, which is a
great compliment to the work Mr. Hays
has accomplished during his term of office.
At the time Mr. Hays took over the
office there was considerable dissension in the
motion picture industry and there was a
hard road ahead of the former Postmaster
General, but with his usual dominant and
aggressive spirit he tackled the problems
and developed an organization that in inAT

United

Meeting

HIRAM ABRAMS
Who has been re-elected president of United Artists
Corporation at the fifth annual meeting of its owners

Will

of

to Lead

Large

Group

fluence is without precedent in the industry.
It is understood the salary of the president will be as before $150,000 a year.
Since taking office Mr. Hays has devoted no little time to effecting a, more
cordial relation and understanding between
motion picture producers and the public.
His work along this line has been one of
the outstanding features of his tenure of
office and has proved invaluable to the industry as a whole.
There had been several occasions when
the public was aroused by incidents relating to motion pictures, and it was largely through the efforts of Mr. Hays that
resentment has been removed.
The signing of the contract by Mr. Hays
for what amounts to another four years will
set at rest any talk that the president of
the producers and distributors would resign
his office to re-enter the presidential campaign. The action is a mark of the confidence
existing between the parties of the first and
second part.
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FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
WIN DISPUTE
Chief Justice Schmuck Decides on
Breach of Contract Suit
TN a decision just announced, Chief Justice Schnuck of the New York City
Court, sitting as final Arbitrator, broke a
deadlock in a case brought by Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation against Small,
Strassberg Circuit, Inc. This case was originally tried before the Joint Arbitration
Board of the F. I. L. M. Club and T. O.
C. C. and resulted in a tie vote.
Chief Justice Schmuck was thereupon
chosen by the Arbitration Board as the
final Arbitrator. His decision is final and
by it Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
will recover $4,385 for breach of contract
by Small, Strassberg Circuit, Inc., which
operates the Kismet, Summer and State
Theatres, Brooklyn.
It is said that the decision is of great
importance in that it decides that the provision in the Standard Uniform contract
which provides that an application for contract is automatically revoked if not approved by distributor within seven days
after it is signed by the exhibitor, may be
extended by exhibitor orally or by conduct
showing that he intends that his application shall be kept alive beyond this seven
day period.
Austin Keogh appeared on behalf of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and
Mrs. Levy of Hartman & Levy, appeared
for Small, Strassberg Circuit, Inc.

T. N T. BILL YEARSLEY
This First National artist makes a specialty of
24-sheet posters and guarantees them to be lifelike
•nd everything. He edited the trade paper issued
at the T. N. T. dinner and did a very good job

PRODUCTION COMPANY ORGANIZED WITH DENVER CAPITAL
incorporation recentlynsof the NonWith the Photoplay
Company,
Productio
theatrical
which was organized to make accurate educational photoplays, Denver, Colo., will see the
actual work of a motion picture outfit m
*LURE OF THE YUKON' MADE IN operation.
A site near Inspiration Point, Denver, havHEART OF ALASKA
ing twenty acres of land, has been purchased
and it is the intention of the organizers of
Within the very near future Norman Dawn,
the company to build a small city that will
producer and director, will realize his fondest
wishes in the releasing of a production he has have in it the various kinds of architecture
dreamed o,f and long since planned for. It of the different parts of the world.
The organizers of the company are said to
was always his desire to some day make his
own picture in the open spaces of the far include such men as ex-Governor E. M. AmJohnnorth ; believing that neither the mountains of mons, Otis B. Thayer, Judge Samuel
son Albert F. Sittloh, John L. Maim, Dr.
California nor any other place could provide
David H. Foose, Halsted L. Ritter, Dr. Allen
the true Alaskan atmosphere. "Lure of the Moore and C. W. Runnell.
Yukon"
probably
firstriver
and bearing
only picture
Dr. Allen Moore, who is a noted Orientalist
that was isever
made the
on the
that
name.
and a Fellow of the Royal Geological society
Mr. Dawn set out for Alaska over a year of Great Britain, is already working toward
building the educational pictures. Otis B.
ago, accompanied by his wife and a cameraThayer will act as director general. The
man ;they traveled through Alaska seeking
company has received the indorsernent of
a proper location.
Spending his time in learning the ways of
prominent organizations including wothe Eskimos and natives, and studying the many men's clubs of Denver.
* * *
country from the standpoint of its adaptabilty
for shooting a picture, soon convinced Mr.
Dawn there would have to be several changes
ALTOONA THEATRE WINS 'GOING
fn his plans. The shining of the sun for only
UP' LOBBY PRIZE
two hours a day made it apparent that the
picture would be a long time in the making.
Douglas MacLean Productions announced
this week the results of the contest for best
He then sent to Hollywood for a cast of welldecorated theatre fronts, in connection with
known stars,.
Up."
Eight thousand miles from Broadway, en's "Going
of Douglas
There were
showings
five prizes.
offered MacLean
MacLean
during privations in an almost barren land Mr.
keen.
was
ion
competit
and
entries
with nothing but ice and snow, in the dead of many
H.
— L. W.
editorsEpes
winter when the thermometer registered as low
— the exploita
The judges
News;
Picturetion
of Motion
Moens
as eighty-six degrees below zero, Mr. Dawn
patiently worked and labored to produce a Sargent, Moving Picture World and L. A.
Exhibitors Trade Review, selected
Morgan,
picture of that romantic country. Negotiathe
five winners, as follows :
tions are now in the course of nroceedings
Pa; secFirst— Strand Theatre, Altoona,ce,
with a large distributing corporation, and .as
Kan.;
ond—Strand Theatre, Independen
soon as they shall have been completed a
further announcement will be made.
third— Barcli, Schenectady, N. Y. ; fourth* * *
Oklahoma City; fifth— Colonial, TaCapitol,Wash.
coma,
* * *
MISSISSIPPI KILLS CENSORSHIP
SHERRY
AGAIN
WITH C. C. BURR
Censorship in Mississippi is dead. The
Another
popular
actor returns to the
Committee on Education has unanimously reC. C. Burr fold in the person of J. Barney
ported against the proposed censorship bill
for the state. This makes it impossible for
Sherry, who is playing the leading role
in "Lend Me Your Husband" now in propassage. The fight was one of the most bitduction at the Burr studios in Glendale,
terly contested in the history of the state and
under the direction of William Christy
exhibitors
are
elated
at
the
hard
fought
victory.
Cabanne.

FRIENDS HONOR CLOAKEY
ON EVE OF DEPARTURE
Prominent Canadian Showman Leaves
to Take Up New Duties
ITH the enthusiastic good wishes of over
" 200 friends and admirers ringing in their
ears, Mr. and Mrs. Oral D. Cloakey, the former being the recent manager of the Ottawa
Regent Theatre, bade a formal farewell to
Ottawa, at a good cheer party in their honor
in the Elks club rooms at the Loew Theatre
Building on March 26. On behalf of those
present, Sam Roy, assistant manager of the
Regent who acted as master of ceremonies for
the lively function, presented Mr. and Mrs.
Cloakey with suitable gifts, the former receiving a steamer wardrobe trunk and Mrs.
Cloakey
a beautiful
tray clubplayed
bag. the
A
great dance
followed, lady's
Mr. Cloakey
xylophone in a farewell appearance before his
many friends and various acts from other
theatres provided a splendid programme until
an early hour. Representatives of the Elks,
Rotary, Lions, Kiwanis, One Hundred and
other community clubs were present as well
as the staffs of all local theatres. The Regent
Theatre orchestra played the music for the
dancing.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloakey left the Canadian
Capital on March 28, for Los Angeles, where
he is taking the position of director of theatres and exploitation for the Universal Pictures Corporation. Their departure from the
city was the occasion for another demonstration of friendship on the part of local asthe couple being given a noisy sendoff at thesociates,depot.
* * *
RESOLUTIONS PRAISE SHOWMEN
FOR CO-OPERATION
At the regular meeting of the F. I. L.
M. Club, on March 19, a resolution was
drawn up and unanimously passed thanking E. F. Albee, J. J. Murdock, B. S. Moss
and A. G. Whyte for their broadminded
spirit of co-operation in accepting contracts drawn up by theatres which have
passed into the hands of these men. In
many cases when a theatre is sold, the
new owners refuse the film contract
signed by the former owners. This results
in a big loss of distributors and makes it
necessary to resell the films and results
in delays to the regular customers.
Cancellation of contracts has heretofore
been a thorn in the side of distributors
and has caused no end of trouble but it is
thought the action of several leading showmen in accepting obligations will go far to
relieving the situation.
* * *
'AFTER SIX DAYS' SCHEDULED
FOR FOUR NEW RUNS
Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Coiporation announces that it has placed
"After Six Days," the biblical spectacle,
for four more indefinite runs in various
cities.
Starting in Pittsburg, the photoplay will
open at the Nixon Theatre on March 31.
Norfolk, Va., will gaze upon it next when
it opens at the Wells Theatre on April 14.
On April 21 it will be presented simultaneously at the Castle Theatre in the
famous theatrical "Loop" district of Chicagomond,andVa. at the Bijou Theatre in Rich* * *
MORITZ RETURNS
Allen Moritz has returned to New York
from a business trip which included _ Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Cleveland and Detroit. As
special representative for Preferred Pictures
Corporation Mr. Moritz attended a series of
sales conferences held by Harry Charnas in
these cities.
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Eastern

Film

Laboratories

Com-

bine to Form

$6,000,000
Company
Benjamin
Goetz
has been elected treasurer,
film
important
the
of
ion
THE consolidat
laboratories of the east is now an ac- and Rubert E. Witmer, secretary. Ludwig E.
complished fact. Announcement has been B. Erb, Morris San, Edmund C. Dearstyne,
Joseph San will together with the officers
made of the formation of Consolidated Film
Industries, Inc., with a capitalization of $6,- named in the foregoing make up the Board of
Directors. The general offices of the Con000,000. Consolidated . Film Industies,
Inc., have taken over all the assets and the salidated will be established at the earliest
businesses of Craftsmen Film Laboratories,
possible
York City.date at 729 Seventh Avenue, New
Erbograph Company, Republic Laboratories
and Commercial Traders Cinema Corporation.
The Title Department for all plants will
L. James San will head the new organizabe in charge of Louis Meyers. This departtion as president and general manager. Mr.
ment will be considerably enlarged to bring
San will immediately take up the task of it up in scope and operation to the requireco-ordinating the work of the various comments of the combined plants, with provision
panies.
made for the translations to all languages and
Herbert J. Yates, vice-president, will take to the preparation of titles suited to the difcharge of sales and advertising. Associated
ferent countries of the world.
with him as special representatives will be
The organization of Consolidated Film InMessrs. Benjamin Goatz and J. Brophy.
Messrs. W. H. Evarts and A. Cantor will
dustries, Inc., marks the retirement from accontinue in the Consolidated sales force.
tive business of Ludwig G. B. Erb, who welcomes the opportunity to take a much needed
Harry M. Goetz and Leonard Abrahams,
rest from the arduous duties which have ocvice-presidents, will have charge of the management of all of the plants taken over, and
cupied h'mhowever,
so successfully
for so many
years.
Mr. Erb,
has consented
to continue
associated with them will be the complete
on
the
board
of
directors
as
chief
technical
technical staffs formerly with the various
advisor.
companies.
Insects

To

Take
In

Their

Scientific

FOR the first time in the history of
ional"
s ansame
motioa
"educat
is to
te scale
be
made picture
on the
elabora
as any of the big super-productions and
"road-showed" at top prices.
Word of this radical departure in film
progress has just come from Pincipal Pictures, where, for the past few months Sol
Lesser, and Louis H. Tolhurst, scientist
and maker of the "Secrets of Life" series,
have been working quietly on a scenario
which, when filmed, is destined to prove
one of the most astounding creations that
have yet come out of picture-land.
The task of serving educational films in
delectable form is not new to Lesser and
Tolhurst. Their series of short subjects
known as "The Secrets of Life," treating
of the life of the ant, the doodlebug, the
spider, the fly and other insects, hav<.
taken, the country by storm and have
proved to be the most successful series of
short reel subjects released this year.
Notwithstanding their authenticity from
an educational standpoint these films, with
their abundance of humor, have proved
that a picture may contain a maximum of
entertainment value and yet serve as excellent educational material.
Although the exact nature of the big
production has not yet been made public,
it is understood that it will treat of the development of life from its earliest stages,
encompassing in its scope a field that
would take many volumes to describe in
book form.
An undertaking, such as the vast one
contemplated, would be looked upon skeptically by practical picture men were it undertaken by any but Lesser.
But this producer, with his almost uncanny knowledge of "what will prove successful at the box office," commands the
respect of all picturedom through his record of achievement.
Speaking of Sol Lesser and the contemplated project of the "super-educational." Mr. Tolhurst says: "It is not alone
Mr. Lesser's knowledge of the practical
side of producing that will make this picture a success. It is his sense of responsili'lity to the public which he always feels,

Place

as

Stars

Feature

and his desire to give to the
creations that render a service
make folks happy, that make
* * *
and both."
NEW COMPANY ENTERS
PICTURE FIELD

world only
— films that
them think,
MOTION

Albany, N. Y. — After a slump which has
existed for some time in the number oi
companies incorporating to enter the motion picture business in New York state,
brought the formation and filing of papers
on March 31, with the secretary of state
of a company capitalized at $6,200,000.
The company has assumed the name of the
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., maincity.
taining its principal office in New York

T. N. T RUPERT HUGHES
Although not a press agent he is a writer of
seme note He is a Goldwyn author and director
and wag merchant at the T. N. T. annual dinner

'CYTHEREA' ME A'^URES
TO EXPECT 4TI0]N

UF

Samuel Goldwyn Brings Print East
for Ex cutive Preview
C\MUEL GOLDWYN returned from:
^ the coast last week, bringing with him
the first print of "Cytherea — Goddess of
Love," his latest First National picture
which was pre-viewed by the Home Office
executives of that organization.
The production, under the direction of
George Fitzmaurice, was created by Mr.
Goldwyn with one idea — to make it the
outstanding box office attraction of his entire career as a producer. Judging from
every angle, it is pointed out that the producer has employed every element to accomplish his purpose.
"The results on the screen can only be
judged when the picture reaches the public,"
Goldwyn.has "However,
I believesaysMr. Mr.
Fitzmaurice
been successfur
in injecting into this production the factors that go to make up a box office picture of extraordinary strength.
"The novel itself by Joseph Hergesheimer is one of the biggest sellers in years.
It is one of the most discussed of modernfiction. Its theme is humanity itself.
"George Fitzmaurice is the ideal director
for 'Cytherea.' It is the exact type of story
in which he excels. Mr. Fitzmaurice has directed the production with sympathetic
understanding and keen perception of commercial values and so developed the love
theme that it becomes a beautiful study of
a woman's soul.
"On par with the popularity of the book
itself is that of the cast — Lewis Stone,
Alma Rubens, Irene Rich, Charles Welesly, Norman Kerry, Constance Bennett.
These are only some of the big namesthat make up perhaps the best box office
cast I have ever assembled.
" 'Cytherea — Goddess of Love,' is fundamentally a story that demands artistic
treatment. For that reason we have used
color in the three most important love se* * *

MANNING LEAVES PRINCIPALquences." FOR NEW FIELD
Norman Manning, for the past vear and
of Principal Pica half, studio manager
tures Corporation, will shortly sever his
connections with that organization.
Manning plans to delve into the picture
world in other channels. His resignation
was tendered the Principal officials this
week.
He is one of the best known studio
heads on the coast. He built the old Balboa studios and was general manager of
that plant for some years. He has been
in the production end of the business as
well as studio management.
When Principal Pictures Corporation
t'-ok over the old King Vidor studios in
Hollywood, Manning supervised the rel)uilding of the plant which today is one
of the most up-to-date and thorough picture organizations in the West.
* * *
JENKS BILL FINDS STRENUOUS
OPPOSITION IN ALBANY
Albany, N. Y. — Without so much as a
single person appearing in behalf of the
l)ill, a hearing on the Jenks bill relating to
the admission of unaccompanied children
to motion picture theatres in New YorK
State, held at the State Capitol, brought
forth so strenuous opposition that there is
little likelihood of this particular bill being
reported out of committee.
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npHE
Orientalin
atmosphere
"Pagan
is
carriedPassions"
out in
smallest detail.
One can almost detect the pervading
odor of joss sticks

Mysterious China Lends Itself to Selznick's 'Pagan Passion
s'
The Love Story of a Youth Thought to be a Half Caste Is Cleverly Handled
in Play on the Emotions and Teach a Moral
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MILWAUKEE
MODERN

NEW DIRECTORS FOR
FAMOUS PLAYERS

Two Million Dollar Picture Palace

Men Elevated to Directorship for
Outstanding Performances
''FHE Injection of new blood and new ideas
into the making of motion pictures became
a reality rather than a phrase when Jesse
L. Lasky, of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, announced March 28, at Hollywood the
elevation by his organization of Paul Bern,
Paul Sloane, R. H. Burnside and Frank
Tuttle lo the post of director.
"In making these four men directors," said
Mr.striving
Lasky,to "we
following
our product
policy
of
keep are
the quality
of our
steadily advancing by incorporation of new
ideas and encouraging new blood. All four
are exceptionally well equipped through years
of training to take over their new directorial
<luties and already have made their marks in
the screen and stage world.
"Paul
who recently
becametheassociated
with
our Bern,
organization
and wrote
scenario
for the next Pola Negri picture, 'Men,' has
had a wealth of experience in his chosen field,"
said Mr. Lasky. "Three years of intensive
study of film cutting, titling and scenario
construction followed a brief experience as
an actor on the legitimate stage. Then he
became assistant to Hugo Ballin, and later
editor-in-charge for Goldwyn, during which
period he wrote the scenario for 'The Christian.' More recent productions of his pen are
'Name the Man" and 'The Marriage Circle.'
"Paul Sloane is possessed of equally valuable experience. He it was who wrote 'Over
the Hiir and the adaptation of 'If Winter
Comes,' and more recently wrote the scenario of 'Big Brother' and the latest Thomas
Meighan picture, 'The Conference Man.'
"Our opportunity of availing ourselves of
the talent of Mr. Burnside is particularly
gratifying. Known far and wide and for his
wonderful spectacular presentations at the
New York Hippodrome and as stage director for Charles Dillingham, he knows the
mechanics of lighting and scenic effects as
few men do. For the past two months he has
been at our Long Island studio learning the
technique of screen production.
Tuttle,and
one a ofkeen
the student
organizers
of
the"Frank
Film Guild
of the
drama as well as the photoplay, has been
associated with us for some time at the Long
Island studio, his first work for us being
the adaptation of 'The Conquest of Canaan.'
He recently wrote the adaptation of 'Manhand'ed' for Gloria Swanson."
* * *
SCHULBERG PLANS EARLY WORK
ON BALMER NOVEL
Preliminary plans are under way for the
production of Edwin Balmer's novel, "The
Breath of Scandal," which v/ill soon be filmed
at the B. P. Schulberg Studios for release
by Preferred Pictures
Olga Printzlau, whose recent adaptations
have included "Daughters of the Rich" and
"Maytime," is now writing the screen version
of this popular story which was first pub
lished serially by Cosmopolitan Magazine and
subsequently became a best-seller when issued
in book form by Little, Brown and Company.
Mr. Schulberg is now casting for the players to enact this society story which calls
for elaborate production. The complete list
of names has not yet been announced but it
is understood that one of the principal parts
will be given to Ethel Shannon. Since her
exceptionally fine work in "Daughters of the
Rich" and "Maytime," Miss Shannon has become areal box-office asset.
* * *
SCREEN ADVERTISERS TO MEET
The Screen Advertisers Association, which
is the motion picture department of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World, will
hold its annual election of officers at Hotel
Statlor in Detroit. April 10 and 11. This

OPENS NEW
THEATRE

T. N. T. CHARLIE EINFELD
Charlie has high aims in his publicity work for
First National. His blunderbus is full of original
ideas and his little Pilgrim suit is apropos of
his shrinking violet modesty. Ain't he wonderful?
election is usually held at the Associated Clubs
annual convention, but since the big convention will be held in England this year and
many screen m.embers may not be able to
attend, the election is being held in this country where all may have a vote.
Douglas D. Rothacker, president of the
Screen Advertisers Association, invites all interested in the screen medium to attend the
Detroit gathering, even though they are not
Association members.
* * *
PRODUCTION STARTED ON FIRST
CHRISTIE SPECIAL
Production is well under way on the
first of the Al Christie Special features
which were announced a few weeks ago
for Hodkinson release. About nine or ten
weeks time will be consumed in the making
of this feature, and with favorable weather
conditions and keeping on schedule director Scott Sidney states that the production
will be ready for release late in May.
All of the space in the Christie studios
v.'hich is not devoted to covered stages has
been utilized in the building of a city
street with tall buildings, subway entrances and other details which will make
an effective appearance for the exterior
scenes of the production.
* * *

Among Finest in W^orld
WITH the opening, March 28, of the
" vVisconsin theatre, Milwaukee, takes
its place alongside New York and Chicago
in the matter of fine motion picture theatres.
Built at a cost of $2,000,000 by J. E. and
Thomas Saxe, the theatre is not only ont
of the most beautiful in the world, but also
one of the largest, having a seating capa
city of 3500.
City and State officials, as well as society
leaders and prominent figures in the picture industry, will join with the owners
in the dedication of this newest addition
to the_ chain of First National houses Friday night.
"Why Men Leave Home," the Louis B.
Mayer-John M. Stahl production has been
selected as the inaugural attraction.
One of the distinguishing features is the
arreat electric sien, the largest theatre illuminating device in the world. It is 75
feet high, each letter being taller than the
average man. Inside the theatre is a
special lighting system, arranged so that
colored light, in keeping with the thematic
stage lighting, may be used to carry picture atmosphere to every part of the auditorium.
Music will be provided by two orchestras
and a $50,000 organ, one of the two
double-concoled instruments in existence.
One orchestra will be stationed on the
lobby.
mezzanine promenade surrounding the

FAMOUS PLAYERS STUDIOS WILL
OPERATE AT CAPACITY
Within two months eighteen production
units will be actively at work in the studios
of Paramount. Thirteen of these companies
will be engaged at the Lasky studio in Hollywood and the remaining five at the Eastern
studio at Long Island City. Early in the
summer three more units will be added at the
Long Island studio.
This announcement was embodied in a statement issued at Hollywood by Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice-president of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, who recently returned to the
West
Coast where,
after in
a two
months'with
sojourn
New York
conference
Adolphin

E. J. Weisfeldt, who has been manaiging
director
of Saxe's
Strand, will
be in con-of
trol of the
new theatre.
As director
productions at the Wisconsin, Mr. Weisfeldt is responsible for the type of pictures
shown, as well as prologues and presentations. He has established a fine record as
the director of the Strand.
* * *
FADMAN LETS TERRITORY FOR
RED SEAL PICTURES
Edwin Miles Fadman, president of the Red
Seal Pictures Corporation, has just returned
from a trip during which he closed the following deals.
"The Einstein Theory of Relativity" film
to the Greiver Productions for northern Illinois and Indiana, and to the Standard Film
Service Company of Cleveland, for Ohio,
Kentucky, Michigan, western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia.
"Bill," the five-reel featurette selected , by
the New York Times as the best photoplay
of 1923, and recently chosen by the National
Board of Review for membership on their
list of "Exceptional Photoplays," w-as sold to
the Greiver Productions, Chicago, for the territory of northern Illinois and Indiana, and
to Skirboll Gold Seal Productions, Inc., for
the territory of Ohio and Kentucky.
* * *
CLAIRE WINDSOR HAS FEMININE

Zukor and Sidney R. Kent, Mr. Lasky completed the details of the big production program which is now being launched and which
will provide the Paramount releases for the
coming Fall and Winter season.
* * *
GRIFFITH ENGAGES NEWCOMBE
Warren A. Newcombe, art designer, for
D. W. Griffith's "America," has been engaged by Mr. Griffith as an art director for
the ensuing year. Mr. Newcombe has produced two pictures of his own, "Sea of
Dreams." and "The Enchanted City,'' notable
for their paintings. Mr. Newcombe will join
Mr. Griffith in Italy later.

IN 'FOR
John LEAD
McCormick,
First SALE'
National coast
representative, announces that the cast for
"For Sale" has been completed and production will commence immediately.
Claire Windsor, who has just returned
from abroad where she was engaged in
Edw'in Carewe's "Son of the Sahara." also
for First National, will portray the leading
feminine role. Adolph Menjou will interpret the role of Joseph Hudley, a part peculiarly suited to him: Robert Ellis will
play opposite Miss Windsor, while Mary
Carr and Tully Marshall make it a cast
of superlative merit.
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Trade
Gathering
T.N.T. Revel .
{Continued from page 6)

"It has been suggested that tin's instruiiient (indicating the microphone) is sensitive, and so those of us here may well bear
in mind is the public sensitive. I wish that
that public might see as that public hears
this audience tonight.
"This program may well be an answer to
their query: 'Just what and how does the
motion picture industry and its personnel

at

tures were burned at the stake. Not their
bodies, no, but do we Hve by bodies alone?
Our souls even have been burned at the
stake. But that will not matter in a hundred
years from now.
Pictures World Language

,-, ,"Let the book say what it will, it speaks
only in one language. The word you speak,
my friends, my brothers and sisters, speaks
in the only universal language that has been
invented since the beginning of time, because
it speaks to all people and speaks clearly to
all nations of the earth. That is the motion
picture.
"When it speaks great truths then will the
motion picture wipe out the great absurdity
•of war. It is one power that can do it."
Hughes Joshes Everyone
Mr. Hughes spoke in satirical vein
•throughout. To the editor of the Hearst
newspapers he alluded as "this young reporter
■on the left who writes for the Munsey publications." He desired to call the attention
of his producers, "if they still are my producers," tothe statement of Dr. Giannini that
lie had never lost a five-cent piece in a motion picture transaction. "They have utterly
overlooked him," he remarked amid laughter.
When he declared he was impressed by
being in the only long-tailed coat at the
•table "except that worn by Mr. David J.
'Griffin,
whotheI applause.
am told is also a director,"
D. W. led
The diners laughed again when the speaker said that "Mr. Griffin has just finished
taking a scene in his great and marvelous
■success of 'The Golem.'
"Mr. Griffin has just taken the Paul Jones
Tide, taken in his directing costume, as I did
in mine. Actors know also I am not a director, which makes it unanimous.
World's Worst Film
"I think no one as yet has said any good
-word for our hosts. When I eat a good
■dinner I try to say a good word for my
■hosts.
It such
is owing
the advertising
Ihat
I get
good tonotices
in the ads.menA

T. N. T. MORTON B. BLUMENSTOCK
No. the above advertiser is not a sheik o; the
silversheet. He is too modest for that. He is
one of the members of Famous Players' publicity staff
sample of what they did for me is in my
most recent picture. 'This picture is supreme. It has everything that should be
"This appears in the ads in large letters.
avoided.'
"An exhibitor writes in We have had
rottener pictures, but not in respect to patron"I have
never inyetSkanealeles
seen a picture
that d'dn't
break
a record,
or somewiiere.
"I wish to thank the advertisers and to say
comthat no blow will drive me even more
pletely out of business than now, not yet
age.' entered it."
having
Mr. Hays Enthuses
"I will tell the naked truth," sa'd Mr.
Hays. "For two years I have given thought
to that matter. I accept the challenge and
will tell the naked truth about those of us
who are here and of the industry and to
that innumerable audience frequently spoken
of as not here — to us for a moment about
them and to them for a moment about us.

"We of the industry must not forget that
we are the servants of that public just outside this instrument, that it is for them our
service
is conducted.
perform?"
Pictures an Essential
"And to this public whose servant this
industry is I give this naked truth: After
two years of careful study of the situation
I w^ould that they might hear this from down
stairs to Los Angeles, where they are listening in— The motion picture industry which
you men and women compose is an essential
business in this country and in the world.
"And there is no finer, more earnest, more
sincere and striving group of men and women engaged in any business in the -world.
"From )the studios created by your energy
(Applause.
go men and women to every corner of the
earth to bring to the Main Streets of this
country that instruction and entertainment
which have now become second to nothing
in importance as social and commercial factors of the nation.
"Every
is a shadow of an indi-vadual. Men success
and women have striven to bring
about that which now obtains in this business.
"This may very well be called tonight the
inmotionthatpicture
Eveof inthethefuture
New Year's
is ahead
dustry because

business."
forThethespeaker
here alluded to those who had
preceded him and to the variety of interests
represented by them, declaring on the part
of the industry a rededication to the service
of the public.
* * *
JACK HOXIE SIGNS FIVE YEAR
UNIVERSAL CONTRACT
Coincident with the arrival in New York
early this week of Jack Hoxie's latest Universal feature,
comes word
from"Ridgeway
Universal of
CityMontana,"
that the
popular western star has been signed by Universal for a period of five years. He will
make a series of high class western dramas,
of a special super-feature variety, which are
planned to surpass by far the box-office success he has
the past
year.turned out for Universal duringThe new contract, negotiated follow-ng
conferences between Carl Laemmle, president
of the corporation, Julius Bernheim, general
manager of the studio, and the star, is based
on one mentsofput into
the new
force"sliding
at the scale"
larger arrangestudios.
This calls for increase in salary at stated periods, and the first pictures under the new
contract will be staged on a more elaborate
scale than before and at a higher figure.
Under the new contract Hoxie will be
starredfordinSmith,
some
very director
importantof p'ays.
former
WilliamClif-S
Hart, will direct, and Isadore Bernstein, veteran scenarist,
the Hoxie
scripts.will be supervising editor of

HISTORICAL PIONEER DRAMA
-"The Way of a Man," Pathe's ten episode seriail, is en to make the series of pictures historically correct
■servo It foe poste-rity. More than uaual care is taken to make the serise of pictures hin orically correct.

WILLIAM FAIRBANKS TO MAKE
SERIES FOR C. B. C.
Word has been received from Harry
Cohn, vice-president of the C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation, that William Fairbanks
has been signed to star in a series of
twelve big feature productions. These pictures are not to be western stories. On
the contrary, they will be society dramas
that will have abundant action, mystery
and thrill.
Work will soon be started on the first
p'cture of the series.
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M. P. T. 0. CONVENTION
PLANS COMPLETED
Railroads Offer Rate Reductions
to Theatre Owners
''I''HE
National
the Motion
Picture
TheatreHeadquarters
Owners of ofAmerica
during the Boston Convention, May 27, 28 and 29
will be at the Copley-Plaza Hotel and the
convention banquet will be held there on the
•evening of Wednesday, May 28.
President Sydney S. Cohen and other members of the convention committee will meet
in Boston this week to conclude all arrangements. The local committees, under the direction of Ernest Horstmann and Jacob Lourie,
have secured the complete co-operation of all
the Theatre Owners of Massachusetts in helping to make the convention a pronounced success and the stay of the delegates there
pleasant and agreeable.
Theatre Owners are especially urged to
bring the women members of their households to the convention, as the elements of
entertainment in and around Boston are so
varied as to keep interest at a keen pitch
during the entire convention time.
Large delegations will be present from the
different states and the Canadian division of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America will have at least a hundred Dominion
Exhibitors there. J. C. Brady and H. Alexander of Toronto made a special trip to National Headquarters to complete arrangements
for this delegation. The entire area of North
America will be represented in what gives
promise of being the greatest convention in
point of numbers, activity and influence yet
held under the auspices of the Exhibitors division of the Motion Picture Industry.
Fare and one-half concessions have been
obtained from all the Trunk Line railroads,
and this will favor Theatre Owners very much
in saving transportation costs. Entire state
delegations have already made hotel reservations and it is advisable that Theatre Owners
move along this line of preparation as soon
as practicable.
* * *
KANSAS M. P. T. O. CONVENTION
OPENS AUSPICIOUSLY
The convention of the Kansas Motion Picture Theatre Owners opened April 2 with
great enthusiasm. Committee reports were
read on arbitration and admission tax and
officers reports were submitted.
Walter Gunsolly, president of Chamber of
Commerce of Emporia, gave the welcome address.
An elaborate banquet was held in the evening, at which Richard J. Hopkins, Justice
of the Supreme Court, and County Attorney
Roland Boynton were the speakers. The
Strand orchestra and the Glee Club of the
Emporia State Normal School furnished the
entertainment.
Officers will be elected before the meeting
adjourns.
* * *

T N. T. WALTER EBERHARDT
Member of the entertainment committee and also
' crowned" King of the Movies, as Oscar Peanuts,
in the Press Agents' Own Popularity Contest
FIRST NATIONAL WILL
MEET APRIL 23
A^en; Orleans Chosen as Meeting Place
for Annual Congress
'T HE annual congrcs.s ol Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., will be
held this year in New Orleans beginning
Aprila week.
23. The meeting will be in session
for
Selection of stories for the screen, action
on reports submitted in a- nation-wide
check up on the public taste and the formulation of plans in an attempt to co-operate that the production, distribution a d
exhibition of motion pictures shall be
on a higher plane, are among the chief objects of the meeting, according to Robert
Lieber, president of First National.
The New York delegation to the convention will- be headed by Robert Li-^ber,
president; H. O. Schwalbe, secretary-treasurer; R. A. Rowland, production manager;
and E. A. Eschmann, general manager of
distribution. E. Bruce Johnson, chief of
the First National foreign department, will
report on his activities during the past

PARAMOUNT
MAKES MANY
EXPLOITATION SHIFTS
l^ig Releasing t'rogram Calls for
<Lomplete Reorganization
JN anticipation of the big releasing pro^ grau. to be launched by Paramount
i-c cumn:g taA and Winter season, for
the
comianys exploitati
on department, under
tiie direction of Claud Saund
ers, has been
completely reorganized. In arl.'-ion to the
live men who have been
handhng the field
work of the department since
last Fall
sixteen more exploiteers have been
added
during the past two weeks.
Russell B. Moon, who has been handling the New England territory, ,s translerred from Boston to
Chicago; Leslie F.
V\helan has been transferred from Cleve
-Philadelphia and will also handlethe Wilkes-Barre territory; Kenneth Renaud, who has been operating in the Southern territory with headquarters in Atlanta
IS
trans
ferreRick
d to Ricke
Detrotson
it, and
Eagle
s and
remaiHarr
n aty Sanc'
i^rancisco and Denver-Salt Lake City respectively.
The other assignments are as follows:
Bob Gary, Kansas City; George Gambrill,
M. Louis; Vernon Gray. Washington;
lack Hellman, Minneapolis; Gavin C
Hawn, Atlanta; William Bender. Cleveland; John Callahan, New Haven; Curtis
Dunham, Dallas; John P. McConville,
Boston and Portland, Me.; William Mendelssohn, Buffalo; Maurice Ridge, Cincinnati; William Robson, Pittsburgh; Harry
Swift, Los Angeles; Charles E. Wagner.
Columbus; Irvin A. Waterstreet. Indianapolis; Donald McLoud, Milwaukee.
Of the above named men. Messrs. Gary,
Gambrill, Gray. Hellman. McConville,
Ridge, Robson, Swift and Waterstreet
were with the department previously.
Leon J. Bamberger, who has been temporarily handling the New York and New
Jersey territory from the New York exchange, isback at the home office where
he has resumed his position as assistant
manager of the department.
* * *
FIGHT PICTURES BANNED
Dempsey-Firpo fight pictures have been
banned in Ohio by Vernon M. Riegel, head
of the Ohio censor board. Edward Sullivan,
owner of the Ohio rights, had been given
permission by Columbus local authorit'es
and the Ohio censors passed the pictures. ■

year.

C. B. C. SELLS FOREIGN RIGHTS
T. C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation have
sold the Apollo Trading Corporation, the
foreign rights to several of their feature
pictures for all of continental Europe with
the exception of Holland and the Scandinavian countries. The pictures are:
"Yesterday's Wife," "Forgive and Forget,"
"Innocence," "The Marriage Market,"
"Discontented Husbands" and "The Barefoot Boy."
* * *
SAILS FOR SOUTH AMERICA
George Weltner, a representative of the
Foreign department of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, sailed on Saturday,
March 29, on the Southern Cross foi
Buenos Aires on a special mission for E.
E. Shauer, director of the department.

T. N. T. THE GANG'S ALL HERE
Paramount exploiteers ready to go. Left to right they are: Vernon Gray. Washington; Charles
Wagner, Columbus; Gavin C. Hawn, Atlanta; Wm
Bender, Cleveland;
Moon, Chicago;
Leon J. Bamberger, Assistant Manager; Wm. Mendelssohn, Buffalo; CurtisRussell
Dunham, Dallas; John
Callahan, New Haven; Claud Saudners, Manager, Division of Ext$loitation.
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ROBERT
VIGNOLA WILL
PRODUCE FOR METRO
Well Known Director to Start Work
at Hollywood Next Month
METRO mentannounces
arrangehas been madethat
withanRobert
G.
Vignola whereby the well known director will
produce a series of Robert G. Vignola Productions for them.
Officials of the Metro organization feel
that the association will be a particularly
happy one. In obtaining Mr. Vignola's productions, they believe, it will further the policy of Metro to give exhibitors the finest
possible motion picture entertainment.
Robert G. Vignola is one of the foremost
directors in the business and his achievements are too well known to require dwelling on in detail. Undoubtedly he is one of
the half dozen most experienced, constructive
and fearless directors making box office successes. He was responsible for the Marion
Davies' successes, "When Knighthood Was
in Flower,"' "Enchantment" and "Yolanda."
Practically every star in the business has, at
one time or another, appeared under his direction.
Mr. Vignola has but recently returned from
a tour of the world, taken in order to add
to his store of experience and gather data
for his future productions. He will have his
first opportunity to employ the results of
this trip in his initial production for Metro
on which he will begin work at the Metro
studios next month.
The Metro announcement also contains the
information
that the
Mr. Vignola's
productions under
his first
new of
arrangement
will
be from an original story by E. Lloyd Sheldon. This is now being put into shape for
production and plans are being made for Mr.
Vignola's arrival at the Metro studios in
Hollywood.
* * *
HARRY DAVIS TAKES ACTION
AGAINST INSURGENTS
H. Harry Meyers, personal representative
of Harry Davis, theatre owner of Pittsburgh,
has entered suit against the newly organized
Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation of
New York and the case will be heard within
a short time in New York courts.
An injunction against the use of the name
of the new company will be asked for. The
Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation of
Delaware is licensed to transact business in
every state, and it is felt it has the exclusive
right to the title.
The controversy between the Delaware
and New York corporations has been given
considerable publicity and on the surface looks
like a momentous afTair, but delving under the
surface reveals little material for the ballyhoo. It is quite possible the whole affair
will be adjusted with little difficulty, and what
now appears to be a hurricane will show itself to be a tempest
* *in *a teapot.
SIDNEY OLCOTT WILL DIRECT
NORMA TALMADGE
Although the Joseph M. Schenck Productions have not yet verified the report, it is almost a certainty th^t Sidney Olcott will direct apicture for Norma Talmadge. The official announcement is expected within a few
days.
Sidney Olcott has long since attained full
height as a director, but by his skillful guidance of Rudolph Valentino and Bebe Daniels
through
Beaucaire"
has added
cubits to "Monsieur
his directorial
stature.he Those
who
praised his accomplishments in "The Green
Goddess," "Little Old New York" and "The
Humming Bird," may prepare to do some real
raving over this latest
* * *triumph, it is said.
SELCO PICTURES ORGANIZED
Announcement is made of the incorpoiation of Selco Pictures, Inc., for the ac-

quisition ofmotion-picture product for distribution through the Selznick Distributing Corporation.
The officers of the new corporation are;
W. C. J. Doolittle, President; Ralph B.
Ittelson, Vice President; Walter Jerome
Green, Treasurer and L. J. Darmour, Secretary.
The Board of Directors consists of
Charles E. Pain, Walter Jerome Green,
Ralph B. Ittelson and Motley H. Flint.
* ^ *
JOE BRANDT LEAVES COAST
Joe Brandt has left California and is on
his way east. His trip back will take him
to several exchanges where he expects to
negotiate some very important deals. Mr.
Brandt's sojourn in Hollywood had a twofold purpose, and according to all reports
proved decidedly eventful. His primary
purpose was of course in connection with
the C. B. C. productions. Another matter
of importance to the field in general was
his success in obtaining several new members to join the Independent Producers'
and Distributors' Association.
Mr. Brandt will arrive in New York
within the next tw^o months.
* * *
WEIR DIVISION MANAGER
To fill the vacancy caused by the recent
resignation of S. J Vogel, the Hodkinson
Corporatio.n announces the appointment of L.
W. Weir as their Western Division manager, effective March 29.
Mr. Weir is well known in the western
territory as the former personal representative of Al Lichtman and the Universal Film
Company.
^ ^

RETIREMENT OF SYDNEY COHEN
ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY
Reports have been circulated within the
past week to the effect that Sydney Cohen,
president of M. P. T. O. of America, would
reconsider his previous announcement to resign at the coming National Convention to
be held in Boston in May. This rimior has
been spiked by one of Mr. Cohen's associates, who stated that the president has given
much of his time to the affairs of the organization and through his untiring efforts has
built up an organization that is of great
benefit to the exhibitor, but the work is now
accomplished and he wishes to step out and
devote his time to personal business.
This lays at rest the rumor. Mr. Cohen
has neglected his own affairs in order to attend to organization work, but he feels
called upon to relinquish the reins of office and
devote his time to his more urgent business.

'YOLANDA' FOR LONDON
Arrangements have been completed for the
London
premiere
of star.
"Yolanda,"
in which
Marion Davies
is the
The spectacular
Cosmopolitan production, fresh from a long
run at the Cosmopolitan Theatre, New York,
will begin an indefinite season at the Oxford,
Theatre, London, on or about April 15.
The London presentation will include a special musical program and other features of
an elaborate nature.

APRIL OPENING FOR 'SAHARA'
"A Son of the Sahara," Edwin Carewe's
production which was six months in the
making in Algeria and Paris, is fast being
cut to its required length for national release on April 20. Since the return of the
TO DECIDE C. OF C. BUILDING
company early in March, Carewe, assisted
The Theatre Owners Chamber of Comby Miss Adelaide Heilbron, who wrote the
merce has nothing new to announce regarding
scenario for the picture, has been busy
the proposed new building for the offices of inserting
the final titles and eliminating
various motion picture companies. Several
excess footage.
sites are under consideration, but whether or
* * *
not the proposition will materialize remains
C. B. C. MAKES HAVANA DEAL
to be seen. A committee meeting will be
held next week at which time a definite anC.
B. C. Films Sales has negotiated a
nouncement will be made.
deal for the distribution of its productions
in Cuba. The Liberty Film Company is
SCHENCK SIGNS FRANKLYN
the exchange to which this sale has been
made. This contract has special signifiSidney Franklyn, well known director, has
cance because it means that the C. B. C.
signed a two year contract with Joseph M.
product
is being distributed in practically
Schenck to direct pictures for Schenck Proevery section of the world where motion
ductions. He will direct Norma and Constance Talmadge in alternate pictures.
pictures are shown.
* * *
MOONEY RETURNS FROM TRIP
Paul C. Mooney, vice president in charge
of distribution of the Hodkinson Corporation, is back at his desk in the home office
of the company after a comprehensive business surveying tour of the entire territory
from coast to coast and the impressions
of the future that he gathered on the tout
are highly satisfactory.
^
%
ASK TAX REMOVAL
A bers
petition
than 300 asking
memof the M.signed
P. T. byO. more
of Kentucky,
for the removal of the seating tax, has been
presented to Senator Richard P. Ernst. This
tax has been particularly obnoxious to theatre owners and a battle has been waged for
its repeal. It is hoped Senator Ernst will
give the petition his support.
* * *
NO BALTIMORE SUNDAY MOVIES
The Maryland General Assembly, in session
at Annapolis, has killed a bill designed to
permit the showing of motion pictures in
T. N. T. HARRY D. WILSON
Baltimore after 2 P. M. on Sundays. The
President of the Wampas who wired his felicitations measure
was reported favorably by the House
to the T. N. T. Aside from guiding the destinies
of the Coast publicity
he is !publicity writer Judiciary Committee but a motion to kill the
for Metro.writers
Welcome
bill by tabling it was declared carried
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TRENE Rl C-H
J- com-cs into her
oivn as a star and
a great screen artist in "Liicrctia
Lombard." She is
seen in the above,
at a tense moment.
iLKth Sir Allen
Lombard, played by
Marc McDernintt

'Lucretia

I as Lucretia, and
Monte Blue, as
Stephen Winship,
in the above scene,
lilting with the
well-known tenderness, whisperings
and many other
sundries, for which
love is noted.

Lombard' Is Winning Many Friends On Main
Warners Kathleen N orris Story of Two Loveless Marriages and th^
Fight of Two Women for a Man Has Popular Appecl '

Streel
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A

Fountain

shortcomings in
ONE of the long-standing on
pictures has
the distribution of moti
le
circulation
been the lack of reasonab
producfor many of the really worthwhile subj
ects
tions. It is not to be expected that all
per
100
a
ster
regi
will
good
as
rated at least
cent' return. The industry has a right to expect that they will measurably approach that
figure, nevertheless.
The problem is one that directly affects
every person in the trade. No one of the three
principal factors is exempt from its influence.
The margin between a 50 per cent and a 75
per cent circulation of a given subject means
in many instances to a producer the difference
between shutting up shop and going ahead on
the production of another picture under heartening circumstances.
To the distributor the difference means dividends not only in money but in satisfied customers. For human nature is much the same
the Avorld around, and as a rule a picture that
gives pleasure in one community will do the
same in another.
To the producer-distributor the difference is
far greater than can possibly be the case with
either individually.
Assuming that the prints are in gxDod shape
— and by all means they should be — and that
the production is out of the red ink the product may be merchandized at an exceedingly
low selling cost. It is a cost that is based not
on overhead as that term ordinarily may be
understood.
*
* *
Q

AHERHEAD, it will be conceded, is divided originally into three principal factors: Negative, prints and advertising and exploitation.
in the case of the particular problem under
discussion the tAvo major elements are not
l^resent. On the debit side appear only the
advertising or exploitation charges, which are
not
ing. heavy, and the ordinary expenses of sellTo the exhibitor the Tried and Proved Picture is of importance, from several points of
view.
For the more fortunately situated from a
monetary standpoint it means by reason of
longer life a reduction in charges on the earlier runs.

of

Youth

For those theatre owners whose property
has a lower visibility Avhen seen through the
financial spyglass the Tried and Proved Picture is one with a spreading background.
It is standardized merchandise. It has a
record, showing Avhat has been achieved in
competition with and without competition
from other successful j)i'oductions.
. There is a stack of ready-made exploitation
material available for any conceivable circumstance or surrounding — and it might be
said that few houses in the same general
neighborhood have to face identical handicaps
in selling their wares.
In the range of an exchange territory, however, there are exhibitors situated similarly to
one another.
*
* *
TN any community of any size, are manv
motion picture patrons Avho have heard of a
Tried and Proved Picture, have heard good
"catch" of
it. it, but ne^-er have been able to
reports
And don't forget that any picture, whether
on the market one year or two years, is a first
run subject in any locality where it has not
been shown previously.
If you are one of those having trouble in
making ends meet — and by this we mean genuinely so, not camouflage for the benefit of
salesmen — a properly exploited Tried and
I'roved Picture once a weelv should turn out
to be a good tonic for your box office and
please your patrons at the same time.
The extension of the life of the Tried and
I'roved Picture contains no menace for the
good production of today or tomorrow.
It gives courage to the maker of the good
picture, demonstrating what may be done in
the way of enhancing returns for a subject
that is worthy.
And just a word as to what constitutes a
Tried and Proved Picture. It is not one in
A^'hich the garb Avorn by the Avomen is so antiquated as to precipitate screams of derison
from the feminine portion of any house Avhen
all.
the characters appear on the screen. Not at
A Tried and ProA^ed Picture is one AAdiich
may be shoAvn by any exhibitor not only Avithout apology but Avith surety in its appeal and
Avith pride in its merit.
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The
Exhibitors'
Round
Table
tion,
who
IS
making
a
tour
of
the
key
centers,
Verdict Not Very Favorable
In the Ranks of the Wedded
paid the local exchange a visit. Cecil MaWhat you want and what you get are often
Matrimony
has captured two more recruits.
berry, district manager for Hodkinson, was
two very different things. The Overland
Bert King, road man for United Artists,
in
town
for
the
purpose
of
installing
the
new
Amusement Company has just had a very
branch manager, Charles Knickerbocker.
was married last week to Mrs. Goldie Strippointed example of this when it filed suit Sam Morris, general sales manager for Warling at Fort Worth, Tex. Mr. and iMrs.
for §13,463.65 and was awarded a verdict
ner Brothers, was here for a conference with
King will be at home to their friends at
of S309.33. A jury of the Federal court at Al Kahn
their
home
in Arlington Heights, Fort Worth.
of Film Classics, Inc., distributors
Kansas Cit^* was responsible for the verdict.
of Warner product. Mr. Morris is making
* * *
■ The suit was started against the Connectia tour in the interest of Warner Brothers'
cut Fire Insurance Company and the Insurance Society of Canton, Ohio, following a next year's product,* he* said.
Round Table Briefs
*
fire in the Doric Theatre, Kansas City, which
It is reported that Elmer Crowinshield of
was insured against fire by these two comTroy, has acquired the Independent Movie
Back Home Again
panies. A leak in the gas main is believed
Supply asHouse
to have been responsible for the explosion
branch
well. in Albanv and the Buffalo
Resident ^Managers of all Southern Enterfrom which the fire resulted and the decision
prise theatres in the Carolinas have returned
was based on the fact that the greater part
to
respective posts
a comprehens've
Samuel Sukno of Albany, made a pilof the damage was caused by the explosion
andtheir
far-reaching
series from
of conferences
held
grimage to New York last week to attend
against which the theatre was not insured, and at the Charlotte Hotel, Charlotte, North
a meeting of the directors of the M. P.
Carolina, in response to a general call by T.
not by the fire itself.
O. and deliver himself of a few weightv
* * *
Moni^omery S. Hill, division manager for ihe
words concerning the censorship bill.
Carolinas.
* * *
A Quick Turnover
Mr. Hill transmitted to the different managers of the S. E. theatres a resume of the
The personnel of the Music Hall in Noron Here's
a f.lm:a new method of making a deposit
wood, New York, has just learned that tlie
state
officials sometimes make good their
B. A. Belt of the Belt Theatre, Benningwarnings. The State Departmpnt of Labor
ton, Kans., not only is an exhibitor, but jushas closed the theatre until such time as it
tice of the peace, as well. Last week he
fined a citizen $3 for speeding. Waiting pacomplies with the law on exits and fireescapes.
tiently for a deposit of §3 was Ralph Scherzer of the Exhibitors Film Delivery and Service Company. The judge merely indorsed
-Arkansas iM. P. T. O. will hold its annual
the check and handed it to Scherzer — but, of
convention at Little Rock, Ark., April 7th,
at which time the officers for the ensuing
course, he later reinbursed the couri-'s treasury.
year will be elected.^ ^ ^
^ ^
In Close Contact With Bootlegger
\'irgil
of thecoming
Griswold
in Lappeus,
Troy, N. new
Y., manager
is apparently
in very close contact with bootleggers these
days. As a matter of fact he ran right into
one the other day, but all he got out of it
was a bill for §187 for repairs on his car.
The whole story is just this. Lappeus was
driving
his car
whenfollowed
a bootlegger's
boat ranalong
into inhim.
There
an exchange of personal card.s — but nothing more
interesting.
it: * •¥
Play Ball!
weatherof won't
■ put anyif damper
onThe
the hot
activities
the summer
James
Rose maintains his Spring enthusiasm and
carries out his plans. Mr. Rose is president
of
the newly
organized
according
to his
present salesmen's
plan thereclub
will and
be
baseball games between the salesmen and the
exchange managers, and also a peppy clambake. Nat Marcus is the vice-president of
the club. Dave Lake is treasurer, and Vic
Bendell is secretary.
* * *
It Dof sn't Often Happen This Way
All of Ben Stern's friends are thinking of
transferring their business to the Troy bank
if it will promise to do as well by them
as it did by Ben. Last week when Ben,
who is assistant manager of the Troy Theatre, presented his payroll check at the teller's
window- he got five hundred dollars morp
than he should have. He discovered the error when he went to make up his payroll and
he had to make another trio to the bank.
* 4>
Sales Managers Visit Kansas City
Kansas City appeared to be a mecca for
general sales managers, district sales managers and other officials last week. R. W.
White, general sales manager for Fox, and
W. J. Kupper, his assistant, visited the local
Fox exchange, while Jacques Kopfstein, general manager of Bray Productions, Inc., and
vice-president of Jimmy Aubrey Productions,
were busy with a routine of affairs. Lewis
J. Selznick of Selznick Distributing Corpora-

C. C. STRUBLE
Enterprising and energetic manager of the very
up-to-date Blue Mouse Theatre, Portland, Oregon
accomplishments of the recent conference of
Division managers he'd with Harold B.
Franklin in New York City, discussed man}local problems which must be worked out
between the division managers and the resident managers, and gave them an insight
into some of the Famous Players production
plans which have not yet been made pubhc.
* * *
Bon Voyage to the Pattersons
Willard C. Patterson, accompanied by Mrs.
Patterson who is editor of the Atlanta re"The Weekly
Review,"
Atlanta gional
on April
5, for Film
an extended
tour leaves
of the
West, during which time they will spend considerable time watching production activities
around Los Angeles. They will also visit
the Grand Canyon, San Diego, Tia J nana,
San Francisco, Salt Lake City, Denver and
Colorado Springs. During iNIrs. Patterson's
absence the Weekly Film Review- will be published by her associates, Margaret lies and
Jacques Futrelle, Jr., the latter a -.on of the
famous author who lost his life on the illfated "Titanic."

Jack Shaeffer, formerly Hodkinson manat Dallas,
Texas,
to home.
Californiaagerwhere
he will
makehashisgone
future
* * *
Arthur Bromberg, Atlanta, Ga., president
of Progressive Pictures, is a Dallas. Texas,
visitor.
* * *
An open air theatre with a roofed-in stage
ar.d an inclosed auditorium equipped for motion pictures and stereopticon work are the
new features for the International Petroleum
Exposition to be held
^ ^at ^Tulsa, Okla.
W. P. Halley, architect, is preparing plans
for a new theatre at Warren, Ark., to cost
about §15,000.
* * ♦
Effective immediately, the R. and R. Enterprises has purchased the Queen Theatre at
Durant, Okla., with T. Miller Davidge as
manager. The Lyric will be closed and Manager Sam D. Archibald, transferred to the
Odeon, at Fort Worth, Texas.
* * *
Charles Kesnick, Southern Division Manager for Metro is in Dallas, Texas, combining business with pleasure.
* * *
W. D. Crowell has moved his Rex Theatre from Elm Street, Dallas, Texas, to Live
Oak Street, with prices ranging from 5 cents
to 15 cents for second run pictures.
* * *
Jeff Davis, formerly of Havana, Ark., has
opened his Joyland Theatre at Boonevillc,
Ark., which was dedicated with prayer by
the Rev. E. H. Hook to clean pictures. The
first feature was F. B. O.'s "Blow Your Own
* * *
It is rumored that Progress Pictures. Inc.,
will open up a Branch Office at Oklahoma
City, Okla., in the if:near:i: future
*
Horn."
Harry Bailey, lesident manager for Pathe,
New Orleans, La., branch, has been transferred as manager of Pathe Exchange at
Minneapolis, Minn.
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'Looking On' and 'Listening In'
The effect that local radio broadcasting
has on theatre attendance is indicated at Ottawa, Ontario, in connection with the fluctuations in patronage at the Loew Theatre.
Since the opening of the new Station at Ottawa, which is the most powerful station in
Canada, it is claimed, the weak night of the
week tre,
is according
Wednesday
at Loew'sFrank
OttawaGoodale.
Theato Manager
This is the evening on which the radio station sends out its most attractive programme.
Previously, Friday night was the poorest evening at the theatre box office but Friday night
has pulled up stronger than before, with Wednesday down. This fact indicates that the
people are taking in both the radio and the
theatre.
^
New Manager Appointed
Announcement has been made at Ottawa,
Ontario, of the appointment of Joe OLeary
tts manager of the Russell Theatre, one of
the long established houses of the Canadian
Capitol. He is to succeed J. T. Moxley who,
at one time, had both the Regent and Russell
Theatres in Ottawa. ' Mr. O'Leary was manager of the Imperial Theatre under Harry
Brouse for eight years but has lately been
with Loew's Ottawa Theatre. The policy
of the Russell is to present legitimate attractions as well as special motion picture
productions.
Don't Give Your Right Names!
Five policemen recently caused a commotion at the Imperial Theatre at St. John,
N. B., by appearing on the stage of the house
during a performance. They were expecting something and they got it— ^but it did not
make Manager Walter H. Golding mad.
They were making personal appearances as
winners of the award of the St. John Ambulance Association for proficiency in first
aid. Presentations were carried out on the
stage before a crowded house.
Elected President of Film Board
J. H. Maclntyre, who recently came here
to handle the Famous Players exchange, succeeding Marvin Kempner, has been elected
vice-president of the Albany Film Board of
Trade, in place of Frank V. Bruner, who recentlybut
resigned.
Maclntyre's
in Boston,
for Mr.
the past
year or so,home
he hasis
been employed in Portland,' Maine.

was staged out in the suburbs on Roswell
Road at Colonial Terrace. The entire returns
were heard, after dinner speeches made and
a general all around good evening enjoyed by
representatives of the entire fraternity of Atlanta.
* * *
Working With the Merchants
A. Juran, of the Casino Theatre, Ybor City,
Florida, made an effective tie-up with the
Business Booster Club of his town. The
theatre is sold to the club for every Saturday
afternoon and coupons good for matinee admission on that day are given with all purchases in the stores of its members.
Old House Replaced hy New One
The new Strand Theatre has been opened
at North Sydney, Nova Scotia, by J. Cuzner with R. Farr having charge of the house
as manager. The new house replaces the
previous Strand Theatre *vhich was destroyed
by fire some months ago. The latest structure is practically a duplication of the old
house.
* * *
Exchange News
The Portland Film Board of Trade were
the guests of the Seattle board at a business
meeting, followed by a banquet at the
Hotel Gowman on March 29. The committee had the room equipped with radio, and
much pleasure was derived from "listening
in" at the "Naked Truth" dinner in New
York. Members of the Seattle Arbitration
Board were also present.
While in Seattle last week, Mike Rosenberg, secretary of Principal Pictures, booked
"The Meanest Man in the World" and "When
a Man's a Man," for local showings. He
also signed contracts with Al Rosenberg of
De Luxe, for distribution of the five new
Principal Pictures releases, for Washington,
Oregon, Idaho and Montana. Al is the brother
of Mike. The five pictures which will be
available in this territory are : "Daring
Youth," "The Masked Dancer," "Listen,
Lester!"' "The Good Bad Boy" and "Daughters of Pleasure."

A New House for Tacoma
On Saturday, March 29, the Moore Amusement Company, of Tacoma, opened its new
Kay Theatre, on K Street. This house
marks the line between the suburban and commercial districts, and is located in a rapidly
growing section of the city. Louis Perunko
is the manager.
^ ^ ^

Splendid bookings , for Warner Month in
the Pacific Northwest, have been announced
by Manager L. K. Brin of the Warner Brothers' exchange here. Warner Month will be
from April 15 to May 15. Leading Seattle
houses will show "George Washington, Jr.,"
"The Tie That Binds," "Daddies" and "The
Marriage Circle." Portland bookings are
similar with the addition of "Conductor 1492,"
which played the Coliseum here last month.
"The Marriage Circle" will have a big double
premiere at Columbia Theatres in Seattle and
19.
Portland,
for a two weeks' run starting April

Big Doings in Atlanta
The theatrical and film fraternity of Atlanta had a general big time and sat in on
the Naked Truth Dinner Saturday night,
March 29. In order that arrangements could
be made for a radio hook in and tuning out
on the local broadcasting stations without
fear of any interruption therefrom, a banquet

Sam Warner, general manager of Warner
Brothers is in Seattle for a couple of days,
as the guest of Mr. Brin. Mr. Warner is enroute from New York to Los Angeles.
"Plastigrams," the Educational novelty reel
is booking rapidly in Seattle and leading key
towns, at advanced prices. Exhibitors see
great possibilities for it, and are planning to
put it over in a big way.

Is First National Franchise Holder
Ray Grombacher of Spokane, owner of the
Liberty Theatre, has become a First National
Franchise Holder. That is not all Ray has
done of late, either. He has created considerable stir in his home town with "Ray
Robinson's
Liberty
a band and
of
nine
men who
play Orchestra,"
thirty instruments,
who are offering Spokane theatre-goers something entirely new in the way of musical
entertainments. Mr. Grombacher arranges all
the settings and presentations, and the musical scores are arranged by the orchestra
leader. On a recent trip to Seattle Mr. Grombacher purchased everything necessary to give
the most
elaborate settings
ing is tremendous.
^ ^ ^ to these high class
musical numbers. Word of mouth advertisChanges in Kansas City
Several new openings and changes in management of theatres have occurred in the Kansas City territory the last week. The Empress Theatre, which formerly was the Electric, at Conway, Mo., and the Empire, Ladonnia. Mo., re-opened last week, while the
opening of a new house in Salina, Kans.,
was announced by Michael Curry. The house
at Augusta, Kans., owned by Jack Johnson,
has been sold, but Jack neglected to mention
to whom. A new house will be opened in
Independence, Mo., soon, by A. E. Elliott.
Attends Mainstrcet Theatre Opening
Asher Levy, general manager of the Junior
Orpheum circuit, was in Kansas City last
week to attend the opening of the Mainstreet
Theatre under its new motion picture policy,
that of being a First National franchise
holder exclusively on first run productions.
The opening day broke the house record, according to Mr. Levy, who departed shortly
afterward for Des Moines, la. L. Sobler,
special tional,
publicity
representative
for First Naalso was on
the job.
Prevents Stampede by Coolness
Coolness on the part of F. J. Becker, manager of the Strand Theatre, Kansas Citj-,
prevented what might have been a stampede
Monday night when a film caught fire in
the projection booth. Mr. Becker calmly
warned the audience and the unconcerned note
in his voice caused patrons to file out orderly.
Fortunately the blaze did not spread and
little damage was done, the house opening the
following night as usual with a good crowd.
An Old House Made New
Oscar White of the Rex, Sumter, S. C,
has just completed extensive improvements
to his house. The lobby, foyer and auditorium
have been completely redecorated and the installation also of an art glass ceiling and new
lighting
thing
of fixtures
beauty. convert the house into a
^ A' ^
Satisfying the Buying Urge
E. H. Griefe of the Opera House, Windsor, Mo., was one of the busiest exhibitors
along movie row in Kansas City last week.
He doesn't
to marketnot very
often,about
but
when
he doescome
he hesitates
one whit
buying what he wants.
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Distinguished Audience Greets Warner
Feature at Strand
ALL New York roads last Sunday led to
the Mark Strand Theatre, where was presented the eastern premiere of Warner Brothers' "Beau Brummel," adapted from - the
sparkling play of Clyde Fitch, and with John
Barrymore in the title role. So resolved were
the amusement seekers not to miss this performance, that an unusually large audience
came for the first presentation at 12:35; by
2 o'clock not a seat could be had for love
or money. Throughout this and successive showing, during the day, the
theatre assumed the appearance of a
regular first-night of a picture at a
regular theatre house.
It was attended by many headliners
of the stage, drawn hither by the reports of the brilliant performance of
John Barrymore, and by the distinguished direction of Harry Beaumont.
After beholding this spirited performance, one can see that Warner Brothers were right when they felt the production deserved a presentation in a
regular theatre. The wa\' the audiences
responded is guarantee of its box-office
future throughout the remainder of the
country. There is no doubt that the
companies now road-showing the picture in the east and middle west will
reap a harvest of profit for exhibitors.
In addition to lavish praise on "Beau
Brummel," newspaper reviewers went
out of their way to laud Warner Brothers for having chosen this play, and
having gone through with it so consummately. "Long live Warner Brothers !" exclaimed the critic of the Herald
Tribune, while Louella Parsons in the
American
" 'Beauof Brummel'
be
a credit declared
to the house
Warner. to
The picture is true to the famous
story
and loses
nothing ofevery
the author's
fine touch.
It combines
element
for success and will live long after
many other features are forgotten.
^ ^ ^
VALENTINO SHORT SUBJECT
PROVING A WINNER
Al Lichtman, Universal sales chief, reports
that "A Society Sensation," Universal's reedited Rudolph Valentino picture, is proving
the most remarkable sales proposition Universal has handled in many months. Made several years ago as a five-reeler, it has been cut
down to two-reels and snapped up with upto-date titles. And it is selling better than
manjr present day pictures.
A number of unusual records have been
made by the Universal sales force with this
picture. It was sold to the Loew circuit for
106 days, andNew
now York
is playing
Loew's
housesto
throughout
City.in In
addition
the New York circuit, the picture is booked
to appear in the Loew houses in the following cities, Washington, D. C, Nashville,
Memphis, New Orleans, Birmingham, Atlanta, Dayton, Toledo and Toronto.
It is of especial interest that many theatres are featuring the Valentino re-issue over
their long length bookings. At Loew's State
Theatre,
York along
Cit}% with
Valentino's
name is
featured New
in lights
the vaudeville
headliners, by reason of the showing of "A
Society Sensation."
At the Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn,
"A Society Sensation'' was billed as big as

Down

Main

the feature on 24-sheet stands and in the
trolley car ads.
One of the novel bookings of the Valentino picture is reported to Universal from
Hamilton, Ont. Cliff A. Schaufele, manager
of the Lyric Theatre, a straight vaudevil e
house, broke all precedents and replaced one
of his vaudeville acts with "A Society Sensation," paying the same price for the picture
as he is accustomed to pay for a first class
vaudeville act.
"My business has been beyond expectations," he reported. "It is not only a gocd
buy for a picture house, but for a straight
vaudeville house such as I manage."
As a result of Schaufele's success with "A
Society Sensation," Universal salesmen are

Street
ENTHUSIASTIC

PREVIEW

FOR 'GIRL SHY'
Remarkable Reception for Lloyd's
Feature at Trade Showing

■W/"HAT undoubtedly was one of the most
remarkable trade-showings in point of
numbers and enthusiasm ever held in New
"^'ork was staged last week when Harold
Lloyd's latest comedy for Pathe, "Girl Shy,"
was shown on Friday, March 28, at Loew's
New York Roof. By the beginning of the
seat in the
performance at two o'clock every
b g auditorium had been taken and the stand:rg space had become so overtaxed that it
was found necessary in the interests of
safety to refuse admission to the waiting hundreds that filled the lobby and
overflowed the street in front of the
theatre.
The picture itself received an ovation, the great crowd at times being
moved to a pitch of frenzied excitement and laughter. "Harold Lloyd's
greatest
was thetheacclaim
comment
heard the
on
all sides !"amid
accorded
production
its c'ose.
Exhibitors trade
and
critics, who athave
been attending
showings in the Metropolitan district
within the past decade, declared that no
picture within . their memory had been
given so wholehearted and enthusiastic
reception on similar occasions.
A special program was presented in
conjunction with the showing, leading
off with Pathe's forthcoming "SportI'ghts"Will
release,
and Snow."
The
new
Nigh "Sun
Miniature
for Pathe,
titled "The Guest," followed. This
single-reeler with its swift, dramatic
punch and semi-tragic note contrasted
pleas'ng y with the comedy feature of
the program, w'nich followed immeErnest Luz's
orchestra
furnisheddiately.
the music,
including
a special
score
for "Girl
Shy."will make
The arranged
Harold Lloyd
comedy
its next appearance in New York when
it opens Easter Sunday, April 20, at
the Mark Strand Theatre,

EVERYBODY HAPPY
When
Metro's
"Happiness"
the Rialto
in New York the
S. R; O. played
sign wasat hung
in a
conspicuous place. The picture and Laureite Taylor's name proved a great box oiHce magnet
bringing this two-ree'er to the a'.tention of
straight vaudeville houses all over the country. It is one of the few short reel subjects
considered strong enough to replace a vaudeville act on a regular bill.
ST. LOUIS FANS STRONG

FOU

'THY NAME IS WOMAN'
A representative letter, one of many
others that are beginning to come into tha
Metro offices here is this communication from
Spyros P. Skouras, president of the Skouras
Brothers Circuit of St. Louis, on their engagements todate of Fred Niblo's latest production, "Thyto Name
Woman."
Mr.
Skouras wrote
Charles IsWerner,
Manager
of Metro's St. Louis Exchange as follows :
"Allow me to express to you and to
Metro Pictures Corporation my admiration
for your
production
Nameat two
Is Woman.'
The
picture
has been'Thy
played
of our
theatres, West End Lyric and Capitol, and
was well received by the audiences, with an
exceptionally good business."

•COVERED WAGON' MAKESDEBUT
IN HAVANA, CUBA
Havana, Cuba, paid a glowing tribute to
"The Covered Wagon" at the Fausto Theatre,
on Thursday evening, March 27, when the
Paramount production began an indefinite engagement before one of the largest and most
d'stinguishcd audiences which has ever greeted
a motion picture in that city. A cabled report of the premiere received by E. E. Shauer,
director of the foreign department of the
Famous P!ayers-Lasky Corporation, indicated
an unprecedented demand for seats, all previous box-office records of the Fausto being
shattered by a wide margin. Critics declared
the picture to be the greatest production ever
presented in Cuba.
The Cuban premieie marks the first pres"The Covered
in a LatinAmericanentation of country.
TheWagon"
Caribbean
Film
Company, Paramount distributors in Cuba,
conducted a most aggressive campaign on behalf of the James Cruze special, and predicts
a record-breaking engagement at the Fausto,
which it owns and operates.
The next Latin-American countrj- to see"The Covered Wagon" will be Argentina,
Mr. Shauer having concluded arrangements
with Max - Glucksmann for its presentation
at the Capitol theatre in Buenos Aires.
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'WHEN A MAN'S A MAN'
CROWDS THEATRES

Reports from Many Cities Cla.im
Record Breaking Business
ACCORDING to reports received this week
by Irving M. Lesser, v.ce-president of
Principal Pictures Corporation, Haro d Bell
Wright's "When a Man's a Man," a First
National attraction, did a record b.-eakiiig business at Loew's "Vxtorla Theat/e, New York
City, last week ; has established itself as a
box-office sensat'on at the O.-pheum, Chicago, where it is in the second week of an
indefinite engagement: opened iy remarkable
attendance^ at Loew's Palace in Washington
and the Circle Theatre Ind anaoolis, and continues to create a furore throughout the
United States.
At Loew's 'Victoria in New York, "When
a Man's a Man," according to Mr. Lesser's
reports, played to some of the b CR-^sta attendphotoance and receipts ever rei'stered
play attraction at that theatre i he picture
opened to capacity on Thursday night and
for thewasensu'ng
four daysforofboth
its run
standing
room
at a premium
matinee
and
evening performances.

In Chicago,business
"When ata the
Man's
a Man"in did
phenomenal
Orpheum
its
first week. According to reports received by
Mr. Lesser from Aaron Jones, of Jones,
Linick and Schaefer, the picture is holding up
to b-g business in its second week and has
done so exceptionally well that its run is
indefinite.
"When in a Washington,
Man's a Man"D. opened
Loew's
Palace
C, lastat Sunday
to
and that
d'd it
so gives
well in
the first
fewcapacity
days ofhouses
the week
indications
of
registering
a
new
record
for
that
playhcuse.
At the Circle, Indianapolis, "When a Man's
a Man" also opened on Sunday night to record-breaking business. At the Melba Theatre, Dallas, Texas it broke all records last
week and in other cities throughout the
county the picture is also playing to phenomenal business.
^ ^
'WHITE SISTER' CONTINUES TO
BREAK HOUSE RECORDS
Breaking their house records is still an
event with exhibitors — one 'that arouses their
enthusiasm. Stan Brown, who used to manage the Garrick Theatre in Minneapolis and
who now manages the Strand at Green
Bay, Wisconsin, wrote in to L. A. Rozelle. Manager of Metro's office in Chianent " The
White shattered
Si.ster" : all rec"Lastcago, week
we have
o-ds for this theatre with 'The White
Anticipating his engagement of Rex Inr^rain's "Scaramouche," Mr. Brown wrote
in the same
letter :
"
Sister.'
"I had the pleasure of managing the
Garrick Theatre in Minneapolis while
'Scaramouche' played there last
Fall. I am anxious to duplicate
or better the Garrick success with
'Scaramouche' here at Green Bay."

d Parad
ise"e,
sone
s pictur
rred'
Prefe
/N"Poi
the value of a good prologue is demonstrated. It
gives a clear insight to
the story and prepares
one for the big events to
ra Tennant
follow. Barba
and Frankie Lee are
shown in a scene from
the prologue of the play

T. N T. CHARLES W. BARRELL
Secretary of the A M. P A. He is with the
V/estern tures. Electric
is makingat industrial
picHe has hiswhich
little kodak
the seashore.
TUCSON

LEADERS

BOOST

'SCARAMOUCHE'
Picture Acclaimed by Patrons and
Press as Masterpiece
XpOLLOWING a special presentation at the
Opera House in Tucson, Arizona, Rex Ingram's "Scaramouche" evoked the liveliest
enthusiasm from prominent people of the city.
Subsequently at
"Scaramouche"
a record
engagement
this theatre,played
winning
the
hearty support of the newspapers and the general public. Metro officials received letters
from Tucson leaders complimenting them on
possessing such a great production.
Miss Marion Burroughs Rhea, society and
dramatic editor of the Tucson Citizen wrote :
"I feel it a privilege to say that it is one of
the best presented and the most interesting
photoplays it has been my good fortune to
see. 'Scaramouche' *ruly portrays my own
Kate picture
B. Reynolds,
mental
of theCounty
book.'' School Superintendent wrote : "I recommend 'Scaramouche'
as a picture of unusual educational merit. I
can truthfully say that I enjoyed every minute of the production and I hope that every
one in Tucson will avail him or herself of
theCharles
opportunity
of seeing who
it." is on the staff
D. Anderson,
of the University of Arizona, declared that he
was sure that he was not extravagant "in
declaring
the bestto pictures Ihave'Scaramouche'
ever seen. Itoneis aofpleasure
me
to give my hearty endorsement."
* * *
PATHE SCORES VICTORY IN THE
'LEATHERSTOCKING' SERIAL
The Patheserial scored another distinctive
victory last week with the opening of "Leatherstocking''' at the Newman Theatre, leading
first-run house of Kansas City and recognized as one of the foremost motion picture
theatres of the country.
This is the first time in the history of. the
house that a chapter production has been
presented at the Newman, and Pathe officials point to the engagement as a definite
mark of approval on the part of a high-class
theatre of Pathe's policy of "bigger and better
serials," a policy which v-^as launched in Januwith theis release
of "The Wayin the
of acurrent
Man"
and arywhich
being maintained
release of "Leatherstocking."
The new serial, the first episode of which
was released generally on March 23, is
adapted from James Fenimore Cooper's famous "Leatherstocking Tales."
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BOX

BARRYMORE

OFFICE

SCORES

IN 'BEAU BRUMMEL'
Film Version of Famous Stage Play
Entitled to Rank Among Screen s
Great Achievements
BEAU BRUM MEL. Warner Brothers Photoplay. Adapted from Clyde Fitch's Stage
Play. Director, Harry Beaumont. Length,
9,900 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
George Bryan Brummel
John Barrymore
Lady Margery Alvanley
Mary Astor
George, Prince of Wales
Willard Louis
Duchess of York
Irene Rich
Mortimer
Alec B. Francis
Lady Hester Stanhope
Carmel Myers
Lord Alvanley
William Humphrey
Lord Stanhope
Richard Tucker
Lady Moira
Kate Lester
Mme. Bergere
Rose Dione
Lord Byron
Andre de Beranger
George Bryan Brummel, offio.T in the Tenth
Hussars sees his sweetheart. Lady Margery, forced
to wMd Lord Alvanley.
Brummel wins the
of hte Prince of Wales, leaves the regimentfavor
bea social Uon and England's arbiter' of
fashion.comes His
love affairs are numerous, but his
heart is true to Margery. He quarrels with the
u <=°'"Pe"ed to flee from his creditors,
and .finaUy dies in a French
madhouse,
a faithful servant
to witness his passing. with only
By George T. Pardy
XpNTITLED to rank among the really great
productions of the screen, "Beau'Brummer,"
be edlisted as a triumph not only
for Itsmust
celebrat
star, John Barrymore, but
for all concerned in its making. Since openmg at the Strand Theatre, New York, that
commodious house has been jammed to overflowing night and day. Judging by the enthusiastic reception given the picture, it seems
destined to prove as big a commercial success
as it is an artistic hit.
The costly settings, beautiful photography,
dazzling costumes and glowing society life of
the Georgian era combine to make this a
de luxe attraction of gorgeous proportions.
But fine a spectacle as it is, the real drawing
"Beau Brummel" lies in the story's
power
wistful ofpathos
and the marvelous acting of
John Barrymore.
Lavish backgrounds and brilliant accessories
provided with utter disregard of expense have
frequently failed to achieve their purpose
when associated with films where the human
interest note was lacking. But here we have
the colorful atmosphere and luxurious display, plus the warm outpouring of sympathy
which carries away an audience on a veritable
tidal wave of emotion.
At the beginning a mournful chord is
struck, when the two young lovers are forced
apart. Then the comedy current takes control,
as the Beau, basking in the sunshine of royal
favor, becomes the supreme arbiter of fashion,
treats Prince, acquaintances and creditors
with an air of languid, polite irony, re'gns
as society's recognized leader — and plays
lightly with women's hearts while his own is
breaking.
For despite the atmosphere of gaiety and
humorous interludes, sorrow lurks behind it
all, the secret sorrow of a man who smiles
disdainfully on the world and hoards bitter
memories within the temple of his soul. Only
for_ fleeting instants does he drop the mask of
indifference, and it is on these occasions that
the superb art of John Barrymore asserts
itself.
It was
the seewriter's
fortune
many
years
ago to
the lategood
Richard
Mansfield
impersonate Beau Brummel on the stage. It
is a wise old saw which avers that "com-

REVIEWS

parisons are od ou3,"' yet, like most profound
adages, it fails to fit some occasions, and this
is one of them. For, in justice to Mr. Barrymore, one can confidently assert that his conception and execution of the role does not
suffer by contrast with the Mansfield tradition.

PLEASING

DOMESTIC

DRAMA

'Why Get Married Pr sents Popular
Theme With Universal Appeal

'GET MARRTED.
Encore Photoplay. Released by Associated Exhibitors.
Author, William M. Conselman. Director,
Paul Ca:!eneiive. Length, 5,091 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Marcia Wainwrright
Andree Lafayette
Jack Wainwright
Jack Perrin
Janet Carroll
Helen Ferguson
Rodney
Strong
Bernard
Randall
Tames B Allen
Max Constant
Mr. Carroll
WilUam H. Turner
Mrs. Carroll
Orpha Alba
John Strong
Edwin B. Tilton
Marcia Wainwright, a young married woman, works
in the Robert Strong offices. Jantrt Carroll, another
employee, leaves when she weds James Allen. Jack
Wainwright,
withismisfortune
and becomes Marcia's
a fri.nghthusband,
handler.meets
Marcia
promoted
and a breach widens between her and Jack. Rodney
Strongmous letters
pays which
attention
anonyinjuretotheMarcia
Aliens.andJackwrites
Wainwright
makes
good,
discovers
Rodney's
plot,
thrashes
him
and wins back his wife. Marcia quits her position.
The Aliens are reconciled.
By George T. Pardy
'T'HIS picture offers pleasing entertainment.
It is well directed, handsomely photographed and presents a familiar but alwri'S
attractive theme, that of the business woman
who finds herself compelled to choose between a career and domestic happiness with
her husband. As this is a problem frequently
presented for solution in the lives of many
people, the film may be said to possess a universal appeal. It should prove a paying investment for smaller or neighborhood theatres.
As the story works out, it becomes evident
that the author is a firm believer in the theReference
Richard
Mansfield's
impersonation of the to
stage
character
is in order
when
married
woman's this
placeto ishisin own
her
exploiting the film. Fashion displays can
home,ory that
anda he
demonstrates
probably be arranged with leading stores,
satisfaction by a fairly logical chain of events
showing the contrasting styles of Beau Brumand
climax.
Plentybut ofwhenfolks
won't
agree happy
with him,
of course,
a picture
mel's times and the present day.
Play uo John Barrymore as appearing in is constructed so as to afford lots of material
for argument, it puts across a good selling
the greatest screen hit of his career and mention the other well-known members of the
point
right there,
Get Married"
start aand
large"Why
percentage
of speccast. Above all, don't be afraid to praise the will certainly
tators
talking
for
and
against
its
propaganda.
story
to
the
limit,
or
the
oroduction's
general
As a contrast to the business activities and
magnificence and artistic lure.
husband troubles of Marcia Wainwright, we
ANDREW J. CALLAGHAN
are shown the pleasant home life of Janet
President of Monogram Pictures Corporation whose Allen, who quits her job when she weds. But
pictures "The Mask of Lopez" and "The Whipping the Aliens are not without their trials, caused
Boss" caught the public's fancy and i!ts money by a scheming gent who writes Janet an
anonymous letter, hinting at a liaison between
Marcia and Jim Allen, who are employed in
the same establishment. Whereupon Janet
takes her baby and herself to her parents"
residence.
Everything is straightened out in the end,
however, the Aliens being reconciled and Marcia throwing aside her business worries in
favor of household duties. A bit of melodrama is injected into the proceedings, when
Jack Wainwright puts up a successful battle
with the thieves who try to rob the freight
warehouse where he works, and again, when
he administers a thrashing to Rodney Strong,
the chapfectionwho
attempts
to steal Marcia's afand libels
Jim Allen.
The action throughout is fairly fast and
exteriors and interiors are skillfully filmed.
Such catch phrases as — "Should a Married
Woman Work?" — "Is Marriage a Bar to Advancement in Business?" — "Can True Love
Survive the Handicap of Outside Interests?"
— are suggested as advertising aids. You can
exploit this as a strong domestic drama and
play up Andree Lafayette as a foreign star
of unusual beauty and international reputation,
the player who scored such a notable success
in "Trilby."
There is the same keen understanding of
dramatic values, the subtle movements and
apparently unconscious attention to the development of minor details, seemingly unimportant inthemselves, but of such vital consequence in rounding off and perfecting a characterizat'on,
which made Richard Mansfield's
work immortal.
Mr. Barrymore's exquisite pantomime is a
lasting joy to the observer, whether he is engaged in flirting, loosing sharp-edged shafts
of sarcasm at the bulky prince, fighting a
duel, lovemaking or posing as the glass of
fashion. Of the last scene, with its cruelly
realistic, savage outbreak of wild insanity and
the death of the weary, old shattered dandy,
it is only necessary to say that Barrymore is
the one actor of today who could play it with
such tremendous force and poignant appeal.
The dissolving views by means of which the
spirits of the unhappy lovers are shown arising from their bodies, young and beautiful,
as in the lost hours of the distant past, to
unite at last, are mercifu'ly effective.
Mary Astor is a sweetly charming heroine,
Willard Louis struts imposingly and makes a
worthy
foil to Barrymore
in the
of the
the
rotund Prmce
George, Irene
Richro'efills
part of the Duchess of York with quiet
dignity, and every member of the talented
cast
success.in support contributes to the feature's

WHY
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BOX
'THREE WEEKS' IS
BOX OFFICE WINNER
Elinor Glyn Story, Lavishly Produced,
Registers as Valuable Attraction
for Any Theatre
THREE WEEKS. Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Photoplay. Author, Elinor Glyn. Director, Alan Crosland. Length, 7,468 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The Queen
Aileen Pringle
Paul Verdayne
Conrad Nagel
King Constantine
John Sainpolis
Sir Charles Verdayne
H. Reeves Smith
Petrovich
Stuart Holmes
Vasilli
Mitchell Lewis
Vercho£E
Robert Cain
Dmitry
Nigel De Brullier
Mitzi
Claire De Lorez
Anna
Dale Fuller
The Queen of Sardalia leaves her dissipated husband for a trip tr- S-witzeriand. There Paul
Verdayne, a young Englishman, becomes her lover.
The King sends men to kill Paul, brut he escapes
them. The Queen bids him farewell, without revealing her identity. Three years later she sends
for him. The lovers meet again, but she is slain
by the King,, who in turn dies at the hand of a
servant As time passes Paul becomes a great
British statesman. Visiting Sardalia, he sses his
son reigning as monarch of that country.
By George T. Pardy
TT looks as though Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
studios have turned out a real box office
hummer in "Three Weeks." The picture has
all the properties which hit the public fancy,
a story of romantic passion, jealousy and revenge, melodramatic thrills and suspense ; the
whole outlined against magnificent backgrounds and lavish settings, both exteriors and
interiors beautifully lighted and filmed. It
will fill the bill satisfactorily at any theatre,
large or small.
Not the least surprising thing about this
feature is that Director Alan Crosland managed to develop it from a novel notorious
for sensual urge and astonishing frankness,
and yet kept the picture free from unpleasant
sexual suggestion. Not that "Three Weeks"
is likely to disappoint readers of the book
from which it is adapted by handing them a
cold storage edition of Elinor Glyn's celebrated narrative. On the contrary the famous
love scenes are depicted with realistic warmth,
but — and here lies the crux of the matter —
there isn't a hint of coarseness or touch of
vulgarity in the entire production.
Of course, it would be a difficult job to dope
out any kind of a moral out of a tale which
has for its main theme an illicit love affair,
but seekers for amusement are not usually in
search of a moral, anyway. "Three Weeks'"
isn't designed to appeal to the juvenile trade,
but adult patrons will find it alluringly artistic and so delicately " handled that even a
hard-boiled censor would be puzzled where to
slash it.
Take one instance — the big debauch of that
royal rake. King Constantine, and his merry
crew of roisterers. This court revel is a
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marvel of riot and splendor, full of ginger
and alive with color, but thanks to Mr. Crosland's craft, it fascinates without repelling
the spectator. There are some mighty fine
mob scenes at the beginning, and the tigerskin and bed of roses episodes which develop
in the love affair between Paul Verdayne and
the queen are remarkably effective.
It's an unusual thing for a heroine to be
killed off in a picture without hurting its
commercial value, but in this particuliar case,
the work
passing
Constantine's
isn't
apt
to
out ofadversely.
In a queen
sense, it
atones
for whatever she may have done unethically.
And when the first-night audience at the
Capitol Theatre, New York, witnessed her
death, its members were clearly affected by
the pathos of the scene, the tragedy struck
home, but did not arouse opposition. Maybe,
if the story finished there, a different result
might have been achieved. But Paul is shown
as making a great name for Jiimself in after
years, even as the dead woman would have
wished, and returning to Sardalia to see his
son occupying the throne, a clever bit of plotmanipulation which clears away the gloom
considerably.
Dramatic honors go to Aileen Pringle for
her splendid work in the role of Sardalia's
queen. In fact much of the picture's success
must
be attributed
to Miss Pringle's
and appealing
impersonation
of the life-like
stately
lady who wears a crown yet falls a victim
to her passion for the young Briton. Conrad
Nagel portrays Paul with his usual polish and
finished art, but his performance lacks the intense fire and spirit which distinguishes the
leading woman's characterization. Nigel De
Brulier, Stuart Holmes, Mitchell Lewis and
John Sainpolis and others in the large cast
give excellent support.
The title is a big factor in exploiting this
feature. A tie-up with book stores on the
novel ought to bring good results, as it is
still a favorite in the fiction market, although
written sixteen years ago. You can safely
praise the story as a sensational love romance,
aglow with thrills and passionate color, beautifully photographed and elaborately produced.
Aileen Pringle should be featured in your advertising. Conrad Nagle, Mitchell Lewis, John
tioning.
Sainpolis and Stuart Holmes are worth menFEATURES

MONTY

BANKS

'Racing Luck' Stars Short Subject Comedian in Lively Five Reeler
RACING LUCK. Associated Exhibitors
Photoplay. Authors, Lex Neal and Gene
Haves. Director, Herman C. Raymaker.
Length, 4,819 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The Boy
Monty Banks
The Girl
Helen Ferguson
The Mother
Martha Franklin
The Father
D. Mitzoras
The Uncle
Lionel Belmore
Tony Mora
Francis MacDonald
Cafe Proprietor
WiUiam Blaisdell

vivid

^

charac-^
onlt}

JohnBarnimoreH
Could Characterize

M
^"Bea
Mary
Carmel
Myers,
Irene
Rich,Tucker
mFrancis.
m
me
r
WillardAstor.
Louis,B
Alec
Richard
^

A young Italiian immigrant comes to New York
and falls in love with a girl. They become dancing
partners in a cafe. Tony Mora, gang leader, is
jealous of him and gives him some rough moments,
but the
he whips
Tony's tocrowd
knockshe
out
leader.several
Havingof learned
drive and
a Ford,
is induced to enter a road raoe. Conspirators lock his
racing oar in high gear and it has no brakes. He
findfe himself in serious difficulties but wins the
girl and all ends well.
By George T. Pardy
"DACING LUCK" provides another
favored comedian of the two-reeler
circuit with the means of making his debut in the feature field. This time it is
Monty Banks, and there is every reason
for believing that he has hooked up with
an attraction which will make the chaps
who check the receipts grin contentedly.
The picture is a deftly constructed, uncommonly well directed blend of effective
melodrama and crisp, clean comedy, with
a seasoning of pathos; prettily photographed and presented by a capable cast of
players. It should win favor with any
kind of an audience, containing as it doea
all the elements of popular appeal.
As given above in synopsis form there
doesn't seem to be much to the plot, but
it is surprising how this simple tale of an
immigrant lad and his adventures, amusing and otherwise, in the New World,
shoots over the thrill wallops and radiates
breezy humor from the screen. There's
five reels of it, and never an inch of padding in the lot.
From the moment the Italian lad starts
across the water for Uncle Sam's domain
you are interested, because he somehow
impresses one as a regular fellow, 'f he
is a foreigner, and you feel that you are
going tothelikecomedy
him. stuff
Even develops,
in the film's
early
stages
as when
the hero is about to drink to the Statue
of Liberty, then in sight, and his glass is
snatched away ere it touches the lips by
a uniformed
erful Volsteadofficial
law. enforcing the all-powBut the most sensational and at the
same time mirthful episode develops when
the hero, knowing nothing about auto
mechanics excepting what he has learned
in propelling a flivver, enters a road race
and finds himself perched at the wheel
of a racer locked in high gear and minus
brakes. As the machine cuts circles, hops
out into fields and performs all sorts of
incredible antics, the fun grows fast and
furious and the onlookers alternately rock
with laughter and gasp in sympathy with
the amateur driver in his hairbreadth escapes from sudden death.
Monty Banks, as might be expected, is
immense in the comedy bits which fall to
his share as the lead, but much may also
be said in praise of the dramatic strength
of his work in impersonating the immigrant lad. Helen Ferguson is a charming
heroine. Francis MacDonald takes off the
rowdy gang leader to the very life and
the support is adequate. Exteriors and
interiors are well filmed and trick shots
are utilized with good effect.
Tell the fans that this picture mark,>»
the entry of Monty Banks into feature
starring prominence. They are well acquainted with to
his like
comedy
"shorts"^
and are sure
him stuff
in hisin new
vehicle. Play up the big road race and difficulties encountered by an amateur under such conditions, praise the picture as
a unique combination of melodrama, pathos
and comedy, and give Francis MacDonald
and Lionel Belmore, as well as Helen
Ferguson, a boost in your exploitation.
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the rattling crack of musketry was that in
which Harold helps a sweet, young, poor little
SCORE
rich girl outwit a railroad conductor, by hiding her doggie under the profuse beard of a
sleeping passenger. Throughout the trip,
With
Comedy
'Girl Shy Rollicking
Harold is perfectly delightful with his disMany New Gags and Stunts
tinctly individual portrayal of the shy, stamy. Remering youth made to enjoy the young woGIRL SHY. Harold Lloyd Photopla
leased by Pathe. Story by Sam Taylor.
man'shecompany
despite
So muchto
so,
that
finally
getshisupafflictions.
spunk enough
and
Assisted by Ted Wilde, Tim IVhelan
buy
her
a
box
of
Cracker
Jacks.
Tommy Gray. Directed by Fred NewThis love-at-first-sight has the usual commeyer and Sam Taylor. Length, 7,600
Feet.
plications, and later meetings lead to a pledge
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
of troth. The situation develops a subsequent dismal climax when Harold receives
Harold Lloyd
The Poor Boy
Jobyna Ralston word of the publisher's rejection of his manuThe Rich Girl
Richard Daniels
The Poor Man
script, and motivated by a spirit of self-sacriCarlton Griffith
The Rich Man
fice he sends her word that their engagement
Harold Meadows, a timid stammering young is off. The darkest hour arrives when he
com- learns that out of pure pique she has accepted
townoftailor,
apprenticefortabletoin thea small
an asEskimo
a girlis asabout
presence
in the tropics. His knowledge of the fair sex is the proposal of a former suitor. True to
slight, but this does not restrain him proverbial form, at the very darkest moment,
appallingly
from
writing a book. One which purports to stand fate takes a hand and sends down some hectic
as an epic on the secret of winning the heart of shafts of bright shimmering dawn.
the wily, evasive female. He finishes the masterWow ! Things begin to hum. The plot
piece and forthwith leaves for the big city to
make some publisher happy. On the train he meets commences to hit on all six as Harold disa pretty girl, who falls' in love with him at first
covers acheck in the next mail, running into
sight. The two meet later in the country, and
four figures, from the publisher, who on secpledge
their
troth.
Subsequently
Harold's
literary
masterpiece is returned to him, with a curt rejecond thought decides to publish the manuscript
tion by the ungrateful publisher. Harold immedi- as a joke book. The figures are not the only
ately calls of! his engagement, and the girl accepts
the proposal of a former suitor. Later, a change things that run. Harold, for a starter, hits
of heart on the part of the publisher brings an the high spots in a desperate attempt to get
acceptance
a good-sized
Harold,
which
he and
makes
desperate check
effortsto to
reachupon
his to his girl, who is that day slated to don
forsaken sweeheart before the ill-fated wedding the bridal veil.
takes place. He is sucoessfuU but not before he
The gag, m which our hero misses the train,
has thrown a whole city into a panic by his ruth- by stammering just a few syllables too long m
less violation of traffic, police rules and other
sundries within a radius of twenty miles of his buying his ticket brought its just reward.
fair
all's so.
well that ends However, trains are not the only thing that
well, damsel's
and in home.
this case,However,
particularly
"locomote." So Harold proceeds to set the
whole town loco in his spirited attempt to
By Michael L. Simmons
beat the law of gravitation and traffic. In
fact he succeeds, if one is to judge by the
TTAROLD
LLOYD
at his
"acrobatingest."'
Harold in
a tender,
lilting
love affair. antics of the various vehicles which he conOne involving all the emotional fluctuations
scripts in each case with never so much as
found in serious drama. Finally, Harold
Ahe "by
your
flivver
flops,
uses a bike.leave"
When! When
the bikethebends,
he grabs
winning
defyingmediums
law', orderof
and fate his
withladythefair
aid after
of various
a traffic policeman's motorcycle. When this
locomotion, which might well stand as an exout, he purloins — actually purloins — a
hibit on the evolution of vehicles, primitive gives
trolley
car. The trolley comes to grief, but
and modern.
not Harold, for he quickly maneuvers a team
of dashing-mad truck horses in his chase
Loew's New York Roof was the scene
of this showing, and if ever a film was put against time.
to the acid test by a highly critical audience
Zam-Powie-Biff ! How folks do take for
cover as our hero punishes territory, until
"Girl Shy" is the picture. Fifteen hundred
exhibitors, (a rough guess) turned out to see with an additional crunch, slam and a bang,
the screening. Case-hardened showmen — old- he goes right through a window, just in time
timers, ostensibly versed in the devices of the
the preachers
"Do youthrows
take the"
movie gagster, joined unrestrainedly with to
In interrupt
true cave-man
style Harold
their children, with reviewers and critics, in girl
over his shoulder, and to the accompanigiving vent to one long symphony of laughs.
ment of terrific handclapping and cheers from
Need one say more as a tribute to a picture the spectators — the ones at the theatre, not
that purports to be funny !
at the wedding — carries her away for himself.
Like good wine Harold Lloyd improves
Satisfying, rollicking entertainment.
with age. The acquisition of the years seems
Concerning suggestions for exploitation,
to have brought him a more thoughtful at- what better than to use every available means
tentiveness and regard for the story part of for notifying folks that Harold is once more
at your theatre. You might try the Lloyd
a film. In "Girl Shy," this is particularly
noticeable, with the ^consequence of a logical street ballyhoo of a young man, by the proper
plot and perfectly coherent continuity keeping aid of make-up and the famous shell-rims,
pace with every inch of the action. There
simulating the celebrated comedian. Have
is a satisfaction to this that leaves the ob- him give out cards, denoting the name and
server with no lack of pleasurable thrills.
the location of our theatre. You might, too,
The picture starts placidly enough with the with distinct profit, put up a lobby sign in
the shape of huge spectacle frames, which
hero, Harold Meadows, apprenticed to a tanktown tailor, and running to cover like a rab- would undoubtedly convey the fact that a
bit, if he but sees the hem of a feminine
Lloyd picture is in the offing, something
are immune.
dress in any part of his field of vision. Nat- to which few picturegoers
* * *
urally his experience with the members of
the fair sex is nil and his knowledge of them
'SPEEJACKS' SCENIC A WONDER
less so, but this does not restrain him from
aspiring to literary authorship, with the sub- Globe Encircling Cruise of Motor Boat
"How to as
WintheWomen,"
or words
Beautifully Photographed in
effect ject,
serving
vehicle for
his pen.to that
Feature Film
The fun begins when Harold starts for the
big city, with his finished brain child, there AROUND THE WORLD IN THE SPEEJACKS. Paramount Si.v Reel Travelogue.
to enlist
publisher's
aid in startling
gaping worlda with
his masterpiece.
A gag awhich
Photographed
by Ira J. Ingraham. Depicttouched a mirthful chord that resounded like
ing the Around-the-W orld Cruise of Mr.
HAROLD

ROLLS UP
BIG LAUGH

(Continued)
and Mrs. A. .¥. Go'iven in Their 98 Foot
Motor Boat.
By George T. Pardy
in the
reallyof striking
is
HERE
such gorgeous
line — a scenic
feature something
proportions and enthralling interest that it
provides wonderful entertainment, quite apart
from its undoubted educational values, for
adults and young ones alike. At full length,
it is worthy of a place on any program, but
should an exhibitor so desire, he can show
the picture in two reel installments and rest
assured that even in series form it will add
materially to his box office receipts.
When Commodore Albert Y. Gowen, of the
Cleveland Yacht Club, and his wife and crew
steamed out of New York Harbor on August
21, 1921, in the little Speejacks, a voyage
around the globe commenced which has no
precedent in maritime history. With them
went Ira J. Ingraham, former Burton Holmes
due the presenskillofis strange
to whose
cameraman,
tation of these
views
people,
stranger customs and nooks and corners of
foreign lands hitherto unknown to the screen.
It was a honeymoon trip and probably the
oddest ever taken by a pair of newly weds.
Commodore Gowen is quoted as stating that
he wouldn't risk it again for all the wealth
in Uncle Sam's treasury, and after seeing
some of the shots of the gallant little craft
battling with wind and wave, to say nothing
of the privations encountered by the party,
we think he has the correct idea.
Sixteen months elapsed and 39,000 miles
were covered before the Speejacks returned
to her home port. As recorded in the log
the route was as follows: New York, Panama, Tahiti, Samoa, Fiji Islands, New CaleGuinea, Celedonia, Sydney,
bes Islands,
Java,Australia,
Singapore,NewSumatra, Ceylon,
India, Egypt, Crete, Greece, Sicily, Naples,
Marseiles,'
Barcelona,
Cape Verde
Islands, Porto
Rico, «Gibraltar,
Miami, Norfolk
and
back to New York.
Now while there is no attempt made at
telling a story in this picture, it is packed so
full of adventurous stuff and genuine thrills
that the observer naturally reflects that a canny
scenario writer could obtain material from
it which could be utilized as basis for half
a dozen screen melodramas. And considered
from an artistic standpoint, there is little use
in trying to describe the beautiful photography
and natural settings. Mere printed words
won't avail to convey an accurate impression
of this film.
Evidently
"nothinghis got
by" Mr.
Ingraham
once
he unlimbered
faithful
camera.
There
are colorful shots of every port where the
Speejacks stuck in her undaunted nose. India,
land of mystery, contributes some wondrous
Oriental bits, the ocean views are nothing
short of amazing, in Bequa we gaze wide-eyed
at the antics of the Fiji Islanders walking
unconcernedly wnth bare feet on red-hot stones,
previously subjected to the action of fire for
twenty-four hours.
The girls of Java disport themselves in hula
hula dances which are the real thing and
guaranteed to make many a Broadway showman turn green with envy; and particularly
grewsome, yet fascinating, is the sight of the
crawling savages of New Guinea, with their
polka-dot faces,"' caused by an especially weird
process of tattooing.
Space does not permit of further detail,
but enough has been said to give the exhibitor
an idea of what this feature has to offer his
patrons. Tie-ups with schools and educational
organizations are naturally suggested in exploiting it. Sporting goods stores, motor
boat enthusiasts and publications, travel magazines, etc., can be utilized in spreading the
tidings of what the little Speejacks and her
daring crew accomplished.
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'Mrs. Dane's Confession^ Made Abroad,
Carries Slender Appeal for
Critical Audiences
MRS. DANE'S CONFESSION. F. B. 0.
Photoplay. Author Not Credited. Director, Michael Fertes.
Length 4,800 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dorothy Robey
Lucy Doraine
Her Husband
William Farleigh
The Count ..Count Ludwig Salm Von Hoogstraten
Dorothy Robey, engaged to William Farleigh,
jilts him in favor of a Count, who marries her.
spends her fortune and murders h';r father, without
being called to account for the crime. She obtains
a divorce and weds Farleigh and a baby is born.
The Count reappears, attempts to blackmail her
and threatens to take aWay her child. In despera^
tion she kills him. Arrested, she tells her story
in full and is acquitted by the jury. The action
develops in Paris.
By George T. Pardy
T^HE best that can be said for this picture
is that it may get by in the cheaper houses,
or where a frequent change of bill occurs.
It will not appeal favorably to critical audiences or meet the entertainment demands
of high-class theatres.
The film was made abroad, and although
only recently released, over two years have
elapsed since the date of its production. Why
"Mrs. Dane Confession" was kept securely
canned for such a lengthy period is best
known to those concerned in its marketing,
but having finally emerged from seclusion
it
doesn't
destined to achieve any great
degree
of seem
popularity.
The story registers as pretty crude melodrama of the sort which a good many European directors are fond of playing horse
with — dragging in a titled rake, an unhappy
wife, a jilted lover, murder, blackmail following on a second marriage of the abused
woman,
the she
latter's
acquittal
a sympathetic
jury, after
squelches
the by
villain
for good.
There's a lot of sensational stuff smeared
through the five reels, the action moves at
a tolerably fast clip, but the whole thing is
fearfully and wonderfully stagey, and none
too well staged at that. For the feature
never loses its artificial atmosphere, even in
those situations where a thrill is worked up to.
A palpable striving for effect on the part of
the players destroys the illusion.
Poor direction has a great deal to answer
for,
no todoubt,
but the
the film's
failure
entertain
liescause
deeperof than
that.
In
the first tastes,
place the
isn't of
suited
American
not narrative
on account
moralto
shortcomings,
for but
there's
no sexit suggestiveness
in evidence,
because
is frankly
disagreeable and not particularly convincing.
And candor compels the admission that not
only Count Ludwig Salm Von Hoogstraeten,
featured in the role of the wicked nobleman, but the other members of the cast belong distinctly in the "not so good" class.
The most important thing about the Count
is his title, the weighty consciousness of
which is probably responsible for the stilted
Von Hoogstraeten walk and automatic movements, his general air being that of a singularly large and graceless puppet.
Lucy Doraine is a good-looking girl, who
plays Dorothy Robey with rather too much
vehemence and insufficient natural ease, while
William Farleigh gives a colorless impersonation of the rejected but later successtul
suitor. The photography throughout is
somewliat indistinct and suffers from bad
lighting.
You can exploit this as a melodrama, of
foreign construction, with sensational atmosphere, butyour
don'tpatrons
go too may
far be
in disappointed.
praising the
story, or
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None of the players are known to American
fans, so their names cannot be said to possess advertising value.
* * *
GOOD PROGRAM ATTRACTION
'Yankee Madness,' a Central American
Melodrama Sizzling With Action
YANKEE MADNESS.
F. B. 0. Photoplay. Author Not Credited. Director,
Charles R. Seeling. Length, 4,680 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Richard Morton
George Larkin
Dolores
Biliie Dove
Pablo de Gardo
Walter Long
Rodolfo Eraanon
Elarl Schenck
Estaban
Manuel Camere
Theresa
OUie Kirby
Robert Morton
Arthur Millett
President Dominguez
J. L. Powell
Richard
Morton
Spanish
girl,
from
bandits
who rescues
attack Dolores,
her in"a New
Orleans.
Learning tliat she has gone to Sevilla, Qentral
AmJerica, he follows. A revolution is in progress.
Richard heads the forces of President Dominguez
and defeats the rebels. He ."vaves Dominguez and
Dolores from their enj^my, Rodolfo Emanon. It
transpires
Richard winsthathershefor ishisthewife.president's daughter.
By George T. Pardy
A GOOD program attraction ! In localities where they want red-hot scraps and
sizzling
the toway
"Yankee It
Madness"
ought to action
fill theallbill
perfection.
bristles
with improbabilities, but that sort of thing
is to be expected in pictures of the straight
hurricane melodrama type. The fact remains
that lots of folks will enjoy this stormy
riot of romance and revolution, and those who
refuse to take it seriously will get a laugh.
Whenever a young American hero of filmland wanders into a Central or South American Republic it follows as a matter of course
that he proceeds to boss the entire show, so
to speak. So nobody will feel surprised when
they see Richard Morton leading the Government forces to victory and injecting a
touch of fancy pugilism into the game by
walloping several adversaries in a bunch with
fists that appear to pack a punch of dynamic
violence.
If the action slacked up for a moment and
gave the spectators time to think matters
over, their interest in the whirlwind rush of
events would lessen considerably. But director Charles Seeling keeps the tension tight
by hurling one exciting situation upon the
heels of another, there are no restful periods
from the instant when gallant Dick first
encounters Dolores and beats blazes out of
three thugs attacking her, until a crashing
finale is attained and the maiden becomes
his exclusive property.
George Larkin is very much at home in
roles of the Richard Morton kind. A splendid
he needs
no "double"
smashingathlete,
melodramatic
scenes
where thein average
leading man would cut an uncommonly poor
figure if called upon to perform certain physical feats which are merely child's play for
the trained Larkin muscles. Also, he registers as an actor of no mean ability, and
his performance as a whole deserves hearty
commendation. He is well supported, Billie
Dove playing the pretty senorita with alluring grace and Walter Long scoring a hit as
the plotting revolutionary general.
The photography includes many fine tropical views, the army groups and engagements
are exceedingly well filmed and clear lighting
prevails.
You can exploit this as a lively melodrama
with every foot of its five reels crammed
with fast and exciting action. Play up
George Larkin's work as the Yankee lover,
he has a strong following among the fans,
and mention Billie Dove, Walter Long and
Earl Schenck, all good names with advertising value and exploitation possibilities.

HOXIE

SCORES

IN WESTERNER

''The Galloping Ace' Offers Spectacular
Riding, Scraps, Comedy and
Love Interest
THE GALLOPING ACE. Universal PhoAuthor, Jacques
Jaccard.
Director,
Robert toplay.
North
Bradbury.
Length,
4,560
Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jim Jordan
Jack Morris
Hoxie
Anne
Morse
Margaret
David Kincaid
Robert McKim
Zack Williams
Frank Rice
Louise Williams
Julia Brown
Susie Williams
Dorothea Wolbert
Fred
Fred Humes
Jim Jordan, ex-cowboy and service man, obtains
aZack
job Williams,
on Anne isMorse's
ranch,
whereowner
his buddy,
working.
Kincaid,
of an
adjoining quarry, plots to get possession of the
Morse land, which contains valuable black marble
deposits. Failimg to foreclose an illegal mortgage,
Kincaid attempts to take the land by force. Jordan
and Williams' fight off Kincaid's men with dynamite. Kincaid's schemes are defeated and Jordan
weds Anne.
By George T. Pardy
HTHIS latest Jack Hoxie feature ought
to bring satisfactory box office returns
in theatres where Western pictures are much
in demand. There is the usual amount of
melodramatic action, including some spectacular hand-to-hand fighting and riding
stunts, well sustained love interest and a
judicious sprinkling of comedy.
In one way the film may be said to diverge
from the conventional line of average Western plots, as the story hinges upon the efforts
of a chap who owns a black marble quarry
to obtain possession of land belonging to the
heroine, which he knows to be rich in that
rare and salable article of commerce. _This
mercantile speculation leads up to a numter
of complications which result in a peculiarly
effective and unusual scene, that in which
Kincaid's attempt to seize the coveted property is foiled by the hero and his buddy,
both ex-service men, who put their war
knowledge to good use by scaring off the
assailants with dynamite.
Jack Hoxie and his beautiful white horse
are continually in evidence, the rider living
up
the picture's
doing someof speed
stuffto which
will wintitle
the byadmiration
adult
patrons and appeal especially to the kids. His
big scrap with the villain, which starts on
a hill, includes a mad man-hunt through a
tunnel and dive into a river, is as full of
thrills and ginger as the most ardent lover
of furious combat could desire.
A good deal of sympathy is aroused for
the hero at the start, when he returns from
France, to find himself out of a job and up
against it generally. Although the "neglected ex-service" man is a pretty familiar sight
on the screen nowadays, he usually finds
favor with movie audiences, if the director
is careful not to overdo the sentimental
angle. In the present case, Robert Bradbury has handled his theme with good judgment, and Jim Jordan's predicament is
stressed just sufficiently to earn him the liking of thenecessary
spectators,
without going to unlengths.
The love interest Is well developed and
excellent photography is ever in evidence.
Jack tomary
Hoxie
the Margaret
hero with Morris
his cus-is
dash andplays
energy,
an alluring Anne Mo.'-se and vigorous support
is given the principals by Robert McKim,
Frankbers ofRice,
Julia Brown and other memthe cast.
■Where Jack Hoxie is a strong favorite
his name should be played up in the exploitation, Margaret Morris and Robert McKim are also worthy of mention. You can adWestern
thatinhasn't
dull
moment vertiseinthis as
it, awith
a story
which a love,
romance and thrills mingle in equal parts.
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The

Fea^ture
BARNEY OLDFIELD TO APPEAR
Good Opportunity is Muffed
IN PATHE COMEDY
IVEELY EDWARDS and Bert Roach
Barney Oldfield, who has starred repeatedly
' run the slap-stick route with the customary props and ideas that go to make up on the auto racing course, is about to make
the average comedy. The story has possibil- his debut on the screen. Oldfield's initial
ities, but they are lost in the maze of do- appearance as a motion picture player will
mestic wrangling. Edwards and Roach are be made in a new Hal Roach comedy for
good comedians but in this picture they Pathe, in which Charley Chase plays the feahave little to work with and the few
tured role.
laughs are won through great effort on the
The ploits
funas a film
is built
aroundLeoChase's
exracing
driver.
McCarey,
part of the team.
the
director,
wanted
to
inject
some
genuine
The story deals with what we may ex- racing atmosphere into the picture ; and with
pect to see in 1964 when the fair sex has
the assistance of H. M. Walker, title editor
usurped
of man's
forcedIt for Hal Roach and close friend of the racing
him to all
accept
the privileges
domestic and
duties.
shows women in politics and as leaders in celebrity, Mr. Oldfield was induced to appear in part of the action. Aside from his apbusiness, and men as the object of chase.
pearance in the news weeklies, his part in
Edwards takes the part of a demure the Hal Roach
comedy will mark the first
husband and Bert Roach is the female ice
time that Oldfield has taken his racing presdispenser who tries to win Neely's affectige to the screen. * * *
tion. Neely's wife discovers the affair
and a battle ensues after which the husband promises to love, honor and obey.
MAY PRODUCE 'GULLIVER'
"Gulliver's Travels," Dean Swifts famous
The oustanding scene is that of a "flapperette" who vamps Neely while he is do- old story of the land of Lilliput, with its
ing the family marketing. She inveigles diminutive people, and Brobdignag, where
him to ride in her limousine and when he men were giants, may soon live again in pictures. Plans are being discussed at Uniobjects to "petting" he is thrown from the
machine and forced to make his way home
versal City for producing the famous old
on the hoof. He has evidently been in story, known to every child m the world,
the same predicament before as he pro- with a company of tiny actors and a giant
duces apair of roller skates and makes the or two, and a big all star cast.
best of the situation.
Preliminary conferences were held during
As a whole, the picture is under the av- the week between William Koenig, general
erage, and although there is a large class production manager, who has long talked of
of picture patrons who enjoy slap stick, putting the noted tale into screen form, and
they like to have originality injected into James O'Neill, who visited Universal City
the action.
with his entire troupe of Lilliputians — known
* * *
in vaudeville as "Irving's Midgets," for the
conference.
* * *
Pal Does His Bit
Universal
2 reels
THE LINE IS BUSY
Pal, the dog-star, goes through bis
Work has begun on the eighth episode
paces in this picture. He is called upon
of
F. B. O's new "Telephone Girl" series
to perform many feats that require excep- under
the direction of Mai St. Clair, Altional training and it is too bad he is not
berta Vaughn is featured again as the
utilized in making a picture of more value. switchboard
queen, Glady Murgatroyd,
This dog is one of the most intelligent ani- and the comics, Al Cooke, Kit Guard and
mals on the screen and to use him in Gertie Short remain in the cast. There
ordinary slap-stick is out of place. Slap- will be twelve episodes in the series which is
stick and custard pie artists are as plentiful as dandelions in the spring so why based on the Cosmopol'tan Magazine stnr'pwaste the dog's talent in producing a mediocre picture?
Pal does\his best to produce fun and
whatever
in "Checking Out" is
due
entirelyis toamusing
his efforts.
The picture centers around a hotel where
Pal is assistant to the house detective. A
band of robbers enter the hotel and as
they are about to carry away the loot they
are discovered. Pal holds the theives at
bay with revolvers until the police arrive.
He takes several shots at the prisoners to
demonstrate his marksmanship.
The picture will, no doubt, find favor
with children and will perhaps appeal to
Jf: * *
dog lovers.

'Bi^

WILL ROGERS TO BURLESQUE
AMERICAN POLITICIANS
Hal Roach, the Pathe producer, appreciates
that timehness in a subject makes for additional box-office value from the exhibitor's
angle. With the presidential year at hand
and mafter of political importance engaging
the attention of the nation, Mr. Roach decided upon a series of three two-reel comedies, featuring Will Rogers in stories having
a political backgrqund.
The first of these comedies has already been
completed. The action is built around Rogers'
election to Congress and is said to be an exceedingly clever bit of screen satire. The
second, on which Rogers is now engaged under the direction of Rob Wagner, will show
"Congressman"
Rogers
floundering
but none the less
manfully
in the helplessly
maze of
Washington's
social
activities.
of
the series, the
Pathe
star willInbetheseenthirdat
the Court of St. James.
Advices from the Coast state that extreme
precautions are being taken to avoid any suggestion of political partisanship or bias m
the filming of these three pictures. The political atmosphere merely furnishes the setting for a profusion of scintillating comedy
and gentle, inoffensive satire at which Rogers
is so adept.
^ ^ ^
HARRY SWEET TURNS DIRECTOR
Harry Langdon, the Mack Sennett star who
is appearing in a series of two-reel comedies
started work last week on a new comedy
special under the direction of Harry Sweet,
who has heretofore been known on the screen
as a featured comedian.
The transfer of Sweet's activities from the
actors ro'e to that of director is in consequence of a theory advanced by Richard
Jones, supervising director for Mack Sennett.
Mr. Jones is of the opinion that a man like
Harry Sweet, who has himself been featured
before the camera, can direct another star
more efficiently than one who has never appeared before the camera. Mr. Jones is looking to Director Sweet to advance materially
the difficult art of comedy direction.
In the new comedy subject, which Harry
Langdon
has Madeline
started under
Sweet's and
direction,
Alice Day,
Hurlock,
Andy
Clyde are prominently cast in the support.

Lltde

BOBBY

T. N. T. HARRY E. LEWIS
A member of the Naked Truth committee. He
i-; a Pathe publicity writer and one of the few lefthanded "I'll tell the world" writers in captivity

VERNON TO MAKE SERIES
FOR EDUCATIONAL
Announcement is made this week of the
closing of contracts whereby Educational
Film Exchanges will release a series of Bobby Vernon comedies beginning in the fall of
this year, and adding another producing unit
to the large program which E. W. Hammons
president of Educational, is arranging for
the season of 1924-25.

T. N. T. J. IRVING GREENK
He hobnobs with editors for Pathe and his pathos
and sentiment never tails to obtain soa^e for his
"true" stories. He's a busy resitlt getter.
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'SAFE AND SANE' IS SAFE
Christie comedy
2 rc-els
Jimmie Adams shows his ability as a comedian
and more
Sane."of The
storythan
is unusualin "Safe
and carries
a plot
the
average short subject. The cast is good and
there is just enough slap stick to brighten it.
The story dwells with a safe opening contest in which Jimmy wins the prize. He
was formerly granted a diploma in a first
class burglar school where he graduated with
high honors. He reformed and worked for a
safe company and by chance knew the combination of the safe to be cracked in the
contest. One of the provisions was that he
must open a safe in the hortie of the safe
merchant. He encounters competition and after many escapades manages to clean up on
the real burglars and incidently win the hand
of Vera Stedman, a female detective.
The unusual theme gives Adams an opportunity to display his wares and he takes advantage of it by putting over a clever laugh
producer.
The outstanding sceties are the school room
in the burglar university where the best
crooks in the world are assembled. In a raid
by the police Adams pretends to be a dummy
and puts -over a very clever stunt.
In trapping the burglars he is called upon
for many triefcS for 'his protection and he uses
some unique methods to accomplish his task.
"Safe and Sane" is a good fast comedy
and will fit well in any program.
Hi ^ ^
A STAG AFFAIR
Pathe comedy
2 reels
Stan Laurel and Jirn Finlayson are well
cast in "Brothers Under the Chin." By a
camera trick they are shown as a pair of
infant twins sleeping in a clothes basket.
The exaggerated basket and surrounding furniture give the desired efi^ect.
The opening scene is an orphan asylum.
Jim is adopted by a wealthy family but Stan
exchanges places with him. Twenty years
elapsedtain andandStan
Jim ishasonebecome
sea capof thea rough
idle rich.
He
is shanghaied and taken aboard his brothers
ship where he suffers considerable rough
treatment. The brothers finally discover the
identity of each other by a birthmark on the
chin of each. They celebrate in true brotherly
style by ending in a riot.
Stan's escapades as assistant cook aboard
the boat are funny. He creates many good
laughs in his assumed innocent manner.
Jim is good as a tough seaman and he is
aided and abetted by a worthy crew of cutthroats. The boat offers good opportunity for
comedy and the swinging boom is used to
good advantage.
This picture is out of the ordinary in that
there is no heroine. It is strictly stag and
with the exception of the first scene there are
no women in sight.
"Brothers Under the Chin' is good clean
comedy and will go over with any audience.
'OUR LITTLE NELL'
1 Reel
Dippy Doo Dads
monthe
which
in
picture
animal
an
This is
keys, dogs and ducks perform in a miniature
village. The monkeys in this comedy seem
to possess alm.gst'-human intelligence and they
go through their acts in a way ihnt almost
makes one forget they are animals. They
do everything in all seriousness and are very
amusing.
The sets are well arranged. The vdlage
is complete in every detail with small trclley
Street."
and "Main
cars,
and rehearsing
great patience
requireautomobiles
It musttrains,
to such a point of -perto bring the animals
fection. They are natural and not ihe least
camera shy. They seem to enjoy their work
are natural comedians, the reand as
sults arethey
excellent.
comedies are becoming well
Dad
Doo
known and this latest release is a little above
the former ones which is saying something.
It will appeal to anyone possessing a sense
of humor.

A

SHORT

ACTOR

CHOSEN
A
Arthur

SHORT

IS

FOR
SUBJECT

Trible,
Century Comedies
Child Star Proves Himself
a Polished Artist

'THE MEDICINE HAT
Pathe
2 Reels
This, is one of the Frontier Series in which
Indian myths and legends form the basis
for the picture. "The Medicine Hat" deals
with the return of a chief from a Washington
conference
"Great White
Fatlier"
in
which he with
tells the
his experiences
to members
of his tribe. Among the possessions obtained
in Washington is a large beaver hat, which
he
takes to be a mark of distinction and values
it highly.
His daughter while practising with a bow
and arrow shoots an arrow through the hat
and in his anger the father gives the girl
to a thieving Indian for marriage. She is rescued by her lover, who repairs the damage
to the hat.
The picture while of some interest in showing the simplicity of the Indian is rather
long drawn out and almost devoid of plot
It lacks the historical value of other pictures
of the series and fails to hold the interest.
It may fit in with a comedy program but in
itself contains httle entertainment value.
'ON THE JOB'
Fox Comedy
i reel
You will laugh at this picture. Three
chimpanzees are the center of attraction and
their antics would bring smiles to the Great
Stone Face. The seriousness with which the
animals enter into their work is in itself
amusing. They are called upon to act many
character roles and they plug along in their
methodical way and they cannot fail to make
a distinct hit.
■ Of course the picture has no plot but it is
full of comedy and a little thing like plot is
. overlooked in an endeavor to get the best results with the animals.
They look as though they enjoy their work
immensely and enter into the spirit of the picture with a vengeance. It is remarkable the
number of tricks these monks can do. It is
an interesting study to watch their antics and
almost human grasp of situations.
This picture will fit in any program and
will please everyone.
'IF NOAH LIVED TODAY'
Cartoon Comedy
1 Reel
Paul Terry creates a nice comedy with the
flood theme. He shows the modern Noah
calling together the animals with wireless and
he takes them aboard the Ark, which happens to be an airship. The craft floats serenely
above the raging waters until two skunks, that
have been riding along in a trailer, decide
to seek the companionship of the Ark occupants. Trouble starts, the race around the
outside of the big balloon is funny. The
airship takes nosedives and does many peculiar antics but finally peace reigns on the
craft again.
It is up to the usual high standard of
Terry's cartoons and will be sure to please
everyone.
PATHE REVIEW NO- 15
Brief Subjects
1 Reel
This reel contains some interesting subjects.
It shows the much maligned cactus being
prepared for edible purposes. The heart
is taken from the thorny shell and boiled in
sugar cane to form a sweetmeat.
The paper zoo shows the manufacture of
paper mache animals for display purposes.
The animals are made to move in a lifelike
manner that is amazing.
Color shots of Florida form one of the interesting scenes in the reel. It shows the
Land Sunshine in all its glory and makes
one want to crank up the flivver and migj^ate
south.
These little snap-shots are always interesting and this one is above the average.
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SHOWMANSHIP

Bass
Drum
The Public, Which

'Bally' for
Supports You and Your

Penny
Piccolo
Pictures
Theatre, Will Stick With You As Long As

You Are Right, and Will Leave

sins
— whatCould
"showinmansh
DES
SHAare
thyip"name!
commioftted
the astute showman of the past, the
lamented P. T. Barnum, "fool 'em" again
today? The advertising campaigns of some
exhibitors, exploitation men and distribmutors, lead one to believe that Barnu
converts; hundreds of theastill has many
tre managers, distributors and press agents
still have their tails where their heads
ought to be and .their heads where their
tails should dangle
The weird music of the carnival lot
has been supplanted by the Y. W. C.
A. worker who chaperons her party
through the animal tent or perhaps a
ride on the merry-go-round. No
longer is there room for the leatherlunged spieler who promises "the
in all this wide world."
showis wise.
greatest
The
public
Webster fails to define the word
"showmanship," and if Noah had no
use for it, why not take a tip from
him and substitute the word "merchant"— "one who buys and sells
goods."
Paper and ink can describe anything; advertising can tell your story,
goods. Shakespeare concan sellfessedyour
that the name of a rose did not
describe it; he was thinking of words.
An exploitation man should be able to
a "rose of a show" so that
describe
the
public can smell it, and pay for its
fragrance in dollars and cents at the
theatre box office.
The average box office suffers from
misrepresentation, false advertising
and false prices. An exhibitor in one
town charges fifty cents for a fifteen
cent show, while a brother exhibitor
in a nearby town charges fifteen cents
for a fifty cent show. Every exhibitor
should first properly label his
"merchandise" at the real— not
reel— value. The public "shops" for
movies just like the housewife does a
marathon to the downtown department store for a bargain in kitchen
utensils. After establishing price, give
away "service," that's the exhibitors
"coupons." Don't misrepresent — the public realize how many "Covered Wagons"
are in "western trails."
The producer who exhibits a film in
Pittsburgh for two dollars and in a nearby
town for fifty cents, hurts not only all
Pittsburgh exhibitors but the entire industry. Charge two dollars or charge
fifty cents. The laughs are on the film fraternity— not the public. They can wait.
tion and advertising "sold" the
Exploita
picture to the public, but for the
motion
past two years, these same agencies have
slowly been unselling the public and the
press. The caravan of exploiteeers sent
forth put to shame the charge of The
"Light" Brigade. A few brought home
the bacon; the majority were as "light" as
the Brigade. They tried to fool the editors

You

When

You Are Wrong
Ship Channel, I was selling Houston,
Texas. When I took a wooden whale
By MILTON D. CRANDALL
Pike's Peak in a snowstorm,
the top
to
I was
not of
selling
W. W. Hodkinson, but
Director of Publicity Rowland and Clark
of Colorado comclimate
cool
the
Theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.
pared with the sweltering heat of New
York City. And now I am selling Rowland and Clark Theatres — that gives me a
with weird stories and exaggerated copy
They served themselves first and then chance to say that "Pittsburgh is as big
Pittsburgher
to a are
New York
as These
."
incidents
not mentioned
for
publicized
they .agents/
employers; press
their successful
The
realize"ME."
that
self-praise, but rather in an effort to
prove that publicity and advertising
will be given to a theatre or a production ifthe newspapers can be convinced that they or their city will get
an even break. What the motion picture industry needs is modern showmen and business men — men who will
take an active part in the civic betterment of their community. Many exhibitors display their advertising, send
Barnum Was Wrong
their cashier into their box office and
hide themselves away from their pubThe day of Barnum and his circus
lic. Can you blame their patrons if,
methods has passed forever. The
perhaps,managers?
they speak adversely of the
theatre
people no longer enjoy being fooled.
After all, the great Lincoln was the
better showman. "You can't fool all
T NSTEAD of looking upon the theatre manager as a potent factor in
theIfpeople
aU the every
time." program as
you exploit
their community filling the gap of providing amusement and furthering the
"the greatest show on earth, your patrons will soon lose confidence, then
cause of education, he is pictured parading about with a striped vest, a
when you do offer them something
brilliant hued necktie, an African diaexceptional, they will think you are
mond, his pockets jammed with
money. This false impression of the
just ballyhooing another one of "those
motion picture owner could be
changed
if he would permit his perEvery "western" is not a "Covered
sonality to enter into the active life
things." — don't try to tell your good
Wagon"
of the community in which he operfriends, the public, differently. Give
ates his theatre.
them credit for human intelligence.
The successful showmen are those
All good businessmen are showmen ;
whose theatres have a "soul," the atwe want all showmen to be good
mosphere of which reflects the personbusinessmen.
ality of their managers.
There are
many small town exhibitors who can
successfully operate theatres on Broadway, but how many Broadway managers could successfully operate a theatre
the editors w^ant their copy if it means circulation, news value or co-operation with at Kankakee?
the advertiser. Their copy lands.
Great American exhibitors owe their
success
to the prominent part that
The writer has never been an "Unsung
they, as individuals, have played in the life
Hero." My signature never has appeared
on the; register of any asgfeciation of mo- of their respective communities.
I wish that I were able to whisper into
tion picture advertisers. I regret I cannot
the
ear of every American showman^ these
boast that I have ever "put over" a story.
words: "Join the Chamber of Commerce
and the Civic Clubs of your city and the
T ITTLE credit was due me for the
columns of publicity I secured for the community will champion your cause."
David weHarum's
of According
the Goldento Rule,
should perversion
do others
"Dime Battleship Movement" in New
York City. It brought home the story of and do them "fust," but exhibitors had
better not put too much confidence in
"preparedness" — that was news. Some
have said that my advertising campaign
David — he was a joker. To advertise on
on "Mickey" was phenomenal; to the con- the square and run theatres in a businesstrary, Iwas selling graphaphone records —
like manner is an ethic which every successful theatre owner adopts.
that's Salesmanship. When I piloted
Theda Bara as she vamped her way to
P. T. Barnum, were he alive today,
Heaven with Billy Sunday, I was selling would have a hard task landing a iob as
Tulsa, Okla. When I escorted Clara an advance agent. Showmen of old meet
Kimbell Young to the Houston Texas the theatre businessmen of 1924!
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T. N. T. POSTER ART BALLYHOOS SHAKESPEREAN BURLESQUE
with Bebe Daniels as
This twenty-four- sheet shown at the recent T. N. T, revel formed the third e pisode of the comio version of "Romeo and Juliet"
Juliet, Richard Dix as Romeo and Ernest Torrence as Priar Laurence. The p oster advertised the show "As the Press Agent Saw It" but no one else did
It is necessary to procure additional
VIETRO DOLL SERIES TAKES
'BEAU BRUMMEL'
WINS
funds for equipment, and $200,000 will bt
ON BROADWAY
raised by Gimbel Brothers through the
WITH SCREEN FANS
sale of post-cards at one dollar per, the
Up in Warner Brothers' projection room
A whole series of movie celebrity dolls, entire
proceeds to further the purposes of
got a preview slant at John Barrymore's
one for each picture, is the latest exploitathe expedition. Cards specially printed we
portrayal
"Beau Brummel." We gave it
tion novelty to be evolved by Metro Pic- with a map of the North Pole are ad- the double-oof from
an exploitation angle. From
tures Corporation. Since the bringing out
dressed to the purchasers and sent to an artistic viewpoint it's a perfect cameo;
of the. Jackie doll some time ago, these Christiania, Norway. Here the Norwegian
forBrummel
exploiteer
ing possibilities it's a wow.
novelties have become highly popular with
window
tie-ups on Broadway are
government
a specially
the public and are distributed by theatres
stamp
to be will
used a.'fix
on this
occasion.designed
Fron, like mushrooms. Go to lunch and before you
and stores all over the country. The new
Spitzenbergen the cards will be carried by • get back there will be a couple of new ones.
dolls are expected to be adopted in thou- •plane over the prle to Point Barrow, Al- The Great Wet Way looks like an old home
sands of homes.
aska, mailed to Seattle, and thence back week for the Beau. In addition to the disThe first doll of the series already issued
to the buyer.
p-ays mentioned last week. Grey's Drug Store
is a character replica of Laurette Taylor
has a big window of make-up materials —
If the expedition is lost, the cards may
never come back. That is the chance on<_ rouges, powders, manicure implements. A
in "Happiness," a picturization of J. Hartley Manners' play. It was designed by takes — small compared to the risks as- Times
the a"original
Square
snufT box
used jeweler
by the displays
Beau over
hundred"
sumed by the Polar mail carriers.
Margaret Vale, a niece of President Wilson, and manufactured by the Jane Gray
years ago. Beauty parlors and hair-dressers
are all in line, and, in fact, every good store
Company, which will put out the entire
location from Columbus Circle to Herald
WHAT ARE JOTS!
series. It is now on sale in the art, needleSquare carries its tribute to this latest "Classic
work and toy departments of WanamakUnder the caption "What is it?" Dick
McCreery's
Altman's,
Macy's,stores
Stern's,leading
er's. other
and
throughout
New
the Screen."
of The
Los Angeles "Times" devoted two
Nolen, of the No'en Theatre, Seymour,
solid pages to the picture in connection with
York City and by department stores Ark,,
advertised
"JOTS-not
candy,"
"JOTScannot
be
eaten,
but
a
delectable
dish
the
showing
at the California Theatre. The
throughout the country.
caption
reads
: "Beau Brummel Points Wav
to
serve
up,"
"JOTS-will
refresh
tired
busiLady
Among the others will be "The
Mens' Style Rena'ssance." Why not a
men,"time
"JOTS
will
dispeltheblues."
Thenhe to
Known as Lou," after the character which when ness
"dress-up"
the
came
to
show
picture,
week in your town when you show
Barbara La Marr portrays in the Sawyerthe
picture?
all come in, for there is
Lubin production, "The Shooting of Dan announced "Judgment of the Storm. '
a logical tie-upThey'll
with everything pertaining to
McGrew," one of Lillian Gish in "The
self -adornment and personal elegance — even
White Sister," a Viola Dana doll, one oi.
a d'fiferent style in earrings and a fetching
Jean Tolley who appears in the J. E. Wilway for the flappers to fix their hair.
liamson-Ralph Ince production of "The
* * *
Uninvited Guest," a doll depicting Mae
'ANNA
CHRIST
IE' PROLOGUE
Murray as "Mademoiselle Midnight," and a
he-doll called "The Sheik," after the charLAUDED IN LONDON
acter that Ramon Novarro portrays in Rex
A feature of the recent London opening
Ingram's newest *production
* * , "The Arab."
of Tom Ince's film version of Eugene
O' Neill's soul-searching drama was the proPOLAR FLIGHT POST CARDS
logue staged by the Palace Theatre— and the
competition to secure a girl to render it.
ONE DOLLAR EACH
It was advertised that the winner would
The undeniable value of the window
receive the British equivalent of an American five-spot for each minute she worked.
tie-up was again pointed decisively by the
Some three hundred girls from all walks of
crowds endeavoring to view Gimbel
life responded to this lure, and after a day
Brothers, New York, display in connection with the approaching trans-polar
trying
our contestants
girl was
selected."
air flight. Ronald Amundsen, South Polar
The prologue
may beone
spoken
in about
three
minutes. It is a realistic bit composed by
discoverer, Lieut. R. Davison, U. S. N.,
Gi'bert Frarkau. The theme does not touch
and Haakon H. Hammer, who has flown
upon the film story, but purports to be a
to within four hundred miles of the North
straight talk from a woman of "Anna CrisPole, will attempt to fly over the Stick
tie's" type to the audience on the life she leads.
stopping long enough to nail our flag o;i
The picture was held at the Palace for four
the top of the world. This will clinch
weeks equalling the record of Norma TalAmerica's discovery claim established by
madges "Smilin' Thru." The prologue is too
Admiral Peary. The plane will be equipped
lengthy to print, but if you want a copy
REALISTIC CUT-OUT DISPLAY
with two Rolls-Royce motors, and in aduse at your showing of the film, write
The Family Theatre, Davenport, Iowa, created an to
pondition to wings for the air willandhave
attractive lobby display for its presentation of to the Exploitation Editor, Exhibitors Tr.\de
skis for
toons for sea, wheels for land
Pathe's picture version of Emerson Hough's novel Review, and he will forward one to you.
ice travel.
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Publicity

Campaigns are Planned
and Executed

THE exploitation campaign on Harold
Bell Wright's "When a Man's a Man,"
es and reproduced by Principal Pictur
atal is worthy ofhow
leased by First Nationsting
to know
tention. It is intere
these things are planned. An analytical
Wright
publicity conference resolvedr that
is one of the most popula authors, his
books having been read by some millions
of people. Principal Pictures holds the
screen rights to his stories. Hence, the
first of these picturizations must be emphasized, and all advertising must center
about the author. The secondary stress
must be placed upon the particular story,
nterest a:nd selfits title, its theme, love^i
sacrifice. In a word — its appeal.
The territory was then divided, different
forces handling the publicity in the East
and West. The three big openings were
at the Cameo, New York, Loew's State,
and Loew's Warfield, San
Los Angeles,
o. All occurred about the same
Francisc
time and there was absolute unformity of
exploitation action. The opening shot of
the campaign was a general nation-wide
newspaper publicity smash, followed by
25,000 broadsides, in two colors telling the
exhibitors all about it, then twenty-five
test bookings were arranged in key cities
and campaigns started ten days prior to
the showings.
Before the Cameo opening, 120 stands,
400 six-sheet boards, 500 three-sheets
and 1,200 one-sheets were put out. The
divided between coltwenty-fours were
ored sheets and blocks. Through the
publishers of the photoplay edition of the
novel, five hundred window tie-ups were
effected. There were fifty independent displays of high character, newspaper contests as to when a man is a man and much
publicity regarding the author. Four men,
reprotheir bodies concealed in man-size
ductions of the book, paraded Broadway
and Fifth Avenue. Sorcho's famous calliope toured about the city with signs announcing the show. The old adage that "it
advertise"
to
pays
axiom.
* isn't
* *a bromide— it's an
WINDOW

TIE-UPS URGED BY
PUBLISHERS
Grosset & Dunlap, publishers, who have
of regone extensively into the business
issuing novels in photoplay editions, have
the
printed a booklet called "Getting The
Store."
Into Your
Crowd
Moviecover
front
is illustrated
with a photograph

AEROPLANES AND SKYROCKETS CREATE "GOING UP' ATMOSPHERE
Theatre, El Paso, Texas, offered Associated Exhibitors' laugh-producing comedy. ManaPalace
Whenger the
Edgar Hart told patrons what was showing through this lobby display. Hart enjoyed an unusual
"gate" and the fans enjoyed "Doug" MacLean's characterization of the aviator who had never flown
of the crowd trying to enter the CaHfornia and
during the run of the picture at his'
Theatre, Los Angeles, for the opening of Palace Theatre, Memphis, Tenn., Waugh
had
an expert hair-dresser in the lobby
"Little Old New York." That picture gets
additional publicity inside the covers, as do giving any woman who wanted one a Pola
Negri curl, free. It was really an expert
"In the Palace of the King," "Under the job
which would have cost $1.25 in a
Red Robe," and other Goldwyn-Cosmopolbeauty shop. After the first few women
itan releases based on popular fiction.
with therequired
new fashurge the value of book- timidly
The publishersseller-exhibitor
ion, theexperimented
rush of applicants
the
tie-ups, when the screen
version of a novel is shown as a means of hair-dresser to put in eight hours a day.
The stunt cost Waugh exactly thirtymovie famihes."
families
"making
Incidents book
are cited
whereof book-shops sold seven dollars. It was a perfect tie-up with
a hundred copies a day, and sometimes as Bry's the largest department store in town.
high as twenty-five copies an hour for a Waugh convinced the advertising manager
hundred hours, of novels being pictured at that the advantages for the Beauty Shoppe
local theatres. Special stress is laid on the of the store in having an exhibit in the
Palace lobby would repay the effort. Waugh
efficacy of window tie-ups, and many illus- and the store split the cost of the operator,
trations on this point are contained in the
booklet. One page is devoted to pictures and of twenty-five thousand inserts, which
of the window display material used in went with every package from the store directly into the homes.
photoplay edition *tie-ups.
* *
The store was more than pleased with the
increased volume of business done by the
FREE POLA NEGRI CURL GETS
Beauty department, as apparently a new style
MATINEE CROWD
in coiffures has been established. Manager
Howard
Waugh discovered a new Waugh enjoyed exceptional publicity and the
did business accordingly. He is one
wrinkle — or was it a new twist — for cam- picture
showman who is thoroughly sold on the idea
paigning Pola Negri in "Shadows
opened,of that it pays to sit up late nights thinking.
Paris." A week before the picture opened,

ICE AND SNOW IN CALIFORNIA
when this ballyhoo toured
Los Angeles saw a different sort of "climate"
for
atmospherewinter
creating
oflifeAngels"
"City
the
of
streets
palm-lined
the
of perpetual
land
the
in
of
picture
Warner Brothers' absorbing

NEWS MERCHANTS TURN OUT FOR BALLY
Led by John Fox, Jr., the clever juvenile, hundreds of Los Angeles "newsies"
paraded through the streets en route to the special "Illustrated Daily News"
matinee showing of Sol Lesser's picture at Tally's Broadway Theatre.
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Hot Cross Buns
Guy Kenimer tied-up with the Federal
Baker shops in Jacksonville, on the "pass with
a purchase"
was with
advertised
that
Kenimer
wouldstunt.
give oneIt pass
every tenth
purchase. We hope he didn't fool anybody
and make it a baker's dozen. The pass was
good for one admission, which is the ideal
arrangement as every pass that comes back
brings a paid admission with it.
^ ^ ^
More Windows
Getting a group of windows is one thing,
but making every window an individual tie-up
is a horse from another garage. Charles
McFarland did it with fourteen windows in
Houston for SCARAMOUCHE at the Queen
Theatre.
A drugstore sign read "Follow beautiful
Alice schoolgirl
Terry, starcomplexion
of 'Scaramouche,'
and Palm
keep
that
by using
Olive products." A music store window was
plastered with cover sheets of "Rose of Picardy,"
the songstore
beingthere
featured
the Queen.
In a millinery
were atfifteen
stills
from the picture some of them pasted on hatbox covers. A picture of Alice Terry in a
hat of the 1794 vintage went with the line
see our
And solittle
on
down
the "1924
line. advance
There wasstyles."
an ingenious
touch of personality in every window which
made a real tie-up with the picture.

EXPLOITATION
IDEAS
Bicycle Built for Two
The fact that First National's SECRETS
shows Eugene O'Brien and Norma Talmadge
eloping on one of the old fashioned, high
bicycles suggests a ready tie-up for exhibitors on this picture with any automobile
agency.
The thought is that the
car will
make elopement a much easier process for
the present generation than it was for their
grandparents.

The exchange couldn't supply the Galax
Theatre, Birmingham, Alabama, with accessories for its engagement of "Judgment of the
Storm." Did Manager T. G. Coleman "do
the dutch?" No, sir. T. G. stepped right
out and arranged a benefit ticket sale with the
Axis most
Club, oftheitsleading
women's members
club in town,
and
six hundred
went
out ticket selling.
Coleman sold them the tickets at box office prices, and the fair salesladies added a
trifle to make some money for a new clubhouse. The tickets were specially printed.
On one of the most important corners in the
city, the ladies had a table where tickets were
sold, on
anddisplay.
advertising cards for the picture
were
* * *

Gets Consul's O. K.
With the permission of the Italian viceconsul to mention the Consulate in a direct
mail campaign, Howard Waugh prepared a
good letter capitalizing the consular endorsement of THE ETERNAL CITY, by making
a two lold appeal to the Italian and American residents. To the former the mention
of the consul was like a command to see the
picture at the Palace Theatre, and to the
American residents it gave the picture official
dignity. Waugh used the only Italian language paper in Memphis to reach the large
mass of Italians outside of town. Here he
stressed the fact that Mussolini appears in
the picture.
^ ^ ^
Noah's Ark
Like the babbling brook. First National's
CIRCUS DAYS seems to go on forever, revealing exploitation possibilities. The story
from the Capitol Theatre, Reading, Pa., centers around a platform inanimate circus display built in the center of the lobby.
An artistic arrangement of the wooden animals and a novel sign card on the front of the
platform drew such attention to this advance
advertising stunt that it was retained during
the week the picture played.
* * *
Rings the Bell
The twenty-four sheet gave W. F. Brock,
Knoxville, Tenn., his inspiration for a unique
lobby on CONDUCTOR 1492, at the Strand
Theatre. This has a large reproduction of a
trolley car with the heads of several men and
women passengers in the windows. Brock
cut off their heads, mounted them individually
and then collectively on little rockers which
were bolted to a motor. When the motor
turned over the faces in the windows of the
trolley car bobbed back and forward in a very
realistic manner. It got a laugh.
* * *
Their First Picture

in England a "cinema" manSomewhere
ager dug up sixty people in his county who
had never seen a motion picture. He got
oodles of publicity by inviting them to his
show. Also he carried some of them to the
theatre in motor cars — a method of locomotion which they had never before experienced.
The newspapers fell hard
We wonder how many people there are on
this side of the pond who have never witnes ed ascreening. Any over your way?

No Giants Allowed
Norman Kerry, who plays the male lead
in MERRY-GO-ROUND is six feet one inch
m height. Why not issue a single pass to
every man in your town who proves he is
just that tall by being measured in your lobby.
Or give one free ticket for each additional
mch of height. If there are a lot of eightfooters in your vicinity — lay off.
* * *
Marriage Tie-Up
The stage of the Liberty Theatre, Kansas
City, Mo., served as an altar when Lee
Balsley arranged for a real wedding tie-up
with THE MARRIAGE CIRCLE. The
theatre presented the couple with a golden
marriage circlet for the bride and fifty dollars
in cash, which we hope was split 50-50.
* * *
'Driving' for Funds

My Word! Fawncy That!
Smiling Harry Rowson, the London film
magnate who bought Douglas MacLean's "Going Up" English
and "Yankee
Consul"
for aBritain,
believes
exhibitors
display
more
cunning sense of humor than their American brethren. He cites the following examples from London programs :
A Piccadilly manager announces :
"ONE
OF only
LOVEFor WEEK
three nights
A Strand Theatre program proclaims :
"The management reserves the right
to exclude any lady they think

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Did the Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, hang out
the S R O sign after pulKng this stunt for
First National's "Painted People?" We ask you
Local Talent Attracts
Isobel Beatley who is well known in Charlotte as an entertainer but has made
only one public appearance, was secured by
George E. Brown to do a solo dance in Russian costume for FASHION ROW at the
Imperial, Charlotte, N. C. The point is that
when local talent is used, it always attracts
attention and additional patronage. Try it.
^ ^ %
Two Birds — One Stone
Another theatre to use the special matinee
stunt for THE ACQUITTAL with prizes
for the ones who guessed who killed John
Prentiss, was the Grand Theatre, Columbus,
Ga. But in awarding prizes, J. Wright Brown
showed a flash of form by making the prizes
photoplay
"The with
Whitethe Sister"'
which wereeditions
rubber of
stamped
information that the picture was coming.
* * *
'Encore L'Apache'
Ushers in French Apache costumes for the
engagement of SHADOWS OF PARIS at
the Queen Theatre, Houston, gave the house
atmosphere. The French national emblem was
conspicuous on the side walls.

A Marble Arch "cinema" advertises :
"THOSE WHOM
GODS
With a THE
cast of
8,000 DESTROY"
We once put in four years abroad in the
Consular Service. It was this "Yankee Conproper."
sul"
show which gave us the idea that "this
is the life." You may judge we love a laugh.
You're right. If you have any good ones
send 'em in.
* * *
"Spring
Came" of festive
Once the
surest Has
harbingers
Springtime were the Bock beer signs and the
swinging doors on the Volstead soda stores.
Now these but
are Spring
"barred"comes
like "Watery
Anderson,
tripping Will"
along
with her well known regularity.
Hail her, showmen ! Dress up your lobby,
and the theatre too, with fresh flowers i-.nd a
few green things. Everything comes to life
in the ter.Springtime.
EasSee that thereAlso
are don't
a fewoverlook
lilies about
even though they ^be ^"Lilies
of the Field."
^
Broadcasting
'Maytime'
"Maytime"
is an adaptation
of a very popular light opera. It's musical score is familiar to everyone, including "Radio Raymond" Thurston, manager of the Temple
Theatre, Lockport, New York.
When the Preferred Picture was shown at
the Temple, Thurston arranged to have the
"Maytime" orchestra accompaniment broadcasted through Station WMAK at Lockport.
The stunt built unusual business.
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\¥/ EEKLY "Do You Remember?" contests
" are being staged with success in Seattle,
through the co-operation of an evening paper
and three leading exhibitors. The paper gives
the publicity and prints the best reminiscences
of
"good
the movies,
and the
for the
threeold
bestdays"
lettersofsubmitted
each
week, the various managements contribute a
pair of tickets apiece. Incidentally programs
at these houses are getting nice publicity.
■+ * *
'T'HREE competitors who won prizes in
the amateur ad-writers contest which was
held by The Citizen newspaper of Ottawa,
wrote the copy for special advertisements of
local houses, including Loew's, Franklin, and
Regent Theatres. Contestants chose any firm
or enterprise in the city on which to write
advertisements and three of those which were
selected as best among hundreds of offerings
were for the theatres noted. The ads as written were used in the paper.
In the same issue of The Citizen, Manager
Don Stapleton of the Centre Theatre, had a
special combination page on Mae Murray's
"Fashion Row." Many milliners, modistes,
shoe merchants and others bought space.
A CORONA typewriter was the special
prize given to the Junior Reporter who
wrote the best review of Mary Pickford's
new photoplay, "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall," when it was showing at the Mary
Anderson Theatre, Lx)uisville, Ky. Second,
third and fourth prizes consisted of pencils.
The Corona was awarded through an exploitation tie-up arranged between the theatre management and the Louisville CourierJournal. Junior reporters include all pupils
of the sixth, seventh, eighth grades and first
year high school classes of the Louisville
public schools. A special Saturday morning
screen was arranged and 1,400 tickets issued
for Junior reporters. They all wrote 200
word reviews of the picture.
* * *
PERSONAL: "Don't Be 'The Meanest
Man in the World.' " If you have any
good ideas send them to the Exploitation
Editor and let your brother exhibitors benefit.
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ADVERTISING
AIDS
'T'AKING up the theme of the picture, a
reputation shattered by scurrilous newspaper sensationalism, the Fox Theatre, Philadelphia, decided to show the public just what
it would be like in the advertising of First
NationaFs "Her Reputation."
It played up a sensational headline under
the caption : "Prominent Film Star Implicated in Mysterious Shooting." The plainly
marked "Advertising" sign gave it away; but
the idea was worked out realistically to show
people just how damagingly an innocent person could be harmed by sensational news
handling. It brought the punch of the idea
home in advance and helped sell many patrons
who were interested in the theme.
'C'VEN in far off Shanghai, China, teaser
^ ads are in vogue. An English newspaper
published there contains an advance ad for
a showing
"Enemies
No
theatre
was of
named,
nor wasof itWomen."
divulged that
a motion picture was being exploited. The
advertisement read : "Enemies of Women
Club, Organized by the Shanghai Bachelors
Group. Watch for Announcement of the
First Meeting." Then another appeared:
"Enemies of Women ! Bachelors Watch for
Further Advertisements."
That is as far as we know at present, but
if the idea indicated was carried through,
curiosity must have been aroused.
MOTHERS'.
MATINEE
Saturday
morning
attracted
attention on
to Manager
McKee's Million Dollar Heilig Theatre,
Seattle,
during
his showing
"The heLullaby."
Manager
McKee
advertisedof that
wanted
every mother in the city to see the show,
and the first three hundred mothers who presented coupons clipped from the newspapers
were admitted as guests of the house.
^ % ^

■piRST
NATIONAL'S
"Thestart
Galloping
Fish" got
away to a flying
at the
Strand Theatre, Cincinnati. At least part
of the credit must be given to a unique four
page herald which announced the advent of
the picture in an original manner.
A small booklet was issued with a cover
caption : "What I Know About the Oil Scandal." The second page was blank indicating
that the author knew nothing whatever about
it. The third page stated that he did know
that there was a laugh to every foot of Ince's
latest comedy film, "The Galloping Fish."
The closing was : "It's
* ♦ a *Whale of a Story."
GOOD
helped
Marriage
Circle,"advertising
when it was
shown"The
at the
Howard Theatre, Atlanta, Ga. There is a new
bus line on Peachtree Street which operates
ten busses. Heretofore these have been taboo
on advertising, but Manager Howard Kingsmore arrived at an arrangement by which he
secured exclusive rights to advertise his theatre's showings. Each bus carried an outside
sign and a smaller card inside telling the
riders about the picture.
Announcement cards like wedding invitations went to five thousand prospective customers. On top of the theatre was a one
hundred foot banner carrying five foot letters. Jewelry stores displayed wedding rings,
and other shops arranged wedding gift windows linked up with the picture through
framed stills.
A newspaper teaser campaign was conducted for a week before the showing, paving the way for opening day advertising by
having all copy fit within a dark circle.

A

THEATER

Today and Tomorrow
The Breathless

Moment

WHEN

'J^HIS legal looking document summoned
J. many to the box-office. The reverse side
was a replica of a regular sunimmis. Ralph
Rossiter, of C. B. C, originated the idea

To

"Scaramouche" played the Columbia Theatre, Phoenix, Ariz., the management scattered through the "Want Ad" section of the "Arizona Gazette" on each day
for a week, three names of citizens for whom
a free ticket was waiting at the box office.

PEOPLES

You and Every Member of Your Family

We <5ammsah gou. That all business and excuses being laid aside, you are hereby summoned to
appear and give your truthful opinion of whether Megan Daye known as "Yesterday's Wife"
should be allowed to re-marry and for failure to attend you will be deemed guilty of neglecting to do your
duty and liable to severe loss of missing a wonderful opportunity to see
Irene Rich and Eileen Percy and a Distinguished Cast
in the best picture of the year, at the Capitol Theatre, Week of
September 16th.

It'stheBunk! It's the Bunk!
I had a preview of "Breathless Momenta" a few
nights ago and invited a number of my friends
to see same.
After the picture was over, some tfme about
morning, I asked my friends how they liked it
Well, I sure was surprised when someone said
fxc^l'Tt; another, vtrv. v<>rv good; another enjoyed itimmensely and others were loud in their
Biit my opinion of this
bank.picture is that it g the
praise.
Of course, if everybody in this world thought the
same about things we would be in an awful rut,
wouldn't we?
r haye a contract have
on this
picture,
to run
it. consequently I
If you care to come and see it I hope and trust
you'llWILLI
enjoyAMit, WOOLF
1 didn'tALL, Mgr.

ChUdren 10c
Adults 20c
AlTE>(nON! MRS. JENNIE DUFFY
If you care Office
to ue this
pictun,
a pas at the Box
for yon
ami tbere'a
your friends.

3n WHaesa SJljmnf We ^ramxBe
f on tljf SfHt tntrrtautmrnJ f ou EoEr Hah
EVERY KNOCK

A BOOST

nr fall
HAT'S
way to look at it. Wool-*couldonehave
adz-ertiscd a change of
mindcame
next iinthout
day, butit he
to. They
in didn't
unusualh-ave
numbers.
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Tried

and

RELEASED

Proved

Paramounts!

only a few weeks ago, here are four more

Paramount

Pictures

that have already established themselves in the front rank of the season's
box-office successes. You don't take any chances playing these big winners.
They've already proven their worth.
Ask the man

who has played them.

Read his opinions of them quoted below :

99
"WEST

OF

FLAMING

"THE

THE
WATER
TOWER
The most sensationally selling novel of 1923 makes an even more sensational picture, starring Glenn Hunter. With Ernest Torrence, May
McAvoy, George Fawcett, and others.
William Noble, Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City, says: "The picture is
an excellent one and will be so pronounced by those seeing it."

BARRIERS"
George Melford's roaring melodrama of thrills, love and comedy. Jacqueline Logan, Antonio Moreno, Walter Hiers. By Byron Morgan,
author of the Wally Reid auto racing yarns.
Clark and Edwards, Palace Theatre,
Ashland, O: "Very good. Every99
one seemed pleased. Atmosphere just right." .

HUMMING

BIRD

We could quote a hundred opinions about this one, and they'd all be the
same — a wonder! Gloria Swanson's greatest. Sidney Olcott Production.
Russell Armstrong, K. P. Theatre, Pittsfield, 111.: "One of the outstanding pictures of the year. Many told me this was the best picture I've
ever run. That is saying a lot, as we are running the cream."

"HERITAGE

"
DESERT
THE
OF
Zane Grey story, featuring Bebe Daniels, with Ernest Torrence and Noah
Beery. Directed by Irvin Willat.
Ingersoll
and Boget,
American
111.:bad"Here's
picture. Will
please them
all. Theatre,
Drew bigSandwich,
in spite of
roads.a good
New

(Opinions from Exhibitor's Herald and M. P. World)
print."

Cparamount
Produced

Q^ictures
by

■■IkA
FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY
CORPORATION
l'il"iiKm'A*\
ADOLPH ZUKOR. President
• , K^gg^l" '
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^ried

and

Jezra

Proved

JazabeFs

Pictures

Reputation

He Tread on a Bed of Roses Yet Not a Single Thorn Ever Pricked
For He Measured His Steps and Picked His Way Cautiously

JEZRA JAZABEL had a reputation
for being a live wire. He once
pulled a stunt in his. theatre that
made the whole town look up and take
t been
preswho hadn'
notice,ent and
heard those
it from
about
so much
others that they talked about him as
though they had been convinced by actual evidence that he was a live wire.
At any rate Jezra had established a
reputation for being a stepper
and everybody was willing to
fall in and step right along
with him. As a matter of^fact
most everyone, had long since
forgotten just what it was
that had first convinced them
that he was a compelling
force, but they knew he had
the reputation and they followed right along after him.
And Jezra tread on a bed
of roses yet not a single thorn
pricked him, for he picked his
path cautiously. He had
found his way into the good
graces of his public and he
was determined that he
should remain on the throne.
He had gotten them to the
]X)int where they took it for
granted that what he offered
them for entertainment would
please them and they never
stopped to question, they
never dared doubt.

You see he had established a reputation for his theatre, too. Folks felt at
home there. There was such a nice
f eeling of warmth and intimacy about
the place, it. was so much more pleasant
to see a picture there than across the
street where the whole atmosphere was
so impersonal. Here they felt that the
picture was being shown primarily to
entertain them, not to make money for

Him-

Now as was natural since he could
trace all his affluence to the fact that
he had established a good reputation,
Jezra was a firm believer in the value
of reputation. He knew his patrons'
good opinion of him was built on a
strong foundation and he felt that
every good reputation was justified by
as good a basic reason.
So he determined that the selection
of his pictures should be
made from pictures with good
reputations. But he would
make sure first that their reputations were really well established. He would keep in
touch with the sources of
such information. And having arrived at this decision he
clung to it. He followed the
newspapers diligently to see
what they had to : say about
the new films, he read the
trade papers to get impressions, he followed other theatres to see how the pictures
pulled with their audiences.
He studied every angle of
every picture he thought
would appeal to his audience.
He watched to see how the
at
picture was makingand out
_ what
other box offices,
other showmen were using to

get the public interested in
And Jezra's patronage conthis informafilm. Andgetting
the
from a
tinued to grow. Those who
was
he
tion
INTENSE ACTION
knew him passed the good
source that he knew was reOf the kind that gets one is one of the good reasons why "Driven" is
word on to the newcomers
still one of Universal's most popular Tried and Proved Pictures.
liable. He followed the magazine which contained it, with
and Jezra found that his reputation was just about as firm as the
all the interest that is maniJezra. Now, of course, that wasn't so.
rock of Gibralter. But in justice to Jezra was, undoubiedl}', in the show
fested by a man who is watching his
him it must be admitted that he never
entry in the races speed around the
business to make money, but he dian't
took advantage of this confidence. He
let folks get that impression.
track. And he found that he was soundmade every effort to justify this trust
He made them feel that he was getevery time he booked one
ing the gong
of these
pictures.
— he was a wise showman indeed.
ting adarn lot of pleasure out of pleasWhen it came to booking pictures he
ing them. He talked to them when
Because the magazine he was relying
spent time and thought over the selec- they came in and when they went out, on was a Tried and Proved magazine—
he got their impressions of the picture
. Betion. He didn't just take what came
The Exhibitors Trade Reviewbookin
along, he made it his business to learn
g
they had just seen, and sounded them
cause the pictures he was
something about the film first. It on what they were anxious to see. So were Tried and Proved Pictures sene's Hall of
wasn't his object to get the picture be- Jezra's reputation as a live wire grew
lected from this magazi
fore the next fellow — his aim was to steadily firmer, and his bankroll in- Fame which
is the only reliable service
creased. He was even thinking of of its kind in the field.
get the picture he knew his patrons
wanted, and if it meant waiting a few trading the old Dodge in for a Buick.
That's why Jezra was a tried and
(Nancy hoped he would, that old thing
months, it didn't matter to Jezra beand repua tried
showman
proved
cause he knew his patrons would wait looked so shabby when they drove to
tation,
atried andwith
proved
theatre,
and
with him.
church on Sunday).
a tried and proved audience.
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In

the

Tried

and

Proved

Hall

of

Fame

Here Is a Selected List of Pictures Chosen on Their Merits as the Kind of Theatre Attractions Which Answer
the Public Demand. Not on the Say-So of Their Sponsors, but on the Unusual Box-Office Records They
Have Established.
This List Is Offered as the Most Reliable Criterion by Which to Select
Dependable First Rate Attractions for Showing on Special Tried and Proved Nights
Paramount
MY AMERICAN WIFE— Released February 11, 1923. Sport Romance. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE Gloria Swanson appears in it in a role that will thrill and satisfy
her most ardent admirers.
IS MATRIMONY A FAILURE— Released April 23, 1922. Farce Comedy. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE it is a catchy
light-hearted picture that sends audiences away
pleased and happy.
KICK IN— Released January 1, 1923. Underworld Drama. Reviewed February 2.
BECAUSE it is a powerful drama with three
powerful box office Jiames : Betty Compson,
Bert Lytell and May McAvoy.
THE WHITE FLOWER— Released March
4, 1923. Tropical Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE it handles South Sea
scenes with a delicacy and romance that gives
Betty Compson an opportunity for some exceptional interpretations.
THE IMPOSSIBLE MRS. BELLEW—
Social Drama. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE it is a powerful, popular story and
Gloria Swanson is in it.
PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS — Flapper
Picture. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE
it is the type of story of youth that is becoming more popular every day, but is sufficiently different to hold the interest.
THE CHEAT— Love Drama. Reviewed
January 19. BECAUSE Poli Negri is a real
drawing card and here she is given a story
that sounds a very popular note.
EXPERIENCE— Symbolic Play. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE it is a morality play that won the public esteem when it
played on the legitimate stage, and its theme
is always a welcome one everywhere.
THE EXCITERS— Dramatic Thriller.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno are in the cast and
the story is a timely one concerning the flapper problem.
GRUMPY — Garden Mystery. Reviewed
January 19. BECAUSE it has a cast of exceptional box office power including Theodore
Roberts, May McAvoy and Conrad Nagel
and a story that holds interest throughout.
RACING HEARTS— Auto Picture. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE it is a speed
picture of the type that goes over big with
audiences everywhere.
ON THE HIGH SEAS— Sea Thriller.
Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE the story
is full of romance and fascination and the
tang of adventure and the sea.
THE LITTLE MINISTER— Romantic
Picture. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE
JamesreadBarrie's
story
known
wherever
are
and this
is aisfine
picture
of it. books
- BURNING SANDS— Sheik Story. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE the public
hasn't
had
of sheik
are ready toenough
eat a few
more pictures
of them yet
alive.and
BLOOD AND SAND— Spanish Love.
Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE after it
finished an exceptional run on Broadway it
played all the smaller towns and drew the
crowds out in all sorts of weather.
Universal
THE FLIRT— Booked 6,665 times. Love
and Society Picture. Reviewed February 9.

BECAUSE it numbers among the most popular pictures on the screen, and has a ready
made audience waiting for a chance to see it.
HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA—
Booked 4,621 times. Adventure Film. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE it is a true
adventure picture and gives people an opportunity of practically taking personally, a trip
which they will never make.
FOOLISH WIVES— Booked 5,800 times.
Foreign Intrigue and Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Erich Von Stroheim produced and took the leading part in it and it
handles a problem of universal interest.
THE STORM— Booked 8,437 times. Triangle Melodrama. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE itis one of the outstanding box office
successes of all time and has broken booking records.
BAVU— Released May 7, 1923. Booked
3,928 times. Foreign Intrigue. Reviewed
January 26. BECAUSE there is a vogue
for Russian entertainment in this country and
the story is a fascinating one.
TRIFLING WITH HONOR— Released
June 4, 1923. Booked 4,241 times. BasebaU
Romance. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
baseball fans throughout the country will eat
it up and it's a sure money-maker.
A CHAPTER IN HER LIFE— Released
September 17, 1923. Booked 2,410 times.
Child Love. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
the story is one that goes straight to the
hearts of every home loving audience.
MERRY-GO-ROUND — War Romance.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE it is considered one of the best pictures of 1923 and
has a wonderful box office record.
THE SHOCK— Underworld Life. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE it is the type
of story that is especially well liked in small
towns and Lon Chaney does some of his finest
acting in it.
DRIFTING — Opium Drama. Reviewed
January 12. BECAUSE Priscilla Dean is
in
the cast and underworld dramas are all the
^
Selznick
WHAT FOOLS MEN ARE— Pyramid
Comedy. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE
it has a powerful box office cast and the story
is a very timely one.
THE CHICKEN IN THE CASE— Triangle Comedy. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Owen Moore appears in the kind of
role his fans like best.
THE POOR SIMP— Romantic Comedy.
Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE it is one
of the few pictures which contains real deep
humor put across so that the public gets every
bit of it.
THE HEART OF WETONA— Indian
Drama. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE
Norma Talmadge who stars in it is enough
to fill any house and besides that Thomas
Meighan is in the cast.
LOVE IS AN AWFUL THING— Marriage Difficulties. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE audiences cry with laughter when
they see it and Owen Moore appears at his
best in it.
REPORTED MISSING— Comedy Melodrama. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE
comedy melodramas can always attract audiences and this is a particularly good one starring Owen Moore.

A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE—
Flouted Conventions. Reviewed January 5.
BECAUSE it brings to the screen one of
Oscar Wilde's most popular plays and does
it in a manner to please all audiences.
PAWNED— Gamblers Story. Reviewed
January 5. BECAUSE it is an especially
well told gambling story with a heart gripping romance woven into it in such a way as
to get across everywhere.
United Artists
WAY DOWN EAST— Small Town Life.
Reviewed February 23. BECAUSE it is ten
years old and is still the subject of much
lively discussion and very active booking. It
is pointed to as a model of a real motion
ONE EXCITING NIGHT — Comedy
picture.
Drama. Reviewed March 1. BECAUSE it
is numbered among the D. W. Griffith best
sellers and is an absorbing story with an exceptionally fine cast.
THE LOVE FLOWER— Romance. Reviewed March 11. BECAUSE it provides a
splendid vehicle for some remarkable acting
by Richard Barthelmess and Carol Dempster
who portray the story as an unusually refreshing romance.
DREAM STREET— Limehouse Life. BECAUSE it is a true portrayal on the screen
of Limehouse life as Thomas Burke knows
and sees it and it answers the public demand
for thrills and romance.
C. C. Burr
THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING
— Modern Youth. Reviewed March 22.
Booked 100 per cent States Rights. BECAUSE ithas every element to please small
and
of thelarge
jazz town
age. audiences interested in youth
RESTLESS WIVES— Matrimonial Problem. BECAUSE it is a story with a strong
appeal to both sexes and attempts to bring
about a better understanding of the existing
conditions in matrimonial life of the middle
classes.
Hodkinson
THE LIGHT IN THE CLEARING—
Rural Life. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE the story was written by Irving
Bacheller and it is one of great charm and
wide appeal excellently done into a picture.
THE CRITICAL AGE— Love Drama. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE it is an interesting story that never lags a minute with
athehappy
that leaves a good taste in
mouthsending
of audiences.
THE KINGDOM WITHIN— Love Miracle. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE it is
based on an inspiring love theme and is filled
with an idealism that will appeal to audiences.
Preferred
THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS
— Love Triangle. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE it is a light little romance with just
the right amount of tragedy to sustain the
interestpleasing.
and a sufficiently happy ending to
ensure
RICH MEN'S WIVES— Society Drama.
Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE it is one
of the few films that adequately supplies the
demand for worthwhile society dramas.

PROVED"

and

"TRIED

what

does

it

mean?

It means that these pictures have been played in houses both large and small — in towns both
large and small — and that they have proved to be big money makers. Cash in on their exthem in your theatre. They stand out as "high spots'" when it comes to
perience byplaying records.
building box-office
Each picture listed is included in UNIVERSAL' S GREAT SPRING DRIVE— Now on! See the
Universal Weekly issue dated April 12th, for full details and see your Universal Exchange
for the big surprise ofifer. Every Universal Picture is a money-maker!
MERRY
GO
ROUND
The Year's Surprise Sensation with Norman Kerry, Mary
X nil Din. cinci vicurgc jri aiCK^xiiur iic. u ii ci- lc-u uy Avuipti l
Julian,

"We did capacity business on 'The Merry
Go Round' the four days." — W. F. Sexton,
The Family Theatre, Toronto, Canada.

DRIFTING
A Stirring Melodrama of unusual adventure and thrilling
Matt Moore. Directed by Tod Browning.

"1 consider 'Drifting' a very good picture
with a box office drawing power." — H.
A. Brownell, Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma

THUNDERING
DAWN
A Melodramatic Thrijler with the greatest tidal wave
and tj^phoon scenes ever filmed ivith J. ^A/arren ICerriganj
Anna Q. Nilsson and Tom SantschL Directed by Harry
Garson.

" 'Thundering Dawn' opened to a record
house."— J. F, McCarthy, Poll's Theatre,
Bridgeport, Conn.

THE
ACQUITTAL
The
Year's
Supreme
Mystery
Play and
withBarbara
Norman Bedford,
Kerry,
Claire Windsor, Richard
Travers
Directed by Clarence Brown.

" 'Acquittal' was a wonderful picture and
a big money-maker." — Richard T. Halliwell. Poll's Theatre, Waterbury, Conn.

City, Okla.

The DARLING
of NEW
YORK
An entertadning combination of pathos, comedy and
drama, with a great cast including Baby Peggy, Gladys
Brockwell, Pat Hartigan, Carl Stockdale, Sheldon Lewis
and Max Davidson.
Directed by King Baggot'

" 'Darling of New York' increased receipts throughout first week and second
Ben— R. W.Wash.
the, first."Seattle,
thanTheatre,
bigger
week der,
Columbia

WHITE
TIGER
A Thrilling Drama of international crookdom starring
Priscilla Dean, supported by Wallace Beery, Matt Moore
and Ray Griffith. Directed by Tod Browning,

" 'White Tiger' drew good despite a week
of unusually bad weather." — Lee Balsly,
Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

A LADY
OF
QUALITY
The Screen's Most Beautiful Love Story, starring Virginia
Valli, with Milton Sills and an extraordinary cast. Directed by Hobart Henley.

" 'Lady of Quality' a credit to any first
class house." — B. L. Cutler, Odeon
Theatre, Bartlesville, Okla.

SPORTING
YOUTH
The Great American Speed Picture, starring Reginald
Denny supported by Laura La Plante and an extraordinary cast of popluLar favorites. From Byron Morgan's
dazzling
PoUard. story of the younger set. Directed by Harry

" 'Sporting Youth' broke all records despite downpour." — R. E. Charles, Columbia Theatre, Portland, Ore.

FOOLS
HIGHWAY
A drama of the heart and soul of New York, based
on Owen Kildare's IL'e story, "My Mamie Rose. Starring
beautiful byMaryIrving
Philbin,
the "Merry Go Round girl."
Directed
Cummings.

"Closed one of the biggest weeks of the
season
with 'Fools Highway.' Great
audience picture." — Wm. Raynor, Reade's
Hippodrome, Cleveland, O.

THE
LAW
FORBIDS
A story of modem domestic life with an all star cast:
Baby Peggy, Robert Ellis, Elinor Faire, Joe Dowling,
Hayden Stevenson, Winifred Bryson and others. Directed
by Jesse Robbins.

Universal
Presented

"A good money-making film, this. Don't
miss it." — N. Y. Morning Telegraph.

Jewel
by

CARL
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Do You Know Anything
Better Than A Great Title
To Get Them

In?

"RESTL

ESS

is like a masfnet
WIVES"

EACH ONE OF THE BIG
CAST IS SOMEBODY'S FAVORITE — each one has been
starred — each one has a big following — each one is known the
world over.
DORIS KENYON
JAMES RENNIE
MONTAGU LOVE
NAOMI CHILDERS
EDMUND BREESE
JBURR McINTOSH
THE BIG ADVERTISING AND
PUBLICITY
CAMPAIGN
STARTS NOW.

■RESTLESS ;5J(#ES"
S

'YOUTJ/

TO

"5kAVERA6E

WOMAN"

lENDMEWtHUSBAND'
SteftdJ-io by M«rju«riCe (jove J V
Play The Burr Specials

"THREE

O'CLOCK

THE MORNING"
Constance Binney

IN
featuring

"THE NEW
SCHOOL
with Russell
TEACHER"
Griffin and Mickey Bennett.
BURR
PICTURES Inc.
133 WEST 44th ST.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Released by the best Independent
Exchanges everywhere !

TRIED

AND

PROVED

'The Shock'
Underworld Life Released by Universal
BRIEF: A poor cripple who worships from afar
a beautiful young girl, is ultimately the means of
saving her life. She is being attacked by gangsters
when he enters but his crippled body is no match
for their healthy ones, and he is being overpowered
when the California earthquake breaks, destroying
the gang, curing the cripple, and leaving him and
the girl to enjoy a life of happiness together.

PICTURES

talking about your theatre and the crowds
which will gather around to see the next fellow try the scale will certainly prove beneficial to you.
The merchant in your town selling scales
will probably be willing to lend you one for
the advertising value contained in the idea
as far as he is concerned, so that your cost
is practically negligible.
Get permission from the city officials to
allow you to string wires around the street
in the vicinity of your theatre. On these hang
signs reading : "Don't touch these wires or
you'll get a shock. But follow them and
you'll
'The also
Shock'
You get
might
try ofa your
streetlife."
bally stunt.
Get several men and have them dressed
like a tough gang. Then make one man up
to give the impression of being a cripple.
Have the gang attack the cripple in the
street. When a good sized crowd gathers have
another man who is supposed to be a pohceman come along and hustle the whole crowd
oflP. Then have some small boys distribute
notices to the effect that the rest of this
fight can be seen on (dates) at the
Theatre.
The gang should then proceed to another
street where the same fight may be staged
again. You will be surprised at the interest
you can arouse by this means. It is a simple
way of arousing the curiosity and will show
results at the box office.
* * *

'T'HIS picture stands high in the ranks of
films that have received unusual bookings
and made box office records. With several
thousand houses to its credit it can boast of
having made money wherever it has shown
and of having made innumerable friends for
the star, Lon Chaney.
As the poor cripple, this talented character actor gives an inspirational performance
which is duly appreciated every\yhere. An
almost unlimited number of exhibitors who
have shown the picture have found that before
leaving, their patrons have stopped to comment on the production and to thank the
showman for booking it. It has been the
means of many theatres making new and lasting friends.
And in addition to its merits it is an unusually fine picture from the angle of exploitation. There are so many merchant tieups which the exhibitor should find profitable.
Why not arrange for a display in the drug
store window in connection with a showing
of electric vibrators. You might even offer
to pay /for a demonstrator to stand in the
window and demonstrate the device. The
'Bluebeard's Eighth Wife'
signs in the window should advertise the . Matrimonial Romance Released by Farcnnount
picture .^nd the article at the same time. PicBRIEF: after
Monadiscovers
marries that
John sheBrandon
imtures of Lon Chaney as the cripple and later
mediatjdy
. is hisandeighth
wife. Determined that she will not be the eighth
as he appears when he is cured should proto be divorced from him, she sets out on a teaser
vide a part of the display.
campaign which proves very effective until Brandon
You might also do something like this.
tells her she is bought and paid for. Furious she
determines to give him grounds for a divoroa and
Just in front of the theatre place an ordinary
iis subsequently found in her room with another
scale which you can hire. Have it wired so
man.
In the end, however, Brandon discovers that
that when a person steps on it he or she
she really loves him and they leave for a happy
will receive a slight shock. It should also
hon'eymoon.
be arranged that at the same time an electric
IVOW and again there appears a picture
sign lights
the words,
"Theknown
Shock."
-L' which stands out above all others as a
sign
on theupscale
can make
to theA
public the fact that there is no charge for feature with unusual publicity and exploitation possibilities. This Gloria Swanson film
weighing on this scale.
unquestionably belongs in this class. It preThis stunt will undoubtedly get everyone
vents a splendid opportunity^ for exhibitors
to convey their message with a punch calculated to reach every patron.
RUSSIA PAYS AMAZING
It particularly lends itself to that kind of
exploitation which cannot fail to excite the
TRIBUTE TO LENIN
curiosity of the womenfolk. Gloria Swanson
appears in a variety of Tut- Ank- Amen
styles a great many of which are still popuThe first and ONLY AUTHENlar in these smaller cities. Merchants with
TIC PICTURES of the remarkstock of Egyptian print materials, clothes or
able funeral accorded the late
accessories exemplifying this . stj-le will be
Premier.
gladwhich,
of thethrough
opportunitytieup
the useofofarranging
stills, willa help
them merchandise their wares.
Held up for many days by the
Soviet Government regulations,
Another factor that should make the picture popular now is the recent elevated place
these films are now released
of Gloria Swanson. Her two most recent
pictures are unquestionably her best and have
through —
gained for her the unstinted esteem of the
critics which in turn has reacted on the fan
INTERNATIONAL
audience and increased her popularity.
If j'ou are advertising in the local papers
NEWS
you might try a stunt like this. In the ad
picture seven well dressed young women to
represent Bluebeard's seven wives. In the
as a graphic record
eighth place have a blank. Along with these
of one of the most impressive
pictures announce that fact that "Bluebeard's
demonstrations in history. InterEighth Wife"' is in town and may be seen on
the streets any time during the day. To the
national presents these pictures as
first ten or twenty persons who identify her
correctly offer free admission to the theatre.
FIRST AND COMPLETE
The fact that there is news value in the
stunt should get you space in the news columns and you are certain to attract considOF LENIN'S FUNERAL
erable attention to your showing if you employ this manner of exploitation.
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'Good Night Paul'
Matrimonial comedy
Released by Sclznick
BRIEF: Paul Boudepux, partner of Riohara
Landers, is promised fifty thousand dollars by his
uncle if he marries. The partners are hard up
so
is the
■wifeLanders'
when thewife,
uncleMathilda,
arrives. pretends
A series she
of screamingly funny complications arise but Mathilda contrives to find a wife for the uncle and a wife
for the partner and thus saves the day when
unc'e discovers that it was all a bluff.
A MONG the numerous Selznick revivals
which are at present receiving the earnest attention of exhibitors perhaps none is
so highly comical and so well done as this
one which gives Constance Talmadge untold
opportunities of being winsome and clever.
It is the type of story that will appeal to
everyone because the story is simple and the
complications true to life and absolutely
natural. Being the wife of one man and pretending to be wedded to another is a situation which is chock full of humor and mirth
and Constance Talm.adge does it full justice.
The title, moreover, is one that readily
attracts attention and makes people smile.
It immediately makes them feel that they
are letting themselves in for some good entertainment and they enter the theatre in a
pleased frame of mind. Therefore the title
should be given a great deal of prominence.
But that is a simple matter for it can be
applied almost anywhere.
You might use it particularly in a teaser
campaign of this type. In every available
place for a week or more before the showing of the picture have display signs reading : " 'Good night, Paul,' 1 11 see you at the
Theatre next night." These should
be placed in store wiiidows, tacked on fences,
pasted on billboards and nailed to telegraph
poles.
Very soon you will have everybody talking
about the signs and wondering what it is all
about. After you have aroused their curiosity sufficiently it is a comparatively simple
matter to get them to flock to the theatre
when the date of showing arrives.
You can get an expression popularized almost without any effort so you should find
no difficulty whatsoever in getting people to
use
the expressionThe"Good
Paul"it asis
an exclamation.
way toNight
go about
to get a band of kids together and tell them
that you will give each one twenty-five cents
if he will promise to use the expression everytime he possibly can. Although most peodon't realize
it itpeculiar
is from expressions
the youngsters
that plethey
get their
and
by this means you will find that you have soon
gotten everybody saying
* * *"Good Night Paul."
'Grandma's Boy'
Comedy
Released by Associated Exhibitors
BRIEF: A village store keeper is shot by a
tramp and a posse is formed to capture the ofifender.
The Boy, a member of the party runs home in
terror and hides. His grandmother tells him that
his grandfather, too, was a coward but with a magic
talisman he won glory in the wan She gives him
the charm and he overcomes thie culprit. This
gives him confidence in himself and he wins the
hand of the girl he has always loved.
T^HIS is the first five-reel Harold Lloyd
■■- feature and is probably his best. It has
all the elements of real comedy put across
as only Harold Lloyd can do it.
Previous to its appearance Harold Lloyd
was known but he was not the celebrity he
now is. Consequently when the picture appeared there were many people who did not
bother to see it. Since that time his work
has become so notable that he has gained an
unbelievable following. A great part of these
are new and they have not yet seen this picture. But they want very much to get the
opportunity to do so. That is why the wise

AND
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exhibitor will run the picture even if he
has done so before.
There is such a large percentage of the
movie going public that has not seen the picture and is very anxious to, that it is foolish
indeed not to rebook it. And give the showpublicity.
Haroldinvariably
Lloyd's
name ingonplentya of
theatre
will almost
draw record crowds and now, just at the eve
of a new picture, is the best time to show this
one.
Besides the many advantages of the picture,
there is also the splendid possibilities it holds
in the line of exploitation. The number and
variety of stunts which may be used in connection with the showing is remarkable.
In the first place, the kids are wild about
Harold Llo^d and it is the ambition of each
of them to look like him. Any exhibitor
can easily and cheaply secure a few hundred
pairs of cardboard glasses like those worn
by the star and distribute them among the
children. You will find that they will wear
them constantly, and that they will be walking advertisements for your showing in every
street of the neighborhood.
Another clever stunt which you might try
is decorating the lobby with poster cut-out.
The characters in the picture are all comical
and if you use the pictures of these different characters and place them in the front
of the lobby you will find that they give
the impression of being the real characters
and they will create no end of mirth and
valuable chattering on which you can cash in.
You might also arrange special performances to which only children accompanied
by
their
are invited
which the■ grandmothers
two will be admitted
for theandpriceat
of one. You will be surprised at the rapidity with which this idea will take on and
how much attention you will center on your
theatre through this scheme.
* * *
'The Storm'
Triangle Melodrama
Released by Universal
BRIEF: Two men and a woman are snowed in
together in a cabin in the North woods. One is
a city man away for hjs health, the other a trapper.
The girl is the daughter of a French Canadian
whose father had been killed by the Northwest
Mounted Police. Through the winter a silent bitter
struggle develops between the men for the hand
of the girl which ends in the treachery of the city
man being exposed and the trapper winning the
girl after a thrilling forest fire.
T? EW pictures can boast of such a realistic
and awe-inspiring forest fire, and such a
convincing snow storm as is served up to
the spectator in this film. On the stage the
play was considered a masterpiece, but its
reproduction on the screen has endowed it
with pictorial effects that actually thrill. And
the movie public is keenly alive to its splendor and artistry.
That that is true is shown by the unusually
large number of bookings which the picture
has to its credit. Based on romance, chock
full of high pitched excitement, smacking of

For the
DIVERSIFIED PROGRAM
COMEDIES
NOVELTIES
OUTDOOR DRAMAS
SHORT SUBJECT SPECIALS

tense humor it can easily be understood why
the film has found a place of prominence
among
diences so large a variety of towns and auMoreover, it is a picture that lends itself
to any number of exploitation ideas. One of
these is in the nature of a lobby display.
Have your electriciari arrange the lights in
the lobby so that they will light up in series
and be entirely extinguished at rapid intervals to give the effect of lightning. Then
get someone who can roll a bass drum to
sit in a concealed spot and simulate thunder.
The effect can be seen and heard from a
distance of several hundred feet and will bring
patrons hotfooting to the theatre to find out
what all the excitement's about.
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'Poppy'

Love Drama
Released by Selsiiick
BRIEF: Poppy Destin, ill-treattd from birth runs
away and falls into the hands of a wealthy man
who adores her. Fearless lest he lose her he
marries her without her knowledge. Complications
arise which make her life even more bitter but
finally the man releases .her from the marriage
making it possible for her to marry the man she
loves.

'T'HIS is another Selznick revival which has
the entire Selznick force behind it to help
the exhibitor who rebooks it put it across.
It was selected for revival because of its
tremendous success on its first run and the
increased popularity of Norma Talmadge, the
Letters
Can't

That

Be Bought
NUMBER NINE

ORLAND THEATRE,
Grand View, Man., Canada
February 23, 1924.
Exhibitors Trade Review,
Kmckerbocker Bldg.,
New York.
Pear Sirs:
Find enclosed tzvo dollars covering
my subscription to your Trade Reviepf.
Would say that this paper is of extreftu- value to the small exhibitor
as it gives him the information needed
io prevent th^ foisting of poor pictures
on his shoulders. You know that when
ive know what's what, it don't seem so
hard to pin the salesman dozmi to money
getters.
I remain,
Yours truly,
C. MAC BROWN.
Yiow better could a paper written
for exhibitors serve its purpose than
by giving its readears exactly what
they are looking for? Every article
that appears in the Exhibitors
Trade Review has for its purpose
service to the reader. The new departments which are constantly being
added are the result of intensive
study for means of rendering
greater service. The experience of
exfxerts with all the information they
have at their disposal is made available to the exhibitor in the hope that
it will help him better conditions in
his theatre and increase his business.
We know that we are accomplishing our purpose when we get letters
like this pointing out the value of the
paper. And these letters of appreciation spur us on to greater eifort.
Each week the paper will appear better and finer so no exhibitor can
afford to miss a single issue.
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star. The same big scale advertising and publicity campaign which accompanied the first
release is backing the re-issue, and new titles
and new angles of exploitation will give the
picture an up-to-the-minute aspect.
One of the most attractive posters shows
several kids seated on the back of a covered
wagon with their farmer mother and father.
This used as a cut-out to decorate the lobby
should prove very attractive since it suggests
a back home touch which always go over big.
The same idea used in a street bally would
certainly attract attention. A rambly old
wagon should be secured and fixed up in a
covered wagon effect. A rather stout lady
wearing a house dress, and a man in shirt
and suspenders, wearing a beard, and two or
three kids in farm clothes should ride inside
the wagon. The sides of the wagon should
carry signs announcing the name of the picture and the date of showing. If this wagon
drives through the important streets it will
very soon be the center of a great deal of
attention and comment.
Springtime marks the season for poppies
and so no exhibitor should have any difficulty
in arranging a window display tie-up with
the local florist A window that will compel
attention can be readily arranged by the use
of all types of poppies and stills of Miss Talmadge. The florist might also announce a
special sale of these flowers during the showing of the picture. A pretty florist window
is always a place of interest and a stunt
like this will call it into greater prominence.
You might also arrange, too, to grant free
or half price admission to any person who
comes to the theatre with a natural poppy. .
The flowers can later be distributed to some
local hospital. The philanthropic aspect will
gain space for you in the local papers and
will unquestionably call attention to your theatre.
* * *

the place from which it was sent. The toy
stores are all handling these and there is
splendid opportunity here for a tie-up on the
airplane incident. An entire window of these
toys could be arranged with stills showing
the rescue as background. Passersby will
surely stop at the window to see the toy and
they will be attracted by the pictures. A
poster should be conspicuously placed so as
to acquaint people with the fact that the picture is showing at your theatre on certain
dates.
There seems to be a demand now for gambling pictures. A great many of the new
pictures devote themselves to the famous
gambling resorts and are woven around gambling wives or gambling husbands. It is,
therefore, to make known the fact that the
picture also takes on this slant. This can
best be accomplished by the use of pictures
in the lobby and by a lobby display of gambling paraphernalia.
* * *

'Prodigal Daughters'
Flapper Life
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: The two daughters of a locomotive magnate are reckless.,
loving
flappers'.
the elder
of the pleasure
two falls
in with
bad "Swiftie"
company
and to pay a gambling debt promislJs to marry a
worthle-s gambler within sixty days. Just before
her
goesloves
to her
factory at
whichmarriage
the manshe who
her father's
is superintendent.
He is about to try out a new engine, and Swiftie
jumps in and starts it. It careens down the road,
smashes imto the car of her futuoj husband and
kills him, leaving her free and contrite to marry
the young engineer.

In the first place Louise Glaum, star of the
film, has a real following of consequence and
it would be wise to give her name considerable publicity. In order to do this you might
announce similarity contests, allowing the
public to be the judges and offering some
small prizes to the winner. In this way you
will enlist the interest of the contestants and
those spectators who are interested in the contestants and the results.
Matt Moore, co-star with Miss Glaum has
a reputation for being a very fastidious
dresser. This should permit you the occasion
of a tie-up with the local haberdasher or
men's clothing shop whereby a window display of the latest goods could be arranged
in conjunction with stills and posters taken
from the picture.
You can make your lobby interesting by
getting a collection of weapons including a
few revolvers, a black-jack, a knife and the
like. These should be p!aced in a case with
a sign acquainting the reader with the fact
that these weapons were the property of some
locally famous gang and that with one of
these
(name of criminal) killed his
wife. Date of crime
Reason —
"Love Madness."
In view of the fact that a great many
scenes are laid in Chinatown and that there
is a decided Oriental atmosphere about the
picture, it would be entirely in keeping to
dress your ticket seller, door man and house
attendants in Chinese costumes. Besides its
being pertinent it would greatly add to the
pictorial effect.
If you favor the street bally for exploitation you can arrange an interesting one by
getting three young girls who closely resemble each other and dressing them in outlandish costumes that are bound to attract
attention. Let them walk along bearing small
signs reading : "You might not be able to
understand this. It's 'Love Madness.' "

fyHERE
are engine,
thrills galore
in this film.
run away
the darmg
rescue The
by
means of an airplane and a rope ladder, the
auto crash which results in the death of the
villain are incidents which are guaranteed
to keep any red-blooded audience at the edge
of its seats. Spectators who are looking for
action, will find all they can chew right here.
And coupled with this there is the ever popular flapper element which gives the stars
plenty of opportunity to be carefree and reckless, provides lots of jazzy scenes, and generally feeds well the appetite that craves entertainment ofthis variety.
In exploiting the picture the exhibitor
should strive to get all these elements across
to the public. Posters and stills can best do
this since they actually show scenes from
the picture. In order to get prominent space
for these arrange for merchant tie-ups. These
may be founded on the automobile incident,
the lavish clothes, the beautiful interior sets,
the airplane rescue. All these provide the
theme for tie-ups with the stores or agencies
handling these various commodities and if an
attractive window is afforded the showing,
the
merchant can derive real benefit from the
tie-up.
There has just come
plane that is delighting
grown-ups. It is a little
when sailed up into the

out a new toy airboth youngsters and
cardboard affair that
air returns again to

'Love Madness'
Uftdcnworld Drama
Released by Hodkinson
BRIEF:
Mary
Norwood's
husband,
weakling,
is framed by a gang of crooks
and senta to
prison
to die for a murdl^r he has not committed. His
wife, believing implicitly in his innocenda, assumes
the role of a confidence woman, gets in with the
gang, learns thfe truth by playing one against the
other for her affections, has them arrested and frees
her husband, who has become regenerated through
the ordeal and emerges a bigger and better man.
'1"'HIS Story of the love of a wife for her
hu.'band and her efforts to save him at
the price of her own life is very stirring
indeed and since it contains a great number
of fhe elements that go particularly well
in the rnovies it is small wonder that it has
been highly successful everywhere. But
there is still a great deal of business to be
done on it and it remains for some wide
big.
showman to step up and put it across
awake
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In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months.
Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names.
Included, also, are the current short sub ject releases with the date of release and length.

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Director Distributor
" ~ " Length
.5,800
Barefoot Boy
All Star
Kirland
C. B. C.
Blinky
Hoot Gibson .... Not credited . Universal .6,000
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson ..S Wood ...Paramount ..5,960
Bright
of B'way.All
Star .. Dillon
Campbell ...Principal
BroadwayLights
Gold
E. Hammerstein
Truart ...6,765
6,814
Call
of
the
Wild,
The..
Buck
Fred
JacksonPathe
8,00-0
Chapter, in Her Life, A. All Star
Lois Wilson .Universal .6,330
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt
Fitzmaurice .Paramount . .7,413
Clean Up, The
H. Rawlinson . . . Parke
Universal .
.5,000
Covered Wagon, The . . Special Cast
Jas. Cruze . . Paramount .. 10,000
Daytime Wives
Derelys Perdue ..Not credited. F. B. O.
Eleventh Hour, The . . . .Mason-Jones Durning . . . Fox . .6,051
Enemies of Women . . . . L. Barrymore ...Crosland .... Goldwyn ..10,501
Eternal Three, The
Special Cast
M. Neilan ...Goldwyn ...6,845
Exiles, The
Doug MacLean . Not credited Goldwyn ..10,000
Fair Cheat, The
All Star
King
F. B. O. ..6,000
French Doll, The
Mae Murray
R. Z. Leonard Metro 7,000
Going Up
Ingraham . . . Asso. Exhib. 6,053
Gold Diggers, The
Hope Hampton ..Beaumont .. Warners .. .7,500
Gold Madness
Guy B. Post
Thornby Principal . . . 6,000
Green Goddess, The .... Special Cast . . . Sidney
Olcott . Goldwyn
Gun Fighter. The
William Farnum . Not credited
Fox ...9,100
5,000
Haldane of the Sec. Serv. Houdini
Houdini .... ■F. B. O. ..5,000
Fox
5,000
Hell's
Hole
Chas.
credited. . .
Her Reputation
Special Jones
Cast ....
.... JNot Wray
Nat'l .12,000
.6,566
.Universal
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney .... W. Worsley .First
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan . .Paramount .5,503
Lone Star Ranger Tom Mix
Not credited .Fox
6.000
Main Street
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont ..Warners
...8.000
Marriage Maker, The . . Ayres-Holt
Wm. deMille . Paramount .6.295
Merry Go Round
Philbin-Kerry . . . R. Julian Universal .10,000
Monna Vanna
Lee Parry
Eichberg Fox
8,000
Mothers-In-Law York-ClilTord-Glass Gasnier
Preferred ..6,725
Potash-Perlmutter
Bernard-Carr
Badger
First
Nat'l
7.000
Puritan Passions
Glenn Htinter . . . Tuttle
Hodkinson .6.600
Red Lights
Special Cast
C. Badger ..Goldwyn ...6,841
OCTOBER
Feature
Star
Director Distributor Length
April Showers
Harlan C. Moore. Tom Sorman Preferred ...6,000
Ashes of Vengeance ....Norma 'Talmadge. Frank Lloyd .First Nat'l 10,000
Bad
Man, The
Holbrook
Blinn . .. ..Wm
Edm. WelhnanFox
Carew .First Nat'l .7,000
Big Dan
Charles Jones
5,934
Cameo Kirby
John Gilbert Jack Ford ...Fox
6,931
Dancer of the Nile, The. Special Cast Wm. P. EarleF. B. O. ..6,000
Day of Faith, The
Special Cast Browning . . . Goldwyn . . . 6,000
Desire
Special Cast Harry Garson . Metro
7,000
Does It Pay?
Hope Hampton ..Charles HoranFox 7,000
Devil's Dooryard
All
Star
Lewis Browning
King ..Arrow
5,000
Tod
Universal ...7,000
Drifting
Priscilla
Dean
Dulcy
C. Talmadge
S. Franklin
. . Metro
First Nat'l . 7,000
Edw.
Sloman.
7,000
Eagle's
Feather, The
8,000
Eternal Struggle,
The .. .. Special
Special Cast
Cast .. Reg Barker Metro
E. Mortimer . Fox
6,000
Exiles, The
John Gilbert
Frank
Crane
.
Asso.
Ex.
.
.
Foolish Parents
Special Cast . Harry MillardFox 6,000
6,000
Governor's
Lady, The . . Dustin
Special Farnum
Cast . Campbell .... Fox
5,000
Grail, The
Held to Answer
Special Cast ... Harold Shaw. Metro 6,000
F. B. O. ..6,590
Lights Out
Ruth Stonehouse . Fanpell
Lone Fighter, The
J. B. Warner . . Not credited Sunset
5,000
Long Live the King ...Jackie Coogan . . Schertzinger Metro 9,364
Marriage Maker
All Star
Wm. D Meille Paramount .6,295
Meanest
in World ..Tack
.SpecialHoxie
Cast "eoEddieMarshal!
Kline . Universal
First Nat'l
Men in theManRaw
Miracle Makers
Snecial Cast
Van Dyke . . . Asso. Ex. , ..5,000
6,000
No Mother to Guide Her. Genevieve Tobin Horan
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast
David Smith -vitagraph .
Ponjola
Special Cast Albert
Donald Austin
Crist . First
7,000
Prince of a King, A . .Oinkv
SelznickNat'l. . .6.7,000
000
Printer's
Devil,
The
...Wesley
Barry
..Wm.
Baudine
Warners
..
.6,000
'uritan Passions Snecial Cast
Frank Tuttle -Hodkinson .
Ramblin'
Kid, The
Hoot
Gibson
E. Sedgewick Universal
6,000
Rosita
Pickford
Lubitsch
United Art.. . 8,000
Rouged Lips
Dana
H. Shaw ... Metro 6,000
8,800
Ruggles of Red Qap , . All Star
Jas. Cruze - Paramount .7,590
Shattered Faith
Siecial Cast
J. J. Ormont Independent 6,000
Silent Partner
Moore-Joy
Maigne Paramount .5,000
Six Days
Griffith
Brabin
Goldwyn-Cos.8,000
Six-Fifty,
The
Welsh-Adoree
Nat V.Ross
. 5,000
Slave of Desire
Special
Cast ... G.
Baker...-Universal
. Goldwryn ...7,000
Steadfas.t Heart, The
.Snecial
Cast
....
Sheridan
Ha''Goldwyn
..
7,000
Edmund Cobb .. Rich. Hatton. Arrow .... 5,000
Sting of the Scorpion
Metro .... 7,800
Strangers of Night . . Moore-Bennett . . Niblo
Three Ages
. . E. Keaton
Keaton-Gline .- Metro .... 6,000
fhundergVte
Snecial Cast
De Grasse
First Nat'l -7.000
Times Have . Changed
. . William
Russell . . J.Tames
Flood .- Fox
5,000
To the Last Man
All
Star
Fleming
Paramount .6,000
"■■ "
^ "
"
5,000
Untameable . . All
S^ar
Blache
Sunset
Indep.
Universal
All Star
Craft
Way
Cenneth McDonald Not Credited
5,000
What ofLoveTransgressor
Will Do
5,000
.Hoxie
Marshall Universal
Where Is West
5,000
NOVEMBER
Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
April Showers . . . .
-Harlan-Moore . . . Pref. Pic. ..6350
Nov. 17
.AH Star
Selznick ...6,338
Bag and Baggage

Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
Blow Your Own Horn .Lewis-Perdue F. B. O. ..6,000 Nov.
Bright
of B 'way -All
Star
Prin. Pic......6931
6700
Nov.
Cameo Lights
Kirby
Special
Cast
Fox
Oct.
Crooked Alley
Special Cast
Universal ..4,900 Nov.
Cyclone Jones
Williams
Aywon
5,000
Oct
Dangerous
Maid,•The ..C.
Talmadge First Nat'l .7,337
Dec.
Eternal Flame
Bosworth-WindsorGoldwyn
6,000
Sept
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn F. B. O. ..6,000
Flaming
Youth
...First
Nat'l ..8,434
Dec 241
Forgive and Forget Colleen
Pauline Moore
Garon ...
"Ho
5,877 Nov.
Harbor Lights
Tom Moore
Asso. Exhib. 5,200
Nov. 10
His Childrer'i Children .AU Star
Paramount ..8,338 Nov. 17
Human Mili, Ihe
Special Cast Metro
6,000 ■ ■■
Huntress
C. Moore
First Nat'l 7,000
Oct 27
Jealous Husbands
Special Cast
First Nat'l .fl.OOO
Dec. 15•
••
6,000
..Fox
Farnum
Dustin
Kentucky Days
Leavenworth
Case
Special
Cast Vitagraph
Light
That Failed
All
Star
Paramount ...6,000 Nov. .^4
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies ..Goldwyn .
5,00013 ..Nov.
10
Dec.
Man, Woman, TempUtionSpecial Cast
Metro ... ...8,648
.7,0
Oct 11156
9,000
Aug.
Million
to Burn, A ...Herbert
RawlinsonUniversal
Monna Vanna
All Star
Fox
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast Vitagraph ..7,000
8,000Nov. 10
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Metro
7,547
Nov. 24
Scars of Hate
Jack Livingston .Independent 5,000
Shattered Reputations ..Johnny Walker .. Lee- Brad. ..4,800
.6,000 Nov.
Nov. 103
Shifting Sands
Special Cast
Hodkinson .8,434 Oct. 20
Spanish Dancer
Pola Negri Paramount .5,652 Dec. 8
Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr. . Paramount
.
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Universal . 7,000
Thy Name Is Woman .. Special Cast Metro
6,000
Tipped Off
Special Cast .Goldwyn
P' goers Pic.
4,284 Nov.
Nov. 103
Unseeing
Eyes
Barrjrmore-Owen
...8,500
Wanters, The
Special Cast First Nat'l ..6,000 Jan. 12
DECEMBER
Anna Christie
Blanche Sweet . First Nat.
Acquittal
All Star
Universal .. 7,631 .
Beaten
Jack Livingston . Inde. Pict .
.Dec. 15
5,934 ,
Big
Dan
Jones-Nixon Fox
.Nov. 3
Bill
Red Seal . . 6,S23
Country Kid
Barry
Warners .. .5.000
.Dec 8
.Nov. 17
Call of Canyon
Dix- Wilson
Paramount . .6993.
5.686
Chastity
K.
MacDonald
First Nat'l
Cupid's
Charles
Jones . .. .. F.
Fox
.
Dancer ofFireman
Nile
C.
Myers
B. O. . 4,200
. . Jan. 5
5,787
6,000 .
Darling of N. Y
Baby Peggy
Univ
Dsvnd Copperfield All Star
Asso. Ex. . 6,239 .
.Dec
.
.Jan. 1215
Day of Faith
Ail Star
Gold-Cos. .. .6557
Defyi-i? Destiny AU Star
Selznick ... 6,282
.Nov. 24
10
.Dec. 15
Devil's Partner
Norman Shearer - Inde. Pict 5,663
Eternal
City
LaMarr-BarrymorsFirst
Nat
.
.Nov. 24
Extra Girl...
Normand Asso. Ex. .
5,700
7,800
Eyes of Row
the Forest
Tom Mix
Fox
Fashion
Murray
Metro
.Nov. 24
10
Fashionable Fakers
All Star
F. B. O. .
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess First Nat. . 4,869
7,300. .
Flaming
Passions
Irene
Rich
Warner
.Dec 2215
Gold Madneis
Post
Prih. Pic.... . 8.000 7,500 .
.Nov. 2917
.Dec
Half a Dollar Bill Nilsson
Metro
In Palace of King ....Sweet
Gold -Cos. . 6,068 .
.Nov. 10
In Search of a Thrill . . . Viola Dana
Metro
5,700 .
.Dec 22
.Dec. 15
Lady
of Quality
ValH-Sills
7,453 .
Let's Go
R. Talmadge Universal
Truart
Lone Fighter
J. B Warner ...Sunset .... 8,000
5,500- . .
.Dec
.Nov. 2917
5,000
Loyal Lives
Special Cast Vitagraph .. 6,0-00
Lucretia Lombard
Irene Rich
Warner -..
Mail Man
All Star
F. B. O. .
Man From Brodneys . . . Snecial Cast Vitagraph . 6.000. .Dec 298
.Dec.
Man Life Passed ByAll Star . . :
Metro
7,500 -.
7.100
.Dec 8
6,800.
Mask of Lopez
Monogram . 6.208
Masters of Men
Snecial Cast Vitagraph . . 5,000 .
.Dec. 1
Majrtime
Ford-Shanno .... Preferred . . 7,500
4.960 ..
.Jan. 5
4,812
Modern Matrimony ... .Moore- Lake
Select
.Dec
Near Lady
All Star
Universal . 6,900.
.
Nov. 223
6,135.
Net, The
Special Cast
Fox
Ninety and Nine
Snecial Cast ....Vitagraph . 6,900 .
.Dec 15
Our Hospitality
Keaton
Metro ; .
Ponjola
Nilsson
First Nat. .
.Dec 301
.Dec.
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart Universal
6,220.
.Jan. 26
6,500. .
4,571
.Dec.
1
Red Warning
J. Hoxie
Universal
Rendezvous
AU Star
Goldwyn
Reno
All Star
Goldwyn .. 4,795 .
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery Asso. Auth. 7,800
.Dec
.Jan. 2219
6,600 .
Second Hand Love Jones
Fox
.Dec
Second Youth
All Star
Goldwyn .. 6,000 .
.Nov.
.Jan. 1231
5.00OShattered Faith
Special Cast ....Ind- Pict. - 8,000
.
.Nov.
10
6,500.
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
Fox
Slave of Desire
Special Cast
Goldwyn . . 6,673.
7,000.
Temple of Venus All Star
Fox
fi,560.
This Freedom
All Star
Fex
8,000
-Nov.
6,560
..
.Jan. 2412
Thundergate
O. Moore
First Nat'l .
.Dec
.Dec 22
Twenty-One
Barthelmess First Nat'l . 6,665.
Unknown
Purple
All Star
First Nat'l ... 7,000
8,010. ..
Virginian
Schulberg
5,800
.Dec
Whipping Boss
All Star
Monogram
.Dec.
.Dec
White Tiger
Dean
Universal . .5,169 .
.Dec.
.Nov. 17
7,177 .
Wife's
Romance
Young
Metro
.Dec 8
Wild TJill Hickok Hart
Paramount -6,983.
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Current Production

Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
Ride For Your Life ...Hoot Gibson ...Universal ..5,310 March 8
Roulette
All Star
Selznick 4,850 Mar. 1
Scaramouche
All Star
Metro ....10,000 Oct. 13
Shadows of Paris
Pola Negri
Paramount ..6,440 Mar. 1
Slow as Lightning .Ken. McDonald .Sunset 5,000
Stranger
Special Cast ....Paramount .6,515 Feb. 16
Sporting Youth
Denny-LaPlante .Universal ..6,712 Feb. 16
Three
O'clockis Woman
in Morn. ..All
. Binney-Breese
6,293 March
Mar. 81
Thy Name
Star ...Burr
Metro 9,087
Under the Red Robe .... Special Cast . . . Goldwryn . . . 8,000 Dec. 1
Way of a Man
Allene Ray
Pathe
8,816 Mar. 1
Week End Husbands . . Special Cast .... Equity .... 6,450 Mar. 1
Western Feuds
Edmund Cobb . . Arrow
5,000
When
Man's A Man ..Bowers-La
First Nat'l ...5,000
..6,910 Mar.
Feb. 161
White A Panther
Rex BakerMotte, Goldstone
White Sin
Special Cast
F. B. O. . .6,237. .... . March 8
Wild Oranges
Mayo-ValU Goldwyn ...6,837 Feb. 16
Yesterday's
Wife
Irene Rich
C. ..5,847
Feb. 239
ifankee
Consul
Douglas
MacLean. C.
Asso.B. Exhib.
6,148 Feb!
MARCH
Arizona Express
Special Cast ....Fox
Beau Brummel
John Barrsmore .Warner
Beware The Woman . . . . Derelys Perdue . F. B. O.
Blasted Hopes
Edmund Cobb ..Arrow .......... i I ^... I..... .
By Divine Right
Dexter- Harris . . . F. B. O.
Crossed Trails
J. P. McGowan . . Inde. Pict 7,541 Nov. 17
Damaged Hearts
Mary Carr
F. B. O. ..6 154
DaughtersYouths
of Today
P. Ruth
Miller ...Principal
. Selznick ......6!oOO
!7'280 . . . . . . ...
Daring
Bebe
Daniels
Discontented Husbands . . Jas. Kirkwood ..Columbia . 5,421 Mar. 15
Don't Doubt Y'r HusbandViola Dana
Metro
Drums of Jeopardy E. Hammerstein . Truart
6,529 Mar. 22
Enchanted
Cottage
Rich.
Barthelmess
First Nat'l
Fair Week
Walter Hiers Paramount
.4,636
Fighting
WalterMix
Hiers Paramount
Mar. ,29
Fine and Coward
Dandy
Tom
Fox
Fools
Highway
Philbin-O'Malley
Universal ..7,431. ".'..
Flapper
Wives
May Allison .. Selznick
Flattery
Bowers-LaMotte . C. B. C. . . ^
Galloping Ace
Jack Hoxie Universal
Galloping Gallagher Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O
Apr, .5
Galloping
Fish
3,C. Chaplin-Fazenda
First Nat'l
'
Apr, ,5
Gold Fish
Taimadge
Great White Way .... Anita Stewart . . .Cosmo
Mar.
9
Greed
Special Cast . . . . First
Nat'l
Gold-Cos
His Darker Self
Lloyd Hamilton .Hodkinson
Apr.
.5
Icebound
Richard Dix . . . .Paramount .6,471
Law Forbids
Baby Peggy . .
Leave It To Jerry . . . . Billie Rhodes .. .Universal ..6,203 Mar. 15
.Grand-Asher 5,748
Mar. ,29
Lilies of The Field Griffith-Tearle
Lone Wolf
Dalton-Holt . . . .. First
Asso. Nat'l
Exhib Apr. •.5•
Love's Whirlpool
Kirkwood-Lee . .App'd
. Fox Pict. 6,028
Mar.
Man's Mate
John Gilbert ...
_ _ .29
Mrs.
ReputatiA, Taylor
.Hepworth
,
Apr, .5
Nellie, Erricker's
the Beautiful
Cloak Model
Claire Windsor ..Goldwyn
Mar. 2
Night Message
AH Star
Universal
North of Nevada
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. ..4,929
On Time
R, Taimadge ...Truart 6,030
Pagan Passions
Standing-Theby . Selznick
Pal O' Mine
Irene Rich
C B. C
Phantom Horseman ....Jack Hoxie Universal .4,3)99 Apr, .5
Plunderer, The
F, Mayo
Uninvited Guest
Flsmn-ToIIey Metro
6,145
Sage Brush Gospel ....Gerber-Hatton ...Arrow
5,000,
Sheriff of Tombstone . . Fred Thomson . . F. E, O
Sherlock Junior
Buster Keaton . . Metro
Shooting of Dan McGrewLaMarr-Marmont. Metro
Singer Jim McKee
Wm. S. Hart Paramount .6,433
Society Scandal
Gloria Swanson . . Paramount
Speak No Evil
Alma Taylor . . ,. . Hepworth
Stolen Secrets
Rawlinson . , . , Universal Mar. 22
Three Weeks
Aileen Pringle . .Goldwvn
Mar, 23
Torment
Special Cast , , , . First
Hodkinson
Nat'l
Mar. .29
Try andFisted
Get It
Washburn-Dove
Two
Tenderfoot , JMcGowan ,,, , , Inde. Pict
4.302
Trail
Jones .....Fox
. Feb. 9 Vagabond
.Inde. Pic .5,200
What 3 Men
Wanted .., Charles
Miss DuPont
.
Asso.
Exhib.
.Feb. 23
Why Get Married ... .Andree Lafayette
Whv Men
Leave Home . John
All Star
First Nat'l 8,000
.March
Man
Gilbert Fox
5,145
■.Feb. 168 Wolf
.Mar. 1 Woman and Her Man . Renee Adoree . . Metro
.Feb. 16 Woman's
Secret
Mae
Marsh
Allied
P.,
D.
9,787
Mar.,
Woman Who Sinned ..Wallace-Rich Fox
6,500 29
Yankee Madness
Larkin-B. Dovs . F, B. O
.. .Feb.
Marion Davies . . Gold.-Cos
Feb. 23
239 Yolando
..Feb.
APRIL
.March 8 Arab, The
No varro . Metro
.March 8 Beggars on Horseback . . TerryPrincipal
Prevost-BIue
.Mar. 81 Blood and Gold
AH
Star . . . Gold.-Cos
.March
Boy
of
Flanders
Jackie
Coogan
.
. . Feb. 23
Metro
Apr, , 5
Warner
B'way After Dark
Soecial
Soecial Cast
Cast .. .. .. Warner
.March 8 Babbitt
Paramount
Man
Thomas Meighan
. March 8 Confidence
Captain January
Baby Peg^y
PrincipalPic. . . .6,000,
Crossed Trails
Franklin Farnum.Inde.
. Feb. 9 Dawn
of A Tomorrow . .Jacqueline Logan Universal
.Feb. 16
Paramount
Apr, , 5
Dancing
Cheat
Rawlinson-Lake
Excitement
Laura
La Plante Universal
. March 8 Girl
Pathe
P
Shy
Harold
Lloyd
.
. Feb. 2 Girl of the Limberlost . . Gloria Grey . . . F. B. O
.. .Feb.
Bad Boy
J, Butterworth Principal
...6,000
.Feb. 232316 Good
B. O
His Forgoten Wife .... Madge Bellamy F.
.Feb.
King of Wild Horses . . Soecial Cast . . Pathe P
. .Mar.
. Feb. 2322 Listen
Lester
Faz.-Novak-MversPrincinal ...6.000
. .Feb. 23
Marriage
Cheat
MaP.-Joy-Menjou
Nat'l
Masked Dancer
ChadwrickLowell ,, First
Sher.-Principal
Murray-Blue
. Mar. 1 Mile, Midnight
5,000
.Me'ro
..Feb.
CharlesTannings
Jones ...Fox
Feb. 99 Lord's
. Paramount
Peter TheReferee
Great
Emil
of Pan
Alma Taylor . . . Henworth
.Mar. 15 Pipes
Betty Blythe . ..J. Parker Read
. Mar. 1 Recoil
April 27

JANUARY
Feature
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
After the Ball
Glass-Cooper ....Anderson .7,000 Jan. S
Age
of Desire
Select Moore
Cast Paramount
First Nat'l .5,174
Big Brother
Tom
.7,000 Jan. S
Black Oxen
C. GrifBth
First Nat'l .6,000 Jan. 19
Boy
of
Mine
Alexander
First
Nat'l
Jan. 5
Breaking Into Society . . Special Cast . . . . F. B. O. .6,000
.4,112 Dec
Jan. 26
Broadway Broke ... All Star
Selznick ....6.000
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines ...Warner 6,500
Feb. 2
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib. 9,000
Jan. 12
Danger Ahead
Richard TalmadgeGoldstone ..5,000
Jan. 12
Don't
Call It Love
Special Cast ..Fox
Paramount .6,457
Jan. 1919
Exiles
Bouton-Gilbert
6,100 Jan.
Gentle Julia
Bessie Love
Fox
5,731 Jan. 19
Good Men and Bad
Marin Sais
Selznick 3,926
Jan. 26
Governor's
Lady
Jane
Grey
Fox
7,669
Jan. 1912
Great White Way
All-star
Cosmopol. .10,000 Jan.
Grit
Glenn Hunter ...Hodkinson ..5,800
Jan. 12
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Metro
5,000 Jan. 19
Her Temporary HusbandAlI Star
First Nat. ..6,723 Jan. 5
Heritage of the Desert . . Bebe Daniels ....Paramount .5.741 Feb. 2
His Mystery Girl ..
Rawlinson Universal . .4,487 Jan. 5
Hoodman Blind
Gladys Hulette..Fox ..5,434 Jan. 26
Hook and Ladder .. H. Gibson
Universal
.6000
Jan. 12
Humming Bird
Gloria Swanson .Paramount . ...7,490
In the Spiders Web .... Special Cast .... Independ. Pict Jan. 26
Judgment of Storm
Special Cast F. B. O. . .6,329
Jan. 19
Fox
5,544.
Just Off Broadway . . John Gilbert
.Feb. 2
Lady
of
Monsoreau
.
All Star
Klein . . .5,500 .
.Dec. 29
Let Not Man Put
.8.000
Asunder
Tellegen-Fred'ci.
.Vitagraph
Dec. 8
Love
Pirate
All
Star
F. B. O. .4750
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon . . . Vitagraph . .5.800
Tan. 12
Loving Lies
Brent-Blue
Asso. Auth. 6,526 Tan. 19
Lullaby
Jane Novak
F. B. O: . .4.750 Tan. 26
Marriage Market ...
All Star
C B. C. ..
Man from Wyoming . J. Hoxie
Universal . . .6,297
.4,719 Tan.
Feb. 262
Mask of Lopez
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. . 5,000.
Mine to Keep
Washburn
''-^nd- Asher 5.317 Dec. 29
Monkey's
Special
Selznick ....5.194
Tan. 2619
Name the Paw
Man
Special Cast
Cast Gold-Cos.
...7.771 Jan.
No More Women
Bellamy-Moore ..Asso. Auth. .6.181 Feb. 2
Not Fool
a Drum Was HeardCharles
Jones ...Fox
4.823
Feb.
Old
All Star
Hodkinson .6,147
Tan. 95
Other
Men's
Daughters
.Washburn
Gr.-Asher
..5.936
Feb.
Ptiantom Justice
Snpcial Cast F. B. O. ..6.238 Feb. 22
Prince of a King
Dinky Dean Selznick . . . .6,000
Tan. 12
Printer's
Devil
Wesley
Barry ... Grand-Asher
Warner ....5.5.691
00-0 Dec.
Feb 89
Satin Girl
All
Star
Shadow of the East
Mayo-Harris Fox
5.874 Feb. 16
Shepherd King
AH Star ■
Fox
8.000
Dec. 29
Song of Love
Norma Talmadge.lst Natl. ...8.000 Jan. 26
South Sea Love
Shirley Mason ..Fox
4,168 ... Jan. 5
Steadfast Heart
Mary Alden Distinctive ..7.012 Jan. 25
The
Arizona Express
Special Gordon
Cast ....Tnde.
FoxPic. ..5,000
8.000
The Wildcat
Robert
Three Days to Live . . . Ora Carew
Gerson
Three Miles Out
Madge Kennedy . Kenma 5,700
Jan. 12
T'-rpp
Wel^ks
- '--^Gibson
'"pst ....Gol&wyn
Thrill Chaser
Hoot
TTniversal ,...8.000
..5,196 Dec. 8
Through
the Dark
Colleen
M oore .."joldwyn
Tan. 1915
Tiger Rose
Ullrich
Warner ....7.999
....7.400 Dec.
Toilers cf the Sea
Special Cast Selznick ....5,128 Jan. 19
To the Ladies
All Star
Pa-amount .6.268 Dec. 8
Treasure
Canyon
J.
B Warner ...Sunset
5,00'0
Trouble Trail
Gerber-Hatton
. , Arrow
Westbound
J. B Warner . . , Suftset 5,000
West of Water Tower ..All star
Paramount ,6,500 Jan. 19
What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont . , , Inde, Pic. . . .5.000
What Love Will Do ..Ken McDonald .Sunset
5.000
When Odds are Even.
Russell
^-^-x
4,284
Dec. 8
Whispered Name ...
All Star
Tlnivf-sal ..5,Ono Jan. 26
Wife in Name Only .. Special Cast
Selznick 4,868
Jan. 26
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson .Selznick ....6,994 Tan. 26
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
Marmont
Fox
6,052
Dec. 15
FEBRUARY
Alimony
Darmond-Baxter . F. B. O. ..6.917,
Average Women
Garon-Powell . . . . C. C. Burr .6,000.
Baffled
Franklyn Farnum,Inde. Pic. ..5,000
Blizzard,
The
ForeignDesmond
Cast . ...Universal
. t?"x ..5.556.
5,890..
Breathless Moment ....Wm.
Cause For Divorce ....Brunette-Butler ..Selznick ....7,132.
Chastitv
M'Donald...Sunset
.First Nat'l .6.008.
Covered Trail
J.Kath.
B Warner
5.000.
Daddies
Mae Marsh ....Warner ....6,500
Eves of the Forest ....Pom Mix
Fox
4.408.
Flaming Barriers Logan-Moreno ...Paramount ..5.770.
Floodgates
Lowell-Ru-Jtiell . . owe'l .,,,6,435.
Flovring Gold
Anna Q. Nilsson .First Nat'l .8,005.
Fool's Awakening
Ford Bennett ....Metro ......5,763.
Gambling
Wives
Daw ....'^'■row
6,438Geo. Washington
Jr Marjorie
Wesley Barry
...Warner ....6.100
Great White Way ....Anita Stewart ...Gold-Cos. .10,000.
Haopiness
Laurette Taylor .Metro
7,700,
Hill Blly
Tack Pickford ...ailipd Prod. 5,734.
Hoosier Schoolmaster . . Special Cast .... Hodkinson
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson . C. B. C. ..5. 920 .
Jack O' Club"!
l?awIinson
Universal ..4, 717 .
Lily
of
the
Alley
Edwards-White
Love Letters
Shirley Mason . . Hepworth . . . 749 ,
Love Master
Strongheart . . .
799.
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix .... Fox
Nat'l
Goldstone
Marrv in Haste
Wm. Fairbanks First
300 .
Marriage Circle
Marie Prevost . . Warner . . . ,112
Mv Man
Farnum-Miller . . Vitagraph , .000
,800
,
098.
Nellie. Tieautiful Model ..AH Star
Paramount .
Next Corner
Special Cast . . .. Gold.-Cos.
.000.
Night Hawk. The
Harry Carey . . . Hodkinson
.985
Nort of Hudson Bay . . Tom Mix .... .Fox
897 .
,973.
Painted People
Colleen Moore
First Nat'l .264
Pied Piner Malone ....Thos. Meighan . Paramount
000.
Poisoned Paradise
Harlan-Bow ....Preferred ..6
Restless Wives
All Star
Burr
6^,317.
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Current Production

Silent Stranger
Son of the Sahara
Souvenir
Triumph
Those Who Dance
Traffic in Hearts
True As Steel
Woman on the Jury ....
Women Who Give ....
$20 a Week

Chart

Short Subject Releases

Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O.
All Star
First Nat'l
Ayres-Marmont Asso. Esdiib
Joy-La Rocque . Paramount
Special Cast . . . First Nat'l
(Not mentioned) .C. B. C
Aileen Pringle .Goldwyn
April 20
Special Cast . . . .. Metro
First
Nat'l
Special Cast . . .
George Arliss . . . . Selznick ...5,990.

MAY
All Star
. Hepworth
Amazing Guest . . .
Babbit
Special Cast . . . Warner Bros
Nita Naldi . Paramount
Breaking Point . . .
. Paramount
Bluff
Ayires-Moreno
StoneRubens . . .. . First Nat'l
Cytherea
. Universal
Rawlinson
Clay of C'lina
J. P. McGowan . . Ind. Pic.
Desperate
Advenure
For Sale
Corrine Griffith . . First National
Edwards-White .. Hepworth
John
Finds H's'lf Dorothy
Moral Forrest.
Sinners
Dalton Paramount
Men
Pola Negri . . . . . Paramount
E.
K.
Lincoln
, . Selznick . . .6,240
Right of the Strongest
. Universal . . 5,000
Riders Up
Swords and Plowshares Carr-J. Waker .F. B. O
.Universal
May 5
Storm Daughter, The
Special
Cast
.
.
F. B. O
Untamed Youth
White Moth . .
LaMarr-Tearle .First Nat'l
JUNE
Inde. Pict. .
Calibre Forty-Five J. McGowan . . . .. F.
B. O
Fools in the Dark .... George O'Hara . . Principal
Helen's
Babies
Baby Peggy . ^. ..
Mist in the
Valley
Ames-Dennes
Hepworth
Exhib. . . .
Never Say Die
Douglas McLean .. Asso.
Perfect Flapper
Colleen Moore . . First Nat'l . ,
Ragged Messenger
Nat'l. . .. .,
Universal
Ridgeway Montana
.Jack Koxie .. First
Sundown
All Star
.First
Nat'l
...
First
National
Those Who Dance
Special Cast
Western Vengeance .... J. P. McGowan .Ind. Pic
Short

Subject

Releases

PATHE
Title
Star
Release Date
All Star Cast
Terry Cartoon
1, 000 Mar. 0
Among the Missing
Lucille LaVerne
1 OOO, Feb. 16
Big Moments from Little Pic. Will Rogers
2,
Mar. 30
Big Business
Our Gang
2, OOO
Birds of Passage
3 000 Feb. 9
Brothers Under the Chin . Stan Laurel
2, 000
Dirty Little Half-Breed Frontier Series
2 OOO April 13
Don't Forget
Charles Chase
l\000 Mar. 30
OOO Mar.
Fields
Glory
"Sportlightf
'
1,2 OQlOl
Mar. 23
23
Friend ofHusband
Poljardi
Fraidy Cat
Charles Chase,
1,,000 April 5
From Rags to Riches Terry Cartoon
1, 000 Mar. 29
Good Old College Days
1 000 Mar. 22
Feb. 239
Half Back of Notre Dame .... Sennett Comedy
2 ,000
Feb.
Hard Knocks
Charles Chase
1 000
Herman the Mouse
Terry Cartoon
1 000 April 6
Hunters Bold
Spat Family
2 ,000 Mar. 9
If Noah Lived Today
Terry Cartoon
1 ,000
Mar. 2313
King of Wild Horses
Murphy-Barry
S],000 April
April 13
Leatherstocking Chapter 1
2, ,000
000 Mar. 9
Love's Detour
Charles Chase
2,000 Mar. 23
Love's
Reward
"Dippy
Doo
Dad"
.
.
.
.
1,
Mar. 15
Mandan's
22 ,000
Man Who Oa
Smiles th
000 Mar. IS
Man Who Would Not Die
2 ,000
Feb. 162
Feb.
National Merm
Rash
"Sportlight"
1,1 ,000
000 Mar.
9
Olympic
aids
,000Feb.
23
Our
Nell
''bippy
boo
Dad"
.
.
.
i,
000
April
13
PostageLitUe
Due
Stan Laurel
2 OOO Feb. 16
Peter Stuyvesa
nt
3 ,000. Feb. 23
Powder and Smoke
Charles Chase ........ .1, 000 Feb. 9
Rat's
venge
Feb. 16
RunningRe
Wild
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11 ,000
,000 April 5
Rural Romance
j ,000. Feb. 16
000 Mar. 23
Scarem Thi
Much ngs
aU ' Star" SennetV ' .'.'.'.'.''.22 ,000
Seeing
April S
Shanghaied Lovers
Langdon
2 OOO Mar.
Mar. 302
Smile Please
Ten Dollars or Ten Days Ben Turpin
2, 000
Jan. 5
000 Mar. 9
The
"Our Rogers
Gang"
The Buccaneers
Cake Eater
Will
22 000 Mar. 2
Mar. 29
The Champion
Terry Cartoon
1 OOO
Mar. 30
The Fraidv Cat
Charles Chase
1 000
000
Feb. 16
The Man Pays
Dipp Do Dad
1 ,000
Mar. IS
The Mandan's Oath
Frontier
Series
2
The Medicine Hat
Frontier Series
2 000 April 13
The Swift and Strong
1 ,000 April S
Way of a Man
Serial Chanter IS
2 000 Mar. 23
White Man Turned Indian . . Frontier Series
2 000 Mar. 2
Why Mice Leave Home
Terry Cartoon
1 ,000 Mar. 1 5
Wolfe and Montcalm
3 ,000 Mar. 22
Zeb vs. Paprika
Stan Laurel
2 000 Mar. 15
Ant Lion
Bargain Day
Barnum Junior

EDUCATIONAL
Secrets of Life . . .
Bowes-Smith- Vance
Johnnie Fox, Jr

...1,000
...1,000
...2,000

Mar. 9
Mar. 30
Mar. 30

Cave Inn
Bowes-Smith- Vance ....1,000.
Dandy Lions
Neal Burns
2,000..
Dusty Dollars
Sid Smith
1,000 .
Family Life
Mermaid
2,000..
Fold Up
Bowes-Vance
1,000. .
Getting
Goat
Dorothy Devore
2,000.
Haunted Gertie's
Hills
1,000 .
Haunted Villa
Wilderness Tales
1,000.
Heart Throbs
Sing Them Again
1,000. .
Homemaker, The
1,000. .
Jumping Jacks
Hodge Podge
1,000..
Killing Time
Lloyd Hamilton
2,000.
Lang Aga
Sing Them Again
1,000..
Long Ago
1,000 .
Lon Some
Lloyd Hamilton
2,000.
Midnight Blues
Lige Conley
2,000..
Misfit, The
Clyde Cook
2,000..
New Sheriff
Poodles Hanneford 2,000..
Oh Captain
Smith-Bowes- Vance
1,000.,
Old Friends
1,000..
Plastigrams
Third Dimension
1,000 .
Reno or Bust
Bobby Vernon
2,000..
Safe and Sane
Jimmie Adams
2,000..
The Fly
1,000.
There He Goes
Lige Conley
2,000. .
Trader Keeps Moving
Wilderness Tales
1,000. .
Wide Open
Lige Conley
2,000.,
UNIVERSAL
Checking Out
Chap. 5 "Fast Express" 2,000.
Cipher Message
Chap. 6 "Fast Express" 2,000.
Bandit Raiders
Chap.
"Fast Express" 2,000.
Leather7 Pusher
2,000.
Big
Blue
Face Boy
to Face
Chapter
IS
"Ghost City" 2,000.
Facing the Crisis
Chap. 1 "Fast Express"
2,000.
Fast Express
15 episodes
Film Memorial to W. Wilson
1,000
Flames of Vengeance
Chapter 14 "Ghost City" 2,000
Girls WUl Be Girls
2,000
Slim Summerville
1,000.
Green Grocers
Haunted House
Chap.
4
"Fast
Express"
2,000.
Hats Off
2,000
Earle-McCoy
2,000.
Hit 'em Hard
Slim Summerville-Dunn .1,000.
Keep
Healthy
Marry When Young
Neely Mwards
2,000
Miscarried Plan
Roach-Edwards
1,000.
Nobody to Love
Neely Edwards
1,000. ,
One Wet Night
2,000
Neely Edwards
1,000.
Perils of the City
Politics
SUm Summerville
1,000.
Gentry Follies Girls 2,000.
Pretty Plungers
Unknown Boy)
(not menti^oned) 2,000.
Racing Kid
Buddy
Messinger
2,000.
SUm SumervilleDunn .1,000.
Ship Ahoy
1,000.
Should Poker Players Marry Roach-Edwards
Society Sensation
Sons-in-Law
2,000 .
...Jack
Earle-McCoy
2,000.
. . . Harry Sweet and Pal . . 2,000.
Spring of 1964
2,000 .
Swing Bad the Sailor . . . Billy Sullivan
That Oriental Game
...Pal the Dog
2,000.
Tough Tenderfoot
2,000 .
Vanishing
Diamonds . . . Chap. 2 "Fast Express" 2,000.
Western Skies
. . . Jack Mower
2,000.
Woman of Mystery . . . Chap. 3 "Fast Express" 2,000.
Young Tenderfoot ...Buddy Messinger
2,000.
FOX
A New
England Farm
Be
Yourse
lf
Etiquette
Feathered Fisherman
He's My Pal
On the Job
Rivers of Song
Sculptors of Paradise
Slippery Decks
The Cowboys
The Jazz Weekly
The Weakling

Educational
AL St. John
Sunshine
Educational
Imperia
l
Animal
comedy
Educational
Educational
Educational
Imperial
Sunshine
Sunshine
CENTURY

.Mar. 16
20
..April
.Mar. 27
.Mar. 30
. Mar. 279
.April
.. .Feb.
Mar. 239
.April
. . Feb. 202
. Mar. 23
. .Mar. 27
..Mar.
. Mar. 238
..Mar. 27
.April
.Mar. 231316
. Mar. 2
..Feb. la
.Mar. 23
.Mar. 23
.April
. . Mar. 256
.April 27
.April
.Mar. 202
. April 7
.April 14
.April
. Mar. 2110
. Mar. 10
Mar.
... ..Feb.
Feb. 231016
.. Mar.
. Feb. 32
.Mar.
.April 3121
. . Feb. 9
..Mar.
April 102
..Mar.
. Feb. 172
.AprU 147
.April
.April 28
.Mar. 2326
.April
.April
. Mar 2416
. Mar. 3
. Mar. 5
,.April
..Mar.Mar. 981
..Feb.
Mar. 22
12
.Mar. 17
. Mar 24
.Mar. 19

1,000
2,000 .
2,000.
1,000.
2,000 .
2,000.
1,060 .
1,000.
1,000.
2,000 .
2,000 .
2,000 .

.Mar. 30
.Feb.
.Feb. 2410
.Mar. 16
. April 6
.Mar.
.Mar. 1792
.Feb.
.Feb. 1310
.April
.Mar. 21
.Feb. 10

A Lofty Marriage
Earle-Murdock
2,000.
Checking
Out
"Pal"
1,000.
Hit Him Hard
Earle-McCoy
1,000.
Preety Plungers
Cent. Follies Girls 1,000.
The Racing Kid
Buddy Messenger
2,000.
STANDARD CINEMA
2,000 .
A Fishy Tale
Jimmy Aubrey
1,000.
A Scarey Night
Jimmy Aubrey
Ancestors
Colonel Heeza Liar ....1,000.
1,000.
Colonel Heez Liar's Knighthood Bray . Conklin
2,000.
1,000.
Hollywood
Chester
Just a LitteComedies'
Late Club
Bruce Barton
Heeza Liar .... 1,000 .
Mayserious Case, The
Colonel Conklin
2 000.
One Day in Hollywood
Chester
The Mechanic
Jimmy Aubrey
1,000.
1,000 .
The Sky Pilot
Bray . Conklin
2,000.
The Bishop of Hollywood . . . Chester
2,000.
The Lunatic
Jimmy Aubrey
1,000.
Unhappy Husbands
Bruce Barton
VITAGRAPH
Horseshoes
Larry Semon
2,000.
Lightning Love
Larry Semon
2,000.
Modern Banking
Urban Classic
1,000.
Newsprint Paper
Urban Classic
1,000.
The Gown Shop
Larry Semon
2,000.
The Last Stand of Red Man .Urban Classic
1,000.

.April 15
.April
.April
.April
.April

12
1212
12

. Feb. 1
.May 1
. Mar. 1
..Feb.
April 151
.Mar. 15
. Feb. 1
.April 151
.April
. May 1
.AprU
..Feb.
Mar. 15151
.Dec.
.Nov.
.Dec.
.Nov.
.Dec.

2217
22
2217

.Dec. 29
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Coming

Productions

Features
Star
Distributor
Adorable Scofflaw, The
Bow-Harlan Preferred
After a Million
Kenneth McDonald . . . Sunset Prod
Against the Grain
Special Cast
First National . . .
Age of Innocence, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
Alaskan, The
Thomas Meighan
Paramount
Alibi, The
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Along Came Ruth
Viola Dana
Metro
America
Special Cast
United Artists . .
An Old Man's
Darling
Laura
PJante Paramount
Pathe
Anothar
Scandal
Special LaCast
Arab, The
Special Cast
Metro
Arizona Express
Charles Jones
Fox
Aren't We AU
Paramount
Back of the Beyond
Grand-Asher
Baffled
Franklyn Farnum
Independent Pic.
Bag and Baggage
Special Cast
Selznick
Bandolero
Special Cast
Goldwyn- Cos. ..
Barbara Freitchie
Special Cast
First National . . .
Beast, The
Special Cast
Fox
Beggar of SL Sulpice, The
Special Cast
Vitagraph
•Beggars on Horseback
Blue-Prevost Warner Bros
Ben Hut
Special Cast
Goldwyn-Cos. . . .
Between Friends
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Beyond the Last Frontier
Special Cast
Paramount
Bird of Paradise, The
Special Cast
First National . . .
Backmail
Special Cast
Universal
Bluff
'iyres-Moreno Paramount
Boden's
Special
Cast
Hepworth Pic
Dist. . .
Boomerang,Boy
The
Special Cast
Preferred
Borrowed Husbands
Florence Vidor
Vitagraph
Kread
Special Cast
Metro
Breaking Point, The
Special Cast
Paramount ......
Breath of Scandal, The
Special Cast
Preferred Pic. . . .
Broken Barriers
Special Cast
Metro
Buddies
Marion Davies
Cosmo
Butterfly
Virfdnia ValU
Universal
Captain January
Baby Peggy
Principal Pic. . .
Cause for Divorce
Special Cast
Selznick
Circe
Mae Murray
Metro
Circus Rider, The
Charles Tones
Fox
Claim No 1
Special Cast
Universal
Clean Heart
Vitagraph
Code of the Sea
Rod La Rocque
Paramount
Confidence Man, The
Thomas Meighan .... Paramount
Covered Trail, The
J. B. Warner
Sunset Prod
Crash, The
Snecial Cast
Vitagraph
Damaged Hearts
Special Cast
F. B. O
Davra of a Tomorrow
Snecial Cast
Paramount
Desert Rose, The
Harrv Carey
Hodkinson
Discontented Husbands
Special Cast
C. B. C. (S. R.)
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon HallMary Pxkford United Artists . .
Dollar Down
Ruth Roland
Dollar Mark, The
MUdred Harris-Fraser . F. B. O
Driftwood
Elaine
. . Film
Truart
^. ■ .
Druscilla With a Million
Special Hammerstein
Cast
Book Offices
Dust in the Doorway
Snecial Cast
First National . . .
Enemy Sex, The
Betty Compson Paramount
Extra Man. The
Universal
Face to Face
Viola Dana
Metro
Faint Perfume
Special Cast
Preferred
Fair Week
Special Cast
Paramount
Feet of Clay
L. Joy-R. La Rocque . . Paramount
Fighting Tylers, The
Special Cast
Hal. Roach
Fine and Dandy
Tom Mix
..Fox
Fire Patrol, The
Madge Bellamy
Chadwick Pic. . . .
Fires of Fate
;
Truart (S. R.) .
First Violin. The
Grand-Asher
Flames of Romance
Special Cast
Flattery
Special Cast
C. B. C
Fool,
The
~
Fox
Forbidden
Lover, The
Snecial """St
Cast
Selznick
Forgive and Forget
Special Cast
C. B. C. (S. R )
Forty-Horse Hawkins
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Furnace of Life, The
GrEkn-liAshei* . . .
Getting Her Man
Special Cast
Gerson Pic
Girl in the Limousine
Liarry Semon
Truart
Good Bad Boy, The
Principal Pic
Good Men and Bad
Special Cast
F. W. Kraemer . .
Goof, The
S-"'cial Cast
First National . . .
Guilty One, The .
Agnes Ayres
Paramount
Haunted Hours
Olive Hammerstein ....Fred Welhl Prod
Hearts of Oak
;
Fox
He'en's
'Oabv
Po<»orv
Principal
Hill Billy,Babies
The
Tack Pirkford
Allied P. &Pic.D. . .. ..
Hook and Ladder
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Hoos'er Schoolmaster
Henry Hull
Whitman-Bennett.
How to F.ducate a Wife .
Special Cast
...Warner Bros. ...
Human Mill, The
Sieciil Cost
Metro
Hunted Woman, The
Fox
Icebound
Dix -Wilson
Paramount
in Fast Company
Richard Talmadge ....Truart
in
The Sight,
First Degree
"
'
......... Hodkinson
Paramount
Inner
The
Kirkwood-Lee
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson C B. C.-S. R. ..
Innocent
S-i^ciil Cast
Universal
Inside Story, The
Paramount
it Is the Law
Ri»ci^l Cast
Fox
It's a Boy
o
r—'
Weber and North
J^ck
Clubs
Herbert
RawUnson ...Universal
Janice O'Meredith
Ivianon ljavi>,a
Goldwyn-Cos. . . .
King, The
Adolph Menjou Paramount
King of Wi'd Horses
"Rex"
Pathe
Last
The
Special Cast
Cast ....... ... First
Leave Frontier,
It to Gerry
...Special
C. C. National
Burn ...
Lend Me Your Husband
Doris Kenyon
Grand-Asher ....
Le^'s Go
F B. O.
Listen Lester
Special Cast
Phil Goldstone . .
Lone Fighter, The
J B. Warner
Sunset Piod
Lost
Snecial Cast
F. B. O
Love Pirate, The
Carmel Myers
F. B. O
Lover's Lane
Special Cast
Warner Bros

Love Trap, The
Special Cast
Loyalties
Special Cast
Man Who Came Back, The
Madame Satan
Theda
Bara . . .. ..
Mae Murray
Mademoiselle Midnight . . .
Man From Wyoming, The
Jack
.. . .
Manhandled
Gloria Hoxie
Swanson
Mansion of Aching Hearts
Special
Cast
Richard Dix .. .. ..
Man Who Sold Himself ..
Mark of Cain
,.
John Gilbert . . . .
Mary Anne
EleanorNegri
Boardman ,
Po'a
Mary the Third
Men
Pola Negri
Montmarte
G'enn
Hunter.......
. .. . .
Merton of the Movies ....
''eijin
a'd
Denny... ., .
Miami
Betty Composn
Missourian, The
Snecial Cast
Misunderstood
Rudolph Valentino. . ,
Monsieur Beaucaire
Torrence-Nilsson
Mountebank, The
Dorothy
Dalton . . .
Moral Sinner, The
My Ladies' I^ips
Special
My
DouglasCast
McLean
NeverMan
Say Die
Tearle-Mackail
M. Moore-Bellamy. . .
Next Corner, Tlie
No More Women
Special Cast. . . .
North of 36
Harris-Landis
Laurette Taylor . .
One Law For the Woman
One Night in Rome ......
John Lowell
Open
Special
Snecial Cast
Other Places
Men s Daughters
Out of the Dark
Outline of History
. . . . Kirkwood-L,ee
Painted Woman, The
Alice Joyce
Passionate Adventurer
=:-^er''a' Garon
Pauline
''ast
Peter Pan
Special Cast
Plugger, The
Bernard-Carr
Pony Express
Monte Banks
Potash
and
Perlmutter
in
HoUyw'd
Alma Rubens
Racing Luck
Laura La Plante . .
Rejected Woman, The
Relativity
Doris Kenyon
Restless Wives
Jack Hox'e
Agnes
Ayres
Ridgeway of Montana
Roles
Gish Sifters
Romola
Marie Prevost
Rose of the Ghetto
Buddy Roosevelt . . .
Special
Sands
Time
Rough ofRidin'
Norma Cast
Talmadge . .
Secrets
Fred Thomson
Sheriff of Tombstone
Snecial Cast
Signal Tower, The
WUliam S. Hart . . .
Singer
McKee
Special Cast
Sinners Jim
in Heaven
Snecial Cast
Skyline
of
Spruce,
The
Kenneth McDonald .
Slow as Lightning
Southern Love
. . . Betty
RichardBlythe
Talmadge .. ..
Stepping Lively
Herbert
Rawlinson
Stolen Hearts
Shirley
Mason
Strange Woman, The
Special Cast
Stranger,
The
Strathmore
De la Motte-Bowers
Leatrice
Joy
Suoerstition
Take It or Leave It
Bebe Daniels
<; > r-,'McAvoy
1 Ta
Past
n
Taming of The Shrew .......
May
Tarnish
Tarzan and the Golden Lion ■. .. Elmo Lincoln
Tenth Woman, The
Tess
of the D'Urbervilles
Special
Cast
Ten Commandments
Mavo-Brent
The Plunderer
Douglas
Thief of Bagdad, The
Constance Fairbanks
Binney. .
Three O' Clock in the Morning
Tom
Mix
Trouble Shooter, The
Pat O'Malley
Throwback. The
J. B. Warner
Treasure Canyon
Tree in the Garden
Special Cast
Triflers, The
Special Cast
Triumph
SpecialMix
Cast
Tom
Trouble Shooter, The
Georee
Arliss
Twenty Dollars a Week
H. Rawlinson
Virtuous Crooks
Virtuous Laws
Special Cast
Visions
Wandering Husbands ., Kirkwood-Lee
Wanted by the Law
B. Warner
Wanderer cl' the Wasteland ... . J.Kirkwood-Lee
Wandering Husbands
Wanted'by
Law
J. B. Warner
Warrens oftheVirginia
Way of All Flesh
... . ... . . . •
Way of a Man
Special Cast
Weavers, The
... ..... A.
Rubens-M. Love
Week EndStranger
Husbands
Welcome
. ..
^ Special Cast
Westbound
J. B. Warner
What Shall I Do
Dorothy
Mackail . . .
When
Johnny Comes .Marching
Home
When a Woman Reaches Forty . . Special Cast
WViino'ng Boss, The
Special Cast ....
Wildcat, The
Special
Cast ....
Wise Son, The
Frank Keenan
. ..
V/omen Who Give
Woman Between Friends, A .... Special
Leatrice Cast
Joy....
Worldly Goods
Thomas Meighan
Write Your Own Ticket
Women Who Give
Snecial Cast ....
Yoke, The
Special
Reginald Cast
Denny.... .
You
Can't
Live
on
Love
Youth to Sell

. Grand-Asher
Fox
. Fox
. . Metro
. . Universal
.. .. Paramount
Preferred Pic. . . .
.. .. Paramount
Fox
, Pathe
. .. Goldwyn-Coc
Paramount....
. . Paramount
. . Paramount
. . Hodkinson
. . Universal
. . First Nationjj . . .
. Paramount
. Paramount
. Preferred
. Vitagraph
•Asso. Ezhib. ....
• Paramount
■ Allied P. & D. . .
•• Vitagraph
Paramount
• Metro
• John Lowell
■Grand-Asher
■•J.Goldwyn-Cosmo.
R. Bray .
• Hodkinson
• Selznick
Paramount
■• Fox
.Universal
. First National . .
. Grand-Asher ....
•. Universal
Goldwyn-Cosmo.
•Mastodon
• Universal
■ Paramount
• Inspiration
• Warner Bros. . . .
First
Pictures.. ..
• Approved
First National
National
Monogram Pic. . .
• Universal
• Paramount
Paramount
• Universal
• Sunset Prod. ....
• Truart
••Fox
Universal
• Paramount
Fox
•• Creative
Prod. . .
Paramount
•■ Principal
Pic . .
Paramount
•• Grand-Asher
Warner Bros.. . ..
■• Paramount
Fox
Goldwyn-Cosmo.
••Fox
United Artists .
C. C. Burr
•Universal
• Sunset Prod. . . .
• Goldwyn-Cosmo.
••.'ox
Preferred
Pic. . .
Paramount
. Selznick
. Universal ......
.United P. & D.
. Hodkinson
. Sunset Prod. . . .
. Paramount
Hodkinson
Sunset Prod. . . .
Fox
. Grand-Asher . . .
. Pathe
.. Equity
Goldwyn-Cosmo.
, Sunset Prod.
, Hodkinson .
.Universal . . . .
. Pre-'erred . . .
. Monogram
Paramount .. ..
.Universal
.Metro. . . .
.. Vitagraph
Paramount . .. ..
. Paramount . .
.. Metro
Warner Bros.
. Universal . . .
. C. C. Burr .
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Operator
Spools

THAT the treatment of spools is becoming
a matter that is looked upon as unimportant is made more apparent the farther one
travels.
In an endeavor to impress upon those concerned just how important it is, I will take it
as the subject for this week's article.
During my tours of inspection, it is amazing the number of cases of neglect with regard to the Care of spools that come under
my notice.
That the damage is often caused by rough
usage at the hands of switch boys and others
outside the bio. box is true, but I could mention several instances where carelessness in
the box is responsible.
I have repeatedly seen spools on the floor,
actually being trodden on, unconsciously of
course, but a few minutes occupied in driving
in a few nails would render such happenings
impossible. I am quite convinced that it is
only because the matter is not thought of
sufficient consequence to trouble over, for
most of the operators concerned are otherwise
thoroughly competent men.
One of the dangers associated with bent
spools is that it is likely to cause the film to
press against the fire box film trap. This
naturally breaks the film. Many have wondered at the necessity for replacing film traps,
which, by the way, are most expensive items
to renew.
Recently a city theatre had to install two
new film traps for each machine. The operators concerned have now been instructed
to keep a keen eye on the spools, so it will
be a long time before those traps will require
renewing again, unless, of course, something
most unusual happens.
It may not be generally known that spools
may be re-passed and re-bushed for about
a dollar. And spools with large spindle
holes (which cause undue vibration) could
be converted to the correct size for the consideration of a half dollar or so.
Those concerned in the process of switching could also read this to advantage, as in
the majority of cases, the film is switched
per medium of the motor cycle and side car.
The spools are often carried loose, and the
jolting they are subjected to in many cases
■damages the film itself as well as the spools.
A suburban exhibitor recently complained
that a switchman had to lift four spools of
film out of a side-car together, so that the
loose film could be held together. Such careles nes isan instance of "more hurry less
■speed." For it took over twenty minutes to
straighten out the tangle, and cut out the
•damaged portions.
^ 5)S ^
THEATRE
AND EQUIPMENT
NEWS AND NOTES
The new Criterion Theatre, Enid, Okla.,
■opened to capacity business. The very finest
In theatre equipment was installed under the
T)ersonal supervision of Wesley Trout, projection and electrical engineer.
The Rex Theatre has opened at Holdon"ville, Okla., with A. O. Perkins as the manager and he reports that business is very
pleasing with pictures as the present policy.
C. T. McFadden has recently purchased the
Lyons Theatre at Lyons, Colo.
J. D. Gentry purchased the Rex Theatre
at Hamilton, Mo., and will present pictures
as the new policy of the house.
The Trouco Theatre Supply, Enid, Okla.,
reports that they will have the agency for
"Bio" carbons and the Automatic Ticket line
of products. They also plan on stocking the
"Fulco" line of products in the very near
future. Manager Wesley Trout reports that
the supply business is very encouraging. A
■complete moving machine repair department

has been installed to repair all makes of projection equipment at very reasonable rates.
The name of the Lyric Theatre at Havard,
Neb., has
mount been
Theatre. recently changed to the ParaA new motion picture theatre will open
soon in Fort Payne, Ala., a three year lease
having been closed for quarters in the new
Wright Building, now under construction.
The new
will be under the management of G.theatre
L. Brock.
The Trouco Theatre Supply, Enid, Okla.,
reports that two Powers machines and a
Transverter were installed at the new Criterion Theatre in this city.
ANOTHER NEW HOUSE FOR
MILWAUKEE
When the palatial new Wisconsin Theatre
opens in Milwaukee, Wis., on March 28, theatre goers there will be greeted by the friendly
countenance of Rudolph Kopp, musical director, who has been selected to have charge
of the thirty-piece orchestra.
The Wisconsin theatre is the newest and
finest theatre in Milwaukee and is the most
expensive and pretentious of the Saxe chain
of theatres.
Mr. Kopp, who will have the honor of opening this fine house, was for two years conductor of the Balaban and Katz Chicago
Theatre Concert orchestra, alternating there
with his chief, Nathaniel Finston, who is musical director of The Chicago Theatre. Mr.
Kopp's
at The
Chicago,
is taken
by
Louis R.place
Lipstein,
formerly
conductor
at the
Balaban and Katz Roosevelt Theatres. Mr.
Lipstein was chosen to succeed Mr. Kopp
because of his sensational success in "cuing"
* * *
pictures.
Theatre Construction News
'T'HE following is a resume of some of the
theatres which will be built this year, together with the estimated cost, the seating capacity and name, etc. :
Canton, Ohio. — Construction will start
March 1, on a $100,000 theatre in Canton
which will seat about 1,000. Name and owner
is withheld for the present time. G. A. Ebeling is the architect, Newmenstern Bldg.,
Cleveland, O.
Mishawaka, Ind. — A modern picture theatre will be created in this city at an early
date. R. L. Simmons, Elkhart, Ind., is the
architect.
Flint, Mich. — The Bijou Theatrical Enterprises, City Bank Bldg., Battle Creek, Mich.,
will break ground in Flint during February
for the erection of a modern picture theatre
to cost $600,000 and have a seating capacity
of about 2,000. Will be modern in every respect and the very finest in theatre equipment
will be installed as soon as it is completed.
Bisbee, Ariz. — The Lyric Amusement
Company, operating several motion picture
theatres in this city, will soon erect another
modern theatre to cost about ^0,000 here.
Construction of a new theatre at Cadiz,
O., will be started soon. Will have a seating capacity of 850. H. L. Wardner, architect, Akron, Ohio.
The Star Theatre at Homer, Neb., will
soon give place to a new modern picture theatre. Fred R. Baker will erect same at an
early date. A new picture theatre will soon
be erected at Raleigh, N. C.
H. Miller is installing a modern picture
theatre at Heber Springs, Ark.
The new picture theatre at Eufaula, Ala., is
nearing completion. It will have a seating
capacity of about 600.
Plans are now under way for the erection
of a modern picture theatre at Olympia,
Wash. The very finest will be installed in
the line of theatre equipment. Work will
be started at once.
The new $100,000 Criterion Theatre at
Enid, Okla., has been recently completed and
is doing a very nice business.
The Grand Theatre Company will 'erect a
new $100 000 motion picture house at
Wheaton, 111.

The Importance of
Good Lighting

SOME
have lately
attended wonderful
the efforts results
of managers
in America to eflrectively use lighting for orchestral
and stage effects.
The idea represents an angle in presentation
which might easily be exploited by even
smaller shows. It is novel, and certainthe
ly
spectacular, and is
ore sure to create
much discussion and theref
attention.
When staging even the ordinary vocal numsing what results can be obsceneryber..It istainedsurpri
with lighting, without the
aid of
Very few additional lights are needed, a
flood in each wing being all that is necessary
These can be so fitted that
each becomes a
spot when required, a nood and
spot from
the operating box, and at times, aa dome
light
Remar
kably
prett
y effects are obtainable
^
in the roo
.
by
lighting the orchef
stra.
are some
color .schemes already proved Here
succes
•
Uuring the Entra-acte, a battonsful
of
amber lights along the front orchestra deep
rail
should light up the faces of the musicians.
Music stand lights to be of a deep green
From the box, a red flood should be thrown!
Ihe total effect is one of such beauty that
whenented
ver applau
practise.
ced, the scheme has evoked
unsti
A most impressive lighting
that can
always be remembered is one effect
used for the
rendering of "Asleep in the Deep." The orchestra was flooded in straw color, the sing-er
(in wet 0.1-sk.ns, sea boots and sou' wester)
had a deep blue spot. The footlights were
amber, one wing flood orang
other
red. During the renderinge, ofandthethesecond
verse, red flooded the orchlstra, deep green
light blue, footlights, half red, half blue.
At one theatre l!"^
a specia
lity waspurjle
icfh/kT'''.^"^''"^^
made and
of
light jazz medleys as overtures, the lighting
on the orchestra being deep blue. Light red
was on the music stands, straw color pin-shot
on the conductor, and half -orange and deep
green on the stage curtains. These
were
changed at intervals to purple on orchestra

At first thought, these color schemes may
pink footor, and
seem rathe
conduct
°" rate.
ts
r elabo
figh
They
are not.
It is
on y a question of some extra work at a small
cost which combination will produce an effect
on the audience that will be lasting.
The Editor would be pleased
hear
trom those exhibitors who have alreadyto tested
the scheme, as well as from those who may
have
own. tried some original innovations of their
* * *
CO-OPERATIVE INSURANCE
The Theatre Inter-Insurance Exchange issues a pamphlet showing its plan, the savrendering
clientsty,
. and service the concern
s thetosecuri
The Exchange confines its business to theatre insurance and carries no other
It
operates under the reciprocal plan,line
means that the amount remaining from which
each
years premiums, after losses and expenses
are paid, is returned to the policv holders
instead of being paid out as dividen
stockholders of the company under the dsordi-to
nary plan of insurance.
An addition to this saving in cost, the
theatre Inter-Insurance Exchange furnishes
an inspection and assistance on fire prevention
methods and equipment that is of established
value to the exhibitor. Showmen might do
worse than to get in touch with the concern
at 137 South Fifth Street. Philadelphia, and
learn further particulars of this unique service to the theatre trade.
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BEAUTIFUL NEW THEATRE
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

FOR

Birmingham,
Ala. with
— Birmingham's
Masonicof
Temple
Auditorium
a seating capacity
3,500 will receive improvements amounting to
$75,000 and will then be leased as a first class
moving picture house with a forty thousand
dollar pipe organ and a huge orchestra as
features.
The theatre will be known as the Temple
Theatre according to Joe Steed a well known
suburban theatre operator of Birmingham who
with several men from out of the city is said
to be heading the project. No formal announcement has been made yet by Temple officials but it is understood that the lease has
been practically closed at a large rental.
Electric signs of a beauty and size never
before tried in Birmingham will attract the
theatre crowds to the location of Sixth Avenue and Nineteenth Street which is known to
be a little off the beaten path but which will
be in the center of town within a few years.
The white lights will also be extended the
block to reach the theatre. The lease has
been so arranged that the auditorium can be
turned over to the Shrine for their activities
at stated intervals.
Statement of Ownership
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.. REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF
AUGUST 24, 1912.
of Exhibitors Trade Review, published weekly at
East Stroudsburg, Pa., for April 1, 1924.
STATE OF NEW YORK 1
COUNTYOF NEW YORK |
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared George
Blaisdell, who, having been duly sworn according
to law, depoEes and says that he is the Editor
of the Exhibitors Trade Review and that the
following is, to the best of his knowledge and

belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
date shown in the above caption, required by the
Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 443,
Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to wit :
1. That the names and addresses of the pubUsher, editor, managing 'editor, and business managers are: Publisher, Exhibitors Review Publishing
Corporation, 152 West 42nd St., New York City;
Editor, George Blaisdell, 152 West 42nd St., New
York City ; Managing Editor, George Blaisdell,
152 West 42nd St, New York City; Business ManCitv.
ager, Eddy Eckels, 152 West 42nd St., New York
2. That the owner is: (If the publication is
owned by an individual his name and address,
or if owned by more than one individual the name
and address of each, should hs given below; if the
publication is owned by a corporation the name
of the corporation and the namesoneandperaddresses
cent or
of stockholders owning orofholding
stock should be given.)
more of the total amount
Geo. C. Williams, 152 West 42nd St.. New York
39th St., New
City; Frank Meyers, 231 West
John P. Ftmsler, Woolworth Building,
City ; City.
York
New York
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning" or holding 1 per
cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages,
or other securities art:: (If there are none, so
A. B. Swetland, 239 West 3gth St., NewYork
state.) City.
giving
4 That the two paragraphs next above,
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
not only the list of stockholders if any, contain holders
as they appear upon
holdisrs and security
cases where
the books of the company but also, mappears
holder
security
or
the stockholder company as trustee or in upon
any
the books of the
of the person or
other fiduciary relation, the namje
is
corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
two paragraphs contain
given; also that the said
full '<"".Y.'<=<ig«„ J^""
statements embracing affiant's
es and conditions under
belief as to the scircumstanc
which stockholder and security holders who do not
as trusof the incompany
bookssecurities
the and
appeartees,upon
a capacity other
hold stock
affiant
this
and
owner;
fide
bona
a
of
han that
any other person
has no reason to believe that
direct
mte.^s
any
assocfation, or corporation hasbonds, or other securstock,
faid
the
in
or indirect
him.
by
stated
ities than as so
each
number of copies of
5, That the average sold
or distributed, through
issue of this publication

the mails or otherwisie, to paid subscribers during
the six months preceding the date shown above is
— . (Thislicationsinformation
is required from daily pubonly.)
GEORGE BLAISDELL,
Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 20th day
of March, 1924.
HYMAN Public,
SCHLE'IER,
(Seal) Notary
Bronx Cxiunty.
No.
15,
Register's
No. 46.
Oert. Filed in New York Co.
No
611,
Register's
No. 5558.
Commission expires March
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Rates ED
For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help
Wanted,
6 cents4 cents
per word.
Situations
Wanted,
per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Home
Motion Pictures made to order. Commercial,
facilities, and the
have excellent
or Industrial. We Our
price 20c per foot. Ruoy
best cameramen.
Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New York.
rented,
Cameras
"Still"lights
Picture and
Motion
for
and sold
for sale
Portable
aad ecchanged.
your wants. Ruby Camera
rent. Keep us advised ofAve.,
City.
York
New
Seventh
727
Exchange.
POSITION WANTED
Man wishes to
Theatre Manager and Advertising
make conn^tions with reliable concern. Four years
experience, hard worker and can deliver the goods.
Edd J. Haas, Manager Midland Theatre, Hutchinson,
Kansas.
•THE PROFESSIONAL PICTURE PLAYERS"
Festler's four-piece ladies' orchestra, playing piano,
cello, drums and marimbas — wishes permanent
violin,
position in first-class picture theatre. Complete
library, understand cuing pictures thoroughly. Wide
expierienoe. Best of references. E. H. Festler,
Box 195, Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin.
NEXT WEEK
Tried and Proved Number
Don't Miss It.

National
Projector Carbons
throw on the screen
all that is in
the picture.
Pictures in light — these are your stock in trade.
The best film in the world is only as good as the
light you project through it to the screen. National Projector Carbons produce a light that is
steady, brilliant, and gives the film its full value.
Use National Carbons
National Carbon Co., Inc., Cleveland, Ohio; San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited. Factory and Offices: Toronto, Ontario

LOUIS
ARTISTIC

SEEL,
ANIMATED

LEADERS

INC
FILMS

^TRAILERS

42-'^ Street

1994-

,

1896
LEWIS
1923
THEATRE BROKERS
The intelligent service we have rendered to the profession has been
appreciated
by thousands
of ourto clients.
The
same service
will be given
you in
BUYING
LEASING
SELLING
We Are Specialists. Consultations and Advice Free.
THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS
Offices, 1002 Mutual Life Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
.TWENTY- EI6HT YfARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE
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SPORTLIGHTS
One

The average newspaper reader turns to
the Sporting page first.
Men,

women

and

children

are

all

sport-mad.
Racing, baseball, football, track athletics, golf,— every sport, brings out the
spectators by the tens of thousands.
Sportlights are what your public and
you want.
Every

kind of outdoor sport cleverly

depicted by one of the greatest sport authorities in America;

full of action,

beauty, thrill; certain to appeal to everyone.
Just try them on your crowd and watch
their reaction !

Produced

by

J. L. Hawkik-sost
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"THE

BREAKING

THR-R-ILLING
MYSTERY
MELODRAMA
HERBERT

BRENON

,
J

PRODUCTION

with Nita Naldi, Patsy Ruth Miller, George Fawcett, Matt Moore
FROM THE NOVEL AND PLAY- BY MARY ROBERTS RINEHART
SCREEN PLAY BY JULIE HEBNE
AND EDFRID BINGHAM

Q^^/fe

fint time

WURLITZER
MUSIC

is draw

incf Crojvds

for

these "jlheaires #
$4,000,000 Chicago Theatre
Chicago
Tivoli Theatre
Chicago
McVicker's
Theatre
Chicago
Tiffin Theatre
Chicago
i^atayette Theatre
Buffalo
Sheas
Hippodrome
Rialto Theatre
New Buffalo
York
Miller Theatre
Wichita
Palace Theatre
Dallas
Grauman's
Million Dollar
Theatre
Los Angeles
Grauman's Metropolitan Theatre. Los Angeles
Grauman's
Egyptian Theatre ....Terre
Hollywood
Indiana Theatre
Haute
Missouri Theatre
St. Louis
Liberty Theatre
Seattle
Granada Theatre
San Francisco
California Theatre
San Francisco
Electric Theatre
Kansas City, Kans.
Capitol Theatre
Cincinnati
World Theatre
Omaha

SELLING
PLAN
There is Wurlitser Mu'
SIC for every type of Motion Picture Theatre,
large or small. Clip and
mail the coupon today
for full details of new
selling plan. Its easy to
own a Wurlitser.

in the)for1dl

The greatest musical triumph of the age — the WurHtzer Twin Organ installed in Balaban and Katz
Chicago Theatre, Chicago. Operated by two organists
at two keydesks at one time — a feat never before
attempted in any other theatre. The clippings reproduced above tell the story of Wurlitzer precedence on
this new and unique musical innovation. This is just
another instance of Wurlitzer supremacy in the art of
organ building. One achievement follows another — and
Wurlitzer leads them all.
Other Wurlitzer Twin Organ installations are now being made. Progressive exhibitors are taking advantage
of
this
details. new box office attraction. Write today for full

Stores in All Principal Cities From Coast to Coast
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
NEW YORK
121 E. 4th St.
250 Stockton St,
120 W. 42nd St.
329 S. Wabash

Clip and MAIL.
This COUPOr

Published weekly by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation. Executive, Editorial Offices K iiii'k e il .mcU ei- lildg.. Broadway and 42nd St., Nev
York City. Subscription $2.00 yc.ir. Entered as second-class matter, Aug. 25, 1922, at post office at E. Stroudsburg, Pa., under act of March 3, 1879

a

mouthful

Yes, brother, and you can
take it from us that
chechahco

also is an eyeful

Are you still asking:
it mean?

What

does

It's simple. There are two classes
of people in Alaska :
The sourdoughs,
timers, and the

meaning

the old-

chechahcos
( pronounced chcc-chau-koi;c )
meaning newcoming
the tenderfeet. Our

miners, or
picture, an

epic of the screen, deals dramatically with the newcomers.
A

ssociated

ExhibitorC

ARTHUR S. KANE, President ^
PATHE, Physical Distributor
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INDIANAPOLIS

Tried

and

Proved — A

Certified

Winner

S<[warePcal

The

Moore

well-known

TOM'

Every

Week-He's

Box-Office

Your

Attorney!

t EORGE

T. PARDY

has been so long

' the recognized unbiased authority
' on
box-office
reviews
that his
counsel is taken by a vast majority
of exhibitors as their "attorney's
He sees and reviews for the EXHIBITORS
TRADE
REVIEW
every week
."
ce
vi
ad
practically all of the more important productions. In addition, he counsels the constructive views of his assistants and co-workers. Never does he bitterly attack nor
scathingly denounce. Always he analyzes with
the sincerity of a combination showman-producer. When he criticizes, he does so constructively. When he applauds, his praise
stands for pleasing power and drawing power as viewed by the possible count of the cash register.
Those showmen who may foe depending upon reading "the
fellow's" copy of EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW — or who
fail to get theirs at the newsstand on account of "sell out" —
do well to sign the attached subscription coupon, which will
George Pardy on YOUR staff as YOUR BOX-OFFICE ATTORNEY for fifty-two weeks of the year. And there are tiventy-seven
other reasons!
Mail it today!

other
might
would
place

GENTLEMEN:
Please enter the name appearing below as
an EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
subscriber. Enclosed
herewith
find
$2
00
to
pay
for
a
twelve
months' subscription
of 52 complete issues.
Street
Horv many other theatres under same
IMPORTANT
We can serve your personal interests to better advantage if
we have definite information as to your connection with the
trade. Please mark X beside each line that you are cormected
with.

What Department of Exhibitors
Trade Review are you most interested
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Ever since man first
inhabited the earth he
has had to struggle for
originality. Possessed of lofty ideals the
man who would beat the field keeps
striving for new high levels in search of
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that will-o'-the-wisp, Success. The Review, being a combination of the thoughts
of many men, was motivated by just such
ideals when it inaugurated its Tried and
IVoved department.
"By Their Deeds Ye Shall Know
Them" is the concrete essence of Tried
and Proved attractions. With this slogan
as a banner, the Review ushers in its
Special Tried and Proved Issue, throwing
a bright spotlight on every aspect of
subject which has captured the interest
of the motion picture industry.
It is with no little pride and pleasure
that the Review presents the views and
reports of such forceful personalities in
the film world as Carl Laemmle, President of Universal (see page 3), and S. R.
Kent,
GeneralDepartment
Manager of (see
Paramount'
Distributing
page 5).s
From

page 26 to 35, the reader is confronted with a bristling array of data,

news, reviews, pictorials and lists — all
pertinent to these real thoroughbreds of
filmdom — Tried and Proved Pictures.
CTAND
BY for next week's Special
Prologues and Presentations Issue.
A program of ideas, suggestions, striking
pictorials and articles on the ingenious
methods of program building. How to
put patrons in sympathy with your bill;
the importance of begetting the proper
audience mood ; the values of various entertainment presentations — these and a
host of other important details will be
treated by those who have reached the
showman's "pot of gold" through being
expert in the handling of entertainment.
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A Scene from Paramount' s Tried and Proved George Mel ford Production, With Jacqueline Logan
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go-getters

*TONJOLA"
by
Cynthia
Stockley
Presented by
Sam E. Rork — Avith Anna Q. Nilsson
and James Kirkwood.
A Donakl Crisp Production.

*TLAMING
YOUTH"
by "Warner Fabian"-with COLLEEN
MOORE
supported by :Milton Sills^ —
* Elliott Dexter — Myrtle Stedman — Ben
Lyon. Directed by John Francis Dillion.

"BLACK
OXEN"
b}^ Gertrude
Atherton — featuring
CORINNE
GRIFFITH
and CONWAY TEARLE— directed by John
Francis Dillion — presented by Corinne
Griffith Productions, Inc.

GEORGE

FITZMAURICE'S

CITY"
ETERNAL
"THE
\
by Sir Hall Caine with Bert Lytell, Barbara La Marr — liionel Barrymore —
Richard
Bennett — Montague Love.
Presented by Samuel Goldwyn.
(Not noAv connected
with GoldAvyn
Pictures.)

"POTASH
and PERLMUTTER"
The o-reatest success in years ■— witli
Alexander Carr, Barnej^ Bernard and

THOS.
"ANNA

A'era Gordon. Directed by Clarence
Badger. Presented by Samuel Goldwyn.
(Not now connected ^yi\h Goldwyn
Pictures.)

"THE

AN''
B ADM
with HOLBROOK
BLINN, bv Porter
Emerson Browne. Presented and directed by Edwin CarcAve.

RICHARD
in

the

BELL

WRIGHT'S

"WHEN
A
MAN'S
A
MAN"
with John Bowers — Marguerite de la
Motte. Presented by Principal Pictures
Corporation, Sol Lesser, President. Directed bv Edward F. Cline.

and

First

from stage plav bv James O'Neill with
BLANCHE
SA'^^ET — WILLIAM
RUSSELL — GEORGE
MARIONEUGENE
BESSERER.
Directed by
John Griffith Wray.
NORMA

TALMADGE

in

"ASHES
OF
VENGEANCE"
Presented by Joseph Schenck.
Directed bv Frank Llovd.

BARTHELMESS

BLADE"
"FIGHTING
by Beulah JMarie Dix. Presented by
Inspiration Pictures, Inc. Chas. Duell,
President.
A John S. Robertson Production.

HAROLD

H. INGE'S
CHRISTIE"

they're

it

MINE"
BOY by OF
Booth Tarkington with Ben Alexander— presented by J. K. McDonald.
Directed bv William Beaudine.
"PAINTED

PEOPLE"

with
the "Flaming
—
COLLEEN
MOORE Youth"
and Allgirl
Star
Cast — From story "Swamp Angel" by
Richard Connell — Directed by Clarence
Badger.

all

from

National
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HANDY

CHECK-UP

THREE WISE FOOLS. With Eleanor Boardman,
Claude Gillingwater, Alec Francis, Wm. H. Crane,
Wm. Haines, Brinsley Shaw, Zasu Pitts. King
Vidor, Director. Adapted from play by Austin Strong
a crpr] v^A/i n rhf*n SsmifVi l-*rp<sf*ntf*r^ hvTnhn Onlrlpn
June Mathis, Editorial Director. A Goldwyn Picture.
SIX DAYS. By EHnor Glyn. With Corinne Griffith and Frank Maj'o. Directed by Charles Brabin.
Scenario by Ouida Bergere. June Mathis, Editorial
Director.
A Goldwyn Picture.
THE GREEN GODDESS. With George Arliss,
Alice Joyce, David Powell and Harry T. Morey.
Directed by Sidney Olcott. Adapted by Forrest
Halsey from the famous stage play by William
Archer.
A Distinctive Picture.
THE SPOILERS. By Rex Beach. A Jesse D.
Hampton Production with Milton Sills, Barbara
Bedford, Robert Edeson, Anna Q. Nilsson, Ford
Sterling, Louise Fazenda,NoahBeery,RobertMcKim,
Directed by Lambert Hillyer. A Goldwyn Picture.
ENEMIES OF WOMEN. By Vicente Blasco
Ibanez. With Lionel Barrymore and Alma Rubens.
Directed by Alan Crosland. Scenario by John
Lynch. Settings by Joseph Urban. A Cosmopolitan Production.
RED LIGHTS. With Marie Prevost, Johnny
Walker, Alice Lake, Raymond Griffith. A Clarence
Badger Production. Adapted by Carey Wilson
from Edv/ard E. Rose's Stage Play. June Mathis,
Editorial Director.
A Goldwyn Picture^
THE RENDEZVOUS. By Madeleine Puthven.
With Conrad Nagel, Lucille Ricksen, Elmo Lincoln,
Sidney Chaplin. Directed by Marshall Neilan. A
Goldwyn Picture.

THE ETERNAL THREE. With Hobart Bosworth, Claire Windsor, Bessie Love, Raymond Griffith. Directed by Marshall Neilan and Frank
u rson, r\. vjoiU-wyn jticluic.
THE STEADFAST HEART. Sheridan HaU,
Director. With Marguerite Courtot, Mary Alden Joseph Striker,MiriamBattista,JosephDepew. Adapted
by Philip Lonergan from Collier's Weekly Story by
Clarence Budington Kelland. A Distinctive Picture.
SLAVE. OF DESIRE. Presented by Gilbert E.
Gable. Directed by George D. Baker^ With George
Walsh, Bessie Love, Carmel Myers. Adapted from
the immortal story "The Magic Skin" by Balzac.
June Mathis, Editorial Director. A Goldwyn Picture.
THE DAY OF FAITH. By Arthur Somers Roche.
Directed by Tod Browning. With Eleanor Boardman, Ford Sterling, Raymond Griffith, Tyrone
Power, Wallace MacDonald. Adapted for the screen
by June Mathis and Katherine Kavanaugh. June
IX/T ^3 1" ri 1 C; JZ^Lli
17 1 l"/^!"!let!
O 1 ±JTl LL1 1" KZ^X.\jL
^ +■ T" ^ A VJfJlLlWyll
Ir/^lHTy^ZTZM
l-'l r'^'i 1 T"P*
IVldLXlio,
X^lL-LLliC
IN THE PALACE OF THE KING. By Marion
Crawford. DirectedbyEmmettFlynn. With Blanche
Sweet, Pauline Starke, Hobart Bosworth, Edmund
Lowe. Written for the screen by June Mathis. A
Goldwyn Picture.
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK. With Marion
Davies. Directed by Sidney Olcott. Adapted by
Luther Reed from stage playbyRidaJohnsonYoung.
Settings by Joseph Urban.
A Cosmopolitan Prod.

Tried and
Proved
Box-Office
Attractions

ON

BIG

PICTURES

UNSEEING
From With
ArthurLionel
Stringer's
Story.
Directed
by E.EYES.
H. Griffith.
Barrymore,
QOCCllct
^^f^ o IIV-/WC11,
Txr^n J^tJLilo
T ^\^ 1 1 c \A/r\l
Vi o i m iTLVJo,
Arianl'^ri
r\\TxJctydlU
a Tza tH
VV (JlllCllll.
U ten Uy
Veiller. Settings by Jos. Urban. A Cosmopolitan
Production.
RENO. Written and Directed by Rupert Hughes,
vv iCi.1 xi.cicnc v^xiciu WICK, \jrcui vvdioii, l^c w \^\j\iy ,
Carmel Myers.
A Goldwyn Picture.
THROUGH THE DARK. Directed by George
Hill. With Colleen Moore. Adapted by Frances
Marion from the story by Jack Boyle.
A CosmoUNDER THE RED ROBE. Directed by Alan
Crosland. With Robert B. Mantell, John Charles
Thomas, Alma Rubens. Adapted by Bayard Veiller
from the story by Stanley ^^eyman. Settings by Joseph Urban. A Cosmopolitan Production.
WILD ORANGES. By Joseph Hergesheimer.
Directed by King Vidor. With Frank Mayo, Virvinia Valli, Ford Sterling. June Mathis, Editorial
Director.
A Goldwyn Picture.
NAME THE MAN ! Victor Seastrom, Director.
Adapted from "The Master of Man"by Sir Hall Caine
With Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch, Patsy Ruth Miller.
Hobart Bosworth, Aileen Pringle, Creighton Hale.
Screen adaptation by Paul Bern. June Mathis,
Editorial Director.
A Goldwyn Picture.
NELLIE, THE BEAUTIFUL CLOAK MODEL.
ay Uwen Davis. Directed by Emmett Flynn. With
Claire Windsor, Edmund Lowe, Mae Busch, Raymond Griffith, Lew Cody, Hobart Bosworth. Adapted by H. H. Van Loan. Scenario by Carey
Wilson. June Mathis, Editorial Director. A Goldwyn Picture,

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

director. With
Mason
Anita WAY.
Stewart, E.Oscar
Shaw,HopWHITE
T.
THE.per, GREAT
Roy Barnes, theatrical, newspaper, sports celebrities and Ziegfeld Chorus. Adapted by Luther Reed
from story "Cain and Mabel" by H. C. Witwer.
Settings by Joseph Urban. A Cosmopolitan Production

X

SECOND YOUTH. Directed by Albert Parker.
With Alfred Lunt, Mimi Palmeri, Walter Catlett,
Herbert Corthell, Jobyna Howland, Lynn Fontanne.
Adapted
T^vnrh liulii
frnm
Allan Ur^ricirrmff'c'^r^*'^^ bv JJohn j^yiLi^LL
r^iicin
KjpQegran s
novel. A Distinctive Picture.

X

TRUE AS STEEL. Written and Directed by Rupert Hughes. With Aileen Pringle, Eleanor Boardiiiciii, jTdzcriuci, IN or man iverry, William r±.
Crane, Raymond Hatton.
A Goldwyn Picture.

X

JSECOIL A". J. Parker Beach.
Directed by T. Hayes
FTunter.
Read, Jr. Presentation. With
jjiy Liic, AVidiiiuii ndmiiton dna xjur opc s J. cn
Most Beautiful Women.

X

Director.
WOMAN.
With AlmaD Rubens,
THE REJECTE
ConradAlbert
Nagel, Parker,
Wyndham Standing. From the Story by John Lynch.
A Distinctive Picture.

X

Her Tamous Novel. Alan Crosland, Director. With
tion of
Glyn'se. Produc
S
WEEK
THREE Nagel
Scenario by
Pringl
and Aileen
Conrad
Elinor Glyn. Continuity by Carey Wilson. June
A Goldwyn Picture.
Mathis, Editorial Director.

X
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Newspapers
000

daily in all Hearst
to over 20,000^-

readers.

tremendous

Cash
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patronage.

NEWS REEL with box office value
— that's International News. One
glance at the above line-up and you
do not wonder why exhibitors have
come to regard International News
as an unbeatable service. For International has
the reputation of doing more than beating all
competition to theatre screens with every
worth-while news event — in addition to that
International supplies exhibitors with special
news features as the above — AT NO EXTRA
COST.
For example, only recently International released to exhibitors the sensational flight of one
of its cameramen within the very crater of Mt.
Vesuvius. Other absolutely exclusive scoops included in International's regular service during
the past year have been the great Japanese
earthquake showing Tokio in flames, the destruction ofthe United States destroyer fleet on
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the Pacific Coast, the terrific catastrophe of Mt.
Etna's eruption secured only through the daring of International's death-defying cameraman,
the Berkeley, CaUf., fire, Amundsen's start for
the North Pole, and many others. All these
you would have missed without International
News. All these International suppHed at no
extra cost to exhibitors!
When you play International News you get the
most complete, the fastest news service on the
face of the globe. And in addition you get all
the other exclusive features that have helped
to make International a box office drawing card
for thousands of exhibitors.
You can't beat that for service; you can't even
match it! Every day that you are not playing
International you are passing up money-making
entertainment value for your patrons. Book
International News today at your Universal
Exchange and notice the difference!

International camera-men are
in every corner of the globe.
International supplies the most
complete, the fastest news service in picture form in the
whole world.

UMERS4L

PRESENTED BY
PRODUCEf^S
'9he

SECURiry

KINGDOM

A Victor Schertzinger
Production
featuring
ERNEST TORRENCE, RUSSELL SIMPSON,
PAULINE
STARKE,
GASTON GLASS
W
ITH
IN'
" Type of picture that is not readily
forgotten. " — Ex. Herald.
" A powerful drama of life in the
tiniberlands." — Harrison
Reports.
Exhibitors
say:excep"Powerful story,
tional cast."
ERNEST J
TORRENCE 1
9

BOOK
MARK

OF

THE

THEM
Presented by

NOW

THOMAS

DIXON

author of "BIRTH OF A NATION"
An
All Star Cast
BEAST'
Screen
Opinionsscreen
says :productions
"One of that
the
most
remarkable
has been made," and gives it a rating of
CLASS A-a 100% — Only 10 pictures out
of 665 have received this rating.

^OLUR

withND"
DRUMMO
EVELYN GREELEY and CARLYLE
BLACKWELL

A Victor Schertzuiger Production
with a wonderful cast, including

Here is a rip- snorting, thrilling melodrama that
packs an intense moment in every foot.

CULLEN

LANDIS, EVA NOVAK, JOSEPH
BOWLING
DEVILS"
A delightful
did
to a small picture
town. showing what an oil boom

Played Wm. Fox Circuit for 75 days.
The
will
your
slow

newspapers said : "Bulldog Drummond"
moisten palms, dry mouths and will warm
soul. Phew ! The events throughout never
down.

DisMbuM

w HQDKINSON

Exhibitors say: "You can cash in on this one."
"A picture that will please them all." "Play it."

Season

1924-1925

Thirty

First-Run

Pictures

COLLEEN

MOORE

WARNER

BAXTER

"What the Picture Did for Me"— HERALD
One of the best I ever ran. Pleased 100 per cent. Fire
scenes great.
Theatre,
Borden,Good
Ind. flashy paper. — Harry Herb, Herb's

ALICE CALHOUN
JAMES MORRISON
"What the Picture Did for Me"— HERALD
This one is sure a dandy picture. Book it. Paper on this
picture is a knockout. — C. C. Cronkhite, Lyric Theatre,
Fairview, Okla.
mm

PERCY MARMONT
ALICE CALHOUN
"What the Picture Did for Me"— HERALD
If you want excitement, action, thrills, book this one.
Almost takes your breath away at times. Had fine crowds.
— A. F. Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City, Neb.

CULLEN LANDIS
WANDA HAWLEY
"What the Picture Did for Me"— HERALD
Oh, boy! It's a picture! Buy it and boost it. It will
back up all you say and they will tell you so. — C. R.
McHenry, Rosewin Theatre, Dallas, Tex.

ALICE CALHOUN
CULLEN LANDIS
"What the Picture Did for Me"— HERALD
Is a vivid picture of early days and a masterpiece from
every angle. Watch out for Cullen Landis. He's there
with the goods. — Charles Blaine, Morgan Theatre, Henryetta, Okla.

MARY

J. WARREN KERRIGAN
ALICE CALHOUN
WANDA
MISS
PAT

DU

PONT

O'MALLEY

"THE

MORRISON

"What the Picture Did for Me"— HERALD
Vitagraph has not made a poor picture in a mighty long
time. Here's going to be another winner. Use the music.
— Harry E. Strickland, Aubert Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

It gives perfect entertainment,
sets that are tremendously big
and action galore. What I call
an exceptionally big picture. —
W. H. Brenner, Cozy Theatre,
Winchester, Ind.

KEY

"LOYAL

JAMES

"What Me"—
the HERALD
Picture Did for

HAWLEY

KATHLEEN

CARR

LIVES"

LEAVENWORTH

CASE"

"THE LOVE BANDIT"
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES

PICTURES INC. ^

PLAY

Th

YOU

Six

Pyramid

e

TRIED

THEY'RE

BET

AND

PROVED

ONLY"
IN NAME
"WIFE
A love too great to harbor doubt wrecks a young woman's sinister plan for
revenge which separates a young couple on the threshold of their honeymoon.
Sensational melodrama superbly acted.

" WHAT
FOOLS
MEN
ARE
"
A study of the emotional life of New York's gayest yoimger set and of the
tumultuous career of a little love pirate who springs a startling surprise.

"WHEN

THE

DESERT

The drama of husband and wife sent by a sinister
hand to seek peace
separately on desert sands, and
CALLS"
their thrilling adventures before Fate reunites them.

"HIS WIFE'S
HUSBAND"
An emotional society drama tingling with mystery
and a likeable spirit of conflict, made into a living
thing by a wonderful star and a good cast splendidly
directed.

"MY
"QUEEN

OF

OLD

KENTUCKY

THE

ROUGE"
MOUL
A virile,
vibrantIN
and vital melodrama of the midnight-to-dawn district of Paris, wherein a girl's
honor is bartered to awaken genius in her studentBweetheart.

A pulse-quickening racing melodrama of the South;
rich in sentiment, heart interest, pathos offset with
comedy. Three fine love stories. Race sequence
packed with thrill.

HOME"
Complete information on the above productions is contained in a sixteen page
booklet which is now being mailed to every exhibitor in the United States
and Canada, There's a coupon in that booklet worth something to you.
Yoix'll find it on page fourteen.
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%e dusiness Paper of the MotionJ^cturelnflustrf

Let

It

Not

the

Be

Good

ibitors
IN the present issue of Exh
Trade Review' will be found articles on Tried and Proved Pictures written by Carl Laemmle, Sidney
R. Kent and Louis F. Guimond. They
present the general principles from the
viewpoint of the head of a great company, from that of the chief of the
distribution forces of another large
corporation and from that of an advertising man of wide experience.
They attack the question from three
angles, but their conclusions are the
same: That the Tried and Proved
Picture is worthy of its place in ihs
sun and that its importance, while perhaps heretofore somewhat neglected by
those to whom it had a right to look
for support, is now being widely recognized.
One of the difficulties associated
with obtaining definite data on Tried
and Proved Pictures is the perfectly
understandable reluctance on the part
of distributors to uncover intimate
facts and figures regarding details of
their companies' business.
Mr. Laemmle hits upon the happy
plan o£ presenting the total number of
theatres in which a certain subject has
been played. The figures relating to
"The Storm" will have value and interest for everyone associated with the
industry. When a picture plays 8589
houses it shows something more than
the fact that it is a good picture. It
indicates the possibilities for other
good pictures when behind them is put
intelligent and — this is the important
word — continuous selling efifort.

QNE of the best examples of a Tried
and Proved picture is "Nanook of
the North," a subject that it not a photoplay within the ordinary meaning of
the word. It might have been named
"The Life of a Family" in all truth.
In fact, the subject was one that in
the beginning distributors shied away
from. They were afraid of the exhibitor, believing- he in turn would be
afraid of the public. Pathe had the
courage of its convictions, that the production contained great appeal for the

Said

Ever

of

Pictures

Die

That

Young

multitude and that if once the latter
had a chance to see it the picture
would go over with a rush.
Contrary to the practically unvarying
rule of all companies Pathe determined
to make preparations for extending the
life of the advertising — to the exhibitors— on the picture.
"Nanook" was released June 10, 1922.
It was advertised steadily for a year
and a half after its issue. Twice when
the advertising appropriation had been
exhausted application was made for an
additional budget and it was granted.

the picture
compan
npHE
and
dramaticon novelty
is ya figures
— which
not a photoplay, it is again emphasized
— show that up to December 23 of last
year 4,523 theatres had shown it on
their screens. At the present time it is
believed the number easily will exceed
S,ooo, as it is still in active circulation
and several new prints have been ordered only recently.
"Doctor Jack" is another production
which, although in circulation a year
and a half still is going strong. At
the beginning of the year it had been
played in six thousand hous'es, and the
present figures will run in excess of
6500.
"The Call of the Wild," released
last September 23, already has been
played in more than 4200 houses.
"Safety Last," issued last Fall and now
strongly booking in the "volume theatres," has made the remarkable record
up to March 1 of 5.274 houses olayd
-in that comparatively short time.
Concrete figures are of advantage to
exhibitor and distributor and producer
as well as to prove what may be accomplished with pictures that appeal.
To attain the big end, to get the pictures to the largest possible section of
the public, it is necessary to take two
major steps : To- advertise the accomplishments ofthe picture to the exhibitor and in turn to exploit that subject
to the public.
Every picture has to be sold twice,
but the fact never must be lost sight
of that the retail merchant must be

sold before any recompensing money
will flow into the treasliry of the
manufacturer.
^HERE
are thousands
exhibitors
whose interest
in first ofruns
is that
of the man who admires an object
from a distance, knowing it will be a
long time before he will establish contact with it. If often happens that an
interest that is keen in the beginning of
a distribution campaign suffers a lapse
following the death of the advertising,
finally being snuflfed out entirely.
Of course, the subject may be good,
but the fact is not kept in front of the
buyer, unless it happens that he is one
of those methodical chaps who files his
reviews from his business publications;
not only files them, but with regularity
keeps a scrutinizing eye on them.
A picture that is worth while is deserving of a square deal at the hands of
its agent, especially when that agent is
its owner. To obtain that square deal
it is necessary that the merchant be reminded occasionally of the goods that
are to be found in the wholesale house.
Some time ago Exhibitors Trade
Review called attention to what it considered the mistake of the distributor
in splurging his budget on one smashing advertising campaign rather than
following the plan of spreading it over
a period sufficient in length to carry
the
picture along to the average exhibitor.
Word comes to us that one of the
large distributing organizations already
has instituted the policy of reserving a
definite proportion of its advertising
appropriation on each production so'
that if there proves to be demonstrated capacity in any instance entitling itto rank as a Tried and Proved
Picture there will be something "in the
kick" to help it on its long journey to
the end of the road and provide the
stimulant that in the case of pictures as
in men is bound to be beneficial when
judiciously administered.
Speaking now of pictures and not of
men may it no longer even be intimated that the good die young.

Exhibitors Trade Review
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Co-operation
Spells 'Success' —
McGill
Port Orchard (Washington) Exhibitor Makes Business Advance on the Stepping Stones
Of Initiative, Push and Showmanship

R 3'ears ago, in January, 1920,
FOU
J. A. McGill took over the Port
Orchard Theatre, Port Orchard,
Wash. The general impression was
that someone had slipped him a lemon,
as the house was well known to have
had nine owners in the four previous
years, each of whom had made a dismal financial failure of it. The theatre's credit was zero at the bank. In
fact, he was asked to pay the charge
of twenty-five cents delivery on a can
of film in advance, by the transportation company! One year later the
Kitsap County Bank offered McGill
unlimited cash advance to enable him
to carry out improvements or to build
a new theatre as he desired.
This is how he did it. After taking
over the house, renaming it the Liboberty, he did a good deal of quiet
servation, all the while strengthening
his acquaintance and enlarging the list
as rapidly as possible. Soon he got
some valuable first hand information
regarding the kind of program his unsuccessful predecessors had been putting on. They had been for the most
part, cheap, junk shows, run on the
theory that being the only house in a
small community, they would have to
stand for what they got Thus the patrons, who should have attended their
own theatre had drifted away, and
were going elsewhere.

IfTROM his opening day, McGill started
with high class pictures for which he
had paid a good price, as soon as they
were available. But during the first six
months it was a hard fight to convmce
the fans, who had formed the habit of
going out of town for their shows, that
they could see just as good shows m
their own home town. The best pictures available, good music, clean theaintre and persistence in the face yofwon
numerable disappointments, finall
out. After six months the residents
began to show signs of confidence in
the new exhibitor, and they have never
had cause to withdraw their patronage.

Co-operation was the secret of McGill's success. Before his fellow townsfolk realized it, he was the prime factor in every civic or social movement
where he could see a chance to strengthen his friendly foothold in the community. If the high school or local
lodge was giving a big opposition show
on his best night, McGill advertised
tiheir show as well as his own. He
didn't wait for them to ask him to do
so, either. Before long they began to

say, "Here, that fellow is a good
sport." and to select their show nights
so they wouldn't conflict with the theatre's big night. McGill got in touch by
mail or in person with the ministers,
school board and principals. When he
came across a good educational reel or
two, he would run it for the schools
some afternoons.
As a proof of what this spirit of cooperation accomplished, a local school
principal refused one time, to co-operate
with McGill who offered him any one
of four nights to stage an opposition
show. The principal insisted on holding his show on McGill's big night,
trying his best to queer the exhibitor's
Showmanship

Urge

"Don't be afraid to give a
free show now and then to
aid in some worthy object.
Send the ministers a standing pass to all your shows.
Do the same with school
principals. Word of mouth
advertising is the most valuable kind."are the showman
These
sentiments of J. A. McGill,
who took over a sick baby of
a motion picture house that
had been passed up by nine
other exhibitors as being beyond repair so far as building up a profitable patronage
for the house was concerned,
and put it in the running as
the pride of the community.
show. After making every reasonable
effort, McGill took the matter up with
the school board, which promptly dismissed the principal for his unnecessary opposition. "Must I ask him,
when I want to give a show?" inquired
the principal, and he was informed
that he was expected to show the same
type of co-operation that was always
given by McGill, for the best interests
of the community. His successor was
introduced to Mr. McGill by the school
board and advised to always ' consult
McGill regarding such matters. McGill says it is a good plan for the small
town exhibitor to have portable projection outfit with a I, GOO watt light. He

Sense
can then show occasional pictures at
schools, churches or lodges. This also
minimizes the danger of community
picture shows, which are a real menace to the exhibitor.
JQON'T
be then
afraidto toaidgive
a freeworthy
show
now and
in some
local object, such as a benefit for the
library — club, grade schools or P. T.
A.," says McGill. "You always start
new fans at these shows and you win
in the end. And never carry a local
grouch! Run church announcements
free, and send the ministers a standing pass to all your shows. When congregations see their pastors and families going to shows on week nights,
you can bet they follow suit. Do the
same thing with school principals.
Word of mouth advertising is the most
valuable kind. They will tell their
teachers and friends what they saw and
what is coming. Never pass up an opportunity to make a new friend.
Friends are your most valuable asset in
this business.
"Particularly make friends of the
youngsters. The finest music I hear
is a cheery 'Hello, Mr. McGill,' from
the youngsters I pass on the street.
They don't deface my posters, or play
destructive tricks on me either. There
are too many things for them to remember that leave a kindly feeling. It
is their house, too. If they want to
raise a fund for baseball suits or gymnasium equipment, they know I will
back them up, either with a percentage
on tickets, or on fifty percent of the
receipts for the night. The biggest
kick the kids ever got was in parading
around the town in 'Robinson Crusoe'
costumes, selling tickets for a show on
my opening night with this chapter
play. The parents are influenced by the
way their children are treated and they
know their little folks will never see
anything harmful or degrading in my
jyjcGILL
features
gives credit
to his
his fine
wifemusic,
for and
the
theatre."
quality of the product. She is leader of
his little orchestra. He thinks poor
music is the cause of many small town
failures.
McGill's reputation for dependability has spread beyond the limits of his
home town, where, by the way, he has
built a pretty little home. He is a
member of the Seattle District Arbitration Board, and a member of the
Board of Trustees of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Washington.
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Patrons'
Your
It to
Owe
'You
Universal President Urges Exhibitors to Run Tried and Prove d Screen Attractions

e that
EAT motion pictur
A GR
has not been seen is like a great
book that has not been read.
Its beauty and merit are enhanced by
the discovery of its hitherto hidden
charm. There are so few truly great
pictures produced it is the duty of the
theatre-going public to patronize
those masterpieces, that have been
created.
By the same token, it behooves
every exhibitor to present to his patrons those outstanding motion pictures which are a credit to the industry. The exhibitor owes it to his
theatre, his public and his industry
to show ev-ery great picture made.
By so doing, he satisfies and elevates
his patronage, augments the prestige
of his hcmse, and enhances and encourages the production of further
screen triumphs.
The time will come when every
exhibitor will show every worth-while
picture, regaraless of the fact that his
competitor has shown it previously.
But before that day comes the exhibitor will have to realize that much
of the firs,t, second and third run
propaganda is artificial. If one hundred other theatres in your city have
played the picture, and your patrons
haven't seen it, it is virtually a firstrun.
In fact, the more that picture has
been shown, the more advantageous
it. * The
to you toersrunattend
it istheatre-go
theatre
one majority
of
only — theatre-going is really a habit
—and although the picture may have
been shown across the street, they
could not have seen it, if they went
to your theatre.

Take, for instance "The Storm."
If imitation is, an indication of greatness, then "The Storm" is one of the
greatest pictures ever made, for never
was a picture so widely imitated.
Will Rogers said something to the
effect that "all the pictures are 'The
Storm' under another name." Besides
being the most imitated picture ever
produced,
other
records"The
to itsStorm"
credit. has several
It was more widely booked than any
other production ever made, I believe,
playing in 8,589 hous,es — the nearest
approach to 100% representation I
know of — and, according to exhibitor's
reports, broke more box-office records
than any picture I ever heard about.
One of my Saturday Evening Post
correspondents writes me she has
seen "The Storm" no less than eighteen times ! That's the sort of picture
it is. One you can see again and

By CARL

LAEMMLE

again, enjoying it more and more on
each subs.equent viewing.
The fact that it has met with such
unlimited success is the best argument in favor of exhibitors booking it
now. If your patrons have seen it,
they'll flock to it again ; if they haven't
seen it, they've heard about it from
most of their friends and are eager to
view it.
To those who have seen it once,
it's a Tried and Proved Picture; to
those who have not seen it, "The
Storm" is a firs,t-run, its value enhanced by almost world-wide wordof-mouth advertising. In justice to
your patrons, you dare not deprive
them of an opportunity to see this
never-to-be-forgotten masterpiece.
"The Flirt," another Tried and
Proved Picture if ever there was one,
played in 7,030 theatres and, to the
best of my knowledge, received not
one adverse criticism !
XT VERY exhibitor, every critic, every
patron declared it one of the greatest pictures he or she had even seen.
The fact that "The Flirt" has not
had the same repres,entation as "The
Storm" is not an indication of any
inferiority, but merely that, having
been released a year later, it is still
being booked heavily.
To date, 1,559 more theatres showed
"The Storm" than "The Flirt." That
means "The Flirt" is still first-run in
fifteen hundred theatres now, the patrons of fifteen hundred theatres will
have the thrill of seeing this Booth
Tarkington masterpiece for the first
time, and an ass,ured patronage will
be gained for those fifteen hundred
houses for forth-coming Tarkington
productions, such as "The Turmoil,"
to be released as one of Universal's
"Perfect Thirty-Six."
And while I'm on the subject of
"The Flirt" I want to make a little
confession. I wasn't sold on the title,
when we were about to release the
picture. Several exhibitors told me
they lousthought
"ThetheFlirt"
a title, that
name too
Flirtfrivowas
old-fashioned, that the Twentieth
century name for that type was Vamp.
I ordered the title changed, and met
with such opposition that, against my
judgment, the picture was released
under the original title. Its unbounded success under its present title convinced me I was wrong.
The renown of the book and the

already established prestige of "The
Flirt" make it all the more imperative
that exhibitors tak^ advantage of this,
combined popularity and excellent exploitation and advertising, and get
every penny to be made out of this
production.
Perhaps the best example of a Tried
and Proved Picture offering unlimited
possibilities is "Merry Go Round."
Although, because of its recent release, it has played in but 4,199
houses, that Universal-Jewel is gaining momentum daily and, if I am not
mistaken, will s,urpass the record established by"The Storm."
Universal has always tried to select
pictures whose subject matter and
title admit of forcible exploitation.
"Merry Go Round" contains limitless
possibilities for the enterprising showman, has an appeal to both sexes, and
all ages, and is as fine a picture as
can be found on the market today.
The Exhibitors Trade Review in
a recent issue paid tribute to this
Universal-Jewel in its Tried and
Proved Pictures section, and stressed
the exploitation possibilities of this,
production, which to date has played
almost 4,200 houses, less than 30 per
cent of its potential representation.
One picture, such as "Merry Go
Round," may draw the patronage to
your house during the hot weather;
but you'll need consistently good productions to retain that patronage.
J CAN suggest nothing better than
such eminently worth-while pictures
as "Way Down East," "Tol'able
David," "Human Hearts," "Over the
Hill," "Fury," "Under Two Flags,"
"Broken Blossoms," "The Kentucky
Derby," "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse"
andl "Foolish
all
Tried and Proved
Pictures. Wives,"
"Human

Hearts" has been shown in

7,048 houses, a remarkable presentation record, second only to that of
"The
leases. Storm" among Universal re"The Kentucky Derby," shown in
6,999 theatres, is an ideal selection for
two reasons. It has been a consistent
money-maker wherever shown, and
has for its star Reginald Denny, whose
success in "The Abys,mal Brute,"
"The Leather Pushers" and "Sporting Youth" has brought him a host
of admirers, many of whom did not
know of his charm, ability and personality when "The Kentucky Derby"
was first released.
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DINKY
TLE
LITDE
AN is very
much at home among
the hand of traveling
acrobats who have made
him a member of their
select band. Besides,
they have taught him
the haf<piness in charity.

Exhibitors Trade Revie

'J^HE little fcUozvzvill
%oon be leaving the
familiar fi-icnds, for the
charm which he wears
has revealed his identity. The picture on the
left shozvs one of the
band pleading with the
messenger to keep him.

He's Just a Little Fellow But He's 'A Prince of a King'
The Splendid Work of Little Dinky Dean Is Largely Responsible for the Success of This Selznick Production
the Record of Which Has Gained for it a Place Among Tried and Proved Pictures
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New
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HE exhibitor who plays second,
By S. R. KENT
third
or fourth run is, in one re- General Manager, Distribution Department,
T
spect, the most fortunate indiFamous Players-Lasky Corporation
vidual in the business. For him the
gamble in playing and exploiting pic- Everett, Palace Theatre, Maryville,
tures is reduced to a minimum. While
Tenn. "Received more compliments
the first-run exhibitor must buy his
than
any picture in weeks."
product on faith, reputation of past
"A wonderful picture which did the
performances and his own personal
usual Meighan business," from Ollie
opinion, the small-timer can turn to Brownlee,
Palace Theatre, Muskogee,
profit the experience of the bigger fel- Okla.
lows and, laying out his program with
"The Spanish Dancer" (Pola Netried and proved pictures can insure
gri).— "Received with fine comments
steady revenue and good will for his
Irom practically everyone who saw it,"
house.
said A. L. Snell, Imperial Theatre,
Undoubtedly the most advanced step
Gadsden, Ala. "As a drawing card
along the lines of rendering valuable
Negri is giving the other big ones a
service to the small exhibitor, in the
opinion of the writer, is that taken by
Incidentally, this picture made an unExhibitors Trade Review in estabusual record in San Francisco, a city
lishing its Tried and Proved Departrace."
ment. It is, therefore, a pleasure to
co-operate with the editors of that department byfurnishing additional data
for the information of Trade Review
readers.
For several years the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, keenly appreciative of the value of exhibitors' reports in the shaping of plans for future
product, has maintained its own reportgathering department.
Confidential
to a certain degree,
these statements gathered through the
company's own channels are invariably
frank and unbiased.
Through them it
is interesting to note the quality trend
of the Paramount product from vear to
year. Moreover, in evident fulfillment
of the very purpose for which the department was established, it is gratifying to note that the Paramount product
released during the past six months has
SIDNEY R. KENT
reached the highest standard, in point
of satisfaction to the average exhibitor
and his house clientele, yet attained.
notoriously confined to one-week enGoing back to October, a few comgagements. Following a big week at
ments upon some of the pictures en- the Granada it went into the Portola
titled to the tried and proved classificaand played
the largest week's busition should prove of interest.
ness in manyto months.
"The Light That Failed" (George
"Ruggles of Red Gap," a James
Melford production). — W. J. Melvin,
Cruze production. — "All audiences
Grand Theatre, St. Petersburg, Fla.,
thoroughly enjoyed this picture." wrote
A. B. Morrison, A/tajestic Theatre,
repo"ted
unanimous: "Comments
that this is ofonepatrons
of the were
best
Memphis. "Taken as a whole, and particularly with regard to its artistry ot pictures, and we agree. Christmas day
impersonation, this production has broke all records for that day."
Charles Morrison, Imperial Theatre,
rarely been equalled on the screen."
"Woman-Proof" (Thomas MeighJacksonville, reported : "Splendid picture, wonderfully acted, and as one paan). — " 'We like your picture immensely,' was the voiced sentiment of the
tron said, 'Gets under one's skin.' The
II 53 people who braved an all-day kind they talk about and advise their
rainstorm Monday afternoon and night. friends to see."
Despite the fact that it has set in to
"To the Ladies," a Jaines Cruze prorain all week, we are eoing to have a
duction.— "James Cruze has scored
V. M. Culver, Capi- again. Audience was very appreciative
wrote Rock.
goodtolweek," Little
Theatre,
and laughed a great deal," wrote H. E.
"Pleased loo per cent," wrote J. H. Farley, Empire, Montgomery, Ala.

"Intensely interesting and human.
Good through and through," said V.
M. Culver, Capitol Theatre, Little
Rock.
"Comment on all sides favorable," said
Howard Price Kingsmore, Howard
Theatre, Atlanta.
"The Call of the Canyon" (Zane
Grey production). — This picture,
played
holidayledweek
at Loew's
Palace,
Washington,
all theatres
in the
city,
even
legitimate,
both
in
attendance
and
receipts.
"Comes near to lOO per cent. Interest never lags," was the report of A.
B. Morrison, Majestic Theatre, Mem"A most successful engagement,"
wrote H. B. Clarke, Garing Theatre,
Greenville, S. C. "Receipts away above
phis.
the
average and picture made a splendid hit with the patrons."
"Big Brother," an Allan Dwan production. — "A perfect picture that
pleased all. Truly worthy," was the
report of Earle Settle, Palace Theatre,
McAlester, Okla.
Barry Burke, Palace Theatre, Fort
Worth, Tex. : "Cast is excellent and
very
goodback
for still
the box
office."
Going
further
in the list
of releases. Paramount has made a
careful analysis of those pictures which
have stood out as particularly successful in the smaller towns and especially
recommends the follovsang as' having
demonstrated a special appeal to smalltown audiences.
Thomas Meighan in "If You Believe
It, It's So," Rudolph Valentino in
"Blood and Sand," "The Valley of
Silent Men," Jack Holt in "While Satan Sleeps," Cecil B. De Mille's "Manslaughter," James Cruze's "The Old
Homestead," with Theodore Roberts ;
"The Cowboy and the Lady," George
Fitzmaurice's "To Have and To
Hold," with Betty Compson and Bert
Lytell ; "The Pride of Palomar,"
Thomas Meighan in "The Bachelor
Daddy" and "Back Home and Broke,"
George Fitzmaurice's "Kick In," with
Betty Compson, Bert LyTell and May
McAvoy; Jack Holt in "Making a
Man," "When Knighthood Was in
Flower," Gloria Swanson in "My American Wife," Betty Compson in "The
White
Flower."
In fact,
this list could be extended
back indefinitely for, as the Trade Review has so aptly stated, "any picture
is a first-run subject in any locality
where it has not been shown previousIn other words, to say that a picture
is tried and proved is far from saying
that it is old, for any picture is new to
those who haven't seen it before.
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gAMUEL GOLDWYN, preparing to depart for the
coast next week to remain until September, told this
week of s.ome of the discouragements he encountered
following the announcement of the proposal to make
"Cytherea." Hundreds of letters were received, he says,
urging him to drop the plan. Together with Director
Fitzmaurice he studied the problem and reached the
conclusion that there was a motion picture in the story,
one in which the dominating theme should be retribution,
and they went ahead. The result, he says, has justified
their faith, declaring the product to be a clean, censorproof production with a great love story. The producer
remarked incidentally that not for a million dollars would
he return to making pictures with a board of directors,
and that pictures cannot be supervised from a desk in
New York.
/'•OLONEL
JASPER
EWING and
BRADY,
Metro Pictures
Corporation,
brothereditor
of theof
late Cyrus Townsend Brady, is the author of the play
"Intuition," which was presented for the first time
in Brooklyn April 7. It is being staged by Cecil
Owen, and it is planned to give the drama a Broadway showing next season.
PHA.RLES DAVIS, 2d, is back from a visit to Clcveland, Chicago, Minneapolis, Des Moines,, Detroit,
Indianapolis and Louisville. With him went a print of
John Lowell Russell's "Floodgates," which Mr. Davis
booked in a Chicago Loop house, in an Asher house in
Milwaukee, in the Strand in Louisville and for which
he also sold the Kentucky territory. The' returned traveler is convinced that the way to dispose of an independent picture is to take it out in the country and show
'em. Corrditions in the territory vis,ited,. Mr. Davis reported, while not ideal, were on the whole very good.
JEROME BEATTY, who for the past year has been
in charge of the advertising department of Preferred
Pictures, has completed his contract and is now with
Universal. In his new post, the duties of which he
took over April 7, he will be national exploitation
director. Mr. Beatty carries with him the heartiest
good wishes of his former chiefs.
QEORGE H. SMITH, managing director of the Vitagraph Company, Ltd., of London, sailed for home
April 2, after a visit covering several weeks with his brother,
President Albert E. Smith, in New York and Hollywood. The visit reunited the members of the family for
the first time in several years and also gave the London
visitor an opportunity to participate in the celebration of
the twenty-sixth anniversary of Vitagraph's organization.
CAM MORRIS, general manager of Warner Brothers,
in New
YorkAsked
from ifa he
several
trip
in isthebackMiddle
West.
heardweeks'
anything
about such an institution as the radio during his
absence he replied that he did. Mr. Morris said
the more menacing phase of the new amusement
seemed to be the tendency on the part of radio
devotees not to be content to restrict the audience of
the loud speaker to the immediate family but to
invite in the neighbors. ■
"DEN P. SCHULBERG, president of Preferred Pictures
Corporation, arrived in New York April 5 for a conference with his associate, J. G. Bachmann, treasurer of
Preferred. Production and distribution plans for the new
season will be completed while Mr. Schulberg is in New
York.
He expects to be in town for several weeks.

'THEODORE ROBERTS, his friends will be glad to hear,
has been able to leave Pittsburgh following his long illness and travel to his home in Hollywood. At the request
of Mrs. Roberts there was no demonstration of welcome,
although one had been planned. While extremely weak
the veteran actor was in good spirits and confident that in
home surroundings he will quickly and entirely regain his
health.
'T'JiE Kay Street Theatre of Tacoma, under the
direction of Jensen & Von Herberg, was opened
Saturday, March 29, it is announced by H. T. Moore
of the Moore Amusement Company.
(^HARLES RAY'S first picture in the new series with
Thomas H. Ince will be "Smith." Here's a smack
in the eye for those who insist "It's all in the title."
But Mr. Ince probably is thinking of the name of the
star rather than the title. By the way, "Charles Ray in
'Smith' " will delight the heart of the man who worries
how he is going to get it all into the lights. That will
be easy. The player will be directed by Ralph Ince, the
latter's firs,t production on the west coast and also his
first in association with his brother. The story was
written by C. Gardner Sullivan.
JOHN ous-Lasky
W. HICKS,
Jr., managing
of FamFilm Service,
Ltd., ofdirector
Sydney,
Australia, arrived in New York last week for his annual
conference. Mr. Hicks is accompanied by Mrs. Hicks
and their soa.
J F any onehibitor ishas
an ideaandthataletheletlothim
of the
townit. ex-A
all cakes
step small
out of
letter from John Neff of Hamburg, Iowa, written as the
cold weather was drawing to a close, told of arising at
4 :30 in the morning and taking care of two boilers in a
school building of which for twenty-three years he has been
janitor, the thermometer meanwhile ranging up or down to
24 degrees below zero. Mr. Neff has been running two
Power's 6-B machines for six years. As it is close to
midnight before he has a chance to call it a day we are
inclined to believe him when he says "You can see that I
am not playing around."
No, indeed !
TTARRY
M. CRANDALL,
of Crandall's
Tivoli Theatre
Company of president
Washington,
was host
at
an
elaborate
opening
of
Crandall's
Tivoli
Theatre
of the capital city on the evening of April 5.
The
house is situated at Fourteenth street and Park Road,
Northwest.
^RTHUR MACKLEY, known for years as the "Essanay
Sheriff," has returned to the screen in the Arrow-Ben
Wilson "Notch Number One." Mr. Mackley will play
opposite the star, Mr. Wilson. The work of the "Sheriff"
will be remembered with pleasure by all the old-time picturegoers. It was always of a high order, the player never
permitting himself to be thrown out of his conception of
what constituted good acting by the "western melodrama"
surging about him. He was one of the first of the screen
actors and he also was one of the first to employ the naturalistic form of interpretation, never giving currency to the
fallacy that screen work required exaggeration. The late
Arthur Johnson of the old Lubin company was another
of the earlier players of whom the same might be said. All
the old-timers will welcome Mr. Mackley and the later host
will enjoy his work.
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THE sixth annual convention of the M.
P. T. O. Kansas, held in the Hotel Broadview, Emporia, Kansas, Tuesday and
Wednesday, April 1 and 2, was in every sense
a crowning tribute to the progress of that
organization.
The banquet Tuesday night, at which
250 exhibitors and their families attended,
was a spectacle without rival in the history
of the organization. R. R. Biechele of the
Osage theatre, Kansas City, former vicepresident and one of the most ardent
workers in the association, was elected
president, succeeding R. G. Liggett, resigned.
Aside from a few "high spots" in certain resolutions and talks, the convention
was more a gathering of progressive harmony rather than one of outstanding action toward policies or legislation. Construction was the keynote of both days.
Officers Elected
The other new ofiicers:
Harry McClure, Strand theatre, Emporia; Charles Bull, Holland theatre,
Wichita; A. R. Zimmer, Liberty theatre,
Marysville, and Walter Wallace, Orpheum
theatre, Leavenworth, vice-presidents; C.
M. Smith, Tenth street theatre, Kansas
City, secretary, and Fred Meyn, Pershing
theatre, Kansas City, treasurer. Board of
directors: Stanley M. Chambers, Miller
theatre, Wichita; M. B. Shanberg, Midland Circuit of theatres; G. L. Hooper,
Orpheum theatre, Topeka; E. E. Frazier,
New Grand theatre, Pittsburg, Kansas;
Walter Wallace, Orpheum theatre, Leavenworth; A. F. Baker, Electric theatre,
Kansas City, and R. G. Liggett, Gautier
theatre, Kansas City.
Following an address of welcome Tuesday morning by Walter Gunsolly, president of the Emporia Chamber of Commerce and a responsive address by President Liggett, Mrs. Z. Wetmore, president
of the Kansas Parent-Teacher Association,
made an appeal to the exhibitors to play
films approved by the P. T. Association,
using a small insigna of that organization
in the advertising of pictures. A resolution, approving such an action was adopted,
with the reservation that such pictures
would be played as much as possible. Cooperation between th§ welfare committees
of the exhibitor and P. T. organizations
also was urged by Mrs. Wetmore.
The arbitration committee, appointed by
the new president, consists of A. F. Bakei,
R. G. Liggett, Fred Meyn and C. M. Smith,
all of Kansas City. Committees on promotion and research, auditing and other
duties later will be appointed. A mammoth free luncheon Tuesday noon provided acolorful scene. An annual report,
covering activities of the M. P. T. O. K.
was given by Mr. Liggett at the banquet.
Samuel A. Handy, attorney for the organization, urged exhibitors to keep up the
fight against payment of music tax. The
central shipping project was endorsed,
while unfair competition of schools and
churches came in for a panning.
Unfair Competition
John Tackett, of the Tackett theatre,
Coffeyville, obtained a poster on his way
to the convention, advertising "Rosita," a
United Artists production, which was being played, he said, at big prices at the
First Methodist Church of Ottawa, Kansas,
where there are three theatres. With the
one exception, the M. P. T. O. K. has an
unwritten agreement with all producing

Prevails

at Kansas

Convention

R. R. BIECHELE
Prominent Kansas City exhibitor who has been
chosen president of the Kansas M. P. T. O.
companies that film is not to be sold to
schools and churches for public exhibition,
admission charged, without consent of the
exhibitors.
"I don't believe exhibitors actually realize the power
of oftheir
Judge
Richard
Hopkins
the screens,"
Kansas supreme
court lieve
said
at the banquet.
don't the
beyou appreciate
it. I "Ibelieve
screen to be equally, if not more, powerful
than the press of today. With its vast
educational value, the screen should support only men of clean standards.
Music at the banquet was furnished by
the Emporia Glee Club, while an address
was given by Rollin Boynton, county
prosecuting attorney. A gold watch was
presented Mr. Liggett by Judge Hopkins
as a token of appreciation of Mr. Liggett's
services to the organization. A huge birthday cake was presented Mrs. Liggett by
the Paramount exchange of Kansas City.
Six candles, marking the anniversary ot
the M. P. T. O. K., were atop the cake,
which was returned to Kansas City and
served at a special gathering at the Paramount office, which is next door to the
M. P. T. O. K. headquarters, the Kansas
quarters being too small to accommodate
the crowd.
Resolutions Passed
A lively atmosphere was lent the banquet by the Strand theatre orchestra of
Emporia. Resolutions approving more
economy in the production of films, opposing the playing of pictures where the
stars are of questionable character, extending resappreciation
senators
and repentatives intheir to
work
to abolish
the
war
tax were
and appreciation
of Mr. Liggett's
services
adopted.
The Exhibitor's
Midnight Tuesday
Frolic atnight
the
Strand
theatre, Emporia,
was the most successful event ever held in
conjunction with a convention, it is said.
A program of seven "acts" was arranged,
but the "talent" was impromptu, an exhibitor being informed only ten minutes
ahead of time the nature of the act in
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which he was to participate. Three-round
battles, impersonation of Victor Herbert,
violin solos, stockyard actors, the "dance
of the dinosaur" and a short drama were
staged with hilarious applause.
Following the convention, exhibitors of
Kansas City were guests Thursday night
of the Kansas City Chamber of
Commerce, a huge banner designating the
section occupied by the exhibitors. A pass
to Kansas City theatres was awarded to
the president of the Chamber of Commerce.
Registered List
Those who registered at the convention
were: Abe B. Ulamperl; Mr. and Mrs.
C. M. Smith, Kansas City; E. E. Frazier,
Pittsburg: W. H. Webber, Great Bend;
Roy A. Fuhrer, W. G. Valerius, Mr. and
Mrs. R. R. Biechele, Charles A. Bull, H.
B. Doreing Walter Wallace, J. H. Kelley,
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Liggett, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Meyn, C. E. Liggett, W. D. Frazier,
O. K. Mason, Michael Mehman, A. R.
Zimmer, W. P. Bernfield, S. A. Davidson,
F. S. Davidson, Robert Holmes, H. L. McClure, Mrs. Alice Clark, A. F. Baker, L.
Ware, G. L. Hooper, Stanley Chambers,
E. D. Larson, John Tackett, Mr. and Mrs.
E. Barbour, Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Davidson,
E. S. Schwan, H. Thatcher, E. R. Ruch,
M. B. Shanberg, L E. Runyan, George R.
Koch, Mike Lehman, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sloop,
Charles N. Barron, C. N. Balderston, G.
J. Ranson, J. R. Burford, Mr. and Mr*..
C. E. Cook, Harry Keeler, Herbert Welsh,
Raymond Gear, C. L. McVey, L. A. Wagner and H. R. Besby.
^ ^ ^
CANADIAN M. P. T. O. HAS
PROGRESSIVE SPIRIT
Will Send Delegation to M.P.T.O.
Convention in Boston
A NNOUNCEMENT was made at the last
meeting of the Ontario Division of the
M.P.T.O. of Canada, held as the regular
monthly meeting of the association at the
King Edward Hotel, Toronto, that it is expected that at least 20 exhibitors from the
Province of Ontario will attend the annual
convention of the M.P.T.O. of the United
States at Boston, Mass., on May 27, 28 and
29. Ray Lewis of Toronto was appointed official delegate of the Ontario Division to the
Boston convention and others nominated to
attend included J. C. Brady, proprietor of the
Madison Theatre, Toronto, who is president
of the Ontario M.P.T.O.; J. Cohen, treasurer, Toronto ; Directors Harry Alexander,
Harry Ginsler and M. Gebertig of Toronto,;
S. Lent, H. Rottenberg, Ben Cross, J. Smith,
G. Lester and A. Applebaum of Toronto.
Announcement has been made of the appointment of Sidney Taube of Toronto as
official traveling organizer of the Ontario
M.P.T.O. with authority to enroll new members and to collect dues throughout the Province. Mr. Taube was formerly a wellknown tified
exchange
manager,
having
been idenwith Famous
Players,
Universal
and
other companies
in
various
cities
of
the
Dominion for a number of years.
Eight new members were enrolled at the
recent meeting, these being J. C. McKenzie
of the Princess Theatre, Seaforth, Ontario ;
M. Taylor, Monarch Theatre, Toronto ;
George F. Schneider, Regent Theatre, Peterboro ; L. Rosenfield, Pastime Theatre, New
Toronto ; S. Hamer, Variety Theatre, Toronto ; Charles Rottenberg, Toronto ; L. T.
Patrick, of Stratford, Ontario, and S. Friedman, Woodbine Palace, Toronto.
"Your organization is functioning splendidly," was the
of the from
message
whichS.
was received
at tenor
the meeting
Sydney
Cohen, president of the M.P.T.O. of America.
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THE

The

NEWS

AT

A

GLANCE

Davison bill, which was opposed by New
feated in the State Assembly, 77 to 65.

Carl Laemmle,

York

exhibitors,

just back from Calif ornia, and W. R. Hearst sign contract
versal to distribute International News Reel for the next five years.

Sol Lesser, vice president of West Coast theatres, issues a statement saying 25,000,000
admissions to West Coast Theatre Circuit in past twelve months.

was

de-

for Uni-

have paid

Portland, Ore., Protestant churches have started a boycott ^gainst picture theatres following a disagreement over Sunday opening hours.
R. F. Woodhull has been indorsed for president of the M. P. T. O. A. by the New
board of directors.
Bill Hart severs his connection with Famous
used brought the action.

Players.

A disagreement over the type of stories to be

Henry Ginsberg resigns as general salesmanager for Preferred.
the office.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners

Jersey M. P. T. O.

Max

Roth has been appointed to fill

of Texas will hold their state convention in Dallas on May 6-7-8.

The Walker Bill, calling for the repeal of censorship in New
Albany and the battle is now in progress.

York, is reported out of committee

in

R. R. Beichele, of Kansas City, is clioscn president of the M. P. T. O. of Kansas.
North Carolina M. P. T. O. annual convention will be held in Morehead
Harry Warner denies that his company
this year.

City on June 11-12.

plans to figure in a merger and says he will make

Luis Firpo, "The Wild Bull of the Pampas,"

signs a contract to make

serial for Theodore

20 pictures

Wharton.

The Department of Internal Revenue sends out a warning that theatre owners must pay their taxes
more prompth^ or indictments will folloAv.
Jerry Beatty has severed his connection with Preferred and is now with Universal as national director
of exploitation,
Canada will send a large delegation to the M. P. T. 0. A. convention in Boston.
At the opening of Norma Talmadge's "Secrets" in Los Angeles, tickets were sold by speculators for
as high as $25 each.
Harmon kinson.
Weight has been chosen to direct Betty Compson
Houston

in "The Ramshackle

House"

for Hod-

Thompson, chairman of the Federal Trade Commission, asks the Independent Producers and
Distributors Association to keep the gates of trade open through competitive methods.

Arthur Lowe, home
films.

from abroad, says Americans

are using Europe

as a dumping

ground for old

Charles Ray's first picture under his new Ince contract will be "Smith."
There are 578 exclusive picture houses in New
ing to an official city report.

York City.

This compares with 423 in 1919, accord-
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Warner

Spikes

Rumors

Con-

cerning Consolidation Plans
THIS is the open season for rumors in banquet held on the first evening with everythe film industry and one of the most
body welcome. The second day will be devoted to open sessions with everyone conprominent and persistent rumors renected with the industry welcome. DeSalles
cently has been regarding the probable affiliation of the Warner Brothers organization
Harrison, southeastern representative of the
with one or another of the more prominent
Public Relations Department of the Hays orestablished releasing companies.
ganization has accepted an invitation to address the convention.
So wild and varied have some of the statements become, that Harry M. Warner, senior member of the Warner Brothers, ' felt
that the time had arrived, in justice to all
BILL HART AND FAMOUS
concerned to make known the position of the
PLAYERS DISAGREE
Warner organization in respect to its producing and releasing plans for the 1924-25 season.
Unable to Agree on Type of Stories
In a statement Mr. Warner said:
Best Suited to the Actor
"Within the past five or six weeks the name
of Warner Brothers has been linked with
rr^ILLIAM S. HART and Famous
nearly every producing and distributing or" Players have agreed to disagree' and
ganization inthe motion picture industry.
the deal pending between the two is de"In
justice,
not
only
to
ourselves,
but
to
clared off. The trouble arose from a difthe other concerns who have been mentioned
ference of opinion as to the stories Hart
and also to our franchise holders and exshould use in his pictures. The actor held
hibitors who are interested in our product,
I am making this statement to clear the sit- out for the right to choose his own storuation ar.d to settle the various rumors that
ies, claiming his experience in acting qualified him to judge the merits of a story
are floating around.
best
suited to himself.
"Our firm consists of four brothers, H. M.
Warner, A. Warner, S. L. Warner and J. L.
The
company
Hart's
latest vehicles
did intimated
not carry that
enough
appeal,
Warner, which to us, is enough of a consolidation without affiliating with any other
or rather were not especially adapted to
concern.
the actor's type.
Hart has left for the Coast without any
'The production of photoplays that are
successful both artistically and financially is definite plans as to the future, but it is
the result of experience. No sane man would
considered quite likely he will produce a
think of establishing a law office or proclaimseries of pictures under his own name.
ing himself a physician simply because he
* * *
had, or could obtain $100,000 or any given
sum. The motion picture is an even more
FRENCH
SCENES COMPLETED
complicated combination of art and business
than the two professions named and it reFOR 'MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE'
qu'res all the thought that any person can
Sidney Olcott has completed the French
put into it, plus years of arduous work.
"Therefore it can be definitely stated to the sequences ot "Mons'eur Beaucaire." Rodolph
Valentino's new starring picture, at the
industry at large that Warner Brothers are
Paramount Long Island studio and is startgoing to remain independent."
^ ^ ^
ing on the English part of the story. In
this part Doris Kenyon, who plays Ladv
Mary, and Ian McLaren, who has the role
COURT OF APPEALS DECIDES
of the Duke of Winterset, will have imporON DRAMATIC RIGHTS
tant work to do. Valentino will have two
Albany, N. Y.— The Court of Appeals, in duels to fight and much other strenuous acNew York State, holds that film and dramatic
tivity in the English sequence.
rights are not similar. The .Court rendered
Bebe Daniels, who plays the role of the
this decision last week, in an injunction acPrincess opposite Mr. Valentino, has comtion that had been brought by John G. Underbill, in an effort to restrain Richard G.
Herndon, from showing "La Malquerida," as
a motion n'cture.
Underbill obtained the right to translate
and produce the plav, from the offer and
made a contract with Herndon, giving the
latter the exclusive dramatic rights on the
payment of royalties
Herdon produced the n'av under the name
r ■' "Ti c Pnssicr. P'owp- " He then sold the
picture rights to Tospt"!^ Schenck for $22,500,
the latter producing film with Norma Talmadge as the star. It was Underbill's contention that the mot'on picture rights had
not been given to Herndon, and that its showing in pictures competed with the play and
hurt him financiallv.
NORTH CAROLINA M.P.T.O. WILL
MEET ON JUNE 11 AND 12
It is announced after a meeting of the
Executive Committee held in Charlotte last
week with the annual convention of the Nort?i
Carolina M. P. T. O. will be held at Morehead City, North Carolina, June 11 and 12,
with the executive committee called to meet
a day earlier to forrriulate plans of procedure. Closed sessions will be held the opening day with only members admitted, and a

Notice of Removal
On and after April 21 the publication offices of Exhibitors
Trade Review will be situated on
the tenth floor of 45 West Fortylifth street.
In its new and more spacious
home and if anything even more
central situation the staff of Exhibitors Trade Review will be
glad as always to greet its friends.
pletcd her wi)rk in the picture and is now
appearing with Richard Dix in a new picture
called
Crosland"Unguarded
is directing. Women," which Alan
^ ^ ^
DAVISON BILL FAILS TO PASS
NEW YORK ASSEMBLY
Albany, April 10. — By a vote of 77 to 65
the Davison censorship repeal bill was defeated in the Assembly this afternoon. Seven
Republicans voted in favor of the bill and
three Democrats against it.
The defeat of the Davison bill means also
the defeat of the Walker censorship repeal
bill when it comes from the Senate, which is
expected to pass that measure this afternoon,
or tomorrow.
The Davison bill called for the repeal of
the censorship act and in its stead placed
a clause in the penal code making the exhibition of an immoral picture an offense punishable by fine and imprisonment and revocation of license of the theatre showing the
Theatre owners throughout the State
picture.
worked for the defeat of the bill, fearing
an abuse of power and the placing of their
houses in the hands of the politicians.
^ ^ ^
MORE TERRITORY FOR BALSDON
Vitagraph announces the assignment of
additional territories to the supervision of
G. A. Balsdon as special representative.
Mr. Balsdon will "travel" Philadelphia,
Washington, Buffalo, Albany, Toronto,
Montreal, St. John and Boston.
J. N. Naulty has been appointed branch
manager of the New York exchange. The
appointment was effective April 7.

OLCOTT
TELLS THEM
HOW IT IS DONE
Doris Kenyon and Ian MacLaren have tried and proved that the old coach
is not asBeaucaire
good as for
the modern
'Monsieur
^
■ . Famous
flivver. The picture shows Sidney Olcott directing the English sequence of
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THAT

SELL

UNIVERSAL

TRIED

AND

PROVED

PICTURES
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Shady

Stock

Selling

Legitimate
By L. J. DARMOUR,
Assistant to the President of Selznick
D istribu tin g Corporatio n
IT has become a popular indoor sport for
various people of more or less importance
both inside and outside of the industry
to sporadically break into print with gratuitous slams at the motion picture business as
a whole, with impressive analyses of what's
wrong with us and the suggestions for complete panaceas for all our ills.
Some of these remedies are ridiculous, some
of them merely interesting while a few, (a
very few), contain really constructive suggestions. In the face of so many solutions and
analyses
certainly here
one an
moreoutline
won'tofhurt
I am advancing
whatandI
sincerely believe to be one of the dominant
ills of our business. What I have to offer
may be food for thought for the general
public (which so generously and gullibly insists on investing in wild-cat motion picture
promotion schemes), and that vast army of
workers which looks to the motion picture
mdustry for its sustenance.
Perhaps the greatest evil confronting those
sincerely interested in the success of the motion picture business is the exorbitantly high
costs chargeable to production, and, if we delve
deep enough, we find in many instances that
the greatest single expense involved in these
costs comes under head of "finance," which
means the rate of interest paid for the money
borrowed by legitimate producers to complete
productions which were started on their own
capital but which they were unable to wholly
finance. The rates of interest charged for
money of this kind are incredibly, almost unbelievably, high. As an example ; a production for which we recently negotiated for
distribution rights carried a negative cost of
$100,000. Upon investigation we found that
the actual negative cost was $75,000 and the
interest charges made up the other $25,000.
In considering this matter of financing production we must draw a sharp dividing line
between what we might term "producingproducers" and "promoter-producers." The
first classification includes those really earnest men mentioned above, who are intent on
creating the best in motion pictures, but who
are unable to wholly finance their production
activities. These men are forced to seek outside financial aid borrowing money against
their finished, or partly finished negatives.
Occasionally this type of producer makes his
production a stock proposition and sells stock
sufficient to cover his actual production costs.
This is entirely legitimate and if the production is a successful one it represents a perfectly sane investment.
In the case of the promoter-producer we
most times face a different type of operator.
Ostensib'y his objective is the production of
motion pictures. Actually he is primarily
and principally interested in stock selling,
or promotion, whichever you elect to call it.
He forms a financing corporation tacking to
it some high-sounding, impressive name, and
then dumps a few million shares of stock
or units on the market with the understanding
that the money derived is to be expended in
the production of motion pictures at ?n amazing profit to all investors. And these same gullible investors flock in and lav their hardearned savings in his greedy hands and incidentally kiss them good-bye.
s[: ^ ^
FRASER DENIES LLOYD WILL
CHANGE DISTRIBUTION
Regardless of all rumors to the contrary,
Harold Lloyd has signed no new contract for

Companies

Injure

Producers
the distribution of his independent comedy
features. The Lloyd productions will continue
to be distributed by Pathe Exchanges, Inc.
A statement issued by William R. Fraser,
general manager of Harold Lloyd Corporation says there is no foundation for any report that Lloyd would change the present
distribution plans. Lloyd has two more pictures to make for Pathe and it will require at
least a year to complete them.
J. D. Williams, president of Ritz-Carlton
Pictures issued a statement denying having
said that he had Harold Lloyd under contract upon completion of his contract with
Pathe.
* * *
CANADIAN
PRODUCTION COMPANY ENTERS PICTURE FIELD
Hull, the thirsty Quebec suburb of Ottawa,
the Canadian Capital, has broken into the
moving picture production column through the
organization of the Federal Photoplay Production Company, Limited, with headquarters
in Hull, Quebec, for the purpose of producing moving picture releases, operate theatres, etc. The company has been formed
by a syndicate of Hull businessmen under a
Dominion charter with a capitalization of
$50,000.

* * *

WINNIPEG OVER-SEATED
An indication of the manner in which Winnipeg is over-seated, it is claimed, is shown
by the fact that admission prices at the Metropolitan, which was formerly the Allen
Theatre, have twice been reduced during the
past couple of months, the one admission for
matinee performances being 25 cents and evening prices ranging from 25 to 40 cents with
50 cents for the loges.
There was no orchestra at the Metropolitan
Theatre, Winnipeg, for several weeks because
of a strike among the musicians.
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'BEAU
BRUMMEL'
RUSH
DISRUPTS SCHEDULE
Strand Forced to Start Show Early
to Accommodate Crowds
T^HE
popularity
of "Beau were
Brummel
' andto
the tact
that thousands
unable
see the picture, induced the Mark Strand
Theatre management to change its opening schedule, last week. The usual opening time on
is one
but that
such after
was the
the
pressure
the o'clock,
box office
first day it was changed to noon. Even
this proved unsatisfactory, due to the rush
of the Monday matinee crowds; once
again a change was made, with eleven
o'clock the starting hour. All last week
crowds could be seen long before eleven
o'clock waiting for admittance. The lines
were a block long during every matinee,
and extra box offices were installed to
handle the crowds.
Broadway was thus afforded the sight
of a motion picture house which opened
o'clock.in the morning, in this way resemearly
bling the theatres of the smaller towns
which begin activities around ten or eleven
The attraction is proving so popular
that
Brummel"
is being
overthea
second"Beau
week.
This was
decidedheldafter
record business of the first few days.
There has been no abatement in box office
receipts, and the Mark Strand management expects second week receipts to be
as strong as the *first* one.
*
WARNER OPENS NEW OFFICE
Following close upon the announcement
of their Special booking period between
April 27 and June 1. Warner Brothers
now announce a further extension of activities through the opening of an Indianapolis office, which took place April
7, and is located at 220 Wimmer Building.
This step has been occasioned through the
increasing demand for their product, which
has been proving itself exceptionally successful, and through a desire to facilitate
business with their accounts.
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POOR

PICTURES FLOODING
FOREIGN MARKET

Arthur Loew Says America Using
Europe for Dumping Ground
TP HAT American producers are losing thousands of dollars in England as well as
on the continent, as the result of flooding
the foreign market with too many back releases that cannot compete with current productions, isthe statement of Arthur Loew,
general manager of the foreign department
of Metro Pictures Corporation.
Mr. Loew has just returned from a three
months'rope, intour
of investigation
throughoutduring
Euthe interests
of his company,
which he visited France, England, Belgium,
Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Austria, Italy
and Spain.
Conditions are much improved, according
to Mr. Loew, since his last visit six months
ago, except in certain countries where American producers and distributors are dumping
on the market American pictures made three
and four years ago.
"The foreign market is limited as to theasaid Mr. Loew,
"and percentage
they are alltheeager
to buytres,"outright
or play
big
American feature productions, such as
'Scaramouche.' This demand has created a
buyer's
marketproducers
that should
mean years
even more
to American
in future
than
it does at present. Instead of taking advantage of this opportunity to build up good
will through the foreign market, and realize the largest financial profit, what have
American distributors done ?
"They have literally flooded the foreign
markets with old releases of several years
ago, and films of inferior quality, that cannot compare with current productions, because the short-sighted producers figure that
they have the pictures and whatever they can
get is profit. The result is that American
producers are, to put it truly, 'cutting ofT
their noses to spite* their
* * faces.' "
PORTLAND BOYCOTT
Owing to a theatre schedule calling for
the opening of Portland, Ore., theatres at
11 a. m. on Sundays, ISO Protestant churches
instituted a boycott which threatens to become serious. Several of the theatres went
back to the old one o'clock schedule but the
boycott continues and there is no sign of it
abating. * * *
MANAGERS EXCHANGE
Managers at the Metropolitan Theatre,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, and of the Capitol The-

atre, Regina, Sask., have exchanged places
under the direction of H. M. Thomas, Western Canadian district manager of Famous
Players Canadian Corporation. John Reith,
who has been in charge of the Winnipeg
"Met" is now established in Regina and Bert
Crowe, manager of the Regina Capitol is
now at the Metropolitan.
* * *
W. C. FIELDS' SCREEN DEBUT
W. C. Fields, well known stage comedian who is featured in the musical comedy "Poppy" at the Apollo Theatre, has
been engaged by the Cosmopolitan Corporation for a comedy role in "Janice
Meredith," a film of the American Revolution in which Marion Davies will star. This
will mark Mr. Fields debut on the screen.
He will appear as a soldier in Washington's Army. Mr. Fields has started work
at the 44th Street and Jackson Studios
of "Janice Meredith"
wherenowseveral
are
being scenes
filmed.
* * *
TROY THEATRE SOLD
Albany, N. Y.— The biggest theatre deal in
central New York trans-in
many months inwhen
the Lincoln Theatre
pired last week
Troy, was taken over on a ten year lease
by the company operating the Mark Strand
Theatre, in Albany, and the Troy, in Troy.
The Lincoln was opened about two years ago,
and has been ably managed by Harry Symansky. It has been a first-run house, and has
been a sharp competitor of the Troy, since
the latter opened about a year ago. It is
understood that Mr. Symansky will be retained as manager.
*
*
ROSENBERG OPTIMISTIC
Mike Rosenberg, Secretary of Principal
Pictures Corporation, has returned from a
hurried west.business
triparrived
throughin the
northThe executive
Hollywood
this week, bringing with him glad tidings
insofar as busines of the film industry is
concerned.
Rosenberg visited the larger cities along
the Pacific Coast. He states that business
in general is boom.ing everywhere — that
building operations are being carried on at
top speed, and that the theatres are doing
every bit of business their owners expect.
* * *
HOSSFELDT PROMOTED
H. M. Berman, general sales manager ol
Film Booking Offices, has announced the
appointment of Milton Hossfeldt as manager of that company's Portland exchange.
Hossfeldt was for eighteen months attached to the F. B. O. Los Angeles office
as salesman. He left Los Angeles last
week for his post accompanied by Art
Schmidt, west coast supervisor of exchanges for F. B. O.

CO-OPERATION ASKED
TRADE COMMISSION

BY

Urges Independents to Build for
Foreign Business
TTOUSTON THOMPSON, chairman of
the Federal Trade Commission at Washington, aroused the members of the Independent Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association to a high pitch of enthusiasm at their regular monthly luncheon
held April 8 at the Astor when he told them
how the Independents could profit themselves
and the government by helping "Keep Open
the
Gates of Trade" through competitive
methods.
The Federal Trade Commissioner detailed
the policy and inner workings of the governmental bureau through a simile to an
umpire operating in behalf of public welfare.
His address and encouragement was received
with rousing welcome and his earnest advice that each independent producer try to
build every production with a consideration
of foreign audiences and their attitude toward
Americanism registered deeply in the sincerity chambers of his producer listeners.
Robert E. Welsh, editor of the Moving
Picture World, brought a hearty response
when he followed with an earnest appeal to
all of the members to avoid cliques and factions and to maintain the unification upon
which the association was founded.
Probably the most direct appeal was made
by Oscar N. Neufeld of the De Luxe Film
Exchange, Philadelphia, and president of the
Film Board of Trade in that city. His discussion dealt with credit amongst the
reputable exchange men and a hope that the
time was not far distant when the state
rights buyers themselves might become an
integral part of the association.
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, who had hurried
in from Chicago, and Joe Brandt, who had
just returned from a trip to the coast, arrived in time for dessert and the addresses.
The regular monthly business meeting of
the association will be held Thursday at the
offices at 1650 Broadway.
* * *
MAURICE CHASE PROMOTED
Maurice A. Chase has been placed in complete charge of the Eastern sales division
of the Selznick Distributing Corporation, it
is announced by President W. C. J. Doolittle. Among the other duties of the newly
appointed official, he will have personal suoffices : pervision of the following Selznick branch
New York City, Albany, Buflalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Washington, Boston and New Haven.

JACK GRIER WITH LOWELL
Announcement is made by Lowell Productions, Inc., who are distributing their
latest production "Floodgates" on the Independent market, that they have appointed Jack Grier formerly with Famous
Players-Lasky as a special representative.
Mr. Grier is in New England in the interest of the company.
'RECOIL' COMPLETED

Well
with
best
made

FRANK BORZAGE
known director who has signed a contract
Metro Picures Corporation. He is one of the
known producers in the country and has
a number of box office hits during his career

The newest
Rex Beach
picture, Read,
"Recoil,"
produced
in France
by J. Parker
Jr.,
has been completed and is now being prepared
for release Company.
by the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Distributing
* * *
LIFT NORMAND BAN
After a lengthy discussion by the board
of directors of the M. P. T. O. in Detroit
the ban on Mable Normand's pictures was
lifted.

TRIED AND PROVED A SUCCESS
Selznick's
of Yesterday,"
Talraadge, is a"Ghost
Tried and
Proved that with
carriesNorma
an appeal
and loses none of its interest with the passing of time
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JOHN
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ROBERT
FOR
New Metro
Work

B. ROCK EXPECTS
BIG SEASON

Vitagraph Manager Says Business Is
Steadily Improving
'T'HE coming summer will be the most prosperous the motion picture industry has
known for ten years, declared John B.
Rock, general manager of Vitagraph, Inc.,
upon his return from a flying visit to his
sales organizations in Chicago, Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh, Detroit, Buffalo and Albany.
General prosperity both in agrarian and
manufacturing districts, as well as the relief afforded by the lifting of the theatre
tax is the impetus behind the increased
exhibitors' business.
These conclusions are the result of specific territory surveys made by the Vitagraph sales force under the direction of
branch managers and which were reported
to Mr. Rock at general sales meetings in
each of the cities visited. The reports
were based on data gathered by municipal
commercial organizations and state authorities in the capitals of the various states
in these territories.
"Exhibitors in the middle states and the
East are preparing for unusual patronage
this summer," he said. "The ticket tax
relief undoubtedly has contributed to theatre prosperity, but I am sure that the
character of pictures that are now being
made, such as the superfeatures now on
the Vitagraph list is the reason for the
increased attendance."
"Vitagraph has never been in so stable
a condition as today. It has in distribution a score of superfeatures all of high
grade production, excellent direction and
box office casts, and, the pictures now
ready, but not yet in the hands of our
branches are of the same fan pulling calibre.
"I am more than glad to find in the
territories that I visited that Vitagraph
representatives are giving the theatre owners and managers the same helpful co-operatioH for which this company has been
famous in the industry since its organization. Prints are carefully scrutinized before leaving every exchange and advertising accessories and exploitation aids are
furnished in abundance, in addition to
which the salesmen themselves follow
their bookings through and see to it that
exhibitors are satisfied. I am proud or
the record- of Vitagraph men; and I have
the word of President Albert E. Smith,
who is now in Hollywood, that our coming
pictures will be products that will back up
the statements and predictions of every salesman on our staff."
* * *
GARDNER WRITES RAY STORY
The announcement by Thomas H. Ince of
Charles Ray's return to his organization has
brought a steady stream of telegrams to the
Culver City studios. Messages of congratulation and inquiry have come from exhibitors and the press. In them all is sounded
praise for Mr. Ince's decision to reintroduce
Charles Ray to the public in a series of pictures featuring the character made famous
by the actor — that of the bashful, small town
youth.
* * *
DAYLIGHT SAVING SPREADS
Albany, N. Y. — Thirty-seven cities in New
York State, representing a population of
about seven million persons, have adopted
daylight saving for this summer, according
to the State Conference of Mayors, with
headquarters in Albany. In Schenectady, the
matter is still pending. Theatre owners in
that city declare that daylight saving will
cost them |2S,000 this summer.

ROBERT G. VIGNOLA
One of the best known directors in the business has
just closed a long-time contract with Metro to make
a series known as Robert G. Vignola Productions
RETURN FROM SOUTH AMERICA
E. E. Shauer, director of the foreign department of the Famous Players- Lasky
Corporation, and Mrs. Shauer returned to
New York, March 25, from a combined
business and pleasure trip of several
weeks' duration to South America.
One of the objects of the trip was the
inspection of the Paramount offices in Rio
de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, Brazil, where
business conditions were found to be unusually good. They also visited Buenos
Aires, Argentina, and then crossed the
Andes Mountains to Valparaiso, Chile, returning to New York by way of the west
coast on the Santa Theresa.
^ ^
NO PAY, NO PLAY
Ottawa, Ontario, musicians, practically all
of whom are identified with local theatres,
have formally notified the local radio broadcasting stations that radio concert engagements must be paid for according to a union
scale in future. This step was taken, it was
pointed out, because the musicians realized
that radio had developed as a competitor of
the theatres through which they earned their
livelihood. The scale established by the musicians for broadcasting concerts was $2 per
hour with $3.50 for the orchestra leader.
^ it( ^
LLOYD AT WORK AGAIN
Harold Lloyd has donned the grease
paint once more and started operations on
his second independent production for
Pathe. The removal of activities follows
an eight weeks layoff, during which
Lloyd's scenario staff has been preparing
the released
story to by
follow
"Girlon Shy,"
will
be
Pathe
Easterwhich
Sunday,
April 20. For the next month the Pathe
comedy star will be engaged in exterior
work under the direction of Fred Newmeyer and Sam Taylor.
* * *
NEW KANSAS CENSOR
Governor Davis, of Kansas, has asked
Emma Viets, member of the Kansas censor board, to resign. He gave no reason
for the move. Ella Tripp, of Fort Scott,
has been appointed to fill the vacancy.
ROY MARTIN TO BUILD
Roy E. Martin of Columbus, Ga., contemplates the erection of a brick veneer theaat 22nd and
Streetto and
Avenue to
cost tre$25,000
seat "Second
1100.

VIGNOLA LEAVES
COAST STUDIO
Director Ready to Start
on First Production

"ROBE
LA,
teredRTmtoG.anVIGNO
arrange
ment who
withrecently
Metro enfor
the production of a long series of Robert G.
Vignola Productions, left for the coast this
week and soon after his arrival at the Metro
studios in Hollywood he will begin work on
the first of his new pictures.
The initial photodrama to be made for
Metro by Mr. Vignola will be from an original story by E. Lloyd Sheldon. Advance information indicates that it will prove an
unusually interesting story, full of color end
dramatic high lights providing Mr. Vignola
with broad opportunities for bringing into
play the vast amount of data that he compiled
on his recent tour of the world. As a matter of fact, the director undertook his trip
around the globe with the express purpose of
gathering data and adding to his knowledge
of all countries and all peoples to be used
in his forthcoming motion picture productions.
Soon after his arrival on the coast Mr.
Vignola will begin the selection of his cast
and immediately after this has been completed
he will begin the actual shooting of the scenes
and it is expected that his first production
will beseason
amongprogram.
the first releases on Metro's
next
^ ^ ^
BENNETT PICTURE RETITLED
Whitman Bennett announces that he
has decided to change the title of the production now being made at his studio in
Yonkers from "Divorced in Name Only"
to Mr.
"LoveBennett
of Women."
gives as his reason for
making this change his conviction that socalled "sensational" titles have been overdone to such an extent that, even when
appropriate, they are no longer effective
from a business viewpoint.
The actual taking of the picture will be
finished within another week and it should
be ready for the market within about a
month.
* * *
'ENEMY SEX' COMPLETED
Another James Cruze comedy drama,
"The Enemy Sex," has been completed in
the Paramount studio in Hollywood by
the man who made "The Covered Wagon," "Hollywood," "Ruggles of Red Gap,'"
"To the Ladies" and "The Fighting
"The Enemy Sex" is represented in the
picture by Percy Marmont, Huntley Gordon and Sheldon Lewis, who, with KathCoward."
lyn Williams, head the cast supporting
Betty Compson, who is featured.
Playing the role of Dodd Baxter, Betty
Compson takes part in a battle of wits
with "The Enemy Sex."
^ 4^ ^
NEW THEATRE FOR TOPEKA
Topeka, Kans., is to have a new 1,500-seat
theatre, which probably will be named the
National Theatre, after the National Theatre Corporation, by which it is being erected.
Work on the new house, which will be modern and fireproof throughout, will start immediately. The house will occupy the site
now occupied by the old Grand Theatre on
Jackson Street. The lower floor and balcony
each will accommodate 700, while loges and
boxes will be installed to give the house a
total capacity of 1,500. Carl Boiler and Brothers of Kansas City are the architects.
* * *
'WHITE SHADOWS' FOR SELZNICK
"White Shadows," a second production
starring Betty Compson. has been acquired
for releaseporation, by
the Selznick'bv Distributing
itis announced
President \^^Cor-C.
J. Doolittle.
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'SCARAMOUCHE' MAKES
IN ASHEVILLE

RECORD

Alanager E. D. Turner topped all records of the Imperial Theatre, Asheville, N.
C, with Metro's "Scaraniouche." He
could not help but do so after the bangup campaign which focused attention on
his attraction.
A thirty foot "Scaramouche" banner was
hung over Pack Square for a week preceding the opening. The Square is the heart
of the city, and incidentally, this is the
first time such a stunt has been permitted
in Asheville. You see, vi^ith Turner there
is no such word as "can't." The Red Top
Taxicab Company distributed ten thousand
pamphlets with the cabs. These advertised
both the cabs and the picture — but were
paid for by the cab company. Each taxi
carried a thirty-inch on the spare tire
reading: "Take a Red Top Cab to See
'Scaramouche' at the Imperial Theatre."
Local window tie-ups helped remarkably. Four book stores displayed oil
paintings with the photoplay edition of
Rafael Sabatini's novel, drug stores gave
up their windows to a Slendaform-Scaramouche tie-up with stills from the picture,
and so on. A private screening was arranged for the Asheville Better Film Committee with the result that the Committee
endorsed the picture for newspaper publication and spread its enthusiasm to the
public through the Parents-Teachers Association.
The "Imperial Close-up," a special leaflet detailing the story, was distributed to
thousands, and as a final touch airplanes
flew over Asheville through the busiest
hours raining circulars in the main sections.
* *
'MAYTIME' BIG DRAWING CARD
P. G. Cameron, manager of the i^Ielba
Theatre, Dallas, Texas, reports turn-away
business with the Preferred Picture, "Maytime," during the recent run of that Gasnier production presented by B. P. Schulberg. In an enthusiastic telegram of commendation, Mr. Cameron says, "We played
'Maytime' to splendid business and I know
any exhibitor can do the same thing with
this beautiful picture. Criticisms were
wonderful."

'LILIES' STAND 'EM UP
Telegrams received by E. A. Eschmann,
Firstger ofNational's
general
manadistribution,Indianapolis
during the past
two weeks,
prove the unanimity of opinion on the dramatic worth of "Lilies of the Field," its drawing power at the box office, and the popularity
of Miss Griffith.
The Main Street theatre of Kansas City
wired : " 'Lilies of the Field' opened to holdout business in thirtj'-one hundred seat house.
The picture
lauded
press and public. Corinnehighly
Griffith
nowby established
here
as one of the screen's strongest drawing
In San Francisco the picture did absolute
capacity business at the Warfield Theatre.
"Corinne
Griffith,"
wiredandthethere
management,
"is
cards."
the
talk of
the town
is no doubt
but that this picture makes her one of the
greatest
on Field,'
the screen."
" 'Liliesstars
of the
' stated Floyd Brown,
First Nationals Indianapolis manager,
"brought out the largest crowds to Circle
Theatre that the house has experienced in
weeks. Corinne Griffith's work in this picture and in 'Black Oxen' has made her a
star of the first magnitude. Exhibitors will
reap a harvest with^ 'Lilies
^ ^ of the Field.' "
'THREE WEEKS' A WINNER
Goldwyn's film version of Elinor Glyn's
sensationally successful novel, "Three
Weeks," had its first New York showing
at the Capitol Theatre last week. It did the
biggest Sunday night business in the history
of the theatre and the attendance for the
entire showing, up to date, has been of unusual proportions. The public has responded
to the romance and the sentiment of this
photoplay as to a charm, justifying the time
and the money spent on it. Both Aileen
Pringle and Conrad Nagel received most
laudatory notices for their excellent acting.
The metropolitan newspapers freely recognized the box office value of this production, the artistry with which it has been
produced, the excellence of its direction and
acting.
Taking the New York reception of the picture and the furore which it has created here,
in Washington and in San Francisco, Goldwyn may well feel that it has one of the
big picture hits of the year on its hands.
'GALLOPING
OPENING

FISH' HAS BIG
IN SEATTLE

'WHITE SISTER' BREAKS RECORD
Mr. Citron, who is general manager of the
Louis R. Greenfield Theatres, who control the
Santa Cruz, wrote to Fred Voigt, manager
of the Metro office in San Francisco as follows :
"I am certain that I derive as much pleasure in writing you this letter as you will
from reading it. The phenomenal success
of the Metro release of Henry King's 'The
White Sister' at our New Santa Cruz Theatre prompts me to congratulate your organization and yourself because of your connection with an attraction of this kind. The
box office value of 'The White Sister' was
clearly demonstrated at the New Santa Cruz
Theatre. I am pleased to inform you that
the
'The White
the
New opening
Santa day
CruzofTheatre
broke Sister'
all theat records on all attractions which have played in
the theatre. On the following day however
'The White Sister' broke its own opening
record by a substantial
^ sum."
*
WEISS PICTURE HELD OVER
"After Six Days," Artclass Pictures Corporation, opened at the Nixon Theatre in
Pittsburgh on Monday, March 31, to the two
largest attendances ever attracted to that theatre by a photoplay production.
The film is scheduled to remain at the
Nixon for an indefinite run and, by present
indications, seems certain to equal the run
of the same picture at the Tremont Temple
ia Boston, where it has entered upon its fifth
record breaking week, showing twice daily to
capacity audiences.
The Pittsburgh reviewers were very laudatory m their comments on the film, some
classing it as one of the really few great
*
epics of the screen. *
TEN COMMANDMENTS' PROVES
WINNER IN LONDON
"The Ten Commandments," is more than
duplicating the enormous success scored by
"The Covered Wagon" at the London Pavilion
Theatre according to cable reports received by
the foreign department of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. Since its opening on
Marchcial has18,been
Cecilplaying
B. De toMille's
Paramount
capacity
business speand
apparently is destined to pass the recordbreaking six months run enjoyed by "The
Covered Wagon."

"Galloping Fish," Thomas H. Ince's comedy
produced for First National, opened March
15 for a week at the Liberty, Seattle. Newspaper comment was enthusiastic, the Seattle
Star in particular declaring the rapid-action
comedy as funnj^ as its title "and literally
packed
with laughs
and thrills."
According
to telegrams
received at the First
National New York office, the comedy proved
one of the strongest box office attractions of
the past six months.
'NELLIE' WINS APPROVAL
"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model,'' which
Goldwyn filmed from the Owen Davis Melodrama, has had its first big town showing
in Los Angeles where it proved the most
popular of recent screen offerings.
It was shown at the California Theatre
and had patrons standing in line throughout
the week. The reviews were of an especially
favorable nature and the public responded so
enthusiastically that the picture was held for a
second week.
*
*

MODEST ALTSCnULER
Prominent music comooser wh'^ i*: eira(^ed to write
score for "The Sea Hawk," Fi st National feature

'POISONED PARADISE' A PULLER
The first west coast showing of Gasnier's
newest Preferred Picture, "Poisoned Paradise," adapted from Robert W. Service's
novel, is now being given at the Rialto Theatre, Los Angeles, where this B. P. Schulberg production is attracting large crowds.
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J. Tewksbury Spat married
cause he thought her beautiful.

her be-

She married him because he had such
a lovely mustache, wore English sport
clothes and said "hahlf" for half and
"ahnt"
for aunt.
She may have been beautiful but she
is very, very dumb; and as for J. Tewksbury,—v^ell, he has to use a soft rubber
comb for fear of the splinters.
When

the Spats and brother Ambrose

get to talking, they can start a fight on
the weather. They are thick, and they
are very funny.

Introduce the Spats to your audiences
for more laughter and happier hours.
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LEADERS

Robert
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being a record in the film industry. It was late in 1906
that Robert H. Cochrane,
then in an advertising agency
in Chicago, became affiliated
with Carl Laemmle, who had
just opened an exchange in
the same, city.
Mr. Cochrane took to the
showmanship side of the theatre like a duck to water. Before entering the advertising
business he had spent seven
years in a newspaper office,
and undoubtedly it was the
training he had there received,
the development of the news
sense, that gave him such an
uncanny grip on the art of
writing attention compelling
advertisements.
For it was on the advertising side of the industry that
Mr. Cochrane made his deepest impress on motion picture
men in the earlier days of his
association with Mr. Laemmle.
He had the knack intuitively of digging under the
skin of the customer prospective or actual he wanted to reach and
also searing the soul of his uncomfortable target.
It was a straight shaft which flew
from the bow of this young associate
of Mr. Laemmle. It struck hard and
bored deep. Almost always it aroused
antagonism, the man who was hit
fought back, and the fight was on.

MR. COCHRANE was born in
Wheeling, West Va., and at an
early age his family moved to Toledo,
Ohio. Here he went to school. Following graduation from high school in
1897, he became a reporter on the Bee.
The initial salary was $6 a week. It
was not long before the reporter was
advanced to city editor and the compensation increased to $13.
In 1904 Mr. Cochrane went to Chicago to join his brothers, Phil D. and
Witt K., in the Cochrane Advertising
Agency. The firm handled the regular
run
counts.of newspaper and magazine acOne of these accounts was that of
the Continental Clothing Company of
Oshkosh, Wis., of which Carl Laemmle
was manager In February, 1906, Mr.
Laemmle bought a theatre in Milwaukee
Avenue, Chicago, and in the following
October he opened an exchange.
It was a few weeks after this that

ALL

Practical

Psychologist
With the suggestion came
an intimation from Mr. Cochrane that Mr. Laemmle might
be subjected to some criticism, but if the latter would
stand pat he would guarantee
the results.
Mr. Laemmle did stand pat,
and Mr. Cochrane demonstrated his knowledge of the
psychology of advertising.
Mr. Laemmle and his service
became world famous.
Back of Mr. Cochrane's
plan of campaign was the
conviction that the world will
take an interest in a likeable
aggressive human being
where it will not in a hardboiled corporation. The idea
was revolutionary in those
days, but it has been used in
many lines with success since.
"I have been in the United

LEADERS ALL— R. H. COCHRANE
"DECAUSE
he began
his newspaper
career withworkthewith
advan-its
tage of seven
years in
large contact with men; because following that in
an advertising agency he had full opportunity to
develop his natural aptitude for arousing the other
man's
interestfacility
in the inmost
direct theway weak
; because
his unerring
striking
spot ofof
his opponent's
armor ; and
of his straightforward and aboveboard
waysbecause
of conducting
business
Mr. Cochrane bought an interest in the
Laemmle Film Service. Thrown into
more intirnate companionship with him
he saw at once the lovable qualities of
his new associate and realized that these
attributes
were Mr. Laemmle's greatest
initial assets.

JUST at dthat time Rockefeller and
Standar Oil were under attack.
Mr. Cochrane suggested to Mr. Laemmle that if the oil man had started
thirty years before to build up public
esteem for himself no amount of mudslinging could have made him a villain
to the public. He had waited too long
before starting to employ the power of
the press to show his human side.
Mr. Cochrane added that if Mr.
Laemmle would permit him to present his personality to the public as he
saw it he would make him known over
the world in a short time. He explained
that whether the ads brought criticism
or praise they would in any event make
him talked about and that was what he
wanted.

States forty years," said Mr.
Laemmle the other day. "Just
one-half of that period I have
been closely associated with
Mr. Cochrane, for we have
always worked very closely
together. Yes, team work is
the expression. We have
never run out of ideas, so far
as that goes.
"There is one trait about Mr. Cochrane that is outstanding : He never hesitates to give credit to the other fellow
and he is never too proud to accept the
other fellow's idea.
"Our advertising has been unique
fi"om the very start. It was different
from anybody else's, just as it is today.
Take our Saturday Evening Post advertising. can
I
show you hundreds of
letters from the readers of that magazine. Some of them tell me the first
thing they look for is our advertisNo history of the development of
the film industry will be complete without a record of Mr. Cochrane's contribution toits advertising, not to mention other substantial if less spectacular achievements in the building up of
ing."
a great company and an important division of the country's commerce. As to
the former it made a distinct mark upon
its time.
In January, 1913, Mr. Cochrane became afull-fledged and an active member of the Universal organization, severing his connection with the advertising agency and coming to New York,
where he has occupied the office of
vice president ever since.
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death of Edward Earl,
THE
president
of the Nicholas
of
Power Company, came as a
Edward EarJ- distinct shock to his friends. Although he had been ill for a year
there was a general belief that he would come
through the ordeal and be spared many years of
usefulness. He was of a particularly sunny disposition, a man Avho attracted others to him. He
was one of those who impress others on sight and
most favorably impress them.
Distinguished in appearance and genial in manner, with a ready and hearty handclasp, casual acH. HAYS is to be
WILL
with us for three years beyond the time originally allotted— in other words, until
March, 1928. For that there is
reason to congratulate the industry and the public

Extending the
Tenure of
WiU H. Hays

as well. And it is with the public that Mr. Hays'
work has counted most heavily.

In making that statement we are not minimizing the sum of his achievements within the industry. At the time Mr, Hays entered upon his work
the trade was confronted by a serious condition.
It was a genuine 'situation.'

of the agreewaln the
rene
THE
four conment betwee
of the
tributing members
Ignores
Rumormakers United Artists and the corporation as represented by its president, Hiram Abrams, emphasizes the unreliability
of the old saw which declares where there is much
smoke there must be some fire — at least when the
allusion has reference to the motion picture business.
More than that, the extension for three years of
the contract between the contributors and the
company following five years of successful operation shows how thoroughly the precedents of other
years may be smashed.

Is Now a

action of the Motion
E ure
THPict
Theatre Owners of
New Jersey in presenting R.

Favorite Son

F. ("Pete") WoodhuU for president of the national organization
marks the formal opening of the campaign for that
office. When it is borne in mind the election is but
a little more than six weeks away and that up to
date no other hats are in the ring it will be apparent the atmosphere is anything but surcharged.
A year ago at this corresponding period it was
different. Then there were several active candidates. Itwas a quiet day that didn't bring to an

quaintances quickly became his steadfast friends.
Mr. Earl had been a bank president before he
went to the Power Company a decade ago. Large
responsibilities were no strangers to him. He
faced them as a part of the day's work. With the
same fine courage he stood up under the blow of
the death of his son — a splendid young man — as a
result of an aeroplane accident following the war.
The affection in which he was held by his subordinates in the Power Company was the best proof
of the larger personal qualities possessed by him.
The sorrow of these men in the passing of their
chief wilh be shared by the trade at large.
Through influences which even in their broader
reach affected only a small portion of the industry,
so small as to be practically negligible, magnified
by large-eared and clarion-tongued sensational
newspapers, public confidence in the screen was
threatened.
As a result of the work of Mr. Hays and his
organization that hysteria was dissipated.
The extension of the life of the contract with its
chief executive is a proof of the faith in the "Hays
organization" on the part of the men who contribute the mone}'^ to maintain it, of their belief that it
is a useful institution.
Those who recall the situation at the time of the
organization will bear out the statement that it was
commonly agreed "it just can't be done" — that the
four players and directors who could work together in amit}'- on a business proposition hadn't
been born, that the artistic temperament was one
thing but that the business instinct was something
else again, and that the two would not mix in
groups.
The fact remains they have mixed. There are
those who deny Mr. Abrams is a diplomat. If
that be true then the measure of his business ability must be all the greater. Still, when a man holds
four aces he can afford to sit tight and look
pleasant.
editor's desk one or more statements on behalf of
the contenders. Some of them were a trifle ungentle in their contents, but it could not be said
they were dull.
Without prejudice to the claims or merits of
any others who may be nominated for the high
office of national president it is our belief that Mr.
Woodhull is a worthy candidate.
He has had wide experience in organization
work, not only in his own state but in the national
body as well. He has ability and he has. tact —
and he is a graceful presiding officer. New Jersey is Avell represented by her favorite son.
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BOX

OFFICE

4.
BARTHELMESS SHINES
IN CHARACTER
ROLE

^Enchanted Cottage Artistic and Moving, With Pretty Love Theme
ENCHANTED COTTAGE. A First National Picture. Produced by Inspiration
Pictures Inc. Adapted from the play by
Sir Arthur Wing Pinero by Josephine
Lovett. Directed by John S. Robertson
Length,
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Oliver Bashforth
Richard Barthelmess
Mra Smallwood, his mother
Ida Waterman
Rupert Smallwood, his stepfather . . Alfred Hickman
Ethel Bashforth, his sister
Florence Short
Beatrice Vaughn
Marion Coakley
Major Murray Hillgrove
Holmes E. Herbert
Laura Pennington
May McAvoy
Mrs. Minnett
Ethd Wright
Oliver Bashforth, physically wrecked by the late
war and hating himself because of his twisted body
and hollow cheeks, breaks his engagement with his
boyhood sweetheart and quits his family to seek
isolation in a lonely cottage in the woods. There
he meets Laura, a lonely little governess, whose
plainnicss makes her unattractive to men. They
marry and then both commit themselves to intense
depression because they are both so ugly. However,
with thte dawning of real love, both commence to
see each other through the beauty of the soul, with
the consequence that each appears as handsome to
each other as either oould wish In the week of
their enchantment they have foimd love and they
look forward to a future happiness and to the creation of children who will embody the beauty they do
not. possess.
By Michael L. Simmons
t« IVEN a screen vehicle in which op' portunities for fine characterization
abound, you have something which is
meat and drink to Richard Barthelmess.
For that reason the dark-eyed, sleekhaired star assimilates, digests, and converts into clean, wholesome, red-blooded
tissue the ingredients which make up
"Enchanted Cottage."
In this reviewer's opinion, nothing Barthelmess has done to date excels his performance in Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's
after the war romance. A twisted, hollowcheeked victim of the world war, he is
a tragic figure of a man. It is a powerful characterization, or, one might rather
say, a character study, as stirring in its
essence as any story which depend? on
lightning-bolt action for effect.
One is almost constrained to fear that
this photodrama's very virtues may prove
its box office undoing, especially in
locales where much subtlety and artistry
bordering on the sheer aesthetic is of little
or no account to the fans. However, most
folks are going to pulsate sympathetically
to Barthelmess' conception of Oliver, careworn, stoop-shouldered, limping and wan.
The theme is interesting and in this
case the possibilities for enhancing its
dramatic value have been carefully attended to. A hero and a heroine who hate
themselves because they are not beautiful!
Rather original, one must admit, but nothing of the hurly-burly in it to appease the
hearts of folks who crave action of the
hurricane order. For real lovers of inspiring, beautiful drama however, it will
be nector and the fragrance of roses. There
is a character portayal that is simply
amazing in its effectiveness and a story as
simple and as beautiful as "The Song of
Songs."
The theme in which Oliver Bashforth,
war-racked shell of a man, goes to the
little country cottage in order to find complete isolation, only to meet Laura Pen-
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nington, and have a charming romance
develop between them is one in which
Barthelmess and Miss McAvoy win bright,
sparkling dramatic spurs. There is pronounced deftness and originality in the rendering of the drama sequence in which
Oliver the deformed, and Laura, the ugly,
appear as lovely and attractive as they
wish themselves to be. Throughout the
unfolding of the story splendid characterization is the outstanding feature.
The high pitch of dramatic moments is
struck when Oliver in a moment of selfdenunciation, stands in front of the mirror
and curses his hapless image. He then
hobbles across the room, hurls his cane
at the glass and falls to the floor in a
swoon.
May McAvoy in the supporting "uglyducklin'g" role rivals Barthelmess' portrayal. The screen story in toto is a credit to
the directing genius of John S. Robertson.,
The finished calibre of the story and
the performance should be maintained in
the exploitation on the part of the exhibitor and to do this is a comparatively
simple matter. The most logical tie-up
would be with the local real estate agents.
Especially since the picture will be shown
at a season when everyone is interested in
buying and renting houses. There should
be no difficulty in arranging for poster
displays and such in which the name of the
picture and the property may be beneficially linked together.
* « *
JUST AN AVERAGE PICTURE
'Virtuous Liars' Serves as Program Attraction ofOrdinary Caliber
VIRTUOUS LIARS. Whitman Bennett
Photoplay. Released by Vitagraph. Author,
E. C. Holland. Director, Whitman Bennett. Length, 5,800 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Norman Wright
David Pow^ell
Josiah
Wright
Maurice
Edith Banton
EdithCostello
Allen
Jack Banton
Ralph Kellard
Julia Livingston
Naomi Childers
Livingston
Burr Mcintosh
Juanita
Dagmar Godowsky
Jack Banton deserts his wife, Edith, and their
three-year-old child, goes to Havana and becomes
involved
with Juanita,
E'ditha wealthy
pursues
an art career,
aided bya Cuban
Josiah girl.
Wright,
man, whose nephew. Dr. Norman Wright, is engaged to Julia Livingston. Josiah dies, leaving
Edith a fortune. She loves Dr. Wright. Banton
returns, blackmails his wife and abducts the child.
Juanita follows Banton. Edith buys her freedom
from Banton, who is slain, by a Cuban infatuated
with Juanita. Julia breaks her engagement with
Dr. Wright, who weds Edith.
By George T. Pardy
average picture, affording a fair measof entertainment,
is neitherure better
nor worse "Virtuous
than many Liars"'
other
feature films ranking as ordinary program
attractions. It will pass muster with audiences of a not too critical turn of mind, and
in such localities probably roll up good box
office returns.
The cast is a capable one, and thanks to the
united efforts of director and players, a
rather unconvincing plot is invested with
some semblance of reality. Also, the photography is admirable, the lighting effects excellent and reasonably attractive settings are in
evidence.
Apart from the fact that the heroine, separated from her philandering husband, deems
it advisable to masquerade as a young widow,
the
picture's
littleofenough
to doButwithat
pointing
out title
the has
march
events.
least, "Virtuous Liars" has a "catchy" sound,
and as such, is not without advertising value.

There is always a certain amount of sympathy aroused in behalf of a young movie
mother thrown upon the world's cold mercy
to work out her own destiny, and Edith Banton gets her full share, when she is shown
pursuing an artistic career under financial difficulties. Undoubtedly the best situations are
those which arise as a result of the elderly
Josiah has
Wright's
devotion
to her, afordevotion
which
pleasant
consequences
Edith,
inasmuch as his sudden demise leaves her the
mistress of a comfortable fortune.
Edith Allen, Maurice Costello and David
Powell are the best names to exploit. Dwell
on the love romance, the trials of the deserted wife, her love for her child, the clever
work of the players and fine photography,
and utilize the title as a catch-phrase in your
advertismg.
* * *
USUAL PROGRAM OFFERING

'A Mans Mate' Suitable for Houses
Where Bill Changes Frequently
Fox Photoplay.
Author, Charles Kenyan.
Director, Edmund
Mortimer. Length,
5,041 feet. CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Paul
John Gilbert
Wildcat
Renee Adoree
Lion
Noble Jc*nson
Monsieur Bonard
Wilfrid North
Father Pierre
Thomas Mills
Veraign
James Neill
L-ynic
John Giddings
Sybil
Patterson Dial
Paul Bonard's wealthy father is opposed to his
son's choice of an artist's career. Two Apaches,
the Lion and Lynx, quarrel over the Wildcat, fe■ male
of their
gang. The
Lynxwithflees,
Paul, membw
stuns him
and changes
clothes
him.meets
He
is brought to the Apache den, where he conquers
the Lion in a desperate fight Paul has lost his
miemory and falls in love with the Wildcat. He
paints a picture of her. She discovers his identity,
he goes home, submits to an operation and recovers
his
memory. Later he seeks out and marries the
Wildcat.
By George T. Pardy
A PROGRAM attraction of average merit '
It will serve to fill a gap in theatres
where a frequent change of bill occurs, but
hardly meets the demand of houses catering
to critical patronage.
Pictures dealing with Apache character.s
have been plentiful of late, so much so that
It IS difficult to impart a semblance of originality to any feature wherein the Paris gangsters run riot and quarrel over the charms of
folan underwor
ld queen.
lows conventiona
l plot "A
linesMan's
and isMate"
moreover
handicapped by carrying the burden of a
familiar loss-of-memory theme.
The best situation in the picture is the
savage combat between Paul Bonard and a
ferocious chap known as the Lion, who is
the scrapping champion of the Apache band.
Paul, kidnapped by certain pals of the Lion,
in mistake for one of the bunch who runs
away to avoid fighting the chief slugger, tears
into the latter like a mad bull and a battle
ensues which is a sure-enough jewel of hot
action.
The work of the leading players goes far
toward
keeping
interest
Renee Adoree
fits the
snuglystory's
into the
Apache alive.
girl
heroine role.
Make the most of the terrific fight between
the Apache chief and John Gilbert, when exploiting the feature. Dwell on the underworld life of Paris, as set forth in the film,
and stress the love interest. Besides John
Gilbert, Renee Adoree is popular with the
fans and her name should be displayed promture.
inently with that of the star in your adven-
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BULLY FILM MADE
FROM SERVICE

POEM

'Shooting of Dan McGrew\ Stunning
Melodrama and a Sure Box Office
Winner
THE SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW.
Metro Photoplay.
Based on Poem of the
Sanie Title by Robert W. Service. Director, Clarence Badger. Length, 6,318 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lou
Barbara La Marr
Dan McGrew
Lew Cody
Jim
Percy Marmont
Isador Burke
Max Ascher
Ragtime Kid
Fred Warren
Saloon Owner
George Siegmann
Lou's
Companion Phillipe
Maede Busch
Little Jim
Lacy
The troupe of which Lou Lorraine is leading
dancer is successful in South America, but she
urges her husband to leave there for the Sake of
their two-year-old Koy, named after his father, Jim.
Dan McGrew offers to put Lou on the New York
stage. He worsts Jim in a fight and Lou runs
away with him. Jim takes his son to New York,
encounters McGrew, who escapes from him. Lou and
McGrew go to Alaska, She becomes a decoy in
the Malamute saloon. Jim learns that Lou was
duped by her abductor. He follows th|em to the
Klondike, shoots and kills McGrew and husband,
wife and child are reunited.
By George T. Pardy
A N attraction which should roll up a winning score in the box office of any theatre
Shooting andof highly
Dan colored
McGrew"stuff,is
frankly! "The
melodramatic
at that, but so well directed, photographed
and acted that it stands head and shoulders
over the average picture of the kind.
Robertnishes W.
well known
the titleService's
and skeleton
of thepoem
plot, furbut
as the verses merely detail the slaying of
McGrew, with no hint as to the past history
of the parties concerned in the affair, it became necessary for the scenario writer to
dope out a complete story for the screen.
This task has been successfully accomplished, the narrative is clear, coherent, easy
to follow and possesses remarkably fine continuity. Also, the subtitles are terse, forcible and straight to the point, helping the
action along amazingly. Everyone connected
with the production seems to have done his
or her level best in the moulding of its entertainment values, and the result is a credif
to the Metro studios.
Director Clarence Badger has obtained
some vivid contrasts in locality by deftly
switching the action from South America to
the white glare of Broadway and staging the
climax in the Klondike. The various settings are impressive and unique and better
photography could not be desired. There are
many excellent long shots and well posed
closeups of the principals, the lighting and
shading effects are exquisite, a delightful
example of faultless camera technique.
Lou's counter
elopement
McGrew,
enbetween Dan with
and Jim
in a NewtheYork
cabaret, followed by a fire in which the latter
is supposed to hate perished, and the crashing
finale, when the avenging husband fills McGrew full of lead in a Yukon saloon, regaining his wife, are the big scenes of the picture, each put over in slashing style and
dramatically effective.
Lew Cody, as Dangerous Dan McGrew,
scores a tremendous hit. Portrayed as a soulless villain willing to go to any length to
achieve his aims, contemptuously cool and
disdainful, he strikes you as a chap who de•serves the epithet of "dangerous," if any
•screen plotter ever did. Ifs a convincing
characterization, which sends up the artfstic
stock of Mr. Cody ace-high. Barbara La
Marr is exactly the right type for "the ladv
known as Leu," her physical charms are un-
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deniable and she displays them generously.
Percy Marmont registers well as Jim, the
devoted husband and adequate support is rendered by other members of the extremely large
and talented cast.
In arranging possible tie-ups with book
stores on the strength of the poem's title, it
would be well to make it clear that the picture is merely suggested by the verses. Otherwise, those of your patrons who might be
induced to purchase the book containing Service's rhymed effusion might feel that they were
being tricked. You can exploit the melodrama
as one of the best of its sort, a fast-moving
intensely emotional story, thrilling, colorful
and bully entertainment all the way through.
Play up beautfiul Barbara La Marr, Lew
Cody, Percy Marmont, George Siegmann and
Mae Busch, all performers with a strong fan
following.
IS MILDLY

ENTERTAINING

^The Moral Sinner' Makes a Good Start
But Flops Toward Finish
THE MORAL SINNER. Paramount Photoplay. Adapted from the Stage Play, "Leah
Kleschna." By C. M. S. McLellan. Director, Ralph Ince, Length, 5,437 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Leah Kleschna
Dorothy Dalton
Paul Sylvain
James Rennie
Anton Kleschna (alias Garnier) .... Alphonse Ethier
Schram
Frederick Lewis
Raoul Berton
W. I. Percival
General! Berton
Paul McAllister
Claire Berton
Florence Fair
Kleschna, a crook, has his daughter Leah for
accomplice and utilizes Raoojl Berton, son of a
French general, as a tool. Paul Sylvain rescues
Leah from a burning building and she forms an
attachment for him. She is sent to his study to
steal the Sylvain diamonds, but is detected by Paul.
Raoul appears half drunk, and Paul hides Leah.
Meanwhile Raoul gets the valuables. They are
restored by Leah. She resolves to go straight
and works in the fields with the pieasants. There
Paul finds her and persuades her to be his wife.
By George T. Pardy
A BOUT ten years have elapsed since the
play "Leah Kleschna," from which this
picture has been adapted, figured as a Broadway success. French crook melodrama was
rather more of a novelty then than now, and
the production virtually, took the town by
storm. That its dollar-raking ability hasn't
been forgotten, is proved by the fact that
William A. Brady is preparing a revival of
the stage attraction for the Great White
Way.
There was mighty good stuff in the old
plot and one would naturally expect the film
version to equal, if not excel, the original
in sensational strength and appeal. Usually
stage melodramas transferred to the screen
are put across even more effectively because
of the camera's power to furnish a wealth
of detail and atmosphere impossible of duplication behind the footlights.
Yet candor compels the admission that
"The Moral Sinner" doesn't come up to expectations. Itisn't actually
bad picture,
but falls considerably short ofa touching
the
high-water mark of Paramount features. Its
box office value depends altogether on the
locality where it is shown. Critical audiences
won't care much about it, but the star's name
possesses a certain amount of drawing power,
and where Dorothy Dalton is popular ihe
exhibitor may not find it a losing proposition.
Your best plan for exploiting this picture
is to play up Dorothy Dalton and refer to
the success achieved by the stage production
on which it is base^. Tell your patrons
about the big fire scene and romance of the
girl forced by fate into the underworld, but
redeemed by her love for a man who wasn't
afraid of the world's opinion and decided to
help her.

IS STRONG

NAUTICAL

DRAMA

^The Storm Daughter,' Starring Priscilla Dean, Provides Pleasing
Entertainment
THE STORM DAUGHTER. UniversalJewel Photoplay. Author, Leet Renick
Broivn. Director, George Archainbaud.
Length, 5,303 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Kate Masterson
PrisciUa Dean
Brute Morgan
Santschi
Ken
nert
WiUiamXom
B. Davidson
Con Mullaney
J. Parrel McDonald
The Duke
Cyril Chadwick
Olaf Swenson
Bert Roach
Alfred Fisher
f^"
George
Kuwa
^^
^y
Harry Mann
A fishing boat in which Kate Masterson is sailing
is run down by a schooner commanded by skipper
Brute Morgan, a man with a terrible reputation.
1 he girl IS rescued, forced to work and ill-used
by Morgan, who hates
In
Morgan is overpowered andherputsex.
in irons. a A mutiny
storm
breaks and he is released to reassume
The vessel sinks. Morgan and the girlcommand.
reach a
desolate island. Morgan is a changed
and
in love with Kate. She agrees to marry man
him.
By George T. Pardy
will find °^
much
to please
in "The
L ^"^-^^^
strong
nauticalthem
melodrama
Storm
Daughter," which offers a sufficiently romantic story, with considerable interest, and the dangerous grandeur
tempestuous deep for a background. ofIt the
lively entertainment, the star possesses is
strong fan following, and the picture shoulda
register satisfactorily at the box office
wherever
it is shown.
As originally filmed, the mutiny aboard
ship led up to a scene where the brutal
but_ valorous skipper battled desperately
against big odds, and this ranked as one of
the feature's great "punch" moments. But
the episode proved too ferocious to suit
the tastes of the mildly-disposed censors
who ruled it out. A pity— for Tom Sant-,
schi plays the skipper and is never seen
to better advantage than when engaged in
rough-and-tumble scrapping.
However, there are plenty of other stirring incidents to whet the appetite of those
who rejoice in thrills and racy action.
Among these, the storm in which the vessel IS wrecked stands forth as a most enthralling picturization of Old Ocean in a
fury and the perils which menace the crew.
The mutiny is well staged and creates
considerable suspense, although of course
rtiuch of its effect is lost by the elimination of Brute Morgan's heroic struggle.
Yet the continuity does not
suffer much,
as he is shown being taken to his cabin
senseless, with all the signs of terrific conflict upon him.
The regeneration of Morgan comes
about rather suddenly, but such lightning
changes in a hero's disposition are usually
popular and well received by film devotees.
And Kate Masterson, as depicted by Priscilla Dean, is a really lovable creature who
might well be expected to work a transformation inthe theories of the most confirmed woman-hater. Miss Dean is very appealing in her melting moods.
Universal has prepared a press book for
this picture which abounds in fruitful exploitation suggestions and should receive
the careful attention- of all exhibitors booking the picture. You can safely praise It
as a melodrama of the sea surging with
vigorous action and offering an appealing
love screen
story. hits
Refer
Miss Dean's
former
big
and tofeature
Tom Santschi
in combination with the star.
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AMUSING THEME IN
COSMOPOLITAN

FILM

'Second Youth' Snappy, and Winning
Attraction for Any Theatre
SECOND YOUTH. Distinctive Photoplay
Released by Goldztryn-C osniopolitan. Author, Allen Updegraff. Director, Albert
Parker. Length, 6169 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Roland Francis
Alfred Lunt
Anne Winton
Mimi Palmeri
Mrs. Benson
Jobyna Rowland
Rose Bauman
Lynn Fontanne
John McNab
...Walter Catlett
Mr. Remick
Lumsden Hare
Lucy Remick
Faire Binney
Harley Forbes
Hugh Huntley
Mrs. Twombly
Margaret Dale
Roland Francis, timid silk salesman, is much sought
af'er by the ladies, but avoids them. Anne Winton
decides that a girl has the right to flirt when she
pleases and relects Francis as her victim. She takes
him out in Bohemian circles;. Francis falls in love
with her but is hampered by other girls and their
indignant suitors. After many adventures he eludes
his pursuers and weds Anna.
By George T. Pardy
HERE'S lots of fun in this livelv
comedy, which abounds in bright, farcial situations, buzzes along at a merrv
clip, is handsomely photographed and well
directed. Also, the plot is altogether out
of the ordinary and keeps the spectator.";
continually guessing as to what is coming
next, so that interest in the action never
slackens. All in all, "Second Youth" provides snappy, pleasing entertainment and
ranks as a first-rate drawing card for any
theatre, large or small.
A bashful hero is somewhat of an oddity
in filmland, and Roland Francis, the effeminate seller of silk to the fair sex, can
probably be listed as the most modest male
that ever dodged a maiden. A sub-deb,
a stenographer, an extremely modern miss
and, worst of all, a very experienced widow
are all trying to land him in the matrimonial net. The latter, having disposed
of three husbands, wants to grab Francis
for a fourth trial, and is naturally the
hardest of the lot to evade.
Her pursuit of that shrinking soul, who
doubles and twists like a hunted hare in
his efforts to avoid disaster, furnishes
many a hearty laugh, nor are the wiles
and subterfuges employed by the single
girls to ensnare him far behind the efforts
of the energetic Mrs. Benson, in point of
skill and cunning.
But it remains for Anne Winton to securely hook and finally gaff the desired
fish. Anne, stimulated by the gibes of a
sportive brother-in-law, invites Francis out
to supper, lures him under the white
lights and gives him a heck of a time,
generally speaking. The result is that he
falls genuinely in love with her and not
even his ingrained bashfulness is a strong
enough barrier to save him from traveling
the path to the marriage goal. Fpr Anne
is brought to realize that she has started
something
can't stop, and wedding
bells
are theshefinish.
Not the least of Francis' troubles is the
fact that each of the girls, excepting Anne,
who would fain possess him, has a suitor
frantic with wrath on his account. The activities of these gents increase the complications, and right merrily the action
whirls on through department store, boarding house, Greenwich Village and Broadway resorts.
It's allstuffvery
and
crammed
with surpise
and comic
the climax
gets across in spectacular style.
The acting is what might be expected
from such a large and talented cast of
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players. Roland Francis plays the silk
salesman hero, a very effective bit of characterization, in which we watch the
"frightened fawn" specimen gradually develop into a "regular chap" under the influence of daring Miss Anne Winton. The
latter role is filled by Mimi Palmeri.
There are a good many names in this
cast worth exploiting, Alfred Lunt, Mimi
Palmeri, Faire Binney, Lumsden Hare,
Jobyna Howland, Walter Catlett, Lynn
Fontanne and Hugh Huntley standing out
prominently. It ought to be possible to
arrange tie-ups with stores on the silk
salesman angle. You can safely praise
the story as a comedy sparkling with life,
farcial situations, and offering an u-: :^,ual
^ * *
plot.
MAKES GOOD ON ITS TITLE
'Excitement,' Rattling Comedy-Thriller
Brimful of Action and Humorous
EXCITEMENT. Appeal
Universal Photoplay. Author, Crosby George. Director, Robert F.
Hill. Length, 4,913 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
NUa Lyons
Laura La Plante
Arthur Drew
Edward Hearn
Hiram Lyons
William Welsh
Mrs. Lyons
Frances Raymond
Eric Orton
Fred De Silva
Violet Smith
Margaret Cullington
Abner Smith
Alhert Hart
Wiaiy Winkle
..Rolfe Sedan
Mammy
Fay Tincher
Toby
Bert Roach
Nila Lyons, pretty and mischievous, is a worry
to her parents, who want her to get married. She
leaves home declaring that she will choose a spouse.
After going through varied adventures she marries
a young chap who kisses and wins her when their
motor cycle dashes into a lake. They agree to
separate for a month each year, Aftjer Nila has
passed through a number of exciting experiences, she
settles down with her husband.
By George T. Pardy
LAURA LA PLANTE emerges into
stardom in this picture, and makes
good her claim to a place among the elect.
"Excitement" is the correct title for her
vehicle, which abounds in all kinds of extraordinary stunts, including hairbreadth
escapes from seemingly sure destruction,
wherein aeroplanes, autos, motorcycles,
wild horseback riding and daring leaps
over precipices figure largely.
It's what you may call a real comedythriller, with plenty of love interest thrown
in for good measure, the sort of thing
that will please a large proportion of the
movie fans and swell the box ofiice receipts generously wherever it is shown.
Suspense is one of the most difficult
qualities to develop and maintain in a film
with a strong comedy slant, but director
Robert Hill and his clever players have
done the trick all right in this instance.
There isn't a dull moment in the entire
feature, which is as sensational as the
most lurid serial, but offers a compact
story, with unbroken continuity and more
fun than a cageful of monkeys.
Laura La Plante is entitled to hearty
congratulations for her breezy, energetic
and natural work in the leading role of
Nila Lyons. The little star enters into
the spirit of the part as though she thoroughly enjoys it.
You can exploit "Excitement" as an
amusing and hair-raising comedy-thriller,
which more than lives up to its title. Play
up Laura La Plante and emphasize the
fact that this is her first starring vehicle.
You need not hesitate to praise the picture's entertaining values.

TOUCHING

LOVE

TALE

Hodkinson Picture Story Told in
Simple, But Inspiring Terms
WHICH SHALL IT BE? Rcnaud Hoffman Production. Released by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. Adapted from the
Poem,
'
Not
One to by
Spare,"
by Mrs.
E. L.
Beers. Directed
Renaud
Hoffman.
Length, 4,600 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John Moore
Willis Marks
Mrs. Moore
Ethel Wales
Robert Moore
David Torrence
Musicmaster
Paul Weigel
Billy Bondwin
Newton
Hause
( Mary
McLane
BaJlah
MiriamWinslow
J Dick
The Children
Buck Black
Thayer Strain
John Moore and his wife are hard-working parents
of six, struggling from morn till night in a valiant
effort to give their children all the necessities of
life. It is a herculean task, and when they receive
an of¥er from a wealthy relative, of ease and physical
comfort for the rest of their lives in exchange for
one of the children, they decide to accept. However, they are stopped by the thought of which
child to give, Aftler much speculation and conflicting
thought,takes
they leave
decide than
on thetheoldest
girl.suffers
She
no sooner
mother
tierrible remorse. Jurt when it seems as though
her heart must break, the daughter appears and
flies to her mother's arms. The father, who had
driven her oiT in his buggy, simply couldn't, as it
out,once
"saymore.
good-byle," and the happy family
isturned
reunited
By Michael L. Simmons
JUDGING by sundry sniffles and incessant
dabbing of eyes with moist-soaked handkerchiefs at the showing of "Which Shall It
Be" in New York's Cameo Theatre, one is
prompted to say, "it hurt l)eautifully."
The audience, almost to a man — a foregone conclusion including the women, of
course — took the simple, homely tale, very
much to heart, which is about as much proof
as one could want as to the convincing heartinterest and appealing effect of the screen
version of the famous E. L. Beers poem.
The theme of "Which Shall It Be" concerns the problem of two toil-worn parents,
with a brood of six, who are offered a life
of ease and comparative luxury in exchange
for One of their children. "I looked at John,
and John looked at me," as the poem goes,
on which the screen story is based, is the
start of a series of speculations through
which the fond parents undergo in trying to
determine which child they can best spare.
The}' finally conclude that the absence of
riches and physical comfort is as nothing
compared
deprivation of even the tiniest mite in tothethefamily.
The story which ensues is a simple, homely tale, revealing the great love of mother and
father for their children and the immense
sacrifices they con.^ent to suffer in preference
to the easier way out. The narrative unravels itself with all the beauty and poetry
of a mother's love.
The six children carry off their parts in
the story with convincing effectiveness.
Ethel Wales, as the toil-worn mother, gives
an inspiring performance. Willis Marks, as
the father, is also convincing and pleasing.
"Which Shall It Be" is minus the fanfare
and hullaballoo generally associated with the
theatricals that take with those who roll up
the gross for the motion picture producer,
but it is nevertheless thrice blessed in its
strong elements of heart interest, love theme
and simplicity.
this in
picture,
lose adants
sight
of Tothe exploit
ready way
which don't
the title
itself to teaser advertising. A title like
"Which Shall It Be" offers innumerable opportunities for working on the cupidity.
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BRYANT WASHBURN
FUNNY IN NEW

ROLE

Saturday Evening Post Story Full of
Laughs and Good Characterization
TRY AND GET IT. A Samuel V. Grand
Production, released by W. W. Hodkinson.
Adapted by Jules Furthman from the Saturday Evening Post story, "The Ringtailed
Galliwampus"
EugeneLength,
P. Lye,
Directed by Cullenby Tate.
5,770Jr.Feet
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Joseph Merrill
Bryant Washburn
Rhoda Perrin
Billie Dove
Glenn Collins
, Edward Horton
Larry Donovan
Joseph Kilgour
Timothy Perrin
Lionel Belmore
Mme. Florio
Mme. Rose Dione
Bookkeeper
Carl gtockdale
Telephone Operator
Hazel Deane
Larry Donovan, owner of a printing business, tells
his credit manager, Joe Merrill, that if he can't
collect a seven-year-old bill for $25.11 against Tim
Perrin in a weeki he's through. Donovan also
tells Glenn Collins that if he doesn't get Perrin's
account within a week, he's through, too. Both
younggoesmento are
thrown out of Perrin's cement yard.
Joe
a modiste
shop owned by Perrin, ready
to park there until he receives
paymenti He
Various attempts to see Perrin who finally beatsmakes
up and wrecks the shop. When Merrill wins him
the
Jove
Perrin'spayment
daughterof the
and bill,
withPerrin
her connivance,
finallyofEecurfes
capitulates
and offers him a job.
By Michael L. Simmons

"pOLKS
who some
enjoy sprightly
a good romance,
laugh, interfwoven with
will
find a pleasant time in "Try and Get It."
Far from incorporating moments of heavy
human passion, the play still contains love
elements of the most satisfying nature but it
IS the laugh-provoking situations, of which
there are a goodly number, which put the
story across in the realm of satisfactory
entertain
ment.
The theme centers around the persistent
go-getting attempts of Joe Merrill, in the
employ of Larry Donovan, to collect a bill
of $25.11 against Timothy Perrin, who makes
Leo the Roaring Lion seem like a
lap
kitten by comparison. The fact tame
that the
bill is seven years old, and that Timothv
Perrin,
or the "Ringtailed Galliwampus" as
he IS generally
known by those who have
tasted his sweet disposition, likes nothing
better than to feed carbolic acid to bill collectors, impetus and interest to Joe's
assignment. lendsFor one thing he has to collect
as his job is contake
or
cerned. the air so far
Lionel Belmore, as Timothy Perrin, the
incorrigible bill dodger, belches the sort of
flame that means instant death to any venturesome bill collecter,
but that doesn't phase
the irrepressibl
e Joe Merrill one bit. He
provesself 'this
y by permitting
forcibly eiected
three or himfour
to be conclusivel
times and returning with inspiring regularity
to be shown proper cause why Perrin should
not come across with $25.11. And, oh, the
Galliwampus is a wild one. One whose very
eyebrows connote acid of the sharpest order;
whose flourishing fists and bristling mustache
predict instant demise for the one unlucky
enough to arouse his ire.
The humor of the situation is palpably
heightened when the Merrill family "serenades" Perrin at his private home while his
daughter is giving a party to a select gilded
set. In fact at hte very moment that Perrin
whispers to his friend that he feels in fine
fettle for killing a bill collector, up pops Joe
with the old, old story. Whew! Hot solder and
electric sparks ! The Galliwampus starts to
swing into action, with murder in his eye,
but is restrained by his daughter, whose connivance Merrill has conscripted in his be-
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half. Merrill then puts a pleasant touch to
the evening by dancing with the pretty
hostess.
For attracting attention to his show, the
exhibitor miight get a cage and in it place
some kind of a dummy animal, constructed
of an old duster, a couple of potatoes, or
anything that is outlandish in appearance.
Put a sign on it reading, "Dont' feed peanuts to the Ringtailed Galliwampus — ^but
come inside and see 'Try and Get It,' starring
Bryant Washburn." * * *
HAS THRILLS OF ALL KINDS
'Right of thedramaStrongest'
Straight
With Forceful
AppealMeloTHE RIGHT OF THE STRONGEST.
■Zenith Pictures Corporation Photoplay
Released By Selznick. Author, Frances N.
Greene.
Director, Edgar Lewis. Length,
6,240 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John Marshall
E. K. Lincoln
Mary Elizabeth Dale
Helen Ferguson
Trav Williams
George Siegmann
Babe Davis
Tom Santschi
Bud Davis
Robert Miasch
Mister Sykes
Tully Marshall
Shan Thagg^n
James Gibson
Austin Lee, Sr
Winter Hall
Tony Thaggin
Coy Watson
Anna Belle Lee
June Elvidge
John Marshall, young 'engineer, goes to BuUis
Valley, in the Alabama hills, to secure lands for a
big power project. The hill folks think he is a
revenue spy and plans are laid against his life.
He is in love with a school teacher, Mary Dale. She
struggles through a stortn to his Oabin to warn
himj. A lynching party, headed by Trav Williams
arrives. Williams and Marshall agree to fight it
out and battle furiously. Marshall's men from the
con;\truction
wteds Mary. camp rush to their chief's rescue. He
By George T. Pardy
Tl/T ELODRAMA unleashed and running
wild, great storm scenes, fighting, lovemaking, danger and devilment of all kinds !
They'll like this wherever the patrons want
plenty of action for their money and are not
too particular when it comes to stretching
the imagination.
In its opening stages the picture moves
rather deliberately, but once it hits its stride,
there's no complaint likely to be made on the
score of retarded speed, for the pace becomes
cyclonic. Perhaps the first two reels could
be cut down a bit with advantage to the feature, but even as it stands "The Right of the
Strongest"
registers as a good audience film
and
rating.should secure a satisfactory box office

it single-handed and put up an awful fistic
argument. A cracking climax is achieved
with
Marshall's
to his resrue inthetherushnickof of
time, allmen
difficulties
are
smoothed out and hero and heroine duly
slated for the altar.
You can exploit this as a stirring melodrama, with a strong romantic tinge, thrills
galore and gaining in suspense and interest
the further it goes. The cast offers many
names worth while, those of E. K. Lincoln,
Helen Ferguson, George Siegman, Tully
Marshall, Niles Welch, Winter Hall, Tom
Santschi, having especial significance from a
drawing power standpoint.
E. K. Lincoln does some of the best work
of his career as the dashing hero, Helen
Ferguson is a prettily fascinating Mary Dak,
* * *
OLD THEME,

WELL

HANDLED

'His Forgotten Wife' Excellent Attraction for Neighborhood Theatres
HIS FORGOTTEN WIFE. Palmer Corporation Photoplay Released By F. B. O.
Author, Will Lambert. Director, William
Seiter. Length, 6,500 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Suzanne
Madge BeUamy
John Rolfe
Warner Baxter
Corinne McRea
Maude Wayne
Major
Eric Mayne
Meadows
Willis Marks
Judge Henry
Tom Guise
Irene Humphrey
Hazel Keener
Donald Allen is reported killed in France during
the war. His fiancee, Corinne McRea, inherits his
propi^rty. Donald, a victim of lost memory through
shock, returns to America married to his French
nurse, Suzanne, under the name of Rolfe. They
both
obtain jobs
as servants
at Donald's
He
is recognized
by the
estate trustee.
Corinnehome.
attempts
to escape with the bank roll, but is foiled by
Suzanne.
restores Donald's
memory
of
his old An
life, operation
but he temporarily
forgets Suzanne.
Howiever, he regains his lost consciousness in time
to know his wife and all ends well.
By George T. Pardy
A VERY clever handling of a theme
which is rapidly becoming shopworn.
The "lost-memory hero" is such a painfully familiar screen figure that a whole
lot of credit is due a director who can
frame a yarn around him and make the
interest hold. Yet this is just what William Seiter and his cast of clever players
have succeeded in doing.
"His Forgotten Wife" has not only a
good title to draw with, but moves swiftly, exploits a number of surprisiriig angles,
is well acted and registers as a program
attraction considerably above the average.
It ought to prove a box office success at
the neighborhood theatres and smaller
houses.

Mary Elizabeth Dale, with whom hero John
Marshall falls in love, had a father who was
slain by the hill squatters when they suspected him of plying the trade of government informer. So naturally, her friendship
with the stranger whose business in their
That the hero and his newly-wed wife
midst is a mystery, arouses hostility to the
should happen to obtain jobs as servants
couple. Thus both hero and heroine are
in his old home on his return from France
under a cloud and unjustly blamed, and the with his recollection mill out of order, is
audience early begins to burn up with symstretching
the "long arm ofit coincidence"
pathy for the pair.
quite
aationlittle.
this situon which Nevertheless,
the entire plotishings
and
When through the agency of a stolen letter the squatters learn that Marshall is after
makes it really enjoyable. Allowance musi.
their land, but are unaware that he is willbe made for melodramatic license in picing to pay a fair price for the site he wants,
tures of this kind, and as a matter of
they go on the war-path in earnest. He
fact,
spectator isn't likely to
resenttheits average
improbability.
has already defied their threats, but this time
they make ready to lynch him.
Madge
Bellamy
plays the little French
The big scene follows, when Mary struggles . heroine with alluring
charm and looks t^e
through a blinding storm over the mountain
part
to
perfection.
Warner
Baxter is conlo warn her lover. Headed by Trav Wilvincing and pleasing in the hero role, while
rival for
Mary's
hand,
would-be
gives a very Corinne.
fine performkillers liams,
arrive
at the
cabin.
Thenthe comes
the Maude ance Wayne
as the unscrupulous
The
most exciting episode, the terrific encounter
support
is
adequate,
and
excellent
photobetween Marshall and Williams, who go to
graphy is in evidence all through the film.
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Feature
Little
'Bi^
try and as a climax a battle is staged during
'FOLD UP'
'THERE HE GOES'
rainstorm and Washington, to save
Educational
1 reel
Educational
2 reels ahisraging
battered little army, is forced to retreat,
Ambitious
inventors
will
find
this
picbut the retreat leads to the final defeat of
Lige Conley livens things in this comedy.
ture very instructive. It demonstrates a
the French and the march of pioneers to
Conley is the whole show and when he leaves
method of utilizing every inch of space
the scene the action ceases. Action is the the western country.
in an apartment and the faulty mechanisru
This picture should be shown in the schools
only redeeming feature of this two-reel subbrings many laughs. Although the idea is
ject but it is so fast and furious one is as it portrays American history of the days
somewhat shop-worn, there are several
willing to overlook many short-comings. It which decided whether this country should
is above the average slapstick comedy.
be French or English speaking. It shows
comedy.
new
touches that make "Fold Up" a good
The excitement begins when Conley en- the hardships suffered by the pioneers and
ters a southern mansion after a round of visualizes events that are bound to create a
The collapsible apartment has many
golf in the pouring rain. Everyone who profound impression.* * *
surprises for the Kronk family, from
touches him is given a shower bath. Water
Iowa, and although they are shy at first
is used unsparingly but it brings laughs.
they soon learn the tricks. The beds slide
'THE
RACING
KID'
Conley evidently butted into a Hallow
Universal
2 reels into the wall and the tables rise from the
floors and when, through faulty mechae'en party as pumpkins and ducking for
apples are the center of attraction. This
nism the furniture starts its crazy antics
Buddy Messinger proves himself a good
comedian in "The Racing Kid." It is one during a party, the action is plenty.
particular
spot
is
weak
and
greatly
overdone.
of his best pictures and is a little different
The picture, of course, is slapstick of
The comedian comes into his own in the from the usual wild variety that has been the wildest variety, and there is no attempt
second reel where he acts as a race horse chosen for him of late. He really has a at plot, nevertheless, the elements of fun
chance to act, and aided by his young
driver. Considerable originality is shown
are present and after all that is the chief
in the racing scenes and some of them are sweetie, Martha, and the much freckled requirement of a comedy.
riots of fun.
"Spec," he produces a really interesting
"Fold Up" is a good clean hit-and-run
The race is a cross country affair and
laugh producer and will fit in well with
picture.
Conley starts out with a nice new cart but
Buddy is the son of a race horse owner
your program.
* * *
owing to accidents and plotting of the vil- and is an accomplished rider. He suspects
lain, the hero ends the race in a milk his father's trainer of being crooked. Buddy
wagon. The trick photography in the watches and discovers the trainer in con'SING THEM AGAIN' 1 reel
ference with a noted gambler. He informs
Educational
racing scenes is good and figures largely in
his father who discredits the story but
the success of the picture.
This series has little to recommend it.
Lige Conley is one of the best known
Buddy, with his companions, waylays the There is a flash of scene and then the
trainer
and
Buddy
enters
the
race
and
short subject comedians and he does exwords of an old time song are thrown on
ceptionally well in this picture. It is safe rides his father's colors to victory.
the screen with a request that everyone
There is a good element of excitement
booking, and the use of Conley's name will running
sing.
The whole entertainment value dethrough the picture and there is a
aid in pulling patrons.
pends entirely upon the spirit in which the
large amount of comedy. The titles are audience
enters into the game. In afterclever and the whole picture shows time
noon shows in which the audience is made
in construction.
up chiefly of women it is very doubtful
'GATEWAY TO THE WEST'
The picture is good for any program.
Pathe
if there would be any spontaneous re3 reels It is clean and wholesome.
sponse. Again, the songs are very old
A Chronicles of America historical feature.
and date back to such a degree that few
This picture shows Washington as a Lt. Colof the young people know them.
onel in the Virginia army at the time the
'SUN AND SNOW'
If there is no response 'to the singing
Pathe
1 reel
French were trying to occupy the territory
in the Ohio River country. It portrays the
Grantland Rice shows winter sports at request it means at least a ten minute
period of restlessness and the effect will be
young soldier as the leader of a valiant little Lake Placid and winter sports in Florida,
noticeable as it will dampen the spirit of
band of patriots that suffer privations in an alternating the scenes for comparison. At
the audience and will be a handicap to the
effort to dislodge the French from their the finish one doesn't know whether to purchase a ticket to Florida or buy a pair of feature picture.
stronghold at Fort Duquesne, now PittsThis short subject might do, reasonably
skis and hit the trail for Lake Placid. The
burgh.
well in small communities but for large
The French and English soldiers, are
scenes are interesting and should prove popuhouses it is too thin.
lar with any audience.
shown on the march through the wild counTJARRY LANGDON is
d"
ghaients
/NtherePath
J- J. a Tried and Proved
aree'sall "Shan
the eleme
short subject comedian. He
that go to make up a good
comedy.
Mistaken identity
does net depend on slapstick to produce fun.
furnishes the theme.
The
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KID'
rathe'THE HOLLYWOOD
2 reels
This Sennett comedy is true to Sennett
form. The bathing beauties strut their steps
and Charlie Murray gives them the once
over. Even Mack Sennett (himself) appears
in one scene which is reminiscent of the past
days when the producer was noted as a fun
maker.
The picture starts out with a semblance
of a plot but as it ambles along the plot fails
by the wayside and is finally entirely lost.
As the plot disappears the action speeds up
and finally all of the tricks of the movies
are brought into play with good results.
A feature of this picture shows the back
stage of the movies. Many trade secrets are
shown and from this angle alone the picture
is of interest to fans.
Jackie Lucas, a kid comedian, enters into
the spirit of the fun with a vengeance and
really acts. The youngster is talented.
Those who like fast moving comedies with
every mechanical means brought to play will
like this one. It is slap stick of the most
flagrant specie yet it is interesting and will
bring many laughs. It will fit in well with
a melodramatic feature.

BEFORE THE DAYS OF CANOPENERS
C. B. C.'s Hall Room Boys series has caught the public fancy. The pictures have been tried and proved
popular. In "Tin Knights in a Hall Room" the boys have wride range for their funny burlesque antics
'ONE WET NIGHT'
Universal
1 reel
Neelly Edwards and Bert Roach figure in
this. If your patrons like water scenes
this picture will appeal. It abounds in
water. It is remarkable how much
amusement can be made by the use of a
large amount of water and Edwards ana
Roach manage to squeeze the last drop of
entertainment from the cloHidburst.
Edwards does some fine comedy work
when he tries to repair a punctured tire
during a rainstorm. The passing cars seem
to make it a point to splash him and his
antics in trying to avoid the water are
well done.
_ In the evening a crowd of friends is
visiting at Neely's home and one of the
party in demonstrating a new shotgun
blows a hole in the roof of the house permitting the rain to enter. In order to
avoid wetting the carpet, the grand piano
is moved under the hole and when this
fills with water the bathtub is brought into
play. Finally the deluge is so great everyone dons bathing suits and play cards
under an umbrella.
This is an average Edwards and Roach
comedy and can be used to brighten a heavy
dramatic program.
^ ^ ^

worthy of note. There are many hair raising stunts where high cliffs play an important part in furnishing the thrills. Mr. and
Mrs. Tewksbury, with brother Ambrose,
fight their way through the two reels and
the family rows are the basis for good
comedy.
In starting up the mountainside, the trio
is tied together in true Alpine fashion. They
mount mules and the fun begins. As the
ascent up the mountain proceeds the action
becomes faster and is culminated in a drop
over a high cliff by brother Ambrose. His
coat catches on a very convenient twig and
holds him in a semi secure position until
the Tewksburys can effect a rescue.
This picture is a c'ean fast comedy and

'DANDY LIONS'
Educational
2 reels
Neal Burns with the aid of good cast
makes "Dandy Lions" one of the best recent Chiristie releases. Although there, is
considerable slap-stick to the picture, it
distinguishes itself by having a plot. Not
just a threadbare disappointed plot but a
real honest-to-goodness one than can be
followed intelligently.
Thecee ispicture
dealslover
with and
lions.theNeal's
an animal
ownerfianof
a pet lion cub. She insists that her marriage with Neal
take that
placethere
m aare
lion's
Neal agrees
feeling
no cage.
lions
in the vicinity but a circus comes to town
and it requires a great amount of fixing
to straighten matters. For awhile it looks
as though Neal would have to go through
with the lion act, but he is saved at the
last minute.
This picture will find favor with any
audience.

'A TRIP TO THE POLE'
Pathe
1 reel
A Paul Terry cartoon up to his usual high
standard. The cat and mouse make a trip
to the pole in a balloon. In making the trip
they view different scenes on the ground, some
of which arc exceptionally funny. Thev
finally arrive at their destination and attach
a rope to the Pole and drag it back home
The Pole, however, proves to be the tail
of a sea monster and causes excitement. The
usual moral is attached.
Terry's cartoons are always welcome to
any program and this
* *one* is a hum-dinger.
'HIT THE HIGH SPOTS'
Pathe
2 re);ls
The Spat family in preparation for a trip
to Switzerland, try mountain climbing near
home for practice. Their escapades are

DON'T MONKEY WITH THE
Pathe's series of animal comedies has scored a distinct hit.
creating
the illusion
"The doBara Fly"
all
the bad
charactersof humanness.
in the villageIn and
job the
that

POLICE FORCE
Miniature villages and equipment aid in
monkey
clean sweep
would police
bt a force
creditmakesto a General
Butlerof
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International

Newsreel

A

of Appealing

Tried

and

Program

TEN years ago the modem newsreel was born.
"weekl
ce. y" idea died when the newsreel came
intoTheexisten
Today the newsreel reaches everywhere. Perhaps an
example of this may best be found in the world-gathering
organization of the International Newsreel Corporation.
The editor of the International is in touch with staff cameramen in all parts of the world. In one day he may issue
orders to one cameraman at Nome, Alaska, to proceed into
the Arctic Circle for a news picture ; to another cameraman in London, Paris or Rome to "shoot" some other event
of impotrance; to another staff man in British East Africa.
Simultaneously, orders may be issued to a dozen different
men in various cities of the United States, or in Japan,
China, Java or South America.
Ten years ago the newsreel consisted mainly of parades,
monument unveilings, corner-stone layings, launchingSj flagraisings and industrial subjects. Occasionally some picture
of very ordinary interest appeared from London, Paris or
Vienna. The principal idea in the mind of the newsreel
editor of that day was to "cover" anything that didn't cost
much to get. It wasn't a matter in his mind of "will the
picture be interesting?" but "how cheaply can I r~
it?"
getEdgar
B. Hatrick, General Manager of the
International Newsreel Corporation, is the man
who changed the "weekly" into the "news reel."
Calling anything dealing with news a "weekly"
went against Hatrick's grain. He was a newspaper man. He would just as soon have called
it a "monthly" or an almanac. When he started
William Randolph Hearst's first new film he
called it the
a news reel and not a "weekly.'* He
changed
entire product from a dull, drab,
capt. ari

Proved

Service

Spice

more or less worthless "filler" to a genuine attraction.
Editorial headquarters of the International are located
in New York City. Bureaus are located in all important
American cities and in London, Paris, and Berlin. Hundreds of correspondents or field cameramen represent the
International in the American cities of lesser importance
and in many of the smaller cities of Europe. In Africa.
Asia and South America the International in some instances
is represented by staff cameramen and in other instances by
free-lance or field cameramen.
THE
cameraman
busy.
International's
New newsreel
York Staff
men have isallalways
travelled
all over
the world.
They have shot tigers in India, sailed the seas with the
battleship fleet; shot alligators in Panamanian jungles;
bearded the Sultan of Turkey in his palace, before Mustapha Kemal put the Sultans out of business ; threaded their
way through the jungles of Brazil and ridden on camels
in the Holy Land.
Ariel Varges, International's famous globe-trotting cameraman and war correspondent, only recently completed a
five year tour of the world during which he travelled
250,000 miles, or roughly, about ten times around
the globe. He visited scores of different countries in Europe, Asia, Africa, the South Sea
Islands and North America.
He didn't drift
aimlessly. He moved from place to place as
news beckoned.
If revolt seemed imminent in
India he went there. If Chinese bandits had just
kidnapped a number of Americans and other
foreigners, he went there. That is how a newsreel is conducted. Is it any wonder that "movie"
audiences like them?
Is it any wonder that they
EL VARGEsare the "spice" of the prog"am ?
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Gold

Medal

Q^ara mount
BELOW

Q^idures

are the pictures released during the past few weeks that are making the REAL money today. The box-office records prove it. If you

want to make sure in advance that your show is* a clean-up, here are the pictures for you. Perfect prints and A-1 advertising campaigns at your Paramount exchange.

HOLLYWOOD

CALL

James
classic
comedycelebrities.
of filmland,
with 30Cruze.'s
stars and
60 screen
THE

TO

Starring POLA NEGRI
George Fitzmaurice Production. With
Jack Holt and Charles de Roche.
BLUEBEARD'S

8TH

WIFE

Starring GLORIA

SWANSON

BIG

BROTHER

TO

THE

LAST

MAN

SWANSON

DANCER

Starrmg POLA NEGRI
Herbert Brenon Production. With AnBeery. tonio Moreno. Adolphe Menjou, Wallace

WEST

OF THE WATER
TOWER

Starring GLENN HLTVTER
With Ernest Torrence, May McAvoy,
George Fawcett, Zasu Pitts. From the
sensational novel.
HERITAGE OF
DESERT

WOMAN-PROOF

By George Ade.

LADIES

Allan
Dwan'swithproduction
of Rex
Beach's
latest novel,
Tom Moore
and all
star
cast.

Allan Dwan Production. Many say it's
Gloria's greatest.

Starring THOMAS

THE

Another Zane Grey knockout, with Richard Dix, Lois Wilson, Noah Beery and
others.

ZAZA

SPANISH

CANYON

James doreCruze's
comedy
scream,
Roberts and
all-star
cast. with Theo-

The frisky French love-comedy produced
by Sam Wood.

THE

THE

Zane Grey's most recent novel superbly
picturized, with Richard Dix, Lois Wilson.

CHEAT

Starring GLORIA

OF

MEIGHAN

Cast includes Lila Lee.

Produced

THE

Zane Grey's novel. Irvin Willat ProducWith Bebe Daniels, Ernest Torrence,
Noah tion.
Beery.

by

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION J^KUl^
«Sl-!lv.^»
ADOLPH ZUKOR. Pr^sldtnt . »&1 ' =jl
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and

the

Proved

Chance

Pictures

Element

in

Booking

Using Tried and Proved Pictures Corresponds to Method of Trying Out Legitimate
Plays in Smaller Cities Before Bringing Them to Broadway

a sympowas Times
there York
RECENTLY,
sium in the New
on
the subject of "What the Public
Wants," in which a number of men
and women, leaders in the field of motion pictures, drama and literature,
gave their answers to that vital question. Griffith spoke for motion pictures, and Belasco and George M. Cohan and other phenomenally successful purveyors of entertainment to the
American people, told what they had
learned after years of trying to solve
the problem.
Each of these experts told in generalities what he strove for in the entertainment he sponsored. And each one
confessed, at the end, that there was
little chance of telling, in advance, just
what the public would flock to. Fashions in entertainment changed rapidly,
they said, and their idea or type of
play or picture or book that made a
hit at one time because of its truth and
novelty, might fall flat if produced
later or in a different manner.
To take the risk out of productions
as much as possible, these astute managers and playwrights of Broadway,
try out their plays in cities outside of
New York and around the country
generally, to see just how they get
across with the great average mass of
the public which must be depended
upon to put over such a production.
So important is this phase of show
business considered, that many vital
changes in plays are made, and
some plays actually rewritten or withdrawn completely, on the basis of the
verdict of the "try out" towns.
Similarly, the gambling element may
be taken out of the showing of motionpictures. No longer is it necessary for
the showman on Main Street throughout the country to book an unknown
quantity, meanwhile praying that at
least he will break even on the showing. There are enough uncontrollable
elments in the show business as it is
— weather, seasons, general business
conditions — so that the elimination of
one of them is an actual boon to the
exhibitor.
And this is exactly what is performed by the use of the Tried and
Proved picture. Instead of each exhibitor trying out the picture on an
audience himself before he books it,

By L. F. GUIMOND
Director of Advertising and Publicity
Selznick Distributing Corporation
the idea is carried out, but on a much
greater scale than the theatrical managers ever could do it.
The majority of theatres throughout
the country are not first-run houses.
They are the great body of houses
which run up the gross for the producer and distributor, and so it is of
the utmost importance that they should
be satisfied.
How can he tell what to choose our
of the great list which is offered him?
Does he have to do his picking blindfolded? The answer to both questions
lies in the Tried and Proved Picture
initiated by the ExhibiDepartment
tors Trade Review.

This department lists the pictures
which have been playing around the
country for some little time, and which
have met with success everywhere. Exhibitors have written in to the trade
paper telling of how audiences reacted
to the picture, how it was exploited,
and other information of vital interest
to a showman about to book it.
In addition, the Tried and Proved
Picture Department analyzes each picture, in its "Hall of Fame," telling just
why each production is a good box-office bet, and just what angles and features in it should be emphasized in
it.
order to get the greatest return from
This is the kind of information the
showman wants, and the kind which
he could not buy for love or money,
before the Tried and Proved Picture
Department was started. It is not what
the picture did alone in the big city
playhouse, Qv what a high-brow critic
thought of it, or what the producer or
distributor says he thinks of it, but
what the average showman, just like
the man who is looking for the product,
did with that particular picture. It is
the only way of getting a line, not on
what any individual thinks, but on bow
the picture will perform.
"Reported Missing" is a typicial example of the kind of production offered
among the Tried and Proved Pictures.
This picture was released early in the
Summer, but in spite of this drawback,
it rolled up the impressive total of
$200,000 gross within a short time.
Analysis of this gross indicates one
thing to the expert showman:
that the picture has gone over in all
types of houses throughout the country. He knows that a picture may roll
up $100,000 on its first runs, but after
that, the picture is played largely on its
past performance, and the size of the
additional gross is an indication of its
box office possibilities.
When such a production reaches the
showman who can pick and choose
what he wants to book, his problem is

TRIED AND PROVED
NEWSPAPER ADS
These
"silent
salesmen"
have
their
ability to create a buying urge demonstrated
tor Selznick films.
They are Selznick Tried and Proved Advertisements

greatly
simplified.'
The Tried
and
Proved Picture
Department
furnishes
him with the indispensable information
upon which he can make a selection,
based on the experience of hundreds
of other exhibitors.
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Here Is a Selected List of Pictures Chosen on Their Merits as the Kind of Theatre Attractions Which Ansuer
the Public Demand. Not on the Say-So of Their Sponsors, but on the Unusual Box-Office Records They
Have Established.
This List Is Offered as the Most Reliable Criterion by Which to Select
Dependable First Rate Attractions for Showing on Special Tried and Proved Nights
Universal
THE ABYSMAL BRUTE— Caveman Romance. Reviewed March 8. BECAUSE it is
a Jack London story told with a forcefulness
and conviction that has carried it across to unbeHevable success on both first and second
showings.
THE FLAME OF LIFE— Mine Tragedy.
Reviewed March 15. BECAUSE it is a
thriller that really thrills and it has found
many an audience on the edge of its seats
and breathless when the final scene had been
concluded.
WHITE TIGER— Crook Melodrama. Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE Priscilla Dean
has been cast in a part she is fully capable
of filling and has brought to the picture an
interest and character which has made it exceedingly popular and well liked.
THE ACQUITTAI^Mystery Play. Reviewed December 8. BECAUSE the court
scenes are interesting and convincing and have
elevated the picture to an enviable position
from a box office point of view.
THE FLIRT— Booked 6,665 times. Love
and Society Picture. Reviewed February 9.
BECAUSE it numbers among the most popular pictures on the screen, and has a ready
made audience waiting for a chance to see it.
HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA—
Booked 4,621 times. Adventure Film. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE it is a true
adventure picture and gives people an opportunity of practically taking personally, a trip
■which they will never make.
Paramount
HER GILDED CAGE— Reviewed March
8. Love Drama. BECAUSE it is an intimate pathetic story which touches the heart
and appeals to the sophisticated and the simple, and it presents Gloria Swanson in a
role that her followers like and approve.
WHAT'S .YOUR HURRY ?— Reviewed
March 15. Auto Comedy. BECAUSE there
are great numbers of Wallace Reid admirers
who want to see his pictures again and this
one is no doubt one of his best.
THE LAW AND THE WOMAN— Reviewed March 8. Murder Mystery. BECAUSE the highly dramatic scenes, especially the court scene give Betty Compson
a chance to appear to good advantage and to
get across big with her audiences.
BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE— Reviewed February 16. Matrimonial Tangle.
BECAUSE Gloria Swanson infuses the picture with a subtle humor and a droll pathos
that make of it an intensely interesting story.
THE OLD HOMESTEAD— Reviewed
March 22. Small Town Life. BECAUSE
it is a James Cruze picture that has been
phenomenally successful in large cities and
small towns and it has still a strong appeal.
THE PURPLE HIGHWAY— Whimsical
Comedy. Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE it
is an appealing story which Madge Kennedy
carries across to real success and it has provided good entertainment where it has been
shown.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD— Reviewed
March 22. Historical Romance. BECAUSE
it is rife with excitement of the highest type

story of village life with all its concealed
romance and passion and is the type of story
that appeals in large cities as well as in
small towns.
THE LEAVENWORTH CASE— Murder
JUST A WIFE— Triangle Drama. Reviewed December 15. BECAUSE it brings to Mystery. Released November, 1923. BECAUSE it is a satisfying picturization of
the screen a sympathetic and clean story of
the love and sacrifice of a woman and thus the famous Anna Green mystery story which
sounds the popular appeal. ^
has been popular for many years and is portrayed by a capable cast.
ONE WEEK OF LOVE— Flapper Romance. Reviewed December 22. BECAUSE
PIONEER TRAILS— Western Drama.
Released January, 1924. BECAUSE it is a
it is a delightful light comedy with fast action, plenty of thrills and two very popular
beautifully told and well handled story of the
stars who inject the story with humaness and
early West, which carries with it all the
fire.
thrills that life and traveling at that time
afforded.
THE LAW OF COMPENSATION—
C. C. Burr
Marriage Drama. Reviewed December 22.
BECAUSE it has proved by its record that
INNOCENCE— Romantic Drama. Reit is a story which gives Norma Talmadge
February 1924. BECAUSE it is a
a role she is well capable of handling and it well toldleased
story of the type that pulls and has
pleases big city and small town audiences.
already established a remarkable box office
A LADY'S NAME— Love Comedy. Re- record though in age it is but a young film.
viewed March 15. BECAUSE this delightful
THE BAREFOOT BOY— Biographical
comedy besides its own inherent merit has Drama.
Released September 1923. BECAUSE
big exploitation possibilities, which exhibitors
this
story
based on the poem by John Greenhave used extensively and found real money . leaf Whittier
is a delightfully human and
makers.
smooth running film composed of all the elements that please and appeal.
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
FORGIVE AND FORGET— Modern Life.
Released November 1924. BECAUSE a
ENEMIES OF WOMEN— Drama of Nobility. Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE it good modern life story with a capable cast
combines an unusually strong cast with an is always in demand and this one shows by
exceptionally fine story by a well-known and its record that it fits the bill admirably.
highly esteemed writer and is directed by a
noted director.
First National
THE GREEN GODDESS — Oriental
POTASH AND PERLMUTTER— ComDrama. Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE
edy Drama. Released September, 1923. BEGeorge Arliss, an unusually capable actor, inCAUSE it brings to the stage for the first
terprets the leading role in a manner to call time two popular types who have been preforth the praise of all who see him.
sented many times on the stage and written
of in books dozens of times.
THE SPOILERS— Story of the Yukon.
Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE this Rex
THE BAD MAN— Comedv. Released OcBeach story has all the moving force and the
tober, 1922. BECAUSE Holbrook Blinn as
power to stir any type of audience and the the star makes of this delightful comedy a
story is interpreted by a cast fully capable picture which can pull laughs from any auto handle it.
dience at any time and the very fact that it is
different has made it tremendously well liked
Hodkinson
everywhere.
JUST LIKE A WOMAN— Love Comedv.
ASHES OF VENGEANCE— Romance of
Released March, 1923. BECAUSE there is Aristocracy.
Released October, 1923. BEa wealth of wholesome comedy emanating
CAL'SE
Norma
Talmadge took her followfrom genuinely homorous situations the reing by storm with this picture with the result being an evening of fun for the specsult
that
it
has
to
its credit a very enviable
tators.
bookingrecords.
record and a long list of broken
house
THE MARK OF THE BEAST— Psychoanalytic Drama. Released June, 1923.
BECAUSE it is one of those tense dramas
WIFE IN NAME
ONLY— Society Melothat touches on a poiganant subject and
drama. Released Pyramid
January, 1924. BECAUSE
sounds the public note for something different.
the strikingly interesting story is acted by
BULLDOG DRUMMOND — Burlesque
an unusually strong cast which is backed up
Melodrama. Released December, 1922. BEsplendid direction the result of all of
CAUSE it innocently burlesques the typical by
melodrama and in so doing provides plenty which is a fine piece of entertainment.
WHAT FOOLS MEN ARE— Flapper
of thrills and a wealth of laughter.
Drama. Released January, 1923. BECAUSE
THE MAN OF THE FOREST— A Westa highly entertaining story there has been
ern. Released June, 1921. BECAUSE the into
injected a moral issue which gives the story
long life of this film attests to its entertone and helps heighten the highlights of the
tainment and pulling powers and despite the story
which is timely and appealing.
number of same type of story that has come
QUEEN
OF THE MOULIN ROUGE—
after it, it holds its high place as an audiDrama of Paris. Released September, 1922.
ence getter.
Vitagraph
BECAUSE it is a finely handled story of
Paris night life, has a sympathetic theme,
ON THE BANKS OF THE WABASH
and has proven by its record during the past
— Small Town Drama. Released November,
year and a half that it is a real audience
1923. BECAUSE it is an absorbingly told picture and a first rate business getter.
and its story is of the substantial class which
never goes out of style.
Selznick
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"The

Any exhibitor who doubts what serials can do
should have attended our opening of "THE
GHOST CITY." Pete Morrison becoming great
favorite. We really did bigger than expected. Offers big exploitation possibilities. O. L. Meister,
Mgr. Witheouse Theatre, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
"GHOST CITY." Good serial. Playing third
episode and holding up fine. If your people like
serials, give
them this."
Theatre,
Barnesboro,
Pa. N. Russell, Mgr. Russell

Trail

WILLIAM
DUNCAN
A fascinatins, thrilling story of railroading: in the West
packed with tense drama and daring thrills such as only Williamtray. Duncan,
world's greatest
chapter play star, can porA great thesupporting
cast.

"We are now on the tenth episode of your serial,
'THE GHOST CITY,' and is holding up and
pleasing my patrons as well as anything we have
run in dated
a long
time."
Lowenstein,
Amusement
Co., Harry
Ardmore,
Oklahoma.Consoli"BEASTS
serialtheI
have
run soOF far,PARADISE,"
full of actionis the
and best
getting
money.
Don't
fail
to
book
this
serial
Edna
Bearse, Rialto Theatre, Toledo, Ohio.

^^Beasts

of
Paradise'
starring

WILLIAM
DESMOND
and EILEEN SEDGWICK
Tlie untold dangers of an unknown jungle were no barrier
to the brave band that .struggled heroicly onward in their quest
of a lost
fortune.
Startling
ferocious beasts
in strange
landsadventures,
are but a encounters
part of thewith
gripping
story this chapter play tells.

"There has been no falling off during the entire
fourteen episodes of the "BEASTS OF PARADISE." My people always came back to see the
next episode."
J. A. Lemke, Crystal Theatre,
Waco,
Texas.
"On eighth episode of the 'BEASTS OF PARADISE,' and it is getting better every week. Cannot be beat, so if you're looking for a serial, grab
this
one."
opolis. Pa. M. Weintraub, Lyric Theatre, Cora"THE STEEL
houseof
records.
It nxakesTRAIL,"
me thinkis ofbreaking
the goodalltime
1919. Used S. R. O. for first tinje in three years.
UniversalGrand
is toTheatre,
be congratulated."
worth,
Huntsville, Ala.C. L. Hack"THE STEEL TRAIL" is one of the\ best serials
it has been my privilege to screen, it is full of
action, has the heart touch and the necessary thrills ;
it has everything."
Larry Illinois.
Richardson, Mgr. Lyric
Theatre,
East St Louis,
"I considerDuncan
'THE has
STEEL
the best
that
William
ever TRAIL'
done. The
direction,
photography and the entire supporting cast are the
best that I havaf ever seen in the Duncan serials."
Sam Loeb, Mgr. Gem Theatre, Little Rock, Arkansas.

"The

starring
Ghost

City"

PETE

MORRISON
and MARGARET
MORRIS
An irresistibly entertaining story of the western plains — a
galloping, rough-riding romance with swift action and surprising situations the keynote.

^^The

Remember

starring
Fast
Express"

WILLIAM
DUNCAN
The last word in chapter plays — a big, new, mighty thriller
of railroad life from the pen of Courtney Ryley Cooper, wellknown Saturday Evening Post author. The biggest combination of star, story and exploitation possibilities ever released
in chapter play form. Now booking!

these chapter plays are all included in UNIVERSAL'S
GREAT SPRING DRIVE SURPRISE OFFER — ^now on! —
See your Universal Exchange!

UNIVERSAL

'*The

Ststarring
eel

World's

CHAPTER

Greatest

Chapter

Plays

PLAYS
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'His Wife's Husband'
Mystery Drama
Released by Pyramid
BRIEF: A young girl marries a man whom she
does not love and immediately after the ceremony
quits him leaving a note saying she is going to
(Irown herself. As sha is leaving the house she sees
a woman shoot her husband and later reads his death
notice. She goes to her uncle and meets a young
lawyer whom she marries. Her former husband
later turns up and attempts to blackmail her husband but through a happy circumstance the entire
truth is revealed and the husband and wife are free
to continue their former happiness.
ANNA KATHERINE GREEN is a pioneer mystery story writer and her stories
have estabhshed their reputations not only
in book form but on the screen as well. The
most notable phase of her stories is the
clever way in which she veils the final outcome so that the end is never suspected.
This picture, when put on the screen, retained
its clever mystery element and it is for this
reason that it has been so well liked and
so highly regarded.
Betty Blythe plays the part of the young
wife and infuses the picture with an irresistible charm, so much so that the picture was
unstintingly praised by critics all over the
country, and this praise later attested to by
the support of the public wherever it was
shown.
The story is simple and its appeal general
and therefore the suggested line of exploitation is that which stresses the theme of the
story and sustains the mystery element. Perhaps the best way to secure the desired effect
is to run a teaser campaign. You could use
lines like this : "Five hundred dollars reward
to the person giving ijQ.formation leading to
the arrest and conviction of the slayer of
'His Wife's Husband.' Communicate with
the
You might Theatre."
also try this: Offer prizes for
the persons who can guess the outcome of
the picture. You can get a great deal of
attention in your vicinity if you will invite
all the local detectives to yo'ir theatre as
guests. The idea is to run the film almost
to the end, then switch on the lights and
allow them to speculate on the outcome. The
patrons will certainly be very much interested
in the scheme and if you advertise the special
performance widely you are sure to get a
record audience.
Moreover, the scheme will get you space
in the papers since any thing which involves
the police is of general news interest. _ Persons reading of the results of the experiment
will be interested to see the picture for themselves. You should also arrange to have the
conclusion kept an absolute secret both in
your own advertising and in the stories that
appear in the newspapers.
Don't neglect, either to give plenty of publicity to the name of the star and wherever
possible publish extracts from the reviews
which appeared in the papers when the picture was first released. People are always
interested in knowing what the critics had to
say and you should be glad of the opportunity
of telling them.
'Potash and Perlmutter'
Comedy
Released by First National
BRIEF: On the verge of bankruptcy Abe Potash
quarrels with Morris Perlmutter — and the two become partners. Up-to-date methods revive the busithe employes
falls start.
in love Falsely
with Abe's
daughfljrness. Oneandof the
complications
accused of shooting, the young violinist is held under
a twenty thousand dollar bond put up by the two
partners. Just as the hour for the trial is about to
pass which means the forfeiture of the money which
in turn will miean ruin, the young man appears and
clears everything restoring the money to the two
partners and gaining his own liberty in time to
marry the girl.
A STORY of business with all its comic
forces and its pathos this picture has
found its place as a popular picture in an
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unbelievably large number of theatres
throughout the country. During a period of
nine years Potash and Perlmutter have been
appearing on Broadway in a succession of
stage hits; for the same length of time they
have been known to readers of the Saturday
Evening Post, for five years they have been
delighting London audiences, for three years
Petrograd has been enjoying their business
difficulties. More than twenty different nations speaking as many different languages
have been laughing with Potash and Perlmutter since Montague Glass first conceived
the two characters and their comic families.
It is little wonder then that when Potash
and Perlmutter appeared on the screen it became an immediate sensation and there is
every reason to believe that the picture will
be good for several years if exhibitors are
wise enough to book it and rebook it, and
keen
tion. enough to give it the proper^ exploitaThere seems to be an inexhaustible font of
ideas to draw from, all of which are capable
of pulling in the business. Perhaps the most
logical is the fashion show prologue which is
extremely pertinent and very much to the
liking of the average audience. The two
partners in the story are in the cloak and
suit business, consequently there are beautiful gowns worn by the players. You can
arrange with some local store to allow you
to borrow some of their latest models in
exchange for which they will get publicity
which will accrue from announcements that
the
clothes worn in the prologue are Blank's
models.
On the same basis you can arrange for
merchant tie-ups with department stores, specialty shops, milliners, etc. They will all
readily give you window space and use the
name of your picture in their ads if you
provide them with the material.
Also be sure to get it over clearly that the
picture is a comedy. Real good comedies
are more or less rare on the screen and they
are very much in demand. This suggestion
can be gotten across by using some of the
titles of the picture as catch lines. Most of
these have been taken directly from the lines
of the play and they are highly amusing.
* * *
Midnight
Alarm'
Heroic 'The
Melodrama
Released
by Vitagraph
BRIEF: Through some peculiar circumstances
Sparkle Carrington becomes a penniless orphan and
while her grandparfents search for her she and another
waif run a newstand together. A young crook who
loves her \and knows of her connections plans to
destroy the papers which will identify her, marry her
arid get the money. Trapped in a burning building
with him, she is rescued by a fire captain who loves
her, is restored to her grandparents and marries the
captain.
TF you have an audience that craves sensation, that eats up thrills whole, you have
a certain winner in this picture. While the
plot is based on the life of a kidnapped orphan, the entire action of the story revolves
around a startling fire. It is one of those
pictures whose stirring romance tugs at the
heartstrings, and whose gripping suspense
keeps spectators on the edge of their seats
and their nerves.
There is a ring of realism in the fire
scenes in which heroic firefighters strive to
save the life of a young girl imprisoned in
a steel vault of a building whose walls are
crumbling. There is high pitch interest in a
situation _ like this, and untold exploitation
possibilities as well.
In any city or town in which the picture
is shown you will find the local fire deaprtrnent willing and ready to co-operate in putting the thing across. Since it reflects on
the heroism of the fire department you will
find that they will readily consent to put their
apparatus at your disposal in order to arrange effective street ballys.

You can arrange with them to run a special fireman's performance whereby a portion
of
the
the firemen's
You canreceipts
get themwilltogosellto tickets
for you fund.
with
the understanding that you will donate a
certain percentage to the fund for widows
and orphans of firemen. You can get them
to run a special drive for contributions to
their fund in conjunction with the showing
of the picture.
You might be able to get the civic officials
to run a fire prevention week which will
coincide with the showing at your theatre.
In such a case it would be wise to get permission to have the signs printed which will
be placed in every available spot in the city.
These
should
run prevention
something week.
like thisClean
: "April
21
to 27
is fire
out
all your rubbish and make your home and
office safe. See the 'Midnight Alarm' showing all this week at the
Theatre."
Another splendid tie-up is with the fire insurance companies in your vicinity. The red
posters which are available for display purposes would serve such a company admirably
in urging people to insure their homes and
businesses against fire.
* * *
'Thundering Dawn'
spectacular Melodrama Released by Universal
BRIEF: Jack Standish, in order to protect his
father, assumes
the blarrre tofor Java.
the father's
difficulties
and disappears
There financial
he falls
in the hands of a gang of schemers and is almost
ruined by drink. When the girl he is supposed to
marry arrives in Java she finds him a physical
wreck. She is nursing him back to health when
a typhoon hits the coast and all the gang is
destroyed. The girl, too, is carried away but is
rescued by Jack and they start back again to
America.
A N almost unending series of complications
accompanied by daring rescues and unusual climatic conditions, have been woven
together into a very interesting story that
directly touches the average appeal. To interpret the story a capable cast has been assembled which factor has also been largely
responsible for the satisfactory bookings
which the picture has had.
The sensational slant of the posters will
aid measurably in getting across the atmosphere of the picture and it would therefore
be wise to give these as much prominence as
possible. The lobby should, of course, be
profusely decorated with these and the effect
will be heightened if you will substitute red
electric bulbs for the white ones you usuIn allycontrast
to this, you should make your
use.
marquee especially bright. Here is a good
way to do that. Make a compo board cut out
to fit in with the electric light sockets on your
marquee. The twenty-four sheet will supply
you with the material for this. The red
portion should be made of oil paper so that
the light can filter through.
You can also make arrangements for a
tie-up with the local bank. This is a stunt
which will bring the name of your theatre
before the great masses interested in thrift.
You furnish the bank with special throwaways with their ad on the back. It is up
to you to get them to consent to inclose one
of these in every letter that they send out.
Try this too. Sell the bank the idea of
allowing you to give away, at the theatre, a
check for one dollar which will be honored
when accompanied by a four dollar deposit
for a savings account, not to be withdrawn
for thirty days. It might seem a bit difficult to get them to consent to do this, but
you can remind them that they pay a solicitor one dollar for every savings account
which he secures, and you are merely acting
in the difference
same capacity
on
only
is that
licitor getting the dollar,
ting it, thereby making

ainstead
larger of
scale.
the The'
sothe depositor is getnew friends.
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*The Impossible Mrs. Bellew'
Social Drama Released by Paramount
BRIEF: Lance Bellew likes liis mistress better
than his wife. This is resented by Woodruff, a
friend of the family. Lance becomes suspicious of
the relations between Woodruff and his wife and in
a fight shoots Woodruff. A clever lawyer, by working on her love for her little son gets Mrs. Bellew to
testify for her husband and he is acquitted on the
basis that the killing was justified. To humUiate
her. Lance divorces his wife and he is granted
the child. Mrs. Bellew finds how hard it is to
get along with a ruined reputation but with a new
friend who is a constant help to her, all difficulties
are overcome, the child is restored to her.
GLORIA SWANSON is the particularly
^ favored exponent of the society drama.
Probably her reputation rests more upon her
remarkable achievements with this type of
role than anything else. Her support in this
picture, headed by Conrad Nagle, is an excellent one.
The story as taken from the book of the
same name by David Lisle, published in 1916
by Frederick A. Stokes, New York. It
gained a certain amount of popularity.
Before the picture was started. Miss Swanson went to Paris to get her gowns for it,
and she wears an array of the most stunning clothes and remarkable bathing suits.
This should suggest a tie-up with the leading modists ef your town. And wherever
they make displays be sure that you have
several good stills of Miss Swanson in the
display. You will find good dress stills of
the star among the photographs available at
your exchange.
There are several bathing scenes in the
picture showing many beautiful bathing girls.
If the season permits, it might be a good
plan to arrange for displays of bathing suits.
Another tie-up is suggested for employment with ladies hairdressers. Gloria Swanson's
world-famous,
and than
it hasin
never coiffure
shown tois greater
advantage
this picture. One of these hairdressers might
be induced to advertise that he will dress hair
in the Gloria Swanson style, and this probably would provoke comment. Be sure and
have him mention, "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew," and he might even display some good
stills of the picture and some effective photos
of the star in his establishment.
Have your book sellers arrange window displays of David Lisle's novel, "The Impossible
Mrs. Bellew," published by Frederick A.
Stokes, New York, in 1916. Place cut-outs
of Gloria Swanson with the books, together
with announcements of your coming show-
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ing. Popular priced copies of the book may
be obtained from the publisher.
The old raffle stunt will be brand new by
this time and you can elaborate upon it effectively. Get a young or middle-aged woman of pleasing dress and personality, who
is a stranger in your town. Arrange with
the stores that "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew" will spend an hour in their establishments at a certain date, they to take advertising on a co-operative basis, announcing that
"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew" will be in
their store from nine to ten, or whatever
the hour decided upon may be.
'Michael O'Halldran'
Newsboy Novel
Released by Hodkinson
BRIEF: A young newsboy, an orphan, who works
hard to maintain the dingy room he calls home,
finds a little crippled girl left entirely alone by the
death of her grandmother, adpots her as his family
and continues to provide for her, A wealthy couple,
both selfish and on pleasure bent, finally separate,
after which both reform and the wife takes to doing
hospital work. Through a meeting with her, Michael
has little Lily cured so she can walk again, and is
then the means of reuniting the separated husband
and wife.
'T'HE fine spirit and all embracing kindness
J- of a little orphan newsie forms the theme
of this really big story of the noted author,
Gene Stratton Porter. It is an everyday
story of everyday life well told and well
acted and for this reason it has been an undeniable box office attraction everywhere.
Naturally your first thought for the exploitation of this picture is the tie-up with
the book stores for window displays of Porter's novel in book form.
Besides the regular edition of the book,
printed by Doubleday, Page and Co., vnth
which the book stores no doubt will be well
supplied, Grosset and Dunlap have printed a
popular moving picture edition. Each dealer
stocking these will be supplied with at least
two sets of attractive and interest-compelling
window displays and you will find that practically every dealer does stock the book and
will be glad to co-operate. You might arrange
with your leading book store whereby he
would issue a ticket of admission with each
copy
could of
sell"Michael
the dealerO'Halloran,'"
these ticketsoold.
at a You
reduced price and both would profit thereby.
Another idea would be to give away copies
of the book as prizes for some contest or to
the purchasers of the first ticket each day,
or some such plan. You vnW be able to purchase the motion picture edition of "Michael
OHalloran"
duced price. in quantities at a greatly reProbably the easiest way to "cash in" on
this picture is to tie-up with boy's clubs, mothers' clubs, schools and other organizations
on the "Be Square" theme of the picture. You
might
organizethe "Be
Clubs of your
own among
boysSquard''
and girls.

'The Comedy
Chicken Released
in the by
Case'
Triangle
Selznick
BRIEF: Steve Perkins decides to borrow the
newly acquired wife of his room mate, Fercival,
in
order tosooner.
meet his
his
inheritance
The aunt's
aunt iswishes
so and get with
Winifred that she leaves the money inimpressed
the name of
the framed-up wife. Aunty, however, runs into
Winifred and her real husband, Percy, togv;ther and
it looks suspicious to her. Ot course after that she
stumbles across all kinds of suspicious circumstances and after many kinds of humorous complications, during which Steve really gets married to
someone, the whole plot is unraveled, Steve confesses
to the hoax, and it all comes out right.
■EVERYTHING that has been said about
^ Owen Moore before can be said again.
His work in "The Chicken in the Case" is
fully up to what is expected of him by his
vast public, as one of the finest love comedians of the cinema.
"The Chicken in the Case" starts off with
a laugh at the very outset, and as the plot
thickens and the sitautions develop, the fun
grows more and more hilarious. There is no
attempt at drama or pathos in this picture.
It is an out-and-out farce comedy, written
and produced solely for the purpose of creating laughter, and this it accomplishes very
thoroughly. Of course there is love interest,
lots of it; in fact that is where most of the
fun comes in, and as hinety-nine and ninetenths per cent of us have been, are, or will
be, lovers, "The Chicken in the Case" accordingly appeals to that corresponding percentage of every audience.
The players who enact the various roles in
support of Mr. Moore have all been carefully selected for their peculiar suitability
for the parts they are called upon to portray. Playing
Moorebeauty,
is Katherine Perry,
theopposite
Ziegfeld Mr.
Follies
who
was awarded the Golden Apple by the Artists Club of New York for being the prettiest girl in the metropolis, and who in everyday life is Mrs. Owen Moore. Another
charming comedienne, who has a very prominent role is Teddy Sampson, known
everywhere for her fine comedy work.
Victor Heerman is both author and director
of "The Chicken in the Case," and his story
was given a most elaborate setting from every
standpoint, and for those discerning persons
who take especial delight in the technical perfection of the photoplay, a pleasant surprise
is in store.
The best exploitation bet in putting this
picture across, doubtless lies in the box office
power of the star's name.

T\ON'T give your right names! The three crooks in
^ Universal's "White Tiger" hear off stage noises
just as they are dividing up the booty after a haul

OBILITY at the feet of peasantry. A real highlight scene
from Universal's "Merry-Go-Roiind"

C I LENT

admiration and innocent

in "Drifting,"
picture
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coyness asTried
a Universal
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You can ballyhoo it and know
that "THE AVERAGE WOMAN" will stand up to anything
you say about it.
Read by 10,000,000 Saturday
Evening Post readers.
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"The New School
with RUSSELL GRIFFEN
BurrTea
Pictures,
cher" Inc.
133 West 44th Street
New York City, N. Y.
Released by the Best Independent
Exchanges Everywhere!
Foreign Rights Controlled by
Richmount Pictures
723 Seventh Avenue
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'Burning Sands'
Sheik Story
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: A kindly old sheik is being deceived by
his villainous son who seeks to destroy his father
by uniting with the enemy tribe. But the plan is
foiled by a young English philosopher who lives
alcne in the oasis. In the ensuing battle the villain
is killed, leaving the way clear for the happy
marriage of the philosopher and the girl he loves.

TW^HILE
is still isintensely
interested the
in public
sheik pictures
the logical
time to show them. They need not be new,
experience is proving that the old one can
still draw tremendous audiences. That means
that there is still plenty of business to be
had on these older bookings of which you
would be foolish not to take advantage. In
this film the action is rapid and intense especially the great battle in the open desert.
You should play this scene up especially
big in your lobby cards and the literature
which you send out. It will do much to
stimulate interest. Also incu'cate into your
lobby the desert atmosphere. This can best
be done by rigging up a tent in one corner,
decorating the walls in bright colors and
dressing your attendants in sheik costumes.
Have plenty of incense burning in oriental
looking burners. This will also help attract
attention.
If you have a capable carpenter you might
have built a large papier mache time glass
using isinglass instead of real glass. This
should stand three or four feet high and
should be partially filled with sand. The idea
is to have patrons guess how long it will take
for all of the sand to pass from the upper
compartment to the lower. Offer prizes of
admission tickets for the correct answers.
You will be delighted at the interest you
will awaken in the picture through this stunt.
Also make use of the picturesqueness of
the story to arrange a street bally that would
attract notice. Dress a man in the latest
approved sheik style and have him ride a
spirited horse through the streets. People
will surely stop to look, and will notice the
advertisements which should be conspicuously
displayed either on the man or the horse.
To make the stunt even more interest
arousing, you might have a girl on the horse
with a man, which will give the impression
that she is being kidnapped. It might be a
good idea to have boys or men handing out
throwaways to the people who have stopped
to look at the "sheik."
^ ^ ^
'The Light in the Clearing'
Rural Life
Released by Hodkinson
BRIEF: Barton Baynes got a prophesy of four
perils and a rosy future from the Silent Woman,
while Amos Grimshaw, the son of Ben, who was
the tightfisted power over thie farmers, received
one of death and the gallows. One night Bart met
The Stranger. There was anoth)?r traveller on the
lonely road and it happened that the three came
together. Bart saw the flash of a gun and The
Stranger drop to the road. He saw the assailant
come up and bend over the body. He hurled a
stone which struck the assailant in the temple and
hurried off to spread the news. The body turned
out to be the son of the Silent Woman. She fell
prostraSid with grief. Amos is finally convicted of
the crime and old Ben falls dead with the Silent
woman'sis bright
bony with
fingersthe pointing;
him-and Barton's
future
smiles of atSally
success.
nPHE story which was written by Irving
Bacheller is one of charm besides holding
the attention and interest. The following
of the events in the lives of the striking characters to their endings, some tragic and some
happy, is as ef?ective in the film as it was
in the book and readers of Bacheller will be
well pleased.
"The Light in the Clearing" is one of
Bacheller's most popular books. Many thousands of copies have been sold since it was
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first published in 1917, and there is room
for the sale of many thousands more. Go to
the book stores in your town or neighborhood and arrange for displays and special
sales on the book.
You can well afford to provide the siecessary advertising posters for the displays, and
in addition might reciprocate by showing a
slide urging patrons to read the book after
they have seen the picture, giving the name
of the book stores where the novel is for
sale.
Don't overlook the great opportunity that
is provided by tying up with your local lighting company. The amount of your electric
bill for the past year certainly ei-ititles you
to a small favor from the company. Every
electric light company advertises to a certain
extent, and in view of your friendly relations
with the company in your town, you will
probably be able to get them to word their
advertisements something like the following :
"The power provided by the New York Edison Company supplies 'The Light in the
Clearing.' " This will give you catch-line
advertising with which you can tie up in your
own space. Also, you may be able to obtain
permission to snipe a number of electric light'
poles with the following poster copy: "This
is 'A Light in the Clearing.' See the picture
at Ifthethere
Blankis Theatre
(date)." lot, centrally
a vacantonbuilding
located and near your theatre, get permission
from the owner to place a lighted lantern in
the lot at night. Set the lantern on an ordinary box and place near it a sign reading :
"This is 'The Light in the Clearing.' "
* * *
'Love Is An Awful Thing'
Marriage Difficulties
Released by Selznick
BRIEF: Anthony is to marry Helen after six
months probation to convince her father that he
is a proper young man, when Marion turns up
with of?
someAnthony
of Anthony's
put
her
assumes oldthelove
rolelettersv
of a To
married
man with six children. Marion discovers the hoax.
Hvelen runs into a scene showing Anthony with
his made up family. Complications ensue and the
marriage is likely to be wrecked when it is discovered that Marion is married to her attorney and
the two are hatching a blackmail scheme. This
discovery
the difficulties and paves the
way for the removes
happy ending.
QWEN MOORE at his best! There is
" nothing Moore does quite so well as this
type of comedy involving love tangles and
marriage complications and side-splitting inIn "Love
Is anfully
Awful
Things"
he
has been trigue.given
a story
worthy
of his
powers and needless to say, he makes the
most of it.
The story is full of situations that kept
audiences chuckling wherever this feature was
shown. Moore, in the person of Anthony,
is out to convince his prospective father-inlaw that he is worthy of the hand of his
daughter. Incidentally this involves also being taken into the immensely wealthy business.
Such a combined prize is hardly ever lightly
won. And when a former flame turns up
with a bundle of Anthony's love letters, the
fun begins, much to the discomfiture of
Anthony and the delight of the audience.
You can re-book this on the basis of pure
entertainment. And promise them the limit.
Owen Moore will stand for it. His name will
be the main pulling power in getting them
to come.
The subject of love presents numerous exploitation ideas. You can use all the old
ones and they will probably be just as effective. The following would be an interesting
contest to run. Offer a prize for the person
who can submit the most titles of books or
of pictures containing the word "love." And
in
sending
don't
forget
that thethestory
title toofthethenewspapers,
present picture
summarizes all thought on the subject!
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'Pioneer Trails'
Western Drama
Released by Vitagraph
BRIEF: The lure of gold draws Robert Dale, his
wife and their son, Jack, over the prairie. The
party is attacked by Indians and all save Jack
are killed. He is adopted by another member of
his party but being only four years old does not
know his last name. Twenty years later he finds,
himgelf in love with a young girl, but not knowing
his origin he dares not declare his love. She finally
takes the initiative in her own hands, declares her
lovB, and is finally accepted, peculiar circumstancehaving
origin. by this time established Jack's birth and

Trails"
"Pioneer
wouldbutsuggest
AS isthea title
Western
it is not
the cut
and
dried stereotype gold rush story. The fine
way in which is has been handled and the
accuracy of the sets have put it in a class
far above the average and it is therefore not
to be wondered at that it immediately took
with the public.
The average audience is interested _ in a
picture of this type but it is exacting in the
quality. Since, then, this one found a place
immediately it is deserving of its distinction
as a Tried and Proved Picture. Besides being
well handled by the director, it is interpreted
by a capable cast and the entire effect is extremely satisfying.
In exploiting the picture get across the atmosphere. Let it be known by all your advertising that it is a story of the gold rush,
that it takes one back to times and places
that are forever gone, that it has all the
thrills and romance that were crowded into
those unusual times.
It is the sort of picture that appeals to
everybody — to all ages and classes, and no
exhibitor should therefore hesitate to use every available channel for publicity. The support of the schools and churches can be
enlisted on the educational and moral elements contained in the film and it would be
wise to get together with these people with
schemes which would prove of real benefit to both parties.
The picture is especially adaptable to ballyhoo exploitation. You can hire a horse and
cart almost for nothing if you will show
tiie owner that he will get some advertising
out of it. Then d^ess up the wagon to look
like an old fashioned covered wagon and get
some men and children pbOrly dressed to ride
in it. This thing going through the main
streets will certainly attract attention and is
a fine means of getting the atmosphere of
the story across to the public.
Drawitig contests always attract the children and offer material for attractive lobby
displays. Invite the school children to draw
pictures of Indian life, pioneer days or stage
coaches. Offer prizes for the best drawings
by pupils in the primary grades, those in
grades from four to six; those from six to.
eight and those in high school. Many of
these sketches will be found suitable for
use in advertisements. They will create a
local interest and draw patrons.
Many women and children in the community have made attractive pieces of needle and
bead work. Some families have a collection
of the handiwork of "grandma's" day. Boys
are often handy at whittling, tying knots and
making things. All of these may be brought
to your theatre and displayed in the lobby
if you offer prizes which may be in the form
of passes for various periods of time.
Such exploitation is local. It unites the
patron and exhibitor in closer union. It brings
the theatre into the home and the home to
the theatre. It wins permanent patronage.
"Pioneer Trails" lends itself to novel prologues that will prove highly entertaining and
put your patrons into the spirit of the film.
As this photodrama revolves about the romance of life in the early West an effective
prologue will be found in the employment of
singers in Indian costumes to render Indian
songs.
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The effectiveness of such a program may
be greatly increased with proper settings. B>using a tepee, a campfire and a back-drop
showing a wood land scene the Indian atmosphere may be obtained.
Another suggestion calls for the employment of a number of male and female dancers
to give a program of Indian dances which
would fade with war whoops into the opening of the picture.
❖ ii^ *
'Queen of the Moulin Rouge'
Life in Paris
Released by Pyramid
BRIEF: Tom Richards is a budding violinist but
his teacher believes he lacks the soul to ever become
really great. Hie thinks if he suffers he will arrive
so he arranges a scheme with the girl Tom loves.
She takes a position as a cabaret dancer and he
finds her there. He is torn with anguish and he
seeks expression in his violin. He plays then as
he has never played before and th); teacher then
reveals the plot and the two are reunited.
'T'HE Story is laid in Paris and the atmosphere which has been built up around
it gives the impression of being so entirely
genuine and is so £onvincing that it elevates the picture to the class of "something
different." Its charm and interest have made
the picture such an audience getter that it
was not long after its initial release that the
film found its way into the Tried and Proved
Picture class.
It was originally a stage play and the transportation tothe screen rather increased than
diminished its entertainment value. Being a
story for the most part of Paris night life,
and yet being built on a touchingly romantic and simple theme, it is little wonder that
it hit the bullseye squarely and became almost instantly successful.
The title is one which makes exploitation
simple. It carries with it the promise of
Paris and the suggestion of sensationalism
and for these reasons can be depended on to
arouse the interest and curiosity of practically
every class of moviegoer.
It is wise, therefore, to give as much publicity as possible to the title. For this purpose the exhibitor should make use of all
the available paper. Besides what can be
used for poster purposes there is some that
will make excellent material for cut-outs and
with these any lobby can be made attractive. Particularly this is true if the big red
mill is cut out and mounted on cardboard and
placed on the marquee. The wind will proeel the mill and this added to the color will
be certain to attract considerable attention.
If you promise free tickets to some of the
shop keepers they will probably be glad to
give you some window space in return. You
can use this to the best advantage by placing
stills of the most spectacular scenes in the
window and with them a sign reading : "You
dori't have to go to Paris, Paris has come
to vou. See the 'Oueen of the Moulin Rouge'
at the
Theatre."
^
^
'Enemies of Women'
Love Drama
Released by Goldwyn-Cos.
BRIEF: Alicia, an adventuress, has occasion to
h'^friend a Russian prince with whom she flees to
France. They are li\'ing togeth?r happily when the
Prince sec; her with her young son and knowing
nothing of his existend?, mi'-itakes him for a youthful lover and quits Hyr. He and several friendform a cUib known as the "enemies of worsen''
p"d
to have nothing
do withandthem.
But p'an
circumstances
finallv more
reuniteto Alicia
the
prince and they find happiness together.
VINCENTE IBANEZ by reason of the
number of successful motion picture
stories which he has written has become one
of the most noted writers of the motion picture world. This is just another one of his
most notable stories and for several weeks

ran
prominent
along that
New jammed
York's
Greatat White
Way.theatres
The crowds
to see it at that time marked a popularity
which has been duplicated not only in all
the large cities, but in the smaller cities where
it has already shown.
Its phenomenal booking record coupled with
the broken records which it has to its credit
have earned a very enviable place for this
film among the foremost Tried and Proved
Pictures. Part of the popularity accrued from
the fact that the leading parts are assumed
by Lionel Barrymore, one of America's leading actors and a movie star with a recognized following, and Alma Rubens, an emotional actress of merit and note. Backed by
an appealing type of story it is little wonder
that the public should manifest the interest
in the film that is still being shown.
When an exhibitor books the picture he
should unquestionably make a point of giving
wide publicity to the name of the author and
the stars, making sure to use pictures wherever possible and to take advantage of every
tie-up
them. that presents itself in connection with
The biggest and most promising merchant
tie-up is logically with the bookstore for the
story has appeared in book form and as
such had a remarkable circulation. There is
a special motion picture edition which sells
at a modest price and was prepared especially
for tie-up sales. It might be a good idea
to arrange for a table in the lobby of the
theatre on which several of these books and
the name of the merchant from whom they
were borrowed could be displayed. Seeing
the picture patrons would be interested in the
book and by having them right there at hand
the buying urge could readily be satisfied.
Then there are such possibilitie as tie-ups
with the civic officials for permission to place
at all street crossings signs like this : "Reckless drivers are 'Enemies of Women.' Drive
Carefully." Permission might be secured, too,
to have these placed on all the traffic signs,
etc. The signs should also carry the name
of the theatre and the announcement that the
a day. would appear there on such and such
picture
The druggist will willingly contribute window space in connection with a display window for a special kind of face cream. The
product could be arranged attractively with
stills of stars supplying the background and
such signs as these placed in vantage points :
"Cheap creams and cosmetics are 'Enemies
of Women.' Use
and be sure of
aof pure
wholesome
product."
On the
the picture.
bottom
the card should be an ad for
In exchange for a pair of tickets the shoemaker near your theatre, or several of them,
for that matter, will gladly give you space for
posters and stills in his window and will also
arrange for some such sign as this: "Run
down
'Enemies
Women.'while
_ Come
in andheels
haveareyour
shoes ofrepaired
you
wait so that you will be in time to see 'Enemies of Women' now showing at the
Theatre."
BRAY

WINNERS

COL. HEEZA LIAR
CARTOON COMEDIES
BRAY MAGAZINES
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Romance, thrills, daring, beautiful photography and elaborate
sets and costumes have all contributed their share toward the
attainment of public approval

C CEN'ES from the G oldivyn-C osuio politan
Red Robe."
starrimj
Johnattracfion,
Charles "Under
Thomas, the
Robert
B. Mantcll
and
Alma Rubens. Certainly a line-up of Tried
and Proved talent, zvhicli is in a big ivay
responsible for the great success of the film

'T'HE picture to
J. the right is that
of Johnny Hines,
planting another
knockout, this time
in he form of the
padded mit, on his
opponent'^ jaw, in
C. C. Purr's Tried
and Proz'ed "Luck."

/S it any zvnndcr that the International Newsreel is
a Tried and Proved institution. No obstacle is too
great to overcame in getting the news, as for example
ivitness this shot from the top of Trinity Building, N. V.

in

A N unusual scene from Pathc's "Birds of Passage," shotwing
a shot of the unapproachable air residents at clos^ range
th.eir native environment
an eddifying program builder
as it is eddifying.

April 19, 1924
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*Little Old New York'
Romance Released by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
O'Day
Patricia
Disguisedto asclaima aboyfortune
BRIEF:to America
hei
left to
comes
step
her
with
love
in
falls
silently
She
brother
tto get the money.
cousin who is also anxious
whipped
In a crisis she befriends him and is bemg
tells that she is
she
when
post
g
whippin
at the
they
a girl The cousin rushes in, rescues her,
married
escape on a boat bound for England, are
one
which
all
at
care
don't
and they
on board
the fortune.
gets
POPULARITY contests among fans and
people engaged in the industry have
n
time and again demonstrated that Mario
Davies is undeniably a great favorite and
bookings on this picture further verify this
s at
analysis. After a run of three month
the Cosmopolitan Theatre and similar long
engagements at the various big houses
ry, "Little Old New
throughout the count
conspicYork" found its way into the less
uous houses, and everywhere it went it
found large crowds following it. In most
cases it did not stay long enough to accomodate all the patrons who were anxthef reaious to see it, which is precisely reboo
ked
son why it should be booked and
itor who can arrange his
exhib
every
by
schedule to accomodate it.
A large part of its popularity, however,
of pubmay be attributed to the great deal fact
that
Hcity which it received and to the
the picture lends itself to all sorts of different exploitation ideas that have compelled people to notice it. Particularly
adaptable are the ballyhoo stunts wTiTch
the picture suggests.
in colonSend out several men dressed
ial costumes — knee breeches, satin jackets,
^tc. — to exactly resemble the old town
criers who distributed the news. Have
signs reading: "Town crier.
display
them is
the way they used to distribute
This
news a hundred years ago in 'Little Old
New York.' See the picture now at the
— Theatre."
This should get you space in the local
newspapers but an even better idea might
be to arrange to have one of the newspapers work with you as an advertising
stunt for the newspaper at the same time.
You might arrange in exchange for the
idea to have the newspaper carry the cost
of outfitting the men. The sign should
then read: "Town Crier. This is the way
they used to spread the news back in
'Little Old New York'. Nowadays the
latest and most authentic news is to be
found in the Hellgate MonitDr,.. the most
reliable and complete evenTng paper."
For the theatre that goes in for prologues and presentations, the picture suggests a wealth of splendid ideas, and for
merchant tie-ups there are no end. of ppssibilities such as bookstores, clothing
stores, toy shops, music stores, electric
companies and what not. For lobby displays there is a quantity of material that
can be advantageously used contained in
the posters and stills which are available.
By using the twenty-four sheets a
variety of cutout effects may be procured
and a little ingenuity will do rnuch to
make the theatre look entirely original and
unusual. A particularly attractive one can
be made by cutting out the two oval pictures of Marion Davies from the twentyfour sheet, for the top of the marquee.
From the other twenty-four sheet cut out
large figures of the star in her different
costumes and mount these on cardboard
?nd place them in front of the thea+re.
Then using the one sheet cut out the figures and mount them on thin muslin snd
t-'ck this nn a shadow box. Place a
electric light with a flash behind the
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e
box and you will find that the silhouett
efTect obtained will attract a great deal af
fectively. * *up *the lobby very efattention and dress

of Notre Dame'
The Hunc
Historic
Novelhback Released
by Universal
BRIEF: Quasimodo, a diformed peasant, is
both peasants and aristomocked byrings
andHe faithfully
scorned crats.
the church bells and
tries to eke some small happiness out of his
existence.. E;meraMa, a beautiful gypsy girl and
the idol of the peasants, one day shows him a
shght Esmeralda
kindness and
he from
time because
on adoresof
her.
is about
to be that
beheaded
an offense to an aristocrat and her affiliations with
the French revolutionists. As she is being taken
to the block, Quasimodo rescu);s her and takes her
to his garret in the cathedral. There he protects
her for days at the end of which time her true
birth is P-'vealed and she is restored to her lover,
an aristocrat.
THE fact that the book was written by
Victor Hugo, one of the foremost writers
of the world, the historical nature of the
story, the exactness and accuracy of the picture in relation to the details, are all responsib'e
the phenomenal
interest onwhich
has been for
manifested
in the picture
the
part of the public, exhibitors, educators, and
the church. It is seldom that any picture gets
the universal recognition that has been accorded this film.
The New York Astor Theatre housed the
attraction for several months and would probably still be going strong there were it not
that the lease on the theatre could not be renewed. At the same time the picture was running in other cities in houses in the same class
and duplicating the success it was having in
the metropolis. Dozens of theatres raised
their admission prices when they booked the
film, and the result was a report of unusual
business and innumerable broken records.
The one fact above all others that has secured remarkable publicity for the picture is
the unusually fine and adequate acting of Lon
Chaney.
Perhaps so
the much
work editorial
of no other
actor has occasioned
comment
in the newspapers as that of this artist, and
the result has been a quantity of word of
mouth advertising.
Therefore the logical line of attack when
running the picture is to feature the name
of this actor and to call attention to his
work through every known channel. There
have been dozens of similarity contests run
by the local newspapers, prizes of different
kinds being awarded to those persons who
can most accurately represent Quasimodo as
Lon Chaney pictures him. Hustle around and
get yourchantsdramatic
clubs, and
merinterested in societies,
making awards
for some
such contest. Then take the story to the
newspapers. They will be glad to give you
space if you can get an interesting contest.
And don't overlook the support that you
can get from the schools, societies and
churches. Make special arrangements with
them for exclusive showings and the like.
They will be ready to support the picture
purely on its merit and if you can present
them with an extra little inducement that
will mean something to them, they will be
g'ad to give you their earnest support.
The book store tie-up is of course log'cal
and pract'cal and all bookstores handling
works of Victor Hugo will be ready to make
satisfactory arrangements.
Here is a picture that bids fair to live on
and on for years, that is good for rebookings
year after year and it should therefore be
the aim of every exhibitor to get as much
nublicity for it at this time as he nossibly can.
It will be one way of establisliing it as a
classic that will persist even as newer nictr'-ps ci^me in to catch the pub'ic attention.
Put 1-ke so manv other pood pictures wh'ch
are lost 'n tlie following deluge, its fuH value
will not be gotten out of it unless the exlrb-

itor stands behind it with a lively exploitation campaign. It does not matter if this
is the first or the fourth time you are booking it, you should expend as much time and
energy as you can possibly afford to center
the public attention and keep it there.
The use of new ideas will continually give
the picture a new aspect. Some new little
thing that appeals might decide some undetermined patron that he wants to see the picture again. That is why you should keep
after it constantly. It holds big money possibilities for the man who is wise enough to
book it and push it.
'The Bad Man'
Comedy Melodrama Released by First Natl
BRIFF: Lopez is a Spanish bandit who steals and
kills but is giCMDd at heart and always ready to
stand by a friend. Because of his stealing, Gilbert
Jones of the A. E. F. is forced to give up his
ranch because he cannot pay the mortgage on it.
As he and his invalid uncle are leaving Lopiez
comes in and discovers that Gilbert has once saved
his life. He determines to h|;dp him and so he
kills everyone who is keeping Gilbert from his
happiness,
steals sogetsthatfor hehimca'.ithepaygirloffGilbert
the mortgage, and finally
has
always loved and wants to marry.
T^HE BAD MAN," as a play took New
York by storm. Almost immediately it
was taken up by everyone and became a real
Broadway success. When it finished its run
in the metropolis, it went the rounds and for
three years it played every single day. When
it completed its term, Edwin Carew took it
for his own and transplanted it to the screen.
To detract not one whit from the story,
he arranged for Holbrook Blinn, who had
played the leading fole on the stage, to interpret the screen part. The screen gave
greater opportunity for pictorial efiPect and
more realistic location and it is therefore not
to be wondered at that the picture version
even surpasses the play.
Being a clean wholesome comedy it is no
wonder that it has found a very comfortable
berth and that it has proven its ability to
attract large audiences everywhere. The paper that has been prepared on this picture
is particularly interesting in appearance. It
immediately suggests the comedy and entertainment contained in the film, and it should
therefore be used profusely.
Some of the lines from the play have become so well known and have been so often
quoted that they are known everywhere. These
should appear everywhere in every possible
connection. In your newspaper ads you
should make use of comic strips that elaborate
on
story.some of the humorous situations in the
Get some men and dress them as Spanish
ranchmen. Have them ride wildly through
the streets on frisky horses. As they ride
they can throw out handbills announcing the
name of the picture and the dates of showing.
They are sure to attract attention by this
stunt, and if the handbills are made to appear interesting you can certainly arouse a
healthy curiosity.

"THE SPICE OF 1 HE PROGRAM"
For the
DIVERSIFIED PROGRAM
COMEDIES
NOVELTIES
OUTDOOR DRAMAS
SHORT SUBJECT SPECIALS
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Winnipeg Garrick Has New Manager
In formally announcing the appointment of
D. E. L. Fisher as manager of the Garrick
Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, a statement has
been issued by the Garrick Theatre Company,
Limited, regarding the policy and activities
of the controlling mterests.
With regard to the co-operative principle
with which the theatre. business is conducted,
it is pointed out that the company directors
constitute themselves a board of review for
the examination of all pictures at private
screenings before they are booked for public
showing at the Garrick. This arrangement
has been followed from the start.
* * *
Plans Conference With Exhibitors
Mike Rosenberg, secretary of Principal
Seattle's
of recently,
, and
Corporation
Pictures
best showmen,
arrived
in one
Seattle
distribufilm
with
confer
to
visit
brief
for a
tors and exhibitors on important matters,
a Man's a
them being is"When
chief among
Man."
Mr. Rosenberg
a former Seattle
Luxe Film exman, having operated the De and
still having
change here for many years,
a large interest in it. De Luxe is managed
by Al Rosenberg, the film magnate's brother.

Round

has launched a "pledge campaign" boycott,
to oblige motion picture theatre owners to
agree to remain closed until after one o'clock
on Sundays, "because the movies keep folks
from church and Sunday School." In the
event that exhibitors fail to agree to- meet
these demands, the church interests declare
that the entire question will be put up to the
voters in the November election.
Round

Table

Briefs

The Orpheum and Hippodrome theatres at
Okmulgee, Okla., heretofore operated under
single management will be operated under
separate managements hereafter. J. L. Bangert will manage the Orpheum aijd R. J.
Bettis the Hippodrome.
James Gorman, manager of the Montreal
branch of the Associated First National, has

Girl Ushers to Learn Boxing
DolManager C. W. McKee of the Million
lar Heilig, Seattle, has arranged a course in
boxing instruction for his staff of girl ushers,
who are training in the manly art, of selfdefense,, in the well equipped gyrnnasium
downstairs at the theatre. When these snappy^
little usherettes appear for duty in their smart
trousered costumes, they look innocent and
had better
enough,
helpless
watch their
step atbut
the "mashers"
Heilig!
* * *^
r
*■ ;
Resigns to Head New Company
Lawrence
secretary
of the '
M. P. T. O. Goldman,
Western former
Missouri,
has resigned
as head of the Mesco Productions Company
to become president of the Monarch Productions Corporation, which will maintain offices
A TRIED AND PROVED SHOWMAN
in the Gloyd Building, Kansas City. The
Jack Roth to whom falls credit for the successful
company was organized for the purpose of
management of the Isis Theatre in Kansas City, Mo.
producing and distributing pictures featuring
negroes. Mr. Goldman left last week for the
East and South to open new branches.
recovered from a severe attack of appendi* * *
citis, through which he was confinefj at the
Montreal General Hospital for some days.
M. M. Wear Quits Charlestown Rialto
Marvin M. Wear, one of the organizers and
John Howard, exploitation man for Mary
first resident manager of the Rialto Theaspent most of last week in Kansas
tre in Charleston, W. Va., has resigned his Pickford,
City.
He
has been arranging exploitation
position. Mr. Wear has been affiliated with
for "Dorothy Vernon of Hadden Hall," Mary
the various branches of motion pictures since
Pickford's latest picture.
1906. He has personally conducted the opening of more than thirty theatres in West Virginia, Ohio, Pennsylvania and a variety of
The Majestic Theatre at Burdett, Alberta,
eastern cities besides at one time being diwas
destroyed by fire r.long with other buildrecting head of a chain of fifteen theatres.
ings in a blaze which swept a large section
of the town recently. J. H. Sandy was the
ownernite yet.of the theatre. His plans are indefiRevives Community Singing
* * *
Harold Vance, manager of the Starland
Theatre, Montreal, Quebec, has made a sucEmployes from the seventy-nine theatres
cessful revival of the community singing idea. owned
by the Saenger Amusement Company
Popular singing is conducted at the Starland
of New Orleans, celebrated last week with a
Theatre every Friday evening, the programme
brilliant Carnival Ball, as one of the events
consisting of four vocal selections, two in of the annual Mardi Gras F.eason, the entire
French and two in* English.
affair being handled by employes of the vast
* *
Saenger circuit.
♦ * *
Church Fights Sunday Movies
Miller Stewart, former manager of the
Portland, Oregon, exhibitors are facing an
Metropolitan Theatre, Winnipeg, has accepted
unpleasant situation. The Protestant Portland council of churches, which has been re- a position as manager of the Strand Theatre, Pasadena, California, which is controlled
cently assured of the support of the Catholics, in a letter from Archibishop Christie, by Sol Lesser.

Table
De Mille Exploiteer Visits Seattle
Barrett C. Kiesling, personal representative of Cecil B. De Mille, arrived in Seattle
last week on a tour of advance publicity and
exploitation. While here Mr. Kiesling addressed the personnel
the Jensen-Von
berg interests
and theof local
newspaper Hermen,
at a noon luncheon at the New Washington
Hotel. He also spoke before the Lions Club,
on "The Romance of Motion Pictures."
While in Seattle Mr. Kiesling was the guest
of George P. Endert, local manager of Famous Players-Lasky* Corporation.
* *
To Exchange Houses Temporarily
For a six week period, the managers of the
Majestic Theatre at Fort Worth, Tex., and
Little Rock, Ark., will change locations.
Manager O. F. Gould of Fort Worth going to
Little Rock and W. A. Whatlington of Little
Rock coming to Forth Worth. Why the
change, no one knows.
Exchange News
With the arrival in Kansas City last week
of R. C. Cropper, special Pathe representative, a special meeting of the Pathe force
was called. Mr. Cropper and Cecil Vaughan,
local manager, left Wednesday for Omaha
and a visit to the key towns of the territory. Mr. Cropper
was district
'Jr~ -Jfiformerly
manager for Universal
in the Kansas City
territory.
J. P. O'Loghlin, manager of Dominion
Films, Limited, Montreal, has secured bookings from Manager Howard Conover of the
Imperial Theatre, Montreal, for five British
pictures, "The Sign of the Four," "Harbor
Lights," "Rob Roy," "The Sentimental Lord
* * *
Sap"
and "Mord
Messrs.
Henry Em''ly."
and Guinan of Vitagraph
at Dallas, Texas, made a business trip to
South Texas during the week.
* * *
The Film Exchange Girls' Association of
Winnipeg, Manitoba, conducted a special dance
at the Alhambra Dance Gardens, Winnipeg,
on March 25 as a benefit for members of their
association who were sick or out of work
temporarily. Arrangements for the dance
were under the direction of Sam Swartz, man-;
ager of the Rialto Theatre. There was a
large attendance.
* * *
George W. Hinton has been succeeded as
branch manager of the Kansas City Hodkinson office by Charles Knickerbocker. Mr.
Knickerbocker, who formerly was affiliated
City. Goldwyn for five years, represented that
with
company at St. Louis, Chicago and Salt Lake
Claude Ezell, personal representative of
Selznick, is in Seattle visiting the local exchange. He comes from the South and has
not been here in over two years.
F. A. Tomes, Dallas, Texas, branch manager for Educational, has returned to his desk
after an absence of* several
* * weeks.
Earl S. Crait, district manager for Southern Enterprises at Dallas, Texas, has gone
to New York City for a family conference.
* * *
Hodkinson's Montreal office now has a woman who is taking care of the work of an
exchange salesman in good style, Mrs. B.
Druker having been appointed salesman out
of the branch by Harry E. Feldstein, Montreal manager. Mr. Feldstein declares that
Mrs. Druker has been obtaining results.
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SHOWMANSHIP

Tried

and

Proved

Music

for

Motion

Pictures

Let the Melodies of the Great Music Masters Lend the Magic of Their Charm
to Your Program. They Have Stood the Test of Time

WHEN a name influential in the motion
picture industry is linked with the statement that the musical setting of a picture should be rated sixty per cent and the
film itself only forty per cent, it is time to
give some thought to orchestral presentation.
We do not agree that the film is but two
fifths of the program. After all "the play's
the
and the auxiliary
can
neverthing,"
overshadow
the main entertainment
show. However,
as an aid to efifectiveness the value of your
musical setting cannot be over-rateu.
Once we actually paid our way into a
Broadway playhouse. The picture had
everything — that should have been
avoided. We may have seen worse films,
but we don't remember when or where.
But we sat through it all, with eyes
closed — yet not asleep. Why ? The rhusic was superb. Keying a story to that
orchestration we could have produced a
better photoplay ourselves.
You know that all entertainment registers through the senses. There are five
of them. Sight is one ; the picture satisfies it. Hearing is another, and for it,
"music hath charms."
It is not necessary to stick to the heartsand-flowers type of music, or to wrack
your brain for suitable modern tunes to
be played during the various episodes of
your current attraction. That your audience does not enthusiastically support
opera or symphony is not good evidence
that they are unappreciative of good music. They may never have had an opportunity to cultivate their taste for the
classics.
IT has been said : "Give the people
light Reisenfeld,
and they will
way."wields
Dr.
Hugo
the find
geniusthe who
the baton at the Rialto and Rivoli Theatres, New York, has clearly demonstrated the ease with which fine music
may be popularized. Selections from
century-old scores please weekly at these
theatres. Not content with introducing
the public to the beauties of the more
lilting Italian operas, Dr. Reisenfeld
does not hesitate to select from Wagner
and others whose compositions have heretofore been classed as excessively high-brow
and difficult to comprehend.
Try some of the operas on your piano —
pianola— phonograph, and if you cannot select parts from each which create in your
mind and heart vivid pictures of every conceivable human emotion — then there is a
trick in it.
If your public is not composed of deaf
mutes they cannot help but be thrilled by the
"tried and proved" tunefullness and expressivenes of bits from "La Boheme," "Madama
Butterfly," "La Traviata," "I Pagliacci,"
"Cavalieria Rusticana," "Rigoletto,"' "Aida,"
"Thais." And these operas have lived for
generations, they are not the purloined melodies of Broadway's
Moreover,
there are commercial
parts from troubadours.
each which
your patrons will greet as old friends. Names
may have escaped them, but the tunes will
recall old loved memories which have been
carefully laid away as scented treasures in
the attics of their hearts.

By HERBERT

K. CRUIKSHANK

The basic principle of film music must be
mental suggestion — the creation of atmosphere. It must not be obstrusive, but must
form an alluring background for the picture.
Really, operatic music is admirably fitted to
meet your requirements. Opera is drama portrayed with notes instead of words. Each

When

in Doubt — Play Opera

LL public entertainment registers
through only two of the five senses
— sight and hearing. A harmonious
blending of sight and sound has universal appeal. Properly co-ordinated
they form a perfect union.
The picture part of your program
appeals through the eye. The musical
setting of that picture augments the
efifectiveness of your offering through
its ear-appeal.
You are spending much time and
money to select pictures that will attract. How much thought do you devote to the musical background ?
If you are neglecting it, you are not
ofifering hundred per cent entertainment. Adequate music — "tried and
proved" melody — is easily accessible.
deals with the eternal themes upon which motion pictures, drama, art and literature are
all founded. In every opera you will find
love, hate, comedy, tragedy, pastorals, storms,
peace, war, happiness and heart-break. And
just by listening you know just what the action must be at any point in the sequence.
That is how well these masters interpreted
every human emotion, each natural element.
T1|0 you seek music for an Oriental scene
Listen to "L'Africana" or "Aida." Heart
rending passion ? "La Traviata" or "La Boheme." The climactic crash of tragedy? "I
Pagliacci." But why continue ? We have said
that each opera contains music written to order for the portrayal of every possible emotion. "Tried and Proved" music. And that
statement goes as it lays. Renew your acquaintance with some of them, and you will
re-discover a wealth of appropriate musical
background for your pictures.
The music used for recent showings of
"The Birth of a Nation" is from "Peer Gynt."

Part of the press book on "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame" is a most carefully prepared
and cued musical score. The music fitted to
"Merry-Go-Round" contributed in no small
measure to that picture's success. In fact, so
vital is this question that no important production iswithout its musical complement.
The special score arranged for "The Ten
Commandments'' shows well how spectacular
effectiveness may be increased.
Music for
the chariot race shot has the same tempo as
"The Ride of the Valkyries." The galloping horses are heard as well as seen.
I'he destruction of the Egyptians is registered by a tremendous crash in brass,
while the scene in which Moses receives
the Commandments
is scored from
Bruch's Third Symphony. For the Lonof "The Covered
our don
ownproduction
Fred Arundel
has gone Wagon,"
over to
conduct the large orchestra specially assembled for the showing.
T T is important that you "go over" your
picture with your music man — -whether
he be a lone pianist or organist, or conAs the ducts
filmyour isorchestra
screened of
the 'steen
music pieces.
should
begin pianissimo — quietly — softly, and as
the story unfolds the music builds up with
it until the climax is attained. Of course
when the action of the picture changes the
music must do likewise. But avoid an
abrupt change of pace leaving one theme
dangling in the air while the music dashes
off into melody of an entirely different
character. Dr. Reisenfeld cues his music to a fraction of a second. You can
at least emulate him by giving a little
idditional care to synchronization.
When the continuity gives a situation
where only a minute of some certain
type of music is necessary, you may find
brief bits suitable to any mood. These
are most helpful, but do not use them
consecutively where a more lengthy opus
will better carry the thought. Musical
settings cannot be standardized. If
Harold Lloyd takes a funny fall the accompaniment may be a roll on the drum
and a clash of cymbals. But if Valentino falls to a tragic death the effect of
awe-stricken horror must be conveyed to the
audience. A crescendo culminating in terrorinspiring
silence of strains
death. — or impressive silence, the
Musical background — atmosphere — call it
what you will, may not be created in a hit or
miss
thansolely
Barrymore's
"Beau manner,
Brummel"anymore
is achieved
through
make-up and costume. Study, selection, consultations with your musician are essential.
But with attention it is possible — and_ easily
so — to greatly enhance the entertainment
value of your program.
The objective of showmanship is to sell
the program to the public. To accomplish
this it is necessary to present an offering
which is attractive from all angles. In making your appeal to two of the five senses
instead of only to the one of sight, the
chances in your favor are increased by twenty
per cent. Increase your program efficiency
appeal
twenty
and the box office,
receiptsbywill
mountperupcent
accordingly.
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•MILADY, THE CARRIAGE AWAITS'
Everyone who attended the Portland, Ore , Automobile Show knew that Metro's "Scaramouche" was
playing at the Blue Mouse Theatre. Manager C. C. StubLe saw to that. Yes, the girl is real

A SHOWMAN'S MESSAGE
TO HIS PUBLIC
Here is a good will builder which may be
used as a newspaper ad, be forwarded to your
mailing list or fixed up to hang in your lobby.
MY CREED:
To serve the public. To make of this theatre a Headquarters of Happiness. A Haven
whence all may come and find that which
makes life worth while.
I cannot offer you material things. But I
can feast your heart and mind on Beauty —
Love •— Laughter — Romance — Art — Adventure.
I believe these as necessary to your Happiness as food or clothing. And I believe
that Motion Pictures provides them more
satisfactorily than any other form of entertainment.
So it will always be my earnest endeavor
to provide Happiness Service to every guest.
That is the purpose of this theatre.
"Let all who enter here leave dull care
behind." That is my motto.
I want this to be OUR theatre — yours and
mine. To make it such, I need your help.
Whether I please or displease you with my
offerings,
let me
Won't successfully
you?
Only thus
mayknow.
I continue
to
provide you with what we all seek — Happiness.

* * *
(Signed)
BIOGRAPHICAL CONTEST ON
FAMOUS VIRGINIANS
WITH
CLEVELAND
THEATRES
The Victoria Theatre, Harrisburg, Pennlinking together the theatre, the library
BY all means tie-up with your public and
sylvania, successfully exploited, "The Virthe school with wonderful results for
libraries on every possible occasion!
ginian,'" by means of a contest conducted
In books we find the best thought of all three, and great benefit to the public.
with the co-operation of the Harrisburg Telethe world for all time, and libraries are
* * *
graph. Silhouettes of famous Virginians appeared daily in the Telegraph for nine days
frequented by a great public seeking inforprior to the opening of the picture.
mation, enlightenment, education and enMABEL MAKES A HIT
These silhouettes displayed the profiles of
tertainment. The library is an institution
of no less importance than the church or
George Washington, Woodrow Wilson,
The personal appearance tour of Mabel Thomas
Jefferson, James Monroe, James
the school ; yet the motion picture, which
Normand has proved so successful that it
Zachary Taylor, John Tyler, Wilhas been described as "the hope of the is to be extended for at least ten weeks n: 'Madison,
liam H. Harrison — eight United States presiaddition to the three weeks originally
world," take it's place shoulder to shoulder
dents born in Virginia — and on the ninth day
with these agencies which strive always
planned.
to benefit humanity.
Wherever Miss Normand has appeared a head of Kenneth Harlan as Owen Wister's
The Cleveland Public Library has the business of her pictures has been hero.
All readers able to identify these nine fashown the way, and the path it has blazed greatly stimulated. She has already greeted
mous Virginians were offered a pair of tickaudiences
in
Newark
and
Elizabeth,
N.
J.,
is certainly well-hewn. The work has
ets to the Victoria providing a brief biogCleveland, Detroit and Philadelphia. In
been thorough. Tie-ups have been effected
raphy accompanied each of their answers.
each case she was enthusiastically re- The interest of an essay contest was added
on "Scaramouche," "The Covered Wagon," "Where the North Begins," "The
ceived,and
'
John Woody, of Associated
by a further offer for the best set of biogExhibitors- may keep her on the road for
raphies. The successful authors were
Courtship of Myles Standish," "The
thirty
weeks.
i]
awarded with a first prize of a Mah-Jong set,
Hunchback of Notre Dame," "Chronicles
a second prize of a silk umbrella and a third
of America," "A Boy of Flanders," "Colprize of two dollars and a half in gold. The
umbus," "Beau Brummel," "David Copperfirst two prizes were donated by local dealers
field," "The Dawn of a Tomorrow," "The
and the gold piece offered by the Harrisburg
Ten Commandments," "Monsieur BeauTelegraph. Mats of these silhouettes can be
caire" and others, with great benefit to the
obtained
for similar exploitation.
circulation of the library, and the atten^ ^ ^
dance at the theatres showing the various
pictures.
'BABY PEGGY' THOROUGHLY
The Loew Theatres have printed a list
EXPLOITED IN HARLEM
of books allied to motion pictures on a
very attractive and artistic book-marx
"Baby Peggy" was very thoroughly exwhich particularly features "The Hunch"The Law125th
Forbids"
sal)ploited
playedwhenProctors
Street (UniverTheatre,
back of Notre Dame" and the Stillman
Theatre. Book-marks on "Scaramouche"
New York. Manager James P. Travers bewere distributed in the main library, twenlieves he didn't miss a trick.
Two weeks before the showing he ran a
ty-seven branches and thirty school libraries in addition to the theatres.
trailer, and distributed ten thousand circulars
at the neighborhood schools. As a ballyhoo,
The tie-ups are not limited to the exact
a man made up as Alexander, the rooster,
volume from which the picture has been
paraded the streets. "Baby Peggy" dolls
adapted.
When of"The
Wagon"
were strung along the lobby, and a life-sized
carne, displays
travelCovered
books and
hisdoll in a 'carriage propelled by a governess
tories were arranged in the libraries topassed through the streets three days before
gether with stills and posters with the
opening and while playing.
caption, "The Trail of the Covered WagThere was also a special electrical display
on." The fiction display poster read:
on
the marquee ; a large illuminated cut-out
"Fiction in the Time of the Covered
in the lobby; a "Baby Peggy"' shadow box;
Wagon." The novel of the "Hunchback"
dolls in swings bearing signs "The Law Forwas published under three different titles;
Me to and
LeavetwoHere
Until with
Sundayilluminated
Night" ;
these are all available in French, German,
BETTY
IN 'MIAMI'
a bigbidsdoll
roosters
The
publishers
shelved
100,000
prints
of
the
popular
Greek, Croatian and Hungarian.
waltz to dedicate the new issue to Hodkinson's star letters, and colored enlargements of stills in
The plan has been most successful in appearing in the Alan Crosland picture "Miami"
gold frames.
Business was big all week.
LIBRARIES

AND

SCHOOLS

CO-OPERATE
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'May time' Ad Gives
Advice to Lovelorn

Educate

MILTON D. CRANDALL, publicity
chief of the Rowland
and Clark
Theatres in Pittsburg, has launched a
four-page newspaper for theatre patrons.
It is called "The Lariat" because "it ropes
them all in."
The sheet is devoted to motion picture
events with special stress on films which
will
shown
at the
Real benews
services
havefirm's
been playhouses.
subscribed
to. "Dwig's" cartoons "School Days"
appear, and the syndicated "Reflections of
a Bachelor
zine page. Girl" is featured on the magaThe entire back page of the first issue
advertised First National's "Flowing
Gold" booked for the following week. The
front
page the
caption
"We Deny
We
Promoted
Tea read:
Pot Dome
Scandal.
Daugherty to Retire After Hearing. Rowland and Clark Theatres Not Involved."
Follows a well worded article about the
picture.
"Editor" Crandall made some pertinent
remarks to you last week on the subject of
Showmanship.
Ben Davis, Schine Theatrical Circuit,
has put over the initial issue of "The Bell
Ringer," a house organ with the slogan,
"We Shine for Schine." Tiny tips told by
this skilled showman to Schine managers
are well worth your attention.
He advises that electric light bills be
watched, and that m-ters be ch-cked to
see if they have the "creeps." Eliminate
unnecessary lights. You ask people to
leave their homes to see your show; make
your theatre sufficiently clean, attractive,
comfortable to entice them from their firesides. Be courteous and patient. These
qual-'t'es
go far inwhen
bu'lding
good your
will.pubA
good appearance
meeting
lic is a valuable asset. Cleanliness and artist'c displays draw favorable attention.
Avoid making a bill-board of your lobby.
The coming of Spring offers an opportunity to exploit Nature. Tie-up with your
florist. Give him a slide on the screen in
exchange for fresh-cut flowers and potted
nlants. Give your theatre a seasonal touch
by having flowers in the box-office, in the
ushers' lapels — potted plants in the lobby.
Arrange a Spring Flower Show with the
florist; bank the stage and lobby with
plants. Give away a plant or two to the
holder of the "lucky number."
Every suggestion is a good one — otherwise it would not emanate from Ben
Davis. This Spring thing looks like a particularly good bet. Play it.

ATTRACTIVE ARRANGEMENT
Walker's
Anna, the
Cal.,fact
played
the
Universal Theatre,
picture andSanta
announced
through
this display. The idea shows some reil thought

The which
popularity
the opera Picture
"Maytime"is
from
theof Preferred
adapted, gave Manager Herman Lorence,
Bellevue Theatre, Niagara Falls, New
York, an opportunity to tie-up with the
Steinway piano agency, A Steinway Duo
Art was used in a specially arranged prologue, and an arnouncement of this fact was
sent to the theatre's mailing list. In reciprocation the piano company made mentionlevueof the
picture at the Belin all "Maytime"
local advertising.
A similar arrangement was effected with
a leading furniture house which advertised
the photoplay
in it'sherald
newspaper
copy by
in
return
for a special
distributed
Mr. Lorence. This, when folded, read:
"How to Win a Girl's Love." The inside
copy advised the man to first get enough
money to buy candy, roses, silk stockings,
gloves, a good dinner and a high-powered
motor car. He was then to call upon the
girl and say: "Let's go to the Bellevue anct
see "Maytime," and after the show tell
her: "That's just the way I love you, will
If she was the right kind of a girl she
me?"fatal "yes," and the boy was
you marry
would
say the
to spend the money for furniture instead
of candy and the other incidentals of
courtship. If the answer was negative, he
was told to put the money in the savings
bank viceand
^ ^ girl. Not bad adat all. get another

rade in different costumes, and the act
closed with the models bowing their ways
back into the book.
Merchants who exhibited their goods
bore all the expense except that incidental
to the actual staging of the number. A
duplicate of the book featured in the show
was used as a walking street ballyhoo. A
living window display tie-up was also eifected, a pretty girl showing stills from
the picture to the crowds that gathered before the window of a High Street book
store.
The newspapers were liberal with the
space allotted to advance notices, reviews
and general publicity. Special stories were
written by society editors about the show,
the merchants who were interested gave
window space and mentioned both Fashion
Show and picture in their advertisements,
and both stores and theatres did big business from start to finish of the run.

PHOTOPLAY EDITION WILL
POPULARIZE FILM
In its tie-up with Goldwyn Pictures Corporation for the combined exploitation of
the film version of Elinor Glyn's "Three
Weeks"theandMacaulay
the photoplay
edition
of the
book,
Publishing
Company
has just issued one of the biggest editions
ever published in its series of popular
price reprints of copyright novels. The
edition consists of 200,000 copies and the
Macaulay Company anticipates that it will
be entirely exhausted by the demand for
it which will be aroused by the showing of
the photoplay throughout the country.
The Macaulav Company has arrai sjed to
exploit the book on a big scale nationally
at the same time that the film is shown.
Booksellers will be supplied with copies of
the novel, window cards and other advertising accessories at the time the picture is
ahown in their towns.

SUCCESSFUL STYLE SHOW
STAGED BY SUFFOLK
The Spring Fashion Show staged by
the Suffolk Theatre, Holyoke, Mass., in
connection with the Universal picture "A
Lady
Quality"
proved such toa make
successa
that itofhas
been determined
style revue one of the annual events.
In the show, styles of today were contrasted with those of the seventeenth century in a novel manner. Men and women
garbed in modern attire stepped from" a
huge volume representing Frances HodgsontumesBurnett's
book. Anne
Two period
girls inturned
cosof the Queen
the pages as each living model was presented.
The next scene was out-of-doors, thus
offering an opportunity for the display of
the latest vogue in sport clothes. Formal
dress was shown, the models being
grouped about a piano, singing while the
"hostess" played. Then came another pa-

OF.iGlNAL COSTUMES WORN BY NORMA TALMADGE IN 'SECRETS'
One of two magnificent windows in Stern Brothers, New York store devoted to a most artistic display
in connection with First National's picture. The portrait is a pastel by the Polish artist Modrakovska
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'NEVER GO THERE ANY MORE'
Atlantic Garden, an old Bowery landmark, was
used for the premiere of the Universal Jewel "Fool's
Higfhway." A corner of the lobby was -reminiscent
'Beau Brummel' Wins at Ascot Races
At the recent Ascot Motor Speedway
races in Los Angeles there was a car entered
with the name BEAU BRUMMEL painted
on each side. The driver, a well-known
racer, was garbed exactly as John Barrymore appears in the picture. That the car
should actually shoot past the stand a winner added the crowning touch to a novel
stunt.
The San Francisco Bulletin carried a fourcolumn feature story entitled: "Do You Remember San Francisco's Beau Brummels' of
Yesterday.''
The city'sand
old many
beaux interesting
were pictured and described,
anecdotes related about them. The caption
under the nine portraits of these gallants of
a dead day read : "The Beaux of the Days
When Mrs. Eleanor Martin Reigned as Queen
of Society in San *Francisco."
* *
'Secrets' Tie-Up in Demand
Such is the beauty of the SECRETS window display tie-up in the spacious windows
of Stern's, New York department store, that
two other famous merchandising establishments are anxious to yield their valuable
windows. Arnold-Constable propose to use
the display during their anniversary week,
and it will then go over the river to Brooklyntralandwindow.
appear in Abraham and Straus' cenThe accessories consist of dresses in the
style worn during the periods covered by the
action of the picture and some very attractive stills of Norma Talmadge.
* * *
European Exploit. ering
As the sweet young thing said when she
looked at the Swedish match-box : "I
thought 'matches' were made in Heaven."
Well, be that as it may, the land of "tandstickerfabriks"
is doing some pretty exploiteering.
During a showing of HER REPUTATION at two of the Stockholm theatres, a
full page of newspaper tie-ups was obtained.
The merchants combined to announce the
reputation of their wares in connection with
the picture. ^ ^, ^j.
Yesterday's Sons — Today's Daughters
When DAUGHTERS OF TODAY played
Moss's Broadway Theatre, New York, the
way was paved by using some paragraph
punches prepared as special trailers. One
read: "Brazen Beauties and Gilded Fools;
Pride Rustling in Slithering Silk ; Sweetest
Joys and Wildest Woes ; They're All There,

Neighbor, in 'Daughters of Today.' " An
other extended an invitation to "Honest
John" Kelly, Berry Wall, Ward McAllister,
and "the other 'boys' of twenty years ago"
to Manager
meet "Daughters
Today."
McDonaldof used
a large painted
sign across the front of the theatre giving a
scene from the picture.
* * *
Old Favorites Revived
Manager Simmons, of the Allen Theatre,
at Akron, Ohio, engaged special singers to
give a program of popular songs during his
run of ON THE BANKS OF THE WABASH, the J. Stuart Blackton production,
which mous
waslyric.inspired
Paul Dresser's
faHe alsoby exploited
the picture
with the aid of the local music store which
made a feature of this record during the
run of the picture.
* * *
Mary Names Song
"Love Has a Way" is the title Mary Pickford gave the theme melody to be used in
DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON
HALL. The music was composed by Victor
Schertzinger, film director and writer of
many musical hits including the recent sen"Marcheta."
The sation
number
is being featured in a country-wide campaign, and is being well received.
In Chicago seventeen theatres are using slides
several weeks before the showing, and also
featuring the music, thus creating interest in
both film and song.
^ ^ ^
A Trolley Without Tracks
A truck plastered on three sides with Warner Brothers' lithographs got some nice publicity for CONDUCTOR 1492 during the
showing at the Rialto and Benenson Theatres, New York, and the Rialto in Brookthe sides two twenty-four sheets gave
lyn.On truck
the
the appearance of a street car,
while a six sheet on the rear showed Johnny
Hines as conductor. A gong sounding like a
street car bell rang when the car was in
motion and the managers of all three theatres
rang up plenty of fares at the box office.

TIE-UP COVERS CENTURY
"The Knickerbocker," a smart Times Square hat
shop showed a still of 1824 hat styles for comparison with the 1924 vogue, in one of the many
tie-ups on Warner Brothers' "Beau Brummel"

BIG PUNCH IN ONE LINE
This is how Dewey Mousson, Knickerbocker Theatre,
Nashville,ture. AtTenn.,
put sign
over was
First well
National's
picnight the
iUuminated
Skinsindirectly
for 'Slaves'
A large skin,
illuminated from
above, was part of Manager Fred Normand's
lobby display for his showing of Goldwyn's
SLAVE OF DESIRE, based upon Balzac's
famous
"ThewasMagic
Skin."
Before novel
the skin
a small
sign reading :
"Are you a slave for love, pleasure, fame,
money, youth?" and three miniature cut-outs
of figures costumed as in the picture. Imitation skins, with the title printed on them,
were on the doors leading into the auditorium.
'It's an 111 Wind'
A big fire in Green Bay, Wis., recentlj'
gave the fire department an opportunity to
display it's heroism. As it happened. Harry
Hadfield
booked The
"Hook
for
his
Grand had
theatre.
rest and
was Ladder"
easy. With
the papers full of the fire story and the
bravery of the firemen who had saved life and
property in zero weather, the public readily
responded to his announcement of the fire
fighting film.
Hunches
In Pueblo,
Colo.,forthe'Hunchback'
Sunville and Purity
Bakeries carried large banners on their
trucks and inserted matinee reduced rate coupons in loaf wrappers during the showing
of the HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME
at the Auditorium Theatre. In other cities
"Hunchback" chocolate bars have made a hit.
bread.
^
Also specially baked ^"Hunchback'
loaves of
Streets of Cairo
With only time for an overture and a production number to precede THE SONG OF
LOVE, Guy Kenimer, Jacksonville, Fla., decided on a snappy Oriental dance. Following
the overture, came an interior Oriental scene
— dancer discovered reclining on couch — background an Oriental rug. On both sides of
the stage were standard incense burners —
with lots of incense. A gauze scrim hung
in front of the set. The lights were in red
and blue.
The scrim was raised and as the music
picked up, the dancer did her number ending in the covered.
same
posture
which she
waslights
disThe scrim
was inlowered
as the
dimmed, and the first few feet of main title
were shotfromon behind.
the scrim as the screen -was
lowered
Kenimer declares that two ancient "sugar
daddies" liked the program so well that they
insisted on hunting him up at the box office
after the show and paying again for their
seats. Can you beat it?
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WHY not submit a list of "Tried and
pictures
to your
and
have Proved"
them vote
on what
ones audience
they would
prefer to see ? - The three pictures polling
the heaviest votes may then be shown with
a guaranteed attendance. The names and
addresses of the persons balloting may be
added to your mailing list so that they will
be advised when their choice in pictures is to
be viewed.
4= ^ ^
AN

original theatre front idea was used
by a Swedish playhouse on "The Isle of
Lost cut
Ships."
A large,
oceansideliner
was
out and
placed modern
above one
of
the entrance. On the other side was a medieval sailing vessel. Two connecting arrows
pointed to a map locating "The Isle."

ADVERTISING
AIDS
Have you considered such trifles as pencils
suitably marked; diaries covering a month
and featuring your attractions each week ;
paper napkins distributed to popular lunchrooms, soda fountains, or for church suppers or club luncheons, bearing your copy
on the corner visible when the napkin is
folded? What about advertising your theatre on a time schedule of the street cars or
elevated line passing near you? And marking the cars which will arrive at your theatre about show time.
TN

a novel advertisement used by C. G.
Behrens, manager of the Family Theatre,
Davenport, Iowa, for his engagement of
"Sporting Youth," the Universal Jewel starring Reginald Denny, a "Straight-from-theShoulder-Talk" by Carl Laemmle was revamped. The article was headed: "Sporting
Youth Without a Flask"' and told of the production of awithout
picture
of today's
eration
a single
whisky younger
flask or genany
other objectional feature.
Mr. Behrens ran the article as though it had
been addressed to him, personally by Carl
Laemmle. The layout and composition was
similar to that used in the Universal Weekly
with the exception that it was run in two
columns instead of three.
WHAT

WARNER BROS.
DAVID BEIASCO

IS

IT?

JOTS
Not a candy but it will "tickle
your taste" just the same

XenoreVlrie
TigerHose
<AeK »r<i DAVID BEL-aseo
.Sidney Franklin Production

A "TRIED AND PROVED" attractor for
-/I a "Tried and Proved" Picture. Lenore
looks a dead shot, but exhibitors brag big
cash business and no "Annie Oakleys."
MANAGER CLIFF DENHAM received
thirty replies to this advertisement appearing in a Victoria, B. C, paper : "A Temporary Husband — Young girl, 22 years of
age, attractive, must marry within week.
Will pay well any man who marries her, but
he must leave her after the ceremony. Prefer
gentleman of good breeding but one who does
not expect to live longer than a week. P. O.
Box 1000."
On Friday prior to opening another advertisement was inserted. This time : "Found
—A Temporary Husband — He'll be at the
Royal Theatre four days commencing Monday." With the exception of the thirty apevery oneBeach,
thought
idea Browne,
a "pip."
Out atplicants
Long
Cal.,thisFrank
of the Liberty Theatre, placed a figure on a
stretcher in his lobby, placarded with "He
Split His Sides Laughing at 'Her Temporary Husband.' " 5): * ❖
TT SEFUL and inexpensive advertising is at
a premium. If you can tie-up your advertising with some practical idea you add
to the length of its service and its value to
you.

JOTS
cannot be eaten but it's a delectable dish to serve up to
yourself and friends.

JOTS
will refresh the tired business
man and give the gentleman of
leisure
something
to think
about!

JOTS
will dispel blues, boredom and
indifference.
it doesn't
come in And
a capsule!

7 'HIS is how Dick Nolen, Seymour, Ark.,
aroused interest in his showing of the
F. B. 0. picture "Judgment of the Storm."
N ezvspaper readers were all "het up" before
the Nolen Theatre finally told the an<;wer.
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T^HE box office value of tie-ups with local
organizations cannot be over emphasized.
It should not be difficult to arrange special
nights for every society from the Elks to
the Epworth League — from the K. K. K. to
the Y. M. H. A.
Sell them tickets at box office prices and
let them get what they can for the cause
in which they may be interested. Arrange
with them to augment your program with
local talent volunteered from their ranks.
Make for
youra real
showgala
theirs
too. Co-operate with
them
night.
Tr has been said that America is a nation
of bargain hunters. Whether or not this
is true so far as you are concerned may be
easily determined by having a bargain day
once a month — or at any stated interval.
The idea would be to issue tickets in booklets giving fifteen tickets for the price of
twelve. A hundred catch lines will suggest
themselves to you. For instance : "Get three
more for the price of twelve."
'T'HE management of the Auditorium Theatre in Winston-Salem, N. C, gave a series of questions relative to American history
for use in connection with the showing of
"Little Old New York," and tied this up
with a double-page spread of commercial advertising which appeared in two issues. The
first, contained the questions about American
historical events, one question being published
in each ad. In the next, the questions were
repeated and the answers given.
Merchants were interested in this tie-up
through the free tickets that were offered
to them for distribution to the first four
persons who took the correct answers to the
firm in whose advertisement the question appeared. Fifty-two tickets were given away
and the names of the winners were published
in the Winston-Salem Journal.
A N array of advertisements that Itave
proven pulling power for Paramount
pictures.
Each ^s attention-compelling, and
they are all "tried and proved" efforts of
expert copy creators.-
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Production

Chart

with

Review

Dates

In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months.
Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
ISumes. Includ.d, also, are the current short sub ject releases with the date of release and length.

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Director
Distributor Length
Barefoot Boy
All Star
Kirland
C. B. C 5,800
Blinky
Hoot Gibson ....Not credited .Universal ...6,000
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson ..S Wood ...Paramount ..5.960
Bright Lights
of B'way.All
Star .. Dillon
Campbell ...Principal
Broadway
Gold
E. Hammerstein
Truart ...6.765
6.814
Call of the Wild, The.. Buck
Fred JacksonPathe
8,000
Chapter, in Her Life, A. All Star
Lois Wilson .Universal ...6,330
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt
Fitzmaurice .Paramount ..7.413
Clean Up, The
H. Rawlinson ...Parke
Universal ...5. GOO
Covered Wagon, The ..Special Cast . . . . Jas. Cruze ..Paramount .10,000
Daytime Wives
Derelys Perdue ..Not credited. F. B. O. ..6,051
Eleventh Hour, The . . . .Mason-Jones Durning . . . Fox
Enemies of Women . . . . L. Barrymore ...Crosland .... Goldwyn ..10,501
Eternal Three, The
Special Cast
M. Neilan .. Goldwyn ...6,845
Exiles,
The
DougStar
MacLean . Not credited Goldwyri ..10.00-0
Fair Cheat,
The
All
F. B. O. . .6,000
French Doll, The
Mae Murray . . . R.King
Z. Leonard Metro
7,'000
Going Up
Ingraham .... . Warners
Asso. Exhib
6,053
Gold Diggers, The
Hope Hampton . ■ Beaumont
..
.7.500
Gold Madness
Guy B. Post . .
Principal ...6,000
Green Goddess. The .... Special Cast . . . .Thornby
Olcott ..Fox
Goldwyn ...9.100
Gun Fighter. The
William Farnum Sidney
Not
credited
5,000
Haldane of the Sec Serv. Houdini
Houdini
F. B. O. ..5,000
5.000
Hell's Hole
Chas. Jones .... Not credited Fox
Her Reputation
S-ecial Cast .... J Wray . . . First Nat'l .6,566
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney .... W. Wors'.ey .Universal .12,000
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan . Paramount .5,503
Lone Star Ranger
Tom Mix
Not credited Fox
6,000
Main Stitet
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont .. .Warners . . .8 000
Marriage Maker, The . . Ayres-Holt
Wm. deMille Paramount .6.295
Merry Go Round
Philbin-Kerry . . . R. Julian ....Universal .10.000
Monna Vanna
fee Parry
Eichberg Fox
8,000
Mothers-In-Law
York-Clifford-Glass Gasnier
Preferred ..6.725
Potash- Perlmut'er
Bernard-Carr
First Nat'l .67.000
Puritan
Passions
Glenn Hunter ....Badger
. . . Tuttle
Hodkinson
600
Red Lights
Special Cast
C. Badger . . Goldwryn ...6,811
OCTOBER
Feature
Star
Director Distributor Length
April Showers
Harlan C Moore. Tom Sorman Preferred ...6,000
Ashes of Vengeance .... Norma Talmadge . Frank Lloyd .First Nat'l 10 000
Bad Man, The
Holbrook Blinn . . Edm. Carew .First Nat'l .7,000
Big Dan
Charles Jones . . . Wm WellmanFox 5,934
6,931
Cameo Kirby
John Gilbert .... Jack Ford . . . Fox
Dancer of the Nile, The. Snecial Cast Wm. P. EarleF. B. O. ..6,000
Day of Faith, The
Sr^ecial Cast Browning ...Goldwyn ...6,000
Garson. Metro
7.000
Desire
S'^ecial Cast Harry
HoranFox 7.000
Does It Pay?
Hope Hampton . . Charles
Lewis
King
..Arrow
5,000
Devil's Dooryard
All
Star
Drifting
Priscilla
Dean . . Tod BrowningUniversal ...7,000
Dulcy
C. Talmadge . . Edw.
S Franklin
Nat'l .7,000
S'oman...First
Metro
7.000
Eagle's
Feather, The
8,000
Eternal Struggle,
The .. .. Soecial
Special Cast
Cast .. .. .. .. Reg Barker Metro
. Fox
6,000
Exiles. The
John Gi'bert . . . E.FrankMortimer
Crane. Asso. Ex. ..6,000
Foolish Parents
Snecial Cast . . . .
MillarciFox 6,000
Governor's
Lady, The . . Dustin
Special Firnum
Cast . . .. .. Harry
Campbell ....Fox
5,000
Grail,
The
Shaw . Metro 6.000
Held to Answer
Special Cast . . . . Harold
Fanpell
F.
B.
O.
..6,590
Lights Out
Ruth Stonehouse. Not credited Sunset
5,000
Lone Fighter. The
J. B. Warner . . Schertzi
neer
o 9,364
Long Live th» King ...Jackie Coogan .. Wm. D Meille.Metr
Paramoun
t
.6,295
Ma'-riage
Maker
AH Star
Meanest Man
in World .Special
Cast .... Eddie Khne .First Nat'l 5,000
Men in the Raw
Tack Hoxie .... Geo. Marshall Universal ..5,000
Van Dyke . . Asso. Ex. ..6,000
Miracle Makers
Soecial Cast
No Mother to Guide Her . Genevieve Tobin Horan
Fox
7.000
Pioneer Trails
Soecial Cast .... Donald
David Smith
Crist Vitagraph . 7,000
Ponio'a
Special
Cast
A'bert Austin Selznick
Prince of a King. A . .Dinkv
6 000
Baudine Warners
First Nat'l. . 67.000
000
Printer's Devil, The . . . Weslev Barry . . Wm.
Frank
Tuttle
Hodkinson
■'uritan Passion
s
S-iecial Cast , , . . Lubitsch
6.000
United
Ramblin'
Kid,
The
,
,
.
,
Hoot
Gibson
.
,
.
.
E.
Sedgewick
Unrvers"aT
.
Art
8.0O0
Rosita
Pickford
H. Shaw ... Metro 68.800
000
Rouged Lips
Dana
.Tas.
Cruze
.-Param
ount
.7,590
Ruggles of Red Gap ..All Star
6.000
J. J. Ormont
Shattered Faith
Special Cast .... Maien
e Indepen
Paramoudent
nt .5,000
Silent Partner
Moore- Joy
Brabin
Goldwyn-Cos.8
000
G-iffith
Nat Ross ....Universal . 5.000
Six Days
Six-Fifty,
The
Welsh-Adoree
...
G.
V.
Baker
.Goldwyn
...7.000
Slave of Desire
Special Cast Sheridan HaVGoldwyn . . 7.000
Steadfar.t Heart, The . , . Special Cast
Hatton. Arrow .... 5,000
Sting of the Scorpion . . Edmund Cobb . . Rich.
Niblo
Metro .... 7,800
Strangers of Night
Moore-Bennett . . Keaton-Cline
.. Metro .... 6.000
Three Ages
B. Keaton
.T
De
Grasse
.First
000
rhundergate
R^e'-ial Cast
Flood . Fox Nat'l .75 000
Times Have Changed . . William
Russell . . .Tames
Fleming Paramount ,6,000
To the Last Man
All Star
Blache Sunset . . . . 5,000
Untameable
All S^ar
Craft
Universal . 5,000
Way of Transgressor ..All Star
5.000
What Love Will Do
fenneth McDonald Not Credited Indep
Where Is West
Hoxie
Marshall Universal . . 5,000
NOVEMBER
Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
April Showers . , , .
.Harlan-Moore . , . Pref. Pic. ..6350
Nov. 17
Bag and Baggage
.All Star
SeJznick ...6,338

Distributor Length Reviewed
Feature
Blow Your Own Horn . Lewis-Perdue
.F. B. O. ..6,000 Nov. 10
Star
6700
Nov. 2717
Bright Lights
of B'way .All
Star
Prin. Pic. .6931
Cast
. Fox
Oct.
Cameo
Kirby
Special
, Universal .4,900 Nov. 24
Crooked Alley
Special Cast
Cyclone Jones
Williams
Asrwon
5,000
Oct. 27
.7,337 Sept.
Dec. 30
22
Dangerous
Maid,•The ..C.
Talmadge First Nat'l. . , .6,000
Eternal Flame
Bosworth-WindsorGoldwyn
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn F. B. O. . .6,000
..8,434 Dec. 1
Flaming
Youth
Colleen
Moore
...First'loNat'l
Forgive ^Lights
and Forget... Tom
PaulineMoore
Garon ...
. . . 5,200
Harbor
Asso. Exhib.
Nov.
His
Childrer'i
Children .AH
Star
Nov. 17
Human
Mili, fhe
Special
Cast ....Paramount
....Metro ..8,338
6,000.
"
77 Nov
Huntress
C. Moore
First Nat'l .5,8
7,000
Oct. 27
Jealous
Husbands
Special
Cast
First
Nat.'l
.6.000
Dec.
15
Kentucky Days
Dustin Farnum ..Fox
6,000
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast Vitagraph ...6,000 Nov. 24
Light
Failed
All Star
Paramount
"
Little That
Old New
York ..Marion
Davies ..Goldwyn
.
..7,013
S.OOO Nov.
Man, Woman, Temptation Special Cast ....Metro ... ....8,648
DecOct. 1IS1016
.
9,000
Aug,
Million to Burn, A ...Herbert RawlinsonUniversal .
Monna Vanna
All Star
Fox
.. .7,000
6,000Nov. 10
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast
Vitagraph
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Metro
7,547
.Nov. 24
Scars of Hate
Jack Livingston .Independent 5,000
Shattered Reputations .. Johnny Walker ..Lee-Brad. ..4,800
Nov.
.6,000
No». 103
Shifting Sands
Special Cast
Hodkinson .8,434 Oct. 20
Spanish Dancer
Pola Negri
Paramount .5,652 Dec. 8
Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr. . Paramount
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Universal , 7,000
Thy Name Is Woman .. Special Cast Metro
6,000
Tipped
Off
Special
Cast
P'goers
Pic.
4,284
Nov. 103
Unseeing Eyes
Barrymore-Owen .Goldvyyn ...8,500 Nov.
Wanters, The
, Special Cast First Nat'l ..6,000 Jan. 12
DECEMBER
Anna Christie
Blanche Sweet .First Nat.
Acquittal
All Star
Universal .. 7,631 .
Beaten
Jack Livingston . Inde. Pict
.Dec.
Big
Dan
Jones-Nixon Fox
Bill
Red Seal . . 5.934
.Nov. iS3
6,523
Countf,» Kid
Barry
WarnersO. .. .5.686
.Dec. 8
.6993.
Call of Canyon ....
Dix- Wilson
Paramount . .5.000
.Nov. 17
Chastity
K.
MacDonald
.
.
First
Nat'l
4,200
.
6-000
Cupid's
Charles
Jones . . . F.
Fox B.
Dancer ofFireman
Nile
C.
Myers
5,787 ,
. .Jan. 5
Darling of N. Y
Baby Peggy ....Univ. Ex.
Dpvid Copperfield . . . . All Star
Asso.
.6557
.
6,239
.Dec.
15
Day of Faith
Ail Star
Gold-Cos.
.Jan. 1012
Defvin^ Destiny.
All Star
Selznick ... 6,282 ,
.Nov.
Devil's Partner
Norman Shearer . Inde. Pict.
.Nov. 24
Eiernal
City
LaMarr-Barrymore
First Nat.
.Dec. 15
Fxtra Girl
Normand Asso.
Ex. .. 5,663 .
.Nov. 24
7,800 ,
Eyes of Row
the Forest
Tom Mix
Fox
Fashion
Murray
Metro
.Nov. 2410
Fashionable Fakers
All Star
F. B. O. . 5,700 .
.Nov.
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess First Nat. . 4,869
.
17
7,300.
Flamine;
Passions
Irene Rich
Warner
OoM Madness
Post
Prin. Pic.... . 8,000 .
.Dec.
22
15
7.500 .
.Nov. 17
Half a Dollar Bill
Nilsson
Metro
In Search
Palace ofof a King
Gold -Cos. . 6,068
.Dec. 29
5,700 ..
In
Thrill ....
. . . Sweet
Viola Dana
Metro
.Nov.
.Dec. 29
2210
Lady of Qualitv
Valli-Sills Universal . 7,453 .
.Dec.
15
Let's Go
R. Talmadge ....Truart ....
lone Fighter
J. B Warner ...Sunset .... 6,000
T.oval Lives
Special Cast ....Vitagraph .. 5,000
Dec. 29
I.ucretia Lombard
Irene Rich
Warner ... 8,000
8
Mail Man
All Star
F. B. O. . 6,000,
7.500
Dec. 58
Man From Brodnevs ...Special Cast
Vitagraph . 6,800
Dec. 1
Man Life Passed By
All Star
Metro
7,100 . . .Dec.
5.000
Mask of Lonez
Monogram . 6,208
).) , .. ..
Masters of Men
Soecial Cast ....Vitagraph ...
! ..
Maytime
Ford-Shanno
Dec.
Modern Matrimony .... MooreLake ....Preferred
Select ..
.Dec. 22
Near Lady
All Star
Universal . 4.812
4,960
.Nov.
3
6,900
Net, The
Special Cast
Fox
•Jinetv and Nine
Soecial Cast ....Vitagraph . 7,500 ) . • .Dec. 15
6,900
Our
Hospitality
Keaton
Metro
.. . 6,135
.Dec. 30
Poniola
Nilsson
First Nat.
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart Universal
.Jan. 261
.Dec.
Red Warning
J. Hoxie
Universal
.Dec. 1
6,220
6,500
Rendezvous
All Star
Goldvyyn .. 4,571
Reno
All Star
Goldwyn ..
.Dec.
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery Asso. Auth. 4,795
7,800
.Jan. 22191
.Dec.
6,600
Second Hand Love Jones
Fox
6,000
.Jan. 123
Second Youth
All Star
Goldwvn ..
.Nov.
Shattered Faith
Soecial Cast
Ind Pict. . 8,000
.Nov.
10
5.000.
Six
Love
"Truex
SlaveCylinder
of Desire
Special Cast .... Fox
Goldwyn . . 6,500,
Temple of Venus All Star
Fox
6,673
This Freedom
All Star ... Fox
.Jan. 2412
.Nov.
7,000
.Dec.
2229
Thundergate
O. Moore
First Nat'l . 8,000
.Dec.
6,560
6,665
Twenty-One
Barthelmess First Nat'l ., 7,000
.Dec. 1
Unknown
Purple
AH
Star
.......
.First
Nat'l
.
Virginian
Star
Schulberg .. 6,560
.Dec.
.Dec. 151
Whipping Boss
AH Star
Monogram
White Tiger
Dean
Universal ., 8,010
.Dec. 22
.Nov. 17
Wife's
Romance
Young
Metro
7,177
Wild Bill
Hlckok Hart
Paramount 5,800
.Dec. 81
5,169
.Dec.
6,983
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Current Production

Chart

Feature
Star Distributor Length . Reviewed
. . March 8
JANUARY
Ride For Your Life . . . Hoot Gibson . . . Universal
Roulette
AU Star
Selznick . . . .5,310.
Feature
Star
.
Distributor Length Reviewed
Mar.
10,000 .
Oct. 131
Scaramouche AU Star
Metro . . . . .4,850.
7,000 Jan,
After the Ball
Glass-Cooper .... Anderson
.
.
.
.
Mar.
1
Shadows
of
Paris
Pola
Negri
Paramount
.
Age
of Desire
Select Moore
Cast Paramount
First Nat'l .5,174
Slow as Lightning .... Ken. McDonald . Sunset . . . . .6,440 .
.Feb. 16
Big Brother
Tom
.7,000 Jan. 5
Stranger
Special
Cast
Paramount
Black Oxen
C. Griffith First Nat'l .6,000 Jan. 19
.Feb. 16
.6,515 ..
Sporting Youth
Denny- LaPlante . Universal .5,000
Jan. S
Boy of Mine
Alexander First Nat'l .6,000
. Mar. 81
.March
Three
O'Clock
in
Morn.
.
Binney-Breese
.
.
.
Burr
.4,112 Jan. 26
Breaking
Into
Society
.
.
Special
Cast
F.
B.O.
.6,712
.
Thy Name is Woman . . All Star
Metro
Broadway Broke . . . All Star
Selznick . . .6,000 Dec. 8
.Dec. 1
Under the Red Robe .... Special Cast . . . Goldviryn . . .6,293.
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines ...Warner
.6,500
Feb. 2
Mar. 1i
Way
of
a
Man
AUene
Ray
Pathe
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib, 9,000
.. Mar.
.8,000.
Tan.
12
.9,087.
.
Week
End
Husbands
.
.
Special
Cast
....
Equity
.
.
.
.8,816.
Danger Ahead
Richard TalmadgeGoldstone ..5,000
Jan. 12
Western
Feuds
Edmund
Cobb
.
.
Arrow
.
.
.
.
.6,450.
Don't
Call It Love
Special Cast ..Fox
Paramount .6,457
.Feb. 16
.5,000 .
Exiles
Bouton-Gilbert
6,100 Jan.
Jan. 1919
When
Man's A Man . . Rex
BowersLa Motte. Goldstone
First Nat'l .. . .6,910
White A Panther
Baker
.March
Mar. I
Gentle Julia
Bessie Love
Fox
5,731 Jan. 19
.5,000.
.
White
Sin
Special
Cast
F.
B.
O.
.
Good Men and Bad
Marin Sais
Selznick 3,926
Jan. 26
.Feb. 168
.6,237.
.
Wild
Oranges
Mayo-ValU
Goldwyn
.
.
.6,837
.
. . Feb. 9
Governor's
Jane Grey
Fox
7,669
Jan. 12
Yesterday's
Wife
Irene Rich
C. . .5,847..
Great
WhiteLady
Way
All-star
Cosmopol.
.10,000
Jan.
19
..Feb. 23
Yankee
Consul
Douglas
MacLean. C.
Asso.B. Exhib,
Grit
Glenn Hunter ...Hodkinson ..5,800
Jan. 12
6,148 .
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Metro 5,000 Jan. 19
MARCH
Her Temporary HusbandAIl Star
First Nat.
Jan. 5
Heritage of the Desert ..Bebe Daniels .Paramount .6,723
.5,741 Feb. 2 Arizona Express
Special Cast
Fox
His Mystery Girl ..
Rawlinson Universal , .4,487
. .Jan. 5 Beau Brummel
John Barrymore . Warner . . . .
Hoodman Blind
Gladys Hulette..Fox
Jan. 26 Beware The Woman
Derelys
Perdue
.
F. B. O. .
Hook and Ladder . . H. Gibson
Universal . ..5,434
. .6000
Jan. 26
12
Blasted Hopes
Edmund Cobb . . Arrow
Humming Bird
Gloria Swanson .Paramount ..7,490
Jan.
By
Divine
Right
DexterHarris
.
.
.
F.
B. O. .7,541 Nov. 17
In the Spiders Web .... Special Cast .... Independ. Pict
Crossed Trails
Franklyn Farnum , Inde.
Judgment of Storm
Special Cast F. B. O. ..6,329
Jan. 19 Damaged
F.
B. Pict.
O.. . . .6,154
Hearts
Mary
Carr
Just Off Broadway
John Gilbert ..Fox
5,544
Feb. 2 Daughters of Today P. Ruth Miller . Selznick
,..7,280
Lady of Monsoreau
All
Star
Klein
5,500
Dec.
29
,
.
Principal
Daring
Youths
Bebe
Daniels
.
Let Not Man Put
.8.000
Discontented
Husbands
..Jas.
Kirkwood
, . Columbia ...6,000.
Asunder
Tellegen-Fred'ck.
.Vitagraph
.Mar. 15
Love
Pirate
All
Star
F. B. O. . .4750 Dec. 8 Don't Doubt Y'r HusbandViola Dana . . , . Metro. .5,421 .
.iiiar. 22
6,529.
Tan. 12 Drums of Jeopardy E. Hammerstein .Truart
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon . . . Vitagraph .5.800
Loving Lies
Brent-Blue
Asso. Auth 6,526 Jan. 19
Enchanted
Cottage
Rich.
Barthelmess
First
Nat'l
Walter Hiers Paramount .4,636
Lullaby
Jane Novak . . . . F. B. O. .4,750 .Tan. 26 Fair Week
Marriage Market ...
All Star
C. B. C. . .6,297 Jan. 26 Fighting Coward
Walter Hiers Paramount
.Mar.. 29
Man from Wyoming.
J. Hoxie
Universal . .4.719 Feb. 2 Fine and Dandy
Tom Mix
Fox
Mask of Lopez
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. . 5,000.
Fools
Highway
Philbin-O'Malley
.. Universal ..7,431
Flapper
Wives
May
Allison
....Selznick
Mine to Keep
Washburn r,.-and-Asher 5,317 Dec. 29
Flattery
Bowers-LaMotte . C. B. C
Monkey's
Selznick ...7.771
5.194 Jan.
Jan. 2619 Galloping
Name the Paw
Man . Special
Special Cast
Cast ....Gold-Cos.
Ace
Jack Hoxie Universal
No More Women
Bellamy-Moore ..Asso. Auth. .6.18! Feb. 2 Galloping Gallagher Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O
. Apr. . 5
Not a ~
Drum Was HeardCharles
- Star
" Jones
■
.Fox
4,823
Feb.
Galloping Fish
3. Chaplin-Fazenda First Nat'l
. Apr. . 5
Old Fool
All
Hodkinson .6,147
Jan,
Gold
Fish
C.
Talmadge
First
Nat'l
. Mar. 9
Other
Daughters .Washburn
Gr.-Asher
..5.936
Feb.
Great White Way .... Anita Stewart . . . Cosmo.
PhantomMen'sJustice
Special Cast
F. B. O. ..6.238
Feb.
Greed
Special
Cast
....
Gold-Cos
Prince of a King
Dinky Dean Selznick 6,000
Jan.
His Darker Self
Lloyd
Icebound
RichardHamilton
Dix . . . Hodkinson
Printer's
Devil
Wesley
Barry
...Warner
....5.00-0
Feb.
Paramount .6,471.
. Apr. . 5
Satin Girl
All Star
Grand-Asher 5,691 Dec.
Law Forbids
Baby Peggy . Universal
..6,203.
Shadow of the East
Mayo-Harris Fox
5.874
Feb.
.Mar. 15
Grand-Asher
5,748
.
Leave
It
To
Jerry
Billie
Rhodes
.
Shepherd King
AH Star
Fox .... 8.000 Dec.
.Mar. .29
Lilies of The Field Griffith-Tearle . Asso. Exhib
Song of Love
Norma Talmadge.lst Natl. ...8.000 Jan.
. .Apr. .5
Lone Wolf
Dalton-Holt . . First Nat'l
South Sea Love
Shirley Mason ..Fox
4,168 Jan,
Love's Whirlpool
Kirkwood-Lee
App'd
Pict.
6,028
,
.Mar..
29
Steadfast
Heart
.
Mary'Alden
Distinctive
..7,012
Jan.
25
Man's Mate
John Gilbert . .
The Arizona Express
Special Cast . . Fox
8.000
The Wildcat
Robert Gordon ..Inde. Pic. ..5,000
Mrs.
Erricker's
ReputatiA. Taylor
Hepworth
Nellie,
the
Beautiful
Fox
. . Apr. . 5
Three Days to Live . . . Ora Carew
Gerson
Cloak Model
Claire Windsor . . Goldwyn
Thrrfe Miles Out
Madge Kennedy . Kenma 5,700
Jan. 12
. Mar. 2
Three
Weeks
Pjo-.^i
Cast
Gol&wyn
....8.000
Night
Message
All
Star
Universal
Thrill Chaser
Hoot Gibson ....Universal ..5.196 Dec. 8 North of Nevada
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. ..4,929.
Througrh the Dark
Colleen Moore ..joldwyn 7.999 Jan. 19
On Time
R. Talmadge ...Truart 6,030.
Tiger Rose
Ullrich
Warner ....7.400 Dec. 15
Pagan
Passions
Standing-Theby . Selznick
Toilers of the Sea
Special Cast Selznick 5,128 Jan. 19
Pal O' Mine
Irene Rich
C B. C
To the Ladies
All Star
Paramount .6,268 Dec. 8 Phantom
Horseman Jack Hoxie Universal .4,3)99
Treasure Canyon
J. B Warner ...Sunset 5,000
Plunderer,
The
F.
Mayo
,
. Apr. . 5
Trouble Trail
Gerber-Hatton . . Arrow
Sage
Gospel ....Gerber-Hatton
Westbound
J. B Warner ...Sunset 5,000
SheriffBrush
of Tombstone
..Fred Thomson ...Arrow
. . F. B. O 5,000,
West of Water Tower ..All star
Paramount .6,500
Jan. 19
Sherlock Junior
Buster Keaton . . Metro
What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont Inde. Pic. . . .5.000
Shooting of Dan McGrewLaMarr-Marmont. Metro
What Love Will Do . . Ken. McDonald . Sunset
5,000
Singer
Jim
McKee
Wm.
S. Hart Paramount .6,433.
When Odds are Even.
Russell
Fox
4,284
Dec. 8 Society Scandal
Gloria Swanson ..Paramount
Whispered Name ...
All Star
Universal ..5.O00 Jan. 26
Speak
No
Evil
Alma
Taylor Hepworth
Wife in Name Only . . . Snecial Cast
Selznick 4,868 Jan. 26 Stolen Secrets
Rawlinson
Universal
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson .Selznick ....6,994 Tan. 26
Three
Weeks
Aileen
Pringle . . Goldwyn
.Mar. 22
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
Special Cast .... First Nat'l
.
Marmont
Fox
6,052
Dec 15 Torment
Try
and
Get
It
Washburn-Dove
.
Hodkinson
Two Fisted Tenderfoot . Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict
.Mar.
23
FEBRUARY
.Mar. .29
Uninvited Guest
Flynn-Tolley Metro
6.145.
.
F.
E.
O.
..6.917
Feb.
9
Alimony
Darmond-Baxter . C. C. Burr .6,000
Vagabond
Trail
Jones ...Inde.
..FoxPic .5,200
4.302
What 3 Men
Wanted ... Charles
Miss DuPont
Average Women
Garon-Powell
. . . • Inde. Pic. ..5,000Feb. 23
Baffled
Franklyn Farnum
Why
Get
Married
....Andree
Lafayette
.Asso.
Exhib
Blizzard, The
Foreign Cast . . .Fox
5,890 March 8 Why Men Leave Home .All Star
First Nat'l 8.000
Breathless Moment Wm. Desmond . .Universal
John Gilbert Fox
5,145.
Feb. 16 Wolf Man
Cause For Divorce ....Brunette-Butler . .Selznick ..5,556
.
7,132 Mar. 1 Woman and Her Man . Renee Adoree . . Metro
Woman's
Secret
Mae
Marsh
Allied
P.,
D.
9.787,
Chastity
Kath. M'Donald .First
Nat'l
.6.008
Feb.
16
.
Sunset
5,000
Woman Who Sinned ..Wallace-Rich Fox
6,500
Covered Trail ' J.
Warner ..... . Warner
Daddies
Mae B Marsh
6,500
Feb. 23 Yankee Madness
.Mar. .29
Larkin-B. Dove . F. B. O
Eyes of the Forest . . . .Tom Mix
.Fox
4,408 Feb. 23
Yolando
Marion
Davies
.
.
Gold
-Cos
Flaming Barriers Logan-Moreno .. .Paramount . .5.770 Feb. 9
APRIL
6.435 March 8
Floodgates
Lowell-Russell . . Lowell
Flowing Gold
Anna Q. Nilsson .First Nat'l .8,005 March 8
Metro . .
Arab, The
Terry-Novarro . .. .. Principal
.Metro
5,763
Mar.
1
Fool's
Awakening
Ford
Bennett
.
.
.
Gambling Wives
Marjorie Daw ... .Arrow
Beggars
on
Horseback
.
.
Prevost-Blue
.
6,438
March
8
Boy of Flanders
Jackie Coogan . . Metro . .
Geo. Washington Jr Wesley Barry . . .Warner
6,100 Feb. 23
. Apr. . 5
Great White Way
Anita Stewart . . . Gold.-Cos. .10,000
Warner .
B'way
After Dark
Special
Babbitt
Special Cast
Cast .. .. .. .. Warner
Happiness
Laurette Taylor .Metro
7,700
March
8
Confidence
Man
Thomas
Meighan
.Paramount
Hill Blly
Jack Pickford ..
Prod. 5,734 March 8
. Hodkinson
Hoosier Schoolmaster . . Special Cast . . . .Allied
Captain January
Baby
FranklinPeggy
Farnum. Principal
Inde. Pic. . , .6,000,
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson . C. B. C. ..5,920 Feb. 9 Crossed Trails
Dawn
of
A
Tomorrow
.
.Jacqueline
Logan
.
Paramount
.Universal ..4,717 Feb. 16
Jack O' Clubs
Rawlinson
. Universal
Lily of the Alley
Edwards-White . . Hepworth
Dancing
Cheat
Rawlinson-Lake
.Apr. .5
Excitement
Laura
La
Plante
Love Letters
Shirley Mason . .Fox
. UniversalP . .
4,749 March 8 Girl Shy
Love Master
Strongheart .... .First Nat'l .6,799
Harold Lloyd . .. Pathe
Feb.
2
F.
B.
O.
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix
Girl
of
the
Limberlost
.
.
Gloria
Grey
.
.
.
6,112 Feb. 23
.6,000 ,
Marry in Haste
Wm. Fairbanks . .Fox
Goldstone . . 5,000
Feb. 23
Good Bad Boy
J. Butterworth . Principal
B. O.
Marriage Circle
Marie Prevost . . ..Warner
8,300 Feb. 16 His Forgoten Wife .... Madge Bellamy . .. F.
Pathe
P.
.
King of Wild Horses . . Special Cast . .
My
Man Model ..AH
Farnum-Miller
..6,800 Feb. 23
Nellie.Beautiful
Star . . .Vitagraph ..6,098
Mar. 22 Listen Lester
Faz.-Novak-Myers Principal ...6,000
Next Corner
Special Cast . . . .Gold.-Cos.
.Paramount .6,985
Feb. 23 Marriage Cheat ....... Man,-Joy-Menjou . First Nat'l
Night Hawk, The
Harry Carey . . . .Hodkinson . .5,000
Masked Dancer
Chadwick- Lowell . Sher.-Principal —
Nort of Hudson Bay . . Tom Mix
4,973 Mar. 1 Mile. Midnight
Murray-Blue . . .Me'ro
Painted Peonle
Colleen Moore . .Fox
Lord's Referee
Charles Jones . . . Fox
5,000 .
.First
Nat'l .6,897
.Paramount
.7,264 Feb.
Feb. 99 Peter The Great
Emil Jannings . . Paramount
Pied
Piper
Malone
....
"Thos.
Meighan
Poisoned Paradise
Harlan-Bow . . . . Preferred . . 6,000 Mar. 15 Pipes of Pan
Alma
Taylor
....
Henworth
Restless Wives
All Star
Burr
6,317 Mar. 1
Recoil
Betty Blythe . . , .J. Parker Read
April 27
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Current Production

Chart

Second Youth
SUent Stranger
Son of the Sahara
Souvenir
Triumph
Those Who Dance
Traffic in Hearts
True As Steel
Woman on the Jury ....
Women Who Give ....
$20 a Week

Special Cast . . . . Gold.-Cos
April 6
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O
All Star
First Nat'l
Ajrres-Marmont . Asso. Exhib
Joy-La Rocque . . Paramount
Special Cast . . .
C
(Not mentioned) ..C.FirstB.Nat'l
Aileen Pringle . . Goldwyn
April 20
Special Cast . . . .. Metro
Special Cast . . . First Nat'l
George Arliss . . . . Selznick . . .5,990
MAY
Hep worth
Amazing Guest
All Star
Warner
Bros
Babbit
Special Cast Paramount
Breaking Point
Nita Naldi
Paramount
Bluff
Ayres-Moreno . .
Cytherea
Stone- Rubens .... First
Nat'l
Universal
Clay
of
C'lina
Rawlinson
Pic
Desperate Advenure .... Franklyn Farnum Ind.
For Sale
Corrine GrIfHth . . First National
Hep
worth
John
Forrest
Finds
H's'U
EdwardsParamount
Moral Sinners
Dorothy White
Dalton .. Paramount
Men
Pola Negri
May 4
Rejected Woman, The . Rubens-Nagel . . . Gold.-Cos
Right of the Strongest . E. K. Lincoln . . Selznick . . .6,240
Universal . . 5,000
Riders Up
Swords and Plowshares . Carr-J. Waker . . F. B. O
May 5
Storm Daughter, The . . Special Cast Universal
F. B. O
Untamed Youth
White Moth
LaMarr-Tearle . . . First Nat'l
JUNE
Pict. .
Calibre Forty-Five
Franklyn Farnu minde.
.F. B. O
Fools in the Dark .... George O'Hara . . Principal ....
Helen's Babies
Baby Peggy . . , . Hep worth . . .
Mist in the Valley
Ames-Dennes
Never Say Die
Douglas McLean . Asso. Exhib. ,
Perfect Flapper
Colleen Moore . . First Nat'l . .
Ragged Messenger
First Nat'l. . .. ..
Ridgeway
Montana
.
.
.
.Jack
Hoxie .... , .. Universal
Sundown
All Star
First National
Nat'l . . .
Those Who Dance
Special Cast . . . ..First
Short

Subject

Releases

PAT HE
Title
Star
Release Date
An Ideal Farm
^esoo Fable
2,500 April 27
April Fool
Roach
2,000 April 20
A Trip to the Pole
Fable
1,500 May 18
Big Moments from Little Pic Aesop
Will Rogers
2,000 Mar. 30
Birds of Passage
3,000
Black Oxfords
Mack Sennett
2,000
May
Bottle Babies
Spat
Family
2,000
May
Brothers Under the Chin . . . . Stan Laurel
2,000 April
Commencement Day
Our Gang
2,000 May
Dirty Little Half-Breed Frontier Series
2,000 Mar.
Charles Chase
1,000 Mar.
Don't
Forget
Flickering
Youth
Mack Sennett
2,000 April
Fields of Glory
"Sportlight?'
l.OOfll
SportUnght
1,000 Mar.
May
Fishin' Fever
Fr'end Husband
PoUardi
2,000 April
Gateway to the West
Chronicles
3,000 April
Get Busy
Roach!
1,000 April
Hard Knocks
Charles Chase
^..1,000 April
High Brow Stuff
Will Rogers
2,000 April
Hit The High Spots
Spat Family
2,000 Aoril
Homeless Pups
Aesop Fables
2,500 May
Hunters Bold
Spat Family
2,000 Mar.
Terry Cartoon
1,000 April
If
Noah
Lived
'Today
King of Wild Horses
Murphy-Barry
5,000 April
Charles Chase
2.000 Mar.
Love's Detour
Near Dublin
Roax!h
2,000
May
North of Fifty-Fifty
Dippy Do Dad
1,000
Mav
One At a Time
Roach
i,.000 April
Our Little Nell
"Dippy Doo Dad" ....1,000
Out of the Storm
Leatherstocking
2,000 Aoril
Mav
Paleface Law
Leatherstocking 12,000 Aoril
F'ublic
Roach
1,000
Mav
ity's
Pay
Ransoms
Leatherstocking
Leatherstocking t2',O0O
2,000 Aoril
Mav
Rivenoak's Revenge
Rurming Wild
1.000 Aoril
Seeing Things
2.000 Mar.
Anril
Langdon
2.000
Shanghaied Lovers
Soortlight
1.000 Mav
Sporting Speed
Sun and Snow
Sportlight
1,000 Anri'
The Betrayal
Leatherstocking
2,000 Anril
The Chamoion
Terrv Cartoon
1,000 Mar.
The Fraidy Cat
Charles Chase
1.000 Ma-.
The Guest
Nieh Smith
1,000 ApHj
The Hollywood Kid . . .
Mack Sennett
2,000 Anril
The Jealous Fisherman .
AesoD Fable
2,500 Mav
The Medicine Hat
Frontier Series
2.000 Anril
The Panther
Leatherstocking
2.000 May
Chronicles
3,000 Mav
The Pilp"-ims
1.000 Anril
The Swift and Strong .
Way of a Man
Serial Chapter 15
2.000
When Winter Comes . . .
Aesop Fables
2,500 "av
Wolfe and Montcalm . . .
EDUCATIONAL
..1.000 Mar. 30
Bargain Day
Bowes-Smith- Vance
..2,000 Mar. 30
Barnum Junior
Johnnie Fox, Jr

Short Subject Releases
Cave Inn
Bowes-Smith- Vance
1,000.
Dandy Lions
Neal Burns
2,000.
Dusty Dollars
Sid Smith
1,«00 .
Family Life
Mermaid
2,000.
Fold Up
Bowes-Vance
1,000.
Getting Gertie's
Goat
Dorothy Devore
2,000.
Haunted
Hills
1,000
Haunted ViUa
Wilderness Tales
1,000.
Heart Throbs
Sing Them Again
1,000..
Homemaker, The
1,000.
Jumping
Jacks
Hodge
Podge
1,000.
Killing Time
Lloyd Hamilton
2,000.
Lang Aga
Sing Them Again
1,000. ,
Long Ago
1,000 .
Lon Some
Lloyd Hamilton
2,000.
Midnight Blues
Lige Conley
2,000..
Misfit, The
Clyde Cook
2,000.,
New Sheriff •
Poodles Hanneford ....2,000.
Oh
Captain
Smith-Bowes-Vance
....1,000.
Old Friends
l.OOO, .
Plastigrams
Third Dimension
1,000 .
Reno or Bust
Bobby Vernon
2,000..
Safe and Sane
Jimmie Adams
2,000..
The Fly
1,000.
There He Goes
Lige Conley
2.000..
Trader Keeps Moving
Wilderness Tales
1,000..
Wide Open*
Lige Conley
2,000..
UNIVERSAL
Checking Out
Chap. 5 "Fast Express" 2,000. .
Cipher Message
Chap. 6 "Fast Express" 2,000. .
Bandit
Raiders
Chap.
"Fast Express" 2,000..
2,000. .
Big Boy Blue
Leather7 Pusher
Face to Face
Chapter 15 "Ghost City" 2,000..
Facing
the Crisis
Chap. 1 "Fast Express"
2,000..
Fast Express
15 episodes..
Film Memorial to W. Wilson
1,000 .
Flames
Chapter 14 "Ghost City" 2,000
Girls WUlof Vengeance
Be Girls
2,000 ..
Green Grocers
Slim Summerville
1,000. .
Haunted
House
Chap. 4 "Fast Express" 2,000..
Hats Off
2,000 .
Hit 'em Hard
Earle-McCoy
2,000..
Keep Healthy
Slim Summerville-Dunn .1,000..
Marry When Young
Neely Edwards
2,000
Miscarried Plan
2.000 .
Nobody to Love
Roach-Edwards
1,000..
One Wet Night
Neely Edwards
1,000. .
Perils of the City
Neely Edwards
1,000..
Politics
Slim Summerville
1,000..
Pretty Plungers
Gentry Follies Girls ....2.000..
Unknown BoyI
(not mentioned)
2,000..
Racing Kid
Buddy Messinger
2,060..
Ship Ahoy
Slim Sumerville- Dunn .1,000..
Should Poker Players Marry .Roach-Edwards
1,000..
Society Sensation
2.000..
Sons-in-Law
Jack Earle-McCoy
2,000..
Spring of 1964
Harry Sweet and Pal ..2,000..
Svring Bad the Sailor
Billy Sullivan
2,000..
That Oriental Game
Pal the Dog
2.0O0. .
Tough Tenderfoot
2,000..
Vanishing
Diamonds
Chap.
2 "Fast Express" 2,000.
Western Skies
Tack Mower
2.O00. ..
Woman
of
Mystery
Chap.
3
"Fast
Express"
2.000.
Young Tenderfoot
Buddy Messinger
2,000.. .
FOX
A New England Farm
Be Yourself
Etiquette
Feathered Fisherman
He's theMy Job
Pal
On
Rivers of Song
Sculptors of Paradise
Slippery Decks
The Cowboys
The Jazz Weekly
The Weakling

Educational
1,000 ..
Al. St. John
2,000 . .
Sunshine
2.000...
Educational
1.000..
Imperial
2,000..
Animal comedy
2.000..
Educational
1.000..
Educational
1,000..
Educational
1.000..
Imperial
2,000 ..
Sunshine
2.000..
Sunshine
2,000..
CENTURY
A Lofty Marriage
Earle-Murdcck
2,000...
Checking Out
"Pal"
1,000...
Hit Him Hard
Earle-McCoy
1,000...
Preety Plungers
Cent. Follies Giris ....1,000...
The Racing Kid
Buddy Messenger
2,000...
STANDARD CINEMA
A Fishy Tale
Jimmy Aubrey
2,000 .
A Scarey Night
Jimmy Aubrey
1,000 .
Ancestors
Colonel Heeza Liar
1,000.
Colonel
Heez
Liar's
Knighthood
Bray
1.000, .
Hollsrwood Comedies
Chester Conklin
2.0O0
Just a Litte Late Club
Bruce Barton
1,000.
Mayserious Case, The
Colonel Heeza Liar ....1,000.
One Day in Hollywood
Chester Conklin
2 000.
The Mechanic
. Jimmy Aubrey
1,000.
The Sky Pilot
Bray
1,000.
The Bishop of HoUsrwood .., Chester Conklin
2.000.
The Lunatic
Jimmy Aubrey
2,000.
Unhappy Husbands
Bruce Barton
1,000 .
VITAGRAPH
Horseshoes
Larry Semon
2,000.
Lightning Love
Larry Semon
2,000.
Modern Banking
Urban Classic
1.000.
Newsprint Paper
Urban Classic
1.000.
The Gown Shop
Larry Semon
2.000.
The Last Stand ^ Ped Man .Urban Classic
1,000.

..Mar. 16
. .April
. Mar. 20
27
..Mar. 30
.April 27
. . Mar. 9
..Mar.
. Feb. 239
. . Feb. 202
.April
. Mar. 23
..Mar. 27
.Mar. 23
. . Mar. 8
..Mar. 27
.Mar.
-April
.Mar. 231316
.Mar.
..Feb. 162
.Mar. 23
.Mar. 23
. April 6
..Mar. 25
.April 27
.April
. Mar. 202
. April 7
.April 14
.April
.Mar. 2110
.Mar. 10
.Mar. 10
..Feb. 2316
..Feb.
.Mar. 32
..Feb.
.Mar.
..April
. Feb. 31219
..Mar.
April 102
. . Feb. 2
.Mar. 17
..April
April 147
.April
28
.Mar. 23
26
.April
.Aoril 16
.Mar 24
.Mar.
Mar. 531
..Mar.
. .April
Mar. 89
.Mar.
1?
.Feb.
.Mar. 2217
..Mar,
Mar 2419
.Mar. 30
.Feb. 10
.Feb. 2416
.Mar
. Aoril 6
.Mar. 9
. Mar. 172
.Feb.
.Feb. 1013
.April
.Mar. 21
.Feb. 10
.April
.April
.April
.April

15
12
12
12

. Feb. 1
.May 1
.Mar 1
.Feb. 15I
.April
.Mar.
. Feb. 151
.April 151
.April
. May 1
.Aoril 15
..Feb.
Mar. 151
.Nov.
.Dec.
.Dec
.Nov.
.Dec
.Dec

17
2717
22
22
29
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Coming

Productions

I
Features
Star
Distributor
. F. B. O. .
Love Pirate, The
Carmel Myers
Adorable Scofflaw, The
Bow-Harlan
Preferred
.Warner Bros.
After a Million
Kenneth McDonald . . . Sunset Prod
Lover's
Lane
Special
Cast
.. Grand-Asher
.
Love Trap, The
Special Cast
Against the Grain
Special Cast
First National . . . Loyalties
Fox
Special Cast
Age of Innocence, The
Special Cast
Warner Bros
. Fox
Man
Who
Came
Back,
The
Alaskan. The
Thomas Meighan .... Paramount
Madame Satan
Theda Bara
Alibi, The
Special Cast
Vitagraph
. . Metro
Mademoiselle Midnight
Mae Murray
Along Came Ruth
Viola Dana
Metro
. . Universal . . . .
Man
From
Wyoming,
The
Jack Hoxil
America
Special Cast
United Artists . . Manhandled
.
...
Gloria Swanson . . . , • .. Paramount
Preferred Pic.
An
Old
Man's
Darling
Laura
La
Plante
Pathe
Mansion of Aching Hearts
Special Cast
Another Scandal
Special Cast
Paramount
.
.
Paramount
...
. . Fox
Arab, The
Special Cast
Metro
Man Who Sold Himself
Richard Dix
Arizona Express
Charles Jones
Fox
Mark of Cain
John Gilbert
.
Pathe
Mary Anne
Aren't We AU
Paramount
Back of the Beyond
Grand-Asher
Paramount . . ..
Mary the Third
Eleanor Boardman . , .. .. Goldwyn-Coc.
Baffled
Franklyn Farnum
Independent Pic. . Men
.
.
Paramount . . .
Po'a
Negri
Bag and Baggage
Special Cast
Selznick
. . Paramount . . .
Montmarte
Pola. Negri
Bandolero
Special Cast
Goldwyn- Cos. . .
. . Hodkinson . . .
Merton of the Movies
G'enn
Hunter
Barbara Freitchie
Special Cast
First National . . . Miami
Betty Composn
. . Universal . . . .
Beast, The
Special Cast
Fox
Missourian,
The
Retjinald
Denny
.
.
.
. . First National
Beggar of St. Sulpice, The
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Misunderstood
Snecial
Cast
Beggars on Horseback
Blue-Prevost Warner Bros
Monsieur
Beaucaire
Rudolph
Valentino
.
. Paramount
Ben Hur
Special Cast
Goldwyn-Cos. . . .
Torrence-Nilsson . Paramount
The
Mountebank,
Between Friends
Special Cast
Vitagraph
.
Preferred
Moral
Sinner,
The
Dorothy
Dalton
Beyond the Last Frontier
Special Cast
Paramount
My Ladies' Lips
.
Vitagraph
Bird of Paradise, The
Special Cast
First National . . .
My Man
Special Cast
Exhib
Backmail
Special Cast
Universal
Never Say Die
Douglas McLean . . •■ Asso.
Paramount
Bluff
^jrres-Moreno Paramount
Next
Comer,
The
Tearle-Mackail
P. & D. . .
Boden's
Special Cast
Cast
Hepworth Pic
Dist. . . No More Women
M. Moore-Bellamy . . ■• AlUed
Boomerang,Boy
The
Special
Preferred
Paramount
North of 36
Special Cast
• Vitagraph
Border Intrigue
Franklyn Farnum ....Indep, Pict
• Metro
One Law For the Woman
Harris-Landis
Borrowed Husbands
Florence Vidor
Vitagraph
One Night in Rome
Laurette Taylor
Brekad
Special Cast
Metro
■• Grand-Asher
John Lowell
Open Places
J°"" Lowell
Breaking Point, The
Special Cast
Paramount
Men s Daughters
Special Cast
Breath of Scandal, The
Special Cast
Preferred Pic. . . . Other
•
Goldwryn-Cosmo^
Out
of
the
Dark
Special
Cast
Broken Barriers
Special Cast
Metro
• J.
R. Bray •
Outline of History
•■.
• Hodkinson
Buddies
Marion Davies Cosmo
•
Selznick
Painted Woman,
The
Kirkwood-Lee
Butterfly
Virpinia Valli
Universal
Adventurer
^
J°yce
•■ Fox
Paramount
Captain January
Baby Peggy
Principal Pic. . . Passionate
Pauline Garon
Peter Pan
Cause for Divorce
Special Cast
Selznick
Plugger,
The
..................
Special
Cast
■ Universal
Circe
Mae Murray .•
Metro
Special Cast
Circus Rider, The
Charles Tones
Fox
Pony Express
• First National . .
r
Claim No. 1
Special Cast
Universal
and Perlmutter in HoUyw'df e^nard-Car
Potash
• Grand-Asher ....
Banks
Clean Heart
Vitagraph
Monte
Racing Luck
■ Goldwyn-Cosmo.
Relativity
Alma Rubens
Code of the Sea
Rod La Rocque
Paramount
Restless Wives
Doris Kenyon
■Mastodon
Universal
Confidence Man, The
Thomas Meighan .... Paramount
Hoxie
J^'^'^
■ Paramount
Montana
of
Ridgeway
Covered Trail, The
T. B. Warner
Sunset Prod. ....
Roles
Agnes
Ayres
• Inspiration
Courage
Franklyn Farnum
Indep. Pict
Romola
^ish Sisters
■ Warner Bros. . . .
Crash, The
Special Cast
Vitagraph
Rose of the Ghetto
. . Marie Prevost
Damaged Hearts
Special Cast
F- B. O
Rough
Ridin'
Buddy
Roosevelt
.
.
.
Dawn of a Tomorrow
Snecial Cast
Paramount
First National
Sands of Time
Snecial Cast
Approved
Pictures. .
Desert Rose, The ....
Harry Carey
Hodkinson
Secrets
Norma Talmadge . . • First National . .
Discontented Husbands
Special Cast
C. B. C. (S. R.)
•
Monogram
Pic. . .
Sheriff of Tombstone
Fred Thomson
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon HallMary Pickford United Artists . .
• Universal
Paramount
Special Cast
Dollar
Down
The
Ruth Roland
Tower.
Signal
Singer Jim McKee
William Cast
S. Hart . . . • Universal
Dollar Mark, The . . ^
MUdred Harris-Fraser . F. B. O
Paramount
Special
Sinners in Heaven
Driftwood
Elaine Hammerstein . . Truart
Snecial Cast . Sunset Prod
Skyline of Spruce, The
Druscilla With a MUlion
Special Cast
Film Book Offices
Kenneth McDonald • Truart
ing
Slow as Lightn
Dust in the Doorway
Snecial Cast
First National . . . Southern
Betty Blythe
Love
Enemy Sex, The
Betty Compson Paramount
• Universal
Richard Talmadge .. •Fox
Extra Man, The
Universal
Stepping Lively
Herbert Rawlinson .. •Fox
Face to Face
Viola Dana
Metro
Stolen Hearts
Mason
• Paramount
Strange Woman, The
Faint Perfume
Special Cast
Preferred
Special Cast
Strathmore
Stranger, The
Fair Week
Special Cast
Paramount
• Creative Prod. . .
Feet of Clay
L. Joy-R. La Rocque . . Paramount
De la Motte-Bowers • Paramount
tition
Supers
Fighting Tylers, The
Special Cast
Hal. Roach
Take
It or Leave
It
i;®?*"';^
Fine and Dandy
..Tom Mix
Fox
•• Principal
Pic. . .
f/b* ^V^"*®
Paramount
Fire Patrol, The
Madge Bellamy
Chadwick Pic. . . . Taming of The Shrew
May McAvoy
Fires of Fate
;
Truart (S. R.) . Tarnish
•
Grand-Asher
f-™? Lincoln . . • Warner Bros.. . ..
Tarzan and the Golden Lion
First Violin, The
Grand-Asher
Special Cast
The
Woman,
Flames of Romance
Tenth
Special Cast
Tess of the D'Urbervilles
^^".^] S^^* • • •
■■ Paramount
Fox
Goldwyn-Cosmo.
Flattery
Special Cast
C. B. C
Cast
Special
Ten Commandments
Fool, The
<?neciii Cast
Fox
ent
■
United Artists
M^yt^-Br
erer
Plund
The
Forbidden Lover, The
Special Cast
Selznick
Douglas Fairbanks . • Fox
Thief of Bagdad, The
Forgive and Forget
Special Cast
C. B. C. (S. R.)
C. C. Burr
Three O'Clock in the Morning .. Constance Bmney .
Forty-Horse Hawkins
Hoot Gibson
Universal
• Universal
Mix
Tom
The
Trouble Shooter,
Furnace of Life, The
Grajid^shei* . . . Throwback,
The
f^',,
^Jj^''^
•.'
Sunset
''Prod.
Getting Her Man
..Special Cast
Gerson Pic
ox . . .
J- B. Warner
• Goldwyn-Cosmo.
Treasure Canyonn
Girl in the Limousine
Larry Semon
Truart
Special Cast
Tree m the Garde
•
Preferred
Pic. . .
Good Bad Boy, The
Principal Pic
Special Cast
The
Parar«ount
Good Men and Bad
Special Cast
F. W. Kraemer . . Triflers,
Triumph
Special
Cast
Goof, The
Special Cast
First National . . . Trouble Shooter, The
Tom Mix
. Universal
Guilty One. The
Agnes Ayres
Paramount
Virtuous Crooks
H. Rawlinson
Haunted Hours
Olive Hammerstein ....Fred Welhl Prod
Virtuous
Laws
Special
Cast
Visions
.United P. & D. .
Hear+s of Oak
Fox
. Sunset Prod. . . .
Wanted by the Law
...J. B. Warner
Helen's
Babies
Baby
Peegy
Principal
Pic.
.
.
.
Wfanderer
of
the
Wasteland
Hill BiUy, The
Jack Pickford
AlUed P. & D. . .
. Hodkinson
Paramount
Hook and Ladder
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Wandering Husbands
Kirkwood-Lee ..... Sunset Prod. . . .
Wanted by the Law
J. B. Warner
Hoosier Schoolmaster
Henry Hull
Whitman-Bennett.
Fox
How to Educate a Wife
Special Cast
Warner Bros. . . . Warrens of Virginia
Human Mill, The
Special Cast
Metro
. Grand-Asher . . .
Way of All Flesh
Way of a Man
Special Cast
. Pathe
Hunted Woman, • The
Fox
Weavers. The
Icebound
Dix-Wilson
Paramount
Goldwyn-Cosmo.
Week End Husbands
A. Rubens-M. Love .. Equity
In Fast Company
Richard Tahnadge Truart
Welcome Stranger
^Special Cast
In The First Degree
Special Cast
Paramount
. Sunset Prod,
Inner Sight, The
Kirkwood-Lee
Hodkinson
Westbound
J. B. Warner
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson C. B. C.-S. R. ..
Western Vengeance
Franklyn Farnum . . . .[ndep Pict. .
. Hodkinson
What Shall I Do
Dorothy Mackail
Innocent
Special Cast
Universal
Inside Story, The
Paramount
When Johnny Comes Marching
. Universal ....
It Is the Law
Special Cast
Fox
Home
Special Cast
When a Woman Reaches Forty
. Preferred . . .
It's a Boy
Special Cast
Weber and North
. Monogram
Paramount .. ..
Jack O' Clubs
Herbert Rawlinson . . Universal
Whipping The
Boss, The
Special Cast
Janice Meredith
Marion Davies
Goldwyn-Cos. . . . Wildcat,
.Universal
....
King, The
Adolph Menjou Paramount
Wise Son, The
Special Cast
.Metro
King rf Wild Horses
"Rex"
Pathe
Women
Who
Give
Frank
Keenan
. Vitagraph . . .
Last Frontier. The
Special Cast
First National . . . Woman Between Friends, A
Special Cast
. Paramount . .
Leave It to Gerry
Special Cast
C. C. Burr
Worldly Goods
Leatrice Joy
Paramount . .
Lend Me Your Husband Doris Kenyon
Grand-Asher ....
Write Your Own Ticket
Thomas Meighan . . . .. Metro
Women Who Give
Special Cast
Let's Go
F. B.Goldstone
O
.
Warner Bros.
Listen
Lester
Special Cast
Phil
..
Yoke, The
Special Cast
. Universal
Lone Fighter, The
J B. Warner
Sunset Piod
You
Can't
Live
on
Love
Reginald
Denny
.
C.
C. Burr .
Youth
to
Sell
Lost
Special Cast
F. B. O
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THE

MODERN

THEATRE

SEATTLE'S GREY GOOSE THEATRE, DESIGNED BY E. W. HOUGHTON

The

Modern
A Common

Laboratory

and

its

Problems

Sense Talk by an Expert in Film Work, from the Making of the
Raw Stock to the Finished Product on the Screen

uality in modistinct
THERE tionispicture
ory work,
and the
laboratindivid
work of a producer can be enhanced or
depreciated by the laboratory doing the release
work.
While the cost of everything in motiori picture production has increased many times in
the last five years, the price of laboratory
work has been consistently hammered down,
and at present the trend seems to be to turn
out the cheapest product possible. In figuring on printing, laboratories will cut prices
until one has to split into hundredths of a
cent.
the quality
outstanding
and init
stands Cheapness"
to reason isthat
must cry,
suffer
this mad endeavor to cut — cut, and cut.
The Eastman Kodak Company recently
made a radical cut in the price of film, making
the price of raw stock the cheapest in the
history of the industry. This cut makes it
possible to produce film so cheaply that quality should not be sacrificed.
The slogan of the Claremont Laboratories
is quality. An efficient technical staff is maintained to give individual attention to production. There is nothing in the way of
tinting or toning that we will not do. We
do not use developing machines. Developing
machines cut down expense tremendously.
Personally, I cannot see how a developing
machine can compete with the hand work of
artists in their profession. Technically, I
can see as much difference as exists between
a beautiful, hand painted picture and a lithographic reproduction. The lithograph may be
well made, but still it is a lithograph — turned
out by machine.
Artistry and individuality must exist in
photography, in motion pictures as well as in

By BERT WARD
General Manager Claremont Laboratories, Inc.
still plates. In still work you can go to
famous photographers and pay flOO per dozen
for pictures, and you know they are well
worth it and you can find any number of photographers who will make photographs for
five dollars per dozen.
Toning cannot be done on a developing machine, and for this reason tones that would
greatly enhance the beauty of a picture are
very often omitted. In addition, the film is
pulled sandthrough
machine
in thoufoot lengthsa developing
over hundreds
of sprockets,
which,, in my opinion, stretches the film and
weakens- it so it will not stand up as long
in service.
Every time film goes through a bath it
weakens the bath a little. The developer working with his eye balances his racks and in
this way gets uniform quality. He may start
developing in four minutes and by night time
be developing in nearly five minutes. Furthermore, with a rack and tank, every rack
going out carries with it a quantity of developer which is replaced with fresh develIn a rank and tank there is constant agitaoper.
tion of the developer. The ingredients of a
developer bath differ greatly in gravity, and
in a compartment without agitation have a
tendency to stratify. I think it will be found
that producers giving attention to the quality
of the photography of their pictures are having their work done in laboratories that do
it bv hand, and not by machine.
It seems a pity that today when the cost of

pictures runs up into the millions that producers will try to save a few dollars on a
print. The average number of prints used
today in the United States is one hundred.
A producer naturally will not look at one
hundred prints. Instead, a sample print is
submitted by the laboratory, is O. K.'d by the
producer, and then ninety-nine more are
shipped out all over the country. The producer, of course, assumes that all the prints
will look like his sample print, when as a
matter of fact the sample has been very
carefully developed by hand, and more carefully inspected, and the ninety-nrne prints will
not be so printed and handled.
T THINK it would be a good thing if laboratories were compelled to put their trademark on every print. Credit is given fo the
camera-man for the photography, and this is
justly so. But many times the work of a
high-class, competent camera-man is spoiled
by a laboratory. A photographer will work
out a beautiful light effect, which must be
printed, and toned and tinted just right to
make it effective, and then will be brokenhearted when he sees a print in a theatre
which has very effectively spoiled his work.
There are some producers who still say :
"I want the best work in the world. How
cheap
can you do theButbestwhen
work?"
This makesis
fair competition.
a laboratory
asked
to machine
meet an quality
arbitraryalone,
pricethatforisfi'm,
based on
not
competition, when one is equipped to turn out
film on a quality basis.
The Claremont Laboratories will meet any
competition in America, based on quality,
service and price. We number among our

April 19, 1924
customers producers who demand quality first.
There are still a number of such producers
who have not lost their heads, and who recognize quality as the paramount issue in having their work done.
If every laborator succumbed to the trend
of producing cheaper pRotograph it would be
but a short time before a real technical laboratories would pass out of existence, and
then motion picture photography, instead of
advancing continually, as it should, would retrograde. Cut out the human element in an
art and do the work by machine and it ceases
to be an art but merely a method of manufacturing. The individual touch would be
lacking, and experimentation and research
would be laid to rest.
Consider how it can be possible to take a
picture, on which several hundred thousand
feet of negative has been exposed, taken
through all seasons, under various conditions,
and including lighting ef¥ects and night scenes,
and make that picture conform to the limitations of a machine. As a matter of fact,
some scenes should be developed in a slow
bath, and others in a faster bath. I have
yet to see a machine which will take all
these scenes, join them in sequence in thousand foot rolls, and run them through mechanically and bring forth on the screen the
best there is in that negative. When such a
machine is invented I will take my hat off to
it very reverentially and acknowledge that I
am licked.
* * *
Theatre Equipment and
Construction News

JC. PATRICK, Crescent, Okla., has
changed the name of his theatre from the
Duncan Theatre to the Patrick's Theatre.
He reports that business is very pleasing with
him.
P. O. Jones has leased the Royal Theatre
at Carrollton, Mo.
The new Moon Theatre at Tecumseh, Neb.,
has recently been leased by L. M. Green
who will conduct same as a first class motion picture theatre.
The old Pastime Theatre, Primrose, Neb.,
has been re-opened under new management
and policy after being closed over three
months.
S. Sokols has leased the Opera House at
Schuyler, Neb., for a long period of time
and will present pictures as the policy.
J. G. Fountain has leased a motion picture
theatre at Dunning, Neb. It will be renamed at an early date. Pictures will be the
policy.
The Palace Theatre, Thomasville, N. C,
owned and operated by the Thomasville Theatre Co., Inc., opened recently to a very pleasing business with pictures as the present policy. J. W. Prevo is the manager of the
Palace.
The Liberty Theatre, Bellingham, Wash.,
is being re-modelled at a cost of $10,000.
Pictures will be the new policy.
The City Council of Durham, N. C, re•cently was authorized to proceed with plans
and to call bids for a theatre to cost around
$200,000.
5}i * ifi
CLEVELAND CONCERN BUYS
FOUR WURLITZERS
The Ohio Amusement Company of Cleveland, Ohio, closed a hundred thousand dollar
organ contract with G. A. Levy, District
Manager of The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company. This contract includes four organs for
installation in the Savoy. Knickerbocker,
Denison Square and New Theatres, all located in Cleveland. The Wurlitzer (HopeJones) organs purchased will give the Cleveland public the finest in organ music and
•enable the Ohio Amusement Company to render not only high grade concerts, but _ to
interpret to the minutest detail the action
-upon the screen.
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ATMOSPHERIC
When Universal's "Fool's Hig^hway"
and unique prologue was made part
kind of mood to appreciate the picture
GREY
GOOSE
ADDITION

PROLOGUE FOR FOOL S HIGHWAY'
played the Granada Theatre of San Francisco, this appropriate
of the program. To say that it put the patrons in the proper
is merely to repeat the obvious. It offers an idea to other exhibitors
THEATRE
IS SEATTLE'S
TO
SUBURBAN
FIELD

Stippled Walls and Velour Drapes Give Soft Effective
Color Harmony to House
CEATTLE'S latest addition to the suburban
'■^ field, is the highly attractive Grey Goose
Theatre, recently opened in the Beacon Hill
district by Barrows and La Vigne. Beacon
Hill has never previously had a theatre, and
its residents are responding with full attendance, to the efforts made for them.
The house seats 500 persons, and is built
on the ground floor plan, with rest rooms and
projection booth on a mezzanine floor, reached
by carpeted stairs from either end of the
broad foyer. The building is of concrete
f onstruction, with brick trim across the
front. It is lighted by the most modern system, with indirect fixtures on dimmers controlled from the box office, and is heated with
a modern plant, giving ventilation and an
even temperature.
The color scheme, as suggested by the title
of the house, is of warm gray and old blue.
Walls have been stippled, giving a soft color
harmony that is very effective. Velour drapes
at exits, across the foyer, and the stage curtain, are of old blue. Carpets are gray.
Foyer and stars are being carpeted. The aisles
of the auditorium are carpeted with a cork
carpet. The ceiling of the auditorium is
slightly arched and finished in beam effect.
Four large lighting fixtures, and bracket wall
fixtures give ample light and decoration. Rest
rooms are furnished with wicker furniture
in gray, and are finished with paneled glass
windows for viewing the screen, while enjoying a smoke or rocking the baby. This is
an additional feature for the comfort of
patrons, that is not always found in the
neighborhood house.
Projection booth is equipped with two
Powers 6-B projectors with mazda equipment,
Brenckert spotlight and Spencer stereoptican,
furnished by the Theatre Equipment Co., also
Superlite Screen. The Heywood- Wakefield
chairs were installed by B. F. Shearer, Inc.
E. W. Houghton was the architect and Hans
Pederson the contractor.
The house was opened with a snappy program of music and brief speeches. Mayor
Brown made the speech of dedication before
a capacity audience. Messrs. Barrows and
LaVigne issue a Grey Goose weekly bulletin
of news and advertising. They began the
establishment of friendly relations and a
spirit of cooperation with the residents of

their district, well in advance of their opening, and are justifymg the splendid patronage
with which they have started.
The Grey Goose Theatre, with its unmistakable atmosphere of the rural, and its suggestiveness of the English Cottage style, may
well stand as a fitting model for the house
that is located on the outskirts of the b-g
city or its suburbs.
* * *
SIXTEEN YEARS OF LENS
IMPROVEMENT
An announcement from the Gundlach Manhattan Optical Company of Rochester, N. Y.,
throws some interesting light on the evolution of modern progress in lenses, with particular emphasis on the part this concern ha.s^
played in the striving for better projection
through improved lenses.
brochure, the concern has
thisIn toitssaypublished
:
Back in 1908 when we first turned our
attention to Projection Lenses most of them
were imported and we found that they were
uniformly poor in quality. There was only
one size of small diameter with an aperture
of F :4. We at once saw the possibility of a
good market for better Projection Lenses
which would transmit more light and we also
realized the necessity for grading the focal
lengths more closely so a lens could be obtained to fit the picture to the screen and
also that the focal length engraved upon the
mount should be accurate within a reasonable limit. Our first lenses increased the
working aperture from F :4 to F :3 an improvement in illumination of 66% and in a
short time we made lenses working at F :2.
giving 4 times the illumination compared
with F :4. Not stopping here we then introduced our No 2 size Projection Lenses at
214 in. diameter to supply lenses of longer
focal lengths giving equally good illumination
and both our No. and No. 2 sizes have become standard.
While these were remarkably fine lenses
we later on made another improvement in
the optical Quality by producing lenses with
a flatter
betterby marginal
definition and field,
these giving
are known
trade name
of
Gundlach Radiant Projection Lenses.
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The

Modern

Operator

ON OILING THE FILM
happening;s have convinced me
RECEN
that Tthe unclean state of much of the
film that is returned to exchanges is for the
most part due to the indiscriminate use of oil
by operators.
True, every projector requires frequent oiling, but as previously pointed out in these
columns, there is a vast difference between
oiling and saturating. That it is practically
impossible to avoid having the oil run into
parts of the machine w^here it has no business
is generally agreed, and if operators would
only take the trouble to wipe the projector
over after each oiling process, there would
be little chance of the film coming in contact
with it.
Though I have not actually seen them at
it, I know that some have gone as far as
to dip their fingers into oil or vaseline and
apply to new film when the emulsion begins
to "drag" on the runners. It is a practice for
which there is no necessity, and one that
should be immediately discontinued. When
trouble is encountered with new film, a safe
and easy remedy is to cut down a candle, and
apply it to the film as it runs through the
machine. In the event of emulsion sticking to the runners, it can easily be scraped
off with a copper coin. Besides, most film,
is waxed in the proper manner before going
out.
For the protection of film against the ravages of oil and attendant grit, all that is
required is a little reasonable care. Hereunder are a few rules that if faithfully observed, will do away with a whole heap of
trouble.
To be properly cleaned, a machine should
be dismantled. This allows the oil to penetrate properly, and, for adequate wiping before the parts are re-assembled. Even after the machine is pieced together, it should
again be carefully wiped with a clean cloth.
Always see too, that the projector stand is
clean, and that there is no oil or grease on
the floor of the box. And once more, don t
bathe the machine in oil. Remember the
one drop is sufficient to carry a projector
through one session.

AUSTIN
AUSTIN

CHEMICAL
BRAND

Where two machines are in use, the mechanism should be wiped over after each reel.
If one machine, spare a few moments during
interval to wipe it down.
Essential as oil is to the projector when
used in proper quantities, it causes serious
damage to film if allowed contact with it.
Oil will shorten its life, for it tends to attract dust and grit, which is responsible for
the scratches that cause so many of the careful operators unwarranted trouble.
Never commence oiling up after the show
has commenced. It is impossible to watch
the screen and at the same time direct the
spout of the oil-can to its proper place. Oiling is therefore a procedure that should be
performed before screening commences.

RTMENT
DEPARates
AD
ED
CLASSIFI
For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Pictures made to order. Conunercial, Home
or Industrial. We have excellent facilities, and the
best cameramen. Our price 20c per foot. Ruby
Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

ELECTRIC SEAT FINDER
No more groping in the dark for seats when this
new device, invented by Wilfred LI. Guerin of
New Orleans, comes into general use in theatres
Let
Want Ads

CO., Inc.

LAMP

COLORING

Fill

Weatherproof
^^^^ BoSton
Road
Put up in overand
BRONX, NEW YORK ^1?'^
Waterproof
rectly =d!p^i„*°
into the ^tcan
PHONE INTERVALE 2625
The Austin Chemical Company has perfected a new type of
LAMP COLORING which has stood all tests and is in many ways
superior to the various other lamp colorings on the market. Keith,
Moss and Loew Theatres are using this coloring. The following
colors are in stock; Transparent Colors: Red, Light Blue, Violet, Deep
Blue, Yellow, Green, Amber. Opaque Colors: Red, Green, Blue,
Orange, Canary, Sunset Glow, Milk White, Golden Glow, Amber.
EQUIPMENT DEALERS ARE INVITED TO WRITE
FOR JOBBER'S PRICES.

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMfNT TICKET PLANT
R

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

ADVERTISING VIA THE RADIO
MAT SLIDE
A very clever and efficient slide service .
that is attracting a great deal of notice,
is being distributed for Radio Mat Slide Co.,
by Sidney Cohen. In conjunction with the
Motion Pictures Theatre Owners of America,
the postal authorities have arranged for the
use of the slides to put over their "shop early,
mail
packages method
early" has
campaign.
Thisyour
advertising
been adopted
for this purpose because of its speed and
efficiency in reaching everybody. The service
is so established that any desired message
will be sent out in slide form within twentyfour hours after they are ordered.
This great speed and the simplicity of the
arrangement (the slides are just ordinary
strips with the message typewritten) suggests the possibility of a wide field of advertising through this medium in which town
officials, merchants and so forth, can play
a prominent part.

Your Wants

POWERS,
EDISON, MOTIOGRAPH
and
SIMPLEX INTERMITTENT
SPROCKETS,
Brand
NEW,
Fully
Guaranteed
for
ONE
YEAR.
Each
$3.75
Take-up and Feed Sprockets, Powers, Simplex,
Motiograph and Edison machines, New, GUARANTEED, each
$2.75
Piano Convex Condensers, any focus, any brand,
each
$1.10
Menicus or Bi-Convex, any focus, any make,
each
$5'.10
Get MY PRICES ON: CINEPHOR
LENSES, Film Menders, Oil Drip Pans, Heavy
Duty Lugs, Projectionist Tool Sets, MAZDA
EQUIPMENTS, Carbon Adapters and Savers,
Radio Mat Slides, Admission Signs, Machine Oil.
10% & 15% From Regular List Prices
on Parts
15 per cent discount on POWERS and Edison
Parts and 10 per cent discount on Simplex and
Motiograph PARTS. Every part is regular fac
tory made parts and guaranteed for one year.
Everything is sent postage PAID to any part
of the United States or Canada. TERMS
ARE STRICTLY CASH WITH ORDER or
C. O. D.
WESLEY TROUT
p. O. Box No. 499 ENID, OKLAHOMA

LOUIS
ARTISTIC

seel;
ANIMATED

LEADERS

inc.
FILMS

^TRAILERS

■^?Q Str
J^^St eet
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42^"^
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The

most

remarkable
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nature

picture
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made

See the air dark with million-':} of hinls;
see a river fairly choked ivith wading
water birds; see huge crocodiles living
with big birds in perfect friendship; see
the land of the Pharaohs as a huge Winter resort for every kind of bird you can
think of!

Bengt Berg, the celebrated Scandiiiuviaii scientist, has made a life study of
the migrations of birds. Xo',\- you may
see in one marvellous picture tlie results
of years of patience. Xot a jjerson m
your audiences but ^vho Avill marvel at
these siu'prising scenes.
One of the greatest mysteries in Xatm-e
is the migration of birds.
Every Spring the air is filled Avith
feathered travellers, who, as though at
word of command, start flight through
space over thousands of miles and may
end their journey at the Arctic Circle,
In the Fall they turn back oA cr tJie long
and dangerous journey, heading for the
sunny and Avelcoming South.
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SCREEN PLAY BY
A modern
romance
bigger than'Manslaughter'
.^^
LEATRICEJOY
ROD LA ROCQUE
JEANIE MACPHERSON
Victor Varconi^ Charles O^le, Theodoie Kosloff
from the S aturday Evening Post
serial and novel by May Edginton
Robert Edesoii/ Julia Faye, George Fawceft
Zasu PittS/ Raymond Haiton

\

What

do You

get from

a Real

Laboratory?

The Three Features* of
a Perfect Laboratory are:

SCREEN
LONG

BRILLIANCY

LIVED

PRINTS

SERVICE

Does

The

Standard

Your

Money

Get

You

These?

Way

in Hollywood

J

^ x/oMMMckoIaus
So ward

and

^
SJ^JdmpIdns
Jiomaen& Streets

Holli/

4366

//olli/wood^Cali/brnia

Publishpfi weekly by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation.

Executive, Editorial Offices Knickerbocker Bldg., Broadway and 42nd St., New

^^^~^rom the romantic novel by Charles Major
Qdapfed by IJJald&mar "^/oun^
J
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Production
'photography btj Charles

Opens
at

the

in New

York

Criterion

'Qosher

May

5

Theatre

Mary Pickford's greatest and most beautiful
picture, "DOROTHY
VERNON
OF HADDON
HALL," will begin an indefinite engagement
May 5 at the Criterion theatre. New York, at
$1.50 top. This tremendous box-office attraction is now being booked at advanced prices
for indefinite runs at leading theatres in many
of the larger cities throughout the country.
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A

Command

Performance!

supreme

tribute

When
President Harding
was in Alaska he witnessed
The CHECHAHCOS
in the
making.

He requested the

first showing be for official
Washington, making it a
command performance.
Last week,
Department

of

miere was held for 500 distinguished
American
Almost

and foreign officials.
an unheard

of thing, but as

Washington admits, a tribute that this
scenic masterpiece fully merits.

Associated
-^^^

ExhibitorC

ARTHUR S. KANE, President ^-^
PATHP:, Physical Distributor
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You

Know

Geo.

M.

Cohan
IS

A

Million

Dollar

Box-Office

After seeing "The Yankee
James Quirk says:

Bet!

Consul"

{In April Fhotoplay)

Douglas
screen,
He

Mac

what

might

be

Lean
Geo.

called

is beginning

M.
an

Cohan

is

to
to

all American

be,

the

to

the

stage-

Comedian*^

Kenneth Taylor says:
(/« Los JngeUs Times)
"Douglas

MacLean

of the sure-fire

Up''

rated

as

one

hits of the screen"

NOW

"Going

is now

BOOKING

and "The

Yankee

Cousur'

Say Die''
**Never
In preparation —
Starring
Douglas
MacLean
''''The George M.

Cohan of the screen"

Sidney Garrett
Released by Associated Exhibitors
Pathe
Foreign Representative
Arrftur s. Kane, President
Physical Distributors

Thrills!

Speed!

Stunts!

Action!

WILLIAM

Romance!

Adventure!

STEINER

Presents

CHARLES

HUTCHISON
99

"HURRICANE
''THE

DARE-DEVW

HUTCH

THRILL

Features

In a Series of Six Super

Supported
BOX-OFFICE
EMOTION

■ AROUSING

STAGING

The

and

by Large
CASTS

STORIES

ARTISTIC

ATTRACTIONS

FEATURE

SENSATIONAL

CREATOR

Appropriate

SCREEN

OF

of ACTION,

REAL

NOTABLES

LIFE and HEART

ELABORATE
SETTINGS

First "HURRICANE

INTEREST

CONVINCING
LOCATIONS

HUTCH"

Presentation

" SUR
GI

NG

To Be Followed by
"HUTCH
THE

U.

Now in Production^

OF

"THE

SEAS
"
CRASH"
S. A."
NOT
REISSUES

Distributed by
THE

NEW-CAL-FILM

CORPORATION

For Territorial Franchises
220 West 42nd Street

-New York, N. Y.
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Make

THE

date

with

BEAUTIFUL

An

By

a

Emmett

Owen

Flynn

Adapted

Wilson.
June

Ma this

MODEL

Production

Written

Davis.

by Carey
Loan.

CLOAK

for the screen
by

H.

Editorial

H.

Van

Director.

"I got a terrible kick out of seeing Nellie
tied onthundering
the elevated
'L'
train
down tracks
upon with
her. the
I also
found Lew Cody the last word in villains.
'Nellie, the of
Beautiful
Cloakwater.
Model' Claire
is a
melodrama
the first
Windsor is just as beautiful as Owen
Davis described her in the original play and
has everything happen to her that any
heroine ever had."
— Louella Parsons, N. Y. American

"The screen has certainly aone right by
our Nell! 'Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak
Model'
has all the laughs
and thrills
the ten-twenty-thirty
and, best
of all ofis
played that way. The producers have
made a frank, unashamed melodrama and
the result is that they are 'eating it up'
this wreck
week.and'There
isat atherealCapitol
thrill inTheatre
the train
the
audience shrieks with delight The cast
is just what it should be."
— Aileen Brenon, Morning Telegraph

"There is a perfectly grand picture at the
Capitol Theatre called 'Nellie the Beautiful
Cloak Model.' If we were you we should
not miss Nellie for anything."
— Harriette UnderhiU,
N. Y. Herald-Tribune

"When Owen Davis mapped out the thrills
for histiful old
melodrama
the BeauCloak Model
little 'Nellie,
did he think
that
people long afterward would shake their
sides with laughter in a theatre like the
Capitol inat film
the sight
Nellie's hairbreadth
escape
form.of Anybody
can have
an enjoyable time watching this picturization of the old fashioned melodrama."
— F. W. M. Hall, in the N. Y. Times
Claire Windsor

With

Claire
Mae

Windsor,

Busch,

Lew

Raymond

Cody,

Hobart

Edmund

Bosworth

A Goldw^n Picture

Griffith
Lowe

I
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immediate
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to
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PICTURES

CORPORATION

Presents

EK.LINCOLN
in

THE

RIGHT

OF
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STRONGEST"
FRANCES
NIMMO
GREEN

Directed

SELZNICK

by

EDGAR

DISTRIBUTING

LEWIS

CORPORATION
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Industry

Too

Big

To

Declares

president of
ADOLPHus ZUKOR,
Famo
Players, declared on
Tuesday the motion picture business is too big for any individual or
any group to monopolize it. The remark was made at a luncheon given by
Pi-esident J. D. Williams of Ritz Pictures in honor of Hugh D. Mcintosh of
Australia, both of whom were sailing
the following day for England in the
interest of a company v/hich will make
pictures utihzing American skill and
equipment but under a British
brand.
In the motion picture business,
Mr. Zukor said, it is gray matter
that counts, and that is something
that cannot be controlled by any
group or individual.
In opening Mr. Zukor took his
cue from Dr. A. H. Giannini,
president of the Commercial Trust
Company, who declined to sit down
until he had briefly (paid his respects to the bonus men, qualifying
and restricting his characterizations to the "vicious" type.
The Paramount chief, while declaring he personally had had no
contact with them, referred to the
men who charged illegal rates as
"parasites of the industry, the men
who have given the industry a black
eye," and paid his respects to the
man who enters the industry only
to "fleece it and grab everything
v/hen he thinks it is time to get out
and run."
Mr. Williams in introducing Mr.
Zukor aroused keen interest among
the score of men seated around a
luncheon table at the Ritz-Carlton
when he referred to the Paramount
executive as the biggest man the industry had ever known and as one
whom he had leai^ned to know better
in the last six months.
To Foster British Spirit
"The fact that Mr. Zukor i-ecognizes
you can't monopolize this industry is
the reasen why he is the biggest man
in it," mount
saidchief Mr.
Williams
as the Paraconcluded
his talk.
The speakers other than those mentioned were Robert E. Welsh, of the
Moving Picture World, who on behalf
of the press of the industry welcomed

By GEORGE

Be

Monopolized.

Zukor
BLAISDELL

the guest of honor, and Mr. Mcintosh.
Mr. Williams referred to Mr. Mcintosh as "an international sportsman,
a newspaper proprietor and a theatrical
manager, a man who always had been
a sincere friend of Americans, and incidentally one who always had given
his players and all employes a square
The guest of honor said it was his
deal."

Joe Dannenberg, S. George Ullman,
Harry J. Cohen, Harry W. Cooper,
Hawley Turner, Pete Henderson, Spyros P. Skouras and PhiHp E. Rosen.
A Square Shooter
"I am very glad to be here today to
meet Mr. Mcintosh," said Mr. Zukor.
"I had the same pleasure fifteen years
ago when I was introduced to the guest
of honor by William Brady. I recall what Mr. Brady said to me at
that time, that Mr. Mcintosh was a
Mr. Zukor
remarked
that in view
'square
shooter.'
"
of that first introduction he was
very glad to welcome Mr. Mcintosh, adding he was doubly glad to
greet a man of Mr. Mcintosh's reputation.

J. D WILLIAMS
President of Ritz Picturer., who has gone to England
in the interest of a company to make American
pictures for Britons and under a British brand
ambition to create a compan}' that
would carry the British spirit throughout the world. He believed the English-speaking race should work as a
unit in picturemaking even as in the
future if it came to fighting they probably would have to fight together.
Besides those named, those present
at the luncheon were George Kleine,
William Vogel, Elmer Pearsons, F. C.
Munroe, Raymond Pawley, John Ragland., William A. Johnston, John S(pargo, George Blaisdell, Thomas Hanly,

"At no time in my career in this
industry," continued the speaker,
"did I ever shirk meeting any one
coming into it who meant to help
the industry and to further its interests, whether financially, morally
or with his brains, to aid in so conducting this business as to put it
squarely before the public.
"I am not aware of any plans
Mr. Mcintosh may have in coming
among us, but we will welcome anv
man with a safe and sound policy."
Industry Needs Finances ,
Mr. Zukor then paid his respects
to the men who demanded 30 per
cent for loans. Saying he could
not speak from personal experience
he characterized them as parasites.
"I would a thousand times rather
say to any one, Tf you have reason to believe you can make money
in this industry, if j'our undertaking
is sound and your analysis is also, and
you can do business at 6 per cent or
whatever the legal rate may be, whether
you are private individual or banker
you are loyal to this industry, because
this industry
needs
finances, and
finances must come from sources where
finances are controlled.' "
For those who encouraged the making of pictures by men illy equipped for
that purpose until the latter were "up
to the neck" and there was no alternative but to submit to demands for exorbitant rates of interest the speaker
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declared "They are the parasites of tTie
industry, they are the men who give
the industry a black eye."
Monopoly Impossible
"The moving" picture industry is big
enough to embrace every constructive
individual or group willing to step into
it and help to develop it," declaimed Mr.
Zukor, "but the industry does not welcome any one who is just stepping in
to fleece it and grab everything when
he thinks it is time to get out and run.
"We sometimes hear it said that there
are men in this industry of monopolistic
tendencies. I want to say to you that
any such thought on the part of an
individual or an organization can only
be developed in a mind which has not
made a study of the magnitude of this
industry, because if that were done it
soon would be realized that it is something that is impossible.
"This industiy is too big. Besides
it does not deal with things material.
The thought may be justified in the
case of a group that desires to control
the steel or oil or potash of the world,
but the moving picture industry deals
with brains. It is gray matter in our
industry that counts, that is the most
valuable. And the gray matter in our
industiy can't be under the control of
any group or individual.
"You may convert dollars into
pounds or francs or marks, and it remains the same thing. But where you
deal in brains you can't centralize the
control. If you do try to do it you are
retarding, not advancing. There is
plenty of opportunity in this industry
for brains. Its destiny is more dependent on brains than on any material form.
"So
to
come inweas must
well asencourage
finances. brains
The two
must sjmchronize. It is as importantto have financial genius among us, too,
as it is mental. It is not necessary for
me to assure you how anxious I am

ADOLPH ZUKOR
Who aroused interest at the luncheon in honor of
Hugh Mcintosh when he declared the motion picture
industry is too big to be monoptolized by any
individual or group — that it is brains that count.

to extend a welcome to any one willing
to come among us and lend a helping
hand.
Competition Wholesome
"But we should resist at all times the
entrance of parasites into our industry. We have had enough of them, and
now we want to encourage wholesome
efforts to put the' industry before the
world in its right light. I don't care
whether they are in opposite camps or
otherwise, because competition is wholesome, andindustiy
because without
it I made
don't
think the
would have
the strides it has made.
"I welcome them as well as an)^ force
that will help to put the industry where
it Dr.
belongs."
Giannini, speaking as a 'former
San Franciscan, said Australia always
had seemed near to him. He said he
believed Mr. Mcintosh would make a
very substantial addition to the industry,
that he is a man who will be well worth
receiving, and that what he will do will
be in the nature of a constructive contribution.
"You know I have said before I will
only stand for clean doings," said the
banker. "There are only a few fellows left that we have to fight, men
who do no good to the industry. Join
with me in smashing the bonus men
in the business — and I am speaking of
the vicious ones. Within the last two
weeks and following my recent public
remarks I have had some very threatening words said and written to me,
but that is not worrying me."
Putting England on Map
"Our idea is to put England on the
map as a producing center," said Mr.
Mcintosh. "The great empire of Britain
is today smothered with American pictures. It may not be pleasant to listen
to this, but in justice to the empire it
should be represented rightly.
"For England there should be portrayed to the world her own ideals and
policy. At the present time she is governed byAmerican ideals.
"My idea is to be competitive as between the nations, to make British pictures with American stais and American brains, productions which will represent England and her colonies in the
light they should be.
"If we can induce the men I have
in mind — and they are among the best
and the most patriotic in England — to
come in, using your brains and our facilities we will make pictures for the
United States and the empire- at large.
"Motion pictures are going to be
more
indispensable
than ever.
Pictures
will preserve
the English
language,
will "
make the boy grow up with high ideals.
"As you know Australia is surrounded by practically — almost — billions of colored people. San Francisco is our nearest port, nineteen days by
boat. Then you realize how far Australia is away from England. There
always has been an affinity of thought

between the western coast of the
l.^ited States and our own people.
"I would not have the temerity to
enter against your organizations, but
instinctively I feel that we can do a
great deal together if we can work in
harmon}^ and show the rest of the
world that the English-speaking division of humanity can hold its own.
Sees England Belittled
"I have never seen an Englishman
in the pictures portrayed as a human
being, but always with an eyeglass and
as a damned fool generally. When
these pictures are shown to the races
that are governed by whites they look

upon can
theirunderstan
governors
as damned'
You
we thinkfools.
the
d why
British people should be put on a proper basis.
"We want pictures that show proper respect for the English race, and
we believe they can do much to bring
about a right feeling in the world. It
is the nation that can fight the best
that will have the longest run.
"I have known Mr. Williams for fifteen years and always liked him. He
has never made a failure in any undertaking. If Mr. Williams will put in
the same work with us that he has put
in here we will make pictures at a
profit — we will make pictures that
people will look at, anyAva}^. There is
no other man I know who could have
induced me to go into this business.
"Mr. Zukor may rely on this : I
have never been a parasite. I have
■profits.
made money, but never have I gone
into a business with the sole idea of
"I have been very much interested
in observing and listening to Mr. Zukor. Out in Australia I had gained the
impression he was some sort of an octopus, not the quiet, sincere gentleman
I find him."

HUGH D. McINTOSH
Famous Australian promoter of boxing contests who
with J. D. Williams has gone abroad to interest
Britishers in, making pictures breathing the spirit of
England, using American skill to gain world market.
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A TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF MR. ROTHAFEL'S TABLOID

The

Prologue

As

Relaxation

a

Basis

and

OPERA PRESENTATION

For

Atmosphere,

Entertainment

By S. L. ROTHAFEL
Director of Presentations of the Capitol Theatre, New York
ri "1 HE evolution of motion picture
I entertainment since the crude,
early days, has brought us to the
present day development wherein the
prologue has become an integral part
of the picture presentation. So it has
come to pass that prologues are now
pretty much taken for granted.
I do not know of any general rules
for prologues. Only one thing is certain. Each pictui^e requires a different
preliminary treatment, and the proper
atmosphere cannot be attained unless
real thought and study is given to the
subject. A song or a dance preceding
a production, connected by the mere superficial link of a title or a locale, does
not constitute a prologue in the fullest
sense of the word. Atmosphere is a
delicate thing and it must be carefully
developed and ingeniously sustained.
Let us consider the various ways in
which atmosphere may be introduced.
^NE
method
is to build
around
the picture.
Froma progi'ani
the first
number, the desired note or color is
introduced. By the musical selections,
the incidental film numbers — even the
lighting — we introduce and sustain the
atmosphere in which the audience is
to find itself at the beginning of the
picture.

The most usual form of prologue is
that by which the picture is introduced.
The magnitude or proporitons of such
a prologue must be gauged according
to 'the magnitude or character of the
picture. A so-called special production, with massive settings, colorful
backgrounds and a wide scope, requires
a prologue built along appropriate lines.
An example of this is to be had in the
prologue to "Rosita," which was presented at the Capitol several months
ago. The scene on the stage was an
exact iTplica of one in the picture — the
public square in the Spanish city of
Toledo. On a raised dais, Rosita
danced for the crowd. The performance of the dancer was an individual
achievement in itself, and with the singing of the ensemble, the Spanish setting
and brilliant color effects, we had succeeded in the short period of seven minutes in creating a stage picture of such
color and oppeal that it wove its spell
over the spectator and carried him at
once into the atmosphere of the screen
picture which followed.
Another instance of the same nature
was the prologue to "The Green Goddess." We had an elaborate setting —
approximating the actual setting of the
temple of the "Green Goddess" in the
picture.
The weird chanting of the

Hindu priests, the ecstatic and frenzied
dancing of the temple dancers, the
mystic effect of the lighting — all of
these carried the audience into the atmosphere of India; there was a portent of the drama that was to be enacted.
QF

course this type of prologue
M^ould be entirely too heavy for a
production of the drawing room type,
or a simple "program" picture. For
these, a single number of milder entertainment value fills the need.
There is still another type of picture
M'hich requires more delicate handling.
A production of this kind was "The
Unknown Purple." Here an ordinary
prologue would have been entirely out
of place. The motivating feature in
the picture was the unknown purple
light — an intangible element of mystery.
The way we introduced this atmosphere
was by a special orchestral prelude in
which the music conveyed a sense of
the supernatural and niA^stic. At the
same time the entire stage and proscenium was bathed in a purple light,
developing with the climax of the music.
Other pictures require no prologue
at all. By that I mean that if the pic(Continucd on page 24.)
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'The
And

World

So Does the Caliber of Presentations

"prologue" and the "special
THE ntati
on" are becoming matprese
ters of greater and greater concern to the progressive exhibitor of
motion pictures. The public more and
more is demanding them. This attitude
on the part of ^hose who buy tickets at
the box office is a perfectly normal development and only another manifestation of the speed with which pictures
are establishing themselves as essential
elements of entertainment in the
amusement lives of the most discriminating audiences.
A few years ago it was our belief —
upon which our policy was based —
that the public attended motion picture
theatres to see motion pictures. Prologues then, usually, were spotty spectacle, denatured drama or vacuous
vaudeville. The special presentation
had not yet been developed. It was
our theory in these earlier days that
the public would rather view a good
picture than endure inferior, or at besi
mediocre, articulate stage offerings. So
we bent our energies toward securing
the best pictures on the market and the
resultant public response seemed to
corroborate our judgment.
A S the standard of pictures gradually elevated itself and the genuinely
big, artistic productions became more
and more frequently available, ii
seemed desirable from time to time to
augment their appeal by introducing
the screen subject with perhaps a vocal
prelude in character and costume, or
possibly a pantomimic prologue of very
short duration. No picture has ever
been prologued in a Crandall houseotherwise than to add to the effectiveness of the subject's entertainment appeal and place the audience in a receptive mood for the silent scenes to follow.

Do

Move'

at the Artistic Crandall

By HARRY M. CRANDALL
President Crandall Theatres, IVa'shingfnn
For purposes of specific description,
the prologue arranged by John J. Payette, assistant general manager of the.
Crandall Theatres, in charge of presentations at our downtown first run
house, the Metropolitan, for Tourneur's "The Brass Bottle" may be cited
as providing a typical example of our
method. It was a fantastic picture,
based on an extravagant premise and
it was necessaiy early to get the spectator into the proper mood. This we
accomplished b)^ placing a singer in
Oriental costume, such as Harry
Mvers affected on the screen, in the
side-tab. adjoining the stage proper,
from which he sang one of WoodfordFinden's "East Indian Love Lyrics,"
immediately following which he had the
vision of the Oriental dance done in
the picture. This was visuolized
by an imported classic dancer. The
entire pro1o"^ue required less than five
minutes and yet seiwed its purpose as
well as a fifteen minute "act."
Again for "Oliver Twist" we utilized
both side-tab and stage to acquaint the
audience with the characters they were
later to see on the silver sheet. This
prologue was slighth' longer and took
the form of Dickens creating the characters for his storv in his own mind
before beginning the task of writing
the book. The entire "Dickens Reverie," as we call it, was in pantomime, not a word being spoken.
These widely separated and individually brief experiments with public
preference brought to us the growing
conviction that the picture-goers taste
slowly was undergoing a process of expansion. The picture alone, unless it
be unusually fine, M^as not so apt to
pack the house as the picture with a

Theatres

touch or two of interpretative embelli.shment.
To make clear to what a complete
extent the Tivoli has been made a
special presentation house, the dedicatory program is herewith reproduced.

^^rngram
Promenade Concert
Arthur Flagel at the console
Wurlitzer Grand Organ
1. Orchestral Feature
Finale of the Fourth Symphony
(Tschaikowsky )
Bailey F. .\lart. Conducting
2. "The Festival of The Arts"
A Ballet of Symbolism
On this festive day come the Symbols
■ f thencivAi-is
to this
their
abiding
place. shrine that marks
Come POETRY and DRAMA, to stir
men's souls, and COLOR, like a gay
Bacchante, to tint Life's Highway from
her glorious palette, zchile il/TS/C. u'ith
her reeds and strings, lifts one on cnehanted H'.iitis in the temple reared from
SCULPTURE'S dreams and ARCHIfancies andmaiden
LIGHT,to with
her soreerx. TECTURE'S
is hand
the
DANCE.

Thus come the ARTS v.'ith all their
gifts to Join the Argosy of th.at glorious
Daughter ff the .Sun u'e knozv as
SHADOWLAXD
3. The Tiv^Ii's Mirror of the
Living World.
4. Charles E. Galagher.
American uabasso,
presenting a vocal vislization of
■'THE TWO GREXADIERS"
5. Tivoli Wanderings
./ glimpse or tzvo of Nature's beauties.
6. Waring's Pennsylvanians
The orchestra incomparable in a new proof syncopated symphonies of musical grammodernism.
7. First National presents
COLLEEN MOORE
(Continued on page 22.)
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j.wvv.v vvari Linuci^uiiig n process or excal modernism.
pansion. The picture alone, unless it
7. First National presents
be unusually fine, was not so apt to
COLLEEN MOORE
pack the house as the picture with a
(Continued on page 22.)
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Elmer

Pearson
Schedule

Outlines
for

Pathe's

Coming

esident and
ER l PEARS
ELMgenera
r of vice-pr
Pathe Exchanges,
manageON,
Inc., in a statement issued this week
from the Pathe home office outlined Pathe's
production schedule for the coming season.
By the terms of contracts closed with the
Hal Roach and Mack Sennett producing companies during Mr. Pearson's recent trip to
the West Coast, Pathe will acquire for distribution during the new season a volume of
short subject comedies and feature pictures
in excess of any quantity of product ever handled before by the Pathe organization. The
statement leaves no doubt that Pathe will continue to maintain its leadership in the short
subject field as well as advancing materially
g in the feature department of disits standin
tribution.
"In view of the ever increasing demand
for the standard of short subject and feature
entertainment distributed by Pathe and the
ever-widening circle of our exhibitor customers, we believe that Pathe faces the biggest year in its career," declares Mr. Pearson. "We has
say found
this with
the fullseason
realization
that Pathe
the current
to be
a wonderfully successful one in every way.
This situation we believe is an eloquent tribute by the showmen of the country to the
quality of product being distributed by Pathe
and to the business methods and brand of
service
tures. that accompanies the sale of our picPictures Improve
"However, nothing seems to stand still in
this business — there is a constant demand for
better, better, better. As a series gets going
a little, the producer feels he must make his
sets a little better, better stories, better players, better direction, better photography. Our
branches call for better pictures, the exhibitors demand better pictures and the public
tutored to expect better screen entertainment
insist upon a program measuring up to their

ELMER PEARSON
expectations. This is undoubtedly a healthy
condition of affairs, but it entails greater expenditures and calls for greater reciprocity
between the various elements that go to make
up the ducer,
industry's
triangle of prodistributor, financial
and exhibitor.
"The Pathe producers are as alive to the
demands of the market for this 'better and
better' quality of entertainment as we are,
and have completed ambitious plans to supply
Pathe during the coming season with a greater
and better volume of product than ever before. While in California recently we renewed contracts with the Hal Roach Studios

Comedy

Year
for fifty-two two-reel comedies per year, one
series of which will include a new comedy
find that we sincerely believe will prove a
spectacular success in this line. We will continue to release a Hal Roach single-reel comedy
weekPathe
as heretofore.
feature every
plans for
are especially Roach's
noteworthy.
The sensational success of his 'The King of
Wild Horses' has inspired him to repeat with
another novelty feature some time in the future, and in addition he will deliver two or
three feature-length comedies of the standard
of 'The Fighting Tylers.'
Sennett Contract
"We renewed contracts with Mack Sennett
that calls for four series, numbering about
forty-two two-reel comedies per year. The
Sennett comedies have proved very successful
box-office attractions during the past year, and
we are happy, to be able to inform the trade
that Sennett's comedies will appear more frequently than ever betore on the Pathe program, present arrangements providing for
about three such comedy releases each month.
The Sennett schedule provides for some especially ambitious plans for Harry Langdon.
The Sennett-Eangdon comedies have won decided favor with the fans, and before another
year rolls around you are going to see Harry
Langdon standing next to Harold Lloyd in
the public's esteem.
"Pathe has provided for sufficient comedy
product in addition to the Hal Roach and
Mack Sennett output to supply its release
program with two two-reel comedies a week.
This schedule of one hundred and four tworeel comedies a year, taken in conjunction
with "Pathe's extensive array of single-reel
comedies, short subject dramas, 'Chronicles
of America' series, and novelty, cartoon, and
topical releases, provides ample material to
meet the demands of the short subject market
for diversified entertainment during the coming season."

Sol Lesser Against ^Unprincipled
Publicity'
services for the benefits and aflFairs outside
showing.
All
that
trouble
could
have
been
de.
was
ty
publici
UNPRINCIPLED
the industry, insist upon the giving of the
nounced in a stirring address made
avoided by careful editing of press book
usual ten percent of the receipts for the
last week by Sol Lesser, before the
Western Motion Picture Advertisers, the
Hal E. Roach, also speaking before the Actors' Fund. Mr. Woods states that the
studio publicity men who originate most
Wampas, declared that since moving pic- Actors' Fund now spending about $25,000 per year in the west in dispensing
of the publicity copy which goes our
copy."ture■ production is so firmly rooted in Los
funds to absolutely needy cases in the
through the newspapers and magazines ah Angeles, the people of the industry must
profession. Hal Roach declared that it is
over the world.
convince local political and governmental
Mr. Lesser said "More editorials against elements in that community of the desire only fair that outside organizations give
motion pictures have been written from of the motion picture people to make Los a part of their proceeds to the Actors'
what editorial writers have read in the Angeles an ideal community in which to Fund. The case is similar to that of the
papers than from what they have seen on live. Motion picture people, he said, "arc Assistance League in Los Angeles, which
the screen. More fanatical crusades against taking a greater interest and pride in their numbers in its membership many local
pictures and picture people have been homes and their community than ever be- people who exact a toll from motion picture producers for the use of their homes
fore. It is doubtful if ever more than
stirred up by thoughtless publicity than
by the actual doings of picture people or twenty-five percent of the pictures will be and grounds for locations, giving the proindecencies or examples of bad taste on made away from Los Angeles, Hollywood
ceeds to the League's charity fund.
Fred W. Beetson, western representaand Culver City. Producing companies
the screen. The time has come when
tive of the Hays Organization and Secrecooperating with each other as they
'publicity
at any
price' must
be well
banned,as are
tary of the Association of Motion Picture
never have before along mechanical lines,
when theatre
publicity
men as
studio writers must iconsider carefully the in the use of players and other factors. All Producers, was chairman of the Advertisers meeting at which Mr. and Mrs. Fred
reaction which might be aroused in the of these forces are at work to solidify the
Niblo.
Bryant Washburn and Wanda
picture
production
in
this
community
and
public mind by harmful copy, which misHawley, who assisted in staging the Wamrepresents the pictures or the people making the possibility of large numbers
pas Frolic, were honored guests. All
of companies moving away, more and
written 'about.
were given fitting gifts as remembrances
"A striking example occurred recently more remote as the days go by."
services to the organization. Garin an Arizona city which I visited. A small
Frank E. Woods, representing the Ac- of their
rett Graham, who returned from San
item, written in press sheet copy, which
tors' Fund of America, accepted the Wampas check for $1,000, given for use in Los Francisco after dispensing money from the
led people 'to think that a certain picture
funds to charitable organizations
was risque, stirred up the townspeople to Angeles, from the proceeds of the recent Wampas
there, brought a report from the Bay City
get the production banned in that city. Wampas ball in San Francisco. Mr. Woods
the Wampas and all of the moThere was absolutely nothing in that par- made a plea for other organizations to welcoming
tion picture fraternity to San Francisco at
do the same thing, and asked that motion
ticular! 'production in bad taste or censorable, but the picture never was allowed a picture people, when they contribute their any time.
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PATHE

ENTERS

BIG

DEAL

FOR 'GIRL SHY'
West Coast Theatres Pay Huge Sum
for Chain Theatre Rights
^JT^HAT
is considered
" gest individual
deal nationally
ever enteredas the
into bigbetween the producers and distributors of motion pictures and a chain of theatres was consummated recently in the offices of West
Coast Theatres, Inc.
By this deal Harold Lloyd's new sevenreel comedy feature "Girl Shy," the first independent picture to be produced by the
Harold Lloyd Corporation, will be shown over
the entire Southern and Northern divisions
of the tionsWest
Coast ofchain,
including" all affiliain the state
California.
An advance payment of $100,000, the biggest sum ever paid for the rights to show a
motion picture exclusively over one chain of
motion picture theatres, makes the deal of
national prominence. This sum, however, does
not constitute the entire revenue which the
Pathe organization, as distributors of "Girl
Shy" will that
derive
showings.
It is
estimated
the from
accruedthe rentals,
following
first run presentation in California cities, will
exceed ^250,000.
By virtue of the contract Harold Lloyd
transcends every competitive star or feature
as a theatrical drawing card. So impressed
were executives of West Coast Theatres with
the production and entertainment qualities of
'-Girl Shy" that they unanimously voted upon
the huge $100,000 advance guarantee in order
to cinch the picture for every one of their
theatres.
The producers and distributors were represented by William R. Fraser, general manager of the Harold Lloyd Corporation : William Jenner, manager of the Los Angeles
Pathe exchange; W. W. Kofeldt, San Francisco Pathe exchange : L. E. Kennedy and
Ben F. Simpson, managers of the Los Angeles and San Francisco exchanges of Associated Exhibitors. West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
were represented by Michael Gore, president ;
Sol Lesser, vice-president ; A. L. Gore, secretary, David Bershon ; executive ; Harry C.
Arthur, general manager ; and Joe Goldberg,
booking manager. * *
TRUART FOREIGN SALES
Two important deals have been consummated by Truart Film Corporation whereby
the South American territory was entirely
closed on all their available product.

Notice of Removal
During the latter part of the
week, beginning April 21, the publication offices of Exhibitors
Trade Review will be removed
to 45 West Forty-fifth Street,
New York, where on the tenth
floor it will be glad to greet its
friends.
In its new home this journal
will have increased facilities for
making the Business Paper of the
Motion Picture Industrv.
MADGE KENNEDY PLEASES
"Three Miles Out," with Madge Kennedy,
has just had a run at the Alhambra, Ogden,
Utah, and the manager of the theatrj;, the
townsfolk and the newspapers were all enthusiastic about it, according to reports to
Associated Exhibitors. The Ogden StandardExaminer's reviewer said :
lovers
realism,
and"Allthe you
kindpicture
of story
thatofmakes
youthrills
grip
the seat tighter, hoping that the rescuers of
the pretty heroine in great peril make haste,
will receive more than you bargained for by
seeing
Madgeattraction
Kennedy which
in 'Three
MilesAlhamOut,'
the feature
held the
bra patrons spellbound last night. Not only
is it jammed, crammed and chockful of exciting adventures, but it has Miss Kennedy
in the most irresistible role she has ever
enacted before the camera."
^ ^ :K
PRAISE FOR 'YANKEE CONSUL'
The opening of a run of Douglas MacLean's "The Yankee Consul" at the Victory
Theatre, Salt Lake City, brought this enthusiastic telegram from Manager Carl Porter to J. S. Woody, general manager of Associated Exhibitors :
"Congratulations on Douglas MacLean in
'The Yankee Consul.' It's a fine story and a
clean comedy. Audience was in uproar all
through picture. Everyone is talking about
it. It opened to big business. It was impossible to take care of the crowd, despite
such strong competition as 'The Hunchback
of Notre Dame,' 'Girl Shy' and 'When a
Man's a Man.' There is no doubt that 'The
Yankee Consul' is MacLean's best picture.
As a comedian Douglas MacLean ranks ace

high."

A RECORD
Signing the biggest booking deal ever negotiated.
Shy"
the circuit Pathe
of the Exchange
West CoastInc.,Theatres
Lloyd over
Corporation,
and

BREAKING DEAL
The contract involves the presentation of Pathe's "Girl
Inc.West
The Coast
signatories
were Inc.
representatives
Harold
the
Theatres
It looks oflikethebusiness-

EXPECT
AT

RECORD

CROWD

CONVENTION

New York Will Send 250 Delegates
to M.P.T.O. Gathering
TVEW YORK STATE and Greater New
York will be represented by a delegation
of exhibitors aggregating close to 250 at the
Boston convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America on May 27, 28
and 29.
Action assuring this large representation
was taken by the members of the Greater
New York division of the organization, following a meeting of the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce in Hotel Aster, April
15.
A committee on convention arrangements
was then named consisting of Safnuel Sonin,
chairman; Sol Raives, Sam Moross and
Clarence Cohen. This committee will arrange transportation for all theatre owners
going
Boston and also fix all other details
of
the totrip.
Word has been received at National headquarters byletter and telegram indicating that
there will be large delegations of Theatre
Owners at Boston from Colorado, Montana,
Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Washington, California, Oregon and L^tah as well as from
states previously mentioned in preconvention
* * *
reports.
'The World Do Move'
{Continued from page 18.).
In a Clarence Badger Production
"PAINTED PEOPLE"
8. Exit March
The program musically interpreted by
the conductor
BAILEY F. ALART
Choreography by Mile. Desiree Lubovska
The
complete presentation
S. BARRET
McCORMICK.bjThis program is not in any sense an extraordinary compilation of program units designed to catch the public fancy for the first
week only to be curtailed and emasculated until the third week nothing much of the first
week's glory remains. It is, on the contrary,
honestly indicative of the character of bill
the Tivoli will ofifer fifty-two weeks a year.
To insure as great a measure of success as
possible for the new undertaking, S. Barret
McCormick has been retained as director oi
presentations ; Mile. Desiree Lubovska, internationally famous interpreter of ancient,
modern and futuristic arts, as director of
choreography and the Tivoli Corps De Ballet ;
Gene'' to design and execute the costumes. In
other words, we are so convinced of the timeliness of the new program policy in our own
territory that we have gone to great expense and devoted time, thought and effort to
the perfection of an organization of artists
and artisans of sufficient size to build our
productions without the aid of imported help.
It may be of interest to the industry to
know that 52 persons participated in the
Tivoli program reproduced in this article in
addition to those p'Ctures on the screen. A
ballet of 25 took part in "The Festival of
the
Arts," created and staged by Mr. McCormick.
Ten years ago, we would have scoffed at
the idea of prologues and special presentations. Today — well, perhaps I have made our
position
clear. move !
The times
^ ^ ^
MOONEY WITH HODKINSON
J. J. Mooney formerly with Fox has been
appointedtomanager
Hodkinsons'
branch
fill the ofvacancy
causedCleveland
by the
resignation of S. S. Webster.
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Arkansas

M. P. T. 0. Convention

Greatest

In Organization's
History
between various stale units and the national
body.
conven
sas
Arkan
nt
brillia
R
THE
ANO
tion went into history at Little Rock
on April sixth and seventh when the
A. S. Hill, superintendent of public instruction in Arkansas, addressed the convention in
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Arkansas
the afternoon. He has pledged the full supconcluded the seventh semi-annual get-toport of the screens of the state in his educagether with a banquet at the Hotel Marion
tional programme and expressed extreme
which completely eclipsed all previous affairs
pleasure at securing so valuable an ally.
of the organization.
The effective work of the M.P.T.O. of ArMany talented and prominent speakers
kansas prevented the imposition of a five perhelped in making this the outstanding event
cent admission tax by the State Legislature.
of the organization's history. Most promThis was largely accomplished through the
inent of these was the eloquent Charles Hilleffective work of Eli Whitney Collins, the
man Brough, twice Governor of Arkansas and
president, and Senator Walter Rainey. Cola leading Chautauqua figure. Dr. Brough was
lins, Hauber and Lick were appointed delein magnificent form and charmed his hearers
gates to the National Convention in Boston.
with a well chosen address on the undeveloped
Colonel
Harry Cole, of the M.P.T.O. of
opportunities of the screen.
Texas and Gideon Howell, were visitors.
Virgil C. Pettie, a;nother prominent Arkansan, delivered a timely talk. Several Senators
and Congressmen, including the only Exhibitor-Senator inthe state, Walter Rainey of
McCrory, were present and made short talks.
The Arkansas convention of this year was
conspicuous for the complete harmony which
prevailed. A number of St. Louis, Dallas,
Memphis and Little Rock exchange managers were present, as well as a host of salesmen, and all voiced their praise for the manner in which the convention was conducted.
This being a mid-year convention, there
was no election of officers.
Resolutions were passed endorsing the administtation of Sydney S. Cohen; thanking
Will Hays for his assistance on the Admission Tax fight and urging his aid in the music
tax matter ; condemning the renting of film, to
non-theatrical institutions ; and extending the
good will of the Arkansas unit and its officers
in ironing out the differences that have arisen
CHANGES IN WARNER WESTERN
FRANCHISE HOLDERS
A slight re-alignment in the franchise holders for Warner Brothers' Classics of the
Screen took place last week when a deal was
consummated whereby Frank Barmettler. a
prominent Denver publisher, took over the
Denver office at Kwality Pictures, distributors of the Warner product.
The Denver office, under the new arrangement, becomes an individual exchange covering the territory consisting of Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming and New Mexico.
L. T. Fidler, a well known Middle West
exchange executive, has been installed as manager and by thus concentrating on this particular territory' more efficient results should
be obtained.
L. K. Erin who formerly operated the
Denver branch of Kwality pictures in conjunction with his main office in Seattle, will
continue to handle the Warner franchise for
the .states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Montana and the new arrangement will enable Mr. Brin to devote his personal attention
to these four states.
PAINE FOR MIDDLE

WEST

President W. C. J. Doolittle of the Selznick Distributing Corporation announces that
John F. Paine has been appointed district
sales manager in charge of the Middle West,
acting as special representative out of the
home office. His appointment is the second announced ina program of expansion of the orforce. Other announcements will be ganization's
madesellingshortly.
Mr. Paine will supervise the Selznick forces
working out of Minneapolis, Omaha, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Chicago, Indianapolis and
Kansas City.

AIN'T NATURE GRAND
Marjorie Marcel, o; Century Comedies, is about to
take a plunge
the the
brinyleaddeep.in comedy
When she
isn't
swimm'ng
she inplays
pictures
with Buddy
Messinger
and Harrv McCoy.
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NO KANSAS DELEGATES
TO CONVENTION
Sunflower Exhibitors Say They Are
Not Interested in Convention
IV O delegates to the national convention
■^^ of the M. P. T. O. A. have been
named by the Kansas state organization
and, according to a consensus of leading
exhibitors, none will be.
Since the break betw-een the Kansas association and the national body Kansas
has been devoting its interests solely to
building up its own organization and cooperating with officials of other state organizations. The general attitude along
Kansas
City's
movie row is: "We are not
interested in the
Boston convention or

It is doubtful if preliminary reorganization work of the M. P. T. O. Western Missouri unit is completed in time for the
naming of national delegates, leaving both
Cohen." Missouri and Kansas not repreWestern
sented- at a national convention for the
first time in several years.
At a meeting of the board of directors
of the Kansas body in Kansas City, April
21, plans for a membership drive will be
arranged and recommendations of the
ways and means committee discussed. The
membership goal is .350 managers of six
and seven-day a week houses. According
to C. E. Cook, business manager, the association now is in better financial condition than ever before in the history of the
organization.

BRISBANE'S EDITORIALS WILL
APPEAR ON SCREEN
Arthur Brisbane, whose editorials in the
Hearst newspapers are known to millions of
readers, is now interested in the production
of motion pictures. The highlights of Brisbane's "Today" editorials will be put on the
screen by Robert Thornby, well known director, and Arthur Shaughnessy. The text
> will be accompanied by plastic illustrations to
- add force to the cryptic saying of the famous
j> writer.
Efforts have been made for some time to
interest Mr. Brisbane in motion pictures for
It was felt that his support back of the motion picture industry will add extra dignity
and strength. When it is known that
he
reaches millions of readers daily the power of
his pen can be understood.
Release will be made weekly by the new
company and later it is likely there will be
two releases each week. Preparations are
being made for a showing of the first film.
* * *

'LINCOLN' TO BE DISTRIBUTED
BY FIRST NATIONAL
"Abraham Lincoln," the picture which has
been the .'^ensation of the trade for several
months, is announced as a First National picture. Speculation as to its distribution channel was set at rest on April 11, when the contract was signed between Al and Ray Rockett,
the producers, and Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.
The production has been hailed as an 'artistic and dramatic sensation by the entire
trade and daily press and is generally conceded to be one of the most important pictures ever brought to the screen.
First National's decision to distribute
"Abraham Lincoln'" is in keeping with its
policy to handle productions of only the highest grade, according to Richard Rowland, pro(Juction manager, who said that the release
date has not as yet been determined. The
try.
picture
will be backed by an expensive exploitation campaign in all narts of the coun-
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M. P. T. 0. A. OFFICERS SEE
PRESIDENT COOLIDGE
Sydney Cohen Extends Invitation
to Attend Boston Convention

is a real necessity now in American life.
It is one of the greatest service mediums in
the world and you are doing great work for
the American people. Your very generous
offer to the government of the use of your
theatre screens to advance constructive public
programs is indeed very much appreciated and
you have done much along these lines."
After the meeting with the committee in
the White House offices the President and
theatre owners were filmed on the White
House grounds by the different screen weeklies during which time President Cohen rededicate^d the screens of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America to the service of
government and people.
* * *

"C* VERY
ounce ofTheatre
official Owners
energy inof theAmerMotion Picture
ica is now being excited in a definite and
decisive way to make tlie big national convention of the organization in Boston, May 27,
28 and 29, the crowning event in motion piclure history.
To consummate this high purpose, national
president Sydney S. Cohen and members of
the national convention committee called on
President Calvin Coolidge at the White
House in Washington, April 10, and extended
to him a formal invitation to attend the BosPrologue as Atmosphere
ton convention.
{Continued from page 17.)
President Coolidge received the members
of the committee in a very cordial way and
ture itself suggests no outstanding ^atmoswas introduced to each one by Congressman
it is far better not to attempt any by
Homer P. Snyder, of Little Falls, N. Y., a pher'e,
forcing a prologue. In that case, the other
firm friend of the theatre owners and one of units
of the program can help to share the
entertainment value. On such programs we
the President's official intimates.
The scene was one long to be remembered
have had elaborate presentations of a ten to
as the official head of the greatest nation
fifteen minute duration. The light operate
in the world met with the representatives of and comic operas — such as "The Fortune
one of the most potent publicity and demTeller," offer a wealth of material to choose
onstration mediums known — the motion pic- from, with a result that is wholly satisfying
ture screen,
and entertaining.
Mr. Cohen thanked the President for the .
It is not necessary, however, to rely on
courtesy extended to the theatre owners, the presentations of such an elaborate nature.
favor shown them in a definite way before
orchestral
a danceshort
interlude,
and since he assumed the chief magistracy of An
by 'one
of the orexcellent
subjectsfollowed
which
the nation.
are now available can be made to round out
The President was favorably impressed
a splendid program.
with the situation. He expressed his gratiI have said there are no general rules
fication over the advances made by the mowhich I can lay down. We move on fromtion picture business, said he was aware of year to year and I find we are strong to do
the screen service being so freely and patriotbetter things and actually doing better work.
ically tendered to the government by the the- Two things, however, are essential contribuatre owners and hoped that this would be extions on the part of the exhibitor. They are
tended as far as practicable so that every
thought and imagination. Audiences have
form of official effort would experience the come to expect better things. And they exadvantage of its progressive influence.
pect the program which is offered them to
Speaking specifically in the matter the be carefully thought out in every particular
—not haphazardly thrown together in whatPresident
said : Picture
"Mr. Cohen
gentlemen
of
the Motion
Theatreand Owners
of every way_ circumstance will permit. Perhaps
America, I thank you for the courtesy of the audience will not know just why they
this invitation to attend your convention in are not satisfied, but they will know they
Boston. I wish I could assure you now that
have not been treated in good faith. ImaginaI would be able to attend. I know you will
tion is one of the most important factors
find much to interest you there and prove of in the success of a program. Excite the
advantage to you in many ways. I will give imagination of your audience — by suggestion,
this matter consideration with reference to a snatch of melody, a flash of a picture — and
my engagements and will be pleased to advise
you have given them what they have come
you soon of my decision. The motion picture
to seeic — rest, relaxation and entertainment.

[NDEPENDENTS' DAY HERE
SAYS ARTHUR KANE
Producers Can Devote Their Attention
to Better Productions
Pacific coast,lessfive
ago,went
and toglad
'Y^EIGHING
thanmonths
when he
the
of it, Arthur S. Kane, president of Associated Exhibitors, returned to New York last
week. Besides passing several months in Los
Angeles., Mr. Kane paid brief visits to Chicago, Kansas City, Omaha and other cities
in the Middle West and he is chockful of enthusiasm over the business situation as he
found it every wheic.
"Theatres both on the Pacific coast and in
the Middle West are having a very good
season indeed," said Mr. Kane. "Production
in all studios in Los Angeles has been put
on a much firmer foundation in the last six
months than during the previous year. Profiting by the experiences which practically all
the producers had with the high cost of pictures for this season's market, they are now
controlling expenditures much better and have
been for the last few months.
"This makes very certainly for stability in
the whole industry. It does not mean a cessation or even a lapse in fine product for the
market, but rather, for less of a burden upon
the distributive and exhibition ends of the
business, and with logically improving results
to exhibitors themselves.
"The position of the independent producer
is distinctly favorable," Mr. Kane continued.
"He is making most of the outstanding hits
that are being registered today. The cause
of this is not hard to find. In controlling
only a few productions each season, and as a
rule working on only one picture at a time,
the producer,
is able
to devote
intensive,
individual attention
to each
and every
particular
attraction. The result is that the aid and assistance which he gives even to skilled diiectors and actors, when he is a showman and
knows the business of showmanship, counts
heavily in the finished product.
"The day
centralizes hisof
timethe onskilled
one producer
picture iswhorapidly

approaching, if not already here. No matter
how competent stars and actors may be, most
of them need the show sense of a practised
producer to guide, restrain or enlarge upon
their conceptions, as the case may be.
"Such picture makers as Douglas MacLean, who is a producer thoroughly understanding the business of production, as well
as a fine actor ; Harry Rapf , J. K. McDonald
and others who might be named, show in their
product the marked advantage of concentrated
individual application of the particular attraction in hand, and with only one picture
* scheme
* *
at a time to think,
and plan for."
'FLOODGATES' IS BOOKED IN
MANY KEY CITIES
Lowell Film Production, Inc., announce
the closing of what is said to be one of the
largest and most important booking contracts
ever negotiated in the Independent field for
their production "Floodgates." This contract
calls for indefinite runs in six of the important key cities and according to John L.
Rupssell, President of Lowell Productions,
demonstrates that the Independent market_ is
in a healthy state and can support good independent productions which come up to the
standard set by the first run houses.
The contracts, which were negotiated by
J. Charles Davis, 2d, for Lowell Productions
call for early runs in the Randolph Theatre,
Chicago; Kinema Theatre, Salt Lake City:
Rivoli Theatre, St. Louis; Olympic Theatre.
Buffalo: Cameo Theatre, Pittsburgh, and
Cameo, San Francisco.
As already announced contracts were closed
for showings in Aschers Merrill, Milwaukee,
Photo by News Picture Service
and the Strand Theatre, Louisville and the
M. P. T. O. COMMITTEE AT WASHINGTON
Kentucky Theatre, Lexington, Ky. All of
The Con^mittee of Motion Picture Theatre Owners who journeyed to Washington to protest against these contracts bear early dates and the bulk
the music ta>f. They are shown on the lawn o f the White House with President Calvin Coolidge. of them will open in the first week in May.
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WALKER
REPEAL BILL
KILLED 67 TO 64
Many Motion Picture Bills Defeated
During Legislative Session
Albanj', N. Y. — Of the eight or nine motion picture bills of various sorts and descriptions ranging all the way from those
calling for the repeal of the present censorship law, to those relating to minature
motion picture machines, just one bill
managed to survive and is now in the
hands of Governor Alfred E. Smith for
consideration during the usual thirty-da>
period that follows each session of the
legislature.
This bill, which is a Murphy measure, is
included in the 700 or more bills which
were passed by the Legislature during its
final hours. The bill seeks to amend the
general business law of the state in so far as
it relates to the manufacture and use of
film of a nitro-cellulose base, and removing
present restrictions on its manufacture and
use.
The censorship repeal bills were defeated in one, two, three order, on April 14
and 15.
In the Senate, the Walker repeal bill was
passed by a vote of 26 to 24, and then sent
over to the Assembly, where it was defeated
at 5 o'clock the next morning by a vote of
67 to 64, three Republicans voting for the
bill and two Democrats against it.
The four bills relating to the admission
of unaccompanied children to the motion
picture theatres were also defeated. All in
all, it was not a successful session in so
far as motion picture measures were concerned.
* * *
THEATRE OWNERS OBJECT
TO SCHOOL OPPOSITION
Kansas Exhibitors Claim School Showings Hurt Business
T['' WO
meetings
representatives
of the
Kansasbetween
City Motion
Pictuie
Theatre Owners Association and a committee of the Parent-Teacher Association,
concerning the showing of pictures in pubment.lic schools, have brought no definite agreeMany of the schools are equipped with
projection machines and have been giving
regular Friday night performances anc,
having no taxation, have been proving a
nuisance to exhibitors in neighborhood districts.
Headed by A. M. Eisner, president,
members of the Kansas City exhibitor organization appeared Monday before the
board of education and requested that Friday night performances be limited to three
a year. D. M. Pinkerton, president of the
school board, did not favor the plan, saying the schools were equipped with projection machines which, if not used, would be
worthless. Mr. Eisner pointed out that
Parent-Teacher associations in the various
schools could better co-operate with his
association in planning benefit showings ot
pictures at neighborhood theatres.
A meeting of the exhibitors then was
held with a Parent-Teacher committee
but no agreement was reached, despite the
fact that several members of the ParentTeacher body asserted they could plainly see
the viewpoint of the exhibitors. Because of
studies,- Friday- night is the only possible night
for shows at the schools. It also is the
big business night for suburban theatres, but
school performances have been "cutting in"
on the attendance. Another meeting probably
will' be held soon.

ARTISTIC PRESENTATION
For artistic design and effect the presentation of Famous Players "The Ten Commandments" at the
Cohan Theatre, on Broadway, ranks near the to;' The cast and billing are stencilled on the pillars with
strong illumination behind instead of projected. The presentation is both novel and beautiful.
THEATRE OWNERS FORM
ALLIED BODY
Insurgents Will W^ork Independent
of National Organization
\ MEETING of the theatre owners special committee, which was formed
recently at French Lick, Ind., was called
by Chairman W. A. Steffes at the Congress
Hotel in Chicago on April 8 and 9. The meeting resulted in a decision on the part of state
presidents present to recommend to their respective organizatiors the formation of the
"Allied State Organizations."
The jurisdiction repre:ented were Minnesota, Michigan, Kansas, Indiana, Texas, Illinois, North Carolina, Virginia, District of
Columbia' and North and South Dakota.
The organization is to be an association of
states. The state presidents will select a
chairman at each meeting, which will be held
every sixty days. W. A. Stefifes was selected
first chairman and H. M. Richey secretary.
The next meeting will be held in Morehead
City, North Carolina, on June 11.
The organization sent S. A. Handy, of
Kansas, to Washington to represent it on the
copyright amendment.
Will H. Hays has been requested to call
a conference on the uniform contract and a
resolution of thanks was voted for his assistance in putting forth his efforts in
the admission tax campaign.
Those present at the meeting were H. A.
Cole, of Texas ; W. A. Steffes of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota; J. R. Deniston, J.
C. Ritter and H. M. Richey, of Michigan ;
R. R. Beichele and S. A. Handy, of Kansas ;
Frank Rembusch and William Connors, of
Indiana ; Glen Reynolds and Ludwig Seigel,
of Illinois.
The new organization will operate independent of the M.P.T.O.A., as the organizers
feel that the method of frequent meetings between presidents of state motion picture theatre owners associations can accomplish more
and keep in closer touch with the theatre owners' needs than can a national organization
operating as an independent unit.
The formation of the Allied State Organizations, coming as it does just prior to the
annual convention of the M.P.T.O.A., presents possibilities for some interesting results.

WARNER
ENDS

SALES CHIEF
LONG TRIP

Sees Marked Improvement in Picture
Prospects for 1924
CAM E. MORRIS, general sales manager
»-^for Warner Brothers, returned last week
to the home office after a quick trip which
however, covered the entire country from
coast
sections.to coast in the north and middle West
Mr. Morris's trip was made primarily to
take up immediate releasing
plans for the
latest and greatest production from the Warner studios, "Beau Brummel," and his task
was not so much the problem
of securing
first runs as deciding which first run house
to select in each territory.
This visit out into the "territory" afforded
Mr. Morris a good
opportunity to renew old
acquaintances among exhibitors and also to
pick up some first-hand information on general business conditions and particularly the
manner in which the product of the Warner
organization was being received and handled.
"I found," said Mr. Morris, "many direct
indications as to the
trend of the exhibitor
and public in what was most desired in screen
entertainment, obtainea some invaluable constructive criticism, and noted a general spirit
of optimism for the future. With all due
modesty I can confidentially state that never
before have I known of a product which has
so consistently met with the approval of
every type of exhibitor, from the owners of
the biggest circuits down to the man in the
little cross-roads village, as the eighteen Warner Brothers' Classics of the Screen.
An important straw in showing which way
the wind blows was the unanimous opinion,
especially in the smaller communities, that
too much emphasis on the sex angle of any
production is detrimental."
VITAGRAPH MANAGER VISITS
EXCHANGE CENTERS
John B. Rock, general manager of Vitagraph, left April 13 for the West. His first
stop was at Chicago where he attended a preshowingauditorium,
of "Between
Friends'"
at Aryan
Grotto
to which
the trade
was
invited, and from there he will visit other
Vitagraoh branches. Splendid reports from
the Hollywood studios of uninterrupted production and the purchase of world rights to
new stories is the message of inspiration
which Mr. Rock will deliver to his sales
forces.
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'ETERNAL CITY' IN DEMAND
"The Eternal City" proved to be a production that was much sought after by Canadian
exhibitors around Easter time. This feature
was the attraction during Holy Week at the
Hippodrome, Toronto, the home theatre of the
Famous Players chain in Canada which is
managed by Clarence Robson. The picture
was next secured by Harry Brouse, owner of
the Imperial Theatre, Ottawa, and a director
of Associated First National, for the Easter
Week
* * *
KERMAN FILMS MOVE
Kerman Films, Inc., Independent Exchanges in the New York territory, have removed to offices in 729 7th Avenue.
Their new setting and their greatly enlarged product bespeak a growing business.
* * *
GREENE GOES TO PARIS
Fred V. Greene, Jr., well known exploiteer,
sailed April 12, on the Veendam for Paris
to take up his new work as exploitation manager for the Paramount organization in
France, under Adolphe Osso, managing director, who is now in New York.
^ ^ ^
NEW OKLAHOMA EXCHANGES
Arthur Bromberg, President of Progress
Pictures, Inc., Atlanta, Ga., distributor of
Arrow Film Corporation productions, has
opened an office in Oklahoma City, in addition to his exchanges already well established
in Atlanta, Charlotte, New Orleans and Dallas, Tex.
* * *
ARROW SELLS WESTERNS
Arrow Film Corporation has just sold "The
Lone Horseman'" and "Western Justice" starring Jack Perrin and Josephine Hill to Fontenelle Feature Film Company, Omaha, for
their territory.
GREY STORY FOR MIX
Fox Film Corporation announced this week
that production will start immediately at the
William Fox West Coast Studios on "The
Last
the Duanes,"
of the
of theofWestern
stories one
written
by best
Zane known
Grey.
Tom Mix will have the lead.
'WHAT SHALL I DO?' COMPLETED
"What Shall I Do?".'the first of the Frank
Woods productions for:release through Hodkinson has been fully completed and the first
print is now on its way to, the home office.
"What Shall I Do?" is from, an original
story by Mr. Woods; dealing with the; intensely human problem , of -a- child-wife : and
mother suddenly thrown upon hefi own;:;, resources. * * *
NEW ONE FOR BLACKTON

ARTCLASS PICTURE FOR ORIENT
Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Coiporation this week disposed of "After Six
Days," the biblical photoplay spectacle, to
the Globe Theatres, Ltd. for Biirmah, Ceylon and India.
Globe Theatres, Ltd., will road show the
production in real American showmanship
fashion, arranging for extended runs in
all the principal cities of their territory.
* * *
PHIL ROSEN WITH WARNER
Phil Rosen, who sprang into the limelight
through his masterful direction of "The Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln" has been
engaged by Warner Brothers to direct "Being
Respectable"' — the Grace Flandrau novel
which is to be the next picture to start production on their lot.
* * *
MUST RETURN CUTS
The Film Classics Company brought
suit against Martin Printz of the Circle,
for cutting
Marriage
Printz
was
ordered "The
by Judge
Ruhl Circle."
to restore
all
parts of the picture except those that had
been previously ordered cut by the Ohio
State censors.
PRTSCILLA DEAN AT WORK
Hunt Stromberg will start work this week
on the first of the Priscilla Dean productions
to be released through Hodkinson according
to advices from Los Angeles but the title of
the production has been with-held pending the
final O. K. of the script.
^ ^
'SUNDOWN' DIRECTOR ILL
Laurence Trimble has withdrawn as the
director ' of "Sundown" because of a serious
illness which now confines him to a hospital bed in El Paso
It was at first hoped and expected that the
director would recover in time to witness the
completion of the big picture, but his illness
was of such seriousness that it was considered
by his physicians advisable to force his stay
in the hospital.
Sj! ^
NEW STORY FOR INCE
Thomas H. Ince has bought the motion
picture rights to "Christine of the Hungry
Heart,"' by Kathleen Norris, for a price said
to exceed that paid by the same producer
for "Anna Christie."

TWO FOR VITAGRAPH
Continuties are now being written on the
West Coast under the personal supervision
of Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph
for "The Road That Led Home," and "The
Garden of Charity." They will go into production during the early summer. Mr. Smith
has not yet selected the directors for these
two productions. A motion picture star who
is one of the three biggest box office attractions of the day has been tentatively engaged
for "The Garden of Charity."
BENNY LEONARD TO STAR
Benny Leonard, lightweight champion boxer
of the world, has signed a contract with the
Reputable Pictures Corporation, at 220 West
Forty-second Street, to appear as the star in
a series of twelve two-reel films written by
Sam Hellman, sports writer and huniorist,
whose stories have been appearing in the Saturday Evening Post and other periodicals and
newspapers. The series will be known as
"Flying Fists.'"
* * *
•
'MEDDLING WOMEN' COMPLETED
The last click of the camera has clicked
on the final scene of Lionel Barrymore's
latest screen vehicle "Meddling Women," a
Chadwick Pictures Production. "Meddling
Women" was both written and directed by
Ivan Abramson. In the supporting cast are
Dagmar Godowsky, Sigrid Holmquist, Hugh
Thompson, Ida Darling and others.
* * *
BROCKWELL RESIGNS FROM F. N.
F. M. Brockwell has resigned as manager
of the New Jersey Exchange of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., and his duties
have been assumed by J. C. Vergesslich.
* * *
GRIFFITH SIGNS NEWCOMBE
Warren A. Newcombe, Artist Designer for
D. W. Griffith's "America,'' has been signed
under contract for a year by Mr. Griffith as
his Art Director. Mr. Nev/combe has produced two of his own pictures, "Sea of
Dreams" and "City of Enchantment," notable
for their pamted sets.
* * *
NEW THEATRE FOR FLORIDA
- C. C. Liddon has let contract for the erection of a seven hundred seat house at Marianna, Florida.

"A Woman of . Hollywood'" has ' been selected as the next J. Stuart Blackton production for yitagraph. - It is a striking. drama of
.life
in .tlie
film intimate
' colony shots
amongof, the
studiosin
and will
include
pictures
theIrene
making.
. ' been engaged for one of the
Rich has
three principal roles. Production will begin
at the Hollywood, studios of Vitagraph soon.
'SANDRA' FOR BARBARA LA MARR
"SandrajVj^ current nQvel,-b.y^' Pgarl- jPoles
:B6ll, "has been,, selected- as- t1(Te„stor}y.,,fot;' .Bar-t>ara La Ma^r's initial starring ,picture,, for
iFirst
be madeNational
in Newrfi?!ase..^;:rjhe
York under pr94ucj^i9n/'',^i,n
the-.ajJspfc^s. of
Sawyer and Lubin. *
*
:
FISH-SCHURMAN JrOYE
' ' . Fish-Schurman
Corporation ^announces
'^tliey'have moved tlteir office frotri 3'3 West.
^60th strep't ?o more spacicius qliarte-rsi 'at
-t/ji-r
45 West 4Sth street.

'SCARAMOUCHE' PROrOGUE . ~
This striking prologiJe was , ari'angecl by the management of the ImperM TheaHie, AshevillS, North Carolina,
for the engagement of Metro's "ScaramoUche." An actor, dressed in the period of the French Revolution
sang French songs and gave a brief outline pf the F rench history of the time actionj^^<pf picture -talcfs place.
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T LOYD INGRAHAM has been engaged by Metro to
direct Viola Dana in "The Beauty Prize." The story
is described as fast moving and of a type that Mr. Ingraham
has directed with unvarying success. As to the latter part
of tlie statement we are in full sympathy. We believe it
absolutely from our knowledge of him and our acquaintance with him. We would disbelieve anything that is suggested to the contrary. Mr. Ingraham is of th& real human
sort, most companionable and with a wide understanding
of the ways of the world.
TTARRY CHARNAS of Cleveland, Pittsburgh, De■"-troit and the Ohio territory generally, dropped
into New York for a week-end April 12. If anyone
has an idea the Independents are down in the mouth
they should converse with this ex<5hangeman. He
radiates optimism. It is not difficult to understand
why he succeeds.
ORD comes from the Ufa-Decla Company in Berlin
that Emil Jannings will not come to the United States.
He has closed a contract with Ufa for a series of pictures,
preparations for the making of which are now under way.
■The appearance of Mr. Jannings in an American picture
would have been something to look forward to. Nevertheless itis a matter for congratulation all around that he
is to play in pictures regardless of where they are made.
He is an actor of unusual personality and has created a
place for himself which is unique.
JOHN LOWELL RUSSELL, the star and producer
of "Lost
in a toBigsitCity,"
to lieading,
P!a.,
last weeflc
in onwenttheover
opening
of his
picture in the Carr & Schad Theatre, The Arcadia.
Mr. Ixiwell also made a personal appearance at the
Alhambra in Reading, taking along Baby Ivy Ward.
The attendahce, which was heavy the first night,
increased on the second and third with the result
of a hundred-foot line-up in the rain.
E. STOREY, general sales manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., is off on a tour of the middle west. He
is taking along his field glasses and will make a careful
examination of conditions. Also he| will visit many theatre
owners. The expansion of Pathe business has made necessary the securing of larger quarters for various branch
officesT One of Mr. Storey's tasks , will be establishing
these new exchange quarters.
"PDWIN MILES FADMAN, president of Red Seal, ,
leaving
New independent
Yorlc for a exchange
tnp to thecenters
coast, during
'visit.1
ing issome
twenty
the course of his journey.
j^RTHUR/S.^KANE, president of Associated Exhibitors,
is back in New York after an absence of' several months
in Los Angeles-. In fact he remained away so long that we
were beginning to thinkisw'e; had : lost him. This son of
Kansas is -too good a New Yorker and citizen generally to
be spared to the west coast. That particular spot in. the
map already has taken from this side of the country quite
a sufficient riuitiber of regular fellows. Mr. Kane reports
that producers in Los Angeles are now controlling expenditures and profiting by . past experiences with high costs.
He reports that this action makes for stability and he is
right.

J] LMER PEARSON, the v. p. and g. m. of Pathe, is back
from a flying visit to the coast, bringing with him a
contract for fifty-two two-reel comedies a year Avith Hal
.Roach and at the Mack Sennett shop the Pathe chief
signed for four series of two-reelers totaling forty-two for
the year. Mr. Pearson is strong for Harry Langdon, the
new comedian.
There's a lot of others of the same mind.
■p^WID
WARFIELD,
has held
aloof from
the screen,
was a who
recentas yet
visitor
in Hollywood,
where he was the guest of honor at a special presentation of Jackie Coogan's Metro picture, "A Boy of
Flanders." It was in an imitation of Warfield that
the boy Coogan attracted the attention of Charles
Chaplin. He then was forming in his own mind the
story of "The Kid " You know the rest.
'pnOMAS MEIGHAN, accompanied by Booth Tarkington, Victor Heerman and Paul Sloane, have been spending a,few days at Sing Sing. Somewhat unnecessarily we
have been assured that the call was of a purely social character. In the same breath we are told that the visit was
in connection with the filming of Tarkington's story, "Whispering Men," which is a screen original. The purpose of
the visit was the absorbtion of atmosphere. Sing. Sing is
said to be one of those places where a little of that goes a
long way.
CYD.
knownoffasin"Old
Bill"April
in moving
pictureWALKER,
circles, stopped
Canada.,
8, on
his way to the United States. It is said Mr. Walker
will take up work in this country. He was accompanied by Jack Harding, the well known stunt man
of the English picture industry. The former first
came, to the attention of American picturegoers as
"Old Bill," a character created by Bruce Bairnsfather.
yr^DInc.,
A. SCHILLER,
general representative
Loews'
is now a father-in-law.
His daughter,ofElizabeth
Mae, was married April 14, at the Biltmore to J. Byron
Akins of Atlanta. Following a honeymoon at Atlantic City
the couple will go to Atlanta, where they will make their
home.
TTARRY REICHENBACH is back from abroad. He
has had a most pleasant trip visiting many of
the European countries and crossing the Mediterranean
into Africa He missed the T. N. T. dinner, but says
there are a number of things he saw which must have
been fully as funny.
OUIS V. BROCK, well known in the export division of
the industry and now connected with the foreign department ofAssociated First National Pictures, will be married in June to Helen V. Starr of '370 Riverside Drive,
•
New York.
pLAYING
Colleen
Moore in "The Perfect
whichwith
is now
at the FlapFirst
National per,"Studios
underbeingJohnphotographed
Francis Dillon,
will
be her brother, Cleve
It is the youngster's first
. , ' apprarance before: -the camera.
WILLIAM A. ("BILL") JOHNSTON, sitting in at a
■recent trade luncheon, responded to a suggestion that
the industry was one of shitting bedfellows by passing on
one that had come to him: "Pifnlicity makes strange bedfellows and strange bjdfellovirs make publicity." Tom
Hanley butted in to inquire if we had heard it said there
must be a good showman over at the Broadway, where
'The Galloping Fish" was playing Holy Week.
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Screen

and

allay any concern that may prevail in the trade
nevertheless it is assuring to many to be told that

Monopoly

Adolph Zukor said on Tuesday that
WHEN
the motion picture business is too big for any
individual of group to monopolize it he
touched a subject that for several weeks has been
more or less in the minds of exhibitors and ^roducers alike.
The president of Paramount has sensed the
feeling the same as have other men in the industry, and possibly felt that his name was not entirely unconnected with an impression which if
more or less intangible nevertheless was present.
Mr. Zukor was a showman before he was a producer. He realized that if he Avould address the
industry as a whole no better stage could be set
than one which contained "among those present"
representatives of the motion picture business
Dress.
While Mr. Zukor spoke extemporaneously
nevertheless his remarks indicated that the whole
subject had been much in his mind and that he had
given it careful consideration.
It was only last week one of the prominent independent distributors declared the situation confronting the industry was really serious because of
the first run embarrassment, due to the fact that
"three companies

now

practically control

the

trade."
"Give me the first runs and I will snap my
fingers at the others," declared this film man.
"Three companies now control so many theatres in
so many cities that other companies can get a
booking only when one of the others has a picture
so rotten that while it will be paid for it will be put
on the shelf and an outside production will be used
but will not be paid for, regardless of how good it

be."
may
Another
independent distributor, discussing the
coming amalgamation or merger of Metro and
Goldwyn, took an exactly opposite position from
his competitor. His viewpoint was that with a
narrowing circle of distributors the exhibitor would
give an increasing "break" to the independents as
an offset to any tendency to centralize.
Mr. Zukor in his address did not indicate any
particular department of motion picture activity
in which by reason of the dominance of gray matter it would be impossible for a monopoly to be
created — his language showed that he was thinking of all of them.
With the distributor who said if given the iirst
runs he would snap his fingers at all the others
there will be many who will take strong issue.
There are those who will say if given the others
they will sign over to any one the first runs.
Whether

or not Mr. Zukor's remarks tend to

in the picture business "gray matter

thing." School

and

is the big

Theatre

controversy between the Motion Picture
THE
Theatre Owners and the Parent Teachers Association ofKansas City again brings into the
limelight ^ condition Avhich long has been a source
of irritation to exhibitors in many places.
The obstacle to an agreement between the tAvo
bodies in Kansas City following two conferences is
that Friday night is the time most available for
pupils to attend the theatres. Also it is the night
or one of the nights when business is good.
A. M, Eisner, head of the theatre owners of the
city, has urged' upon the Parent-Teachers body
that much may be gained through co-operation in
planning benefit showings of pictures at neighborhood houses.
In some sections success has folloAved the plan
of inviting the local body interested in Avhat
may describe as "non-theatrical" entertainment to
assist in the selection of a program for one night
a Aveek at the local theatre.
The idea is worth a sincere trial. It well may
folloAA^ that once the "outsiders" get accustomed to
a theatre, eA^en once a Aveek, the practice may become permanent and new patrons Avill result.
British

Pictures

IN his talk to his fellow-diners Tuesday, Hugh
D. Mcintosh of Australia uncovered in his interesting Avay one of the dominating reasons
for the concern Avith Avhich Britishers everywhere
vicAv the dominance of American pictures.
American films, Mr. Mcintosh declared, make
of the Englishman an object of derision, with the
result that races other than white under the rule of
Britain look upon their governing nation as one to
be belittled.
For the extending of motion picture studios
under the control of Englishmen there could be no
stronger incentive than this. The complaint of
Mr. Mcintosh should be given careful attention by
American producers. We believe the situation to
be overstated by him, as could be demonstrated by
allusion to definite titles and characters, but there
is a distinct basis for it.
At the same time it may not be forgotten that
Americans have been justly and unjustly lampooned and harpooned by Britishers, before the
days of the beloved Charles Dickens — Avho AAaelded
something of an "axe" himself — as AA^ell as after.
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they will sign over to any one the first runs.
Whether

or not Mr. Znkor's remarks tend to

days of the beloved Charles Dickens — who wielded
something of an "axe" himself — as Avell as after.
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The
Exhibitors'
Round
Table
New Hodkinson Manager
City by W. P. Bernfield, former Universal
A Small Man in a Big Way
city salesman.
L. W. Alexander arrived in Kansas City
The
old
slogan,
"Know
your
patrons,"
has
been more than casually observed by W. Paul
last Monday to assume his new duties as
Big Summca: Ahead
Bowlin, manager of the Missouri Theatre,
branch manager of the Kansas City Hodkinson office. Mr. Alexander, who formerly
Mountain Grove, Mo. Few small motion picEddie Bonns, head of the Goldwyn exture houses in towns of 2,000 inhabitants can
ploitation department, was in Kansas City was branch manager of the Kansas City Uniboast of a fifteen-piece orchestra. Yet, that last week on a tour of the Goldwyn-Cosmoversal office, left last October to become manis exactly what theatregoers of Mountain
politan exchanges, remaining two days.
ager of the Chicago Universal office. The
Grove are enjoying. Little more than a year
last
few
months he has been in Los Angeles.
"King Tut"
that spring
dicative of a says
big summer
season.business is in^ ^ ^
ago Mr. Bowlin became manager of the theatre and it did not take him long to discover
that his patrons liked music. Hence, an orCongratulations on the New Arrival
Round Table Briefs
chestra of eight pieces was increased to fifA "bouncing baby boy" found the way to
John Ragland, personal representative for
teen, including a piano, two cornets, three
home of Raymond Gear, manager of the
saxaphones, a base horn, two alto. horns, a Harold Lloyd, was in Seattle for two days the
Mayflower Theatre, Florence, Kas., last week.
last week, with Mrs. Ragland They are on
miarimbaphone, three violins, a cello, drums,
All week a proud father has been distributing
and bells.
their way East through Canada. Mr. Ragland
^ * ^
But, wisely enough, Mr. Bowlin did not met a number of prominent exhibitors while
cigars.
take money from his pictures and transfer it here.
*
*
*
to the orchestra, much as his patrons desired
Buys Fox Kansas City Building
Dick Charles, of Vader, Wash., who with
good music. Which boils down to the quesThe Fox Film building. Nineteenth and
Mr. Bowen, operates a circuit of several
tion;"How does he do it?" The musicians,
Wyandotte Streets, Kansas City, was pursmall towns, will be taken home this week
although capable enough, are not an expenchased last week by Morris A. Friedman from
sive lot. Unnecessary overhead expenses have
from the hospital, where he has been conRay T. Bowling for $45,000, including a vafined by illness for several months.
been eliminated and enough additional pacant lot on Main Street, nortti of Fifty-first
* * *
tronage isattracted by the orchestra to make
Street. The building is 50x105 feet.
the theatre a paying proposition. That is the
Dana Hayes, who has been managing the
answer.
Strand in Seattle for a number of months,
* * *
has returned to California. He is succeeded
Norma Schinke Writes Novel
here
by A. Barry, of the Greater Theatres
Koch Makes Successful Trip
Memories of other film days in Kansas
Company.
* * *
Stanley Koch, Kansas representative for
City have been revived by the announcement
United Artists, does little talking about "big
that Miss Norma Schinke, forGoldwyn - Cosmopolitan announces that of the merlyfact
with the Pathe and Standard exchanges
business," but last week, after mentioning
"Three
Weeks"
will
be
roadshowed
out
of
that the Beacon Theatre, Dodge City, Kas.,
Seattle, having its Northwest premiere at of Kansas City, now a resident of Mosone of the largest houses between Kansas
cow, Mo., has written a novel, "The Devol
City and Denver, had closed, he confided that the Blue Mouse Theatre here, at advanced
his trip through the Sunflower state has been
^ ^ ^
the most successful one in several months.
prices.
John Mraz expects to open his Mraz Thea* * *
tre, Colton,_ Wash., April 20. "When KnightKansas Branch Manager Honored
ture. hood Was in Flower" will be his opening feaAs a tribute to E. C. Rhoden, Kansas City
Wolf "
branch manager of the First National office,
Wesp has resigned the management
the office force has designated the month of of F.theE. Liberty
Theatre, Kelso, Wash. He
May as "Rhoden Month." Mr. Rhoden not is succeeded by Mr. Turner, an exhibitor from
only was born and married in May, but it Astoria, Oregon.
^ ^ ^
was four years ago in May that he came to
Kansas City. To make next month a record
Mr. Charles, first vice-president of the Robbreaker in sales is the goal of the office force.
ert Morton Organ Company, is in Seattle on
* * *
business.
^ ^
Quits Universal to Join Hodkinson
The Texas M. P. T. O. will convene in
L. W. Wier has resigned as manager of the
Dallas, Texas, May 6-7.
Kansas City Universal office to accept a po- annual convention at
* * *
sition as Hodkinson district manager on the
Raymond Willie, house manager for the
Pacific coast. Mr. Wier recently came to
Palace Theatre at Dallas, Texas, has resigned
Kansas City from the Pacific coast. Until
to enter private business.
a new branch manager is named, Gerald
^ % ^
Akers, Middle Western district manager for
The management of the Odeon Theatre
Universal, is in charge of the office. Sam
MUSIC HATH CHARMS
af Bartlesville, Okla., has closed a part of
Stoll, city salesman for Universal, has been
Believes Managing Director Edward Hyman of
promoted to manager of the Universal Des
its balcony, until the same can be made safe,
the Brooklyn Mark Strand and so he presents
by order of the City Inspection Bureau.
a condensed opera Here is Cavalleria Rusticana.
Moines, la., office, being succeeded in Kansas
PROLOGUES AND PRESENTATIONS
An elaborate musical prologue staged by Managing Director Edward Hyman to
accompany
screeningandof aFirst
National's
"Flowingiof Gold"
at the Brooklyn
Mark
StrandtheTheatre,,
setting
of an exterior
a fashionable
cov.ntry
home which made an attractive background for Warner's "The Marriage Circle."
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Gives Luncheon and Reception
Mr. and Mrs. Willard C. Patterson, the
former manager of the Atlanta Metropolitan
Theatre, and the latter, owner and editor of
the Atlanta "Weekly Film Review ' were tendered a luncheon and reception last Wednesday night in the Blue Room of the Ansley
Hotel upon the eve of their departure from
Atlanta on a five weeks trip to the Pacific
coast.
Altogether it was a very charming and
brilliant affair, fostered and attended by
prominent Atlantans, leaders in the civic and
club life of the city and the film fraternity
en masse, together with the editors of the
Atlanta newspapers.
^ ^ ^
Exchange News
E. L. Walton, Butte manager of Greater
Features, Inc., has been transferred to Denver, as manager of the branch exchange there.
E. E. Harris, assistant manager at Butte, has
been promoted to manager.
Educational Merits a Scoop
What looks very much Hke a scoop for the
Educational Film exchange, was the record
hung up last week by Manager J. A. Gage, of
having an Educational subject in every theatre
in Seatt'e where motion pictures are shown,
with but
one exception.
no drive
on,
either
! This
is a sitrongThere's
argument
in favor
of the short subjects, being so widely discussed today. Gage is a real hustler. Through
his ov.'n efforts he secured a full page, with
photographs and interesting text, in the magazine section of the leading Sunday paper, on
the first of the "Secrets of Life" series,
which he tied up with the advertising of the
Strand Theatre, where the subject was being
played, in a 15-inch one column block letter
ad, directing
the readers'
to the
article
in the other
section ofattention
the paper.
* * *
Butterfield Returns from Coast
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Butterfield returned
on March 29 from a two months trip to California. They found theatrical conditions very
good on the Coast. While in Chicago, Mr.
Butterfield O. K.'d the plans for the new
million dollar theatre in Flint. He also announces the leasing of the Orpheum Theatre
at Fort Wayne, Indiana, and will take possession of same for next season. This
house will be remodeled, with new stage,
seats, scenery, dressing rooms and equipment,
at an expense of $40,000. It will be renamed
the Capitol and placed in the Michigan Circuit of Theatres.
* * *
'To the Victor Belong the Spoils'
.- Eric Mayell,- stafif ^;ameraman for Fox news
ki Seattle, won the first merit bonus for his
|)eautiful
photographed
subjecttheonmanner
"Sheep."in
Mr. Mayell
has exemplified
jwhich a simple event with no sensational
iiiews angle can make an item of remarkable
•interest, in the hands of an enterprising and
,^ble cameraman.
t*
*
I:
Two Theatres Combine
f L. P. Perry and Collier Brothers, owners
Respectively of the Palace and Collier Broth■ers' Theatres, at Stephens, Ark., have com■jbined. The
willoperation
be closed under
while the
(Palace
will Collier
continue
the
•|oint management of the interested parties.
b. './
* :N *
John McGraw Take Notice
A ragged newsboy, madly chasing a baseball down Eighteenth Street, the heart of
Kanras City's film colony, last week was the
cause of an "inspirational" idea, simultaneously, in the minds of several exchange representatives and exhibitors.
The result is

the organization of the Pathe-Crescent baseball team, a city-wide challenge to other film
clubs and the proposed organization of a Film
League in Kansas City this season.
All ambitious candidates have been requested to call "Rube" Melcher of the Selznich
outs. branch, telephone Harrison 9180, for try^ ^ ^
Dinner for New Universal Manager
William Sherry, who has just been named
as district manager for Universal, with supervision over New Haven, Albany and Buffalo, was tendered a dinner in Albany the
other night by exhibitors and exchange managers. George Wright, Samuel Suckno, Samuel Friedman, Charles Walder, James W.
Holden, Harry Thompson, C. R. Halligan and
James Speer were among
* * *those present.
Promotion to First Run Successful
The first week of the Apollo Theatre, a
suburban house of Kansas City, as a first run
theatre has convinced Martin Finkelstein,
manager, that the move was a wise one. Although about three miles from the downtown
section, the theatre is located in a thickly
-populated residential district and the new
venture appears destined to be profitable.
^ ^ ^
To Install New Cooling System
A permit has been issued to the Majestic
Theatre at Dallas, Texas, to install a cooling
system to cost $40,000. This system will be
of the refrigerator type using carbon dioxide
as the cooling medium. It will be built in
two duplicate units, and will be the largest
cooling system in any Southwest theatre.
Now He's Here — Now He's There
H. E. Corbyn, manager of the A. H. Blank
Enterprises, Kansas City office, has proved
himself a "marathon" salesman. No sooner
did he return from an extended trip over
the territory, in behalf of .some of his features, than he was gone again last week.
^ ^ ^
Gets New Appointment as Manager
J. P. Scates, who has been manager of
the Paramount Theatre, Okanogan, Wash.,
for some time, has been appointed manager
of the Rialto Theatre, Bremerton, Wash., succeeding Albert Finkelstein, resigned. Mr.
Finkelstein has not yet announced his plans.
iii ^: Hr.
Resigns His Post
A. F. (Jack) Cowland retires from the
Phil A. Pierce Company, at Dallas, Texas,
and is succeeded by J. Lee Zumwalt, an attorney and counselor for the Company. Phil
A. Pierce and M. M. Newcombe are equal
shareholders of the reorganized Company.

Joe Brandt, President
^ ^ sf=of C. B. C. Film
Corporation, was called home ahead of schedule, from a business trip, while in Seattle,
owing father.
to the sudden serious illness of his
wife's
* * *
Greater Features, Inc., of Seattle announces
the
purchase
"The for
SantatheFeeight
Trail"
15episode
Arrowof serial,
Pacific
Northwest states. It is scheduled for immediate release.
sfJ sf: ^
District manager Walter Wessling, of
Pathe, came up from Portland, with Mr.
Samuelson, Portland Pathe manager, to attend the combined Film Board of Trade and
"Naked Truth" dinner, at which Portland
board members were guests of the Seattle
organization. The local dinner was held at
the Hotel Gowman, and the event was a huge
success.
* * *
"Dorothy
of Haddon
Hall"
has
been
booked Vernon
by managers
of the
Seattle
Strand and the Portland People's Theatre,
for day and date showings April 26. It will
play at $1 top matinees, and $1.50 top nights. *
It has also been booked at the Spokatie Casino where it will play at the same prices.
Seattle Goldwyn has transferred a number
of Washington towns to the Portland exchange. Service will therefore be supplied
out of Portland hereafter to : Woodland,
Kalama, Kelso, Vader, Tenino, Napavine,
Castle Rock, Bucoda, Winlock and Onalaska.
effective April first.* * *
L. B. Metzger, manager of the Portland
office of F. B. O., has resigned, to return to
the middle West, where he contemplates locating permanently. He is succeeded in Portland by Milt Hosfelt. formerly on the staff
of the Los Angeles F. B. O.
^ ^ ^
Following several trips into the territory,
E. C. Rhoden, manager of the Kansas City
First National branch, is convinced that
rumors
of "better
business"
are notreturned
"pep"
stories, but
realities.
Mr. Rhoden
from the key centers last Saturday and remained only long enough to take a glance at
some large pictures of First National stars,
which, were received by the local office last
week, framed and hung on the walls.
Four new faces are among the personnel
:J: i*:
of the Kansas Citv:j( Vitagraph
branch force
this week. W. M. Miller, .salesman ; Miss
Catherine
Scott, assistant cashier. Miss
Jeanette Conant. stenographer, and Miss
Clara Ragland, inspector.
•
:jc
A new sales svstem is being installed in
the Kansas City First National branch. J. C.
McGowen of the home office is in town assisting in the installation.
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The
CONSIDER

THE

^

Litde

Fea.ture

SHORTS

Mr. Exhibitor, ciioose
DO youryou,
program with care or do
you resort to the catch-ascatch-can method? Do you try to
arrange your program with an eye
to perfect balance or do you trust to
luck that your feature and short subjects will blend? It will pay you
to consider your short subjects and
give them the consideration they deserve.
A few years ago there was little
to choose in the short subject field.
There was the slap-stick comedy and
the blood curdling serial but times
have changed and the short subject
now offers a variety of entertainment that is worthy of your study.
For instance, if you have a heavy
melodramatic feature you can break
the strain with a polite comedy. If
you are showing a comedy feature,
such as "The Yankee Consul,"
"Safety Last" or "His Darker Self,"
a short subject drama or educational
short should be shown to give balance. With a tragic picture as "Beau
Brummel," a fast moving comedy
can be used to good advantage. The
newsreel, of course, is never out of
place in any program.
There is not an exhibitor who has
not, at one time or another, seen a
sickly feature saved by a strong, red
blooded short subject. The short
picture is not to be treated as a poor
relation. It is a full fledged member of the family and is entitled to
be treated as such. Many times it
will save anaemic members of the
family and keep father from bankruptcy through too many funerals.
If a short subject is good enough
to show your patrons, it is good
enough to be given your consideration. It is no longer a filler. It is
entertainment just as much as is
your feature. Don't neglect it because it issize
short.
Napoleon wasn't
much for
!

'REALM OF SPORT' 1 reel
Educational
This picture is a Lyman H. Howe Hodge
Podge and contains a little of everything
It shows water in various flowing forms
from the garden hose to Niagara Falls. The
study is interesting.
The marines come in for their share by
showing them at drill and signal practice
with the heliograph instruments.
In the realm of Sportville is shown pushball, skiing, aquaplaning and boxing.
There is nothing to make this sub-"'-'
stand out prominently. It is quite ordinary and should be used with short comedy
to
fill
alone. out a program. It will not stand

'GOING EAST'
2 reels
Educational
short
best
s
Hamilton'
one ofthatLloyd
This is and
is .saying something. It
comedies
and dishows as much care in preparation
recting as the average, feature. A sleepmg
car is the scene of the greatest action and
manv of the stunts are side-splitting.
Llovd decides to leave home and travel
east. ' As he is about to get into his berth,
berth asks him to pera woman in the next children
to sleep with
mit several of her
him. Five youngsters crawl into the berth
and start eating crackers. Lloyds expressions
party are good. At last the childuringdren the
go to sleep and a detective boards the
train with two convicts on their way to SingSing. Lloyd is deputized to help guard them
and more action ensues. Finally he finds a
skunk along the track and brings it into the
it is a silver
car, under the impression that car
from the
fox. The trainmen cut his
on a siding in sole poshim
train andsession ofleave
the .sleeper.
You can. book this picture and give it good
advertising
A WONDER HORSE
In
Pathe's
"King
of Wild parti
Horses,"
animal takes the leading
He this
jumpsintelligent
a wide
chasm and swims the rapids. He defies capture.
'GREEN GROCERS'
Universal
1 reel
Slim Summerville and Bobby Dunn furnish
the amusement in this one reel comedy. The
action takes place in a grocery store and although there is no plot, there is plenty of
action and several new stunts are injected
which add life to the picture.
The picture deals with the trials and tribulations of grocery clerks in a small town.
The delivery of a sack of flour to the home
of a beautiful damsel furnishes the theme,
and a wild auto ride is the climax.
The picture is an average comedy.

Educational 'OUT BOUND'
1 reel
There is no lost motion in this picture.
Sid Smith and Cliff Bowes keep the action
running from the first click to the last. Thea
action is started by Smith who becomes
truck driver. He backs the truck against
a house and timbers projecting from the truck
enter a window and pick up a bed upon which
Bowes is sleeping. The truck backs to the
edge of a high cliff and leaves the bed suspended in a perilous manner.
Most of the action centers around the cliff
scene and the comedy is fast moving and
funny. The truck is a self dumping- type and
faulty mechanism raises and lowers the bed
over the cliff. Smith and Bowes are finally
dumped over the bluff and land in a water
hole.
This is a good comedy and will find favor.

LOOK WHO'S HERE
If
like bathing
and that
"The Hollywood
Kid" onewill dull
interest
you.
Mackyou Sennett
turns beautSes
all his tricks
loosesortin ofthisthing,
roaringPathe's
comedy.
There is not
moment.
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'THE
E'ducational

LADY

BIRD'

1 reel

This is one of the "Secrets of Life'' series
of microscopic pictures by Louis Tolhurst.
"The Lady Bird," which is not a bird, but an
armoured insect that devours orchard pests,
is the subject of this chapter. Mr. Tolhurst
puts his microscope mto play and reveals the
habits of this strange insect.
The Lady Bird feeds upon scale in orchards
and it is through the untiring work of this
insect that scale has been kept under control.
The Lady Bird, in the caterpiller stage, consumes 40 orchard pests' each hour and the
microscope shows the caterpiller at work.
The winter quarters of the Lady Bird are
shown. They hide beneath twigs in a canyon
in the mountains and freeze solid during the
cold weather and come to life with the first
lays of the summer sun.
The "Secrets of Life" series are proving
very popular and this latest of the series is
among the best.
'PRETTY PLUNGERS' 2 reels
Universal
If your patrons are partial to bathing
beauty comedies this one will please. There
is hardly a scene in which there is not a
girl in a bathing suit. The scenes in the
swimming tank are excellent, not only in
regards to feminine beauty, but by the use
of slow moving pictures which show high
divers and stunt swimmers in action. The
camera catches the action with wonderful
clearness and will prove instructive to swimmers and divers.
This is one of the few pictures of bathing
beauties wherein the beauties actually get wet.
The cast is made up of aquatic experts and
their tricks are a revelation.
This comedy is far above the average and
shows time and care in the preparation. Many
novel stunts are introduced and it really hits
high water mark.
You will make no mistake in booking this
one.

Pathe

'FLICKERING

YOUTH'

2 reels
Harry .Langdon, Sennett's comedian, never
had
betterof vehicle
than "Flickering
Youth."in
It isa one
the funniest
short pictures
months. There is a well defined plot and
plenty of action.
Harry is engaged to a sweet young thing
and buys a ring for her. Before going to
her home to present the ring he stops in a
barber shop where he shows the ring to a
rough female barber. He permits the barberess to try the ring on her finger and she
then claims him as her own. A party is
held at Harry's home to celebrate the occasion
and
lady's house
barber and
friends
attend.
ends allin the
a rough
a ride
in theIt
Harry is arrested for breach of promise
patrol.
and in court the disappointed barberess relates some fanciful scenes which she claims
were enacted. They show Harry as a city
slicker who deserts the poor young farm girl.
However, it ends happily and Harry marries
his sweetie.
This picture is exceptionally good. The
titles are funny and the situations are excellent. Your patrons will like this one.

'HIGHBROW STUFF'
2 reels
Pathe
If you don't laugh af Will Rogers in this
one there is something wrong. In "Highbrow Stuff" he certainly scores big. This
picture is one of the satirical series being
made on actors of renown. In this he takes
the part of an English actor who has been
playing Russian stuf? in a highbrow theatre.
His work as a Russian is good but when he
signs up to play in the movies he reaches the
heights.
His acting before the camera is so bad the
director attempts to make the scenes rough
enough to cause him to break his contract
but he resigns himself to everything and
finally wins out.
The picture opens with a Russian family
scene in which cubists have been at work.
The tables and chairs all have peculiar angles
and the walls are done in crazy fashion. Rogers creates a laugh the minute he appears,
dressed as a Russian peasant, with a flowing
beard.
In the studio scenes he is a scream. He
goes nerthrough
his scenes
in a mechanical
manwhich arouses
the wrath
of the director.
A few huskies are brought into play to beat
up Rogers but he handles the situation nicely.

ical series[
P)ATHE'S histor
is proving a great success.
The scenes are enacted as
acnearly as possible to the
tual happenings of events.
The scene at the left is from
"The Gatezvay to the West"

The picture ends in a wild horseback ride
through the studio in which Rogers clings
frantically to the horse until dismounted in
a pool
of mud.
Everyone
will like this picture. It is safe
booking for any theatre.
'THE Pathe Historical serial
J- " Leothcrstockings" has set a
nczv standard for chapter pictures. It is a frontier picture
of rare beauty and great care
has been used in via king the
events accurate reproductions

'GET BUSY'
Pathe
1 fiel
"Snub"'Pollard has discovered a new way
to make money. He, with his friend, are
members of the army of unemployed. They
land in a small town and are given a half
hour to find work or they will make little
jail. "Snub"
cityfriend
ones atandthehis
stones outa oflifebigguard
creates
becomes
business by pushing innocent bystanders off
the pier and "Snub" saves them.
It is not a bed of roses for the fun-makers,
however, as much of their time is wasted in
pulling non-paying victims from the briney
deep. After an exceptional rescue in which
they receive no credit, they end their careers
by jumping into the ocean.
"Snub" Pollard is funny in this one. There
are many original angles to the picture and
clever titles help put it over. It is a good
comedy for any program.

'ALICE'S WILD WEST SHOW'
Winkler Productions
l j-eel
This is a new combination cartoon and live
character feature arranged by Walt Dinsey
and is a very clever arrangement for producing unusual_ situations. The character, a
little girl, fits into the cartoon surroundings
and acts with cartoon characters. There is
very good proportion and great possibilities.
"Al ice's Wild West Show!'
withanda
scene wherein all the characters opens
are real
switches to Alice's adventures in the West,
where the cartoon background and characters are introduced. It shows the child chased
by pen and ink Indians and the many narescape.row escapes before she finally makes her
In "Alice's Day
Sea." This portrays
water scenes in whichat the
youngster mingles
with the denizons of the deep, and the whole
arrangement seems very real.

Pathe

'ONE

AT

A TIME'

1 reel
This is an average single reel funster.
There is nothing in the picture to make it
stand out. The usual slap-stick is used to
insert action, yet there are some good laughs
when Earl Mohan gets into action.
The picture deals with a prize fight in
whichone whoMohan's
oi¥ers
anycan lastmanager
two rounds
with$100
the todemon.
There are plenty of ambitious mitt artists
willing
swapmallet
punches.
Mohan's
uses theto old
soaking
stunt manager
to good
advantage and it .is good for a few laughs.
There is nothing original in the picture.
It is rough and tumble from start to finish
but it will make a good program filler.
Pathe

'AN IDEAL

FARM'

1 reel

There is little of interest to this. There
are flashes of flocks of ducks and chickens
being attended by farmerettes. Other subjects
in this reel are : "The Secrets of Soft Coal,"
"How the American Flag Is Made," and
"When to Winter
Comes." Each subject is too
short
be of interest.
It is a very ordinary.
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ARLISS

MAKES

HIT

IN COMEDY

DRAMA

Distinguished Star's Fine Work a Sure
Lure for 'Twenty Dollars a Week'
TWENTY DOLLARS A WEEK. Sehnick
Photoplay. Adapted from Edgar Franklin's Novel, "The Adopted Father." Director, Harmon Wright. Length 5,990
Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John Reeves
George Arliss
Muriel Hart
Edith Roberts
William Hart
,
Taylor Holmes
Chester Reeves
Rondlad Colman
James Pattison
Ivan Simpson
Little Arthur
Joseph Donohue
John Blair
Redfield Clarke
John Sloane
.Walter Hov/e
Clancy
William Sellery
John Reeves, steel magnafle, wagers with his son
Chester that he can earn twenty dollars a week and
live on it. He procures work in thie office of
William Hart's steel plant. Against her brother's
wish
sisterJohnadopts
a little
Hart Rjeeves
evens
up by Hart's
adopting
Reeves
as hisboy.
father.
foils James Pattison's plot to ruin Hart. Chester
also makes good as a workman and wins Hart's
sister.as The
father reveals his identity .-j^d takes
Hart
a partner.
By George T. Pardy
A NOTABLE example of what brilliant
results can be achieved with a plot of
light construction, when skilled direction and
clever acting are combined in equal proportions ! For here is a simple story turned
into comedy-drama oi Al quality, fit for the
screen of any theatre, big or little, and warranted to run up a winning box office score.
In his last film vehicle, "The Green Goddess,"' George Arliss made an undeniable
artistic hit. But one may confidently predict
that "Twenty Dollars a Week" will enjoy
greater popularity than its predecessor because of its simplicity, its freedom from alien
atmosphere, its delicious humor and that
crowning touch of human interest which appeals so eloquently to a majority of motion
picture patrons.
As might be expected when two such distinguished artists as George Arliss and Taylor Holmes join forces, there is an abundance
of really delightful character sketching in evidence and an air of everyday realism pervading the whole production which convinces
while it charms. Common sense tells you
that it would be a most unlikely thing for a
wealthy magnate of established reputation and
discreet age to indulge in such a freak as
John Reeves is represented as doing. But it
seems quite all right on the screen, thanks to
the fine art of the players and the able manner in which Director Harmon Wright handles his subject.
The problem of living on a small salary
is one of surpassing interest to the average
man or woman and it follows that the film's
title will draw like the proverbial sticking
plaster. Old man John Reeves solves it to
his own satisfaction on a weekly stipend of
twenty iron men and incidentally discovers a
plot to ruin his easy-going employer, brings
his financial knowledge and worldly wisdom
to bear on the situation, saves the day for
William Hart and incidentally works matters into a most exciting climax.
There's a lot of fun injected into the march
of events by the frolicsome antics of the
energetic kid. Arthur, which drive the impressionable William Hart nigh to the verge
of
nervous
prostration,
and character
Taylor Holmes'
interpretation of the latter
stands
out as the very acme of natural, side-splitting
comedy. As to George Arliss' work, all

that is necessary to say is that it registers
as a genuine Arliss treat, 100 per cent amusing and rich in those subtle bits of side-play
\Yhich are so artistically effective and impossible of imitation by the average actor.
Edith Roberts wears a number of exquisite
gowns which are sure to arouse the envious
admiration of the women folks and registers
as a very sweet and fascinating heroine. Little
Joseph Donohue, a most promising juvenile,
does extremely well as the boy Arthur. The
support has been carefully selected and is in
every way worthy of the principals.
You will make no mistake in booking this
feature and exploiting it as a comedy-drama
of unusual merit. Play up George Arliss and
Taylor Holmes, two names to conjure with in
the amusement world. Also make it plain that
"Twenty Dollars a Week" differs altogether
from any other picture in which Mr. Arliss
has appeared and offers a new and delightful
contrast to his other film roles. The title
ought to draw, especially if you start a newspaper discussion as to whether it is possible to
exist on such a slender sum per week as
twenty dollars.
* * *
LIVES UP TO ITS TITLE
'Pagan Passions' Colorful Melodrama
of Emotional Settings
Fury, With Oriental
PAGAN PASSIONS. Rellimeo Photoplay.
Released by Selznick. Author, Grace S.
Michie. Director, Colin Campbell. Length,
5,600 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John Dangerfield
Wyndham Standing
Mrs. Dangerfield
June Elvidge
Shirley Dangerfield
Barbara Bedford
Billy Dangerfield
Raymond McKee
Frank Langley
Sam De Grasse
Dreka Langley
Rosemary Theby
Dr. Trask
TuUy Marshall
When htr husband commits suicide Dreka Langley leaves her new-born baby with a family in China
and falls in love with John Dangerfield, a married
man. The two live in the Chinese underworld and
Mrs. Dangerfield
obtains'
divorce.
Years
Dangerfield
reforms
and aadopts
Billy,
the later,
boy
deserted by Dreka. Billy is sent to an American
college,
and loves;
Dangterfield's
His
supposedmeets
half-caste
nationality
is a daughter.
bar to their
marriage, which is removed when Dreka, before
dying, identifies Billy as her son. Dangerfield wins
back his wife and all ends well.
By George T. Pardy
THERE is a wealth of barbaric coloring in
this picture, which more than lives up to
its title in depicting a riot of unleashed human passions swirling against Oriental backgrounds, isintensely melodramatic, well directed and presented by an exceedingly capable cast. office value depends on the exhibIts box
itor's knowledge of what his patrons want.
Showmen catering principally to the family
trade may possibly find it a trifle too strong
for their patrons'' taste, yet there certainly
exists a demand for just such sensational productions in some localities, where it is pretty
sure to reap a luscious financial harvest.
The theme isn't a particularly agreeable one
and a morbid note is sounded at the very
beginning
of things,
whenof Dreka's
husband
commits suicide,
the echo
which continues
through the entire six reels, until banished by
astrength
snappy of
climax.
But there'sepisodes,
no denying
the emotional
nor the
the
artfully maintained suspense and these things
go far in gripping
an audience's
attention,
although and
theholding
moralist
would be
rather puzzled to dope out any shade of an
instructive lesson from the story, unless it

be that long continued residence amid Asiatic
surroundings doesn't tend to improve white
folks to any noticeable extent.
Among the big scenes are those in which
Dreka stabs her lover and sets fire to the
squalid dive in which they are living. Billy
Dangerfield's horror when he is led to believe
that he is a Chinaman and unworthy of the
girl he loves, his rescue of his mother from
a watery grave and the furious combat between the lad and the Chinese thugs during
which Dreka is slain. All of these incidents
are vftW filmed, skillfully staged and lead
up to a finish in which the sun shines at last
and the shadows are scattered for good.
The setlings include many excellent Chinese
interiors, that of the monastery where John
Dangerfield seeks temporary seclusion from
his stormy past, being especially effective.
There are many fine exteriors, with bits of
native life shown in neat long shots and closeups and superb lighting prevails.
Dramatic honors go to Wyndham Standing
for his sincere, appealing characterization of
John Dangerfield, the man who yields to the
lure of the tropics, but finally redeems himself.
It isn't a picture for children, but if your
clients like this sort of thing, the film ought
to make money for you. Where possible, a
Chinese prologue should be staged. Wyndham Standing, Tully Marshall, June Elvidge
and
Barbara Bedford are names worth advertising.
FILM OF MA^^Y CONTRASTS
'The Breaking Point' Combines Western Atmosphere, Society Romance
and Thrills
THE BREAKING POINT. Paramount Photoplay. Author, Mary Roberts Rineltart.
Director, Herbert Brenon. Length, 6,614
Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Judson Clark (Richard Livingstone) ..Matt Moore
Beverly Carlysle
Nita Naldi
Elizabeth Wheeler
Patsy Ruth Miller
Dr. David Livingstone
George Fawcett
William Lucas
John Merkel
Believing that he has killed the husband of
Beverly Carlysle,
an actrless
with
whomill he
infatuated, As
Judson Richard
Clark
flees,
is taken
and isloses
his memory.
Livingstone,
physician,
he
succeeds in New York and becomes engaged to
Eliziabeth Wheeler. Years later he is recognized
from the stage by BeVerly. The real culprit confesses the killing of Beverly's spouse. Judson finds
happiness with Elizabeth.
By George T. Pardy.
'T'HE oustanding quality of this film is the
variety
of contrasts
it offers.society
You backdon't
often
get Western
atmosphere,
grounds and a murder mystery served up in
aall,feature,
but "TheHerbert
BreakingBrenon
Point"hashasmade
'em
and Director
a fairly entertaining picture out of these ingredients. This despite the fact that the plot
hinges on what is getting to be a well-worn
angle in scenario land, loss of memorv and
the assumption of another personality by the
hero. The
actionthemoves
swiftly
chances
are that
attraction
will and
roll <-he
up
a tolerably decent box office score in most
theatres.
The action begins in New York, showing
a theatre interior, and then switches abruptly
to a little Western town. There, in the semidarkness of a ranch house, two rivals for the
love of a fascinating actress are brouarht together, ashootine occurs, and the hero flees,
thinking that he has killed a man His illness and loss of memory follows, and ten
years later he is seen as Richard Livingstone, physician, where he is recognized by
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the woman whose beauty caused all the
trouble in the first place. Then comes his
return to Wyoming and the clearing up of
the problem.
The shooting episode is uncommonly well
staged and Judson Clark's flight through a
snowstorm registers as a powerful bit of realism. His second escape from the sheriff is
another situation alive with thrills and sensational appeal. Through it all a good deal
of sympathy is aroused for the hero and the
girl to whom he becomes engaged while yet
unawarenition of
double
Beverly's torecogof thehisman
who life.
is supposed
have
murdered her husband and afterward perished
in the snow, takes place while she is playing
a leading part in a New York show, and this
is also an effective dramatic touch, although
of a very different kind from the blood and
thunder nature of the Wyoming incidents.
Matt Moore portrays the chap with the
mixed identities and does it extremely well.
Miss Naldi wears a number of gorgeous
gowns which will win the envious admiration
of feminine patrons, and looks haughtily
handsome as the philandering actress,
Beverly Carlysle. Patsy Ruth Miller
is a sweetly charming Elizabeth, and
smooth, evenly-balanced support is given the
principals by the remainder of the company.
The photography is 100 per cent effective.
The theatre shots are beautifully filmed and
the Western locations offer some great outof-doors views.
The name of the author should be played
up in your advertising and tie-ups arranged
with book stores on the strength of Mary
Roberts
Rinehart's Stress
story from
which the
picture is derived.
the double
identity
angle, due to the loss of memory, and draw
attention to the fact that the film action includes both Eastern and Western settings.
Matt Moore, Nita Naldi, Patsy Ruth Miller,
George Fawcett and Edythe Chapman are all
well known to the fans and should be mentioned.
^ ^ ^
IS BULLY

WESTERN

FILM

'The Silent Stranger' Brimful of Action and Thrilling Stunts
THE SILENT STRANGER. F. B. O. Photoplay. Author, Marion Jackson. Director,
Albert Rogell. Length, 5,040 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jack Taylor
Fred Thompson
Lillian Warner
Hazel Keener
Dad Warner
George Williams
Laddie Warner
Richard Headrick
The Horse
Silver King
Silas Norton
George Nichols
Law Sleeman
Bud Osborne
Sheriff
Horace Carpenter
Dick Blackwell
Frank Hagney
Jack Taylor, supposed deaf mute, arrives in Valley
City.' Mail thefts
have occurred
and Dad Warner,
postmaster,
is threatened
with dischargl^
Taylor
suspects
Sleeman,
Warner's
clerk,
capturedsavtes
by
the gang, escapes, stops another isrobbery,
Warner's
daughter,
Lillian,
from
the
bandits,
brings
about their arrest and wins the girl.
By George T. Pardy
A BULLY good Westerner, which should
prove a valuable box office asset in all
theatres where pictures of this kind are popular. None of its contemporaries could boast
of more zippy action, thrills and near neckbreaking
than "The
Stranger"
offers, andstunts
few present
such Silent
a compact,
well
developed plot, whicH moreover, gets off the
beaten trail and has a spice of originality
in it.
It is unquestionably the best vehicle yet
utilized for the starring of Fred Thompson,
who outdoes all his previous efforts in the
athletic line, displays cat-like agility, rides
like a champion and never spares himself
throughout the entire five reels. Silver King,
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that singularly beautiful and sagacious steed,
who has earned a front rank place among the
screen's four-footed actors, shares drawing
power honors with his master.
The hero makes his first appearance as a
deaf and dumb chap snooping about in apparently aimless fashion, thereby winning recognition am.ong the folk of Valley City as
"The Silent Stranger." They never suspect
that he is really a United States Secret Service man, engaged in running down the thieves
who
free with
Sam's
mail have
bags, been
and making
the mystery
whichUncle
surrounds
him is rather cleverly kept intact until he
has achieved his purpose.
The story possesses a good many novel
angles, not the least of which are the canny
tricks played by Silver King, whose intelligence is something to marvel over. How
the kids, will enjoy this stuff, and fT)r the
matter
of fact, grown-ups
as well
! It'swith
all
frank, straight-out
melodrama,
replete
dash and ginger, meant to entertain and succeeding admirably.
Fred Thompson's horsemanship is beyond
hostile criticism, he rides as though he were
a part of the animal he bestrides, indulges
in perfectly miraculous jumping feats and
fights with the joyous abandon of a Bengal
tiger. His escape from the bandits and the
scene in which he holds up the entire gang are
episodes alive with vibrant action and as
thrilling
as they make
The love interest
IS well maintained
and 'em.
a satisfactory
climax
attained.
Hazel Keener registers as a very charming
heroine, George Williams provides a sympathetic character sketch of her dad, Bud Osborne plays the sinister Sleeman convincingly
and the support as a whole is excellent. The
photography is rich in impressive exteriors,
there are many fine long shots and closeups,
and the lighting is adequate.
You can safely exploit this as an unusually
good Westerner. Play up Fred Thompson
as appearing in the best picture of his career, stress the wonderful performances of
Silver
and is
mention
Hazelby Keener's
good
work. King
If there
a demand
your patrons
for lively
will
surely melodrama
please them."The Silent Stranger"
* * *
•TRUE

AS STEEL'
HAS POTENT

LURE

Offers Familiar hut Interesting Theme,
Convincingly Developed, Cleverly
Acted and Well Directed
TRUE AS STEEL. Goldwyn-C'snwpolitan
Photoplay. Author and Director, Rupert
Hughes.
Length, 6,244 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mrs. Eva Boutelle
Aileen Pringle
Frank Parry
Huntley Gordon
Mra. Frank Parry
Cleo Madison
Ethel Parry
Eleanor Boardman
Harry BouteUe
Norman Kerry
Gilbert Morse
William Haines
Miss Leeds
Louise Fazenda
Jake Leighton
Louis Paine
Commodore Fairfield William H. Crane
Mr. Foote
Lucien Littlefield
Frank Parry, middle-aged, successful manufacturer,
goes to New York. There he becomes infatuated
with Mrs. Eva Boutelle, a handsome business woman.
Hje offers to secure a divorce, if she will do likewise, and marry her. The temptation is strong,
for Mrs. Boutelle is fascinated by him. But she
remains true to her marriage vows. Parry returns
home,
remosl;ful
to his faithful
wife.and determined to remain loyal
By George T. Pardy
T^HERE is every reason for believing that
"True as Steel" will attain a high measure
of popularity and prove a powerful box office
magnet for any exhibitor who books it. The

theme isn't exactly new, lately we have become extremely familiar with the heroine
whose success in the business world is only
equalled by her
to fascinate
contemporariesability
with physical
charms male
of potent
allure.
But ladies of the above mentioned type are
still good drawing cards for the screen, especially when, as in the present case, utilized
in conjunction with a story charged with
melodramatic energy and yet outlining what
impresses the spectators as a bit of actual
life. Such pictures possess particular interest for most feminine patrons in view of the
fact that so many of them play their own
part in the business world. The reflection
—"why that might happen to me, or somebody I know,"
naturally
arisesdevelops
in suchinin-a
stances as an office
romance
film. And, of course, the men folks get interested in their side of the question.
So Rupert Hughes, in his double capacity
of author and director, made a canny choice
when he produced this love idyl with a commercial setting and hero and heroine who
nearly, but not quite, tumble over the precipice of passion. The quality of suspense is
well maintained, you are never able to guess
just what is going to happen, at times it seems
as though the sprightly Mrs. Eva Boutelle
will yield to the fervid appeals of Frank
Parry, who is perfectly willing to divorce his
wife and wed her, provided she shakes her
own husband loose. But she never shakes, her
the final meeting' between the pair, which results in the lady resolving to remain "true as
steel" to her spouse, is a splendidly handled
situation, sure to make an audience "sit up and
When Gordon returns home, determined to
take
make notice."
the best of things and knows that he
still retains his wife's affection, which by the
way, will strike the average person as a
whole lot more than he deserves, he finds that
his daughter Ethel has taken up a business
career and intends to stick to it, despite her
parent's
So thegenerated
tale ends inwith
a certain disapproval.
am.ount of anxiety
his
mind as to Ethel's future. It isn't a gloomy
finish,
a conventionally
"happy"'
and
in
this, nor
as well
as other things,
Hughesone,shows
that he refuses to be bound by straight movie
tradition.
Money has not been spared in the production
of the feature. The mountings are elaborate,
gorgeous interiors are in evidence, that of the
New York cabaret being unusually striking,
good photography and lighting complete the
picture's
artistic particular
charm, thepraise.
Gotham exterior
shots deserving
Aileen Pringle scores heavily in the role
of Eva Boutelle, a part in which her emotional talents and beauty are displayed to the
best advantage. Huntley Gordon plays Frank
Parry, the middle-aged husband and erstwhile
lover with convincing sincerity, Cleo Madison
is an appealing figure as the neglected wife,
and smooth, well balanced support is given
the principals by other members of the
cast.
When exploiting the feature play up Aileen
Pringle and refer to her recent sensational
hit
in the Other
leading
feminine names
role ofare"Three
Weeks."
worth-while
Cleo
Madison, Huntley Gordon, Eleanor Boardmann, Norman Kerry, Louise Fazenda and
Lucien Littlefield. Stress the angle of the
woman in business and the temptations to
which she may be subjected from the personal standpoint. And remember that Rupert
Hughes
of international reputation andishasan aauthor
big following.
Such catch phrases as — "Good steel may
bend, but won't break" — "Loyal in the Face
of Temptation" — can be used advantageously
in conjunction with the film's title, to provoke
public curiosity and draw patrons theatreward.
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'HURRICANE HUTCH'
IN STUNTS GALORE
William Steiners ^Surging Seas'
Abounds in Daring Deeds
SURGIN^G SEAS. Produced by WiUmin
Steiner. Distributed by Ncpj-Cal Film
Corporation.
by IVilltam S'teiiicr.
Length,
4,800 Directed
Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Bob Sinclair
Charles Hutchison
Edith Stafford
Edith Thornton
Charles Stafford
George Hackathome
Lionel Sinclair
David Torrence
Edwin Sinclair
Earl Metcalf
Hansen, the Mate
Pat Harmon
Bob Sinclair, resenting the stern domination of his
father, had left home to make his own way in the
world. His younger brother, Edwin, recretly inspired many of the misunderstandings and quarriels
between Bob and his parent. Bob subsequently
returns after making his fortune, only to find himself in a maze of difficulties, most of which rise
out of Edwin's embezzlement of his father's funds.
Edith
Bob's into
sweetheart
and toa save
ward herof
Lionel Stafford,
Sinclair, enters
the gamss
brother from the bad influence of Edwin, as also
Bob's reputation,
is accusedfakeofrobbery
burglarystagrd
and
attempt
to kill in awhosubsequent
by Edwin to cover up his embezzlements. In the
end. after a series ot thrilling ad\lenture; and daredevil stunts by Bob in order to liscape the police
until he can produce the proper evidenc* which
would clear his name, the truth outs, and Edwin
meets his just desei'ts, while Bob gets the girl.
By Michael L. Simmons
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on the fact that he has a picture which for
mile-a-minute-thrills and
downright action, has
all the elements lor
ticklish situations
craves. And what
chaser
thrill
which the
most emphatically should not be forgotten
of Charles Hutchison, or "Huris the name Hutch,"
the hero of many serials,
ricane
ion. * * up* in- prominent fashwhich should be played
ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ALL

'Between Friends' a Very Satisfactory
Film Especially Suited to Neighborhood Houses and Small
Town Theatres

Vitagra.ph ProFRIENDS.
duction. Story by Robert W. Chamber';.
Directed by J. S'tuart Blackton. Length,
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
David
Lou Tellegen
Feet. '
6,930Drene
Jessica Drene
Anna Q. Nilsson
Jack Greylock
Norman Kerry
Ceci'e White
Alice Calhoun
Quair
Stuart Holmes
juilder
Henry Barrows
Jack Greylock, the Ufelong fril^nd of David Drene,
a sculptor,
elopes
with toJessica,
wife. does
Remorse compels
Jessica
end herDavid's
life. David
not learn the name of the man and maintains his
friendship. David beconies bitter and cold. Five
years latei* Greylock falls in love with Cecil White,
a model who love'. David and poseis for him. At
this time Drene learns that Greylock was the man
who ran away with his wife and plans revenge
using the girl as a foil. Greylock agrees to kill
himself to save the girl. At the hour of his death
'C' heart
OLKS interest
who enjoy
lively
picture,
where
and aa love
theme
are suborhe feels Da^^d calling him and he goes to him.
The friends are reunited and David and Ceci!e are
dinated to the really amazing- dare-devil exleft to their happiness.
ploits of a man who might best be described
By Henriette Sloane
as one of nature's irrepressibles, will find
"Surging Seas' particularly satisfying.
ARMED
with an unusually strong cast of
This photoplay finds Charles Hutchison,
noted stars and provided with a plausable
more familarly known to his admirers as
and adequate ' story, J Stuart Blackton set
"Hurricane Hutch," drawing on his full bag about making "Between Friends" and accomof acrobatic tricks, in which jumping from
plished, as a result, a very satisfactory and
windows many feet above the ground, climbdecidedly entertaining photoplay which should
ing telegraph poles, taking high dives into provide the average audience with a very
the briny without so much as a preliminary
thought for the value of a brand new suit pleas3,nt matinee or evening. There is nothremarkable about
picture but
'nits
of clothes, and such like antics, figure promthe ing
entertainment
markthe squarely
and itgives
inently.
promise of being a box office attraction.
With a deft hand the director has added
From the looks of him "Hutch" would
seem to be more properly adapted to the some unique touches which do much to elebrawn and muscle tussle of the mat rather
vate the picture. The opening shot does not
than to the hair-raising leaps in midair for
reveal the wife and the friend in a loving
which he has a real predilection, but the spry,
embrace but much more subtly hints at the
agile feats of the acrobat are no little part
situation by showing the hani,)s of the man
of his accomplishments.
seeking the woman's. Thus the story immediately hits its pace and without further elabo"Hutch," as Bob Sinclair, the black sheep
of the Sinclair family, who prefers the rigors
ration, the couple are shown eloping together.
of the tropics to continual dissension with his
By a series of flashbacks, fade-ins and
stern and exacting father, is the dominating
fade-outs the audience is gradually told the
force throughout the unraveling- of the story.
story — the devotion of the husband,
One feels things stir and take on new life entire
his anguish at losing his wife, his trust in
the moment he edges into a scene.
his friend, the unsatisfactory relationship between the wife and friend, and untimately
Edith
Thornton,
as
Edith
Stafford,
Bob's
sweetheart and ward of his father, lends the
the death of Jessica. The whole is briefly yet
sort of verve and charm to the tale which
effectively told and the audience is in on the
details.
brings it into the realm of a love story.
However, there is not much attempt at loveThe rest of the story is alive \vith romance,
making or suspense from that angle, the pic- thrills and suspense. From the moment David
ture depending on the dare-devil stunts and
pronounces the sentence on his friend and demands his life for that of his wife, the
escapades
of the smashing dashing "Hutch''
for
Tts appeal.
film moves with rapidity and suspense. Here
The scene in which our hero runs amuck
again the. director has resorted to a rather
a sloop manned by eight ruffians of a type clever device. Instead of showing what hapmodeled after man's general impression of
pensdicatesduring
the ensuing
months
~he ofin-a
the passage
by the two
turning
leaves
the missing
link, accomplishments.
finds "Hutch" at the high
pitch
of his fistic
day to day calendar, and foreshadows the
approach of Christmas eve by outward signs.
How he does give and take — mostly ^ve.
And how the red-blooded are going to pulsate
The photography is good, the scenic effects
with instictiye primitive emotions to his flail- are pleasing, and the interior shots excellent.
Moreover, the title suggests a wide field
ing fists, his agile legs, and indomitable courage!
of exploitation. It can be used by merchants
in tie-ups of all kinds. One merchant who
In this last is the showmen's cue for exshould be particularly interested is the man
ploiting the picture. Rather than bill it a?
handling statuary and paintings.
a love story, the exhibitor should elaborate
BETWEEN

PRESENTS

ORDINARY

STORY

^

"The Dancing Cheat' Is Lacking in Ap"i
peal to Critical Audiences
THE DANCING CHEAT. Universal Phch
Johnson's
Adc'pted from _ Calvin
toplay. "Clay
of Ca'Lina." Director, IrvStory.
ing Cummings. Length, 4,727 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Herbert Rawlinson
Brownlow Clay
Marie Andiews (Poppy)
Alice Lake
Wa'kei
Robert
on
Nort
Bobby
Mose
Jiro Elackwell
Eddie
Kane
(Dender)
.
Edv.n
J.
Brady
Downs (Moron Mike)
barmcm MacGregor
Brownlow Clay, member of an old Southern family,
runs
gamblingdancer
house andin Tia
lii -a
cife hea square
meets Poppy,
wife Juana.
uf a crooked
gamblir named Kane, When Clay refuses lo respond
to her with
advances.
Poppy, toenraged,
scheme
her husband
blackmailen'iers
him. into
Kanea
finds
her
in
Clay's
apartments
and
demands
hush
money. Poppy, ashamed of thi part she is playing
and genuinely in love with Clay, turns on her spouse.
With Kane out of the way Clay and Poppy face a
happy future together.
By George T. Pardy
T3 0TH of the prmcipals in this picture are
well known to the fans and the prestige
of
"The value.
Dancing But
Cheat"
withtheir
a names
certain invests
box office
the.
story is shaped along cut-and-dried, ancient
lines and cairies such a heavy burden of excess "hokum" that it registers as nothing better than an ordinary program attraction and
will not appeal to critical audiences.
So far toascomplain
atmosphere
concerned
there's
nothing
of. isHeaps
of colorful
local backgrounds are in evidence, showing
the whirl of adventurous life across the Mexican border, where gambling is m full swing
and men and women carouse, fight, flirt, and
generally speaking, have a sufficiently hectic
time of it. The settings are good and the
photography attains a degree of uniform excellence.
It's a risky experiment to start a picture
off with a heroine who doesn't catch the audience's sympathy right from the beginning
of things. You can build up sympathy for a
hero all right, moulding him from something
pretty close to the villain mark into a regular
fellow, but the fans insist on the woman in
the case netism
possessing
least whatever
a quality misdeeds
of magwhich atonesat for
she may be guilty.
Now Poppy, the girl whose trials and tribulations are set forth in "The Dancing
Cheat," fails in the latter respect. In the picture's early stages she merely gives one the
impression of a dame who is willing to go
the limit in order to achieve her aims. Unable to ensnare Clay's affections at first, she
deliberately chooses to play what police aubadger
tion withthorities
herterm "the
wretch
of game"
a hubby,in conjuncjust for
sweet revenge's sake.
It's an illustration of the old adage — "hell
hath no fury like a woman scorned" — and
doesn't show up the heroine in a particularly charming light. Of course she relents,
suffers remorse and double-crosses her husband instead of Clay, and it all comes out
happily at the finish. But it leaves you wondering whether the hero is altogether lucky
in securing such a mate, or if it was worth
while eliminating the husband.
Herbert Rawlinson plays Brownlow Clay
fairly well. Alice Lake throws a lot of energy into her impersonation.
Your best plan in exploiting this film is to
play up the names of Herbert Rawlinson and
Alice Lake, as both have a large following.
Tell your patrons that the action centers
aroundican the
across
the Mexbordergambling
and a taleresorts
of love,
jealousy
and
attempted
revenge
follows.
But
don't
go
too
strong in praising the story.
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Independent Pictures Corporation Heads Broadcasts a
Message of Co-operation With Exhibitors

Jtures, stills
'Y'HESE
pic-oj
scenes (above)
"Courage" and
(the one beneath)
"Caliber 45," represeni a new type
of Franklin
Western in which
genuine heart interest, and character delineations
are superseded,
by g u n p I a y

ed
Nils" "Canrodss"A
/Fra
ue
er
ig
rd
tr
Bo erior Insets an"d
int
emotional acting
as impressive as
any seen in the
regular society
type of drama is
a feature of these
n e w Westerns

MOTIVATED
the kind inideals
have always
won success for the byexecutive
any that
business,
Jesse Goldburg,
skipper at the helm of the Independent Pictures Corporation enterprises, announces his new type of Westerns, in which
Franklin Farnum figures properly.
The sudden popularity of the new series of Franklin Farnum
pictures is undoubtedly due to the manner in which Mr. Goldburg has stipulated the elements be accorded their proper relationship to each story in hand. The essential elements of
rapid and heroic action for example, interspersed with daring
feats of horsemanship with a story whose locale is in the midst
of beautiful and typical scenery of the west are all embraced in
this series, but the change from the old order of things is the
prime feature for which these screened stories are noted.
Mr. Goldburg, whose personal supervision of these stories involved everj-thing from the choice of the stories, the writing
of the scenario, the casting and direction, insisted that the
steady diet of gunplay, murder and chases, to which the public
has been fed since the beginning of western productions should
be altered by a greater attention to the story and a portrayal of
incidents that had some foundation in fact and a more detailed
attention to the delineation of characters.
Results Spaak for Themselves
nPHE results have proven the wisdom and foresight of the producer for in five of the eight productions not a gun is fired and
not an assault with weapons or a murder is committed, not a
bed-room scene is embraced in any of these photoplays and y.et
they contain incidents of extreme suspense and physical combat
such as was a daily incident of the old west rising out of conquests of either love or gold.
In the making of these attractions, wherever the story involved
a period of early American history, the files of the public library
were consulted and books recording the early trials and struggles
of the pioneers of the west were committed to intense research
in order to secure absolute fidelity to detail and fact.
'Hokum' Obliterated
THE

results revealed upon the screen an altogether entrancing tale with "hokum" obliterated, a tale well ' calculated to
enthrall and entertain and furnish its, lesson in sacrifice, devotion and bravery, the three elements that have appealed to the
men and women of the land, not forgetting the boys and girls,
from the time America was in the making.
High enthusiasm is evinced at the Independent offices for the
new Helen Holmes series, attractions which though containing
stunts galore, hair-raising situations and unusual incidents, will
revolve about stories of social life and society and which will be
peopled with persons of fine clothes and manners.
These stories will be sensational only in so far as they deal
with sensational incidents in life, and will adhere to the usual
formula of popular photoplays with respect to love interest,
heart interest, pathos and comedy .
It' is promised that these productions will be more than just
program features. J. P. McGowan, supervising director, is enthusiastic not alone over producing an unusual series pi attractions, but also over the fact that he,, is permitted to once again
direct Miss Holmes, who was under his personal supervision in
; the noteworthy railroad serials made by him for Universal.
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IN keeping with the extensive
"A Desperate
Adventure,'
featuring Farnum, we see again,
plans of production of Independent Pictures Corporation,
through thepossibilities
press book, ofthelobby
farreaching
Jesse J. Goldburg, its president,
EXHIBITOR
HELPS
has laid out a campaign of trade
cards, slides, one-sheets, sixsheets,umn andthree-sheets,
colpaper and newspaper advertisdouble columnsingle
ad cuts,
ing and publicity that is an un- Through Trade Paper Advertising and Press Books oil paintings and a host of
usual change from the policy
other things which help to put
heretofore pursued by most of
alovers.
picture over with the movie
the independent producers as
The Slogan of Independent Pictures Corporation
g's
well
as
Mr.
Goldbur
by
own
company.
Mr. Goldburg expressed the opinion that tising is concerned. However, something more
/^NE can more readily understand how Mr.
advertising is as essential to the final returns
than mere intentions have already material" Goldburg combines such high-power advertising material with definite exhibitor coto be realized from productions whether such
ized, these being more or less concretely evioperation when one realizes that the firmreturns are directed to the producer, the disdenced in the quality of press books that jawed executive
is a pioneer in the industry,
tributor or the theatre owner, as the very
are
issued
with
the
late
Independent
Picwith
an
experience
that has given him a deep
productions themselves.
tures Corporation productions. One has but to and comprehensive grasp of every detail conrun briefly over the press book material to
nected with the production, presentation and
realize that they contain a wealth of data which
MR. GOLDBURG stated— "In my travels
exploitation of films. And when, as in his
throughout the country I was continucase, an executive makes it his business to
comes under the head of "Advertising Aids."
ously met with statements from exhibitors,
A TWO FISTED TENDER:
a Franklin Farnum westen
nant with title-interest possibil
adequately covered in exploitat
advertising suggestions by it
sheet

SCENE AND AD CUTS THAT ATTRACT THE CROWDS

t-^'" FOR , f^rtt
-WAS
,XPLO,TAT.ON

I HE
WILDCAT," starring
Robert
Gordon,
of title
est
which hasis anotquality
lost sight
of inin
press book on that picture. Valuible adverising aids are oiJered.

"The WILDCAT'^M
7..- Ja^S^
RCjfeERT GORT^

Scene
'^''SLCcSi.
Cub w' EXPLor^A•^o^
IFR ANKLYN FARNUM - ""^s

Franklyn Fm
"A TtM Fisi
Tenderfoo.

Fbr IP ROBOtt COUNHfS Kui
fflE-WOBMriSA-Btl

'we want to play Independent productions but
we don't know where to get them.' Statements from state right exchanges^ — 'we want
to buy your pictures but how do we know
about them if you don't advertise them and
besides that we cannot advertise in trade papers, and exhibitors expect their notifications
through that source so in order that we might
realize our just returns, it is necessary that
the producer or national distributors include
in either his negative cost or sales price, a
sum stifficient to allow of his advertising in
the trade;- publications.'
"jVrOW,
whenamong
the the
advertising
cost is distributed
various exchanges
-of
the Uriited States it is not as staggering a
sum as it would otherwise appear to be.
We cannot expect our goods to move unless
we shout about them from the 'house tops.'
The house tops in this instance are publications of every description (including trade papers!, reaching into every little rural nook
and cranny of America. Whatever we say
about pictures in our advertisements, if true,
establish a good will that cannot be measured in dollars and cents and if -false, has
its own .detrimental reaction. . .
TJENCE Independent Pictures Corporation,
since it is in the state right production
and distribution of motion pictures practically
vvithout limit, will, from' h'encefofth,' adyer.-"
tise fifty-two weeks ih- the yea-F.-: When business is bad that is an additional reason to
advertise; when it is good, then we certainly
can afford to advertise."
yV/ HICH in no unmistakable way explains
" the spirit behind the Goldburg intentions
in so far as aiding the exhibitor by adver-

'T'HIS shows the particularly live eye-catching
type of newspaper advertisements offered the
exhibitor in conjunction with the showing of
"In the
Spider's
Web."missing.
Exploitation suggestions are by
no means
1 N "Crossed Trails," for example, a story
by James Ormont, featuring Franklin Farnum and directed by J. P. McGowan, one
is immediately impressed with the striking
array of posters for lobby display, hand-colored title cards, a series of attention getting
catch lines for teaser and other herald advertising. A list of accessories shows cuts
all reafly for shipment on single and double
column newspaper ads, two 22x28 lobby cards,
eight 11x14 lobby cards, an action trailof,
two one-sheets,- one three-sheet, one six-sheet,
two slides, black and white stills, advance
stories, prepared newspaper reviews, and last
but not least an appropriate music cue sheet.
Surely, utility and service personified.
nPHE
press book alive
on "In
Spider'snewspaWeb"
is particularly
wit4ithestriking
per ads, for which cuts are shipped exhibitors
on request. Eight distinctive lobby cards,
11x14, comprise a;.set:that appear "all to the
mustard'" so far lobby dress is concerned.
A full page of exhibitor helps tells the showman how to "get behind this big thriller and
reap a box-office harvest."
• A other
TWO-^STED
tenderfoot,"
anFarnum Western,
one needs little
imagination to judge the far-reaching possibilities that the title interest in this picture
can achieve. Jesse Goldburg, however, , has
left little to the imagination. It's all there
in back and white, how to appeal to the public through the lure of printers' ink. In

find time to personally supervise productions
and to keep himself abreast of the ever varying and changing tastes of the public, such
supervision will, in the end, result in a boxoffice attraction of merit that will show upon
the screen at least the value of every dollar
on the negative cost.
lyTR.Advertising
GOLDBURG
to the
Aids briefly
Editor outlined
his method
of
procedure.
He
said
:
"I
pick
the
story
from
the angle first, of literary merit and its
adaptability to visual portrayal ; second its exploitation value. I lay as much stress upon
the story as I do upon any other operation of
production work. I try to avoid the hackneyed, the commonplace and the palpable, and
all too evident desire of some authors to adhere to what they term the fundamentals of
dramatic production. Then in the cast ; while
of course I am guided to some little extent
by the reputation of those who seek parts
in- the production, I look essentially first,
for proven ability; second, for the physical
make up of the actor with respect to type.
T^HE sets are constructed with an eye essential to its use to the scenes which are
to be played in it and not with respect to
how much money they will either cost or
how much money can be saved. Then I stick
by the camera and the director and in the
cutting and titling, my nose is always to the
grindstone. In the preparation of the advertising matter I give as much thought and
labor to that as I do to the actual filming
we have the business philosophy
of And
the there
picture."
of Jesse J. Goldburg, as also the spirit which
is behind his efforts for better films.
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rpXHIBITOR co-operation is never so
J-^ well manifested on the part of a produc r as through the medium of the pages
of his press sheets. In this respect Metro
takes its position among the high, for
without question the exhibitor helps it
offers in the shape of accessories, ad cut
and mat service and other sundries comprise the work of the ablest in the field.

0

pliot»P

A

METRO

BATTERY

OF

PRESS

BOOK

HELPS

Single Column, Double Column and Three Column Ads; Atten tion-Getting Posters, Slides and
Valuable Press Matter Are Offered the Showman in a Spirit of C o-operation and Service
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SHOWMANSHIP

Presentations
Program
and
Organs
Pipe
The Reminiscences, Observations and Prophecies of One Whose Life Is Dedicated
to the Improvement of the Pipe Organ as a Medium of Entertainment
inued use of the
THE widespread contwond
erful success
pipe organ and the
as a theatre presenof this instrument hed
for it a place in
tation aid, has establis
to that
rtan
impo
in
l
'
the theatre equas in the church.ce Alth
ough
which it hold
ics,
rist
acte
char
l
tona
in
what
g
some
erin
diff
as
just
n
is
orga
tre
thea
the
c
of
the musi
beautiful and impressive as that emanatinchg
from an instrument designed for chur ot
worship. Moreover the master builders
have made wonderthese instruments impr
ovement of their
ful strides in the
tonal characteristics, with the result
icularly suitthat organs treareprespart
entations. They
able for thea
are more than ever before orchestral
ppedts. with many marequieffec
and novelty
in tone, vellous
A great many years have passed
since the writer first discovered a
organ as a presentatheatre using antheatr
e had just been
tion aid. The
Madison
opened in a store building on
Street between Dearborn and Clark
Streets, Chicago. It was one of those
pioneers which even in those^ far-off
ling toward "bigger
days was strugg
and better" presentations. What a difs"
"movin
the featur
today!
esg ofpicture
superthebetween
then andference
atroThen they were marvellous — but Many
cious, absolutely mechanical.
consisted merely of a group of Amazons marching about and somebody
cracking a slap-stick as they changed
the direction of their parade. There
was no plot. Comedy was the vogue.
It consisted, like as not, of two athletes working together and knocking
off one another's heads, then picking
them up and replacing them. The
brave little theatre referred to had a
big street sign reading: "The Home of
was a pipe orthe Organ,The" and inside
gan. picture was one of the
ocean surf. Waves rolling in one over
the other. It was colored, and although one of the "flickerers" of the
day, it was really attractive. Its presentation was enhanced a hundred-fold by
that ancient organ which was playing
"Over the Waves." It was so much better
than the' usual tin-pan piano, and the
"movie" piano-player who pounded out
whatever came to his finger-tips. To the
writer this seemed the beginning of better
music for motion pictures — the genesis of
presentation.
From that day organ builders realized
the opportunity to place their instruments
ill motion picture theatres. They recognized that the church type of organ
specially constructed for religious work
lacked the tone characteristics essential to
theatre presentation. They labored. The
fruit of this labor was an orchestral' organ
getting in the flutes, oboes, clarionets,
strings and novelty effects.
The investment that the big theatre
people have made in organs is little short of
staggering. In most instances the money
expended on the organ itself is four or five
times greater than the cost of all the rest

By RUDOLPH H. WURLITZER
Vice-President of the Rudolph Wurlitser
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

of the equipment put together. When Balaban & Katz opened their big Tivoli Theatre in Chicago, all of the staff personnel
was furnished with books describing the
different theatre equipment, enabling
any employee to intelligently respond

One Man

Symphony

jy/JUSIC is an important part of
program presentation. Most picture theatres do not support orchestras. They rely on the pipe organ.
The impressive grandeur of its music
is unexcelled.
In the finger tips of your organist
lies the ability to increase presentation
effectiveness by the margin bet'ween
just "getting by" and "going over
big." Feature him and his instrument. Both will respond nobly.
Cue your music to the requirements
of your attractions. Have your organist submit suggestions for organ
recitals or novelty organ concerts.
So'w the seed of better presentation
and you will reap the harvest when
you count the house.

to any query made by the public during
the first weeks of inspection. The greatest
number of inquiries were in regard to the
great Wurlitzer and the organist.
Pietro Yon, the famous organ virtuoso,
relates an experience that occurred to him
while
playing in He
one had
of Stanley's
theatres
in Philadelphia.
been engaged
for
several weeks to give an organ recital oi
fifteen or twenty minutes duration twice
each day. The crowds at the theatre were
astounding,
he' asked
whether theyandwere
broughtthebymanagement
his playing
or by current pictures. The response was
that people came to hear him and his wonderful organ.
THE theatre organ of today produces a
tone so similar to the real orchestra
that it is sometimes almost impossible to
tell when the orchestra leaves off and the
organ begins. Music has been recognized
as such a valuable feature in the presentation of pictures, that the larger and

more affluent theatre men are using not
only the organ, but also the very finest ot
symphony orsymphonychestraorchestras.
will be playingThe
and the organist
will come in at the latter part of the program to relieve the musicians, and play
right
along
withidentical
the orchestra.
Using
characteristics
with those
usedtone
by
the orchestra, the organist continues to
play the same theme, or in the same
trend of music as the orchestra leaves the
pit for its rest. Unless one watches
closely, the substitution is often made
without
orchestra againdiscovery.
returns to When
the pit, the
it picks
up
the theme where the organ leaves off,
and thus the music goes on continuously without any apparent break.
D URING the last few years there
have been developed several feature organists who have proven wonderful drawing cards. These men become most versatile in releasing melody from their instruments, and with
the assistance of slides thrown upon
the screen, they are capable of putting
on a very interesting program. This
example may be emulated by any organist possessing sufficient talent and
interest in his vocation to give the
matter of presentation real attention.
We hear the word "genius" frequently
mentioned and are as frequently reminded of the great man who defined
it as an "infinite capacity for taking
pains." If an organist of only average
ability will take enough pains, he can
evolve programs which will soon earn
for him the title of genius.
The great orchestras are the musical aces of the palatial showhouses
which dot the big cities of the world.
These hippodromes are the frosting
upon the cake of picture presentation,
but the cake itself, the siibstance of
the world of photo-play presentation, is
the myriad of modest motion picture
theatres providing enlightenment
and entertain ment to the millions who throng the by-ways.
For these the symphony is beyond
reach, but the music itself is the
thing that counts, and this is attainwhoseof theatre
boastsableanby every
organ.sho'wman
The grandeur
theme,
the richness of tone, the capacity to play
upon the emotions, the ability to beautify
and augment the presentation of the program, are all within the grasp of any enterprising show-businessman. The day has
dawned when the picture man must present a well rounded program, or receive
the "thumbs down" sign by which the ancient Roman populace signified death for
a gladiator in the arena.
The future of the motion picture theatre consists not alone in offering the public the best entertainment obtainable in
the silent drama, but in presenting its attractions with musical background provided by symphony orchestras and pipe
organs. The picture theatre must be the
home of all that is finest on the screen, and
the center of all that is best in music.
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"W/'HEN
Man's
a Manmight
— he
wears a the
trousers,
have been a caption for this
Harlem window tie-up on the
Principal Picture. But the display card reads: "When a Man's
a Man He Dresses the Part."
Teamwork

PLENTY
of Harlem
windows
helped to create
a buying
urge
for "When
a Man's
when
the Principal
Picturea Man",
played
Loew's Victoria Theatre. 'This is
a display in the big window of
iarlem's largest department store.
Characterizes

on

'When

Successful

a Man's

exploitation campaign that was a "wow" made the
showing of "When a Man's a Man" a record breaking event at Loew's Victoria Theatre which is located
in the Harlem section of New York City.
The picture is presented by Sol Lesser, president of
Principal Pictures Corporation, and released through First
National. The campaign was a co-operative affair in which
both Mr. Lesser and Marcus Loew, the famous showman
who heads the Marcus Loew Enterprises, participated.
Many unusual and effective tie-ups were originated which
will be utilized in the various sections of the country where
the picture is shown.
The initial step in the Victoria campaign was a prize
AN

essay contest in the New York Evening Journal on "When
a Man's a Man." Thousands of efforts were submitted,
and this and other newspaper tie-ups attracted widespread
attention. The Harlem Home News, a local publication,
iisked girls of the section to describe their ideal men. Both
descriptions and photographs of the ideals were printed
in layouts.
Neither was the great value of civic co-operation overlooked. The Harlem Board of Commerce was hooked-up
with the picture in a drive for both Board members and
ticket purchasers, and both theatre and Board were thoroughly
satisfied. In addition to the fifty
foot banner shown in the picture
above, two thousand cards stressing community spirit were distributed among Harlem's biggest
businessmen.
Throughout West 125th Street,
the Broadway of uptown, window
displays were profuse. The largest department store in the section surrendered its windows, as
did several of the Liggett Drug
Stores, clothing stores and in fact
all sorts of shops galore. The
feminine angle was not neglected,
for, as one women's apparel shop

a Man'

Exploitation
at the

Campaign

Victoria

proclaimed, "When a Man's a Man, He Wants His \\'ife
Well
Dressed."
A touch
of atmosphere was arranged when Captain Walter O'Grote, formerly a Texas Ranger, a member of the
A. E. F., and one of the riders in the picture, was retained
to parade through Harlem streets in full Western regalia,
astride one bronco and leading another bearing one of the
famous enlargements of Harold Bell Wright's book. The
animated books that paraded Fifth Avenue and Broadway
are too well known to need mention. They drew crowds
promptly upon appearance.
The campaign proved tremendously successful, and decisiveldemonstrated
y^
the worth of widespread exploitation in augmenting the box-office value of any picture.
Although the picture has been exploited from ever)' possible angle, the name of Harold Bell Wright, the widely
read author of the book, is invariably featured. Wright
has an enormous following, and as Principal Pictures
holds the screen rights to his stories, it is important that
this picture, and those to follow, be identified in the public
mind with the name of the author.
When the picture opened practically simultaneously at
the Cameo Theatre, New York, the State Theatre, Los Angeles, and the Warfield Theatre,
San Francisco, there was absolute
uniformity of exploitation .action.
In New York some five hundred

JJEAVY
rain failedof tothe cutthe attendance
at Loew's
Theatre showing
Principal Picture
based on Victoria
Harold
Bell Wright's novel. Note the elaborate marquee and lobby display.

window display tie-ups were effected, alarge photo-play edition
of the novel was' placed on sale
all over town, and thousands of
sheets from ones to twenty-fours
plastered the city.
The result was that the picture
played to exceptional business
from the beginning, and its popularit)' seems to wax rather than
wane in all sections of the country. Which is as it should be in
a case where the exhibitor is accorded such fine co-operation.
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"ThemousFlying
Scotsman,"
England's
fapassenger train which occupies most
a niche
corresponding to that held by our "Twentieth
Century," hauled a special coach fitted up as
a "Cinem-i de Luxe. ' "Black Oxen" was
shown for the benefit of the travelers on the
"out" trip, and coming back "Ashes of Vengeance" was screened for their delectation.
Some twenty-five representatives of the London press made the journey to York, where
the coach was detached from the "Scotsman"
and hitched on to the return express.
1 he train was covered with posters and
placards, and the cinema special probably enjoys the distinction of being the world's most
photographed car. The feat of converting
England's train into a motion picture theatre
created wide comment among the trade and
the public as well as in the press. It is now
planned to run a motion picture coach attached to the special express trains at stated
intervals. The attendant publicity has proved
most beneficial to both the First National attractions shown, and the London and North
Eastern Railroad states that the stunt was
worth five thousand pounds to the road.
* * *

AN EGYPTIAN PROLOGUE FOR THE SONG OF LOVE'
To
the
orchestral
accompaniment
"The Egyptian
Ballet, " setting
ManagerwhenMilton
Feld, Newman's
Theatre,
Kansas City, Mo., staged a dance ofprologue
in a harmonious
he played
the First National
picture featuring Norma Talraadge. The girls are all local talent from a neighboring dancing school.
Effective

Prologue

to 'Hunchback'
'1"'HR0UGH the courtesy of Manager Frank
King, of the Community Playhouse, Meridan, Conn., we offer a prologue to "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," which was originated and effectively used when Mr. King
played the great Universal. Any exhibitor
may achieve the same pleasing effects by following instructions.
Drop in one, black, draping up each side
of center. Large bronze bell, hung so that
it will swing, hanging exact center in one
and a half. Picture screen up stage with
black curtain hanging in front and masking
entirely. Prologue opens in profound silence
and darkness. Every light in house including
exits out at end of regular orchestral overture. Start of prologue. Bell heard tolling.
Draped drop in one slowly opens showing
bell slowly swinging. Green baby spot falls
on bell very faintly. After about six tolls
reciter enters through cut in the back draped
drop, dressed
in white
garb.
Comes down
centerDominican
to edge ofmonk's
front
drop and stops. Faint amber spot from above
covers him. Bell stops tolling and reciter,
with dramatic emphasis, recites the following
lines.
This is a story of the long ago
Of Esmeralda, Clopin, Quasimodo,
A story of the time when sore oppresEed,
Men nursed a spark of hate within each breast,
Till, fanned by rack and tortur'e, into flame
This spark burst forth, in sight of Notre Dame
This is the story of a human freak
Too deaf to hear, too mse, sometimes, to speak.
Deformed in body and bedwarfed in soul
He lived among the bells and made tnem toll
To
call the
the sanctuary
folks to worship
God's name
Within
of Notrein, Dame.
Rehilloin — ruin — death — are written there
Yet with each peal the bells sent up the prayer
That all the tyranny and hate should cease
And men should live as God intended them
In love with peace
So runs th; story of the long ago —
But times have changed — Quasimodo
And all the other characters have parsed
But joy and peace have come to reign at last.
Sn we present to you — kind Sir — Madame —
The story of the Hunchback of Notre Dame.
As reciter exits draped drop closes. Choral
effects on victrola heard back of screen —
singing Mozart's "Gloria" from "Twelfth
Mass." Bell and draped drop are taken in-

to flies. Picture opens with exterior of Cathedral shown on black background for a second.
Black background is taken away leaving picture on proper screen. Victrola still continues to play during interior scene in Cathedral at end of which orchestra lights are
thrown on — victrola stops — and the regular
musical score follows.
MOTION PICTURES SHOWN
IN MOVING TRAIN
They put across another one in England —
one which was read by every Britain, Scot
and "West Britain" who saw a newspaper.
There was not a paper from the London
"Times," dignity personified, to the most picayune sheet in the Isles that failed to pay
its tribute to an exceptional bit of "cinema"
publicity work.

GIRL USHERS PREFER
During the week usherettes at the Liberty Theatr
sers. but for Universal's "Ladv of Qualify" thev w
declares that four years' experience has shown that

'THE WHITE SISTER' APPEALS TO
ITALIAN POPULATION
Certain pictures hold more than usual appeal for particular classes of people, and
occasionally there is an opportunity to
arouse the interest of an entire group of
Americans who are separated from the old
world by but a few years, or at most a
generation.
Such an idea suggested itself when
Metro's "The White Sister" played the
Majestic Theatre, Utica, New York. The
city has a large Italian population and the
film holds special attraction for that nationality. Itwas made easy for the sons
and daughters of sunny Italy to understand that they would like the picture by
telling them so in their own language.
Circulars and cards in Italian were widely
distributed where they would do the most
good,
and advertising
copy was inserted in
the Italian
language paper.
The result was that fully thirty per cent
of the big business to which the picture
played lationwas
of the drawn
city. from t.he Italian popuAt each showing there was a gratifying
demonstration. The number of Italians who
have since become regular patrons indicates
that
way. the theatre has won many new friends
by going to the trouble of meeting them half

TROUSERS TO SKIRTS
e, Spokane, Washington, wear black sateen trouore white flannels as shown. Manager Ray Grombacher
the girls prefer trousers for appearance and ease.
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Fool Proof Cue Sheet
On another page the thought of Rudolph H.
Wurlitzer, the famous manufacturer of the
more famous organs, is made available to you.
He speaks among other things of the great
value of properly cueing the musical part of
your program. A picture with a perfectly
fitted musical background, is as much improved as the appearance of a man by well
tailored clothing.
Inappropriate music can make a shot depicting heart-rending sorrow appear ridiculous- —
can change pathos to bathos. For instance,
suppose the hero was dying, and the music
struck
up eh?
"Good-bye
Girls asI'mridiculous
Through."things
Not
so good,
Yet just
have happened.
The old cue sheets gave merely the names
of suggested numbers, and, like as not, the
desperate organist or orchestra leader found
that his library contained about twelve of
forty selections. The remainder may have
been familiar to him by some other name,
he mayknown
neverthehav'e
of them,
or he
have
air heard
but could
not for
the may
life
of him recall just how the darned thing
"went." He was just out of luck, that's all.
These are a couple of the things that gave
an
time" leader
and showman
an old
idea time
which"big
is proving
invaluable
as an aid
to effective musical presentation. M. J. Mintz
patented his brain-child prodigy under the
name of the "Thematic Music Cue Sheet,"
and it met with instantaneous success. In addition to the name of the selection, several
bars of the strain are given. Thus if the
air itself is not in the library of the musician, at least the mood is cued, and if substitution isnecessary a tune conveying similar
atmosphere may be chosen without difficulty.
Musical setting is rendered "miss-cue proof."
The "Thematic Music Cue Sheet" is a part
of the press material on practically every
picture, and is available at all exchanges.
Your music man will thank you for making
sure to get one on each attraction you present.
Officer! Call a Cop!
What would you think if you saw a big
truck touring about town loaded to the guards
with cases bearing stencils of the old three
stars, the XXX, and other almost forgotten
insignia? What would you do if there was
a sign on the rear of the conveyance reading :
"Just Received a Big Shipment of Peter Dawson Scotch from Three Miles Out"?
You'd
do just Iftheyou
samehadas dashed
we would
— follow the truck.
after
the
one that recently cruised the highways of
Schenectady, New York, you would have

EXPLOITATION
IDEAS
ended
up in
frontyouof would
Bill Shirley's
Stranda
Theatre.
There
have found
dozen cases stacked up, and a real old-time
barkeep pulling corks. Then just as you
pranced toward him, wiping your lips in anticipation, you would have seen the twentyfour sheet announcing Associated Exhibitors'
feature "Three Miles Out."
Well, that's all. Except of course, that the
Strand had ''em standing at eight o'clock and
jamming at eight forty-five
^ ^ ^ on a Friday night.
Baby as Prize
The St. Julien Theatre, Toronto, Canada,
got in the papers and also in a bit of a jam
when it offered a prize of a "real live male
baby" in a guessing contest. The house was
crowded
those and
wishing
take night
a*chance
on gettingwith
a baby,
on theto final
the
prize was delivered in a sack to the winning
girl. It was a little pig — the kind from
which they make those much advertised sausSome sore-head, instigated a prosecution of
ages.
the theatre on a charge of cruelty to animals, but the case was dismissed.
* ^ ^
Essay Contest Boosts Receipts
With the support of the school heads in ^he
city, the Grand Theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.,
sent out notices of an essay to all its patrons,
and advertised in the local papers that prizes
totalling $50 were to be distributed to the
first
fourchildren
winners were
on a particularly
"Scaramouche"asked
essay.to
School
participate and teachers were instructed
to bring the contest to the attention of the
The only rule was that each contestant in
pupils.
submitting an essay was to enclose the ticket
stub to the Grand stating when he had viewed
the picture. The judges were the principals
of the two high schools and George Jacobs
of the Grand.
^ Jjc j|:
Atmospheric Prologue
A beautiful ten minute prologue was presented by Manager Edward L. Hyman of the
Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre, with "The
Marriage
Circle." nine singers and three inEight dancers,
strumentalists were used. The number was
programmed as "Viennese Impressions," and
included "The Old Refrain," (a very effective

number) sung by the Mark Strand Ensemble,
"Paradise, " an instrumental number — violin,
cello and accordion, "Vienna Beauties," a
dance number by eight girls, and "Auf
Wiedersehn" sung by the ensemble with interpolated dances.
The setting — piazza of a country home,
showing a set consisting of a house, two trees
and some rustic furniture, with vines twining
through arbors on * each
* *side.
'Triumph' Triumphant
Through an arrangement between Paramount and the Adsealit Corporation of New
York, an announcement of Cecil B. De Mille's
"Triumph," will be placed in milhons of
American homes during the months of April,
May and June.
This tie-up, one of the most far-reaching
ever effected, is accomplished through the
use of automatic tape-sealer machines placed
in department stores and other retail mercantile establishments in all the principal cities
of the country. The gummed sealers, each'
carrying an attractive advertisement of "Triumph," are used instead of twine in the
wrapping of packages.
By the terms of the contract with Paramount, acirculation of four million sealers
a month is guaranteed, making a total of
twelve millions for the three-months period.
The exploitation thus afforded is particularly
timely inasmuch as the picture is released
this month.
* * *
No Tickee — No Washee
. The bizarre Oriental decorations that
adorned the Victoria Theatre, Philadelphia,
during the run of First National's "Thundergate," gave coinage to the description
"Chinese Cabaret."
The entire front of the house was strurg
with Chinese lanterns. Swaying cards held
on strings fluttered above the heads of entering patrons. Chink lettering was in evidence all about, and around the entrance were
Oriental character cut-outs and stills from
the picture.
A few tables were visible, and the whole
atmosphere of the novel Chinese cabaret was
carried out. It got* good
* * publicity.
Sixth and Seventh ?
The managing director scanned the list of
recommended films submitted by the theatre
manager.
His eye rested onWithParamount's
"The Ten Commandments.'"
an air of
finality he passed judgment: " 'The Ten Commandments,' eh? Well book two of 'em and
if they get across close for the other eight."

ARTISTICALLY STAGED STYLE SHOW PROVES POPULAR PROLOGUE
The Pairamoaint picture "A Society ScandaJf' seemed to Manager C B. Stiff an annmnrijit* r,T-n/\„^t;^„ t
-^i. r l^
, .
Gloria Swanson photo-drama played the Tivoli Theatre, Chattano^a. Tenn. a'vogue" ^^r^wr%S™er*^ The*%^t''=^„dnow'r.'='t"e" irgood'°o"t"lc tt.
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ADVERTISING
AIDS
who have not yet seen the picture will agree
with the critic or with the many satisfied.
^ ^ ^
AT the initial showing of a picture you
may secure some good advertising copy
by having your audience vote on the merits
of both the film and the star.
Distribute ballot cards marked either good,
fair and bad, or percentages ranging from
one hundred to fifty. The results tabulated
will give you something to say in the papers
regarding the opinion of your critical "first
nighf audience. Don't overlook a bet by
forgetting that guessing and voting contests
are "tried and proved" methods of arousing
and sustaining the interest of patrons.
W^HEN the Rivoli Theatre, Portland, Ore" gon, played the Roach Pathecomedy
"Two Wagons — Both Covered," the management cashed in on the popularity of filmdom's
"poet lariat," Will Rogers, who stars in the
laughable burlesque on "The Covered Wagon." In this case the short subject received
greater attention in the newspaper advertising than did the feature picture.
^ ^ ^

JUVENILE FEMALE IMPERSONATOR
Looks like Beatrice Sylvia — but it's Jackie. Recognize him? He's disguised as a girl in part of
Metro's "A Boy of Flanders," from Ouida's novel.
the subtle form
of havingto his
opinionin
"p^VERYONE
is susceptible
flattery
sought and valued. Everyone likes to see his
name in print, and almost everyone believes
in his ability to write and in his good judgment as a critic.
Then why not arrange to have some prominent citizen of your community review your
feature each week? Select a different prominent person - for each picture, and chose one
who film.
"matches
as wellshould
as possible
with
the
For up"
instance,
the feature
be a Western, pick a man who has some
familiarity with the way they do things in
the great open spaces.
Use the criticism in your newspaper advertising, announcing at the same time that
next week's feature will be reviewed by Dr.
Blank, or whomever you have selected.
Should the critique be adverse, ask the public whether it agrees with the reviewer.
SURPRISE 'em sometimes. Instead of
telling how wonderful is each succeeding
program come out occasionally with something along this line : "The show this week
seemed only fairly good to us — although it
knocked 'em dead in New York and Boston
and was
a wow inin Chicago."'
thought
may
be expanded
a diversity This
of ways,
but
the appeal for the people to come and judge
for themselves always gets across.
'T'HESE days one may procure every kind
of insurance imaginable from life to rain.
Why not a Happiness Insurance?
Advertise that you guarantee happiness. If
your current attraction fails to please, a statement to that effect made to you at the box
office will suffice to secure a ticket for the
next picture. Or gather some copy by having
any one dissatisfied write in giving reasons
for the displeasure. The letter may be printed
with the usual question as to whether those

TN England "Black Oxen" was ingeniously
linked up with the present popular interest
in the subject of the Steinach theory of rejuvenation which has had such wide press
publicity. Scientific possibilities of eternal
youth always stir interest. One way might
be to tie-up with a newspaner by securing
and printing the scientific opinions of physicians on the subject generally, and whether
it would actually be possible for a woman
to regain her youth as does the central character in the picture.

THE KID HIMSELF
Jackie changes his King suit for a costume more
appropriate to Flanders' fields when he appears as
the boy in Metro's picture, "A Boy of Flanders."

'T'HAT "The Meanest Man in the AVorld'
is not an exhibitor is proven by the bully
response we got to our appeal for live stuff
originated by you boys. Thanks, fellows.
Keep on swopping box-office boosters with
other exhibitors everywhere through the Exploitation Editor. * * *

ro's card, would you read what was written across it? Every hotel g;.iest in Syracuse (and contrary to that story you
know, Syracuse is a pretty big town) received the sleek sheik's ticket with the
message "Sorry you were out. But you
see me tonight in 'Thy Name Is
CLIFF rects
LEWIS,
the the
goodSyracuse
fellow who
di- can
Woman' at the Strand." They did. So
publicity for
Strand
topping
majority
of the the
three
thou-at
Theatre Company, comes across with did a sand
householders
who found
cards
four good ideas. In a tie-up with The their residences.
Evening Telegram he secured a thousand
Cliffforsays
have some great
lines of free advertising in four days. This stuff
you he's
boys going
prettyto quick.
was a contest to determine "The Meanest
Man in the World," in which newspaper
readers submitted stories of their experiternity. ences with members of the one-way fraThen an arrangement was made by
which every reader inserting a classifiect
.FOR
192-^-1925
NG'
COMI
advertisement during two days received a
free ticket to the Strand. The Telegram
ran a quarter page announcement featuring
the Strand and its attraction, "Boy ot

Now it happens that the city administration is "dead sot" in prohibiting the parktion
is "dead set" in prohibiting the parkMine."
day. "No Parking" was the one prevalent
thought with car drivers. The merchants,
cab companies and motor car owners are
fighting the issue tooth and nail, but
nevertheless any car found parked draws
a yellow tag from the John Laws. So
"Brain Boy" Lewis attached yellow tags
to allnot
parked
"NO you
will
be cars.
hinderedThey
fromreadPARKING
your auto after 6 P. M. when you attend
the Strand." Did they read the tags? Did
they come to the show? Could you use
some pre-war stuff? The answer is the
same to all three queries.
Suppose you came back to your hotel
and the clerk handed you Ramon Novar-

COLUMBIA
PICTURES
:

. SEMS OF THE SCREEN
C.B.C. FILM SALES CORP.
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK QTY
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Can

It

Be

Possible?

YOU'LL want especially big, strong pictures to get the crowds this spring and summer.
Can it be possible you've overlooked a single one of the famous Paramount successes
listed below? No need for warm weather slumps if you use this page as a booking guide.
Every picture just a few weeks old — long enough
and full ad campaigns at your exchange.

to show it's got the stuflf. Fresh prints

Other

"RUGGLES

Paramount

OF
Slump-Proof

GA Edward
James Cruze'sRE
comedy
D classic, withP"
Horton, Theodore Roberts and all-star
cast.

"ZAZA**
Gloria Swanson's dazzling French comedydrama produced by Allan Dwan.

Pictures —
"Lawful Larceny"
Allan Dwan production with Nita Naldi and
others.
"Bluebeard's 8th Wife"
Gloria Swanson's French love-farce. Sam
Wood production.
"The Silent Partner"
Leatric€
Joy, Owen Moore. A love and business drama.

WOMAN-

Thomas Meighan, supported by Lila
Lee,
OF"
in a George Ade story.PRO

SPANISH

"To The Last Man"
Zane
Grey
story, with Richard Dix, Lois
Wilson;
"The Cheat"
Pola Negri in the famous story, with Jack
Holt, Charles de Roche.
"The Light That Failed"
George Melford's production of the Kipling
masterpiece.
"His Children's Children"
Bebe Daniels and other stars in the sensational
novel.

"
Pola Negri, supportedAby
Antonio
Moreno,
CER
N
D
Adolphe Menjou, Wallace Beery and
others, in a Herbert Brenon production.

"Stephen Steps Out"
Douglas
Fairbanks,
erts, Harry
Myers. Jr., with Theodore Rob-

C/>araniount
Q>ictures
(iProduced by Famous Players-Lasky Corp.)
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^ried

New

and

Flowers

RAKING one's head for an idea to
make the show pay is the forerunner to making hay while the
sun shines. In Tried and Proved Land
the sun .shines very much on the proverbial order made famous in England.
It never sets on the box office potency
of the film thoroughbreds in question,
at least not while the showman is busy
with his idea rake.
So, while wandering about in the
showmen's garden, let us consider
those film flowers whose very fraggrance forecasts the shekel-earning
power that tests the box-office till to
the bursting point. How — even in the
December of their years — to make the
old faithful flowers bloom anew, is the
question.
Dropping the metaphor, a prologue
in keeping with the latest in presentations, to introduce the older but Tried
and Proved picture, is the thing.
The combination of an up-to-date,
atmospheric prologue with a Tried and
Proved attraction is really irresistible
to contemplate and one which should
find favorable consideration by every
showman concerned with preventing
malnutrition of the box office. We call
it irresistible for two main reasons —
although there are a host of others ;

Proved

from

Pictures

Old

T) REATHES there a showman with
^
soul so dead
Who never to himself has said
While the sun shines I must rake. hay.
But, oh, for ideas to make the
show pay!
— EKIM
one, because a prologue in any case,
when properly presented, helps put the
audience in sympathy with the bill to
follow — in other words, it is a mood
builder. Two, because a Tried and
Proved picture is in its very nature
something that incorporates the essentials which motion picture lovers crave.
HUS, combining an up-to-the-minute prologue with a Tried and
Proved Picture gives you a program
that bids fair to "pull down the house"
and establish you in the minds of your
patrons, as a showman who steps off
the beaten path in order to satisfy.
Make not the error of considering
Tried and Proved Pictures simply old
films bidding for new life, and therefore not worth the time and thought
which an innovating presentation warrants. The man who thinks along such
lines is running tangent to the path that
leads to the showman's pot of gold.

Gardens
Like Shakespeare's tragedies and tEe
operas of the old masters. Tried and
Proved pictures are those that have
survived the tarnish of public criticism
and are pregnant with immeasurable
possibilities for live, modern, presentation and treatment.
J])UCK the path that leads to a brown
taste in the public's mouth by paving
the way with an applause-winning prologue. There are various methods of
framing up interesting and innovating
presentations representing slight outlays of expense. Dancing tableaus
comprising local talent, with a prize
given for the best dancer, is one way.
Local amateur dramatic clubs offer a
fertile source for material. In the larger cities, the music publishing houses
offer vocalists free. The vocal performance can be maneuvered with managerial ingenuity which will result in a
coherent relationship to the rest of the
bill, and so forth.
Summing up.
tures can bring
lav
golden
door. P)Ut nest
the

Tried and Proved picyou the geese that will
eggs of
profit
noble
flock
haveat to3-our
be

kept bright and happy by the deft, artistic entertaining touches, which nothing like a good prologue presentation
affords.
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In

the

Tried

and

Proved

Hall

of

Fame

Here Is a Selected List of Pictures Chosen on Their Merits as the Kind of Theatre Attractions Which Answer
the Public Demand. Not on the Say-So of Their Sponsors, but on the Unusual Box-Office Records They
This List Is Offered as the Most Reliable Criterion by Which to Select
Have Established.
Dependable First Rate Attractions for Showing on Special Tried and Proved Nights
Universal
THE ABYSMAL BRUTE— Caveman Romance. Reviewed March 8. BECAUSE it is
a Jack London story told with a forcefulness
and conviction that has carried it across to unbeUevable success on both first and second
showings.
THE FLAME OF LIFE— Mine Tragedy.
Reviewed March IS. BECAUSE it is a
thriller that really thrills and it has found
many an audience on the edge of its seats
and breathless when the final scene had been
concluded.
WHITE TIGER— Crook Melodrama. Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE Priscilla Dean
has been cast in a part she is fully capable
of filling and has brought to the picture an
interest and character which has made it exceedingly popular and well liked.
THE viewed
ACQUITTAL—
Mystery Play.
ReDecember 8. BECAUSE
the court
scenes are interesting and convincing and have
elevated the picture to an enviable position
from a box office point of view.
THE FLIRT— Booked 6,665 times. Love
and Society Picture. Reviewed February 9.
BECAUSE it numbers among the most popular pictures on the screen, and has a ready
made audience waiting for a chance to see it.
HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA—
Booked 4,621 times. Adventure Film. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE it is a true
adventure picture and gives people an opportunity of practically taking personally, a trip
which they will never make.
FOOLISH WIVES— Booked 5,800 times.
Foreign Intrigue and Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Erich Von Stroheim produced and took the leading part in it and it
handles a problem of universal interest.
THE STORM— Booked 8,437 times. Triangle Melodrama. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE itis one of the oustanding box 'office
successes of all time and has broken booking records.
BAVU— Released May 7, 1923. Booked
3,928 times. Foreign Intrigue. Reviewed
January 26. BECAUSE there is a vogue
for
the Russian"
story is entertainment
a fascinating in
one.this country and

March 15. Auto Comedy. BECAUSE there
are great numbers of Wallace Reid admirers
who want to see his pictures again and this
one is no doubt one of his best.
BACK HOME AND BROKE— Comedy
Drama. Reviewed March 1. BECAUSE it
is a 'George Ade story of the highest type
and it gives to Thomas Meighan a delightful
role which he portrays capably and in a "manner to please the most fastidious.
TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE—
Reviewed December 22. Family Feud. BECAUSE Antonio Mareno and Mary Miles
Minter have made of this picture a highly
interesting and entirely absorbing story that
is liked everywhere.
LAWFUL LARCENY— Reviewed March
22. Vampire Love Story. BECAUSE it is
a well presented crook story and the vogue
for this type of picture is now at its height.
THE GREAT IMPERSONATION—
Mystery Drama. Reviewed February 23.
BECAUSE its past record has shown it to be
a record breaker in both large and small
theatres and it is cleverly acted by two popular stars — James Kirkwood and Ann Forest.
Selznick

TRIFLING WITH HONOR— Released
June 4, 1923, Booked 4,241 times. Baseball
Romance. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
baseball fans throughout the country will eat
it up and if:'s a cure money-maker.
A CHAPTER IN HER LIFE— Released
September 17, 1923. Booked 2.410 times.
Child Love. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
the story is one that goes straight to the
hearts of every home loving audience.
MERRY-GO-ROUND — War Romance.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE it is considered one of the best pictures of 1923 and
has a wonderful box office record.
Paramount
HER GILDED CAGE— Reviewed March
8. Love Drama. BECAUSE it is an intimate pathetic story which touches the heart
and appeals to the sophisticated and the simple, and it presents Gloria Swanson in a
role that her followers like and approve.
WHAT'S
YOUR
HURRY ?— Reviewed

THE HEART OF WETONA— Indian
Drama. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE
Norma Talmadge who stars in it is enough
to fill any house and besides that Thomas
Meighan is in the cast.
LOVE IS AN AWFUL THING— Marriage Difficulties. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE audiences cry with laughter when
they see it and Owen Moore appears at his
best in it.
REPORTED MISSSING— Comedy Melodrama. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE
comedy melodramas can always attract audiences and this is a particularly good one starring Owen Moore.

JUST A WIFE— Triangle Drama. Reviewed December 15. BECAUSE it brings to
the screen a sympathetic and clean story of
the love and sacrifice of a woman and thus
sounds the popular appeal.
ONE WEEK OF LOVE— Flapper Romance. Reviewed December 22. BECAUSE
it is a delightful light comedy with fast action, plenty of thrills and two very popular
stars who inject the story with humaness and
fire.
THE LAW OF COMPENSATION—
Marriage Drama. Reviewed December 22.
BECAUSE it has proved by its record that
it is a story which gives Norma Talmadge
a role she is well capable of handling and it
pleases big city and small town audiences.
A LADY'S NAME— Love Comedy. Reviewed Marcl^ 15. BECAUSE this delightful
comedy besides its own inherent merit has
big exploitation possibilities, which exhibitors
have used extensively and found real money •
makers.

A MAN'S HOME— Story of New Riches.
Reviewed December 29. BECAUSE it snugly
fits the public taste for average pictures and
has proven its entertainment value by its record at the box office.
THE ROAD OF AMBITION— Rise of
Youth. Reviewed December 29. BECAUSE

it is a fine moral story in which Conway
Tearle appears as a sympathetic character
who more than pleases his audiences.
THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH—
Romance. Reviewed February 16. BE
CAUSE it brings one of Charles Dickens
m.ost delightful stories to the screen in a
presentation so charming and interesting that
it has found a place for itself with everyone.
C. C. Burr
INNOCENCE— Romantic Drama. Released February 1924. BECAUSE it is a
well told story of the type that pulls and has
already established a remarkable bex office
record though in age it is but a young film.
THE BAREFOOT BOY— Biographical
Drama. Released September 1923. BECAUSE
this story based on the poem by John Greenleaf Whittier is a delightfully human and
smooth running film composed of all the elements that please and appeal.
FORGIVE AND FORGET— Modern Life.
Released November 1924. BECAUSE a
good modern life story with a capable cast
is always in demand and this one shows by
its record that it fits the bill admirably.
THREE OCLOCK IN THE MORNING
— Modern Youth. Reviewed March 22.
Booked 100 per cent States Rights. BECAUSE it has every element to please small
and
of thelarge
jazz town
age. audiences interested in youth
RESTLESS WIVES— Matrimonial Problem. BECAUSE it is a story with a strong
appeal to both sexes and attempts to bring
about a better understanding of the existing
conditions in matrimonial life of the middle
classes.
First National
POTASH AND PERLMUTTER— Comedy Drama. Released September, 1923. BECAUSE it brings to the stage for the first
time two popular types who have been presented many times on the stage and written
of in books dozens of times.
THE BAD MAN— Comedy. Released October, 1922. BECAUSE Holbrook Blinn as
the star makes of this delightful comedy a
picture which can pull laughs from any audience at any time and the very fact that it is
different has made it tremendously well liked
everywhere.
ASHES OF VENGEANCE— Romance of
Aristocracy. Released October, 1923. BECAUSE Norma Talmadge took her followingsultbythatstorm
thiscredit
picture
with enviable
the reit haswith
to its
a very
booking record and a long list of broken
house records.
FLAMING YOUTH— Flapper Romance.
Released November, 1923. BECAUSE it
marks the initial entrance of Colleen Moore
into flapper roles and was an almost instantaneous success having been taken up
enthusiastically both by the big cities and the
small towns.
PENROD AND SAM— Juvenile Comedy.
Released August, 1923._ BECAUSE it is a
delightful Booth Tarkington juvenile story
interpreted by capable youngsters who give
the picture a freshness and innocence that
is refreshing and highly entertaining.

Pay
Universalis
is on —
Tried

and

Spring

Drive

than

LAURA LA PLANTE
The beautiful, magnetic new screen
personality in two
sparkling comedydramas.
STAR

can

!

Pictures!

UNIVERSAL JEWELS
Great Universal Jewels with Big Stars and Powerful Stories,
Estab lislied Money-Makers Everywhere.
DRIVEN
THE ACQUITTAL
THE STORM
with Claire Windsor, Norwith an all-star cast
with Virginia Valli and
man Kerry, Barbara BedTHE ABYSMAL
House Peters
ford, Richard Travers
BRUTE
HUMAN HEARTS
A LADY OF QUALITY
with House Peters and
Jack Reginald
London's Denny
story, with
starring Virginia Valli
a big cast
THE STORM
BAVU
THE SHOCK
DAUGHTER
with an all-star cast
with Lon Chaney and
starring Priscilla Dean
MERRY GO ROUND
Virginia Valli
THE DARLING OF
NEW YORK
UNDER TWO FLAGS
with Mary Philbin, Nor^
with Priscilla Dean
featuring Baby Peggy and
man Kerry and George
Hackathorne
a tremendous cast
THE FLAME OF LIFE
WHITE TIGER
DRIFTING
with Priscilla Dean
KENTUCKY DERBY
starring Priscilla Dean
starring Priscilla Dean
FOOLS HIGHWAY
A CHAPTER IN HER
Starring Reginald Denny
LIFE
TRIFLING WITH
starring Mary Philbin
HONOR
T'HE LAW FORBIDS
A Lois Weber Production
with Baby Peggy, and a
with an all-star cast
with an all-star cast
HUNTING BIG GAME
THUNDERING DAWN
magnificent all-star cast
IN AFRICA
SPORTING YOUTH
featuring J. Warren KerTHE FLIRT
rigan, Anna Q. Nilsson
Reginald
Denny
and Tom Santschi
Laura La
Plantewith
with an all-star cast
HOOT GIBSON
Eight Universal-Gibson productions
of the great out-doors — unparalleled
action, thrills and humor.

more

you

afford

Proved

"UNIVERSAL
HERBERT RAWLINSON
In nine gentleman-adventurer stories
of tested merit at the box-office.
GLADYS WALTON
In five thrilling high speed romances
of the modern girl.
LEATHER PUSHERS
Most sensationally successful short
features ever made. 1st, 2nd and 3rd
series starring Reginald Denney and
fourth series starring Billv Sullivan.

no

SERIESJACK HOXIE
In seven rough-riding
of the west. action thrillers
ALL-STAR CASTS
Twelve all star productions from big
box office stories. Special exploitation
angles on every one.
FAST STEPPERS
Galloping, sweeping excitement from
the race track, starring Billy Sullivan.
The biggest, newest
features. idea in short

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
with Carmel Myers in "A Society Sensation," a two-reel re-issue of the
popular Universal feature success.

s
ngSAL
Driv
Great
'Se offer
VER
^NISpri
le
rkab
you a rema
variresed
of
ety
pictu
—
all
tried and prov
at
hundreds and thousands of theatres.
You receive fresh,
new prints — you cash
in on the wonderful
accumulated publicity
that these productions
have received — you
save time and money
by
pictures
that playing
are proved
product— and during Universal's Great Spring
Drive you can play
these pictures at live
and let live prices.
PAY
THAN

NO

MORE

YOU

CAN

AFFORD!
Do you wonder at the
remarkable response
ing?
Universal' s Great
Spring Drive is receiv-

-UNIVERSAL CHAPTER PLAYSFour Smashing Thrillers, Featuring the Most Popular Chapter Play Stars

with

THE STEEL
"
THE
EXPRESS
featuring
William TRAIL
Duncan
starringFAST
William
Duncan
THE GHOST CITY
BEASTS OF PARADISE
Pete Morrison
and Margaret
with Vv'illiam Sedgwick
Desmond
and Eileen
Morris

UNIVERSAL COMEDIES
featuring Neely Edwards
and Bert
Roach, supported by Alice Howell.
CENTURY COMEDIES
with Hilliard Karr, Al Alt, Pal the
Dog, the Century Follies Girls, Buddy
Messinger, Speck O'Donnell.
THE GUMPS
Joe Murphy as "Andy Gump" and
Fay Tincher
"Min." Samuel Van
Ronkel as Productions.
UNIVERSAL
Presented

by

CARL

UNIVERSAL TWO REEL
WESTERNS
featuring Pete Morrison, Harry Carey,
Bob Reeves, Roy Stewart, Helen Gibson, Kingfisher Jones, Jack Dougherty, Helen Holmes and others.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
The best news reel service in the
world.
THE MIRROR
The screen's most entertaining novelty, reflecting the past and the present.
PICTURES
LAEMMLE

IMwrsars
Great
SprinciDrive
isonf

Get the bkl
smprise offer
lUNIVERSAL EXCHANGE
yx>ur
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New byYork'
Darlin
The crook
Juvenile
dramag of
Released
Universal
BRIEF: In order to protect themselves and perhaps
a largeBaby
ransom,
of gem
glerscollect
steal little
Peggya g^ng
and use
her smugas a
foil to their plan% She is oast in with a g^ang in
New
York's
lower
East
Side
and
goes
through
great number of harrowing experiences before shea
proving their worth
is finally restored toi her family.
BECAUSE of her popularity in the short
subject pictures in which she was appearing it was thought wise to place Baby
"FLAMING YOUTH"
Peggy in feature films. The prediction was
fully justified. The child star became an
by "Warner Fabian"— with COL- immediate sensation. She hit the bullseye
LEEN MOORE supported by Mil- squarely and established herself as a pullmg
ton Sills — Elliott Dexter — Mrytle
Stedman — Ben Lyon, Directed by star.
Since the release of this film, the youngJohn Francis Dillion.
ster has made several others, each one of
which has added just that much more to her
popularity. There are people now who are
waiting to grab at the opportunity of seeing
those
of her pictures that previously passed
HAROLD BELL WRIGHT'S
them by. That is why the wise showman
"WHEN A MAN'S A MAN "
will now book or rebook, as the case may
Darling of New York. ' And espewith John Bowers — Marguerite de be, "Thecially is it
a good hunch, since it provides
la Motte. Presented by Principal untold exploitation
possibilities.
Pictures Corporation, Sol Lesser,
stolen gems have been secreted in
President. Directed by Edward F. theTheclothes
of the little rag doll which
Cline.
Baby Peggy has with her at the time she
is kidnapped from the Italian pier by the
gem smuggler. This fact centers attention
on the doll which you will find a very pro"BLACK OXEN"
fitable exploitation device. You can arrange with several toy stores, stationers and
by Gertrude Atherton — featuring drug stores in your vicinity for a window
CORINNE GRIFFITH and CON- display of Baby Peggy dolls which have alWAY TEARLE— directed by John
ready become immense favorites with the kids.
Francis Dillion — presented by Cor- Pictures of the little actress, posters, and an
inne Griffith Productions, Inc.
attractive arrangement of the dolls will do
much to give publicity to your showing.
The dolls may also be used by you directly. Announce in your ad columns that
RICHARD BARTHELMESS in
every performance there will be given away
at your theatre a large Baby Peggy doll to
"2
1 •l^ presented by Inspiration the holder of the lucky number. Each patron
Pictures, Inc. — Charles upon purchase of a ticket will receive a number. Duplicates will be retained at the box
Duell, President —
office. Then some one in the audience will
Scenario by Josephine Lovett.
select one of these at random and the holder
of that number will receive the doll.
A JOHN S. ROBERTSON
PRODUCTION.
Don't ever pass up a chance for some free
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—
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Star
Cast — From story "Swamp Angel"
by Richard Connell — Directed by
Clarence Badger.
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What does that mean, Mr. Ex
hibitor? Just this — that the
king pin of camera men is off
again on one of his famous
jaunts for InternationaL
His destination for the present is secret but you know
Varges always delivers the
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News
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advertising in the news columns of the local papers. Here's a stunt that should certainly get you some of this coveted space.
Arrange to run a contest for the children
of the town offering a prize for the child who
could double for Baby Peggy. The contest
will be decided through pictures which will
be published daily or in the Sunday edition
of the paper.
This sort of thing has been done before for
adults but it is a new gag for babies and
is sure to arouse a general interest which the
paper will be forced^ to recognize.
^
'The Wanters'
Domestic drama Released by First National
BRIEF: A wealthy young- man becomes enamored
of
hisi sister's
maid and
attachment
rise to
a series
of problems
whichthe lead
fnom onegives
interesting
incident to the other. As the story traces its
course it points out the moral that everybody wants
what the next man has and is never quite satisfied
with what he himself has. It is a delightful romance
which works out to the satisfaction of thja players
and the audience.
'T'HE title alone is an exploitation oppor-*• tunity, that sets a fast pace for the showman who likes to originate and develop concealed ideas.
With memories of "The Dangerous Age"
the picture can be exploited on the basis that
John Stahl has gone a step forward and
backward in the filming of domestic relations. He has gone forward in filling his
story
withsituations.
action, humorous "touches and
dramatic
In the present instance he has gone backward, in comparison with "The Dangerous
Age," by depicting the romance of courtship
and marriage rather than middle-aged Hfe.
There is a display of lavish gowns, which
makes a fashion show appropriate. There
is an idea of the old Cinderella theme in
the lady's maid who wanted to be beautiful
first blush the logical emphasis would
justAt once.
fall upon newspaper advertisements. A
"Wanters^" Club could be formed. Work it
out along the lines of an employment agency,
from
:—
"Forthis
the angle
Protection
of the Wanters Club :
we believe that hard work is the solution
for everyone who is unhappy through wanting what the other person has. All those
who are interested in joining such a society
Any address
industry that is a" big employer of
should
labor ought to co-operate in such a movement to help it find suitable employes.
We also suggest a series of teaser ads :—
"Who Are the Wanters" ?
"What Do the Wanters Want"?
"Who
Made One
the of
Wanters""?
"Are You
the Wanters"?
This can be amplified later by the statement that "The Wanters" are those dissatisfied people who are always wanting what
the other fellow has. The theme can be
made the subject of a newspaper essay contest : "How I keep happy," "What I Want
Most," "Some Things Other People Have
I'd Like."
A series of cartoons illustrating "Whats
Wrong With This Picture" idea tied ut) with
the caption, "The Wanters Want to Know"
would fill the bill admirably f( ~ a teaser
campaign.
And when one considers tie-ups, "The
Wanters" presents a title that can be applied
to any article of merchandise. It is a buying
signal for those who want the best quality
in everything. You might even be able to
arrange for a co-operative ad with several
of the merchants and the local newspapers.
A single page or a double spread could be
arranged for under the title "The Wanters
Want." The pages could then be divided up
into ads to please the desire of the individual
advertiser and gain him full satisfaction.
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'Three O'Clock in the Morning'
Released by C. C. Burr
Flapper Story
BRIEF: Returning home with some friends after
ail all-night party at an inn, a young girl incurs
the wrath of her parents and determines to leave
home. She finds earning her own living as a
caberet dancer not all that people suppose it to be
and she faces many unpeasant affairs before she
finally sees the light, repents, and marries the man
she loves.
HERE is a picture that has been booked
practically one hundred per cent state
right and giving satisfaction everywhere it is
shown. It happily strikes the public taste
and has such a wide appeal that it has done
splendid business for small and large house
exhibitors.
Portraying the part of the modern girl and
her love of all night parties, her independence
and her indiscretions, Constance Binney makes
a winsome heroine in this fast moving film
whose name was suggested by the popular
song
hit, "Three
the expliotation
Morning."
Naturally
the firstO'clock
thoughtin to
would be in this connection.
Arrangements have been made with Leo
Feist Inc., pubhshers of the song, for a
nationwide campaign to back up the showing of the film with displays of the music
and it will be a simple matter for you to
arrange with the local music shop for a
window linking up the picture with a renewed sale of the song. The music has
been popular for many months now but is
one of the few pieces of current music which
still persists. There are still many customers
for the sheet music as well as for the phonograph records and music rolls, all of which
can be combined to make a very advantageous
display.
Take the "Three O'clock in the Morning" proposition to the all-night restaurant
and give him this suggestion : In his window he could display a large sign reading:
"At 'Three O'clock in the Morning' as
well as any other time in the day or night,
we are prepared to give you the finest of
food and the best of service. After the
theatre stop here for a midnight supper. See
'Three O'clock in the Morning' now playing
at the
Theatre."
The name of the production can be
graphically impressed on the passerby and
your regular patrons, by virtually covering
every space in your lobby with large cardboard clock dials with th ehands set at three
o'clock. These might be plain or fittingly
decorated with sketches which tie-up with
the subject matter of the production.
'His Children's Children'
Domestic Drama
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: Indulged by wealthy, heedless parents,
three young daug^hters of a modem father and
mother grow up into indolent, pleasure loving creatures, selfishly seeking only their own enjoyment.
A financial disaster almost breaks up the entire
family but just at the critical moment the good
in each rises to the rescue 'and happiness is restored to all together with a more stable sense of
responsibility.
TTIStheChildren''s
is the story soof
follies of Children"
modern sophisticated
ciety and the home life of a mother and
father who indulge in wasteful pleasures and
heedlessly permit their children to pursue their
vagrant and ruinous fancies. The scenes do
not originate from Hollywood sets but are
authentic pictures photographed in New York,
the place of the story.
How three daughters are brought to a realization of their dangerous foibles and reclaimed, makes the story one of exceptional
interest to all women and presents numerous
publicity possibilities.
Your most fertile commercial tie-up can be
accompfished with the neighborhood book
store. "His Children's Children" in book

AND
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form had a tremendous sales success and still
has a great field. With scenes from the photoplay in window card form and a number
of copies of the book, the shop owners can
arrange an appealing show window. Place
in a conspicuous position, a card urging the
public
to readshowing
the storynowof at"Arthur
Train's
great novel
the
If you contemplate newspaper advertising,
Theatre."
stress
the moral lesson to bt. learned from
the picture. A good hunch might be to play
up a line like this : "Parents — you owe it to
your children to see this picture ; the story
of a family from the first generation to the
third, of human happiness — human weakness
— human
In yourstrength.*'
ads appeal to the women readers.
If
possible
securedeals
spacewith
on the
page.
That the story
the woman's
home life
of
ordinary people, and uses as a theme the relation of children to parents in these modern times, is a big selling point to women
whose largest interest is in their home and
children.
The picture elaborates the folly of reckless
expenditure of money. Some advertising value
to the banks lies in this fact. Tying up
with your picture they can advocate the wisdom of sane banking and carefully considered
investments as well as expenditures.

during
at the
Theatre.the week of
There have also been prepared, to simplify exploitation, a number and variety of
novelties which will broadcast the title of the
picture, and impress it on the consciousness
of the public. These include a pair of goggles and a nose flap on which is printed the
name of the picture, the stars, the date of
showing and the name of the local theatre
at which it is showing.
There are also novelty folders and throwaways available and these are sure to delight the kids and please you with their
pulling tribute
power.
Perhaps
the bestsmall
way boys
to disthem is to
get several
to
go from house to house.

EVERY
SELZNICK
Picture
Is a
TRIED

'Reported Missing'
Comedy Drama
Released by Selznick
BRIEF: Richard Boyd has been left the Boyd
Shipping Co. as an inheritance, but he is a young
man lentirely on pleasure bent and he takes no
interest at all in the business'. An Oriental shipping
magnate is anxious to get the fleet and he persuades
Boyd to give him an option on it. At this point
Richard'snotsweetheart
makes The
him
promise
to let theintervenes
option goandthrough.
Or ental captures them both hoping to hold them
imtil after the option expires but the ship is wreck'sd
and
they c^cape.
In aown
battlepathat home
kills the
Oriental
leaving his
clear Boyd
to marry
the
'T'HE
of "Reported Missing" is gengirl.uine humor
with the result that it gets the laughs.
Moreover, the film is sufficiently sprinkled
with a quantity of tense situations and real
thrills to make the comedy parts even more
obvious. Some of these include a race between a hydroplane and a hydroaeroplane, a
rough
and oftumble
fight scenes,
in the villain's
house,
a series
comedy
and elaborate
gowns worn by Nita Naldi and Paulin Garon,
the flapper.
The reward proclamation will serve in the
exploitation of this film as a keen interest
arouser. On every available conspicuous space
tack up signs reading : "Reported Missing.
Richard Boyd and Pauline Dale. Five hundred dollars reward for information leading
to the whereabouts of these two."
Then when the picture appears at your
theatre replace these signs b> others telling
that the missing persons have been recovered
and may be seen any afternoon or evening

^
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"Dannenberg" "
Film Daily

You can ballyhoo it and know
that "THE AVERAGE WOMAN" will stand up to anything
you say about it.
Read by 10,000,000 Saturday
Evening Post readers.
BOOK

THE

PLAY
BURR SPECIALS!

"Three

O'clock

in the

featuring

CONSTANCE

BINNEY

Morning"
"The New School
with RUSSELL GRIFFEN
BurrTea
Pictures,
Inc.
che
133 West 44th r"
Street
New York City, N. Y.
Released by the Best Independent
Exchanges Everywhere!
Foreign Rights Controlled by
Richmount Pictures
723 Seventh Avenue
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'Wild Bill Hickok'
Western
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: In order to subdue the lawless gang of
bad men who are moles'ting the inhabitants of Dodge
City in Kansas and making the place almost unbearable, there is formed a peace committee composed
of citizens of the town. Wild Bill Hickok becomes
the leadt^r and as such he gets into innumerable
tight places from which he has ditificulty in extricating himself. But backed morally by an inspiring
love town.
he emerges on the top and is the savior of
the

'T'HIS Story of a member of the committee
of peace men who are ever on hand to
subdue the lawless gang of bad men who
inhabit Dodge City a "hard" town in Kansas, is the real he-man type of tale. There
is a love element but it is of small account. It
is by no means one of the real selling points
* elethe pict
of Instead
you shouldure.
harp on the virile
ment of the film which concerns the lives
of the stalwart frontiersmen. The tie-up that
this phase presents is with the sporting goods
store or the local shop dealing in army and
navy goods. Stills from the picture would
make excellent background for a display of
heavy boots, warm sweaters, serviceable coats
and the like.
The name of Bill Hart is decidedly valuable as an audience getter and for this reason you should get his name in every conceivable locality in your vicinity, advertise it big
in
your
ads and make it prominent in the
lobby display.
There is an historical element which enters
into the film. The time of the play is the
Civilgenera]
War period
fineCuster,
characterizations'
of
Sheridanandand
also Lincoln, appear in the story. Armed with
this you have good reason for approaching
the public schools enlisting the aid of the
teachers in recommending the films to the
child ren. You might find it worthwhile to
offer cut rate tickets to the children issuing
th em through schools. You know kids are
great talkers and if the picture gets across
with
they'll take the glad news to the
folks them
at home.
* Ik *
'The Cleanup'
Comedy-Drama Released by Universal
BRIEF: Monte Bixby's grandfather leaves him
only a dollar in his will and fifty thousand dollars
mhe cash to epch citizen of the little town in which
lived. His sweetheart jilts liim, as the whole
town goes money mad. Crooks arrive to get in on
the "clean-up." Monte decides to save the people
ml spite of hemselves, and he enlists the aid of his
grandfather's
secretary.
He succeeds
then
finds out thatformer
will
was only
a hoax and
to teach
him the value ofthemoney.

'T'HE fact that the story is simple, yet highly
entertaining, and features Herbert Rawlinson in the leading role is probably partiallv
responsible for the fact that this picture has
been well attended at small town and neighborhood theatres. It is an admirable picture to
fit the average program and given the proper
exploitation it will make money for exhibitors
who have not yet run it.
This picture lends itself very well to an
effective mail campaign. Get a list of the
members of clubs and other social or business organizations that are frequented by
responsible people and send a brief, well
worded letter to each person. Have the substance of the letter read something like this:
"If a man took the pages of our telephone or local directory and left a fortune
to every one named on them, what would
happen to this thriving town? The answer
to this problem is given at (your theatre)"
The_ title and the nature of the picture suggests innumerable commercial tie-ups that can
very easily be arranged. In this connection
it will be a simple matter to interest the livewire merchants in a double truck newspaper
advertisement.
Each dealer can stage a

PICTURES

"Clean Up Sale." Follow the usual line and
run your advertisement across the top of
the double truck or boxed in the center of
the advertisement.
The stores can also have window displays
in
the phrase,
Clean
and which
the picture
tied "The
up with
stills.Up" is used

Letters
Cant

Be
NUMBER

DURHAM

That
Bought
NINE

AMUSEMENT

CO., Inc.,

Operating the
Pa ris-B ijo u- O rph e utn Th cat res
Durham, N. C.
April 10, 1924.
Exhibitors Trade Review,
Knickerbocker Bldg.,
42nd Street and Broadway, New York.
Gentlemen :
Fore some unknown reason I have
not received my copy of your most
valued paper in three weeks. I am
wondering if this is our fault or if
the fault is with you.
It might be passible that my subscription has run out, in such case
please advise me of same and I will
rush check to you for renewal. I will
also ask that you please be kind enough
to RUSH vie the last three copies, as
I really more than enjoy them and do
not care to miss a single copy.
Thanking you in advance and with
kindest regards, I am
V ery truly yours,
Durham Amusement Co., Inc.
(Signed) DON NICHOLS, Mgr.
"I do not care to miss a single
copy." That is the way every keen,
progressive showman feels about the
Exhibitors Trade Review. Not
only does he miss the pleasure he
gets out of reading it but from the
point of view of business he actually can't afford to miss any of them.
There is no other trade paper in
the field that gives its readers so
many constructive ideas and such a
variety of suggestions. Every department is a real showmanship department in the sense that it tells the
exhibitor how to buy his pictures
and sell them to his patrons at the
greatest profit to himself.
No wonder this showman is put
out when he fails to get his copy. He
knows what he is missing. If there
is anyone else who is not getting his
issue regularly ever)' week we want
him to notify the New York office
immediately. We realize how inuch
it means to let one week go by without the Exhibitors Trade Review.
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Dates

In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months.
Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names.
Included, also, are the current short sub ject releases with the date of release and length.

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Director
Distributor Length
Barefoot Boy
All Star
Kirland
C. B. C 5,800
Blinky
Hoot Gibson ....Not credited .Universal ...6,000
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson ..S Wood ...Paramount ..5.960
Bright
of B'way.All
Star
Campbell ...Principal
BroadwayLights
Gold
E. Hammerstein.
. Dillon
Truart ...6,765
6,814
Call of the Wild, The.. Buck
Fred JacksonPathe
8,000
Chapter, in Her Life, A. All Star
Lois Wilson .Universal ...6,330
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt
Fitzmaurice .Paramount ..7,413
Clean Up, The
H. Rawlinson . . . Parke
Universal . . . 5,000
Covered Wagon, The ..Special Cast . . . . Jas. Cruze ..Paramount .10,000
Daytime Wives
Derelys Perdue ..Not credited. F. B. O. ..6,051
Eleventh Hour, The . . . .Mason-Jones burning . . . Fox
Enemies of Women .... L. Barrymore . . . Crosland Goldwyn ..10,501
Eternal Three, The
Special Cast
M. Neilan .. Goldwyn ...6,845
Exiles, The
Doug MacLean . Not credited Goldwyn ..10,000
Fair Cheat, The
All Star
King
F. B. O. ..6,000
French Doll, The
Mae Murray
R. Z. Leonard Metro 7,000
Going Up
:.
Ingraham . . . Asso. Exhib. 6,053
Gold Diggers, The
Hope Hampton ..Beaumont ...Warners .. .7,500
Gold Madness
Guy B. Post . Thornby Principal
.6,000
Green Goddess, The .... Special Cast . . ■Sidney
^ Olcott . Goldwyn
.9,100
Gun Fighter. The
William Farnum . Not credited
. Fox
5,000
Haldane of the Sec. Serv.Houdini
Houdini
F. B. O. ..5,000
HeU's Hole
Chas. Jones
Not credited . Fox
5,000
Her Reputation
SpecialChaney
Cast . . . . W.
J. Wray
First Nat'l .12,000
.6,566
Hunchback
of Notre DameLon
Worsley .Universal
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan ..Paramount .5,503
Lone Star Ranger Tom Mix
Not credited .Fox
6,000
Main Street
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont ...Warners ...8,000
Marriage Maker, The ..Ayres-Holt
Wm. deMille Paramount .6,295
Merry Go Round
Philbin-Kerry . . . R. Julian Universal .10,000
Monna
Lee Parry
Eichberg
Fox
8,0-00
Mothers- Vanna
In- Law
York-Clifford-Glass
Gasnier
Preferred ..6,725
Potash-Perlmutter
Bernard-Carr
....Badger
First
Nat'l
7,000
Puritan Passions
Glenn Hunter . . . Tuttle
Hodkinson .6.600
Red Lights
Special Cast
C. Badger . . Goldwryn ...6,841
OCTOBER
Feature
Star
Director
Distributor Length
April Showers
Harlan C. Moore. Tom Sorman Preferred ...6,000
Ashes of Vengeance Norma Talmadge. Frank Lloyd .First Nat'l 10,000
Bad
Man, The
Holbrook
Blinn ...Wm
.. Edm. WellmanFox
Carew .First Nat'l .7,000
Big Dan
Charles Jones
5,934
Cameo Kirby
John Gilbert Jack Ford ...Fox
6,931
Dancer of the Nile, The. Special Cast Wm. P. EarleF. B. O. ..6,000
Day of Faith, The
Special Cast Browning ...Goldwyn ...6,000
Desire
Special Cast Harry Garson . Metro
7,000
Does It Pay?
Hope Hampton ..Charles HoranFox 7,000
Devil's
Dooryard
All
Star
Lewis
King
..Arrow
5,000
Tod BrowningUniversal ...7,000
Drifting
Priscilla Dean
Dulcy
C. Talmadge . . Edw.
S. Franklin
.
.
First
Nat'l
.
7,000
Sloman. Metro
7,000
Eagle's
Barker .Metro
8,000
Eternal Feather,
Struggle, The
The .. .. Special
Special Cast
Cast . . . . Reg.
E.
Mortimer
.
Fox
6,000
Exiles, The
John Gilbert . . , Frank Crane. Asso. Ex. ..6,000
Foolish Parents
Special Cast . . . . Harry MillardFox 6,000
Governor's
Lady, The . . Dustin
Special Farnum
Cast . . .. ,. Campbell .... Fox
5,000
Grail, The
Shaw. Metro 6,000
Held to Answer
Special Cast . . . , Harold
Fanpell
p.
B.
O.
..6,590
Lights Out
Ruth Stonehouse .
credited Sunset
5,000
Lone Fighter, The
J. B. Warner . , Not
Schertzinger .Metro 9,364
Long Live the King . . . Jackie Coogan
Marriage Man
Maker
All Star
Wm.
Meille . First
paramount
Eddie DKline
Nat'l .6,295
5,000
Meanest
in World .Special
Cast
Men in the Raw
Tack Hoxie . . . Geo. Marshall Universal . . 5,000
Van
Dyke
.
.
.
Asso.
Ex.
. . 6,000
Miracle Makers
Special Cast . . . Horan
pox
7,000
No Mother to Guide Her . Genevieve Tobin David Smith -vitagraph
. 7,000
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast ....
Ponjola
Special Cast Albert
Donald Austin
Cnst , pirst
Nat'l...6,000
.7,000
Prince of a King, A ..Dinky
Selznick
Printer's
Devil,
The
...Wesley
Barry
..Wm.
Baudine
Warners
6.O00
'uritan Passions Soecial Cast
Frank Tuttle -Hodkinson . 8,000
Ramblin'
Kid,
The
Hoot
Gibson
E.
Sedgewick
Universal
.
.
6,000
Rosita
Pickford
Lubitsch United Art. 8,800
Rouged Lips
Dana
H. Shaw Metro 6,000
Ruggles of Red Gap ..AH Star
Jas. Cruze
-Paramount .7,590
Shattered Faith
Snecial Cast
J. J- Ormont Independent 6,000
Maigne Paramount .5,000
Silent Partner ..Moore- Joy
0
Brabin
GrifBth
Nat Ross .... Goldwyn-Cos.8,00
Universal
Six Days
G. V. Baker . Goldwyn
.Welsh-Adore
5,000
Caste . .. .. Sheridan
The".'.'.'.'
Six-Fi
re .'.'.'Special
of Desi
Slave fty,
Hal'Goldwyn
. . Rich. Hatton
. Arrow . . , 5,000
Steadfast Heart, The • • -1"^"^' .^i^Vv"
7,000
Metro . . 7,000
Sting of the Scorpion . . Edmund Cobb . . Niblo
7,800
....Moore-Bennett
Night
of
Keaton
Keaton-Cline
.
.
Metro
.
.
Strangers
Three
Ages
6,000
rhundergate
Snecial Cast
J- De Grasse
William
Russell . . James
Flood ..First
Fox Nat'l .7.000
5,000
Times Have Changed
Fleming .... Paramount .6,000
...All Star
To the Last Man
5,000
Sunset
Blache
Untameable AH Star
Universal . 5,000
Craft
..All Star
Way of Transgressor
5,000
Not Credited Indep
What Love Will Do .... Cenneth McDonald Marshall
Universal .. 5,000
Hoxie
Where Is West
NOVEMBER
Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
April Showers
Harlan-Moore . . . Pref. Pic. ..6350
Nov. 17
Selznick ...6,338 '
All Star
Bag and Baggage

Feature
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
Blow Your Own Horn .Lewis-Perdue ...F. B. O. ..6,000 Nov. 10
.
.
.
Prin. Pic. . . 67O0 Nov. 17
Bright Lights
of B'way .AH
StarCast . . . Fox
Cameo
Kirby
Special
6931
Oct. 27
Crooked Alley
Special Caat ...Universal ..4,900 Nov. 24
Cyclone Jones
Williams
Asrwon
5,000
Oct. 27
Dangerous Maid, The ..C. Talmadge First Nafl .7,337 Dec. 2217
Eternal
Flame
■
Bosworth-WindsorOoldwyn
6,000
Sept.
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn F. B. O. ..6,000 30
Flaming
.. .First Nat'l . .8,434
Dec. 241
Forgive Youth
and Forget ... Colleen
Pauline Moore
Garon ...Apollo
5,877 Nov.
Harbor Lights
Tom Moore
Asso. Exhib. 5,200
Nov. 10
His
Childrer'<
Children .All
Star
Nov.
Human
Mm, fhe
Special
Cast Paramount
Metro ..8,338
6,000
Huntress
C. Moore
First Nat'l 7,000
Oct. 27
Jealous
Special Farnum
Cast ..Fox
First Nat.'l .6.000
KentuckyHusbands
Days
Dustin
6,000Dec. 15
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast Vitagraph ...6,000 Nov. 24
Light That Failed
All Star
Paramount ..7,013 Dec. 15
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies ..Goldwyn
Aug. 11
5,000 Nov.
Man, Woman, TemptationSpecial Cast .... Metro . . .8,648
Oct.
Million to Burn, A ...Herbert RawlinsonUniversal
Nov.
Monna Vanna
All Star
Fox .... .7,000
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast Vitagraph
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Metro
7,547
9,000
■
6,000 •
. Nov.
Nov. 10
Scars of Hate
Jack Livingston .Independent. .4,800
5,000
Nov. 3
Shattered Reputations ..Johnny Walker ..Lee-Brad. . .6,000
Shifting Sands
Special Cast
Hodkinson .8,434 Oct. 20
Spanish Dancer
Pola Negri
Paramount .5,652 Dec. 8
Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr. . Paramount
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Universal . 7,000
Thy Name Is Woman .. Special Cast ....Metro 6,000
Tipped Off
Special Cast .Goldwyn
P'goers Pic.
4,284 Nov.
Nov. 103
Unseeing
Eyes
Barrymore-Owen
...8.500
Wanters, The
Special Cast First Nat'l ..6.000 Jan. 12
DECEMBER
Anna Christie
Blanche Sweet . First Nat. 7,631 .
Acquittal
All Star
Universal . .
Beaten
Jack Livingston . Inde. Pict . 6,523
5,934 ..
.Dec tS
Big
Dan
Jones-Nixon
Fox
.Nov. 3
Bill
Red Seal . .
Countrv Kid
Barry
Warners ..
.Dec. 8
Call of Canyon ....
Dix- Wilson
Paramount . .6993.
5,686
.
.Nov. 17
5.000
Chastity
K. MacDonald
First Nat'l
Cupid's
Charles
Jones . .. .. F.
Fox
.
. . Jan. 5
Dancer ofFireman
Nile
C.
Myers
B. O. . 4,200
5,787
6,000 .
Darling of N. Y
Baby Peggy ....Univ
David Copperfield All Star
Asso. Ex. . .6557
6,239 ..
.Dec.
.Nov.
.Jan.
1215
Day of Faith
All Star
Gold-Cos. ..
.Nov. 10
24
Defjfi.ig Destiny All Star
Selznick ... 6,282 .
.Dec.
Devil's Partner
Norman Shearer . Inde. Pict.
.Nov. 2415
Eternal
City
LaMarr-BarrymoreFirst
Extra Girl
Normand Asso. Nat.
Ex. .. 5,663 .
.Nov.
Eyes of the Forest Tom Mix
Fox
.Nov. 24
10
Fashion Row
Murray
Metro
7,800
Fashionable Fakers
All Star
F. B. O. . 5,700
.Dec
22
Fighting ^lade
Barthelmess First Nat. . 8,000
.Dec 15
Flaming Passions
Irene Rich
Warner ... 4,869
.Nov. 17
Gold Madness
Post
Prin. Pic. . 7,300. .
.Dec.
Half a Dollar Bill Nilsson
Metro
.Nov. 29
10
7,500
.
.Dec.
In
Palace ofof a King
Gold-Cos. .
.Dec 22IS
In Search
Thrill ....Sweet
. . . Viola Dana
Metro
6,068
.
5,700
Lady of Quality
Valli-Sills Universal
.Dec
7,453.
Let's
Go
R.
Talmadge
Truart
.Nov. 29
17
Lone Fighter
J. B Warner . . . Sunset .... ,5,500.
Loyal Lives
..Special Cast ....Vitagraph .. ,6,000 .
Lucretia Lombard
Irene Rich
Warner ... ,5,000
.
.Dec. 29
Mail Man
..AH Star
F. B. O. . 8,000 .
.Dec. 8
Man From Brodneys ...Soecial Cast ....Vitagraph ,6,800.
.Dec. 8
6,000. .
,7,500
Man Life Passed By,
All Star
Metro
6,208 ,
Mask of Lopez
Monogram . ,7,100.
.Dec.
Masters of Men
Special Cast
Vitagraph .. ,5,000 .
. Jan. 51
.Dec 22
Maytime
Ford-Shanno ....Preferred .. 7,500
.
. Nov. 3
4.960 .
Modern Matrimony ... .Moore- Lake
Select
.Dec 15
Near Lady
All Sfar
Universal . 4,812 .
Net, The
Special Cast
Fox
6,900.
Vinety and Nine
Special Cast ....Vitagraph ,6,135.
.Dec. 30
Our Hospitality
Keaton
Metro ..
,6,900
.
..Jan.
Dec. 261
Ponjola
Nilsson
First Nat. . ,6,220.
.Dec. 1
,6,500 .
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart Universal
4,571
.
Red Warning
J. Hoxie
Universal
.Jan. 2219
Rendezvous
All Star
Goldwryn . .
.Dec.
4,795 .
Reno
All Star
Goldwyn .. ,7,800
.Dec
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery Asso. Auth. ,6,600 .
..Jan.
Nov. 1231
Second Hand Love Jones
Fox
.Nov. 10
.
Second Youth
AH Star
Goldwyn .. .6,000
8,000 .
.5,000.
Shattered Faith
Special Cast
Ind. Pict. . ,6.500.
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
Fox
Slave of Desire
Special Cast .... Goldwyn . . .7,000,
.6,673.
Temple of Venus
AH Star
Fox
.Jan. 24
12
.8,000 .
.Nov.
This Freedom
All Star ... Fox
.Dec 22
.6,560.
.6,560
.
,7,000.
.Dec
29
Thundergate
O. Moore
First Nat'l . .6,665.
.Dec
1
Twenty-One
Barthelmess First Nat'l . .8,010.
.Dec
Unknown
Purple All Star
First Nat'l ...
. Dec 151
Virginian
Schulberg
.5,800.
Whipping Boss
All Star
Monogram
.Dec 22
White Tiger
Dean
Universal .7.177.
..Nov.
Dec. 171
.5,169 .
Wife's
Romance
Young
Metro
.Dec. 8
Wi!d BiH Hlckok Hart
Paramount .6,983.
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Current Production
JANUARY
Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
After the Ball
Glass-Cooper Anderson ..7,000 Jan. 5
Age
of Desire
Select Moore
Cast Paramount
First Nat'I .5,174
Big Brother
Tom
Jan.
Black Oxen
C. Griffith First Nat'I .7,000
.6,000
Jan.
.
.6,000
Jan.
Boy
of
Mine
Alexander
First
Nat'I
Breaking Into Society . . Special Cast . . . . F. B. O. . .4,112 Jan.
Broadway Broke . . . All Star
Selznick . , . .6,000 Dec.
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines ...Warner . .6,500
Feb.
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib. 9,000
Jan
Danger Ahead
Richard TalmadgeGoldstone ..5,000
Jan
Don t Call It Love
Special Cast Paramount .6,457
Jan. 19
Exiles
Bouton-Gilbert ..Fox
6,100 Jan. 19
Gentle Julia
Bessie Love
Fox
5,731 Jan. 19
Good Men and Bad
Marin Sais
Selznick 3.926
Jan. 26
Governor's
Jane Grey
Fox
. .10.000
..7.669
Jan. 1219
Great
WhiteLady
Way
All-star
Cosmopol.
Jan.
Grit
Glenn Hunter ...Hodkinson ..5,800
Jan. 12
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Metro
5,000 Jan. 19
Her Temporary HusbandAll Star
First Nat. ..6,723 .Jan. 5
Heritage of the Desert . . Bebe Daniels ....Paramount .5,741 Feb. 2
His
MysteryBlind
Girl ..
Rawlinson
Universal ..4.487
Jan. 265
Hoodman
Gladys Hulette..Fox
5,434 Jan.
Hook and Ladder .. H. Gibson
Universal ...6000
Jan. 12
Humming Bird
Gloria Swanson .Paramount ..7,490 Jan. 26
In the Spiders Web .... Special Cast . . . Independ. Pict
Judgment cf Storm
Special Cast F. B. O. ..6,329
Jan. 19
Just Off Broadway .. John Gilbert ..Fox
5,544
Feb. 2
Lady
of
Monsoreau
.
All
Star
Klein
5,500
Dec.
29
Let Not Man Put
.8,000
Asunder
Tellegen-Fred'ck.
.
Vitagraph
..
Dec. 8
Lo-ve Pirate
All Star
F. B. O. .4750
Jan. 12
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon . . . Vitagraph . .5,800
Tan. 19
Loving Lies
Brent-Blue
Asso. Auth. 6,526
Lullaby
Jane Novak
F. B. O. . .4,750 Jan. 26
Marriage Market ...
All Star
C B C. . . .6,297 Jan. 26
Man from Wyoming.
J. Hoxie
Universal .. .4.719 Feb. 2
Mask of Lopez
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. .
Mine to Keep
Washburn Grand-Asher .5,000.
5,317 Dec. 29
Monkey's
Special
5,194 Jan.
Jan. 2619
Name the Paw
Man
Special Cast
Cast.....Selznick
Gold-Cos. ...7.771
No More Women
Bellamy-Moore ..Asso. Auth. .6 181
Feb.
Not a Drum Was HeardCharies Jones .. Fox
4,823
Feb.
Old Fool
All Star
Hodkinson .6.147 Jan.
Other
Daughters .Washburn
Gr.-Asher
..5.936
Feb.
PhantomMen'sJustice
Special Cast
F. B. O. ..6,238
Feb.
Prince of a King
Dinky Dean Selznick ....6,000
Jan.
Printer's
Devil
Wesley
Barry
...Warner
....5,00-0
Feb
Satin Girl
All Star
Grand-Asher 5,691 Dec.
Shadow of the East
Mayo-Harris Fox
5,874
Feb.
Shepherd King
All Star
Fox ...8.000 Dec.
Song
of
Love
Norma
Talmadge.lst
Natl.
...8,000
Jan.
South Sea Love
Shirley Mason ..Fox
4,168
Jan.
Steadfast Heart
Mary
Alden
...
Distinctive
..7,012
The Arizona Express
Special Cast ..Fox
8,000 Jan. 25
The Wildcat
Robert Gordon . Inde. Pic. ..5,000
Three Days to Live . . . Ora Carew
Gerson
Three Miles Out
Madge Kennedy . Kenma
5,700
Jan. 12
Golcwyn . . ..5.196
. .8,000,
Three
Weeks
Cast ... . .Universal
Dec. 8
Thrill Chaser
Hoot■ a'Gibson
Through the Dark
Colleen Moore .joldwyn 7,999
Jan. 19
.Warner
7,400
Dec. 15
Tiger Rose
Ulrich
Toilers of the Sea
Special Cast Selznick ....5.128 Jan. 19
To the Ladies
All Star
Paramount .6.268 Dec. 8
Treasure Canyon
J. B Warner ...Sunset 5,000
Trouble Trail
Gerber-Hatton . . Arrow
Westbound
J. B Warner ...Sunset 5,000
West of Water Tower . All star
Paramount .6,500 Jan. 19
What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont . . . Inde. Pic. . . .5.000
What Love Will Do ..Ken. McDonald .Sunset
5,000
When
Odds
are
Even.
Russell
"^ox
4,284
Whispered Name ...
All Star
Universal ..5,000 Dec.
Jan. 268
Wife in Name Only .. Special Cast
Selznick 4,868 Jan. 26
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson .Selznick ....6,994 Jan. 26
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
Marmont
Fox
6,052
Dec. 15
FEBRUARY
B. O. . .6,917 .
.Feb. 9
Alimony
Darmond-Baxter . , F.
C. C. Burr .6,000 .
Average Women
Garon-Powell ... Inde.
.Feb. 23
Baffled
Franklyn Farnum . Fox Pic. . .5,000
Blizzard, The
Foreign Cast . . Universal .5.890. . .March 8
Breathless Moment .... Wm. Desmond . ,
.Feb. 16
Cause For Divorce ....Brunette-Butler . Selznick . . . .5.556 .
.Mar.
.7.132.
.Feb. 161
Chastity
M'Donald . . . Sunset
.... .6,008 .
First Nat'I
Covered Trail
J.Kath.
B Warner
Warner . . . .5,000
Daddies
Mae Marsh . . . .Fox
.
23
.6,500 . ..Feb.
Eyes of the Forest . . . .Tom Mix
. ..Feb.
. .4,408.
. Feb. 239
Flaming Barriers Logan-Moreno .. .Paramount
.5,770.
.
T.owell
8
Floodgates
Lowell- Russell
. .March
Flowing Gold
Anna Q. Nilsson .Metro .6,435.
.March 8
.8.005.
.
.First
Nat'I
.
Mar.
Fool's Awakening
Ford Bennett
. March 81
Gambling
Wives
Marjorie
Daw .. .. .. . Arrow . . . . .5,763.
Geo. Washington Jr Wesley Barfy . . . Warner . . . .6,438. . ..Feb. 23
.6,100 .
Great White Way .... Anita Stewart . . . Gold. -Cos. . 10,000.
. March 8
Happiness
Laurette Taylor . Metro . . . .
Hill Blly
Jack Pickford .. . "Hied Prod. .7,700. . . March 8
.
Hodkinson
Hoosier Schoolmaster . . Special Cast . . .
5,734. .
. Feb. 9
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson . C. B. C. . .5,920.
.Feb. 16
. Universal
Jack
O'
Clubs
Rawlinson
4,717
.
Lily of the Alley
Edwards-White . .. Hepworth
Love Letters
Shirley Mason . Pox
.March 8
.4,749
,
. Feb. 2
Love Master
Strongheart ....
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix
.Fox
.6.112 , ..Feb. 23
Nat'I . ,6.799.
Goldstone
Marry in Haste
Wm. Fairbanks . .. First
.5,000 . ..Feb.
.Feb. 2316
Marriage Circle
Marie Prevost . . . Warner . . . .8,300.
My Man
Farnum-Miller .. . Vitagraph . .6,800 . . .Feb. 23
Nellie.Beautiful Model ..All Star
. Gold.-Cos. .
.Mar. 22
Next Corner
Special Cast . . . . Paramount .6,098.
. . Feb. 23
.5,000.
.Hodkinson . .6,985
Night Hawk, The
Harry Carey . . . .Fox
Nort of Hudson Bay ..Tom Mix
.Mar. 1
.4,973.
Painted People
Colleen Moore .
..Feb.
Feb. 99
First Nat'I .6,897.
Ked Piper Malone ....Thos. Meighan . Paramount
.7,264
. Preferred .6,000.
Poisoned Paradise
Harlan-Bow . . . .Burr
.Mar. 15
Restless Wives
All Star
.6,317.
.Mar. 1

Chart

Distributor . Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Universal
Ride For Your Life . . . Hoot Gibson . . . Selznick
. . . .5,310 March 8
Roulette
All Star
Mar. 1
Metro .... .4,850
Scaramouche
All Star
Oct. 13
Paramount
. 10,000
Shadovra of Paris
Pola Negri
.6,440
Mar. 1
Sunset . . . .
Slow as Lightning .... Ken. McDonald . Paramount
.5,000
Stranger
Special Cast . . . . Universal . .6,515 Feb. 16
Sporting Youth
Denny-LaPlante Burr
.6,712 Feb. 16
Three
O'Clockis Woman
in Morn. ..AH
. Binney-Breese
Thy Name
Star ... Metro . . .6,293 Mar. 1
.9,087
Under the Red Robe .... Special Cast . . , Goldwfyn
Pathe
.8,000 March
Dec. 81
Way of a Man
Allene Ray .... Equity
.8,816 Mar. 1
Week End Husbands . . Special Cast . . . . Arrow . . . . .6,450
Western Feuds
Edmund Cobb .
.5,000
Feb. 16
When
Man's A Man . . Rex
Bowers-La
. .. .6,910
White A Panther
BakerMotte Goldstone
.5,000
Mar. 1
First
Nat'I
F. B. O. . .. .6,237 March
White Sin
Special Cast
8
Goldwyn
Wild Oranges
Mayo-Valh
.6,837
Feb. 16
.5,847
Feb.
9
C.
B.
C.
.
Yesterday's
Wife
Irene
Rich
Yankee Consul
Douglas MacLean , Asso. Exhib 6,148 Feb. 23
MARCH
Arizona Express
Special Cast
Fox .
Beware The Woman .... Derelys Perdue . F. B.
Blasted Hopes
Edmund Cobb ..Arrow
By Divine Right
Dexter-Harris . . . F. B. O. .7,541 Nov. 17
Crossed Trails ^
Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict.
Damaged Hearts
Mary Carr
F. B. O.O.
Daughters of Today
P. Ruth Miller .. Selznick
. . .6,15^ '■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Daring Youths
Bebe Daniels . Principal
Discontented Husbands . . Jas. Kirkwood . Columbia .7,280
.6,000
Don't Doubt Y r Husband Viola Dana .. . Metro . . .5,421 Mar. 15
Drums of Jeopardy . . . . E. Hammerstein . Truart
6,529 Mar. 22
Fair Week
Walter Hiers . . . Paramount .4,636
Fighting
Ernest
Torrence Paramount
Mar.. 29
Fine and Coward
Dandy
Tom Mix
. Fox
Fools
Highway
Philbin-O'Malley
.Universal
..7,431
Flapper Wives
May Allison . . Selznick
Flattery
Bowers-LaMotte . C.- B. C.Gallopmg Ace
Jack Hoxie Universal
Galloping Gallagher Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O
4,560 April
April 125
..4,819
Gallopmg
Fish
5.C Chaplin-FazendaFirst
Nat'I .. 6.000
Apr.. 5
Gold Fish
Talmadge . .
Great White Way
Anita Stewart .
.
.
Cosmo
Mar.
9
Greed
Special Cast . .
Gold-Cos
Nat'I
His Darker und
Self
Lloyd Hamilton . . First
Icebo
Richard Dix . . ..Paramount
.Hodkinson ..5,000,
.6,471Apr. .5
Law Forbids
Baby Peggy
..Universal ..6,203 Mar. 15
Leave ofIt The
To Jerry
Billie Rhodes '.. ..Grand-Asher 5,748
Lihes
Field Griffith-Tearle
Mar. .29
Lone Wolf
Dalton-Holt . . . . Asso.
First Nat'I
Exhib Apr. .5
Love's Whirlpool
Kirkwood-Lee
Man's Mate
Gilbert
. .App'd
Mar. .2919
FoxPict. 6,028
5,041 April
Mrs.
ReputatiA.JohnTaylor
Nellie, Erricker's
the Beautiful
Hepworth
Apr. .5
C'oak Model
Claire Windsor . . Goldwyn
Mar. 2
Night Message
All Star
Universal ...4,590 April 5
North of Nevada
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. ..4,929
On Time
R. Talmadge ...Truart 6,030
Pagan Passions
Standing-Theby . Selznick
...
Pal O' Mine
Irene Rich
C. B. C
Phantom Horseman Jack Hoxie Uiuversal .4.3199 Apr. .5
Plunderer, The
F. Mayo
Fox
5,812 April 5
Sage
Gospel . . Gerber-Hatton
SheriffBrush
of Tombstone
Fred Thomson ...Arrow
. . F. B. O5,000,
Sherlock Junior
Buster Keaton . . Metro
Shooting of Dan McGrewLaMarr-Marmont. Metro 6,318 April 19
Singer Jim McKee
Wm. S. Hart ....Paramount .6,433
Apr. .5
Society Scandal
Gloria Swanson ..Paramount
Speak No Evil
Alma Taylor ....Hepworth
Mar. 22
Stolen Secrets
Rawlinson
Universal
Three Weeks
Aileen Pringle ..Goldwyn
Mar. 23
Torment
Special Cast
First Nat'I
Mar. .29
Try and Get It
Washburn-Dove .Hodkinson ..5,770 April 19
Two Fisted Tenderfoot . Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict
Uninvited Guest
Flynn-Tolley ....Metro
6,145
Vagabond Trail
Charles Jones ..Fox
4,302
What 3 Men Wanted ... Miss DuPont ...Inde. Pic .5,200
Why Get Married ....Andree Lafayette .Asso. Exhib. 5,091 April 12
Why Men
Leave Home . John
All Star
Wolf
Man
Gilbert First
Fox Nat'I 8,000
5,145
Woman and Her Man . Renee Adoree . . Metro
Woman's
Secret
Mae Marsh Allied
Woman Who
Sinned ..Wallace-Rich
FoxP., D. 9.787
6,500Mar. .29
Yankee Madness
Larkin-B. Dove .F. B. 0
4,680 April 12
Yolando
Marion Davies . . Gold.-Cos
APRIL
Arab, The
Terry-Novarro . Metro
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore .Warner
April 12
Beggars on Horseback . . Prevost-Blue . . . Principal
Boy of Flanders
Jackie Coogan .Metro 7,018 Apr. .5
. Warner
BBabbitt
'way After Dark
Special
Special Cast
Cast ... . . Warner
Confidence Man
Thomas Meighan . Paramount
Captain January
Baby Peggy . . . Principal . . . 6,000
Crossed Trails
Franklin Farnum Inde. Pic.
Dawn of A Tomorrow . .Jacqueline Logan Paramount
Dancing Cheat
Rawlinson-Lake Universal .6,010 Apr. .5
Enchanted Cottage Laura
Rich. La
Barthelmess
Excitement
Plante First Nat'I
Univesal 4.913 April 19
Gid Shy
Harold Lloyd
7,600
April 12
Girl of the Limberlost . . Gloria Grey . . Pathe
F. B. O
Good Bad Boy
J. Butterworth
His Forgotten Wife .... Madge Bellamy Principal . . .6.000
F. B. O. . .6.500
Ki ng of Wild Horses . . Special Cast . . .Pathe
4,611 April
April 195
Listen Lester
Faz.-Novak-Myers Principal ...6,000
Marriage Cheat
Mar.- Joy-Menjou . First Nat'I
Masked Dancer
Chadwick- Lowell . Sher.-Principal . .•
Mile. Midnight
Murray-Blue . . .Me'ro
Lord's TheReferee
CharlesJannings
Jones ...Fox
5,000
Peter
Great
Emil
. . Paramount
Pipes of Pan
Alma Taylor Hepworth
Recoil
Betty Blythi
J. Parker Read
April 27
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Free
A

Theatre

without

Seats

Your show wouldn't get along very well if patrons
had to stand during the performance, which goes
to show the importance of comfort in theatre
success. The quickei you get your patrons comfortably seated, the better they like it.
Brandt

Trial

?

Universe

hurries the line at the cashier's window — makes
change accurately and instantly. Keeps the ticket
vender smiling, the patrons smiling, the "boss"
smiling, and smiles are worth dollars in the show
business.

at Our

Risk

Ask for a Brandt Universe on Free Trial. Use
it ten days, then return
it, or keep it and pay in
easy installments or
cash as you wish.
Satisfaction guaran-

BRANDT
AUTOMATIC
CASHIER CO.
$85.00
Easy Terms

About
New

Dept. U, Watertown, Wis.

Theatres —
and

Old

C EVERAL new moving picture theatres are
'-'projected for Winnipeg, Manitoba, during
coming months. The Parkview Theatre, Portage Avenue, which was destroyed by fire
last January, is to be rebuilt at a cost of
$90,000, according to announced plans, the
new house to be on a more modern and more
elaborate plan than its predecessor.
H. Gernberg, proprietor of the Palace
Theatre, Selkirk Avenue, Winnipeg, is securing a site for a second theatre, he has
announced, and will erect an attractive
neighborhood house at a cost of |30,000.
Mr. Blanstein has made arrangements for
the erection of a moving picture theatre on
Stafford Street, Fort Rouge, a suburb of
Winnipeg,_ which is to cost $60,000, construction to start near the end of April.
The Model Theatre, Danforth Avenue,
Toronto, one of the older theatres in the
North Eastern section of the Ontario Capital, has been improved by the installation of
the latest type of projection equipment, including two De Luxe Motiograph projectors
and a Superlite Gold Fiber Screen. The De
Luxe machines have glass enclosed mechanism, motor release clutch, pilot light device,
adjustable reel-end alarms and the direct connected motors. The installations were made
by J. H. Coleman of the Coleman Electric
Company, Toronto, distributor of the equipment.
F. G. Spencer, who operates a chain of 21
moving picture theatres in the Maritime Provinces of Canada, has concluded arrangements
for the erection of a handsome new movmg
picture theatre on Charlotte Street, St. John,
N. B. Mr. Spencer has secured a large site
opposite the new "Admiral Beatty" Hotel
which is well' under construction. The new
theatre is to be of large proportions.
^ ^ ^
The Princess Theatre at Luling, Texas, is
being enlarged and seating capacity increased.
Acquiring of a long time lease of the old
Lake Cliff Casino at Dallas, Texas, has resulted in the buildings being remodeled and
turned into the finest motion picture^ studio
■east of Los Angeles, Calif., and within a

short time the James P. Simpson Company
will be operating upon a large scale and turning out western films to the trade.
If: ^ sji
Julius Levy has commenced the construction of a new theatre at Brady, Texas, to cost
about $40,000. It will be fireproof and ornamental in design, and will have a stage for
road shows. The theatre will seat about 800.,
The Liberty Theatre at Marietta, Okla., is
being improved and a stage for road shows
added. A new pipe *organ
* *has been installed.
In order to make room for road shows
and vaudeville, a stage and dressing room
have been added to the Linwood Theatre,
Tarkio, TVTo. The capacity of the house is
464. Finishing touches are being put on the
Marlborough, Theatre, a suburban house of
Kansas City, this week and the opening probably will be next week. The new house will
seat 1,000 persons.
* * *
DENVER PLANS MAGNIFICENT
PHOTOPLAY TEMPLE
A new motion picture theatre, costing
$1,000,000 and vying with the most famous
cinema houses in the country in size and
equipment, will be built in Denver, Colo.,
within the next year, according to an announcement made by Homer E. Ellison on his
return from New York this week. The theatre will be built by the Mountain States Theatre Corporation, of which Mr. Ellison is the
president and in which Jessie L. Lasky and
Adolph Zukor and other officials of the Famous Players-Lasky, which comprises the
Paramount organization, will have an interest.
The site has not been selected, but there
are several which the company are considering, according to Mr. Ellison. It is expected
that this matter will be settled within the next
ninety days and work will begin immediately.
BENNETT FILM RENOVATOR
MERITS PRAISE
George H. Bennett, inventor and manufacturer of the Bennett Film Renovator, issues
a catalogue which is as edifying as it is interesting, concerning his products and the service he renders to clients.
According to Bennett his machine can be
operated by any inspector, cleaning about
forty reels per day and at the same time
turning out two-thirds of a day's quota of inspection.
The Bennett Film Renovator is described
as an automatic machine needing no attention

after being properly threaded and the motor
started. It is propelled by a one-eighth
horse power motor that is inclosed in a cast
iron box and connects to any light socket
with attachment plug and armored cable. It
requires a floor space of 18x22 inches.
There are no sprocket wheels, no buffing
wheels, no revolving dryer and only two belts.
By virtue of its automatic speed change, each
foot of film gets an equal treatment.
The Bennett Film Renovator concern invites inquiries from all those interested in the
product, following which particulars will be
furnished of a nature which it is claimed will
cement the closer relationship between manufacturer and inquirer. The firm may be addressed at Argentine Station, Kansas City,
Kansas.

RTMENT
DEPARates
AD
ED
CLASSIFI
For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help
Wanted,
6 cents
per word.
Situations
Wanted,
4 cents
per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Pictures made to order. Commercial, Home
or Industrial. We have excellent facilities, and the
best cameramen. Our price 20c per foot. Ruby
Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and for
rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.
POWERS, EDISON, MOTIOGRAPH and
SIMPLEX INTERMITTENT SPROCKETS,
Brand
NEW, Fully Guaranteed for ONE YEAR.
Each
$3.75
Take-up and Feed Sprockets, Powers, Simplex,
Motiograph and Edison machines. New, GUARANTEED, each
$2.75
Piano Convex Condensers, any focus, any brand.
each
$1.10
Menicus or Bi-Convex, any focus, any make,
each
$^.10
Get MY PRICES ON: CINEPHOR
LENSES, Film Menders, Oil Drip Pans, Heavy
Duty Lugs, Projectionist Tool Sets, MAZDA
EQUIPMENTS, Carbon Adapters and Savers,
Radio Mat Slides, Admission Signs, Machine Oil
10% & 15% From Regular List Prices
on Parts
15 per cent discount on POWERS and Edison
Parts and 10 per cent discount on Simplex and
Motiograph PARTS. Every part is regular factory made parts and guaranteed for one year.
Everything is sent postage PAID to any part
of the United States or Canada. TERMS
ARE STRICTLY CASH WITH ORDER or
C. O. D.
WESLEY TROUT
p. O. Box No. 499 ENID, OKLAHOMA
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HELIOS

REFLECTOR

FOR

LAMP
SUN-LIGHT

BETTER PROJECTION
D. C. OR A. C. CURRENT

ARCS

STUDIO
AND
PROJECTION
LAMPS
HARMER, INC..
209 West 48th St.
Bryant 6366

AUSTIN
AUSTIN

WITH

You
OBTAIN

AUTOMATIC ARC
CONTROL
70% in CARBONS
Save
70-80% in CURRENT

AND 100% IN CONDENSERS
SHARPER DEFINITION TO THE
TURE MAKING THE OBJECTS STAND
OUT MORE CLEARLY
DEALERS ivritc for our proposition
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

WARREN
265 CANAL ST.

PIC-

PRODUCTS
CO.
NEW YORK

NOVELTIES STIMULATE PUBLIC
INTEREST IN FILMS
Every exhibitor must have, at some time,
found that there is great pubhcity value to
be gained from the use of novelties which
directly or indirectly exploit the film he is
showing at the time. Every exhibitor who
has given an eye to observing through what
medium his advertising receives most attention, must have noticed that whereas the ads
on handbills, heralds and the like, are often
read, they are thrown away immediately after. Not so with novelties. Give any man,
woman or child some little novelty, either useful, ornamental, or merely amusing, you will
notice he will pocket it, show it to others
and often make it the subject of conversation, remarking on its uniqueness or its
cleverness.
Consequently, exploitation through the medium of novelties has become very general
which in turn has created a demand for things
that are unusual and interest arousing. The
Weshner Davidson Agency who manufacture
novelties of all kinds have gotten out some
remarkably successful things that have done
much to bring patrons to see the picture advertised.
For instance, the exploitation of Harold
Lloyd
in "Dr.
means stir.
of Dr.
stove pipe
hats jack,"
made by
a great
TheJack's
kids
went wild over these very inexpensive trifles
which they wore in the streets for days.

BRAND

CO., Inc.

LAMP

COLORING

Weatherproof
1^92 BoStOH
Road
and
BRONX, NEW YORK
Waterproof
PHONE INTERVALE 2625

p^t up in over^ ^i^l^^
rectly
into the ^tcan

The Austin Chemical Company has perfected a new type of
LAMP COLORING which has stood all tests and is in many ways
superior to the various other lamp colorings on the market Keith,
Moss and Loew Theatres are using this coloring. The following
colors are in stock ; Transparent Colors : Red, Light Blue, Violet, Deep
Blue, Yellow, Green, Amber. Opaque Colors: Red, Green, Blue,
Orange, Canary, Sunset Glow, Milk White, Golden Glow, Amber.
EQUIPMENT DEALERS ARE INVITED TO WRITE
FOR JOBBER'S PRICES.

SIDE LINE TO AID PROFITS
If you are looking about, with the idea
of utiHzing space and making your profits
larger it would be worth your while to get
the advertising literature of the Holcomb &
Hoke Manufacturing Comany, Indianapolis,
Ind.
They manufacture
"Butter-Kist,"
corn popping
machine and the
advantages
of use
in a theatre lobby are obvious, as people like
sweets
of some sort, while attending the performance.
« ^ ^

an exclusive shutter-setting device and sprockets cut on specially designed precision toothcutting machines.

PERFECTED PROJECTION WORK
It is well to bear in mind that the projector is quite as important as the picture.
The Precision Machine Company of New
York, carries various hand-driven and motordriven machines which are being perfected
and revised right along, to produce the utmost in projection work. The machine has
Let
Want Ads

LOUIS

SEEL,

ARTISTIC

Fill

ANIMATED

LEADERS

INC.
FILMS

^TRAILERS

Your Wants
220 ^V^est .vipvLfvriDv Chkker'mg
42^*^ Street '^^^^^^^^ 1994-

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

TWENTY- ElCKT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICf

ROLL

/

CHEMICAL

arcusTT
cket/s
^
352 N. ASMLAND AVENUE
\V
CmtAGO, ILLINOIS

rOLDED

TICKETS
best eor the- least money "

quickest DttivtRY

correctnes.s ^iUAruNrrfo

Skillful

cinematography
production— from

shadow
must

the

be

full

highest

scale

secured

exacts

in

of

light

tones

the

accurate
to

in

the

re-

deepest
negative

print.

EASTMAN

POSITIVE

Gives

faithful

delicate

the

reproduction

detail.

tion — "Eastman"
letters

in

the

Look

and

Film,

base,

is

no
for

matter
the

"Kodak''

transparent

Eastman
tinted

FILM

identifica-

—

in

margin.

both

regular

available

in

and

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N.

Y.

how

black

HAL

ROACH

presents

Our

Gang

Comed

ies

Two

Reels

r

Countless

Times

They've

Saved

the

show!

Hal Roach's little rascals are actu-

more favorable reports on them to the

ally bigger box-office attractions today
than nine-tenths of the feature stars.

trade papers than are received on any
other two reel comedies.

The kids are wild over them; older

Time and aeain thev have saved the

persons chuckle, giggle and roar at
them; and exhibitors are sending in

show

for exhibitors,

Thev'll do

the

same for vou.

BO\s T » BOARD (Pathe)! (two reels).
Although this is a pood conled^^ it is not as
R-ood as GIAXTS VERSrS YANKS <5r CHAMI*KK\.themIf they
see Our
GangTryonce,it you
pay
to stay
away.
and can't
sec.
The
was Mclntosl*,
in good condition.
blad. film
Grand,
Minn. — H. B. LindwillCHAMPEEN
recommend (Pathe),
these Our (two
Gang:- reels).
comedies Weas
100 per cent to any showman. The film was
In
pood condition.
Hutchinson,
Minn. — Noreen & Fried, Rex.
(Pathe).
reels).of This
one
Is COIIBLER
no different
from (two
the rest
the Our
Gans: comedies. They are nil g-ood. The
'film
was in good
condition.
— H. B. Smooth.
Lowell,
Minn. (two
DERBVLittle
D.VYFalls,
(Pathe).
reels). Our
patrons
asking
more Our
comedies.areThey
are for
wonderful.
The Gangfilm
was in good condition. — M. , D, Gowan,
FIRE FIGHTERS
(Pathe). (two reels).
Orpheum,
Ortonville,
Minn.'
This patrons
is a very
goodcent.
comedy
which comedies
pleased
our
100 per
Our Gang
are all
good.
The
film
was
in
good
condition.— K. Raddatz,
House. (two
Drake, reels).
N. D.
FIRE
FIGHTERSOpera(Pathe).
This Our Gang comedy absolutely is a
knockout.
Theyarecan't
makeon them
better.
These comedies
the best
the market.
— ISL D, Gowan. Orpheum. . Ortonville, Minn.

OUR GANG COMEDIES i(Pathe>. <two
reels). These comedie.-^ are always good and
can't bements beat.
They The
get film
many wasgoodin comfrom patrons.
good
condition. — N. Fisher„ UniveTsUy, Minne-

(Pathe). (two
OUR GA!N»5 comedies
the
apolis
reelers
the isbestgood.
Thes^
reels).
Sioux Falls,
S. areD.
,two The
^ film
, on was
market.
'Every
one
in good condition. — Fred Beecher, Orpheum,
OLR OA>G COMEDIES (Pathe). (two
about a dozen of these
reels).
to
date Weand have^used
haven't had a bad O) e. They
done
they've
feature, for
Howard,
Grand,
will
it forholdus. —up C.a N.poorBontecou,
S. D.
From just one issue
of ''Amusements^
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BUCHOWETZKI
TRI
DIMIPRODUCTI
ON

'Picture Jndustrf

relea&e4i

Maq26

buchowetzki Adapted by paul bern
PreseKiedhy ADOLPH ZUKOR anrf JESSE L.LAGKY

HILE

theatres of moderate

size

clamoring

for increased patronage amid
keen competition in their respective localities, along comes this amazing offer on the
Wurlitzer Hope- Jones Junior Unit Organ. Those
exhibitors with keen foresight who take advantage
of this offer will immediately lift their theatre from the
commonplace and place it amongst the forerunners of
the industry. Performance counts. Give it to your
patrons and watch your attendance grow. Not only the
price, but the new Wurlitzer Selling Plan now enables
every exhibitor, regardless of the size of his house, to

The new Wurlitzer Selling Plan was
recently devised to enable even the
smallest exhibitor to reap the rich
rewards certain to follow the installation of a Wurlitzer Unit Organ.
You want the crowds. The coupon
will bring complete details on
below
how to get them.

offer his patrons the highest type of performance — good
pictures properly interpreted by the inimitable music of
the Wurlitzer Unit Organ. Act today. Be first in your
community to take advantage of this great offer.

CLIP

and MAIL

COUPON

the

Gentlemen:
vVurlitzer
ZEK CO.
IT
K.
WU
,HE
send fuU details °^ J^^-^,;";, together wHh

TODAY

Executive Offices
CINCINNATI
121 East Fourth Street
CHICAGO
YORK
Wabash Ave.
South
329
St.
42nd
/est

SAN FRANCISCO
250 Stockton Street

""^^
J""-^Planones Selling
Hope-] new
,our
Name of Theatre
Capacity
Seatingme
Na
City
. State

Form 1220
CUSS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
Teleiram

CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
WESTON

D»y Littaf

NIte
NL
If oor» of {h*3« thre* tymtiala
appMT* ifter the cbNk (numlMr tf
words)wise ItBcharacter
dib it a telegram.
Is Indicated Otherby the
gymliol awietflng aftir the check.

i924«>R 8

44P FV 99

Blue
Nite
Day Utter
Night
Meaage
N L
Night Letter
\f none «f these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words) thii Is a istelegram.
Indicated Otherby the
after the check.
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ENTERTAINING
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GAME

OUTLAY
AND
AS

AS WELL

A WELCOME

ENTERTAINMENT

OF mAHJONG

YESTERDAY

THEATRE

AND

FOUND

FILM

THE M^ERIES

STANLEY

JUIGMENT

ARROW

THE

WE PAID

SIR

DEAR

'-PRESIDENT

WHO

ADDITION

TO

AS MENTIONED

DO

NOT

ANY

PROGRAM

FOR

ABOVE

YOURS

JULES

E MASTBAUM

NOT
A

A DRY
BIG

THE

VERY

WHEN

ENGAGEMENT

INSTRUCTIVE

ORIGINAL

UNDERSTAND

WHO

THOSE

OF MAHtONG

VARIOUS

AT

GOOD

THE

JUSTIFIED

NY

WILL

ELEMENTS

8E

OF

TRULY

ST^NJ^EY CO OF

AMERICA-

MYSTERI

ES

THE
OF
FOOT.

BIGGEST LITTLE FEATURE EVER RELEASED.
JONG"
MAH
176 CHARACTERS
IN THIS PICTURE.
FULL LENGTH LAUGHS.
PACKED FULL OF PUNCH.

MONEY
MORE

GETTER
EXPLOITATION

FOR
ANGLES

EVERY
THAN

EXHIBITOR

A 7 REELER.

1 SHEET, 3 SHEET, COLORED LOBBY'S, SCENE AND ADV.
PRESS BOOK FULL OF EXPLOITATION STUNTS.
DON'T WAIT.
PHONE OR WIRE.
ARROW
A Norman Jeflferiea
Production

NEWyORK

PICTURE

REEL

MYSTERIES

THE

PRESIDENT

"THE

NOVEL

42 ST

A WEEKS

AS TO PLEASE

SO CONSTRUCTED
THOSE

OPENED

IS TIMELY

WEST

A TWO

ITS RECEPTION

AND

FILM

THE

WHICH

220

CUTS.

FILM

CORPORATION

W. E. Shallenberger, Pres.
220 West 42ud Street
New York
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road
the

showing
chjechahcbs

„ (ijronotfficecl chee-chaw-koz) 'i
The report that we were considering roadshowing this Alaskan masterpiece brought a
deluge of letters of protest from exhibitors.
With this firm the demands of the
exhibitor are our commands. This
production will not be road-showed.
Branch managers have been instructed to accept pre-release bookings from May 15. /general release will not be for several weeks
later. AH departments are working night
and day to get everything ready for the exhibitor to make a clean-up this summer.
Associated
ExhibitorC
ARTHUR S. KANE, President
PATHE, Physical Distributor

May 3, 1924
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"Hear,
Delight

Evans

hear!"
Says: —

(in May
The

Month's

Four

Screenland)
Best Screenplays

America"
Beau Brummer'
** Yankee Consul **

*' Yolanda

Dd^las
\^he

*'

Delight
^'You'll

Evans

i&nkee

Ccmsul "

also says: —

have the time of your Hfe at 'The

sul'. Everybody, to the theatre

Mirrliful Ushers

Maclean

selves. ' '
"You'll probably

ushers

Yankee
enjoyed

roll right out of your

Conthem-

seat and down

the aisle at the finish."

Even the seats laughed/

'* 'The
speed

Yankee

Consul'

of a plucky

bounds

along

with

all the

flivver."

"Douglas
Mac Lean
has given
mc
more legitimate
laughs than any other screen actor except Chaplin.
Faster than xs^ind — .

"Patsy

Ruth

Miller is present,

Delight

Evans

Says: —

(m May
The

Month's

too, the little cut up.'*

Four

Screenland)
Best Performances

Doug and "Sharlee"
John

Barry more

Holbrook
Douglas

Blinn
MacLean

Lionel Barrymore

in

Beau

BrummeF'

i?i ' ' Yolanda
in " The Yankee
in

Consul''

America ' '

Sidney Garrett
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Pathe
Foreign Representative Arthur S. Kane. President Physical Distributors

Sol

I

*

Lesser"b
presents
iggest

jQttU

Baby

'X.

TWO

AMERICAN

a ma
Hobart Bos worth, Irene
Rich, Lincoln Stedman,
Harry

T. Moray,

Barbara

Tennant-

Produced

by

PRINCIPAL]

F

DISTR,IBUTIO^

Star

in

Pictures

Pee

MASTERPIECE

/ 1'-

K

HELE
BABIES
^1/JoKn

HabLerton

'The dory that has made alt ihe Vorld
respond to its Lo])e and smites
WITH THESE PLAYERS
Clara Bow, Gene Carpenter,
Edward Everett iiorton,Cj3ire
Adams, Crawford Kent, Tom
Beed, Mattie Metersno EDITION
Publifked by Grosset 6^ Dunlap
Circulation over 3POQOOO

PICTURES

TO

CORPORATION
SOL.LESSEH,

BE

JPre^ii^m^

ANNOUNCED

LATER.

An original screen play by Michael Moiipn
A Graham Cutis Production
Vresentf^d by Balcon^ FVeedman 6 Savllle
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NEW

Under
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And — As

After
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Is Something

All!
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The

Biggest

Co-Operative

Ever
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to

Read
But

Pages:
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Screen

Every

Page

In This

'Park'

Your

Attention

Treat

Showmen!

Week's

Issue
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- 58

and

4 Insert

Pages

to Boot !
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3

i

-and

then

^i-oom
to
societv

and here is where "Connie
certainly takes the prize.
The

scene

to teach

where

her opera

they

try

etiquette

IS a scream —
you

want

this

one!

they

her

tried

for
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s broaclcast.s its Spec i a 1 Lobbyology

REVIEW

9Af Business Paper of the Motion Viclurelndustrf
GEORGE BLAISDELL, Editor
EDDY ECKE'LS. Business Manager
J. A. CRON, Advertising Manager
MICHAEL L. SIMMONS, Associate Editor
GEORGE T. PARDY, Reviews Editor
I.EN MORGAN, News Editor
IIE'N-RIETTE SLOANE, Staff Editor

Number. A program
of showmanship spice
and inspiration for putting extra dollars in the
theatre coffers. This is
\ made
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doubly

possible

J the
by the
for
first introduction,
time in the his-

tory of film business papers, of a complete and comprehensive section of National Tie-Ups. Names made famous
through national advertising and trade
prestige bring the weight of all their influence to bear in giving the showman
free exploitation for Warner Brothers'
screen classic "Beau Brummel."
In Hartford, Conn., there is a theatre
named the Capitol, which has gained an
enviable distinction and patron age
through its unique program of Lobbyologj^ On page 14 is an account of the
methods by which the house has gone
"over the top." Read
and do likewise.

it— then go thou

Speaking of Lobbyology, there are more
than a score of sound, selling sentiments
m
Salesman Extraordinarv — The Lobby," by Irving Lesser, Vice-president of
Principal.
Read it on page 15.
CTAND
BY for next
Producers Number.

week's

Special i

Tells you all
about attractions scheduled for future release. Takes you back of the scenes of
the producing companies'
you can kno^v what is in
you the coming season.
No less distinctive than
makes its auspicious start

plans, so that
the cards for
the one -which
in the present

issue will be next week's National TieUp Section. It will center around GoldAvyn-Cosmopolitan's splendid picturization of the famous Rex Beach story,
"Recoil." Many opportunities for highpower, free advertising Avill be offered. If
you have any concern for your position
in the showmanship world, you'll run to
meet the postman, when he delivers
Next Week's

Special Producers Number.
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The
'The

Name
Last

That

Word

'BEAU

Represents

in Good

BRUMMEL'

Taste'

yEARS AGO- — during the reign of King
George III in England — there lived
George Bryan Bnimmel. Disappointed in
love, he decided to break a few hearts himself. To accomplish his peculiar task, he
turned fashion plate and eventually became
the authority on "Good Taste." Today the
name "Beau Brummel" still stands for just
that. In (he Warner Brothers' Screen Classic version of the story, John Barrymore
aptly suggests the last word of good taste
exploitation in plenty of national tie-up ideas.

C1B614982
Mav 3, 1924
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Bankers

Are

Most

Says

denunciation by Adolph
THE
Zukor, president of Famou.^
Players-Lasky, last week of the
excess bonus men, the "30 per cent,
parasites," has aroused anew intere.>t
in the whole question of the intlutnce
upon the industr}' of practices which
openly have been charged as "unsound
."
banking
Exhibitors
have manifested more or
less concern in the situation by reason
of the possible reaction of these charges
in the form of increased rentals as a
result of higher production costs.
The remarks of Mr. Zukor were
made after Dr. A. H. Giannini, president of the Commercial Trust Company, speaking at the luncheon given
by J. D. Williams, president of Ri z
Pictures, in honor of Hugh D. Mcintosh of Australia, had declared that
"there are only a few fellows left th- t
we have to fight, men who do no good
to the industry."
Must 'Seir Associates
The speaker invited those present to
join with him in smashing the bonus
men in the bu.siness, the "vicious ones."
He went on to say that following his
remarks at the recent T. N. T. dinner
he had received threatening words, but
declared they did not worry him.
When the doctor was seen this week
he told of five men who had visited
him since the dinner mentioned and
asked him to advance money on .'i
proposition in which the only tangible
asset was a story.
Informed that such action was impossible the men invariably replied that
they would be thrown into the hands
of the "bonus sharks." The doctor expressed his regrets, but pointed out that
in a bank there were certain protections thrown out by law under which
it was necessary for accounts to pass
the scrutiny of cold-blooded examiners,
clearing house and national.
Also before loans were made it was
necessary for the, official handling the
matter to "sell" his associates and his
board of directors, to convince them
that the request, if granted, would result in a safe investment.
When the doctor was asked to outline just what he considered a banking
proposition in a matter of motion pic-

Friendly

Dr.
By GEORGE

To

Industry.

Giannini
BLAISDELL

ture production he said it was customary to loan 20. to 25 per cent. Into
this, of course, there enters the personal
ecjuation.
If the borrower represents a goingconcern, if his company is headed by
men of ability as well as of integrity,
if the organization is one that always
has met its obligations and has working capital paid in, if it is not a continuous borrower but on the contrar-.
occasionally shows a clean slate, the;t
the size of the loan may be increased
according to the surrounding circumstances anywhere from 5 to 25 pei
cent, additional.
Dr. Giannini laid especial emphasis o ^
the "personal equation " saying that in
banking as in everyday business in
other lines, integrity counts heavily.
Not a Reformer
"I am not a reformer," said the doctor. "Neither do I care to be so regarded. But while my family are
ami have been bankers I was educated
in medicine, and you can vmderstand
that a part of that education was the
driving in of professional ethics.
"But there are ethics in the banking
business — and among the things
that are proscribed is the loaning of
money on insufficient collateral.
"For a long time there was a feeling
among financial men that the motion
picture business was one involving unusual risks, but I repeat what I have
said before, publicly as well " as privately, that when there are applied to
the motion picture business the same
rules that are laid down for other
trades it is no more hazardous than is
any other industry. It is simply a
case of exercising the everyday selecDr.
tive Giannini
processes." told of the changed
and changing attitude of bankers toward the motion picture as a business.
When the doctor came to the town, a
stranger, he found the industries which
contained what were considered the
more desirable banking customers were
controlled by their own banks.
Looking over the field he noted there
was none for the motion picture. Having a good working knowledge of the

industiy by reason of his California
connections he concluded to specialize,
as it were, in the concerns he knew
were controlled by their own banks.
Antagonism Lessening
That was a long time ago. In the
intervening years he has seen a lessening of the initial antagonism toward
the industry. He has seen it shift
from open opposition to the point
where the every-day bank director will
scrutinize a picture proposition with
the .same mind that he will bring to
one from another industry.
In fact, he has seen bank examiners
frowning.
scan
motion picture entries without
Joseph M. Schenck is a director of
the East River Bank of New York, of
which Dr. Giannini also is president,
and of the Bank of Italy, with 70 offices ill Los Angeles and San Francisco and throughout California.
When Mr. Schenck first became a
director a number of the motion piclure men demurred, saying their business would be thrown open to the inspection of a competitor. They were
assured by the doctor that might be
true, but also they would have on the
board of directors of the institution a
man who knew the business of production and who could aid in the favorable
consideration of worthy applications.
Cecil De Mille a Director
Nicholas Schenck, a brother of Jg--^eph M., is a director of the Commercial Trust in New York, and Cecil B.
De Mille is a director of the CommerItaly.cial National Bank of Los Angeles, an
institution affiliated with the Bank of
Dr. Giannini declared that much of
the "grief" experienced by producing
companies in the past could be ascribed to the "excess bonus men," the
"vicious" ones, whose exactions , had
threatened the existence of some organizations and with others had put them
out of business.
"Of course," said the doctor in conclusion, "you may say the producers
in these cases were willing partners,
but that doesn't mitigate the offense of
the 'bonus boys' as it looks to me."
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Clancy's

'Corner
on
Lobby
ology
In Which a Lobby Became an Institution
Mr. Clancy's philosophy of LobbyBy MICHAEL L. SIMMONS
cy's
Clan
of
rd
hea
you
HAVE
own
in his lobby
is best mysummed
"Cozy Corner?" Sounds like
words: ology"To
mind aup"^theatre
the name of a theatre or a hoie- certain point, toppled ovei", and started
is to the showman what a window
is
a myriad of bubbles anew. The machine
in-the-wall chop house, or perhaps attracted
merchan
up-to-d
awake,
wide
a
to
so
much
t.
ate
attention
that
the
even a boarding house. But in this
The more attractive he can make his
comer in which it was displayed becase it is none of these. The cozy corcame an institution in connection with 'window the greater the number of
ner, or to be more precise, the "Corpeople who are going to stop and inCapitol's advertising of its coming
ner" is what J. F. Clancy, skipper at the
attractions.
spect his merchandise. The lobby is
Since then there never has
the helm of Poll's Capitol Theatre of
showma
the
n's showcase.
rd,
been a week that the "Corner" has not
Conn., calls his lobby.
Hartfo
contained something of an advertising
"With
us,
at the Capitol, it is a treMr. Clancy is not the only person
character in connection with a future
mendous asset. We do not go in for
lobby the "Corner."
false fronts. We keep our displays arwho
Most calls
folks this
in the community, and in program.
»
tistic by giving a proper attention to
fact, the whole city of Hartford have
the details of realism and human in^S an illustration of how widespread
erest, just as an author considers such
this pet name for Mr. Clancy's famous
well established in their
pretty
lobby
has
been
the
interest
in
Clancy's
details
in molding characterization or
minds.
"Corner" it would be particularly ape
to mention the following incident. A
To give a graphic illustration of •
few weeks ago the enterprising showwhat the "Corner" means to local
man was asked to deliver an address
'J^HE 'Corner' has had stills duphmovie goers we shall quote Mr.
cated in oils, which proved veiy efbefore the Hartford Advertising Club
in a resClancy: "Sitting opposite me two
fective. We have used wax figures
girls.
plot.
taurant afew days ago were
on "Theatrical Advertising." Hartford
departmen
from
t stores to illustrate
is
the
insurance
center
of
the
world,
Upon finishing their lunch one turned
have built mechanical
We
pictures.
our
and as a result is a big national adverto the other and said, 'Where will we
tiser. The members of the club are, to effects, like a boat sailing up and down
the waves to illustrate, 'On the High
" I'll tell you,' remarked her comuse Clancy's term, more or less "hardboiled" when it comes to the considpanion, 'Let's go down to the Capitol
?'
go
"A lobby can be a thing of evil if
erations of advertising. At the comand see what they've got in the 'Corpletion of the address the president of allowed to disintegrate, as many of
When
them do, or it can be made a tremenner.' " one allows the substance of the organization asked Mr. Clancy if he
dous asset for good, with the proper
would care to be interrogated by the
one's
through
filter
to
this last remark
members.
Clancy
assented.
aforethought,
attention to detail and
conthe
to
mind, one inevitably comes
Seas.'
study
that
all
worth-while things reFully
75
per
cent
of
the
questions
Clancy's
or
"Corner,"
clusion that the
lobby, to be literal, is endowed with a submitted were in relation to the Capsignificant personality all its own. The
itol's lobby displays, which invariably
Which is a specific "mouthful" of
were referred to as products of the facts that carries no uncertainty as to
history of this lobby is an interesting
"Corner."
what is in back of this enterprising exone. In 1920, when the Capitol was
hibitor's mind.
first opened, this "Corner" was part of
a mammoth lobby, set aside by S. Z.
Exploitation in its subtle sense receives its due share of application. This
Poli for a candy booth.
was
evinced
with specific concreteness
the
of
ative
represent
a
day
One
quire."
when,
during a school holiday week,
Hartford Electric Company called on
Clancy played Mary Pickford in
Mr. Clancy with an idea. He wanted
"Pollyana." His best bet was to interPickMary
—
picture
a
with
up
to tie
est school children. He had drawn up
ford in "Suds." He exhibited a naa picture in the character she played,
tional magazine devoted to the lighting
industry which contained a story of
printed lations
it on
rules and
for a paper
contestwith
in which
the reguchild
how an electric lighting company of
who drew the best sketch would get a
Denver had achieved a great amouni
of publicity for a certain electrically
He secured permission of the school
driven washing machine. He wanted
board to hold the contest in the drawto put one of these machines in
prize.ing rooms of the school. Every teacher
Clancy's lobby.
chose the five best sketches from her
'THE idea seemed at first repulsive
particular room. The principal of the
school chose the ten best from those
to Clancy's artistic instincts, but the
which all the teachers had picked and
ever kirking spirit of showmanship
then a committee of citizens chose the
came to the surface and Clancy quickthree best from these. He had, also,
ly conceived of an idea of presenting
this lobby innovation in an artistic
every teacher send all the drawings to
his office and he had them mounted on
fashion. He had the "Corner" boarded
cards for his lobby display.
over and his scenic artist paint a
kitchen setting for a background and
Every child that had drawn a sketch
was so anxious to have its mother and
the washing machine placed in the
center.
father and sister and brother see the
Water and a liberal supply of soft
sketch, that the display in his lobby was
a sensation for a whole week.
.soap . were fed into the machine and
J. F. CLANCY
Managerwhoofmade
Poll'shis Capitol
of institution
Hartford,
pretty soon the whole was a Niagara
Conn.,
lobby as Theatre
famous an
That typifies the Clancy kind of Lobof downy, lathery bubbles, which at a as the theatre. His slogan is "Lobbyology Plus."
byology Plus.
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T^HE Rialto Theatre of Enid, Oklahoma, was
on its figurative toes, selling the Principal
feature through the unquestioned lure of lobby
display. The box-office till gave eloquent
proof of the efficacy of the use of Lobbyology.

Salesman

Extraordinary--The
By IRVING M. LESSER
Vice President Principal Pictures Corporation

IF Sigmund Freud, the noted psychoanalyst, ever tried to delve into the
whys and wherefores of motion
picture lobbies and lobby displays he
would find himself confronted by mosr
interesting problems.
For back of the lobby display is the
psychology of dragging people into
your theatre; and back of all of thai
is the art of understanding human
emotions. Our commercial life -in
every field demands of the business
man that he possess the ability to sell
an idea. And that applies everywhere,
from the pack peddler to the Captain
of Industry.
But it applies particularly to the motion picture theatre owner. He shows
a picture for one, three or seven days
or two weeks or more. Within the allotted time that the feature is to run he
must make all he can out of it. To a
certain extent he is dealing in "perishable goods." For after he puts a picture
on once he rarely is able to show the
same picture again. He must get his
crowds and get them in a hurry.
Moreover, he must hold them ; for unless a man owns a transient house he
wants to build up regular patronage.
Bearing all of these points in rnind
it necessarily follows that an exhibitor
can't afford to aim blindly in arranging one of his most important adjuncts
to drawing crowds — his lobby. Every
showman knows that most of his motion picture patrons to-day go "shopping" for entertainment. Mr. and Mrs.
Smith and the kids decide to attend a
When they leave the
picture show.

house they have no definite theatre in
sight, although they may have looked
over the ads in the newspapers or Mr.
Smith or Mrs. Smith may have seen
some billboards which attracted their
attention.
They stroll down the street, pause
in front of a picture house and
look over the lobby display. If it is a
good one they probably go in; if it
lacks punch they may be inclined to
look further.
So it's up to the exhibitor to make
his lobby a magnet for passersby.
Getting back to the psychology of lobbies let's consider the following points
as bearing on the mental make-up of
Americans.
DECENCY — Every American who
works and bears his or her responsibilities in life possesses a strong love
of decency. Suggestive or vulgar
drawings or phrases have a repellant
effect on the average American mind.
There may be a few sections in which
erotic displays attract crowds ; but the
exhibitor who is in the business to upbuild for himself doesn't want that
class of patronage.
^ RUTH— Old General H oakum
passed away with the ten-cent circus, the patent medicine barker and the
gasoline torches. The public may have
liked to be bunked in Barnum's day,
but today it lives up to what Abraham
Lincoln said about fooling all of the
people all of the time. It simply can't
be done. Your picture patron wants to

Lobby

know the truth about your show before
he goes to see it. You can tell it to
him in gaudy language and coloring;
but the goddess of truth must be smiling in the lobby.
LOVE — It makes the world go
round. All the world loves a lover.
But he or she must be the right kind —
the ideal American type. The American heart is as big as the firmament
and as honest as the sun. There is
nothing an American likes better than
heart appeal. For instance, take the
good old melodramas that preceded
motion pictures; take also the pictures
that have had the greatest success. In
every one of them you find simple
stories with strong heart appeal.
JEALOUSY— The green-eyed monster stalks everywhere and is found
in ever}^ home. Your public likes to
study it.
HATRED — Another despised creature. Everyone wants to know more
about it and no one ever will understand
it.
REVENGE — The hero and the heroine must have it and the villains must
be foiled or Mr. and Mrs. Smith won't
sleep well that night. This is simply
an American trait.
HUMOR— It must be clean, devoid
of suggestiveness or any hint of vulgarity.
Now then, taking all of these traits
and passions in a group you find that
they supply you with the material for
every lobby display you have had and
(CoiiPiviird on paqe 64)
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nnHE manager of the Broadway Theatre
WinstonSalem,
N. C. inknows
psychology, hence the baseball
score
boardattention
on the marquee
to attract
*o First
National's "Painted People''

A DANCING figure
){ Gloria Swanson
makes an excellent
lobby cutout as proven
by Manager
Hart inof
the
Palace Theatre
El Paso, Texas, where
he employed it for
Paramount's "Zaza»"

■p RIGHTnants madelights
and inflying
peneveryone
St. Paul,
Minnesota, know
that Dame''
Universal's
"Hunchback
of Notre
was
playing at the Garrick Theatre.

A painted papier mache front can make your entire house look different. That is
how this unusual effect was achieved to draw crowds to Vit|agraph's "The M.an
From Brodney's" When it played at the Rialto Theatre in Wenatchee, Wisconsin.

Variety

Is the

Spice

of— Lobby ology
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verse which has appeared in
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other
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Before entering the motion picture business he
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York
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the
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repo
several years a
1^. A.,
It goes without saying he is a m,ember of the A. M.
s.
and it may be added he is one of its shining light
for England, where
AL H. WOODS will sail shortly
he will complete arrangements to open thehasnewa
Capitol Theatre in London, on which heJuly IS.
will be ready
fifty-year lease. The theatre Circus
and will contain
It is situated in Piccadilly
e that
wiU resembl
's policyStrand,
The theatre
2 500theseats.
and will be
New York Capitol and
of
the first American plan picture theatre in the British
It is intended to install a forty piece
metropolis.
a.
orchestr
in the
JOHN HARRISON LEVEE is a newcomer
os at
Studi
d
Unite
of
chief
home of M. C. Levee, the
six
at
scales
the
d
l
tippe
arriva
The
.
coast
west
the
quoted as saying, "If he wants to
His elder is
pounds. dent
of the United States I will not stand in his
be Presi
way, but he will not be a movie producer, director or
actor." This is, the same old story. It is the aim of every
father to keep his offspring as far away from his own
profession as possible.
g manager for Pathe ExPA. PARSONS, isadvertisin
receiving the sympathy of his
• change Inc.,
friends on account of the sudden death of his father,
who passed away last week at his
C. L.in ParsoTis,
home
New Jersey.

tion of
SYD WALKER, famous for his characteriza
Captain
of
tion
produc
film
and
stage
the
in
Old Bill
Bairnsfather's creation, is in New York. Accompanying
him is John Harding of International Productions. The
two Englishmen have been entertained by well known
on
vis^t
a month
are lookin
s and
player
ation
inform
for 's
hunt
is onrda to
Walkerg forwa
. Mr.
coast
the
seeking to find out how Americans do it in their home
studios. Those who meet him will find him an all around
good chap. Incidentally he has in his record one of the
most successful runs in the history of the English stage.
TTENRY MORTON, proprietor of three picture
theatres in Winnipeg — the Park, Monarch and
Gaiety — has been paying a visit to his mother in
Boston. Meanwhile the Manitoba exhibitor is taking a bit of a vacation.

LOIS WILSON has returned to Hollywood after a
stay in the East for more than six months. Before
going south to be featured in a Hodkinson picture Miss
Wilson completed her characterizatio'n of the Queen in
"Monsieur Beaucaire," in which Rudolph Valentino will
be starred for Famous Players. Miss Wilson may play
in many pictures. It is doubtful if ever she will register
a more thorough hit than she did in "The Covered
Wagon." After her work in that her fame is secure.
It may be added the same may be said of several of her
fellow players.
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Foreign DepartE. SHAUER, director of the
ment of Famous Players-Lasky, is entertaining three
visitors from abroad. They are William C. Winship of
organiMexico City, district manager of the Paramount
zation in Mexico and Central America ; Clarence C. Margon, branch manager at Guatemala City, Guatemala,
of the Para!and Ary de Lim, a member of the sales staf¥
mount office at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. These are the
last of seven foreign representatives who have been called
to New York by Mr. Shauer for a conference regarding
the enlargement of Paramount's foreign business,
EMIL

R. BYCK, although deaf and dumb, is
ERNEST
said to be making a real success as an exhibitor
in Tannersville and Haines FaUs in the Catskill
region in New York State. Mr. Byck is about to open
a third house at Hunter. He makes his own bookings,
and according to film salesmen is as shrewd as they
make 'em. Mr. Byck has an advantage over his
brother exhibitors in that being deaf the salesman
is shut out of many a pretty yarn. Likewise being
of an untalkative disposition the salesman has no
excuse to prolong the conversation.
WILLIAMitors as well
A. BRADY
well known
to many
exhibas other isfollowers
of the
amusement
business,. Mr. Brady has talked to exhibitors on several
occasions, some of them heated, at national conventions.
If his friends the theatre owners could have seen him
Sunday night at the Greenroom Rfevel playing the part
of King Lear they vv^ould have been surprised. The stage
and screen producer appeared in all the panoply of kingly
robes and flowing locks and beard. He read his, lines
with the fire and the precision of an old-time Shakespearean player. He was given a remarkble demonstration at the conclusion of his "turn."
pHARLES
has been bytrans^ ferred fromKNICKERBOCKER
Kfmsas City to Minneapolis
the
Hodkinson Company. Another change in branch executives isannounced by Hodkinson, which is engaging
Herman Stern, former Universal manager at Des
Moines, to take charge of the Omaha branch.
RICHARD BARTHELMESS stated prior to the release of "The Enchanted Cottage" that he believed
he had made something different. Very likely everyone
who has s,een this fine production will agree that he
has. Not the least interesting of the novel picture is the
remarkable change in the appearance of Mae McAvoy
in the make-up of a girl of plain features. She is hardly
recognizable in the part, and very few indeed will be
aware of the identity of the player until the picture is
well under way. Mr. Barthelmess deserves credit for his
courage in undertaking the subject, which has a fine and
wholesome theme. Here's hoping that it pays out, and
certainly it deserves, to.
gAMUEL
BIRSKIN,
for three
years manager,
with C.
B. C. FilmJ. Sales
as secretary
and office
has resigned. He is making plans to organize a
state rights company of his own.
IT D WARD H. ALLEN, general manager of the units
J producing comedies for the Educational Film Exchanges, isin New York conferring with E. W. Hammons,
president of Educational. Accompanying Mr. Allen from
Los Angeles was Fred Hibbard, who has been directing
Lloyd Hamilton.
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Studio activity in England is almost at a standstill.
ations completely.

Practically every big company

has stopped oper-

The Poli Theatre Circuit plans a $2,000,000 theatre in Worcester, Mass.
Churches in Milwaukee

protest against the Sunday

noon concerts at Saxe's theatre.

Airs. David Ross has been elected president of the Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays.
Mae Murray will make her own pictures for release through Metro following "Circe," her last picture
for Tiffany.
George Sidney has been chosen to succeed the late Barney
Goldwyn.
Mae Marsh is considering going to Germany

to make

The Barbara La Marr unit has arrived in New
Herbert Brenon

York

Bernard

in Potash

and Perlmutter

for

a series of pictures for Stern Films, of Berlin.
and Avill remain here until October.

has been selected to direct "Peter Pan" for Paramount,

Dauglass Rothacker has been re-elected president of the Screen Advertiser Association, at a convention held in Chicago.
Frank Whittle has been appointed foreign manager

for Lee-Bradford

Corporation.

Statistics show Canada starting a boom in theatre building after a dull period of several years.
Eddie Polo has sailed for Spain.
"Tonj^" Gaudio
Angeles.

It is, reported he will make

has been elected president of the American

William Cranston, one of the best known
Raoul
New

"The Barber of Seville."
Society of Cinematographers

motion picture men in Canada, died on April 21.

Walsh, who directed Douglas Fairbanks in "The Thief of Bagdad"
money from an aunt and will enter the production field for himself.
Metro-Goldwyn

Company

in Los

has inherited a sum of

is capitalized at e$8, 100,000.

Carmelita Geraghty will play opposite Jack Demps ey in the champion's fistic series for L^niversal.
Warren

Famous

Newcombe,
Center, New

art director for David Griffith, will hold an exhibition of his paintings at the Art
York City.

Players officials address their employees on the Phonofilm.
fully at a dinner recently.

The stunt was tried out success-

Mary Pickford's "Rosita" given a rousing reception during its first showing in England.
Harold Lloyd has completed his cast for his next comedy

which will be started in a few days.

Grant Cai-penter has been elected president of the Screen Writers Guild of the Authors
America.

League of
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Metro-Goldwyn
Unit

METRO PICTURES, Goldwyn Pictures
and Louis B. Mayer Company, April
18, formally merged their immense
holdings into an amalgamation which will also include the distribution of Cosmopolitan
Productions. The combined company will in
point of magnitude, influence, and physical
scope be the peer of any other film organization inthe world.
The negotiations which have been in progress for some time were initiated by F. J.
Godsol, President of Goldwyn, and were completed with the signing of papers by the principals.
The name of the merged corporation will
be Metro-Goldwyn Corporation. In addition
to F. J. Godsol, Edward Bowes, vice-president
of Goldwyn, will be on the board of directors
and actively associated with the Amalgamated
Company, as will also Messmore Kendall and
William Braden. Louis B. Mayer will be
vice-president in charge of all production activities.
The consolidation is intended to eliminate
waste in production, to make bigger and better
pictures at less cost, to furnish better service
to exhibitors, and to accomplish a tremendous
saving in distribution. The merger will in no
way submerge the Goldwyn Company or eliminate or curtail its producing and distributing
organization.
Goldwyn efxecutives and the Goldwyn organization will be retained throughout. This
statement, issued by Marcus Loew, is a flat
denial of various unfounded reports that
Goldwyn would disappear from the field after
the merger with Metro.
The amalgamation brings to the support
of the Metro-Goldwyn Company the immense
Loew chain of theatres and the large number
of houses which Goldwyn at present controls
throughout the country, the most important
being the Capitol Theatre, New York.
Goldwyn owns a half interest in the Capitol,
the other half interest being owned by Moredall Realty Corporation, of which Messmore
Kendall is president and Edward Bowes vicepresident and managing director.
The policy and personnel of the Capitol will
remain absolutely unchanged. Also included in
the deal are two theatres in Los Angeles, the

In

Merger

Makes

Picture

Industry

MARCUS LOEW
California and Miller's; theatres in Seattle
and Tacoma, Washington and Portland, Oregon, of which one-half is owned by Goldwyn
and one-half by W. R. Hearst ; also the
Ascher Circuit of houses in Chicago and adjacent territory, comprising more than twenty
theatres in which the Goldwyn Company owns
a one-half interest.
The Goldwyn Studios at Culver City, covering (40 acres), among the largest and finest
studio properties in the world, is also included in the merger, and will be the producing center of the combined companies.

Strongest

Mr. Loew, in commenting on the amalgamation and explaining the status of the four
companies in the merger, added :
"The motion picture business is going
through a stabilizing process and is working
itself out on sane economic principles.
Through combining our forces in the best
interests of all parties to the merger, Metro,
Goldwyn, Cosmopolitan and Louis B. Mayer
Company are going a long way in the right
direction. In order to obtain the greatest
efficiency and economy in production, such a
step was inevitable.
Every other business has experienced the
same difficulties in its beginnings, and has
come to realize the economic necessity of
centralization. In the railroad business, for
instance, this was brought about by the Union
Pacific, the Southern Pacific, the Central Pacific and the Illinois Central, who gradually
achieved the amalgamation of all the western
roads. They were centralized, as they are
today, yet all retain their individuality.
"The merger will accomplish mutual savings that will react to the benefit of the exhibitor, and through the exhibitor to the public, which is what we wish to bring about."
Marcus
Loew's
as the
theatre owner
in theposition
country
willheaviest
be greatly
strengthened.
The combined organization of Metro, Goldwyn, Cosmopolitan and Mayer will have for
release the coming season, as a result of the
merger, such immense productions as "Ben
Hur," now being filmed in Italy by arrangement \yith A. L. Erlanger ; Rex Ingram's
"The Arab," recently filmed in Nnrth Africa ;
Marshall Neilan's "Tess of the D'Urbervilles," now being completed ; and Eric Von
Stroheim's
"Greed," which has been a year
in the making.
Other well known directors for the new
amalgamation will include Clarence Badger,
Reginald Barker, Frank Borzage, Charles
Brabin, Edward Cline, Alan Crosland, Scott
Dunlap, Emmett Flynn, Hobart Henley, E.
Mason Hopper, Rupert Hughes, Robert Z.
Leonard, Fred Niblo, Harry Rapf, J. Parker
Read, Jr., Victor Schertzinger, Victor Seastrom. King Vidor, Robert Vignola and
others.

Mayer
Production
Head
of Merged
Companies
The small fortune he amassed from his
LOUIS B. MAYER, newly elected vice- heavy theatre ownings in New England, he
president in charge of all production ac- was in the closest possible touch with the venture provided him with the means to empublic. It was this intimate contact with the
tivities of the amalgamated Metro-Goldbark on production of his own, and he rapidly
wyn-Mayer Corporation, who will have assomovie-going public, the opportunity to study gained prominence as the most important indeciated with him two of the best known exwhat it did and did not want, the things
pendent producer in the industry. By such
ecutives in the industry, Irving G. Thalberg
it would or would not patronize, that inspired current box-office and artistic successes of
and Harry Rapf, has arrived with his stafif Mr. Mayer to become a producer "on his
the past season as "Thy Name Is Woman,"
at the California studios of his company and
"Women Who Give," "Pleasure Mad," "The
assumed charge of the numerous producing
Like more than one celebrated magnate in Eternal Struggle," and "Strangers of the
units at work there. Production plans being
the theatrical or film world, Louis B. Mayer
Mr. Mayer solidly established himlaid are the most extensive in the history of came to America as a Russian immigrant at Night."
self as one of the most farsighted showmen
the combined organizations.
in
the
business.
own."
In St. John, New BrunsIrving G. Thalberg, who has been with Mr. the agewick,ofwhere two.
his family settled, he became at
One of Mr. Mayer's first directors when he
Mayer the past year, was formerly director
the age of fourteen the head of a marine
general of the Universal Company. Harry
wrecking firm whose business was salvaging engaged in producing was "Mickey" Neilan
Rapf, one of the best known independent proand ing
theexpenditures
story goesin that
Mr. Neilari's
ships.
the customary
filmmounthabit,
ducers in the industry with a long record of
History
is
silent
on
the
motive
that
turned
consistent box office successes, was releasing
gave the ambitious producer "cold
under the Warner banner just previous to the future producer to other fields of action, nearly
feet." It is an interesting coincidence that
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer merger brings the
joining the Mayer forces. He will make three but it Is recorded that his first movie venture
was as owner of a theatre in Haverhill, Mass.
productions for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
two men together again in their former relaRecognized in the industry today as one
This was in the days when "The Birth of a
tionship, for Neilan is directing "Tess of the
of the most constructive forces in motion pic- Nation" was setting the world on fire. "Mr. D'Urbervilles"
for Mr. Mayer's company.
Maver.
with
keen
forethought
and
business
Further,
Mr. Mayer announces that on the
tures, and as the ablest authority on production. Mr. Mayer has an exceptionally broad
daring, determined to warm his own hands
completion of "Tess," Mr. Neilan will direct
in the hlaze, and acnuired the New England
understanding of the industry as a whole.
other Metro-Goldwyn-Maver pictures, in
which
Blanche Sweet will also be starred !
An exhibitor before he turned producer, with
rights to the big Griffith picture.
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AT LAST 'MAH-JONG'
Every little while W. E. Shallenberger,
President of Arrow Film Corporation, puts
over a new one and now he announces whai
no less an authority than Mr. Jules Mastbaum, President of The Stanley Company of
America, says Is so good that he paid the
highest price for it ever paid for two reels for
The Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia, where it
opened Monday.
"The Mysteries of Mah-Jong," produced
for Arrow Film Corporation by Norman Jefferies, an expert in the 3000 year old Chinese game, is a treat for the advanced MahJong player as well as the beginner.
What they play with, how it is played,
what not to do, how to score and some
clever comedy on how it is done in some of
the est"best
keeps thethetitles
audience
at top circles,"
notch, while
give interevery
one a laugh.
COMPETITION IN SCHENECTADY
There is the stiflfest kind of a fight going
on these day* for patronage in Schenectady,
N. Y., between the State, Strand and Albany
theatres, owned and controlled by the Farash
Company, and the Barcli, which is owned by
R. V. Erk, of Illion. For instance this week
sees "Strongheart" at the Strand ; "Sporting
Youth" at the Albany ; "Shadows of Paris"
at the State, bucking "The Marriage Circle"
at the Barcli, and "A Boy of Flanders" at
Proctor's. Later on "Girl Shy" will be used
at
"The White
Sister"
at the
the Strand
Barcli, in
at bucking
which admission
prices
will
be increased.
*
MISS OLMSTED IN 'BABBIT'
An eleventh hour switch in the cast of Warner Brothers' "Babbitt" has been made, whereby Gertrude Olmsted takes the place of Clara
Bow, originally announced for the role. Production of this screen version of the Sinclair
Lewis novel is well under way, and pressure
of time necessitated the change. Clara Bow
is nowtion,waiting
for Harry
her partBeaumont
in anothercould
producand Director
not
wait.
^ ^ :k
CRITICS PRAISE COOGAN
After giving his admirers a taste ot
his art in the patrician role of a prince
in "Long Live the King," his first Metro
picture, Jackie Coogan restored to his rags
and poverty, has made the hit of his career
in his second Metro picture, "A Boy of
Flanders." This is the uranimous opinion
of the New York critics following the
Eastern premiere of "A Boy of Flanders '
last week at the Rialto Theatre on Broadway, New Yook,

GOLDWYN OFFICIALS
These prominent picture men figured in the Metro-Goldwyn deal. They are, left to right: James R
Grainger, general manager of sales; Frank J. Godsol, president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation;
Edward Bowes, vice president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and managing director ot the Capitol Theatre.
'BORROWED HUSBANDS' DONE
Arrangements are being completed for the
Broadway showing of "Borrowed Husbands,'
the David Smith-Vitagraph production picturized from the novel by Mildred K. Barbour.
Miss Barbour's novel was published by more
than one thousand newspapers in the United
Slates. Florence Vidor, RockclifTe Fellowes,
Earle Williams and Robert Gordon head the
cast.
CARLOS TO PRODUCE IN EAST
Abraham Carlos, president of Carlos Productions, arrived in New York last week, in
advance of his studio organization, as the initial step in the removal of the Carlos activities from the Coast to New York.
While no studio headquarters have as yet
been decided upon, it is probable that Carlos
will take over one of the New Jersey plants
to house his activities.
^ ^ %
GRAVES WITH SENNETT
Mack Sennett, the prominent Pathe producer, has signed Ralph Graves to be featured in a series of two-reel comedies, the
first of which will go into production within
the next week. F. Richard Jones, supervising director of the Mack Sennett Studios,
will direct Graves in his first comedy, which
is as yet untitled.
:;: A
NEW C. B. C. BRAND NAME
"Eight Perfection Specials" is the brand
name which the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation have decided to give their forthcoming series of eight special pictures, according to a recent report from the company. Eva Novak and William Fairbanks will co-star in these productions.

STOCKHOLDERS MEET
The annual stockholders meeting of the
Virginia-Carolina Managers Circuit was held
last week at the company's offices in Atlanta,
Georgia, at which Joe Spiegelnerg, general
manager made a very flattering report of the
past year's activities. The circuit is owned
largely by Carolina theatre owners including
Percy Wells, of Wilmington, N. C, T. G.
Leitch, of Greensboro, N. C., and Barney
Aronson, of Raleigh.
ALBANY SOCIAL EVENT
The members of *the A recently organized film
salesmen's association of Albany will give
their first social function on May 26, when
a dance will be held at the Hotel Ten Eyck.
The entertainment committee consists of Simon Feld, Ben Smith, N. Silvers, H. Bissell
and Edward Lewds. James Rose is president
of the association ; Nat Marcus, vice-pres'dent ; Victor Bendell, secretary and David
Lake, treasurer.
* * *
'CODE OF THE SEA' COMPLETED
Director Victor Fleming has completed the
filming of his Paramount production, "Code
of the Sea," featuring Rod La Rocque and
Jacqueline Logan. The entire company spent
most of the last two weeks of work photographing the thrilling spectacle of four ships
at sea in a tremendous storm. Byron Morhauser. gan's story was adapted by Bertram Mill* * *
BROWN ON JOB AGAIN
George Brown, Advertising Manager for
the Universal Pictures Corporation, who devoted himself exclusively to the handling of
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" during the
winter months, has resumed direction of the
Universal Advertising Department, now that
"The Hunchback" has been successfull}'
launched and has reached its general releas<»
* A ±
CONTEST WINNER
period.
William dianapolis
Esch, Exchange,
salesman
who
the Laemmle Month Sales

'LILIES OF THE FIELD DISPLAY'
'
The above display was arranged by the Liberty Theatre, Portland, Oregon, for the First National's
"Lilies of the Field." The Cut-outs facing each other were very effective and proved their box-office value.

PROMOTED
of
wonUniversal's
first prize Inin
Contest as the best

Universal salesman in the country, has 'oeen
aDpointed manager of the Indianaoolis Exchange as a result of his high standing in the
contest
* * *
ARONSON ON EXTENDED TRIP
Alexander Aronson, general manager of
sales for Truart Film Corporation, left last
week on an extended trio throughout the
Epst and Middle West. While gone he will
visit all exchan.ges handling Truart product,
including those who hold the Truart franchise
ard the F. B. O. offices releasing these pictures
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Books

and

Pictures

QNE night last week we picked
up a book and read it for a
couple of hours. After sticking
it out for a hundred pages the
book was laid down in despair. It
was a new book, too, published in
1924 as the exasperating Roman
numerals certified — a first run, so
to speak.
So suddenly was it borne in on
the reader that he was wasting
his time that the book was laid
down while its bored victim was
in the middle of a chapter.
Taking a drink — of water — we
went to a bookcase and looked
for — what is your guess? Why,
to be sure, for something that
was Tried and Proved, for a message that had something to recommend itother than a place on
a shelf.
That reminded us of the pictures, it's so different. When we
enter a theatre we are set for the
show unless we see fit to walk
out on it. We can't turn around
to a shelf and select something
more to our liking.
What was the book selected?
Why, "Arabian Nights" — no, Mr.
Fairbanks need not write — one
which we were assured in the beginning was "translated and arranged for family reading." Maybe it was, but not enough to hurt
a great deal.
Anway, we continued reading
into the "wee sma'." We read
stories we had read before, but
they were so fascinating they
were like new.

NOVEL LOBBY STUNT
This cutout was used to draw crqjvds at the Palace Theatre, El Paso, Texas. The idea is a good one
and attracted consideraKe attention. It is from Pathe's comedy "Why Worry," featuring Harold Lloyd.

Paramount

Will

Work

Recognize

of

Sales Employes
ORMATION of the Paramount 100 Pei ber of the club will receive an annual bonus
Jf Cent Club and the provision for group in- of $750 and a paid up life insurance policy
surance of salesmen, head bookers and in the Equitable Life Assurance Society for
exchange advertising sales managers, were
§3,000. The first year a salesman becomes a
outstanding announcements made by General
member of the club the life insurance will be
Manager S. R. Kent at the divisional sales
for the term of two years. If the salesman
convention of the Paramount department of qualifies for a second year in the club, the
distrrbution which closed a three-day session policy will run for five years.
at the Hotel Pennsylvania in New York
According to the group insurance plan, each
salesman, head booker and advertising sales
April
10.
As stated by Mr. Kent, the Paramount 100 manager who has completed six months of
Per Cent Club will be a continuing organiza- continuous service is insured on a straight
tion with changing personnel and will be life policy for |1,000.
made up of eighteen salesmen who, because
The policies, which are issued by the Equitof their character, deportment and efficiency
able Life Insurance Society and are non-asare deemed best representative of Paramount
s'gnable, were distributed at the convention by
in the field. This group will meet yearly as Mr.
Kent and are dated March I.
a council, will sit in on sessions of the comEach policy-holding employee is given a
pany's executives and by the exchange of quota
to fill during the fiscal year ending April
ideas will be able to advise on the operations
of the company from the viewpoint of the 30, and should he be successful in filling this
men in the field. Promotions in the depart- quota he has his insurance increased to S3, 000,
ment will be made from the 100 Per Cent to be in force throughout the succeeding year.
The insurance is carried free of any expense
Club.
to the injured, as long as he remains in the
In addition to these advant?ges, each mememploy of the Department of Distribution.
In case of total disability through injury or
disease the full amount of the insurance will
be paid in cash installments starting six
months after the submission of proof of
disability

And so it is with pictures: If
they have withstood the gaffs of
time there must be in them an appeal which cannot be denied,
M^hen in doubt as to the quality
of a subject which you know has
been in circulation for a considerable period ask one of your
brother exhibitors as to his experience with it.
If his word backs up what previously you had reason to believe
to be the fact — that the picture is
"the goods" — and your clientele
has not had the privilege of seeing it, then it is Tried and
Proved.
The next thing to a fine new
picture is a fine picture.
G. B.

Exceptional

OLE BILL HIMSELF
Syd Walker and John Harding, English film men
are visiting this country to study our picture methods. Walker pla5rs he part of Ole Bill in Captain
Bai- nsfather's amusing picture productions.

In a signed letter incorporated in each "
Bolicv
Mr. you
Kentwill
sa'drecognize
•
"I trust
in this arrangement an effort to give a concrete manifestation of a very genuine interest which I feel
in all of 'Paramount' in the world of motion
pictures and at the same time of maintaining in our department of distribution a real
human family where men are interested as
much in the helpful effort of one for the
other as in achieving dollars and cents results. This is only a step toward what will
be possible if we all continue in the tuture
with the same spirit of loyal co-operation
and industrious effort which has been exThe home office convention delegation,
hibited in the past.''
which includes
Adolph Zukor, S. R. Kent,
George W. Weeks, John D. Clark, E E.
Shauer, Mel Shauer, G. B. J. Frawley, M. H.
Lewis, Philip Reisnian, C. E. McCarthy, A.
M. Botsford and A. O. Dillenb"ck, left New
It'orkond ofApril
19 for
Chicago, conventions
where the was
secthe series
of divisional
in session at the Drake Hotel iMond-y, Tuesday and Wednesday, with Divisional Sales
Manager George VV. Weeks presiding. Wednesday night the delegation entrained for
San Francisco, where the West Coast convention will be held next wei^k
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4 LL the elcp £COMPSON,
T T y
by her vivacity,
her intelligent interpretation 0f
Joan Bruce, and
her general allaround artistry, makes "Miami" an entertaining picture.

ments
of stirring story
and
emotional
drama
are present in
" M i a m i , " together withthat
the
subtle
scenesallure
of life
among the fortune-favored rich
lend to a film.

•Miami' Pulsates with the Warm
Lure of the South
Latest Hodkinson
Release
Shows
a
H'gh
Society
in the
Winter Paradise of Florida s GildedRomanceiSet
Set
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BRITISH FILM MEN
VISITING HERE

SELZNICK FIGURING ON
NEW DISTRIBUTION
Plan to Take Output of One of the
Largest Producing Companies
A RRANGEMENTS are now neanng completion for the acquisition by the Selznick
Distributing Corporation of the output of one
of the leading producing organizations in the
industry, according to an announcement from
the Selznick office.
Negotiations for the addition of these important productions to the Selznick list of
future releases have been going on for some
time, and they are now believed to be in such
shape that a definite detailed statement will be
possible shortly.
The producing company in the negotiations
has under contract a number of notable stars,
and has film rights to stories which have been
outstanding successes in book and play form.
The addition of its product will be line with
the plan of the Selznick Company to acquire
high-grade product.
The Selznick releases for the next six
months comprise an important array of features. Those already known include "The
Passionate Adventurer," being made in England under the supervision of Myron Selznick, with an American cast including Alice
Joyce as star and Marjorie Daw as a featured player, and several other specials in
preparation with prominent artists starred.
"Missing
special, has justDaughters,"
been acquireda melodramatic
by Selco Pictures,
Inc., for release within the next month.
"White Shadows," starring Betty Compson
in a dual role, is also on the list for Spring
release.
Stars of the first water are no rarity on
this Spring and Summer release list. George
Arliss is the star in "$20 a Week," a Distinctive comedy drama which has been praised
highly by the trade reviewers.
"Roulette" a current release, has twelve
featured players. Completing the Spring list
are "Daughters of Today," a Rollin S. Sturgeon production of modern youth having its
fling; "Flapper Wives," written and produced
by Jane Murfin, and "Pagan Passions," with
Rosemary Theby, Wyndham Standing and
Tully Marshall.
NEW

YORK'S GOLF TOURNEY
SET FOR JUNE 4
The Spring Film Golf Tournament will
be held on Wednesday, June 4, at the Sound
View Golf Club, Great Neck, Long Island.
From the interest aroused in preceding tournaments the committee in charge feels that
the forthcoming event will establish a record
for large attendance. This will be the sixth
film tournament held. At the first there were
60 players and at the last event 244 sat down
to dinner. These figures are interesting only
because they demonstrate the interest which
has been aroused by these successful affairs.
The committee in charge consists of E. K.
Gillette, Motion Picture News ; Felix Feist,
Joseph Schenck Productions ; Abe Warner,
Warner Brothers ; George B. Gallup, Associated First National, and Danny of The
Film Daily. Checks may be mailed to any
of the committee.
HODKINSON BRANCH MANAGERS
ATTEND CONFERENCES
F. C. Munroe, president of the Hodkinson
Corporation, has called two big sales convenof the company's
branchweeks.
managers to
be heldtionswithin
the next three
The first of these sales conventions was
called for April 26, at the home office of the
company with Managers G. A. Falkner of
Washington, William Yoder of Atlanta, W.
G. Humphries of Philadelphia, G. R Ainsworth of Pittsburgh, L. J. Hacking of Boston, W. H. Wagner of Buffalo, George Dil-

THE CHAMP. HIMSELF
Jack Dempsey has just signed a contract to make
a series of fistic pictures for UniversaL
He is
shown with Carl Laemmle, son of the Universal chief.
Ion of New York and W. F. Seymour eastern
division manager attending.
The second convention will be held at the
Congress Hotel in Chicago on Saturday May
3, with H. H. Hurn of Cincinnnati, L. W.
Alexander of Kansas City, R. E. Peckham of
Detroit, C. Knickerbocker of Minneapolis, C.
D. Hill of St. Louis, Herman Stern of
Omaha, J. J. Mooney of Ceveland, H. S.
Lorch of Chicago, Cecil Maberry central division manager and L. W. Weir western division manager attending.
Vice-presidents Paul Mooney and John C.
Flinn will attend both conventions at which
the Fall product which has now been lined
up
the season
company's
for
«will« distributing
the and
1924-5
be discosed plan.s
and discussed in detail.
HOBART NOW PRESIDENT
OF DISTINCTIVE
Jefferson Seligman Chosen Member
of Board of Directors
HENRY dent ofM.Distinctive
HOBART Pictures
was elected
presiCorporation
at the annual meeting held Tuesday night,
April 22, in the offices at 366 Madison Avenue. Mr. Hobart was one of the organizers
of Distinctive and has been in charge of all
production.
Earlier in the day a meeting of Distinctive
stockholders was held, at which Jefferson
Seligman, of the banking firm of J. & W.
Seligman & Company, was added to the Board
of Directors. The board is now constituted
as follows : Mr. Hobart, Charles S. Hervey,
Winthrop Aldrich. Jefferson Seligman and
Richard Whitney.
Mr. Hervey was re-elected treasurer, Richard Whitney was named as assistant treasurer, and Cornelius H. Miller was elected
secretary
.~ Announcement
future T)lans
will be made ofinDistinctive's
the next few
weeks.
Mr. Hobart was with the International-Film
Company before he organized Distinctive.

ARE

Syd Walker and John Harding Will
Study American Methods
CEARCHING for American players
>^ and play mtaerial for production in
London and Berlin, Syd Walker and
John Harding of International Productions, Ltd., 19 Charing Cross Road,
London, arrived last week in New York
and are stopping at the Hotel Algonquin.
Prior to embarking in International
Productions, Ltd., Mr. Walker was well
known in England for his creation of the
character of Old Bill in the film and the
comedyproduction
type.
stage
of Bairnsfather's famous
Mr. Harding has served in the British
film industry for 10 years as executive
director and artist; Together they had
the vision of plays made in foreign lands
but utilizing American production talent.
After two weeks in New York, Messrs.
Walker and Harding will go to Hollywood where they will spend approxiAmerican promately
a month
duction
methods. studying
Mr. Walker, incidently,
will call upon his old professional colleague, Charles Chaplin, who appeared
with him in the Karno production "Mumbefore Mr. Chaplin atlong faine.
ming
tained Birds"
his present
Upon their arrival in Manhattan,
Messrs. Walker and Harding visited the
Fox Studios and were impressed with the
remarkable efficiency under which this
great plant operates.
Release through a prominent American
distributing firm is being arranged and a
defi-nite announcement covering the complete activities of Messrs. Walker and
Harding on this side will be issued on
their return
wood in May. to New York from Holly* * *

EASTMAN COMPANY MONOPOLY,
SAYS TRADE COMMISSION
The Eastman Kodak Company has announced that it will fight the order of moit and others, by the Fedagainst on.
Tfa^efiledCommissi
eral nopoly
The investigation launched against the
n in Februcompany by the Trade Commissio
19 with an order
ary, 1922, terminated April
citing the Eastman Kodak Company, The
Allied Film Laboratories Inc., and Jules E.
Brulatour, a monopoly in restraint of trade.
The Commission gives Eastman 120 days in
which to submit a brief, indicating to what
extent it has carried out the government order
to break up those practices considered monopolistic.
One of the important decisions propounded
in the findings makes it compulsory for Eastman to dispose of the Paragon, San Jacq and
G. M. Laboratories to parties not identified
with any Eastman enterprises. The opinion
has been voiced that Eastman may experience
difficulty in doing this in view of the present
tendency in the laboratory field to combine
plants for the purpose of reducing overhead
expense.
^ j}: ^
DOROTHY VERNON IN CANADA
The Canadian premiere presentation of
Mary Pickford's "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" is being conducted at the Grand
Theatre,
Toronto,
of the Capital
veteran starting
downtown theatres
of theoneOntario
Monday, April 28. The engagement is not
limited, it is stated, and there is a probability
that it will run through many weeks in view
of Mary's
visit toheroldbirthplace,
home haunts
and
aroundrecent
Toronto,
alongin
with Douglas Fairbanks.
It was at the Toronto Grand that a Canarecord run ago.
was made with "Alickey"
severaldiansummers
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ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
HAS BIG LINEUP
Eight Releases in Two Months Is
Indication of Expansion
IGHT pictures, to be released in the
course of two months, compose the
formidable schedule announced by Associated Exhibitors this week. It is the
most extensive program ever drawn up by
this organization for so brief a period, and
comprises a collection of offerings regarded by Associated officials as notable
for their high quality as well as numbers.
Persons who have had previews of
"Racing Luck," in California, including
newspaper reviewers, declare that in this
picture Monty Banks, who is featured,
rises to a height of eminence as a comedian which he never attained before.
"The Spitfire," an adaptation of Frederic Arnold Kummer's famous novel, "Plaster Saints," may almost be called an exhibitor-selected photoplay, details of the
production plans and even the main title
having been selected after Murray W.
Garsson had carried on a referendum
among 12,000 showmen.
"The Chechacos" is the only picture
ever filmed in Alaska, and is said to present the most marvelous exteriors — snowblanketed mountains, moving glaciers,
snow trails, etc., ever screened.
Wallace Beery is featured in "Unseen
Hands," a moving drama presented by W.
C. Graves, Jr., and directed by Jacques
Jacquard.
William Faversham is the most noted
player
"The Sixth
Commandment,"
William inChristy
Cabanne
production, buta
in the cast also are such well known and
popular actors as Charlotte Walker, Edmund Breese, John Bohn, Kathleen Martyn, and J. Neil Hamilton.
"Why Get Married?", with the French
beauty, Andree Lafayette, in the principal
role, already has attracted a large amount
o{ favorable attention.
"When a Girl Loves," with story, , production and direction all by Victor Hugo
Halperin, is the most ambitious of the
Halperin attractions and is declared to be
easily his best.
"The Lone Wolf," featuring Dorothy
Dalton and Jack Holt, who are supported
by a remakable cast, is based on Louis
Joseph
Vance's
of the replete
same
name and
is abest-seller
thrilling drama
with thrills and suspense.
This line-up gives Associated Exhibitors
eight releases in late
and May.
Ji.; ^ April
*
ASSOCIATED OFFERS PRIZES
FOR SALESMANSHIP
The equity in a new home, a $25 a week
increase in salary, and a $500 dinner ring —
these are prizes offered by the I<Cenma Corproducer feature.
of "ThreeTheMiles
Out," are
for
collections poration,
on that
recipients
to be branch managers ■ of AsEOciated Exhibitors, the distributor of the atraction.
"Three Miles Out,"' the story of which is
by John Emerson and Anita Loos, is the
whirling melodrama in which Madge Kennedy
is now winning fresh laurels as an actress of
the silver sheet. Only recently released, the
picture
off toHarold
a flying
start. As-'is
sociated already
officials issay.
C. Bolster
the head of the Kenma Corporation.
The awards are to go to the managers who
have most nearly realized their quotas on the
picture at the close of business on August
16 next.
The winner of the first prize, an equity
in a house and lot — a home — may buy a place
already built, the statement of conditions explains, or 'the producer and Associated will do
the building. The winner himself selects the
location and plans and the cost may be what

he decrees, up to a- $10,000 maximum. Onethird of the gross amount will be advanced in
cash as a first payment. This will be the
producer's contribution and will enable the
buyer to carry the remainder in first and second mortgages which can be paid off as rent.
The second prize is the salary increase of
$25 a week, which is to be added to what ever
amount the winner is being paid at the time
the award is made.
JACK DEMPSEY

STARTS

TO WORK

Jack Dempsey,
championrolled
heavyweight, has taken world's
off his gloves,
up
his sleeves and gone to work — for Universat.
Studio work has started at Universal City on
the series of ten two-reel special pictures
which Universal is to make with Jack as star.
Jess Robbins, the director assigned to the
Dempsey unit, is marshalling his cast and is
supervising Jack in a preliminary course of
training for pictures. Actual shooting of ttif>
afirstfewpicture.
days. "The Title Holder" will begin in

WILMINGTON
DEVELOPS
COMPETITIVE SPIRIT
Theatre Managers Try to Outdo Each
Other in Big Attractions
\ LMOST
of Wilmington, Northovernight,
Carolina,thehascitydeveloped
from
a one-man no-opposition town into the "film
salesman's mecca," a city with four-way competition— and by competition it is meant real
competition with no "working agreement"
Howard-Wells Amusement Company have
either.
had the town sewed up for years, but owing
to the fact that Percy Wells, the guiding
spirit of this corporation is anxious to devote
his entire time to the Simmons Manufacturing
Corporation, patentees and manufacturers of
an improved locomotive boiler grate, of
which company he is secretary and treasurer,
all of the theatres under the Howard-Wells
banner have been leased for a term of years,
except the Bijou.
George W. Bailey, formerly a house manager with Howard Wells organization up to
some months ago has secured a lease on the
Royalopened
theatre,
first run
and
AprilFront
21. 'Street
Jack Marcus
has house,
leased
the Victoria theatre for a number of years,
and he too, announces a policy of big pctures
only — with the sky the limit. Marcus is formerly of Florence, South Carolina, and since
January 1 has been managing the two theatres.
Rival attractions for Easter Monday in the
two houses, aimed to draw "first blood" from
each other were Mae Murray in "Fashion
Row" at the Royal and "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" at one dollar top at the Victoria, both pictures first run in Wilmington.
Both managers assert their intention of going
after the business of the town with a vengeance, which during the slump period of the
past twelve months has been handled conveniently byone house. Early releases already
announced by the respective houses for early
release showing are "Girl Shy," "Beau Brummel,
' "Three
Weeks,"
"Dorothv
Vernon,"
and "Lilies
others. of the Field."
The Bijou, the other down town house is
held by the Howard- Wells interests and will
be managed by Mr. Wells partner. James
Howard, assisted by D. M. Bain, as booking
and publicity manasrer.
M.P.T.O. DELEGATES TO HEAR
LEGISLATIVE REPORTS
A complete report of legislative activities will be made at the Boston convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
There will be a meeting at the headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Massachusetts in Boston on
April 29 to make final convention arrangements. This meeting will be attended by Sydney S. Cohen, National
President; M. E. Comerford of Scranton,
Joseph Walsh, of Connecticut, E. M. Fay,
of Rhode Island, Jacob Lourie, of Massachusetts, Dave Adams, of New Hampshire, and other officers from these states
as well as C. M. Maxfield of Hartford,
Louis Sagal, of New Haven, M. J.
O'Toole, of N. Y., Henry Wasserman, of
Roxbury, Chairman of the Convention
Committee; Ernest Horstmann, Secretary
of the Massachusetts State body; Joseph
Seiderson, N.of
Y. New Jersey, Al Elliot of Hud-

LET'S GO
Universal's
Century
Girls
swimming season. Above
experts from "Own A

SWIMMING
have
opened
the
is oneofficially
of the fair
aquatic
Lot," doing her stuff.

A large delegation of Theatre Owners
will come from Wisconsin, whose members will put in a bid for the 1924 convention. President Fred Seegert will head
the delegation and will have with him representatives from the Mayor of Milwaukee
and the Board of Trade there asking for
the convention in an official way.
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ANNIVERSARY
OF
YORK STRAND

First Theatre to Look Ahead and
Raise Picture Standards
TP HE Mark Strand motion picture theatre,
known to millions merely as "The Strand,"
completed its tenth year on Broadway last
week. In 1914 million dollar picture "palaces" were scarcely as
they now
are, and on that openingcommon
night aasdecade
ago
a program was presented that amazed the
critics as well as the society notables and theatrical celebrities comprising the audience.
There were Vincent Astor and his fiancee
Helen Huntington; Daniel Frohman, Justice
Erlanger, Commissioner Adamson, Andrew
Mack, Andreas Dippel, Edward Abeles, Paul
Armstrong, Adolph Zukor, George M. Cohan,
Sam Harris, Emmet Corrigan, Diamond Jim
Brady and a host of others.
The program on that eventful evening was
ushered in with "The Star Spangle3 Bannei ."
Followed "Polonaise" and "Mignon," a selection from "Rigoletto," and other numbers directed by Conductor Carl Edouarde, who still
wields the baton. The theatre was managed
by S. L. Rothafel, now famous as "Roxy.'"
The fun was provided by a "Keystone" comedy, and the first feature was "The Spoilers"
with William Farnum and Tom Santschi playing the leads. What a battle those two staged !
Do you remember?
Millionaire Jackie Coogan wasn't born then.
Rudolph Valentino had never sheiked to the
clicking of the camera. Doug and Mary were
just a couple of youngsters trying to get
along. But there were stars in those days,
too. John Bunny, Flora Finch. William Farnum. Bessie Eyton — how times have changed !
Moe and Mitchell Mark were showmen.
Inrtead of doing the usual and transformirg
some store into a p'cture place, they n'anned
a theatre as magnificent as an-^'. Instead of
having no music, or at best a yellow toothed,
roue of a piano long past its prime, they introduced an orchestra and made an appeal to
cultured audiences through ballets and prologues. In their own words, printed in that
opening program : "We have endpavored to
create an institution which will reflect credit
unon our city, our country and ourselves."'
Almost fiftv million neop'e have h'rpd up at
the box office since thf-n. and th" fifty million ggree that they have succeeded in their
h'gh enternrise.
Hanpv Birthday, Strand, and many, manv
of them !
* * *

'LITTLE OLD NEW YOW TO BE
PRESERVED BY MUSEUM
Because of its educational value pertaining
to the history and growth of New York,
"Littlesuccess,
Old New
Marionin Davies'
great
film
has York,'"
been placed
the archives
of the American Museum of Natural History, of New York City.
Directors of the Public Education Department of the Museum, seeking documents,
books and pictures recording the history of
New York City, discovered that Cosmopol"Little Old that
New accurately
York" wasandthe faithonly
film initan's^existence
fully portrays the life manners and customs
of New York in the days when Robert Fulton
startled the world by successfully navigating
the Hudson River in the first steamboat, the
Claremont. The picture was exhibited in the
Spring lecture course at the Museum to th-^
public school children of the primary and
intermediate grades.
:k * *
'CAPTAIN JANUARY' COMPLETED
Baby Peggy's initial production, "Captain
January," of the series to be made by Princinal Pictures Corporation, is now completed.
The picture was previewed at the Criterion
Theatre, Santa Monica, California, this week.
Reports indicate that "Captain January" is

EXCELLENT
LOBBY DISPLAY
Manager J. W. Houck of the Blue Mouse Theatre, Tacoma, Wash., designed the above lobby display
for Vitagraph's "Piomeer Trails." The pioneer atmosphere is created with little expense and labor.
all that the producers ar.d (hose inte.ested in
REICHENBACH
TELLS OF
theIt starlet's
thought
it to be.
is in fullproductions,
feature length,
approximately
HIS
TRIP
ABROAD
fifty-five hundred feet
Discusses International Smells and
According to Sol Lesser, President of Principal Pictures, "Captain January" is ideally
Other Things of Interest
suited to Baby Peggy, giving the little ac'T'HE Associated Motion Picture Advertistress every opportunity to properly display
her many camera talents.
ers asked Harry Reichenbach, king-pin
* * *
[.ublicity puncher, to lunch with them upon his
return froni Europe, a suburb of Broadway.
C. B. C. CLOSES BIG DEAL
He accepted, and received some good food
C. B. C. announces the consummation of with "raspberries" for dessert. Among other
what they term "the biggest deal in the his- honors he was ofifered one night's special engagement as guest projection man at a local
tory of the organization" with the De Luxe
Film Company of Philadelphia. The proposi- theatre.
Harry told the boys about the different
tion includes sixteen special feature productions, which will be the largest number of smells abroad, stressing the particular odor of
feature pictures C. B. C. shall have produced
Naples, which he says has that of the stock
yards licked by as big a margin as the yards
in one year. "The De Luxe Film Company
have over a perfume factory.
has extended a vote of confidence to this organization,' said Joe Brandt, president of C.
Not conte^nt with his international reputation as an exploiteer, Mr. Reichenbach is anB. C,put in "by
our ofentire
nexing laurels as a connoisseur of objects
one purchasing
clip. A deal
this year's
nature outhas
special significance when one consider:? the d'art and a collector of antiques. In addition
to several vefified old masters, he has acmany ob..iacles which confront it."
cumulated a rare and distinctive library of ancient times dating back to the eleventh and
twelfth centuries.
Supplying the modern note to his ancient
acquisitions, Reichenback secured the American rights to a radio set built in a matchbox. This interesting curio is effective within a forty mile radius.
Publicity men in England are hampered in
their endeavors by the strict requirements of
4
the Council which make it necessary to secure permits for everything except breathing.
<
Despite this fact, however, British picture men
are devotinglots of attention to exploiteering,
W
4
and are making great strides toward evolving
publicity as we understand its meaning.
Because of the A.M. P. A. rule against any
speaker mentioning himself or his pictures,
Harry was somewhat cramped in style and
only entertained the crowd for about an hour.
He didn't talk about himself — much. But it
was fun all the way.
* * *
BETTY COMPSON COMING EAST
Having finished work on the James Cruze
picture, Betty Compson is now on her way
from Los Angeles to Miami, Florida, to begin
work on her second Tilford production for
lelease through the Hodkinson Corporation.
HOWARD DIETZ
The vehicle selected for this second HodDirector of Advertising and Publicity for Goldwyn
kinson release is an adaptation of Hulbert
has had a hectic career in the writing game. He
has conducted national cmpaigns and his stuff has Footner's popular novel "Ramshackle House"
been everywthere from bill boards to newspapers.
published by the Doran Company.
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WONT STAND INCREASE
After trying out increased admission prices
for four or five weeks, William Shirley has
been forced to go back to the former prices
at the State and Strand theatres in Schenectady, N. Y. While the increase amounted to
only about ten or fifteen cents, business
dropped off to such an extent that Mr. Shirley decided that the residents of the city
would not stand for an increase.
JACK PICKFORD STARTS WORK
The first few hundred feet of film passed
through the camera last week for Tom J.
Geraghty's
independent
production
which Jack initial
Pickford
is starring,
and whichin
is being filmed at the Pickford-Fairbanks studios, Hollywood. The picture probably will
be in work for three^ months.
^ ^

A NEAT LOBBY DISPLAY
Manager Hartof of the Palace Theatre, El Paso, Texas, arranged the above disp.ay of United Artists'
"Rosita ■■ The display is neat and attractive and brought forth favorable comment from the patrons.
MISS OLMSTEAD IN 'BABBIT'
An eleventh hour switch in the cast of
Warner Brothers' "Babbitt" has been made,
whereby Gertrude Olmsted takes the place of
Clara Bow, originally announced for the role.
Production of this screen version of the Sinclair Lewis novel is well under way, and pressure of time necessitated the charge. Clara
Bow is now waiting for her part in another
production, and Director Harry Beaumont
could not wait.
VITAGRAPH RELEASES
Spring releases of Vitagraph up to June
1st include five super-specials, two David
Smith' productions "My Man," and "Borrowed
Husbands," one J. Stuart Blackton production,
"Between Friends,'" a Whitman Bennett production, "Virtuous Liars," and a Charles E.
Blaney melodrama "One Law for the Woma»." The casts of these pictures include
some of the biggest box office names ever
offered to the exhibitor.
^ ^ ^
NEW

LLOYD

COMEDY

"A Self Made Failure" has been decided
upon as the title for Lloyd Hamilton's comedy, which was formerly known temporarily
as "The Goof." It is a J. K. McDonald Production and will be ready for release in June.
The elaborate cast includes Lloyd Hamilton, Ben Alexander, Matt Moore, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Harry Carr, Sam De Grasse,
Chuck Reisner. Vic Potel, Ben Mason, Alta
Mason, Joe McCray and the well known
canine actor. Cameo.
* * *
DAYLIGHT FOR SCHENECTADY
The exhibitors of Schenectady have lost
their fight for daylight saving to begin on
June 15, and run to September 1. The common council has ruled otherwise, with the
result that daylight saving started in on
April 27. Mr. and Mrs. William Shirley did
great work for the exhibitors, speaking at
many meetings in various parts of the city.
* * *

' MISS CLIFFORD WITH CHRISTIE
Kathleen Clifford will don make-up at the
Christie Studio this week, adding one more
well-known name to the line-up which the
comedy organization is announcing in its current releases of two-reel comedies released
through Educational Film Exchanges.

SELECT LEADS FOR 'RED LILY'
Ramon Navarro and Enid Bennett have
been selected by Fred Niblo to portray the
leading characters in his new production
for the Metro-Louis B. Mayer forces, "The
Red Lily" which was earlier announced
under the working* title
* * of "Judgment."
NEW

THEATRE

FOR WOODS

Al H. Woods, well known American theatrical man, and Ben Blumenthal, theatre
owner of Europe, have taken over the Capitol
in London and will u:e it for pictures. The
theatre has a seating capacity of 2,500.
^ ^
QUARANTINE CLOSES THEATRES
An outbreak of hoof and mouth disease
among livestock, has caused a quarantine and
public gatherings have been prohibited in Gustine, Cal. The order calls for the closing of
all theatres.
EPIDEMIC CLOSES THEATRES
Health authorities have ordered the close of
the theatres in Plainfield, Wis., owing to an
epidemic of scarlet fever.

'MAYTIME' GETS MANY DATES
Many play dates on the Preferred Picture,
"Maytime," are being secured for the month
of May by first run exhibitors who are taking advantage of the special exploitation
values to be derived from showing this Gasnier production at *that* time.
*
MARCH FOR GOVERNOR SMITH
Governor Alfred E. Smith has no greater
admirer in all New York state than Julius
Boxhorn, conductor of the orchestra at the
Mark Strand theatre in Albany. Mr. Boxhorn has just composed a march dedicated
to the Governor, and which he has named
"Our Governor."
NEW INCORPORATIONS
Last week witnessed a large infliuc of motion picture companies incorporating in New
York state. There were fourteen in number,
about four times as much as usual, and all
told, representing a capitalization of about
$500,000.
NEW

HODKINSON MANAGER
* * *
Joe Stout has been appointed manager
of the Hodkinson branch office in Los
Angeles, replacing J. R. Beale who resigned on April 19.* * *
VITAGRAPH PRINTS READY

Prints of "One Law for the Woman," the
Charles E. Blaney melodrama which Vitagraph
branchesis releasing are being shipped to all
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M.
Henry
his
s
ke
ma
WHEN t a man
debu as a cutmoivetion picture exe
with a
qu
picture like "Humores e" he
may be said to be on his way.
That was the record of
Henr}^ Morgan Hobart, following his installation at the
studio of International, nowCosmopolitan, as vice president in charge of production.
The picture was made at
the Harlem River Park Casino, just after that property
had been taken over and remodeled for studio purposes
by the new regime. The work
of the director was prosecuted under difficulties, much
of the staging being in the
cellar where there was but a
fourteen-foot clearance.
When the picture was put
on for a trade showing it
made a stir. Perhaps a substantial evidence of the impression created was the offer on the part of one of the
large distributing companies,
made the morning following
the showing, for a half million dollars outright.
While the offer was under
consideration Adolph Zukor returned
from a trip, saw the picture, was impressed by its possibilities and suggested it be put into the Critericn.
After a long run in that house the picture was started on its way.
In bookings "Humoresque" was one
of the most successful pictures ever
made, its record approaching a million
and three-quarter dollars.
ALTHOUGH Mr. Hobart was born
and raised in New York there always has been on his part a strong
leaning for small town communities.
Several factors have contributed to
make this so.
In the first place he was educated ai
Dartmouth, situated in a New Hampshire town. Then while attending
college he earned his way by conducting the orchestra and by singing.
Mr. Hobart's first theatrical experience was in 1920, when as the head
of the college orchestra he received a
telegram from Brattleboro, Vt., that a
theatrical man there required the services of an emergency orchestra.
For three weeks the yotmg director
traveled small towns covering practically all of Northern New England.
As the orchestra was the only organization of its kind within a considerable radius it frequently happened

Hobart,

ALL

Practical

x4rtist
publisher
of Hearst's Magazine.
Shortly after that change
it was decided to institute a
new policy in the conduct of
the International Film Comwas seMr. itHobart
panylectedandto put
into effect.
In the year the new film
executive remained at the
Hearst studio he improved
every opportunity to acquire
knowledge of picture making.
He worked all hours, "slept
on
the set," and tried his
tinuity.
hand at cutting and con-

lyr R. HOBART resigned in
1921, and was told by
Arthur of S. Friend, then , treasurer Famous Players that
if the former would organize
a company with him he would
retire the' first of the year.
coniation was ctive
The assocsummated
and Distin
was formed.
Some time previously Mr.

LEADERS ALL— HENRY M. HOBART
BECAUSE although born a New Yorker he early
acquired and always retained his sympathy for
the small town spirit; because to the motion picture
he
brought and
a know'edge
practical
side of
advertising
still better of
an the
intimate
acquaintance
with fiction that appeals to the mass ; because he
has the courage to bick his iudgment in the creation
of stories that are intended to be and are not
only artistic success but financially profitable as well.
the members of that body and the
quartet which accompanied it were
obliged to spend nights at homes of
farmers or local merchants in the villages.
This contact with the small town
spirit was fortified later on in life in
the course of Mr. Hobart's business
career.
'J^HE first experience in the world
at large following graduation was in
music. It was not long afterward,
however, that Mr. Hobart entered the
employ of the Western Electric Company, taking charge of a factory on
the east side of New York. Here he
secured his first opportunity to acquire
knowledge in the handling of men.
Then in the publishing business Mr.
Hobart remained for ten years, as ad,the W^oman's
manager ofcirculated
World, a vertising
magazine
exclusively in small towns. This work
brought Mr. Hobart to the attention of
William R. Hearst, and he went to the
International Magazine
Company as

Hobart had seen "The
Devil," featuring George Arliss, and was deeply impressed bythe quality of the
star's playing. He engaged him to play
"Disraeli."
Mr. Hobart's friends shook theii
of the intenheads when they learned
tion of the company to produce a life
and the skepof the great Englishman,
ticism even pervaded the organization.
'THE doubters, however, had overlooked one point — two of them, in
fact. Mr. Hobart had been an advertising man and knew advertising values. More than that, he had been
trained in the selection of fiction during his magazine years, and he knew
stories that would appeal to the mass.
"Disraeli" was made and returned a
too, did the three succeedSo,subjects.
profit.
ing Arliss
Unquestionably these pictures were
out of the ordinary — in theme and in
treatment. The result or one result of
their production was the bringing to
Distinctive of prestige among exhibitors and exchangemen, too.
It may be interesting to know that
all of the Arliss pictures with one exception were photographed in six
weeks.
While Distinctive's plans for the
coming year are not complete it is
probable the company will produce
four specials and seven or eight subjects on a less pretentious scale.
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The

Convention

convention of the National Exhibitors
THE
Organization will be held in Boston on May
27, 28, 29. It will be attended by delegme.y
from a number of states, but not from all the states
in which there are organizations.
This is a matter for regret. That there is need
for combined action on the part of exhibitors is
as true today as ever it has been. There are those
who say it is more necessary.
There is yet a month for a change to be made
in the situation. In this connection there has come
to our desk this week a letter from one of the candidates for president in Boston. It breathes the
real spirit.
"I have only one thought in mind," he says,
"and that is to come out of Boston with organization ina high state of harmony. If my
election Avill help to bring that about then and then
only will I consent to making the sacrifice of
time and money. On the other hand if conditions
point the other way, it is my earnest desire to assist in finding the right man and to stick to him
through thick and thin."
Much may be done in a month
like this.
*
* *

when

men

talk

Consolidation
THE
long-awaited merger of the Metro, Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan and JMayer Companies is
now a fact. There has been lively interest on
the part of exhibitors as to the working out of the
combination. With them there is a natural fear
that one combination may breed others, thereby
narrowing the total number of producers and distributors.

Marcus

Loew

gives his assurance that the new
Metro-Goldwyn Corporation will mean greater
economy in production. There is every good
reason to believe he is stating a fact.
Much has been said in the last year in the West
and even more in the East regarding economy.
Promises have been made on the part of executives that it will be instituted in places where previously itdid not exist.
Recent word from the coast is to the effect that
there still remain opportunities for further rational
economy in production. In other words the promises made in the East with the best of intentions
and in all sincerity are not being carried out in the
letter and spirit in the West.
If this is true it is to be regretted. If it is true
it means several things, and among these is the

bringing nearer of the day Avhen a larger share of
production will be made in the East.
Exhibitors will keenly watch the working out of
the new combination. They will closely observe
the rise or the fall in quality of production and
more especially in the sum that the exchangeman
will put on the coming product.
If the quality is higher and the price remains the
same the exhibitor will get the benefit. On the
other hand if the quality remains the same and the
price is increased, not necessarily on the part of
any one company but on the part of several, the
result will be obvious.
The fact remains that the combination is now
"in being." It is entitled to a fair trial. The best
wishes of the trade will go to the new executives
in their larger responsibilities.

Among

the

Hard-Boiled

IT is not an uncommon practice among distributors in sending on its long journey a pretentious picture to give what is known as a trade
showing. Probably it is the opening night of a run
at a legitimate theatre.
Invitations will be sent not only to the reviewers
of the business and daih'- press but all the "fan''
magazines as well. Also there may be present
hundreds connected with the motion picture industry in one capacity or another.
There can be no question that a reviewer unconsciously or otherMase is influenced by the remarks he hears passed in his vicinity.
A

striking instance of the sharp contrast
tween atrade audience and a public audience
supplied to one revicAver last week when for
second time he looked on a picture which he
seen on its opening night.

bewas
the
had

In his review he had praised the picture, but he
did not bestow upon it the same quality of commendation that he would have done had the review
been written following his second visit.
All around him in the course of the latter evening he heard persons who had paid their two dollars to see the picture talking about the marvelous
things that Avere being enacted upon the screen.
Exhibitors Avoidd seem to be perfectly justified
in reading Avith a certain alloAvance or discount for
the euAdronment of the Avriter any review penned
folloAving a shoAving at Avhich Avas present many
representatives of the trade.
In other Avords the meritorious picture that is
shoAvn to a trade audience does not get the square
deal in the revicAvs that is bound to follow in the
case of a shoAving attended by the public at large.
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Will Remain Open for Summer
A huge new cooling system is being installed in the Orpheum theatre, Kansas
City, which is preparing to remain open
for the first time during summer months.
The system is being installed by the Wittenmaire Machine Company of Chicago,
and will be similar 'to that of the Mainstreet theatre of Kansas City. The summer prices of the Orpheum will be 25, 50,
75 and 90 cents at night and 25, 35 and 50
cents for matinees. Beginning April 27, a
dramatic stock company will take the
stage until next fall, the company being
under the direction of Arthur J. Casey,
who
has two companies playing in Massachusetts.

Accepts New High Position
Albert Finkelstein, who but a few j'ears
ago began his film career as a film salesman with De Luxe, later becoming an exhibitor of note in both Bellingham and
Bremerton, Wash., has been appointed assistant general manager to J. VonHerberg
of the Greater Theatres Co., in Seattle.
Mr. Finkelstein's rise has been rapid. It
was predicted at the time of his resignation in Bremerton, that he was slated for
better things.
* * *
On the Job Again
For the first time in six years C. F.
Mensing of the Orpheum and Lyceum
theatres, Leavenworth, Kas., was hustling
about on Kansas City's movie row last
week buying film. Heretofore all the buying has been done by Walter Wallace.
C. M. Pattee of Lawrence, Kansas, and
H. R. Payne, formerly of the Palace theatre, Spring Hill, Kas., also were visitors,
the latter being on the outlook for a
theatre to purchase.
Harold Home in Seattle
Harold Home is in Seattle, to assist
with the exploitation work for "When a
Man's a Man" and the "Meanest Man in
the World", two Principal Pictures releases (through First National) that Mike
Rosenberg booked for the VonHerberg
circuit, when he was in Seattle last month.
Home is publicity chief for Principal, and
Mr. Rosenberg, secretary.
% ^ ^
Makes Record With Jazz Week
Manager Robert Bender of the Columbia, Seattle, has achieved publicity, even
unto the cartooning of his famous orchestra, as having locked up the classics and
liberated the jazz, during a Jazz Week,
inspired by "Excitement" the feature picture.
* * *
Movie Man Turns Musician
Ray Peck, director of the moving picture studio of the Canadian Government
at Ottawa, showed a musical bent when
he recently appeared as first violinist with
the Ottawa Symphony Orchestra for its
recital at the Glebe Concert Hall. Mr.
Peck was a moving picture exchange official in Canada for years before he went
with
bureau. the Canadian Government's film
^ ^ ^
Takes Chance on Sunday
Defying tradition, R. V. Turner of Burlingame, Kas., has thrown open his theatres on Sundays and thus far met with no
opposition from the antiquated Kansas
labor law. He was in Kansas City last
week to do some heavy booking, for
which the Vitagraph office owes him a
vote of thanks.
* * *
Negotiating for Theatre
It is reported that Azby A. Chouteau,
who operates a theatre at Fort Worth,
Texas, is negotiating for the Cozy Theatre at Houston, Texas, and will establish
a chain of theatres in Texas.
* * *
Dempsey Suing Pantages
Exhibitors and legitimate theatre owners are watching with interest the progress of the suit filed by Jack Dempsey
against the Pantages theatre of Kansas
City, a combination motion picture and

Table

Making Sunday^. Movies
Safe
:<: there will
It is a safe bet4: that
be no
blue laws passed in Bcsworth, Mo., for
the next two years at least — not unless
such measures, are "railroaded" over the
mayor's veto. Victor Cason, owner of the
Cason theatre of Bosworth, has been
elected mayor of the town, according to
a letter received by Bernard C. Cook,
manager
of the Economy Film Service of
Kansas City.
± * ±
GEORGE NICHOLAS
Lively showman who manages the chain of theatres
owned by the Independent Amusement Co. and the
United Amusement Company of Montreal, Canada

vaudeville house. Dempsey's complaint
says $2,356 due for performances in Kansas City, was never paid. The an:wer
says that amount represents excess profits,
kept in a separate cash box from the
$4,000 a week minimum guaranteed under
the fighter's contract and that when robbers took the cash box there no longer
were excess profits.
The appearance of Dempsey at the Pantages theatre the week of November 11,
1922, swelled the loot of thieves, who
burned a hole through a vault with an
acetylene torch, obtaining $8,006.41, the
receipts of Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Overcomes Radio Opposition
Another victory
example over
of Frank
Newman'sIii
diplomatic
radio L.
opposition
Kansas City was illustrated last week
when free space, aside from that usually
allotted theatres, was given for a halftone cut and news story of novelty entertainers at the Newman theatre, who provided a special entertainment for the radio
station of the Kansas City Star.
^ ^ ^
Carl Senning in Kansas City
Carl F. Senning, former Educational branch
manager in Omaha who succeeded Samuel
Miller at Kansas City, arrived in Kansas
City to assume charge of his new office.
Mr. Miller will enter business with his father
in Milwaukee. Mr. Senning has been in the
film industry more than fifteen years, having been at Omahh over a year.
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Salesmen's Club Electing Officers
The nominating committee of the Kansas City Film Salesmen's Club, a newly
organized association, has presented these
names for election as officers:
Charles Russell, president; J. E. Dodson, first vice-president; W. E. Williams,
second vice-president; Fred Savage, third
vice-president; Frank Cass, secretary, and
Robert Withers, treasurer.
At the election, members of various
committees will also be appointed. The
organization was formed for the purpose
of bringing about a better understanding
among the salesmen themselves and between salesmen and exhibitors.

'No Tickee— No Shirtee'
The pipe organ in the Art theatre, Kansas City, Kas., was seized Tuesday by J.
E. Smith, undersheriff of Wyandotte
county, on a writ of replevin obtained in
the district court by the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company of Cincinnati. The suit,
against Lee Vaughan, owner of the theatre, alleges Vaughan failed to pay for the
organ. The sheriff was instructed to hold
the organ twenty-four hours, then turn it
over to the Wurlitzer company, unless
Vaughan provides a re-delivery bond in
that time. The seizure was only technical. The organ will continue to be used
until it is turned over to the Wurlitzer
company.
4: >i< *
Round

Table

Exchange Notes
J. T. Sheffield, of Greater Features, Inc.,
has just returned from a trip to the
branch exchange in Portland, where he
added James (Jimmie) Moran to the sales
staff. Mr. Sheffield leaves the last of the
week for visits to the company's offices
in Butte and Denver.

Briefs

Fire starting in the projecting room of
the Palace Theatre at Colorado, Texas,
March 23d, destroyed the Levy building,
housing the theatre and six business
houses, resulting in a loss estimated at
$1,000,000.
* * *
A picture theatre operated by J. R.
Holmes, at Perry, Ark., was destroyed by fire
starting from a film. Loss $1,500. No insurance. The fire spread and destroyed
the city light plant and power house and
a residence.
* * *
J. W. Williams, of the Independent Film
Service Co., at Dallas, Texas, made a
business trip to Oklahoma and Arkansas
the first of the week.
The Crown Theatre at Electra, Texas, was
damaged by fire. Loss was mostly to the
scenery. Fire is believed to have started from
defective flue. Loss about flOOO, fully insured.
* * *

A "Poisoned Paradise" cutout made from one of
the posters issued by Preferred to aid the exhibitor.
President Frank Fay of the Southwestern Film Corporation at Dallas, Texas,
made a trip to Oklahoma last week, and
captured a big bunch
* * of* contracts.
Much to the disgust of local exhibitors,
daylight saving has again carried in Ottawa, the Canadian Capital. Summer time
is to start May 17 and will continue in
effect until the end of September.
* * *
The Garrick Theatre at Dallas, Texas,
was
by fire April 1st, being a
total destroyed
loss.
* * * .

J. A. Gauvin has renewed his lease of
the Orpheum Theatre, Montreal, it was
announced April 12. Under his direction,
the Orpheum has a varied policy.
^ ^ ^

It is reported that L. W. Brophy has purchased the building and ground of the
Yale Theatre at Claremore, Okla.
* * *

Majesty's
Montreal,
closedol
on His
April
12 untilTheatre,
the autumn
because
financial reasons, it is stated.

Jess Miller
who has
ownssold
Miller's
Theatre,
Starbuck,
• Wash.,out to
Clint
Thomas, who has renamed the house the Mutt
and Jeff.

* * *
Despite the fact that the Vitagraph exchange has remained in the old Film
building, Kansas City, while other companies deserted the building two years
ago because of high rent and formulated
anotlier "movie colony," business is progressing at the same place it always has
according to C. A. Schultz, branch man* * *
ager.

Returning from a trip to Wichita, Kas.,
Salina, Kas., Junction City, Kas., ana
Hutchinson, Kas., C. C. Vaughan, manager
of the Kansas City Pathe office, announced
that he had closed contracts in each of
the cities on Harold Lloyd's latest picture, "Girl Shy." * * *
George Hinton, forrner Kansas City
Hodkinson branch manager, has joined
the Universal sales force and is covering
Central Kansas, handling the entire Universal product.
* * *
William White, news ' editor of Fox
News,is making
was in aSeattle
overthethe"
weekend.in
He
tour of
territory
an
News.effort to better the service of Fox
* * *
The Universal exchange at Kansas Ciry
is providing unusual curiosity for the local
rnovie row. For several weeks the position of manager has been vacant. Gerald
Akers, division manager, having been in
charge. More than a dozen candidates
are in the field, adding tensity to the ques
tion, "Who will it* be?"
* *
With Paramount exploitation men back
in the field, the Kansas City territory has
been consigned to Robert Gary, who formerly wasyears
in Kansas
about five
ago. City with Goldwyn
^V. C. Haynes has been succeeded as
branch manager of the Kansas City Goldwyn office by L. B. Metzger, a formei
Universal representative in Kansas City.
Mr. Haynes, whose position as manager
was only temporary, will resume his position as sales representative in the terrifilm industry.
tory. Mr. Metzger is a veteran in the

Lobby of the Princess Theatre, Denver, Col., arranged especially for the showing of Universal's "Sporting
Youth." A small electric motor was used to make the cutout autos revolve around the course.

Bert Edwards, formerly manager of the
Kansas City Fox exchange, has joined the
W. W. Hodkinson sales force and is out
in the territory trying his luck.
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MILLE PICTURE
IS WELL RECEIVED

Successful Debut of "Triumph' at Rivoli Indicates Future Popularity
TRIUMPH. Paramount Photop'ay. Author, May Edgintoii. Director, Cecil B.
De Mille. Length, 8,225 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
An na Land
Leatrice Joy
King Garnet
Rod La Rocque
William Silver
Victor Varconi
James Martin
Charles Ogle
Varinoff
Theodore Kosloff
Samuel Overton
Robert Edeson
Countess Rika
Julia Faye
David Garnet
George Favi'cett
Torrini
Spottiswood Aitken
A Tramp
Raymond Hatton
Anna Land is forewoman of the Garnet Can
-Works, controlled by Silver, one of the late owner's
sons. Another
Garnet,King
is destitute.
ambition
is to £on.
be King
a singer.
extorts Anna's
$1,000
from Silver and aids Anna to make her debut,
which is a success^ Silver sends Anna abroad
and follows her. She loses her voice as a result of
injury in a fire. King takes ai job in the factory
and works
his obtained
way up.
On Siliver'a
return,
finds
King has
control.
King makes
Silverhe
manager. The latter, knowing Anna really loves his
brother, gives her up to King.
By George T. Pardy
rrHIS latest Cecil B. De Mille production
J- registers as a good audience picture, which
ought to give satisfaction and run up a respectable box office score wherever it is shown.
It was well received at the Rivoli Theatre,
New York, on the occasion of its metropolitan debut. The story possesses some strong
human interest angles, runs smoothly, without breaking the continuity, and attains a
happy climax.
Like all features sponsored by Cecil De
Mille, the settings are elaborate, no expense
has been spared in the matter of interior
decorations, fine photographic efforts are
achieved and the lighting is faultless.
It is evident that both author and director
were out to obtain a vivid study in contrasting characterizations and they succeeded, although at times skating close to the verge
of improbability. But the net result isn't bad
by any means, for the average movie fan will
be pleased with the triumph of the hero in his
dogged climb from the lowest rung of the
ladder to the top.
The rise of the heroine from her humble
position as forewoman of a can factory to
distinction as a singer is another touch with
popular appeal. Even if she has the misfortune to lose her voice and fall back into life's
ordinary ranks, the glamor of temporary success clings around her, and Anna Land has
nothing to complain of at the finish, inasmuch
as she finds happiness with the man she loves,
who has made good in the interval.
The fire scene puts over quite a thrill, there
is a fair amount of suspense and some effective comedy. Rod La Rocque distinguishes
h'mself by giving an excellent performance as
Ging Garnet, to which he imparts some subtle
touches of ironical humor and considerable
dramatic vigor. Leatrice Joy, always an efficient artist, is sweetly interesting as Anna
Land. Victor Varconi does splendid work as
William Silver, and the support is adequate.
There is a fashion show side to the film
which can be exploited for the benefit of your
feminine patrons, who will appreciate the lavish display of gowns, and tie-ups with modiste
stores are suggested. You can praise the story
as possessing heart interest and furnishing a
powerful contrast bewteen the lives of rich
and poor. Don't forget the characteristic
Cecil De Mille settings and mention such
prominent names in the cast as Rod La
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Rocque, Leatrice Joy, Charles Ogle, George
Fawcett, tiswood
JuliaAitkenFaye,
RaymondEde£on.
Hatton, Spotand Robert
MAKES

A DELIGHTFUL

FILM

'The Beloved Vagabond' Combines Artistic Worth With Big Selling
Possibilities
THE BELOVED VAGABOND. F. B. O.
Photoplay. Author, William J. Locke. Director, Fred Leroy Granville. Length, 6,217
Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Gaston de Nerac
Carlyle Blackwell
Berzelius Paragot
Carlyle Blackwell
Joanna Rushwrorth
Phyllis Titmuss
Comte de Vemeuil
Owen Roughwood
Blanquette
Madge Stuart
Simon Rushworth
Alfred Woods
Mrs. Rushworth
Emily Nichols
Narcisse
Tio
Asticot
Albert Cha:e
In order to save the father of Joanna, the girl
he loves, from financial ruin, Gaston de Nerac signs
a pap^ giving her up to Comte de Verneuil, whom
she weds. He wanders through Brittany with Asticot
and Blanquette, boy and girl, the latter an orphan.
Later the Comte dies. Joanna and her former
lover me(et again. Realizing that they are no longer
suited to each other, he marries Blanquette.
By George T. Pardy
A DELIGHTFUL picture, beautifully pho-^^ tographed, directed with rare good taste
and judgment by Fred Granville and presented by a thoroughly capable cast, "The
Beloved Vagabond" stands forth as a credit
to all concerned in its production. Just here
and there you run across a film which combines artistic worth with big commercial possibilities, and this is one of them.
Its audience appeal may be said to be universal, for the wholesome breadth and
strength of the love story will grip the attention of all classes of movie patrons. When
Gaston De Nerac gives the object of his
affections to another suitor in order to save
the girl's father from inevitable ruin, he gains
a generous measure of sympathy from the onlookers and establishes himself as a prime
favorite right then and there. An act of
gracious self-sacrifice in the early stages of a
film goes a long way toward making a hero
popular with the fans, and Gaston accordingly starts off with a strong prejudice in his
favor.
His transformation into the role of a strolling musician and subsequent wanderings
through the country, a sort of glorified hobo,
with Asticot and Blanquette, his boy and girl
companions, result in a series of situation
replete with quiet charm, relieved by gentle
touches of pleasing comedy, but with the pathetic note sounding melodiously over all.
What touches the heart chord particularly
is the loyal devotion of his young chums to
Gaston for
and her
the patron.
growth ofA love
in Blanquette's
bosom
chance
glimpse of
his former sweetheart temporarily breaks up
the trio's companionship, despair engulfs the
debonair soul of the musician and for a space
he seeks consolation in drink.
But the clouds finally scatter, when on
the death of her husband Joanna again meets
Gaston, he realizes th_at she is no longer the
mate he desired, and little Blanquette obtains
the reward of her faithful waiting for the
man whose memory she ro fondly treasures.
Carlyle Blackwell, known in goneby ye'
as "the Romeo of the screen," is the m"'
hero and the writer can confident!''
that he shows to greater advanK
rolewhich
of Gaston
Paragot, th-iin
he has orappeared.

AN ORDINARY

CROOK

PLAY

Thomas
Vehicle
Weak in Meighan's
Plot ValuesLatest
and Appeal
THE CONFIDENCE MAN. Paramount
Photoplay. Authors, Laurie York Erskine
and Robert H. Davis. Director, Victor
Heerman. Length, 7,215 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dan Cor van
Thomas Meighan
Margaret Leland
Virginia Valh
Larry Maddox
Laurence Wheat
Godfrey Queritt
Charles Dow Clarke
Mrs. Bland
Helen Lindroth
Jimmy Bland
Jimmy Lapsley
Mrsi. X
Margaret Seddon
Wade
George Nash
Mrs. O'Brien
Dorothy Walters
Dan Corvan and Larry Maddox, backed by fake
promoter Wade, visit Fairfield to sell worthless
stock to the town miser, Queritt. Corvan's suave
personality impresses the townsfolk and pretty Margaret Leland. Queritt buys the stock. Wade arrives and quarrels with Corvan.
old lady inmate
of the poorhouse sends for CorvanAn and
him
with money stolen by her son, which intrusts
she wants
turned over to the owner. This breaks Corvan
down
and he resolves
go straight. He beats up Wade
makes restitutionto to
Querritt and confesses all to
Margaret, who admits that she lovtes him.
By George T. Pardy
T^HE CONFIDENCE MAN" is a crook
play, with Tom Meighan as star, a combination which should exert considerable pulling power in the direction of the box office.
His first successful bid for popularity was
rnade in "The Miracle Man" and since that
time the coupling of his name with an underworld yarn has always stimulated curiosity.
But this feature doesn't rise above the average mark and can only be classed as offering fair entertainment. It will probably "get
by" wherever Mr. Meighan is an established
favorite, without, however, causing any great
amount of enthusiasm on the part of his
numerous
so far as the story's general appealadmirers,
is concerned.
The _star's magnetic personality and clever
acting, in conjunction with the really fine
work of Laurence Wheat, cast as the hero's
pal, go far toward keeping interest alive in
a plot which has nothing original about it and
suffers from a handicap of false sentimentality. Itis, indeed, a credit to all the players that despite the narrative's weakness they
managed to tighten up its suspense here and
there and make it mildly amusing.
To the only George Ade, who wrote the
subtitles, must be awarded honorable mention
for injecting some flashes of real humor into
the porceedings. These subtitles are brilliantly witty and frequently start the laughter
when things seem to be at their worst.
The trouble with the arch-crook's reforming'
stunt
doesn't appear 'Gents islikethatto
Danitsurrer
Corvhard-boiled
seek the straight cause of a pre'
lady on theunv '
admitted
heart-stab
more r
other
talr
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DAVIS'
MAKES

PLAY
GREAT

FILM

'Broadway After Dark' Modernized,
Colorful, Is Fine Box Office
Attraction
BROADWAY AFTER DARK. Warner
Brothers' Photoplay. Adapted from the
Da'As. Director, Monbv Owen
Stage
7,200 Feet .
Length,
fa Bell.Play
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Adolphe Menjou
n
Ralph Norto
Norma Shearer
Rose Dulane
WiUard Louis
Slim Scon
Lenore Vance
Carmel Myers
Mrs. Smith
Vera Lewis
Edward Burns
in
Jack
Helen Devl
Tremaine
Anna Q. Nilsson
Carl Fisher
Mervyn LeRoy
Ed Fisher
Jimmy Quinn
Rose Dulane, restaurant waitress, is fascinated by
a man to whom she confides that she was guilty
of a petty theft. He is a detective and arfests her.
She serves tame and finally lands a job in a minor
theatrioal boarding house. There she m>eets Ralph
Norton, well-tjo-do Broadway rounder, having a
look at life in a less luxurious atmosphere. Norton
is attracted by Rose, proves her friend, rescues
her from the detective's persecutions and wins her
love.
By George T. Pardy
good old stand-by meloOWEN DAVIS'
drama dealing with the white light district of the big town, has been molded into a
picture which gives promise of flaunting the
S. R. O. sign wherever it is shown. Warner
Brothers and all concerned in the making of
the production have every reason for being
proud of what they have accomplished.
The stage play is revised, revamped, brought
strictly up-to-date jazzed, and jollied into a
peppery, colorful film, lively, unique and highly entertaining. We have called "Broadway
After
Dark
' melodrama,
because
exactly what
it was
in the times
whenthat's
it served
as a footlight attraction, when gallery gods
hissed the villain and sympathetic, unsophisticated souls
the heroine's
woes love
and
rejoiced
as wept
virtueovertriumphed
and true
hurdled home a winner.
But this picture version is something far
better tkan mere "melo." They have taken
the skeleton of the Davis play, clothed its
dry bones with modern trimmings, preserved
the main romantic touches, but injected a lot
of timely humorous business and set it dancing to a comedy tune of rattling gaiety. All
of which is staged ingeniously against a background of Broadway night life, with the
dingy atmosphere of a cheap theatrical boarding house for trenchant contract.
At the beginning the Great White Way
flashes into view, with the electric display
blazing merrily, then comes the annual Equity
ball
host of "legitimate"
whoseintroducing
names area world-famous.
Afterplayers,
which
a studio party is shown, with jazz fireworks
'ire. The' boarding house episodes are all
—r^l-ir -ipfined and interesting be'on from these glowing
svmpathy are engen^ne, fascinated
when the masher,
"uilt and railNorton is
of unMre's
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ish settings and superb photography add immeasureably to the film's drawing power. Everything isdone on a big scale w-ith no expense spared, and Director Monta Bell has
certainly slammed the box office target right
plumb in the center.
Adolphe Menjou is the beau ideal of the
Broadway type of hero and wins dramatic
honors with a performance of sterling merit.
Norma Shearer scores as a charming heroine and the support is as excellent as might
be expected from such a cast of notable
players.
let youra hectic
patronsmelodrama,
get the idea
that
thisDon't
is merely
as they
might imagine from its title. Tell them about
the colorful atmosphere, the shots of Broadway life, the gathering of theatrical stars at
the Equity Ball, the gorgeous costumes, irresistible fun of the comedy situations ; suspense and romantic love interest. There are
times when you make no mistake in stressing
the entertaining qualities of a production, and
this is one of them. "Broadway After Dark"
can't fail to send the fans home satisfied.
JUST AN AVERAGE COMEDY
^ jti
'The Gold Fish' Amusing,
With Constance Talmadge in Attractive Role
THE GOLDFISH. First National Photoplay. Director, Jerome Storm. Adapted
from
Gladys
7,145 Feet. Unger's Stage Play. Length,
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jenny
Wetherby
Constance
Jimmy
TackT^'raadge
Mulhall
Duke ofWetherby
Middlesex
Frank
Elliott
Herman Krauss
Jean Heisholt
Amelia Pugsley
Za Su Pitts
Count Nevski
Edward Connely
J. Hamilton Powers
William Conklin
Mrs. Bellmore
Kate Lester
The Prince
Eric Mayne
Jeiuiy Wetherby and her husband Jimmy agree
that if they tire of wejdded life, she or he will
hand the other a bowl of goldfifh, signifying that
their piartnership
is ended.Won
Theybyquarrel
Jimmycarries
out the threat.
Hermanand Krauss,
Jenny
gives
him
the
goldfish
in
favor
of
millionair'e
Powers. The latter dies, leaving her a wealthy
widow. She is about to wed the Duke of Middlesex,
when Krauss brings the old sweethearts together
again. The Duke gets the goldfish and Jimmy
and Jenny are reunited.
By George T. Pardy
'T'HIS picture ought to show good box office
-■- returns in localities where Constance Talmadge isa pronounced favorite. The star has
appeared in many better films, but "The Goldfish registers
' amusingas aentertainment,
fair, average comedy
offers
ripples which
with
breezy
action
and
doesn't
demand
strained
concentration of thought.
The plot is of pretty thin texture and the
director muit have found it a difficult job
stretching the material out to feature length
without actually tearing holes in the continuity and as a matter of fact the attraction could
stand the lopping off of a lot of excess footage and be much improved by such pruning.
The best situations are mostly farcical and
it's a risky thing to string farce comedy along
over
six reelfoundation
compass, tounless
strong the
narrative
build there's
upon. Ina
the stage plaj' from which it was adapted
"The Goldfish" filled in its action gaps with
plenty of snappy dialogue. But the story itself
is of extremel}' light construction and in subtitle
form the stage dialogue i:n't particularly effective.
If it wasn't for the energetic work of Con•^ance Talmadge, loyally supported by her as'ates, the picture would be an exceedingly
■-' af?air. But Aliss Talmadge, as the vol''^oer wife, who makes such little fuss
'■ Of "off with the old love and on
springs
the im'^e role, nimbly
enlivensover
it with
her
V
and
seems
to
be
having
-X

such a good time that you are impelled to
laugh in sympathy with the amorous adventures of mad-cap Jenny Wetherby.
Jack Mulhall makes an agreeable impression
as the hubby who loses and wins back the
vivacious Jane, and excellent performances
are given by Frank Elliott, Jean Hersholt, Za
Su Pitts and William Conklin.
In exploiting the feature pla}' up the star
as much as possible. Constance Talmadge has
a wide following and you can assure her admirers that she puts an extraordinary amount
of vim and dash into her impersonation of the
flapper wife. Utilize such catch phrases in
your advertising as — "Her old love was the
best after all' — "Husband Number One lost
out, biit won at the finish." She experimented
with divorce, but returned
* * * to her first ideal."
HOOT GIBSON SCORES AGAIN
Forty Horse median
Hawkins'
Provides
and
With Story
Amusing
Role CoFORTY HORSE HAWKINS. Universal
Photoplay. Authors, Raymond Schrock and
Edward Sedgwick. Director, Edward Sedgwick. Length, 5,419 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Luke (Bud) Hawkins
Hoot Gibson
Mary Darling
Anne Cornwall
Rudo'ph Dean
Catalina
Richard
Tucker
Sylvia
Helen Holmes
Johnny
Jack
G.
Edwards
Sheriff
.Ed Bums
Wild Bill Bailey
John Judd
Luke Hawkins combines various jobs in a little
western town, working around a hotel, dri\Tng a
bus, being a stagemanager, etc. He falls in love
with Mary Darling, leading woman of a traveling
troupi; and follows her to New York. He obtains
a soldier role in a play fhe acts in, saves the day
when the performance is going wrong, finally, through
his extreme
bull-headedness, becomes a star himself
and
wins Mary.
By George T. Pardy
A HOOT GIBSON production of superior
grade, sure to please all that energetic
comedian's admirers, add to his already large
following, and swell the box office receipts
wherever lively entertainment is in demand.
Air. Gibson has become closely identified
with the boob hero sort of role, the chap who
eventually blunders into good luck, and Luke
Hawkins, whom he impersonates in this instance, resembles his predecessors. But the
plot possesses infinite dash and variety,
switches from Western to an Eastern locale,
is crammed with uproariously funny situations
and entirely free from dull moments.
Probably no screen hero ever tried to handle such a multiplicit}^ of jobs as does the
versatile Bud Hawkins in the early stages
of this film. We see him plying as bus
driver, general cook and bottlewasher of
the town's only hotel, handy guy around the
burg's single theatre, electrician, stagemanThe ager,oneticket-taker,
night etc.
stand performances given
by the traveling troupe are excellent burlesque
hits, taking off the old-time cheap melodrama
stuff and providing no end of farcical fun.
But Hawkin's adventures on the trail of his
charmer are simply immense, events move
with cyclonic swiftness when he strikes the
big town and a bully climax is shaped out ;
when
luck success
he becomes
the godto
in the through
machine fool's
whereby
is assured
the play wherein Mary Darling is starred,
and incidentally flashes on to the stardom
horizon himself.
You can boost this as a Hoot Gibson comstar edyisof thea finest.
favorite,Wherever
and his that
beat well-known
is a long
one, the box office should show healthy results Beside^ the star. Anne Cornwall Richard Tucker and Helen Holme? are deserving
of mention The picture is made to amuse
and does its duty admirably
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CYTHEREA' REALLY
A FINE PRODUCTION
It Has Rare Appeal for the Women
and Will Tightly Hold the Mere
Male Person
CYTHEREA, Goddess of Love. Samuel
Goldwyn Presents the George Fitzmaurice
Production, a First National Picture. From
the Novel by Joseph Hergesheimer. Adapted
by Frances Marion. Length, About 6.500
Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Fanny Randon
Irene Rich
Lee Randon
Lewis Stone
Savina Grove
Alma Rubens
Peyton Morris
Norman Kerry
Claire Morris
Betty Bouton
Daniel Randon
Brandon Hurst
Lee Randon, forty years old and bored, sees his
nephew. Morris, becoming infatuated with Mina
Raff and reproaches him. Later when Morris leaves
his wife to go with Mina, Mrs. Randon asks her
husb(and to plead with the girl to release his nephew.
In carrying out the mission Randon in turn becomes
infatuated with Savina Grove, a married woman.
Randon and Savina elope and go to Cuba. Randon
is denied admittance to the home of his brother.
Savina is taken ill and die* Randon returns
to his home, where he is welcomed by his wife
By George Blaisdell
CYTHEREA is delightful entertainment.
It picks up speed right at the start and
holds without loosening grip clear through to
the end, which, by the way, is really dramatic. If any exhibitor has any fear it is
a subject which may arouse adverse criticism
he may dismiss it.
For cynical men who have no liking for
stories of the flapper type the theatre owner
may
assurematter
them the
"Cytherea
is an ofexception.
For that
flapper 'phase
the tale
is very short. The characters for the main
part are mature men and women. The cynic
quickly will forget his cynicism in the appeal
of the story and the convincing interpretation
of the players
As a box office attraction the picture should
rate as one of the best of the season. It
may be advertised without hesitation as having rare appeal for women and one that will
tightly hold the men.
While there are two children in the picture
it is doubtful if the general theme will appeal to the younger. The subject may be set
down, however, as one that will be popular
in any house or in any community.
In the cast are four players who are stars
in their own right: Alma Rubens and Irene
Rich on the one hand, and Lewis Stone and
Norman Kerry on the other. All have made
their mark and have a host of followers.
The bulk of the work falls to Mr. Stone
and Miss Rubens, and most splendidly do
they carry out the roles assigned to them.
Miss Rich is cast as the contented housewife whose interests are bounded by the walls
nf her home. She has no patience with things
that are modern if by such are meant dancing or jazz entertainment generally. She is
the steady going unromantic mother. Mr.
Stone gives his usual fine characterization. It
seems that this is no figure of speech. He
portrays a man who has been "licked" by a
humdrum life. He feels like stepping out,
but his wife cannot understand it. When in
time she does it is too late.
Miss Rubens portrays a woman of deep
passion which has been untouched until she
meets Randon, and she finely interprets the
character.
The story conveys a message without in
any manner indicating that it is a preachment. That message is the ostracism which is
bound to follow in the wake of an infraction
of society's laws.
Throughout the tale there is a subtle humor that will have a special appeal to the
more or less sophisticated. It will stir with-
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out offending the staid patron and certainly
it will satisfy the blase.
The picture is one which the exhibitor may
exploit to the best advantage. In the first
place he is going to be sure of contented
patrons.
The title, meaning the Goddess of Love, will
afford opportunities for exercising the advertising bent.
* * *
IS A BOX OFFICE WINNER
^Why Men Leave Home J Bright Comedy Drama With Universal Appeal
WHY MEN LEAVE HOME. First National Photoplay. Adapted from Avery Hopwood's Stage Play. Director, John M.
Stahl. Length, 8,002 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John Emerson
Lewis Stone
Irene Emerson
Helene Chadwick
Grandma Sutton
Mary Carr
After a year of wedded life John Emerson begins
to neglect his wife, Irene. A love affair develops
with his offid; secretary and Irene procures a divorce.
John marries the other woman. Later, Grandma
Sutton succeeds in luring John and Irene under
her roof, and with Dr. Bailey's aid has the place
quarantined, so that th|e pair can't get out. The
result
that gets
the old
love blooms
more. John's
second iswife
a divorce
and heonce
remarries
Irene.
By George T. Pardy
up another box office winner for Director John M. Stahl! If "Why Men
Leave Home" doesn't go over the top with a
bound and register success at the big money
goal, there's no use trying to predict a future for any film. It possesses unlimited audience appeal and isn't restricted to any particular class of patrons either, for the highbrows will enjoy it as well as the less critical fans. In any theatre, large or small,
this
feature
should prove a liicrative attraction.
It will be remembered that another Stahl
production—
"Thedrama,
Dangerous
also a domestic comedy
made aAge,"
tremendous
hit
in the entertainment field, and we take pleasure in asserting that this picture is every
bit as good as its predecessor. There is no
similarity between the plots, however, for
"Why Men Leave Home" strikes out along
original lines, but the same impish spirit of
fun plays hob with the marriage experiments
of the principal characters and keeps the
humor pot boiling furiously.
There are some intimate views of a bridal
chamber in the beginning, and a few bedroom
scenes toward the close, which recall the fact
that the stage production bordered on the
risque, but Director Stahl has carefully
steered clear of suggestive situations which
might arouse the censors' wrath. Much of the
snappy, bright dialogue pertaining to the
"legitimate'" attraction is served up in witty
subtitles which help wonderfully in developing the story, and many beautiful sets and
charming exterior shots add to the picture's
artistic lure, the photography throughout being distinctly of first grade quality.
The snapping of the early marital tie between the Emersons occurs when John comes
home
after
the "other
woman"
and from a escorting
theatre party.
The scent
of theto
perfume used by his charmer clings to him
and awakens the wife's suspicions. This is a
highly dramatic episode and another big scene,
where humor and thrills are interminged, is
that in which the divorced pair meet in the
quarantined house and wife Number 2 adds
to the complications by appearing unexpectedly.
MARK

Whatment constitutes
greatestflavor
amuse-of
asret is the the
crisp,film's
deUcious
its comedy which rings true as a silver bell
and is always in evidence, even lurking
in the background when matters assurrie a serious trend.
In exploiting the feature, spread heavily on

the title. Besides the principals, others in
the cast worth mentioning are Mary Carr,
Alma Bennett and Hedda Hopper. Don't be
afraid to boost the story as one of the season's best domestic * comedy
A * dramas.
NEGRI PICTURE POOR STUFF
'Montmarte,' Foreign Film Cheaply
Constructed and Unworthy of
Star's Talent
MONTMARTE.
Paramount Photoplay.
Adapted
from
John
Mue'ler's Play, "The
Flame." Director, Ernst
I^ubitsch. Length,
6,715 Feet.CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Yvette
poia jjegri
Yyettes landlady msuts that her lodger
up
the money she owes. The girl goes out inpayquest
of
funds.
Papa
Lemonier
is
about
to
"cora)e
across"
with the desired cash, when a man who has been
pursuing her interferes and trouble starts.
Yvette
runs yway and makes the acquaintance of a youtliful
composer named Andre Leduc. They fall in love
and are married. Raoul Fournier, rejected suitor
tnes to spoil Yvette's domiestic happiness by exposing her past
but IS defeatedto inherthehusband.
long run. He almost succeeds
By George T. Pardy
pOLI
namestar's
will admirers
probably todraw
many NEGRI'S
of that noted
see
this picture, but 'it is to be feared that they
willfrankly
go away
disappointed.
For "Montmarte''
is
— very
poor entertainment.
Made
abroad,
and
to
all
appearances
many
moons
'■
ago, itmensranks
easilyoutput.
as one of the worst speciof foreign
_ Its sole market refuge would seem
lie
in houses where the bill is changed daily,to and
even there it is not likely to arouse enthu.siasm. For those who have witnessed Miss
Negri's triumphs in other features cannot
avoid making comparisons to the discredit of
this singularly uninteresting mess of patchwork. On the other hand, patrons thus introduced for the first time to the Polish star will
be given an altogether incorrect idea of what
she can really accomplish on the screen under
favorable conditions.
Nor is Miss Negri the only one concerned
m the production to suffer through its banality and utter lack of appeal, for Director
Ernst Lubitsch's reputation is certainly not
enhanced thereby. There's no disputing
Mr. Lubitsch's standing
o£
directorial craft, but his asskilla past-master
was plainly at
a discount when brought to bear upon such
painfully inadequate material.
The story is inconsequential in the first
place, and a gloomy bit of stuff at that. Thoroughly artificial and absurdly theatrical, it
fails to arouse an atom of sympathy at any
stage. Also, it is very evident that the director was severely handicapped by the burden
of cheap studio equipment, for the sets and
costuming are of such inferior grade that
they bring to mind memories of ancient screen
horrors filmed when the industry hadn't outgrown the baby age. The photography is of
mediocre quality, the lighting being weak.
The physical attractions of the star and the
splendid abandon and virile energy she displays in some of the emotional situations
which fall to her share are the only bright
spots in the production. Even Poll Negri's
talents are unequal to the task of "putting
the picture over," but still she registers as the
great artist she has ever been. As to her
support, it consists of several foreign players
whose names are not credited, and maybe it
Ts just as well. For they are a distinctly poor
lot, a "scratch team" if there ever was one.
The chap who plays the lover is a strangely
mawkish sort of creature.
you book the
this only
feature
PolitoNegri's
namein
is Ifabsolutely
thing
bank on
exploiting it. If you praise either story or
production to any extent, those who respond
to the boost will surely feel that they have
been given a raw deal.
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HELP YOUR SHORTS
TO HELP YOU
That short subjects are coming
into their own is shown by the advertising given "The World's Struggle for theatre
Oil,'' which
played
at last
tlic
Cameo
in New
York
week. The picture is a three reel
production and in the newspaper
advertising it is given more space
than the feature length picture. The
picture was played up in lights in
the theatre lobby and the feature is
given little attention, although the
long picture was one that has received good review notices and is in
itself a very satisfying picture.
Several tunes of late it has come
to our attention that short subject
pictures are being played up in electric lights overshadowing the long
subjects. It is becoming rather common. And there is no reason why a
short
shouldn't
given
credit
when
credit it due. Ifbe the
short
is better
than the feature why should it not
be given a chance to let people
know it is worthy? The poor neglected short is, through sheer entertaining value, gradually coming
to its place in the sun.
If you, Mr. Exhibitor, are neglgcting the short subject in your advertising, you are passing up a box office asset. Give the shorts the advertising they deserve and you will
find they return big dividends. You
can't have a garden without planting seed and advertising is the seed
in motion pictures.
Give your shorts a square deal
and watch the crop.
'COMMENCEMENT
DAY'
Pathe
2 reels
Our Gang is in action again. This one
shows them at commencement day exercises
at
the up
village
and what
don'ta
think
to doschool
is little.
There they
is not
dull momentto and
the kids
given an'
opportunity
do some
good are
acting.
Mary her
recites
a-ndforgets
lines."The
Joe Little
plays aLamb"
saxaphone
solo which is a scream. The saxaphone
had been filled with pepper by one of the
gang and the whole school is thrown into
aii uproar.
Mickey tries a classical selection on the
violin but is handicapped by the fact that
he has a live frog hidden in his shirt.
Mickey stages a good fight with the
school bully and makes a decided hit with
Mary. Sunshine and Farina are not old
enough to attend school so they watch the
show from the school window and _ add
their bit to the general scheme of things.
Joe, the fat youngster, stands out promifeWhtty fn - this 'picture; and does * some ■ real
clever acting. Dressed in his nice white
suit he goes through his stuff like a veteran actor and his expressions play nosmall part in the picture.
Don't fail to book this comedy. It will
please your audience.
* * *
'A LOFTY MARRIAGE' 2 reel?
Universal
Jack Earle and Harry McCoy furnish some
very fast comedy in "A Lofty Marriage." The

Little

Feature
JLducational
l reel
TOWDER
MARKS'
Sid Smith and Cliff Bowes try to make
something of this picture There is no plot
and little to recommend it in the way o£ -comedy. The story deals with a rifle instructor at a shooting club and his efforts to teach
the female members of the club the art of
marksmanship. A bear enters the scene and
from then on it is the same old chase stuff.
The picture is not up to the standard of
Smith's former comedies and there are several scenes that could be eliminated to good
advantage. The scene where the bear licks
the bare feet of a sleeping negro porter could
be cut entirely^ The scene is a long one and
rather disgusting.
It is very doubtful booking.
'POLITICS'
Universal
1 reel
Slim Summerville and Bobby Dunn tear
loose with all the slapstick at their command
for one reel and they furnish some good
laughs. There is no attempt at plot but there
is a continuous run of tricks that will keep
the audience interested.
The action is caused by two candidates for
the office of Judge trying to throw obstacles
in the way of each other to prevent his election. They succeed only too well and each
lands in jail.
Several new comedy tricks are brought into
play
aplenty. You will
like and
this there
one. are * laughs
* *

FARINA UP IN THE AIR
Poor Farina had an attack of heebe-jeebies after
eating too much food at the barbecue in Pathe's
"Seeing Things." She "does noble" in this picture.
long and the short comedians are rivals for
the hand of a beautiful damsel. They work
on the theory that all is fair in love and war
and act accordingly.
There is some clever comedy in the scenes
at the girl's home. Jack, the seven foot swain
has the advantage over Harry, who is compelled 'to use every known trick to outwit the
elongated lover.

'SPORTLIGHTS'
Pathe
1 reel
Grantland Rice shows thrills that are
really thrills in this sport reel feature. He
shows the motorboat sweepstakes races,
where boats skid over the water at a
dizzy speed. He shows iceboats with their
sails filled, skimming over the ice at a mileof most of the bumps which causes him to
in for a few shots. All in all, the speed
film is exceptionaly interesting.
You can book this one safely..

GLOBE TROTTER
Captain Ariel Varges, of International News Reel fame has journeyed to all parts of the world shooting
scenes for International.
He is shown striking up an acquaintance with a leopard 'way out in India.
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IDEAL FOR LOBBY DISPLAY
This
24-sheet
lends
itself
admirably
for aactcut-out
for lobby_ displlay. The characters can be made to
stand out in bold relief and will surely
as a puller
The scene is from Pathe's "Leatherstocking."
SENNETT STUDIOS BUSY
Three comedy units are busily engaged on
new subjects at the Mack Sennett Studios.
Of these, the Harry Langdon company and
Ben Turpin unit are furthest advanced in production oFnew subjects. The other company
co-featuring Sid Smith and Vernon Dent under the direction of Harry Edwards is filming
Lion which
and the returned
Souse."
Thea farce
Ben comedy,
Turpin "The
company,
last week from the Truckee snow country,
are completing the final scenes of "Yukon
Jake." Mack Sennett's aggregation of 1924
Bathing
Girlsoffering,
will again
be seen
new
comedy
which
is as inyetLangdon's
untitled.
* * *
'PUBLICITY PAYS'
Pathe
1 reel
Charles Chase is the husband of a publicity seeking actress and he produces fun
through his antics to keep track of the
wife's pet monkey, which insists on climbing up the sides of buildings and wandering around the hotel rooms.
There is no plot to the picture but there
is good clean fun and some thrill scenes
that will make you hold your breath. Chase
tries to rescue the monk which has taken
refuge at the end of a flagpole and he
risks his neck to give a thrill.
The husband rebels when the wife's
publicity writer suggests a pet elephant
for a publicity stunt. The wife decides
that she cannot remain an actress and retain her husband so she gives up acting
and they live happy ever after.
This is an average comedy .but it will
make a good filler.
* * *

UNIVERSAL TO MAKE SERIES OF
SHORT WESTERNS
Universal announces a new series of
two-reel western dramas. They are already
in the making and will be released one a
week beginning May 10. This series will
form an important adjunct to Universal Short
Subjects program.
Several months ago, production ceased on
this type of film entertainment at Universal
City, and the short western dramas were
dropped from the release schedule when all
on hand had been put out.
A tentative schedule for the first six
weeks' supply of two reel westerns has
been arranged. Several of them already
are nearing completion. In the order of
their release, they will be "The Bull
Tower," starring Pete Morrison, "Love's
Round-up" starring Jack Daughtery, "The
Honor of Men," starring Neal Hart, "Boss
of Bar 20, ' starring William E. Lawrence,
"Blue V/ing's Revenge," an Indian picture
and "Winning a Bride."

WORLD

STRUGGLE

This picture was produced by the
States Department of the Interior United
is
OIL' , ft is aand
distributed by FOR
H. E. Butler
comP'ete history of petroleum from the time*
of Noah to the present dav. It is probably
the most enlightcnin:? oil subject that has
ever been produced.
With the use of animated maps it shows
the holdings of various countries in an
eJiort to gain contro! of the oil sitUr.tiO'.i.
The maps deinonstrate how much value
is placed on oil land ly nation.?. England
IS by far the largest of potential oil territory while the United States leads in the
actual production of the precious fluid.
Details of drilling are clearly shown.
The first oil well to be drilled is shown
and the clumsy, though efficient methods,
are compared with the present system.
The large fields in Mexico and United
States come in for several good shots and
one is permitted to look behind the scenes
in this wonderful industry and gain a
knowledge of the great work that has been
accomplished in order that we may live.
Coming as it does, when the Teapot
Dome scandal has brought the oil question before the public, the picture is of
exceptional interest. The picture is not
technical and will be found of interest to
everyone as our daily lives almost depend
upon
You oil.can book this one and be sure of
having a satisfied audience.
* * *
'CORNFED'
Educational
2 reels
If you want a good laugh see Bobby Vernon in "Cornfed.'' This Christie comedian is
at his best in this picture of a lovesick country grocer. When he arrays himself in his
Sunday clothes and steps out he hits the high
He is aided and abetted by Victor Rodspots man, the hated rival.

'HOMELESS PUPS'
Pa' he
1 reel
Paul Terry's cartoon shows what can
be done ■when the dogs organize for protection against heartless dog-catchers. A
fair maiden is caught by the dog-catcher
and thro\vn into a dungeon. Her sweetie
enlists the aid of thousands of homeless
pups and they ' storm the bastile and
rescue the damsel and wreak vengeance
on the dog-catcher.
This is a clever cartoon and Terry works
in some unusual comedy touches.
These cartoons are always popular and
this one is no exception.
PATHE

REVIEW

This one reel of brief subjects carrier
some interesting information. It show<;
how hair mattresses are made. The process is very interesting. "Boy Pirates,"
"Everyday
complete theOrient"
subjects.and "Alsatian Days"
It will make a good program filler.

PRESENTING A DIFFICULT TASK
Dan Mason, well known Hollywood Pictures Corporation comedian, has been asked to choose his
leading woman from the group shown above. Dan has brain fag trying to decide. Which would you choose?
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Woman with 4 Faces
Hollywood
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The Cheat
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Ruggles of Red Gap
Woman-Proof

I lie k?^<illl3ll. MJaUKMt
Wild Bill mckok
Call of the Canyon
Don't Call It Love
Flaming Barriers
Pied Piper Malone
Shadows of Paris
Icebound
Peter the Great
The Confidence Man
Triumph
Bluff

Your Paramount
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Pine

. xxib ^nnQren s voiiicireii
lo tne Ladies
Big Brother
West of the Water Tower
The Humming Bird
Heritage of the Desert
The Stranger
A Society Scandal
The Fighting Coward
Dawn of a Tomorrow
The Breaking Point
Men

exchange has fresh, perfect prints and com-

plete advertising campaigns on every one of these BIG pictures.

Winter

i
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'pOof feature
a triedTheatre,
and proved
pictureOregon,
w^th adevised
tried and
the manager
the Liberty
Portland^
this proved
unusuallyplayer
aittra<:tive
lobby
display for the showing of First National's "Fighting Blade," with Richard Barthelmess.

Featuring

Tried

Our Profitable Method

and

Employed

upper
aboutbefore
W Pande
y we paused
the
Broadwaring
alluring lobby of the Bunny
Theatre, the success of which is based
in no small degree upon the enthusiasm
of George Marrow for Tried and
Proved pictures. He shows them consistently, and just as consistently do his
patrons line up at the box office to buy
a sure evening's entertainment, rather
than to "take a chance" elsewhere.
Marrow gave us a somewhat different slant, and as he has demonstrated
the soundness of his thought, it is
worthy of attention from other showmen.
How many times have we paused before a picture theatre in search of a
photo drama that would afford an
hour's relaxation with some attention
compelling attraction. We have hesitated, glanced at the title of the production with which we were unfamiliar
and which meant nothing, have
searched the stills for the familiar faces
of dependable actors, have failed to
find them and have passed on elsewhere.
Regardless of the picture's title, had
we seen the name of Norma Talmadge,
or sister Constance, Barthelmess or
Meighan, Lon Chaney or Gene O'Brien,
Gloria Swanson or Pola Negri, Elliott

Proved

Players

by a Successful Exhibitor

Dexter or — well continue indefinitely,
Mr. Showman would have had our paid
admission without further ado. George
Marrow sensed this situation and has
cashed in on his psychology.
gARTHELMESS, for instance, has
a host of admirers. They go to see
Richard — and the title of the picture
matters not. So when Showman Marrow books a Barthelmess picture he
features that name, and the attraction
itself is subordinated to the name of
the star.

places in the heart of popularity because
of the Tried and Proved quality of their
stars. Name any of a score in which
are featured picture personalities ; even
though the them.e be not so engrossing,
the action perhaps not-so-good, yet who
can say that the public will not flock to
see its Tried and Proved favorites?
George Marrow is one who loudly says
they will do so — and he has proved it.

When one thinks of the picture "Secrets," the name of Norma Talmadge is
instantly
associated with the production.
Everyone has his screen favorites
— actors upon whom he has come to
rely for first rate performances —
artists whose characterizations have
thrilled him in the past and may be
counted upon to thrill him again,
strictly on their merits as photoplay
productions. Some gain places in the
Tried and Proved Hall of Fame
through a combination of meritorious
picturization and expert exploiteering —
for example that royal Tried and
Proved "Nanook of the North."
Then there are others which find

CO, Mr. Tried and Proved Showman, here is another slant to consider
which will enable you to select box
office winners from a slightly different
angle. Here is another thought that will
help you to spell showmanship success
with dollar signs. George Marrow has
done it up at Broadway and 147th
Street, and there is no reason to believe that the psychology of potential
patrons is any different in uptown New
York than it is in any other section
where people make their homes and
sally forth into the byways in search
of a few hours entertainment in the
form of an inexpensive yet interesting
motion picture with a good story and a
tried and proved cast.
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In

the

Tried

and

Proved

Hall

of

Fame

Here Is a Selected List of Pictures Chosen on their Merits as the Kind of Theatre Attractions Which Answer
the Public Demand. Not on the Say-So of Their Sponsors, but on the Unusual Box-Office Records They
Have Established.
This List Is Offered as the Most Reliable Criterion by Which to Select
Dependable First Rate Attractions for Showing on Special Tried and Proved Nights
Universal
THE ABYSMAL BRUTE— Caveman Romance. Reviewed March 8. BECAUSE it is
a Jack London story told with a forcefulness
and conviction that has carried it across to unbelievable success on both first and second
showings.
THE FLAME OF LIFE— Mine Tragedy.
Reviewed March 15. BECAUSE it is a
thriller that really thrills and it has found
many an audience on the edge of its seats
and breathless when the final scene had been
concluded.
WHITE TIGER— Crook Melodrama. Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE Priscilla Dean
has been cast in a part she is fully capable
of filling and has brought to the picture an
interest and character which has made it exceedingly popular and well liked.
THE ACQUITTAL— Mystery Play. Reviewed December 8. BECAUSE the court
scenes are interesting and convincing and have
elevated the picture to an enviable position
from a box office point of view.
THE FLIRT— Booked 6,665 times. Love
and Society Picture. Reviewed February 9.
BECAUSE it numbers among the most popular pictures on the screen, and has a ready
made audience waiting for a chance to see it
HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA—
Booked 4,621 times. Adventure Film. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE it is a true
adventure picture and gives people an opportunity of practically taking personally, a trip
which they will never make.
FOOLISH WIVES— Booked 5,800 times.
Foreign Intrigue and Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Erich Von Stroheim produced and took the leading part in it and it
handles a problem of universal interest.
THE STORM— Booked 8,437 times. Triangle Melodrama. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE itis one of the oustanding box office
successes of all time and has broken booking records.
BAVU— Released May 7, 1923. Booked
3,928 times. Foreign Intrigue. Reviewed
January 26. BECAUSE there is a vogue
for Russian entertainment in this country and
the story is a fascinating one.
TRIFLING WITH HONOR— Released
June 4, 1923. Booked 4,241 times. Baseball
Romance. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
baseball fans throughout the country will eat
it up and it's a sure money-maker.
A CHAPTER IN HER LIFE— Released
September 17, 1923. Booked 2.410 times.
Child Love. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
the story is one that goes straight to the
hearts of every home loving audience.
MERRY-GO-ROUND — War Romance.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE it is considered one of the best pictures of 1923 and
has a wonderful box office record.
Paramount
HER GILDED CAGE— Reviewed March
8. Love Drama. BECAUSE it is an intimate pathetic story which touches the heart
and appeals to the sophisticated and the simple, and it presents Gloria Swanson in a
role that her followers like and approve.
WHAT'S
YOUR
HURRY ?— Reviewed

March 15. Auto Comedy. BECAUSE there
are great numbers of Wallace Reid admirers
who want to see his pictures again and this
one is no doubt one of his best.
BACK HOME AND BROKE— Comedy
Drama. Reviewed March 1. BECAUSE it
is a George Ade story of the highest type
and it gives to Thomas Meighan a delightful
role which he portrays capably and in a "manner to please the most fastidious.
TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE—
Reviewed December 22. Family Feud. BECAUSE Antonio Mareno and Mary Miles
Minter have made of this picture a highly
interesting and entirely absorbing story that
is liked everywhere.
THE GREAT IMPERSONATION—
Mystery Drama. Reviewed February 23.
BECAUSE its past record has shown it to be
a record breaker in both large and small
theatres and it is cleverly acted by two popular stars — James Kirkwood and Ann Forest.
BLUEBEARD'S
WIFE—
Reviewed February 16.EIGHTH
Matrimonial
Tangle.
BECAUSE Gloria Swanson infuses the picture with a subtle humor and a droll pathos
that make of it an intensely interesting story.
THE OLD HOMESTEAD— Reviewed
March 22. Small Town Life. BECAUSE
it is a James Cruze picture that has been
phenomenally successful in large cities and
small towns and it has still a strong appeal.
Selznick
JUST A WIFE— Triangle Drama. Reviewed December 15. BECAUSE it brings to
the screen a sympathetic and clean story of
the love and sacrifice of a woman and thus
sounds the popular appeal.
ONE mance.
WEEK
LOVE—
RoReviewed OF
December
22. Flapper
BECAUSE
it is a delightful light comedy with fast action, plenty of thrills and two very popular
stars who inject the story with humaness and
fire.
THE LAW OF COMPENSATION—
Marriage Drama. Reviewed December 22.
BECAUSE it has proved by its record that
it is a story which gives Norma Talmadge
a role she is well capable of handling and it
pleases big city and small town audiences.
A LADY'S NAME— Love Comedy. Reviewed March 15. BECAUSE this delightful
comedy besides its own inherent merit has
big exploitation possibilities, which exhibitors
have used extensively and found real money
makers.
THE HEART OF WETONA— Indian
Drama. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE
Norma Talmadge who stars in it is enough
to fill any house and besides that Thomas
Meighan is in the cast.
LOVE IS AN AWFUL THING— Marriage Difficulties. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE audiences cry with laughter when
they see it and Owen Moore appears at his
best in it.
REPORTED MISSSING— Comedy Melodrama. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE

comedy melodramas can always attract audiences and this is a particularly good one starring Owen Moore.
A MAN'S HOME— Story of New Riches.
Reviewed December 29. BECAUSE it snugly
fits the public taste for average pictures and
has proven its entertainment value by its record at the box office.
THE ROAD OF AMBITION— Rise of
Youth. Reviewed December 29. BECAUSE
it is a fine moral story in which Conway
Tearle appears as a sympathetic character
who more than pleases his audiences.
THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH—
Romance. Reviewed February 16. BE
CAUSE it brings one of Charles Dickens
most delightful stories to the screen in a
presentation so charming and interesting that
it has found a place for itself with everyone.
C. C. Burr
THE NEW SCHOOL TEACHER— Rural
Romance. BECAUSE it features Russel
Griffin in a part for which he is admirably
suited and into which he injects a personal
touch that cannot fail to get across to all
audiences.
THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING
— Modern Youth. Reviewed March 22.
Booked 100 per cent States Rights. BECAUSE it has every element to please small
and large town audiences interested in youth
of the jazz age.
RESTLESS WIVES— Matrimonial Problem. BECAUSE it is a story with a strong
appeal to both sexes and attempts to bring
about a better understanding of the existing
conditions in matrimonial life of the middle
classes.
First National
POTASH AND PERLMUTTER— Comedy Drama. Released September, 1923. BECAUSE it brings to the screen for the first
time two popular types, who have been presented many times on the stage and written
of in books dozens of times.
THE BAD MAN— Comedy. Released October, 1922. BECAUSE Holbrook Blinn as
the star makes of this delightful comedy a
picture which can pull laughs from any audience at any time and the very fact that it is
different has made it tremendously well liked
everywhere.
ASHES OF VENIGEANCE— Romance of
Aristocracy. Released October, 1923. BECAUSE Norma Talmadge took her following by storm with this picture with the result that it has to its credit a very enviable
booking record and a long list of broken
house records.
FLAMING YOUTH— Flapper Romance.
Released November, 1923. BECAUSE it
marks the initial entrance of Colleen Moore
into flapper stantaneous
rolessuccessand
was been
an almost
having
taken inup
enthusiastically both by the big cities and the
small towns.
PENROD AND SAM— Juvenile Comedy.
Released August, 1923. BECAUSE it is a
delightful Booth Tarkington juvenile story
interpreted by capable youngsters who give
the picture a freshness and innocence that
is refreshing and highly entertaining.
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off the Griddle!

A big C. C. Burr special with
ALL THE ELEMENTS that
make for box-office results:
Powerful and Timely Story,
BIG CAST, Lavish Settings,
Unusual Advertising and Exploitation angles and a TITLE
that will get them in!

LEND

ME

YOUR

Directed by
HUSBAND"
WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE
With a typical BIG NAME,
ALL-STAR BURR CAST including
DORIS KENYON
DAVID POWELL
DOLORES CASSEVELLI
J. BARNEY SHERRY
VIOLET MERSEREAU
BURR McEVTOSH
CONNIE KEEFE
COIT ALBERTSON
HELEN D'ALGY
RUSSELL GRIFFIN
It's One of Burr's Nationally
Advertised Big 4
"Restless
"Youth

"The

Wives"
to Sell"

Average

man"
"LenW
d o Me Your
Hu
and"
Have Yousb
Played
the Burr
Specials?

"Three

O'clock

in

The Morning"
"The New School
Teacher"
BURR PICTURES, INC.
133-35-37 West 44th Street,
New York City
Released by the Best Independent Exchanges Everywhere !

'Stephen Steps Out'
Comedy-Drama Released by Paramount
BRIEF: The young son of a Wealthy American
fails in history at school and he is sent to Tvirkey
to learn the Eoibject on the premises. He learns
that the instructor who has flunked him in his
exam at school is to be dismissed for it and he
intervenes and gets them to retain the man, having
first obtain'ed for him a decoration from the sultan.
VER since Douglas Fairbanks became
^ famous and it was known that he had a
young son, the movie world had been waiting
for him to grow up sufficiently to make his
debut in pictures, and finally the time came.
In "Stephen Steps Out" it is really Doug.
Jr., who does the stepping and up to date he
has been acclaimed by critics and movie audiences all over the country, as a born actor
with real genius, able to carry on for himself
even if he did not have the backing of the
fame of a popular dad.
But for the exhibitor the paternal fame
should be the basis for exploitation. By that
we mean that undeniably on his first picture
at least, Douglas, Jr., will be sold on the
merits of his parentage. Douglas Fairbanks
is one of the most popular actors on the
screen today and practically everyone is
anxious to see what his son is like, if he has
his father's smile, if he shows possibilities of
equaling his dad acrobatically, if he is as good
looking, if he can really act or whether the
producer is depending on his connections
alone. This is said with absolute assurance
having ascertained the general opinion on the
subject from the average person in New York
where the film is having its premiere.
In connection with having his name ride big
in lobby cards, advertising display, posters
and other advertising media, the lobby should
be decorated to reflect the spirit of the picture. This can very simply be done by the
use of college pennants, seals and fraternity
flags. Moreover the ticket seller could be
dressed in typical collegiate attire and the
ushers could be similarly rigged out. If you
employ women instead of men, they could be
dressed in what is the last word in co-ed
apparel.
Since the story is one reflecting the life
of the college and prep school boy, you have
a fine field for tie-ups with merchants who
deal in this type of clothes. There are some
concerns which manufacture these clothes
exclusively, and there is probably a merchant
in your town who handles them. He will be
glad of the opportunity of arranging a display using stills from the picture as a basis
for tyingbanks, Jr.up with the name of Douglas FairThe same is true of sporting goods stores .
and stationers handling college pennants, flags,
etc. The sporting goods store can make a
direct prep school and college appeal hy displays of sport clothes of all kinds and sport
paraphernalia. They might even arrange for a
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showing in the lobby of your theatre. If it
is made attractive it is a splendid advertisement for you.
You could stage an interest arousing street
bally by dressing a middle aged or old man
as the proverbial college professor and have
hira walk through the streets pulling a reluctant, typical college boy along with him and
brandishing one of those old fashioned
switches over his head. A crowd of interested onlookers will soon gather to find out
what it's all about and the idea will hand
people a good laugh and put them in a receptive mood for the picture. Other street
ballys of the same type would also go well.

Letters
Can't

Be

NUMBER

That
Bought
TEN

BLUEBIRD THEATRE
Youngstomn, Ohio
Young stown, Ohio.
March 24, 1924
Exhibitors Trade Review, .
Knickerbocker Building,
42nd Street and Broadway,
New York City.
Gentlemen,
I was not aware that my subscription had expired with the last issue,
and I am very grateful to you for having brought the matter to my attention
for I should certainly regret having
missed your publication for even one
issue.
I consider your publication an absolute necessity for any showman who is
on tli^ job and in the business to make
money. There is not a single department zvhich I do not consider indispensable and from every one there are
dozens of new things to be learned.
In addition, the make-up of the paper
makestive andit suggests
always interesting
and for
attracartistic effects
my
advertisements. I want to thank you
for the many helps which you have
given me and to wish you continued
success.
Yours truly,
ARTHUR

W. MORSE.

At a recent sales at Christy's famous London auction rooms, the collected letters of world-known celebrities brought fabulous prices.
But here is one of a collection
which no price can purchase. To us
they are invaluable for they are unsolicited expressions of sincere appreciation for work well done.
It is gratifying to know our efforts
are being well directed.
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'The Shock'
Released by Universal
Underworld Life
BRIEF: A poor cripple who worships from afar
a beautiful young girl, is ultimately the means of
saving her life. She is being attacked by gangsters
when he enters, but his crippled body is no match
for their healthy ones and he is being overpoweied
when the California earthquake breaks, destroying
thie gang and leaving these two to find happiness
together.
|
T ON CHANEY in one of his favorite roles
— the role that film fans all over the
country have come to look for from him —
that of a cripple. Lon Chaney's name has become an even more powerful box office magnet as a result of his magnificent performance
in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," mentioned on all lists as one of the best ten pictures of last year. Exploit his name to the
skies.
"The Shock'' has received to date 4,102
bookings. The Saenger Amusement Company, 19 theatres ancf Famous Players, Toronto, Canada, 8 theatres booked the picture
over their circuits.
The following are among the other large
bookings that this picture received: Loew's
State, Boston, Mass. ; Lafayette Square, Buffalo, N. Y. ; America, Denver, Colo.; Rivoli,
Toledo, O. ; Walnut, Louisville, Ky. ; Grand,
Terre Haute, Ind. ; Kinema, Los Angeles,
Calif. ; Poll's,
; Capitol,
Atlantic
City, N. Bridgeport,
J. ; Strand, Conn.
Washington,
D.
C. ; Alhambra, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Blue Mouse,
Tacoma, Wash. ; Strand, Springfield, 111. ■
and Granada, San Francisco, Calif.
"The bilities
Shock"
more
than mosthasfilms
and exploitation
by the cleverpossiuse
of a couple of them any exhibitor can clean
up big on the show.
A good tie-up is offered with electric supply store windows in town. Place some stills
and a banner in the usual display of electrical accessories, the banner to read : "No
fear of a shock if you buy our supplies. See
'The
Shock,' portrait
Blank Theatre,
Now." inPlant
a character
of Lon Chaney
the
window with the other materials.
Tie-up with your automobile accessory
stores for exploitation on shock absorbers. Every store is an agency for a certain brand shock absorber. They will
co-operate 100 per cent for prestige against
opposition. A stream banner across the
window
read : to"Everybody
will needdisplay
shockmight
absorbers
see Lon
Chaney in 'The Shock.' Get your's here and
prepare for the most thrilling situation in
theBorrow
history orof rent
the screen."
from your electrical supply
house several hundred feet of insulated wire.
String tTiis along the main side of your theatre, on store front, so as to connect. All
wires must lead to your theatre. Have placards made up to be hung on the insulated
wire, with the wording — "Follow this wire for
'The Shock'
at the
Thisbe will
some
attention,
and other
a our end.'"
title will
sold get
at
no expense at all.
♦ * *
'The Spanish Dancer'
Spanish Romance
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: Maritana, a beautiful Spanish girl, is so
full of life and fun she is adored by the poor
peopke among whom she lives and who dote on
her dancing in the public squares. Through her
daring the and her sweetheart become involved in
affairs of the court and he is to pay the supreme
penalty. Using her feminine charms and her artful
wijes she not only saves him but wins a respected
place for herself.
TN addition to the fact that the cast of this
picture includes three such prominent and
popular stars as Pola Negri, Wallace Beery
and Antonio Moreno, the film was fortunately released at a time when anything Spanish
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is quite the vogue, and naturally it sounded
an immediate response. It is a picture with
a maximum of entertainment value to which
the public is keenly alive and that it struck
the right note is manifest by the volume of
business to which the picture has already
played.
The first consideration in planning the exploitation ofthe "Spanish
when lobby
you
book or rebook
it, is to Dancer"
make your
attractive and appealing. This can best be
done by the employment of the available paper, a pair of shears, some cardboard and a
generous portion of paste. Use the colored
figures for cutouts and you will be delighted
with the unusual results which you can
achieve. You can make the Spanish dancer
appear to be actually dancing in front of the
theatre. People can be made to think they
really see Moreno and Pola Negri embracing
in front of your theatre, if you place these
cutouts in advantageous places.
The large colored posters will also contribute toward the decorative effect if you
arrange them tastefully in your lobby. Wc
might also suggest that you get a number of
tambourines and dress them up in a great
number of vari-colored ribbons. Suspend
these from the roof of the lobby or the lobby
arch and as the wind blows they will make
the characteristic noise which you will find
will attract considerable attention.
The possibilities in merchant tie-ups must
by no means be overlooked in exploiting this
picture. You will find the department store
or specialty shop handling Spanish shawls
very willing to cooperate on a window display using stills from the picture for atmosphere. The same is true of the local hairdresser who handles Spanish combs, which at
the present time are becoming steadily more
fashionable.
* * *
'Her Temporary Husband'
Contedy Released by First National
BRIET":the Inyoung
orderheiress
to getmust
the heritage
million
dollars
marry. ofShea applies
at a home for incurables for their most infirm patient
and plans to marry him. Unknown to her a young
man who loves her and determines to win her,
assumes the guise of the old invalid, marries the
girl, hides his identity for many days by playing
a dual part and finfejly makes known his person
when he has completely won her heart,
A COMEDY demands exploitation schemes
in the same vein so that the atmosphere
of the picture will be preserved. The complication which arises from the necessity of
the young heir to a million to get a husband
and get him quick, is the basis for a number
of really funny situations which are worked
out with amusing detail here.
It might be wise to use the mail campaign
for this picture. By that we mean, solicit
the patronage by a direct letter, one designed
to go to the women folks and another for the
men. They can start out with catch lines
and then go into detail of one or two of the
incidents, perhaps. These should be selected
to arouse the interest to the point where the

reader will want to come to the theatre. This
might best be done by telling the story of
the picture and breaking off at the psychological point.
You might inaugurate a teaser campaign to
advertise the film, with slogans like this in
conspicuous
your for
vicinity
: "DoWhat
you
think people places
should inmarry
fnoney?
would you do if you had a million? The
happiest marriages come from money, not
through
love.bitsA will
million
other such
servefor toa husband"
stimulate and
the
curiosity. These should be let out a week or
so before the showing. Then when the picture opens, connect them up.
The lovely clothes worn by the heroine
will make good subject for merchant tie-ups.
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When

you

feel

money — go

out

grab

one

of

theseCORINNE GRIFFITH
PRODUCTIONS, Inc.,
Presents
''Lilies

of the Field'
featuring

CORINNE GRIFFITH
and CONWAY TEARLE
directed by
John Francis Dillon

People''
'Tainted
with COLLEEN MOORE
and all star east.
Directed by
Clarence Badger
"Her

Temporary

HusbanCHAPLIN,
d"
SYDNEY

with
OWEN

MOORE,

SYLVIA

DREAMER —
directed by
William McDermott

"Boy of Mine"
by BOOTH TARKINGTON
with BEN ALEXANDER
directed by
William Beaudine
Presented by
J. K. McDonald
They

are

money

for others

making
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the time.
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'Jealous Husbands'
Released by First National
Melodrama
BRIEF: A young woman, in order to help her
sister-iln-law, goes to h>er lover and begs for the
letBjrs which she wrote to him. He consents and
is
the way
deliver
is killed.
Theon letters
are tofound
by them
two 'when
gypsieshewho
enter
tht home
of the innocent
woman.
wrath
is aroused
and he gives
theirThechildhusband's
to the
gypsies and leaves his wife. Years later through
a peculiar series of circumstances the child is T<eturned tonocence his
rightful parents,
is completely
established.and the wife's in-

cial matinee for women at which you will
have a veiled woman answer some of the
questions which were received, without mentioning names.
Ben Alexander who appears in the cast is
a juvenile actor and his performance is sure
to get the kids. He plays the part' of the
kidnapped boy who is later the means of
savingwife.
his father's
lifehero
and uniting
husband
and
Now, his
scenes are
just
the thing kids eat up whole. They are typical of the things which sell the paper covered novel. And they will sell your picture
to the youngsters if you are careful to get
the posters picturing his scenes, in windows
near the schools and other places that the
children frequent.

HERE'S a picture with a title that the
wives can't resist and that peaks the
curiosity of the husbands — in other words
here's a film that gets them all with its name,
and keeps them with its story. So many exhibitors have cleaned up on this picture that
'Scandal'
it would be folly to let an opportunity foe
Released by Selcnick
doing the same thing slip through your fingers. Comedy Drama
Go after the wives. If their own husbands
BRIEF: Beatrice Vanderdyke, a young society
girl, in order to defend her reputation, claims to
are jealous they will want to see how other
be secretly married to a young man of the same
women act under those conditions ; if their
away on a honeymoon cruise. While on the boat
set. Thte parents are delighted and send the two
own
aren't
they
will
want
to
see
what
it
would
he falls in love with her, but she does not feel the
be like if they were. Either way you can
same
way so he d'?cides to keep her on a desert
appeal to them, so go after them. Make use
island until she changes her mind. At this point
of some such confidential schemes as this.
they are called back to prove their marriage and the
approaching catastrophe m^kes her risalize she loves
Announce through your ads in the dailies,
the man,
moon tripithey marry and set out on a real honeythat you are prepared to answer any intimate
questions which are troubling wives at this
TpOR several months New Yorkers and vistime. Only thel lady who will be in charge
itors to the metropolis enjoyed Cosmo
of the bureau will know the contents of the
Hamilton's "Scandal" which was playing at
problem which will be held in strictest confidence, and the reply will be mailed to the the time as a legitimate play on Broadway.
With so much advance publicity it is scarcely
home of the writer. The questions, however,
to be wondered at that when the story was
must be asked on the special blank form which
has been prepared and can be secured at the ■ put on the screen the public immediately took
box ofiice at the time of the purchase of the it up. That was back in October 1921 and
ever since that time, it has been pleasing auadmission ticket.
diences wherever it goes.
The husbands might easily be enlisted by a
The fact that Constance Talmadge is feaconfidential mail campaign. The letter could
tured adds considerably to the value of the
start : "Do you ever get tired of married
life? Perhaps it is your fault if you do. It story and the wise exhibitor will make her
name prominent in all his advertising and
may
be that you
are a miserable
'jealous husband'
and arrange for every possible tie-up.
are making
yourself
with false
Since the story is by a recognized writer
imaginings. Do you want to know the truth ?
of popular American fiction, and originally
Come to the
Theatre next Wedin book form, there should be no
nesday night and solve the problem once and appeared
hesitancy about lining up the local book store
for all. The performance will be for rnen
or neighborhood shop handling books as a
exclusively.
side line, and hooking up on as elaborate a
In the same way you might arrange a spe- display as possible. You might find it profitable to offer him cut rate coupons to accompany the sale of each copy, or some similar
stunt which will boost your sales and his.
Five Years More
You might inaugurate a teaser campaign
by some such device as this. Every normal
person is interested in scandal, and perhaps
nowhere is it more freely indulged in than
International has just signed a conin the small towns or in small communities
tract to continue, for five years,
of large cities. Therefore, the exhibitors
distributing through the Universal
should play up to this weakness. Get up
exchanges.
signs reading : " "Scandal." Have you heard
Executives of both organizations
it? Be sure to go to the
^Theatre
are concentrating on improvement.
on
(dates)
and
find
out
all
about
it."
these all over the community and you Place
will
This means, in short —
be delighted with the interest that will be
created.
1 — MORE PRINTS.
A very good method of popularizing a word
or a phrase is to inaugurate it among the
2 — MORE CAMERAMEN
children. They will probably adopt it and use
it everywhere and under all circumstances.
3— MORE FOOTAGE.
Take advantage of this fact and deliberately
4 — MORE SCOOPS,
go about getting them to take up the word
scandal. You can give them the idea of sayBEATS AND EXCLUing it in a half whisper and putting a finger
SIVES.
over their lips as they say it. Make it plain
that it should be used anytime anyone asks
them a question. They will be delighted,
IN FACT—
and the older folks will soon find themselves
doing the same thing.
A Bigger, Better, Finer —
Concentrate a great deal of attention on
your lobby, because it can be made the center
International News
of attraction if you plan it carefully. The
yacht scenes in the picture are very effective
and if you get posters and still spicturing
these you
scenes
use them
cut-outeffect..
pur-'
poses
willand
achieve
a veryforpleasing
^^^"^
Are You On?
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Merchandising

Raisins

Consider the Raisin Vendor, Then

and

Go Thou

Motion

Pictures

and Do Likeivise— Only More So.

He Sells Only One Line. You Have a Hundred.
the motion
via
ent
SELLING entertainm
In contrast to this, what merchandising ap- expresses itself through emotions, dreams and
peal do motion pictures offer ? Where the ambitions. And motion pictures interpret and
picture has alwaj's been considered a field
entirely apart from that of merchandismg
express these for folks better than they can
caters merely to bodily nourcommercial commodities. And because of food purveyor
ishment, your offerings are immeasurably
"for themselves. Hence your theatre is a necesthis accepted belief a world of splendid op- higher and finer in every way. You are
sity— not a luxury. Also you may concenportunities for selling theatre seats has retrate on one selling argument ; you a^e sellselling food for the heart. You are nourmained hidden behind the limiting door of
ishing the mind, and satisfying the cravings
ing
else but
You are
tradition.
selling Happiness,
that for nothing
which there
is an unequalled
of the soul. Look over your line : Romance
universal demand. You have more of it to
But the door has been pried open a wee
— ■ Adventure — Art — Beauty — Mystery
sell, in greater variety, than any other agent.
— Pathos — Comedy — Tragedy' — Thrills. Add
bit. We are catching glimpses of the tremenMerchandise your commodity on the
dous possibilities of showman-salesmanship which lie beyond. We are
—
same scientific principle that the raisin
realizing that the creation of the buyman uses — specialization.
ing urge among theatre patrons is
How can you specialize? Well,
not so radically different from the
let's say next week you are showing
sales methods employed in marketing
a feature whose main theme is Roany other commodity.
mance. Play up Romance from evCompare the merchandising appeals
ery possible angle. It h;is appeal for
of your theatre's attractions with those
youngone and
old, rich and
Everyof other products. It is rather a startover seventeen
has poor.
experienced
ling thought, for instarce, that raisins
some romance in life. Instantly you
and motion pictures can be sold over
Staples — Not Luxuries
have touched a responsii-c chord in
practically the same counter — that esfeaturing Romance. Their Romance
YOUthat are
merchandising
something
sentially similar problems are involved.
meets the innumerable needs
meant Happiness to them — while it
Raisins were once sold entirely in
lasted. They will come to you in
of the mind, the heart- and the soul.
bulk — by the pound. Those were the
search of Happiness — to live again
good old days when "Maw" (as
Surely
your
product
is
a
necessity
—
their
Romance. If — your showmanDavid W. Griffith saj's) was wont to
a staple, not a luxury.
ship is sufficient to lure them to your
send us to the grocer with six cents
Your theatre is just as necessary as
theatre by recalling cherished, neverfor a pound of these cake-stufTers.
When we deposited the bag in the
to-be-forgotten memories. That's sella department store, and you offer as
ing specialization — the trick of the
kitchen, she lifted the suspiciously
great an assortment of wares with
raisin man.
light package, and went on record to
equal consistency. But stop selling
the effect that the shortweight merDER what the United Cigar
CONSI
chant had seen the last penny of her
your merchandise in bulk. It's old
Stores Company is doing with its
trade. We sneaked out to the basefashioned. The raisin man got wise
chain of Happiness Candy Stores.
ball lot with a guilty conscience and
Hundreds of these shops are selling
years ago.
a satisfied stomach. Meanwhile mother, like as not, discovered a few dried
. Serve up your attractive line in
singleon. idea
candy on
Specializati
you can
so, "HappiJust of
ness."the
peas, coffee beans and other foreign
even more attractive individual packshowscreen
your
of
one
every
take
delegates mixed in with what reings and specialize on the outstanding
mained of the raisins.
theme whatever it may be.
butorages.andIt paid
it willthepaydried
you. grape distriTo be bromidic, specialization is the
'T'HEN came the Era of the SaniAssume the dignity of your calling,
enany line ofFord,
success
secret ofdeavor.
tary Package. A super-salesman in
Consider inRockefeller,
a merchant in an essential industry,
one master stroke made millions for
Morgan, Schwab, Vauclain or any of
himself and a thousand imitators. Now
a benefactor of humanity.
a host of others whose income tax
one buys a particular brand in a neat
figures look like a compilation of the
package, because both brand and package are persistently advertised
total attendance at "The Covered
Wagon."
What
are their stories?
the list until your hand grows pen-weary.
nationally. Friend husband doesn't dis- to
Specialization is featured large in the life
cover any difference between these Your line is limitless as the capacity of the
of each. Rockefeller specialized in oil —
heavil}^ advertised rasins and those in heart — the mind — the soul.
Some line ! What are you doing with it ? only oil. You know what Ford has done
a dozen other branded packages. But the
for (and to) humanity with his one idea.
feminine half of the family always buys Perhaps you're thinking that the comparison
Generations of Morgans have been bankis
unfair
;
that
the
raisin
man
is
selling
a
the "Sunwheeze" brand. She just knows
ers— nothing else. Steel is, and always
staple
article,
something
everyone
uses,
like
they tell
are her
awfully
superior.
the bread ; that all he has to do is talk up the
was, the single thought of Schwab, and
ads
so? And
these Don't
are theallsame
nourishing value of his product ; that motion
raisins that used to be ignominiously buried,
locomotives.
Vauclain is perpetually "steamecf up" over
unlabeled and unsung, in a bin alongside the pictures are an amusement — a luxury, and
So sell Happiness. It has a far greater
army beans. One day some genius will strike
every picture different. How can one conAnd
locomotives.
centrate
on
a
single
selling
talk
as
does
the
"flivers,"
than tooil,week,
upon a scheme to individualize army beans,
appeal
from week
as youror program
changes
raisin man?
and he will reap a Rockefeller's reward.
and you offer a new brand, tag the attractive
But did the raisin distributor stop here?
individual package containing your necessary,
staple
merchandise with whichever label may
A
LL
right.
Sit
closer
and
let's
analyze
your
No siree. He followed up his "feature"
argument. The physical body must be
with a "short subject" — a short of Raisin
or
be "Love"
Junior, Now a bare handful of these highly clothed and fed; hence such staple articles as be
appropriate,
"Laughter."'
Youwhether
will be itselling
what the
underwear and raisins. But, as Mr. Griffith
touted iron capsules in "two-reeler'' packages
world wants, and your theatre will be an insays: of"Dothe we
livetheforheart,
our the
bodies
sell for a nickel. That's percentage.
stitution, revered and beloved, equal in imWhat
mind,
soul alone?"
? Are
portance to the schoolhouse, the library and
Merchandising
— scientific,
all.
Most remarkable
whenpersistent.
vou thinkThat's
that not their needs as vitally compelling as those the church.
he has been able to uncover only one real sell- of the physical being? How many of us
Good theory is always practicable. Are
would find any incentive to go on living just }'ou willing to be shown? Give it a trial.
ing appeal — the iron property in raisins. There
is more iron in some water. But he sings to feed and clothe the body?
Let us help you. We'll promise you some
the song of the iron-raisin so well that it
Humanity lives to find Happiness. A necespublicity
ideas
will be "different," so
is the only theme he needs.
sity— a staple article.
And Happiness
shoot a line
to that
Showmanship.
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local broadcasters to give the song. Not
only will the song tie up well with the advertisements and poster campaign, but in itself will be a free advertisement. No restrictions are placed on the broadcasting.
* * *
STRAND THEATRE CELEBRATES
ITS TENTH BIRTHDAY
Everyone in New York learned that it was
Strand Anniversary Week when five thousand
balloons, some of which carried passes attached, were released from the theatre roof
on Saturday afternoon when Broadway was
crowded. The balloons were wafted all over
New
five boroughs
patrons
flocked York's
to the Strand
from each— and
borough.
Those of the balloons that did not bear
passes, had announcements that patrons might
call at the theatre and receive booklets autographed by picture stars in commemoration
of the occasion. Twelve prominent screen

MAILMEN HELP EXPLOIT
TRUART PICTURE

RADIOED 'TIGER ROSE' SONG
HELPS PICTURE
The F. B. Haviland Co., publishers of
the waltz song, "Tiger Rose" have made arrangements for the song to be released to
the National Association of Broadcasters,
thus aflfording an excellent tie-up for the
Warner Brothers' Classic of the Screen,
"Tiger Rose," starring Lenore Ulric,
and adapted from the Belasco stage success.
This will help exploit the picture, as
can be seen from the fact that every time
the song is sung over the radio, notice to
that effect is carried in no less than five
hundred newspapers. Local exhibitors,
during
of "Tiger
Rose,"with
or
several the
days showing
in advance,
can arrange

was a lobby display in connection with "Down
to the Sea in Ships." This was a cut-out
of a whale that spouted real water — wet. The
practical minded cockneys paraded before the
doors until fhey got good and wet, and at the
end of the week the theatre management was
defending about fifty damage suits for spoiled
clothing. That section of London will be well
dressed for Easter.
THEATRE SCHOLARSHIP
BRIGHT PUPILS

FOR

Securing active and permanent co-operation between the motion picture theatre
and the local school authorities is a difficult
and most unusual thing to accomplish, yet
that is what has been done by the Rialto Theatre, Hillyard, Wash., with the assistance of
H. C. Eagles, Paramount exploiteer in the
Pacific Coast territory.
In his campaign of assistance Eagles worked
on the theory that the school children of today are the supporting audiences of tomorrow.
So he sought and received the sanction of the
school board to a standing offer from the Rialto management to reward scholarship with
theatre passes. According to the plan approved, the division of awards given to each
senior and junior in the High School reaching the highest average in deportment, attendance and citizenship a season pass to the
Rialto. A season pass is also given to each
senior and junior achieving the highest
scholastic honors during the year.
In the grades, a single performance pass is
offered to the pupil in each room who has the
highest general standing at the issuance of
each monthly report card. Then, the room,
all grades competing, getting the highest rating each month in attendance, deportment and
citizenship will accompany its teacher in a
body
Rialto. to a chosen night performance at the

IMMENSE REVOLVING GLASS BALL
The world's
Milton
Crandall, who designed it to largest,
advertisesays the
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
film at Rowland & Clark's State Theatre, Pittsburgh.

Buddie Stuart, F. B. O.'s "go-getting" exploitation man in Boston successfully
completed a campaign on "The Mailman" for
Fays theatre, Providence, R. I., which incorporated several new and unusual features
that can be used elsewhere at small cost and
with good results.
Stuart had a trailer made showing the inside workings of the local post-office. This
trailer, in conjunction with the regular trailer,
was used a week in advance of the opening.
A letter carrier in uniform made speeches
twice daily in advance of the showing, saying
a few words about -the hardships a mail carrier must undergo in the faithful discharge
of his duties and the small pay he receives
in return. The speech ended by extolling
the merits of "The Mailman" and telling how
true to life Emory Johnson has made the
production.
The postmaster consented to let the carriers
distribute envelopes addressed : "A Message
from the Mailman" with a two-faced card on
the inside, one side carrying an ad on "The
Mailman''
other calling
upon
the
reader toand
write the
his congressman
in behalf
of the mailmen.
On Sunday a special showing was given
for the mailmen and their families. The carriers paraded to the theatre led by their band.
* * *

due to a tie-up with the Daily Express newspaper. The big illumination tells the world
"The Daily Express Today and Every Day"
and little dim lights mention the theatre's
current attraction.
The manager wondered why business was
shot to pieces, and Harry told him: "Don't
you see,
top, Express
they thinkfilmyou've
been playing thatold
Daily
at every
show
forAnother
the last publicity
year.'' Fancy
that!
stunt that proved costly

The plan has already resulted in the complete eradication of any feeling of hostility
toward motion pictures on the part of the
school authorities and is proving of tremendous advertising value to the Rialto through
the keen rivalry of the pupils.

SOME CHICKEN!
Alexander, the rooster in Universal's "The Law
Forbids," ballyhooed star Baby Peggy through New
York streets for Proctor's East 125th Street Theatre.
artists were in the lobby to autograph and
distribute these. Of course it had been arranged for Pathe to shoot each stunt for use
in the newsreel.
On Thursday each woman attending the
matinee received an autographed photograph
of Richard Barthelmess, with the result that
the house drew ninety per cent on an off day.
'DAILY EXPRESS' A THRILLER?
Harry Reichenbach, Famous Players giltedged publicity asset, has been looking over
Europe but says its exploitation ideas are
not so good. He tells of a picture playhouse
that bragged its electric sign was cost free

ARTISTICALLY COSTUMED LOBBY
The
Manager
Clarke announced
the
First way
National
pictureH. atB. Greenville,
S. C, shows
the value of pennants as decorative advertising.
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Why Not a Doll Show?
Why not tie-up with a hospital or some
charity and hold a "doll show" or "lobby
bazaar," for which dolls would be dressed and
contributed by persons interested in the particular charity. The dolls could be shown
in your theatre, and prizes and passes offered
for the best. They would then be sold or auctioned from your stage for the benefit of the
charity.
Wait until you show some picture featuring
a doll either in the story as "Cytherea," or
in the title, as "The French Doll," then you
will have a very logical tie-up with your current attraction.
British Brain Blighters
From England comes word of a neat white
cardboard box, edged in silver, such as usually contain fragments of wedding cake distributed bynewly-weds. When these particular boxes were opened they contained a handful of imitation snow, and a little card saying: "Yes, he married
the information
that he her."
had to Then
face anfollowed
awful
storm to win her, and advice to see the great
blizzard scenes in "Judgment of the Storm."
The idea is scarcely new, but well done it
is effective, and may be tied-up with any picture dealing with marriages, or storms, or
both.
Another London theatre issued cards on the
"Broken Wing" asking: "When is an ace a
king?" and answering: "When an aviation
ace is a king of hearts."

Remember the Mothers

EXPLOITATION
IDEAS
see the picture and get hints on the value of
making Chicago a safer place to live. Then
followed
list of protect
good practical
"Don'ts"
for
those
who a would
themselves
and their
homes from burglars.
$5,000 Reward
Rewards and crimes will aways attract attention The stunt put over by the Regent
Theatre for the Grand Rapids, Mich., showof "Redthe Lights"
thereing just
same. is antiquated — but it got
A herald was widely distributed offering
$5,000 for information regarding the missing
Ruth Carson, daughter of millionaire railroad magnate. There was a picture of Marie
Prevost who plays the part, and a description
of her along the lines followed by police bulletins on such matters. It was said that she

mm

Got Any Venuses?
Here is a prologue idea which requires
pretty girls with good figures. Given these
accessories it is guaranteed to arouse interest. When the Garden Theatre, Paterson,
N. J., played the "Galloping Fish," four tents
were erected behind a scrim to give a sil-

^2%

Mothers' Day is May 11. See that you do
something for the mothers of your town
on
that date. Circularize the schools so that every kid will carry to his mother your invitation to attend your show free. Or extend
the invitation in your own mother's name to
the mothers of the city. Get the kids to bring
their mothers to your theatre. Issue a speto every ha.s
"gold
' mother.
invitationcarnation
Thecial white
beenstaradopted
as the
flower emblematic of this day of tribute. See
that every mother who attends your theatre
gets one. Ascertain the name of the mother
who suffered severest loss because of the war,
and give her a pass good for a year.
Here is a chance to do a kindness, to pay
your respects to motherhood, to make friends
of the mothers and the kids, to get good publicity for yourself and your theatre, and to
get advertising in the news pages of the
* * *
papers. Leading Citizens in Tie-Up
In Wichita, Kansas, a slightly different
angle was given to newspaper tie-ups on
"When a Man's a Man." In addition to the
essay contest stunt, one of the local papers
carried a series of brief biographical sketches
of leading citizens featuring the factors that
caused them to be hailed as the biggest men
in Wichita.
A special Saturday morning matinee was
given for the boy scouts, and a tie-up with
the Stock and Cattle Show made possible an
elaborate parade of American Legionaries,
steer bull-doggers, cowboys, and a float announcing the picture.
Adults Escorted by Kids
The Liberty Theatre, Portland, Ore., is
sponsor for several new angles of exploitation
on
and First
foremostNational's
among the"Circus
noveltiesDays."
was theFirst
fact

--""^■■"7=1-

1 1

BEAUTIFUL LOBBY BOOSTS BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS
Word of mouth advertisSng occasioned by Strand Theaitre lobby at Wichita F alls, Texas, helped Manager Wiley Day to do wonderful business on Metro's
"The White Sister." Behind the wrotugbt iron gate two gravell paths slashed a grass filled door in whidh was centered a real fountain. Fresh flowers helped.
houette effect. Each was just large enough
to permit a standing woman to turn comfortably.
'The scene showed in silhouette each of the
girls disrobing to the bathing suit stage. They
then clambered up a ladder to a diving platform and jumped off. Use white tents, or
paint the outlines of tents on a white sheet.
Have the curtain as far front as possible so
that the impression may be intensified. Any
kind of flood lights will serve.
The picture opens with a stage diving scene,
so the prologue is quite in order and the transition to the screen seems a continuation.
Bandits' Nemesis Boosts Picture
State's
E. Crowe,
Chicago, Attorney
was pressed Robert
into service
by ofAscher
Brothers' Theatrical Circuit in publicizing the
crook picture "Through the Dark." A pocket
size herald was issued containing advise from
"The Man Who Has Crime on the Go " to

was last seen in Hollywood during the filming
of "Red Lights." The herald was signed by
T. H. Ealand, Crime Deflector, Regent Theatre. The picture played to big business.
* * *
Free Shows Pay
Cliff Denhem came through again when he
tied up the Royal Theatre, Victoria, B. C,
with the interurban railway. The railroad inaugurated asystem of passes from Victoria
to a nearby resort, and Manager Denham took
immediate advantage of the fact by announcing that holders of the passes would be admitted to his theatre without charge on Thursday afternoons during an entire month.
The stunt got into the papers, and also
received great publicity through the traction
company and the real estate people. The railroad issued an announcement proclaiming
"free transportation and free entertainment."
Denham caught the publicity wave in its flood
and rode the crest to the benefit of his theatre. Patrons returned and paid next time.

that the paying male adult, who has been accustomed toregarding himself as the box office
mainstay was absolutely refused admission at
any price unless he insured himself by bringing
along a youngster fo escort him.
* * Tell
* One
Now You
The exhibitor stopped the steady patron on
the street, and said accusingly : "You left the
theatre in the middle of the show last night."
"I know," replied the S. P., "but I can't help
it. I walk in my sleep."
* * *
Attracting Exhibitors
If even the exhibitors fall for window
displays, imagine how the National Tie-Up
ideaHodkinson
is going toCorporation,
line 'em up has
at your
box aoffice.
closed
deal
for the exclusive use of the store windows facing buildings where most of the film companies are located. Practically every exhibitor who visits New York passes the windows.
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ADVERTISING
AIDS

exhibitors' aid has been preA HELPFUL
pared by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan for the
showing of the first Victor Seastrom production in America, "Name the Man !" It is a
broadside, about 4x5 feet, in which are reproduced the newspaper advertisements from several of the big cities which first showed this
Seastrom special. Some of the advertisements are exact copies of the press books ads.
Others have been adapted by exhibitors from
cuts in the press book.
The broadside has been sent to a list of
the leading first run exhibitors, supplied in
bulk to the branch exchanges and a copy attached to the exploitation yellow supplement.
In many cases, the exhibitors have used the
cuts and the title arrangement of the press
book ads, but have made up their own copy
descriptive of the picture. The Capitol Theatre in New York, the Broadway-Strand in
Detroit and the Allen Theatre in Cleveland,
used in the ads their personal endorsement
of the picture.

LIVE PRESS BOOK SLOGAN
The Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan press-book tells how to
acquire a pubHcity punch that will kick receipts
as high as this little playmate lifts her slipper.
TV/riLTON CRANDALL, publicity expert of
the Rowland and Clark chain of first run
houses in Pennsylvania, has had published an
attractive brochure on "Plastigrams," which
he has titled "The Third Dimension Movie."
The booklet has been widely circulated
among patrons,
andseveral
has aroused
unusualandin-a
terest. There are
illustrations
lucid explanation of just how the striking
stereoscopic effect is secured.
Educational
third some
dimension
pictures are comingPictures'
in for quite
comment,
and recently had a page devoted to them in
the St. Paul Daily News' Sunday edition.
'T'HERE are always six words that mean
more than any other fifteen. Try always to
find the six when preparing your advertising
copy. Eternity is so vast as to be inconceivable. Yet Hendrick Van Loon has conveyed
the thought in fifty-eight words. Read them.
"High up in the North, in the land called
Svithjed, there stands a rock. It is a hundred
miles high and a hundred miles wide. Once
every thousand years a little
bird comes to this rock to
sharpen its beak. When that
rock shall have been worn
away, then a single day of
eternity will have gone by."

by the
m issued
THE
on Theat
re for
Missiprogra
the
Los Angeles premiere of
Metro's "Thy Name Is Woman," was indeed worthy of
the gala event which it heralded.
The artistic booklet contains
exquisite pictures of all concerned in the making of the
picture, and each photograph
Bears a fac-simile signature of
its subject. Will Rogers, the
gum-chewing laugh-maker, is
billed as Master of Ceremonjes, and a Biltmore supper-dance in honor of Director Fred Niblo is announced,
with
master. Lew Cody as ToastThe Mission is under the
direction of the Pacific-Southwest Theatres, Inc., of which
A. H. Emenhiser is president.

First National's
showing
DURING
"Flaming the
Youth,"
"Theof Lariat,"
the patron house organ published by Rowland and
Clark Theatres, Pittsburgh, used a news article calling attention to the liberal automobile
parking space in East Liberty, indicating that
they expected a huge attendance.
It marked a distinct bid for automobile
trade and probably was responsible for drawing motor parties to that particular house.
In general it had the salutory" effect of counteracting the bothersome question of "What
Shall I do With My Car" on the part of
people who came downtown in a machine,
wanted to attend a picture house and still
were doubtful as to how it could be done under the circumstances.
l^IRECTOR
WHITNEY
HUBNER,
of
the Rialto Theatre,
Atlanta,
Ga., during
the past week broadcasted over the WSB Atlanta station "A Tone Story of the Evolution
of Dixie," a combination oral and musical
descriptive history of the South from its
earliest days of settlement. This is the first
time such an event has been attempted by
radio and all Southern newspapers commented
favorably upon it. Good publicity for the
Rialto, as was shown by the increased patronage.

PUBLICITY
WITH A PUNCH
A smashing ad for the Universad picture. One
that will punch 'em right between
and
make 'em like it. Its message gets over thewitheyes
a bang.
pRANK
L. BROWNE
reverted
to the
teaser style
of campaigning
in connection with his showing of First National's
"Twenty-One." Five thousand teaser cards,
diamond shaped, and ten men to do the tackmg supplied the ammunition for the campaign.
The cards read: "Look for 21 Opposite P.
Staring from every telegraph pole and
frame
building they aroused endless curiositv.
E.
Station."
The campaign was supplemented by handbills
that carried the same wording but gave the
directions more explicitly, mentioning the
Liberty Theatre by name.

A STORY about^ a veil and an old coat
■^ containing some Tceys' left on the dock bv
a girl supposed to have drowned herself becouse of a lost love, broke on the front page
of the Detroit Times, startled the town, and
was followed up next day with a four column ad in all the newspapers of Detroit announcing "The Marriage Circle" at the Broadway Strand Theatre.
The manager put the stunt
over with great success. The
keys in the pocket were for a
room in the Hotel Wolverine.
The police searched the room
and told how the poor girl,
who was a professional dancer
named Mizzie Stock, tried
liquor and then drugs to for-,
get. The note closed with the
fact that the girl decided to
end it all in the river. Mizzie
Stock is portrayed by Marie
Prevost in the picture.
Another feature was an attractive herald which flooded
the city. On one side was the
price
of "Old
Crow,"
"ThreelistStar
Hennesey,"
'Johnny Walker," and a number of the other dear departeds.
A line asked, "Don't you wish
other had
side,stocked
in big up?"
you
The
black type,
read : "You'll regret it even
more if you fail to see "The
Marriage Circle." Whether
or
not
they public
had "stocked
the
Detroit
decided up"
not
MEET SOME OLD FRIENDS
to take a chance on missing
And at least one new one, Fred Allen,: R. B. O., London, surrounded bjy a few
the picture.
cut-outs showing why England knows about Warner Brothers' Classics of the Screen.
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Every Week a Different
Feature. Every Issue a
Section of Opportunities

Copi/ngMM
Constructive

1924*
Incentives

for

ind. Local

THROUGH
Wherein

There

MANY

Is Revealed

Service,

are a nation of advertisers —
national advertisers. Through
magazines, newspapers, billboards, by mail, telegraph, telephone
and radio, our manufacturers broadcast the message of their products to
every town that has a Main Street.
And on that main street, even on the
side streets, these messages find and
reach their ultimate target, the buying
through many windows- — ^the
public,
windows of the local dealers. These
constitute the final link connecting
manufacturer with consumer.
WE

They Buy Through the Eye
The American public daily gazes into
over three quarters of a million windows, whose alluring displays guide
the purchase of every conceivable
human requirement.
But when it comes to merchandising
amusement, a sorry insignificant one
' quarter of one per cent, of these windows are giving publicity to what you
have to sell — motion picture entertainment.
Startling thought? It was to us.
The Exhibitors Trade Review
has evolved a plan placing at your
disposal all the benefits to be derived
from the scientific exploitation of nationally advertised products. These
are constantly reaching out with irresistible appeal through many windows
in your city to a public that represents
your potential patronage.
You Can Talk with Crowds
We have secured for you the close
co-operation of America's leading national manufacturers. That you have
our unqualified support is always understood. So it but remains for you to
profit by the plan.
At a preview of many important
films, close analysis will be made to
determine the most logical features for
effective tie-ups with nationally advertised products. Through careful selection a limited number of these manufacturers will be chosen from various

a New

a New

Era

WINDOWS

Department,

_Thus through the proven medium of
display you present your attraction to

Rich

a New

Exhibitor

in Showmanship

fields which give the showman the
greatest exploitation opportunities.
Those receiving preferment will be
listed in the current issue of your
trade paper, The Exhibitors Trade
Review, together with complete information regarding the tie-up arranged
for you with their particular products.
Clip the Coupon
Following is a coupon for your
convenience in advising the National
Tie-Up Section when the attraction will
'be booked at your theatre. Upon receipt of the coupon you will be furnished with immediate detailed information, pertinent suggestions, and every possible assistance. The local dealers stocking the products in the tie-up
will at once get in touch with you, and
complete display material will be forwarded. Itmerely remains for you to
act on the tie-up plans which have been
perfected for you.
Additions to Your Lobby

Reap

Merchants

Rewards

With

National Tie-Ups
'pHE
National
publicity
for Tie-Up
your guarantees
attractions
through the proven medium of window displays. It is a systematic plan
for producing profits.
Each tie-up is with a national advertiser of a nationally known product. Thus you reap without expense
a generous share of the reward accruing from million dollar exploitation.
Every window you automatically
secure in booking a tie-up picture is
a branch lobby of your theatre.
These extension lobbies will turn
window shoppers into ticket buyers,
and change your box office into a
private gold mine.

your city through many windows.
Heretofore you may have known the
occasional tie-up, more or less haphazard— a hit-or-miss afifair of doubtful value. No expertly planned display; no careful balancing of effects;
no scientific buying urge to lure the
public to your theatre. But now countless eyes will see these window signofifice. posts pointing the way to your boxMillion Dollar Advertising — Free
Under this policy of standardized
National Tie-Ups the possibilities are
limitless. Your bookings in the course
of the year will bring you into close
affiliation with the entire field of manufacturing industries. These organizations will place at your service the
high-priced machinery of their advertising departments.
You will derive the revenue benefits
that a tie-up with their nationally
known products is bound to create.
This close association with national
advertisers will enhance the prestige of
the motion picture business, which even
now is the seventh most important industry in the world.
Exploitation Expense Eliminated
Very the
material
assistance
ofi^ered by
in
solving
problem
of the is
ballyhoo
the simple process of elimination in
great degree. With National Tie-Up
publicity furnished ready to hand, it is
only the occasional picture that calls
for a ballyhoo.
This is as it should be. The circus
days of the industry have passed. The
circus, like Christmas, comes but once
a year and by its infrequency gains
effectiveness. So be it with the ballyhoo. Every
can't be July
Even the
bestdayfireworks
soon Fourth.
sputter
out, and there is a very definite limit
to the variety of stunt publicity which
the exhibitor may appropriate or devise.
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NATIONAL
Window Shoppers Become Patrons
The time, money and energy expended in working up exploitation
ideas may now be devoted to other
constructive angles of your business.
National Tie-Ups standardize your
publicity. The system is an insurance
policy taking the form of a publicity
plan for producing profits.
Its effectiveness is increased because
it is not directly connected with your
theatre. Your publicity is created in
the dealers' windows and directed to
your box-office. Window shopping is
a national diversion. The strong
chain of habit causes every passerby,
consciously or unconsciously, to view

SECTION

your wares. Your message registers.
Direct Results from Indirect Ads.
A large proportion of these people
may pay only casual attention to youi
lobby display. They may not read
your newspaper ad. They are not all
on your mailing list. But the whole
army of passersby will be reached
directly through indirect advertising.
The National Tie-Up does for you
what may be done in no other way.
Through many windows you will reach
would otherwise
people you
theNational
advertisers
expending m'ss.
annually many thousands of dollars have
learned from experience that window
displays are sure-fire box-office attrac-

Pick

Your

tions for them. Yours is the profit
from their experimentation. You can't
go wrong in following the lead ot
such publicity experts. Automatically
you are the recipient of all the cumulative publicity accruing to a nationally advertised, nationally known product.
Dependable Box-OfBce Publicity
The Exhibitors Trade Review
ushers in a new era in showmanship.
We offer consistent, steady, dependable publicity to your box-office.
Through many windows — the best business windows in your city — you can
* now make a successful bid for new patronage, and continue to hold the old.

Partners

rHER£^,
IS

YOUR

For

'^Beau

BrummeF'

National

Tie-Ups

Mark Coupon WitL Desired Tie-Ups
Mail to Exhibitors Trade Review
CHECK
ALL
TIE-UPS
YOU
WANT

SELECTIVE
BALLOT
For Exhibitors Desiring
Beau Brummel National Tie-Ups

STA-SHAPE HATS
America's
hats for
twentiethfor century
Brummels. style
Advertised
nationally
years inBeau
the
Saturday Evening Post and everywhere. Made for
over half a century by Frederick Berg & Company.

THE GLOVE INDUSTRIES
The Glove Industries Advertising Committee representing seventy-five percent oi the industry selling
gloves to one hundred thousand American shops is
ready to be your partner in this National Tie-Up.

VIVAUDOU MAVIS TALC
Celebrated everywhere that men and women are
interested in persofial delicacy and daintiness. Its
wonderful charm would have won the personal
endorsement of the Beau himself — "The Final Touch."

FASHIONKNIT' NECKWEAR
Sartorialfectedelegancies
by the house
that The
perthe cravat craftknit
Beau Brummel
created
Beau won royal prestige inventing neck adornment,
and "Fashionknit" Ties have improved on his idea.

SAMPSON'S DRESS
The essence of good taste for evening wear. The
final word in the perfection of accessories so essential to the stately attire of formal functions, or
the simpler elegance of the dinner appareL

"PERSONALITY" CLOTHES
The habiliments of fashion tailored on the Avenue
of Elegance, Fifth Avenue, New York. "Beau
Brummel" rode to fame on a clothes horse. Shirek
& Hirsch have made their "Personalty" celebrated.

MINERALAVA

CLAY

The complexion aid that made Rudolph Valentino
advertised wrinkle eradicator
nationally
Abeautilier
famous.
and skin sociated
in universal
Alwaiys aswith the most
famous favor.
picture stars.

JJERE'S your chance to pound the plahk of publicity
with a golden gavel — to drink dee,p from the glittering cup of successful showmanship — to tie-up your
box-office with sacks of shekels! Here are the entries
in the Big Opening Event of the Season — The Beau
Brumnul Sweepstakes! Play one or everyone! All
box office winners! Clip the coupon and count the coin!

Check

this
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the
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Campaign

ever
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Picture
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the most

complete, far reaching national campaign of cooperative advertising ever devised for a motion picture.

Manufacturers of nationally known product upon which
millions of dollars have been spent in advertising, have
pledged their full co-operation
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With

Brummer

Tie-Ups

of the Screen, Starring Barrymore, a Tie-Up Triumph —
Seven National Advertisers in National Event

THE EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW believes it is
Let US first acquire a bit of that elusive thing termed ata peculiarly happy coincidence that it is enabled to
mosphere. Ahundred years ago humanity and human nature were just the same as they will be a century hence.
offer you "Beau Brummel," the Harry BeaumontBut the frame of the picture was different. The business
Warner Brothers' production, as the first feature for focusof living was more colorful. The accessories of life were
ing public attention on your theatre through many windows.
more picturesque. Men lived and loved and fought and
The fact that John Barrymore plays the title role is in
died much as they do today. But they did these things in
itself a guarantee of favorable publicity. The name
finest silks, satins and velvets, lace-frilled linen, jewel"Beau Brummel" is a household word which carries its
buckled boots, powdered wigs. They were creatures of
own advertising to every patron's mind. If the producers
had deliberately planned a
polished, perfumed pompery. It was almost another
picture for tie-up possibiliage of chivalry.
ties they could not have hit
on a more fortunate choice
National Advertising
than the one featuring the
IN all this romantic setting
no single figure holds more
first gentleman in Europe.
Tie-Up Treasures
For this historic figure,
popular
appeal of
than
the
slender elegance
George
George Bryan Brummel, the
[EVER before has the exhibitor been presented
with such box-office publicity opportunities as
Bryan Brummel, creator of
fashion plate of a past cenfashion, lover of ladies, fop
THE
EXHIBITORS
TRADE
REVIEW offers
tury, typifies to this very
Tie-Up on "Beau Brummel."
National
and gallant gentleman, desthrough
day the idea of sartorial suSeven the
is loaded
with luck. Your seven talismen in
tined to die an insane
premacy inmasculine attire,
the inauguration of this policy for procuring publicity
In "Beau Brummel" John
many windows will make you fortune's
through
When the beefy Prince
Barrymore portrays this
favorite. Read 'em and — rejoice!
pauper.
of Wales endeavored to
1.
THE
GLOVE
INDUSTRIES
ADVERTISING
COMsuper-dandy through all his
MITTEE. Theirfitsslogan
is "In like
Any aEvent
slight him, it was the Beau
event the tie-up
the^ picture
glove.— Gloves," and in any
fascinating colorful existN NECKWEAR, a product of the Franklin
turned to Lord Byron and
2. "FASHIONKNIT"
ence as adventurer, lover,
Knitting Mills, long the natdonaS synonym for good ties, and
with a magnificent gesture
social climber, arbiter of
now for good National Tie-Ups.
3. "PERSONALITY" CLOTHES, manufactured by Shirek &
fashion, till he reaches his
inquired: "Who is your fat
Hirsch, tailors extraordinary to well-dressed American "youngfriend?" It was the Beau
pinnacle as a Prince's pal,
who listened patiently to a
4. VIVAUDOU MAVIS TALC, "The Final Touch That
only to be swept down into
Means
fellos."
"bird" Soof Much."
a tie-iUp. Mavis is the name of a bird, and this is a
destitute friend's, appeal for
the oblivion of a debtor's
Si STA-SHAPE HATS, made for sixty years by the Frederick
exile and the tragic end of a
Berg and Company, and known wherever Saturday Evening Post
help, anddencein
the proud
of his
fame confisaid :
and Literary Digest are read.
madman. It is all here —
6.
SAMPSON'S
DRESS
JEWELRY,
fashioned
by
John
S.
glamorous romance, stirring
"You may walk with me ztrSampson
Son's Brummel
master craftsmen.
good
taste
which& Beau
exampliSed. TheA ultimate
jewel ofina the
tie-up.
morrow." To be seen with
adventure, fascinating love
7. MINERALAVA MASSAGE CLAY, exploited by the
Brummel was sufficient to
interest, clever intrigue,
Valentino Beauty Contest. Always associated writh famous picture stars — and now with a famous picture
marvelous costuming, splenappease
It wasanythecreditor.
famous Beau
did settings. And through it
all Barrymore carries you
who wagered he could sponsor a ridiculous style and make it live. He won. That
with him in his superb delineation of this engaging figure, at
is why we wear "stovepipe" hats today. Another of Brumthe end contributing a bit of character transformation that
mel's artistic sartorial triumphs was the invention of the
will rank as a classic with his "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
cravat. Its popularity still endures, as does the Beau's.
So much for the picture. What of its possibilities?
BEAU BRUMMEL" is unique. It has that elusive quality
Seven
national manufacturers have lined up their products.
of being "different" that so many directors strive for and
They all extend the strong hand of co-operation. Each of
so few attain. It is not due so much to directorial achievethese national advertisers of nationally known products is
ment as to the inherent nature of the theme, the character
right behind you on this picture with all the powerful puband the superb portrayal Barrymore creates.
licity which has been developed by high-powered, highThe showman who does not plan to exhibit the film in
priced advertising machinery. You reap a rich share of
the near future is none the less provided with a fine chance
the reward accruing from million dollar exploitation — free.
to watch what happens elsewhere on National window tieCheck on it one, any or all of the National Tie-Ups.
ups with this master efl^ort. Let him' consider the exploitation wealth unearthed by the idea and visualize the remunThen
clip cash
the coupon,
mail it to Exhibitors Trade Re-'
VIEW and
in !
erative results reachable through this mighty medium.
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from coast to coast, will throw the brunt
of a generous advertising budget into window
displays.
showman. There's an alluring cue for the live
Third — Vivaudou Cosmetics
The womenshould
who enjoyed
Beau Brummel's
friendship
be compared
to the
belles who grace the drawing rooms of
today. In the Nineteenth Century the perfumer's art, the cosmetic craft produced
aromas too heavy and powders and rouges
too unsanitary for the dainty boudoir ablutions
of the fair sex. Nowadays Milady uses a
brand of perfume and cosmetic of which she
may
feel proud.
the not
I'wen-be
tieth well
Century
brand ofA display
make-upon will
losf on the ladies who pass the windows in
which the products are shown. And the fact
that the name Vivaudou is associated with the
commodity in question should lend an impetus
to interest not to be ignored with impunity
by the exhibitor who is given an opportunity
to tie-up with the window display.
Fourth — Mineralava

•BEAU BRUMMEL' ADVERTISING AID
The only painted stand ever used on a show in the city of Baltimore in the only location in
the center of the city, was the unique outdoor advertising send-ofF which the Warner Brothers
classic received. Logic alone need tell how this advertisement helped receipts at the bojt-ofiice.

SHOWMAN'S POT OF GOLD
IN WINDOW
TIE-UPS
Nationally Advertised Commodities
Figure in Prominent Hook-Ups
T^HE National Window Tie-Up is launched
with this issue. You are confronting a
development in showmanship whose far-reaching effects you can readily appreciate. It
now rests with you. The plan is as big as you
want to make it. Beau Brummel was a supershowman without any industry or organization
to back him. But he knew how to make every trick count. With the manufacturer's
publicity,
the producer's
iBiTORS Trade
Review co-operation
backing yoiiandto Exthe
limit, you can certainly line them up at your
box-office.
Let's go !
First— Glove Industries
Can one possibly conceive of a "Beau Brummel" without a pair well fitting gloves? Not
by the wildest stretch of the imagination.
However, the "Beau^ of 1824 would certainly
feel like a passe sport if he got one flashing
glimpse of the type of handgear worn by
the modern "Beau" of 1924. The "Beau"
had exquisite hands. You surely can get
publicity of a caliber that plays on the cupidity of the well known public by showing
a close-up of the "Beau''s" hands-taken from
stills which are easily available — alongside
Twentieth Century handwear. There you
have a human interest window with a punch.
Get it !
Second — Personality Clothes
The "Beau" once said to his friend, the
Prince of Wales. "George do you call that
thing
coat?"
And poor
George
red
in the aface,
He knew
the darn
thing got
pulled,
and wrinkled and bulged, and was generally

an atrocity. With the neat, up-to-date, wellappointed apparel contrasting with the jacket
that tortured Prince George you should attract the attention that pays from passersby.
Shirek and Hirsch, makers of Personality
Clothes, nationally advertised and known

Synonymous with the distinction and well
deserved reputation of JVivaudou powders and
rouges is that of Mineralava, a name that recenty won acclaim as sponsor of a beauty
contest, in which Rudolph Valentino acted as
judge.
"Beau
Brummel" inhardly
could have
stood much
improvement
his sartorial
and
tonsorial appointment. However, that was because Mineralava was unknown in 1824. In
1924 the "Beau" would undoubtedly have seen
the fallacy of doing without the refreshing
manipulation of a Mineralava massage. Now
vizualize the drawing power of a window display showing the last touch of a modern face
healer "doing its stuff ' by one who left no
stone unturned to avail himself of anything
purporting to improve the classic features with
which nature endowed him. There are plenty
of stills available, to help you carry out the
stunt. Can you afford to pass it by? Of
course not!
(Continued on page 52.)
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One of the Vivaudau-Mavis Window

"Beau Brummel"

Not Overlooking That It
Appeals
Women
as Well asto tothe
Gentlemen.

Tie
with the World's
MostUp Popular
Talcum
Powder for After Shaving

If '^Beau
HE WOULD

Displays Which Ties Up With

BrummeV*
Were
Alive
Today
USE MAVIS TALCUM AFTER SHAVING

A Tie-Up between "Beau Brummel," the picture, and Vivaiidou's well known
Mavis Talcum will bring hundreds of patrons to your theatre as well as scores
of customers into the merchants' stores selling Mavis.
A large quantity of Mavis Talc cans and special posters are ready for this
remarkable tie-up window display. All that exhibitors or merchants need to
do is to sign the attached coupon and mail it immediately to the Exhibitors
Trade Review.
We will give personal service in each case.
Take advantage of this co-operative merchandising and pack your theatre as
well as lielp your local merchant make more sales.

CLIP THIS COUPON
Exhibitors Trade Review,
45 West 45th Street,
New York City
"BEAU BRUMMEL" wiU appear
at my theatre for
days,
starting (date)
Kindly have VIVAUDOU forward
their special MAVIS Window Display Material WITHOUT CHARGE
for Tie-Up Purposes virith this picture so that I can take advantage
of this national campaign in cooperation with my local merchants.
Theatre
Manager
City
State

PAR
11^
=:iii
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SECTION
UNIQUE
One of the Original Gloves Worn by
George Bryan (Beau) Brummel

100,000
STORES

in the
Gloves.

United

States Sell

They are cooperat-

ing fully with The Glove Industries Advertising Committee representing 75 percent,
of the entire industry, to feature Gloves for Every Occasion in their window displays
and newspaper advertising

Beau

Brummel

In

Public

Never

Without

Appeared
Gloves!

^EAU

BRUAIMEL never appeared in public without gloves, but how different was the handwear worn by that arbiter of fashion from the gloves that
are just as essential a part of the everyday attire of John Barrynriore. Beau's
gloves were made of heavy, poorly tanned leather. For him there were none
of the snappy capes or mochas that every merchant offers today, nor could
he know the joy of hands encased in the velvety buckskins that help the
average man achieve sartorial perfection now. There are more than 100,000
retail stores throughout the country that sell gloves. They are all just as
anxious to improve their businesses as you are to pack your theatre. Further,
they have the support of an intensive campaign now being conducted by The
Glove Industries Advertising Committee, which represents more than three
quarters of the entire manufacture of gloves in the United States.
SIMPLY

SIGN YOUR NAME AND TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF THIS GREAT NATIONAL TIE-UP

CLIP THIS COUPON
Exhibitors Trade Review,
45 West 45th St., New York City.
"BE'AU BRUMMEL" will appear at my theatre
for
. days, starting (date)
Please have " the
GLOVE
INDUSTRIES
ADVERTISING
COMMITTEE
send their special
window dirlplay material WITHOUT CHARGE
to b)e used in conjunction \vith my showing of
this pictnjre so that I may take advantage of this
national tie-up with my local merchants.
Theatre
Manager
City
. State
THE

GLOVE

INDUSTRIES ADVERTISING COMMITTEE
65 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

CLOTHES

TIE-UP

ON 'BEAU BRUMMEL'
Personality Clothes Windows
Open to Live Showman
VW HETHER "clothes makes the man" is
" absolutely qualified in terms of truth —
without restriction and conditions — is still a
moot question in the various stratas of society.
But the fact is established that twentieth
century civihzation is sufficiently aware of
the importance of well-fitting, neat attire,
to cultivate the selection and wearing of
clothes with an interest that concretely conveys the importance of good-looking apparel
in man's battle with the peculiar forces of
How important this fact is to exhibitors
may be seen when friend exhibitor is shown
how he can capitalize this important truth t»
his box-office advantage.
In the world of merchandise, Shirek and
Hirsch's Personality Clothes has the same national significance that distinguishes the mere
mention of Gilette Safety Razors, Proctor and
life. *
Gamble
or Colgate's
ToothonePaste.
HavingSoap,
established
this fact,
need go
only one step further to bring home to the
exhibitor what it would mean to have the
name of his theatre, his show, and his personal self, if desired, tied up with the suggestive name of the well advertised Personality Clothes. Not only linked up, but played
up in a window display, and endowed with an
advertising
appeal nothing short of alluring
to
male passersby.
Picture the human interest quality and the
strong advertising appeal in the following
combination. A striking Personality Clothes
window display, with all the inferences of a
"window shopping" patronage established on
a long term of years of innovation, unique
dress, national advertising, co-operative dealer helps, institutional good 'Will and so on.
Exhibitors Trade Review is your mediator on the proposition. With practically no
more trouble than your mere acknowledgement of the attractiveness of the project by
sending in the coupon shown elsewhere in
this section, you fall heir to the good things
described.
* * *
(Continued from page SO)
Fifth — Fashionknit Neckwear
You know the susceptibility of the human
male to a display on ties. This fact combined with the fact that "Beau" Brummel was
the creator of the cravat gives you a formidable cue for catch-lines and a picture story
in
your
merchant'swhen
window
the value
of
which islocal
incalculable
measured
in its
effect on your box office. Fashionknit ties
are as well
in the
men's
furnishings asknown
the cravat
withworld
whichof the
famous
"Beau" startled the drawing room habiteaus,
who rubbed shoulders with the Prince of
Wales, and innumerable Dukes and Lords.
Sixth — Sampson Dress Jewelry
the way,
if you've
ever felt effect
the lure
of Byjewelry,
or even
the powerful
of
merely looking at it in a show window, you'll
need very little urging as to the value of tieing up in a window display with your local
jewelry merchant. More people buy jewelry
because they've been attracted to it in well
prepared windows, than you can crowd into
the Sahara ]~)e«ert. Can you picture the value
of these impetuous shoppers seeing an advertisement of your attraction while their
buying palates are still wet with desire.
Enough said. Get in touch with the Review
for an introduction to a Sampson Jewelry
display, exploiting "Beau Brummel."

A Typical BERG

Sta-Shape

Beau

Hat Window

Disphy Directly Tied Ui< with "Beau Brummel"

Brummel

Surely

Select

STA-SHAPE

Would
A

HAT

TIE-UP with hats for young men is one
thing. A window display tie-up with the
national campaign being carried on by
BERG STA-SHAPE HATS FOR YOIMG MEN
is quite another — and the biggest possible tieup opportunity for you, Mr. Showman, because
it is real exploitation, standing for QUALITY
WITHOUT EXTRAVAGANCE.
A

©F.BERG6C0.

THE BEAU'S
PET HOBBY
Beau Brummel' s pet hobby was
his hat. The new fiat-brim
style shown above is debonair
and different Turned down
or up, it's rmart either way and
will STAY smart for it's a
STA-SHAPE. Berg Hats remove all the present day "Beau
Brummel" head-wear worries.

Consistent Berg Advertising, season after season, in the great national weeklies, is behind
every merchant who handles Berg Sta-Shape
Hats. Our intelligent, direct tie-up window display with the photoplay "BEAU BRUMMEL"
will focus the attention of your entire patronage and mean more profits at the Box Office as
well as more sales for your friend — our local
dealer. That is beneficial co-operation!
SIMPLY SIGN THE ATTACHED COUPON
AND MAIL IT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

THE HOUSE OF
FASHION HEAD-WEAR
FOR MEN

CLIP
THIS COUPON
Exhibitors Trade Review,
45 West 45th St.,
New York City.
"BEAU BRUMMEL" will appear at my theatre for
days, starting
Please have F. BERG & CO.
send their special STA-SHAPE
HAT Window Display Material for Tie-Up purposes with
"Beau Brummelj" so that I
can take advantage of their
national advertising campaign
with my local merchants
handling hats for young men.
Theatre
Manager
City
State

HATS FOR YOUNG MEN

Ti~
7f jSa
jSrU
BROADWAY
*^^4jr ^.J?^rlJ^P^
AT TWENTY-FOURTH
HATS FORYOUNG MEN
new YORK
C/

ST.
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STRONG SELLING LURE IN
DISPLAYED NECKWEAR
Fashionknit Ties Offer Unusual
Exhibitor Window Helps

A WINDOW
BEAU

DISPLAY TIE-UP THAT WILL "PULL" EVERY MALE PATRON

BRUMMEL

CRAVATS

FOR

INVENTED
MEN

But It Remained for Fashionknit to
Create the Real Fashionable
Neckwear of Today
jjERE
is the Window
Tie-Upvalue.
that Every
stands man
for
one hundred
per cent Display
exploitation
— especially at this time of the year — ^Js keenly interested in the neckwear which "Looks Best —
LONGEST."
When you see the picture you will realize the full
value of this remarkable hook-up between you and
your local merchant. Throughout the picture "Beau
Brummel," it is plainly brought out that the "Beau"
was particularly keen about his neckwear, in the
form of "cravat" — the first to be worn by any man.
It is a window display that is strikingly attractive
and it is yours and your local merchant's for the
asking. Simply sign the attached coupon and mail
today to the EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW.

NECKWEAR
Looks

Best

CLIP THIS COUPON
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW,
45 We;t 45th St., New York City.
"BElAU BRUMMEL"
will appear at my theatre for
days,
startingNECKWEAR
(date)
Please have FASHIONKNIT
send their
special window display material iininediately so that I may
be abJe to take advantage of tliis national tie-up on "Beau
Brummel" with my local merchants.
THEATRE
MANAGER
CITY
STATE
GENUINE

NECKWEAR
Looks Best
—/pn(jest

TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF,
NECKWEAR
200 Fifth Avenue,
New York City

T^^'HERE
to which
the human
male is isso nothing
susceptible
of attention
as a
display on ties. This, no one with reason,
or the slightest urge for proper dress can
deny. And that no one remembers this better than the wily female out to win the
plaudits of her gentleman friend is evidenced
in the many whole plays, comic newspaper
strips and the like, that build their structure
of entertainment around this fact.
We start, then, with the unquestioned assumptiQn that neakwear alluringly arranged
in a window very rarely fails to win its quota
of patrons who hadn't the slightest intention
of making a purchase. How often do we
look back on depleted pay envelopes owing
to the tempting, irresistible invitation of a
well-displayed tie! Often enough, we say, to
establish the fact beyond all question.
But there are ties and ties. Most ties attract attention. Yet some ties attract more
attention than others. Just as the mere mention of a Gillette razor brings a preponderence
of ideas in the mind of the shaver over those
connected with any other razor. In the world
of ties Fashionknit is in this category. Few
people there are, indeed, who wear ties, or
only look attinctiveneties,
that don't know the diss ofa Fashionknit.
Therein lies the cue and the boost for the
exhibitor. As part of the great National
Window Display tie-up scheme effected by
Exhibitors Trade Review every showman
playing "Beau
Brummel"
is offered value
the remarkable 100 per
cent exploitation
of
a window hook-up with a local merchant. The
display is the exhibitor's and the local merchant'sinterested
simply for the
The outshowman thus
has asking.
but to clip
the
coupon from the Fashionknit advertisement
in this National Tie-Up section, sign it and
send it direct to the office of the Exhibitors
Trade Review.
Then subtley, watch the window shoppers
turn into movie patrons.
* * *
PLAY WITH YOUR FRIEND THE
JEWELRY MERCHANT
Jewelry ! The very word conjures up
images that fill the mind ypth a deep yearning. The sight of glistening, well-cut gems
hold out an allure to which humans, ever since
time began, have pulsated with unquenched
desires and fanciful wishes.
More people have purchased jewelry
through the original approach of being attracted to it by a sparkling array of gems
and trinkets on display than can possibly be
recorded !
Wise indeed is the showman who is possessed of the urge to tie-UD with his local
jeweler for a window display that features
both jewelry and his attraction at one fell
swoop. Haopy to sav, that opportunity is
available to showmen playing Warner's screen
class,
Brummel."and Son, Jewelers of
John"Beau
S. Sampson
New York, realize the significance of a jewelry window display hooked up with the famous D^st master of fashion and are offering, with the co-operation of Exhibitors
Trade Review, showmen the availab'litv of
distinctive disnlays in conjunction with their
local jewelry merchants. The showman has
but to conservatively visualize the effect of
Dassersby peerirp: intently into windows that
have attracted th-^m dailv since thev can remember, and will continue to attract them
daily for a longer t'tne than thev care to estimate, to judare of the unauestioned advertising value such a tie-up has for him.

r
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A Sample of the "Personality" Clothes Window Disp 'ay Tie-Un That Awaits Your Request.
Here

Are

les

the

That

Beau
Brummel
Would
Have
Worn
HAD HE LIVED TODAY!
But He's Dea<!^
CLIP THIS COUPON
And the Young Snappy Fellows of America
Are wearing These Clothes Instead.
E'xhibitors Trade Review,
THE SNAPPIEST, ZIPPIEST STYLES
45 We;t 45th Street, New York City.
Presented in Remarkable Window Display Fashion,
Tied Up With a Remarkable Picture
"BEAU BRUMMEL" will appear at my theater for
Backed by the most colorful, attractive posters —
days, starting (date)
THE BEST STORE DISPLAY IN YOUR TOWN
Does That Kind of Tie-Up Interest You?
Please have PERSONALITY CLOTHES send their
Thento Sign
AttachedTrade
Coupon
and Mail It Today
special
"Men'sCHARGE
Fashions"
material
the the
Exhibitors
Review.
WITHOUT
to beWindow
used in Display
conjunction
with
our showing of this pictufe, so that I may take adAll Dealers
vantage
of
tliis
National
Tie-Up
\vith
my
loc&l
Handling
merchants.
PERSONALITY
CLOTHES
Theatre
Manager
TRADE
Will Be Glad To
City
State
Co-operate

Personality
Shirek&Hirscli

79

Clothes
Fifth

AveNewYbrk
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NATIONAL

'BEAU
WITH

BRUMMEL' LINKED
GLOVE INDUSTRY

Nationally Advertised Handwear to
Exploit Barrymore Film
"DEAU
nized BRUMMEL,
as a criterioninternationally
of good dress,recogand
foremost leader of fashions for men, was
the originator of the cravat or four-in-hand.
Because of its origin the cravat and the name
of Beau Brummel have become almost synonymous.
Novi^ any ambitious exhibitor, on the alert
for original exploitation angles would immediately sense the value of a tie-up between
some well known brand of glove, and the
new Warner Brothers' feature starring John
Barrymore — "Beau Brummel."
Of course, the more widely advertised the
brand, the greater the number of people who
know of it. It is desirable, therefore, to get
the biggest nationally advertised brand on the
market, for tie-up exploitation stunts.
To throw into the field, lets us say, a brand
of gloves that is better known than any other
brand in the world, would, conservatively,
speaking, be quite a feather in the hat of
any exploiteer. What then, of a tie-up that
makes practically every well-known glove in
the land part of and party to a project which
will draw the public's attention to the Warner
Brothers' feature ! That is exactly what is
taking place in the tie-up with The Glove
Industries, an association which comprises
practically all the glove manufacturers whose
commodities have any distinction at all.
There is the Glove Industries Advertising
Committee to add its force. Their co-opera-

Tie

Up

With

SECTION
MINERALAVA

Free Advertising for
Your Show
No exhibitor with the proper spirit
of showmanship lurking in his
make-up will fail to take advantage
of the unusual opportunities offered
him in the National Tie-Up Window
Displays
on of
"Beau
Brummel."
The lure
windows
is strong.
And the selling appeal of a nationally advertised product lends exploito thealone
showman's
picture,tation
whichvaluemoney
could never
buy. Get busy with your shears and
clip the various coupons.
tion will link the picture and the product
together, and readers of the ads will of
necessity come to know the new Warner feature. Even before the picture strikes your
town, your patrons will have heard of it
through these ads and will be waiting to see it.
And the remarkable part of the whole campaign is the manner in which these tie-ups
may ^e made valuable to every theatre mana"Beau There
Brummel"
without been
any
effortger who
on books
his part.
has already
planned several styles of campaigns each one
suited to a special type town or community.
Ail any exhibitor has to do is fill in the
coupon which he will find in this issue of the
Exhibitors Trade Review, mail it in, and
the machine will start working for him.
The merchants in his town will be provided
with the necessary material and information
to give the exhibitor the utmost cooperation
in putting the picture across.

^Beau

Brummer

TIE-UP

'BEAU BRUMMEL'
Vivaudou Product Will Help Exhibitors Exploit Warner Feature
EVERYONE has learned the value of the
merchant tie-up. The better known the
product,
the better
Mineralava
had the
its tie-up.
first big inception
in a motion picture way when, in the
staging of the celebrated beauty conquest last
winter
Rudolph
famous
"sheik"
of
the screen,
actedValentino,
as judge.and
Thetliewide
attention this affair
attracted
comment
provoked all over the country attested to the
interast in beauty and in the commodity which
played such an important part in exploiting it.
However,
interesting and as attractive as
the Mineralava Beauty Contest proved, it is
as nothing compared to the high-power exploitation possibilities of the Mineralava
Window Display Tie-Up Project. The Vivaudou Company, who are the distributors of
this nationally advertised product have joined
forces with Exhibitors Trade Review in
giving every exhibitor showing the Warner
screen classic, "Beau Brummel," an opportunity to avail himself of publicity and advertising that can hardly be estimated in r.heer
dollars and cents. By that, we mean, dollars
and cents alone could not buy this unusual
opportunity.
Mineralava, as well known in the gentleman's barber shop as it is in the lady's beauty
parlor, has a window display drawing power
which needs little elaborating here, to convey
its significance. Fill in the coupon signifying
your
this particular tie-up and
we willdesire
do theforrest.

Dress

Jewelry!

They Stand for the "Last Word in Best Dress"
Take Advantage of the "Dandy"
SPECIAL WINDOW
DISPLAYS
We Have Prepared for You and
Your Local Merchants
rhey Will Mean More Well Dressed Patrons
When You Play "Beau Brummel"
Mail the Coupon Today to
Exhibitors Trade Review

JOWN

ON

S. SAMPSON
&
2 EAST .23RD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

SON

CLIP THIS COUPON
Exhibitors Trade Review,
45 West 45th St., New Yoric City.
"BEAU BRUMMEL" will appear at my theatre for
days, starting (date)
Please have JOHN S. SAMPSON & SON send their
Beau Brummel
Material WITHOUT CHARGE Jewelry
so that Window
I may Display
take advantage
of this
National Tie-Up with my local merchants.
Theatre
Manager
City
State

NATIONAL

Broadw

PutOver

Windows

^eaa

trammel

TVo

Big

SECTION

for

Weeks

Wk's
at New
MARK
STRAND
THEATRE

lOSEPH P'-l'^^'^"

Aplll IBth. 192*Two weeks at New York's Mark
Strand Theatre is an achievement for
any picture. Two weeks at this leading
Broadway house to sustained big business is an achievement rare indeed.
That's what "Beau Brummel" did.
And with practicjJly no advertising
save window displays.

1600 Broadway.

eyo.o.
.«econ..a.uXa.
Yours very t^^^^'

For this showing Warner Bros, arranged two hundred merchant tie-ups,
securing prominent window displays
throughout the theatrical district. For
three weeks these windows were the
center of public attention, hundreds of
thousands of passersby being impressed with the bigness of the production from the attractiveness of the
displays. That's why the Mark Strand,
to use Mr. Plunkett's own words,
^'did all the business the theatre could

JLE:
YOU CAN DO THE SAME!

NATIONAL
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StarfhatMcan

BARRYMORE

CW^OS!

MEANS

— a name the very sound and reading of which
magnetizes your pubHc and wins its confidence for any production in which he is the
center of interest; a name of distinction, fame
and popularity that has been featured in newspapers these last ten years until it is something
to conjure with.

Beau

Brummel

— a title for the past hundred years familiar
to the English reading people the world over;
a character of romance, a personage of distinction whose strange machinations made him
the beau ideal of his time. Richard Mansfi eld
immortalized him on the stage; this screen ver-
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TO

EXPI

BEAU BRUMMEL'
All Dealers in Vivaudou Products
Enlisted to Boost Film
"DEAU
BRUMMEL,
the was
international
dandy and
style forecaster
a subtle
charmer of women. Women could no more
resist him than they can resist the delicate
lure of a fragrant perfume. In his wake there
always followed a trail of women just as
an exquisite perfume will capture the fancy
of ladies of discrimination and hold them
fast.
There is something illusively subtle about a
rare perfume, just as there is unquestioned
allure in the gorgeous cosmetics and powders
which add classic and tranquil beauty to the
members of the fair sex.
Beau Brummel was the personification of
fastidiousness in dress — Vivaudou products
in the same way, are the quintessence of elegence
those products which grace Milady's
dressingin table.
Vivaudou products advertised throughout
the country through the most conspicuous
mediums are probably the best known products
of their kind oh the market today. The elaborate campaigns and the substantial backing
these have received from all reliable sources in
the last few years have made them known everywhere. There is scarcely a store of any
consequence which does not show the Vivaudou sign.
Under such circumstances what showman
would not be delighted at the prospect of
handling a picture whose exploitation lay in
its connection with such a name. It means
that every merchant handling Vivaudou commodities isa more or less active salesman for
"Beau Brummel." It means that hundreds of
window displays throughout the country will
be made available to the showman for ihe
purpose of acquainting his patrons with the
fact that
" Beau
Brummel" is coming or has
come
to his
theatre.
And yet all this involves no work on the
part of the exhibitor. He merely fills in the
accompanying coupon, mails it to the Exhibitors Trade Review, and arrangements will
be made for him for giving his showing the
greatest possible amount of publicity.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS

What

NATIONALLY

Beau

Would
Do
A S the actual scene from the picture
in the above window display shows.
Beau Brummel, himself took great pride
in his clear skin. If he were living today he would
use and
MINERALAVA
whichofiscourse
the best
most
widely used beauty clay on the market.
Foremost stage beauties and thousands of
women use it continuously.
The BEAU BRUMMEL window display tie-up with MINERALAVA is a

ADVERTISED

PRODUCT TIE-UP

Brummel

Today —
striking one in that it appeals to women
and men alike. With such a tie-up you
cater to the entire grown up population
of America.
Send in the names of your local druggists, beauty shops and department
stores if you haven't time to see them
yourself — and simply sign the attached
coupon. You will get 100 per cent cooperation gratis.

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW,
r^T TD TXJTC
rTkf TDriTV
45 West 45th St., New York City.
L-Llr
i XllO
IJ X
"BEAU BRUMMEL" will appear at my theatre! for
days, starting (date)
Please have SCOTT'S
PREPARATIONS
send their special
MINERiALAVA Window Display Material for Tie-Up purposes with "Beau Brummel" so
that I can take advantage of this national campaign with my local drjig'gists, beauty
shops and department stores.
THEATRE
MANAGER
CITY
STATE

A life-si^e wax figure of John Barrymore as
"Beau Brummel,"
in the window
Leighton's
Clothing
Store, Broadway
at 47th ofStreet,
New
York, contrasted the "Beaus" of two centuries.

SCOTT
25 West 19th Street

PREPARATIONS
New York City
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YOUNG HAT STORES FEATURE 'BEAU' HAT
One of the 14 attractive window displays arranged with the Young
Hat Stores. Each store shows the high beaver wor'n by Beau
Brummel
latest "beau"
co-operation withof 1824
the and
Warnerthe Classic
playing hatat ofthe1924.Mark In Strand,
STA-SHAPE

HATS

BACK

OF

'BEAU BRUMMEL'
Nationally Advertised Mens Headwear
to Feature Film in Window
ry/ER fifty years ago in a tiny primitive
^■^ shop, Frederick Berg, manufacturer of
the well-known Sta-Shape Hat for Young
Men, established the pioneer hat-making organization inOrange, N. J., now the center
of the men's fine felt hat industry. The
growth and stability of this organization is
expressed better than in words by the present modern concrete and steel factory and the
3,500.000 readers, who, in two national publications alone, have the advertising message
of
Berg's Sta-Shape Hats brought to their
attention.
All the weight and significance of such
prestige has been now conscripted to co-operate with the showmen alert for free exploitation on the splendid Warner Brothers'
screen classic, "Beau Brummel."
The co-operative arrangement of a Berg
Hats window display will focus
the effect
Berg national advertising in your town of
to
your profit. It is merely being superfluous
with words to go into an exhortation on the
unusual appropriateness of a display
has as its features, beautiful headgearwhich
and
some stills of "Beau Brummel," the apostle of
modern
fa.shion. The showman has but to
use the scis.sors, sign the coupon and send it
in to the Review Then watch the swift
powers of co-operative
* ation functions
* * exploit
Drug Display Attracts Crowds
Gray's Drug
on Broadway and
Forty-third Street,Store,
is practically a rendezvo
us
for thousands of shoppers and theatre-goers,
who select this spot to meet friends, wives,
and sweethearts. One can easily picture the
effect of a window display on this corner on
"Beau Brummel," with folks in a ticket-buying mood practically swarming all over the
sidewalk. The window was dressed up with
several stills of John Barrymore in the Warner screen classic and a card prommently displayed read, "-Suegested Gifts." The commodities suggested were cosmetics and drug
articles of various description. The onlookers
were — ^well,
one of them. potential, movie patrons, every

DON'T

RICE AND HUTCHINSON WINDOW TIE-UP
During the showing of Warner's "Beau Brummel" at the Mark
Strand, New York, exact boots and pumps as worn by the stars
in
were on Company.
display in all
ten stores
run interest.
by the
Ricethe andpicture
Hutchinson
It the
attracted
unusual

NEXT WEEK'S
SPARKLING
ARRAY
NATIONAL

TIMES SQUARE LIBERAL
WITH WINDOWS

MISS
OF

TIE-UPS
on

REX

CH'S
BEA
famous
story

as presented by
COIL"
GOLDWYN-COSMOPOLITAN
E
R

Hats and Picture Are Featured in
Unique Window Displays
XTARDLY had the late Warner Brothers'
classic, "Beau Brummel" breathed its intimation that it would show on Broadway,
than immediately, the merchants in the "roarin' forties," where space is valued by the
inch, evinced an unusual enthusiasm for window display tie-ups by featuring their commodities with life-size paintings, wax figures
and stills representing characterizations of the
artist in the picturization of the famous story.
Stores featuring a diversity of products
were requisitioned for the purpose. Dainty
footwear of the type worn by Brummel was
displayed by the Signet Shoes Stores. Brill
Brothers had an elaborate window with a
special "Beau Brummel" dummy constructed
for the event. Aeolian Hall made its attractive window even more beautiful, and the
music store tie-ups were arranged by Carl
Fischer Company, publishers of a lilting composition prepared for the production and
called "The 'Beau Brummel' Minuet."
A most impressive tie-up in the Times
Square section was that displayed by
the Young Hat Stores, famous in many cities
for its line of head gear. Each Young Hat
store attracted unusual attention by showing
the high beaver hat worn bv "Beau Brummel"
* * "Beau"'
*
of 1824 and the latest
hat of 1924.
Brill Brothers Window Unique
Brill Brothers, one of the most prominent
men's clothiers on New York's Great White
Way had a window display on "Beau Brummel" which won the plaudits of many window shoppers. A dummy, made in every detail to represent
the famous
heldJohn
the
center
of the display,
while "Beau"
stills of
Barrv'more and oil paintings of scenes in the
film were grouped around it. All through the
display.
day great crowds paid homage to the unique

MINERALAVA BEAUTY CLAY
The above picture taken from an actual scene
in the
Warner
Brothers'displays
"Beau that
Brummel,"
will figure
in
the unique
the Vivadou
Company is getting up in co-operation with exhibitors.

There is wholesome food for thought in
this for showmen playing the Warner feature. The nationally advertised Personality
Clothes window displays are available to exhibitors desiring free exploitation.
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Production

Chart

with

Review

Dates

In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months.
Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names.
Included, also, are the current short sub ject releases with the date of release and length.
10
SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Director
Distributor Length
Kirland
C. B. C....5,800
Barefoot Boy
All Star
Blinky
Hoot Gibson . . . . Not credited .Universal . .6,000
S.
Wood
.
.
.Paramount
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife . Gloria Swanson . . Campbell . . . Principal .
Bright Lights
of B'way.AU
Star
.6,765
Truart . . . .5,960
Broadway
Gold
E. Hammerstein.
. Dillon
CaU of the Wild, The.. Buck
Fred
JacksonPathe
8,000
.6,814
Chapter, in Her Life, A . All Star
Lois Wilson .Universal ...6,330
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt Fitzmaurice .Paramount
Universal . .7,413
C\pan Up, The
H. RawUnson . . . Parke
Covered Wagon, The . . Special Cast . . . . Jas. Cruze ..Paramount .5,000
Dajrtime Wives
Derelys Perdue! . . Not credited. F. B. O. .10,000
Eleventh Hour, The . . . .Mason-Jones Durning .... Fox . .6,051
Enemies of Women . . . . L. Barrymore . . . Crosland
Goldwyn ..10,501
Eternal Three, The
Special Cast
Neilan .. Goldwyn ...6,845
Exiles, The
Doug MacLean . M.
Not credited Goldwyn ..10,000
Fair Cheat, The
AU Star
...
F. B. O. . .6,000
French Doll, The
Mae Murray . . . . R.KingZ. Leonard
Metro 7,000
Going Up
6,053
Asso. Exhib.
Ingraham ..... . Warners
Gold Diggers, The
Hope Hampton . . Beaumont
... 7,500
Gold Madness
Guy B. Post . . .
Green Goddess, The .... Special Cast . . . . Thornby Principal ...6,000
. Goldwyn ...9,100
Olcott .Fox
Gun Fighter. The
William Farnum . Sidney
Not credited
5,000
Haldane of the Sec. Serv. Houdini
Houdini
F. B. O. ..5,000
Hell's
Hole
Chas.
Jones
.
.
.
.
Not
credited
.Fox
5,000
Her Reputation
Special Cast . . . .
Hunchback of Notre Damelx)n Chaney . . . . Wray
.6,566
First Nat'l .12,000
Worsley
.Universal
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan ..Paramount .5,503
Lone Star Ranger Tom Mix
Not credited .Fox
6.000
Main Street
Blue-Vidor ..Beaumont
...Warners ...8.000
Marriage Maker, The . . Ayres-Holt . Wm. deMille . Paramount .6,295
Merry Go Round
Philbin-Kerry . . .. R. Julian Universal .10.000
Monna Vanna
Lee Parry
Fox
8,000
Mothers-In-Law York-Cliflord-Glas .Eichberg
Preferred ..6,725
Potash-Perlmutter Bernard-Carr . . . sGasnier
Puritan Passions
Glenn Hunter . . . Tuttle
Badger Hodkinson
First Nat'l .6,600
7,000
Red Lights
Special Cast . . . . C. Badger ..Goldwyn ...6,841
OCTOBER
r
Featiure
Star
Director Distributor Length
April Showers
Harlan C. Moore. Tom Sorman Preferred ...6,000
Ashes of Vengeance Norma Talmadge. Frank Lloyd .First Nat'l 10,000
Bad
The
Holbrook
Blinn . .. ..Wm
Edm. WeUmanFox
Carew .First Nat'l .7,000
Big Man,
Dan
Charles Jones
5,934
Cameo Kirby
John Gilbert Jack Ford ...Fox
6,931
Dmcer of the Nile, The. Special Cast Wm. P. EarleF. B. O. ..6,000
Day of Faith, The
Special Cast Browning ...Goldwyn ...6,000
Desire
Special Cast Harry Garson. Metro
7,000
Does It Pay?
Hope Hampton ..Charles HoranFox 7,000
Devil's Doorsrard
All
Star
Lewis BrowningUniversal
King . . Arrow ...7,000
5,000
Tod
Drifting
Priscilla
Dean
Dulcy
C. Talmadge
S.
Franklin
.
.
First
Nat'l
.
7,0-00
Edw. Sloman. Metro
7,000
Eagle's
Feather, The
8,000
Eternal Struggle,
The .. .. Special
Special Cast
Cast .. Reg. Barker .Metro
E. Mortimer. Fox
6,000
Exiles. The
John Gilbert
Frank Crane. Asso. Ex. ..6,000
Foolish Parents
Special Cast . Harry
MillardPox 6,000
Governor's
Lady,
The
.
.
Special
Cast
.
Grail. The
Dustin Famum . Campbell Fox
5,000
Harold
Shaw. Metro 6,000
Held to Answer
Special Cast ....
Lights Out
Ruth Stonehouse . FanpeU
Lone Fighter, The
J. B. Warner . . Not credited F. B. O. ..6,590
5,000
Long Live the King ...Jackie Coogan .. Schertzmger . Sunset
Metro
9,364
Marriage Maker
All Star
Wm.
D
Meille
paramount
.6,295
EddieMarshall
Kline -First
Nat'l. . 5,000
Meanest Man in World . Special Cast
Geo.
Universal
5,000
Men in the Raw
Tack Hoxie . . .
Miracle Makers
Special Cast . . . Van Dyke . . . Asso. Ex. . . 6,000
7,000
No Mother to Guide Her. Genevieve Tobin Horan
Pioneer Trails
Soecial Cast
David
Smith
.yitagraph
.
7,000
Poniola
Special Cast Albert_Austin
Donald Crist pirgt
Nat'l .
Prince of a King. A .• Pinkv
gelznick
.6.000
Printer's Devil, The ...Wesley Barry . .Wm. Baudine Warners ... .6,000
■>uritan Passions Special Cast
Frank Tuttle .Hodkinson . 7,000
Ramblin'
Kid, The
Hoot
Gibson Lubitsch
E. Sedgewick Universal
6.000
Rosita
Pickford
United Art... 8,000
8.800
Rouged Lips
Dana
H. Shaw ...-Metro 6,000
Ruggles of Red Gap ..All Star
Jas. Cruze
-Paramount -7,590
Shattered Faith
Special Cast .... J. .T. Ormont Independent 6.000
Silent Partner
Moore- Joy
Maigne Paramount .5.000
Six Days
Griffith
Brabin
Nat Rois .... Goldwyn-Cos.8.000
Universal
5.000
.
G. V. Baker Goldwyn
Adoree
'.Welsh'.
.
The
Cast
,
Special
Six-Fifty
Slave of Desire
7.000
Sheridan
Hal'Goldwyn
. Rich.
Steadfast Heart, The ... Soecial Cast
Hatton.
Arrow ... 7.000
Cobb
5.000
Sting of the Scorpion . . Edmund nnett
Niblo
Metro
.
.
,
Strangers of Night Moore-Be
6.000
Keaton-Chne , Metro . . , 7.800
Keaton
Three Ages
7,000
rhundergate
............
^'^^'"'31
Cast
J De Grasse
. Fox
First Nat'l 5.000
Times
Have
Changed
..William
Russell
..
James
Flood
To the Last Man
All Star
Fleming .... Paramount .6.000
Untameable
Alt S^ar
Blache
Sunset
5.000
Way
Star
Universal . 5,000
What ofLoveTransgressor
Will Do ..All
Cenneth
McDonald Craft
Not Credited Indep
5.000
Where Is West
Hoxie
Marshall Universal . . 5,000
17
NOVEMBER
Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
April Showers ....
, . Harlan-Moore . . . Pref. Pic. . . 6350
Nov.
..All Star
Selznick ...6,338
Bag and Baggage

Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed 27
Blow Your Own Horn .Lewis-Perdue F. B. O. ..6,000 Nov. 17
Bright Lights of B'way .AU Star
Prin. Pic... 6700
Nov
Cameo Kirby
Special Cast
Fox
6931
Oct. 2724
Crooked AUey
Special Cast
Universal ..4,900 Nov.
Cyclone Jones
WilKams
Aywon
5,000
Oct. 22
17
Dangerous
Maid,-The ..C.
Talmadge First Nat'l .7,337
Dec.
Eternal Flame
Bosworth-Win-dsorGoldwyn
6,000
Sept. 30
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn F. B. O. ..6,000
1
Flaming
...First Nat'l ..8.434
Forgive Youth
and Forget Colleen
Pauline Moore
Garon ...Apollo
5,877 -Dec.
Nov.
Harbor Lights
Tom Moore
Asso. Exhib. 5,200
Nov
His Childrer s Children .AU Star
Paramount ..8,338 Nov.
6,000. • ■■
Special Cast Metro
Human MiU, fhe
Oct. 2427
First Nat'l 7,000
Huntress... C. Moore
Jealous Husbands
Special Cast
First Nat.'l .6.000 •• 10•
6,000
Dustin Farnum ..Fox
Kentucky Days
Leavenworth
Case
Special Cast Vitagraph ...6,000 Nov. ^410
Light
Failed
AU Star
Paramount ..7,013 Dec^ 15
Little That
Old New
York ..Marion
Davies ..Goldwyn
Man, Woman, TemptationSpecial Cast
Metro . .
5,0000 Nov.
10
Million
to Burn, A ... Herbert
RawlinsonUniversal
Aug.
9,00
.8,648
Oct. 1 61
Monna Vanna
AU Star
Fox ...
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast Vitagraph ..7,000
Nov. 24
6,006Nov.
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Metro
7,547
5,000
.Independent
io
Livingston
Jack
Hate
Scars of
..Lee-Brad. ..4,800 Nov. 3
Shattered Reputations .. Johnny Walker
Nov.
..6,000
20
Hodkinson
Special Cast
Shifting Sands
Paramount ..8,434 Oct. 8
Pola Negri
Spanish Dancer
D. Fairbanks, Jr. . Paramount .5,652 Dec.
Out
Steps
Stephen
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson . Universal . . 7.000
Thy Name Is Woman .. Special Cast ....Metro
6,000
Tipped Off
Special Cast .GoldvTyn
P'goers Pic....8,500
4,284
10
Nov. J
Barrjmiore-Owen
Unseeing Eyes
Special Cast First Nat'l ..6.000 Jan. 12
Wanters, The
DECEMBER
Anna Christie
Blanche Sweet . First Nat.
Acquittal
AU Star
Universal . . .6,523 ..
Beaten
Jack Livingston . Inde. Pict , .7,631
Big
Dan
Jones-Nixon
Fox
BiU
Red Seal . . ,5.934 .
.Dec.
CountTV Kid
Barry
Warners .. .5,686
. Nov. 153
.6993. ,
Call of Canyon
Dix- Wilson
Paramount . .5.000
.Dec. 8
First Nat'l .4,200 .
. .. Fox
K. MacDonald
.Nov. 17
ty
Chasti
Cupid's
Fireman
Charles
Jones
.
.
Dancer of Nile
C. Myers
F. B. O. . .5,787 .
Darling of N. Y
Baby Peggy
Univ
6,000
. . Jan. 5
David Copperfield AU Star
Asso. Ex. . .6,239 ,
.6557.
Day of Faith
AU Star
Gold-Cos. . .6.282
Defyi.ig Destiny AU Star
Selznick ...
.De
v.n. 101512
.No
.Jac.
Devil's Partner
Norman Shearer . Inde. Pict. .5,663
.Nov. 24
Eternal City
LaMarr-Barrymors First Nat. .
.Dec. IS
Extra Girl
Normand Asso. Ex. .
Eyes of the Forest Tom Mix
Fox
7.800
.
.Nov. 24
5,700
,
Fashion Row
Murray
Metro
Fashionable Fakers
AU Star
F. B. O. .
.7,300.
.Nov. 2410
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess First Nat. . .4,869 .
Flaming
Passions
Irene
Rich
Warner
.
.
.
.8,000
.
.Dec
22
Gold Madness
Post
Prin. Pic. .
.
.Dec.
Half a Dollar BiU
Nilsson
Metro .7,500
.6,068 .
.Nov. 15
17
In
Palace ofof a King
Gold -Cos. . .5,700.
.Dec. 29
In Search
ThrfU . . . Svreet
Viola Dana
Metro
.Nov.
10
.Dec. 2215
ValU-Sills Universal . .7,453 .
of QuaUtv
Lady
Let's Go
R. Talmadge Truart
.5,500.
Lone Fighter
J. B Warner ...Sunset .8,000.
.Dec.
Loyal Lives
Special Cast Vitagraph .. ,5.000
.6,000 .
.Nov. 2917
Lucretia Lombard
Irene Rich
Warner ...
Mail Man
AU Star
F. B. O. . ,6.000. .
.Dec. 29
Man From Brodneys ...Snecial Cast ....Vitagraph . .6.800
.7.500
.7,100. .
.Dec. 8
Man Life Passed By.
AU Star
Metro
Mask of Lopez
Monogram . 6.208 .
.Dec. 8
Masters of Men
Soecial Cast Vitagraph .. ,5,000
.Dec.
,7.500 .
.Jan. 15
Ford-Shanno Preferred .. .6,900.
e
Maytim
.4.960
.
Modern Matrimony ....Moore-Lake Select
.
.Dec. 22
Near Lady
AU Star
Universal . ,4.812
.Nov. 3
.6,135.
Net, The
Special Cast
Cast Vitagraph
Fox
Ninety
and Nine
Snecial
. .6.900 .
.Dec. 15
Our Hospitality
Keaton
Metro ,.
.6,220
.
.Dec.
.Tan. 30
26
Poniola
Nilsson
First Nat. . .4.571 .
.Dec.
11
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart Universal . .6.500.
.Dec.
Red Warning
J. Hoxie
Universal .-. .4.795 .
Rendezvous
AU
Star
Goldwyn
.Tan. 19
Reno
AU Star
Goldwyn . .
.Dec. 22
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery Asso. Auth. .7.800
.6.600 .
Second Hand Love Jones
Fox
.Dec.
.Jan. 121
Second Youth
AU Star
Goldwvn .. .6.000
..Nov.
Nov. 103
8,000 ..
.6.500.
Shattered Faith
Special Cast
Ind. Pict. . .5,000.
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
Fox
.7.000.
Slave of Desire
Special Cast .... Goldwyn . . .6,673.
.8.000 .
Temple of Venus AH Star
Fox
This Freedom
AU Star
Fox
.Nov.
.6.560. .
.Jan. 2412
.6.560
Thundergate
O. Moore
First Nat'l . .7.000
.Dec. 29
22
.6,665 .
Twenty-One
Barthelmess First Nat'l . .8,010.
.Dec.
1
Unknovim
Purple
AU Star
First Nat'l .
Vireinian
Schulberg
.Dec.
.Dec. 151
Whipping Boss
AU Star
Monogram .5.800 .
White Tiger
Dean
Universal .7,177.
.Dec.
.Dec. 221
Wife's
Romance
Young
Metro
.... .5.169
.Dec
.6,983.
.Nov. 178
Wi!d BiU
Hlckok Hart
Paramount
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Current Production
JANUARY
Feature
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
After the Ball
Glass-Cooper Anderson .7,000 Jan. 5
Age
of Desire
Select Moore
Cast Paramount
First Nat'l .5.174
Big Brother
Tom
.7,000 Jan. S
Black Oxen
C. Griffith First Nat'l .6.000
Jan. 19
Boy of Mine
Alexander First Nat'l .6,000 Jan. 5
Breaking Into Society . . Special Cast . . . . F. B. O. .4,112 Jan. 26
Broadway Broke ... All Star
Selznick . .
Dec. 8
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines ...Warner .. .6,000
6,500
Feb
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib. 9,000
Jan. 12
Danger Ahead
Richard TahnadgeGoldstone ..5,000
Jan. 12
Don't Call It Love
Special Cast ..Fox
Paramount .6,457
Jan. 1919
Exiles
Bouton-Gilbert
6,100 Jan.
Gentle Julia
Bessie Love
Fox
5,731 Jan. 19
Good Men and Bad ....Marin Sais ....Selznick ....3,926 Jan. 26
Governor's
Jane Grey
Fox
7,669
Jan.
Great
WhiteLady
Way
All-star
Cosmopol.
.10,000
Jan. 1219
Grit
Glenn Hunter ...Hodkinson ..5,800
Jan. 12
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Metro
5,000 Jan. 19
Her Temporary HusbandAlI Star
First Nat. ..6,723 Jan. 5
Heritage of the Desert . . Bebe Daniels Paramount .5,741 Feb. 2
His Mystery Girl ..
Rawlinson Universal ..4,487 Jan. 5
Hoodman Blind
Gladys Hulette..Fox 5,434 Jan. 26
Hook and Ladder .. H. Gibson
Universal ...6000
Jan. 12
Humming Bird
Gloria Swanson .Paramount ..7,490 Jan. 26
In the Spiders Web .... Special Cast .... Independ. Pict
Judgment ef Storm
Special Cast F. B. O. ..6,329
Jan. 19
Just 0£F Broadway .. John Gilbert ..Fox
5.544
Feb. 2
Lady
of
Monsoreau
.
All
Star
Klein
5,580
Dec.
29
Let Not Man Put
.8,000
Asunder
Tellegen-Fred'ck.
.Vitagraph
.
Dec. 8
Love Pirate
All Star
F. B. O. ..4750
Jan. 12
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon . . . Vitagraph .5,800
Loving Lies
Brent-Blue
Asso. Auth. 6,526 Jan. 19
Lullaby
Jane Novak
F. B. O. .4,750 Jan. 26
Marriage Market ...
All Star
C. B. C. . .6,297 Jan. 26
Man from Wyoming.
J. Hoxie
Universal . .4.719 Feb. 2
Mask of Lopez
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. .5,000
Mine to Keep
Washburn Grand-Asher 5,317 Dec 29
Monkey's
Special
5,194 Jan.
Jan. 2619
Name the Paw
Man
Special Cast
Cast Selznick
Gold-Cos. ...7,771
No More Women
Bellamy-Moore ..Asso. Auth. .6.181 Feb. 2
Not a Drum Was HeardCharles Jones ...Fox
4.823
Feb. 9
Old Fool
All Star
Hodkinson .6,147 . Jan. 5
.5.936
Feb. 2
Other
Daughters .Washburn
PhantomMen'sJustice
Special Cast . . . , Gr.-Asher
F. B. O. .6.238
Feb. 2
Prince of a King
Dinky Dean Selznick . ..6,000
Jan. 129
. .5.000 Feb.
Printer's
Devil
Wesley
B arry . . . Warner
Satin Girt
All
Star
Grand-Asher 5.691 Dec. 8
Shadow of the East
Mayo-Harris Fox
5.874 Feb. 16
Shepherd King
AH Star
Fox
8.000
Dec. 29
Song of Love
Norma Talmadge.lst NatL ...8.000 Jan. 26
South Sea Love
Shirley Mason ..Fox
4.168 Jan. 5
Steadfast Heart Mary Alden
Distinctive ..7.012 Jan. 25
The Arizona Express
Soecial Cast .. Fox
8.000
The Wildcat
Robert Gordon ..Inde. Pic. ..5,000
Three Days to Live . . . Ora Carew
Gerson
Three Miles Out
Madge Kennedy . Kenma
5,700
Jan. 12
Three
Weeks
'Hoot
- a'Gibson
(^ast ....Golcwryn
Thrill Chaser
Universal ....8.000
..5.196 Dec 8
Through the Dark
Colleen Moore . . joldwyn 7,999 Jan. 19
Tiger Rose
Ulrich
Warner
7,400
Dec. 15
Toilers of the Sea
Special Cast Selznick 5,128 Jan. 19
To the Ladies
All Star
Paramount .6,268 Dec. 8
Treasure Canyon
J. B Warner ...Sunset 5,000
Trouble Trail
Gerber-Hatton . . Arrow
Westbound
J. B Warner ...Sunset 5.00O
West of Water Tower ..AH star
Paramount .6,500 Jan. 19
What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont Inde. Pic. . . .5.000
What Love Will Do ..Ken. McDonald .Sunset
5,000
When Odds are Even.
Russell
Fox
4,284
Dec. 8
Whispered Name ...
All Star
Universal ..5.000 Jan. 26
Wife in Name Only ...Special Cast
Selznick 4,868
Jan. 26
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson .Selznick 6,994
Tan. 26
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
Marmont
Fox
.6,052 Dec 15
FEBRUARY
. Feb. 9
Alimony
Darmond-Baxter . F. B. O. . .6.917 .
Burr . .6.000 .
Average Women
Garon-Powell . . . C. C. Pic.
.Feb. 23
.5.000
Baffled
Franklyn Farnum Inde.
. March 8
Blizzard. The
Foreign Cast . . Fox
.Feb. 16
Breathless Moment .... Wm. Desmond . , Universal .5.890.
.
Cause For Divorce ....Brunette-Butler . Selznick . . . .5.556 .
.Mar. 1
.Feb. 16
Chastity
Kath.
M'Donald . . Sunset
.6.008 . .
. . . . .7.132.
Covered Trail
J.
B Warner
First
Warner Nat'l. . . .5.000
Daddies
Mae Marsh ... Fox
..Feb. 23
.6,500
.
Eyes of the Forest . . . .Com Mix
. .4,408. . ..Feb.
. Feb. 239
Flaming Barriers Logan-Moreno .. Paramount
Lowell
.5,770.
.
March 8
Floodgates
Lowell-Russell . .
. .March
8
Flowing Gold
Anna Q. Nilsson Metro .6,435.
.8.005.
.
First Nat'l
. Mar. 81
Fool's Awakening
Ford Bennett
. . , Arrow
. . . . .5,763.
.March
Gambling
Wives
Marjorie
Daw .....
. . . .6,438.
Geo. Washington Jr Wesley Barry . . Warner
.6,100 . ..Feb. 23
-Cos. . 10,000.
Great White Way .... Anita Stewart . . Gold.
Metro
.
.
Happiness
Laurette Taylor , Allied Prod.. . .7,700. . .March 8
.March 8
Hill Blly
Jack Pickford . .
Hoosier Schoolmaster . . Special Cast . . . Hodkinson 5,734. .
C.
B.
C.
.
. Feb. 9
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson Universal . 5.920 .
.Feb. 16
4,717
.
Jack
O'
Clubs
Rawlinson
^
.
.
.
,
Lily of the Alley
Edwards- Wfiite . , Hepworth
,
Love Letters
Shirley Mason . , Fox
.March
8
4,749.
. Feb. 2
Love Master
Strongheart .... Fox
,6.799.
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix
.. .. Feb.
Nat'l . .6,112
Goldstone
Feb. 23
2316
Marry in Haste
Wm. Fairbanks . First
.5,000 .
.Feb.
. . . ,8.300
Marriage Circle
Marie Prevost . . Warner
Vitagraph
.
.
.Feb.
23
My
Man
Famum-Miller
.
.
Gold.-Cos. . .6.800
22
Nellie, Beautiful Model ..All Star
,6.098. , ..Mar.
.Feb. 23
Next Comer
Special Cast . . . Paramount .6,985
.5.000.
Hodkinson
.
Night Hawk, The
Harry Carey . . . Fox
. Mar. 1
Nort of Hudson Bay . . Tom Mix
,4,973.
,6,897 .
. Feb. 9
Painted People
Colleen Moore .
. Feb. 9
Pied Piper Malone .... Thos. Meighan Paramount
First
Nat'l
.7,264
Preferred
.Mar.
15
Poisoned Paradise
Harlan-Bow . . . Butt
6.000.
Restless Wives
All Star
.Mar. 1
6,317.

Chart

Feature
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
Ride For Your Life ...Hoot Gibson . . Universal
.
Roulette
All Star
. Selznick . . . .5,310
.4,850 March
Mar. 81
Scaramouche
All Star
. Metro
Oct. 13
Shadows of Paris
Pola Negri . . . .Paramount . 10,000
.6,440 Mar. 1
. . . . .5,000
Slow as Lightning .... Ken. McDonald .. Sunset
Paramount
Stranger
Special Cast . . . .Burr
.6,515 Feb. 16
Sporting Youth
Denny-LaPlante . Universal . .6,712
Feb. 16
Three
O'Clock
in
Morn.
.
Binney-Breese
.6,293 Mar. 1
Thy Name is Woman ..AU Star .. .. Metro
Goldwyn
.
.
Under the Red Robe .... Special Cast . . . Pathe
.9,087 March 8
.8,000 Dec. 1
Way of a Man
AUene Ray ....
.8,816 Mar. 1
Week End Husbands . . Special Cast ... .. Arrow
Equity
.
.
.
.6,450
. . . . . 5,000 Mar. 1
Western Feuds
Edmund Cobb .
Feb. 16
When
A
Man's
A
Man
.
.
BowersLa
Motte
. . .6,910
White Panther
Rex Baker .Goldstone
.5,000 Mar. 1
F. B.Nat'l
O. .. .6,237
White Sin
Special Cast . . . ..,.First
8
Wild Oranges
Mayo-ValU Goldwyn . . .6,837 March
16
C.
B. Exhib.
C. . .5,847 Feb.
Feb.
9
Yesterday's
Wife
Irene
Rich
Asso.
fankee Consul
Douglas MacLean
, 6,148 Feb. 23
MARCH
Arizona Express
Special Cast .... Fox .
Beware The Woman .... Derelys Perdue . F. B.
Blasted Hopes
Edmund Cobb . . Arrow
By Divine Right
Dexter-Harris . . . F. B. O. .7,541 Nov. 17
Crossed Trails
Frankljrn Farnumlnde. Pict
Damaged Hearts
Mary Carr
F. B. O.O.
Daughters of Today
P. Ruth Miller .. Selznick
. . .6,154...
Daring Youths
Bebe Daniels . Principal
.6,000
Discontented Husbands . . Jas. Kirkwood . Columbia .7,280
IS
.5,421
Don't Doubt Y'r HusbandViola Dana . . . Metro . .
. . .Mar. 22
Drums of Jeopardy . . . . E. Hammerstein .Truart
6,529.
Fair Week
Walter Hiers . . . Paramount
Mar.
Fighting
Ernest
Torrence . Paramount
Mar. . 29
Fine
and Coward
Dandy
Tom Mix
.
Fox
Fools
Philbin-O'Malley
FlapperHighway
Wives
May Allison . . . Universal . .7,431.
Flattery
Bowers-LaMotte .Selznick
. C. B. C. . .
Galloping Ace
Jack Hoxie Universal
Galloping Gallagher Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. ...4,819
.4,560 April
April 125
Galloping Fish
3. Chaplin-FazendaFirst Nat'l . . 6,000
Apr. . 5
Gold
Fish
C,
Talmadge
.
.
'
First
Nat'l
Great White Way
Anita Stewart .
Mar.
9
Greed
Special Cast . . .. .. Cosmo
His Darker Self
Lloyd Hamilton Gold-Cos
.Hodkinson
..5,000
Apr.
.5
Icebound
Richard
Dix
.
.
Law Forbids
Baby Peggy ..Paramount .6,471
Leave It To Jerry Billie Rhodes . ..Universal ..6,203 Mar. 15
Lilies of The Field GrifEth-Tearle . . . Grand-Asher 5,748
Mar. . 29
Lone Wolf
Dalton-Holt . . .. .. Asso.
First Nat'l
Exhib Apr .5
Love's Whirlpool
Kirkwood-Lee
Man's Mate
John Gilbert
. .Fox
.App'd Pict. 6.028
Mar. .2919
5,041 April
Mrs.
ReputatiA. Taylor
Hepworth
Apr. .5
Nellie, Erricker's
the Beautiful
Cloak Model
Claire Windsor ..Goldwjm
Mar.
Night
Message
All Star
Universal
April
F. B. O. ...4,590
..4,929.
North of
Nevada
Fred
Thomson
6,030
On Time
R. Talmadge . Truart
Pagan Passions
Standing-Theby Selznick
Pal O' Mine
Irene Rich .... C B. C
Phantom Horseman ....Jack Hoxie Universal 4,3*9 Apr. 5
Plunderer, The
F. Mayo
Fox
.5.812 April 5
Sage
Gospel ....Gerber-Hatton
SheriffBrush
of Tombstone
. . Fred Thomson ...Arrow
. . F. B. O5,000,
Sherlock Junior
Buster Keaton . . Metro
Shooting of Dan McGrewLaMarr-Marmont. Metro 6,318 April 19
Singer Jim McKee ....Wm, S. Hart ....Paramount .6.433
Apr. .5
Society Scandal
Gloria Swanson . . Paramount
Speak No Evil
Alma Taylor ....Hepworth
Mar. 22
Stolen Secrets
Rawlinson
Universal
Three Weeks
Aileen Pringle ..Goldwyn
Mar. 23
Torment
Soecial Cast .... .Hodkinson
First Nat'l
Mar. .2919
Try and Get It
Washbum-Dove
..5,770 April
Two Fisted Tenderfoot . Franklyn Farnumlnde.
Pict
Metro
6.145
Uninvited Guest
Flynn-Tolley . . . Fox
4.302
Vagabond
Trail
Jones ... Inde. Pic .5.200
What 3 Men
Wanted ... Charles
Miss DuPont
Why Get Married . . . .Andree Lafayette Asso. Exhib. 5.091 April 12
Why Men
Leave Home . John
AU Star
First Nat'l 8.000
Wolf
Man
Gilbert Fox
5,145
Woman and Her Man . Renee Adoree . . Metro
Woman's
Secret
Mae Marsh AlUed
9,787
Mar.. 29
Woman Who
Sinned ..Wallace-Rich
FoxP., D. 6.500
Yankee Madness
Larkin-B. Dove .F. B 0
4,680 April 12
Yolando
Marion Davies . . Gold.-Cos
APRIL
. Metro
Arab,
The
Terry-Novarro
April 12
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore . Warner
. Principal
Beggars
on
Horseback
.
.
Prevost-Blue
.
.
.Metro
7,018
Boy of Flanders
Jackie Coogan . Warner Apr .5
B'way
After
Dark
Soecial
Babbitt
Soecial Cast
Cast ...,. , .Warner
Confidence Man
Thomas Meighan Paramount
6,000
Captain
Baby
....Principal
Crossed January
Trails
FranklinPegey
Farnum
. Inde. Pic.
Dawn of A Tomorrow ..Jacqueline Logan .Paramount 6.010 Apr. 5
Dancing Cheat
Rawlinson-Lake . Universal .
Enchanted Cottage ....Rich.
Bartbelmess
First Nat'l
Excitement
Laura La
Plante Univesal
4.913 April
April 1219
Girl Shy
Harold Lloyd
Pathe
7.600
F.
B. O
Girl of the Limbcriost . . Gloria Grey . .
Good Bad Boy
J. Butterworth Principal . . .6.000
His Forgotten Wife .... Madge Bellamy F. B. O. . .6,500 April 19
6.000 April 5
4,611
King of Wild Horses . . Special Cast . . Pathe
Listen Lester
Faz.-Novak-Myers Principal
Marriage Dancer
Cheat
Mar.-Joy-Menjou .. First
Nat'l
Masked
Chadwick-Lowell
Sher.-Principal
Mile, Midnight
Murray-Blue
Me-ro
Fox
5.000
Lord's TheReferee
CharlesJannings
Jones
Paramount
Peter
Great
Emil
Pipes of Pan
Alma Taylor . Heoworth
Recoil
Betty Blythe . J. Parker Read
April 27
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Current Production

Chart

Second Youth
Silent Stranger
Son of the Sahara
Souvenir
Triumph
Those Who
Dance
Traffic
in Hearts
True As Steel
Woman
Jury
Women onWhothe Give
$20 a Week

Special Cast
Gold -Cos. ..6,169 April
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O
All
Star
First Nat'l
Ayres-Marmont . Asso.
Exhib
Joy-La Rocque . . Paramount
Specialmentioned)
Cast . First
(Not
C. B.Nat'l
C
Aileen Pringle . . Goldwyn
Special
First Nat'l
Special Cast
Cast .... Metro
George Arliss Selznick . . . 5,990
MAY
Amazing Guest
All Star
Hepworth
Babbit
Special Cast .... Warner Bros
Breaking Point
Nita Naldi
Paramount
Bluff
Ayres-Moreno . . Paramount
Cytherea
Stone- Rubens ....First Nat'l
Clay of C'lina
Universal
Desperate
Advenure .... Rawlinson
Franklyn Farnumlnd.
Pic
For Sale
Corrine Griffith . . First National
Hold Your Breath
Special Cast . . . . Hodkinson
John
ForrestRider,
Finds The
H's'lfEdwrardsWhite .... . Hodkinson
Hepvirorth
Lightening
. Harry Carey
Moral Sinners
Dorothy Dalton .Paramount ..5,437 April
Men
Pola Negri
Paramount
Rejected Woman, The . Rubens-Nagel . . . Gold.-Cos
April
Right of the Strongest . E. K. Lincoln . . Selznick . . . 6,240
Riders Up
Universal . . 5,000
Storm Daughter, The ..Special Cast ....Universal ..5,303 April
Untamed Youth
F. B. O
What Shall I Do?
Dorothy MackailU Hodkinson
Virtuous Liars
M. Costello Vitagraph ...5,800 April
White
LaMarr-Tearle . . .. F.FirstB.Nat'l
Woman Moth
Who Sinned
O

Short Subject Releases
19

19
19
19
19

JUNE.... Hodkinson
Another Scandal
Lois Wilson
Calibre Forty-Five
Franklyn Farnumlnde. Pict
Fools
in the
George Chadv?ick
O'Hara . .. Hodkinson
P. B. O
Her Own
Free Dark
Will . . . .Helene
Helen's
Babies
Baby
Peggy
....
Principal
Mist in the Valley
Ames-Dennes . . . Hepworth
Never Say Die
Douglas McLean . Asso. Exhib
Perfect Flapper
Colleen Moore . . First Nat'l
Ragged
First Nat'l
RidgewayMessenger
Montana .... Jack Hoxie Universal
Sundown
All
Star
First
Nat'l
Tiger Thompson
Harry Carey .... Hodkinson
Those Who Dance
Special Cast .... First National
Which Shall It Be?
Ethel Wales Hodkinson
April 19
Short

Subject

Releases

PATHE
Title
Series
Release Date
An Ideal Farm
Aesop Fable
2,500 April 27
Roach
2,000 April 20
April Fool
A Trip to the Pole
Aesop Fable
1,500 May 18
Bie Moments from Little Pic. Will Rogers
2,000 Mar. 30
3,000
Birds of Passage
BBack Oxfords
Mack Sennett
2,000 May 18
Bottle Babies
Spat Family
2,000 May 18
Brothers Under the Chin . . . . Stan Laurel
2,000 April 13
Our Gang
2,000 May 4
Commencenient Day
2,000 Mar. 30
Dirtv Little Half-Breed Frontier Series
Charles
Chase
-....1.2,000.
000 .April
Mar. 23
Don't
Forget
18
27
Mack Sennett
Flickering
Youth
27
23
Fields of Glory
•SportUghtf'
1,00W
Mar.
Sportlinght
1,000 May
Fishin' Husband
Fever
Friend
PoUardi
2,000 April 5
Chronicles
3,000 April 20
Gateway to the West
RoAchI
1,000 April
Get Busy
Hard Knocks
Charles Chase
1,000 April 6
High Brow Stuff
Will Rogers
2,000 April 27
Hit The High Spots
Spat Family
2,000 April 20
Homeless Pups
Aesop Fables
2,500 May
Hunters Bold
Spat Family
2,000 Mar.
If Noah Lived Today
Terry Cartoon
1,000 April
Kine of wad Horses
Murphy-Barry
5,000 April
Charles Ohase
2,000 Mar.
Love's
Detour
Near Dublin
Roadh
2,000 May
Dippy Do Dad
1,000 . April
May 20
North of Fifty-Fifty
One At a Time
Roach
1,000Our Little NeU
Dippy Doo Dad"
1,000 April
Out of the Storm
Leatherstocking
2,000
May 1311
Paleface Law
Leatherstocking 5,000 April 13
Roach
1,000 May 4
Publicity's Pasrs
Ransom
Leatherstocking 5,000 April 20
Leatherstocking 5,000 May 4
Rivenoak's
Revenge
Ruiming Wild
1,000 April 5
2,000 April 5
Seeing "Thing^s
Shanghaied
Lovers
Langdon
2,000 Mar. 30
Sportlight
1,000 May 4
Sporting Speed
Sun and Snow
Sportlight
1,000 April 20
Leatherstocking
2,000 April 27
The Betrayal
Terry Cartoon
1,000 Mar. 29
The Champion
The Fraidy Cat
Charles Chase
1,000 Mar. 30
The Guest
Nigh Smith
1,000 April 27
Mack Sennett
2,000 April 20
The Hollywood Kid
The Jealous Fisherman
Aesop Fable
2,500 May 18
The Medicine Hat
Frontier Series
2.0O0 April 13
The Panther
Leatherstocking
2,000 May 18
The Pi'r"ims
Chronicles
3,000 May 18
l.OOO April 5
The Swift and Strong
Way of a Man
Serial Chapter IS
2,Q00 Mar. 23
When Winter Comes
Aesop Fables
2,500
May n
Wolfe and Montcalm
'
3,000 Mar. 22

EDUCATIONAL
A Tiny Tour of U. S. A
Hodge-Podge
1,000.
Air Pockets
Mermaid Comedy
2,000.
Cornfed
Christie
Comedy '
2,000.
Dandy Lions
Neal Burns
2,000.
Flowers of Hate
Wilderness Tales
1,000.
Fold Up
Bowes-Vance
1,000.
Fun Shop
Fun Shop
1,000.
Going Fast
Hamilton Comedy 2,000.
Heart Throbs
Sing Them Again
1,000.
Junior Partner
Juvenile Comedy
2,000.
Jumping Jacks
Hodge Podge
1,000.
Killing Time
Llovd Hamilton
2,000.
Lady Bird, The
Secrets of Life
1,000.
Lang Aga
Sing Them Again
1,000.
Lost Chords
Sing Them Again
1,000.
Lon Some
Lloyd Hamilton
2,000.
Midnight Blues
Lige Conley
2,000.
Misfit, The
Clyde Cook
2,000.
Nerve Tonic
Christie Comedy
2,000 .
Out Bound
Cameo Comedy
1,000.
Plastigrams
Third Dimension
1,000
Powder Marks
Cameo Comedy
1,000.
Reno or Bust
Bobby Vernon
2,000.
Safe and Sane
Jimmie Adams
2,000.
The Fly
1,000.
The Bonehead
Tuxedo Comedy
2,000.
There He Goes
Lige Conley
2,000.,
Trader Keeps Moving
Wilderness Tales
1,000. ,
UNIVERSAL
Checking Out
Chap. 5 "Fast Express" 2,000.
Cipher Message
Chap. 6 "Fast Express" 2,000.
Bandit
Raiders
Chap.
"Fast Express" 2,000.
Big Boy Blue
Leather7 Pusher
2,000.
Face to Face
Chapter 15 "Ghost City" 2,000.
Facing the Crisis
Chap. 1 "Fast Express" 2,000.
Flames
of Vengeance
Chapter
14 "Ghost City" 2,000
Green Grocers
Slim Summefville
1,000.
Haunted House
Chap. 4 "Fast Express" 2.000.
Hit
Hard
E^rle-McCoy
2.000.
Keep 'emHealthy
Slim Summerville-Dunn .1,000.
Marrv When Young
Neely Edwards
2,000
Miscarried Plan
2,000 .
Nobody to Love
Roach-Edwards
1,000.
One Wet Night
Neely Edwards
1,000.
Perils of the City
Neely Edwards
1,000.
Politics
Slim Summerville
1,000..
Pretty Plungers
Gentry Follies Girls 2,000..
Unknown Boy
(not mentioned)
2,000.
Racing Kid
Buddy Messinger
2,080.
Ship Ahoy
Slim Sumerville- Dunn .1,000.
Should Poker Players Marry .Roach-Edwards
1,000.
Society Sensation
2,000.
Sons-in-Law
Jack Earle-McCoy
2,000.
Spring of 1964
Harry Sweet and Pal ..2,000.
Swing Bad the Sailor
Billy Sullivan
2.000.
That Oriental Game
Pal the Dog
2,000.
Tough Tenderfoot
2,000.
Vanishing
Diamonds
Chap. Mower
2 "Fast Express" 2,000.
Western Skies
Jack
2,000.
Woman
of Mystery
Chap. 3 Messinger
"Fast Express" 2,000.
2,000.
Young Tenderfoot
Buddy
FOX
A New England Farm
Educational
1,000.
Be Yourself
Al. St. John
2,000 .
Etiquette
Sunshi
ne
2,000..
Feathered Fisherman
Educational
1,000 .
He's My Pal
Imperi
al
2,000.
On the Job
Animal comedy
2,000 .
Rivers of Song
Educational
1,080 .
Sculptors of Paradise
Educational
1,000.
Slippery Decks
Educational
1,000.
The Cowbojrs
Imperial
2,000 .
The' Weakling
Jazz Weekly
Sunshine
2,000
The
Sunshine
2,000 ..
CENTURY
A Lofty Marriage
Earle-Murdock
2,000.
Checking
"Pal"
1,000.
Hit Him Out
Hard
Earle-McCoy
1,000.
Preetv Plungers
Cent. Follies Girls 1,000.
The Racing Kid
Buddy Messenger
2,000.
STANDARD CINEMA
A Fishy Tale
Jimmy Aubrey
2,000 . .
A Scarey Night
Jimmy Aubrey
1,000..
Ancestors
Colonel Heeza Liar
1,000..
Colonel Heez Liar's KnighthoodBray
1,000..
Hollywood Comedies
Chester Conklin
.'. 2,000
Just a Litte Late Club
Bruce Barton
1,000..'
Mayserious
The
Colonel
Heeza Liar 21,000
One
Day inCase,
Hollywood
Chester Conklin
000. ..'.
The Mechanic
Jimmy Aubrey
1,000
The Sky
Bray
l,00o'.'.
BishopPilot
of HoUjrwood ...Chester
Conklin
2,000..
The Lunatic
Jimmy Aubrey
2,000..
Unhappy Husbands
Bruce Barton
1,000..
VITAGRAPH
Horseshoes
Larry Semon
2,000.
Lightning Love
Larry Semon
2,000.
Modern Banking
Urban Classic
1,000.
Newrsprint Paper
Urban Classic
1,000.
The Gown Shop
Larry Semon
2,000.
The Last Stand «f Ped Man . Urban Classic
1,000 .

. .May 18
. May 25 .
. . May 4
..May
.April 1120
. .April
. May 274
.May 11
..May
.April 2520
.Mar. 23
..Mar. 2711
..May
.Mar. 23
..May
18
. .Mar. 27
.April
.Mar. 2313
..May
..May 1811
.Mar. 23
..May 25
.Mar. 23
. April 6
..Mar.
.Mav 25
18
.April 27
.April 20
. April 7
.April 14
.April
.Mar. 2110
.Mar. 10
..Mar.
Mar. 103
.Mar. 2131
.April
.April
.Mar. 102
..Feb. 2
.Mar. 17
..April
April 147
.April 28
.April
.Mar. 23
26
.April 16
. Mar 24
..Mar.
Mar. 31
.Mar. 5
.Aoril
. Mar. 98
.Mar.
12
.Feb. 22
.Mar.
17
. Mar 24
.Mar. 19
.Mar. 30
.Feb.
.Feb. 2410
.Mar. 16
..Mar.
April 96
.Mar.
.Feb. 172
.Feb. 1013
.April
.Feb.
.Mar. 2110
.April
.April
.April
.April
.April

IS
12
1212
12

. Feb. 1
.May 1
.Mar. 1
.April
.Feb. 15151
.Mar.
. Feb. 1
.April
May
. .April
.April
..Feb.
Mar.

15
1
15
151

.Dec.
.Nov.
.Dec.
• Dec.
. Nov.
. Dec.

2217
22
17
29
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THE

MODERN

THEATRE
4 CLOSE-UP of the Barton con-ii sole, pjhich has real audience winning possibilities, owing to the innovation allowing t\wo organists to play
two consoles simultaneously.

J 'HE new Barton organ, which occupies but twelve inches of vertical floor
space and can be raised into full view
of fhe audience by the manipulation of
its electrically controlled lift.

Lincoln

Square

THE Lincoln Theatre of Decatur, Illinois,
has just completed tlie installation of a
new Barton Organ which promises to be
one of and
' the an
season's
unusual
musical drawingcards
invention
of momentous
occasion for the moving picture theatre. Instead
of having the customary single console, this
is a double organ with two consoles, one cn
each side of the orchestra pit. .
The whole organ, Dan Burton of the
Bartpia, Musical Instrument Company explain*,, can be played from either console, or
by two organists using both consoles simultaneously. This latter feature is proving to
have great audience pulling-power. The new installation is creating special interest on the part of exhibitors because of
still another feature, which Mr. Barton predicts will produce real results at the box office.
This is the new pitless electrically-operated
console-lift, which by the pressing of a single
button raises the console five feet during the
organ numbers, thus bringing the entire keyboard and organist into full view of the audience, and then lowering it completely below
the sight-lines again for the showing of the
picture !
Mr. Barton points out that this type of lift
which is his own invention, and sold exclusively with the Barton Organ, makes it possible for the first time for practically every
theatre to own a "lifting console" organ.
This is true because of the new ease of installation which his invention has made possible.
Instead of being located in a deep, specially constructed pit, as heretofore required, these lifts, which he calls Pitless Console Lifts, occupy only 12 inches of vertical
space and can be set directly on the floor of

Theatre

of

Decatur

Installs

Organ
Barton
Unique
the orchestra pit. This new simplicity of in- Company is putting out takes particular care
stallation reduces the cost of the double lift- of that point.
ing console instrument enormously, and Mr.
The novelty of the dual lifting consoles is a
sure-fire entertainer at every performance. It
Dan Barton is making many other installations like the one at Decatur.
is reported that other exhibitors are jumping
to take advantage of the opportunity the Bartola Musical Instrument Company is offering.
ALL who have seen the new Decatur, organ
declare the invention a remarkable
Looking at it from a showmanship point of
achievement, and one that is sure to give a view, the'Pe seems to be no question, but that
tremendous and permanent increase in box the Barton device presents unusuah opportunioffice value to the theatre that uses it. A
for innovation.
The organists
lifting' lot into
the coplarge part of the interest in organ numbers
solestiesand
bringing the
fuU
lies in the audience actually seeing the player view of the audience, cosfes^oiids to the rismanipulate the keys and stops. The new
ing of , the ^urtain upon the entrance of a
type that the Bartola Musical Instrument
stage.act. ''i' "
,

4 VIEW of the orchestra pit of the Lincoln Square Theatre of Decatur showing the dual
the organists come, into full view of the aumethodperformance.
by which
lifting
These are consoles,
dience..organ
lowered after
the organ
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PRESENTATION OF A MODERN FLAPPER'S ROMANCE
Daniel Breskin, conductor of the symplhony orchestra at Crandal's Metropo litan Theatre, Washington, D. C. originated an entirely new type of choreographic
overture as a part of the bill recently featured bfy First National's "Flaming Y outh. Mr. Breeskin selected ten choruses arranged in' siuch an order that
their titles comprised a "Modem Flapper's Romance."
Each title card w as carried through a series of modern dance steps, with sundry exits and ensembles.

About
New

Theatres —
and

Old

Walter Craft who owns the Mission Theatre, Auburii, Wash., has leased the new house
being built oy John Bruett of Sumner, Wash.
Bruett had considered closing in Sumner and
operating in Auburn. He has, however, decided to continue at the Sumner theatre as a
ten cent house.
^_ ^
Marvin Wise has opened his new Woodlawn Family theatre, Birmingham, Alabama,
which is said to be one of the finest suburban
houses in the South. W. F. Womack, formerly of Talladega, will be 'manager of the
new house.
^ ^ ,^
Cowan Oldham is making improvements to
his Oldham Theatre, McMinnville, Tennessee,
Installing new Simplex equipment and new
lobby display frames.!|s *
John W. Medlin of the Victory Theatre,
Smithfield, N. C, has purchase the Amusu,
Qayton, N'. C, from* G.
* J.* Cornell.
Concrete, Wash., will have a new 500seat house, due to open June first. Stickley
and Phebus a^RC, Jhg: owners.
'~ ' ' ' ' * * *
■ . ' .■
Frank A. Salisbury of Oklahoma City has
leased the Royal Theatre at Nowata, Okla.,
and has taken charge.
* * *
J. G. Genson has leased the Victory Theatre at Pauls Valley, iOkla. '
The Liberty Theatre at Siloam Springs,
Ark., has reopened after remodeling.
* * *
The Queen purchased by E. C. Mosely at
Marko, Texas.
* * *
B. F. Trammell has sold his house at Moran,
Texas, and purchased another theatre at Winters, Texas. * * *
Winter Garden, at Picher, Okla., operated
'by J. D. Wineland, * isH--being
* improved.
F. H. Wright is
theatre at Maytank,
ing amodern picture*

remodeling his picture
Texas. He also erecttheatre
* * at Kemp, Teaxs.
Enid, Okla.— W. O. Wakefield has taken
over the management of the new Criterion
Tlieatre. He has leased same for a period of

five years. First run pictures will be the
present policy of the new management.
* * *
According to late reports, Hoxie, Ark., may
have a new motion picture theatre at an
early date.
* * *
C. J. Miller has sold the Auditorium Theatre at Laurel, Neb., to Ralph Smith who will
conduct same as a first class motion picture
theatre.
* * *
The new picture theatre at West AUis, Wis.,
will
after. be known as the Capitol Theatre hereOklahoma City, Okla. — Incorporation of the
Mid- West Film Exchange was recently made
by P. R. Isey, R. Hayes and F. M. Isey.
Was incorporated for
* *the* sum of $3,000.
An open-air theatre with a seating capacity
of 1,200 will be erected at Central City, Neb.,
this spring. The new house will be under
the able management of J. Jourdaine.
^
G. T. Littlepage is now conducting a motion
picture theatre at Manachester, Okla., and reports that business is very pleasing with him.
Pictures is the present policy.
THEATRE LAUNCHER ENJOYS
UNIQUE DISTINCTION
W- Harold Wilson, handling the advertising campaign by which the new Alexandria
Egyptian Theatre, Geary and Eighteenth
Streets, San Francisco, is launching itself as
a residential theatre, has the distinction of
having opened every large district theatre
since 1917, when he begatf with the present
Strand, which had been a ^vaudeville house,
known
the Empress,
Charlie asChaplin
played onthe'thehouse
stageinaswhich
part
of Karno's London pantomime act.
For Kahn and Greenfield he had charge of
publicity for the new Fillmore, New Mission
and New Santa Cruz theatres, which, however, can hardly be said to belong to San
Francisco.
He also attended to the first advertising
for the Haight, Coliseum, Jewel (the present
Francesca), New Lyceum, Castro, Excelsior,
and now the Alexandria. He will also put
the new Metropolitan Theatre, which Samuel
H. Levin is building on Union Street, on the
theatre map when that house is opened about
the first of the year.
Wilson had charge of the advertising campaign when Loew's Warfield dropped vaude1922. ville, and the "Loew's" ;it the same time in

The
on

Modern
Gum

Operator
Patches

T SHOULD like to draw the attention of
^ brother operators, to the practice of stickmg gum papers on films to denote the place
to change over from one machine to the
other.
I want to say now, first of all, it is a very
dangerous practice, is most unsightly on
the
screen, and in some cases does not answer its
so-called purpose; it is through this that the
danger arises.
When the gum papers are put on they are
usually placed on the emulsion side, and with
constant running through the rays of the arc
lamp and the projector the paper becomes
dry and peels off, and in eight cases out of
ten the paper lodges in the gate aperture in
the rays and the operator has to be most
careful and have his eyes about him lest the
film fires through the paper burning in the
gate and coming into contact with the film
on its passage through the gate.
Here is a suggestion. If one takes particular note on the first showing of the program as the particular parts where to change
over, there will be no need for this practice,
as it comes naturally to one when the time
arrives to change over. But this cannot be
expected unless there is constant attention to
this during projection. Whatever may be the
circumstances, the operator himself should be
there, and it is he who is in charge.
A further suggestion, which I have tried
rnyself, is— on change nights leave the small
pieces of opaque film intact, so as to benefit
others to whom the film goes. Insert about
a yard or less of opaque spacing with neat
joints, and when the film goes back after
your show don't take it out, let others use it.
In this manner the operator, the people, management, and renters will all benefit by not
having unsightly projection and with one!F * in* and drawouts.
half inch holes stamped
SPECIAL ILLUMINATING IDEAS
Kliegel Brothers of New York offer the
exhibitors a varied assortment of electric sign
devices, either in suspension effect from a
marquee, or built into a wall. They also
have a service for co-operating with architects when theatre projects are intended. The
concern has a department devoted wholly to
special illuminating effects, with which all
theatre managers, motion picture directors and prospective clients are invited to
consult.
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Salesman Extraordinary
{Continued from page 15)
every one you will have. The big idea
is to dress them up and display them in
novel style so that your passerby will
pause, looK ihem over, tmd that his
curiosity has been aroused and will
then go in and see your show.
IN our Chicago showing of Harold
Bell Wright's- "When a Man's a
Man," at the Orpehum Theatre we
tried a novelty which proved a great
crowd-getter. The Orpheum is in the
heart of the downtown section and
throughout the day and in the evenings
crowds constantly pass it. We were
puzzling over a good marquee display.
One idea was to place a huge book — a
reproduction of Wright's "When a
Man's a Man" on the marquee and
have a girl standing beside it. But the
marquee was so built that a girl standing on it would be only partly visible
from the sidewalks. So we decided to
place her in the lobby. This we did,
having a large book constructed and
placing it on an easel. The girl, in costume, stood beside it, turned the pages,
pointed to the reading matter and
smiled at those passing.
After she had been on the job five
minutes an attendant rushed down to
the office of Manager Moore and said
the stunt was blocking traffic in State
street. The crowds swarmed around
her, read the pages and then made
straight for the box office. This was
literally dragging the crowds in off the
street and such is the purpose of a
good lobby display.
For the next release of Principal
Pictures Corporation, Baby Peggy in
"Captain January," we have some novelties in lobby display suggestions
which are certain to attract attention
all over the country. My brother Sol
Lesser, who is vice president of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., has made a life
study of lobbies and I have worked
with him on this, one of the most interesting slants in the motion picture
business. We have found that the successful Lobbyologist is he who has a
clear and simple understanding of the
picture in hand and an intimate knowledge of American characteristics.
* * *
WHITE

RUBBER

SCREEN

IS

LONDON'S LATEST
A screen of pure white rubber is the latest
innovation to be introduced at the West End
Cinema of London, by its live-wire manager.

Leslie Ogilvie. The only other screen of this
type in the country is installed at the London Pavilion, says Mr. Ogilvie, who offers to
give further information to inquisitive exhibitors concerning what he declares to be an
extremely successful novelty. The West End
Cinemaan isaimchanging
its namepresentation
to the "Rialto,"
with
for premiere
runs.

Radio«t

-Mat

00 BIDIO-MITS
WEITX, MMBES. or 6BBBI.
tit

saw
CATALOGUE VERY INFORMATIVE
The Universal Electric Stage Lighting
Company of New York puts out a catalogue
which besides giving specifications, description and prices of the merchandise it
handles throws and edifying light on the
various implements and appliances which
can be used for suggesting atmosphere in
stage effects, as also on the proper use of
most lighting accessories with which a projectionist should be familiar. Apparatus for
hire is also mentioned.

tl.50
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Rates, 2 cents a word. Cash with copy

PerD»r
CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Pictures made to order. Commercial, Home
or Industrial. We have excellent facilities, and the
best cameramen. Our price 20c per foot. Ruby
Film Company. 727 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Motion
Picture and
"Still"lights
Cameras
rented,
and
ecchanged.
Portable
for sale
and sold
for
rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.
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WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

^^ity you wish to reach.
o^tSt Without c^f^^
J ar
Dl
tiniifue
cAffmated with Mhtel jk-Mpin

Broadway-32-/^3
^i
lYORK
3-St5
NEW
Hote
^
A. E~S ingle ton, cManager.

TWENTY- ElCKT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVKf

ROLL
Arcis
1Tcke
t(s
/
^
352 N. ASHLAND AVENUE
\}J
CHltAGO, ILLINOIS

^

is one reason for the rapidly
growing
popularity of the
Hotel Martinique.
Another is the consistent
economy oflishment.the
entire
Here you
may estabenjoy
a Club Breakfast at 45c., consisting ofFruit or Cereal, Bacon
Egg, and
Rolls and
—andSpecial
Luncheon
andCoffee'
Dinners of superior quality are also
served at the most moderate
possible prices.
No location can be possibly
more convenient than that of
the Martinique. One block
from the Pennsylvania Station
(via enclosed subway) — Nine
blocks from Grand Central —
one block from the greatest
and best Shops of the Cityhalf a dozen blocks from the
Opera-and the leading Theatres
— and directly connected with
the Subway to any part of the

BOOK "MAKING MOVIES"
It's an on and off stage exhibiton of movie
studio life, action and detaiL
YOUR THEATRE A BEE-HIVE
A movie picture made right on your stage in
front of your audience, produced with local
players and scenes one week, and shown next.
For details write Box 1053, Exhibitors Trade
Review.
UwcKa, GUISON, MOTIOGRAPH ani
SIMPLEX INTERMITTENT SPROCKETS
Brand NEW, Fully Guaranteed for ONE YEAR
Each
$3.75
Take-up and Feed Sprockets, Powers, Simplex
Motiograph and Edison machines, New, GUARiiNTEED, each
.. .$2;7;
Piano
Convex Condensers, any focus, any brand
•ach
Menicus or Bi-Convex, any focus, any make.
each
S^'.IO
Get MY PRICES ON: CINEPHOR
LENSES, Film Menders, Oil Drip Pans, Heavy
Duty Lugs, Protectionist Tool Sets, MAZDA
EQUIPMENTS, Carbon Adapters and Savers,
Radio Mat Slides, Admission Signs, Machine Oil
10% & 15% From Regular List Price
on Parts
IS per cent discount on POWERS and Edison
Parts and 10 per cent discount on Simplex and
Motiograph PARTS. Every part is regular factory made parts and guaranteed for one year.
Everything is sent postage PAID to any part
of the United States or Canada. TERMS
ARE STRICTLY CASH WITH ORDER or
C. O. D.
WESLEY TROUT
p. O. Box No 499 ENID, OKLAHOMA*
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LEATHERSTOCKING
From
JAMES

the World-famous
FENIMORE

Novels

by

COOPER

with
EDNA

8

things

MURPHY

to

remember

and

HAROLD

if you

want

to

MILLER

make

money

'ooper's Leatherstocking Tales are read
1. Cooper's
the world over. They have been trans
lated into almost every language.

5. A
A very
very large
large cast
cast was
was assembled
assembled and
and ta
taken
5.
into the wilderness at great expense in
the production of this Patheserial

2. They are required reading in many schools.
That means that they are known to most
school children.

6. George B. Seitz, who has directed more
successful serials than an\" other man, was
selected as the director

3. After 100 years, they still rank among the
most popular romances of adventure and
Indian peril ever written, with both children and adults.

7. Edna JMurphy, beautiful
and talented;
Harold Miller, handsome and athletic;
Whitehorse; David Dunbar, Frank
Lackteen, were given the important roles

4. The high spots of thrill and adventure from

8. The finished production with its narrow
escapes, its thrills, its big mass scenes, and
its million dollar title gives to every exhibitor a most unusual chance for big
business

three of these books, "The Deerslaver,"
"Last of the Mohicans" and "The Pathfinder" have been embodied in "Leatherstocking*'

Produced
C. W.

hy

PATTON

Pafh^picture
MARIC
TRADE

Directed hy
GEORGE

B. SEITZ

special

Producers

mde

%e

Price 20 cents

Susiness

Paper

Number

REVIEW

of the Motion

Ticturelndustv)!

LIGHT

is

part

of

the

picture

A LL the movie fan sees is light on the screen
l \ — light moulded in all its myriad shades by
the art that is in the film.
Wherever good pictures are shown best, you
will find National Projector Carbons in the
projection lamp. Thousands of houses have
used them exclusively for years because they
shoot over to the screen all that is in the film.
There is one best trim for every lamp and
current. For instance, National White Flame
AC

Projector Carbons. Just for AC. Absolutely silent. They produce a sharp, steady,
brilliant, eye-easy light.
Write us the make of your machine and the
kind of current you have and we will tell you
how to get the most light and the best light for
the least money.
Our Service Engineers are always at your call.
Manufactured and guaranteed by
NATIONAL
CARBON
COMPANY,
INC.
Cleveland, Ohio
San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario

National

Projector

Published weekly
$2.00 year.

Carixms

l)V lOxhibitors Ucview I 'ulilisliiim' Coi-poi-ati 'ii, Execuli\-f, lOditorial Oltices 45 West 45th St., New York City. Subscription
Kntered us second-class matter, Aug. 25, 1922, at post office at 12ast Stroudsburg-, Pa., under act of March 3, 18 1 9.
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Here's

exploitation

reac^

made

for you. Cash
in on
this ,amazind
war discovery

Briton Demonstrates Ray
n invention exactly like this is the
basis of the whole
plot. A timely^
thriller, ofFers you
a ^reat chance
a clean-up.

for

To Kill From
Can Crash Airpham a
Flight, Mow D«wr Arido,
Inventor A«serU.
ByCorr««pondWnt
ARTHUB E.of MA!?5
. Slaffbpeclil
WlixIcM to TheTh«WorldWorid
LONDON.
April 8.—sacceASfnl
Tbla «fternoon
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taboration bere of b deadly
electrical
war expects
Invention,to Trlth*
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befllebt.
ablewlttditotobringInventor
down airplanes
Inthe
scTMl
airships
crashing
to
in flames, mow down armies,sronndpot
machine gune out of action, explodi
magazines'
and ammnnltlon
and
put antomobiles
on froidum;
all from
a long distance

Long Distance
DISABUIIG Of AIRTLANES
a RAY REtOSTED BEFORE,
.SeveralrroiatimesESurope.
jr^portacblefl?
have
conas
from Paris, that Ocmuou had
perfectedbrln^a wlrel<iM
device ihalin
would
Oowa airplane*
fltrTit.
rumorslandlD?
ufiuallyol
Followed These
ttu forc«d
a. Freocb plane on Genoac solL
' from a Paris
•oineAooUMr
tUBa asoreport
sun■ Uar
darlce
br described
wMch automobiles
^
the
BtTMts
were
-stopped dead. None of Uieae
reports was cooArmed.
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Exhibitors

Saints^

passed on the story, the

title, the cast, the director.
Here s the cast they approved:
BETTY BLYTHE
ELLIOTT DEXTER
ROBERT WARWICK

A Murray

WOarsson

Production

Associate©
PHYSICAL DISTRrSUTORS
Arthur,

Directed

by TOliam

LOWELL SHERMAN :
PAULINE GARON
BURR McINTOSH

Christy Cabanne
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Carlton
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exhibitors
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CHECHAHCOS''
Hotel
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verdict
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GREAT

because
PICTURE"
:\ thrilling, holds

one
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It is a magnificent

human

interest

scenic masterpiece.

but principally becniise
It's REAL, not a studio or California
made imitation Alaskan.

Associated
Exhibitorj^
Arthur. S. Kake, President
PATHE, Physical Distributor
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for

Get

Andree

Can the woman

who

•

women!

Married

Lafayette

handles business

Here's contrast to arouse discussionthe contrast of the bride who is a business

contracts keep the laundry list straight
too?

woman with the bride who's a housewife
and mother.

Is the hand that rocks the cradle able
to manipulate the typewriter also?

it's a situation you can exploit— an absorbing story pf two first years pf marriage
keep
— a story that will interest women everywhere.

Are the meals as good, the kiddies as
well scrubbed, the house as spick and span
while mother is winning promotion downtown?

And it's women, remember, W^ho
your theatre going.

A Laval Photoplays Production.
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The Times — "The settings in this film were favorable as were the lighting and photography in most
of the sequences."

Evening
World
Dagmar work
Godowsky
as The
one of
its features.
She— "It
doeshasexcellent
as do
Burr Mcintosh and Naomi Childers."

The Brooklyn Eagle — "There are two performances that are really better than average
screen characterizations. They are those of
Edith Allen and David Powell. Miss Allen is
a comparative newcomer to the shadowed drama
but she leaves no room for doubts about her future on the screen, as for Powell he can always
be depended upon for a thoroughly satisfactory

Costello)
"He (Maurice
World— much
Morning
The to
of the charm and
have retained
seems
personality which made him such a popular idol."

A

Whitman

interpretation."
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oA Qasnier 'T'roduction— Presented
by B. P. SCHULBERG
with
HARRISON FORD - ETHEL SHANNON
WILLIAM NORRIS and CLARA BOW
From the play by RIDA JOHNSON

YOUNG

Scenario by OLGA PRINTZLAU

Preferred
e
C>.P.5chulberg.

Pictures

o r p o r a t i 0 ti
Pres.

i6&0 Broadu-ian.

J.G.Bachmann,

Oreas.

Neiu Yorh,

Foreign Distribntms — Export and Import Film Co., Inc.
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BORROWED^SBANDS

A

Great

Story

Of

Society

In Which—
NANCY REALLY LOVED
HER HUSBAND BUT
WHEN HE WENT

AWAY—

SHE

LET MAJOR

^ DESMOND

THINK SHE
WASFREEANDHEFELL

INLOVEWITH^HER
DR.LANGWELL
OF HER BEST

—

THE HUSBAND

FRIEND MADE
DESPERATE LOVE

TO HER—

AND

tUI?TI53TANLEY
iROKE HIS WIFE'S HEARF
BY FLIRTING WITH HER

A

Florence

Vidor,

ROCKCLIFFE

FELLOWES,

DAVID

SMITH

Earle

Williams

ROBERT

GORDON

PRODUCTION

ALBERT E. SMITH president
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MOVING

PICTURE
from

WORLD

Sellers

!

"Best picture of the year. Good
box office attraction." — Orpheum Theatre, Okmulgee, Oklahoma.
SOL

"One

of the strongest hills released this season." — Victorian
Theatre, Sapulpa, Oklahoma.

from — BANNER-HERALD
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TV OT one cent less than
~ twrf-''-y-ft>ur
million!
don Rent delivers
his Gorultimatum to the gathering of
hard-headed bankers and
financiers. If they waot his
South American mines tk^y
must pay the price. Ard paj'
they finally do. The htene
in this elaborately decorated
conference room pictures the
consummation of the deal

Beauty

and

Revenge

'Recoil'
Mark
ANentopportunity
presas one of tothebetwelve
most beautiful women in the
world and no dress to wear !
Norma is forced to a quick
decision and hurried action.
A pair of shears and a needle
and thread, and the old dress
is a handsome new gown
A highlight scene which adds
interest to the new GoldwynCosmopoHtan pictures
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IN the following pages Exhibitors
Trade Review gives a summary of
the production and distribution
plans of motion picture companies so
far as they have been able to formulate them at the present time. It will
be noted that several of the companies
are not prepared to announce the pictures they propose to make during tho
coming season. Among these are Unit
ed Artists, Metro, Goldwyn, Principal,
C. C. Burr and C. B. C. The offices of
Famous Players-Lasky express
the belief that the coming season will be the most successful
in the history of motion pictures. In a formal statement
the company gives the names
of forty Paramount pictures
which will be released from
August 1 to February 1.
A number of the forty already have been completed. It
is stated that fifteen producing
units are now at work, and it
is expected eighteen productions will be under way before
the end of the current month.
Among the pictures on the
list are "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
"Peter Pan," "Wanderer of the
Wasteland," a Zane Grey story ;
two Cecil B. DeMille productions, three Gloria Swanson
pictures and several of Thomas Meighan's.
First National announces its
line-up for the coming six
months, at the head of which is "The
Sea Hawk." This is a special recently
completed by Frank Lloyd productions,
and high hopes are expressed as to the
quality of the subject.

"Abraham Lincoln" Coming
First National also has taken over
"Abraham Lincoln," the work of Al
and Ray Rockett. Much is expected
from this historical picture, which was
shown for seven weeks recently in New
York.
Pathe announces 104 two-reel comedies for distribution during the coming
season. In a statement to Exhibitors
Trade Review Elmer R. Pearson, vicepresident and general manager of
Pathe Exchange, Inc., tells in detail

For

Announce
1924

how these two-reelers will be divided.
Among the number will be thirteen
of "Our Gang." "The Spat Family,"
Will Rogers and a new series also will
be represented by an equal number of
subjects. Also there will be four series
of Mack Sennett Comedies, with Harry
Langdon, Mack Sennett himself, Ben
Turpin and Ralph Graves.
Pathe also will release during the
year four super features starring
Charles Ray, under a contract signed

Array

Season
ing the coming season. Last year the
company promised eighteen and released twenty. Among the subjects
named for early production are "The
Age of Innocence," by Edith Wharton; "The Dark Swan," by Ernest
Pascel ; "The White House by the Sea,"
by
Owenproduction.
Davis, and "Deburau," the
Belasco
Associated Exhibitors is looking forward to a very active season. Besides
the productions of Douglas McLean
the company will distribute all
the specials to be made by
Murray W. Garsson. Another
subject the Associated expects
large results from, during the
summer especially, is "The
Chechahcos," a picture produced in Alaska by Louis M.
Moomaw.
Dr. Shallenberger of Arrow
announces two serials during
the coming year to be directed

ERNEST
TORRENCE
in a scene from Paramount's pretentious
"The Mountebank, directed production
by Herbert ofBrenon.
April 30. Two more Lloyds are provided for in the current contract.
Twenty-four for Vitagraph
John D. Rock, general manager of
Vitagraph, who is leaving shortly for
Chicago to attend a conference of
division managers, after which he will
join the president, Albert E. Smith, on
the coast, stated that production plans
of the company for the coming season
include twenty-four features. Among
these will be "Captain Blood" and "The
Warner
Heart."Brothers announce that
Clean
twenty pictures are set for release dur-

by Jacques Jaccard. These will
be supervised by Ben Wilson.
The Hodkinson Corporation
is definitely fixed on thirty-six
pretentious subjects for the
coming year. That number
may not be maximum. Vicepresident John C. Flinn is now
on his way to Los Angeles,
where he will hold a number of
conferences with producers.
Universal has a large schedule already set for the coming
year. In the list are 12 Jewels, 3Hoot Gibson productions,
52 Century two- reel comedies, 12 Hysterical History one-reel comedies, 104
International News Reels, 10 two-reelers starring Jack Dempsey, 26 Universal single-reel comedies, 52 Western
action dramas, 6 five-reelers featuring
Jack Hoxie, and half a dozen more
westerns with such well-known stars as
William Desmond.
Preferred will have nine special productions to be made by President
Schulberg for release early in the coming season. Among these will be "The
First Year," Frank Craven's unusually
successful play of married life, and
"The Boomerang," David Belasco's
stage success by Winchell Smith and
Victor Mapes.
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Producers
Announc
e handSeason's
s release for
amazing, on the other
it is NOT that casts Program
for week-in-and-week-out
the organization which turned out the best the first six months of the new season. The
Famous Players-Lasky
IN the belief that next season will be the pictures of the industry for twelve years,
exhibitors of this country are absolutely asconsistently, should climax its record with
sured of productions of a calibre that will
most successful in the history of motion
these two achievements.
establish
pictures, the Famous Players-Lasky Corporasuccess. a new high-water mark in ix)x-office
tion announces the release of forty Para"It came as a natural development of organization, proving that just as Paramount
mount pictures from August 1 to February 1.
"We cordially invite every exhibitor to comSeveral of these productions have already has maintained a supremacy in the week-topare these productions — title by title, story
been completed, and in order that the others week release of motion pictures, so it could by story, cast by cast, director by director
also achieve the pinnacle of producing suc- — with everything else the industry offers,
may be ready by release date, an unprececess in road attractions.
dented production has just been inaugurated
then buyin accordingly."
at Paramount studios in Hollywood and Long
"The Paramount organization is so andIncluded
the list of releases is the James
equipped, so rounded out, that the success
Island City. Fifteen producing units are now
Cruze production, "The Covered Wagon."
of its pictures is assured from the moment
busy and eighteen pictures will be under way
This picture, which has just ended a recordbefore the end of this month.
the story is considered until that story reaches
run of sixty weeks at the Criterion
In announcing these forty new pictures the the screen. The organization is back of its breaking
Theatre,
New York, has not yet been exParamount organization has issued the fol- pictures all the way through — in the selechibited in regular motion picture theatres. It
lowing statement.
tion of stories, the writing of scripts, direcwill be released to picture theatres early in
tion, box-office casts, publicity, advertising
"Solid success and achievement is not an
September.
accident in any business. It has not been and exploitation.
The list of forty pictures also includes
accidental with Paramount.
Tells of Faith Kept
"Monsieur Beaucaire," the production which
"For twelve years — month in and month
will mark the return of Rudolph Valentino
out, year in and year out — -we have produced
"No Paramount picture ever reaches a the- to the screen after an absence of two years.
the pictures that have been the backbone of
atre cold. When it goes into an exhibitor s This picture, directed by Sidney Olcott, has
this industry.
hands, there has already been built up an
"The record has been the fruit of careful audience of millions of people — people who just been completed in the Long Island studio, and is heralded as one of the most sumpplanning, clear thinking, intelligent applica- believe implicitly that 'If It's a Paramount
tuously mounted productions ever made in the
tion of resources, progressive policies, plus a Picture It's the Best Show in Town.' This
East. In the supporting cast are Bebe Dangreat producing and distributing organization.
belief has been cemented in the public mind
iels, Lois Wilson, Doris Kenyon, Lowell
"From our studios have come a splendid by years of living up to promises, keeping
Sherman and a number of other prominent
and consistent line of pictures — from the faith.
"In other words. Paramount pictures are picture players.
days of 'Queen Elizabeth,' 'The Squaw Man,'
'Stella Maris,' 'Male and Female,' 'The handled from beginning to end, by showmanElaborate Pictures
ship experts ; and good pictures handled with
Miracle Man,' '23^ Hours Leave,' 'Humor"Peter Pan," Barrie's immortal fantasy,
esque,' 'The Sheik,' 'Manslaughter,' 'Blood showmanship are bound to succeed.
will at last reach the screen as one of this
"Now, what of the future?
and Sand,' 'Back Home and Broke,' down to
"The obligation which has been, so hiiU group of pictures. This production will be
the latest Paramount success, 'The Humming
liantly discharged in the past still exists. And - made this summer and probably will be reBird,' released only the other day.
leased during Christmas Week. It will be
it will be even more thoroughly performed
Steadily Raised Plane
produced by Herbert Brenon, but who will
this coming season.
play the role made famous on the stage by
"There is no promise like past performance.
"In addition to making money for exhibitors, this consistent. Paramount program has
"At this season of the year the air is full Maude Adams has not yet been determined.
of promises. Loud talking, exaggeration,
done two things :
One of the novelties will be Paramount's
blatant claims — all these cover the picture first
"1. Steadily raised the plane of motion
picture entirely in color, "Wanderer of
picture entertainment, while increasing the industry like a cloud.
the Wasteland," a Zane Grey story, which
size of the motion picture public.
has
been
produced by Irvin Willat in Death
"But promises
be checked
performance. should
Claims should
be with
analyzed,
Valley, Cal. It is said that in this picture
"2. Enabled the exhibitors to build for the
future, confident that their investment of mil- words should be made to square with deeds. of life in the desert color photography
reaches a development surpassing anything
lions of dollars in picture theatres would be
"And, recognizing this state of affairs, we
secure.
shown on the screen so far.
say deliberately and unequivocally that never
Another novelty will be a picture version
"During the last year the picture industry
has any single company, in motion picture anhas been amazed at the dazzling success of
nals, undertaken so ambitious a program of of "Merton of the Movies," to be produced
screen
entertainment.
the Paramount pictures, 'The Covered Wagby James Cruze, the maker of "The Covon' and 'The Ten Commandments.' While
"Never before has any company announced
ered Wagon,"
with made
Glennfamous
Hunteron inthethestage.
star
the success of these two pictures is truly
such a list of titles, stars, directors and role which
he has
Two of Cecil B. DeMille's productions are
included. The first of these is "Feet of
Clay,"Victor
with Varconi.
Rod La Rocque,
EstelleDix
Taylor
and
Beulah Marie
and
Bertram Milhauser adapted the screen play
from the novel by Margaretta Tuttle. This
is a break in the long series of screen stories
prepared for Mr. DeMille by Jeanie Macpherson, but she will do his other production
of the series, "The Golden Bed." This is
from Wallace Erwin's novel, with the same
featured players.
Three Gloria Swanson pictures on the
schedule are to be directed by Allan Dwan.
These are "Manhandled," already completed;
"A Woman of Fire" and "The Coast of
Thomas Meighan has an outstanding place
in the series. One of his will be James
Oliver Curwood's "The Alaskan," which
Herbert Brenon is to direct. Booth Tarkington is writing an original story for him
Folly.""Whispering Men," which is to be procalled
duced by Victor Heerman, and he has another, "The Honor of His House," by Andrew
Fleming.
Soutar, which is to be directed by Victor

Scene fromwith"TheAmerican
Eternal principals
Riddle," under
adaptation
Doyle's
"Thebe Tragedy
produced
the of
direcS irtioaArthur
of TomConan
Terriss.
It will
distributedof byKorosko,"
Truart.

Valentino will also have another picture in
this series, "A Sainted Devil," a screen version of a Rex Beach story. Joseph Henabery will direct.
The two directors who brought Pola Negri
her greatest fame abroad are to make the
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The "Famous" Forty
Dates of Release
Aug. 4— Manhandled
Aug. 11 — Wanderer of the Wasteland
Aug. 1 1— Changing Husbands
Aug. 18 — Monsieur Beaucaire
Aug. 18 — Unguarded Women
Aug. 25 — The Enemy Sex
Aug. 25 — Compromised
Sept. 1— The Mountebank
Sept. 8— The Covered Wagon
Sept. 15 — The Man Who Fights Alone
Sept. 15 — Sinners in Heaven
Sept. 22 — The Alaskan
Sept. 22 — Feet of Clay
Sept. 29— Open All Night
Oct. 6— A Woman of Fire
Oct. 13 — Empty Hands
Oct. 13 — The Female
Oct. 20 — Spring Cleaning
Oct. 20— Wild Moments
Oct. 27 — Forbidden Paradise
Oct. 27 — The Story Without a Name
Nov. 3— Merton of the Movies
Nov. 10 — Whispering Men
Nov. 17 — Worldly Goods
Nov. 17 — A Sainted Devil
Nov. 2A — Headlines
Nov. 24 — Argentine Love
Dec. 1— The Cave of Fallen Angels
Dec. 8— The Beautiful Adventuress
Dec. 15— The Coast of Folly
Dec. 22— Peter Pan
Dec. 29 — The Crimson Alibi
Dec. 29— North of 36
Jan. 5— The Honor of His House
Jan. 12 — Little Miss Bluebeard
Jan. 12 — Manhattan
Jan. 19— The Golden Bed
Jan. 19 — Playings of Fire
Jan. 26 — A Woman Scorned
Jan. 26 — A Broadway Butterfly
three pictures in which she will appear in
this group. Dimitri Buchowetzki, who directed her in several of her European successes, will direct her in "Compromised," a
Suderman story, and in "A Woman Scorned,"
based on the play by Owen Davis and the
story by Perley Poore Sheehan, "Those
Who Walk in Darkness." Ernest Lubitsch,
who made Miss Negri's greatest European
success, "Passion," will direct her in "ForBern. bidden Paradise," based on a story by Paul
Incidental to the release of these forty pictures will be the formal introduction of three
new Paramount stars — Leatrice Joy, Richard
Dix and William Farnum. Miss Joy and
Mr. Dix are elevated to stardom as a reward
for their splendid success in featured roles
and in answer to popular demand, while Mr.
Farnum, long a star in his own right, returns to Paramount after an absence of several years during which he has built up a
tremendous following among motion picture
fans.
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rence and Anna Q. Nilsson; "The Covered
Wagon"; William Farnum in a Wallace
Worseley production, "The Man Who Fights
Alone" ; "Sinners in Heaven," an Alan Crosland production, with Agnes Ayres and Richard Dix; Thomas Meighan in James Oliver
Curwood's "The Alaskan," a Herbert Brenon
production; Cecil B. De Mille's production,
"Feet of Clay," with Rod La Rocque, Estelle
Taylor and Victor Varconi; "Open All
Night," by Willis Goldbeck, suggested by the
stories of Paul Morand, directed by Paul
Bern; Gloria Swanson in an Alan Dwan
production, 'A Woman of Fire," based on
"The Queen's Love Story," by Mary Roberts Rinehart; a George Melford production,
"Empty Hands," with Jack Holt and Jacqueline Logan; Betty Compson in "The Female," from the Cynthia Stockley story,
"Dalla, the Lion Cub," a Dimitri Buchowetzki
production ; William De Mille's production,
"Spring Cleaning," with Betty Compson,
Adolphe Menjou and Huntley Gordon, a
screen play by Clara Beranger from the stage
success by Frederick Lonsdale.
Imposing List
Bebe Daniels in "Wild Moments," based
on a play by Clyde Fitch, an Alan Crosland
production ; Pola Negri in an Ernst Lubitsch
production, "Forbidden Paradise," based on
a story by Paul Bern; "The Story Without
atez,
Name,"
with Agnes
and Ricardo
Coran Irvin
Willat Ayres
production;
a James
Cruze production, Glenn Hunter in "Merton
of the Movies" ; Thomas Meighan in "Whispering Men," by Booth Tarkington, directed
by Victor Heerman ; Agnes Ayres in "Worldly Goods,"
directed
by Frankin
Urson
and by
PaulSophie
Iribe;Kerr,
Rudolph
Valentino
Rex Beach's story, "A Sainted Devil," a Joseph Henabery production; Richard Dix in
"Headlines," adapted from the Saturday Evening Post story, "Contraband," by Clarence
Budington Kelland, and R. H. Burnside proion"Argentine
; Alan Crosland
Love," byproduction,
Vicente Blasco
Ibanez, ductan
with
Bebe Daniels and Ricardo Cortez ; a James
Cruze production, "The Cave of Fallen Angels," byLeroy Scott ; Betty Compson in "The
Beautiful Adventuress," from "The Heart of
a Thief," by Paul Armstrong; Gloria Swanson in an Alan Dwan production, "The Coast
of Folly," from the story by Coningsby Dawson ; "Peter
JamesBrenon
M. Barrie's
immortal story, Pan,"
a Herbert
production,
with the director assisted by Roy Pomeroy :

a George Melford production, "The Crimson
Alibi,
" with
Logan
and Antonio
Moreno,
basedJacqueline
on a story
by Octavus
Roy
Cohen.
"North of 36," an Irvin Willat production,
with Ernest Torrence, Jack Holt, Jacqueline
Logan, Noah Beery and Tully Marshall, by
Emerson Hough ; Thomas Meighan in "The
Honor of His House," by Andrew Soutar,
directed by Victor Fleming ; Bebe Daniels in
"Little Miss Bluebeard," from the New York
stage success by Avery Hopwood and Gabriel
Dregely, directed by Frank Tuttle; Richard
Dix in "Manhattan," based on the novel,
"This Side of Paradise," by F. Scott Fitzgerald, directed by Paul Sloane; Cecil B. De
Mille's production, "The Golden Bed," with
Rod La Rocque, Estelle Taylor and Victor
Varconi, screen play by Jeanie Macpherson;
Agnes restAyres
"Playthings
of Fire,"
by ForHalsey, indirected
by Frank
Urson
and
Paul Iribe ; Pola Negri in "A Woman
Scorned," a Dimitri Buchowetzki production,
based on the Owen Davis play, "Those Who
Walk in Darkness" ; William De Mille's proBeranger. duction, "A Broadway Butterfly," by Clara
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
YJf/ITH 104 two reel comedies arranged for
" during the season of 1924-25 Pathe will
distribute more comedies of that length than
have ever been handled by one distributor ;
and the number, as well as the diversity promised, seems to indicate what amounts to dominance in the comedy field. These facts are
revealed in a statement made by Elmer R.
Pearson, vice-president and general manager
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to a representative
of Exhibitors Trade Review.
Mr. Pearson recently returned from the
Coast, where he renewed the Pathe contracts
with Hal Roach and Mack Sennett.
Under the terms of the Roach contract
fifty-two comedies will be produced for Pathe
release. There will be four series of thirOur series
Gang, starring
Spat Family,
'Will Rogersteenandeacha —new
a prominent
big
time vaudeville star, whose name cannot be
mentioned at this time.
Under the terms of the Mack Sennett contract there also will be four series of tworeel comedies — Harry Langdon, Mack Sennett, Ben Turpin and Ralph Graves.
"Out of the eight series of two-reel comedies arranged for," said Mr. Pearson, "two

Big Productions
The complete list follows : Gloria Swanson
in an Alan Dwan production, "Manhandled" ;Zane Grey's "Wanderer of the
Wasteland," with Jack Holt, Kathlyn Williams, Noah Beery and Billie Dove; an Irvin Willat production ; Leatrice Joy in
"Changing
Husbands,"
directedValentino
by Frankin
Urson
and Paul
Iribe; Rudolph
"Monsieurduction,
Beaucaire,''
a SidneyLois
Olcott
prowith Bebe Daniels,
Wilson,
Doris Kenyon and Lowell Sherman ; an Alan
Crosland production, "Unguarded Women,"
with Bebe Daniels and Richard Dix, supported by Mary Astor ; a James Cruze production, "The Enemy Sex," with Betty Compson; Pola Negri in "Compromised," based
on a story by Suderman, a Dimitri Buchowetzki production; "The Montebank," a
Herbert Brenon production, with Ernest Tor-

Faire, from
Brown Corporation.
withbyVirginia
Rider,"
"The InLightning
Carey byin Lloyd
Harry
presentsFife,
Stromberg
Huntstory
the Hodkinson
released
graham and
directed
by Shannon
the

Exhibitors Trade Review
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series only represent untried products. Mr.
Roach has one of these, with a man as star
whom he is enthusiastic about — a vaudeville
performer who has been getting over big in
the large vaudeville houses. Mr. Sennett has
the other, as he will put out a new series
with Ralph Graves as the star. Mr. Graves
already is known to exhibitors. Mr. Sennett
will star him in a new type of comedy.
More of 'Our Gang'
"The 'Our Gang' comedies have become so
very well known during the past two years
that it is unnecessary to say I am delighted
that we are to have a continuance of them.
Will Rogers has only been on our program
during the past year, but he already has become a factor in two-reel comedies. The
Spats, too, represented a new comedy idea
of the past season, but the mere fact that we
have arranged for a new series of them indicates that they have made good.
"We expect great things of Harry Langdon. We don't know of any other instance
where a man entirely new to screen comedy
has become so well established in such a
short time ; nor of any instance where a comedian has achieved such marked popularity
so quickly. The Harry Langdon series is going to be much better known before the close
of the coming season.
"Ben Turpin is back on the lot again, making pictures. Illness in his family interfered
with the original production plans of the Turpin series, but a full supply from this comedian now seems to be assured to Mr. Sennett. This is good news, for Mr. Turpin fills
a niche all his own.
"Pretty girls and good all-round companies
will continue to stamp the Mack Sennett TwoReel Comedies ; and as for those starring
Ralph Graves, we will let the future tell the
story.
"We will continue to receive from Hal
Roach one one-reel comedy each week. This
is now the oldest one-reel comedy release on
the market, and certainly the best known. In
these comedies will appear Charles Chase,
Mohan and Engle, Marie Mosquini, Blanche
MehafTey and others.
"Mr. Roach is giving much thought to these
one-reel comedies and will not be satisfied to
hold the quality just where it is. He _is insisting with his studio force that they be improved.
"In addition to these one and two reel comedies from the Hal Roach stud'os we will ^^l^n
receive from them at least four features —

two comedy and two novelty features. Anyone who has seen 'The Call of the Wild'
and 'The
of Wild
will appreciate the King
importance
of Horses'
this announcement.
Both of these pictures are doing splendidly
and are receiving very good reporTs from exhibitors in the trade papers.
Four Snper-Features
"Charles
Ray, will
one make
of thea screen's
est male stars,
series ofgreatfour
super-features for distribution through Pathe.
"In addition to the comedy and feature
product already mentioned, we will also, of
course, have the Pathe News, twice a week ;
the Pathe Review once a week ; Aesop's Film
Fables, once a week ; Grantland Rice's
Sportlights, one reel every other week; Topics of the Day, one a week ; and our usual
supply of short dramas and novelties.
"We will continue to have the Chronicles
of America series of pictures from the Yale
University Press — the most significant and
pretentious
effort yet combined
made to give
ment and education
to theentertaintheatre.
These Chronicles, on merit, deserve the most
serious attention from every exhibitor, since
they attract and keep a class of patroriage
that is new and most desirable to the motion picture theatre.
Two More Lloyds
"As for Harold Lloyd feature comedies, we
are happy to announce that we will receive
at least two more under Mr. Lloyd's present
contract with us. These Lloyd feature comedies are admittedly the strongest box office
features on the market today. With each that
we have received it has seemed impossible
that the next could show any improvement ;
but each has proven to be bigger and better
than the last. 'Girl Shy' has proved that Mr.
Lloyd is not only a genius as a comedy star,
but also a genius in production. We are absolutely certain that this picture will far exceed the box office records of 'Grandma's
Boy,' 'Dr. Jack,' 'Safety Last' and 'Why
"We are proud of our long and harmonious
association with Mr. Lloyd — and associat'on
Worry.'
which has now extended about ten years. We
are proud that this association began when
Mr. Lloyd was unknown, and that his great
fame and popularity was built up and achieved
rnti''ely with Pathe as distributor for his p'C"Altogether we feel

that at no time has

Pathe 'been so strongly equipped with product
as for the season of 1924-25."
* * *
Warner

Brothers

IG stories, popular players, efficient direction, artistic production and the box-office
"punch" so peculiar to all Warner Classics
will be conspicuous in the new group of pictures to be produced for the coming season
of 1924-5. The slogan will be "bigger and
better,'' and the Warners believe they are not
merely using big sounding words empty of
significance in announcing this as their slogan,
such recent productions as "The Marriage
Circle" and "Beau Brummel,'' proving that
they are living up to the motto, and can easily
do so in the future.
Twenty pictures are certain for the coming
screen season. The chances are that Warner
Brothers will deliver twenty-four. During the
1923-4 season this* firm promised exhibitors
eighteen productions, but released twenty, the
two additionals consisting of the Ernst Lubitsch
"Beau Brummel."
The Special,
scenarioanddepartment
has been working
overtime keeping pace with the fiction publications as they come from the press. Some of
the titles already selected, and which will be
put into early production, are .
"The Age of Innocence ' by Edith Wharton, "The Dark Swan," by Ernst Pascal ;
"The Lighthouse by the Sea," by Owen
Davis; "The Eleventh Virgin," by Dorothy
Day; "Eve's Lover" by Mrs. W. K. Qifford, "Deburau," the Belasco production by
Sacha Guitry; "The Lost Lady" by Willar
Gather ; "My Wife and I," by Harriet B.
Stowe ; "The Narrow Street" by Edwin Bateman
and "The Dear Pretender" by
Alice Morris
Ross Colver.
Lubitsch to Direct
Ernst Lubitsch, who needs no introduction
to exhibitors, and whose reputation has been
steadily rising with each successive production, has been engaged to produce a number
of specials under the Warner banner. Great
things are expected of this producing director
who in carded
his therecent
"Thetechnique
MarriageofCircle,"
diselaborate
a costume
play and showed what he could do with a
small cast and a minimum of sets. At present
he is at work on his approaching Warner
special, the name of which he is not yet at
libert}' to disclose. He has chosen May MacAvoy, Pauline Frederick and Lew Cody for
principal parts. Lubitsch believes with the
Russian players in having a splendid ensemble,
rather than a star with a number of weak
satellities revolving around, and he is therefore going slow with the casting.
Rin-tin-tin, the trained police dog who
scored a hit in "Where the North Begins,"
unanimously praised everywhere, will te featured in two big productions. One of these
vill be a modern detective story laid in New
Vork. It will be an entirely new angle for
dogSome
pictures.
of the directors engaged for work
on pictures are Harry Beaumont. William
Beaudine, Monta Bell, Millard Webb and
James Flood. All have outstanding successes
to their credit, and Warner Brothers feel
that half the battle of producing good boxoffice successes has been won through securing these directors.
Sees Another Big Year
Marie Prevost, Afonte Blue and Louise
Fazenda are under contract with Warner
Brothers. They have done brilliant work in
the past, and will be featured in a number
of productions. But Warner Brothers wish
it to be kown that each picture will be especially cast with the biggest drawing cards
among screen players possible to be obtained.
As in the past, no names will be too big
for Warner Brothers.
Last week Harry Warner left for the
coast. He will start the machinery working.
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Before departing, he made the following statement :
"It looks like another big Warner year. We
are not making empty boasts about what we
intaid to do, for we have past accomplishments of the recent year to back us up. For
the last three years we have been making
wonderful strides ; by now we have our second wind. We promise exhibitors some of
the greatest box-office bets of film history.
We spared nothing in money or time to put
out fine pictures last year. They went over
big — even bigger than we had anticipated. We
mean, therefore, to follow the same policy for
the coming season.
"Our policy is to get material that has already made solid successes with the public.
By doing so we insure exhibitors sure-fire
pictures that have tremendous popularity beSamhindE.them."Morris, general manager, announces
that releasing plans will be practically the
same as last year. The complete list of franchise holders will be announced later.
Other titles of pictures will be announced
in the near future. Several big ones of course
are included in the list, but for strategic reasons they cannot be announced just now.
Hodkinson Corporation
WHILE contracts have been definitely
closed with producers for at least thirtysix big productions to be distributed in the
fiscal year beginning August 1, the Hodkinson
Corporation will make no announcement officially naming the pictures and the producers
until after John C. Flinn returns from Los
Angeles, where he will hold a number of conferences with the producers who will contribute to the 1924-5 program.
Mr. Flinn will go direct to Los Angeles
after the Hodkinson sales convention in
Chicago on Saturday May 3.
Associated Exhibitors
'T'HE most ambitious program of attractions
ever distributed by Associated Exhibitors
is being arranged for the 1924-25 season, according to information obtained at the offices of that organization yesterday. Because
negotiations for some of the intended product
are yet to be finally closed it is impossible to
announce the entire schedule now, but enough
has been settled, say Associated officials, to
justify
season. them in predicting a record-breaking
Douglas MacLean, whose "Going Up" and
"The Yankee
Consul,"
Asso-to
ciated Exhibitors,
have distributed
raised thisbystar
heights he never attained before, is arranging for further big comedy features. The
next of these to be released is "Never Say
Die," way.
production of which already is well
under
Announcement has been made that^Associated will handle all the big specials to be
made by Murray W. Garsson, with stories
and cast maintaining the standard set in "The
Spitfire," which is set for earlv release. This
photoplay is an adaptation of Frederic Arnold
Kummer's popular novel "Plaster Saints." and
includes in its cast such well-known players
as Betty Blythe. Lowell Sherman, Elliott
Dexter. Pauline Garon. Robert Warwick and
Burr Mcintosh. William Christy Cabanne
directed.
"The inChechahcos,"
the only picture
ever
filmed
Alaska, announcement
of the early
release of which is exnected soon, probably
will be followed by other pictures directed
by Lewis H. Moomaw. "The Chechahcos" is
a big special which, besides telling an absorbing story, is declared by persons who have
had previews to show some of the most marvelous shots — of snow-blanketed mountains,
moving glaciers and the like- — ever screened.
Many of the productions being considered
for the fall and winter program are based
on stories whose box office value is assured
in_ advance, through the popularity of the
printed versions, either as serials or in book
form. Several of the most celebrated of
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contemporary magazine writers are represented in the list of authors. Well known
names will appear, top, in the catalogue of
directors, while it is expected that the announcement ofthe complete schedule will find
many stars of the first magnitude enlisted
under the Associated banner.
With eight features released in two months
—current
late April
— Associated's
programandis during
a fitting May
preliminary
to the
big fall lineup. Attractions just released or
about to be offered include "Racing Luck,"
with Monty Banks ; Murray W. Garsson"s
"The Spitfire" ; "The Chechahcos," "Unseen
Hands," featuring Wallace Beery ; "Th;
Sixth Commandment," directed by William
Christy Cabanne, with William Faversham
among the principals; "Why Get Married?"
featuring Andree Lafayette; "When A Girl
Loves," produced and directed by Victor Hugo
Halperin and "The Lone Wolf," an adaptaLouis Dorothy
Joseph Vance's
famous
and intion ofwhich
Dalton and
Jack novel,
Holt
star.
Arrow
T\ R. SHALLENBERGER, President of Ar-•-^ row Film Corporation, has announced following program for his company as so far arranged. This will consist of two serials, the
first of which, "Days of '49" is being made
with the co-operation of the California Historical Society and is based upon the most
dramatic period of the State famed for gold
and motion pictures. This was during 184748-49, and includes the tragic story of the
Donner party, the discovery of gold at Sutter's Mill, the wresting of this great territory of 160,000 square miles from Mexican
domination and its annexation to the United
States. All this has been filmed with an accuracy of fact and detail seldom found in
motion pictures.
Jacques Jaccard, whose fame as a director is firmly established by many celebrated
serials, is handling the megaphone. Supervising the entire work is Ben Wilson, that
veteran of every branch of the film industry.
Miss Neva Gerber, Ed (Two-Fisted) Cobb,
Ruth Royce and Wilbur McGaugh carry the
principal roles. The screening of the Chapters so far produced shows that it is a remarkably fast action, thrilling picture of
feature caliber.
Following this will come another serial of
equal strength and box office value.
Six super-features, the first of which

"Gambling Wives," a Dell Henderson production, featuring Marjorie Daw, Ward
Crane, Hedda Hopper, Edward Earle and
Baby Dorothy Brock, is now being released.
A unique novelty big-little feature "The
Mysteries
whichother
are matter
shown
what it is ofallMah-Jong"
about and inmuch
pertaining to this game which is sweeping
the country. The showing at the Stanley
Theatre, Philadelphia, week of April 7,
brought this wire from Jules Mastbaum :
"We paid the highest price ever for a
two-reel picture when we secured "The
Mysteries of Mah-Jong" which opened a
week's engagement at the Stanley Theatre
yesterday and its reception justified the
good judgment of our outlay. The film is
timely, novel, original, instructive and entertaining and so constructed as to please
those who understand the game as well as
those who do not. "The Mysteries of MahJong" will be found a welcome addition to
any program for the various elements of
entertainment as mentioned above."
Twenty-Six Westerns
A series of twenty-six Arrow-Great-Westreleased.erns, one every two weeks, are also being
These include four starring Ben Wilson,
whose popularity as a screen star is firmly
established.
Four "Pinto Pete's" starring Ashton Dearbolt in a new and strikingly picturesque role.
Twelve starring Dick Hatton, hard hitting,
rough rider.
The supporting casts in these is a guarantee
of their box office value, including Marjorie
Daw, Marilyn Mills and her horses, Yalcima
Canutt, Champion American Cowboy ; Mildred Harris, Florence Gilbert, Louise Lester,
Arthur Mackley, the famous Essenay Sheriff
Edmund Cobb, Reed Howes and a number of
others.
Six "Ranch-Land" features in which Ben
Wilson will cut loose his entire outfit of Wild
Western Winners, whose combined skill in
riding,trian
roping,
shooting
and general
equesdare-deviltry
is unsurpassed,
in putting
over every phase of Western Rodeo thrills
and spills.
Twenty-six two reel comedies are also in
the line-up. These include Broadway Comedies starring Billy West. Mirthquake Comediesetauri-ng
f
Bobby Dunn and ArrowEddie Lyons Comedies with the side-splitting Eddie Lyons in the lead.

BlancheNeilan
Sweet
and Conrad
Nagel in aby scene
from Pictures
"Tess Corporation,
of the D'UrberviUes,"
which Marshall
is directing
for distribution
Goldwyn
a winning combination.
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"This gives the Independent exchange man
who contracts for Arrow Productions a Hst
of attractions with a box office value that is
in keeping with the quality and service that
has given th eArrow trademark its sterling
value both to the exchange, the exhibitor and
last
but not least, the film public,' says the
statement.
Hepworth Productions
TTHE Hepworth Company will release ten
feature pictures in the coming summer
and early fall, as follows: "Lily of the Alley," "Mrs. Erricker's Reputation," "A Soul's
Awakening," "The Pipes of Pan," "John Forrest Finds Himself," "The Crimson Circle,"
"The Amazing Quest," "Mist in the Valley,"
"Justice Raffles," and "Persistent Lovers."
Also 900-foot subjects, of which there are
twenty listed for release.
Educational Film
T N the midst of the discussion of the
dearth of big features for the summer
program Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
announces that there will be no lack of short
subjects available for the exhibitor, nor will
the quality of the subjects released on the
Educational program be below that of the
standard maintained during the cooler
months.
Over a dozen two-reel comedies will be released after May 1, and this selection will be
more than representative of the quality of
the previous releases. The new two-reel
comedies will include releases of the Christie, Hamilton, Mermaid and Tuxedo brands
in addition to two Jack White comedy specials made under a contract for three of these
specials signed last fall. One of the specials.
"Midnight
Blues,"thathasitalready
released,in
but
so recently
can be been
considered
theMore
summer's
pictures.
two-reel
comedies will be released
during the coming summer than in any other
summer since the inception of Educational.
In addition there will be the regular releases
of the single reel brands consisting of Cameo
Comedies, the "Sing Them Again" series, the
Lyman H. Howe Hodge-Podge series, the
Bruce Wilderness Tales and the new humor
reel. The Fun Shop.

"There will be no let down in either the
quality or quantity of Short Subjects from
Educational,"
President
E. W.Orleans,
Hammons, on his said
return
from New
where he attended the First National convention. "We will, in fact, release some of
the best pictures of the year.
"Among the outstanding releases available
for summer showing will be the Jack White
comedy specials, at least two and possibly
all three of which are to be released in time
for summer showing. In addition there will
be the regular releases of the Christie, Mermaid, Hamilton and Tuxedo two-reel comedies, presenting such well known stars as
Dorothy Devore and Lloyd Hamilton, whose
recent advent into the feature production field
has greatly enhanced their box-office value.
"Bobby Vernon, Jimmie Adams and Neal
Burns, in the Christie Comedies — Lige Conley, Louise Fazenda, "Poodles" Hanneford —
comedy stars who have proved their worth —
will all be seen in comedy productions which
will be available to the exhibitor trying to
present to his patrons the ideal form of summer entertainment.
"At least one 'special' of unique merit, especially appropriate for summer showing, will
appear on the program. This will be 'The
Chase,' the picture which was the feature of
the short subject program presented last summer by Rothafel at the Capitol Theatre, New
York. It is ideal summer entertainment, and
will, I have no doubt, provide as much pleasure wherever shown as was evidenced during its premier at the big New York picture
"Exhibitors worried about their summer
palace.
supply of feature productions will do well to
consider the Short Subject as a reliable prop,
for summer business. They offer the diversity that is more necessary than ever during
the summer months, when theatre patrons
grow restless and the weather is too warm
for the proper enjoyment of the heavy dramatic or sex pictures which have been popular during the winter months."
Preferred Pictures
lyr INE special productions to be made by
' B. P. Schulberg for release early next
season by Preferred Pictures will be in prep-

RAWLINSON AT 'HIGH SPEED'
Champion pugilists had better look to their laurels since Herb Rawdinson has demonstrated his mitt
swinging ability. In Universal's "High Speed" he steps on the gas and makes life very unpleasant
for his hard-boiled opponent in Dempsey's art. He looks as though he could travel.

aration by the end of May, according to an
announcement just made by that organization. These pictures will include a number
of valuable stage properties and best selling
novels to be made by Gasnier and several
other well known directors whose names will
be announced shortly when Mr. Schulberg
is ready to assign specific pictures to each.
"In spite of the belief expressed early this
year that the season just closing would see
a decrease in the number of big pictures
offered exhibitors, the market is still overstocked," Mr. Schulberg stated this week
when making his preliminary announcement
for next year.
"For this reason Preferred has withheld
the production of some of its biggest stories.
By the early fall, however, the slogan of
fewer and better pictures promises to become a reality, and at that time we will be
ready to fill a release schedule that will assure exhibitors of a steady supply of boxoffice attractions of the highest quality."
In listing the company's product for 1924-5
Mr. Schulberg said that the number of releases for the entire season had not yet been
definitely set, but those for the early fall
would include the following:
"The First Year," Frank Craven's play of
married life, one of the most valuable properties now owned by any producing company.
"The Boomerang," David Belasco's stage
success by Winchell Smith and Victor Mapes.
"Faint Perfume," from the novel by Zona
Gale, listed with the year's best selling books.
"The Breath of Scandal," from Edwin
Balmer's recent novel of Chicago's social set.
"White Man," a story of adventure by
George Agnew Chamberlain.
"Thenovel.
Triflers," from Frederick Orin Bartlett's
"My Lady's Lips," by Olga Printzlau.
"When a Woman Reaches Forty,' by
Royal A. Baker.
"A Mansion of Aching Hearts," suggested
by the song by Arthur J. Lamb and Harry
Von Tilzer.
Mr. Schulberg is now in New York for
the purpose of acquiring screen rights to
other plays and stories with which to augment this list of coming Preferred Pictures.
Independent Pictures
JESSE
J. GOLDBURG,
president ofis thein
Independent
Pictures Corporation,
Los Angeles, there to personally supervise
the first two "society stunt" melodramas,
starring Helen Holmes, to be produced under
the direction of J. P. McGowan. While on
the coast Mr. Goldburg will also arrange for
an additional producing unit, to make another
series of superwesterns, to be released in the
Fall.
These series of westerns will consist of
eight features, the star of which will be announced through the eastern offices of the
Independent Pictures Corporation, immediately upon Mr. Goldburg's return from the
Coast, at which time he will initiate his advertising campaign on the entire 1924-5 output
of
the
productions,Independent
which it is Pictures
said willCorporation's
consist of a
total of twelve westerns, in a series of six
each, each series to have a different male
star ; eight Helen Holmes society stunt melodramas ; one five-reel special comedy ; two
special productions with all-star casts, making a total of twenty-three releases.
First National
'T'HE forthcoming product of First National
J- Pictures, Inc., will further prove the
claim of that company to a consistently excellent program, according to an official of
that company. The present line-up of pictures completes the schedule for six months
ahead.
"The Sea Hawk," the special recently finished by Frank Lloyd Productions, Inc.._ will
be one of the biggest on the First National
program, and it is expected among the big-
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gest productions of all time. Certainly from
a statistical analysis, it will be the most
elaborate and lavish sea story ever brought
to the screen.
Another big special from First National
will be "Abraham Lincoln," the dramatic
story of the life of the martyred president
produced by Al and Ray Rockett. Since the
first showing of this picture to the screen,
there was much speculation as to the releasing agency.
"Secrets," the Norma Talmadge production now enjoying a pre-release run at the
Astor theatre, is to be generally released in
the forthcoming season. It is a romantic
drama with Miss Talmadge in one of her
most sympathetic roles.
Among the other big pictures which are
now in preparation for early release are
"Sundown,"
story
of theof passing
of the old
West
before athe
advent
the homesteaders.
This picture has a story of national interest
and is based on historical facts. The drive
of a quarter of a million head of cattle across
the Mexican border was filmed for this picture. The story is by Earl Hudson, production manager of First National, and the cast
is all-star.
Second Hudson Story
"A Self Made Failure ' is another J. K.
McDonald production, with Ben Alexander
in the leading role. Lloyd Hamilton, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Matt Moore and Mary Carr
complete the cast of principals. William
Beaudine, director of the two previous Ben
Alexander pictures, again directed.
Richard Walton Tully's "The Bird of
Paradise" will be completed in time for fall
release. "The Bird" is the popular stage
play which is largely responsible for the
vogue for things Hawaiian a few years ago.
Mr. Tully will produce his play in the South
Seas. His selection of players to fill the
famous roles which have "made" so many
stage stars, has not been made.
Barbara
firstFirst
picture underLaherMarr's
recent"Sandra,"
contractherwith
National, will also be offered. "Sandra" is to
be produced by Sawyer and Lubin.
Up to date Samuel Goldwyn has announced
"Tarnish" and "Potash and Perlmutter in
Hollywood"
for fall
National. The first
will release
feature by
May First
McAvoy
and Ronald Colman and the latter Alex Carr,
the original stage Perlmutter, and George
Sidney,nard in the
substituting
for the late Barney Berrole of Potash.
"For Sale" is a society drama with Claire
Windsor in the featured role as the daughter
of socially ambitious parents who is forced
upon the matrimonial auction block. The
cast of principals includes Adolphe Menjou,
Robert Ellis, Mary Carr, Tully Alal-shall, John
Patrick, Vera Reynolds, Philips Smalley,
Christine Mayo, and Jule Power. George
Archainbaud is the director. The story was
written byductionEarl
manager.Hudson, First National's proA new John M. Stahl production, "Husbands and Lovers," also will be shortly released. It is presented by Louis B. Mayer
and the trio of principals will be Lewis
Stone, Lew Cody and Florence Vidor. Like
Stahl's other First National successes, "The
Dangerous Age" and "Why Men Leave
Home" it will be domestic drama.
In July a new Colleen Moore picture will
be offered. It is "Counterfeit," and Conway
Tearle will be seen in the leading masculine
role. The release of a picture with Colleen
Moore, considered one of the strongest box
office stars since her triumph in "Flaming
Youth,"
in line withwith
FirstitsNational's
policy
to supplyis exhibitors
most powerful
pictures during the summer months. The star
has a unique role as a temperamental actress
who becomes a vamp to "get" an enemy.
"Born Rich," the initial production of Garrick Pictures Corporation for First National
also will be offered in July. It is a syndicated novel dealing with the upper strata of
society. Claire Windsor and Bert Lytell will

play the leading roles and Will Nigh is to
direct. Cullen Landis, Barney Sherry and
Frank Morgan are in the supporting cast.
Corinne Griffith's contribution to the ten
dreadnaughts
"Single Wives,"
orig-is
inal story by will
Earlbe Hudson.
Milton anSills
to play the leading masculine role.
Thomas H. Ince will present "Christine
of the Hungry Heart" during August. This
is a best selling novel by Kathleen Norris.
The cast and director have not been announced.
One of First National's biggest specials of
the year
will beto "The
Lost World"
massive spectacle,
be adapted
to the a screen
from Sir
popular
novel.
TheArthur
cast is Conan
not yet Doyle's
announced,
but
a production of gigantic proportions is promised. This picture will be produced by
First National and released in August.
Another summer picture will be a new
Levee-Tourneur production, directed by
Maurice
Tourneur.
It is
"Belonging,"
society romance
by Olive
Wadsley.
The casta
has not been selected.
Universal
/^ARL LAEMMLE has announced definite
^ release dates of twenty-two of the many
big pictures the Universal Pictures Corporation has determined to produce this year
for the 1924-5 season. This schedule, starting with the first week in August, outlines
definite release dates up to and including
the last week in December.
The Universal's
announcedever
program,
considered the most ambitious
undertaken
by that or any other producing organization,
will tax to the utmost the capacity of the
Universal City studios. More than a score
of companies are being employed on this
schedule alone, exclusive of the chapterplays and short subjects that Universal produces and distributes. Although Mr. Laemmle's recent trip to the Coast paved the way
for this
production,
the "U"
studios and increased
their staffs
are working
overtime
to turn the schedule out promptly.
Included in the Universal's schedule for
the season of 1924-5 are 12 Jewels, 3 Hoot
Gibson productions, 52 Century two-reel
comedies, 12 Hysterical History one-reel
comedies, 104 International News Reels, 10
two-reelers starring Jack Dempsey, 26 Universal single-reel comedies, 52 Western-
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action-dramas, 6 five-reelers featuring Jack
Hoxie, and half-a-dozen more. Westerns with
such well-known stars as Wilfiam Desmond.
Leading off the 1924-5 schedule is Virginia
Valli's Universal Super-Jewel, "The Signal
Tower," written by Wadsworth Camp and
directed by Clarence Brown, whose direction
of this production and his handling of "The
Acquittal" place him among the foremost
megaphone-wielders of the country.
Those fortunate enough to have seen this
picture proclaim it to be greater than Universal's worldwide box office success, "The
Storm," and predict it will enhance considerably the already-established prestige of that
producing organization.
Following Universal will release "The
Reckless Age," Reginald Denny's speedy
comedy
Jewel,Insurance."
based on Earl
Derr byBij;gers'
novel, "Love
Directed
Harry
Pollard. "The Reckless Age" has all the
earmarks of achieving even greater success
than did the same director's "Sporting
Youth." It will be released August 10.
Next comes Mary Philbin's first Universal-Jewel of the 1924-5 season. "The Gaiety
Girl," adapted from I. A. R. Wylie's seriel
novel in Good Housekeeping Magazine, "The
Inheritors." Boasting a story, setting and
photography of great beauty, the subject is
considered by Universal executives to be the
most appealing and suitable vehicle Miss
Philbin has yet had.
Booth Tarkington's famous novel, "The
Turmoil," with an all-star cast, including
George Hackathorne, Eileen Percy, Emmett
Corrigan, Eleanor Boardman, Pauline Garon, Edward Hearn and Winter Hall, is next
on the schedule. This Jewel, directed by
Hobart Henley, is to be released August 31.
"The Turmoil'' will be followed by "The
Family Secret,' adapted jointly from Mrs.
Frances Hodgson Burnett's novel, "Editha's
Burglar," and August Thomas' sensational
stage success, "The Burglar." Baby Peggy
heads an all-star cast.
Next on the list will be "Butterfly," based
on Kathleen Norris' current best-seller.
Laura LaPlante, Norman Kerry, Ruth Clifford and Kenneth Harlan are at present engaged in producing this Universal-Jewel under Clarence Brown's direction.
Reginald Denny's second Jewel for 1924-5,
"Caotain Fearless," is adapted from Eusene
P. Lvle's novel of Old Mexico, "The Missourian."

Warner Brothers present "Broadway After Dark," from the play by Owen Davis, featuring Anna Q.
Nilsson, Adolphe Menjou and Cannel Myers. Carroel is shown vampine, as usual. ,
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Tax figures from Washington show the admission taxes from July, 1923, to March, 1924, to be $57,767,209, compared with $51,171,266 for the same period in the year previous.
Maurice Maeterlinck, the Belgian author, enters suit against Goldwyn
000, alleging breach of contract.

Pictures Cor{)oration for $200,-

The removal of the import tax on films entering England alarms the British producers, who find it difficult even noAv to compete with American producers.
House

Peters has signed a contract to make

a series of pictures for Universal.

D. W. Griffith has entered suits against Al Jolson for $571,696, alleging breach of contract.
Metro-Goldwyn studios were formally opened in Los Angeles on April 26 in the presence of movie
celebrities.
The gTand ball scheduled for the M. P. T. O. A. convention in Boston, has been called off by the
committee in charge. The banquet and other entertainments will be held as scheduled.
Walturdaw, Ltd., London,
American films.

distributing company,

has gone into bankruptcy.

James B. Flood, who assisted Ernst Lubitsch in "The
tures for Warner Brothers.
The M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania
dency of the national organization.

The company

handled

Marriage Circle," will direct a series of pic-

indorses M. E. Comerford

as a candidate for the presi-

"The Covered Wagon" completed its Broadway run on May 3 after an uninterrupted period of 59
weeks.
It is estimated 500,000 people saw the picture during the run.
Fred Miller has been elected president of the M. P. T. O. of Southern California.
Mary Pickford in "Dorothy Vernon
on May 5.

of Haddon

Hall" will open at the Criterion Theatre, New

William A. True announces advisory board of Theatre Owners
Rudolph

Valentino

in "Monsieur

Beaucaire"

York,

Distributing Corporation.

will open at the New

York Strand on August

Pathe Exchange, Inc., has declared a dividend of 10 per cent on the common
to stockholders of record as of May 15.
Gastonia, N. C, Avill have a new $150,000 movie theatre. James
picture exhibitor, is at the head of the new theatre.

12.

stock payable June 5

A. Estridge, well known

motion

Rev. Harvey Gulick, father of Paul Gulick, director of publicity for Universal, died at his home
Vermont on April 24.
Owing

in

to the public demand, Harold Lloyd's "Girl Shy" will be held over at the Mark Strand theatre
for another week. This is the first time that any comedy picture has ever played three consecutive weeks in a Broadway theatre.
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Record

Breaking
for

Crowd

M.P.T.O.A.

Expected

Boston

Convention

at the joint session of
S made
ORTNatio
REPthe
nal Convention Committee
and the Massachusetts Committee in
Boston April 22 showed gratifying advances
were recorded on the matter of arranging
for the national -meeting of the Alotion Picture Theatre Owners of America, which will
be held in that city on May 27, 28 and 29.
National President Sydney S. Cohen,
Chairman M. E. Comerford of the Convention Committee; Dave Adams, President of
the New Hampshire Motion Picture Theatre
Owners ; State President E. M. Fay of
Rhode Island; William Cadoret of Illinois;
M. J. O'Toole and others represented the
National Organization, and State President
Jacob Lourie of Massachusetts ; Harry Wasserman, chairman of the Massachusetts Convention Committee; Ernest Horstmann, the
executive secretary, and a large number of
theatre owners from Boston and other cities
made reports on the detail convention arrangements.
The following members of the Massachusetts organization and Convention Committee also were in attendance.
Patrick F. Lydon of South Boston, Joseph
Woodhead of Ointon, A. Locatelli of Lexington; Al Somersby, Stanley Sumner, Moe
Silver. Charles H. Ross, Charles W. Hodgdon, Phillip Markell, and Philip Smith of
Boston; Frank J. Howard of Brookline :
Nathan Yamins of Fall River : William E.
Dowlin of East Boston; Gordon Wrighter
of Springfield; and Elmer R. Daniels of
Worcester.
Cohen Reports

ley Plaza Hotel. Special conveniences for
the theatre owners in this relation have been
provided by manager Fogg of the hotel. The
delegates will occupy the main floor of the
hall and visitors will be accommodated on the
spacious balconies.
Governor Channing H. Cox of Massachusetts and Mayor James W. Curley of Boston will formally welcome the delegates on
behalf of state and city. Responses will follow and then the detail work of the convention will commence at once. On account of
the vast amount of work to be handled there,
a session may be held on Tuesday night.
Entertainment features will surpass all
previous efforts and this is made possible because of the varied elements of interest in
and around Boston associated with early
American history, the beautiful harbor and
other points which have a special appeal to
all. The Aiassachusetts Committee have provided lines of entertainment which will take
up all of the spare time of the delegates and
visitors.
The City of Boston, through the courtesy
of Mayor Curley, has arranged a harbor trip
on city steamships which will cover a radius
of over fifty miles, during which time all the
city fire boats in full action will circle around
the other ships. Trips on land to Bunker
Hill, Lexington, Concord and other points
have also been arranged.

President Cohen reported that thirty-one
states had already reported to the National
Headquarters in the matter of being represented at the convention, a big advance over
previous years one month before the convention date, and that this presaged a convention
in Boston which would surpass all previous
efforts of the organization in this connection.
He reported that unusual enthusiasm prevailed respecting the advances made in the
matter of national legislation, especially that
directed to ward the repeal of the seat and
admission taxes and the modification of the
copyright laws to set aside the music license
tax. The amount of money saved to theatre
owners in this relation, he said, would total
millions of dollars annually and exhibitors
generally now realize that this and other
forms of substantial advancement would have
been impossible without the concerted theatre owner power exerted through national
organization. Mr. Cohen also reported briefly on the general condition of organization
in the nation, all phases of which will be prevention. sented in detail by him at the national conJoseph W. Walsh, President of the Connecticut Theatre Owners, reported the cooperation of the theatre owners of h's state
in the convention activities and E. M. Fay,
President of the Rhode Island organizat-on
and Dave Adams of the New Hampshire unit,
reported similarly.
National Director M. E. Comerford made
a pointed address on the work of organization generally, in which he outlined the
many difficulties with which theatre owners
are forced to contend and urged that a compact business organization was very essential
to the itors
growth
business. and development of the exhib-

Coast

^ J' ^'f' Gbnvention Program
The-conven-tion ^sessions will open on Tuesday mpmingj
,
May 27, at 10:30 o'clock
promptly in the main banquet hall of the Cop-

In

Music Tax Fight
That the national organization has not been
idle is shown by a letter issued by D. W.

Branch

Will

Silverman, director of the department of
music, showing what has been done concerning the music tax, which has been waged so
vigorously.
The letter calls attention to the fact that
Waterson, Berlin and Snyder Music Company
has withdrawn from the American Society
of Authors,^ Composers and Publishers and
will permit all theatres to use music published
by this company tax free and will not aid
in any way the fight being waged against the
theatre owners.
The resignation of the Waterson, Berlin
and
Company
fromthisthecompany
"music is
trust"
will Snyder
be a great
blow as
the
largest music publishing house in the world
and produces a large majority of the song
hits used by theatres.
It is not unlikely that this step by a prominent music publishing company will be felt
by theable "music
and Itwillwould
cause not
a noticerift in thetrust'"
ranks.
be at
all surprising to find other companies follow
the steps of the Waterson, Berlin and Snyder Company and thus leave the Authors,
Composers and Publishers flat.
This first step in the march toward victorv
is a big one for the exhibitor and the details
of the fight will be made known in a report
to be read at the convention in Boston.
Those who have not already made hotel
reservations should get in touch with National
headquarters. Circulars giving names of hotels and rates are available.

Be

Established

By

Newly
Organized
LM.P.P.D.A.
A SPECIAL meeting of the Independ- wick and Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, recommended that a branch of the I. M. P. P.
dent Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors Association, held April 26 at D. A. with a local executive secretary be
their headquarters, 1650 Broadway, heard established without further delay in either
the report of the committee appointed to Hollywood or Los Angeles.
William J. Russell Productions, Inc.,
devise ways and means for establishing a
Los Angeles, who was a guest at the meetbranch of this committee with his associing, reported that great enthusiasm was
ates, Joe Brandt, Bobby North, I. E. Chadmanifested in this new and rapidly growing association by their western brothers
and on the strength of the committee's recommendation and Mr. Russell's rcDort, it
was unanimously moved that Mr. Goldburg, who is already on his way to the
Coast, continue the negotiations for tins
new branch. Wiliam Steiner announced
that he was leaving for Hollywood early
next week and volunteered to assist Mr.
Goldburg in this project. With such able
representation from the East, success is
assured.
President Chadwick announced that the
last and probably largest luncheon until
the Fall season, will be held on Tuesday,
May 13, at Hotel Astor. Several prominent individuals who are considered authorities in the moving picture industry
have been invited to address the luncheon
and it is confidently expected at this
time that they will accept the invitation.
A forward step was taken when the I.
M. P. P. D. A. decided to affiliate with
the Arbitration Society of America. This
will make it possible to secure a thoroughly posted bitration
arbitrator
to takearepart
all the
arhearings which
heldin by
Association,
the
first
of
the
controversies
JAMES
CHAPIN
Director of Charles Hutchison, the daredevil who to be settled by arbitration to be held next
is making a series for William, Steiner for distribu- week.
tion through New-Cal Film Corporation.
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OPTIMISM AT HODKlNSON
SALES CONVENTION
First of Series of Conventions Brings
Closer Relationship
HE first of the Hodkinson sales conventions, held on April 26 at the executive offices of the company, was marked by
spontaneous enthusiasm and the well
founded optimism of the eastern sales
chief.
The convention was attended by all of
the branch managers in the eastern division, and the statements made by the
executives on the product for the 1924-25
season were received with rounds of applause and declarations by the branch representatives that the new pictures would
.triple and quadruple all past booking records in their respective territories.
President F. C. Munroe addressed the
convention on the subject of the tremendous financial obligations that the Hodkinson company had assumed in its contracts with the best of the independent
producers. He pointed out that the commitments of the company ran into many
millions of dollars and that the executives
of the company were cheerfully undertaking the obligations in the fullest confidence that product of the highest class
would find a ready market in every first
run theatre.
"The Hodkinson Corporation is a service company," said Mr. Munroe, "and
while we expect to make money for ourselves our first duty is to make money for
our producers and to do that we must be
sure that we contract with the best of the
producers for the best of pictures that will
make money for the exhibitors."
Vice_ President John C. Flinn told of the
unceasing work that had been done since
January 1 in lining up the new product
and the world-wide plans for exploiting
the pictures. "The first thing we did," said
Mr. Flinn, "was to draw up a complete
list of every reputable motion picture producer and then subject the list to a process of elimination. The list was boiled
down to only those producers that had
positively established themselves as creators of money-making attractions and our
negotiations for product was confined to
those comparatively few men, with the result that already we have fifteen splendid
attractions for release before August 1 and
between thirty-six and forty great big pictures under contraact for the 1924-25 seaVice President Paul C. Mooney presided
son."

Don't

Read

This

// Your Booking Schedule Is
Too Tight to Change
JACK
is theNewmanager
of theGOLDSTEIN
Clinton Theatre,
York
City, one of the M. & S. circuit with
a seating capacity of some 2,000. He
has heavy competition including one of
the Loew theatres.
Mr. Goldstein was the first exhibitor to avail himself of the window display tie-ups with national advertisers
on "Beau Brummel." He phoned in
immediately upon reading of the startling new idea in showmanship.
On very short notice sixteen windows in eleven stores were arranged
for. And because of the pulling power of these tie-ups Mr. Goldstein has
extended the run of Warner Brothers
classic at the Clinton.
over the session. He outlined the company's sales plans and policies and spoke
of the reaction of the big exhibitors to
the new Hodkinson proposition. "From
big exhibitors everywhere throughout the
United States and Canada," said Mr.
Mooney, "expressions of confidence and cooperation have come to us and I feel that
we are enjoying the friendship of every
man that owns and operates a motion picture theatre and in the light of this gratifying condition we have but to justify their
confidence by fair dealing
The branch managers attending included
William Yoder, of Atlanta, L. J. Hlacking,
of Boston. W. H. Wagner, of Buffalo,
George Dillon, of New York, W. C. Humphries, of Philadelphia, G. R. Ainsworth,
of Pittsburgh, G. A. Falkner, of Washington and J. L. Plowright, of Toronto.
GALE NOVEL FOR PREFERRED
Olga Printzlau, well known screen author,
is
writingPerfume"
the adaptation
Zona Gale's
novel,
"Faint
for ofPreferred
Pictures.
This lerspopular
amongseason,
the best
in fiction story,
duringlisted
the past
will selbe
filmed by B. P. Schulberg
this
spring.
* * *
FIRE DESTROYS

THEATRE

Fire destroyed the Palace Theatre, at Beckley, W. Va., on April 19, with a loss of |50,000.

HODKINSON EASTERN SALES FORCE
From
left
to
right
top
row:
J.
K. Burger,W. G.H.M. Wagner,
Davidson,G. H.
O. Duke, and
J. L.
Plowright,
J. Second
Do'Jan,
G. Solomon, D. Scholtz, L. Tobias,
R. Ainsworth
L. W.
Kniskern.
row: F. S. Hopkins, W. G. Humphries, J. C. Flinn, Paul Mooney, F. C. Munroe, Raymond Pawley,
G. M. Dillon, G. A. Pa'ikner, W. Yoder, George Harvey. Biottora row: J. Eaton. J. Level, C. J. Giegerich, L. J. Hacking, C. Behan, R. S. Wolf, W. F. Seymour, P. J. Richrath, I. Hanover.

SYDNEY COHEN BOOSTED
AT M. P. T. 0. MEETING
Joint Meeting in St. Louis Elects
Officers and Delegates
C OUTHERN Illinois and Eastern Missouri motion picture theatre owners
met in joint session on Tuesday, April 21,
in St. Louis and passed a set of resolutions commending both Sydney Cohen,
president of M. P. T. O. A. and the organization, for their work in behalf of exhibitors.
I. W. Rodgers, of Poplar Bluff and Cairo,
111., will be first president of the merged
body. Other officers elected were, John
F. Reese, Wellsville, Mo., first vice president; W. W. Watts, Springfield, 111.; second vice president; Charles G. Goodnight,
De Sota, Mo., tbird vice president; J. C.
Hewitt, Robinson, 111., fourth vice president; F. E. Yemm, Duquoin, 111., fifth vice
president; L. C. Hehl, St. Louis, secretary;
Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis, treasurer.
Delegates to the national convention are:
E. M. Pasmezoglu, Robert Stempfle, Joseph Mogler, Fred Wehrenberg, Spyros
Skouras, I. W. Rodgers, Fred N. Hoelzler, J. L. Calvin, H. E. Pertle, W.
W.
mig. Watts, F. E. Yemm, H. T. Loeper, O.
L. Kern, Bob Cluster, F. S. Russell, Steve
Farrar, John Marlowe and Walter Them* * *
CELEBRITIES DABBLE IN REAL
ESTATE ON COAST
"Cecil B. De Mille. director general of
Paramount, is known in three or four corners
of the world as a motiort picture producer,
but Cecil B. De Mille, real estate speculator
Los Angeles,"of
little outside
means personal
broker,
and
Barrett
Kiesling,
representative
Mr. De Mille, told members of the Kansas
City Real Estate Board in an address last
week. "About 40 per cent of Mr. De Mille's
fortune has been derived from motion pictures and 60 per cent from real estate.
"Harold Lloyd is one of the most successful operators in downtown Los Angeles leaseholds, and one of the best informed speculators in this involved phase of real estate.
"Noah Beery, son of a Kansas City policeman and one of the best hated villains on the
screen, has made big returns on his operations in bungalow court building.
"Ruth Roland, perhaps the most successful
of all, now is building apartments.
"Jackie Coogan, although he probably does
not" know it, is one of the largest investors
in an exclusive residence district of Los An* * *

'RUST'
METRO BUYS
of "Rust,"
the purchase
Metro announces
Robert
R. Russell's
popular Broadway
play, which will be filmed as one of the
extensive
ns on Metro's
was
big productio
The purchase
next season.
schedule
charge
in
Brady,
effected by Colonel J. E.
Eastern scenario department
of Metro's
geles."'
Miss Laura D. Wilck, Mr. Rusthrough
sell's agent.
"Rust" was recognized by the New
York critics as one of the seriously powerduring the coming season.
* * *
'BEWARE THE WOMAN' RETITLED
The latest word from F. B. O. has it
that the film in which Derelys Perdue,
Lloyd Hughes, Ralph Lewis, Emily Fitzroy, Joseph Swickard and other stars appear will be seen as "Untamed Youth."
The attraction was first known as "Born
of the Cyclone." Subsequently the title
was changed to "Beware the Woman,"
and has now been renamed "Untamed
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VITAGRAPH
WILL HOLD
SALES MEETING
President Smith Calls Meeting for
Chicago to Discuss Plans
ALBERT E. SMITH, president of Vitagraph, has called a general sales meeting of executives of the organization to
be held in Chicago early in May. This
conference will be attended by all division
managers, exchange managers and members of the sales force.
John B. Rock, general sales manager,
will join Mr. Smith in Los Angeles, after
a tour of exchanges which will include
those of the West Coast, and go to Chicago for the meeting with him. This will
be Mr.
Rock's thirdbranches.
swing around the circuit of Vitagraph
This is the first general meeting of the
Vitagraph organization for several years.
Mr. Rock has visited the more important
key cities in the last month where he has
held subsidiary meetings in advance of the
main conference.
At the Chicago sales meeting the production plans as completed by Mr. Smith
for the season of 1924-25 will be announced. There will be twenty-four special super-features of the same high calibre
as "Captain Blood" and "The Clean
Heart."
"Our meeting in Chicago will consider
motion pictures from the exhibitors' point
of view. I have asked all Vitagraph salesmen to submit at that meeting not only
the commendations of picture theatre owners for the exploitation aids now prepared
for them but to submit frankly the criticisms of the house managers as well. The
sales force of Vitagraph will direct its efforts toward the betterment of relations
between exhibitor, distributor and producer," said Mr. Rock.
Vitagraph is releasing for summer bookings four specials produced by J. Stuart
Blackton and David Smith, "Borrowed
Husbands," "Between Friends," "The
Code of the Wilderness," and "The
Strength of Desire,'' as well as "Virtuous
Liars," a Whitman Bennett production
and "One Law for the Woman," a
Charles E. Blaney melodrama.
^ * *
BEAUTIFUL THEATRE PLANNED
FOR DURHAM, N. C.
The Leitch-Pryor interests in the Carolinas
and Virginia, operators among other theatres,
of the magnificent National theatres in Richmond and Greensboro, have announced
through General Manager T. G. Leitch the
early erection in Durham, North Carolina, of
an eight story office building the first floor of
which will be occupied by a magnificent motion picture theatre, to represent the last word
in modern theatre building and equipment.
The structure alone will cost $500,000 and
the furnishing of the theatre an additional
$150,000, it is estimated, and will be patterned after their monumental enterprise the
National theatres. The location is very advantageous, onMaine Street. ~
The Southern Amusement Company is the
subsidiary corporation under which the new
building will go up, this being allied with
several other subsidiary corporations under
which their theatre activities are operated
throughout this territorv.
* * *
LOEWS CANADIAN THEATRES
SHOW IMPROVEMENT
theLoew's
Loew Ottawa
house atTheatres,
Ottawa, Limited,
Ontario, operating
showed a
net profit of $40,000 during 1923, according to
statements which were submitted at the fourth
annual meeting of the company which was

COMEDY PRODUCERS
These
men
are
instrumental
in
producing
of the motion pictures'
best comedies.
to right they
are: Jack White, supervising director ofmany
Educational-Mermaid,
Hamilton
and WhiteLeftComedies;
AL
Christie, supervising director of Christie Comedies; E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Film
Exchanges; E. H. Allen, general manager of Jack White, Hamilton, Cameo forces and Charles Christie,
vice president and general manager of Christie Comedies. They make the world laugh.
held in the offices of Denison and Holcomb,
Jackson Building, on April 8. All reports
were of a highly encouraging nature, as compared with those of a year ago when a small
deficit had to be faced.
An entirely new board of officers was
elected for the ensuing term, the new president is E. R. Fisher ; F. D. Helps, vicepresident, and other directors include J. E.
Gravelle, J. P. Coulson and E. McMahon.
Arthur Washington was appointed secretary
of the company again.
^ ^
SELZNICK MAY RELEASES
Feature release dates for the first half
of May have been set by the Selznick Distributing Corporation as follows:
May 5— "White Shadows," an original
screen play by Michael Morton, starring
Betty Compson in a dual role, supported
by Clive Brook, A. B. Imeson, Daisy
Campbell, and Henry Victor. Directed by
Graham Cutts.
May 15 — "Missing Daughters," made by
Choice Productions with a cast including
Eva Novak, Eileen Percy, Claire Adams,
Pauline Starke, Rockcliffe Fellowes, Walter Long, Robert Edeson, Sheldon Lewis
and Walt Whitman.
■ ^ :f:
T.O.C.C. CHAIRMEN
A meeting of the newly elected members
of the board of directors of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, was held April
18 in Hotel Astor, New York, at which time
the following chairmen were elected: Charles
O'Reilly, chairman of the board ; Hyman
Rachmil, ways and means committee : John
Manheimer, law and legislation ; William A.
Hirsch, labor and employment ; William A.
Landai:, membership ; Sol Raives, arbitration ;
Sol Brill, business relations ; Leo A. Ochs,
house committee ; Hy Gainsboro, entertainment ;Joseph Stern, public service.
* * *
BAER MOVES OFFICE
Fred E. Baer, publicity service, has
moved his office to 1441 Broadway,
where- he has more space to conduct his
growing business.

SAM

MORRIS

REPORTS

ON

EXHIBITORS' VIEWS
Managers Disinclined to Sign for
Large Blocks of Pictures
'T'HAT exhibitors are giving much serious thought to bookings for the coming season is the report brought home by
Sam Morris, the busy general manager for
Warner Brothers. He returned last week
after visiting exchanges in Chicago, Des
Moines, Cleveland and Milwaukee.
Following a busy day spent with Sam
Warner, he left for Pittsburg, Cincinnati
and Detroit.
While away, he arranged for the premiere of "Beau Brummel" at the Stillman
Theatre, Cleveland, May 25. In connection with this showing, a big campaign is
being inaugurated. The wonderful tie-up
on Broadway whereby two hundred window displays featuring John Barrymore as
Beau Brummel were effected, will be re-

Mr. Morris said in regard to the general
peated.
situation :
"Big block bookings are just what the
exhibitor is cautious about. I found this
to be true everywhere I went. They do
not want to sign for fifty or sixty pictures, and take them on a gamble. But
all exhibitors are anxious to sign up a dependable product of about twenty pictures
as a foundation of their bookings.
Mr. Morris says he was pleasantly surprised to see what a hold "The Marriage
Circle" was taking on the film patrons of
Cleveland. It is now playing its fifth
week at the Circle Theatre there.
"Even Holy Week was turned into a
Mr. Morris.
saidpicture,
maker," the
money'
it one
he ran "Before
Printz booked
night after his usual show, having asked
his patrons to stay. They boomed the picture to their friends and acquaintances.
Ever since that time he has been deluged
with requests for a regular engagement."
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GARSSON WILL PRODUCE
SPECIAL SERIES

BURR AND JOHNNY HINES
TOGETHER AGAIN
Hines Says He Is Glad to Get Back
Under Burr Banner
IMPORTANT, indeed to the Independent market and also a sense of gratification to the industry in general is the
announcement made this week from the
office of Burr Pictures, Inc., that Johnny
Hines, conceded to be one of the strongest
bets in the state-rights field, has rejoined
forces with producer C. C. Burr under
whose banner Hines previously appeared
in the famous Torchy Comedies, and in
such successful feature melo-comedies as
"Burn 'Em Up Barnes," "Sure-Fire Flint"
and "Luck." This combination of producer and star brings together again one of
the strongest and most successful units
that has ever operated in the state-right
market and will undoubtedly prove to be
a move of vital import and joy to both
independent exchanges and exhibitors.
C. C, Burr is rightfully recognized as
the man who first gave Johnny Hines his
real chance in pictures and helped make
him the national star he is to-day. The
warm friendship existing between these
two; their knowledge of what the public
wants in its motion picture entertainment
and their ability to fill these wants makes
the Burr-Hines combination as powerful
and as successful an entity as has ever
existed in motion picture production.
Both Mr. Burr and Hines are elated at
the turn of events that brought them together again, and judging from present indications, they should supercede all their
past successful efiforts to turn out pictures
that are at once a pleasure to the public
and of proven financial value to both exchanges and exhibitors.
* * *
A. C. BERMAN RESIGNS FROM
UNITED ARTISTS
A. C. Berman has resigned as. foreign
sales manager of United Artists. Mr. Berman went to that organization from his
law practice in Boston five years ago at
the organization of the company. His first
work was in Canada opening sales offices
in that country. He was so successful
that he was brought to New York and
made sales promotion manager and then
assistant general sales manager.

MURRAY GARSSON
a special series of pictures for
produce
wi3a
He
iistribution through the Associated Exhibitors.

JOHNNY HINES
This famous comedian has returned to the banner
of C. C. Burr after an absence of several years.
Mr. Berman went to England and
of the coropened the first foreign offices
poration and later returned to New York,
where up to the time of his resignation
he had occupied the office of foreign sales
manager, having under his charge the
business of the company in all parts of the
world outside of the^ United
^ States.
KANSAS M.P.T.O. WANT CREDIT
FOR THEIR EFFORTS
With the return this week of Samuel A.
Handy, attorney for the M. P. T. O.
Kansas City, in the interests of these
organizations in the music tax fight, a letter, outlining the sentiment of the Kansas
City organization towards Sydney S. Cohen, national president, in the music tax
case, ofwasthe written
M. Eisner, presdent
Kansas byCityA. body.
In the letter president Eisner accuses
National President Sydney Cohen of
"basking in the limelight" and taking
credit for all the work done in connection
with the M. P. T. O. Kansas and
with the music tax fight while, according
to the letter, Samuel Handy, attorney for
the Kansas M. P. T. O. has been doing
very good work in Washington and is entitled to considerable credit for his efforts in behalf of the theatre owners.
* * *
'MIAMI' HAS WORLD'S PREMIERE
SHOWING IN PROVIDENCE

'Miami"
on role
C.roslandin producti
AlanCompson
TheBetty
was
the stellar
with
tion
at
presenta
premier
world's
its
given
the Rialto Theatre in Providence, R. I.,
Monday, April 28, where it opened for a
week's run, attended by many socially
prominent people who had met _ Miss
Compson in Miami during the makiiig of
the picture, executives of the Hodkinsoti
Corporation and many exhibitors frorn
various parts of the New England terriunanimous acclaim
by popular,
tory andwas
voted a big success.
"Miami"
Capacity business throughout the day
and S. R. O. for the evening showings m
competition with Harold Lloyd in'm"Girl
opShy" and "Under the Red Robe'
J. Maposition houses, caused William
honey, manager of the Rialto Theatre to
praise "Miami" in glowing terms

Pictures to Be Distributed Through
Associated Exhibitors
/CONTRACTS have been signed beV^" tween Murray W. Garsson and Associated Exhibitors whereby the former will
produce a series of special poductions to be
released by that distributing organization
during the coming season.
The first picture from the Garsson studios to be released by Associated Exhibitors will be "The Spitfire" from the novel
"Plaster Saints," which recently was completed, although the first one under the
new contract will be "The Love Thief,"
the casting for which has just been started.
"The Spitfire,"
_was turned
over tothrough
Associated by the Garsson
organization
a separate contract.
One of the biggest casts of screen and
stage stars that has been seen in a picture
in some time portray the various parts in
"The Spitfire," including, Betty Blythc,
Pauline Garon, Lowell Sherman, Elliott
Dexter, Robert Warwick, Leslie Kmg,
Burr Mcintosh, Jack Donovan, Jack Wade
and Helen Mack.
The first one was "Success," in which
Brandon Tynan played the leading role
and the second was "Broadway Broke,"
from thePost
Earlstory
Derrwhich
Biggers'
Saturday
Evening
featured
Mary
Carr directed
and Percy
"The Spitfire,"
was
by Marmont.
Cristy Cabanne.
"The Love Thief," also will be directed
by Mr. Cabanne and another cast of stars
is being selected for the various important roles. The first one chosen was Alma
Rubens, who will be seen in the leading
feminine role. Frank Mayo is now on his
way from California to play opposite her.
The story is founded on New York society life, but leads into a romance of the
high seas.
* * *
C. B. C. ANNOUNCES BIG CAST IN
FIRST PERFECTION PICTURE
Word has just been received from the
C. B. C. West Coast studios that in addition to William Fairbanks and Eva Novak,
the following stars will appear in their
first Perfection Picture: Kate Lester, Carl
Stockdale,
GeorgePhillips.
Nichols, E. W. Borman
and Carmen
The present working title of this feature is "The Battling Fool" and from reportsthroughout.
there will be plenty of thrills and action
The scenario of this production is from
the pen of Wilfred Lucas and it involves
a series of swiftly moving adventures with
unexpected twists in sufficient number to
keep any audience on the edge of their
seats until the final scene.
FOX BUYS SERVICE STORY
Announcement is made that William Fox
to "The Roughrights W.
has purchased
neck," the storvscreen
by Robert
Service, auof "The
S'pell
of the country.
Yukon" and other
virile thortales
of the
Alaskan
* * *
C. B. C. APPOINTS NEW DIRECTOR
A contract has just been closed with W.
S. Van Dyke who is to direct the series of
eight "Thrill-Action" pictures, art of the
C. B. C. program for this Fall.
He is now directing the first picture
under the title of "The Batthng
known
Fool" and will soon start work on the
second Perfection Picture called The

Woman Hater."
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LAZARUS RESIGNS FROM
UNITED ARTISTS

OFFICERS

ARE RE-ELECTED
Neiv Orleans Meeting of Stockholders
Full of Enthusiasm
A SPIRIT of confidence and optimism
marked the annual convention of Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
stockholders at New Orleans which closed
last April 26 after four days' intensive
work.
Few changes were made in the executive personnel of the organization. Robert
Lieber was re-elected president of ihe company, and Harry O. Schwalbe continues as
secretary-treasurer. Sol Lesser was made
first vice-president and Jacob Fabian, third
vice-president. The executive committee
for the coming year will consist of E. V.
Richards, of New Orleans; Sam Katz, of
Chicago; A. H. Blank, of Des Moines;
George W. Trendle, of Detroit; Robert
Lieber, of Indianapolis; and Harry O.
Schv/albe, of Philadelphia.
The New York executives were at their
desks in the home office on Monday morning. Practically all the heads of departments attended the convention and R. A.
Rowland journeyed from the West Coast
studios of First National to New Orleans.
One of the biggest events of the conventions was the screening of "The Sea
Hawk," produced by Frank Lloyd Productions, Inc., which will be one of First National's specials for
* *the * coming season.
BALABAN-KATZ FORM MIDWEST
THEATRES CORPORATION
The formation of the Balaban Katz Midwest Theatres, Inc., a Delaware Corporation, has just been completed. This corporation will be headed by Samuel Katz
as president, and the policies carried out
under his personal direction.
This corporation will include the theatres of the Balaban & Katz group, and
also those theatres formerly grouped under
the Midwest Theatres, Inc., and operated
by Messrs. Thielen, Burford, Ruebens,
Van Matre, Ellis, Lucas, Irwin, Koppelberger, Charles Lamb and C. B. Sawyer.
The activities of this corporation comprehend the city of Chicago and the major
cities of the State of Illinois, and number
approximately fifty theatres at the present
time.
The purpose of the corporation will be
to institute into all these theatres the same
policy of operation and service that has
made the Balaban & Katz theatres successful. The
_
entire group of theatres will be
institutionally advertised in their respective communities, and the highest standard
of entertainment maintained.
All film purchases and bookings for the
entire group of theatres will be concentrated under the direction of Floyd M.
Brockell, formerly Distibution Head of Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
All legal matters and details of management and policy have been consummated
and the company begins operations May
first.
* * *
BOSWORTH EXHIBITOR ELECTED
MAYOR BY BIG MAJORITY
From exhibitor to mayor of a city, by a
large majority against a wealthier and
more influential opponent, is the feat ac■complished by Mayor Victor Cason, manager and owner of the Cason theatre,
Bosworth, Mo. The showmanship policy
of Mr. Cason, to which he attributed his
victory at the polls, reads and sounds a
trifle strange, as compared to the conceptions of some persons towards showman-

Former Sales Manager Will Soon
Announce Future Activity
pAUL
N. LAZARUS,
has since
beei.
connected
with UnitedwhoArtists
its inception and who for two and a
half years has been general sales manager
of the company, has resigned, effective
April 26 The separation from Hiram Abrams, President, the United Artists, and
his old associates was with the most cordial feelings on bothsides.
When spoken to last week Mr. Lazarus
hesitated to outline his future activities.
The inference was plain, however, that he
will have an announcement to make within the coming weeks that will be of real
interest to the trade at large.
Mr. Lazarus went to the United Artists
as advertising and publicity manager, becoming in turn sales promotion manager.
Prior to that he had been with Vitagraph
for three years as advertising and publicity
manager.
VICTOR CASON
exhibitor who was elected mayor of Bosworth,
Mo., by an overwhelming majority. He conducted
his campaign along the best showmanship lines.
ship, but it has proved to be a winner.
Mr. Cason launched a campaign in which
he hopes to show the citizens of Bosworth the type of "clean up" drives
an exhibitor-mayor will conduct. He has
appealed to_ fellow exhibitors of Missouri and Kansas to contribute 25 cents
each toward a fund, to be used for the
purpose of cleaning up the city, literally,
thereby
an exhibitor's
type of
drive is proving
not due that
to laws,
but constructive
work.
* * *
'OH, DOCTOR!' FOR UNIVERSAL
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal
Pictures Corporation, has purchased Harry
Leon Wilson's story, "Oh, Doctor!" It
will be added to Universal's 1924-25 super
productions.
"Oh Doctor" contains a wealth of material for humorous delineation and for
this reason it is anticipated as another
starring vehicle for Reginald Denny, whose
work in "Captain Fearless" an adaptation
of "The Missourian," presents him in a
role that is new to
^ screen
^ ^ types.
UNIVERSAL

Before coming into the film business
Mr. Lazarus was for five years with a
Hearst group of magazines, with the speciHousekeeping.
fic duties of circulation manager of Good

He was one of the organizers and later
president of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, and has been an active
member of that organization from the beginning. During his term of service to the
United Artists he has traveled much and
built up a large circle of friends in all departments of the industry.
* * *
HENIUS IS REPRESENTATIVE
The Terra Film Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin, Germany has appointed as its permanent representative in New York Wolff
M. Henius. His office is located at 1482
Broadway, New York City. Both executives of the Terra Film Artiengesellschaft,
Dr. Glass
and Mr. Morawsky have returned to Europe.

ASSIGNMENTS

In line with
exploitation
reorganization underUniversal's
Jerome Beatty,
the following
men have been assigned to territory : Jean
Belasco, Kansas City and St. Louis ; Jack
Meredith, Dallas, Oklahoma City, El Paso,
and New Orleans ; Andrew Sharick, Atlanta,
Jacksonville, Memphis, and Charlotte ; Harry
Yost, Philadelphia and Washington ; Jack
Hays, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Charleston, and
Indianapolis ; Herman Fisher, Des Moines,
Omaha, and Sioux Falls ; Al Feinman, Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis ; Way land
Taylor, San Francisco, and Los Angeles : W.
H. Wilkes, Toronto and Montreal. Other
field men will be announced later.
SELZNICK DIVISION MANAGER
Claude C. Ezell is now Division Manager of the Southern district for the Selznick Distributing Corporation, according to
an announcement of President W. C. J.
Doolittle. He is in charge of the sales
forces working out of the Selznick branches at Atlanta, Dallas, New Orleans,
Denver and Salt Lake City.
Mr. Ezell has been connected with the
Selznick organization for many years, as
Home Office representative in both the
South and the West.

PAUL N. LAZARUS
General sales manager of United Artists, after
serving with the company since its organizatioii five
years ago, has resigned to take up other activities.
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'MARY

THE

THIRD'

COMPLETED
Camera work on King Vidor's third
Goldwyn picture made from Rachel
Crother's
"Mary
which
will stage
have success,
a new film
title,thewasThird,"
completed last week.
In commenting on the fact that the
eight leading men escaped injury at his
hands. Director Vidor defies any other director to make a picture with eight leading men in it and not murder or maim at
least one of them.
The leading men in question are Ben
Lyon, William Collier, Jr., William
Haines, Bobby Agnew, Niles Welch,
James Morrison, Creighton Hale and
Johnnie Walker. Eleanor Boardman has
the leading role and other important parts
are played by Pauline Garon, E. J. Ratcliffe, Zasu Pitts and Gertrude Claire.
« * * *
DISCUSS

SOUTH SEA BEAUTIES
In
Metro's
"The
Shooting
of
Dan
McGrew"
the Badger
c are inshowed
choosing
types inwlashis inchoice
no ofsmall
way
responsible for the success of the picture. Director
rare thejudgment
characters
VIGNOLA STARTS WORK
News from the Metro studios in Hollywood report that Robert G. Vignola has already taken up his headquarters there and is
busy with preliminary arrangements preparatory to starting work on his first special production for Metro. Mr. Vignola was accompanied to the coast by Philip Carle his assistant in all his big productions the last several years.
According to Mr. Vignola's present plans,
production on his first Metro picture will
begin early in May. He expects to be able
to make a definite announcement of his technical organization, picture and leading players
sometime within the next ten days.

LUBITSCH NAMES CAST
The principal players in the forthcoming
Ernst Lubitsch production for Warner Brothers have been selected this week, and are
holding themselves in readiness for the first
call to the studio.
They comprise five, the very number, it
will be remembered, with which Lubitsch so
successfully manipulated the action of "The
Marriage
Circle." consists of May McAvoy,
The selection
Pauline Frederick, Lew Cody, Willard Louis
and Pierre Gendron. Lubitsch has been carefully sifting a selected list of players for the
past several months, and this aggregation of
screen pantomimists represents the results.

CAST COMPLETED
Warner Brothers are following their
wonted pace in announcing the cast for the
approaching productions of "Being Respectable," from Grace Flandrau's best seller. Marie Prevost and Monte Blue, topnotchers by virtue of their memorable performance in "The Marriage Circle" head
the cast of players, which includes Louise
Fazenda, Irene Rich, Frank Currier, Eulalie Jensen, Kenneth Gibson and Lila
Leslie.
* * *

'MERTON' READY FOR ACTION
James Cruze will start this forthcoming
Paramount production, "Merton of the
Movies," at the company's West Coast
studio the week of May 4. Walter Woods
is writing the screen version by George S.
Kaufman and Mark Connolly.
Glenn Hunter, star of the stage plaj-,
who will also portray the title role on the
screen production, will leave for California next week, immediately following the
close of the long tour of "Merton."

TALKING PICTURES FOR CANADA
Talking Pictures of Canada, Limited, is
the name of the new company which has
been organized in Canada under a Canadian charter with headquarters at Montreal, Quebec, for the purpose of handling
pictues. Dr. Lee DeFormoving
talking
est is said
to be identified with the new
concern.

'THE GUILTY ONE' COMPLETED
Actual production work on "The Guilty
One,'" which features Agnes Ayres, has been
concluded at the Paramount West Coast studios. The picture was directed by Joseph
Henabery.
Supporting Miss Ayres in this mystery
drama are Edward Burns, Cyril Ring, Crauford Kent and George Seigman.
* * *

NEW HODKINSON RELEASE
While the Broadway premiere of the ReShall It toBe?"
pictureof "Which
naud theHoffman
and
presentation
the production
the
critics of the trade press was sponsored by the
Hodkinson Corporation general releasing arrangements between the producers and the
distributors were not entered into until this
week when contracts were officially closed.
The release date has been set for June 20.

DELL STORY SELECTED
After reading severaj hundred books and
novels, Helene Chadwick has finally selected
"Of Her Own Free Will," a novel by Ethel
Dell, as her initial starring vehicle for Hodkinson.
Arrangements have been closed for the use
of the Biograph studio in the Bronx, New
York,
will be where
made. Miss Cbadwick's productions

CONDITIONS

Winnipeg, Manitoba, recently had a lively
conference of exchange officials regarding
conditions and arrangements affecting the
moving picture business in Western Canada.
Various details were worked out. Those in
attendance included H. L. Nathanson, TorDXt.„
to, assistant general manager for Regal Films,
Limited; H. M. Thomas, Winnipeg, Western
general manager for Famous Players Canadian Corporation; M. R. Clark, Western manager of Famous-Lasky Film Service ; J.
Workman, Toronto, manager in Canada for
Metro; J. Jeffreys of New York, representing Universal ; R. W. Helmer, representing
Fox Film Corporation ; W. C. Dippie and T.
J.
Gould, the latter a representative of Regal
Films.
* * *
FARNUM'S SOLD FOR OHIO |
Jesse J. Goldburg, President of Independent
Pictures Corporation, wires his New York
office that enroute West to Los Angeles, he
stopped off at Cincinnati and closed with Excelsior Film Company, for the eight Franklyn Farnum's for Ohio.
Just tract
prior
to Mr.
Goldburg's
departure,
conwas also
closed
with Creole
Productions on the same series of eight features
for Louisiana and Mississippi. This disposes
of 100 per cent of the United States on this
series of western productions. This is considered as a sure indication not alone of the
popularity of this series but also of the
ready distribution and absorpdon by state
right buyers of western productions.
'GIRL SHY' FOR CONVENTION
The announcement comes from the Pathe
home been
officebooked
that Harold
Lloyd Fred
in "Girl
Shy"
has
by Manager
Desberg
for two weeks at the Stillman Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio. Not forgetting that there will
be thousands of visitors in Cleveland in June
attending the Republican National Convention, and believing the Lloyd laughter piece
peculiarly qualified to chase dull care away
from the tired politician, Mr. Desberg booked
"Girl Shy" for two weeks commencing June 8.
* ^ il!
VITAGRAPH RELEASES
Spring releases of Vitagraph up to June
1 include five super-specials, two David
Smith productions, "My Man" and "Borrowed Husbands," one J. Stuart Blackton
production, "Between Friends," a Whitman Bennett production, "Virtuous Liars."
and a Charles E. Blaney melodrama, "One
Law for the Woman." The casts of these
pictures include some of the biggest hoTt
office names ever offered to the exhibitor.
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M ABEL NORMAND is making personal appearances
at the Fox Theatre, Philadelphia, this week in connection with the run there of "The Extra Girl." Miss Normand's tour from the beginning has been a series of unusual demonstrations showing the popularity of the player
with the mass of photoplaygoers. The tour began March
22 in Newark at the Branford. Since then Miss Normand
has played in Paterson, Passaic and Elizabeth, N. J., in the
houses of the Fabian Circuit; in St. Louis at the New
Grand Central Theatre, in Detroit at the Broadway Strand,
and in Cleveland at Loew's State Theatre. From Philadelphia Miss Normand goes to Columbus, Ohio. It is pleasant to record that the public seems to have acted in exact
justice.
TV/fARION DAVIES has been invited to attend the
Motion Picture Conference of the League of American Pen Women which is being held in Washington
this week. It is said to be the first time in the
twenty-seven years of its existence that the league
has officially recognized the screen. The player also
has been invited to attend the Authors' Costume
Carnival Ball arraytd as a character iti one of her
own pictures and also to act as one of the judges.
pETE

SMITH, from Los Angeles, forwards us paragraphs on "Signs of Spring in Moviedom," credited to
Sylvia Breamer, notifying us that eighty-three press agents
took their feminine stars to the beaches for "bathing" pictures the previous Sunday, and that one of these stars
actually went into the surf — she fell in. An interesting
paragraph is that five "For Rent" signs appear on Hollywood bungalows where but one grew before. In the missive also is a somewhat ambiguous statement that "rolled
stockings are again coming into their own."
ALLAN DWAN has completed the final cutting of
"Manhandled," in which Gloria Swanson is starred
for Paramount. Mr. Dwan's next effort with the
same star will be "The Queen's Love Story," by
Mary Roberts Rinehart. Ian Keith has been se'jected
to play the male lead.
J^AOUL WALSH, the director of "The Thief of Bagdad," is credited with having inherited a large sum of
money. The report is that the amount of the legacy is
well up in the hundred thousands and that Mr.- Walsh will
invest some portion of it in California production. Also
it is stated that he is negotiating with Morris Gest for the
picture rights of "The Miracle." We hope the report is
true in every detail, especially that in regard to the legacy.
'pHE
former EstherthfcLindner,
was so at
longC. andB.
so competently
publicity who
department
C.'s offices,
is
now
Mrs.
Ralph
H.
Haas.
The
wedding took pJfece on April 24.
JJERMAN SCHOENSTADT, senior member of the
firm of H. Schoenstadt & Sons, 1118 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, accompanied by Mrs. Schoenstadt and
her sister, sailed from New York on April 29 on a tour of
Europe and the continent. While abroad Mr. Schoenstadt
will make an investigation on investment possibilities in motion pictures in Europe.
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J R. BRAY, President of Bray Productions, Inc., and the
* inventor of many devices improving the animated cartoon, who went abroad early in March, is due home this
week. Mr. Bray's visit was largely spent in England and
France, where he arranged for the distribution and sale of
Brayco, a new material for the Bray Film Library. During
his stay the inventor consulted with H. G. Wells regarding
the production of "The Outline of History," work on
which, it is expected, is shortly to be begun by Mr. Bray.
Tl/f AX ROTH, general sales manager for Preferred
Pictures, announces that "Maytime" has been
booked by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld for the Rialto in
New York. This play of Rida Johnson Young won
much popuJarity during its seven years on the stage.
Its adaptation also has met with genuine success
in the many cities where it has been played.
jyjARY PICKFORD and Douglas Fairbanks are receiving many attentions in England. Last week they were
guests at the carnival ball given in London by the American
Legion Post. The function, which was one of a series of
inaugural events in connection with the Empire exposition,
was held under the patronage of the American Ambassador
and a distinguished group of patronesses. The preceding
year the Prince of Wales was honor guest.
T AURETTE TAYLOR has left New York for
Hollywood, where she will make for Metro a
screen version of one of her big stage successes, "One
Night in Rome," written by her husband. J. Hartley
Manners. This will be Miss Taylor's third picture,
each of which was for Metro. The first was "Peg;
o' My Heart' and the second "Happiness."
QRANT CARPENTER, who has just completed the
adaptation of Elinor Glyn's "How to Educate a Wife"
for Warner Brothers, has been elected president of the
Hollywood branch of the Authors' League of America. Mr.
Carpenter was formerly a newspaper man, having been a
reporter in New York and San Francisco and dramatic
critic as well in the latter city. Also he served an apprenticeship as a war correspondent in Europe and South
Africa. He has written two novels with Chinese backgrounds.
,

pECIL B. DE MILLE, who besides making pictures
^ has shown a liking for real estate and banking,
is now reported to have taken over the majority of
stock in a Los Angeles company engaged in the
manufactlure of milk bottles. This latest activity
of the producer may afford opportunities for the punster. B-ut for
whatdairy
kindproducts?
can a man make these days
other than

T OHN B. ROCK, General Manager of Vitagraph, has
^ returned from his second inspection tour. His
trip
included visits to Chicago, Minneapolis, Winnipeg, last
Omaha,
Kansas City and St. Louis. Mr. Rock's purpose in these
visits is the renewal of old friendships among exhibitors
and personally to become acquainted with every Vitagraph
employee. Exchange sales meetings were held in each of
the cities visited._ Mr. Rock quotes the Kansas City Commercial Club in its forecast on general trade conditions as
predicting that 1924 will be the most prosperous vear the
middle west has known in a decade.
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After

Boston —

rilHE time for the convention of the Motion
I Picture Theatre Owners of America in Boston
is rapidly approaching. The dates are set for
May 27, 28, and 29. For the first time in the
history of national exhibitor organization the coming sessions will be the fifth consecutive of a single
regime.
After four years as President Sydney S. Cohen
of New York will lay down the reins of office, the
reins that were placed in his hands in Cleveland.
While it is unlikely Mr. Cohen will concede it
to be the case it is not unreasonable to assume that
he has some regrets he did not definitely retire
from the presidency in Chicago in 1923.
When in response to a round-robin summons
last year the president unwisely decided again to
become a candidate before the convention he declared himself in for a lot of work and a lot of what
many busy men character as "grief" in the way of
official and partisan worries.
The outcome of the convention was the estrangement of several important states — important because of the organizations that had been
built up within them.
*
* *

those bodies are outside the breastworks of the national association. They have
federated under the title of the Allied State Organizations, and are keeping in touch with each
other physically by bimonthly meetings, each reppresented by its president.
The next meeting of the allied body will be held
in Morehead City, N. C, June 11 and 12, simultaneous with the annual meeting of the North
Carolina Theatre Owners.
It will be noted that the date follows close upon
that of the sessions of the national body in Boston.
There is room in the United States for one organization ofTheatre Owners. There is not room
for two. Whatever may be accomplished by one
or both of these in the way of substantial progress
is done not because of there being but in spite of it.
Anything that may now be done by the two
imder separate banners may be done twice as well
and with half the effort by united forces.
The election in 1923 of Mr. Cohen was the rock
TODAY

upon which the split was precipitated. With the
retirement of the present incummbent the original
cause of the fracture is removed.
As for those who may profess to fear the continuing influence of the present regime we believe
a bit of reasoning will dissipate that.

WHEN
a man for four years has given of his
time and money and energy in behalf of an
organization it stands to reason that he will experience far deeper satisfaction in seeing turned
over to his successor an organization that if it does
not represent all of the units at least is in a fair
way presently of encompassing -them.
So it may be put down as common sense that
Mr. Cohen will do anything in his power to conciliate and harmonize contending elements.
When two film companies, each representing
millions of dollars in investments, can find common ground upon which to unite, surely it is a
near simple matter for two bodies of Theatre
Owners to sink their partisanship and shake hands.
No capital in this instance is involved. It is a
mixture of principle and pride. But the prize that
will be awarded for the sacrifice is unity.
Upon the men holding important position in the
two bodies rests the burden of responsibility for
taking the right steps that the present inconceivable situation shall not continue.
The time for conciliation is prior to the election
of the incoming administration. That is simply an
application of the old American principle of giving
effect to the "consent of the governed."
*
* *
UP

in Boston the delegates will have renewed
to their memoiy a happening in the pre-Revolutionary period which is described as the Boston
Tea Party. That little incident firmly established
and advertised the American objection to "Taxation without representation."
Speaking of taxation, we are told that in Boston
there will be no subscriptions asked for—that Moving Picture Day will take care of national finances.
Every unit of the Allied State Organizations
should be represented in Boston by delegate s with
full power to effect conciliation.
And this is a gx3od place to say that the retiring
administration has a record of achievement. The
public service department of the Theatre Owners
has performed really constructive work, has by itself justified the work at Cleveland four years ago.
A controversy between two groups whose interests are identical should be settled around one table
in Boston on the evening of May 26, if not before.
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LEADERS

Mack

Sennett,

Pioneer

ALL

in

a question
maoy be
REto wh
was first in
THEas
the arena of dramatic
motion pictures, but it is unlikely ony one seriously will
question the premiership of
Mack Sennett in the comedy
field. He was not the first to
make comedy pictures, it is
true. The Frenchmen had
shown us a number of things
in the way of funmaking
before Mr. Sennett began to
orm at the Biograph stuperf
dios.

The Sennett comedy, nevertheless, started on original
lines. It was operated on the
basis that in order to lead it is
necessary to invent — to bring
to the screen some element of
funmaking that prior to that
time it had not known.
While the "Keystone cops"
might provide mirth for the
throngs for two years or three
years or four years there
would come a time when there
would be a failure on the
part of the house out front to
react to this style of comedy.
So while all over the world
motion picture followers were
"laughing themselves sick" over the
desperate struggles of the cops to capture their elusive quarry the creator of
that lively band already was "set" on
something different to be employed as
an acceptable substitute and successor.
]yj ACK SENNETT always has betn
a believer in the healthy body as a
prerequisite for the best of work — that
the man whose physical condition is
such that he himself can see fun in
the ordinary things of life is the better equipped to portray that mirth to
others.
From his earliest days the producer
has been much out of doors. He was
born in Danville, in the province of
Quebec, and was raised on a farm.
There was developed the solid constitution which has been maintained with
such care in later years.
The producer is a believer, too, in
the maxim of early to bed and early to
rise. It is in the first hours of daylight
that he gives full play to his fondness
for the lonesome trail, the open country. He may be seen any morning
when the weather is not unpropitious
either on foot or on horseback traveling over mountain paths.
_ Early in life Mr. Sennett had ambitions tosing in opera. While study-

Comedy
those on the inside of things
in those days knew his name,
as according to the policy of
. the company the names of the
players were not revealed. To
be sure, in answer to the insistent demands of British
clients the company supplied
names to the players, but they
were not the ones by which
their owners were known by
their friends.
In 1912 Mr. Sennett received an offer from the New
York Motion Picture Company, which he accepted. On
July 4 of that year with a
small company headed by
Mabel Normand and Ford
Sterling
the N.
Hudson Riverhetocrossed
Fort Lee,
J.,
and began the making of the
initial Keystone comedy.
It was the first of a line
that was to become famous. It

LEADERS ALL— MACK SENNETT
TJECAUSE of his inventiveness and of his thorough study of the psychology of the laugh ;
because of his maintenance of a sound body in order
that optimism might be given iu\l play ; because
of his pioneering which captured the attention of a
world seeking mirthful recreation ; and because
of his patience in securing just the effect needed.
ing in New York to cultivate a natural
baritone voice he secured employment
in the Biograph studio in the same city.
The work attracted him from the
first. As the engagement was extended and there were revealed to him some
of its untouched possibilities it fascinated him.
JT was not long before he determined
to give up his dreams of success on
the operatic stage and tie down to pictures. His first work with the Biograph company had been of an allaround character. Very shortly, however, he was directing as well as playing, and the subjects had a decided
comic twist.
One of his specialties in those days
was the role of Sherlock Holmes — or
rather a pipe-smoking exaggerated "riv
cop." It was a characterization that
became famous among the uniformed
"pavement pounders" the country over,
one that regular policemen always
would flock to witness.
The work of Mr. Sennett for the
Biograph attracted the attention of exhibitors and the public at large. Only

was a "million dollar brand"
in veiy truth. It hardly will
be denied by any one cognizant of the box office power
of the Keystone of that day
that in good-will alone the
name was worth the equivalent of seven figures.
In 1915 Mr. Sennett joined with
Thomas H. Ince and D. W. Griffith in
releasing through Triangle Pictures.
Later on under the brand name of Mack
Sennett Comedies he formed a distribution alliance with Paramount. '

ors was
ed Producer
JN 1920 Associat
of ten
a career
ganized, but after
monflis the product was transferred to
First National.
During the past year Mr. Sennett
has entered into an agreement with
Pathe terial
for andrelease
of all his "short"
mawith Associated
Exhibitors
for feature product.
The present site of the Sennett
studios in Los Angeles covers thirtv
acres and is the same spot as that
where the old Keystones were made.
Here were developed among others
Charles Chaplin, Harold Lloyd, Ford
Sterling, Buster Keaton and Al St.
John and among the women Gloria
Swanson, Mabel Normand, Betty
Compson and Marie Prevost.
Mr. Sennett never has been married.
Each year his mother, Mrs. Catherine
Sennett, comes down from Canada to
spend about five months with her son
in Los Angeles. This winter for the
first time she appeared before the camera. The comedy was "The Hollywood
Kid,"nett in
which,
by the way, Mr. Senalso has
a role.
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Selznick's 'White Shadows' Reflects Rare Charm
Forthcoming Production Features Betty Compson in Becoming Role
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BOX

AGNES

AYRES

OFFICE

STARS

IN FASHION

ROLE

Is Style Designer Heroine of 'Bluff,'
Comedy Drama With Strong
Feminine Appeal
BLUFF. Paramount Photoplay. Authors,
Rita Weiman and Josephine L. Quirk. Director, Sam Wood. Length, 5,442 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Betty
AgtiesMoreno
Ayres
Robert Hallowell
Fitzmaurice
Antonio
Norton Conroy
E. H. Calvert
Waldo Blakely
Clarence Burton
Mr. Kitchel
.Ffed Butler
Dr. Curtiss
Jack Gardner
Filine
PauKne Paquette
Jack Hallowel
Roscoe Karns
Algy Henderson
Arthur Hoyt
Betty Hallowell is an unsuccessful fashion designer. Her brother Jack is caiippted by political
boss
Kitchell's
The thfa
latterslimswears
vengeancehe
on Betty when auto.
she refuses
compriomise
offers. Broke, Betty impersonates Nina Loring,
missing intematiional beauty, and the New York
modistes flock to buy her designs. The real Nina
wantedto for
secretaryby
isis about
haveembezzlement.
Betty arrested.Kitchell's
She is saved
Robert Fitzmaurice, young lawyer, who threatens
to expose Kitchell's crookedness. Fitzmaurice wins
Betty.
By George T. Pardy
A N amusing comedy drama, offering a
light but interesting plot, framed in gorgeous settings and having especial appeal for
feminine patrons on account of the style
displays, which director Sam Wood has ingeniously woven into the story without causing a hitch in the action or continuity break.
As a matter of fact,, garments for the fair
sex are really a part of the narrative, for the
heroine is a fashion designer who invades
New York, only to find that the modistes
spurn her work as that of a nobody. Whereupon, she realizes that you must bluff in
order to win prestige in Gotham, successfully impersonates a famous international
beauty whom she resembles, and the buyers
for the leading shops rush feverishly to hand
her orders.
The big situation develops when the political leader who seeks revenge on Betty has
her pinched and Robert Fitzmaurice. astute
lawyer and admirer of the heroine, steps in
at the crucial moment and does some effective
bluffing himself, with the result that boss
Kitchell is scared stiff, backs down an'd comes
across with a neat lump of coin to square
matters.
After which Fitz gets the girl, as is only
natural on the screen. It's all done in snappy,
airy manner, with a bit of pathos and emotional stress thrown in for dramatic seasonthere'sMr.
mighty
evidenceing; and
Wood fine
has photography
certainly playedin
up the jazzy angles, the modiste resorts, the
magnificent hotel interiors, with an eagle eye
on box office possibilities
Agnes Ayres wears her handsome gowns
gracefully and registers well in the role of
Betty Hallowell. Antonio Moreno is satisfactory as the lawyer hero, Fred Butler looks
and acts the part of the political boss to the
life, and excellent performances are given bv
Pauline Paquette, Clarence Burton, E. H.
Calvert, Jack Gardner, and others in the
large, carefully selected cast.
The title is a good one to draw with.
Tie-ups with fashion stores are naturally suggested and if a style prologue can be arranged itwould attract the ladies.. Lest your
patrons might imagine that "Bluff ' is simply
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a woman's picture, you should tell them something about the story's comedy, its romance
and so on. The fact that the feature gives
.Gotham pretty hard digs on the score of
"fourflushing"
pleasethethose
who don'tto
live
there, but will
are none
less anxious
gaze upon the life of the metropolis, so play
the swatting of little old N'Yawk up as hard
as you like. Agnes Ayres and Tony Moreno
should be featured in your ads.
* * *
MIXES

COMEDY

AND

DRAMA

'Borrowed Husbands Skillfully Directed Offers Amusing Entertainment
BORROWED HUSBANDS. Vitagraph
Photoplay. Author, Mildred K. Barbour.
Director, David Smith, Length, 6,900 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Nancy Burrard
Florence Vidor
Dr. Langwell
Rockliffe Fellowres
Major Desmond
Earle Williams
Gerard Burrard
Robert Gordon
Edith LangweM
Kathryn Adams
Nancy
on a business tripBurrard's
to South husband,
America Gerard,
and shegoesbeguiles
the
lonely hours by a flirtation with Major Desmond,
who suppoees her to be a widow. He meets her
Husband in South America, when the truth is made
known to him. Many complications result through
the philandering of Dr. Langwell with various
married women and a nurse who dies under suspicious circumstances. But the martial troubles of
the different wives are finally dispelled, Nancy and
her husband are reconciled and all ends well.
By George T. Pardy
A MIXTURE of society drama and comedy, verging at times on the farcical, is
offered
by "Borrowed
Husbands,"
whichdoranks
as agreeable
entertainment
and should
well
in all theatres \,here pictures of a light and
amusing tj'pe are popular. It is skillfully directed, handsomely photographed and presented by a cast of capable players.
The basic idea is that of a sprightly young
matron who, during the absence of her spouse,
enlivens the slowly-dragging days by borrowing a few husbands for flirtations purposes,
whereby she involves herself and feminine
friends in a net of unexpected complications.
A ph-landering physician of many love affairs
also figures in the marital troubles wh'ch dedevelop, and his attentions to the coquettish
wife he^p to tangle things up considerably.
While the story is hardly convincing, it
h^s been deftly handled by Director Smith,
who has a happy knack of introducing a
humorous touch whenever a situation threaters to become illogical, keens the action humming along at a merry clip and achieves a
verv satisfactory climax.
There is a bit of pathos here and there,
and a hint of tragedy, as instanced in the
sudden death of a young nurse in whom Dr.
Langwell is interested, but for the most part
the production follows a light vein.
Florence Vidor plays the part of Nancy
Burrard and succeeds in giving an extremely
pleasing performance as that vivacious young
lady, whose mischief-loving propensities lead
her into considerable danger, so far as her domestic happiness is concerned, although everythig comes out O. K. at the finish.
In exploiting the feature you will find the
names of Florence Vidor, Robert Gordon,
Earle Williams, Kathryn Adams and Rockliffe Fellowes worth advertising, as each has
a strong following in various sections of the
country. The title possesses drawing value,
as it is calculated to arouse public curiostity
to a considerable extent. Stress the story's
comedy strength and romantic flavor.

'THE

RECOIL'
GAMUT

RUNS
OF THRILLS

Film Version of Rex Beach Story
Offers
Good Entertainment
to Excitement
Seekers
RECOIL.

J. Parker Read, Jr., Presentation. Distributed by Goldwyn-CosmoAuHayes Hunter.
Director,
politan.thor, Rex
Beach. T.Length,
6,800 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Gordon Kent
Mahlon Hamilton
Norma Selbee
Betty Blythe
Laurence Sothieim
Regan Marchmont
Clive
William
Fred Brook
Paul
Jim Selbee
Ernest Hiliiard
Gordon Kent, enormously wealthy American, comes
from South America to paint Europe red. In
D;eauville he meets and loves Norma Selbee, a
penniless American who rings herself in on one
of Kent's attentions
lavish parties.
marry,
showered
NormaThey
elopes
withbutthedespite
wily
adventurer
Marchmont.
Sothern,
Kent's
famous
detective friend, discloses that Marchmont is
a crook,
and that Norma's crook husband is still alive. Kent
Revenges himself by forcing Marchmont and Noirna
to always live together under penalty of turning
both over to the police. The two wander oyer
Europe and hate one another. In New York Jim
Selbee tries to blackmail Kent. Norma warns him.
Selbee is killed by Marchmont, and Kent, regretting, takes Norma to happiness in South America.
By Herbert K. Cruikshank
from any angle this actionful
VIEWED
melodrama seems a sure-fire box-office attraction. All the elements are present. From
the heights to the depths, the picture runs
the gamut. If your audience likes thrills, and
is not so keen on themes that sear the soul
or give too much to think about, "Recoil" will provide them with a satisfactory
t.
evening's
In the entertainmen
author, Rex Beach, you have the
name of a personality known wherever thrilling rtories of life in the rough are read.
The blond beauty of Betty Blythe has gained
her fame and fortune, beside a wealth of popularity. Mahlon Hamilton also enjoys a large
personal following among men and women
as well as flappers Clive Brook is an actor
of merit, and these four names will surely
osity.
interest
prospective
an
intriguing
title ; onepatrons.
that will "Recoil"
arouse curi-is
Beside these items there is the featured banquet to the ten most beautiful women in Europe. Champagne flows from fountains, and
the "party" is as "wild" as any recently
screened. An interesting scene is at Deauville's gay gaming Casino, where princes and
paupers feverishly follow each revolution of
the roulette wheel. Then there are oodles of
pearls, and diamonds, and rubies all adorning Betty's shapeliness. A good fight, too,
brief beaten
but of up.
sufficient length to see the villain
well
Mahlon Hamilton has the added maturity
— and avoirdupois — to look the part he plays,
and he olays it in characteristic Hamiltonian
style.
Betty
does emotional
some good moments
character work,
andBlythe
has some
which are most realistic. Clive Brook seemed
a bit vague at first, but later presents a vivid
n'cture of a drug slave who goes mad. Fred
Paul, as Sothern, the detective, seems quite
in character, and Jim Selbee makes a satisfactory snake as villain number two.
There are many exploitation possibilities —
the most obvious being a beauty contest.
It will not be necessary to wrack your
brains
for "Recoil"
it has on
beenexploitation
chosen asideas
a National
Tie-Upas
film, and in booking it you will have a wealth
of made-to-order exploitation free in tie-ups
with nationally advertised products.
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'REJECTED WOMAN'
SHOULD MAKE

GOOD

U p-to-Date Melodrama With Radio and
Aero Trimmings Possesses
Popular Appeal
THE REJECTED WOMAN. Distinctive
Photoplay. Released by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitcm. Author, John Lynch. Director,
Albert Parker. Length, 7,760 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Diane DuPrez
Alma Rubens
John Leslie
Conrad Nagel
James Dunbar
Wyndham Standing
Samuel DuPrez
George MacQuarrie
Jean Gagon
Bela Lugosi
Craig Burnett
Antonio D'Algy
Lucil'Je
Vantuyl
Leonora
Hughes
Madame Rosa
Mme. La Violette
Mary
Betty Jewel
Peter Leslie
Aubrey Smith
The descent
of John
aeroplanewith
in aDiane
Canadian hamlet leads
to hisLeslie's
acquaintance
DuPrez.
News
of
his
wealthy
father's
dieath
brings
hm back to New York, where Diane appears later.
Her rustic manners and garments contrast unfavorably
with the society atmosphere in whith Leslie moves.
She send
accepts
to
her James
abroad, Dunbar's
to study apparently
music and honest
absorb offer
ture. Les:lie weds her on hia- return but is culled
to h;lieve her false. Diane goes back to Canada,
Dunbar following. Leslie learns the truth, arrives
in his
his wife.
plane, thrashes Dunbar and is reconciled
to
By George T. P.ardy
'T'HIS G o 1 d w y n-Cosmopolitan release
■■■ ought to make money for the exhibito
wherever it is shown. It is extremely up-r
to-date in the true sense of that phrase as
applied to showmanship angles, making the
most of radio and aeroplane, offering elaborate settings, society atmosphere contrasted
sharply with the frozen, snow-coi^ered
•wastes of northern Canada, melodramatic incidents and romantic love interest
This is the sort of thing which is bound
to please nine out of ten movie patrons.
matters not a whit that the storv at timesIt
skids
perilously
very d,
thinthe
ice" so
as
probabili
ty is over
concerne
factfar remains that it hits up a high-speed gait all
through its eight reels, throws the emotional
valves wide open, burns up sensational fuel
recklessly and presents a rich variety of
charming scenic views; the whole comprising
what is known to the trade as a film with
sure popular appeal.
Another point in its favor as a box office
asset is the manner in which sympathy is
piled up for the heroine from the start.
Diane's
that the New
lover York
who debut,
idolizedwhen
the she
ladv realizes
of his
heart in far-off Canada, is ashamed of her
social shortcomings amid more aesthetic surroundings, presents the French-Canadian
girl as a real object of pity, and nobody in
the audience is apt to blame her for accepting the seemingly friendly offer of the designing villain to finance her trip abroad, for
the
ture. purpose of acquiring much-needed ' culThe narrative begins with the descent of
Leslie's aeroplane in Canada. There is a
big thrill punch neatly put over when he
faces a tearinar blizzard with Diane and is
injured. Another good modern touch is the
introduction of the radio bv means of which
a message is sent summoning the hero back
father's deaccount of his
to_ New miseYork
Diane ison comnromis
ed bv havine virwittinp^lv spent a night during the storm
with Leslie in a cabin, he also incurs the
enm'tv of another suitor, and in this fashion
the love interest is built un w'th much sn^culatlon ensrendered as to the future of the
The acf'-nn sh'ft'; tn Npw Yo'-V and th°
pair nf life ao'a'nst luxurious b^>krr*-'-iiirid<;
whirl
w'th lavish interiors of costiv r'><;'d'»n''es.
gilded cabarets, etc, offering a telling con-
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trast to the bleak Canadian wilds. No expense has been spared in filming the feature,
and the photography, both as regards exterior and interior shots, registers as the acme
of skilled camera technique.
You get another contrast jolt when Diane
returns from Europe, dolled up in the latest
fashion, her wild flower beauty transformed
into a hot house plant of alluring splendor.
Dunbar's exposure of the girl as a supposed
light-of-love, whom he has been supporting,
her retreat, broken-hearted and wretched, to
the scene of her former drudgery follow in
due course.
You will find "The Rejected Woman" a
title with good exploitation possibilities, the
broadcasting scenes are worth playins up and
probably tie-ups with radio stores can be arranged Don't hesitate about praising the
storys romantic glamor, its decisive thrills,
magnificent settings and society lure. Tell
the women folks about the gorgeous gown
display,lence andboost
the the
film'snames
photographic
mention
of ConradexcelNagel, Wvndham Standing and Alma Rubens.
* * *
OFFERS CONVENTIONAL PLOT
'Crossed Trails' Suitable for Theatres
Wher-" Bill Is Frequently Changed
CROSSED TRAILS. Independent Pictures
Photoplay. Author, James Ormont. Director, J.P. McGowan. Length. 4,900 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Bandy Dawson
J P. McGowan
Tom Dawson
Franklyn Farnum
Alice Dawson
Billie Bennett
Mary Morgan
Alyse Mills
Buck S'loman
Mack Wright
Tom Dawson (eight years old)
Buck Black
Tom Dawson is manager of the Western Stage
Line. Many robberies of the stage doaches take
place,of and
busy ofpursuing
the bandits,
one
whom"Tomis isthek/?pt
father
Mary Morgan,
the
g^rl
he
loves.
,AfteV
various
'a^lfveneuj'es
Tom
captures the outlaw leader, known as Peppier BaldThe latter
out toyears
be Tom's
desertedwin. his
wife turns
and child
before.father,
Tom who
also
Mary.
finds
his mother. His father dies. Tom wins
By George T. Pardy
A WESTERN picture offering a rather
-'-^ conventional plot, with action fast in
spots, but frequently dragging, "Crossed
Trails ' isn't a film of strong entertaining
values. Considered as a box office asset, it
belongs in the doubtful list, may fill a program gap in houses where the bill is often
changed, but possesses no appeal for discriminating audiences.
The story depends altogether too much on
coincidence to be in the least degree convincing, even when melodramatic license is allowed for, and the complications which ensue when the hero's daddy turns out to be
the notorious outlaw whom the son has captured, veer dangerously close to burlesque, and
are apt to provoke merriment instead of sentimental stress in the minds of spectators.
It is only when hero Tom and his men
get mixed up in battles with the bad chaps,
or some spectacular horse-riding stunts are
introduced, that the feature dispenses a little
of the excitement tonic one naturally looks
for in average Westerners. The chief trouble
seems to be that the interest isn't sustained.
Director McGowan evidently had a hard time
trying to make the situations interlock properly, due to the uncertain quality of his subject rnatter, the natural result being five reels,
conspicuously padded and of uneven merit.
The camera work is good of its kind, the
locations well chosen and the atmosphere colorful. There are some remarkably fine long
shots, and Tom's rescue of Mary Morgan
from the runaway stage is cleverly filmed.
You can exploit this as a Westerner with
some good scenic angles, a love romance and
the usual riding stunts, but be careful not to
give your patrons the notion that a fine melo-

dramatic treat is in store for them. It is
one of these pictures that the wise showman
will refrain from boosting too strongly, because of the after effects which might follow.
* * *
IS STIRRING MELODRAMA
'Dangerous Trails Mingles Mystery
Theme With Thrills and Fast
Action
DANGEROUS TRAILS. Ambassador PicPhotoplay.
Author
Director, Alvin J. tures
Neits.
Length,
5,750andFeet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Grace Alderson
Irene Rich
Steve Bradley ,
TuUy Marshall
Inspector CrisweU
Noah Beery
Roland St. Clair
Allan Penrose
Jean Le Fere
WiUiam Lowery
Wang
Jack Curtis
Beatrice Layton
■
Jane Tallent
Steve nadian
Bradley,
the Fere
CaNorthwest, da'nce
is in hall
leagueproprietor
with Jeanin Le
and Wang, opium smugglers. Steve is engaged to
C'air.
Grace Alderson,
singer
in his
resort.goesSt.onClair,
Xorthwest
Mounted
Police
detective,
the
smugglers'
trail.
Grace
vamps
him
they fall
in love. In the finale, after many wildandadventures,
the smugglers are ciaptured. Grace turns out to
he in the employ of the pojice and marries St.
By George T. Pardy

an uncommelodrama,
A STIRRING
splenmysterywithangle,
monly well turned
didly maintained suspense, thrills galore and
s Trails"
"Dangerou
love romance,
interesting
e audience
and
appeal
possesses undeniabl
should prove a valuable box office attraction
g
s
for allarecommunitie
in demand. where virile, fast-movin
films
Features with the Northwest Mounted Police figuring largely in the action are apt to
be looked upon suspiciously by exhibitors in
general, owing to the unhappy fact that they
have
to death"
the
screenvirtually
in the been
past. "done
But the
showmanon can
rest assured that, although the hero as well
as the heroine, are members of that muchfilmed body of gallant law-enforcers, "Dangerous Trails" is well worth booking. For it
differs pleasantly from its predecessors exploiting the bravery of the Canadian officers,
by presenting a story with many original situations and a mystery theme which defies speculation until it is cleared up in the final reel.
Take the case of the heroine, Grace Aiderson, for instance.
Usually
take just
the
confirmed
moviegoer
long ittodoesn't
dope out
what the principal female character is up to, no
matter what sort of a secret hand she may
be playing. But Grace, as the fiancee of
the dance hall proprietor, who uses his resort to conceal his real business of opiumsmuggling, is a sure-enough screen puzzle.
Posing astective,a whosinger,
vamping
Clair,with
the her,
denaturally
falls inSt.love
she keeps everybody in the audience guessing
as to what kind of a double-cross she intends working, and on whom.
There is some great snow scenic stuff, including amad flight by the smugglers and
heroine through a blinding storm and St.
Clairs' perilous trip to the official
outpost on foot in the teeth of a howling
blizzard. The climax comes in the L^nited
State?, when the Federal officers aid St. Clair
to raid Wang's Chinatown den, rescue the
girl and pinch the criminals, all very well
done and highly satisfactory to the on-lookers.
You can exploit this as a Canadian melodrama vibrating with exciting moments, offering an alluring romantic theme and replete
with slam-bang-actlon. Make it plain that,
although "Dangerous Trails" deals with the
Northwest Mounted Police, it runs along original lines, else your patrons may fight shy
of it. Irene Rich, Tully Marshall and Noah
Berry are the members of the cast whose
names possess the greatest drawing value.
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sequences and thrills. Matty Mattison is fast
becoming a screen favorite and his work in
this feature will go far toward increasing his
reputation. Mention his name and that of
Billy Franey, another comedian who has a
wide circle of admirers.

'Mile-a-Minute-Morgan'
an Amusing
Mixture of Fun and Thrills
MILE-A-MINUTE-MORGAN. Sanford
Productions Photoplay. Released by Aywon. Author Not Credited. Director,
Horace Carpenter. Length, 4,900 Feet.
IS COLORFUL SHEIK FILM
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Paul Bunyon. Jr
Matty Mattison
Patricia Jennings
Vivian Rich
Sahara' Produced Abroad,
Chester Jennings
LaFayette McKee 'Son o/ AtheTriumph
of Realism
Cissy Green
Gene Crosby
Kenneth Winster
Leonard Clapham A SON OF THE SAHARA. First NaPaul Bunyon, disowned son of a millionaire, and
tional Photoplay. Author, Louise Gerard.
his pal, Philo Brown, obtain jobs in a lumber
Director, Edwin Carewe. Length, 7,603
yard of which his father is proprietor, under assumed
Feet.
names. Paul falls in love with Patricia Jennings,
daughter of the manager. Philo boosts Paul as a
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
fighter, known as Mile-A-Minute Morgan, and the P arbara
Claire Windsor
supposed fistic wonder is forced into a match with
Raoul le Breton (Cassim Ammeh) .... Bert Lytell
professional Duke Brogan. Paul intends to skip
Captain
Jean
Duval
Walter
McGrail
out, but Patricia persuades him to stay. Kenneth
Rayma
Rosemary Theby
Winster steals the purse money and abducts Patricia. Paul knocks out his opponent, pursues Winster
Raoul le Breton is brought up as son of a sheik
and the_ latter is thrown over a bluff and killed.
of an Arab tribe. He s college bred and falls in
Paul wins his father's forgiveness and Patricia's
love with Barbara Langham,, who first accepts and
love.
later dismisses him, when she llearns of his native
By George T. Pardy
birth. Back in the desert, Raoul plans revenge.
In a raid he captures Barbara, her father and Captain
Jean Duval, a rival. She is sold as a slave but
A GOOD Western comedy-drama, which
secretly purchased by Raoul. French troops rescue
ranks as an excellent program attracthe captives, but in the meantime it transpires that
Raoul is the offspring of white parents, and hie and
tion, "Mile-a-Minute-Morgan" will amuse the
majority of movie patrons and should do unBarbara find happiness together.
commonly well from the box office standBy George T. Pardy
point, especially in the neighborhood and
smaller houses.
nPHIS is good romantic melodrama,
The plot is light stuff, a mixture of fun
screened against wonderful backgrounds,
and thrills, with a seasoning of romance, not and its colorfully realistic atmosphere is accounted for by the fact that Director Edwin
to be taken seriously at any stage, but extremely amusing and holding its interest from
Carewe and his players hiked across the sea
and made the picture right among Algerian
start to finish. Horace Carpenter is responsible for the direction and has done a thor- villages, besides having the broad expanse of
the
desert for a stage.
oughly workmanlike job, keeping the action
moving at a lively clip, interpolating crisp
There have been many sheik films, too
bits of comedy just where they are needed
many indeed, for not a few of them flivvered
and showing considerable ingenuity in shap- and drew box office blanks, so that "A Son
ing the situations so that one slides smoothly of the Sahara'' was perhaps a risky experiment on the part of the producers. But in
into
next, despite
never losing
sight of
of the
story's
main the
theme,
its wealth
detail.
view of the results attained, the risk appears
The fun starts early, with the introduction
to have been justified. Exhibitors in general
of the hero and his chufn as stowaways on should find the feature a valuable box office
board the steamer Yale, and the girl in the attraction.
case as a beauteous passenger, the trio reFrom first to last the film must have cost
appearmg later at the lumber camp, where
a pretty penny, when the expedition abroad
the men get jobs and the lady turns out is taken into consideration, but at that, Mr.
Carewe got the worth of his money, we think.
to be the manager's daughter. Events move
thick and fast, when Paul Bunyon's indis- Certainly the desert scenery and exotic
creet pal booms the former as a pugilist of beauty of the other foreign localities couldn't
tremendous valor, thereby drawing him into be
duplicated here by the most artistic of
an unwelcome match with a professional
studio se1s. And the camera shots of the
scrapper, and the glove bout which ensues is real thins in the line of Algerian gardens
a sure-enough thriller, warranted to stir up and buildings, the frowning mountains fringthe
ing the edge of the sandy wastes and ancient
siasm.spectators to the highest pitch of enthu- Arabian
towns, are mightily attractive.
As for spectacular effects, they are there
Paul's chase of the villain, rescue of the
girl and Winster's plunge to death over a in plenty, the skirmishing between the French
bluff, are all melodramatic episodes put over
troops and tribesmen, in which thousands of
in bully style, hokum, to be sure, but well horses and camels participate, is as fine battle
handled, and with plenty of judicious comedy
stuff as has ever been screened. And the
relief to keep the balance even.
story moves swiftly, the thrills, love episodes,
_ Matty Mattison plays the hero with par- the auct'on of the heroine in the slave market, the final attack by the white cavalry, grip
ticular attention to the humorous possibilities
of the role and scores a decided hit, aided the attention and hold it until the climax
immensely by sprightly Billy Franey, as comes, ■'vith the revelation of the hero's identity and union with the girl he loves.
Paul's trusty, if erratic pal, Philo Brown.
Mattison and Brown register as a great pair
Play up the sheik element in your exof mirth-creators, natural comedians both,
ploitation, but be careful to add that "A Son
who never miss a point in the laugh-raising
of the Sahara" was made right in the location called for by the story and is not to be
game.
Also,
Matty's
work
in
the
big
fight
scene, should not pass unnoticed, for he confounded with the average sheik picture
shapes up like a born ringster. Vivian Rich of ordinary merit. First National has issued
is a winsome heroine and the support is ade- a press shi?et containing many suggestions
quate. The photography includes many im- for billing tliis feature, of which the exhibitor
pressive exteriors, the lumber camp shots de- would do well to avail himself. The love inserving especial praise, and the lighting effects
terest, the thrills and melodramatic punch of
are pleasing.
the picture should be emphasized, and the
For exploitation purposes, play up the fight names of Claire Windsor, Bert Lytell, Walter
scene, the lumber camp locations, dwell on McGrail, Rosemary Theby and Montagu
Love are worth featuring.
the story's bright comedy angles, dramatic

'LISTEN LESTER'

ENTERTAINING

Principal's Strong Cast Carry Film to
Refreshing Entertainment Heights
LISTEN LESTER. A Comedy Feature,
Adapted from the Broadway Success of the
Same Name. Adapted by Louise Milestone
and William A. Seiter. Directed by_ William A. Seiter. Presented by Principal
Pictures Corporation.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
L sten Lester
Harry Myers
Arbutus Qviilty
Louise Fazenda
CoL, Dodge
Alec. Francis
Mary Dodge
Eva Novak
Jack
GrifBn
O'Hara
Colonel
Dodge, a gay old dog, is Geo.
reaping
the
reward of one of his follies. He is threatemad by
an old flame, who has a padiket of incriminating
letters to back up her claims. : The Colon\d leaves
for Florida, accompanied by his daughter. Soon
alter. Arbutus, his trailing Nemesis, comes to the
hote^ with a friend, Mijss Pink, who is secretly
enployed
filch thewhich
all-important
letters. Asbya the
resultColonel
of the toconfusion
follows,
the Colonel hires Le;-ter to steal the letters.
Lester is also retained by Miss Arbutus to keep
an steal
eye onthe Miss
latt)^ hires
to
lettersPink
from; and
MisstheArbutus.
DuringLester
the
re.xt few days the letters changla hands no less than
fifty times ending up in an vmforseen denouement
which shows the Colonel taking Miss Arbutus as
his lawful wife.
By Michael, L. Simmons

ent of
describe rather
the developm
" would
again, yFinnigin
out concretel
IN again,
the situations in Principal's uproariously
funny screen version of the late Broadway
stage success, "Listen Lester."
that array
caughtof the
reviewer's
eyeThewasfirst
the thing
striking
screen
talent,
and with such names on the list as Harry
Meyers, Louise Fazenda, Alec Francis, Eva
Novak and Lee Moran, the writer felt he
was in for an interesting time. He was not
disappointed. Gags of a real entertaining
order flowed thick and fast and the acting
throughout was of the sort that makes comedy features a boon to the recreative life of
the tired business man.
With due respect to the waggi^shness of
Lee Moran, who, as the sprightly hotel clerk,
in answer to the irate patron's query, "Who
made
my and
bed?"
replies
"Sears,
the quips
comedy
devices
are Roebuck!"
made part
of a fairly convincing story form ; in other
words, there is a plot endowed with the red
corpuscles of coherent continuity, and a
straighter story form than might be expected
of material which seems essentially adapted
to a musical comedy vehicle.
Alec Francis, as the fray old philanderer
in the garden of folly, contributes an excellent and convincing performance. Harry
Mevers ha 5 you figuratively on your toes
waiting for the unexpected to break. It
doesn't,
but you
laughso anvway.
for Harry
droll. Verv
much
Eva Novak,
as theis
Colonel's daughter, lends a variety of charm
and steadiness to the hectic precedings centered about the much mooted letters, and
Louise Fazenda. to use racy parlance, breezes
in under the dramatic wire with oodles of
plaudits to spare.
George O'Hara's ring experiences in the
Fighting Blood Series serve him in good
stead, when as one of a rescuing party to
save the
daughter
and ofMiss
Arbutus fromColonel's
the sinister
attentions
drunken
sailors, he veritably "cleans up." "Sock, sock
sock, the
boys which
are socking,"
his delightful
little
refrain,
spells ais funeral
dirge
for those on the receiving end of the fistic
barrage.
"Listen Lester" is clean, wholesome entertainment. Make much of the fact that the
cast comprises a full list of sterling performers. You might, in exploiting the picture,
broadcast a herald in letter form. As a
last word, the reviewer might add, let us
have some more "Listen Lesters."
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Keep

Your

Strong

Spring

with

ADOLPH ZUKOD PRESENTCl AN
ALLAN DWAN
OHOO UCT t ON OF

paramount

TOM MOORE
RAYMOND HATTON
EDITH R'^BERTS
Ct Qammounl Qicture

REX BEACH'S

Programs

pictures

BIG BROTHER
cannon & Trescott Orpheum Theatre, Elsberry, Mo., write: "Boys, here
is a picture. It will please all who see it." C. H.
Douglas, Realart Theatre, Los Angeles, calls it "by
far the best feature Paramount has released this
year." A REAL
Paul Sloane.)

^eLi^ty"pn^ 2ANE GRET^^'S
*9TiE
CALL
OF

bet, that's a cinch! (Scenario by

CALL OF THE CANYON—
h e r e' s a
great chance to tie-up with Zane Grey's latest novel,
which is a best seller ever3rwhere TODAY! The
picture is there. "Will please them all, no matter
how particular," says William Noble, Rialto Theatre,
Oklahoma City. (Directed by Victor Fleming.
Scenario by Doris Schroeder and Edfrid Bingham.)

PRESENTED
JESSE
LLASKYBY
a
QammounlQidure

ames Cruze
PRODUCTION

TO THE LADIES— A light, breezy comedy
ideal for warm weather. "A delightful comedydrama which pleased my patrons," is the comment
of among many others, Ernest Liggett, Liggett
Theatre, Madison, Kas. (From the play by Kaufman
and Connelly. Scenario by Walter Woods.)

Edwaitj Horton, Theqdoi«^ Roberts
Helen Jerome Eddq. Louise Dresser
\

' AOOlTH ZUKOK PR.ESfMT5
SPANISH DANCER— Many say it's Pola's
greatest. A fast, romantic drama, fine for Spring
and Summer. Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre,

9VEGRI
TOLA
'm
SPANISH DANCEK
ivlth ClRionio Moreno

Greenville, Mich., writes, "A special in every sense
of the word. Star great, cast splendid." (By
D'Ennery and Dumanoir. Scenario by June Mathis
and Beulah Marie Dix.)

Herbert Brenon
PRODUCTION

(Opinions from

Exhibitors

Herald

and M.

P. World)
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^ried

A

Small
Manager

and

Town
Tells How

CELY more than a stone's
SCAR
throw from New York's farfamed and brightly Hghted Broadway, concealed behind rather dim lights
as though it feared to show itself, we
recently discovered one of the great
Metropolis' small town theatresed : Neighborhood house, it is classifi as, but
in reality it is as truly a small town
theatre as any which the most obscure
village in the country can boast.
Perhaps it seats many more people,
perhaps it houses many more pictures,
but as far as policy goes, the Photoplay
Theatre at Ninety-Ninth Street and
Columbus Avenue is just a small town
house. We chanced to pass there recently and we stopped in to see Manager PhilHps to chat with him about his
theatre and his pictures.
Outside we noticed there were billed
for showing this week five or six film^
which we recognized immediately
Tried ?nd Proved pictures. How did

Proved

House
He Keeps Them

Pictures

in

A

Away

From

pie, and then give them what they liked
and enjoyed, he could make them the
kind of patrons that would stick by
him even if they had to wait six months
for a picture they wanted to see.
By a process of elimination he found
that it wasn't the star that appealed so
much, as the type of story and the title
of the picture. They liked sensational
titles, and something that hit them between the eyes at first sight was what
got them. That, then, was what he
would give them.
Now in order to know if the story

Big

City

Broadway

Sometimes, of course, it happens that
he must take a picture along with several others, and it isn't just what would
appeal. In a case like that he very
often doesn't show the picture at all.
Rather than impose on his audience by
giving
them their
something
they inwon't
and
losing
confidence
him, like
he
prefers
to
lose
the
rental
price
on
the
film.
If he does run the picture, he makes
it a minor attraction. He arranges to
show it in conjunction with some other
picture, and thus he gets by without
incurring the displeasure of his patrons.
We were interested to know if Mr.
Phillips ever rebooked his pictures because his audience requested a reshowing. The answer was immediate and
fra:nk. As far as his patrons were concerned if they saw a picture once they
didn't care to see it again, unless it was
a comedy. Charlie Chaplin, Harold
Llovd, Buster Beaton, Walter Hiers

'pHE
audience
that ac-is
seeking
romance,
tion and thrills
will find
a who'esome share of
each in Selznick's "Ruof Hentzau"
which
has pertbeen
entertaining
audiences over a year.
Manager Phillips do it? How did he
get the people to come to his theatre
to see old pictures when they might
walk over three short streets and see
new releases.
He explained it all. When he first
took over the theatre he spent some
time studying the neighborhood, learning what he could of the people, investigating the policy and the programs of
the ©position houses. Then he made
some deductions of his own. If he
could sound out the tastes of these peo-

is his type or not, Manager Phillips
might readily depend on press sheets,
posters and the like. That would be
the easier way, but for him, he feels,
it is by no means the right way, and so
he makes his selections from pictures
he actually knows. In every instance
where his booking method will allow he
takes only those pictures which he
knows his audience will like and he
makes it a point, as far as possible, to
see the films to make sure they are
what he wants.

pictures were good for repetition after
repetition. As a matter of fact the
audience seems to demand at least one
a week from these players but just
what
is doesn't
matter
so
much. theIf picture
it can still
make them
laugh
for the tenth time it is as good to them
as any new comedy.
And Manager Phillips caters to their
tastes. He runs, and reruns the comedies, and shows them the feature pictures only once. But in selecting these
he chooses Tried and Proved pictures.
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In

the

Tried

and

Proved

Hall

of

Fame

Here Is a Selected List of Pictures Chosen on Their Merits as the Kind of Theatre Attractions Which Ansu>
the Public Demand. Not on the Say-So of Their Sponsors, but on the Unusual Box-Office Records They
Have Established.
This List Is Offered as the Most Reliable Criterion by Which to Select
Dependable First Rate Attractions for Showing on Special Tried and Proved Nights
Universal
THE ABYSMAL BRUTE— Caveman Romance. Reviewed March 8. BECAUSE it is
a Jack London story told with a forcefulness
and conviction that has carried it across to unbelievable success on both first and second
showings.
THE FLAME OF LIFE— Mine Tragedy.
Reviewed March 15. BECAUSE it is a
thriller that really thrills and it has found
many an audience on the edge of its seats
and breathless when the final scene had been
concluded.
WHITE TIGER— Crook Melodrama. Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE Priscilla Dean
has been cast in a part she is fully capable
of filling and has brought to the picture an
interest and character which has made it exceedingly popular and well liked.
THE ACQUITTAL— Mystery Play. Reviewed December 8. BECAUSE the court
scenes are interesting and convincing and have
devated the picture to an enviable position
from a box office point of view.
THE FLIRT— Booked 6,665 times. Love
and Society Picture. Reviewed February 9.
BECAUSE it numbers among the most popular pictures on the screen, and has a ready
made audience waiting for a chance to see it.
HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA—
Booked 4,621 times. Adventure Film. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE it is a true
adventure picture and gives people an opportunity of practically taking personally, a trip
which they will never make.
FOOLISH WIVES— Booked 5,800 times.
Foreign Intrigue and Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Erich Von Stroheim produced and took the leading part in it and it
handles a problem of universal interest.
THE STORM— Booked 8,437 times. Triangle Melodrama. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE itis one of the oustanding box office
successes of all time and has broken booking records.
BAVU— Released May 7, 1923. Booked
3,928 times. Foreign Intrigue. Reviewed
January 26. BECAUSE there is a vogue
for Russian entertainment in this country and
the story is a fascinating one.
TRIFLING WITH HONOR— Released
June 4, 1923. Booked 4,241 times. Baseball
Romance. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
baseball fans throughout the country will eat
it up and it's a sure money-maker.
A CHAPTER IN HER LIFE— Released
September 17, 1923. Booked 2.410 times.
Child Love. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
the story is one that goes straight to the
hearts of every home loving audience.
MERRY-GO-ROUND — War Romance.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE it is considered one of the best pictures of 1923 and
has a wonderful box office record.
Paramount
HER GILDED CAGE— Reviewed March
8. Love Drama. BECAUSE it is an intimate pathetic story which touches the heart
and appeals to the sophisticated and the simple, and it presents Gloria Swanson in a
role that her followers like and approve.
WHAT'S
YOUR
HURRY ?— Reviewed

March 15. Auto Comedy. BECAUSE there
are great numbers of Wallace Reid admirers
who want to see his pictures again and this
one is no doubt one of his best.
BACK HOME AND BROKE— Comedy
Drama. Reviewed March 1. BECAUSE it
is a <ieorge Ade story of the highest type
and it gives to Thomas Meighan a delightful
role which he portrays capably and in a manner to please the most fastidious.
TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE—
Reviewed December 22. Family Feud. BECAUSE Antonio Mareno and Mary Miles
Minter have made of this picture a highly
interesting and entirely absorbing story that
is liked everywhere.
THE GREAT IMPERSONATION—
Mystery Drama. Reviewed February 23.
BECAUSE its past record has shown it to be
a record breaker in both large and small
theatres and it is cleverly acted by two popular stars — James Kirkwood and Ann Forest.
BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE— Reviewed February 16. Matrimonial Tangle.
BECAUSE Gloria Swanson infuses the picture with a subtle humor and a droll pathos
that make of it an intensely interesting story.
THE OLD HOMESTEAD— Reviewed
March 22. Small Town Life. BECAUSE
it is a James Cruze picture that has been
phenomenally successful in large cities and
small towns and it has still a strong appeal.
THE PURPLE HIGHWAY— Whimsical
Comedy. Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE it
is an appealing story which Madge Kennedy
carries across to real success and it has provided good entertainment where it has been
shown.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD— Reviewed
March 22. Historical Romance. BECAUSE
it is rife with excitement of the Highest type
and its story is of the substantial class which
never goes out of style.
THE LAW AND THE WOMAN— Reviewed March 8. Murder Mystery. BECAUSE the highly dramatic scenes, especially the court scene give Betty Compson
a chance to appear to good advantage and to
get across big with her audiences.
THE WHITE FLOWER— Released March
4, 1923. Tropical Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE it handles South Sea
scenes with a delicacy and romance that gives
Betty Compson an opportunity for some exceptional interpretations.
MY AMERICAN WIFE— Released February 11, 1923. Sport Romance. Reviewed
February 9. BECAUSE Gloria Swanron
appears in it in a role that will thrill and
satisfy her most ardent admirers.
IS MATRIMONY A FAILURE— Released April 23, 1922. Farce Comedy. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE it is a catchy
light-hearted picture that sends audiences
away pleased and happy.
Selznick
JUST A WIFE— Triangle Drama. Reviewed December 15. BECAUSE it brings to
the screen a sympathetic and clean story of

the love and sacrifice of a woman and thus
sounds the popular appeal.
ONE

WEEK OF LOVE-Flapper Romance. Reviewed December 22. BECAUSE
it is a delightful light comedy with fast action, plenty of thrills and two very popular
fire.
stars who inject the story with hiimaness and
THE LAW OF COMPENSATION—
Marriage Drama. Reviewed December 22.
BECAUSE it has proved by its record that
it is a story which gives Norma Talmadge
a role she is well capable of handling and it
pleases big city and small town audiences.
A LADY'S NAME— Love Comedy. Reviewed March IS. BECAUSE this delightful
comedy besides its own inherent merit has
big exploitation possibilities, which exhibitors
have used extensively and found real money
makers.
THE HEART OF WETONA— Indian
Drama. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE
Norma Talmadge who stars in it is enough
to fill any house and besides that Thomas
Meighan is in the cast.
LOVE IS AN AWFUL THING— Marriage Difficulties. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE audiences cry with laughter when
they see it and Owen Moore appears at his
best in it.
REPORTED MISSSING— Comedy Melodrama. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE
comedy melodramas can always attract audiences and this is a particularly good one starring Owen Moore.
A MAN'S HOME— Story of New Riches.
Reviewed December 29. BECAUSE it snugly
fits the public taste for average pictures and
has ordproven
its office.
entertainment value by its recat the box
THE ROAD OF AMBITION— Rise of
Youth. Reviewed December 29. BECAUSE
it is a fine moral story in which Conway
Tearle appears as a sympathetic character
who more than pleases his audiences.
THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH—
Romance. Reviewed February 16. BE
CAUSE it brings one of Charles Dickens
most delightful stories to the screen in a
presentation so charming and interesting that
it has found a place for itself with everyone.
C. C. Burr
THE NEW SCHOOL TEACHER— Rural
Romance. BECAUSE it features Russel
Griffin in a part for which he is admirably
suited and into which he injects a personal
touch that cannot fail to get across to all
audiences.
THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING
— Modern Youth. Reviewed March 22.
Booked 100 per cent States Rights. BECAUSE it has every element to please small
and large town audiences interested in youth
of the jazz age.
RESTLESS WIVES— Matrimonial Problem. BECAUSE it is a story with a strong
appeal to both sexes and attempts to bring
about a better understanding of the existing
conditions in matrimonial life of the middle
classes.
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TRIED
Another
Big One
—with a MILLION DOLLAR
TITLE!

"Lend

Me

Your

Directed by
WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE
Husband"
IS A GOLD MINE FOR EXPLOITATION. Ask for a PRESS
SHEET AND BE CONVINCED.
A TYPICAL ALL STAR BURR
CAST.
EACH
ONE
A TREMENDOUS FAVORITE.
DORIS KENYON
DAVID POWELL
DOLORES CASSINELLI
J. BARNEY SHERRY
VIOLET MERSEREAU
BURR McINTOSH
CONNIE KEEFE
COIT ALBERTSON
HELEN D'ALGY
RUSSELL GRIFFIN
IT'S THE THIRD
OF BURR'S
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
BIG 4.
Book Them Now!
"Restless Wives"
with Doris Kenyon, James Rennie.
Naomi Childers, Montagu Love, Edmund Breese, Burr Mcintosh.

"The

Average

with Pauline Garon, Harrison Ford,
David Powell,
Sacia Mooers,
Wo De n"
Burr Mcintosh,ma
Russell Griffith.

"Lend

Me

Your

with Doris Kenyon, David Powell,
Husban
Dolores Cassinelli,
J. d"
Barney Sherry,
Violet Mersereau, Burr Mcintosh.
Youth to Sell
with May Allison, Sigrid Holmquist,
Charles Mack, Richard Bennett.
Have You Played the Burr
Specials?
"Three O'Clock

The Morning"
"The New School
Teacher"
BURR PICTURES, INC.
133-35-37 West 44th Street,
New York City
Released by the Best Indepen*
dent Exchanges Everywhere !

PROVED

'The Old Homestead'
Back Home Story
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: The village vamp induces the town weakling who works in the general store to steal for her.
Suspicion falls on Reuben, son of Uncle Joshua and
he flees from town. The store keeper who holds a
mortgage puts the house under the hammer because
the mortgage
paid. Just
this time,
cane ascends can't
on thebe village
and atworks
havoc.a hurriAfter
uhe storm dears, Reuben is seen to have retumd from
his
wanderings
bringing
with
him.
Rose,
the
vamp,"
whom he found stranded in Boston. Lem the weakling confesses to the theft. Reuben is acclaimed innocent, the holder of the mortgage relents, and a
and
happy.
reunion
takes place with everybody home again
FN the hurricane scene James Cruze has
■■■ attained a real "thrill" The homely, true
to type characters have so worked their way
into the hearts of the spectators that when the
storm comes which threatens to wipe out everyone and everything, the audience sits tense,
hoping
against hope that the home folks won't
be destroyed.
The picture has something in it that hits a
responsive chord which is the fundamental
reason why the picture was such a success
in New York where it played on Broadway
for two weeks, and in all the smaller cities
and towns where it immediately became popular and did tremendous business for the exhibitors.
The appeal of the picture carries its own
advertising propaganda. By that we mean,
that you should let the scenes and titles from
the picture, used on lobby, window cards and
display boards, talk for themselves. They
carry a simple message that will surely get
across to everyone.
But there are means of exploitation that are
valuable and wise. For instance there is the
tie-up with the local insurance agency. In a
window with a small model "Old Homestead"
they could have posters picturing the storm
which almost destroyed the village. Then
a conspicuous sign would convey the message :
"Have you insured the old homstead against
fire, theft, and destruction? If you haven't
our advice to you is to go to the
Theatre this evening and see what may hanpea
to anyone's home at any time. Then call us
or drop in first thing in the mornin? and
we will be glad to vvrite you a policy."

30 BIG EXCLUSIVES
During 1923 INTERNATIONAL
had thirty absolutely exclusive subjects which meant extra money at
the box-office.
These you will never forget:
ERUPTION MT. VESUVIUS
ACTUAL BURNING TOKIO
FEAST

in

AND

OF THE "LIVING

AEROPLANE FLIGHT FROM
BUDDHA"
AFRICA TO SPAIN
LEOPARD HUNT IN INDIA
BRITISH WAR ON INDIAN
FRONTIER
FILM MEMORIAL SARAH
BERNHART
For 1924 INTERNATIONAL
promises to eclipse all former records.

PICTURES

You might also try this as a teaser : Put
an
ad in the daily
papers the
reading
; "Wantedof:
Information
regarding
whereabout
Reuben Whitcomb. Left 'The Old Homestead' to see the world and has not returned.
Farmer boy six feet tall, fair hair. (Signed)
Uncle Josh Whitcomb."
'The Queen of Sin'
Tale of Sin
Released by Selsnick
BRIEF: A story of modern sin is told and woven
in is the story of the Queen of Sin of ancient times
and thje well known story of Sodom and Gomorrah.
With these two powerful examples of "the wages
of
her, problem
Laura Welland
enabled
worksin"outtoherguide
difficult
and findis the
way toto
true love and happine s.
A BOUT a year ago this powerful drama
was released by Selznick and since then
it has more than justified the great effort,
the time and the enormous expense that went
into the making of it Film audiences were
enthralled by this picture wherever it was
shown and since the theme is universal and
eternal it will doubtless be a safe box office
picture for some time to come.
"The Queen of Sin" contains everything
necessary to hold the tense interest of audiences. There are massive sets, thousands
of people, a thrilling story, floods, fires,
destruction of cities, wicked queens and
many other angles, all of which can be used
to great advantage in advertising and exploiting this picture.
The burning of Sodom and Gomorrah is
of course a well known bible story and everythewhen
story she
of yielded
how Lot's
wife was
turnedone knows
to salt
to temptation
and turned to look back on the city of sin.
Bible and Sunday school classes will doubtless welcome the opportunity to tie up with
a powerful moral picture like this.
If you are clever enough you can get the
ministers to use the theme of Sodom and
Gomorrah as the theme of their Sunday sermons just crior or during the run of your
nicture. Many ministers in New York have
been referring to current stage plays in their
sermons and even discussing the themes of
these plays and advising the members of their
congregations to go to see certain plays.
"Is the world becoming wor.se or better?
Has sin increased or decreased since the time
of Lot's wife?" These are subjects that
any live editor will welcome as the basis of
an "argument" in the columns of his paper.
Several facts that will be of great interest to the public can be used by you in your
publicity and advertising work and in teaser
campaigns. E'ghty thousand people were employed in making this production.
Two years were spent in research and
two expert archaeological and_ biblical students verified every incident before any scene
was completed. The Temple of Astarte,
which was five hundred feet high and equally
wide and long, was wrecked by a hurricane
after the film was started, and had to be rebuilt. This delayed the production six weeks
and necessitated an additional outlay of
eighty-seven thousand dollars.
Eight hundred of the one thousand specially
erected medieval buildings were demolished
in the Sodom episode and ninety aircraft were
engaged in the destruction scenes. The structures in one of the episodes were copied from
wood cuts of the era of 2000 B. C. Two himdred thousand costumes, thirteen thousand
wigs, thirty-eight thousand pairs of shoes, or
sandals, seven hundred rugs of antique weave
and five hundred pairs of curtains were assembled, manufactured or rented for the pro^
duction. Seven thousand beasts of various
types were, also, used.
These facts can be played up big in all
advertisinglive
exhibitor.and exploitation matter by the
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'The Flame of Life'
A Coal Mine Tragedy Released by Universal
BRIEF : An ignorant but noble worker in the coal
the Hie of the overseer in a mine dismines, saves
aster which almost consumes her,lovetoo,ofandthe succeeds
man.
in winning the admiration and
Flame of Life" as
G thelinetitle,
USIN
can effect a number of
you "The
a catch
successful exploitation stunts. Arrange with
the city or town officials to allow you to place
on every traffic sign or at each street crosse careiully.
ing a sign which reads: "Drivege
bestowed
'The Flame of Life' is a privil
upon pedestrians as well as autoists. _
a
If any charity organization is launching
to buy
campaign at this time, make as dea
a certain amount of their ticket if they will
adallow this line to be printed with their
of Life
vertising material: " 'The Flame
hurts.
is due to all. Give and give till it
good
Or this unusual scheme might net you
results. Costume a man in uniform with the
cap and coat
words, "meter tester" onto his
door. When the
Let him go from door
doorbell is answered have him ask how the
hand the pergas is working. Then he iswillcontai
a facson an envelope in which is printened
d : 1 his
simile gas bill on which
is not a gas bill. It is an announcement that•
'The Flame of Life' opens atisthe
sure to get
Theatre (date). This stunt
the housewives talking.
A good way to attract the eye is to arrangeas
to burn four or five street torchones thesuch
block
are used for political campaigns, ed. These
on which your theatre is locat
and
flares are visible from a great distance
s
curiou
the
of
r
numbe
large
a
bring
will
to your door.
Still another means of getting newspaper
ads that
publicity is this : announce in yourbringi
ng a
anyone, man, woman, or child,
adthe theatre wi 1 be uted
bucket of coal to coal
is to be distrib
mitted free. The
This will not only seto the poor by a you.
most gratifying amount of
cure for you
probgood will in the community, but will
page space in the newspafront
secure
ably
pers as a feature story.
And in addition to this you are opening
another avenue of exploitation, namely a
tie-up with the coal dealer who may chance
With the pubto be in your neighborhood.getting
from the
licity your picture will be
charity coal idea, signs and pictures in his
window linking up his coal and the name of
your picture, will probably be very beneficial
to him, and of course, to you.
* * *

AND

PROVED

PICTURES

that the picture is to appear soon at your
theatre may be had at the exchanges and
should prove valuable for use in connection
with your mailing list. Or they might just
be distributed as handbills or heralds and in
that way they will get wide circulation in the
neighborhood.
Titles taken from the picture may well be
utilized as catchlines on printed posters which
you can place in store windows or nail on
billboards and the like. If you think something abit more elaborate would appeal arrange to have a scene from the picture appear
on the poster and have the different catch
lines as captions.
The title suggests newspaper feature stories
in the form of debates relative to woman's
place in the government, her ability as a lawmaker, the advisability of having women on
the jury, and other such pertinent subjects.
This sort of thing always gets a rise out of
the public and you can work right in with
it by running ads on the same page as that
on which the articles appear. You might
even announce that you will run some of the
more nertinent arguments on the screen before the showing of the picture. This you
can easily accomplish by the use of slides
made for the purpose.
'The Flirt

Released by Universal
Flapper Story
BRIEF: The pretty, pampered daughter of a rich
business man who has no time for his family, is
interested only in Ivsr own pleasure. When financial
disaster descends upon the family she can do nothing
to he'p
near her
tragedy
a prison of
sentence
for
her until
fatherthebrings
to a ofrealization
what
she has done and ser\'es to makle her a level headed
woman who finds happiness with the man who has
always loved her.
TN portraying the life of a frivolous girl
who has never been made to shoulder any
responsibility, Booth Tarkington has again
shown his intimate knowledge of youth and
his appreciation for their emotions and shortcomings. And he has done it so well that
he has succeeded in making a motion picture
with tremendous drawing power out of "The
The picture might almost be said to have
a universal appeal which has manifested itself
inFlirt!"
the reception it has received from audiences
all over the country. Houses that had planned
only a three days run, found that public demand compelled them to run it for two or
three weeks. The Columbia Theatre in Seattle
and the Randolph in Chicago did a record
business on the picture for practically every
performance of the three weeks run. That's
pretty good evidence of its powers of attracWhention, don't
you you
are think?
planning for exploitation first
'The Law and The Woman'
consider the value of playing up Booth
Murder Mystery
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: A newly married man who has toM his Tarkington's name. In conjunction with this
wife all about his past relations with a professional ;\ou should arrange for the sale of the special
vamp, is heRd for the murder of his ward whc
picture edition of the book, using
claimed to ba married to the woman. The vamp motion from
the picture to put the sale across.
has been responsible for his conxaction and he is scenes
To interest the kids in the film, play up
to
be
executed.
His
wife's
faith
in
him
never
waiviers and finally on the day of the execution she
obtains his exoneration by means of a confession
from the vamp, who is the real murderess.
A FINE, big court trial is the big feature
of the entire picture. All evidence leads
to it, and from it, which is the reason why
you should single it out and harp on it and
in the process clean up some real fine returns as has been done by numerous other
showmen.
In the first place make use of Betty Compson's
popularity
stressto
the fine
caliber among
of themovie
rest fans
of theandcast
DIVERSIFIED PROGRAM
the limit.
COMEDIES
There is a fine collection of large lobby
NOVELTIES
photos which, if used with the gilt frames,
OUTDOOR DRAMAS
vhich are available, will make a very attractive lobby effect.
SHORT SUBJECT SPECIALS
Letters and postcards carrying the message

the name of Buddy Messanger who takes the
part of the "kid brother" who is always "listening in." If you can arrange it you might
get
small
Buddy them
Messanger's
picture on buttons
them andwithdistribute
to the
kids. You may be sure they will get wide
circulation.
You might also arrange a tie-up with some
automobile agency. Get the best looking car
you can and get a pretty girl, well dressed,
to ride with the driver who should be a good
looking young fellow. The brighter the color
of the car, the r-.ore attention it will attract.
On the windshield should be a neatlv lettered sign reading: "This is the car 'The
Fhrt'
Do you
her?"
Thiswanted.
stunt should
arouseblame
profitable
interest.
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Seattle Consolidation Rumored
Seattle's Film Row was the scene of
many rumors concerning the reported consolidation of a number of Portland suburban exhibitors, who are said to have
pooled their interests, and agreed on a
profit-sharing basis. Bookings will probably be arranged by one man. Exhibitors
mentioned in the deal are: W. E. Graeper, Bob White, Stephen Parker, Edwaro
Fautz, G. O. Garrison, W. E. Tibbitts, Mr.
McCreedy and Mr. Phillips. If this list
figis correct the following houses will
ure in the consolidation: Union Avenue,
Tivoli. Bob White, Alhambra, Echo,
Laurelhurst, Highway, Multnomah and
Gay.
^ Hi =!:
Selznick Man Joins Associated
Paul R. Aust, manager for Selznick in
Seattle, has resigned to become division
manager of Associated Exhibitors in Seattle, Portland, Buttee and Spokane territories. He will have headquarters in Seattle at the Pathe exchange. Mr. Edward
Lamb, assistant manager at Selznick, has
been promoted to the management of the
local exchange. Lamb is a prime favorite
and has the distinction of still holding his
indusfirst position in the motion pictureSelznick
try. He came to work for the
Company as cashier, two and one-half
years ago. His rise has been steady.
* * *
Exhibitors Form Corporation
A corporation has been formed by three
exhibitors of Centralia and Chehalis,
Wash., the result of which will be complete control of the town, comprising three
houses in each of these twin cities. The
houses and their owners are: R. L. _RugE.
gles, the Liberty and Dream, Chehalis;
T. Robinson and A. F. Cormier, the new
St. Helens theatre, Chehalis, about to be
and Rialto, Cenopened, and the Liberty
traha; and Frank A. Graham, the Grand,
Centralia.
* * *
'Bat 'Er Up'
of officiIt was a "high powered" brand
ating that predominated at a baseby.ll game
last week between exhibitors of Kansas
City, Kas., And employees of the First National branch office, with "Doc" Cook,
business manager of the M. P. T. O. Kansas, and "Duke" Wellington, business manager of the Kansas City Film Board of
Trade, acting as umpires. Both appeared
in their respective offices the next day,
looking none the worse.
* * *

Ira Gillette Making Lecture Tour
Ira P. Gillette, from the motion picture
Kodak Co., dethe Eastma
department
lecturen in Seattle last
livered hisof176th
week, to an audience of motion_ picture
operators, exchangemen, etc. His talks
deal with the inside of the industry, and
steps in the
a 'film showing the various
manufacturing process, forms a part_ of
the program. He is touring the United
States.
H= * *

I Fire Causes $10,000 Damage
' Damage estimated at $10,000 was done
by
to the Grand theatre, Centralia, Wash., out
a fire of unknown origin, which broke
in the basement of the building early in
the morning of April 15th. Frank Gra-

Round

ham, manager, and his wife and daughter,
who make their home in the building, were
driven out by the smoke. The fire damage
was confined to the rear of the theatre.
Entt rtains Three Hundred Kids
Three hundred Seattle youngsters were
the guests of manager Johnson of the
Market theatre, Seattle, at a special nine
o'clock matinee, during Easter vacation
week. "Penrod and Sam" was the attraction.
Exchange News
R. C. Cropper, feature sales representative for Pathe, who has been doing special
work in the Kansas City territory for several weeks, has returned to Chicago.

Table
Launches Advertising Campaign
An advertising campaign, said to be the
largest of its kind ever launched in Spokane, was put on by Neil & Allender, Inc.,
in preparation for showings of "Three
Weeks" at the Casino. In paper alone
they used 40 24-sheets, 100 6-sheets and
100 3-sheets.
* * *
Thorne Returns from Africa
Dick Thorne, pioneer moving picture
man of Alaska and South Africa, where he
at one time owned all the picture houses,
has just returned ^rom an extended trip to
Africa, nected
where
went on business conwith the heindustry.
* * *
Books Northwest Premieres
De Luxe Feature Film Co. announces
early showings of "Maytime" at the Coliseum theater in Seattle, and "Poisoned
Paradise" at the Columbia. Both showingsferred
will bePictures
northwest
premiers, of Prelate releases.
Round

Table

Briefs

Jack Marcus, lessee of the Victoria theatre,cured Wilmington,
Carolina, Theatre,
has sea lease on North
the Savannah
Savannah, Ga., and was down there during
the past week inaugurating a season of
permanent stock in
* that
* * house.
Apparently
talk andBurkey
Lent
have
but little"dull
effectbusiness"
upon Charles
of the Admiral theatre, Kansas City. He
did nothing less than purchase a flashy
new sport model Buick roadster last week
and prosperity is written
't' * ^ all over the windshield.

AL.

P. LYONS

Managing Director of the People's Theatre, Chicago.
Manager J. T. Sheffield, of Greater Features, Inc., left this week for an extended
tourButte,
of the
company's
branch exchanges
in
Denver
and Portland.
A. J. Sharrock, who came into the
Southern territory as special representative
for "The Hunchback of Note Dame" has
been
versal. named Atlanta exploiteer for Uni^ ^ ^
Cleve Adams, Middle Western division
manager for F. B. O., was in Kansas City
last week, having returned from the division managers' sales meeting in New York.
J. E. Storey, general sales manager for
Pathe,
also was a visitor, remaining several days.
* ❖ *
Dave Frazer, formerly connected with
the Butte office of Universal, has been
transferred to the Seattle branch, succeeding P. C. Hurst.
^ ^ tHarry Goldberg, right hand man on
Harold B. Franklin's staff was in Atlanta'
the past week in conference with District
Manager'Ford Anderson. .

The x^tlanta Theatre, Atlanta, which has
played during the past season such spectacles as "The Covered Wagon" and "The"
Hunchback
of Notre
Dame" has dramatic
inaugurated a policy
of permanent
stock.
* * *
Randolph St. John is making improvements in his First National Theatre at
Sylacauga,
of the stage. Alabama, including enlarging
^ ^ ^
William Wite, editor of Fox News, who
was in Kansas City last week, employed
W. P. Murphy as cameraman for the Kansas City territory.
^ ^ ^
Jensen & Von Herberg are reported to
have taken over the Mack theatre. Port
Angeles, Wash., from Mack J. Davis.
* * *
Ed. Dolan, of the firm of Ripley & Dolan, Aberdeen, Wash., is reported to have
taken over the house in Cosmopolis, Wash.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Willard C. Patterson, of
Atlanta have arrived safely in Los Angeles on their vacation tour, according to
telegraphic reports.* * *
The Liberty, Bellingham, Wash., which
has been closed for some weeks, undergoextensive repairs, reing complete
reopened April 27th, with
seating, etc.,and
-Fred
"Sporting Youth" as the attraction.
Walton,
is
manager.of the Bellingham Theatres Co.,
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KENTUCKY WILL 'SING THEM
AGAIN' AT CELEBRATION
Community gatherings in every town in
the state for the purpose of singing again
the songs they used to sing is to be a
feature of the Kentucky 1924 Home Coming celebration set for the month of June.
The programs will be supplied by the
"Sing
Them Films
Again"Corporation.
series issuedThere
by the
Educational
are
twelve reels in all, each including three
songs and picturization of the scenes and
characters and with words fitted in for
singing by the audiences.
The celebration committee is looking
forward during June to a homeward flight
of more than 200,000 exile who were bred
in old Kentucky, and with those who
never cared to wander from their own firesides joining with the returning pilgrims
in the "Sing Them Again" community
concerts the town scribes will probably be
called upon to record that a pleasant time
was had by all.
* * ^:
MAX DAVIDSON WITH CENTURY
The new Century comedy, "Full of
Pep" which Al Herman is directing with
Harry McCoy and Al Alt in the starring
roles, will have Max Davidson, the well
known Jewish character actor in the cast.
Davidson is as well known and as popular in his particular style of portrayal as
many of the leading stars of the screen.
His engagement for this Century production is in line with the policy of Julius and
Abe Stern to make Century Comedies the
highest class short product on the market.
EDUCATIONAL RELEASES
Six two reel subjects of widely varying
nature will form the backbone of Educational's program for May. Two Christie
Comedies of differing character will be released during the month, as will be one
each of the Hamilton, Tuxedo, Mermaid
and Juvenile brands. These two reel subjects will be supported by eight single
reel pictures of the Cameo brand, Secrets
of Life, Hodge-Podge, Sing Them Again
series, Bruce Wilderness Tales and the
new: Fun Shop series.
CTAN LAURAL in "Near
^ Dublin" strikes a new note^
in comedies. This Pathe picture shows how many different
uses can be made of bricks not
including building purposes. Beloiv is the hero in jail.

Little

SHORTS COMING
THEIR OWN

Fee^ttire
INTO

ry HE first concrete results of E.
W. Hammons' recently expressed statement that the American public would support theatres devoted to the exclusive
showing of short subjects, are
contained in an announceiiient
from the Sedalia, Mo., "Democrat" to the effect that the Liberty Theatre of that city would inaugurate anovelty program for
its Saturday and Sunday show,
consisting of comedy and novelty
subjects, all in short length.
The Evening Sun, of Baltimore, has also endorsed the idea
in an article running over a full
clumn in length.
"It seems to us," writes "Q. E.
D.," their motion picture editor,
"that a theatre like this would
prove a gold-mine, not only m
Baltimore but anywhere. The
people who like Short Subjects
would prove faithful patrons to
such a theatre. The best comedies
and news weeklies could always
be found there. The orchestra
should play all the time and not
turn over the comedy to the organ, as it does everywhere these
days. With the shon subjects all
corralled at this house, the other
theatres could show feature pictures and nothing else. We
would certainly like to see some
one build just such a theatre in
Baltimore. What do you think of

it?"

Ed
ucJUNIOR
'THE
PARTNER'
ationa
l
3 reels
This Juvenile Comedy is full of fun and
the kids keep the action and humor going
fast from beginning to end. They devote
most of their time to thinking up novel
schemes for bringing on nervous prostration to the adults of their community and
that they do not succeed entirely is through
no fault of theirs.
They are given ample opportunity to
get in their good work in the country
grocery store. Their fertile minds work
overtime and some of the stunts they pull
off bring roars of laughter, proving that a
joke
laugh. on another person is worthy of a
The youngsters do their best to ruin
trade in the village store. There are
tricks hidden in every corner and their
pranks are so numerous one is kept on edge
in order to miss none of them. A trick
stairway offers unlimited amusement and
is used to good advantage.
This comedy, although it has many of
the pie throwing traits, is clever and entertaining. Itwill make a good addition
to your program.

'THE BONEHEAD'
Educational
2 reels
Don't miss "Poodles" Hanneford in this
Tuxedo Comedy. He is a hit. As a jack
of all trades around a theatre he is called
upon to do an unlimited number of things.
He acts as assistant to the actors and is
also chief scene shifter and property man.
The best scene is that of a riding act in
which "Poodles" acts as the assistant to
the bareback rider. He performs daring
stunts that will make your hair curl. He
is an accomplished rider and his comedy in
this particular scene is excellent.
The story deals with a roughneck theatrical manager who decides to rob the
theatre safe. He takes the bareback rider
into his confidence and after cracking the
safe they
horse.
"Poodles"
comes
to theescape
rescue onanda after
a good
chase
scene he captures the robbers and wins
his sweetie.
^TAN
escape
*3
from registers
the jail. Heanis shown
below preparing for the flight.
The milage constable is afflicted with contrary eyes and
.Stan takes advantage of the
fact to make his escape.
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'NEAR DUBLIN'
Pathe
2 reels
Stan Laurel makes things hum in th.s unusual comedy. The scene is an Irish village
and great stress is laid on the fighting instincts ofbricks
the Irish
dren, and
and men,
clubs women
are as and
thickc'nilas
taxis on Broadway. Many new stunts are introduced that make this picture one of Laurel s best.
Stan is a postman in the village and is in
love with the belle of the town. His rival
is a brick msnufacturer, who makes bricks
for both buildmg and social purposes. Stan
is thrown into jail on a trumped up charge
but escapes and in a battle with his rival
he is knocked out by a rap on the head.
The villain is jailed and Stan wins the lady.
The scene at the barn dance is cleverly
arranged and :t shows what a delightful fight
can be arranged with the proper setting. It
is wonderul in how many different ways a
brick can be used as a weapon.
The court scene is also good and brings
many laughs. It is full of good clean action
and funny situations.
Laurel has made some good comedies but
this is by far his best. It is away from the
usual run of slap-stick and makes one sit up
and take notice. It will appeal to any audience. It is safe booking for any program.

'TAXI, TAXr
Universal

2 reels

You don't know what can be done with a
taxi until you have seen Harry McCoy and
his partner, Al, at the wheels of two cabs.
They accept the jobs to keep the wolf from
the door and in order to discourage competition they perform all sorts of tricks to make
life unpleasant for competing taxi drivers.
They aim their stuff against a fat taxi
driver and try to ruin his business. They
discourage patrons entering his cab and once
they enter, life is made so unpleasant for
them they are glad to get out and patroniz;
the cab of Harry or his partner.
They become too confident, however, and
are finally tripped up and forced to beat a
hasty retreat.
Thisand
is one
McCoy's Many
best pictures.
clean
fast ofmoving.
new tricks Itareis
brought to play that make this comedy a
hum dinger. McCoy has a large following
and the use of his name will aid in pulling
patrons.
You should book this picture.
* * *
'THE BULL TOSSER'
Universal
2 reels
You will like this two reel Western comedy. Pete Morrison is good and he is ably
supported by a fine cast. The story is coherant and runs along very smoothly. There
is a delightful absence of gun play and heaps
of good riding.
Pete has that very bad habit of ennumerating is wonderful exploits with little regard
for the truth. He never fails to give himself
the best of every narrative.
His sweetheart tries to teach him a lesson
by humiliating him but Pete always comes up
smiling.
In order
to arouse
jealousy
she arranges
a picnic
with aPete's
circuit
ridrr
and Pete is forced to drive the wagon to
the picnic grounds and is not permitted to
jo'n the party.
A bad man arrives on the scene and kidnaps the girl but Pete makes a spectacular
bareback ride and rescue his sweetie and all
ends well.
In the scene where Pete is driving th"
couple to the picnic grounds th^re i^ a good

display of driving. The wagon is sent over
the rough road and across fields and every
minute it looks as though the vehicle will be
dashed to pieces but Morrison handles the
reins to perfection.
This is a good picture and your patron;
will like it. It is safe booking for any program.
PATHE REVIEW
Pathe
1 reel
This h an interesting series of short shots
of various subjects. There is a display of
millinery that will appeal to women theatre
patrons. The models are easy to gaze upon
and the hats are the latest creations from
Paris.
"Floating Assets" shows the manner of acquiring land in Mexico. The farmers live
along canals and die land is made up of
floating islands. When an addition to the
farm is required the owner takes his boat
upstream
interesting.and tows home a few acres. It is
"Theence in on
Story
GoldofLeaf"
lets the
the ofsecret
preparing
gold audileaf
for its u:;e in sign painting. The gold is
poured in bars and rolled to the thickness
of a thousandth of an inch. The last process
of reducing the gold is accomplished by
hand. Men beat the gold with heavy ham.mers until it is transparent.
"The Prize of Spain " is a color sketch of
Granada. Tt shows the picturesque types of
women in native costume, and some excellent
panorama views of the ancient city.
Th's rpel is very good and will make a
* * *
pcrular filler

'NORTH OF 50-50'
Pathe
1 reel
This is a Hal Roach comedy in which
monkeys are perfomers in a miniature village. The story deals with the Northwest
Mounted Police and is a satire on the Northwest thrillers. There is gunplay and horsemanship. The monkeys do everything but
talk. Their antics are very, very funny.
There is a bad-man who enters a miniature
house and robs a safe. He is trailed to the
dance hall by a mounted policeman. Gunplay
takes place in the room in which are dancers
and drinkers who are thrown into consternation. The bad man escapes and seeks refuge
at the
the attic
homebutofhehisis discovered
sweetie. She
hidespoliceh-'m
in
by the
man and is killed in a dual.
This is the second of Hal Roach's "Monkey
Doo Dads" and if the series can continue as
good as its start it will prove exceptionally
popular. It is almost unbelievable the tricks
these monkeys can perform. They almost
make one forget that they are not human
This comedy will please and you will make
r- * it.*
no mistake in booking

'THE PIGSKIN HERO' 1 reel
Universal
There is little to recommend this comedy.
Most of the reel is devoted to showing Eddy
Lyons expanding his chest and tearing the
furniture to pieces. There is no plot and
it is hard to make sense of the affair. It
understood
a "ringer"
ais local
football that
team Eddy
but isis tied
to a bed for
by
the rivals. Lee Moran appears on the scene
and thinking football uniforms are the latest
things in sheik attire he arrays himself in
on'= and is mistaken for the "ringer."
Lee appears on the football field and is
forced
to game
play. and
He finallv
doesn'tgets
know
about the
the anythin?-'
ball and
runs out of the enclosed field and is tackled
bv
Eddy is
whoto has
all there
it. made his escape. That's
This one will not stand alone. It is very
ordinary. * * *
'WHEN WINTER COMES'
p,»l-e
1 re- 1
SENNETT STARTS NEW SERIES
Paul Terry does his cartoon stuff W'th
A new comedy unit is now adding to the
good effect. He shows all manner of winter
sports with the usual cat, mice, and dog char- hum of production activity at the Mack Senacters. The sled riding and ice boating are nett studio where two-reel comedies are made
rlevery
done and
one characters
can almost
feelbv th-; for Pathe release, F. Richard Jones having
brepze created
as the
whizz
taken up the megaphone and commenced work
on the first of the series of two-reel comTh's picture is ud to Terrv's usual hVh
edies Mack Sennett will produce featuring
standard and you are safe in booking it It
Ralph Graves.
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serial made

to order for an audience
Ask

Produced by
C. W. Patton

circuits

Frank

Newman

why

ready to see.
he

booked " Leatherstocking " in
Newman's
Theatre, Kansas
City.
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by

Geo. B. Seitz

From
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a
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to

remote centuries, and each wants the same girl, what
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Conflict and exciting Romance !
A
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best
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Harold

Miller

box-office

year

"Author, plot, direction and cast make this
the finest type of serial. We have played
five episodes out of ten and each is a gem.
Before reporting on this we sought the
opinion of children and adults. All acclaim
this the 'best ever.' Entire families are
following the serial."— IRENE M. FOX,
Grand, Warroad, Mich. {Amusements)
"Played to biggest business at 50c in history
of theatre. It's 100 per cent." — ^WM.
POLITZER, Colonial Theatre, San Diego
Cal.
"Going good. It has the punch and ought
to hold any audience."— D. A. WHITE,
Cozy, Checotah, Okla. {Ex. Herald).

Comment

FOSTER, Manager Steve Farrar's house,
Harrisburg, 111. {Ex. Herald).
"Very good serial. It has increased business from 15 per cent, to 25 per cent." —
W. J. CHRISTIANS, Mohawk, S. Paul,
Minn. {Ex. Herald).
"Played to the best house we ever had for
the opening of a serial. It also started
big at our De Luxe theatre and looks like
a real money-getter." — C. L. GRAHAM,
Forest, St. Paul, Minn. {Amusements) .
"Extra good." — Sun Theatre, Gothenburg,
Neb. {Ex. Herald).

on the Feature

"Drew the biggest crowd in three weeks
and pleased well."— B. B. BENFIELD,
Idle Hour, Marion, S. C. {Ex. Herald).
"Very, very good.

"We jammed the house from one to ten. . .
This serial will be a winner." — Mr. P.

Version

Covered Wagon,' by not having better cast.
Drew better than average business. Made
money." — Majestic, Mauston, Wis. {Ex.
Herald).

Just missed being 'The

Produced by
C. W. Patton

Pafh^picture

--^

Directed by
Geo. B. Seitz

Pafh^serial
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SHOWMANSHIP

Take

Your

Business

It Will Prove

item in the life of the
import
AN showm
an ant
is his contact with the
world in which he is interested — the
world of showmanship. From it he can
glean much which will be of benefit if he
has estabhshed the proper contact. Gold
is a medium of exchange, so is the press.
The latter is most valuable of all, as it constitutes a medium for the exchange of
ideas — thought. For you Exhibitors Trade
Review attains the pinnacle of importance
as it is a medium for the exchange of
ideas in which you are vitally interested. Ideas regarding the motion
picture industry and showmanship in
all its various ramifications. You require advice, suggestions, information,
criticism, news and a wide varietj^ of
things too numerous to set dowti.
Your business paper offers you its best
thought in each case. It strives to
meet your requirements — and should
it fail to do so it fails also to provide itself with what the French call
a "raison d'etre"- — an excuse for existing. And without a reason for living
it naturally dies. Its life depends
upon its fulfillment of your requirements.
Were you a jockey riding for the
first time over an unfamiliar steeplechase course you would be guided by
the advice and experience of one who
had had a leg up on many a mount over
those particular jumps. If he told you
to watch carefully at the third hurdle,
you would do so. If his advice referred to a tricky water jump you
would heed it. In no case would you
disregard his words and only after
coming several croppers finally arrive
at the conclusion that it was wise to
listen and learn. In a word, where
you could profit by the experience ol
others you would wisely avoid the
much touted "school of hard knocks."
Thus a business paper does for you
what you cannot do for yourself. A
staff of reporters, trained experts in
the art of gathering and disseminating
news, place before you a careful selection
of news pertinent to your needs Men
who have spent years in the study of
"what low
the downs
publiconwants"
give you
box
office
every screen
offering
great or small. Editors set forth thought
on great issues in your industry, and strive
always to better conditions for you. Students of Showmanship place their ideas
before you for approval. From ihe four
quarters of the country, and from beyond
the sea come tales of what certain advertising aids or exploitation ideas have accomplished for others — this information is
served up to you in capsule form so you
may profit by their experiences.
TN turning to account the experiences of
others, Man shows his superiority over
the remainder of the animal kingdom. Had
he failed to do so we would still be
crouching in the dismal darkness of stoneage caverns. Not one whit of advancement can be made unless we utilize the
experience of those who have preceded us

Paper

Into

Partnership

a Real Partner — Rendering Invaluable
You Will Strike Oil In Its Columns
and profit by what they have proven.
Each generation of animals has to learn
everything for itself, the torch of experience is not passed on but dies with the
individual, therefore they remain inferior
to Man. So it is with us. Those who add
to their stride through the seven-leagueboot experience of others make rapid progress toward the goal.
It has been said that one receives in
exact ratio to what he gives. That what

A Nugget— Not a Pill
Do you treat your business paper
like a step-child? Do you take it as
you "take" medicine? If so you are
working up one good point for a story
On "Why Showmen Fail."
Take a little trip through every
page of your trade paper. Careful,
expert thought has been given every
paragraph, and every column contains ideas made-to-order for application to your business.
Industrial leaders have always time
to learn something new about their
business and its problems. Prosperity
greets the man who avails himself of
knowledge acquired by others — who
ship.
takes his trade paper into partner-

you get out of life may be measured exactly by what you put in it. May this not
also apply to your relation with your
trade paper?
Perhaps you are one of those progressive fellowship-of-man chaps who is
only too happy to let your brother exhibitor profit by some stunt you have originated, or some inspirational idea that
flashed across your mental horizon. If so,
congratulations. If not, stop and think
how much better it would be if you would
lend your co-operation, if you would do
your bit toward building up through your
paper a mart for the exchange of exhibitors' ideas. You must not expect to take
all and give nothing. It is really a moral
obligation on your part to tell your
brother exhibitors about what you have
done to get a line formed outside your
box office. They tell you many a good
stunt through Exhibitors Trade Review
columns, and as men do after putting over
a good one, they sit back, light a cigar
and say — "Now you tell one."

Service,

Your business paper, Exhibitors Trade
Review, is all that its name purports. It
is a paper for the Exhibitor. Your paper.
Next to you, yourself, it is of all agencies
most vitally interested in your welfare. It
has your interests and the interests of your
ventures
right
under it's
vest — nextin toshowmanship
its heart. It
is sitting
up
nights thinking of ways to help you
achieve the twentieth century alchemy of
extracting gold from celluloid. If you had
an employee who demonstrated half the
interest in your welfare what would
you do? He would certainly be the
white
haired
boy with you;
him into
partnership.
Why you'd
not dotake
so
mth your business paper? Make it your
confidant, your advisor, your friend.
It will always be happy to learn of
your triumphs; will help you overcome your troubles; will rejoice in
your joys and aid you in avoiding
woes. In your trade journal you have
a partner which is the most important asset in your business.
TN our industry, especially a business
paper
partner is
— essen-of
tial. It observes
fromdesirable
the center
the circle and not from the outer rim.
It steers for you a straight course
between the Scylla of vested interests and the Charibydis of that
element which, swayed by self
interest, would mislead the exhibitor
with insincerity. If a picture, or apolicy, is a "blank cartridge" it says,
so. Where praise is due, it is given-„
Each and every proposition is viewed
through your eyes. Its effect on you
is considered, its possible benefits to
you weighed,advantages tit's
diso the advantages
industry of orwhich
you are the main spring are carefully
investigated. Then, after considering your case, consulting the authorities, studying the situation from all
angles, as a lawyer gives you his advice, your trade paper forms its policy
for your benefit, in protection of your
interests, and adheres to that policy
through hell and high water so long
as there is a chance to squeeze one small
drop of advantage for you from the idea.
Should you treat it like a step-child or
a favorite son — a partner? If you were
seeking a preferential appointment and had
a group of friends on the inside who were
working for your welfare, you would
most certainly hold them tight in an unbreakable embrace. Your paper is
in the center of the maelstrom. It hears
and sees the wheels of the motion picture
industry revolving, and it faithfully transcribes to you how and why the machinery is operating, remedies defects, suggests improvements, exposes flaws, and
labors conscientiously and earnestly day
in and day out to better conditions for
you — to secure for j'ou an appointment to
a high place in successful showmanship.
Pake your business paper into partnership,
and you will have the finest and most
faithful of business associates pulling with
you shoulder to shoulder with every
ounce of its ability.
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A COUPLE of letters and a post card
so comprised
Harry Reichenbach's
mailor at
Famous Players
forowing the
publication of his teaser ads in New
York papers
on Paramount's
"Triumph." OnlyHarry
32,00'0
replies
in fortyeight hours.
was
disappointed.

TJ5RE is a window worthy of a great tie-up. It shows
how Manager J. J. KellJy, of the Elmwood Theatre,
Penn
Y., utilized
the "Humming
Bird when
Hosiery''
tie-up
in the Yan,
TownN. Dry
Goods Company
windows
he p'ayed
Paramount's "The Humming Bird," starring Gloria Swanson.

Putting

a Punch

In

Windows

By JOHN M. PALMER
President Palmer Advertising Service, Specialists
in National Window Display Advertising
DISPLAYS, logically since they have the proper class of retailers
WINDOW
planned and executed in well located to work them out, and many perfumes, soaps,
retail stores, can be developed into one
cosmetics
offerstars.
excellent "tie-ups" with pictures and film
of the most effective forms of advertising
ior the progressive distributor. Like many
Of course there are many other_classes of
fother industries, the moving picture field is tie-ups which will be most carefully developed
for your benefit and explained to you through
Just waking up to the possibilities and econ• omy of colorful window advertising when
columns of this journal. Clothing, haberdashery, styles, all sorts of wearing apparel,
(-Compared with other methods of publicity.
As Soon as possible, however, the industry will constantly offer the manufacturer excellent tie-ups, and through the national chain
should put its plans for windows on a sound,
distributors a method of obtaining timely
well planned basis if there is to be any per- of
windows
will mean that such campaigns will
manence to the idea. The experimental stage
be
backed
up strongly by the manufacturer
at once and the "tie-up" and that he will furnish the best class of discan be overcome
should be professional and forceful
window
instead of cheap and hodge-podge-like. It plaj- material for the retailer.
must be remembered that there is only one
'T'HE ideal tie-up, a number of which are
reason why a movie tie-up is allowed to apbeing developed at the present time is that
pear
in
a
merchant's
window.
It
must
help
him sell goods. He is not a pliilanthropist which includes the manufacturer furnishing
fine new display material who, through the
turning his window over to you for your
tie-up system, has developed a plan to enter
benefit. The merchant can't possibly make
the windows of five or ten thousand drug
a profit on the picture he helps to advertise
these windows so they will ap— he doesn't sell tickets at a profit and you'll stores,peartiming
in the various cities of the country at
find
that
it's
practically
of
no
avail
to
offer
the
time
when
the picture is being shown in
him cash in return for his window, although
these cities. Such a campaign, because of the
perhaps occasionally the courtesy of a pass
drawing power of the windows, will attract
might be appreciated. What the merchant
the passerby, who will not only receive a
does want above everything else in return
for his window is something that will help strong selling message regarding the advertised product for sale at that store, but will
him sell his goods.
His window is as valuable to him as your also remind him that the picture is playing
at your theatre and that if he has not seen
very
to you.
showattention
place — his
chancescreen
to stop
and It's
holdhis the
of it he is missing a good bet. Such a campaign will work out to the advantage of the
the passing crowd. He must get results from
retailer, and the moving picture
it. Therefore, in planning and executing "tie- manufacturer,
exhibitor. Although at the present time, the
ups,'' remember it is the merchant's window
you want — that you must get your publicity idea of tie-ups on a national scale is in its
infancy, it is indeed a husky infant, and the
through
making his own window more valuable to him.
best-experienced organizations in the country
on windows are working out solutions to the
The drug stores offer the most advantagevarious problems presented.
ous facilities of the window tie-up, because
You will be interested in knowing that the
their owners are better trained window men
Palmer Advertising Service, Inc.. of New
than any other class of retailers and because
there are many drug stores in every city York City, is giving its best attention to the
■which give a splendid chance for the duplica- work, right along with the expprts on Exhibitors Tr.\de Review National Tie-Up Section of windows and a multiplicity of displays. Likewise, the drug manufacturers
tion. Palmer Advertising Service his successfully created window campaigns . for a large
have advanced thought regarding display work

number of the best known advertisers and,
in addition to owning its own modern lithographic plant, it has window display organizations in the fifty largest cities, which actually install complete retail windows for
manufacturers.
nPHIS is a service which will be explained
more definitely in a later article, for it is
one of the strong plans which national manufacturers will readily seize upon as the general tie-up system develops. The success of
the whole tie-up system, which is planned
to be of the greatest benefit to the individual
exhibitor, will be no stronger than its weakest
link therefore, it will be up to the exhibitor
in every instance to do everything within his
power to strengthen the system by wholehearted industrious co-operation. The system is planned — do your share.
NOVEL

LVVITATIONS

ISSUED

FOR 'CHECHAHCOS'
A stalwart young woman garbed in furs
and leading a gigantic malamut dog stalked
into the various newspaper offices this week
and deposited upon the desk of the editor
a square green box and a huge envelope.
The envelope contained an artistically
printed invitation to a special society-press
preview of the Alaskan scenic drama "Chechahcos," to be held in the Grand ballroom
of the Ritz-Carlton, with supper and dancing
in the Crystal ballroom to follow. Paul
Whiteman's orchestra will supply melody.
The box contained an Alaskan nugget carefully packed, and a card reading: "A little
nugget souvenir from the land where "The
Chechahcos' \Vcls filmed, with the compliments of Arthur S. Kane, President of AsExhibitors."is master of ceremonies
James sociated
Bradford
for the Ritz affair, and is going to stage an
elaborate presentation.
The picture itself is causing considerable
comment as it is the first to be filmed in
Alaska. It is understood that there are some
wonderful scenic shots of the land of perpetualcrashing
snow, asdown,
well as
glaciers
andclose
the views
Springofbreak
up of the ice in the wild waters of the
Yukon. The film faithfully depicts life in
the far north during the hectic days when
soda clerks and stevedores all mushed through
the Chilcoot Pass in answer to the stirring
summons of glittering gold.
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WHAT'S

EXPLOITABLE
IN YOUR

TOWN?

Lodi, Cal. — Mrs. Bert Kelly, aged ninetytwo, appealed to the police here to help find
her runaway boy Eddie, aged fifty-two. "I
can't understand why Eddie ran away,'" she
said, "unless it was because I told hifn I
was going to bob my hair. It seemed to upset him terribly."— The Lodi exhibitor has a
Exploitation
dozen pictures to draw from that will give
him a close tie-up with the episode of Eddie,
the youth whom bobbed hair licked. Whereever Eddie has flown, its a cinch he ll read
the news from the old home town, for every
bad boy craves to know what the home folks
are saying about his wildness. So the exhibitor can run his ad as a direct appeal to
Eddie's better self, and try to lure him home
again. For instance
Personal — For Eddie Kelly
Then any of the following bits — or some
other along the same lines, depending upon
the picture being shown ;
Come home at once. All will welcome "The
Rarabhn' Kid."
Remember
Faith" can be restored. —Come "Shattered
home.
"The Shock'' has stirred the town. Come
back.
Were you "Driven"? Reconsider. Return.
Why "This Freedom"?
Come back to
Lodi.
Hit home again in time for "The Recoil."
on Are
earthyouthan"Going
Lodi. East"? No better town
Or any of a thousand others. Bring Eddie
hom.e and you'll get a lot of publicity.
What's Exploitable in Your Town ?
Tell us — and we'll ^give^ you
^ the exploitation.
Luck Wins 'Baby Peggy'
The
manager
of B. aF. lucky
Keith'snumber
Rivera contest
Thea^
tre, Brooklyn, held
during the engagement of Universal Jewel
production
New York."
Baby
Peggy "The
is theDarling
star of of
this feature
and a
very popular doll has been named in her
honor. All those who held a lucky number
on their ticket received one of the Baby
Peggy dolls. This stunt was inexpensive and
created comment among the regular patrons
as well as in the local dailies.
'Coast to Coast Kid' Reports
William Quick, the old time circus clown
now known as the "Coast to Coast Kid,"
because of his nation-wide ballyhoo with the
"After the Ball" minstrel truck, has sent in
a report upon his arrival with the ballyhoo
'busOf attheIndianapolis.
860 theatres that have shown -the
picture since the exploitation wagon has been
traveling, 450 have been able to use the ballyhoo. Nine states have been thoroughly covered, and a great deal of extra newspaper
space has been gained.
If the wandering minstrel boys reach Los
Angeles on schedule they will have spent
more than five months on tour.
'Happiness' for Girls' Clubs
Under the auspices of the Cleveland
News, which gave the event daily publicity, Laurette Taylor's new Metro picture.
"Happiness" was presented at a special
showing toandthethe
combined
girls' clubs
Cleveland
organizations
affiliatedol
with the Cleveland Girls' Council. The
Allen Theatre played "Happiness" immediately afterward, taking quick advantage
of the publicity. The Allen management
arranged the preview with the News, as it
did last year on Miss Taylor's "Peg O'
My Heart." Naturally the publicity given
by the paper helped to put the picture across.
When "Peg O' My Heart" was presented before the Girls' Clubs last year

EXPLOITATION
IDEAS
many members wrote to Miss Taylor
praising the picture with great enthusiasm.
When she learned that "Happiness" was
going to Cleveland she wrote to the Allen
and the News asking that the same privilege be accorded the girls this year.
Taxi Tie-Up Touts 'Maytime'
U. K. Rice, Manager, Auditorium Theatre,
Winston-Salem, N. C, manipulated a taxi-cab
tie-up linked with a rain insurance policy to
exploit
"Maytime."
Through the
the Preferred
columns ofPicture,
the newspapers
an
offer was made to defray expenses of any
patrons who attended the theatre in a cab berained. tween three and nine o'clock provided it
To cover these taxi-fares the house took
out a rain insurance policy. It did not rain,
however, and the result was that -the wide
publicity secured for the picture cost the
theatre only half the insurance premium. The
taxi-cab company was glad to split expenses
on the advertising.
Shapely Figures Attract Patrons
Jack Schreiber, Blackstone Theatre, Detroit,
used wax figures effectively in putting over
"The Temple of Venus" and "Tea With a
Kick." For the former he used a draped
figure over the lobby which was movable by
means of attached cords. The figure was
backed up by a drape through which half
a dozen shapely limbs — of wax — protruded.
He advertised 1,000 Bathing Beauties.
For the other picture he used a life sized
wax image of a good looking girl. She was
seated at a post on one side of the lobby,
with a wine glass in one hand, and her
skirt sufficiently elevated to disclose her — er —
ankles. Schreiber says lots of people stopped
to look — and then lined up at the box-office.
* * *
Sure-Thing Business Booster
The public library motion picture tie-up inaugurated byIna Brevoort Roberts, publicity
director of the Cleveland Public Libraries, is
attractiiig great attention in other cities where
the idea is being emulated.
The libraries are in an ideal position to
arouse interest in a picture, and in turn many
productions create public enthusiasm and a
desire to learn more of the time and country
depicted. Thus it is that a reciprocal arrangement may be made.
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The latest from Cleveland is the tie-up on
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall." One
throw-away (which is not thrown away) features the program of the Stillman Theatre on
one side, and on the reverse side lists a dozen
novels and almost as many biographical volumes dealing with "Merrie England ' in the
time of Dorothy Vernon when Queen Elizabeth reigned. There is also a neat book-mark
stressing both library books and the motion
Don't overlook your public library. A
picture.
with
it will prove invaluable.
* * *
Puzzle Packs Playhouse
The Olympia Theatre at Grand Mere,
bec, staged what it calls a "jumbled
contest"
showing. in connection with a serial

tie-up

Queletter
it is

Theout picture
"Thename,
RadiotheKing"
and withmentioningis the
manager
took
all the letters in the title, mixed them well,
and offered prizes to the patrons who could
guess correctly the picture's name.
So it wouldn't be too hard he intimated
that there were three words in the title, and
gave some hint as to their character. Out of
700 replies 135 were correct. These were
placed in a bag and the first name withdrawn
received five dollars in gold ; the second, two
dollars, the following thirteen one dollar each,
and the next twenty-five got passes.
* * *
Assistance !
When K. H. Blakely, manager of Memorial
Hall, Kingfisher, Okla., showed Associated
Exhibitors "The Yankee Consul" under
American Legion auspices, he sent a "dison Western Union blanks to five hundredpatch"residents.
It was addressed "Uncle Sam, White
House, Washington, D. C," and signed
"Douglas MacLean, Yankee Consul.'' The
message was "Send the Navy Quick. Terri* 4: *
ble Danger."
Now You Tell One
Photoplays adapted from books are enjoying tremendous vogue. For instance,
"Cytherea," "The Beloved Vagabond," "Recoil," "If Winter Comes" — you can cite examples as well as we can.
Anyway, the story is that one exhibitor
wouldn't book "The Ten Commandments" because he said he hadn't read the novel.
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AN

exceptional press-book has just been
issued by Goldwyn- Cosmopolitan for the
proper publicizing of the production "Recoil," partially filmed in France.
A special feature of the window card and
the six-column newspaper advertising cut is
the reproduction of drawings of the heads
of the ten girls selected in the Paris Journal
contest for the ten most beautiful young women oi Europe to take part in the great ball
sequence of the picture. The billboard posters are unusually attractive.
The page of exploitation ideas contains
one suggestion for a beauty contest newspaper tie-up in which girls are to compare
their measurements with those of Venus de
Milo and Betty Blythe who plays the lead.
Prizes are awarded to those whose measurements are nearest those of Venus or Betty.

ADVERTISING
AIDS
one" very much alive models were featured.
The shop did all the advertising, announcing
the theatre's program and including everything that M. B. Hustler himself would have
included had he written the copy. And maybe he even did that.
FOLLOWING the tremendous success of
the "Humming Bird ' hosiery tie-up on the
Paramount picture of that name, two similar aids have been arranged for Cecil B. De
Mille's current production "Triumph."
The first is a tie-up with the nationally
known "Triumph" Hosiery Mills, supplying
two thousand dealers. The mills will give
three pairs of the finest grade hose as a

XPRANK ROBSON, manager of the Empress Theatre, Edmonton, Canada, evidently believes that a few iiundred heads
are better than one. He got a lot of publicity and some new ideas through a competition titled "What I Would Do Were I
Manager
of was
the Empress
Theatre."
five
dollar prize
the incentive
to thoseA who
thought they could run the theatre better than
Frank.
Other five dollar prizes were offered for
the best hundred word review of the theatre's current attraction.

THE new song hit from the Music Box
Review, entitled "What'U I Do," will be
tied-up with the Frank Woods production
"What
Shall I Do" starring Dorothy Mackaill.
The Irving Berlin melody while only five
weeks old has already become immensely
and a special title page for it, showpopular
ing stills from the picture, is being rushed
through in time to be
' ready tionfor
exploita-at
of thethepicture
its release date. May 11.

BRITISH exploiteers are apparently patterning their efforts more and more along
American lines, and are meeting with no
mean measure of success.
Word comes that the
West End Cinema,
London, recently staged
a "Classical Foot Competition" in connection
Color and
of Splendid
displays
with the theatre's showof "Trilby,"
the
First ingNational
picture
starring Andree Lafayin
to PaSi'm
AiSion
ette.
Conmellinfi
Trilby, you will remember, was far-famed
for her shapely feet,
and so is Andree Lafayette. So there was a
prize equalling two
hundred and fifty dollars ofifered to the girl
who could display the
most nearly perfect
pedal extremities. There
was a flood of contestants, and big crowds
came to witness the
showing of both feet
and picture. A noted
sculptor was the judge,
and the stunt procured
plenty of newspaper
space.
nutnati,Thea
WalCincin
THE tre,
put
over a costume designing contest when it
showed Metro's "The
French Doll." The
up
competition was tied-ti
with the Cincinna
rimes- Star and got
big publicity. Prizes
ranging from ten to
twenty-five dollars in
gold were distributed
and the final winners
were selected by the
tre's patrons. interest
thea
Additional
was created by the fact
that the winning designs were submitted
to Mae Murray, the
picture's
she selects star,
any ofandthemif
for her personal use, i
the creator of the gown i
idea will be richly ^ ~ "
remunerated.
* * *
TTUSTLER by name and hustler by nature
is the manager of the Capitol Theatre
at Sacramento, California. When he showed
First National's "Twenty-One" he got a lot
of newspaper space at very small cost.
The stunt was a revue tie-up with the
Nonpareil Fashion Shop. The shop put on
a show at the theatre in which "twenty-

Special re-prints of
the cover
page purposes
for window display
m\\ be sent out by the
music
publishers
all
of their
dealersto and
special advertising
announce
the number willas
the theme song of the
motion picture and the
hit of the New York
Music Box Review.
The popularity of
this melody is indicated
by
thefeatured
fact itthat
Rothafel
at
the Capitol Theatre last
week in a special stage
setting with two vocal
artists.
* * *
same reason
that causes some
folks to prove to themselves thatwet,
"Wet made
Paint"a
is really
lot of people peer into
aSnakes.
barrel labeled
Danger."Live
Do
Not Look Into the
Barrel," which recently
stood in front of ManTheatre
in Stamford,
N. Y. ager S. C. McGregor's
Those who did not
follow instructions
craned their necks to
learn
Mary
Pickford that
wasfor
playing
"Rosita"
the nextin
few days.
E
^ ^ TH to
'T'HE ^ suggestion
"Make Your Home

prize in any contest that may be devised in
any town for the advertising of the De Mille
picture.
The other "Triumph" tie-up is with the
E. H. Howard Company, manufacturers of
"Triomphe" perfume. The back page of a
large quantity of heralds will carry the perfume advertisement which appears in both
the French and English languages.

the
Cottage"
was Enchanted
adopted
merchants of East byLiberty
during the run of the
First National picture
at the Liberty Theatre.
The handsome art border prepared by First
National's art department for a page truck
or double truck was brought into play as
aabove.
border. The heading was the one outlined
Space at the top of the page was used by
the Liberty Theatre but the rest of the page
consisted of advertising copy by merchants
and manufacturers dealing in household supplies. The range ran from porch box flowers
and ice cream to paint and radios.
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co-t>P£RAnvm
Turn Window Shoppers
Into Movie Patrons and
You Fear no Competition

Constructive

SEVEN

Incentives

for

MONEY

nd Local

GETTING

Merchants

WINDOW

'RECOIL'
ON
TIE-UPS
almost wrecks them all. But in the end
millions of goldOUR
TWENTY-F
less American
girltowhoeat.
"horns
unen dollars;
the ten most beautiful
invited in order
Thatin" very
comes the calmness that follows the
women in Europe; one American
storm
of passion. Villain number one
girl fairer than the fairest of these; a night he marries her. Speed? We'll
say so ! And that's a sample of the slays one of the minor malefactors, and
box full of jewels worth a Rajah's ran- action through every sequence. He lit- is left to face a stony justice. The
;
som wild
nights at Deauville, passion's
erally loads her with jewels. His puls- harassed girl finds refuge and peace ia
playground ; love and license ; bigamy
the arms of her forgiving lover-husing passion for her is tremendousand blackmail ; drugs and dregs — these
000. band— and what is left of the $24,000,what does she do^
Yet
overpowering.
are a few of the things that figure in this New York pauper who a few days
Winner Windows
"Recoil." Apd "Recoil" is the film
heating Heinz's in a
been
had
before
specially selected as this week's NaThat's the picture. It offers ample
tawdry furnished room? In a mad motional Tie-Up picture.
ment she leaves luxury to fly with a opportunity for tie-ups in the windows
of your city. National advertisers
"Recoil!" Repeat it. Doesn't the fascinating waster — a polished crook,
"sold" on the value of window displays
very title arouse your curiosity? Isn't whose very name is not his ovm. But
there somehow a thrill to it? A sugshe paid.
as mediums of exploitation are workgestion of horror? A thought of dire
Retribution
ingdow with
on "Recoil."
Every
is an you
additional
lobby for
you, winand
retribution — of the throbbing echo of
is chained to his
debtor
a
China
In
the drums of fate — omnipresent and
each extension to your lobby will point
relentless ?
creditor until he pays— and sometimes
way to your box-ofiEce.
a killer is tied to the corpse of his vic- theAnd
A Tale of Blood and Gold
this extraordinary exhibitor serional
internat
an
pal,
his
tim. Through
In a story colored with blood and
re
vice is yours for the asking. No 'exdetective, the heart-broken millionai
pense is entailed— no fees — no layout
gold Rex Beach told a tale of mad adthings so that the blonde bride of cash in any way whatsoever. It is
fixes
venture and terrible revenge. Director
tied
is
whom he had raised to affluence
T. Hayes Hunter transferred it to cel- inexorably to the man with whom she necessary only to clip the coupon and
immediately the well-oiled machinery
luloid for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, and
eloped — and whom she comes to hate
Exhibitors Trade Review has now
of the National Tie-Up idea starts rollreSome
her.
hates
he
than
even more
arranged a series of National Tie-Ups
ing up the box-office score for you.
venge— tremendous — devastating — it
which will publicize the picture to your
Exhibitors Enthusiastic
patrons through many windows.
Exhibitors everywhere are enthusiasThe blonde beauty of Betty Blythe,
tic. This new service has gone across
By Phone, Wire and Mail
'It's a Wow!'
the "Queen of Sheba" girl, will faswith a bang. Astute showmen immecinate your audience as it does the
diately recognized the fact that in NaGOLDSTEIN,
multi-millionaire played by Mahlon
IVTANAGER
tional Tie-Up window displays they
Clinton Theatre, New York
Hamilton. And in Mahlon Hamilton
City, was the first of many wide
you have a star who comes as near as
were presented
awake shovraien to grasp the
portunities neverwith
beforeexploitation'
approached opin
a man may to being a "matinee idol"
effectiveness.
They
were
quick
to
opportunities
exploitation
great
and still retain his self respect and the
take advantage of a chance to benefit
offered through National Tie-Up
window displays.
admiration of men. How they'll hate
by big national advertising — free. The
the drug-fiend villain, ably portrayed by
"Beau Brummel" was booked
millenium has arrived. Here, in this
Clive Brook. And — oh, boy — what a
at the Clinton within
appear
to
section,
each week, you will receive
beating-up he draws at the hands of
Hamilton !
a few days, but the national adsomething for nothing. And that some->
vertisers tied-up with the picture
thing is not a mere rambling suggestion.eleven window displays which
Fountains of Wine
It is a concrete, constructive exploitawere
immediately
arranged.
Imagine an affair where champagne
tion service, that will actually focus
Mr.
Goldstein
says
this
is
the
flows from fountains. Those are the
more public attention on your theatre
most wonderful publicity plan
and 3'our attraction than you have been
kind of "parties" the "Recoil" hero
ever promulgated, and broadgives to the ten wonderful women with
able to draw with any publicity idea
casts to every fellow exhibitor:
his $24,ooo,ocx). At one of these he
previously employed. You cannot af"Come on in the water's fine !"
ford to ignore a showmanship service
meets the eleventh woman — the penni-
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NATIONAL
which will prove its value if once tried
out.
Ev^ry time you book a National TieUp picture and clip the coupon, you
guarantee success to your box-office by
automatically securing an array of window displays. With no cost other than
that of the stamp necessary to carry
the coupon to Exhibitors Trade Review, you secure the whole-hearted
support of an imposing line-up of national manufacturers of nationally advertised products. The clipped coupon
will b ring you a selection of smashing
big window displays which will all tcuc
your attraction. Not merely one o.ganization — but a half dozen
million dollar outfits will be
working for you. Your tlieatre is bound to benefit by the
powerful pressure brought
to bear on the buying public
through costly campaigns of
publicity.

SECTION

nine fairness. The central character is
Betty Blythe, and the ten most beautiful women in Europe are featured.
Therefore this week's National Tie-Ups
were chosen with a thought to feminine appeal. Each of them holds an irresistible buying urge, and will create
one for "Recoil" which will make your
box-office line resemble the gate at the
home grounds when the home team's
biggest game is scheduled.
Onyx Hosiery
First you have "Onyx" hosiery. This
trade name is ever on the lips of American womanhood, just as the product

so that every woman in your town may
have the tint of hair she most admires
in Europe's ten Venuses. The girls
will
buy "Inecto" and they'll see
"Recoil."
Chinwah Products
From Paris, the laboratory of beautifying daintiness, came rumors of a
wonderful creation of fragrance. This
scent was named "Chinwah." It is your
third tie-up. Through Roxtan, Inc., of
Paris and New York, you get a window display of all the "Chinwah" toilet
smartwith subtle
put up Parisian
preparations
ness of distinctive
packaging.
Deltah Pearls

"Deltah
is.theWondro
And there
us"
Pearl
tie-up
ng the
jewels ious
breathi
the mystercharm of
Orient.
Pearls are ever fascinating.
Tie-up the treasures so lav-

ng "Recoilof
with the
Co -operative Advertising
"
displayed in beauty
ishly ravishi
,"
"Deltah
and
you
will line
Turn to page forty-nine
and give the once over to a
'em up in front of this winscheme whereby your tie-up
dow— and your box-office.
Boncilla Beautifier
partners may secure what
amounts to a full page
A "Boncilla Massage'! is
smash in the newspapers for
as popular in the barber
a fraction of the cost. With
shop as it is in the beauty
attention attracted to your
theatre and to their products
parlor. It is a nationally advertised face-fixer univerthrough many windows a
sallythere
recognized.
in
full page combination ad
"Recoil,"
is a And
shot of
will work wonders for all
Clive Brook, who plays the
of you. There will be no
adventurous villain, being
difficulty in securing the cooperation ofyour local dealmassaged with the beautiers in this regard. They are
fier. Thus "Boncilla" is
tied-up^ with the picture in
shrewd business men or they
would not be handling the
women.
appeal to both men and
an
national products with which
Venida Hair Nets
the picture is tied-up. They
will visualize in a moment
"Venida Hair Nets," the
the advantages to be gained.
ones "that rule the waves"
BETTY BLYTHE AND EUROPE'S TEN WONDER-WOMEN
because of their excellence
Clip the Coupon
Here are the eleven wonde''s of the worM gathered togesther in France
and extensive national adby Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
for the these
filming
of "ReaoU."
Yourthe National
On that page you will also
Tie-Up
window displays featuring
beautifufl
women with
nationvertising, are your sixth
ally advertised products listed will block ti"affic at the dealers' windows.
find the "Recoil" ballot. In
partner
in
the exploitation
order to secure the benefits
of "Recoil." In addition to
to be derived from the National Tie-Up window displays It IS itself is always on her legs. Picture
e, g "Veni
s a
a "Veni
window will
stageda"
urgeda"
buyin
thecreat
essential that you let us know what
the sheer silkiness of "Onyx" displayed
al
st
s
speci
conte
for
you
with
prize
toin a window together with stills of
tie-ups you prefer. We also request
taling almost $300 — and a premium of
that you advise us as to hovvf we may
Betty Blythe — stills displaying sufficient three dollars for every 8x10 window
improve the section, and make the plan of her shapliness to convince the most
photograph submitted. Details of the
still more effective for you.
skeptical that the blonde star approves
contest appear on another page.
This is your part of the scheme.
Nemo Corsets
and wears "Onyx."
Clip the coupon. There is no charge.
Inecto Hair Tint
"Nemo"
corsets
are advertised and
This is merely one more exhibitor servThe most recent vogue in the known wherever women care to have
ice made available to you through the
efforts of Exhibitors Trade Review
glorification of woman's "crowning beautiful figures. This tie-up makes
in your behalf.
glory." A rapid hair tint manufactured
the seventh on "Recoil," and it
by Inecto, Inc., and advertised each gets across marvelously well with the
Here They Are
beautiful stills of more beautiful
month in some sixteen national magazines
having
a
combined
circulation
of
women
with which you will combine
"Recoil" is essentially a beauty-picture. Its theme is built about feriii- 14,844,000. It is made in every shade.
it in a smashing fine window display.
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AU Women Are Attracted By 'Onyx' Hosiery Window Displays — Tie Up Your Play Date on 'Reco 1."

REX

STANDS

FOR

WOMEN-SO
Onyx

Pointex

Hosiery

CLIP THIS COUPON
Exhibitors Trade Review,
45 West 4Sth St., New York City
Rex Beach's "RECOIL" wifl appear at my theatre
days, starting, (date)
Please have the ONYX HOSIERY COMPANY send their
special Window Dispjl^y Material to be used in conjunction
with this picture, so that I can take advantage of this
national tie-up with my local merdiants.
Manager
Theatre
State . .
City . .

RECOIL'

BEACHES

BEAUTIFUL

DOES

'ONYX'

To be beautiful a woman must be well
dressed. To be well dressed she must wear
"Onyx" Hosiery. When you talk Hosiery,
you talk right straight to All Women. And
the best way to talk to them is through
"Onyx" Window Displays. Women stop and
look when they see the latest "Onyx" styles
and colors. While they are looking is a good time to tell
them all about Rex Beach's "Recoil," which tells of one
American Beauty as compared to Europe's ten most
beautiful women. All local dealers of "Onyx" Hosiery
will gladly co-operate with you. All you have to do is
sigfn your name on the attached coupon and 3rou get this
great national tie-up without any charge whatsoever.

WORN BY ALL
NEATLY DRESSED
WOMEN TODAY

BROADWAY
AT 24TH STREET
NEW YORK
''Onyx

''Hosiery

Inc.

Exhibitors Trade Review
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STRONG

JUi

SELLING

APPEAL

IN PEARLS TIE-UP
Nationally Advertised Deltah Pearls

A Typical INECTO Window DUplay Which Can Easily Be Tied Up With RECOIL'

HERE

MAKE
WHO

IS THE

REAL

EVERY
WANTS

WAY

TO

WOMAN

TO STAY BEAUTIFUL,

WANT

TO—

SEEREX^pp^

i-^ll

BEACH'S

y

KLV^UIL

to Exploit
'Recoil'
C HOWMEN
playing the
Goldwyn-Cosmo^ politan picturization of Rex Beach's famous story, "Recoil" are offered a splendid
opportunity for free high-power advertising
and exploitation in the tie-ups offered by L.
Heller and Son, Inc., who make and distribute the nationally advertised Deltah
Pearls.
It takes imagination of the barest fundamental order to vfsualize the appeal and artistic pulling power of a window display featuring Betty Blythe, the golden-haired screen
beauty, who is seen in the principal role in
"Recoil" with a necklace of creme-tinted
pearls around her lovely neck.
O'Grady
areRosie
mutually
as oneandin the
theirGovernor's
admiration Lady
for
the gems of the tropical seas. And therein
lies the great drawing power of the window
display on pearls
whichexhibitor
embraces playing
a free advertisement for the
the
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan attraction.
One pictures the effect of such a window almost to a certainty. Mary, May or
Margaret,
passesfeminine
by Smith's
jewelry
Ah, the great
impulse
haltswindow.
her in
her tracks as she catches the rose-colored
tones of exquisitely strung pearls. She admires them longingly, and then catches the
further enhancement of their appeal as they
appear on the neck of Betty Blythe, who is
appearing
that week
in "Recoil,"
a local
theatre. Result,
a potential
patronat for
the
theatre in question.
From this alone, it would seem that showmen should need little urging to step aboard
this splendid national tie-up and avail
themselves of the many advantages it offers
them.

A WINDOW DISPLAY tie-up with
INECTO -Rapid Hair Tint means attracting the attention of every woman who desires
beautiful hair. And that means EVERY
WOMAN! Think what this means to you
when you play Rex Beach's "RECOIL,"
which tells the story of eleven of THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL WOMEN IN THE
WORLD. Simply Clip the Coupon and take
advantage of this Free Exploitation.

INECTO,
Inc.
33-35 West 46th St.
N w York City

CUP THIS COUPON
Exhibitors Trade Review,
45 West 45th Street, New York.
INECTQ
^^RAP/l>
^
Beach's "RECOIL" will appear at my theatre
for
days, starting
Please have the Inecto Company send their special
Window Display Matarial Without Charge so that
Theatre
I may take advantage- of ths national tie-up co■■'
■
operation with my local merchants.
State
••
Manager

DELTAH
This still of a scene
Blythe wearing her
help turn window

PEARL WINDOW
from "Recoil," showing Betty
beautiful rope of pearls will
shoppers into movie patrons.
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•f* Interests
Man
Woman

A BonciUla-'RecoiF Windrw Disfiiay Tie-Up is An Absolute Guarantee ol
Increased Box-OfiSce Results. Order it as soon as you book 'Recoil.'

The

Eleven

Women

Beautiful

in

HERE is no room left for doubt
that all the beautiful women in
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's ideal picturization of Rex Beach's great story
'Recoil' were made especially beautiful in the picture by the application of BONCILLA BEAUTIFIER.

*RecoiV

And the men as well! Not so much
to make them beautiful but to
make them feel like new men with
that "up and coming" look.
Think wha* that means to you Mr.
Showman from the angle of building
up new patronage interest.

Every
and
Alike

H/ HEN you take advantage of a
" BONCILLA Window Display TieUp you are attracting hundreds of new
patrons
of both
"up and
doing" man
knowsstexes.
what Every
a BONCILLA
FACIAL means in a Barber Shop.
He knows it makes him feel like a
"Go-Getter." If he has ever had one,
he knows it is an integral part of the
pep
of Bigformula
Things.for men who are Builders
And the women ! You cannot over-estimatle the interest you can arouse
among the femmine fans of the silver
sheet. What woman does not know
that BONCILLA
preparations
superlatively the outstanding
beautyaresteps
to healthy elegance.
The guarantee behind the BONCILLA
METHOD teaches THAT! Why? Because these seven things are guaranteed
as results or her money is refunded :
1. color.
Clear the complexion and give it
2. Cleanse and close enlarged pores.
3. Eliminate excess oiliness.
4. Remove blackheads and pimples.
5. Lift out thja lines.
6. muscles.
Rebuild drooping facial tissues and
7. Make the skin soft and smooth.
That's the main reason you are sure
of 100% exploitation value when you
ask for BONCIL
LA Window Displays
m conjunction %vith your
showing of
"Recoil"

BONCILLA
Laboratories, Inc.
Indianapolis, Ind., Canadian
Boncilla Laboratories, Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont.

CLIP THIS COUPON
Exhibitors Tradia ReiHew,
45 West 45th Street, New York City.
We have booked "Recoil" to play at this
theatre
days, starting (date)
Please have Boncilla Laboratories, forward
sets of window display material
without charge for tie-up purposes with this
picture
so
that
ad\-antagewith
of tiiis
nationalmerchants.
campaignI can
in take
co-operation
my
'local
Theatre
Manager
City . . .
State . .
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ONYX

HOSIERY

LINKED

WITH 'RECOIL'
Famous Footwear Offers Windows
to Alert Showman
PERSONS
looking
tie-ups
national character
couldforhardly
find ofonea with
a name that means more to the man on the
street, then the reading public and the country at large than the word "Onyx. "
The very word "Onyx" conjures up visions
of a young good looking lady with a shapely
foot displaying the well-fitting hose. Or as
seen in myriads of sign-boards, subway trains,
trolley cars and direct-mail booklets, a young
lady at a counter, while a sales girl lays out
several pairs of stockings of varied description, for the choice of the fair prospectivepurchaser in qusetion.
Suffice to say that the prestige and good
will built up through many years of national
advertising and trade satisfaction to customers
is something that figures as a mighty momentous asset to the party fortunate enough to
enlist it in his business behalf. That is
exactly what Exhibitors Trade Review has
effected for showmen playing the GoldwynCosmopolitan picturization of the famous
Rex Beach story, "Recoil."
Through its National Window Tie-Ups project the review is able to offer exhibitors
a chance to avail themselves of free window
publicity, the value of which can be estimated in the highest terms. Onyx window
displays are something that are not passed up
with impunity, and something in which business men outside the hosiery industry rarely
have the opportunity to figure. But showmen
have that very opportunity offered to them
now.
A window display in which stills of Betty
Blythe, heroine of "Recoil" figure prominently
can be well calculated to crystallize the desires of window shoppers into a theatreticket buying mood. In other words, the
showman can add to the many people who
pass
his theatre's
doors Hosiery
just as many
as stop
to look
at an Onyx
display
and
consider this additional quota just so many
more potential prospects for his show.
All the showman has to do is to clip the
coupon in the Onyx ad, sign his name and
send it to the office of the Exhibitors Trade
Review. The National Tie-Up Editors will
do the rest.
* * *
NEMO CORSET DISPLAYS WILL
HELP SHOWMEN ON 'RECOIL'
Nemo Corsets, nationally advertised in
magazines, window cards, in great poster
signs on the high-roads and by-roads of the
country and through an infinite variety of
other mediums, endorses the fact that the
show window is one of the greatest factors
in
moving the retailer's merchandise off his
shelves.
In consequence, this corset concern, whose
products are known to and probably worn
by more women than any other corset on
the market, gives a good deal of time and
study to all the considerations of window
dress in order to get up displays which are
the very quintessence of distinction, artistry,
and selling appeal.
With this thought in mind, the showman
playing Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's splendid
screen version of Rex Beach's "Recoil" has
something which should fill him with the
highest enthusiasm, so far as acquiring the
benefits of free advertising and high-power
exploitation is concerned.
Exhibitors Trade Review, in working out
its
on "Recoil,"
has National
conscriptedTie-Ups
the aid project
of the Nemo
concern
in getting free window displays for exhibitors playing the picture.

SECTION

RECOIL' HOOKED
INECTO HAIR

UP WITH
TINT

Beauty
Reclaimer
Gives Showman
Fine Tie-Up Opportunities
IN these days of striving for the best, particularly in feminine beauty attainments,
where the best is made possible by inventive
processes and discoveries which go many steps
further than the best nature herself can sometimes ofifer, a nationally advertised product
like Inecto Rapid Hair Tint is an aid of no
mean value, if it can be conscripted to exploit a film.
That opportunity is now offered to exhibitors showing the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
screen attraction, "Recoil" — an adaptation of
the famous story by Rex Beach. Inecto, a
name as widely known to ladies, as Rubberset Shaving Brushes and Ricoro Cigars are
known to men.
The Inecto product is a new and rapid
hair tint so like the living pigment of nature as to be indistinguishable. It is a hard
won triumph of chemistry the value of which
is appraised in high terms by hair dressers
all over the country. On such a firm foundation, exhibitors playing the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan feature will benefit from all the inferred prestige and influence that national advertising gives to a product, if they but show
the least inclination to avail themselves of
the opportunities offered them.
The character of the width and breadth
of the Inecto advertising message may more
readily be seen when it is told that
during the month of May, 1924, advertisements of Inecto Rapid will appeal in National magazines whose circulation totals 14,844,000 copies. These are : Vogue, Vanity
Fair, House and Garden, Delineator, Designer, Photoplay, Motion Picture, Beauty,
Harper's Bazaar, Fashionable Dress, Pictorial
Review, Cosmopolitan, Woman's Home Companion,Book.
Gentlewoman, Red Book, and Monthly Fashion
REAP

RICH REWARD WITH
VENIDA WINDOWS

Nets, known the
Hair through
A over
VENID
country
intensive
advertising in national magazines,
is stimulating intensive interest
among dealers handling this product
— and they are legion — ^by reason of
th« national window contest prices
being offered by the national distributor for the best displays of the wellknown commodity.
■With the further announcement
that 'Venida Hair Net advertising
and prestige are being projected to
co-operate with exhibitors plashing
the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan feature,
"Recoil," the showmen in question
have before them an opportunity for
displaying their showmanship genius, which can be best described as
extraordinary.
Local merchants handling the Venida product are in a high state of
enthusiasm to make a play for window display prizes. Could ansrthing
be more opportune for the showman?
Get in touch with the store -keeper.
Show him the national tie-up section. He'll see at once that Old
Opportunity is serenading, him
Dame
with a brass band. Meanwhile clip
and
'Venidaforad you.
coupon
the us
let
pull from
furtherthestrings

BONCILLA

BEAUTIFIER

TO

Window BOOST
Displays 'RECOIL'
Will Exploit Films
for Enterprising Exhibitors
■DONCILLA BEAUTIFIER, a clasmic
•L* clay pack nationally advertised as well
known in the gentleman's barber shop as it
is in Milady's boudoir and beauty parlor
has been added to the list of National Window Tie-Ups in connection with the exploiting of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's screen version
of the famous Rex Beach story, "Recoil."
It now remains for the exhibitor showing
this excellent picture to get up on his toes
and show what he knows about advertising
value of a Boncilla display to him. This he
can best do by clipping the coupon in the
Boncilla ad, appending his so-called "John
Hancock" thereto, and sending it post haste
to the office of Exhibitors Trade Review,
whence further arrangements will be effected
without any additional trouble or expense on
his part.
The Tie-Up Editor will first call attention to the fact that hundreds of thousands
of people — folks in the nooks and hamlets
of the country as well ^s_ residents of the
big cities — are in one way or another acquainted with the trade name of Boncilla.
National magazines, placards in barber shops,
posters in drug store windows and other
mediums that make their appeal through
printers' ink, have brought the significance
of Boncilla to the public's attention.
With the prestige and influence gained by
such broadcasting linked up with a display
which exploits "Recoil" for the showmen
playing the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan film, it is
safe to say the exhibitor is being offered an
opportunity which money alone could not buy.
"Boncilla Facial Makes You a Go-Getter," says one of the placards and it is a safe
bet that the acceptance of this free tie-up
proposition on the part of the exhibitor establishes him once and for all as a go-getter.
The display will adequately tie-up with the
picture in so far as suggesting the atmosphere of the film is concerned. Betty Blythe,
the beautiful principal of the screen story,
will serve as a subject around whom appropriate catch lines will be woven to enhance the appeal and give impetus to the
interest of both picture and merchandise.
Step aboard a Boncilla window display tieup
and win yourself additional, additional patrons.

WINVIAPATRONS
'RECOIL'
BEAUTY FOR
CONTEST
ONE of the best exploitation angles which
you have had in a long time is the International Beauty Contest. J. Parker Read,
Jr.,
producer
of in
"Recoil,"
a big beauty
contest in Paris
order tostaged
^et representative
beauties from every European capital to take
part in certain scenes of the picture. Following
list ofMacLeod,
the namesScotland;
of the winners:is(1)a Flora
(2)
Mary draEvelyn
Carven,
England;
(3)
AlexanVladimir, Russia; (4) Lucia Fabiani,
Italy; (5) Charlotte Dreifus, Switzerland;
C6) Corinna
Zafiropoulos,
Greece; (8)
(7) Christiane
Erkerberg,
Denmark;
Gaby
Etienne, France; (9) Yvonne Villatte, Belgium; (10) Lolita Romoero, Spain.
In the set of stills furnished by your exchange will be found a still showing Betty
Blythe and the ten prize beauties. _ This will
be found useful for reproduction in connection with feature stories, of which several
describing the contest will be found in the
press section of this campaign book. Then
stage a local contest on your own hook.
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GWi^<3[K—
A
Betty

Blythe

Beauty

^Recoi

Tie- Up

DeLuxe

Sets

New Beauty Style
Whether it be the CHINWAH Extract,
Toifkt Water, Face Powder, Ta'.cum, Cold
Cream, Vanishing Cream, Lemon Cream,
Tissue Cream, Sache Soap, Lip Stick,
Lotion, Brilliantine, or any of the cornpacts there is always that elusive and
delightful fragrance that spellbinds with
mystery. That is why Betty Blythe chose
Chinwah in her makeup for "Recoil."

W7HEN
Rex Beach wrote "RECOIL" he surely must have had
^ CHINWAH
in mind because it is a story of BEAUTY AND
LOVELINESS. A story of eleven prize beautfiul women!
Shades of Powder, Rouge and Lipsticks! What CHINWAH
can
do for a woman is nothing short of a marvel! And what a CHINWAH Window Display Tie-Up can do for Exhibitors who book and
play "RECOIL"

comes under the same heading of possibilities.

It is a showman's opportunity for street lobbies of beauty. A gatewav to capacity houses.
A sure-fire way of increasing profits.

CLIP
THIS

tnwa
\JI7E will doubly appreciate your co-operation as exhibitors if you will forward us the names of those merchants in
whom you believe
your neighborhood
should be handling CHINWAH Products.
We will in turn do everything in our
power to interest them in time to give you
Window-Display Tie-Ups for all pictures
carrying that possibility from time to time.

PARIS ROXEY
17 West 42nd St.,

NEW

YORK

New York City

COUPON
Exhibitors Trade Review,
45 West 45th Street,
New York City.
We
have booked
to play
at this"Recoil''
theatre
days, starting
(date)
P'tease have ROXEY
forward
sets of their CHINWAH
window display without
charge for tie-up purposes
with this picture so that
I can take advantage of
this national campaign in
co-operation with my local
merchants.
Theatre
Manager
City
State
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The Beauty of a NEMO
A

NEMO

Co.

Window will attract all women to your message
Corset

Is

Essential
FirstBeauty
A LL WOMEN, of course, want to be beautiful.
When you play Rex Beach's story of
"Recoil," your first exploitation step, therefore,
should be a window display tie-up with the first
step in the beauty formula for women.
That means a tie-up with NEMO Corsets because no woman in the world can be really
beautiful without the perfect figure which
NEMO gives her— the beauty lines that distinguishes her from those not wearing NEMOS.
Incidentally every woman knows all about
NEMO — knows that to wear them means being
in style — and her attention is always attracted
to any NEMO Window Display. By special arrangements with the Producers of the picture,
you can have all NEMO windows in your town
changed to NEMO-'RECOIL' windows, telling
about your Rex Beach attraction.
And all you have to do is sign the coupon when
you have booked the film.

PRODUCTS

TO

Distinctive
Window 'RECOIL'
Displays Offered
EXPLOIT
Exhibitors Playing Film
fT^O those who use cosmetics or powders in
any form, and for that matter to those
who don't use such products, but who know
how to read EngHsh, the name Chinwah immediately conjures up visions of talcs, perfumes, face powders, compacts, toilet water,
lip sticks, vanishing creams, soap, and lotions
of myriad descriptions.
For "Chinwah"' is enblazened in large signs
on the highroads and byroads of the country,
in drug store windows, in the advertising columns of national magazines, and in the
mouths of folks who make of purchasing an
art.
With a name of such distinctive attributes
the showman playing Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's "Recoil" is offered an opportunity to
tie-up on window displays, such displays to
figure in the windows of the local druggist,
beauty parlor or any of the variety of stores
that handle Chinwah products.
A picture of Betty Blythe, the beautiful
heroine of the screen version of the famous
Rex Beach story, together with sundry stills
in which the ten most beautiful women in the
world, as seen in the film, will be the basis
of attracting the interest of passersby to
both the merchandise and the fact that the
film is being shown at the local theatre.
Fairly bristling with human interest, a display of this character is well calculated to inspire the feminine irrepressible with a desire to see for herself just what the film has
to offer. Thus, the showman is given an
opportunity to figure in an exploitation project which costs him nothing and can be procured by the clipping and signing of the
coupon in the Chinwah ad. Exhibitors
Trade Review will do the rest.

THE NEMO Window Display
is sparkling
attractiveness.in
There isitsa five
color cut-out, 30 by 40 inches,
depicting the Potal of Fashion
to Nemo,
the House
of Complete Corsetry.
In conjunction
with this cut-out, we are offering
graphs.eight
Two ofbeautiful
them are photoabout
19 by 24 inches, and the other
six, 14 by 17 inches. These
photographs
Seven Ages of picturize
Corsetry. the

CLIP THIS COUPON
Exhibitors Trade Review,
45 West 45th St., New York City.
Rex Beach's 'Recoil' will appear at my theatre
days, starting, (date)
Please have the Nemo Corset Company send
sets of their special Window Display
Material to be used in conjunction with this
picture, so that I can take advantage of this
national tie-up with my local merchants.
City
Theatre
Manager
State

NEMO CORSETS • SMART SET CORSETS • CIRCLETS • NPTH'^"*-—
120 East 16th Street, New York City

FOR CHINWAH WINDOWS
This still sliowing Betty Blythe and Mahlon Hamilis anton,appr,>priate
nucleus for a Chinwah "Recoil"
display,
in Go'jdwyn-Cosmopolitan's
in whichprincipals
the local theatre is exploited free.
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Tie-Up
Co-operate
One

SECTION

'RECOIL'
with
with
Your
Local Merchants
of These

Cash

Window

VENIDA
and Help
Win

Display

Prizes

PRIZES
FIRST PRIZE - $150.00
SECOND PRIZE - 75.00
TfflRD PRIZE .
25.00
25 PRIZES - EACH
10.00
For Every 8x10 Photograph
submitted
$3.00

Show

Alert Showmen
Should

Read

This:-

J-J ERE'S
the showman's
for getting
in strong big
withchance
local
merchants, knocking down some first
class publicity, and perhaps winning
some prize money on the side.
Venida window displays are a hotbed of energy these days. Merchants
handling the Venida Hair Net are
outdoing one another in attractive
window displays in an effort to win
a prize. Hop in on the chance for
getting unusually fine space for yourself. The National Venida Hair
Net Tie-Up with the new Goldwyn
Cosmopolitan picture, "Recoil," gives
every showman bookmg the picture a
rare opportunity for getting his ads
across through displays on which all
attention is now centered. Stills from
the picture and Venida Hair Net
ads. Each calls attention to the
other. Make the most of the opportunity. Tie-up with local merchants.

The
A
VENID
▼ HAIR
NETS

Your

Local

Merchants

This:-

j;^R.
MERCHANT.
you
trying
for one of theAre
Venida
Hair
There's
a man Net
who Display
can help prizes?
you double
your
chances. It's your local showman.
Get the benefit of his showmanship
experience and combine it with your
merchandising knowledge. He can
CLIP

THIS

COUPON

ESchibitors Trade Review,
45 West 4Sth St., New York City.
We theatre
have booked 'RECOIL'
to p!ay
this
days, starting
(date)at
Please have The Re;,ser Company, Inc.,
forward
sets of Venida Hair Net
Window Display without charge for tie-up
purposes with this picture so that I can
take advantage of this national campaign
in co-operation with my local merchants.
Theatre
Manager
City ...
State . .

REISER
COMPANY,
220 Fifth Avenue
New

York

City

give you ideas and material for making your window different and better
than the next fellows.
Get together with him on the
proposition. Offer him half of the
money if you win one of the prizes.
It's worth it to you to get his co-operation and the material he can give
you for your display. He has something you can't get anywhere else —
from "Recoil."
and posters
pictures
They'll dress
your window
up and
put it across with a bang. With his
help you can get what you may not
have gotten without him — a cash
prize and increased sales.

Inc.
ENIDA
V HAIR

NETS
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A Deltah Pearl Window

The

Final

SECTION

D;si*'ay Tied Up' With Betty Blythe, star of Rex Beach's Reco.l.'

of

Touch

'Recoil'
Greatest
The
CIGURE out for yourself how the above beautiful
window display of DELTAH PEARLS can be
made to sell your show at the same time it sells p«arls
— in the case of Betty Blythe in Goldwsm's picturization of Rex Beach's famous story "RECOIL"
As you will learn when you see this clever picture, the
story deals with Europe's ten most beautiful women
and an American Beauty— Betty Blythe. You hardly

Charm

The Window Display Tie-Ups on DELTAH PEARLS
are yours for the asking. Simply sign the attached
coupon and get in the co-operative band-wagon of
showmanship.
It will mean more dollars for you at the
Box-Office and more sales for merchants.

Deltah
E

A

IL

H

TRADE MAP'' RES U '
L. Heller &
358 Fifth Ave.,

Pearls —

Is 'Deltah*!
Tie-Up
need to be told that the final touch of charm and
beauty is always — pearls. And that all beautiful women
wear DELTAH PEARLS!

XQT HAT
delight pearls bring to every
woman! Their touch of distinction completes the newest frock. The knowledge of
their aid to beauty no other gem is so
completely woman's, no other can bring
such assurance. No other tie-up can bring
such assurance of increased box-office receipts as a Deltah Pearl-Recoil Window
Display. A beautiful window and a story of
women linked with beautiful pearls.

F

Is

Sons, Inc.
New York City

CLIP
THIS COUPON
Exhibitors Trade Review,
45 West 45th St., New York City.
We have booked "RECOIL" to play
at this theatre
days,
starting (date)
Please have L. Heller & Sons, Inc.,
forward
sets of their
DELTAH PEARLS Window Displays without charge for tie-up purposes with this picture so that I
can take advantage of this national
campaign in co-operation with my
local merchants.
Theatre
Manager :
City
State
,
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Seven 'Recoil' BoxOffice Windows

IN order that we msv attain nerfprtinn in
the National Tie-Up idea, it is essential
that we have your constructive co-operation.
As your trade paper we wish to help you in
every way possible. Therefore we ask your
ideas as to how the big plan of securing
windows to publicize your attractions may be
improved upon.
In the first place please indicate upon this
selective ballot the products which you most
favor as tie-ups for "Recoil." Mark them
two,
in the order of your preference — one, what
three and so on. Thus we may know
type of product you find most ef¥ective in
directing the public to your box office through
the medium of many window displays.
Vote for Your Choices on
REX BEACH'S "RECOIL"
National Tie-Up s
NEMO Corsets
ONYX Hosiery
INECTO Hair Tint
CHINWAH Perfume
BELT AH Pearls
BONCILLA Beauty Clay
VENIDA Hair Nets
Having marked the ballot with your
choices in order of preference, mail it in
to Exhibitors Trade Review together with
your ideas as to how the publicity plan
may be improved. We want to make
things as easy as possible for you, not only
from our standpoint, but also from that of
the national manufacturer with whom you
tie-up. Doubtless some things will occur
to mind through which this paper, and the
national advertisers with whom you will be
brought into contact each week, may cooperate with you even more closely.
Every suggestion received will have the
closest of attention, and every idea which
can be utilized to increase the efficiency
of the National Tie-Up Section will be instantly acted upon. This is an exhibitor
service created for you for the purpose of
lining up every possible patron at your
box-office. The scheme has been a bigger
success than any exploitation idea thus
far undertaken. With your help it will be the
most far reaching development in modern
showmanship. It will in truth fully introduce
a new era in exploitation.
Read carefully what Jack Goldstein, of
the Clinton Theatre in New York City,
has already accomplished. Goldstein has
the distinction of being the first showman
to seize upon the National Tie-Up idea.
He telephoned in to this office immediately upon reading last week's issue. Although "Beau Brummel" was booked to
appear at the Clinton within a few days,
the fine co-operation of the tie-up manufacturers secured for him sixteen windows
in eleven of the best stores in his vicinity.
The result is that despite the keen _ competition of three other theatres in his immediate neighborhood, one of which is a
Loew house, Goldstein has extended the
run of the Warner Brothers picture classic
for half as long again as the original booking called for. Does this prove to you the
value of National Tie-Ups?

A DISH FIT FOR A KING
In this entertaining scene from Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's "Recoil" the guests are treated to a supper
divertisement which niakes the "Four and Twenty Blackbirds" dish Seem tame and prosaic in comparison.
Get

Together

With

Local

Co-Operative
IV^ATIONAL advertisers, sold on the value
of window displays as mediums of exploitation are working
you on "Recoil."
Local dealers,
handling with
the products
of these
national advertisers, will likewise see the unquestioned selling power of a co-operative
newspaper ad, for it practically gives each
individual advertiser a full-page "send-off '
at the expense of one-sixth of the space.
Co-operative ads of th's
character are no new thing
in the history of film exBelt ah
ploitation, but never was the
Pearls
occasion so alluring nor the
appeal so inviting as the
Onyx
opportunity now presented.
Hosiery
Six big national advertisers,
products arewhose
soldcombined
in practically
every community that boasts
Inecto
of a store, have thrown
Rapid
their co-operation into the
breach of exploiting "ReVenida
coil," afact which will convince the local dealers in
Hair Nets
these products that an opportune moment is at hand
to reap the harvest which
might naturally be expected
to follow the wide-spread stunulation of mterest in the products in question.
Take the tie-up section showing the news
matter, advertisements and publicity material
and show it to each dealer handling the respective commodities in question, and the
matter of getting them all to play with you
in a full page co-operative ad should be a
each merchant
question of the time it takesrealizes
that Old
to read the stuff before he
Dame Opportunity is serenading him with

Merchants

Newspaper

For

a

Ad

a brass band. He'll probably thank you for
giving him a chance to come in.
The miniature layout herewith displayed
shows how the space might be allotted to
each individual dealer, with an ad of your
show in the center. Here's a showmanship
opportunity for you, which bristles with the
bright promise of success, and one that may
establish you for once and all time as a
live-wire business man and
an asset to the community.
The diagram gives a graphic
illustration as to how the
Boncilla
layout might be made. The
actual newspaper need not
Beautifiei
follow this model to a preciseness, for the chances
Chinwtili
are the newspaper's
advertisement will have suggesPerfume
tions to make that will
lend typographical appeal
and artistic design to each
Nemo
individual and to the page
Corsets
as a whole.
The chances are that the
Theatre
newspaper, recognizing the
alertness and enterprise of
the showman in getting the
Adv.
merchants together for such
a stunt, will be more than
glad to give a "send-off" in its editorial columns or news columns, to the exhibitor, dilating on his value to the community.
One can go on and on, exhorting on the
good things in store for the live-wire showman
"Recoil," ifplaying
he butGoldwyn-Cosmopolitan's
avails himself of the many
advantages the National Tie-Up project offers him. But above all, let him not forget
the proposition of (he full-page co-operative
newspaper ad witli his local merchant friends.
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SHOWMEN

URGED

TO

SECTION
Sta-Shape Hats

USE
Strive For a Full-Page
Co-operative Ad
'J' HE exhibitor with the proper
spirit of showmanship lurking
in his make-up will not underes
timate the opportunity that the article on a co-operative full pagenewspaper ad presents to him on
page 49. The appeal to merchants
is undeniably strong, for the potential buying power of each individual ad is tremendously enhanced by the added interest the
motion picture tie-ups add to the
commodities the dealer handles.

'BRUMMEL' TIE-UPS
Window Displays of Six Nationally
Advertised Products Available
EXHIBITORS playing the Warner Brothers screen classic, "Beau Brummel," are
reminded that the sparkling array of national
tie-ups as presented in last week's National
Tie-Up Section extends the bright promise
of free high-power advertising and publicity
for those who have not yet availed themselves of the many opportunities offered.
Again we catalogue the list of national
advertisers who have thrown into the breacli
a generous budget devoted to the exploitation
of the Warner attraction. Such co-operation
on the part of manufacturers whose products
are household terms in every part of the
country is unparalleled in the history of film
exploitation. These are :
The Glove Industries
The Glove Industries Advertising Committee representing seventy-five percent, of
the industry selling gloves to one hundred
thousand American shops is ready to be your
partner in calling the attention of folks in
your community to the fact that you are
playing the splendid screen attraction, "Beau
Brummel."
Fashionknit Neckwear
The lure of neckwear neatly arrayed in a
haberdasher's window is too well known to
need much exhortaton on the point here.
And there is a point no showman playing
"Beau Brummel" should miss. The famous
"Beau" created the cravat. And the house of
Fashionknit perfected it. Few people there
are, who wear ties or have bought them for

Watch

the

Last

patrons. Sampson's Dress Jewelry
The essence of good taste for evening
wear. Known the country over to those who
aspire to sartorial elegance. Distributors of
the nationally known Kum Apart cuff buttons. The sho.wrnan on his toes will not fa'l
to properly evaluate the pulling power of
Sampson window display.
Mineralava Clay
The complexion aid that made Rudolpli
Valentino famous. A nationally advertised
face beautifier and wrinkle eradicator in universal favor. Always associated with famous
picture stars, as a tie-up with tlie Warner screen classic, "Beau Brummel," it is narticularly appropriate and suggestive. Window displays include stills of the famous
"Beau" going through the exhilerating process of a Mineralava message. An exploitation device of high pulling power and one
which reaches both sexes with equal appeal,
reaches both sexes with equal appeal.
Exhibitors are urged to take time by the
forelock and send in their requests for any
or all of the listed tie-ups. The co-operative
powers of the National Tie-up Editors will
pull the strings, and then watch the box-office
reap the harvest.

others who
don't knov;
position
a Fashionknit tie holds
in thethefield
of neckwear.
Your chance to capitalize on this fact is
offered you in the invitation to write in to
the Review for a free window d'splay. The
National Tic-Up editor will be your mediator without further trouble nr expense on
your part. Personality Clothes
"Beau Brummel" rode to fame on a clothes
horse. Shirek and Hirsch of New York
have made their Personality Clothes celebrated through the wide-spread medium- of
national advertising. Your chance to profit
by the prestige and good will gained by years
of satisfactory business dealing is at hand
supply for the asking. Write in for a Personality Clothes tie-up.

Next

Wee

Word

k 's Issue

of

Window

of

the

Review

Trade

Exhibitors

For

America s style hats for Twentieth Century
Beau Brummels. The hat which has achieved
public renown through a half century of improvement and advertising in such papers as
the Saturday Evening Post. Frederick Berg
and Co., the manufacturers, offer, through the
medium of the Review's National Tie-up
project, co-operative window displays that
help turn window shoppers into movie

Display

Showmanship

In The

NA

TIONAL

On

the

TIE-UP

Novelty

Picture

SECTION

of the

Season

'CHECHAHCOS'
(pronounced CHEE-CHAW-KOS)

You

will eventually

hook the picture — Wise

showmen

will save

the section^-

i

A

Word

The

About

Picture
REX BEACH, the author

T. Hayei Hunter, the director

T^HE stuff of which Life is made— Wine, Women and Song— run
their red-blooded course through this beautiful and sensational
drama of America and the pleasure grounds of Europe. The name
of the author Rex Beach; the magnetic charm of Betty Blythe
and the drawing power of a great cast; the appeal of action, luxury,
beauty,
emotion,
thrills— these are qualities that make
a real box
office attraction.

a
il
J.Parker
Readjr
eco
R
pres erxtation.

Teems

With

Tie-ups

Advertising Manager
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
469 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.
Gentlemen:
Send me that money getting show^
hook on the money getting RECOIL
Theatre
Address
Manager
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Production

Chart

with

Review

Dates

In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months.
Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'^
Names.
Included, also, are the current short sub ject releases with the date of release and length.

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Director Distributor Length
Barefoot Boy
All Star
Kirland
C. B. C. ...5,800
BUnky
Hoot Gibson .... Not credited Universal ...6,000
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife . Gloria Swanson . . S. Wood . . .Paramount ..5.960
...6,765
Bright Lights
of B 'way. All
Star .. Dillon
Campbell .. .Principal
Broadway
Gold
E. Hammerstein
.Truart
6,814
CaU of the WUd, The.. Buck
Fred JacksonPathe 8,000
Chapter, in Hef Life, A.AU Star
Lois Wilson .Universal ...6,330
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt Fitzmaurice .Paramount ..7,413
Clean Up, The
H. Rawlinson ...Parke
Universal ...5,000
Covered Wagon, The ..Special Cast
Jas. Cruze ..Paramount .10,000
Daytime Wives
Derelys Perdue ..Not credited. F. B. O. ..6,051
Drivifi'
Wally Van
Eleventh Fool
Hour, The . . . .Mason-Jones
Durning .... HodkJison
Fox . . . ..5,779
Enemies of Women . . . . L. Barrjrmore . . . Crosland Goldwyn .10,501
Eternal
"Hiree, The
Special
Cast . M.
.6,845
Exiles, The
Doug MacLean
Not Neilan
credited. . Goldwyn
Goldwyn .. 10,000
. King
Fair Cheat, The
All Star
F.
B.
O. ..6,000
French Doll, The
Mae Murray . .R. f. Leonard Metro
7,000
Going Up
6,053
Exhib.
Asso.
.
.
.
Gold Diggers, The
Hope Hampton . Beaumon
Ingraham
t
s
.
.
.Warner
.,
.7,500
Gold Madness
Guy B. Post
Principal . . . 6,000
Green Goddess, The .... Special Cast . . Thornby
^
Goldwyn ...9,100
Olcott . Fox
Sidneycredited
Gun Fighter. The
William Farnum .Not
5,000
Haldane of the Sec. Serv.Houdini
Houdini
F. B. O. ..5,000
HeU's Hole
Chas. Jones
Not credited . Fo3=
5,000
Her Reputation
SpecialChaney
Cast
J.
First Nat'l .12,000
.6,566
Hunchback
of Notre DameLon
W. Wray
Worsley .Universal
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan ..Paramount .5,503
Lone Star Ranger Tom Mix
Not credited .Fox
6,000
Main Street
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont ...Warners ...BOOO
Marriage Maker, The ..Ayres-Holt
Wm. deMille Paramount .6,295
Merry Go Round
Philbin-Kerry . . . R. Julian Universal . 10,000
Monna Vanna
Lee Parry
Eichberg Fox
8,000
Mothers-In-Law York-ClifFord-Glass Gasnier
Preferred ..6,725
Potash-Perlmutter
Bemard-Carr
Badger Hodkinson
First Nat'l .6,600
7,000
Puritan
Passions
Glenn Hunter . . . Tuttle
Red Lights
Special Cast
C. Ba<3g«i . . Goldvyyn ...6,841
Silent Partner, The ...Moore-Joy
M.Tgne
Paramount .5.000
Gold -Cos. .8,028
Special Cast
Spoilers,
Three WiseThe
Fools
Eleanor
Boardman
Gold.-Cos. ..6.946
..6,000
Paramount
Special Cast
To The Last Man
OCTOBER
April Showers
Harlan C. Moore. Tom Sorman Preferred ...6,000
Ashes of Vengeance Norma Talmadge . Frank Lloyd .First Nat'l 10,000
Bad
Man, The
Holbrook
Blinn . .. ..Wm
Edm. WellmanFox
Carew .First Nat'l .7,000
Big Dan
Charles Jones
5,934
Cameo Kirby
John Gilbert Jack Ford ...Fox
6,931
Country Kid
Wesley Barry
Warner 6,200
Dancer of the Nile. The. Special Cast Wm. P. EarleF. B. O. ..6,000
Day of Faitii, The
Special Cast Browning ...Goldviryn ...6,000
Desire
Special Cast Harry Garson. Metro
7,000
Does It Pay?
Hope Hampton ..Charles HoranFox 7,000
Devil's
Dooryard
All
Star
Lewis
King
..Arrow
5,000
Drifting
PrisciUa Dean
Tod BrowningUniversal ...7,000
Dulcy
C. Talmadge
S. Franklin
Nat'l .7,000
Edw.
Sloman...First
Metro
7,000
Eagle's
Feather, The
Eternal Struggle,
The .. .. Special
Special Cast
Cast .. Reg. Barker .Metro
8,000
E.
Mortimer.
Fox
6,000
Exiles, The
John Gilbert
Frank Crane. Asso. Ex. ..6,000
Foolish Parents
Special Cast .
MillardFox 6,000
Governor's
Lady,
The
.
.
Special Farnum
Cast . Harry
Grail, The
Dustin
CampbeU
Fox
5,000
Held to Answer
Special Cast .... Harold Shaw. Metro 6,000
In the Palace of the KingB. Sweet
Gold.-Cos. . .7,453
Lights Out
Ruth Stonehouse . PanpeU ^- O- - -^'^^S
Lone Fighter, The
J. B. Warner . . Not credited . Sunset
5,000
Schertzmger. Metro 9,364
Long Live the King ...Jackie Coogan . Wm.
D MeiUe Paramount .6,295
All Star
Marriage Maker
5,000
First Nat'l..5,000
Kline . Universal
EddieMarshall
Cast .... Geo.
in World .Special
Meanest
Men
in theManRaw
Jack Hoxie
Miracle Makers
Special Cast
Van Dyke . . . Asso. Ex. . . 6,000
No Mother to Guide Her. Genevieve Tobin Horan ...... .pox
7,000
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast
David Smith .vitagraph . 7,000
Ponjola
Special Cast Albert
Donald Austin
Crist .First
Nat'l...6,000
.7,000
Prince of a King, A ..Dinky
gelznick
Printer's
Devil,
The
...Wesley
Barry
..Wm.
Baudine
Warners
6.000
'uritan Passions Special Cast
Frank Tuttle .Hodkinson . 8,000
Ramblin' Kid, The
Hoot Gibson
E. Sedgewick Universal .. 6,000
Rendezvous,
The
Conrad Nagel
Gold-Cos.
Rosita
Pickford
Lubitsch United
Art. .7,415
8,800
Rouged Lips
Dana
H. Shaw ....Metro 6,000
Rnggles of Red Gap ..All Star
Jas. Cruze ..Paramount .7,590
Shattered Faith
Soecial Cast
J. J. Ormont Independent 6,000
Brabin
GriEKth
Six Days
Nat Ross .... Goldwyn-Cos.8,000
Universal
Six-Fifty,
The
Welsh-Adoree
Slave of Desire
Special Cast . . G. V. Baker . Goldwyn . . 5,000
Sheridan HallGoldwyn . .
Steadfast Heart, The . . . Special Cast . Rich.
Hatton. Arrow .... 7,000
Sting of the Scorpion ..Edmund Cobb
7,000
5,000
Niblo
Metro
Strangers of Night Moore-Bennett
Metro .... 7,800
Three
Ages
B.
Keaton
Keaton-Cline
6,000
niundergate Special Cast J. De Grasse
,7.000
Paramount
Fleming .First
Nat'l 6,000
Star
Times Have Changed ..All
Untameable
All Star
Blache
Sunset
5,000
Star
Way
5,000
What ofLoveTransgressor
Will Do ..AH
fermeth
McDonald Craft
Not Credited Independent
Indep
Where Is West
Hoxie
Marshall Universal . . 5,000
5,000
NOVEMBER
April Showers
Harlan-Moore . . . Pref. Pic. ..6350
Nov. 17
Bag and Baggage
All Star
Sdanick ...6,338 •

Feature
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
Blow Your Own Horn . Lewis- Perdue
.F. B. O. ..8,000 Nov.
.
Prin. Pic. . . 6700
Nov.
Bright Lights
of B'way .All
StarCast
...
Cameo
Kirby
Special
. Fox
6931
Oct.
Crooked Alley
Special Cast
.Universal
Cyclone Jones
Williams
Aywon . .4.900
5,000 Nov.
Oct
Dangerous
Maid.
The
..C.
Tahnadge
First
Nat'l
.7,337
Dec.
Eternal Flame '
Bosworth-WindsorGoldwyn 6,000
Sept. 38
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn F. B. O. ..6,000
Flaming
...First
Nat'l ..8,434
Dec. 241
Forgive Youth
and Forget Colleen
Pauline Moore
Garon ...
Apollo
5,877 Nov.
Harbor Lights
Tom Moore
Asso. Exhib. 5,200
Nov. 10
His Childrer'.s Children .All Star
Paramount ..8,338 Nov. 17
Human Mill, The
Special Cast Metro
6,006Huntress
C. Moore
First Nat'l 7,000
Oct. 21
Jealous
Special Farnum
Cast ..Fox
First Nat-'l .6.000
KentuckyHusbands
Days
Dustin
6,009-Dec. 15
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast Vitagraph ...6,000 Nov. 24
Light
Failed
AU Star
Paramount ..7,013 Dec. 15
Little That
Old New
York ..Marion
Davies ..Goldwyn
Man, Woman, Temptation Special Cast ....Metro ..
5,000 Nov.
10
9,000
Aug.
Million to Bum, A ...Herbert RawlinsonUniversal
.8,648
Oct 116
Monna Vanna
All Star
Fox
.7,000
Nov.
10
0
6,00
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast Vitagraph
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Metro
7,547
Nov. 24
Scars of Hate
Jack Livingston .Independent 5,000
Shattered Reputations .. Johnny Walker ..Lee-Brad. ..4,800
Nov.
Nov. 103
Shifting San^
Special Cast
Hodkinson .6,000 Oct
20
Spvanish Dancer
Pola Negri
Paramount .8,434
Dec. 8
Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr. . Paramount .5,652
7,000
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Universal
Thy Name It Woman .. Special Cast ....Metro
6,000
Tipped Off
Special Cast .Goldwjm
P'goers Pic.
4,284
..Nov. 103
Unseeing
Eyes
Barrymore-Owen
...8,500
INov.
Wanters. The
Special Cast First Nat'l ..6.000 Jan. 12
DECEMBER
Anna Christie
Blanche Sweet . First Nat. . 7,631 Dec iS
Acquittal
.All Star
Universal . . .,6,S23 Nov. 3
Around the World in
Speejacks
Special Cast
Paramount . 6,338 .
Beaten
Jack Livingston . Ind. Pict. . 4,800
Jan. 5
Big Brother
Thomas Meighan .Paramount . 7,080
.5.934
Dec. 8
Big
Dan ,
Jones-Nixon Fox
Bill
Red Seal . . .5.000
CountTv Kid
Barry
Warners .., ,5,686 Nov. 17
Call of Canyon
Dix- Wilson
Paramount . .6993
6,000 Jan. 5
Chastity
K.
MacDonald
.
.
First
Nat'l
Cupid's
Charles
Jones . . . F.
Pox
Jan. 12
Dancer ofFireman
Nile
C.
Myers
B. O. .. .4,200
,5,787 Dec IS
Darling of N. Y
Baby Peggy
Umv
,6,239 Nov. 10
David Copperfield All Star
Asso. Ex. ., .4,900
Nov. 24
Defyi.is Destiny All Star
Selznick ... .6,282
Nov. 24
Devil's Partner
Norman Shearer . Inde. Pict. .5,863
Don't Call It Love
Special Cast
Paramount .
6,457
Jan. 19
Eternal
City
LaMarr-BarrymoreFirst
Nat.
.
Extra Girl
Normand Asso. Ex. . .7,800 Nov. 24
.5,700
Nov. 10
Eyes of the Forest
Tom Mix
Fox
Fashion Row
Murray
Metro
Fashionable Fakers
All Star
F. B. O. . .7,360 Dec 22
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess First Nat . .4,869 Dec. 15
Flaming
Passions
Irene
Rich
Warner
Nov. 17
Gold Madness
Post
Prin. Pic.... . .8,000 Dec.
29
Half a Dollar Bill Nilsson
Metro .7,500
.6,088
Nov. 10
In Search of a Thrill . . . Viola Dana
Metro
5,700 Dec. 22
Lady of Quality
Valli-Sills Universal . .5,500
Let's Go
R. Talmadge Truart .8,000 Dec 29
Lone Fighter
J. B Warner . . . Sunset .... .6,000
Nov. 17
Loyal Lives
Special Cast Vitagraph .. .5,000
Lucretia Lombard
Irene Rich
Warner ... .6,000
Mail Man
All Star
F. B. O. . .7,500 Dec 29
.6,800 Dec. 8
Man From Brodneys ...Special Cast ....Vitagraph . .7,100
Dec.
Man Life Passed By.
All Star
Metro
Jan.
Mask of Lopez
Monogram . .6.208
Masters of Men
Special Cast Vitagraph .. .5,000
Det.
.7,500 Dec
.6,900
Ma3rtime
Ford-Shannon ...Preferred
Modern Matrimony ....Moore-Lake
Select .. .4,960 Nov.
Near Lady
All Star
Universal . .4,812 Dec
Net, The
Special Cast
Fox
.6.135 Jan.
Ninety and Nine
Special Cast Vitagraph . .6,900 Dec
Old, Fool, The
Special Cast
Hodkinson .6.147
Our Hospitality
Keaton
Metro . .
Poniola
Nilsson
First Nat. . .8.226 Dec
.6,500 Dec.
Printer'r
Devil, The ....Wesley
Barry ...Warner
Feb.
Pure
Grit
Roy Stewart
Universal.... . .5.000
.4,571 Jan.
Red
Warning
J.
Hoxie
Universal
.
Reno
All Star
Goldwyn .. .4,795 Dec
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery Asso. Auth. .6,600 Dec.
Second Hand Love Jones
Fox
8,000
Nov. 10
.5,000
.6,000
Nov.
Tiger Rose
Lenore Ulrich . . . Warner . . . .7,400
Shattered Faith
Special Cast
Ind. Pict. . .7,000 Dec
Tan. 1512
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
Fox
.8,060
Nov. 24
Temple of Venus AH Star
Fox
.7.000 Dec. 22
This Freedom
All Star
Fox
.6.268
.6,665 Dec.
r>ec
Thundergate
O.
Moor«
First
Nat'l
.
To The Ladies
Special Cast Paramount . .6,560
.6.560 Dec.
Dec
Twenty-One
Barthelmeia First Nat'l . .8.010 Dec
Unknown
Purple
All
Star
First
Nat'l
.
Virginian
Preferred
Whipping Boss
AU Star
Monogram .5,800 Dec.
White Tiger
Dean
Universal .7,177 Dec
, .S.ie* Nov.
Wife's
Romanca
Young
Metro
Wi!d Bill
Hlckok Hart
Paramount .6,893 Doc
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Current Production
JANUARY
Feature
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
After the Ball
Glass-Cooper .... Anderson .7,000 Jan.
.5,174Jan.
Age of Desire
Select Cast First Nat'l .6,000
Black Oxen
C. Griffith First Nat'l .6,000
Jan.
Boy
of
Mine
Alexander
First
Nat'l
Breaking Into Society . . Special Cast . . . . F. B. O. .4,112 Jan. 26
Broadway Broke . . . All Star
Selznick . . .6,000 Dec.
.6,500
Feb _
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines ...Warner ..
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib. 9,000
.Tan. 12
Danger Ahead
Richard TalmadgeGoldstone ..5,000
Jan. 12
Feb.
Fiaming Barrriers
Logan-Moreno . . Paramount 5.770
Exiles
Bouton-Gilbert . .,Fox . . . .6,100 Jan. 19
Gentle Julia
Bessie Love
Fox . . . .5,731 Jan. 19
Good Men and Bad
Marin Sais ....Selznick
.3,926 Jan. 26
7,669
Jan. 1212
Governor's Lady
Jane
Fox ... ..5,800
Grit
Glenn Grey
Hunter ...Hodkinson
Jan.
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Metro 5,000 Jan. 19
Her Temporary HusbandAlI Star
First Nat. ..6,723 Jan. 5
Heritage of the Desert . . Bebe Daniels ....Paramount .5,741 Feb.
His Mystery Girl ..
Rawlinson Universal ..4,487 Jan.
Hoodman Blind
Gladys Hul6tte..Fox 5,434 Jan. 26
Hook and Ladder .. H. Gibson
Universal ...6000
Jan. 12
Humming Bird
Gloria Swanson .Paramount ..7,490 Jan. 26
In the Spiders Web
Special Cast
Ind. Pict. .5,100
" ■
"
..Special
Jan. 19
Cast . . F.
Judgment
of■ Storm
John Gilbert
FoxB. O. 6,329
Just Off Broadway
5,544
Feb
All Star
Klein . . . .5,500
Dec.
29
Lady
of
Monsoreau
Let Not Man Put
Asunder
Tellegen-Fred'&k.
.Vitagraph
Love
Pirate
All
Star
F. B. O. ...8,000
..4750
Dec.
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon ...Vitagraph ..5,800
Jan. 12
Loving Lies
Brent-Blue
Asso. Auth. 6,526
Jan. 19
LuUaby
Jane Novak
F. B. O. ..4,750 Jan. 26
Marriage Market ...
All Star
C. B. C. ...6,297 Jan. 26
Man from Wyoming.
J. Hoxie
Universal ...4.719 Feb. 2
Mask of Lopez
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. ..5,000
Mine to Keep
Washburn Grand-Asher 5,317 Dec. 29
Monkey's
Special
Selznick ....5,194
Jan. 2619
7,771 Jan.
Name the Paw
Man
Special Cast
Cast ....Gold-Cos.
No More Women
Bellamy-Moore ..Asso. Auth .6,181 Feb. 92
Not a Drum Was HeardCharles Jones . . Fox
. 4,823
Feb.
Old Fool
All Star
Hodkinson .6,147 Jan. 5
. .5,936
Feb. 162
Other
Men's
Daughters
.Washburn
Gr.-Asher
Feb. 2
Phantom Justice
Special Cast . . . . F. B. O. . .6,238
Jan.
Prince of a King
Dinky Dean Selznick ..6,000
268
Satin Girl
All
Star
Grand-Asher
5,691
Dec
Shadow of the East
Mayo-Harris Fox
5,874
Feb.
All Star
Fox
8,000 Dec. 2912
Shepherd King
Norma Talmadge.lst Natl. ...8,000 Jan.
Song ofSea Love
South
Love
Shirley Mason ..Fox
4,168 Jan 5
Steadfast Heart
.Distinctive ..7,012 Jan. 25
Mary
Alden
Fox
8,000
.
The Arizona Express
Special Cast
The Wildcat
Robert Gordon ..Inde. Pic. ..5,000
Three Days to Live . . . Ora Carew
Gerson
Three Miles Out
Madge Kennedy . Kenma 5,700
Jan. 12
Three Weeks
5?necial Cast ....Gol&wyn ....8,000
Thrill Chaser
Hoot Gibson Universal ..5,196 Dec. 8
Through the Dark
Colleen Moore . . joldwyn ....7,999 Jan. 19
Toilers of the Sea
Special Cast Selznick ....5,128 Jan. 19
Treasure Canyon
J. B Warner ...Sunset 5,000
Trouble Trail
Gerber-Hatton . . Arrow
Westbound
J. B Warner . . . Sunset
5,000
West of Water Tower ..All star
Paramount .6,500 Jan. 19
What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont Inde. Pic. . . .5,000
What Love Will Do ..Ken. McDonald . Sunsef
5,000
When Odds are Even
Russell
Fox
4,284
Dec.
Jan. 268
Whispered Name . . . All Star
Universal .5,000
.4,868
Jan. 26
Wife in Name Only . . . Special Cast .... Selznick
Tan. 26
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson . Selznick . .6,994
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
.6,052
Dec. 15
Marmont
Fox
FEBRUARY
Feb. 9
Alimony
Darmond-Baxter . F. B. O. .6.917
.6,021 Feb. 23
Average Women
Garon-Powell . . . . C. C. Burr .5,000
Baffled
Franklyn Farnum.Inde. Pic.
Blizzard, The
Foreign Cast . . . Fox
.5,890 March 8
Breathless Moment ....Wm. Desmond ..Universal .5,556
Feb. 16
Cause For Divorce ....Brunette-Butler ..Selznick ... .7,132 Mar. 1
.6,008
Feb.
16
Chastity
M'Donald. . .. Sunset
First Nat'l
Covered Trail
J.Kath.
B Warner
....
Daddies
Mae Marsh .... Warner . . .5,000
.6,500
Feb. 23
.4,408 Feb. 23
Eyes of the Forest Tom Mix
Fox
Flaming Barriers Logan-Moreno ...Paramount . .5,770 Feb. 9
.6,435 March 8
Floodgates
Lowell-Russell . . Lowell
March 8
Flowing Gold
Anna Q. Nilsson .First Nat'l .8,005
.5,763 Mar. 1
Fool's Awakening
Ford Bennett
Gambling
Wives
Marjorie
Daw ....
.... Metro
Arrow . . . . .6,438 March 8
Geo. Washington Jr Wesley Barry . . . Warner . . . .6,100 Feb. 23
Great White Way ....Anita Stewart . . . Gold.-Cos. . 10,000
Happiness
Laurette Taylor .Metro .... .7,700 March 8
Hill Blly
Jack Pickford . . . Allied Prod. 5,734 March 8
Hoosier Schoolmaster . . Special Cast .... Hodkinson
. Feb. 9
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson . C. B. C. . .5,920 .
.Feb. 16
.4,717 .
Jack
O'
Clubs
Rawlinson
Universal
.
Lily of the Alley
Edwards- Wmte . . Hepworth
.March
8
Love Letters
Shirley Mason . . Fox
.4,749.
. Feb. 2
.6.799.
Love
Master
Strongheart
First
Nat'l
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix
Fox
..Feb.
.6,112
. . Feb. 23
2316
Marry in Haste
Wm. Fairbanks . . Goldstone . .5,000
Marriage Circle
Marie Prevost ...Warner ... .8,300 . . .F^.
.
Feb.
23
.6.800 .
My Man
Farnum-Miller . . . Vitagraph . .6,098.
Nellie, Beautiful Model ..AH Star
Gold.-Cos. .
.Mar. 22
Next Corner
Special Cast .... Paramount .6,985
.5,000. , . . Feb. 23
Night Hawk, The
Harry Carey .... Hodkinson . .4,973.
. Mar. 1
Nort of Hudson Bay . . Tom Mix
Fox
.7.264 . ,. ..Feb.
Painted People
Colleen Moore . . First Nat'l .6,897.
Feb. 99
Pied
Piper
Malone
...."Thos.
Meighan
.Paramount
.6,800.
Poisoned Paradise
Harlan-Bow .... Preferred
.Mar. 15
Restless Wives
All Star
Burr
.Mar. 81
.6,317. . .March
Ride For Your Life . . . Hoot Gibson . . . Universal .5,310
.4,850. .
Roulette
All Star
Selznick . 10,000
..Oct.
Mar. 131
Scaramouche
All Star
Metro . .
Second Youth
Special Cast .... Gold.-Cos. .6,673

Chart

Feature
Star
Shadows of Paris
Pola Negri
Slow as Lightning Ken. McDonald
Stranger
Special Cast . . .
Sporting Youth
Denny- La Plante
Three
O'Clockis Woman
in Morn. . .. All
Binney-Breese
Thy Name
Star ..
Under the Red Robe Special Cast . .
Way of a Man
Allene Ray
Week End Husbands . . Special Cast
Western Feuds
Edmund Cobb .
When
Man's A Man . . Rex
Bo»ers-La
White A Panther
BakerMotte
White Sin
Special Cast
Wild Oranges
Mayo-Valli
Yesterday's
Wife
Irene Rich
ifankee
Consul
Douglas
MacLean,

Distributor Length Reviewed
,.Paramount
Sunset . . . ...6,440 Mar.
. Paramount . .5,000
. Burr
Universal . .6,515 Feb.
Feb.
Metro .6,712
.6,293 Mar.
Goldwvn
.
.
Pathe
.9,087
.8,000 March
Dec.
.6,450
Arrow
Equity . . . . .8,816 Mar.
.5,000
Goldstone
. . .6,910 Feb. 16
First
F. B.Nat'l
O. . .5,000 Mar. 1
Goldwyn . . .6,237 March 8
.6,837
Feb.
C. B. C. . .5,847
Feb. 169
Asso. Exhib. 6,148 Feb.
23

MARCH
Arizona Express
Special Cast
Fox
Beware The Woman Derelys Perdue . F.
B. O.
Blasted Hopes
Edmund Cobb . . Arrow . . .
By Divine Right
Dexter-Harris . . . F. B. O. .7,541 Nov. 17
Crossed Trails
Franklyn
.4,500
Damaged Hearts
Mary Carr Farnumlnd.
. .F. B.«P(ctO. ..6,154
Daughters of Today
P. Ruth Miller . Selznick 7,280
Darmg Youths
Bebe Daniels . . . Principal . . . 6,000
Discontent
ed Husbands . . Jas.
Kirkwood
..5,421 Mar. 15
Don't Doubt Y'r Husband Viola Dana .. ..Columbia
Drums of Jeopardy E. Hamraerstein . . Metro
6,529 Mar. 22
Fair Week
Walter Hiers . . .Truart .4,636
Fighting Coward
Ernest Torrence ..Paramount
.
Paramount
Mar. . 29
Fine and Dandy
Tom Mix
Fools
Highway
Philbin-O'Malley
.!
Universal
..7,431
Flapper
Wives
May Allison Selznick ..
Flatter
y
Bowers-LaMott
e . C. B. C. .
Fox
Galloping Ace
Jack Hoxie . Universal
Galloping Gallagher Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. ,..4,819
.4,560 April 125
Galloping Fish
3. ChapIin-FazendaFirst Nat'l . .6,000 April
Apr. .5
Gold Fish
C. Talmadge
First Nat'l
Great White Way
Anita Stewart . . . Cosmo
Mar. 9
His Darker nd
Self
Lloyd Hamilton .Hodkinson ..5,000
Icebou
Dix-Wilson
Paramount .6,471Apr. .5
Law Forbids
Baby Peggy ...Universal ..6,203 Mar. 15
Leave It To Jerry Billie Rhodes ... Grand-Asher 5,748
Mar. .29
Lihes of The Field Griffith-Tearle ... Asso.
First Nat'l
Apr. .5
Exhib.
Lone Wolf
Dalton-Holt
"
Love's
Whirlpo
Kirkwood-Lee
Man's Mate ol
John Gilbert
App'd Pict. 6,028
Mar. .2919
Fox
5,041 April
Mrs.
ReputatiA Taylor
Hepworth
Apr. . 5
Nellie, Erricker's
the Beautiful
Cloak Model
Claire Windsor . . Goldwyn
Mar. 2
Night of
Message
All Star
Universal ...4,590 April 5
North
Nevada
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. ..4,929
On Time
R.
Talmadge . . . Traart
6,030..'. .
Pagan
Passions
Standing-Theby
Selznick
Pal C Mine
Irene Rich
C. B. C
Phantom Horseman .... Jack Hoxie UnivereaH .4,3199 Apr. .5
Plunderer, The
F. Mayo
Fox
5,812 April 5
Sage Brush
Gospel ....Gerber-Hatton
Sheriff
of Tombstone
. . Fred Thomson ...Arrow
. . F. B. O5,000,
Sherlock Junior
Buster Keaton . . Metro
Shooting of Dan McGrewLaMarr-Marmont. Metro 6,318 April 19
Singer Jim McKee
Wm. S. Hart Paramount .6,433
Apr. .5
Society Scandal
Gloria Swanson . . Paramount
Speak No Evil
Alma Taylor ....Hepworth
Mar. 22
Stolen Secrets
Rawlinson
Universal
Three Weeks
Aileen Pringle ..Goldwyn
.' Mar. 23
Torment
Special Cast .Hodkinson
First Nat'l
'.. . . . .Mar.
Try and Get It
Washburn-Dove
..5,770
April .2919
Two Fisted Tenderfoot . Franklyn Farnumlnd Pict. .4,800.
Uninvited Guest
Flynn-Tolley ....Metro
6.145..!
Vagabond
Trail
Jones ...Inde.
..FoxPic. .5,200
4,302 .'.'
What 3 Men
Wanted. ., Charles
Miss DuPont
Why Get Married . . . .Andree Lafayette .Asso. Exhib. 5,091 April 12
Why Men
Leave Home . John
AU Star
First Nat'l 8,000
Wolf
Man
Gilbert ....Fox
5,145
Woman and Her Man . Renee Adoree . . Metro
Woman's
Secret
Mae
Marsh
Allied
P.,
D.
9,787
Woman Who Sinned .. Wallace- Rich
Fox
6,500Mar.. 29
Yankee Madness
Larkin-B. Dove .F. B. 0
4,680 April 12
Yolando
Marion Davies . . Gold.-Cos
APRIL
Arab, The
Terry-Novarro . . Metro
Principal
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore .Warner
April 12
Beggars on Horseback . . Prevost-Blue
Metro
7,018
Boy of Flanders
Jackie Coogan
Warner
. . . Apr. . 5
B'way After Dark
Special
Cast .. .. ., Warner
Babbitt
Special Cast
Paramount
Confidence Man
Thomas Meighan Principal
Captain January
Baby Peggy . . .
Crossed Trails
Franklin Farnum . Inde. Pic. . . .6,000
Dawn of A Tomorrow . .Jacqueline Logan . Paramount 6,010 .Apr.. 5
Dancing Cheat
Rawlinson-Lake . Universal .
Enchanted
Cottage
Rich.
Barthelmess
First Nat'l4,913
Excitement
Laura La
Plante .Univesal
Girl Shy
Harold Lloyd ..Pathe
7,600
.April 19
Girl of the Limberlost . . Gloria Grey . . . . F. B. O
His Forgotten Wife .... Madge Bellamy . . F. B. O. . . 6,500
.April
12
King of Wild Horses ..Special Cast ....Pathe
4,611
.April 195
.April
Listen Lester
Faz.-Novak-Myers Principal ...6,000
Marriage Cheat
MaiV-Joy-Menjou . First Nat'l
Masked Dancer
Chad wick- Lowell . Sher.-Principal ...
Miami
Betty Compson ..Hodkinson .5,OOo!
Mile. Midnight
Miurray-Blue . . .Metro
Fox
5,000
,
Lord'sTheReferee
CharlesJannings
Jones . Paramount
Peter
Great
Emil
. Hepworth
Pipes
of Pan
Alma
Recoil
Betty Taylor
Blythe .. .J. Parker Read
April 27
Second Youth
Special Cast . .Gold.-Cos.
..6,169 April 19
Silent Stranger
Fred Thomson .P. B. O.
Son of the Sahara
. All Star
First Nat'l
i
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CORRIDOR LOBBY OF MILWAUKEE'S ALHAMBRA THEATRE
corridor type- When this photo
This beautiful lobby of the Saxe Amusement Company's Alhambra Th^tre in Milwaukee is a good example of the
to appear soon.
was taken the lobhy was neatly dressed' fot a display on Motno's "Scaramouche."
At the left is a painting of "
Pleasure Mad,'
J. A. Lempke will erect a new theatre at
Waco, Texas, in the near future.
* * *
About TheatresModern Operator^ — on
C. E. Wagner has leased the Quality and
Story Theatres at Elk City, Okla.
New and Old
A Rotating Shutter
The Wewoka Picture Show Company is
remodeling a building on Main and Wewoka
an emergency the making of a rotating
'THE Queen Theatre at Galveston, Texas,
Avenues, Wewoka, Okla., and will open a INshutter
is no difficult task if the follow■'• has been remodeled, and re-equipped with new Movie Theatre at Wewoka in near future.
ing instructions are adhered to :
up-to-date fixtures.
Measure
distance from center of shutter
* * *
* * *
to
center
of
projection lens, and mark the
Fire broke out in the northeast corner
position of the two points on paper.
L. E. Bre-wer of Dunca, Okla., has purof the upper story of the Opera House at
chased the Criterion Theatre at El Reno,
Strike an arc, and with correct size of spot
Okla., from Shuetee and Cole.
Mexia, Texas, which damaged the theatre
in correct working position, project light on
several hundred dollars.
screen.
* * *
* * *
Place a piece of tin preferably black in
Fire partially destroyed the moving picture
J.
G.
Genson
has
purchased the Victory
color, in the light beam at the place at which
theatre at Granbury, Texas, April 9.
and Hamley Theatres at Pauls Valley, Okla.,
the shutter is to operate at the aerial image
from Art Hamley.
if practicable.
* * *
Measure diameter of light beam. At the
F. G. Roberts has opened his Wewoka TheA combination theatre will be opened at point on the paper representing the lens cenatre at We-woka, Okla., with pictures and
vaudeville as the policy.
Kingsville, Texas, by a number of Mexican
ter, designated at "B," draw in, carefully, the
* * *
residents. The theatre will be named Teatro
rectangle (if using slide carrier) of light, or
Atenas.
the circle (with a compass) if not using the
H. Smithey is remodeling a building at
* * *
carrier.
sure toorhave
Hommon, Okla., which will be turned into a
center of Berectangle
circle.point "B" as the
The Lyric Theatre was opened at Brownmoving picture in the near future.
Draw two straight lines from point reprewood, Texas, April 1.
* * *
senting center of shutter shaft designated as
A new $3,500 pipe organ has been installed
The Capitol Theatre at Dallas, Texas, has "A," to extreme edge of circle or rectangle
in the Liberty Theatre at Port Arthur, Texas.
lighttwoat lines,
"B." Measure
degrees
reduced admission prices to 40 cents top at of
* * *
these
which wethewill
assumebetween
to be
night. Matinees in proportion.
Roy Long is offering his two theatres at
ten degrees. If a projector with a 60 deNavasota, Texas, for sale, having struck oil.
gree time is in use just add the width of
W. F. Pearson was named president of the light
* * *
beam (10 degrees in this case) to
the new Fairland Amusement Company, Dalthe 60, and you have a 70 degrees master
J. W. Dunn has purchased the Alamo Thealas, Texas, and L. M. Kirkes, secretaryblade width.
tre at Oranger, Texas, from A. C. Moore.
treasurer.
« * *
* * *
Nothing has been allowed for lost motion
due to worn gears, etc.
Hill and Fry have opened their 200 seat
The Rialto Theatre was fined $50 at HarIf you have a heavy amperage, and a rather
theatre at Charleoto, Ark.
lington, Texas, for showing pictures on Sunslow projection speed, it is necessary that all
* * *
day, March 16. The case will be appealed.
blades be the same width, if the flickering
M. L. Louderniilk and Ray S. Cannifax
tendency is to be reduced to a minimum.
have opened their new house, Brownsville.
The Gem Theatre at Bro\ynwood, Texas,
However, up to and including 60 amps., pro* * *
will be opened in *the* near
jection 75 ft. and up (per minute), it is per* future.
mis ible tomake the intercepting blades a full
The Criterion Theatre at Oklahoma City,
The
new
Lyric
Theatre
will
open
at
Brady,
ten
per
cent less in width than the master
Okla., has discontinued its orchestra and subblade, with all light spaces equal.
Texas, soon.
stituted apipe organ in lieu thereof.
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Free

A

Theatre

Seats

without

at Our

Your show wouldn't get along very well if patrons
had to stand during the performance, which goes
to show the importance of convfort in theatre
success. The quicker you get your patrons comfortably seated, the better they like it

10

Brandt

Universe

hurries the line at the cashier's window — makes
change accurately and instantly. Keeps the ticket
vender smiling,
smiling,
and smilesthearepatrons
worth smiling,
dollars inthethe "boss"
show
business.

FREE
TRIAL

Risk

Ask for
a Brandt
verse on Free
Trial. UniUse
it ten days, then return
it, or keep it and pay in
easy installments or
cash as you wish.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.

i
DAYS

Trial

?

BRANDT
AUTOMATIC
CASHIER CO.
$85.00
Easy Terms
NEW

SUBURBAN THEATRE
KANSAS CITY

Dept. U, Watertown, Wis.
FOR

The combination suburban motion picture
theatre and store room building in Kansas
City has been shaded in the background by
the plans of a new theatre to be erected at
Seventy-fifth and Washington streets. W. C.
Grumm, owner of the site upon which the
structure is to be built, announced this week
that in addition to a 900-seat modern picture
theatre, the building would contain nine
kitchenette apartments on the second floor
and six ground floor store rooms.
"I am convinced that only in conjunction
with such a building could a motion picture
theatre 'break the ice' in a thinly settled
neighborhood which heretofore has had no
theatre,"
Grumm from
said.the"Itbuilding
is the revenue to beMr.derived
that
will make possible the gradual development
of theatre patronage. A theatre under sucli
circumstances should be a community center
in every respect. There will be some obstacles to overcome at first, to be sure, and
that is why store room and apartment space
is unusually valuable. I intend to give
patrons of my district the best pictures possible for a small suburban house and I hope
in this manner to build up a theatre that
some day will compare with the best.
The contract date for completion of the
building is June 30, but an effort will be
made to have the theatre ready for occupancy a month earlier, despite the fact that
the work started only this week. The walls
will be brick with . terra cotta trim. S. B.
Harbet of Kansas Citv is the architect. The
total cost of the building will be about
?85,000.
Correct Lighting Advantages
The Wagner Electric Company, of St.
Louis, advertise a projection light that is the
whitest, steadiest, easiest to control and the
easiest to change over. The fact that the
best operator in the world with the finest
projection machine and screen will not show
a picture to best advantage if the light is
poor is well known to all motion picture
men.

Dependable Electric Current
Clear projection which will not cause
eye-strain or fatigue is to be desired above
all things. The Universal Motor Company
of Oshkosh made a four cylinder electric
lighting plant that may be installed in the
basement, in the booth, or outside of the building. It takes care of any variation in load
automatically, so that it is not necessary to
have anyone look after it during the shov^^
It is compact, light and easy to move and
install and generates
* *direct
* current.

MENT
RT
PA
DESI
AD
ED
FI
CLAS
Rates, 2 cents a word. Cash with copy

Hotion Pictures made to EXCHA
order. NGE
Commercial, Home
or Industrial. CAMERA
We have excelleat facilities, and the
best cameramen. Our price 20c per foot Ruby
Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Motion»change<l.
Picture and
"Still"lights
Cameras
rented,
and
Portable
for sale
and sold
for
rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

Low Operating Cofet Featured
The Matthews Engineering Company of
Sandusky feature the low operating cost of
the Model JR generator. Their engineers
carry on continuous operation tests to insure
keeping their products up to the minute in
all the latest details. Other models and
electrical appliances are advertised and explained in great detail in the catalogue.
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POWERS, EDISON, MOTIOGRAPH and
SIMPLEX INTERMITTENT SPROCKETS,
Brand NEW, Fully Guaranteed for ONE YEAR.
Each
$3.75
Take-up and Peed Sprockets, Powers, Simplex,
Motiograph and Edison machines. New, GUARANTEED, each
$2.7S
Piano Convex Condensers, any focus, any brand,
each
$1.10
Menicus or Bi-Convex, any focus, any make,
each
$JZ.10
Get MY PRICES ON: CINEPHOR
LENSES, Fihn Menders, Oil Drip Pans, Heavy
Duty Lugs, Projectionist Tool Sets, MAZDA
EQUIPMENTS, Carbon Adapters and Savers,
Radio Mat Slides, Admission Signs, Machine Oil
10% & 15% From Regular List Price
on Parts
15 per cent discount on POWERS and E^son
Parts and 10 i>er cent discount on Simplex and
Motiograph PARTS. Every ^art is regular factory made parts and guarahu^ed for one year.
Everything is sent postage PAID to any part
of the United States or Canada. TERMS
ARE STRICTLY CASH WITH ORDER or
C. O. D.
WESLEY TROUT
p. O. Box No. 499 ENID, OKLAHOMA
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THEATRE BROKERS
The intelligent service we have rendered to the profession has been
appreciated
by thousands
of ourto clients.
The
same service
will be given
you in
LEASING
BUYING
SELLING
Free.
We Are Specialists. Consultations and Advice
THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS
Offices, 1002 Mutual Life Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
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will trample him into the dust. Rex is such a

That is tiie horse that Hal Roach, "with infinite
difhcnlty and danger, lias made the strikingand sensational star of the most remarkable

horse, big, black, glossy, fierce. lie is im~
tamed. Only one man in the world can approach liim, touch hijn, handle him.
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HOPE(JONES
UNDREDS of Testimonial Letters, such as the one
reproduced herewith, are conclusive evidence of
Wurlitzer supremacy in the art of organ building.
H
The Wurlitzer Unit Organ, featuring the exclusive Hope- Jones Patents, is the ultimate choice
of the world's greatest exhibitors of high class motion
pictures. The purchase of a Wurlitzer Unit Organ
for your theatre is not an expenditure — it is an investment that pays for itself in a short time in increased
box-office receipts.
There is a type of Wurlitzer Music
for all sizes of Theatres, large or
small. Prices and terms are within
the reach of all.
new
Learn arjout this new selling plan today. The sooner
you do the sooner will you
be reaping the rich rewards
of better nlusic
fFrite for Catalogue
The RUDOLPH WURLITZER Co.
Executive Offices
CINCINNATI
121 East 4th St.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
120 W. 42nd St.
329 S. Wabash Ave
SAN FRANCISCO
2''0 Stcckton St.
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Infreqiicntly there arrives in the amusement world a story, play

Previously
announced
1

1011

''Qet Your Man'*
3■
45'
6^
78
9-

121314
15
161718190
2

or motion picture which might tnilhfiilly he descrihed as "different" By different we mean a piece that departs from the hackneyed
in theme, from the commonplace in construction, from the ordinary
in purpose.
Two years ago blase New York suddenly f oimd itself shaken to
its theatrical foundation hy the appearance of a play utterly "different'' from the ordinary. Powerful in dramatic plot, novel in theme,
with a hackground of qnaint European beauty, this play, presented
by America's wizard of stagecraft, at once became the sensation of
Broadway.
Such was the success of
David

BelascoVs

Foremost among the TWENTY
big stories
" by Warner
Uchosen
DEBURA
Bros, for its 1924-25 output of "Screen Classics" is this great Belasco
stage production. Written by Sacha Guitry, peer of European playwrights, '"DEBURAU," >ntli its wealth of dramatic strength, fine
comedy, touching pathos and colorful setting, is the ideal story for
the screen.
In producing "DEBURAU" for the screen Warner Bros., in association with Mr. Belasco, is bringing into play the full strength of
its powerful production force. Perfect direction, skillful acting and
artistic arrangement combine to mak^ of it a production that sets a
new high standard in entertainment values. HARRY BEAUMONT,
who made "Beau Brummel"
"DEBURAU."

for the screen, will personally direct

That*s a second good reason why you should—
Save TWENTY d<xtes for the new Warner TWENTY!
M

Audience

Audience

tested

approved

When

Seventy-Jive

Minutes
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<\ictor
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Loves

of

Entrancing
Entertainment

with

Agnes Ayres
Percy Marmont
Robert McKim
John
Kathlyn
Mary
George

George
Williams
Alden
Siegmann

High in the gallery of the theatre
sat the lonely girl. The singer's
voice
thrilled
"Michael!"
she shrieked
intoher,
the silence
of the

jEncore

crowded

Associated

7^ Ph^iioal Distributor Paehe' £xchanffe,/Tto.
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a Avonian successfully run a motion

picture theatre?"
question
recurrentis ona
the lips of film folk who \vd\L' Avatched
with curiosity woman's tremendous ad\'ance in the Avorld of business and c'lvw
alfairs.
Supply your (nvn ansAver, af 'er
reading the "shoAVAvoman" biograx^hy on
And,16.brother exhibitors, tell us truly,
page
what do you think of the exploitation Big
Berthas in this Aveek's National Tie-Up
Section? Wouldn't it Av^aAi the cockles
of Barnum's heart to see the manner in
Avhich the Rca^cav has connected such
Avorld-AA'ide names as Borden's Condensed
jNIilk, Knit UnderAvears, Stemo Canned
Heat, Auto Vacuum Freezer, Thermo
Sport Vests, and La Palina Cigars Avith
Associated Exhibitors' Avonder picture,
"Chechahcos!"
If the AvindoAv tie-ups effected for
this picture don't give cA^ery shoAvman
playing "Chechahcos" a chance to bat
1000 per cent in the box-office league then
AA'e're loco in the upper story and ready
for a flip-flop into the nut factory.
And, oh, Avhat a picture ! Read George
Blaisdell's revicAv and box-off'ice slant on
this film, and decide for yourself. One
red-hot Aveek for the pur\^eyors of celluloid entertainment! Another grand picture, featuring our oAvn ]Mary in "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" rcA^CAved
in this issue. Don't miss it.
And by all that's A^aluable and of any
concern to a shoAvman's interests, keep an
eagle eye peeled for next Aveek's National
Tie-Ups on First National's "The Perfect
Flapper." It Avill haA^e the exploitation
punch of a thousand trip-hammers. Free
advertising of a 92-karat caliber, and
human interest that stops folks dead in
their tracks A\'ill feature this scintillating
Colleen INIoore attraction.
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ABOVE: To the tune
-/I of clicking cameras
and shouted directions,
Gladys Johnston climbs
the threatening glaciers
ivith the daring of a real
heroine. Right: In the
little settlement established by the "sourthe meeting
place and doughs,"
house
of all
amusements is the dance
hall, and it is here that
Bob, the hern, meets the
villain and takes him to
account for his conduct.

'Chechahcos'

Thrills

With

the

Coolness

of Alaska

7^^.^

Associated Exhibitors' Production, 0 nly Film Ever Made in Alaska, Vibrates Wtih Excitement, Suspense^
and Exquisite Scenic Effects Which Could Not Possibly Be Duplicated in a Studio Set.
_ ^g^-vrtas^^
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L. J. Darmour has been appointed vice p]'esident of Selznick Distributing
tion according to an announcement made by President Doolittle.

Corpora-

^Vork has been started on a new Rialto theatre at Joliet. 111. The new pieture house will eost about
$1,000,000.
Theda Bara Produetions has been formed with a capital of $50,000,
D. W. Griffith is returning from Italy.

It is understood his health is not the best and he expects to rest

up a bit.
Norman

J. V ernon, Australian exhibitor, has returned home
he studied xVmerican methods

after a tour of the United States where

of showmanship.

A price cutting war is being waged among

the theatres in Pierre, S. D.

Bushnell, 111., has a oted in favor of Sunday movies.
J. E. Hippie, owner of the Bijou, of Pierre, S. D., has been elected mayor of that city.
The semi-annual meeting of M. P. T. O. of Arkansas
Larry Senion has been signed to make
tion

will be held in Little Rock on October 6.

a series of five reel features for Chadwick

Pictures Corpora-

Jack Gilbert has signed a five years' starring contract with ]Metro-Goldwyn.
George Melford says there are but 35 "box office" stars, and few of the rising young artists give promise
of becoming idols.
Betty Compson and Viola Dana ha^ e signed long time contracts Avith Paramoimt,
announcement by Jesse Lasky.
George H. Davis and Samuel Briskin form a new
Bunner Productions, Inc.

according to an

State Rights organization. It will be knoAATi as

Stoll Pictures Productions, Ltd., of London, shows a profit of only £ 1,023 for tlie year 1923.
Governor

Smith vetoed the Murphy

bill calling for the regulation of inflammable

Viola Dana will play opposite Glen Himter in "Merton

of the Movies".

films.
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Janet

Noon
Her Low

Makes

Her

Theatre

Pay

in

Dimes

Prices Are Based on a Preference for a Steady Stream of Dimes
Rather Than an Occasional Fifty Cent Piece

a woman successfully run a
CANmotio
n picture theatre? This
question is asked many times,
but one of the best answers is Janet
Noon, owner of the Crescent theatre
in Schenectady, N. Y., who has made a
living from a ten cent house located in
the business center of the city for the
past eight years, and who is today regarded as one of the leading exhibitors
in her part of the state.
Eight years ago. Miss Noon was a
stenographer. In company with two
other young women she bought the
theatre and discovered right off the
reel that there were many things to
learn about the motion picture business
that meant dollars and cents.

tacks and by working themselves, save
not only the hire of some other person,
but also in stopping - leaks - that you
would never know of unless you
worked yourself.
"I believe in newspaper advertising.
I do not believe in boosting prices. In
fact I think it is a foolish thing. My
crowd is almost the same night after
night, barring of course some heav}storm, or similar thing. I can tell within a dollar or two Avhat my receipts will

A year later Miss Noon found herself the sole proprietor of the theatre,
a 450-seat house, the other two women
finding the going a trifle precarious,
and dropping out.
One of the first things she discovered
was that a motion picture exhibitor, to
be successful, must bear a good share of
the work himself. When Miss Noon
first started running the house, she was
an easy mark for some of the film
salesmen. She admitted this much in
an interview with a representative of
the Exhibitors Trade Review. But
the salesmen, having "gypped" the
woman once, never sold her again.
They were the real losers.
After a time, Miss Noon found herself doing business only with dependable exchanges and salesmen. Today
she takes the word of the salesman on
practically all of her pictures. The
salesmen have discovered that the
woman is a shrewd buyer, and that although they might sell a picture once
by over-rating it, that they lose out in
the long run.
Just one man is employed in the
Crescent theatre. He is the operator,
Frank Heigel, who has been connected
with the house almost from the time
it became the property of Miss Noon.
One of the piano players has been with
the house for five or six years with the
result that Miss Noon has really surrounded herself with what might be almost termed a family in itself.
"There is one thing that I have found
necessary," said Miss Noon, in discussing whether or not the field of a
motion picture exhibitor is one that
can successfully appeal to women, "and
that is to do the work yourself. It's
all right to sit back and give orders,
but I think too many exhibitors these
days are more fond of such things
than of actually getting down to brass

the boys. I think it is all in getting
started right. If the youngsters of the
city realize that they can not do any
cutting up in a theatre, they soon learn
to obey the rules and are happier. Instead of being noisy these boys come
to me after the show and often ask mc
when I am to play another Coogan picture.
"I know of no reason why women
can not successfully operate a motion
picture theatre. They are equally successful with the men these days in
other lines of endeavor and I think
many time they understand the wants
of audiences perhaps better than the
men. I do think, however, that if a
woman could obtain some previous
training along theatre lines before
making the plunge for herself that it
would be highly advisable. I know
when I first started that I had little real
conception of the prices that I would
pay for pictures. Any woman wishing
to enter the exhibitors' field should
know this phase of the matter at the
very outset. She also must realize that

the
picture
theatre
is no diff'erent motion
from other
lines
of business
, and
that personal attention spells success in
ninety-nine cases out of every one hundred. It is no pink tea party, I assure
you, and yet in the eight years I have
thoroughly enjoyed the work and have
made what might be termed a pretty
good living.
MISS JANET NOON
be two weeks from tonight. I have
found out what my audience wants in
the way of pictures and I try at all
times to fulfill their desires along this
line.
'J^HIS means that I can carefully
reckon on my overhead and I know
just what I can pay for a picture and
how much money this picture should
make me. I am running a serial once
a week, although this is no hard and
fast rule, for I occasionally lay off on
serials and then start in after a few
weeks.
"I have 450 seats in my house. If I
fill them twice a night, and I generally
do, that means that my night's receipts
will run very close to $90. There is
always a constant stream of dimes
coming through the wicket and say
what you will, I would rather have a
steady stream of dimes than an occasional fifty cent piece.
"Although my house is a ten cent
one, I have never had any trouble with

'J^HERE is a great deal in personal
contact with your audiences. I know
that I could put on pictures which
w^ould not please and that within a
month my audiences would not be
within a third of what they are today.
I like to feel that I am a part of my
audience, and nothing pleases me more
than to stand in the rear of the house
and hear an audience fairly howl with
laughter at some comedy, or coming
out, stop for a moment and express
their pleasure at the feature that has
been shown.
"When a woman seeks to become
the owner of a motion picture theatre,
she should bear in mind one thing that
is paramount to all others, and that is
to do her full share, and a bit more of
the work, or as it is commonly expressed to be on the job. Figure out your investment and what you consider a fair
return on your money. Figure out your
overhead, then determine what you can
pay for your pictures and do not be
talked into paying higher prices than
you can afford by some glib tongued
salesman. If men can succeed in the
business, then why can't a woman?"
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With

Live

Theatres

an example of the results that
may be obtained by persistence,
pep, an active brain, and personality, we offer the name of C. C. Struble, manager of the Blue Mouse
Theatre, Portland, Ore., as an unusually striking case.
Mr. Struble has been in the show
business for some twenty years. Starting as owner of a little picture house
in Oskaloosa, Iowa, one of the first in
that state, Mr. Struble has owned, and
at times managed both legitimate and
vaudeville houses in various parts of
the country.
About a year ago, Mr. Struble came
to Portland to take up the management
of John Hamrick's Blue Mouse. Due
to strong opposition, matters had not
been going too well with this place,
and Mr. Struble was up against a real
he-man's
managers
tried withjob.
but Several
indifferent
success had
to
As

keep the red ink oft" the ledger.
However, by hard work, and an endless appHcation to the task in hand, Mr.
Struble gradually made the people of
Portland realize that he was a real
showman, who was doing everything in
his power to give a little better entertainment at popular prices..
Then he introduced a decided novelty
to his patrons. The otiher first run
houses were featuring their- orchestras
at every show. Mr. Struble went them
one better. He featured two orchestras.
One in the pit, and the other, a jazz
band, on the stage between shows.

Programs

Across

This proved such a drawing card thai
Mr. btruble determined to go a slc^j
further, bo he tried the jazz orchestia
out in the pit.
Instead of this move being a fiasco,
as was expected by many ot the wise
ones, this novelty met with the inbtaiu
approval of the thousands who we^c
now regular patrons of the Biue Mouse.
Pictures ot Jerry Reed's Symphonic
Jazz Orchestra appeared in the locai
papers, for Mr. btruble is a great Deliever in the power of advertising, anci
the crowds fiocked to the Blue Mousein ever increasing numbers
g TEPPING on a big production is the
one thing Mr. btruble seems to
have down to an exact science. "Scaramouchc" which played into its third
week with no apparent let up in the
lines that formed on the sidewalk at
every performance, was the subject of
some wonderful publicity by him.
The annual auto show happened to
be on the week previous to the opening
of "Scaramouche," and C. C. lost no
time putting into action a plan to bring
the notice of the public to his next attraction. A coach, with dummy horses,
a cut out figure of the male star of the
picture, and a young lady representing
the female star, soon occupied a very
prominent position in the auto show,
and thousands thus had their curiosity
aroused to the point where they decided they must see the picture. That
this advertising scheme was one ^of the

C. C. STRUBLE
Enterprising and energetic manager of the very
up-to-date Blue Mouse Theatre, Portland, Oregon
best ever put over locally is well attested by the fact that on the opening
day, all the previous box office receipts
were smashed. But the following day
this figure was again topped by three
hundred dollars. Which all but goes to
prove that no matter how dead a house
may be, there is always a live wire
somewhere who can bring them in i/
he is given a fair chance. The secret
of C. C. Struble's success, if secret
there is, lies in the circumstance that he
is not afraid to work — work — work.
g PEAKING
Blue Mouse ofTheatre, oneofisthe reminded
the
excellent showmanship and presentations policy in back of the sister house
to this theatre, the Blue Mouse of Seattle, owned and managed by John
Hamrick. For example, with the playing of "Scaramouche," space was made
at either side of the auditorium, where
were posed couples impersonating characters from the picture. The spot was
turned on one couple,, who sang a duet
number, then shifted to the other side
for a similar performance. Finally the
quartet took up the theme with full orchestra accompaniment.
Striking decorations enhanced the
general attractiveness. A dance number with a dainty solo dancer was the
second number, closely followed by a
herald in court costume, carrying a
scroll from which he read the announcement of the picture and retired.
During a brief intermission the herald again appeared and proclaimed the
conditions and story surrounding the

writing
of the on
"Marseillaise."
Lights
were thrown
the flower, garden
\"here the composer acted out the ston^
as it was being told, finally standing up
MANAGER
STRUBLE'S
'SCARAMOUCHE' USHERETTES
Coincident with his live policy of "stepping on it" with innovations whenever an attraction plays his house, and singing it at its conclusion. The
Mr. Struble gave Metro's "Scaramouche" a whale o f a send-off in the shane of these appropriately attired
usherettes, helping to carry out the atmosphere of th e successful picture. Needless to say the plan succeeded. program was a huge success.

^The
Perfect Flapper' and Her
Flapper
Gang
Having Established Her Reputation as an Ideal Interpreter of Flapper Parts, Colleen Moore Noiv Claims
the Title Role in First National's 'The Perfect Flapper'
I
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/^HARLES L. O'REILLY, President of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce, is now with his associate officers situated in new quarters. The Chamber has
taken about 1500 feet on the ninth floor of the Times
Building. As it is on the north the quarters have Hght on
three sides of the building. From his desk in the bow
Skipper
O'Reilly
can offices
look down
the busiest
of
New York.
As the
of theonMotion
Picturequarter
Theatre
Owners of New York State are on the seventh floor of the
same building the two exhibitor branches are now close
together.
T EW CODY, Goldwyn player, has purchased the
motion picture rights to a one act foreign play.
He will adapt it for a two-reel subject and appear in
it as one of the cast. Only three persons figure in
the story. The entire actilon takes place within one
set. The subject is said to be of unusual power.
^DOLPHE MENJOU, who has an important role in
"Broken Barriers," a Metro-Mayer picture, holds a
degree' from Cornell University as a mechanical engineer.
As he went to the stage directly from college he never
practiced his profession. At the outbreak of the war Mr.
Menjou enlisted and went abroad as a private with the
Cornell unit. He was mustered out as a captain.
'C' RNEST
feet in
3^ motion
inches in
height
and one TORRENCE,
of the tallest 6 men
pictures,
will be even taller in "The Mountebank," in which
Mr. Torrence is going to be oo-featxu-ed with Anna
Q. Nilsson. In the role of the clown his height is
increased to 7 feet 4 inches.
(] HARLES CHAPLIN is reported at Mount Summit, up
in the Sierras, where he is staging a gold rush for his
Alaska comedy. The particular spot being simulated is
Chilcoot Pass, a name which appeared much in the dispatches from the north country twenty-five years ago. The
picture has not yet been titled, but is expected to make
eight or. more reels. It will not be completed before fall.
"QAVID
WARKto mvestigate
GRIFFITH,proposals
who went
last month
made tohimItaly
by
prominent Italians, is scheduled to be back home on
May 8.
tACK DPIMPSEY, who is to make two-reel subjects for
Universal, will have two directors in his series of comedies. The first subject is being directed by Jess Robbins,
and the second will be handled by Earle Kenton, who has
been directing the Andy Gump comedies. The two will
alternate, one man preparing the script while his brother
director is at work on the stage.
TTAROLD BEAUDINE, director of Christie Comedies, and Stephanie Tappe, a secretary in the
offices of the same company, were married April 27
in Los Angeles and are now in New York on their
honeymoon.
J^ICHARD TALMADGE, staring in Truart productions,
^. is in New York preparing for the first picture of his
sticond series of dramas being made by Carlos Productions for Truart distribution. This is his first visit east in
eight years.

D R. SAM ATKINSON, former manager of the Allied
Amusements Association of Chicago, is in New York.
The doctor guided the destinies of all the houses in the big
city for five years. He is a doctor of philosophy and is
connected with the department of sociology of Loyola University. He is an authority on censorship, and has successfully combated in several states attempts to fasten that
connuisance upon the public. For five years the doctor
ducted the Lloyburn Theatre in Evanston, 111. Just now he
is interested in a movement to undohertyize the neighborhood of Chicago, which means to undo the work of a detractor of motion pictures. He is about to start for rhe
coast, where it will be his aim to interest a number of the
prominent stars in his campaign.
D R. ATKINSON is an authority on audience psychology. He has lectured before hundreds of
Movies:
gatherings, one of his subjects being the"The"recent
unMove?" During
Whither Do They
pleasantnes " the doctor was a staunch defender of
orspoke before
Mabel Normand,
ganizations, to theandmembers
of whichmanyhe women's
appealed for
a square deal.

T^OROTHY FARNUM, who has done much worthwhile
work as a scenarist, is in New York. She came east
to confer with David Belasco, on the adaptation of "Deourau," which is to be produced and distributed by Warner
Brothers. One of Miss Farnum's adaptations which
brought her praise was that of "Beau Brummel."
"POLA
NEGRI She
has has
takenbeenout inherthefirst
naturalizatilon papers.
United
States
since Sep(teraber, 1922, at which time she came from
her home in Poland.

TF you are a resident of the
know anything about "gowf"
and polish them up if you have
reported that already there are

Metropolitan district and"
better get out the old clubs
not already done so. It is
fifty entries for the spring

film golf tournament. Among those who have oft'ered
prizes are the Film Daily, which has given a special troph}'
in addition to its big cup; Watterson Rothacker, Motion
Picture News, Elmer Pearson for Pathe Exchange, Abe
Warner in behalf of Warner Brothers and Jack Cosman
of Agfa. George Blair, of the Eastman Kodak Company,
Has also promised a fine camera.
nPHOMAS MEIGHAN visited his alma mater.
Mary's a college,
Md.,
thisMount
week St.
to attend
reunion atandEmmetsburg,
fair. The Paramount star expects to leave in about ten days for
the coast, where he will begin work on "The AlasrpHE Rev. Llenry R. Rose, pastor of the Church of the
-'-Redeemer in Newark, N. J., praises Laurette Taylor's
"Happiness" as a "fine picture and a gripping story." The
Rev. Mr. Rose pays a great deal of attention to pictures
kan." shows them in his church. At other times
and frequently
with a series of slides he lectures on some of the late subjects. The minister is one of the screen's best friends, and
has done much to help widen the circulation of worthwhile
productions.
JOSEPH DI LORENZO has resigned as general
sales manager of Hepworth Productions. Inc.
President Cranfield has named Edward M. Hopcraft
as his successor.
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KANSAS M. P. T. 0. HAS
IMPORTANT SESSION
Approve Affiliation With Allied
State Organizations
AT a meeting of the board of directors
of the AI. P. T. O., Kansas, whichlasted two days, in Kansas City, April ZVjU, affiliation with the Allied State Organizations was approved, the long puzzling
problems of membership dues was "ironed
out" and a policy regarding representatiori
before the joint board of arbitration of exhibitors who are not members of the Kansas association.
All resolutions adopted by the Allied
State Organization in Chicago recently
were approved. A. J. Moeller, of the
Moeller Theatre Service Corporation,
former general manager ot the M. P. T. O.
A., was present at the meeting, a contract
being signed with him for the supply of
industrial reels to the Kansas body.
Membership dues were hxed at $25 a
year. A sliding scale for special assessments, depending upon the size of the
town, the number of theatres in it, the capacity of the house and the general business conditions in respective localities, also
was adopted. Under this arrangement an
exhibitor will have the right of appeal,
provided he feels he has been assessed too
much.
In the future, exhibitors who are not
members of the Kansas organization will
not be represented personally in cases before the Kansas City Joint isoard of Arbitration. In the past the Kansas body has
borne the brunt toi many exhibitors who
have shown no inclination to become afhliated with the association, or co-operaic
with it, until pressed for the need of organized aid.
Samuel A. Handy of Kansas City, attorney for the Allied State Organizations, appeared before the directors and gave a report on activities pertaining to the copyright act. iVir. Handy stul is confident
that victory lies ahead for the exhibitors.
* ❖ si:
'THE MOUNTEBANK' COMPLETED
AT LONG ISLAND STUDIO
Herbert Brenon has completed his production of "The Mountebank," William J.
Cocke's
story,The
at the
Paramount
Long
and studo.
picture,
which is
rich Isl-in
pathos and humor, gives Ernest Torrence,
who plays the title role, an opportun.ty lor
some oi the finest acting ot his screen
career. Persons who have followed the production from its beginning say that he will
surpass his performance in "The Covered
Wagon" with this characterization of the
clown in Locke's story.
An excellent cast will be seen in this picture, including Anna Q. Nilsson, Louise Lagrange, Effie Shannon, Katherine Lee, Mme.
D'Ambricourt, Neil Hamilton, Maurice CanD'Orsay.non, William Ricciardi and Lawrence
The picture promises to be as rich in color
as it is strong in drama with scenes in the
circus, the French variety halls and bits of
the world war.
* * *
ATLANTA FILM BOARD ELECT
The Atlanta Film Board of Trade elected
the following officers for a six months term
at their semi-annual meeting held the past
week : J. J. Burke. Jr., Metro, chairman ;
L. W. C'ark, Goldwyn, vice-pres'dent ; I. P.
Stone, Vitagraph. secretary-treasurer. The
following were elected to the board of directors : W. W. Anderson, Pathe ; J. J.
Burke, Jr., Metro; John T. Ezzell, Select:
Ralph B. Williams, Universal ; Arthur C.
Bromberg, Progress.

PRESENTING BARBARA LA MARR
This beautiful scene is from Metro's "The Shootis shown shooting.
as the
cabareting of Dan
dancer McGrew."
who causesBarbara
considerable
The Film Board of Trade began on May
5 a series of regular monthly luncheons at
tlie Ansley Hotel and have urged that all
e.xhibitors who visit Atlanta time their trips
so as to sit in as guests of the Film Board
of Trade at these monthly luncheons, the
first Monday in each month.
» * *
KEITH ORGANIZES AMUSE.MENT
COMPANY IN CANADA
One of the most important theatre developments in the Dominion of Canada in several
years was the organization on April 8 of the
B. F. Keith Company of Canada, Limited,
with headquarters at Montreal, the concern
being established under a Dominion charter
with an authorized capital of 15,000,000. E.
F. Albee of New York is the head of the
Canadian company and through his negotiations anumber of important theatres in Eastern Canada have been brought under the one
control. The theatres afifected include the
Imperial of Montreal, which has been operated by the Montreal Operating Company.
Limited; the Princess Theatre, Montreal, operated by the Canadian United Theatres, Limited; the Lyric Theatre in Hamilton, Ontario ;the Franklin Theatre, Ottawa, which
is conducted by J. M. Franklin who has become one of the directors of the new circuit ;
the Majestic Theatre in London, Ontario, and
Shea's and the Hippodrome Theatre, Toronto.
All of these houses present programmes of
moving
pictures
and inclusion
vaudeville.
MuchToronto
interest attaches
to the
of the
Hippodrome as this is being conducted under
the auspices of the Famous Players Canadian
Corporation with an exclusively picture policy, the Hippodrome being the parent theatre
of the Famous Players chain of 60 theatres
in the Dominion.
* * *
NEW

THEATRE

FOR ALBANY

.\1bany. N. Y. — There is talk in Albany
th^t the Mitchell H TVTprk Realty Corporpt'on operating the M^rk Strand theatre
in this C'ty. is planning to build another house here. The idea is to protect
the theatre which it now has along mucli
the same lines as it does in Troy, where
the same company owning and operating
th-: Troy theatre, took over a lease of the
Lincoln theatre. There is a stiff fight in
Albany between the Mark Strand theatre
and the Clinton Square and Leland theatres.

ANNOUNCES T. 0.
D. C. BOARD
Names Include M.P.T.O. Members in
All Parts of the Country
T? EPORTING progress and promising an
important announcement regarding pictures to be released by Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation in the near future,
William A. Irue, president of the new organization, gives out the following names of
prom.nent exhibitors as members of his Advisory Board enrolled to date :
Thomas Arthur, executive committeeman
M.P.T.O.A., Mason City, Iowa; E. H. Bingham, executive committeeman M.P.T.O.A.,
IndianapoHs; Mack J. David, member M.P.
T.O., Washington, Port Angeles, Washington; Merle Davis, President M.P.T.O. oi
Montana, Butte, Montana; Fred J. Dolle, national committeeman M.P.T.O.A. Louisville :
Lawrence E. Goldman, member M.P.T.O.
Missouri, Kansas City; ClifiF Griffin, President, M.P.T.O. No. California, Oakland; H.
J. Hermann, Secretary M.P.T.O. Louisiana,
New Orleans ; H. E. Huffman, President, M.P
T.O. Colorado, Denver ; J. E. Kirk, Secretary
M.P.T.O. Nebraska, Ohama ; M. C. Kellogg,
executive committeeman M.P.T.O.A. Lead,
S. D. ; C. M. Maxfield, Vice-president M.P.
T.O., Connecticut, New Hartford ; Joseph
Mogler,
Vice-president
"M.P.T.O.A.
St.
Louis man
; Joseph
Phillips,
executive
committeeM.P.T.O.A.
Fort Worth,
Texas;
John
A. Schwalm, Treasurer M.P.T.O. Ohio, Hamilton Charles
;
T. Sears, Director M.P.T.O.A
Nevada ; Howard J. Smith, executive committeeman, M.P.T.O.A. Buffalo: Phil A.
Schulmberger, executive committeeman,
M.P.T.O.A. Nebraska, Excelsior Springs,
Mo. ; Don Thornburg. member M.P.T.O.A.,
Iowa, Marshalltown ; John M. Urbansky. exexecutive committeeman M.P.T.O.A., Cleveland: Joseph Walsh, President M.P.T.O.
Connecticut, Hartford ; E. J. Walton, member
M P. T.O. Florida, Tampa.
Pre ident True of Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation is giving all of his time
to the work of the organization and is said
to have made such rapid headway that a statement of moremaythan
ord'narv shortly.
importance to
the industry
be expected
« * *
N. 0. FILM BOARD ELECTION
The New Orleans Film Board of Trade
held its
regular
semi-annual
election
of officers and
directors
last week,
resulting
in
the following being named : President, Arthur S. Dckinson: vice-president, C. J.
Briant: secretary, Mrs. A. H. Sessions. The
following were elected as board of directors :
C. J. Briant, W. M. Osburn, P. H. Dudenheifer. Paul Tassier. A. S. Dickinson. The
annual banquet was held the following niglit.
* * *
NEW

YORK M.P.T.O. CONVENTION
TO BE HELD IN BUFFALO
Buffalo will be the scene of the annual
convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New York State, Inc., The
week of July 7 has been selected for the
event, according to J. H. Michael, manager
of theman Regent
theatre, Buffalo,
and ofchairof the executive
committee
the
state organization. The meetings will be
held in the New Hotel Statjer and many
exhibitors are expected to attend.
* ^ %
RAY CAST CHOSEN
Bessie Love, Wallace Beery and Virginia
Brown Faire have been engaged as princ pal
support of Charles Ray in the first of the
new series of pictures to be made under the
supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
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Exhibitors

Must

Encourage

dents for Own

PREPARATORY to the issuance of
ction schedule,
produ
year'srecog
nextBurr,
his
nized
as one of
C. C.
the strongest factors in the independent
market, has some very interesting remarks
to make concerning the lot of state-rights
producers and the problems that have and
onting
.
s
confr
are in
still ment
it the
with Burr'
carries Mr.
full, which them
state
ly
weight of five years of consistent good
product for the state-rights market, and
which gives food for thought not only for
the other independent producers but for
exhibitors in particular, follows:
"This year, more than any other, we
have repeatedly heard the cry "This is the
Independent Year." This is the year the
independents will come into their own.
This is the year when the golden harvest
is to be reaped." I should like to get on
the band wagon and do my share of
shouting, but conditions actual, stark conditions as they really exist in the independent market today, prohibit my enthusiasm
from getting the better of my real judgment. Ihave been in the picture business,
and in the state-rights end of it in particular, long enough to know what the actual
conditions are, and it is in lieu of this experience that my thoughts on the question
are ofifered. The independent rainbow is
literally smeared with shadows that momentarily threaten to eclipse it. That is
the bug-a-boo, and the only way to eliminate it lies in the hands of exhibitors
throughout the country. For many years
SELZNICK TO DISTRIBUTE
SELCO PICTURES

Safety,

Indepen-

Says

Burr

there has always been a small coterie of
independent producers whose product
equalled, and in many instances superceded that of the national releasing organizations, yet when it came down to the
brass tacks of exhibitor bookings, these
pictures upon which the independent producers had expended
all exhibitors
their 'efforts
in
an atterript
to give the
a real,
honest-to-goodness money-making, box-office attraction, were forced to accept at
least a 30 per cent cut under the prices usually given for national releases that had
nothing more to warrant it than the fact
that it was released by a state-right organization. That is the condition as it exists
and as it always has been. What chance
then, has the independent producer to reap
his golden harvest? Why should he invest many thousands of dollars over and
above the sum that is usually expended
by the rank and file of state-righters whose
product is ordinary, when he knows that
he cannot hope to get his just reward?
Why can't exhibitors realize it before it is
to late, that what with the present combines and mergers of the national releasing
organizations their only means of protection lies in the fostering and aiding these
independent producing organizations that
want to, and are capable of turning out
productions, that picture for picture match
up favorably and oftimes supercede in entertainment value the product of the national releasing units. Instead of forcing
the real independent producer to accept a
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30 per cent cut on his pictures, exhibitors
should really pay 30 per cent more, for as
things in the industry look at present, the
independent product is visibly their one
and only means of protection from the
gouging and iron-rule terms and stipulations of the national organizations. My
own pictures, among which are "I Am the
Law," "Burn 'Em Up Barnes," and "Sure
Fire Fhnt" have played to tremendous
profits at the Chicago Theatre and practically every important first-run house
the country outside of New York. In ina
majority of instances they have grossed
more than the product of the bigger national companies, yet it has almost been
impossible to obtain a fair selling price
from the independent exchanges and exhibitors merely because they were produced by a state-rights organization. This
situation has been gradually forcing the
better state-rights companies to reduce
their output, and if the same conditions
continue to exist, the time will soon come
when there will be no such thing as a firstket.
class product from the independent marThree years ago our organization made
eight pictures, two years ago we produced
six, last year we issued four, and for the
next year we intend releasing only three.
_ How, therefore, can we set up the cry:
Ihis IS the Independent Year?" The industry will really never know a real year
'"depe
ndents
unlessthethose who buy
andj*^^
book
picture
s from
independents
realize that their only protect
ion and their
only real form of insurance lies in the fostering and aiding of those independents
who are anxious and capable of turning
out pictures that can positively measure up
to the product of the nationa
and releasing organizations. l producing

Organizations

Confer

Will Also Distribute Hodkinson Pic^
Regarding
Arbitration
tures in Australia
COMMITTEE from the newly or- owners, met on May 5 with Charles
A NNOUNCEMENT is made from the exup of motion picture theatre
ecutive offices of Selco Pictures, IncorO'Reilly, president of the New York
A made
ganized Allied State Organizations,
porated, that a contract has just been signed
Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce and
by Selco Pictures and the Selznick Distribdiscused the arbitration situation. It was
uting Corporation, whereby the world rights
brought out that the Arbitration Board in
for the distribution of Selco product is ac31 exchange centers handled over 3,500
quired by the Selznick organization.
cases in 1923, involving many hundreds of
J. W. Schliefif has been put in complete
thousands of dollars.
charge of the acquisition of product by Selco,
The meeting was held in the ofl^ces of
it is officially stated. He declared that although he was not prepared to give complete
the M. P. P. D. and many subjects were
plans of the company for the forthcoming
discussed as the new organization is anxseason, there were many important deals unious to get all matters straightened out in
der way, and negotiations are nearing compreparation for an active season.
pletion with several prominent producers.
The committee of theatre owners in"Missmg
Daughters,"
Choice
Production,
with
a cast
including a Eva
Novak,
Eileen
cluded W. A. StefTes, president of the
Percy, Pauline Stark, Rockcliffe Fellowes,
Minnesota organization; J. R. Deniston,
Robert Edeson, Sheldon Lewis and Walt
president of Michigan; R. R. Biechele,
Whitman, has already been announced, and
president of Kansas and H. M. Richey,
the titles of other releases will be made
secretary of the organization.
known shortly.
At the organization meeting in Chicago
E. J. Doolittle, manager of the foreign department of Selco Pictures, announces the
it was decided to start the new organization along the right path and do everycompletion of an important deal with Goldthing possible in the interest of the merdwyn-Cosmopolitan whereby Selco is to hanbers. A committee was chosen at that
dle in Australia product of Distinctive Pictures. Among the Distinctive Pictures im
time to take up the arbitration matter and
the conference in New York was the reeluded in the arrangement are "The Green
sult.
Goddess" with George Arliss, "The Rejected
Woman" with Conrad Nagle and Alma
The states represented at the meeting
Rubens, "The Steadfast Heart" and "Second
were Minnesota, North Dakota, Michigan,
Youth." Mr. Doolittle stated that a second
South Dakota, North Carolina, Texas, Inbig
for the handling
Hodkinson
diana, Virginia, Misouri and Illinois.
turesdeal,
in Australia,
had alsoof been
signed. p'cL. J. Sand, President of the Consolidated
The committee feels tliat it has accomW. E. SHALLENBERGER
Film Industries has been added to the Board
plished considerable during the New York
President
of
Arrow Films who has just returned
conference
and will have good news to reof Selco Pictures, according to announcefrom a trip through the South. He is optimistic
ment just made.
port
to
the
members.
concerning the outlook for his company's future.
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'FAST

STEPPERS'
HIGH PLACES

HITS

New Sullivan Series Will Surpass
'Leather Pushers' in Appeal
UNIVERSAL'S new two reel series featuring Billy Sullivan of "Leather Pusher" fame, strikes a unique note in short subjects. The series is made from stories by
Gerald Beaumont, who knows the racing
game upside down. The scenes are laid in Tia
Juana and the racing flashes are immense.
There is thrill, heart interest, and love in
each picture, and that makes a pretty good
combination. The series was directed by Edwai d Laemmle.
Each picture is complete in itself and each
is worth the price of admission. They could
be stretched and padded here and there and
each would make a first class feature. They
have all the settings and situations that are
used in high class productions, but we have
seen many "supers"
thatthese
measure
far below
entertainment
value of
pictures.
Billy Sullivan proves that he does not depend upon his fists to get by. He is an
actor. He has an appeal in his new pictures
that brings out his personality, and his broad
smile is a winner.
Shannon Day does some clever acting. She
is known as "The Fiddlin' Doll" who plays
a violin in a Tia Juana cafe and during_ her
idle
is Billy's
sweetie.
The pa'r
aidedmoments
and abetted
by James
T. Quinn,
v/ho,is
by the way. is an excellent character.
We advise exhibitors to hook up to this
series. It is good.
* * ■*
PARAMOUNT EASTERN STUDIOS
WORK AT TOP SPEED
One period of production activity at the
Paramount Long Island studio has ended and
another is beginning. Three new pictures
will be started this week and next and
shortly after that a- fourth will be under way.
Allen Dwan has completed the cutting of
"Manhandled," and has started work with
Gloria Swan son on an adaptation of "The
Queen's Love Story," by Mary Roberts
Rinehart.
Valentino
has finished
"Beaucaire."
will
start work
under the
direction He
of
Joseph
Henabery
Devil,"
an adaptation
of a in
story"Aby Sainted
Rex Beach.
Irvin Willat will remain in the East to
makes
the so-called
"Story
Name,"
at the Famous
Players
LongWithout
Island astudio.

Thomas Meighan, whose unit has been
working constantly in the East since the production of "Woman Proof," will go to the
Coast to make his next picture, "The Alaskan," under the direction of Herbert Brenon. He will return to the East immediately
after finishing this picture.
The production schedule at the Famous
Players Eastern studio as arranged at present calls for the making of four pictures at
a time throughout the Summer with the possibility that a fifth unit may be added.
« * *
C. B. C. LINING UP SERIES OF
PERFECTION PICTURES
This week has been an extremely busy
one for Harry Cohen of the C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation. He has devoted practically all of his time searching for possible material to be used as film stories in
the new series of Perfection Pictures to
be released by C.B.C. this coming season.
Mr. Cohen stated that he has secured
the motion picture rights to eight stories.
These stories contain the necessary box office punch as suggested by the following
titles: "The Battling Fool," "Fatal Kiss,"
"Women First," "The Woman Hater,"
"The Fearless Lover," "A Fight for Honor," "All for Love" and "The Price He
Shooting continuity has been completed
on "The Battling Fool."
Paid."
GOLDWYN PICTURE COMPLETED
A bit of news of interest to the trade
is that of the completion of Elinor Glyn's
"How to Educate a Wife" at the Warner
Brothers west coast studio. The print oi
this picture is now enroute to New York.
It will go into the Rivoli or Rialto Theatres on May 18 for its premiere.
Its arrival is being awaited with eagerness by the Warner executives, who arc
"het up" at the wonderful box office title.
They are equally curious to see the results
of the Monta Bell's direction in his second Warner picture.
*
*
IRIS FILMS FOR LOEW
The Loew Circuit has arranged with John
J. Iris, of the Iris Film Exchange, to play
his novelty short length production, "Rapid
Transit," over the circuit.
It will play for 120 days — a record booking
for a single reel.

I'i^^Hi

Marie Prevost and Monte Blue make a charming hero and heroine and contribute much delicate
humor to Elinor Glyn's "How to Educate a Wife," a Warner production
ready for release.

ENGLISHMAN
PERFECTS
COLOR PROCESS
New Process Makes Color Film
Commercially Possible
CPECTRUM FILMS, LTD., of London,
^ has developed a method of taking colored pictures that is receiving the attention
of the motion picture industry. The company has made numerous demonstrations in
England, and the trade press has been lavish
in praise of the work. It is understood the
color process costs very little more than ordinary prints and if all reports are correct
we may
see colored
as a commonplace
thing. pictures
_
The "Era" says :
Claude Friese-Green, son of the late W.
Friese-Greene, who was known as "The
Fathercess forofthethesuccessful
Film," has
perfectedof acolour
proapplication
to cinematography of which Spectrum Films,
Ltd., gave a practical demonstration at the
Holborn Empire last week. Th's was chiefly
embodied in a film entitled "A Quest of Colour," in which were shown, in all their
natural colour and beauty, such notably picturesque locations as Windsor Castle, Hampton Court, Warwick Castle, Sadsbury Cathedral, Mount Snowden and the Norfolk
Broads. In all these scenes the introduction
of colour was eminently successful, and as
we are told that coloured films may be produced almost as cheaply as the black and
white ones there is every reason to be hoped
that they will be generally adopted. The
beauty and effectiveness of this colour process is by no means restricted to scenic subjects, as the Margaret Morris dancers exemplified. These clever dancers first anpeared in the flesh, and subsequeiitly in the
picture, when the colours of their costumes
were accurately rep^-oduced. This process is
being used in making the cinematograph record of the Mount Everest Expedition of
_ Thetion ininventor
expects
make time.
a demonstrathis country
in atoshort
He will
leave England the latter part of this month
with his assistants.
* * *
1924."
'WHEN A MAN'S A MAN' CONTINUES TO STAND 'EM UP
Additional reports from all over the
country on Harold Bell Wright's "When
a Man's a Man" further attest to the popularity and box-office record-breaking proclivities of this First National release, produced by the Principal Pictures Corporation. Letter.s and telegrams from exhibitors whose theatres have created new boxoffice records with "When a Man's a Man"
continue to pour into the First National
offices.
Following its opening at the Dome
Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio, last week, the
manager of that playhouse enthused over
"When a Man's a Man" in the following
telegram:
" 'When a Man's a Man' had splendid
opening in Youngstown. Standing them
up from one-thirty on and equalling best
house records. Eleven hundred capacity at
* * hundred net."
forty cents top. *Twelve
CLARA BOW IN 'BABBIT' CAST
Clara Bow, who is representing the American flapper in Hollywood, has been loaned by
B. P. Schulberg, president of Preferred Pictures, to Warner Brothers for one of the
principal roles in the coming picturization of
Sinclairlarity ofLewis
novel "Babbitt."
The poputhis eighteen
year old actress
has
advanced rapidly through her performance in
"Down to the Sea in Ships,"' "Maytime,"
"Black Oxen" and "Poisoned Paradise." Her
part in "Babbitt" brings her score for picking big roles, up to five.
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420 Ludlow Ave., Spring Lake, N. J.
"I'm they
strong
for everything
your weekly
reviews,
contain
a film
man
wants."

Intelligent

F. A. BRUNKHORST

Chicago, 111.
"Your reviews and release charts help us
in booking."
C. J. SCHAEFER,
GARFIELD THEATRE
Ridgeway, Mo.
"Best paper for exhibitors, just keep up
the good reviews."
E. W. JOHNSON,
REX THEATRE.
* * *
Easton, Penn.
"Your reviews are O. K. In booking we
always
read them first."
H. E. WOEHRLE,
Mgr.,
THIRD STREET THEATRE

Blackburn, Mo.
"Your reviews are helpful in booking for
the smallC. town
exhibitor."
A. GUENTHER,
IRENE THEATRE

Braddock, Penn.
'Continue your honest reviews, we use
them in booking."
J.
J. SPANDAU,
FAMILY
THEATRE

Caro, Mich.
"A great help in booking only way to improveMRS.
is by giving
more."
F. H. usSCHUKERT,
TEMPLE THEATRE
* * *
Trenton, N. J.

Antioch, 111.
"All your reviews are helpful and we want

"Cast and Synopsis in Reviews are valuable and helpful
in booking."
TEN EYKS
ORPHEUM
THEATRE
Bement, 111.
"Reviews and all data
very
helpful."
LYRIC THEATRE

MAJESTIC

THEATRE

Blairstown, Mo.
"I have three theatres and find all your
more." helpful in booking."
reviews
MAG. VIRGIL LOWRY
Elyria, Ohio
"I find your reviews very useful in bookAMERICAN THEATRE

Gloversville, N. Y.
"Always guided by your reviews. Good
for theHIPPODROME
small town exhibitor."
THEATRE
* * *
Howell, Mich.
"Your reviews always come up to the
mark." VERNON LOCEY.
TEMPLE THEATRE
* 4: *
Apollo, Pa.
"Your synopsis and cast in reviews are
helpful in booking."
WOODIS THEATRE

Philadelphia, Pa.
"Reviews, they are first rate, we always
look first before booking."
J. F.LAUREL
O'ROUKE,THEATRE
Mgr.,
* * *
Bellaire, Mich.
"I find everything that I want in your
W. C. GREEN,
MAJESTIC THEATRE
* * *
paper."
Bath, Pa.
"I think the E. T. R. is an asset to each
REGINALD
HELFFRICH,
subscriber."
NORTHAMPTON ST. THEATRE

Clifton Hgts., Del. Co., Penn.
"Your reviews and exploitation cannot be
improvedROBT.
on." HOLT, Mgr.,
PALACE THEATRE

Easthampton, Mass.
"Keep up the good work. Your reviews
are veryMAJESTIC
helpful." THEATRE,

Alexia, 111.
'All data in your paper
is
helpful."
MELBA THEATRE

Coney Island, N. Y.
"I find all I want in your paper."
JULIUS LEVY. Mgr.,
BOSTON HOTEL

St. Louis, Mo.
"Your reviews are valuable to the exhibitor in booking."
KINGSLAND THEATRE

75th Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, III.
"Your review information is most valCHATHAM THEATRE
uable to us."

Dayton, Ohio
"All data and reviews are helpful in booking pictures." RIALTO THEATRE

Corinth, X. Y.
'Your reviews A.
are T.helpful
— give us more."
MALLERY.
STARR THEATRE

Greenville, Mich.
"You can't serve us better everything is
BERT SILVER

"I

Cincinnati, Ohio
find that your reviews and release
chart are useful
in booking
pictures."
VICTOR
THEATRE
ing."

Doylestown, Pa.
'Your reviews and exploitations a wonderful help— just
keep them
fair."
STRAND
THEATRE
Kansas City, Mo.
'My theatre
helped by your reviews."
A. M. isEISNER,
BROADMOUR THEATRE

helpful."
Every

Week
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Constructive!
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TT is not easy to find
you love the girl who
adores your best friend
known to that
especially
when,friend,
unyou have been the one
responsible
for John
his
wife's
suicide.
Greylock is learning
that it
a very
difficult issituation
to face.

'Between Friends' Sounds Artistic Note
Lou Tellegan Is Starred as a Sculptor in This Vitagraph Production Which Combines Suspense with
Romance and Revenge in Just the Propsr Proportion to Give a Pleasing Effect
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STOCKHOLDERS REELECT
PATHE DIRECTORS
Reports at Annual Meeting Show
Improvement in Business
T^HE annual meetings of the stockholdrs and Board of Directors of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., were held on Tuesdaj^ afternoon, April 29, at the Pathe Home Office. 35 West 45th Street, New York City.
The stockholders reelected for the coming term the same Board of Directors that
served during the year just closed. The
Board of Directors is constituted as follows:
Edmund C. Lynch, Paul Fuller, Jr., Elmer Pearson, William Fellowes Morgan,
Charles Pathe, Bernhard Benson, Gaston
Chanier, Jansen Noyes, and Lewis Innerarity.
Following the adjournment of the stockholders meeting, the Board of Directors
convened
as
follows: and re-elected last year's officers
Edmund C. Lynch, Chairman of the
Board of Directors; Paul Fuller, Jr., President; Elmer Pearson, Vice-President and.
General Manager; Bernhard Benson, VicePresident; Lewis Innerarity, Secretary and
John Humm, Treasurer.
The splendid business record made by
the Pathe organization during the year
1923 and the efficient management of the
company's affairs
under the and
capable
administration ofVice-President
General
Manager Elmer Pearson were warmly
commended by both stockholders and directors.
Pathe's
for in
the detail
coming
were
alsoplans
discussed
and season
while
these plans are of a magnitude greater
than any heretofore contemplated, it was
the unanimous opinion of the members
that Pathe, in view of its past achievements and the especially good business
outlook, would carry through these plans
to a successful and prosperous consummation. Officials declared it to be their
confident opinion that Pathe's superior feature and short-subject outout during 1924
will win for the comnany a volume of
business surpassine bv 35 per cent or 40 per
cent that done in 1923.
* * *
INDEFINITE RUN FOR 'GIRL SHY'
ON BROADWAY
Following its extended run at the Alark
Strand Theatre on Broadway, "Girl Shy,"
Harold Lloyd's latest screen success for
Pathe, will be given an indefinite run at
the Cameo Theatre, B. S. Moss' first -run
theatre at Broadway and 42nd Street.
The engagement at the Cameo is in response to the overwhelming demand for
an extended engagement on Broadway of
what public and press alike acclaim as Harold Lloyd's greatest screen achievement.
The production will be given an elaborate
presentation at the Cameo, opening there
about the last week of May.
* * *
'POISONED PARADISE' SCORES
B_. P. Schulberg's Preferred Picture,
"Poisoned Paradise," established its box-office
power at its recent engagement at the Empire
Theatre, Syracuse, New York, where it was
shown last week for the first time in the
east.
The picture was lauded by local reviewers.
Marion Frances in the Syracuse Telegram
said: "This new Schulberg production gives
the motion picture public an interesting peep
into the actualities of life in the great gambling resort, with thrilling action and minor
plots that add zest to the flavor of realism.

DESERT ATMOSPHERE
Edwin Carewe took his company to Africa to make his First National pcture, "A Son of the Sahara"
The scene above shows the cast taking lunch on the sands of the Sahara.
Note Lytell with a bottle.
Clara Bow, whose rse in silver sheet fame
WESTERN JUDGE GIVES
is steadily increasing, does some good work
as the petite Margot, Harlan gives a reIMPORTANT DECISION
freshing interpretation of the young artist
Ruling
on Tax Question May Affect
who manages to beat the game. The action
Many Delinquent Tax Payers
is quick and thrilling."
'T'HEATRE managers are guilty of embezzlement if they fail to turn over to
AID TO THEATRE OWNERS
the collector of the Internal Revenue DeAlbany, N. Y. — Governor Alfred E.
partment funds received as federal taxes
Smith has signed an amendment to the on admission tickets, according to an opinLabor law relating to the application of
ion just handed down by Judge Tillman
the Standard Building Code to cities D. Johnson, of the federal court, sitting in
throughout the state. This will free thea- Salt Lake City. Judge Johnson said the
tre owners of the objectionable features offenders may be tried under section 47
embodied in the proposed standard code of the U. S. penal code.
on which public hearings were held sevThe former manager of the State Theaeral weeks ago in Buffalo, Rochester, Sytre, David Schayer. now known as the
racuse, Albany and New York. The bill Victory, was charged with failure to pay a
becomes a law at once and under its pro- tax. He was also indicted under the penal
visions the proposed standard code will not code for embezzlement. Schayer pleaded
apply to New York City or to other cities guilty, but counsel submitted and argued a
in the state that have a bureau of buildings demurrer to the indictment. It was claimed
charged with the duty of enforcing a build- that the condition of the creditor and
ing code enacted by the legislative body of debtor existed between government and
the cities themselves.
defendant as is the case where jewelry or
* * *
other articles are manufactured by firms.
There could be no embezzlement in this
'49' GOES TO BOSTON
case as the funds do not belong to the
Messrs. Patton and AlcConville, leading government until paid over.
The court held that the manager of the
lights of Independent Pictures, Inc., Boston, came over to the Arrow office last theatre does not pay the tax on admisweek leaving Heffron to keep the home fire
sions, but collects money for the government. Revenue taxes, the judge declared,
burning in their new offices.
W. E. Shallenberger screened several fall into two classes: those required to be
by the seller, such as the taxes on
chapters of "Days of '49" for them and it paid
beverages, cigarettes, autos and jewelry:
sold itself. Boston and "points East" will
have a new series of thrills and throbs be- and
those required to be paid by the buj-cause when last seen on the lim.ited they er such as taxes on amusement tickets.
were laying out an extensive intensive ex- The law specifically says the tax must be
ploitation campaign that will make the paid by the person paying for admission,
he declared. The U. S. District Attorney
New England centers of culture sit up and
said in the case of admission taxes, the
take notice.
* * *
money belongs to the government as soon
as paid by the buyer of the tickets. The
SCHROEPPEL AT SALAMANCA
judge agreed and * overruled
the demurrer.
* *
Otto T. Schroeppel who resigned as manager of the Strand theatre in Salamanca,
PROMOTER SENTENCED
N. Y., to accept the position of treasurer
Harold
J. Binney, well known for many
of the Shubert-Teck theatre, Buffalo, is
attempts
to
promote moving picture progoing back to the Salamanca post on Monduction comoanies. has been sentenced at
day, May 12, succeeding Walter Trask. It Butte, Montana, to from three to six years
is reported that Eddie McBride. assistant
in state's
prison,Picture
in connection
with company.
the Cigitreasurer, will become treasurer at the lante
Motion
Producers
Teck. Mr. Schroeppel is one of the best
Binney nipped a number of prominent men
known theatre men in western New York.
for stock. He was arrested several months
He has occupied several positions along
ago in Santa Rosa. Cal. He has operated in
Film Row and has managed several moSeattle, Los Angeles and other coast cities,
tion picture houses in this part of the
and also has a long record of worthless
state.
checks behind him.
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FILM LABORATORY
FOR
WARNER
BROTHERS
New Plant Complete in Every Detail
for Company's Products
Y^ARNER BROTHERS are showing the
" progressive stuff out of which they are
made so successively that it is hard to keep
up with them. On the tail of their announcements of a group of fast-selling current fiction for future production, comes the announcement that they have built the largest
concrete laboratory on the coast.
This three story laboratory is the last
word in modern equipment. Because of its
completeness and scientific correctness, Warner Brothers were given the lowest insurance
rate for any building in the world handling
films.
The laboratory, with its capacity of two
million feet per week, will be ready for operation the first of June. The Warners will
henceforth do their own printing of negatives and positives. In addition to the fiiinncial economy thus entailed, the time factor
will be an important one also. It means that
pictures will be released to exhibitors much
more qu'ckly and the work under closer
supervision.
The installation of this laboratory, occupying ground space of 140x120 feet, makes
Warner Brothers the only indenendent prooratory. ducing film company owning its own labIt contains five storage vaults, complete
ice plants, filters for waters and chemicals,
large ventilating system, three big projection
rooms and eight cutting rooms.
This comb-'ned with the electrical plant,
carpenter shop, scene lofts and property
rooms, gives Warner Brothers a 100 per
cent complete production equipment located
in one unit.
* * *
SCREEN IN POLITICS
The screen is playing an important part
in the political campaign of Missouri. At
the Republican state convention at Springfield, pictures were shown of many buildings erected at state institutions during
the administration of Governor Hyde.

Delegates also wese shown films of state
road work in progress and improvements
of various kinds. The policy of using the
screen to depict the work of an administration ismuch more forceful than a dozen
speeches, an influential Kansas City politician has declared.
* * *
DAYLIGHT MOVIES POSSIBLE
WITH NEW MACHINE
A new feature was introduced last week
in connection with the tenth anniversary celebration at the Mark Strand, when a novel
device was exhibited for the first time at any
motion picture theatre.
Never before has a theatre exploited its
presentations in the lobby through _the use
of a motion picture projector, and this one is
unique in that it shows pictures in broad daylight.
This latest mechanical development in the
field of motion pictures is the invention of
George R. Macomber of this city, who has
been seven years in developing and perfecting the device at an expense which is reported in excess of $100,000.
The machine has the appearance of a
phonograph cabinet, operating automatically
and continuously, rewinding the film without
any attention whatsoever. In brief, its operation may be described as "motion pictures
in
perpetualofmotion."
Eugene L.
Delafield,
President
the Picturola
Corporation,
which is making this first theatre showing
of this new device, is authority for the statement that it w'll mark a new era in connection with the utilization of motion pictures for commerr'al. industrial 3nd educationallanguage.
purposes, for it "speaks" the universal
* * *
BOARD OF TRADE DINNER
Albany, N. Y.— There was a big dinner
in Albany on the night of May 2, and
which included about everybody along
Film Row. The affair was in the nature
of a get-together dinner and was presided
over by Robert Bendell, head of the Albany Film Board of Trade. About 100
were present.

TORONTO AUTHORITIES
CURB PRESS AGENTS
Place Ban on Popularity Contests
as Initial Move
'T'HE authorities at Toronto, Ontario, have
decided to sit down on the press agent
and — they have already sat down on him
hard in one or two spots. The Police Department, through Chief Dickson, has announced that it already has enough to
look after in the chasing of bandits, bank
robbers and murderers without worrying
their heads over spectacular stunts that are
engineered by press agents for theatres and
others.
The first move to take the sting from the
publicity broadcasts was the decision to ban
pretty girl popularity competitions on the
ground that they are violations of the Criminal Code. These contests* have been quite
popular in theatre neighborhoods, and everybody has been satisfied all around except the
unlucky competitors who did not win the
beauty or popularity award.
One of the last of the popularity drives
was staged under the auspices of the Park
Theatre, in the Northwestern section of the
city, and great business was done at the
box office. The prize winner secured 18,000
vote approximately and othrs had almost as
many coupons from theatre patrons in the
couple of weeks, thus indicating the popularity of the stunt.
A similar popularity stunt under the auspices of the Danforth Theatre, Toronto, has
been halted, it is said, along with other s milar projects elsewhere 'n the city.
The Police Department also rapped the
knuckles of a number of neighborhood theatre proprietors because of their alleged
leniency in permitting children under fifteen
years of age to enter the theatres unaccompanied by adults. Officers conducted a
round-up and secured six cases but those
summoned were remanded by the Magistrate
to secur'^ the evidence of the children themselves. Exhibitors summoned included AllenLiscombe, Louis Feegan, A. Lester, J. Cohen,
S. Freedman and H. Alexander
MARYLAND M.P.T.O. HOLDS VERT
INTERESTING SESSION
That the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of
Maryland
to keep inofthetheadvanced'
ranks
among intend
the exhibitors
United
States was very evident at a largely attended meeting held in the Emerson Hotel
in Baltimore on May 1.
President Durkee was in the chair and'
handled the session in an expeditious and'
practical manner. Representatives of approximately one hundred and fifty theatre
owners were present and the meeting at
times v^as of the most animated character.
Among the outstanding matters discussed
were those relative to legislation both in the
State of Maryland and 'Washington and relative to the
outcomeof ofthe moves
at bothThiscap'tal'
centers
on behalf
exhibitor.
discussion demonstrated a familiarity with the
work of the exhibitors which was only the
work of close application and study, as in
manv instances some of the elements brought
to the front were obviously of a complexnature
* * *

DAYLIGHT MOVIE MACHINE
by George Macomber to project
In the lobby of the New York Strand is a Picturola, a machine invented machme.
Moe Mark, president
signal to start the operates wii«;out
Lytell is givingThethe machine
broad daylight.is Bert
pictures inStrand
a 1 1 e n tion.
once surted
theatres shown on the left.
of Mark

LEE-KIRKWOOD CAST
A real all star cast has been assembled for
"Another Man's Wife," the third and last of
the L'la Lee-James Kirkwood productions
for Hodkinson. The four principal roles vntt
be filled by James Kirkwood, Lila Lee, Matt
Moore and Wallace Beery and the main
ley.
supporting parts will be filled by Russell
Powell, Chester Conklin and Ralph Years-
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'THE CHECHAHCOS' HAS
NOTABLE
PREVIEW
Showing at Ritz-Carlton Speaks Well
for Alaskan Picture
THE much discussed Alaskan made production "The Chechahcos" has its premier showing at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in
New York, May 1 before an audience of
new. paper and magazine writers and exhibitors. Comment indicates the picture to
be a decided hit, and a sure-fire box office attraction.
While naturally it is a scenic masterpiece, it has the added advantage of a
story replete with heart interest and
thrills. No angle of box-office appeal has
been overlooked.
The staging at the Ritz-Carlton was
masterly. One entered the grand ballroom reception foyer to be met by a weaving ray of multi-colored lights, all of a
cold tone. Three beautiful white silk
drops were hung at the stage end of the
ballroom. Three flood-lights with specially painted lenses threw on these drops in
varied colors scenes from the production.
As the Paul Whiteman Orchestra started
the house lights were slowly dimmed
the lights on the "drops" intendown and
sified. The overture ended, a singer rendered the stirring Johnson number "The
Mush-On." Then the center curtai i slowly parted and an introductory reel showed
visit to
scenes of President Harding's^
"The CheAlaska and to the location of
chahcos" company. The final scene showed
on location in a govthe company arriving
ernment train. This shot dissolved mto
the main title of the feature.
Scenes showing an explosion on the boat
were intensified by means of sheets of
flames on the side screens. Throughout
the picture the side screens were used for
softly floating pictures of snow and ice,
but so cleverly were these handled that
detracted from the main
no way
they intur
e.
. ^
fea
ts were
The special electrical effecelectri
cal
worked out by Fred Murray,
scenic artist for virtually all the big musiattractions. Decal comedy and dramatic were
the hands
tails of the presentation
Elliott
of Tames C. Bradford and H. was
in
tors,
Exhibi
iated
Assoc
of
Stuckel,
general charge of arrangements.
started the proAssociated Exhibitors
duction on its way with a big hurrah and
on left nothing to be
the
d. l presentati
desireinitia
* * *
MISS SWEET TO TOUR EUROPE
Blanche Sweet will desert Hollywood the
Eufirst of June for an extended tour of
"^"upon completion
of her next production
to be directed by her husband, Marshall
Neilan, following "Tess of the D Ubervilles," Miss Sweet will take a three
inmonths rest. She will visit points ofGerterest in Ireland, England, France,
many and Russia finishing her tour with a
few weeks in the Swiss Alps.
* * *

JOE BRANDT ON TOUR
Joe Brandt, President of C. B. C. Film
oil an exSales Corporation, left last week
tended trip to start the ball moving on the
preliminary whirlwind campaign on the Fall
output to be released by C. B. C.
It is Mr. Brandt's opinion that the two
series of Columbia and Perfection Pictures
are the biggest his organization has ever
handled and accordingly it is his_ intention
to
self.cover the major part of the territory him-

•PRETTY PLUNGERS'
These Century
girlsfairare swimmers
appearing usein isUniversal's
"Pretty These
Plungers"
and girls
our guess
is thatswim.
the
swimming
pool Follies
that these
well patronized.
bathing
can really

F. B. O. Schedule
That F. B. O. plans an exceptionally active season is shown by
the announcement that the company will make between 36 and
40 pictures this year of which 12
will be super features, 12 specials, and 12 western and out of
door pictures. In addition there
will be another two reel series to
follow the Telephone Girl. Among
the supers will be four by Emory
Johnson and four Santel Productions. The first productions will
be "The Spirit of the U. S. A."
and "Fools in the Dark."
OTTAWA FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING
Ottawa, Ontario, is to have daylight saving
once more, regardless of what the rest of
Canada does, according to announcement
made at the Ottawa City Hall on April 15,
a formal motion having been presented in the
City Council for the advancement of clocks
from the end of April to the end of September this year. In Montreal, which is Ottawa's nearest civic neighbor of importance,
a considerable number of storekeepers and
large employers of labor have organized a
Daylight Saving Association for their own
observance
of "summer
time," regardless
of
what the Montreal
civic authorities
do in the
matter.
* * *
POLLAK TAKES VACATION
Joseph Pollak, President of National
Screen Service, Inc., sails on Saturday, May
10, on the Columbus for a three months
vacation abroad.

TRUSTEE APPOINTED FOR
CANADIAN COMPANY
Decision of F. B. O. to Do Own Canadian Distributing Causes Action
_^NNOUNCEMENT
was 26
made
at Toronto, Ontario, on April
of the
appointment of a trustee for the United Exhibitors of Canada, Limited, with headquarters at Toronto, the business of the
company being placed in the charge of the
Capital Trust Company, Limited, as trustee. This development occurred following
the decision of the Film Booking Office to
organize a direct chain of F. B. O. branch
exchanges in six Canadian cities to take
care of Canadian distribution. United Exhibitors of Canada, Limited, was organized last summer as a film distributing
enterprise under the auspices of a number
of independent exhibitors and others. Several months ago announcement was made
of the appointment of Phil Hazza, former
branch manager at Winnipeg for Universal, as general manager for United Exhibitors. With the opening of the new F.
B. O. offices in the Dominion, Mr. Hazza
took charge as Canadian general manager
for F. B. O
United Exhibitors was an outgrowth of
the Canadian Exhibitors Exchange, Limited, which was organized a number of
years ago under the auspices of the Motion Picture Exhibitors Protective Association of Ontario, with J. C. Brady, proprietor of the Madison Theatre, Toronto,
as president. This association became extinct with the organization last fall of the
M. P. T. A. in Canada. An almost parallel development was the establishment of
United Exhibitors as a successor to the
Canadian Exhibitors Exchange and there
were some who were inclined to link the
name of the M. P. T. O. with that of
United Exhibitors of Canada.
The witlidrawal of F. B. O. to form its
direct Canadian branches undoubtedly led to
change.
the present position of the Exhibitors' ex-
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ARMY MEN SEE 'AMERICA'
Military men who know the thrill of high
adventure attended in a body at the Wednesday evening, May 7, performance of D.
W. Griffith's "America," at the Forty-fourth
Street Theatre. The orchestra floor was reserved by the New York Chapter of the
Military Order of the World War, an organization composed entirely of commissioned
officers who served in the World War, and
of which Brigadier General John H. Bradley is commander. The theatre was specially
decorated, and speeches were made by officers
of both the army and the navy prior to the
opening of the performance and during the
intermission. The Fifteenth Regiment military band was present and furnished music
during the intermission. Members sold the
tickets at benefit prices to raise a fund for
the chapter through which needy and disabled soldiers are aided.
* * *
FRANK WHITTLE PROMOTED
Frank Whittle is now of? the road having been appointed as foreign manager for
Lee-Bradford Corporation with which
company he had been associated for several years. Mr. Lee commenting upon the
promotion of Mr. Whittle stated that the
foreign business of his company had
grown so fast and to such extensive proportions that it became necessary to delegate someone to handle it exclusively. He
further stated that no one in his organization was more able or better suited for the
promotion than Mr. Whittle, as having
through his long association with Mr. Lee
a thorough knowledge of the extensive
line of product as well as being acquainted
with all the foreign buyers.
LOWELL CLOSES CONTRACT
John Lowell Russell, president of the Lowell Film Productions, announces the closing
of a contract with Arthur C. Bromberg,
president of Progress Pictures, Inc., of Atlanta, Ga., whereby that company gets distribution rights to the Lowell Special Production
"Floodgates," for the eleven southern states
territory.
This is one of the rtiost important contracts closed in the independent field for some
time, as it involves a large percentage of
territory, and is with the largest independent
distributors in the field.
Progress Pictures, Inc., maintain exchanges
in Atlanta, Charlotte, New Orleans, Dallas,
and Oklahoma City.
* 5}: *
ZIERLER IN DEAL WITH C. B. C.
Sam Zierler, President of Commonwealth
Film Corporation, has signed up for C. B.
C.'s entire output for the new season. He
will handle this output in the territory of
State of New York and Northern New
Jersey.
* * *
GOETZ WITH C. B. C.
F. Heath Cobb, Director of Advertising
and publicity for C. B. C, announces the
appointment of J. Morgan Goetz to head the
exploitation department of that company.
Mr. Goetz will take charge of exploitation
and press books. He filled a similar pos'tion under Mr. Cobb with Grand-Asher.
Miss Hannah Kass, who has been associated with C. B. C. for the last three years
in the sales department, has been appointed
publicity director. * * *
F. N. FOREIGN CONTRACTS
The following contracts have been closed
with foreign dealers by Associated First
National Pictures, Inc. :
Five Mack Sennett comedies for Czechoslovakia, German Austria, Hungary, Jugoslavia and Poland. "Voice from the Minaret" for Germany, Danzig, Memel District

and Saar Basin. "Sign on the Door" for
Switzerland. "Her Reputation" and "Ponjola" for Roumania. Fifty-two pictures for
Jamaica. "Secrets" for Austria and Hungary. Five Buster Keaton comedies for
Great Britain, Ireland, Isle of Man and
Channel Islands and twenty-nine pictures for
Argentine, Paraguay, Uruguay, Peru, Chile,
Bolivia and Ecquador.
* * *
HAL ROACH ENTERTAINS
Theatre-owners of Southern California and
their wives gathered at the Hal Roach Studios on Monday, May 5, and were entertained at luncheon by Hal Roach, the famous
Pathe producer, and his nationally known
stafiE of comedians, including the "Our Gang"
players, W ill Rogers ; Charley Chase ; "Spat
Family" trio, Frank Butler, Sidney D'Albrook, Laura Roessing, and others. The exhibitors were given the opportunity of meeting the Pathe players and watching how the
Pathe comedies are produced. Luncheon was
served on one of the big stages at the studios.
* * *
'RAMSHACKLE HOUSE' CAST
The Tilford Cinema Corporation announces this week the completion of the cast
for their third Hodkinson release "Ramstar part.shackle House" with Betty Compson in the
Robert Lowing, the well known Broadway
leading man, has been cast as "Don Counsell" in the leading role opposite the star
and John Davidson has been cast as "Ernest
The other three principal parts are filled
bv
Dan Duflfy, William Black and Guy
Riever."
Coombs.
Production will be started this week at ;he
Miami studios of the Tilford Company.
LOIS WILSON OPPOSITE FARNUM
Lois Wilson has been selected to play
the leading role opposite William Farnum
in his initial Paramount picture, "The Man
Who Fights Alone," according to an announcement made by Jesse L. Lasky.
Miss Wilson, who has been in the East
for several months, has just returned to
Hollywood. She recently completed one
of the leading roles with Rudolph Valentino in "Monsieur Beaucaire."

F. HEATH COBB
Joe Brandt,
of C. B. ofC. Heath
Sales Corporation announcespresident
the appointment
Cobb as
director of publicity and advertising.
Cobb has
had wide experience in his line and is well known.

GRAND CANYON FROM AIR
One of the most thrilling air pictures ever
made is contained in International Newsreel
No. 38. It is a motion picture made by two
International staff cameramen in a flight
through the Grand Canyon by special arrangement with the United States Army Air
Service— an undertaking involving tremendous risk.
Several flights were made to the Grand
Canyon for observation, after which the base
was shifted from Las Vegas to Kingman,
Arizona, where a better landing field was
available. Finally everything was ready for
the flight and the planes took off with wind
and weather most favorable. At the Grand
Canyon the two planes at first flew a thousand feet or more above the rim. Then suddenly one plane dived downward, followed
by the other, and descended fi,rst one thousand
and then two thousand feet below the rim.
In parts the Grand Canyon is more than
a mile deep. The pictures show the planes
flying through the great gorge. The pilots
had expected air pockets and bumpy winds,
for at times terrific wind storms sweep
through the canyon, but luck favored them
with the result that a most astonishing picture was obtained.
* * *
W. R. JOHNSTON RETURNS
It isn't often that W. Ray Johnson, vice
president of Arrow Film Corporation, is
lured away from his desk, but last week
he felt the urge and with a bunch of new
Arrow Best Bets, hied himself to Atlanta
where Arthur Bromberg has made his
Progress Pictures headquarters the mecca
for the leading exhibitors in eleven Southern
states. When the smoke finally cleared
between the buyer and seller the Progress
exhibitors were assured of the following
releases:
New Chapter
"DaysTheof
'49," 26 Arrow
Great Serial
Westerns.
unique novelty "The Mysteries of Mah
Jong" as well as the striking "Tom and
Jerry" comedies.
:K ^ >!:
'WHITE MOTH' PREMIERE
"The White Moth," a Levee-Tourneur
production, and a current release of First
National, had its world's premiere May J
at
Theatre
Losa Angeles.
ThisLoew's
marks State
the first
time inthat
Maurice
Tourneur production had had its first public presentation in a Pacific Coast city
Following the run at Loew's State "The
White Moth" will play in all West Coast
Theatres, Inc., houses, simultaneous with
the general release of the picture in first
run houses throughout
^ ^ the
^ country.
GIBBONS ON TOUR
Miles Gibbons, short subject sales manager
for Pathe has left for an extensive tour of
the Pathe exchange system which will take
him from Coast to Coast. His mission will
include a national survey of conditions in the
field for the purpose of studying the needs
of exhibitors in the matter of short subject
entertainment.
Mr. Gibbon's itinerary will include Chicago,
Minneapolis, Butte, Spokane, Portland, San
Francisco, and thence to Los Angeles. He
will return by way of the key cities of Salt
Lake City, Denver, Omaha and Des Moines.
* * *
FINISH HOXIE WESTERN
Jack Hoxie has just completed work in
"Fighting
ern feature.Fury," his newest Universal WestClifford Smith, long associated with William S. Hart productions, directed the Hoxie
film. This is Smith's third picture with Hoxie
and he will start filming the fourth within
a couple of weeks. Universal heads announced.
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ARMY MEN SEE 'AMERICA'
Military men who know the thrill of high
adventure attended
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and Saar Basin. "Sign on the Door" for
Switzerland. "Her Reputation" and "Ponjola" for Roumania. Fifty- two pictures for
Tamaica. "Secrets" for Austria and Hnn-

GRAND CANYON FROM AIR
One of the most thrilling air pictures ever
made is contained in International Newsreel
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Raymond

Pawley^

ALL

Financial

known
ONE of the lesser
t
an
moof the import
tion picture executives
is Raymond Pawley, treasurer of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation from its inception. We are speaking
of the trade at large, because
among thos,e who have to
do with the financial side
of motion picture making
and distribution Mr. Pawley
has been a familiar figure for
many years.
It was twelve years ago,
to be exact, when he cast his
lot with the miotion picture.

prodvict for his exchange that
he should seek to secure for
that material a guaranteed
outlet. So it was that he
made contracts with exhibitors stipulating that the latter on their part would take
the pictures that his, exchange would release.
So far as known these
were the first of the block
bookings to be made in the
East — Mr. Hodkinson previously, as Mr. Pawley
learned, had adopted the same
methods in the West.
Mr. Pawley retired from
the Paramount Corporation
simiultaneously with Mr.
Hodkinson. In December,

Mr.'Pawley
1912 in
the real estatewas
and ininsurance
business in Asbury Park,
the big ocean resort town
in New Jersey, which s,tate,
by the w'ay, is that of his
birth, he having been born
in Lakewood.
All of Mr. Pawley 's business life had been spent in
the Park, and among his investments was a valuable
bit of unimproved property.
On this land he erected a
theatre, the Lyric, at that
time the largest and best
the
municipality, with l,ooo seats.
After a diligent search for a manager for the Lyric Mr. Pawley employed William E. Smith of Newark.
After that business problem had been
most happily solved the new owner
found he was, faced by another — that
of securing satisfactory product for
his fine new house.
It was just at this time that
Adolph Zukor entered upon the
scene with his first personally made
feature product — "The Prisoner of
Zenda." Mr. Pawley and his brother
organized the Famous Players Exchange and contracted for the rights
of the output of the Famous, Players
organization for New Jersey.
LATER the first picture of Famous
Players, "Queen EHzabeth" — a
foreign made subject — was taken over
for distribution and a second office
was opened in Philadephia.
When the Lasky Company entered
upon production the two exchanges
added its outlet to their list.
Mr. Pawley was one of the five organizers of Paramount Pictures, Corporation, the others being W. W.
Hodkinson of San Francisco, Hiram
Abramis of Boston, James Steele of
Pittsburgh and William L. Sherry of

Executive

1917, at the organization of
the Hodkinson Corporation
he became its treasurer. At
the beginning of the present
year at the time of the reorganization, when F. C.
Munroe became president of
the company, Mr. Pawley
took over also the office of
first vice president.

LEADERS ALL— RAYMOND PAWLEY
"DECAUSE
pHor tohe his
entrance into
motion
picture industry
accumulated
many theyears
experience
in
general
business
;
because
before
ing to the exchange division of the industrycom-he
learned the difficulties encountered by the exhibitor
and never forgot them; because by reason of the
sound tifiedjudgment
brings to of
business
by his widehe knowledge
contractproblems
forms forand
business procedure his counsel is highly appreciated.
New York. Mr. Hodkinson became
the president of the new body and
Mr. Pawley the treasurer.
An additional exchange was organized, in Washington, and Mr. Pawley
began distribution of the Paramount
product in the territories of New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia and the District
of Columbia.
In his real estate work Mr. Pawley.
athough not a lawyer, had had much
to do with contracts. Consequently
it was the natural thing for him to
think along the lines of agreements
between business men.
A S the chief fiscal officer of Paramount he supervised the contracts
that were drawn between the distributing company and the Famous Players, between the company and the
Lasky company and later Frank Garbutt of the Bosworth company.
Consequently it was perhaps a logical outcome of securing a guaranteed

Mr. Pawley's experience as
an exhibitor always has been
helpful to him in handling
distribution problems. It gave him the
theatre owner's slant on the questions
:)f the trade and an appreciation of the
"other side of the shield" as it looks
to the man who buys films — in other
words, exhibitor needs.
He came into the exchange business,
without prejudices and at the closing
of one era and the beginning of another. Up to that time the bulk of
the exchange business had been done
by
like General Film and
the companies
Mutual.

mount exchanges
formerlythe
had Parabeen
entering
J]MPLOYES
mount exchanges formerly had been
affiliated with old line exchanges.
Frequently Mr. Pawley was told that
"You just can't do this thing that
way. It is not being done and never
Nevertheless he saw reason why the
film business should be any different
from the real estate or any other business with the details of which he was
familiar. His decision to make contracts with exhibitors promising on the
partwas."
of the exchange to supply product
to them even in advance of its being
made and to protect the buyer from
subsequent overbidding was one of the
occasions when he brought protests
from his new assistants.
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Two
LAST week Exhibitors Trade Review declared
there is room in the United States for but
one organization of theatre owners. It reiterates that statement. Conversation with several
officials of exhibitor bodies during the past week
has confirmed us in the view that the position taken
in the issue of May 10 is right.
There is one man above others whose rights in
the controversy are paramount — that is the theatre
owner less fortunately placed than sOme and who
in many cases has to lean on his brothers for aid
in the emergencies that are bound to arise in the
course of his business life.
The big fellow is pretty well able to take care
of himself.
The president of one of the Allied States Organization in a letter received this week says: "I fully
realize the great importance of a national organization of theatre owners. I am very heartily for it,
but I have not much hopes of a successful organization at the present time."
Referring to the present head of the National
Organization he remarks: "Personally I like Sydney very much." The latter opinion so far as our
experience goes is pretty unanimous.
Speaking of the Allied States Organization the
writer remarks that it is getting along very nicely
handling things in a National way with little expense to anybody.

"We have a system of swaj^ping information
and we are gomg to meet every sixty days," he
says, "therefore the expense will not be burdensome on anybody and we will be free of all political entanglements.

"We
We

have in our group all of
organiNorthwest
zations ofthe South, Middle West theandlarge
.
do not get the publicity, it is true, that our

friends get, but we don't want it and don't care
anything about it. What we want to do, is to
accomplish things for the common good of the
industry with the least noise possible."
A prominent member of the Theatre Owners
living several hundred miles from New York writes
that he is heartily in accord with the sentiments
expressed by us last week. Also he promises every
aid in his power to further the recreation of "one
National body."
*
* *
JN

the city the past week have been several officers of the Allied States Organization, including its chairman and secretary. One point impressed upon us by these theatre owners is the
importance given by them to the body as a whole

Camps
rather than to any individual in it.
This is very fine so far as it goes, but we submit
that any successfLil organization, one which aims
to be a "going concern," must have a recognized
head. This is true whether the tenure of office be
two months or one year.
Exhibitor organization in the United States today is marking time. The method of operation of
the Allied States body is an expedient purely,
adopted because of the surrounding circumstances
and the peculiar situation of which it is an outcropping. No one of those who have helped to
create it will say that it is the ideal form of exhibitor organization. They do maintain that it serves
its purpose at the present time.
That pui-pose, of course, is to protect the exhibitors in those states which officially have withdrawn
from the national body.
The national organization hardly can be satisfied
with its present status, with ten states outside its
fold — and all of those organized.
Members of the seceding group of states say
they have received no invitation to attend the sessions of the national convention in Boston. This
may be due to an oversight, or it may have been
the intention to send the invitations later on, as
there yet remains some time before the get-together
on May 27.
We hope this will be done, that the invitations
will go to every Allied body. We are not in a
position to say they will be accepted, but we will
say we think they should be. In any event, the
national body will be in the position of having
extended the olive branch, without which action on
the part of somebody
sible.

no conciliation will be pos-

TWO
camps of exhibitors means one camp too
many. The time to reduce that overhead is
noAv, prior to the Boston gathering.
The Allied body has something tangible to bringto the national body besides membership. It has
experience in organization, in the old form and
the new.
The differences between the two bodies easily
may be settled around one table. The big point
now is to get the representatives around it.
The initiative for action that may have large
results rests with one man, Sydney S. Cohen. Even
if he sends invitations and the results be disappointing or absolutely nil he will have the satisfaction of
having done the right thing, the creditable thing,
and incidentally the courageous thing.
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'DOROTHY VERNON' IS
MARY PICKFORD'S BEST
Love Theme Grippingly Dominates
Tale of Old England, Lavishly
Made and Finely Acted
DOROTHY VERNON OF H ADDON
HALL. Mary Pickford Presents a Marshall Neilan Production. Released by
United Artists. Adopted by Waldemar
Young from the Novel by Charles Major.
Photographed by Charles Rosher. Length,
About 9,500 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dorothy
Vernon
Mary Randolph
Pick.'ord
Sir George Vernon
Anders
Sir Malcolm Vernon
Marc MacDermott
Lady Vernon
Mine. Daumery
Sir John Manners
Allan Forrest
Earl of Rutland
Wilfred Lucas
Queen Elizabeth
Clare Eames
Mary, Queen of Scots
Estelle Taylor
Earl of Leicester
Courtenay Foote
Dawson
Colin Kenny
Jennie Faxton
Lottie Pickford Forrest
Dorothy and Sir John Manners in childhood are
by their fathers formally betrothed, the marriage to
take
on time
the girl's
eighteenth
birthday.
to theplace
stated
Sir George
Vernon
decidesPrior
the
bridegroom shall be his nephew, Sir Malcolm. Rutlands are barred from Vernon lands on penalty of
death. . Sir John surreptitiously visits Dorothy
just before the wedding and introduces himself as
Ma'lcojm. Dorothy falls in love with him. When
he reveals his identity she spurns him: — temporarily.
As a re;ult of intrigue Sir John goes to the border
and escorts Mary Queen of Scots to his father's
home. EUzabeth while being entertained by the
Vernons is told of Mary's whereabouts and decrees
the death from
of Rutland
Malcolm
prevented
carryingandoutSirhisJohn.
intention
to mur-is'
der Elizabeth by the warning of Dorothy and the
arrival of Sir John, who slays the conspirator in a
sword fight in the Queen's bedroom. The sentence
of death on Dorothy and her father and on Sir
John and his father is withdrawn. Dorothy joins
Sir Wales.
John when he departs for his year's banishment
in
By George Blaisdell
r^ISREGARD that stilted synopsis. It will
•-^ give you no conception of the beauty and
the poetry, the charm and the
majesty of
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall." Costume picture it is, yes— and a marvelous one
at that. But behind it and under it and
running through it all the way, from the
flash of the initial title Jo the drop of the
final curtain, is a tale of love and chivalry,
of the attraction of youth for youth, of the
abhorrence of youth for middle age, of a
stern and unbending father and a daughter
as violent — and as tender — as himself.
Shining through the picture are all the
color and glamor and romance of the Elizabethan age, the golden period of Old England, portrayed with all the wealth and all
the art of today.
It is a story that will appeal to the intelligentsia and the groundlings. Its appeal
to the eye never flags, but above and beyond
that and absolutely submerging it is its appeal to the heart.
Tears? Maybe a few, not enough to matter. You have no time for them. You are
carried along with the sweep of an absorbing tale, you are transported back nearly
four hundred years and are looking in on a
drama of life that is being enacted before
your eyes. It is 1562, not a year later.
It is Mary Pickford at her best.
And it is the motion picture at its best —
and greatest.
The foregoing lines were written just after
returning from the showing. Taking up the
story the following morning there is no disposition to recant a single word of what has
been said.

REVIEWS

The production is flooded with high lights
— of clash of strong wills, of combat between
skilled swordsmen, of intrigue to gain a
throne, of gentle plotting between determined
lovers — tense scenes alternate swiftly between
tenderness and sterness.
The work of Director Neilan and Photographer Rosher match to the full the grip of
th^ story and the skill of the players.
Miss Pickford capitalizes all the experience of her years on the stage and screen.
Seeing her in this picture it is hard to believe
they have been so many.
In her support is a sterling cast. Allan
Forrest as the lover is ideal. Anders Randolph in the role of Sir George, the father
of Dorothy, the vitriolic, vindictive and
sometimes melting head of the house of Vernon, is capital.
Marc MacDermott is seen as the lover
chosen by Sir George after the latter has
repudiated the choice made in Dorothy's
childhood — a splendid interpretation. Others
deserving high mention are Clare Eames as
the plain and jealous Elizabeth, Wilfred Lucas as Rutland. Estelle Taylor as Mary
Queen of Scots. Courtenay Foote as Leicester
and Lottie Pickford Forrest as Jennie Faxton, the ma'd of Dorothy.
The production is one the exhibitor may
advertise with a light heart. He may make
a personal appeal to those in h's communitv
who rank as the most scrupulous in their
selection of enterta'nment ; he mav send for
the educator and the minister, the professional and the business man and the man
who labors with his hands.
He will find it practically imperative that
he provide
children'sformatinees
— forastheit will
picture will visualize
the young
indeed for the older all they have read of
the "good old days."
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" is a
great picture in every sense of the word.
» * *
IS SURE BOX OFFICE ASSET
'When a Girl Loves' Possesses Strong
Sensational and Romantic Appeal
WHEN A GIRL LOVES.
Associated Exhibitors Photoplay. Author and Director,
Victor Hugo Halperin. Length, 5,876 Feel.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Sasha Boroff
Agnes Ayres
Count Michael
Percy Marmont
Dr. Luke
Robert McKLm
Helen
Kathlyn Williams
Czarina
Mary Alden
Rogojin
George Seigman
Peter
Otto Lederer
Fania
Ynez Seabury
Grishka
John George
The Russian revolution reduces the BorofT family
to poverty. Sasha Boroff, in Jove with Count
Michael, is saved from a forced marriage to Rogojin by the latter's
ThewedBorofTsi
go
to America,
where sudden
Sasha death.
agrees to
wealtuy
Dr. Lake. At a concert she recognizes Michael
when she hears him sing, he having been reported
dead. He is married. A love affair between Dr.
Luke and
Michael's
wife results
in aThey
shooting
affray
between
the ex-Count
and Luke.
miss
each other, but Sasha is wounded in the arm.
The shock leaves Michael prostrated. He is reto health by a Sasha's
dwarf
friend, Grishka,
who hasstored discovered
cure with
radio-vibration.
By George T. Pardy
A N unusual picture, produced on a big scale.
with a cast of prominent players, "When
a Girl Loves" has all the earmarks of a successful box office asset. It is crammed full
of exciting melodramatic incident, handsomely photographed, and embraces a wide
location range, the earlier scenes being

staged in revolutionary Russia, the later in
the United States.
Credit must be awarded Victor Hugo Halperin as author and director, for turning out
a feature which moves quickly, is rich in
sensational episodes, romantic lure, elaborate
settings, and may be listed as possessing universal appeal for at least ninety per cent
of movie patrons. There may be some critical
folks who will not be disposed to take the
story seriously, so far as its relation to actual life goes, but even these can scarcely fail
to find it entertaining to a certain degree,
and it will surely be pronounced a winner
by the majority vote.
We are, however, inclined to think that
Mr. Halperin erred in doping out a somewhat
vague climax, when he left the future of the
two leading lovers a matter of guesswork,
so far as the audience is concerned. For
although hero Michael is brought back to
life by the radio invention of dwarf Grishka,
and heroine Sasha merely inconvenienced by
a bullet wound in the arm, the_ first-named
is still united to an utterly superflous wife,
and Sasha the spouse of Dr. Luke.
It isn't exactly an unhappy ending, but
leaves matters "up in the air,'' so to speak.
Probably the author-director wanted to steer
clear of a conventional finish, but for this
type of story, a finale bringing the long-suffering sweethearts together in a legal clinch
would seem to be clearly indicated.
There's some remarkab good stuff filmed
in the Russian revolutionly scenes,
such as the
brilliant palace interiors and the mob gatherThe settings in Sasha's American home
and theings.scene
where she sees Michael singing
in the theatre are artistically alluring. The
heart interest holds good all the way through,
and an especially strong situation is put
over at the last, when Michael recovers under the compelling force of the radio cure.
Agnes Ayres is at her best in depicting the
woes of the ill-starred heroine, Percy Marmont gives a powerful, and at times touchmgly pathetic performan
in the role of
Count Michael and otherce members
of the
large and talented cast render efficient sunThe title possesses likely exploitation possibilities and you can surely arrange t'e-ups
on
strength
of the
song s"Souvenir," by
port.the the
which
heroine
recognize
her musical
lover. Agnes Ayres and Percy Marmont
should be featured, but do not neglect the
other players, all of whom are known favorably to the fans. You can boost the
story to the hmit as thrilling, melodramatic
and outhning a tender heart romance.
'THE

FORTIETH

DOOR'

IS A WINNER

Pathe's New Serial Gets Away from
the Hackneyed Stunt Picture
From the fwvel by Mary Hastings Bradley.
Scenario by Frank L. Smith. Directed
by George B. Setts. Ten chapters.
By Len Morgan
T N its new serial "The Fortieth Door "
^ Pathe raises the standard of serial pictures one hundred percent. Without the use
of spectacular stunts or the usual death defying hero, this story has been made into
a chapter picture that holds the suspense of
high tension yet keeps the plot well within
bounds of reason and logical in situations.
It disregards all former serial formulas and
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proves there is something new under the
sun.
We do not mean to imply that this picture lacks spectacular background or magnificent settings ; quite the contrary, it is an
elaborate production that shows all the characteristics of a feature picture. Its cast is
excellent and the direction is something for
following serials to pattern from.
The story concerns AUene Ray, as Aimee,
and Bruce Gordon, as Jack Ryder, an American archeologist in Egypt. Aimee is believed
to be a Mohammedan, yet Jack falls madly
in love with her. Her father betroths her
to a swindling nobleman to keep from being
arrested for trading in narcotics. In the
ruins of the Egyptian tombs Jack finds proof
that Aimee is a French girl whose parents
had been captured by bandits, and Aimee had
fallen into the hands of an Egyptian nobleman. All ends well, however, and everyone
lives happily thereafter.
Most of the scenes are laid on the desert
and no detail has been spared. The work
of uncovering the ancient tombs is of timely
interest and help make the picture a drawing
power. The sandy sheik atmosphere prepares one for the swift action that takes
place and makes a wonderful background for
the unusual story.
The picture starts ofT with a bang when
Jack falls in love with Aimee at a dance in
a Cairo hotel. From then on there is action,
not of the impossible strong arm type, but
clean logical action that will not belittle the
intelligence of critical audiences.
The chanters are broken in such a manner
that they leave one in the greatest suspense
and we venture to say that those who see
the opening chapters will be on hand at
every following showing in order to miss
none nf the seauences.
Exhibitors will m^ke no mistake in booking- this serial. It will go well anyivhere and
will
please winner.
any audience. It looks I'ke a sure
box-office
* * *
CAREY

IN DASHING

ROLE

'The Night Hawk' Brisk Melodrama
Offering Good Box Office
Possibilities
THE NIGHT HAWK.
Hodkinson Photoplay. Author, Carlysle G. Raht. Director,
Stuart Patron. Length, 5,115 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Panther Gann
^ Harry Carey
Clia Hilton
Clair'e Adams
Sheriff
Hilton
Joseph
Gerard
Jose Vadez
Fred Maletesta
Manuel Valdez
Nicholas De Ruiz
Rose Alison
Oreda Parrish
Bill Canby
Billy Elmer
The Horse
El Sang'rito
Panther Gann, wanted by the city police, es.capes with the aid of Jose Valdez. He goes West
with Jose. Gann agrees to kiU Sheriff Hilton,
Jose's enemy, and catches and tames a wild horse
which he names El Sang^'rito. Gann falls n love
with Clia,After
Hilton's
spares Clia
her
father.
many daughter,
adventures, and
he rescues
fnom abductors with the help of his horse, and
successfully defends her father from a gang of gunmen. Gann wins Clia for his wife.
By George T. Pardy
"IV/ HEREVER Western melodramas with
" plenty of pep, romance and swift acare popular
"The Night
Hawk"returns.
ought toA
bring tionvery
satisfactory
box office
strong point in its favor is the fact that
it starts off in quite different fashion from
most pictures of the straight Western brand
and works out a surprise stunt right at the
beginning.
For it appears at first as if a story of New
York's underworld is in the making, the action commencing in the East, with the hero,
a city crook of considerable reputation as a
dead shpt, making a getaway from the police.
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(Continued)

But the gent in question, Panther Gann, suddenly shakes the city dust from his shoes and
hustles out West, where he has promised to
plant a few leaden pills in the carcass of
one Sheriff Hilton. Personally, Gann hasn't
anything against Hilton, it being merely a
job which he has taken in hand for the
benefit of Jose Valdez, who helped him escape from the cops. But the Panther falls
in
love
daughter,
experiences
sudden with
changeHilton's
of heart,
is wounded
savinga
her daddy from his enemies and subsequently
wins the girl.
At the initial glance it might seem that Mr.
Gann is a bit too cold-blooded a proposition
to win the sympathy movie audiences lavish
on a hero. But it has been shown on countless occasions that a reformed crook always
"gets by" with flying colors on the screen,
and the sharpshooting Panther proves no exception to that golden scenario rule. A reckless, light-hearted ging, with a charming disregard of the conventions, he sort of captivates
you from
and it's
quite ona
relief, when
he the
doesgo-off,
a reverse
English
his original intention of bumping off Sheriff
Hilton, and becomes a terror to the bad guys
instead.
There's a good deal of orig'nality in this
idea of transporting a N'Yawk gunman to
the West and having him display his scrapping abilities. Incidentally, we are made
aware that Gann is largely a victim of circumstances, having been railroaded early in
I'fe tomit.the
pen for
crime he
comThis makes
his areform,
whendidn't
he comes
under a girl's influence, all the more logical.
You can exploit this as a Westerner of entertaining qualit'ps, full of zippy action, offering many thrills, unfailing heart interest:
a colorful melodrama, appealing to young and
old alike. Play up Harry Carey, the fans
all have a warm spot in their hearts for this
dashing
actor,andandFred
mention
Cla're Adams, Joseph Gerard
Maletesta.
* * *
'THE CHECHAHCOS'
ENTERTAINING

IS
DRAMA

Storv of Alaskan Gold Rush Vividly
Portrays Incidents Tragic and
Comic of Early Days
THE CHECHAHCOS. Distributed by Associated Exhibitors. Produced by Captain
Austin E. Lathrop. Written and Directed
hv Lewis H. Moomaw. Titles by Harvey
Gates. Length, 7,600 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
"Horseshoe"
Riley
William
Dills
Bob Dexter
Albert Van
Antwerp
Mrs. Stanlaw
Eva Gordon
Professor Stanlaw
Howard Webster
Richard "Cold" Steele
Alexis B. Luce
Baby Stanlaw
Baby Margie
Ruth Stanlaw
Gladys Johnston
Pierre
Guemev Hays
Engineer
H. Miles
Riley and Dexter save Baby Margie when an
Alaskan-bound steamer is destroved by a boiler
explosion. Steele deceives Mrs. Stanlaw and permits her to bo'ieve her little girl has been drowned.
Margie grows to young womanhood and marries
Dexter. Steele buys a gambling house, in which
Mrs. Stanlaw sings. Dexter and Riley learn of
the whereabouts of the mother of Margie, and when
they hear Mr--k Stianlaw is preparing to leave for
the states, after l-earning her child is alive, go to
Steele's herto toprevent
her leavmgWhen
the the
country
restore
her daughter.
house and
bumsto
Steele binds Dexter to a chair and starts across
country. Dexter, liberated, pursues. The gambler
is
in a are
collapsing
andcaught
daughter
reunited.g".'acier and killed. Mother
By George Blaisdell
p HOTOPLAYGOERS will be indebted to
Captain Lathrop for bringing them something new.
"The and
Chechahcos"
is moreonethanat
a motion
picture
an interesting
that. It is a most vivid record of the days

of the Alaska gold rush in 1897 and 1898.
But the historical phase of the subject is
submerged in its genuinely dramatic quality
and its remarkable series of massive scenic
backgrounds.
The spectator is drawn into the atmosphere of the production right at the start
A short prologue shows views of the visit
of the late President Harding to the north
country. They are intimate, and are sure
to luring applause reflecting the popularity of
the late executive.
The entire subject was made in Alaska,
and is said to be the only motion picture
ever to be so made. Surely the scenery is
a thing apart from any previously shown
on the screen.
The cameraman has taken many shots
showing wide expanse of snow-covered country. We say "snow-covered" advisedly. No
patches of mother earth appear any^vhere.
It is all white that we see.
The players are new to the screen, but
they are competent — and they add to the
convincing character of the tale. The fact
that the players are unfamiliar to the spectator enhances the illusion that it is a shce
of life and not a play on which wc are
gazing. They fit in with the country. It
may be that it is due to the skill with which
Director Moomaw selected his characters,
for they really have been chosen with excellent judgment.
The titles of Harvey Gates match the
story— they are dignified and reflect the spirit
and the atmosphere. Eva Gordon, who sustains the role of Mrs. Stanlaw, has beauty
and charm as well as dramatic ability. Gladys
Johnston, who interprets the role of the baby
grown up. is wholesome and finely tv'pifies
the girl of the outdoors. William Dills and
Albert Van Antwerp, the partners, hold the
attention from the start.
One character who appears but briefly upon
the stage is that of the engineer of the
steamer.
He boat,
is not he
a gold
Be'ng
on
a small
fireslacehisofficer.
own boiler,
and he is shown in front of the furnace
stripped to the waist. The explosion and
the following scenes provide one of the dramatic incidents of the story.
There are some stirrina: pursuits over the
■■now-covered country. The sleds are manned
bv full teams of unusually huskv d^srs. The
shots of crumbling glaciers make rare spectacles.
There is a leavenins' of comedy runninft
through thf» nicture. although as a whole it
is a straisrhtforward. serious rtory of a romance in the lives of several men anH women.
One of the notable settirgs is the h^me
of the well-to-do miners vears after they
have become settled in the new countrv.
Another is the hotel and gambling establishment of Steele
lastIn named
liberal
musttaken
have w'thin
been made
peopling
thedraft
scenes
the
on the population of the surrounding country. There is more than a suspicion that
some of the prominent women of Alaska were
portrayed as girls of the dance hall. Many
of those seen on the screen certainly had
a "way" with them.
As for exploitation possibilities there will
be many.
Especially
thosepicture
connected with
summer available
showings.areThe
above all is of ice and snow. It is another
"Nanook" in general character, with the large
exception
Amer'cans instead of Eskimos playthat
the roles.
You can advertise it as strongly as you
wish and invite your patron<; to come and
■^ee the country which Uncle Sam is developing in the far north. You may assure them
they are due for a real treat and they will
thank you for it.
Don't be afraid to tell your patrons it is
a real drama plus a remarkable scenic.
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PATHOS

AND HUMOR
IN TURF ROMANCE

Racing Atmosphere and Human Appeal of ^Riders Up' Promise
Good Box Office Returns
RIDERS UP. Universal Photoplay. Author,
Gerald Beaumont. Director, Irving Cummirtgs. Length, 4.904 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Johnny
Creighton Hale
Henry The Rat
George Cooper
Jeff
Robert Erower
Norah Ryan
Ethel Shannon
Mrs. Ryan
Kate Price
Johnny's Sister
Charlotte Evans
Johnny's
Edithconcealed
Yorke
Johnny Mother
is a race track tout, but has
the fact from his New England folks. Norah Ryan
is his sweeth|eart. He makes a big winning and
determines, to pay a long threatened vifeit home.
But having tjaken his aged friend Jeff to the track,
and persuaded hijm that Wildflower, upon whom
Jeff has staked all his savings, has won, Johnny
sacrifices his winnings to make good on the statement. When things
gloomy,
Norah's
mother intervenes
and look
enablesmostJohnny
to take
the
girl home as his wife.
By George T. Pardy
racelrack atmosphere and sympathetic urge combine with breezy action
to make this a bright and pleasing picture
which should bring bully box office returns
in the neighborhood and smaller theatres.
Although it makes an especially strong appeal to the sport contingent, you don't have
to be a follower
"dope,"theor humor
track
haunter
in order oftoracing
appreciate
and
pathosa ofpowerful
"Riders human
Up." For
the picture
possesses
interest
quality
which is bound to exercise a favorable influence upon all who see it, regardless of
whether they have trifled with the ponies in
cr out of the betting ring.
And Director Irving Cummings, for the
benefit of those not deeply learned in horse
lore, has carefully avoided the laying-on of
technical stuff too heavily when dealing with
the inner mysteries of the turf. Every community, big or little, high or low, numbers
among its members several optimistic souls
who are conviticed that the short cut to fortune can be d'scovered by backing the thoroughbreds.
So it follows that to a majority of spectathe sporting
characters
in "Riders
Up"
will tors
bring
remembrance
of folks
they have
met in real life, all the more so because
Johnny the "Sure Thing Kid," his pals and
acquaintances are extremely natural, everyday people without an ounce of artificial
glamor about them.
You can't help liking Johnny, with his
never-fading dreams of the big winning he
is going to make some day, which will result
in a triumphant return to his rustic New
England home, where mother and sister are
blissfully unware that the stray family sheep
is grazing in gambling pastures. His romance
with the daughter of the boarding house missus, his sacrifice of the "stake" acquired
through a lucky long-shot, for the sake of old
Jeff, are sympathetic sequences very neatly
developed, and a clever suriirise twist brings
the story to a cheerful and pleasing climax.
The photography includes many interesting
scenes at the track and paddock, all beautifully filmed and spreading the local color delightfully with the humble boarding bouse inteiiors offering contrasting atmosphere.
Creighton Hale shines brilliantlv in the
hero role, both he and his pal, as impersonated by (leorge Cooper, lightening the sentimental trend of the narrative with timely
touches of bright comedv relief, while Mr.
Hale's tionsinterpi-etation
the emotional
situawhich fall to hisof share
is dramatically
effective. Efhel Shannon is a bewitching,
GOOD
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piquc-nt Norah Ryan and the support is excelleni.
Proper exploitation of the race track episodes will draw the sporting contmgent in
full force to this film. For those not so
much inter«:sted in the horses, you can offer
the lure of a story with a tender love story
romance, brightened by flashes of clean, crisp
comedy. Play up Creighton Hale, Ethel
Shannon, Robert Brower and Kate Price, all
of whom are well known to the movie fans.
' 4: ^
JONES IN UNIQUE

FILM

'The Circus Cowboy' Offers Original
Plot With Strong Juvenile Appeal
THE CIRCUS COWBOY. Fox Photoplay.
Author, Louis Sherwin. Director, William
Wcllman. Length, 4.000 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Buck Saxon
Charles Jones
Bird Taylor
Marian Nixon
Ezra Bagfey
Jack McDonald
p,-..i TSgg^igy
Ray Hallor
Nv. .iia Wallace
Marguerite Clayton
Slovini
George Romain
Returning fromj Africa, Buck Saxon finds Ws
sweetheart, Nonua Wallace, married to Bagley.
Buck interferes to save Norma v/hen her stepson
threafiins
her.father
The inyounger
shot Buck
and
killed
by the
mistake Bagt'.ey
for Buck,is but
gets the blsme. Escaping, he joinsi a circus, where
Bird Taylor, a girl who loves him, works. Bagley
trails down Buck, but is fordai to admit the truth
of the slaying. Vindicated, Buck weds Bird.
By George T. Pardy
A GOOD program attraction, which will
please most adults and is certain to make
a big hit with the juvenile trade, on account
of the circus stunts and sawdust atmosphere !
Charles Jones' many admirers, in particular,
are likely to wax enthusiastic over "The Circus Cowboy,"
puts otherin productions
featuring
this which
star completely
the shade,
in point of entertaining values.
While the genial Jones appears in his usual
cowboy
role, the
doesn't follow
the
usual Western
trail,story
but branches
out along
totally unexpected lines, with the hero performing riding feats as a circus employee and
winning the heart of a fascinating little tightrope walker. In fact there are many original
angles to the picture which lift it out of the
conventional class, and Director Wellman has
made the most of them.
The melodramatic situations are skillfully
worked out, admir;ible continuity is mamtained and there isn't a moment when the action drags. A double villainy deal is put
over, with the resourceful Buck as the object
of hatred, as he is not only given the worst
of it by the wealthy miser who stole his first
love, but made a target for revenge by an
animal trainer who is his unsuccessful rival
for the affections of the tight-rope lady.
One of the big thrills is the scene in which
Buck's
while Buck
Bird
Taylor jealous
is doingenemy
her cuts
stuff thein rope
the air.
spoils this little game by caiching Bird expertly as she is hurdling to the floor, a very
neat and exciting interlude. Another hairraising incident, is the acrobatic evolution
the hero accomplishes when chased by the
sheriff's men. A bullet severs a rope by
which Buck is suspended between two towering cliffs, but he swings safely across, climbs
up and disappears.
The comedy relief is plentiful and timelv,
and the circus stuff, filmed with extraordinary accuracy of detail, includes all the wide
variety of animal performers and sensational
exhibitions of dare-devil stunts associated
with first-grade showings under "the big
tent." Not the least attractive quality of
the feature from the artistic standpoint, is
its splendid photography and fine lighting effects
The cast is strong in talent, Charles Jones
has never appeared to better advantage than

in the part of the dashing Buck Saxon,
Marian Nixon is a piquant, alluring heroine,
Jack McDonald and Ray Hallor, George Romain and Marguerite Clayton are excellent
in their respective roles.
Play up Charles Jones big in exploiting
this one and make it plain that the picture is
not only different, but better than any in
which he has been starred up-to-date. Go
strong on the circus stuff, which will surely
attract the kids and make a hit with them.
Marian Nixon and Marguerite Claj'ton are
names worthy of a'M prominent
place in your
advertising.
^ ^.
A TRULY MODERN PICTURE
Novel Theme Gives Ample Opportunity for Unusual Situations
DARING YOUTH. Principal Pictures Corporation. Story by Dorothy Farnum. Scenario by Alexander Neal. Director William
Baeiidine. Length, 5,300 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Miss Alita Allen
Bebe Daniels
John
Campbell
Norman
Kerry
ArthurJ. James
Lee Moran
Winston Howell
Arthur
Hoyt
Mrs. Allen
LilUan Langdon
Mr. Allen
George Pearce
and ofMrs.their
Allenmarried
have battled
for
the Allen
twentyfivejMj".years
and Mrs.
determined that her daughter life
shall not lose romanceis
through marriage. She advocates the theory
that
wives and husbands should live together only three
days each week and should keep their friends. AJita
the daughter, marries Campbell under these conditions but she
of the system as does Campbell
but neither willtires
admit it. Campbell
finally unable
to
stand
It
any
-longer
beats up his wife's escort
and asserts himself. Alita
is
glad
to
consent to
lead a conventional married life.
By Len Morgan
PRINCIPAL PICTURES has hit upon a
new idea in picture themes. It has struck
a chord that will find favor with movie fans
and incidentally should prove a box office
winner. It has a pulling title, a well known
cast and a good story to tell. What more
can an exhibitor ask?
Although listed as a drama, this
contains more comedy situations thanpiciure
dramatic. With a few touches it could have
been turned into a hum-dinger comedy. However, the few dramatic scenes are well done
and help point out the moral which in these
days of daring youths should not go amiss.
Contrary to what the title suggests the
picture is not a sex affair. There is nothing
sensual or in bad taste. It is just a good
clean story of the home life of a young
married couple and what can be expected
when too modern ideas are injected into the
business of matrimony. It brings home many
points that are being faced in modern homes
and will cause a heap of thinking.
Bebe Daniels and Norman Kerry as the
young bride and groom are excellent. They
carry
Kerry the weight of the picture but are ably
supported by Lee Moran and Arthur Hovt.
Moran is especially good in his fight with
Lillian Langdon and George Pearce, as an
elderly married couple, offer some good comedy in their portrayal of domestic wrangling.
Each time they are flashed on the screen
they are found battling.
This picture is enough to make it stand
out prominently among the ordinary
cut and dried affairs. It has all the necessary
ingredients for success and hits close to the
homes of most movie patrons. It is light
enough to be amusing with subtle dramatic
touches
to be
The t tle
willimpressive".
prove a box office asset and
the names of the stars should be played up
heavily as each has a large following. Principal Pictures has issued a complete press
book to go w'th the picture.
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BOX
POLA

NEGRI WINS
IN LATEST

ROLE

Polish Star Scores Decisive Hit as
Heroine of 'Men,' a Valuable Box
Office Attraction
MEN. Paramount Photoplay. Author and
Director, Dvmitri Buchowetzki. Length,
6,487 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Cleo
Pola Negri
Georges Kleber
Robert W. Frazer
Henri Duval
Robert Edeson
Cleo's Father
Joseph Swickard
Cleo, Marseilles cafe waitress, is lured to Paris
by a procurer and there betrayed by a noblemaii.
The day
grievingKleber,
over her
ence, she following-,
is accosted while
by Georges
whomexperishe
repulses. Years pass, she becomes a famous dancer
and fascinates banker Duval, but spurns his love.
Georges again appears, is favorably received by
her, but laughed at when he discloses his passion.
He steals and
moneygives
fromit Duval's
where hewithis
employed,
to Cleo.bank,
Threatened
arrests Georges is saved when Cleo, who now loves
him, ofifers herself to Duval in payment. But Duval
re'ents and brings the lovers together.
By George T. Pardy
nn HERE'S money for the exhibitor in this
picture ! Magnificently mounted and beautifully photographed, it affords Pola Negri
manifold chances to display her emotional
ability in tempestuous scenes of passion, of
which that noted star takes full advantage.
Also the physical charms of the Polish actress are enhanced by a variety of stunning
gowns which cannot fail to arouse the envious
admiration of feminine patrons.
The film begins in drab surroundings, a
cheap Marseilles cafe, where the heroine plies
her humble trade as waitress, which offer a
sharply accentuated contrast to the luxurious
atmosphere of wealth and festivity depicted
when the action shifts to Paris. The theme
of a girl's betrayal through the wiles of a
gent engaged in the white slave business,
and her subsequent adventures in the garden
of love, is a delicate one to handle without
running foul of the moralists.
Sex lure is the principal factor here, and
it is much to the credit of Director Dimitri
Buchowetzki that he has managed to avoid
coarseness of detail or unnecessary suggestion when molding his material. It may be,
however, that the censor's stern hand eliminated some of the more daring incidents,
for there are gaps in the continuity hard to
account for on any other basis. We fancy,
for instance, that the stuff following^ immediately with
upon the the
heels
of Cleo'sBaron
unfortunate
encounter
intriguing
in the
bedroom was "trimmed to the bone," so to
speak. And surely there were more lover
escapades than appear on the screen, bridged
over by a convenient subtitle which announces
that after years of hunger and misery she
became famous!
No doubt it is better so! For even as it
stands "Men" registers as pretty "strong
meat,"
certainly
intended
consumption.
But not
it should
draw forthe juvenile
crowds
and send the onlookers home satisfied with
Miss Negri's fine acting, the splendid glamor
of the carnival scenes, the elaborate settings,
the irresistible dash, glow and glitter of it
all.
Even the absurdity of the situation where
Cleo gives a check for two hundred thousand
francs, just obtained from an elderly admirer, to a girl from the streets whom she
sees then for the first time and never sets
eyes upon again, will probably be not too
severely criticized by those who yield to the
fascinat'^n
the only Negri's exotic beauty
and
dramaticof fervor.
The star is well supported, Robert Frazer
winning
favor
as the passion-stricken
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Georges Kleber, Robert Edeson scoring a hit
as Duval, and Edgar Norton giving a particularly sinister impersonation of the villainous Baron.
You can exploit this picture as offering
Miss Negri in a role peculiarly well adapted
to her genius, and go as far as you like in
stressing the film's photographic charms, the
wonderful carnival scenes, the beautiful costumes worn bysweep
the star,
story's powerful
melodramatic
and the
passionate
romance.
* * *
BLOOD

AND

THUNDER

PICTURE

Metro's 'Mile. Midnight' Crowds
Pounds of Action Into Ounces
of Story
MLLE. MIDNIGHT. Written by John Rtusel and Carl Harbaugh. Directed by Robert Z. Leonard. A Tiffany Production.
Released by Metro. Length, 6,778 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Renee de Quiros
Mae Murray
B'ue
Mon'^eMcKim
ke
Bu:
OWin
Joao, a bandit
Robert
Don Pedro de Quiros
Robert Edeson
From her grandmother Renee de Quiros has inherited a midnight madness; which comes at most
unexpected moments. Her father has carefully
guarded her at their great Mexican ranch, where
she meets Owen Burke, a young American. That
night while Renee attends a fiesta in a nearby
town an outlaw leader raids the ranch and murders her father. Renee is taken to Mexico City to
live with her father's brother, who is secretly
in
leagueMeanwhile
with the she
ouf'-aw
secure atheprisoner.
girl's
estate.
is keptto virtually
Burke, who is in love with Renee, enili /ts the Mexican rurales in a rescue project, which is accomplished after an amazing battle between himself
and the outlaw chief, and a clean-up of the gang.
Renee and Burke are then married by their faithful
friend, the padre.
By Michael L. Simmons
A S a story "Mile. Midnight" is rather hard
to swallow, but for action it contains everything but "Custer's
In least
fact
this reviewer
would not Last
have Fight."
been the
surprised if Buffalo Bill had suddenly appeared on the scene.
There are more battles, gunfire, bloodshed,
and movement to the celluloid inch in this
new Tiffany production than could be crowded
into the imaginations of a dozen fairy-tale
tellers.
One moment an athletic young chap throws
a charging bull to the ground with as much
eclat as one would give to rolling a cigarette ;
the next moment the bizarre Renee has
climbed to a perilous perch on the roof of
the ranch house ; a moment later a terrifying
bandit exudes love sonnets to her to the
accompaniment of a tinkling mandolin, and
some moments later a whole gang of ferocious-looking outlaws swoops down on the
helpless occupants of a peaceable hacienda
and
quick murder,
as the flick
a lamb's tailbehind
have
left asarson,
andof desolation
them.
In the meantime there are some pretty
shots of a village fiesta, in which Renee the
irrepressible one becomes the cynosure of all
eyes, when she mounts the public dancing
platform and delivers a brand of heel and
toe acrobat'cs which is really entertaining.
Mae Murray surely is one .wild "flabbergasting" Renee. Hermidnight
antics during
spells
of uncontrollable
madnesstheembrace
all the divertissements of a aPn-mad rnaiden
with
energy
for wh'ch
Murraytheis amazing
noted when
the mood
moves Miss
her.
Mae Murray and Monte Blue carry away
the honors,
of course,
in th'sandpeculiar
concoction of love,
kidnapping
gore-spilling.
The fhowman can best advertise the attrf.ction bv emohasizing the nresence of the
blonde-haired
screen favorite in something
new.

BUSTER KEATON
ROLLICKING

IN
COMEDY

and Innovating Situations
Metro's 'Sherlock Jr.' Rich in Laughs
SHERLOCK JR. A Metro Feature Comedy.
Joseph M. Schenck Presentation. Directed
by Buster Keaton. Length, 4,065 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Sherlock, Jr
Buster Keaton
His Sweetheart
Kathryn
The
Villain
WardMcGuire
Crane
The Irate Parent
Joseph Keaton
Buster,
as the generalPalace,
utilityruns
boy the
of Hickville's
Elite
Cinematographic
projection
machine, sweeps out, polishe* the brass and dusts
the
instruments
of
the
theatre's
two-piece
However, despite the advantages of this job.orchestra.
Buster
aspires to fame as an international sleuth. He
backs tect"
up fromhisa ambitions
studying
"How to De-to
book. Heby gets
an opportunity
prove his ability as a detecting genius when his
whilebutBuster
issweetheart's
visiting thefather
house.misses
Busterhis iswatch
accused,
later
events prove he is innocent ; the watch is discovered,
and Buster wins the girl and her father's apology.
By Michael L. Simmons
VV/ HEN a reviewer says of a motion picture
" comedy that it is uproariously funny, it
would seem that to add anything further is
to dabble in the superfluous.
However,
in the itcasea barrel
of "Sherlock
after
pronouncing
of fun, Jr.,"
the
writer feels that much more can be said
without
dancies. encumbering his opinions with redunThe picture is a winner ! Pleasurable entertainment for the family; laughs galore for
the case-hardened. Fun for young and old
alike. It's just the prettiest piece of feature comedy work the writer has seen in
many weeks of movie-going.
Buster Keaton, as captain of this comedy
ship, has a grip on the wheel which makes
the old bark just nibble out of his capable
hands. Stormy seas and hectic hurricanes
are as tame pink teas to him. You realize
from the very beginning that if this able
skipper wills it, the old schooner will leap
out of the briny, do a somersault, and dance
a fandango on its keel.
Gag follows gag and stunt follows stunt
with lightning-like rapidity, and when it seems
as though the gagster were at the end of
his comedy rope, swish ! comes another stunt
rich in the elements that make laughs reverberate against four walls like summer thunder before a storm.
Buster Keaton has made of screen comedy
a neata tight
"Sherlock
he has
used
story art.
deviceIn which,
apartJr."from
the
gags and comic action, endows the picture
with sure-fire audience appeal. This innovationsireis introduced
when heights
Buster's asburning
deto achieve great
a sleuth
reaches a feverish climax in a dream, while
he dozes at the side of his nroiection machine.
He becomes entangled in the film which oozes
out of the machine. He is wafted through
the projection booth aperture and dissolves
right into action on the screen. Unless this
Scrivener knows not the least thing about
human nature, folks are going to register enthusiastic nlaudits for this interesting theme.
With "Sherlock Jr." Metro has scored a
bull'stry,eye
shouldof ring
the counfor itwhich
is comedy
the around
most wholesome,
entertaining order. Buster Keaton merits .
high praise for this achievement. The ex- i
hibitor, in exploiting the film, fhould throw
into the breach all the weight of his showrnanship genius, for the picture live^ up to the
highest promises he can make to his patrons.
He should feature a cut-out of Keaton promthe excellent
lobbv. A method
direct-mail
campa'gn
would beinently inan
of aiipraising
folks of the good things in store for them in this picture.
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'Bi^
Little
Fea.ture
surprised in the act by the returning outlaws.
'AIR POCKETS'
They effect the capture of the robbers in a
2 Reels
thrilling manner and regain the loot. The
Educational
Far East Recognizes
posse arrives and Gorwin is forced to confess
Lige Conley goes the limit in this thrilling
Value of Shorts
his part in the plot.
comedy. His flight in a plane is something
This is a pleasing short subject and will
to behold. The picture is full of tricks and
make a nice addition to your program.
and each one brings a laugh.
EVEN Singapore, in the Far
East, realizes the value of
Conley is the inventor of a folding flivshort subjects. A communication
ver which will do away with the necessity
'BOTTLE BABIES'
in an Australian trade paper gives
of a garage. When he demonstrates the ar2 Reels
rangement before a group of capitalists the
Pathe
a program of a theatre in Singawhole thing goes wrong. He then devotes
The
spat
Family
demonstrate
the
improper
pore in which two short subject
his
to rescuing
the The
capitalist's
daughter
way to take care of children. Mrs. Shrewksshows and one feature show are
fromtime
a crazy
detective.
chase leads
into
all kind of difficulties and situations which
bury's
uncle
comes
to
the
home
on
a
visit.
given each evening. Fans who are
He finds
of the
neighbor's
prove very amusing.
and
takes two
it for
granted
they children
belong tothere
his
partial to short subjects can see
The aeroplane flight is the outstanding
niece
and
the
"Spats"
are
forced
to
take
up
ram
nced
of
prog
a well bala
feature of the picture. A colored mechanic
the (leception.
shorts, while those whose tastes
Brother Ambrose enters into the spirit of becomes entangled in the landing gear and
the game and between the three of them they . is carried aloft. He finally lands on a church
run to feature exclusively may go
steeple which he finds occupied by another
manage to give the children a rough deal.
to the late show and see a feature
gentleman of color who has had a similar
The youngsters take the affair as good napicture.
tured as can be expected but at last their
high ride.
The first show is scheduled to
The picture is funny and is safe booking.
patience gives out and they yell. The antics
Conley is a scream.
of .the family to quiet them is a riot. Jumpstart at 7:30 and the program is
ing is the only amusement that appeals to the
made up of a well chosen list,
kids so Mr. Shrewksbury and brother Amwhich in this instance included a
brose exhaust themselves by jumping up and
down.
'APRIL FOOL'
chapter of a serial ; a two reel
1 Reel
There is a number of clever turns in this
Pathe
Sennett comedy. Snub Pollard,
picture and it will please.
Charles Chase is a cub reporter on a small
^ ^ ^
Pathe comedy and a foreign comnewspaper. He is the butt of all the April
edy.
fool jokes about the office, but when he tries
The second show at 9:15 was a
the same jokes on his boss they go wrong.
'THE JEALOUS FISHERMAN'
Pathe
1 Reel You don't know how many tricks can be
feature showing Jack Holt and
played on the first of April until you have
Paul Terry goes fishing in this one. His
seen this picture.
Dorothy Dalton in "On the High
underwater scenes showing the home life of
Chase is except onally good in this one.
fishes is a laugh getter. His cat and dog
Seas."
The correspondent states that
The situations are out of the ordinary. His
characters are shown engaged in fishing. The
expressions when his jokes refuse to work
dog has a method of coaxing the fish to the
the short program is very popular
the way he plans them, are good. He gets
surface
then
using
a
mallet
with
good
adand has a drawing power equal to
many
laughs with his unique acting.
the feature.
vantage. This picture is up to Terry's usual
high standard and of course your patrons
This
is one of Chase's best pictures and
will like it.
you are safe in booking it.
In our own country the exhibitor has been a little backward in
pushing his short subjects. He
has played all his strength on the
features and the shorts have been
permitted to travel along as best
they can. Times are changing,
however, and wide awake exhibitors are realizing the value of
good short pictures and giving
them at least an even break.

*THE LONE ROUNDUP'
Uni\tersal
2 Reess
This is a fast moving drama. Jack Daugherty has the lead and he is well supported
by an able cast.
Gorwin,to a leave
bank cashier,
Buck's
Norma,
a dance invites
and see
the girl,
rew
vault. She goes, and is followed by Buck.
The three arc held up, and the vault robbed,
but Norma manages to follow the bandits and
leave a trail of confetti behind her. When
the bank officials arrive, Gorwin accuses Buck
of being the ring leader, and the latt.T is
locked up. Later, he is threatened with lynching by the mob who wish to know where
the band has taken Norma and their gold.
Buck manages to escape from the lock up
and the mob's wrath and follows the confetti trail, arriving in time to rescue Norma,
who has been detected and made prisoner by
the band. Buck goes down the mine shaft
to the cache where the gold is hidden, but is

THERE'S DIRTY WORK AFOOT
'
When thing
Ourbut tear
Gangdown
gets the
together
you
can
expect
trouble.
In
Pathes
"Commencement
Day"
they
do
everyschool. Their angelic expressions are assumed for the special occasion.

'BLACK OXFORD'
Pathe
2 Reels
If you like racing this comedy will appeal
to you. It shows what can be done in the
racing game when one needs $5,000 badly
enough to take every advantage. Mack Sennett injected a little of everything in this to
make it funny and he succeeded m producing a mirth provoker.
The hero is in jail and is one of the members of the baseball team. The prison contest is a scream. The hero is picked up off
the field by a dangling rope from a plane and
carried to hisi old home. The village Shylock is about to foreclose the mortgage on
his mother's home so the lad enters the family horse in the country sweep-stakes and
comes home a winner and is incidentally
cleared of an embezzlement charge against
him.
You are safe in booking this Sennett picture. It will please.
• * ♦

ON THE FRONTIER
In Pathe's Frontier Series American history is
vividly portrayed. The above scene is from "The
Dirty Little Half Breed," an interesting drama.
Pathe

'THE

PILGRIMS'

3 Reels
The ninth chapter of Chronicles of America shows the events leading up to and the
departure of the Pilgrims for Holland. The
gallant little band of dissenters are shown at
worship in England and the persecution that
follows. They embark for Holland and later sail for America on the Mayflower.
The picture shows the landing of the band
at Plymouth and follows them through the
first harrowing winter on the American continent. Their hardships and sufferings are
j)ortrayed vividly in this historical feature.
The Pilgrims left Holland in August 1620,
^nd they did not land in America until
November, after a stormy voyage. There
were 120 persons in the party and of this
number nearly half died of privation during
the first winter, but the remaining ones refused to leave the colony and their deterfounded the cornerstone of th's
wonderful mination
country.
The picture should be shown in the schools
and other educational institutions for it portrays with remarkable clearness the life of
the Pilgrims and what- they endured that
they might worship as they saw fit.
You are safe in booking this picture. Your
patrons will like it. It has good advertising
possibilities and might be tied up with
schools and historical societies.
'TRAILING TROUBLE'
Universal
1 Reel
Buddy Messenger and his leading lady,
Martha Sleeper, do remarkable work in this
Century Comedy. Buddy is at his best and
sweeps through the picture with flying colors.
He is a typical boy with oodles of pep and
his enthusiasm is contagious.
Buddy is an embryo detective. His sweetie's
father is a detective and is trying to capture
a band of crooks that is v/orking in the
neighborhood. Buddy, with Martha and
"Spec" start on the trail and find the garig
at work in
The everyone
juvenile de-is
tectivesMartha's
capture the home.
gang and
happy.
This is a good clean comedy and is safe
booking.

'NERVE TONIC'
Educational
2 Reels
Jimmie Adams shows the latest thing in
trick furniture. His doctor orders him to
keep away from the office so he rigs out
his sleeping quarters at home in such a manner that in an instant the beds and chairs
can be reversed and present the appearance
of a fully equipped office.
A young doctor decides that Jimmy needs
excitement so he takes h'm into a "crazy
house" at an amusement park and the action
that follows makes one's head spin. Trap
doors and chutes keep the cast on the move.
All ends well and Jimmy recovers his health
and wins his sweetheart.
This is a good clean, fast moving comedy
and your audience will like it.
NEW ONE FOR AUBREY
"A Peaceful Riot" is the title of the
next Jimmy Aubrey comedy being made
for Standard Cinema Corporation for release through the Selznick Distributing
Corporation. The two-reeler is now near
completion, and its release date has been
set tentatively for May 15.
TWO GUN BUDDY
Buddy Messinger
in Universal's
"Thetough
Youngcowboy.
Tenderfoot" proves himself
to be a real

WHEN A FELLER NEEDS A FRIEND
Harry the
Langdon
in
Pathe's
"Flickeringmclinad
Youth" barberess
is having a intoughhis timehome.explaining
to hisfallsrefined
presence of the hula-hula
His story
flat. friends
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Picture Club Holds Open Forum
An open forum, attended by exhibitors and
exchange men and members of the Motion Picture Committee of the Women's City
Club, was held Tuesday at Kansas City.
Talks were made by A. M. Eisner, president of the Kansas City Motion Picture
Theatre Owners Association ; Lee Balsley of
the Liberty Theatre, A. H. Cole of the
Paramount exchange and Jack Roth of the
Isis Theatre.
Each told what co-operation of the club
and Parent-Teacher Associations would do
to elevate the standards for pictures in the
Kansas City territory.
"Many hours of untiring, unselfish work
have been given by you women in the cause
of better movies," Mr. Eisner said, "Your
work is an inspiration to showmen and producers as well."
Through the courtesy of Frank L. Newman of the Newman Theatre a preview of
the Harold Lloyd film, "Girl Shy," was
shown. Through the co-operation of Kansas City newspapers the Motion Picture
Committee
of pictures
the Women's
Club weekly announces
which City
it recommends
and exhibitors are finding this an added
drawing power, it is said.
^

Round

ganization inthe subscription dance on the
roof of the Cecil Hotel last Tuesday night.
R. B. Wilbanks, exchange booker, and Sam
Berry, of the warehouse (theatre) department were the committeemen on arrangements and it was a very enjoyable affair
culminating in a delightful supper at midnight. The Lyric Theatre players were
guests of honor. * * *
New Censor Ordinance Passed
A new censor ordinance has been passed
by Waco, Texas, designed to make condi-

Theatre Shows Radio Film
The Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, this
week, is showing as a part of its program a
reel and a half of explanatory pictures dealing with broadcasting and radio reception.
The film has several scenes of the studio
of the Kansas City Star, which has co-operated with Kansas City theatres, showing
broadcasting equipment, as well as a short
"inside" of some of the performers. In
addition there is a very lucid description of
the theory of broadcasting, showing how radio waves and sound waves are combined
and separated in transmission.
* * *
Quits One House ; Buys Another
H. F. Kincy, who recently sold the interest which he had in the Ryiander Theatre,
Americus, Ga., has acquired an interest in
the Academy of Music, Selma, Alabama.
Previous to going to Americus, Mr. Kincy
was connected with the Southern Enterprises in Birmingham. It is understood that
the interest owned by R. B. Wilby in the
Americus house has been retained by him.
J. L. Gill for the past fifteen years connected with the Academy will no doubt purchase ahouse of his own in another Southern city.
Saturday Moaning Matinees
W. A. Byers, of the Imperial, Anderson,
South Carolina, has inaugurated a series of
Saturday morning children's matinees under
auspices of the local Better Films Committee. He has recently had a representative
of the American Seating Company take contract for complete new seating and seating arrangements for the Imperial, which
work will be completed during the summer
without closing the theatre.
* * *
Atlanta Pep Club Entertains
The Atlanta Paramount Pep Club composed of employes of both the exchange and
theatre department, gave their initial social
session to include guests outside their or-

Table
A Warning to Exhibitors
A warning has been issued to exhibitors of
the Kansas City territory against the exploits of a man claiming the name of
George Hackathorn, who is alleged to have
visited theatres and showed films in which
he plays a role and, for a small sum, agreeing to deliver a talk. He has endeavored to
cash small checks. A Federal warrant has
been issued for his arrest.
* * *
Union Objects Again
No sooner had the Marlborough Theatre of Braney Schultz been opened in KanCity than
operators'
unionsaswere
sent pickets
out. But,from
as intheother
similar
cases in Kansas City, an injunction was obtained against the union. The theatre is located in a sparsely settled neighborhood on
the outskirts of the city.
* * *
In Memoriam
Exhibitors of Kansas City were grieved
last week to learn of the bereavement of
A. E. Jarboe of the Royal Theatre, Cameron, Mo., caused by the death of his father.
* * *
Exchange

News

The Paramount exchange at Kansas City
smacked of the appearance of an empty
building last week with Ben Blotcky, branch
manager; R. C. Libean, A. H. Cole, Robert
Gary and most of the sales force out of
town, ofbutactivity
Mondayagain.
morning saw the same
hum

E. R. HORNBY
Who manages the Empress Theatre in Kamloops,
Vancouver, B. C. The Empress is one of a string
of theatres in the Okariaga Valley controlled by
R. E. Beery and is most capably managed.
tions better. A friendly spirit was brought
about through a conference of the Board and
the Waco exhibitors. It is planned to have
a conference of the complete Board once a
month and frequent meetings with the theatre owners to determine the operation of
the new system.
^ ^ ^
Playing Ball Again
The First National exchange baseball team
of Kansas City clouted the pellet to remote
corners of Heathwood park last week in
the game with the Kansas City, Kas., exhibitors, winning by the lopsided count of
i8 to 4. "Bones" Smith of the Tenth Street
Theatre, a robust "lad" who will test the
strength of any scales, made the proverbial
"Casey"
a piker,
to bat
no
less than look
threeliketimes
with coming
the bases
loaded
and — struck out.
Making Movie of City
Charles Dorety, who is directing the Atlanta-made movie being filmed by Graphic
and to be run at the Rialto Theatre next
week, is creating much attention in the
streets of the city, filming scenes.

J. E. Poland, former Vitagraph salesman,
has been appointed Kansas City branch man- .
ager" for Selznick, M. A. Tanner, former
branch manager, having been transferred
to Omaha, Neb., as manager of the exchange there. Mr. Poland for several years
has been active in Kansas City film circles.
* * *
f
New decorations apparently have added
"pep" to the office forces of the A. H. Blank
and Educational exchanges in Kansas City,
the interior of both offices having been remodeled and greatly improved.
^ ^ ^
T. Edgar Laird, Dallas, Texas, booker for
First National, has been appointed branch
editor of that company's house organ, "ConYork City.
tact," which is published weekly in New
* * *
The New Exchange being built at San
Antonio, Texas, is to be a full fledged
branch exchange, with G. M. Blackman as
branch manager, according to announcement.
* * *
H. P. Rhodes, formerly with Hodkinson.
is now with the Lichtman exchange out of
Atlanta.
* * *
Harry Brown has been made manager of
the recently opened Oklahoma City branch
of Progress Pictures.
* * *
L. C. Lowe, well known film man, is back
in the Atlanta territory to travel Florida
for Hodkinson. Everyone wishes him success.
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Quits Movies for Advertising
Carl B. Rehder, formerly connected for
years with the Howard-Wells theatres in
Wilmington, North Carolina, has severed
his connection with that concern and gone
on his own in the advertising business under the name of the Service Advertising
Company. Miss Madeline Styne, also a former, H-W. employee, has gone with him as
secretary and office manager.
* * *

Making Plans for M.P.T.O. Convention
President Henry B. Varner is rapidly
rounding up the program for the annual
convention of the North Carolina M.P.T.O.,
which will be held at Morehead City, N. L.,
June II and 12. At that time the state
presidents affiliated with the Allied State
Organizations formed in Chicago last April
will hold their second meeting with the Carolina exhibitors.
* * *
Fred Martin Leases Orpheum
Fred Martin, well known throughout the
Southeastern territory as an all-round showman, with long years of experience on every branch of the industry, announces the
leasing of the Orpheum Theatre, Nashville,
Tennessee. For the present he contemplates
running dramatic stock, but will doubtless
change to pictures at an early date.
Has Southern Premiere of 'Girl Shy'
F. E. Williamson, of Winter Haven, Florida, and the Empire, Montgomery, Alabama,
had the Southern premiere showings of
"Girl Shy" opening Easter ^Monday. It
opened in Atlanta the following Monday.
* * *
Better Service Committee
The Atlanta Pathe Exchange has inaugurated aBetter Service Committee to provide
for increased efficiency, which promises one
of the most efTective measures ever offered.
The committee will hold a session of one

hour's duration each week at which exchange
problems and how to handle them will be
discussed. W. W. Anderson, branch manager, is chairman and Miss Cornelia Myers
is secretary.
Round

Table

ownership of the Harold B. Franklin cup
offered for the best newspaper advertising by
Famous Players theatres. Brown won it
three times right hand running which gives
him permanent possession and will cause
Franklin to buy a new cup to put up.
* * *

Briefs

]. M. Hicks succeeds !M. H. White as manager of Enterprise Distributing Corporation,
at Dallas, Texas, succeeding M. H. White,
resigned. L. J. Duncan, will be the new
sales manager.
* ^
A record to be envied, as well as difficult
to equal, is being established by C. A. Maddox for the A. H. Blank Film Enterprises
in Western Kansas, while "Rube" Melcher,
formerly with Selznick and now with the A.
H. Blank exchange, is running a parallel
race in city business.
J{c ^ *
It was with heavy eyelids that Bernard
C. Cook, manager of the Economy Film Service, Kansas City, came to work last Tuesday morning. He gave a party jMonday
night for the Garden players, who closed
their engagement at the Garden Theatre. If
Mr. Cook's assertions can be accepted at
face value it was "some
* * *party."
R. D. Craver, Southeastern franchise
holder in First National, has returned to
Charlotte from the annual convention held
in New Orleans. ^ ^ ^
Harry Hall, of the shipping department
of Universal, is confined in Base Hospital
No. 48 for a malady contracted in the war
overseas,
E. D. Turner assumes management of
the Strand, Asheville, in addition to the
management of the Imperial, succeding J.
C. Duncan, resigned.
* * *
W. E. Wilkinson, assistant to C. C. Pettijohn, of. the Hays organization, was in
Atlanta during the past week on business
with the Atlanta Film Board of Trade.
* * *
Turner Jones, who first inaugurated the
Better Films Committee movement throughout the Southeastern States and left the
v.-ork to take a Public Relations position
with the Coca Cola Company, is now assistant to the president
5^ * of^ that organization.

Reception for Charlotte Managers
E. F. Dardine, dean of Charlotte exchange
managers, entertained all employes of his office at a reception at his commodious new
home in a new suburb of Charlotte, one evening last week. * * *
English Films Going Big
H. L. Nathanson, assistant general man
ager of Regal Films, Limited, Toronto, has
announced that the bookings for several English pictures for which R?gal holds the Canadian rights were so numerous that the
company found it necessary to secure extra
prints, the order for the additional reels
being cabled to London. Two of the most
popular features have been "A Couple of
Down and Outs," a Samuelson production,
and "Love, Light and Laughter," starrmg
Betty Balfour.
* * *
Featuring English Travel Series
Ralph RufTner of the Cspitol Theatre,
Vancouver,
B. C, istravel
making
spec'alof feature of an English
toura series
six
two-reel installments called "Beautiful
Britain.''
was large
originally
shown
eral citiesThis
as one
release
but init sevhas
been cut into a travel serial. The series
has also been booked into the Capitol Theatre, Victoria.
* * *
New Theatre Company Organized
Timmins Theatre, Limited, is the name of
a new theatre company which has been organized at Timmins. Ontario, in the Northern section of the Province amid the silver
mining fields, for the purpose of erecting a
new moving picture; theatre for the miners.

Ra3' Beall, formerly with the Southern
Enterprises theatre department but lately
with the Tony Sudekum theatres of Nashville, Tenn., has severed his connection
with the latter.
^ ^ ^
Jack Marcus, of the \^ictoria, Wilmington, North Carolina was called to Savannah,
Ga., the past week, where he is running
stock in the Savannah Theatre.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Patterson of Atlanta have returned home after a month's
trip to the West Coast.
* * *
G. T. Wilby, formerly with Educational
Film Exchanges, is opening the Sunset
Theatre, West Asheville, N. C.
* >K *
The Strand, Memphis, Tenn., has been
leopened by Famous Players after remaining dark for several months.
* * *

Two _ reasons why the cabaret scene in "True as
Steel"
delightin tothethefeature
eyes that
Pnngle isisthestarred
role itof is.
this Aileen
Goldwjm-Cosmopolitan
production, recently released.

George Brown Wins Cup
George E. Brown, of the Imperial, Charlottle, N. C, has been awarded permanent

With summer coming on it is time to think of
bathing suits. Mae Busch has already selected
hers, which, though only a cork pumpkin, is found
more than adequate by the person wearing it.
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SHOWMANSHIP

How
Does

Your

To
Theatre

Build
Lack

Yourself

Personality?

If So Invest It With

Patrons and Your Playhouse

THE most costly theatre in the United
States plays always to practically
empty houses. It occupies the largest
Sam's
Uncle tions
in presenta
space of any
cost ofse its
The showhou
domain.
makes the combined fortunes lavished on
the Follies, the Opera and the Circus,
It is
miser's
seem
York, easily
of Xew nickel.
heartmisspent
situatedlikeina the
accessible, and is palatial. The management has circled the world — civilized
and otherwise — for such shows as may
nowhere else be seen under one top.
Yet no queue clamors for admission.
The theatre plaj's to emptiness.
It is called the Museum of Natural
History. It fails to draw because it is
a museum — a place where lifeless
things are gathered. There are obvalued—inbutexcess
thelife,
city's
bondedjectsdebt
there of
is no
no
dominating, living, pulsing personality.
So thousands of New Yorkers never
enter
this — their
city'scasuals
most gorgeous
showplace.
A few
wander
miles through deserted aisles where
occasional attendants keep sleepy, solitary vigil — but that is all. Why? Because folks do not connect the place
with any human being whom they
known, or of whom they have heard.
IN contrast consider a little whitewashed frame structure costing
about two hundred dollars and located
up in the Bronx where New Yorkers
go only under protest. The fittings
of this unpretentious showplace may
be duplicated in any second hand furniture shop. Yet this humble house
is patronized by Gothamites and other
"ites"' from everywhere. It is known
Cottage.
Poe'sdead
Edgar Allen
as housed
who
genius Once
the long
it
penned "The Raven,'.' and his personality still pervades the place. And
because it was the home of a personality who made himself interesting and got himself talked about, people
from far corners visit it— and pass the
Museum en route without stopping.
Is your theatre in the dead museum class .•'
Have j-ou omitted to build your personality into it? Are j'ou known only as the
"So-and-So Theatre?" If so. you are neglecting your biggest asset — Yourself. You
are your one best publicity stunt. One
that never goes stale; one you can build
up "day by day in everj' wa}-^" to be "better
and better." It can be put across cheaper
than anj' exploitation you ever tackled,
and it will make of your theatre the
healthy gold mine of which j'ou dream.
Consider Samuel Rothafel — "Roxy" to
every radio fan. Thousands of the species
attend his Capitol Theatre simply because
he has "sold" them his personality over
the air route. Their first thought in selecting a showhouse is "Let's go to 'Roxy's'
theatre."
Remember that Russian thing — "Chauve
Souris?" Balieff, the showmaster, sold

Into

Your
Yours.

Theatre
Be

Human

to Your

Will Gain Friends

that show so hard that blase theatregoers
went a dozen times. To see the show
again? No. To hear Balief? do his stuff,
introduce each act in his inimitable manner. He sold them his personalitj'.
Before the Harlem Opera House turned
picture theatre it played Keith vaudeville.
The manager discovered a pleasing voice
in his stage-carpenter and had him put
over a song feature weekly. This carpen-

Personality
'yUT-ANKH-AMEN
long
-L time dead and no onewas
evera heard
anything about him. He just stayed
dead. Then the London Times, Lord
Carnarvon and Herbert Carter began
to exploit him — and he came to life.
They took a dead-as-dust mummy
and gave it personality. And King
Tut's personality became famous
everywhere. Thousands attracted by
the three exploiteers thronged to
Tut's tomb. Overnight it became the
showhouse of Egypt — of the world.
Don't turn your theatre to a tomb.
Clothe it in personality — your personality. Make of it a living, breathing
thing, and people who pass will pause
and enter.

ested in them — that he regrets inability to
speak with each individual. So Universal
pictures are to them the offerings of a
friend who talks chummily to them every
week. They see his pictures as you would
attend a show billing a friend of yours.
Showmanship success is builded on good
programs ?.ttractively presented in a pleasing playhouse that the public instinctively
thinks
as Bill
Jones'
not as
the ofPalace,
or the
Star Theatre
or the —Museum
—
of Natural History. When they fail
to associate you with your theatre —
look out! They don't have to call your
place "Bill's Theatre," but get them
thinking your name, associating the
theatre with your personality. You
don't have to stall around ballyhooing
yourself through the lobby before and
after each show. Here are a few of
hundreds of ideas:

TAKE a prominent part in all city
welfare activities. Go on committees— and be a useful, not ornamental
committeeman.
Tear a leaf from Balieff's book. Get
up and chat with your audience for
two minutes about your shows — local
news of current interest — what they
want.self, hire
If some
you simply
it yourpopularcan't
localdocharacter
and feature yourself through him.
Just
so long as its something human.
Personality.

Lend a helping hand to the distressed in your neighborhood. Good
acts always advertise themselves —
whether
on ortheoffBowery
stage. in"Big
Tim"
Sullivan held
his hand.
He was always as ready to take that
hand out of his pocket-full as he
WPS to nut it in in similar condition.
Be a "Big Brother" to the kids. Let
them call you Jim, Jake, whatever
name was wished on you. Not digni_
fied?
hasHelp
star\'ed
to deathMany
on a adietshowman
of dignity.
the
ter-singer made the show. He got the
kids get a baseball outfit and they'll
audience singing the chorus. "Whistle if press-agent you to the skies. Organize a
boys' club backed by the Board of Trade
you
can'tsneezing
sing," he
encouraged.
that girl
it? Hey,
you in the"Who's
sixth with a "Better Citizens Than Their
.row, leggo her hand and give her a chance
Fathers" idea. You'll get the women on
to sing! Gosh, you're all terrible to-night! motif
that one.
can play
in a You
hundred
flats. this "Big Brother"
Come on, now, once more! Atta-boy! I'm
proud of you all. You're the finest bunch
of yodlers outside the Alps. Thanks.
/CREATE
in yourselfhomely,
a local philosophical
"character."
^ Print regularly
Come next week for another song-fest.
Good-night." And they came next week —
sayings. Boost your town, as: "Bill Jones
and the next. They hung out the S. R. O. sez:
'This town is strong fer you. neighbor,
for many a not-so-good bill because this jest so long as you're strong fer this
sweet soft soap singer sold them his per- town.' " THey are easy to think up and if
sonality. Your town has a good josh-artist, you want help to get started let Showmansome gum-chewing Will Rogers, who can
ship know. It's not hard to "Build Yourdo for J'OU what was done for Harlem
self Into Your Theatre" — but start now to
make yourself interesting and get yourself
Opera. You could do it yourself.
talked about.
Self-selling. That's the stunt. What
about Carl Laemmle? Everyone reads his
Remember old John J. Tut-ankh-amen.
signed Satevepost ads. He has convinc- and don't let any mummy have anything
ingly sold an impressive bulk of the popuon j'ou. Be alive j'ourself. and your thealace the idea that he personally is intertre's box-office will reflect your vitality.
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PROBLEMS

of

the

Photoplay

Poster

By LON YOUNG
of Warner Brothers

r of moago esa numbe
yearstheatr
NOT many
tion picture
in the Union
n
e
Squar sectio of New York were
threatened with license revocation because of
the lurid and misleading lithographs displayed.
Oceans
printers'
ink since
have those
flowedearly
beneath the of
bridge
of time
atrocities yielded to the present high average
of art and composition prevalent in picture
posters. And the improvement is more marked
in each succeeding issue.
The names of famous artists are now affixed to lithograph designs, and taking the
general run of paper, motion picture material
compares favorably with that of any advertiser.
The creation of photoplay posters does not
end with the mere engagement of a well
known and high priced artist to execute the
designs.
and will
necessary,
too
much Art~is
art in adesirable
show poster
defeat but
the
very purpose for which the paper is put out.
Several instances of this have been noticeable in connection with some big productions.
One twenty-four sheet in particular was made
up from a beautiful sketch in brown monotone. When completed, the entire detail of
the drawing was lost in reproduction, and
even at close range the subject was almost indistinguishable. This worthless paper cost
the producer some twelve hundred dollars.
Thus we see what occurs when art work alone
is considered.
ANOTHER producer had run out of thrill
ideas. He had pictured exciting situations
in every possible combination of colors, and
layout, and it became apparent that the trend
of design would have to be along other lines.
This situation
caused
the "theme"
posterthis
to
come
into being,
and after
much effort
type had been developed to a point where it
has proven most desirable.
With the elevation of photoplay standards,
the quality of patronage has also moved up.
Intelligent people who once scorned what
they termed "movies"' are now consistent supporters of the picture-drama. These folks
grasp at once the elements of appeal in
the posters, and do not insist as of yore that
each lithograph carry an actual scene from
the production.
The paper for high class productions receives much careful thought and attention. Before entering the actual process of manufacture it is passed on by various departments
and executives so that all the many -ingles

of sales and showmanship may be properly
developed. For after all the final result on
box office receipts is what counts most.
The development of a poster is an interesting process. Sometimes the idea is evolved
from a most unexpected source. The six
sheet poster on "Beau Brummel,'" starring
John Barrymore, depicts the broken, povertystricken Beau seated before an open fireplace
staring into the flickering flame in which he
visions himself in the ardor of youth placing
his heart at the disposal of the lady he had
loved and lost.
The theme, sentiment and general idea r.re
all accurately true to the story, but there is
not such a scene in the entire production. The
poster toasting
was evolved
a "still"materialistic
of Barrymore
such from
a grossly
thing as a sausage on a fork before the feeble
fire.
The artist
adroitly
the blended
poor Beau's
delicatessen
dinner,
and stole
deftly
the
love scene with the flame. So while Brummel's stomach mav have suffered, he was provided with food for the heart — and those
who see the poster find optical pleasure.
The ever present need for effective posters
Is indicated by the ravenous rapidity with
which an idea is seized upon and copied. "The
Marriage
Circle"
used acircle.
novel The
combination
of
colors in
a whirling
thought
came from
the
old
fashioned
"pinwheel"
familiar in pyrotechnical displays. By placing
a series of three scenes each in the center of
a revolving cirCle, the idea of high tension,
confusion and brilliance was instantly conveyed Thi."! theme or motif was utilized all
through the pictorial campaign. In less than
two months three different productions have
used various modifications of the thought.
A must
POSTER,
twenty-four
tell itsespecially
story at aa glance.
It mustsheet
be
legible at long distance, and it must be "different." Also it must have adaptability for
cut-out purposes. Another important item is
the effect produced by different lighting condition on variousin colors.
The artist's
sketch may
be excellent
all respects,
the lithographer
may exactly reproduce the color scheme — yet
the poster on the board be utterly ineffective.
Why? Because the amount and quality of
light that struck the sketch differs entirely
from that which hits the finished paper. Too
much black, for instance, will cause a shiney,
reflective surface causing a glare under some
conditions, and rendering the design illegible.
Yellow is another tricky color. In masses it

WHIRLING CIRCLE MOTIF INDICATES FIREWORKS IN MATRIMONY

HOT DOGS AND HEART THROBS
is effective, but in small spaces, especially
next to white, it is practically invisible.
A most useful article in considering poster
sketches is a reducing glass, which aids in
getting the effect of distance, and in establishing the visibility of the design.
One poster created solely because of its
cut-out possibilities is the twenty-four sheet
for "Conductor 1492." The design for this
poster is a typical trolley car with the various
occupants looking through the windows, and
a picture of the star in the foreground. The
poster has been a big success everywhere. It
has been mounted on the sides of real trolley
cars, has been made up as a float on motor
trucks, has been used to convert lobbies into
trolley cars, and has fulfilled many purposes
other than its original destiny of adorning
a bill-board, where it sticks out like a sore
thumb. Although adequate, the art work is
not of a high order. But the poster will attract more attention than the finest effort of
the most famous illustrator, therefore it is a
better piece of motion picture paper.
* * *
THE THEATRE SHOW WINDOW
AND HOW TO USE IT
LF.
for thes-stress
Selz• nickGUIMOND,
publicity, who
lays cares
particular
upon the importance of lobby displays and
window tie-ups.
Lobby displays and window tie-ups are
in the same category of sho\vmanship.
The lobby is the show-window of the
theatre, and by hooking up constructively
with the merchant, the exhibitor shares the
show-window of the store and uses it for
his own purposes diverting the attention of
the passerby to his own wares, namely, his
current pictures.
Window-dressing, both for the lobby and
store window has in mind a double purpose :
first, to get attention, and second, to have this
attention followed by a visit to the theatre.
How can the producer and d stributor help
the
sults?showman to achieve these important reWhen people stop at the lobby of your
theatre, they must receive the impetus that
will make them decide to go in, from what
is presented to them. The best means are
the lobby cards and paintings, if they show
scenes from the pla^' that are provocative of
curiosity.
Thesp nictures must get this reaction in
the m'"d of the onlooker: "That's
the kind of a picture I want to see. I wonder what's goins: to happen to the girl now?"
It must be a disclosure of the kind of storv',
but with the suspense element emphasized.
The u'-e of posters and poster cut-outs in
the lobbv and on the marquee, if done conservatively and artistically, is also effective.
In store tie-ups, the exhibition of an object s'm'lar to one actually used in making
th^ nictutp — sav. unusual hate or g-owns —
will attract attention and will tie-up with
stills from the production.
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Tie-Up
With

Your
Your

Theatre
Town

IN addition to the National Tie-Up on
window displays, here are a few ideas
with which to tie-up your lobby, not only
with windows, but with the entire town.
Take your first National Tie-Up picture
and select a still for lobby display. Let the
still depict a minor shot showing a number
of props,
for ainstance,
" table, a astatuette,
picture,
several
chairs,
lamp, a amirror,
a desk and a vase. Paste squares. of paper
over these props and number them 1, 2, 3,
and so on. This leaves visible only the bare
interior and the actors shown in the still.
Place the still in a frame and above put
the caption "How Good Is Your Eye?" Below the photo explain: "Watch for this
scene ! Try to make a mental picture of the
furnishings in th's room in locations as numbered. After the performance, write them
out and drop them in the Contest Box. If
you answer is correct, you get a free ticket
to next
attraction."
Have a box
in
whichweek's
to deposit
the answers,
and handy
pancr
listing the numbers snd haviftg a place for
name and address of contestant.
Lobby Lures
In the tie-up window you may place an
identical still, pasted up in duplication of the
one
^ A Visit
card may
Good in Isyour
Yourlobby.
Eye?
Lobbyask:
of "How
Blank
Theatre for Answer." Thus you have a
tie-up dowworking
yourlobby
lobby again.
to i-he It
win-is
and back from
to your
human to enjoy an interesting puzzle, and
folks like to prove to themselves their ability
to meet an efficiency test of this nature.
The winners may be announced from your
stage, and also posted conspicuously in the
lobby. Incidentally you will be surprised
at the small number of passes which you will
be called upon to distribute.
Boost the Home Town
The value of a civic tie-up — propaganda
boosting the town — cannot be over-estimited
Boost the town and the town will boost you
every time. Place a display frame in >-our
lobby and put a caption on its top "The
Smithville Boosters." Then underneath:
"Watch This Announcement and Help Make
Smithville a Bigger, Brighter, Happier Town
to Live in. It Is My Town and Yours.
Answer the Weekly Question and Win a
Prize." Then have a box for answers and
one for suggestions.
Here are a few thoughts for starters :
First Week: "Why is Mr
a good
Smithville
Booster generally
?" Name known
some prominent
man or woman
for civic
interest, charitable benefactions. He may be
a banker, minister, storekeeper — no good citizen will resent this good will publicity.
Second
WeekWitness
: "WhatThisKindly
Act Did You
Week Courteous
and Who
Performed It?" Here is a chance to feature
your local dealers by having them report
an act of some employee or customer. It's
all helping Smithville — and your theatre. Every week the contest boosts the Golden Rule.
Third Week: "What Is a Good Original
Slogan
Boost
Smithville?"
Board
of
Tradetowill
be with
you on thisTheone.
So
will
the
newspapers.
They
can't
afford
to
stay out.
Fourth Week : "What Praciical Suggestion
Have You For Making Smithville Bigger,
Brighter and Better?" This should start
something interesting and you may find yourself in the role of civic benefactor.
Fifth Week : "Who Is the Happ'est Person
in This Town — and Why?" This one will
ring the bell. Every one of these conte'^ts is
worthv of attention in the local paper. From
your lobby echoes the voice of the people.

Sixth Week: "Why Is Blank's Store a
.Nice Place in Which to Shop?" You can
run this one as many weeks as the town has
shops. Of course you feature the dealers
with whom you tie-up — or w-th whom you
wish to tie-up.
Seventh Week: "Who Is Your Favorite
School
Why?"
This time.
one for
the
kids. Teacher
Run it and
around
promotion
Work With the Bank
When you get this far you will have everyone in town suggesting ideas for contests.
When you deposit your big Saturday night
receipts, the bank president will call you in
to suggest a contest on "What Is Your Sysfor Systematic
Saving
bettertem than
tie-up with
the ?"
bank.You can't do
You could organize a committee composed
of a minister, a member of the Board of
Trade and a School Board member to judge
the contests. This lets you out. Prizes will
be free tickets, and you will be able to get
prizes donated by the various stores in exchange for the publicity you can give them.
News Page Ads
These contests have genuine news value.
They are boosting the town and it certamly
won't be hard to break into the news columns with them. The Board of Trade should
back you up on the entire campaign. Dealers will help popularize the contests in their
advertising and in their windows. Some very
clever show cards could be composed connectingcurrent
displays in contest
all sorts atofyour
shopstheatre.
d'rectly
with your

Put and Take
You may think that this town boosting
propaganda does not give pubhcity to your
current attraction. But if you will let the
town know that you are not selfishly wrapped
up in your own business, and actually have
their welfare and the welfare of the city at
heart, you will reap the benefit. Business
and Life are both a game of "put and take"
—but you must "put" as well as "take."
Be Human
Invest your theatre and your town with
your personality. Make yourself and your
theatre an institution — a land mark — known
and beloved by the entire population.
It is easy if you will convince the town that
you are an altruist That you are a square
shooter, out to boost the town and willing
to work shoulder to shoulder with the
neighbors in order to better conditions for all.
But you cannot expect folks to warm up
to an iceberg. So be "human" yourself.
The Open Door
Let everyone know that you are doing
your share to make Smithville a better place
to live in. Make of your lobby a Public
Forum — a Community Center — a Club for
City Boosters- — a Headquarters for Goodwill
and Neighborliness. Feature the town in
your lobby, and the town will come to your
lobby to know about itself.
Don't shut yourself in your theatre.
the town
—
andOpen
the your
towndoor
willwide,
comeballyhoo
into your
theatre
through that open door and ballyhoo j'ou.

LOVE

NOWSEUJNG
Di^ndwe Pictures Corporation

Simple, human
interest romance,
springing deep
from the heart
isfascinating
the most
of all dramatic
material. This
picture abounds
in it.

GeorgeArliss/a
presents *
with TAYLOR HOLMES
and EDITH ROBERTS
Forrest
Hakey's
version
of Edgar
Franklin'sWeight.
"The
Adopted Father." Directed
by Harmon
BUY IT from SEamCK
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WHAT'S

EXPLOITABLE
IN YOUR TOWN?
Sunbury, Pa. — Clover, the oldest horse in
the world, lives here. He will soon celebrate
his fifty-first birthday. The horse has all
his teeth and eats well. He has a full mane
and faultless skin and body. He enjoys a
pension from the New York Jockey Club, and
is owned by a clergyman.
Exploitation :— The Sunbury exhibitor
should feature a picture 1 ke Pathe's "King
of Wild Horses" the week of Clover's
birthday.
Play equine.
up the fact
oldest
Placethata Clover
Birthdayis the
Box world's
in the
lobby for contributions. On Clover's birthday organize a parade to his home and present a loving cup suitably inscribed or some
such token.
It niight
Horses,
to come
Clover,from
the "Rex,
Oldest King
Horseof inWild
the
W^orid." Appropriate ceremonies may be arranged through the town officials.
New.spapers nearby and even the big Met
ropolitan dailies will be glad to write up the
"doings" on Clover's birthday.
A tie-up may be effected with the merchants and other interested in putting Sunbury on the map.
The exhibitor will get plenty of credit for
the stunt, will get himself and his theatre talked of, and will make friends of the
clergyman who owns Clover and also of
his congregation.

EXPLOITATION
IDEAS
as a result both the State and Blackstone
have played to capacity business.
* * *
'Secrets' and Diaries
A wealth of artistic panels that proved
to be a regular exhibit featured the opening
weeks of First National's "Secrets" at the
Stillman
Cleveland,
Ohio. of' Norma
BeautifulTheatre,
hand painted
portraits
Talmadge, a composium of critical reviews
of the picture and star stills decorated the
interior of the theatre as the picture opened.
One of the talking points that attracted
the notice of both critics and public was the
hand painted, original twenty-four sheet that
adorned the window of a vacant store ad-

What's Exploitable in Your Town?
Tell us — and we'll ^ give^ you
^ the exploitation.
600 Taxis 'Sell' 'Girl Shy'
A tie-up with six hundred yellow taxicabs
was put across by Milt D. Crandall, exploitation chief for Rowland and Clark, in connection with the showing of Harold Lloyd's new
"Girl Shy," in the State and
Pathe picture,
Blackstone Theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa. Each
of the spare tires on the
cabs was supplied with a 'T'HE Strand Theatre, Schenectady,
tire cover which announced the showing of N. Y., attracted attention with this balthe film and the houses
lyhoo for Associated
where it was on exhib- Exhibitors'
photoplay.
ition
Twenty - four sheets
were plastered everywhere, also Tack Cards
and there were twentyfour window displays
and tie-ups.
There is no spot in the
city where anyone can
go without either seeing
the advertisements carried by the taxicabs, or
window disnlavs and
twenty-four .sheets. And

THY NAME IS WOMAN
Fred Niblo's
Twice Daily
$2.20 per seat
Cur'ositypearancewas
artd the
local with
appicture was
awaited
of the aroused,

-"^
c ture, burlesque
starring
p ATp i HE'S
Will Rogers, was well
exploitedfornia
by Theatre,
the CaliSan
Francisco,
in
a tie-up
with the Overland.

Harvester withC o the
m^ TIE-UP
pany have great pubwhen it played
licityduction
to Metro's
proat the
Great
Northern Theatre, Chicago.

P. S. : Poor old Clover "kicked off" just
after his birthday — but the idea is good just
the same. New York City and other big
burgthe papers
gavecolumns.
Clover a big write-up — even
in
editorial

Like most London houses the West End
has a tea lounge and the manager seized on
this opportunity for exploitat-on. He constructed aregular nursery and dressed all his
attendants in juvenile clothes The manager
ako arranged for a Baby Peggy resemblance
contest to be conducted by the Daily Sketch.
This contest ran for three weeks prior to
the opening.
* * *
Coast to Coast Ad
Weeks before the Mission Theatre, Los
Angeles,
played
Woman," six
and
twenty-fo
ur "Thy
sheetsName
were Isposted
all over
town
telling
the
"Angelinos
."
Now Playing, Lyric Theatre, New York

joining the theatre. This was an elaborate
"My Diary" idea, taken from the theme of
the picture. It carried out the significant
thought of secrets from a diary and bore
the wealth
paint'ngofofbeauty
a peacock
emblematic
of
the
in the aspicture.
At the
same time a tie-up was made with the flower
show which used cards in the same window
and increased the effect of the beauty idea.
sj; jic ^
'Baby Peggy' in London
"The Darling of New York," Baby Peggy's
first big feature for Universal, opened at the
West End Cinema, London, and received a
royal welcome.

ALL WIS LIQUOR
-JliSlSKiiViO

keen anticipation. The idea proved very effective as it had never before been attempted
in Los Angeles.

Passes for the Judge
When Mary Printz, who manages the Circle Theatre, Cleveland, cut a hundred feet of
"The Marriage Circle" because he considered
it too racy for his patrons, Judge James B.
Ruhl issued a court order instruct ng Printz
to show
the film "as was," on request of
the
distributors.
Perhaps there was a trick in it. We wonder. :Anyhow, this is the ad that came out
next day
By Order of the Court
Judge James B. Ruhl in Common Pleas
Court has issued an order restraining elimination of any part of the story of three men
and the wives of two of them, as told in
Warner Brothers' photoplay "The Marriage
Circle," a picture so daring that the management of the theatre wished to keep a
part of the action of the
screen.
You'll seeThe
everyresult
foot of
the sensation ! Showing
now at the Circle TheaThe newspapers came
tre.
through with space in
good shape ; attendance
jumped fift}^ per cent,
and the picture was "held
Now You Tell One
A womens' wear trade
paper are
asks the
: women
"What
purses
wanting
for
Spring?"
That's
a
cinch.
Full
over."
ones. As usual.

A

million -dollar

tie-up

without

a

penny of expense
to the exhibitor

Hot
can

weather
go

and

radio
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production
competitor

before
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this
your
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Constructive

SIX

Increntives

for

nd Local

VERITABLE

GOLD

^CHECHAHCOS'

Congress purchased miles
WHEN
of ice-clad mountains from
Russia, the sardonic Slav
smiled beneath his whiskers. But
whenever was a Yank a pigeon — for
long?
Came a squaw-man, one of those
turbulent spirits found always at the
furthest portals. He scratched the
surface of Alaska's soil and made the
world gasp.
There was gold ! gold ! ! gold ! ! !
The Army of Avarice
More rapid than radio the momentous ncAvs echoed from Mt. McKinley's
heaven-piercing pinnacle to the languorous bayous of the southland. The
wild blood of an adventurous ancestry
pumped through the high hearts of
America, and men flew to answer the
summons of the siren.
From metropolis and mudhole, from
society and slum they swarmed ; soda, .clerk and stevedore, gentleman and
gangster, all mushed through the Chilcoot Pass in quest of fortune.
'The Chechahcos' — an Epic
Such is the theme of this week's National Tie-Up film. More than a motion picture — "The Chechahcos" is an
epic as unforgetably penetrating as the
blast of the North wind. A record
wrought in glacial ice by Titans blinded with the glitter of gold. A tale
told in the blood of men on ghstening
pages of everlasting snow.
Forget the seductions of steam heat
— )'-our cushioned car — the restaurant
repast served by a watchful waiter —
the merry melody of music — light
laughter — the winsome witchery of
women. Leave behind the vaunted
luxuries of civilization and come with
"The Chechahcos" to wrest from Alaska's frozen breast the twin rewards of
gold and glory.
The Story— Briefly
A pitifully frail craft loaded to the

MINES

IN

TIE-UPS

gunwales with the flotsam and jetsam
of a gold rush.
"More speed," bellows the skipper to
the engine room.
"She won't carry another ounce,"
yells back the sweating engineer.
"Hell's bells !" roars the officer, "give
her steam, man ! We're going after
Orders are orders. The boiler explodes. The ship sinks.
Some live — many die.
gold !"
"Horseshoe"
Riley is no "chechahco"
— no tenderfoot. He is a "sourdough"
— an old timer. "Horseshoe" gets his
pal Bob off safely in the unsafe lifeboat. They save the baby, too. Her
father was killed. What happened to
her mother?
A Knife Hurling Villain
Thit'iq where we
"Cold" Steele, with
as granite and the
kon in his veins.

Merchants

meet the villain.
a heart as hard
ice of the YuHe let the others

work, and copped their coin by pander-

Dis; Into Tie-Up Mines
For Box-Office Gold
T^ON'T
a picktoinsecure
the frozen
^ wastes swing
of Alaska
"pay
dirt." That was done way back in
'96. The 1924 gold rush will come
right to your box-office, if you will
take the tip-off on National Tie-Up
window displays. They will surely
"pan out."
They cost you nothing but the
mild exercise of clipping the coupons, and the two cent stamp that
pays Uncle Sam for postage to EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW.
Don't miss the greatest opportunity
ever offered exhibitors to secure
million dollar picture-exploitation absolutely free.

ing to their vices — gaming, booze and
dance-hall women. "Cold" Steele — he
used a gun when he had to, but between
his shoulder blades hung a knife.
Though many yards lay between him
and the object of his wrath — a quick,
dexterous twist, and the dagger came
hurtling through the air to drink life
blood from the throat of his victim.
'The Nightingale'
And he "got" the baby's mother, Mrs.
Stanlaw. "What else could I do ?" she
pleads. Separated from her baby girl,
her husband killed, she metamorphoses
into "The Nightingale" and for twelve
years
camp reigns
dive. Queen in Steele's mining
But "Horseshoe" Riley and Bob
bring up the kid. She is their luck.
They strike gold— lots of it. The baby
blossoms forth into wondrous womanhood— and loves "Horseshoe" as a
father. But she loves Bob as a sweetheart.
Heart Aches and Happiness
Then Mrs. Stanlaw, "The Nightingale," learns that her child is still living
— and the girl finds out who and what
her mother is. The mother loves her
daughter's memory well enough to go
"outside"— back to "the States," and
never be heard from more. But the
daughter loves her missing mother
enough to go to her. She does so — and
they are reunited.
In the end everything looks lovely
for Bob and Ruth, and there Is more
than
suspicion
old to"sourdough"
Rilev amay
become that
daddy
them both
by marrying Mrs. Stanlaw.
Nature's Settings
Such is the story of "The Chechahcos." Its background is a vast expanse
of Alaskan snow ; the rushing, roaring,
ice-bound waters of the Yukon ; the
cracking, crushing, crash of glaciers.
Glaciers — t o w e r i n g ice-mountains
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Malemutes — half breed wolf-dogs — drag sledges with incredible speed over snow and ice in Associated Exhibitors novel sensation "The Chechahcos."
which move by inches from the Pole,
and spUnter off thousands of tons at a
time to form gigantic ice-bergs such as
crushed the "Titanic."
Golden Tie-Ups
Gee ! what a picture for National
Tie-Ups ! What a show to sell your
patrons through window-displays !
Exhibitors Trade Review has lined
tip some knockouts for this National
Tie-Up with national advertisers.
Let's look 'em over! Here they are.
Borden Condensed Milk
Here is a product that actually participated in the Alaskan gold rush.
Every "chechahco" and every "sour
dough" had to "pack" his "grub" back
in '96 and it consisted principally of
canned food. The chief requirement
of all was milk. Then, as now, Borden's was worth its weight in gold. A
window card might read :
"Everyone Knows About
Bordens' Condensed Milk
But What Are
"The Chechahcos?"
X.earn the Answer at the
City Theatre."
Knit Underwear
The Associated Knit
Underwear Manufacturers of America are witA
you on this picture.
They represent seventyfive percent of the industry, and their advertisements reach 25,000,000 readers and 40,000
retailers, through national magazines, farm
journals, news papers
and professional publications.
This is a timely tie-up,
and the window card
should point the hot
weather value of Zepherized Knit underwear,
and
the coolness of

the Alaskan picture.
For instance :
"Enjoy the cool comfort of Alaska with
"The Chechahcos"
At the City Theatre
And keep cool all summer in
Zepherized Knit Underwear."
Auto Vacuum Fre;zer
The Auto Vacuum Freezer Company
sells ice cream freezers all over the
world — even in Alaska. The product
is nationally advertised and nationally
known, and will tie-up in a hundred
ways with the picture. There isn't a
still in the production that doesn't
arouse a subconscious thought of ice
cream — for every shot has a background of ice and snow.
Tie-ups galore will suggest themselves, but as an example :
"If You Want to besummer
sorrowfully heat-weary this
DON'T buy an Auto Vacuum Ice Cream Freezer
DON'T see 'The Chechahcos" at the City Theatre.
Sterno Canned Heat
Everyone is familiar with the wonderful little energy tin put out by the

Sterno Corporation. It is invaluable for
camping comfort or for any use where
quick heat is essential.
The tie-ups are quite obvious. One
of a hundred catch lines would be :
"Sterno Heat is Canned Comfort
You'll appreciate the boon of heat
When and where you want it after you see
The Chechahcos'
At the City Theatre."
Thermo Sport Coats
The doubly guaranteed all virgin
wool, knitted sports coats, which come
"from the sheep's back to yours." They
just maintain a natural body-warmth,
and are wearable at all seasons. A window display of these out-door habiliments will fit in perfectly with the apparel worn in "The Chechahcos' stills.
One catch' line
tomatical y is: that suggests itself auWear a Thermo Sport Coat
To Keep the Chills From Your Spine
When You See "Cold" Steele
In "The Chechahcos"
City Theatre
La Palina Cigars

On their way to fame or failure. The last lap of the journey to the gold
fields.
theirin own
food, building
own boats
in a mad"ThedashChechahcos"
for wealth, packing
as shown
Associated
ExhibitorstheirAlaskan
epifc.

Here is a product advertised to millions.
Each day some 800,000
of these smoke satisfactions are consumed by
an enthusiastic public. In
the many chechahcos
stills there are cigars in
action.
Imagine the gold miners with
fullPaof
"dust"
and"pokes"
not a La
lina to be had. We would
liked to have the Yukon
agency. This tie-up will
attract the men — and the
men will bring their
families to your box office. Here is just a suggestion for a window
card :
Get AU Excited Over
Then
"The Chechahcos"
At the City Theatre
ight
ailina AA nd
I tsA NP ervine
romaL
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NO MORE
OF THIS

TTERE'
a tie-up
which isbrings
you
in touchchantswith
merwho are not
usually in line for
window display cooperative exploit.!
tion, viz:
the haand■ ware
dealer
those stores haii
dling such wares i
the Auto Vacuum
Ice Cream Freezer
If you are not sure
which dealers i
your town are selling them, you will
assist yourseCf con
siderably in speed
ing this tie-up y"u
way
by notifying
the Exhibitor
Trade Review cf
that fact or sug
gesting the name
of the merchant
who should be se'1
ing them. 'Nuf Cedl

TfflS IS
ffie new way

Forget

youWe

making

it^s ready

Auto

Ice

Cream

Your

the

cover—

ice-cream
makes itself*

Freezer

Alaska

For

NECESSARY

Clip This
EXHIBITORS
REVIEW,

Coupon

TRADE

the land of
THE story of the Klondike— in
chahcos," so
the Yukon— as told in "Che
strongly suggests the idea of keeping cool
that it is extremely doubtful if, anywhere in the
on tieworld, there could be a better exploitati
you can get from the
up for you than that
Auto Vacuum Freezer Company through their

'CHECHAHCOS'
Window
Displays

paign.
Name
Manager's
Theatre

You

Cool!

is sign the attached
you have tousdoyour
ALLcoupo
Chechahcos play
n, giving
ve merchanerati
co-op
big
the
and
dates,
dising ball will be started rolling. You will
then reap the benefit of all the nationalr advertising on the greatest ice cream freeze in the
world. A freezer simply constructed with only
three parts, requiring only a small portion of
ice, extremely sanitary, and sold under a guarantee. In fact, you will be doing the great
American Family a good turn in every instance
by associating your playing of Chechahcos
with the Auto Vacuum Ice Cream Freezer.

Auto
Vacuum
220 West 42nd. St.

NO CRANKING

to serve!

45 West 45th St., N. Y. City.
Please have the Auto Vacuum
Freezer Company forward its
special window display material as
soon as possible so that I can take
advantage of this national tie-up
with "CHECHAHCOS." I have
listed below my play dates and the
number of window display sets I
can use m my exploitation cam-

Keeping

on

until

Vacuum

The

Beats

Put

ice-cream

Town
State
Chechahcos
Play Dates
No. of Sets
Desired

Freezer

Co., Inc.
New York Citv
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'FREEZER'

A

Chechahcos

Every

Tie-Up

Underwear

With

Merchant

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW,
45 West 45th St., New York City.
Please have the Associated Knit Underwear Manufacturers of
America forward their special window display material as soon as
possible so that I can take advantage of this national tie-up with
CHECHAHCOS. I have listed below my play dates and the number of window display sets I can use in my exploitation campaign.
Name
Manager's
Theatre
Town

' •.
State
Number of Display Sets Desired

..

Chechahcos
Play Dates

Clip

the

Coupon

Above

and

Everybody

Keep
Cool

HE most dominant atmosphere about
T the picture, Chechahcos, represents
a "keep cool" theme — a story of Alaskan ice and snow — which is bound to
hit with popular appeal during the coming hot weather months. When you advertise Chechahcos you will undoubtedly
attract attention with such lines as "Come in and see
the novelty hit of the s.creen the very theme of which
will^ keep you cool." When it comes to a tie-up, therefore, in exploitation, what could be better than the sam'e "keep
cool" thought and Knit Underwear. A great majority of all the
merchants of the United States are ready and willing to co-operate
with you in this connection through the Association of Knit
Underwear Manufacturers. You can tie up with the golf idea —
boating, motoring, camping — and even
working. Whatever the idea, be sure you
tie the picture Chechahcos with a window
display of Knit Underwear. It means you
will be attracting every possible male patron.
Associated

Knit

Manufacturers
65 Fifth Ave.,

Wear

Underwear
of America
New

Zepherized

York City

Knit

Underwear

TIE-UPS

READY

ON 'CHECHAHCOS'
Rich Rewards
Showmen Using
Windowfor Displays
JUST
as the
washing
and other
time electric
and labor
saving machine,
devices
have taken their place in the American
home, so has the Auto Vacuum Freezer
been adopted as the modern method of
makmg ice cream and other frozen desserts.
The fact that ice crearr^ is really the national dessert and is a year-'round favorite
proves that ice cream freezers are being sold
on a vast scale. And the fact that such a
significant commodity has been conscripted
as a co-partner to a window display which
exploits Associated Exhibitors' wonder picture of the North "Chechahcos," proves that
no stone has been left unturned to give the
showman playing the picture the last word
in free, high power advertising.
Every element in these Auto Vacuum
Freezer displays has been coordinated to
produce a window that is truly attractive and
a drawing card for turning the window shoppers into movie patrons. Interest in both
the film and merchandise might be heightened by inserting a catchli^e in a placard
to "The
appear'Chech
in the
display, with the words,
ahcos,
' playing at
Theatre, had lots of ice around them, but not
an ounce that was edible. With an
Auto Vacuum Freezer they could have considerably lessened the rigors of the north
by producing frozen, palate tickling dainties of the most wholesome flavor."
The season is singularly opportune for a
tie-up with an ice-cream making , device.
And the selling appeal in the case of the
Auto Vacuum Freezer is particularly enhanced because the principle by which the
freezer works meets the needs of its owner
in a way that ordinary freezers fail.
The device is based on the same principle as the vacuum bottle. This means
the absence of cranking, churning and unpleasant visits to a dank cellar. The Auto
Vacuum Freezer is a light, spic and span
utensil w-hich can be put on the table without being any more obtrusive than a water
bottle. Can you picture its appeal to the
housewife? Enough said!
The coupon in
*
the Auto Vacuum s{tFreezer
ad is here for
the benefit of the discerning showman.
LA PALINA

WINDOW

DISPLAYS

HELP SELL 'CHECHAHCOS'
Just how many men will see the message
of La Palina Cigars broadcasted in posters,
newspapers and other eye-catching mediums
is beyond calculation, for already in fortyeight states citizens have come face to face
with the bold La Palina poster and a hundred newspapers are carrying the advertisingtion message
of a smoke that brings satisfacto its users.
There is the cue for the showman playing
the extraordinary Alaskan picture, "Chechahcos" just released by Associated Exhibitors. The La Palina cigar made good because men liked it. "Chechahcos" will make
good, if the exhibitor is alert to the opportunity that the La Palina window tie-up offers him for free high-power publicity of
the most appealing kind. Enthusiastic La
Palina rooters are selling over 800,000 cigars
every daiy. These rooters are being converted into "Chechahcos" rooters. Get your
shareLa ofPalina
them ad.by filling -out the coupon in
the
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Actual Scenes from CHECHAHCOS and the Above Window Display Are Bound to Attract Patrons to Your Theatre.

The

They

CHECHAHCQS

Could

Rely

Upon

Knew

Borden's

ORDEN'S Condens,ed Milk is the tried and proved product upon which
B mankind has learned to depend regardless of clime, location or situation —
in any and every emergency.
In the days of the Civil War they depended
is one sure milk product
upon Borden to condense
all the milk available for
that is always dependable.
the soldiers. And so on —
Lveryone knows Borden's. That means when
until the gold rush to the
Yukon, as in the story of
you exploit Chechahcos
Chechahcos, Borden's was
with Borden's you are
talking to your entire
the stand-by — until today,
community. As socn as
when it is jus.t the same —
Big we
the public knowing there
you book the picture,
You
strongly suggest that you sign the attached coupon. That
You
s the first step in this co-operative merchandising.
Need
Can
This
Rely
Tie-Up
Upon
It Too
Bldg.
22e Borden
"^QTtleft

New York City
Oom/tu/n/tf

CLIP THIS COUPON
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW,
45 West 45th St, N. Y. City.
Please have the Borden Company forward
its special window display material as soon
as possible so that I can take advantage of
this national tie-up wih CHECHAHCOS. I
have listed below my play dates and the number of window display sets I can use.
Name
Theatre
Manager's
Town
State
Chechahcos
Play Dates
Number of
Window
Display
Desired Sets

Trade Mark of The Borden CoxnSf

^^'fiiS- •"'I lor addiUoosl L
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STERNO CANNED HEAT TO HELP
WIN 'CHECHAHCOS' PATRONS
Sterno Canned Heat, already as well
known in therepressibles
kitchen
to nature's
irwho seek astheit isopen
spaces via
track, river and forest trail, has been conscripted as a co-partner in the great National Tie-Up Project effected by the Review in connection with the exploitation of
the Associated Exhibitors wonder picture,
"Chechahcos."
Here, truly, is a tie-up which can be said
to possess all the essentials which give further sales-impetus to and center high-power
interesttationinof the
a film.
For has
one'reached
thing the
product
intoreputhe
very nooks and crannies of civilization and
its
outskirts.
the camper's
and hiker's
partner
in the It
trueis sense
of the word.
And
for general suggestiveness in carrying the
atmosphere of the picture with which it is
tied up, one could hardly think of a more^
appropriate subject.
A Sterno Canned Heat Window display
is a bet that no showman playing the great
outdoor picture should overlook. He has but
to send in the coupon to win himself this
free extraordinary tie-up.
* * *
A COUPON— A SNIP, AND MORE
DOLLARS TO EXHIBITORS

La

Paling

Good

the

Made
Same

as Alaska —
er in the picture,
As you will discov
CHECHAHCOS, the world
laughed when Uncle Sam bought
Alaska. They thought he had a seven
million dollar white elephant. But then
someone discovered GOLD, and Alaska made good. In a similar light
the LA PALINA Cigar made good —
with a vengeance! Nationally
advertised almost wherever human
eyes can see — made popular through
the advertising being backed up by a
superior tobacco that all smokers
know to be the greatest value for the
price — LA PALINA stands today as
the popular smoke among men
That's what makes a LA PALINA
tie-up the one best bet in your CHECHAHCOS exploitation campaign.
Simply sign the attached coupon
when you have booked the picture.

LA

CUP THIS COUPON
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW,
45 West 45th St, N. Y. City.
Please have the Congress Cigar Company
notify me of the nearest LA PALINA
jobbercureaddress
throughmaterial
which asI may
window display
soon se-as
possible so that I can take advantage of
this national tie-up wih CHECHAHCOS.
I have listed below my play dates and the
number of window display sets I can
use in my exploitation campaign.
Name
Manager's
Tiie:itre

A concern whose products are advertised
■to over 53,000,000 people who read newspapers and magaznes can well be said to have
achieved an enviable distinction in the trade
world and one that is worth incalculable dollars and cents to the business man fortunate
enough to be affiliated with it in any circumstances. Such a concern is the Thermo Mills,
identified with a nationally known brand of
knitted coats and vests. And it is this concern which will lend its trade momentum m
giving free exploitation to "Chechahcos."

Town
State
Chechahcos
Play Dates

PALINA
CONGRESS

CIGAR

CO., INC.

/~iNE of the stills from "Chechahcos" which can
" lendsaryanatmosphere
adequateof touch
in conveying
the frozen
necesthe land
of glaciers,
tundras, and blasted illusions in window displays.
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Clip
And

Tie

This
Up

Coupon

This

Window

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW, 45 West 45th St., N. Y. City.
Please have the Sterno Corporation forward their special window
display material as soon as possible so that I can take advantage of
this national tie-up with CH ECH \HCOl--. I have listed below my
play dates and the number of window display sets I can use.
Name
Manager's
Theatre
Town
Chechahcos
Play Dates

No. of
Displays
State
Desired

STERNO

Would

Have

CANNED

Solved

Many

HEAT

a Worry

for the

'CHECHAHCOS'
Pronounced Chee-chaw-kos, Meaning "Tenderfeet."
THINK what a STERNO tie-up means for the picture, CHECHAHCOS!
Here is a play which deals with the very thought behind STERNO
CANNED HEAT — the necessity for a handy, sure-fire fuel when faced
with hardships, inconveniences and camping requirements. And in all the
world there is only one thing which solves the problem of that necessity —
STERNO. Pack your kit and baggage and go camping, hiking, motoring
or boating — go to Alaska with the CHECHAHCOS if you like — wherever
you go — you always need STERNO. It helps in light house-keeping, it
heats the baby's milk at home or outdoors, it heats milady's curling iron, it
toasts, boils, fries, and even sterilizes. It is an article which fits in the exploitation of your picture, CHECHAHCOS, better than any other product.
STERNO

Wherever Y
You Need
NO— For Sha
Cooking and
Thousand
Reasons. Economical and Handy on
Any Occasion and
Absolutely Necessary Whenever
Away from Home.

CORPORATION

:: NEW

YORK
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BORDEN'S MILK A BOOSTER
'CHECHAHCOS' FILM

Up

in Alaska
with the

'CHECHAHCOS'
or

Up

in

the

Woods

This Summer
or Fall,
One Always Needs A

Thermo
KNITTED

W

VEST

SPORT

Tnermo

or

SPORT

/?£:<?. /N us. PAT OFF.

KNITTED
•
SPORT
VEST

COAT

To attempt to exhort in these columns on
the general
reputation
of Borden's
densed ^lilk and
its national
significanceCon-in
American life would be truly to dabble in
the superfluous. It is sufficient to say that
out of the hundred-million individuals that
comprise the American population a majority have an intelligent conception of the
meaning
of the
wordof Borden's.
With the
force
such a statement in
mind what should the reaction of showmen
be when they are told that the mighty resources of Borden's are in part being
brought to bear in giviug free publicity to
exhibitors playing the Associated Exhibitors
film
triumph,
! Ostensibly
there is
but one "Chechahcos"
answer.
It is a pleasure to visualize it— a window
display of a product which actually formed
part of the culinary equipment of the courageous band that braved the dangers and
hazards of the unknown, in order to bring
back the precious, much-sought yellow metal.
There is hardly more to be said. A Borden's window display awaits the exhibitor
who has the desire and a moment to spare
for sending in the coupon to be found in
the Borden's ad.
KNIT WEAR

CLIP

THIS

The

COUPON

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
45 West 45th St., N. Y. City
Please have the Thermo Mills, Inc.,
forward their special window display
material as soon as possible so that I
can take advantage of this national
tie-up with CHECHAHCOS. I have
Usted below my play dates and the
number of window display sets I can
use in my exploitation campaign.
Name
Manager's
Theatre
Town
State
Chechahcos
Play Dates
Xo. of Sets
Desired

^Chechahcos'

Needed
Vests

Thermo
and

Coats

bearion
Exploit
CO-OPERATIVE
g the
playin
tween showmen
n"
-the-su
w-under
hing-ne
p i c'"somet
and merture, "CHECHAHCOS,"
O
selling
Sport Vests
THERM
chants
and Sport Coats is a one hundred per
cent perfect idea in merchandising. All
you both have to do is talk Chechahedcos and Thermo is the suggest
thought. And when Thermo is mentioned around Chechahcos play date
time, the picture is mentally suggested.
When you see the still photos of Chechahcos you will fully appreciate how
true this is. And both showman and
merchant may depend upon us to help
that tie-up idea to the fullest extent.

OF

DISPLAYS

TO PULL

PATRONS FOR 'CHECHAHCOS'
The Associated Knit Underwear Alanufacturers of America, an association that represents seventy-five per cent of the output of
kjiit underwear in the United States, has
observed the National Tie-Up project effected in the exploitation of "Chechahcos"
with favorable ej'es and henceforth will be
identified as part of this great campaign.
Here's a real chance to cash in on oodles
of trade prestige and immense national advertising, for exhibitors playing the film.
Knit wear and the North allows for catchlines galore, which means added patrons.

Sign the Coupon when you Book the Picture
REaiNU.S.PAT.OFF.

I

KniHed

Coat
Sport
3419
THERMO
MILLS,
Broadway
\\iC. NewCityYork

'THIS stiU of a scene from "Chechahcos" lends an
adequatefor tender
the roughness
tiveness
vehich notetheto frozen
North andis priroin<ited.

because
it

This

Alaskan-made
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with
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exploitation
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Distributor
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will
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unusual
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Copy of
advertisement
appearing in
July issue of
Photoplay
Picture -play
Classic
Motion

^vvet^
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:
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Picture

Magazine
Comhirted

ciAcuIaiiorL

1,285,320

Associated
Physical Diserihutor Pathe Fxchan^ejnc

Exhibitors

Arthur S. JCane, President

Foreign Representative Sidney' Garrett
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Hit

a Buirs-Eye!
You

on

Get

Dealers

Newspaper

With

AUTO \ ACTJVM ICE CREAM FREEZER
Brings the Into
Refreshing
Your HonIcese of Alaska
How the 'Chechahcos' would have enjoyed the
Home made flavored kind!
After
seeingyoii'Chechahcos'
at Blank's
Theatre
can still keep
cool
by wearing
KNIT UNDERWEAR
LA
PALINA
CIGARS

Out in the Open Spaces
STERNO
CANNED HEAT
Sleans Tasty, Cooked Food

Borden's
Condensed
The Jlilk
Standey
SPORT
of the
D
The
Che- when
Chechahcos
' chahcos
R
they
E
braved
the
S
woald
Dangers
of
S
have been
- Now
with these Alaska
the Standby
satisfying of the whole
Don't Be
Nation
smokes
a Cliechahco
Happy
Oh,
How

YOU showmen 'swho've booked GoldwynCosmopoiitan splendid screen picturization of Rex Beach's "Recoil," are you
fully awake to the tremendous possibilities
that the national tie-ups connected with the
a fullexploitation of this picture offer for isemen
t
aper advert
page co-operative newsp
with the retail merchants of your town?
of it. This co-operative ad—
andJustit think
can as well be a double truck as a
single page — offers each advertiser practically
aggrethe full potential buying power of the in
the
gate space taken by all the dealers
proposition for precisely one-seventh the expense. In other words, if you and your merchants get together and take one full page,
each individual advertiser takes one-seventh
of that space — counting six dealers in connection with the six national tie-ups and yourself for the theatre ad— and the very nature
of this co-operative ad gives to each advertisers' copy, the eye-pulling, selling power of
the full page ad.
This is easily explained in the fact that
all ads are practically motivated by the catchline "Chechahcos," the film which is responsible for stimulating interest and _centering
public attention in the merchandise represented by the tie-ups. Your hardest-headed
bus'ness men will recognize the logic of this
and the unusual opportunity it offers him
for making a splurge the like of which may
not come across his path for the rest of his
business life-time.
The idea is a sure-fire busmess winner.
It's up to you to get around to your business
cronies, explain the significance of national
tie-ups — ^better still, show them the tie-up
section: let them see for themselves the type
of national advertisers who have stepped
aboard the pro'ect and have thrown the
weight of years of trade prestige and national advertising into the breach for_ putting
"Chechahcos" across, because by doing this
they know they are sharing in the benefits
that accrue from such live-wire, co-operative
exploitation.
No businessman wants anything for nothing, nor does he expect it. But every up-

on 'Chechahcos'

Ad.

Full Page Double Truck Offers Co-operative Merchants Seven
Times the Buying Power of Space Taken

Xli X J. w. JCJ
TRAIL
with
T
H
E
R
M
O
S

Vote For Best Tie-Ups

Blank
Theatre
Preseuls
'CHECHAHCOS'
A Tale of
jiold. Dangers
and Love.

to-date enterprising merchant is fully aware
that the great successful business institutions
of our country, retail, wholesale and otherwise, proceed on a policy of service that
amounts almost to a gratuity: Projects like
national tie-ups and full-page co-operative
newspaper ads are formulated by brainy, experienced "idea-providers," who are engaged
by the big business institutions for the sole
purpose of digging up stunts that offer patrons and prospects just a little more than
they ever expected to get for their money.
The above diagram is offered as a
tentative layout for the various advertisements. But it needn't be adhered to religiously. When you and your business cohorts have come to an understanding on
this proposition take it up with the local
newspaper. There's no question but that
you'll
get more
assistance
and adapt
co-operation
may even
admirably
the ideathatto
your local peculiarities.
VOU'LL get the sort of public attention
that does a showman all sort or good.
Leave stone unturned in putting this co-operative ad deal across. There's a feather
in your cap for you that will serve you in
great stead when the community wants a
man who is carphlp of putting across a civic
stunt of some kind.
Are you a Rotarian? A Kiwanian? A
fraternity member of any kind? Get busy
with your club and brothers and have them
back you in this proposition. You can't lose.
Don't be bashful about letting the editor
know of your desire to animate your comto a general
business possibilities
revival. He'llof
probablymunitysee
the constructive
your proposition to the point of broadcasting
it in his columns, to say nothing of commenting on the credit due to the individual responsible for its inception in the town.
That's the sort of stuff that will lead
you to the "Showman's Pot of Gold" and
establish you in the communitv as a publicsp'rited, worthwhile citizen and business man.

WHICH of the six National Tie-Ups on
" "The Chechahcos" do you prefer?
Which do you believe will do the best work
for you in exploiting the Alaskan sensation
through the wonder-windows of your city?
Which is going to appeal most to the wandering window-shoppers who are your potential patrons?
Will it be the Borden windows closely
linked to the picture with stills of the
gold seekers casting aside everything not
vital to life in their mad rush — and retaining Borden's concentrated nutriment?
In your judgment will Zepherized uncoolness attract greater
attention inderwear'sacall to
window replete
with stills
showing the land that is never hot?
Or do you think Auto Vacuum Ice
Cream Freezer will better do the trick?
Its tie-up potentialities are very strong.
The thought of ice and ice cream are close
kin. Will this window win?
Why not vote for Sterno — the canned
heat comfort? We can visualize a wonderful window contrasting Sterno heat and
Alaskan cold. Is this your first preference?
If so what comes second in your estimation?
Perhaps you think the Thermo Sport
Vest tie-up a sure winner. If you think
so— vote for it! Will the passerby linger
to look longer at this window than any of
the others?
Maybe you beheve the appeal to men
made through La Palina cigars will bring
them — and the families — to your box-office
rnore quickly than any of the companion
tie-ups. Do you?
Hard to decide isn't it?
our mind
they all run about neck andIn neck.
But
in each community some one of the National Tie-Ups will strike a slightly more
responsive chord in the ticket-buving nerve
it 'be in your
Which
patrons.
your What
of
You
preference?
own will
is your
town?
know your public through and through.
You can tell just about what their reaction will be. You can do it. So tell us.
Vote as you do on election day for your
candidates. Vote for all six, indicating
your first choice, your second selection,
your third, and so on by number. Then
clip the ballot and mail it to Exhibitors
Tr.'^pe Review. Your vote will count much
in helping us get more effective National
Tie-Ups for you.
Vote 1-2-3-4-5-6 the Order of Your
Choice on Tie-Ups
Borden's Condensed Milk
Zepherized Knit Underwear
Auto Vacuum Ice Cream Freezer
Sterno Canned Heat
Thermo Sports Coats
La Palina Cigars
Name:
Theatre :
Town:

Exhibitors Trade Review
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CLIP COUPON FOR FREE
'BRUMMEL' PUBLICITY

'RECOIL' TIE-UPS OFFER
RICH REWARDS
Showmen Urged to Take Advantage of
Free Window Publicity
A GAIN the Review calls attention to the
superlative free exploitation ofifered to
showmen booking Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's
"Recoil," in connection with the window displays of nationally advertised products, displays that help turn thousands of window
shoppers into movie patrons. Here they are —
listed for the showman's inspection and convenience, leaving him nothing but the trivial
detail of clipping the coupon, signing it and
sending it to the Review.
What a sparkling array of prestige and
good-will builders : Onyx Hosiery, known
the country over through intensive advertising in national magazines, in trolley car
poster advertising and through a myriad of
dealer helps.
Inecto Hair Tint. The most recent vogue
in
the Made
glorification
woman's
crowning
glory.
in everyof shade
so that
every
woman in your town may have the tint of
hair she most admires. Not only the girls
who buy, but the girls who see Inecto displays, will want to see Betty Blythe in "ReDeltah Pearls. What romance, what adcoil."
ventures, are involved in the thought of
pearls. The gems of the South Seas have
always excited the imagination of human
beings. And as for the ladies, well now,
could you want a better reason for holdinj;
out a cordial welcome to a Deltah Pearl
window disnlay
Another fine drawing card as regards the
pulling power of window displays is that
sponsored by Chiriwah. Chinwah stands for
perfumes, powders and cosmetics that have
a host of friends. Many of these friends
canBoncilla
be your Beautifier.
friends whenAsyouwell
playknown
"Recoil."in

Seven National Advertisers to Back
Showmen with Window Displays

'THE PERFECT FLAPPER'
Could there have been a choicer pick than Colleen
Moore to play the lead in First National's attraction? Thus, a perfect star for the perfect film
that will mean al perfect box-office record by virtue
of the acme of perfection reached in national tie-ups.
TERFECT FLAPPER' FINE
TIE-UPS SUBJECT

First National Film a Source of Rich
Window Display Rewards

jP Tie-Ups
OR next subject
week's window
displayTrade
National
Exhibitors
Review has secured First National's screen fea"The
Flapper," which has
Colleenture,
MoorePerfect
in the principal
role.
Milady's
beauty
parlor
as
in
the
gentlemen's
To say that Colleen Moore will be featured
barber shop. A display that hits both sexes
between the eyes at one blow.
in a m.otion picture is almost synon3Tnous
Venida Hair Nets. These have a national
with .saying that it is slated for sure-fire boxoftice success. What then, when it is consignificance for prestige and selling power
sidered that with this high power star appeal
that needs little emphas's to impress that
point here. Get in on a Venida Window diswill also be the weight and influence of winplay. It is yours for the mere asking.
dow displays on commodities whose names
Then a Nemo Corset tie-up. Can you
are household terms and whose public mespossibly conceive of a corset display that
sage have been broadcasted in magazines,
wont make the ladies stop, look and look
posters and newspapers with circulations
again ! Well hardly, and when that display
runnmg into the millions.
is sponsored by Nemo, so much more for
That's the sort of impetus that will be
your profit if you figure in it.
given
Perfect
Flapper."
whale to
of "The
a chance
to cash
in on What
a terma
which has been, more lately on the lips of
folks than any other word in the American
TIE-UP
COUPON
language. The reputation of the flapper is legion. Whether for good or bad, the flapper
on 'RECOIL' Am't.
is the national model for the daughters of
Displayo
Che-k
Eve who live in a community that is not
Tie-Ups NAME OF TIE-UP
Wante
Wanted
.ictually isolated to the extent that reading
matter never reaches there.
Onyx Hosiery
And, oh, what personality to play the part.
Chic, pert, saucy, vivacious Colleen Moore.
Inecto Rapid
The darling of the boys and girls alike. The
real Twentieth Century symbol of the dashDeltah Pearls
ing young blood. It is plain to see that the
angles for lying up this picture with a vaBoncilla Clay
riety of nationally advertised merchandise
are rich in number, and the nature of these
full of allure.
Venida Hair Nets
Some idea of the tremendous advertising
Nemo Corsets
impetus that "The Perfect Flapper" will receive may be gleaned from the fact the
Chinwah Perfume
following commodites merchandised on a national scale, will figure in the tie-ups : Gowns,
Perfumes, Hosiery, Candies, Beauty ProdTheatre . .
ucts, Shoes, Jewelry, Music, Novels, Parasols, Flowers, Millinery and Records.
Manager . .
Exhibitors Tr.\de Review hasn't overCity
lo ked athing
and bag
next ofweek's
will have
its full
tricks tie-up
from section
which
State
j'ou may make your pick. Don't miss next
week's National Tie-Ups on "The Perfect
Play Dates
Flapper."

C HOWMEN playing the Warner Brothers'
^screen classic, "Beau Brummel" are reminded that the sparkling array of national
wmdow displays tie-ups as ecected by Exhibitors Trade Review, are their for the
asking, without any trouble or expense.
One look at the list of nationally advertised products should convince even the most
skeptical what profits there are in store for
those who take the initiative in falling in
line. For example, in the Glove Industries,
seventy-five per cent of the industry selling
gloves IS a partner to the widely campaign advertising the Warner feature.
The lure of neckwear is eloquently estabI shed in the fact that more "people buy ties
through being attracted to them by appealing window displays than really need them.
A human re-action by which the exhibitor
naturally profits, when in the same window
v/ith a Fashionknit tie, his film is exploited.
"Beau Brummel" attained supreme heights
of popularity by reason of the manner in
which he wore his clothes. M^y years of
trade prestige and national advartis'ng stand
behind Persona
lity Clothes, a concern whose
window displays will feature vour program
in your community if you will but say the
word. Sta-Shape Hats is a trade name that
1.'- really a household term in homes where
the
actually bareheaded. Cash
in onmenthedon't
factgothat
the people stopping off
to admire the Berg product will see announcement of presentation of "Beau Brummel."
Sampson's Dress Jewelry, in a neat artistic
display, will help mightily to turn window
shoppers into movie patrons. All yours for
the asking. Mineralava Clay, as well known
in the lady's beauty parlor as it is in the
gent's barber shop will add impetus to the
interest
"Beau Brummel."
Vivadouin Products,
known the country over
through advertising in national magazines,
window placards, and sign poster, is another
great bet for you, in giving you the value
of its immense good-will, human interest and
selling appeal.
A variety of stills showing scenes from
"Beau Brumel" will figure in the different
displays. These are of a nature that will
so vividly arouse the cupidity of the onloker that nothing but a showing of the
film will satisfy him.
'BEAU
BRUMMEL'
TIE-UP
COUPON
Am't.
Check
Tie-Ups
Displays0
Wanted
Wanted NAME OF TIE-UP
Glove Industries
Fashionknit Ties
Personality Clothes
Sampson's Jewelry
Mineralava
Vivadou
Sta -Shape Hats
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NATIONAL

The

Gold

Rush

SECTION

of

1924

Is

On!

Exhibitors Everywhere Give Three Cheers for Trade Revieivs National Tie-Up
and Dig Oodles of Dollars From Window Displays
The Rush Is on
DID you ever seize upon an idea to every one of you doggone good
having such big possibiHties that
That's the way it started — and the
boosting partners : 'Thank you — thank
it scared 3^ou? Well, that was
1924 gold rush was on !
the way Exhibitors Trade Review
The local and long distance wires
Looking Backward — and Forward
felt while preparing to launch the Nahave been hot ever since. And teleLet's look back and survey results to
tional Tie-Up Window display idea
grams, whew !
date.
National Tie-Up Section was
which it conceived months ago. ExLetters ? Looks like we'll have to work
hibitors Trade Review does not go born in May 3rd issue with Warner
the file clerks in three eight hour
shifts.
Brothers'
off half-cocked, and the more we delved
you !" "Beau Brummel." Next
t
dous
into the though the more stupen
A Proud Pageant
morning Jack Goldstein, Clinton Theait revealed itself. We were almost
tre, New York was buzzing the 'phone
afraid to tell you in cold type of the as- for quick action. He likes speed, and
The second week "Recoil," the Goldhadn't even waited to read all about it. wyn-Cosmopolitan
tounding things exhibitors can accompictured rhapsody
"Let's
have
all
the
Tie
ups.
How
plish through this revolutionary develof beauty, magnificence, thrills snd
opment in showmanship.
heart throbs. And again the national
much do they cost?" was his message.
A Great Discovery
When we assured him they cost exactadvertisers swung into line with thouly zero— nothing but his desire to have
sands of dealers' windows to spread
But like all really great discoveries,
them — Jack was a happy showman. In
the
message of your theatre's eventual
the National Tie-Up has proved itself
attraction.
a few hours Exhibitors Trade Remore tremendous than even its origiview had arranged for sixteen windows
Now, "The Chechahcos," Associated
nators dared tell. Now, glancing back
Exhibitors novelty sensation depicting
over two shorts weeks to our inaugural
in eleven shops for his "Beau Brummel" booking — and the Clinton ex- fiery passions flaming forth in a setting
announcement of the plan "Through
of an arctic wilderness of gigantic glaclassic. tended the run of the Warner Brothers'
Many Windows," we smile at our own
ciers, rushing rapids and stupendous
naive modesty. We just barely outlined
Let Mr. Goldstein tell you.
snowfields,
is given you as the third Nathe Idea, and left it to your imagination
Exhibitors Trade Review,
tional Tie-up. We can say with pro45 West
45th
Street,
and showmanship instinct to fill in the
New York City.
found conviction that it is worthy to
mass of color.
take its place in this proud pageant of
Gentlemen :
And you did ! Our editorial hat is
When I first read your new National Tie-Up SecS TRADE RE- premier productions that has begun its
EXHIBITOR
off to you exhibitors everywhere for the
May 3rdalmost
tion in myVIEW, it seemed
too good to be true.
epoch making march across the pages
manner in which you have taken hold
Now here are the cold facts. I clipped my cou- of motion picture history.
cothem to you, and with the
of the plan and shot it across with
pons and forwarded
operation of the manufacturers and yourselves. I
overwhelming enthusiasm.
A Bonanza of Untold Wealth
disdisplays in mylobbies
eleven window eleven
was able to get
more
trict. This practically means
A Succession of Thrills
theatre and all I did was ask for them.
my
for
I don't mind adding that on the strength of these
We speak of this new era of showTo the staff of your business papei.
manship is resounding tones. No
windows I am extending my run of "Beau BrumExhibitors Trade Review, it has been
This is the first time any trade pubhcation has longer are we timid over an untried
one continuous succession of thrills.
gone out of its way to actually help the exhibitor,
and as for me, put me down a booster. More power idea. The National Tie-Up has been
to you!
Yours very truly,
Telegrams, 'phone calls. Letters, personweighed in the balance and found —
(Signed) Jack Goldstein.
al visits — from owners of chain theaheavy with golden potentialities. So
mel."
While we're at it, let's pick another we talk with the assurance, confidence
tres and from the modest neighborhood houses.
and enthusiasm of one who has unletter from the pile before us. Here's
And it has only commenced ! Like
one from Harris Brothers Capitol Theaearthed a bonanza of untold wealth,
tre—"The Theatre That Is the Pride of
the gold rush of '49, or the Alaskan
and is proud to tell about it to his
Passaic." Read it.
gold fever pictured in this week's Nafriend — his business partner — you.
Exhibitors Trade Review,
tional Tie-Up, "The Chechahcos," the
45 West 45th St.,
plan gathers impetus each day. It
All Pull Together
N. Y. C.
Gentlemen :
I'rows and grows. It's a stampede.
Exhibitors Trade Review is doing
Nothing ever attempted in exploitation
BrumYourmel" theexploitation
aid
sensible
most"Beau
By far the for
best ever. co-operation
or exhibitor service has kindled such
yet rendered by any trade journal. The best good its best for you — ^as usual. Distribuan unquenchable flame of interest as will move you have yet undertaken. Good luck to
tors, national advertisers, dealers are
this marshaling of national windows to
Gapitol Theatre,M. Inc.,
all doing their share in making the NaD. Harris.
blazon forth the attractions of your
tional Tie-Up Idea the biggest in the
theatre.
And
here's
a
wire
from
Milwaukee
:
world — in two worlds.
you !
NA27
54
NL
3
Extra
Thanks.
Same to You
Exploitation
And now you, Mr. Showman — you
ExhibitorsEditor,
Trade Review,
45 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.
It is impossible to write thanking each
for whom all this is being achieved —
Beau Brummel opens here for two weeks May
exhibitor who has expressed his well
you do to intensify and augtenth. Anything you can do regarding tie-ups as what can
ment the tremendous rewards headed
wishes. We are too darned busy hning outlined
in May third issue appreciated. Realize
time short and wish to take advantage of your
things up for you to take time out for novel offer. Think it wonderful plan and in keep- office?
straight for the final goal — your boxYours, policy of exhibitor
TRADE
REVIEW'S
hand- shaking. We're swamped —
help. ing with
Advise
progress
collect.
Simply this : Read every word of the
smothered — gasping for breath. But
Stan Brown, Strand Theatre, Milwaukee.
National Tie-Up Section 'every week.
we're taking this breathing spell to say
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COMBINING an idea used by the manager of the Hippodrome, Baltimore, and
one which has come to us from the Prince
of Wales Theatre, Ix)ndon, there may be
evolved a good throwaway for a racing
crowd.
An envelope identical with those containing
the "tips" sold at the track may be distributed. The throwaway itself may call attention to "the one best bet" appearing at
your theatre, or make its appeal in some
other racing parlance. The English one advised its reader to "put your shirt on" the
picture appearing at the playhouse.
* * *
IN a three cornered tie-up in which the
Sun Theatre, the Omaha Daily News, and
some enterprising local merchants occupied
the respective angles, Jackie Coogan and
"Long Live the King" were advertised to
the Queen's taste.
Twenty-six prizes of Jackie Coogan suits
and various other minor articles of wearing
apparel, drawing sets, and passes admitting
one child to the Sun, were distributed to
those children in Omaha, South Omaha or
Council Bluffs who obtained the greatest
number of three month subscriptions to the
newspaper.
Naturally, the News saw to it that the
contest was publicized plenty, and the theatre, as well as the merchants offering the
prizes, received columns and pages of publicity. The outcome of the contest was highly satisfactory to all interested — including the
kids.
A NY possible tie-up with your city and
its interests
mostLoncerta'nly
proveof
beneficial
to your will
theatre.
Ramsdell,
Baltimore, tied up his Hippodrome with a
local "Better Homes and Build'ng Exposition." He had a booth at the exposition and
co-operated with various merchants so that
his theatre received some great advertising.
One etsstunt
the issuance ov half-pr'ce tickfor the was
occasion.

ADVERTISING
AIDS
T EN BROWN, manager of the New Astor
-L* Theatre, put over "Pleasure Mad" in St.
Paul, Minn. This is how :
Three weeks in advance teaser ads appeared in the programs, house organ and all
printing. A trailer was put on the screen
announcing, "You'll Go 'Pleasure Mad'
Soon." Art cards, cut-outs and stills were
liberally dispiayed in the lobby.
A week later, ten twenty-four sheets, ten
sixes and ten threes were posted in prominent down-town locations, and two hundred
window cards were placed throughout the
city. Ten days in advance teasers were inserted in all newspapers. For instance :
"Warning : The whole city is going 'Pleasure Mad' " : "Beware : A brand seared for
all time on the trim ankles of the 'Pleasure
Mad' " ; "Mother : The devil is your daughter's dancing partner at the ball of the 'PleasOne week
in advance displays were exure Mad.' "
hibited in front of cafe orchestras : "Don't
go 'Pleasure Mad' here — you'll have your opity atthe cut
Astor
week." Aon twentyfour sheet portunwas
out next
and mounted
beaver
board atop the marquee. A sixty foot banner was built up, teaser fashion, in sections
on the roof. It was visible for blocks. The
first
it read:
hand day
pointed
to the"Watch
right. for
Next ,"dayandthea
word "Pleasure" was added; then "Mad,"
and on the fourth day "Starts Saturday
The night before the opening the entire
lobby was changed with a specially built
Astor."the roof banner moved to the top of
front,
the marquee, the color scheme of the lobby
changed to purple, and baby spots flashed
on cut-outs of the players. The entire run
of the picture was to capacity business.
* * *
GOLDWYN-Cosmopolitan has put out a
press book on Elinor Glynn's "Three
Weeks," which will make the exhibitor believe in Santa Claus — and also in the G-C
slogan "It pays to play Goldwyn-CosmopoliThe book is captioned "Tips" — and among
this "info" handed to exhibitors there are
certainly some sure winners. There are suggestions and tie-ups galore, and if there .was
thetan."
slightest doubt as to the picture being
a box-office hit, the exploitation ideas set
forth would remove it.
However, the title, the author, the cast,
the director, the press-book and the story itself all assure the showman that this film is
one that
'
'
_ "^nd in
very many cases lead to advertising beginning: "Held Over by Popular Demand."
^ ^ ^
TOE FRANKLIN, Frankhn Theatre, OttaJ wa, Ont., attracted all eyes to "Only a
Shop Girl," with a thorough advance advertising campaign which included distribution of
thousands of celluloid memorandum cards otid

When the Principal Picture played the Trianon
Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., this striking lobby
helped get big business on "When a Man's a Man."
JOE WHALEN is a captain of waiters in
the dining room of a New York club.
He is also an exploitation man. He proved
it by designing a contraption which he calls an
"adverplane" which at present is ballyhooing
D. W. Griffith's "America."
The "adverplane" is a motor-car dressed up
to looktraffic
just like
a baby 'plane.
with
requirements,
and asIt complies
may be
imagined, it attracts lots of notice wherever
it appears.

LOVE
Simple, human
interest romance,
springing deep
from the heart
isfascinating
the most
of all dramatic
material. This
picture abounds
in it.

Page 53
aluminum thimbles bearmg the name of the
picture, as well as many special heralds.
Mr. Franklin also staged a teaser stunt in
the local newspapers by advertising tor a
missing person, as follows :
"Personal — Information is desired concerning Josie Jerome, age 21 years, brown eyes,
brown hair.
"According to information just received,
the missing girl is working as 'Only a Shop
Girl' in this city. All replies confidential.
Address Mrs. Jerome, 206 Queen Street."

WHAT

U

I DO

*WHAT
Htic lectured »on^*
hi die
NEW M.US1C
BOX
U>c.,i!. ^ui REAOIE
nwsic

9hf (heme «ng Motwn Picture ProAictioii
FUANk WOODS"

IRVING
BERLIN

IXmCnWMACKAlIX.

SHALL I DO*
The New York "Music Box Revue" song hit has
been tied up with the Hodkinson picture "What
Shall I Do?" to the
advantage of both song
and great
photoplay.
The address was the theatre but no mention was made of that. The semi-final of
the advertising series was the publication of
an announcement to theatre patrons describing the special merits of the picture and
pointing out that it was the screen version
of a well-known stage success.
pAPTAIN
Frank isW.
Goodale, Loew's
^
Theatre,
breaking
"news"
with
habitual Ottawa,
regularity.
Recently into
he secured
real publicity in newspapers on five days of
the six. One item was a report of his attendance at the opening banquet of a new
boys' clubhouse where he offered tickets to
each of the needy boys for a performance
next night. Their attendance at the theatre
was reported along with incidents.
Captain Goodale also attended a special
dance at the Homestead Inn when one of
the theatre artists took part in the programme. This resulted in more publicity.
He conducted a Jackie Coogan Similarity
Contest in conjunction with the presentation
of "A Boy of Flanders." The winners and
other details were reported.
Then, Manager Goodale directed the program at the Kiwanis Club luncheon in the
Chateau Laurier and led the club singing.

NOWSELUNG
Di^ndive Pictures Corporaiion
GeorgeArlissiii
presents
with TAYLOR

HOLMES
and EDITH ROBERTS
Forrest Halsey's
Franklin'sWeight.
"The
Adopted
Father." version
Directedof Edgar
by Harmon
BUY IT from SELtNICK
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"The
The

Humming

Bird"
Adolph IvhoT and Jesse L. Lashy nesent

Real

is

Flying

High!

News

GLORIA

"Ton
h

e

B
ummSwanson can iactrd
—HGloria
! "See
i
n
it.
g
be'.ieve
don't
yoti
if
one
this
This IS by far her best picture. It
struck our orgariist this way. She
been
I hadn't
says, saidfor she,
I would
picture.
the "If
playing
have
cried."
If
she
had,
I'd
have
wept witn her, which would have
startled the natives and maybe
emptied the house. This picture
was worth the price. My hopes
are that every exhibitor will do as
well as we did. — William H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.

One of the best pictures of the
season. Well acted and well produced. Shows Swanson in a new
role. Pleased most everyone. You
can't
playing this from
one,
as itgoiswrong
real inentertainment
start to finish. Eight reels.- — A. F.
Edwards, Edwards theatre, Reedsport, Ore — Rural patronage.
» * *
Gloria can act. This is real entertainment. Business good and
— Ashmany
worth &favorable
Barters, comments.
Federal theatre,
Denver, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
» * *
We had more favorable reports
on this picture than any Swanson
picture we have run in a long time.
In fact, from a business standpoint
and comments from patrons, we judge
this as her best offering to date.
Ran two days to good business ;
second day held up good. Eight
reels. — C. H. Powers, Strand thearonage.tre, Dunsmuir, Cal. — Railroad pat» * *
A very good picture that drew a
good attendance and one that will
please anywhere. It is the best we
have run of this star and we have
run all of them that were released
during the last year. Moral tone
O. K. and it is suitable for Sunday.
Had
goodin attendance.
- ^Draw
generalveryclass
town of 800.
Admission 10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal
Theatre
(246
seats),
Irvington,
California,

.WANS

IN

HUMMIN

Ct g>aramountg>ictiuv

SIDNEY

OLCOTT

tion
Produc
BIRO"
Screen Play
by FORREST HALSEY
From the Play
by MAUDE

FULTON

(Cummenis from Exhibitors'
Herald and M. P. World.)
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^ried

Ready

and

Made

day of a hundred per cent
THE ibuti
on of a picture, or at
distr
least as wide a distribution as is
possible considering the obstacle of
competing houses, will be brought
nearer by the education of exhibitors in
the matter of Tried and Proved Pictures. First National believes that this
education can be brought about largely
by showing the results accomplished by
some recognized exhibitor. And perhaps no instance of a motion picture returning to duplicate its first success is
more striking than the recent run of
"Passion" at the Capitol Theatre, New
York. Under Mr. Rothafel it was at
the Capitol that this famous picture set
new records at its world's premiere in
1920. Last year at the Capitol, despite
the number of pictures available, Rothafle show.ed "Passion" again to large
business Other exhibitors followed
suit and "Passion" had a second vogue
more than three years after its first release.
"Passion" was, of course, an exceptional picture, but the point of it is, that
the thing can be done. Let me point
out further that many of those pictures
which brought First National such
prestige during the past season were
screen adaptations of famous novels.
Moreover, these novels are still popular, and will be for some time.
It was only last month, according to
the list compiled and published by the
Bookman magazine, that Gertrude
Atherton's "Black Oxen" was displaced from the top of the I'Sl of novels most in demand. It is now the
second most popular novel with the
American public, according to the
Bookman statistics. This means that
with every new reader there is created
a potential theatregoer — one who is
anxious to see the picture. He knows
the story has been filmed, for last
January, before he had read the novel,
he saw it advertised. And yet, unless
an exhibitor has the foresight to understand that "Black Oxen" is a tried and
proved picture which he cannot neglect, our novelreader cannot find the
picture he is seeking.
The same is true of "Flaming
Youth" and "Ponjola." Everv day new
audiences are being made. Additional
readers of these novels since the release of the pictures several months
ago would alone make an audience that
would more than satisfy the box office.
I think that this is a point which might

Proved

Audiences

Pictures

Without

By E. A. ESCHMANN
General Sales Manager for First National
well be more carefully considered by
exhibitors. It seems to be a powerful
argument for the tried and proved
Another thought on the matter of
picture.
tried and proved pictures lies in the fact
that only a limited number of ceitain
types of pictures are offered during the
year. If, for instance, an exhibitor
finds his patrons favor the fantastic
and colorful production, he will find it
hard to supply this demand. His only
recourse is to turn to such a production as "The Isle of Lost Ships," a
Maurice Tourneur production which is
an outstanding picture of its type.
There is always a scarcity of good
rapid fire comedies and an exhibitor has an opportunity to satisfy the
craving by playing such a tried and
proved
picturetheas same
"Bellboy
13." exists
Practically
condition
in the case of the Strongheart pictures.
"The Love Master," the latest picture

scene from First
dramatic
TENSELY "Ashes
A National's
of Vengeance"
starring Norma Talmadge.
The romantic
beauty of the film has been constant inspiration to exhibitors who have outdone
one another in .elaborate and unusual displays and a;ll kinds all of which have estabIshed tremendous popularity for the photoplay. The picture below is one of the highlight scenes from First National's "Potash and
" value
Perlmutter,tainment
a ofcomedy
dramabei the
which may
judgedenterby
the reception accorded the picture everywhere
it has been shown since its initial release.

A

Picture

Starring the famous dog actor, has reawakened the public's interest in this
remarkable favorite, and "The Silent
Call" and "Brawn of the North" are
the only available Strongheart films.
Lastly let me list a few of the First
National pictures which experience has
proved to whether
be well worth
attention,
they bethe
six exhibitor's
weeks or
six months old. "The Dangerous Age,"
"The Bright Shawl" — one of Richard
Barthelmess' most attractive romances,
"Within the Law" — a screen adaptation of the most famous American play
with Norma Talmadge in the title role,
and "Ashes of Vengeance" — Norma
Talmadge's
elaborate
spectacle drama
of
the sixteenth
century.
"Thundergate" — a Chinese melodrama that established itself several
months ago as a powerful box office attraction. Owen Moore and Virginia
Brown Faire are featured.
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In

the

Tried

and

Proved

Hall

of

Fame

Here Is a Selected List of Pictures Chosen on Their Merits as the Kind of Theatre Attractions Which Answer
the Public Demand. Not on the Say-So of Their Sponsors, but on the Unusual Box-Office Records They
Have Established.
This List Is Offered as the Most Reliable Criterion by Which to Select
Dependable First Rate Attractions for Showing on Special Tried and Proved Nights

Universal
THE ABYSMAL BRUTE— Caveman Romance. Reviewed March 8. BECAUSE it is
a Jack London story told with a forcefulness
and conviction that has carried it across to unbelievable success on both first and second
showings.
THE FLAME OF LIFE— Mine Tragedy.
Reviewed March 15. BECAUSE it is a
thriller that really thrills and it has found
many an audience on the edge of its seats
and breathless when the final scene had been
concluded.
WHITE TIGER— Crook Melodrama. Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE Priscilla Dean
has been cast in a part she is fully capable
©f filling and has brought to the picture an
interest and character which has made it exceedingly popular and well liked.
THE ACQUITTAI^Mystery Play. Reviewed December 8. BECAUSE the court
scenes are interesting and convincing and have
elevated the picture to an enviable position
from a box office point of view.
THE FLIRT— Booked 6,665 times. Love
and Society Picture. Reviewed February 9.
BECAUSE it numbers among the most popular pictures on the screen, and has a ready
made audience waiting for a chance to see it.
HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA—
Booked 4,621 times. Adventure Film. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE it is a true
adventure picture and gives people an opportunity of practically taking personally, a trip
which they will never make.
FOOLISH WIVES— Booked 5,800 times.
Foreign Intrigue and Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Erich Von Stroheim produced and took the leading part in it and it
handles a problem of universal interest.
THE STORM— Booked 8,437 times. Triangle Melodrama. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE itis one of the oustanding box office
successes of all time and has broken booking records.
B A VU— Released May 7, 1923. Booked
3,928 times. Foreign Intrigue. Reviewed
January 26. BECAUSE there is a vogue
for Russian entertainment in this country and
the story is a fascinating one.
TRIFLING WITH HONOR— Released
June 4, 1923. Booked 4,241 times. Baseball
Romance. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
baseball fans throughout the country will eat
it up and it's a sure money-maker.
A CHAPTER IN HER LIFE— Released
September 17, 1923. Booked 2.410 times.
Child Love. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
the story is one that goes straight to the
hearts of every home loving audience.
MERRY-GO-ROUND — War Romance.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE it is considered one of the best pictures of 1923 and
has a wonderful box office record.
Paramount
HER GILDED CAGE— Reviewed March
8. Love Drama. BECAUSE it is an intimate pathetic story which touches the heart
and appeals to the sophisticated and the simple, and it presents Gloria Swanson in a
role that her followers like and approve.
WHAT'S
YOUR
HURRY ?— Reviewed

March 15. Auto Comedy. BECAUSE there
are great numbers of Wallace Reid admirers
who want to see his pictures again and this
one is no doubt one of his best.
BACK HOME AND BROKE— Comedy
Drama. Reviewed March 1. BECAUSE it
is a George Ade story of the highest type
and it gives to Thomas Meighan a delightful
role which he portrays capably and in a manner to please the most fastidious.
TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE—
Reviewed December 22. Family Feud. BECAUSE Antonio Mareno and Mary Miles
Minter have made of this picture a highly
interesting and entirely absorbing story that
is liked everywhere.
THE GREAT IMPERSONATION—
Mystery Drama. Reviewed February 23.
BECAUSE its past record has shown it to be
a record breaker in both large and small
theatres and it is cleverly acted by two popular stars — James Kirkwood and Ann Forest.

the love and sacrifice of a woman and thus
sounds the popular appeal.
ONE

WEEK OF LOVE— Flapper Romance. Reviewed December 22. BECAUSE
it is a delightful light comedy with fast action, plenty of thrills and tXvo very popular
stars who inject the story with humaness and
fire.
THE LAW OF COMPENSATION—
Marriage Drama. Reviewed December 22.
BECAUSE it has proved by its record that
it is a story which gives Norma Talmadge
a role she is well capable of handling and it
pleases big city and small town audiences.
A LADY'S NAME— Love Comedy. Reviewed March 15. BECAUSE this delightful
comedy besides its own inherent merit has
big exploitation possibilities, which exhibitors
have used extensively and found real money
makers.

THE HEART OF WETONA— Indian
Drama. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE
Norma Talmadge who stars in it is enough
BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE— Reviewed February 16. Matrimonial Tangle. ■ to fill any house and besides that Thomas
BECAUSE Gloria Swanson infuses the pic- Meighan is in the cast.
ture with a subtle humor and a droll pathos
LOVE IS AN AWFUL THING— Marthat make of it an intensely interesting story.
riage Difficulties. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE audiences cry with laughter when
THE OLD HOMESTEAD— Reviewed
March 22. Small Town Life. BECAUSE
they see it and Owen Moore appears at his
best in it.
it is a James Cruze picture that has been
phenomenally successful in large cities and
REPORTED MISSSING— Comedy Melosmall towns and it has still a strong appeal.
drama. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE
THE PURPLE HIGHWAY— Whimsical
comedy melodramas can always attract audiComedy. Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE it
ences and this is a particularly good one staris an appealing story which Madge Kennedy
ring Owen Moore.
carries across to real success and it has proA MAN'S HOME— Story of New Riches.
vided good entertainment where it has been
Reviewed December 29. BECAUSE it snugly
shown.
fits the public taste for average pictures and
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD— Reviewed
has proven its entertainment value by its recMarch 22. Historical Romance. BECAUSE
ord at the box office.
it is rife with excitement of the highest type
THE ROAD OF AMBITION— Rise of
and its story is of the substantial class which
Youth. Reviewed December 29. BECAUSE
never goes out of style.
it is a fine moral story in which Conway
THE LAW AND THE WOMAN— Re- Tearle appears as a sympathetic character
viewed March 8. Murder Mystery. BE- who more than pleases his audiences.
CAUSE the highly dramatic scenes, especially the court scene give Betty Compson
THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH—
a chance to appear to good advantage and to Romance. Reviewed February 16. BE
CAUSE it brings one of Charles Dickens
get across big with her audiences.
most delightful stories to the screen in a
THE WHITE FLOWER— Released March
presentation so charming and interesting that
4, 1923. Tropical Love. Reviewed Februit has found a place for itself with everyone.
ary 2. BECAUSE it handles South Sea
scenes with a delicacy and romance that gives
C. C. Burr
Betty Compson an opportunity for some exTHE NEW SCHOOL TEACHER— Rural
ceptional interpretations.
Romance. BECAUSE it features Russel
MY AMERICAN WIFE— Released Feb- Griffin in a part for which he is admirably
ruary 11, 1923. Sport Romance. Reviewed
suited and into which he injects a personal
February 9. BECAUSE Gloria Swanson
touch that cannot fail to get across to all
audiences.
appears in it in a role that will thrill and
satisfy her most ardent admirers.
THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING
IS MATRIMONY A FAILURE— Re- — Modern Youth. Reviewed March 22.
Booked 100 per cent States Rights. BEleased April 23, 1922. Farce Comedy. ReCAUSE it has every element to please small
viewed February 2. BECAUSE it is a catchy
and
light-hearted picture that sends audiences
of thelarge
jazz town
age. audiences interested in youth
away pleased and happy.
RESTLESS WIVES— Matrimonial Problem. BECAUSE it is a story with a strong
Selznick
appeal to both sexes and attempts to bring
JUST A WIFE— Triangle Drama. Re- about a better understanding of the existing
viewed December 15. BECAUSE it brings to conditions in matrimonial life of the middle
the screen a sympathetic and clean story of classes.
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THE U. S. MINT
Philadelphia, Pa.
The United States Mint at Philadelphia
during the )-ear, 1923, coined a total of
191,858,760. This was coined in the various
denominations of gold and silver for distribution throughout the country. A force
of 366 employees is required to operate this
one branch of the mint. During the year
1923, a total of over |303,891,983 was
stored in the mint against future needs.
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know that there is such a thing as suremoney! Listed below are a group of
pictures that have played in thousands of theatres all over the country — they are pictures that
have made money for thousands of exhibitors!
When you play these pictures you can be just
as sure of getting your money as if you walked
into the U. S. Mint with a bona-fide order for
cold cash! Book them now for sure profits during Spring and Summer!

MERRY
GO
ROUND
The
Surprise Sensation,
Norman
GeorgeYear's
Hackathorne.
Directed bywithRupert
JulianKerry, Mary Philbin and
DRIFTING
A Stirring Melodrama of unusual adventure and thrilling action starring
Browning.
Priscilla Dean, with Wallace Beery and Matt Moore. Directed by Tod
THUNDERING
DAWN
A Melodramatic Thriller with the greatest tidal wave and typnoon scenes
ever filmed, writh J. Warren Kerrigan, Anna Q. Nilsson and Tom
Santschi. Directed by Harry Garson.
THE
ACQUITTAL
The Year's
Supreme
with Directed
Norman byKerry,
ClaireBrown.
Windsor,
Richard
Travers
and Mystery
Barbara Play
Bedford,
Clarence
The DARLING
of NEW
YORK
An entertaining combination of pathos, comedy and drama, writh a great
cast
Baby Peggy,
Brockwell,
Pat Hartigan,
Carl Stockda)te, including
Sheldon Lewis
and MaxGladys
Davidson.
Directed
by King Baggot.
WHITE
TIGER
A Thrilling Drama of International Crookdom starring Priscilla Dean,
supported by Wallace Beery, Matt Moore and Ray Griffith. Directed] by
Tod Browning.

ANNOUNCEMENT
EXTRAORDINARY
The long-awaited statement of Universal's plans
for the coming year; the most remarkable list of
big feature productions ever offered exhibitors;
Carl Laemmle's crowning achievement! All in
complete detail and in brilliant colors — in the Motion Picture News and the Universal Weekly —
out next week — issues dated May 24th. Get your
copies !

UNIVERSAL
Presented
CARL

JEWELS
by

LAEMMLE

A
LADY
of QUALITY
The
Beautiful Love
starring
VirginiaHenley.
Valli, with
MiltonScreen's
Sills andMost
an extraordinary
cast.Story,
Directed
by Hobart
SPORTING
YOUTH
The Great American Speed Picture, starring Reginald Denny, supported
by Laura La i*lantte and an extraordinarV cast of popular favorites. From
Pollard. Morg'an's dazzling story of the younger set, directed by Harry
Byron
FOOLS
HIGHWAY
Mary ofPhilbin's
second
vehicle
greatest
story
the lights
and great
loves ofstarring
the great
city —andNewherYork.
The role.
pictureA
that has stamped Mary Philbin as a great actress and a popular
favorite.
supporting cast includes Pat O'Malley, Kate Price, Charles
Murray andTheothers.
The
STORM
DAUGHTER
The whine of the gale, the roar of giant waves battering a staunch vessel
form the tumultuous background for dsmamic, tempestuous Priscilla Dean
starring in this great sea story. The splendid supnorting cjRst includes
Tom Santschi, Bert Roach, J. Parrell MacDonald and others.
The
LAW
FORBIDS
A gripping domestic drama of the lights and loves of Broadway versus the
strength of home ties with a powertful cast headed by Baby Peggy, Edward EJarle, Gladys Hulette, Frank Currier, Joe Dowling and others.
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It's Got
C.

C.

"Lend

Everything!
BURR'S

Me

Your

is chock-full of all the essentialsH
thatuconstitute
a BOXsband'
'
OFFICE SENSATION.
Gripping Story
A Million Dollar Title
Crackerjack Exploitation
and
A Smashing All-Star Cast
including
DORIS KENYON
DAVID POWELL
DOLORES CASSINELLI
J. BARNEY SHERRY
VIOLET MERSEREAU
BURR McINTOSH
and others
IT'S ONE OF BURR'S NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BIG
4. BOOK THIS WONDER
SERIES NOW BEFORE THE
OTHER FELLOW GETS 11.
"Restless
"The

AND

PROVED

'The Silent Partner'
Finttjicial Drama
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: A young wife who has seen the folly of
living on all that her husband earns when he is in
Wall Street detern'ines to prepare unknown to him
against ployany
coming with
disaster.
I'he wife
husband's
eme is infatuated
the young
and plans
to ruin the husband and get her. His plans succeed, but he fails to win the wife, who goes to the
husband who has Jeft her in anger and haste and
wins
him back by convincing him of the truth of
her story.
nn HIS Story of matrimonial complications
following financial disaster has in it so
many of the elements which go to make an
entertaining motion picture that it is not at
all to be wondered at that it has been as
popular as its record shows it has been, in
the many months since its initial release.
The combination of a domestic tussel and
a financial entanglement is one which is sure
to please because of the great diversity of
elements among which can be found one
that will please every different taste. For
this reason the exhibitor running the picture
should feature as many different angles of
the story as possible.
The best way to get this idea across is
via the lobby, by means of posters and stills.
Use all the attractive posters you can get
stiowing the three stars, Leatrice Joy, Owen
Moore and Robert Edeson, selecting the more
decorative ones to make the effect more appealing. You might even arrange for a rather
elaborate displays, buldng a facsimile of an
ocean liner in the lobby, and employing cutout figures of the characters to appear on
the ship.
You have a splendid tie-up with the local
banks since the wife of the financier, as the
silent partner, saves up a bank account
against possible disaster. Banks are always
soliciting savings accounts, and you could get
your bank to base their campaign on the
case of "The Silent Partner." Stills supplied by you for use in their windows and
in their campaign material will give you publicity in the best place you could hope for.
Another tie-up that is suggei^ted by a scene
in the picture is with the real estate men.
Liza makes use of a small savings bank in
the shape of a little cottage and on it are
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W
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Husband"
"Youth to Sell"
Have You Played the Burr
Specials?
''Three O" Clock in the
ning^^
''The New Mor
School
Teacher''

BURR PICTURES, INC.
133-35-37 West 44th Street,
New York City
Burr Pictures Are B^deased by
the Best Independent Exchanges Everywhere.

AGreat

News

Story

ANOTHER
INTERNATIONAL
BEAT

!

New York famous sky-line
wiped out!
Exclusive pictures of the first
attempt ever made to cover
New York with an aerial curtain are appearing in INTERNATIONAL NEWS NO. 39—
Book

International

— and give your patrons the advantage of its many exclu.sive
news features.
Released by Universal

PICTURES

the words, "Own Your Own Home."' A
real estate man couldn't hope for anything
more concrete or logical on which to base
a drive which would be particularly in season at this time of the year.
The variety of different style clothes worn
by Leatrice Joy is a good cue for a clothing display by a specialty shop or department
store. At first she is seen in the simple
clothes of the woman of very modest circumstances. Later she wears the gowns and
wraps affected by the wealthy. Still later in
the picture she appears in the traveling
clothes which she wears when she goes to
the steamer on which she is to sail to Europe. These could be used to advantage.
'The Chicken In The Case'
Matrimonial Comedy
Released by Selsnick
BRIEF: In order to secure a legacy which he
cannot have until he is married, Steve Perkins
decijdes
to borrow
chum'sAuntie
wife meets
and Winifred
advertise
her
to "Aunt
Sarah" his
as his.
and is much impressed. So much so, in fai.t, that
she decides she is more capa,ble of handling the
(estate than her husband so she signs it over to
"Mrs. Perkins." Innumerable complictions arise,
but it isandfinalli/
clearedher.by Steve's findng a girl for
himself
marrying
TfT" HEN "Aunt Sarah" comes face to face
" with the real husband of Winifred and
sees that her nephew has been deceiving her
all the time things look pretty dark for the
young hero.
the climax
of a con-is
tinuous seriesIncidentally
of side splitting
situations
here reached and here is, therefore, where
you should lay the emphasis when you are
using the text of the story for exploitation
Do not fail to make the most of Owen
purposes
Moore's name and the fact that the picture
itIS over
big. comedy. This is a b'g idea. Put
a genuine
For a very different lobby display you
might dress the walls and ceiling in yellow
and entrance
white crepe
and' onof stands
around
the
havepaper
a number
small wooden
boxes each with a real chicken in it. On
each one have tacked a poster announcing the
name of the production. We can almost
guarantee that this will stop the passerby and
urge many who^e curiosity is piqued to come
in and see the picture.
You might use the same idea putting^ the
chicken coops on street corners in the vicinity
of your theatre and having arrows with the
name of the showing pointing in the direction
of your house.
A more conservative idea is to tie-up with
apparel
displays
on women's
clothes,
since theshops
stillsonfrom
the picture
furnish
fine
posters for this sort of display.
There are also posters which provide excellent material to hook up a display of luggage with the picture since the numerous
honeymoon and week-end trips in the film
make use of much traveling paraphernalia.

BRAY

WINNERS

COL. HEEZA LIAR
CARTOON COMEDIES
BRAY

MAGAZINES
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May 17, 1924
'Drifting'
Released by Universal
Drug DramaBRIEF: Cassie Cook engaged in the sale of opium
becomes remorseful, and wishing to save her chum
from the habit, decides to leave China. She wins
the confidence of a white man in Hang Chow and
he tells her that he is there to fight the eviL
Cassie feels like a cheat and decides to betray her
former comrades. A fight ensues between the two
factions
from which
and
honorable
love. Cassie emerges with a c'ean
TN playing this picture, which has been
pulHng so well for so many months, at
this time, it would be wise to play up some
new stunts that are in keeping with the
newer fads and thus give the picture a brand
new, and entirely different impression.
One such suggestion would be to arrange
a Mah-Jongg tie-up. This Chinese game has
taken on tremendously with the American
public and now that the sets are being offered
for sale at nominal prices a great many more
people are in the market for them. You should
arrange with a dealer for a tie-up which
would help boost this market for him.
One of the stills from the picture shows
the interior of a Chinese set and a group of
people are seated around a table playing Mah
Jongg. This is a ready made tie-up and every merchant handling the sets should jump
at the opportunity of placing one of these
pictures in his window. You should see
that a sign is placed in the window with it.
It should carry a message to the effect that
Priscilla Dean, who will appear at your theatre on a stated date in "Drifiting" is a devotee of the game and that after seeing the
reader, too, will want to play the game.
As this is renting season you might easily
arrange a profitable tie-up with the landlord
with a vacant store. Arrange to have printed
on his window in large letters some such
message as this : "250,000 people go 'Drifting' by this
splendid
spot window
this woulddaily.
be for Think
a drug,what
cigar,a
shoe or cloth'ng store.
"And speaking of good tips, have you seen
Priscilla
Dean inall 'Drifting?'
it. It is playing
this week at Don't
the miss
Theatre."
Here is a fine opportunity to get together
with the Chinese restaurant and pull a publicity stunt that will prove valuable to both
of you. He can get chop sticks at a very
small cost. Arrange to have him buy several hundred pairs and have them stamped
on one side with the nrme of his restaurant, and on the other side with the name
of the picture and the name of your theatre.
Then allow him to distribute some, and plan
to have the rest d'stributed by some local
grocer, or butcher who will give you window space for pictures and posters for the
attention that he will get by giving these
away with every purchase.

'Experimental Marriage'
Farce Comedv
Released by Sehnick
BRIEF: A young widow is being desperately
wooed by a young lawyer who is pleading for an
immediate
marriage.
believe
marriage, however,
becauseSheit doesn't
will entail
the in
sacrifice
of
her personal
liberty.
She live
finallywithstr'ke>
compromise
whereby
she wiljl
him on
weeka
ends and by herself during the week. On ths
basis they are married. Unforseen comphcations
arise and both the husband and wife begin to suspect each other of being unfaithful. In the end,
however, everything is smoothed out and the two
agree to live together every day- of the week.
CHAKESPEARE said opportunity knocks
'^but once, yet here it is knocking again at
the door of the enterprising exhibitor and
knockmg perhaps even a bit more persistently
than before. Do you remember when this
picture, starring Constance Talmadge first appeared. It hit the bullseye right smack in
the center, and the echo resounded through
the box office of every theatre whose manager had the good sense to book the picture.
What "Experimental Marriage" did once it

will do again It is the sort of comedy that
never grows old. If you concentrate some
real effort on its exploitation and play it
up in the same style that you do a new picture, you can get the S. R. O. sign working
overtime. It's certainly worth a try because
it is Especially
the sort ofif thing
you can't
wrongit.
on.
you really
get go
behind
In the first place you should feature the
name of Constance Talmadge. Especially
in sections where she is a particular favorite
you will find this a real drawing card. This
can be done by a wise and careful selection
of stills and posters. You can make your
lobby really talk by means of this by giving
them just a little different treatment.
Eor instance, you might get a large trunk
and place it in the very center of the lobby.
Then cut out figures of Constance Talmadge
and Harrison Ford, who plays opposite her,
and arrange them so that they appear to be
sitting together on the trunk. You might
also have a compo board house made to supply background for the trunk. On the house
could be signs reading: "For sale. Owners
must vacate ! 'Experimental Marriage' proved
a failure
and get
owners
will let house
go cheap."
You
should
an immediate
response
from
the public.
You might also try a street bally of this
character. Get a very attractive young woman and dress her up like a young widow.
Instruct her to walk through the streets attempting to flirt with every one. Then you
should run ads, or post signs, warning the
public to beware of the pretty voung widpw
who has just come to town. She is looking
for a husband on the "Experimental Marriage" plan. This sort of thing will be taken
up immediately by the public, especially the
more gossipy members.
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and have him. wear a white wig. Stand two
men attired in policemen's outfit in the front
of the lobby. You might also get your ushers up the same way. This will accentuate the
theme of the play and at the same time will
set people wondering at the appearance of
police at your theatre. These are sufficiently
different and uncommo to cause much atten to be centered on your theatre.
Working along the same line it might be
suggested that you use cut-out figures as they
appear in the court scenes and mount them
in front of the lobby with court scene posters
as background. You might, at the same
time, have a large butchers scale on either
side of this dsplay to make it even more
marked.
Get as many posters as you can in every
available loual wnidow. Their rather sensational slant will arouse interest even in the
last curious, and you will find you are getting a great deal of publicity through them.
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'The Acquittal'
Mvstcry Play
Released by Universal m
Starring
Kenneth Winthrop is on trial for the murBRIEF:
der of his foster father. His young wife succeeds
his
for
the evidence which is responsble
in getting Later
acquittal.
she dscovers that he has deceived
her. He confesses, then commits suicide. She finally
finds
happiness
has allways
lovedwith
her. Winthrop's foster brother who
IRENE
RICH
DES
and
TIN
A FINE teaser herald has been prepared
Y'
for the exploitation of this picture. It
is in the form of a legal injunction and summons the recipient to appear at the court of
MONTE
BLUE
entertainment at the
Theatre.
These can be secured from the Universal
exchanges and we would recommend their use
as a clever means of arousing interest.
If there happens at the time of your showPUT
IT
OVER
ing, to be a murder trial going on in your
vicinity, you can make use of a mail campaign soliciting the opinion as to whether the
BANG
A
WITH
"Acquittal."
in favor
is or is not
reader
The evidence
which
finallyof decides
the case
is a butcher's scale which has been mistaken
for a clock. This permits of tie-ups with
the local jewelers and the retailer of scales
You Can Do It
if there happens to be one in your locality.
If you can get special permission to do it,
an effective stunt would be to dress the
ticket seller in the official black judge's robe
IT'S A SELZNICK
L

I TRIED

and PROVED

ux:<iZixrrici£ dRtctuA.^^

"THE SPICE OF H IE PROGRAM"
For the
DTVERSIFIED PROGRAM
COMEDIES
NOVELTIES
OUTDOOR DRAMAS
SHORT SUBJECT SPECIALS

"The prints are in

FINE

CONDITION"
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Production

Chart

with

Review

Dates

In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months.
Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names.
Included, also, are the current short sub ject releases with the date of release and length.

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Director Distributor Length
Barefoot Boy
All Star
Kirland
C. B. C 5,800
Blinky
Hoot Gibson ....Not credited .Universal ...6,000
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson . . S. Wood ...Paramount ..5,960
Bright Lights
of B'way.AU
Star .. Dillon
Campbell ...Principal
Broadway
Gold
E. Hammerstein
Truart ...6,765
6,814
Call of the Wild, The.. Buck
Fred JacksonPathe 8,000
Chapter, in Her Life, A. All Star
Lois Wilson .Universal ...6,330
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt Fitzmaurice .Paramount
Clean Up, The
H. Rav?linson ...Parke
Universal . . .7,413
.5,000
Covered Wagon, The ..Special Cast . . . . Jas. Cruze ..Paramount ..10,000
Daytime Wives
Derelys Perdue ..Not credited. F. B. O.
.6,051
DriviW'
Wally Van
Eleventh Fool
Hour, The ... .MasonJones Durning ... Hodkinson
Fox . .5,779
Enemies of Women . . . . L. Barrymore ...Crosland Goldwyn ..10,501
Eternal Three, The
Special Cast
M. Neilan .. Goldvyyn ...6,845
Exiles, The
Doug Macl-ean . Not credited Goldwyn . . 10,000
Fair Cheat, The
AU Star
King
F. B. O. ..6,000
French Doll, The
Mae Murray
R. Z. Leonard Metro 7,000
Going Up
Ingraham . . . Asso. Exhib. 6,053
Gold Diggers, The
Hope Hampton ..Beaumont
Warners .. .7,500
Gold Madness
Guy B. Post . . . Thornby Principal . . . 6,000
Green Goddess, The
Special Cast Sidney Olcott. Goldwyn ...9,100
Gun Fighter. The
William Farnura . Not credited . Fox
5,000
Haldane of the Sec. Serv.Houdini
Houdini
F. B. O. ..5,000
Fox
5,000
Hell's
Hole
Chas.
Jones
....
Not
credited
Her Reputation
Special Cast .... J. Wray . . First Nat'l .6,566
Himchback of Notre DameLon Chaney .... W. Worsley Universal
.12,000
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan
Paramount .5,503
Lone Star Ranger Tom Mix
Not credited Fox
6,000
Main Street
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont . . . Warners
8,000
Marriage Maker, The . . Ayres-Holt
Wm. deMille . Paramount. . ..6,295
Merry Go Round
Philbin-Kerry . . . R. Julian Universal .10,000
Monna Vanna
Lee Parry
Eichberg Fox
8,000
Mothers-In-Law York-ClifFord-Glass Gasnier
Preferred ..6,725
Potash-Perlmutter
Bernard-Carr
Badger Hodkinson
First Nat'l .6,600
7,000
Puritan Passions
Glenn Hunter . . . Tuttle
Red Lights
Special Cast
C. Badgei ..Goldwyn ...6.841
Silent Partner, The . . . Moore-Joy
M.i'gne
Paramount .5.000
Spoilers, The
Special Cast
Gold -Cos.
Three Wise Fools
Eleanor Boardman
Gold.-Cos. .8,028
To The Last Man
Special Cast
Paramount .. .6,946
.6,000
OCTOBER
April Showers
Harlan C. Moore. Tom Sorman Preferred ...6
Ashes of Vengeance ....Norma Talmadge . Frank Lloyd .First Nat'l 10 000
Bad
Man,
The
Holbrook
Blinn . .. ..Wm
Edm. WeUmanFox
Carew .First Nat'l .75 ,000
934
Big Dan
Charles Jones
931
Cameo Kirby
John Gilbert ....Jack Ford ...Fox
6, 2O0
Country Kid
Wesley Barry
Warner 6,,000
Dancer of the Nile, The. Special Cast Wm. P. EarleF. B. O. ..6^ 000
Day of Faitfa, The
Special Cast Browning ...Goldwyn ...6
Desire
Special Cast Harry Garson . Metro
7
Does It Pay?
Hope Hampton ..Charles HoranFox 7 000
000
Devil's Dooryard
All
Star
Lewis BrowningUniversal
King ..Arrow ...75 ,000
Drifting
Priscilla
Dean ..Tod
,000
OOO
Dulcy
C. Talmadge .. S. Franklin ..First Nat'l .7
Eagle's
Feather, The
Sloman .. Metro
Metro 7 000
Reg. Barker
Eternal Struggle,
The .. .. Special
Special Cast
Cast . , Edw.
000
, E. Mortimer. Fox
6 ,000
Exiles, The
John Gilbert
Foolish Parents
Special Cast . , Frank Crane . Asso. Ex. . . 6
6,5 ,000
Governor's
Lady, The . . Dustin
Special Farnum
Cast . , Harry
CampbellMillardFox
.... Fox
Grail, The
Held to Answer
Special Cast . Harold Shaw. Metro 6
In the Palace of the KingB. Sweet
Gold.-Cos. . .7 ,000
,000
453
Lights Out
Ruth Stonehouse . FanpeU
F. B. O. ..6 ,000
Lone Fighter, The
J. B. Warner ..Not credited Sunset
5 ,000
295
Long Live the King ...Jackie Coogan . . Schertzmger .Metro 9
Marriage Maker
All Star
Wm D MeiUe Paramount .6 ,590
000
Meanest
in World . Special
Cast Geo.
EddieMarshall
Kline . Universal
pirst Nat'l. . 55 ,000
Men
in theManRaw
Tack Hoxie
Miracle Makers
Special Cast
Van Dyke . . . Asso. Ex.
,364
No Mother to Guide Her . Genevieve Tobin Horan .■•.•••Fox
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast
David Smith •Vitagraph
,000
,000
Ponjola
Special Cast Donald Crist . pirst Nat'l ,000
000
Prince of a King, A ..Dinky
Albert Austin Selznick ...6 ,000
Printer's
Devil,
The
...Wesley
Barry
..Wm.
Eaudine
Warners
6
'uritan Passions Soecial Cast
Frank Tuttle Hodkinson . 8, 415
000
Ramblin*
The
Hoot
E. Sedgewick Universal
,000
Rendezvous,Kid.The
Conrad Gibson
Nagel
Gold -Cos. . . . 7,6,,000
Rosita
Pickf ord
Lubitsch United Art. 8
Rouged Lips
Dana
H. Shaw ....Metro 6, 000
590
Rnggies of Red Gap . . All Star
Jas. Cruze . . Paramount . 7 ,800
Shiattered Faith
Soecial Cast .... J. J. Ormont Independent 6
.
7,
Six Days
Griffith
Brabin
GoldwyTi-Cos.8
.. .7
Six-Fifty, The
Welsh-Adoree . .. .. Nat
G. V.Ross
Baker.... . Universal
Goldwjm . 5 ,000
OOO
Slave
of ' Desire
Special Cast
. Sheridan HallGoldwyn . 5,7,,000
Steadfast
Heart, The . . . Special
Cast . .. ...Rich.
Hatton. Arrow .. .7 000
Sting of the Scorpion . . Edmund Cobb . . Niblo
Metro . .
,000
Strangers
of Night
Moore-Bennett
Three
Ages
B. Keaton . . . . Keaton-Cline . . Metro
,800
,000
rhundergate
Soecial
Cast
J
De
Grasse
.
First
Nat'l
.6
000
Times Have Changed ..All Star
Fleming Paramount 5 ,000
Untameable
All Star
Blache Sunset ...
000
Way
Star
55 ,000
What ofLoveTransgressor
Will Do ..All
lenneth
McDonald Traft
Not Credited Independent
Indep
000
Where Is West
Hoxie
Marshall Universal .. 5 ,000
NOVEMBER
April Showers
Harlan-Moore . . . Pref. Pic. ..6350
Nov. 17
Bag and Baggage ....All Star
Selznick ...6,338 ■

Feature
Star Distributor Length Reviewed
Blow Your Own Horn .Lewis-Perdue ....F. B. O. ..6,000 Nov. 10
Bright
of B'way .AU
Star
Prin. Pic... 6700
Nov. 2717
Cameo Lights
Kirby
Special
Cast
Fox
6931
Oct.
Crooked Alley
Special Cast
Universal ..4,900 Nov. 24
Cyclone Jones
Williams
Aywon
5,000
Oct. 27
Dangerous
Maid,'The ..C.
Talmadge First Nat'l
.7,337 Dec.
22
Eternal Flame
Bosworth-WindsorGoldwyn
....6,000
Sept. 30
FUming Waters
Eddie Hearn F. B. O. . .«,000
Flaming Youth
Colleen Moore ...First Nat^ ..8,434 Dec. 1
Forgive and Forget Pauline Garon ...Apollo 5,877 Nov. 24
Harbor Lights
Tom Moore
Asso. Exhib. 5,200
Nov. 10
His
Childrer's
Children ,A11
Star
Nov. 17
Human
Mili, The
Special
Cast Paramount
Metro ..8,338
6,006.
Huntress
C. Moore
First Nat'l 7,000
Oct 27
Jealous Husbands
Special Cast
First Nat.1 .8.006 Dec. 15
Kentucky Days
Dustin Pamum ..Pox
6,006
Leavenworth
Case
Special
Cast Vitagraph
Light That Failed
AU
Star
Paramount ...6,000 Nov. 24
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies ..Goldwyn .
5,0(10 Nov.
.7,013
Dec. 1510
Man, Woman, TemptationSpecial Cast ....Metro
Million
to Burn, A ...Herbert
RawlinsonUniveraal
9,000 Aug.
Monna Vanna
AU Star
Fox . 8,648
Oct. 1 61
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast Vitagraph ..7,000
10
8
6,00 Nov.
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Metro
7,547
Nov. 24
Scars <A Hate
Jack Livingston .Independent 5,000
Shattered Reputations ..Johnny Walker ..Lee-Brad. ..4,800
Nov.
, . 6,000
Nov. 103
Shifting Sands
Special Cast
Hodkinson .8,434 Oct. 20
Spanish Dancer
Pola Negri
Paramount , .5,652 Dec. 8
Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr. . Paramount
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Universal . 7,008
Thy Name Is Woman .. Special Cast Metro
6,000
Tipped Off
Special Cast .Goldwyn
P' goers Pic.
4,284 Nov.
Nov. 103
Unseeing
Eyes
Barrymore-Owen
...8,500
Wanters, The
Special Cast First Nat'l ..6,000 Jan. 12
DECEMBER
Anna Christie
Blanche Sweet .First Nat. 7,631 Dec 15
Acquittal
. AU Star
Universal . . ,6,523 Nov. 3
Around the World in
.6,338
4,800
Speejacks
SpecialLivingston
Cast .... . Ind.
Paramount
Beaten
Jack
Kct.
Big Brother
Thomas Meighan . Paramount . .5.000
7,080
Jan. 5
Big
Dan
Jones-Nixon Fox
Dec. 8
Bill
Red Seal . . ,5,934
Country Kid
Barry
Warners ..
Call of Canyon
Dix- Wilson
Paramount . ,5,686
.6993
Jan. 175
6,000Nov.
Nat'l
First
.
.
MacDonald
K.
y
Chastit
Cupid's
Charles
Jones . . . F.
Fox
Dancer ofFireman
NUe
C.
Myers
B. O. . ,4,200 Jan. 12
Darling of N. Y
Baby Peggy
Umv
5,787
Dec. IS
David Copperfield AU Star
Asso. Ex. . 6,239
Nov. 10
Defyi.ig Destiny AU Star
Selznick ... 6,282
Nov. 24
Devil's Partner
Norman Shearer . Inde. Pict. ,4,900.
,5,663 Nov. 24
Don't Call It Love
Special Cast
Paramount ,
Eternal
City
LaMarr-Barr3mior4Fir8t
6,457
Jan. 19
Extra Girl
Normand Asso. Nat.
Ex. .. ,7,800
Nov. 24
Eyes
of
the
Forest
Tom
Mix
Fox
,5,700
Nov. 10
Fashion Row
Murray
Metro
Fashionable Fakers
AU Star
F. B. O. . ,7,366 ..... .Dec 22
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess First Nat. . 4,869
15
Flaming Passions
Irene Rich
Warner . . . ,8,000 Dec.
Nov. 17
Gold MadneiS
Post
Prin. Pic. . ,7,500 Dec
29
Half a DoUar BiU
Nilsson
Metro ,6 068
Nov. 10
In Search of a ThriU . . . Viola Dana
Metro
5,700 Dec 22
Lady of QuaUt*
Valli-SiUs Universal . ,5,500
■
Let's Go
."
R. Talmadge Truart
29
Lone Fighter
J. B Warner . . . Sunset
8,000 Dec.
,5,000
,6,000
Nov.
17
Loyal
Special
Cast Vitagraph
LucretiaLives
Lombard
Irene Rich
Warner . .. .. 6,000
Mail Man
AU Star
F. B. O. .
,7,500 Dec.
Dec 298
Man From Brodneys ...Special Cast Vitagraph . ,6,800
Man Life Passed By
AU Star
Metro
7,100 Dec.
Jan. 58
Mask of Lopez
Monogram . 6,208
Masters of Men
Special Cast Vitagraph .. 5,000
Dec. 1
Masrtime
Ford-Shannon
Preferred . . 6,900
7,500 Dec 22
Modern Matrimony ... .MooreLake . . . Select
4,960
Nov. 3
Near Lady
AU Star
Universal . 4,812
Dec IS
Net, The
Special Cast
Fox
Jan. 26
Ninety and Nine
Special Cast Vitagraph . 6,135
6,900
Dec 30
Old, Hospitality
Fool, The
Special Cast Metro
Hodkinson
.6,147
Our
Keaton
..
Poniola
Nilsson
First Nat. . 8,229 Dec. 1
6,500 Dec. 1
Printer'r
Devil,
The
....Wesley
Barry
...Warner
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart Universal . 5,000 Feb. 9
Red
Warning
J.
Hoxie
Universal
.
4,571
Jan. 19
Reno
AU Star
Goldwyn . .
Dec 22
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery Asso. Auth. 4,795
6,600 Dec 1
Second Hand Love Jones
Fox
5,000Nov. 3
Tiger Rose
Lenore Ulrich . . . Warner .... 8,000
6,000 Dec
Nov. 1510
Shattered Faith
Special Cast
Ind. Pict. . 7,400
7,000
Tan. 2412
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
Fox
8,000
Nov.
Temple of Venus AH Star
Fox
7,006
Dec. 22
This Freedom
AU Star
Pex
6,665 Dec.
r>#c. 208
Thundergate
O.
Moore
Nat'l ... 6,268
6,560
Dec 1
To
The Ladies
Special
Cast ..First
Paramount
6,560
15
Twenty-One
Barthelmess First Nat'l . 8,010 Dec
Dee. 1
Unknown
Purple
AU Star
First
Nat'l .
Virginian
Preferred
Whipping Boss
AH Star
Monogram 5,800 Dec 22
White Tiger
Dean
Universal . 7.177 Dec. 1
5,189 Nov. 17
Wife's
Young
Metro
Wild BinRomance
Hlckok Hart
Paramount 6,893 Dec 8
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Current Production

JANUARY
Feature
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
After the Ball
Glass-Cooper .... Anderson .7,000. . . ...Jan. 5
Age of Desire
Select Cast First Nat'l .5,174 ....
Black Oxen
C. Griffith First Nat'l . .6,000
.6,000 . . .Jan. 19
Boy
of
Mine
...
.
.
Alexander
.4,112 . .
Breaking Into Society . . Special Cast . . . .First
F. B. Nat'l
O. .. .6,000
. Jan. 26S
Broadway Broke . . . All Star
, Selznick . . . .6.500 .. .. .Dec.
8
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines ...Warner ... 9,000 .. ..Jan.
. Feb. 2
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib.
Danger Ahead
Richard TalmadgeGoldstone . . 5,000 .. . .Jan. 12
.6,100 . . . . .Jan. 12
Exiles
Bouton- Gilbert ..Fox
Feb. 199
Fiaming Barrriers
Logan-Moreno . . Paramount .5,770 . . . .Jan.
Gentle Julia
Bessie Love ....Fox
.5,731. . .
Good Men and Bad .... Marin Sais .... Selznick . . . .3,926 . . . .Jan. 19
.7,669 ..
Governor's Lady
Jane
Fox
Grit
Glenn Grey
Hunter ...Hodkinson
. .5,800 .. ..Jan.
.Jan. 2612
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Metro
12
.5,000. . . .. .Jan.
Her Temporary HusbandAll Star
First Nat. . .6,723. . . . ..Jan.
. Jan. 195
.5,741 . . ..Feb.
Heritage of the Desert . . Bebe Daniels .... Paramount .4,487.
2
..
His Mystery Girl . .
Rawlinson Universal
Hoodman Blind
Gladys Hulette..Fox .5,434. . . . . .Jan. 5
Hook and Ladder .. H. Gibson
Universal .. .6000 .. .Jan- 26
Humming Bird
Gloria Swanson .Paramount . .7,490. . . . .Jan. 12
.Jan. 26
In the Spiders Web
Special Cast .... Ind Pict.
6,329 . .. . . .. .Jan.
Judgment cf Storm
Special Cast F. B. O. .. .5,120
. Feb. 192
Just OS Broadway . . John Gilbert . . Fox
5,544 . .
Lady
of Monsoreau
Klein
.5,500 . . . .Dec. 29
Let Not
Man Put . All Star
8.0O0 .
Asunder
Tellegen-Fred'ck.
.Vitagraph
. Dec. 8
Love
Pirate
AU
Star
F. B. O. .. . .4750
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon . . . Vitagraph . 6,526
.
.
5,800
Loving Lies
Brent-Blue
Asso. Auth. 4,750.
. .Jan.
.Jan. 1219
Lullaby
Jane Novak
F. B. O. .
. .Jan. 26
Marriage Market ...
AU Star
C. B. C. . . 4,719 .
.. .Jan.
. Feb. 262
Man from Wyoming . J. Hoxie
Universal . . 6,297.
Mask of Lopez
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. . 5,000.
.Dec 29
Mine to Keep
Washburn Grand-Asher 5,317 .
. .Jan. 19
Monkey's Paw
Special Cast Selznick . . . 5,194.
Name the Man
Special Cast Gold-Cos. .. 7,771 .
.Jan. 262
..Feb.
No More Women
Bellaray-Moore ..Asso. Auth. 6.181 .
. . Feb. 9
Not a Drum Was HeardCharles Jones . . .Fox
. . .Jan. 5
Old Fool
All Star
Hodkinson 4,823
6,147.
. . Feb. 2
Other
Daughters .Washburn
Gr.-Asher
5,936 .
. . Feb. 2
PhantomMen'sJustice
Special Cast
F. B. O. . 6.238
.
Prince of a King
Dinky Dean Selznick . . .
..Dec.
. Jan. 128
Satin Girl
All Star
Grand-Asher 6,000
5.874 .
5,691
.Feb. 16
Shadow of the East
Mayo-Harris ....Fox
.Dec. 29
Shepherd King
AU Star
Fox
Song ofSeaLove
Norma Talmadge.lst NatL .. 8,000 .
South
Love .
,8,000 .
Shirley Mason . . Fox
..Jan.
. . Jan. 265
Steadfast Heart
4,168.
Mary
Alden
....
Distinctive
.
..Jan.
25
The Arizona Express
Special Cast . . Fox
7,012.
The
Wildcat
.
.
."
Robert
Gordon
.
.Inde.
Pic.
.
8,000
.
Three Days to Live . . . Ora Carew
Gerson . . . . 5,000
Three Miles Out
Madge Kennedy . Kenma
5,700
.Jan. 12
Three
Weeks
S-.ecia!
Cast
....Goldwyn
8,000.
.Dec 8
Thrill Chaser
Hoot Gibson Universal... . 5,196
. .Jan. 19
Through the Dark
Colleen Moore . . joldwyn ...
Toilers of the Sea
Special Cast Selznick . . . 7,999 .
. .Jan. 19
Treasure Canyon
J. B Warner . . . Sunset .... 5,128.
5,000
Trouble Trail
Gerber-Hatton . . Arrow
Westbound
J. B Warner . . . Sunset
5,000
West of Water Tower . . All star
Paramount 6,500.
.Jan. 19
What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont Inde. Pic. . . .5,000
What Love WiU Do ..Ken. McDonald .Sunset
.
Dec
8
5,000
Whem Odds are Even . Russell
Fox
4,284 .
Whispered Name ... AU Star
Universal
.Jan.
26
5,000
.
Wife in Name Only . . . Special Cast .... Selznick . . . .4,868 .
.Jan. 26
26
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson .Selznick ... 6,994 .
.Tan.
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
Marmont
Fox
.Dec
IS
6,052.
FEBRUARY
B. O. . .6,917 .
. Feb. 9
Alimony
Darmond-Baxter .. F.
Burr . .6,021
.Feb. 23
Average Women
Garon-PoweU . . . C. C. Pic
Baffled
Franklyn Farnum .Inde.
.5,000
. Fox
.March 8
Blizzard,
"The
Foreign
Cast
.
.
.5,890.
Breathless Moment .... Wm. Desmond . , Universal . .5,556 .
.Feb. 16
Cause For Divorce ....Brunette-Butler . , Selznick . . . .7,132.
.Mar.
.Feb. 161
.6,008 .
Chastity
Kath.
M'Donald . . . Sunset
First Nat'l
. . . . .5,000
Covered Trail
J.
B Warner
Warner . . . .6,500 . ..Feb. 23
Daddies
Mae Marsh . . . ,Fox
.. .Feb.
Eyes of the Forest Tom Mix
, .Paramount . .4,408.
Feb. 239
Flaming Barriers Logan-Moreno .. Lowell . . . .5,770.
.March
8
Floodgates
Lowell-Russell
.March 8
Flowing Gold
Anna Q. Nilsson , Metro .6,435.
.8,005.
.
Mar.
Fool's
Awakening
Ford Bennett
.March 81
Arrow Nat'l
. . . . .5,763.
Gambling
Wives
Marjorie
Daw .. .. .. ,.First
.6,438.
..Feb.
23
Geo. Washington Jr Wesley Barry . . . Warner . . . .6,100 .
Great White Way
Anita Stewart . . . Gold.-Cos. . 10,000.
.March
8
Happiness
Laurette Taylor , Metro . . . .
.March 8
Hill BUy
Jack Pickford .. .Allied Prod. .7,700.
H-oosier Schoolmaster . . Special Cast . . . . Hodkinson 5,734.
. Feb. 9
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson C. B. C. . 5,920 .
.Feb. 16
Jack O' CUibs
Rawlinson a. ■ • • Universal . 4,717 .
Lily of the Alley
Edwards- White . , Hepworth
.
Love Letters
Shirley Mason . Fox
.March
. Feb. 82
.4,749.
.6,799 .
"Love Master
Strongheart
,, Fox
Ladies
to Board
Tom Mix
..Feb.
23
Nat'l . .6,112
Goldstone
..Feb.
Marry in Haste
Wm. Fairbanks . . First
.Feb. 2316
.5,000 .
Marriage Circle
Marie Prevost . . . Warner . . . .8,300
..Feb. 23
. Vitagraph . .6,800
My
Famum-Miller
.Mar. 22
Nellie,Man
Beautiful Model ..All
Star . . Gold.-Cos. . .6,098.
..Feb. 23
Next Comer
Special Cast . . . . Paramount .6,985
Night Hawk, The
Harry Carey . . . .Hodkinson . .5.000.
.Mar. 1
,Fox
Nort of Hudson Bay ..Tom Mix
.4,973.
..Feb.
Painted People
Colleen Moore .
.6,897.
.
Feb. 99
Paramount
Ked Piper Malone ....Thos. Meighan Ya.,nPreferred
First Nat'l. . .7.264
.Mar. 15
Poisoned
Paradise
Harlan-Bow
kee
.6,800.
Restless Wives
AU
Star ... Burr
.Mai. 1
.6.317.
Ma
.
.March
8
Ride For Your Life . . . Hoot Gibson . . Universal
Roulette
AU Star
Selznickdne. . . .5,310.
. t^ar. 1
.4,850. .
Metro ....ss10.000
Scaramouche
AU Star
.C n. 13
Second Youth
Special Cast ... Gold.-Cos. .6,673
Lar .
kin
-B.
Dov
».
F. B
.

Chart

Feature
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
Shadows of Paris
Pola Negri .... .Paramount ..6,440 Mar. 1
5,000
Slow as Lightning .... Ken. McDonald . Sunset
Stranger
Special Cast . . . .Paramount .6,515 Feb. 16
Sporting Youth
Denny-LaPlante .Universal ..6,712 Feb. 16
.Burr
6,293 Mar. 1
Three
O'clockis Woman
in Morn. . .. AU
Binney-Breese
Thy Name
Star ..
9,087 March 8
Under the Red Robe Special Cast . . .Metro
.Goldwyn ...8,000 Dec 1
Way of a Man
AUene Ray .... . Pathe
8,816 Mar. 1
Week End Husbands . . Special Cast . . . .Equity 6,450 Mar. 1
5,000
Western Feuds
Edmund Cobb . .Arrow
.First Nat'l ...5,000
. .6,910 Mar.
Feb. 161
When
Man's A Man . . Rex
BowersLa Motte .Goldstone
White A Panther
Baker
White Sin
Special Cast . . . . F. B. O. ..6,237 March 8
Goldwyn ...6,837 Feb. 16
Wild Oranges
Mayo-ValH
C. B. C. ..5,847 Feb. 9
Yesterday's
Wife
Irene Rich
.... .Asso.
Exhib. 6,148 Feb. 23
iTankee
Consul
Douglas
MacLean
MARCH
Arizona Express
Special Cast
Fox
Mar. 23
Beware The Woman .... Derelys Perdue . F. B. O
Blasted Hopes
Edmund Cobb ..Arrow
By Divine Right
Dexter-Harris . . . F. B. O. .7,541 Nov. 17
Crossed Trails
Franklyn Farnum Ind. Pict
Damaged Hearts
Mary Carr ... . . F. B. O .4,500
Daughters of Today
P. Ruth Miller . Selznick
.6,154.
Daring Youths
Bebe Daniels .
.7,280
Discontented Husbands . . Jas. Kirkwood . . Principal
.6,000
Mar. 15
Don't Doubt Y'r HusbandVioIa Dana . . .. .. Columbia
Metro .5,421
Drums of Jeopardy . . . . E. Hammerstein .Truart
6,529,
Fair Week
Walter Hiers . . ..Paramount .4,636.
.Mar. 22
Fighting Coward
Ernest Torrence .Paramount
Mar. .29
Fine and Dandy
Tom Mix
. .7,431
Fools
Highway
PhUbin-O'MaUey
..
Universal
Flapper Wives
May Allison .... Selznick . .
Flattery
Bowers-LaMotte . Fox
C. B. C. .
Galloping Ace
Jack Hoxie Universal
Galloping GaUagher .... Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. ...4,819
.4,560 April
April 125
Galloping Fish
3. Chaplin-FazendaFirst Nat'l . .6,000
Apr. .5
Gold
C. Talmadge
First Nat'l
Great Fish
White Way
Anita
Stewart ...Cosmo.
Mar. 9
His Darker Self
Lloyd Hamilton .Hodkinson
Apr.. 5
Icebound
Dix-Wilson
Paramount ..5,000
.6,471
Law Forbids
Baby Peggy
.Universal ..6,203 Mar. 15
Leave It To Jerry Billie Rhodes
.Grand-Asher 5,748
Mar. .29
Lilies of The Field Griffith-Tearle
,
.First
Lone Wolf
Dalton-Holt . . Asso. Nat'l
Exhib Apr. .5
Love's Whirlpool
Kirkwood-Lee , .App'd Pict. 6,028
Mar. .2916
Man's Mate
John Gilbert
, .Fox
5,041 Mar.
Mrs.
ReputatiA. Taylor
Hepworth
Apr. .5
Nellie, Erricker's
the Beautiful
Cloak Model
Claire Windsor ..Goldwyn
Mar. 2
Night Message
AU Star
Universal ...4,590 April 5
North of Nevada
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. ..4,929
On Time
R. Talmadge ...Truart 6,030
Pagan Passions
Standing-Theby . Selznick
Pal O' Mine
Irene Rich
C B. C
Phantom
Horseman
...
.Jack
Hoxie Fox
Universal .4,3i9'9
Apr. 30.5
Plunderer, The
F. Mayo
5,812 Mar.
Sage
Brush
Gospel
....Gerber-Hatton
...Arrow
5,000,
Sheriff of Tombstone . . Fred Thomson . . F. B. O
Sherlock Junior
Buster Keaton . . Metro
Shooting of Dan McGrewLaMarr-Marmont. Metro 6,318 April 19
Singer Jim McKee . . . . Wm._ S. Hart ....Paramount .6,433
Apr. .5
Society Scandal
Gloria Swanson ..Paramount
Speak No Evil
Alma Taylor ....Hepworth
Mar. 22
Stolen Secrets
Rawlinson
Universal
Three Weeks
Aileen Pringle . . GoWwjm
Mar. 23
Torment
Special Cast ....First
Nat'l
Mar. .2919
Try and Get It
Washbum-Dove
.Hodkinson
..5,770 April
Two Fisted Tenderfoot . Frankl3m Farnumini
Pict.
.4,800.
Metro
6,145
Uninvited Guest
Flynn-ToUey
Fox
4,302 Mar. 9
Vagabond
Trail
Jones
Inde. Pic. .5,200
What 3 Men
Wanted ... Charles
Miss DuPont
Why Get Married . . . .Andree Lafayette Asso. Exhib. 5,091 AprU 12
Why Men
Leave Home .AU
First Nat'l .5,145 Feb. 17
Wolf
Man
John Star
GUbert
Fox
8,000
Woman and Her Man . Renee Adoree . . Metro
Woman's
Secret
Mae
Marsh
Allied
P.,
D.
9,787 Mar.. 29
Woman Who Sinned .. Wallace- Rich Fox
6,500
Yolando
Marion Davies . . Gold.-Cos
APRIL
^
Arab, The
Terry-Novarro . . Metro
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore .Warner
April 12
Beggars on Horseback . . Pre^fost-Blue .... Principal
Boy of Flanders
Jackie Coogan ..Metro 7,018 Apr.. 5
B 'way After Dark
Special
Babbitt
Special Cast
Cast ....Warner
Warner
Coniidence Man
Thomas Meighan .Paramount
Captain January ...... Baby Peggy .... Principal . .6,000
Crossed Trails
Franklin Farnum . Inde. Pic
Dawn of A Tomorrow ..Jacqueline Logan .Paramount .6,010 Apr.. 5
Dancing Cheat
RawUnson-Lake . Universal
Enchanted
Cottage ....Rich.
B arthelmess
First Nat'l
Excitement
Laura La
Plante .Univasal
....4,913 April 19
Girl Shy
Harold Lloyd ..Pathe
7,600
April 12
Girl of the Limberlost . . Gloria Grey . . . . F. B. O
His Forgotten Wife .... Madge Bellamy . . F.- B. O. . .6,500
.4,611 April
April 195
.6,000
King of Wild Horses . . Special Cast
Pathe
Listen Lester
Faz.-Novak-Myers Principal . .
Marriage
Cheat
Maiu-Joy-Menjou .. Sher.-Principal
First Nat'l
Masked Dancer
Chadwick-LoweU
Hodkinson .5,000
Miami
Betty Compson •.Mefro
Mile. Midnight
Murray-Blue . .Fox
5,000
Lord's TheReferee
CharlesJannings
Jones . . Paramount
Peter
Great
Emil
.
Hepworth
Pipes of Pan
Alma Tavlor . .
April 27
RecoU
Betty Bl/the . . .J. Parker Read
Second Youth
Special Cast . . Gold -Cos. ..6,169 April 19
Silent Stranger
Fred Thomson . . F. B. O
Son of the Sahara AU Star
First Nat'l
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Chart

Exhib
Souvenir
Ayres-Marmont . Asso.
Paramount
Triumph
Joy-La Rocque .. First
Nafl
Those Who Dance
Special Cast . .
Traffic in Hearts
(Not mentioned) .C B. C
True As Steel
Aileen Pringle . Goldwyn
April
Wandering Husbands . . Lee-Kirkwood . . Hodkinson . 5,000
Woman on the Jury .... Special Cast . . First Nat'l
Women Who Gire . Special Cast . . .. Metro
$20 a Week
George Arliss . . Selznick . . .5,990
MAY
Amazing Guest
All Star
Hepworth ...
Breaking Point
Nita Naldi
Paramount . .
Bluff
Ayres-Moreno . . Paramount . .
Bway After Dark
Special Cast ....Warner
Cytherea
Stone- Rubens .... Universal . . .
Clay of C'lina
Ind. Pic
...
Desperate
Advenure .... Rawlinson
Franklyn Farnum First
National
For Sale
Corrine Griffith ..Hodkinson ...
Hold Your Breath Special Cast .... Hodkinson . 6,000
How to Educate a Wife. Special Cast ....Warner
Lightning Rider, The . . Harry Carey .... Hodkinson .5,000 .
John
ForrestRider,
Finds The
H's'lf. Harry
Edwards-Carey
White .... .Hepworth
Lightening
Hodkinson .
Moral Sinners
Dorothy Dalton .Paramount .5,437 April
Men
Pola Negri
Paramount
Rejected Woman, The . Rubens-Nagel . . . Gold.-Cos
April
Right of the Strongest . E. K. Lincoln ..Selznick ...6,240
Riders Up
Universal ..5,000
Storm Daughter, The ..Special Cast
Universal ..5,303 April
Untamed Youth
F. B. O
What Shall I Do?
Dorothy Mackaill Hodkinson
Virtuous Liars
M. Costello Vitagraph . .5.800 April
What Shall I Do? .... Dorothy Mackaill Hodkinson . . 5000
White
LaMarr-Tearle ...First
Woman Moth
Who Sinned
F. B.Nat'l
O

Short Subject Releases

When Winter Comes
Wolfe and Montcalm

20

19
19
19
19

JUNE.... Hodkinson
Another Scandal
Lois Wilson
Babbit
Special Cast
Cahbre Forty- Five
Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict
cial Cast ....
Fools
in the
George Chadwick
O'Hara . ..Hodkinson
F. B. O
Her Own
Free Dark
Will . . . .Helene
Helen's Babies
Baby Peggy .... Principal
Mist in the Valley
Ames-Dennes . . . Hepworth
Never Say Die
Douglas McLean .Asso. Exhib
Not One to Spare
Hodkinson .4,500
Perfect Flapper
Colleen Moore . . First Nat'l
Ragged
First Nat'l
RidgewayMessenger
Montana
Jack Hoxie Universal
Sundown
All
Star
First
Nat'l
Tiger Thompson
Harry Carey
Hodkinson
Fhese Who Dance
Special Cast .... First National
Which Shall It Be?
Ethel Wales Hodkinson
April 19
Short

Subject

Releases

PAT HE
Series
Release Data
Title
An Ideal Farm
Aesop Fable
2,500 April 27
Roach
2,000 April 20
April Fool
Aesop Fable
1,500 May 18
A Trip to the Pole
2,000 Mar. 30
Big Moments from Little Pic Will Rogers
3,000
Birds of Passage
Btack Oxfords
Mack Sennett
2,000 May 18
Bottle Babies
Spat Family
2,000 May
2,000 April
Brothers Under the Chin . . . . Stan Laurel
Our Gang
2,000 May
Commencement Day
Series
2,000 Mar.
Dirty Little Half-Breed Frontier
Charles Chase
1,000 Mar.
Don't
Forget
Mack Sennett
2,000 April
Flickering
Youth
Fields of Glory
"Sportlightf'
l.OOW Mar.
SportUnght
1,000 May
Fishin' Husband
Fever
Friend
Poliardi
2,000 April
Chronicles
3,000
April
Gateway to the West
Roach
1,000 April
Get Busy
Hard Knocks
Charles Chase
1,000 April
Will Rogers
2,000 April
High Brow Stuff
Hit The High Spots
Spat Family
2,000 April
Homeless Pups
Aesop FaWes
2,500 May
Hunters BolJ
Spat Family
2,000 Mar.
Terry Cartoon
1,000 April
If Noah Lived Today
King of Wild Horses
Murphy-Barry
5,000 April
Charles Chase
2,000 Mar.
Love's
Detour
Near Dublin
RoanJh
2,000 May
Dippy Do Dad
1,000 May
North of Fifty-Fifty
One At a Time
Roach
1,000 April
Our Little Nell
"Dippy Doo Dad"
1,000 April
Out of the Storm
Leatherstocking
2,000
May
Paleface Law
Leatherstocking '2,000 April
Roach
1,000
May
I*ublicity's Pays
Ransom
Leatherstocking 1?,000 April
Leatherstocking 2,000 May
Rivenoak'sWild
Revenge
1,000 April
Running
2,000
April
Seeing Things
Langdon
2,000 Mar.
Shanghaied Lovers
Sportlight
1,000 May
Sporting Speed
Sun and Snow
Sportlight
1,000 April
Leatherstocking
2,000 April
The Betrayal
Terry Cartoon
1,000 Mar.
The Champion
The Fraidy Cat
Charles Chase
1,000 Mar.
The Guest
Nigh Smith
1,000 April
The Hollywood Kid
Mack Sennett
2,000 April
The Jealous Fisherman
Aesop Fable
2,500 May
The Medicine Hat
Frontier Series
2.0O0 April
The Panther
Leatherstocking
2,000 May
The Pilerims
Chronicles
3,000 May
1,000 April
The Swift and Strong
Way of a Man
Serial Chapter 15
2,000 Mar.

Aesop Fables
2,500
May 11
The Last Stand <J Pei Man
Mar. 22
EDUCATIONAL
A Tiny Tour of U. S. A
Hodge-Podge
1 OOO
May 18
Air Pockets
Mermaid Comedy
2, 000
May 25
Cornfed
Christie Comedy
2, 000
May
4
Dandy Lions
Neal Burns
2,
000
April
20
000
May
11
Flowers
of Hate
WUdemess
Tales . . .'.1^1, 000 April 27
Fold Up
Bowes-Vance
000 May 4
Fun Shop
Fun Shop
Going
Fast
Hamilton
Comedy 2,l'000 May 11
Heart
Throbs
Sing Them Again
1, 000 April 20
Junior Partner
Juvenile Comedy
2, 000
May 25
Jumping Jacks
Hodge Podge
1, 000 Mar.
23
Killing Time
Lloyd Hamilton
2
Mar. 27
Lady Bird, The
Secrets of Life
1,,000 May
11
Lang Aga
Sing Them Again
1
Mar.
23
Lost Chords
Sing Them Again
1 ,000
18
Lon Some
Lloyd Hamilton
2 ,000 May
Mar. 2713
Midnight Blues
Lige Conley
2 .000
000 April
Misfit, The
Clyde Cook
2,
Nerve Tonic
Christie Comedy
2 ,000
,000 Mar.
May 23
18
Out Bound
Cameo Comedy
1 000 May 11
Plastigrams
Third Dimension
1, 000
Mar.
23
Powder Marks
Cameo Comedy
1, 000 May 25
Mar. 23
Reno or Bust
Bobby Vernon
2, 000
Safe and Sane
Jimmie Adams
2, 000 April 6
The Fly
i OOO
,000 May
Mar. 1825
The Bonehead
Tuxedo Comedy
2, 000 April 27
There He Goes
Lige Conley
2,,000 April 20
Trader Keeps Moving
Wilderness Tales
1,
UNIVERSAL
Checking Out
Chap. 5 "Fast Express" 2,000 April
Cipher Message
Chap. 6 "Fast Express" 2,000 April
Bandit
Raiders
Chap.
"Fast Express" 2,000
2,000 April
Big Boy Blue
Leather7 Pusher
Mar.
Face to Face
Chapter 15 "Ghost City" 2,000 Mar.
Facing the Crisis
Chap. 1 "Fast Express" 2,000 Mar.
Flames Grocers
of Vengeance
Chapter
14 "Ghost City" 2,000
Mar.
Green
Slim Summerville
1,000 April
Haunted House
Chap. 4 "Fast Express" 2,000 Mar.
Hit
Hard
Earle-McCo
y
2,000 April
Keep'emHealthy
Slim Summerville-Dunn
.1,000
Mar.
Marry When Young
Neely Edwards
2,000
Miscarried Plan
2,000
Feb.
Nobody to Love
Roach-Edwards
1,000 Mar.
One
Wet
Night
Neely
Edwards
1,000
April
Perils of the City
Neely Edwards
1,000 April
Politics
Slim Summerville
1,000 April
Pretty Plungers
Gentry
Follies
Girls
2,000
April
Unknown BoyI
(not mentioned)
2,000 Mar.
Racing Kid
Buddy
Messinger
2,000.'
April
Ship Ahoy
Slim Sumerville- Dunn .1,000 Mar
Should Poker Players Marry .Roach-Edw
ards
1,000 Mar.
Society Sensatio
n
2,000 Mar.
Sons-in-Law
Jack Earle-McCoy 2,000 Mar.
Spring of 1964
Harry Sweet and Pal ..2,000 April
Swing Bad the Sailor
Billy Sullivan
2,000 Mar
That Oriental Game
Pal the Dog
2,000.
Mar'
Tough Tenderfoot
2,000
" Mar
Feb
Vanishing
Diamonds
Chap. 2 "Fast Express" 2,000.
Western Skies
Jack
Mower
2,000..
Young
Woman Tenderfo
of Mystery
Chap.FOX
3 Messinger
"Fast Express" 2,000
2,000.
.'Mar"
ot
Buddy
Mar. 2419
A New England Farm
Be Yourself
g*'"J"«««
Feathered U.-:--Fisherman
"«^My
un the Job
Rivers of Song
Sculptors of Paradise
Slippery Decks
The Cowboys
The Jazz Weekly
The Weakhng

Educational
Al. St. John
Sunshine
Educational
Imperial
Animal
comedy
Educational
Educational
Educational
Imperial
Sunshine
Sunshine
CENTURY

1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000..
2,000
2,000
1,000.
1,000...
1,000...
2,000
2,000
2,000

Mar. 30
Feb. 10
Feb. 2416
Mar
April
Mar 96
Mar 2
Feb 17
April 13
Feb. 10
Mar. 21
Feb. 10

A Lofty Marriage
Earle-Murdock
2,000 April 15
Checking
"Pal"
i.ooo
April
Hit Him Out
Hard
Earle-M
cCoy
1,000..
April 1212
P[«tv Plungers
Cent.
FoUies
Girls
1,000
April
12
The Racing Kid
Buddy Messenger
2,000 April 12
STANDARD CINEMA
A Fishy Tale
Feb. 1
Jimmy Aubrey
2 000
AAnces
Scarey Night
Jimmy Aubrey
l ,000 May 1
tors
Colonel Heeza Liar
1 ,000 Mar. 1
Colonel Heez Liar's KnighthoodBray
i ,000
,000 April
Feb. 15I
,000
Mar.
Just
a Litte Comedies
Late Club
Bruce
Barton
1
Hollywood
Chester
Conk'lin
.
.
.'
.'
.'
.'
.'
.'
2
Feb. 151
Mayserious Case, The
Colonel Heeza Liar . . . A OOO
000 April 15
One
Day
in
Hollywood
Chester
Conklin
2
The Mechanic
April 1
Jimmy Aubrey
1 000
000 May 1
The Sky Pilot
Bray
000 April IS
000 Mar. 1
The Luna
Bishop of tic
Hollywood . . . Jimmy
Chester Aubre
Conklin y '.. '. 22 000
Feb. 1715
Unhappy Husbands
Bruce Barton
1,
VITAGRAPH
17
. .2,000. . . . . . Dec. 22
Lightning Love
Larry
. .2,000. . .
Modern Banking
Urban
..1,000...
..1,000... . . . Dec 22
Newsprint Paper . ,
Urban Classic
The Gown Shop
Larry
. .2.000. . . . . .Dec.
..1,000... . . . Dec. 29
22
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By WESLEY
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Hints
TROUT

Installation of the Projection Room
Equipment
THE matter of the correct installation of
projection room equipment and the electrical devices is of paramount importance.
This apparatus must be properly installed to
secure perfect projection, and remember that
it requires up-to-date equipment in order to
secure perfect results. It is of much importance that any auxiliary apparatus, such
as spot lights, rewind benches, etc., should be
given ample room for perfect ease in operation.
Re-winding equipment and also a room for
the motor generator set should be taken care
of when planning an up-to-date projection
department. The housing of the projection
machines should be so arranged that a minimum amount of effort is expended in changing from one machine to another, the operation of spot lights, etc. Remember that the
projectionist can do his woik much better
if he has plenty of working room.
The walls of the projection room should
be constructed of hard plaster or tile. The
floor may be covered with a heavy linoleum
or rubber, as it is necessary to have some
form of good insulation on the projection
room floor. The color of the walls of a
projection room is also of paramount importance, as there should be no reflection of
any light that may cause a strain on the
projectionist's
A battleshipeyes.
grey or a moderately dark
green finish should be employed, as neither
of these colors is too dark for physical comfort and yet they will not give any degree
of reflection of stray light.
The correct placing of the projection screen
is very important to secure perfect results.
In a small theatre where there is no stage,
this should be placed between four and five
feet from the floor and of proper size for
the length of the theatre.
Great care should be taken in placing the
screen in order to avoid causing discomfort
to the people in the front row of seats that
are looking up at the picture projected. It
is a very good idea to keep the projection
screen as low as consistent with good sight
lines.
In a relatively narrow theatre with straight
projection, it is well for the exhibitor to
consider the installation of the reflector type
screen for his projection, as the reflector
type screen has a surface which tends to
throw the light projected on the screen back
within a relatively small angle. The disadvantage of a reflector type screen in a
wide theatre is that some of the seats will be
favored with an extremely bright picture and
others with a dimly illuminated picture.
Be sure and select the correct size screen
and type for your theatre in order to secure
the very best in projection results. Remember that it does not cost any more to have
the corect type and size than it does the
improper kind.
Connecting Transformer or Compensarc to Line
The projectionist should be very careful
when he is connecting up a transformer or
compensarc to make sure that the voltage
and the cycles marked on the transformer
correspond with the supply voltage and cyis a ifvery
important
matter.
Don't
connectcles. This
same
voltage
or cycles
is higher
or lower unless you want a lot of trouble.
If you happen to have sheet iron walls,
place the transformer at least 12 inches away
from same or you will have a humming noise
from your transformer. Thirty ampere fuses
for the line are large enough for 110 volts

and 15 ampere fuses for a 220 volt line.
Don't freeze your carbons if you want a
good light. Be sure and use proper size
fuses and carbons to secure the best results.
Always use cored carbons for alternating
current. Use correct size wire for the amperes you are drawing.
A test lamp should be kept in every projection room.
One drop of oil is plenty for any bearing
on a projection machine. Sixty drops of oil
is the correct amount for the oil well on
any standard make of projection machine.
* ❖ jj:
REMODELING OF TWO KANSAS
CITY THEATRES
Frank L. Newman's Royal and Newman
theatres at Kansas City are to undergo extensive improvements. Within the next few
weeks the interior of the Newman Theatre
will be improved so that a stage, twenty feet
deep and thirty-two feet wide, can be erected.
At present the space in front of the screen
is eighteen feet wide and only fifty inches
deep. The remodeling will involve changes
in the orchestra pit. The ornamental shell
above the proscenium arch and above the orchestra pitwill be redecorated.
The entrance to the main floor of the
theatre will be moved forward so that the
main floor and the stairways to the balcony
will be reached through the same entrances.
This office
will tocause
the present
type
box
be moved
forward "island"
to the sidewalk. The work of remodeling will be accomplished atnight in order to prevent inter upting the regular schedule of shows. The
alterations will cost about $25,000, according
to H. Alexander Drake, architect.
On the other hand, the Royal Theatre will
be
a refugewinds
from this
downtown
City's
scorching
summer, Kansas
an excellent
cooing system having been constructed in
the Newman at the time it was built. Construction of a new type of cooling system
has begun, the contract having been let to
the Hosch Cooling System of Dallas, Tex.
It will be completed within six weeks, according to Mr. Newman. The new system
will draw in air and chill it with special
machinery installed upon the roof. The cold
air will be dropped into the auditorium
through ceiling ventilators.
* * *
AMERICAN THEATRE COMPANlf
ORGANIZED
The American Theatre Company has been
known Amerthe well
to operate
organized
ican Theatre
of South
Main Street, Salt
Lake City, and to "buy, sell, operate and
manage motion pictures and other theatres,
of amusement," acplaces The
dance halls
cording to itsandarticles.
capital stock is
listed at $400,000. The president is Weir
viceW. J. O'Conner,
Casady, :president;
president
Ralph Kreutzberger,
secretary, and
mangeneral
and
treasurer
Carsten Dahnken,
ager. The American Theatre was a Swanson property and was for years regarded as
the leading motion picture house in Salt Lake
City. Today it is one of the two leading
houses in the city, often being regarded as
taking second place to the Paramount-Em* * *
press.
SYMBOL OF SWITCH STRENGTH
The Mutual Electric and Machine Companj-, of Detroit, use the bull dog as a
trademark, with the slogan: "the switch
jaws," Their catalogue mwith powerful
corporates prices and data in simple form,
be confuseliminating details which might
ing. There are numerous photographs and
line drawings, with a view to facilitate
matters in thus graphically describing information which you will frequently require.
Also to save mistakes, and time otherwise
ns, were illustradescriptio
required
the read
tions ofto
in use.
switch

About
New

Theatres —
and

Old

W/"HEN all the remodeling is done on the
" old Bonita Theatre at Tampa, Fla., the
house will be re-opened under the new name
of Franklin. The latest in theatre equipment
is now being installed. The Franklin will
be under the capable management of J. B.
Carroll.
^ ^ ^
Quite a few new motion picture theatres
are being erected in Oklahoma and Kansas.
They are mostly all installing the very latest
in motion picture equipment. Business is reported to be very pleasing in the various
cities and small towns.
* * *
The new Metropolitan Theatre, Morgantown, W. Va., is very rapidly nearing completion. Itwill be modern in every respect.
The very finest in projection room equipment
will soon be installed.
^ ^ ^
C. Johnson, ovt'ner and manager of the
Family Theatre, Millford, Ohio, is now operating his picture theatre five days a week,
and reports dandy business here.
* * *
The Stewart Theatre, Puyallup, Wash., has
been rented to Jonson & Horberg, owners
of a chain of motion pictures on the West
Coast.
* * *
J. C. Patrick, Crescent, Okla., has recently
enlarged his projection room and installed
a new machine.
^- ^ ^
The new Palace Theatre at Thomasville,
N. C, recent^- opened to a very pleasing
business.
* * *
F. E. Ferryman will open a new picture
theatre at Erwin, Tenn., in the verj' near
future.
^ ^ ^
Roy Cook is managing the Attica Opera
House at Attica, Ohio. Pictures is the new
!): * *
policy of the house.
Hill and Frary have recently opened their
new 200 seat picture theatre at Charleston,
Ark.
* * *
E. G. Spoomenbarger has opened his new
theatre at Arkansas City, Kan., to a very
encouraging business.
^ ^ ^
D. J. Casey has recently taken over the
management of the Empire Theatre at Fall
River, Mass.
Work is almost completed on the film
building being erected by the Morton Investment Company, at Dallas, Tesas.
^ ^ ^
O. Waston is the new manager of the
Electric Theatre at* Caldwell,
Okla.
* *
R. S. Cannifax has recently opened his
new cinema theatre at Brownville, Tex.
* * *
Wewoka, Okla., is soon to have a new modern picture thc-aire.* * *
The Rialto Theatre at Toledo, Ohio, has
been closed icceii'y* * *
L.tre W.
BrophyOkla.
has leased the Grand Theaat Vinita,
Work has just recently started on enlarging the Ideal Theatre at Auburn, Neb.
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Accessories-

Theatre
Who's

Selling

It

Dixie Cups

WITH the coming of warmer weatherr
one might naturally expect a greate
frequency on the part of audiences for a
trip to the water cooler. The modern
manager, actuated by a resolve to give his
service can
patrons a sanitary drinking ct
consider Dixie Cups as a produ that will
pertinently fill the bill. The Individual
Drinking Cup Company, of Easton, Pa.,
and New York City merchandise these
her with a penny vending macups, toget
chine, which maintains itself without cost
and yields a revenue to the house. Silenthout performance and intermisly,sionthroug
alike, these machines provide patrons
with white, round, unwaxed Dixie Cups.
* * *
Ventilating and Cooling
"Why pay drug store prices for ventiland cooling?" asks James M. Seymore, ating
of Newark, N. J., who claims to be
able to instruct house managers where and
how to buy the necessary motors at first
cost. Seymore gives a variety of service
on installing fans and motors. His announcements says: "Thirty-six years experience in building Air Moving Machinery and installing Ventilating Apparatus is
at your disposal for the asking. Send your
plans and I will send you specifications
for your requirements. Your local sheet
metal worker or carpenter can assemble
and erect a cooling system from the plans
furnished as well as it can be done by men
sent hundreds of miles to do this work."
* * =K
Lamp Coloring
The Austin Brand Lamp Coloring of
New York have perfected a type of lamp
coloring which has stood all the tests and
is in many ways superior to the various
other lamp colorings on the market. This
concern is always glad to receive requests
for particulars and invites equipment dealers to write in for jobber's prices. The
variety of colors included in the lamp
tints are, red, light blue, violet, deep blue,
yellow, green, amber, orange, canary, sunset glow, milk white and golden glow.
* * *
'Haftone' Screens
The Raven Screen Corporation of New
York City announces its peculiar type of
"Stay Put" screen which has won distinction in being used by Famous Players for
"The Covered Wagon," "Ten Commandments" and other super productions. Theatre owners and house managers are invited
to write in to the Raven concern for further information and
* * particulars.
*
Typhoon Fans
A cooling system which is easily installed and when in commission works
noislessly and unobtrusively is that an-

nounced by the Typhoon Fan Company of
New York, with branch offices in Philadelphia, Jacksonville, New Orleans, Dallas
and Los Angeles. Prospects are advised
by this firm to write for booklet 32.
* * *
Roll Tickets
The Keystone Ticket Company makes a
specialty of manufacturing roll tickets with
the special wording as designated by the
theatre owner or manager. The standard
rolls contain 2,000 tickets. The concern
has its plant in Shamokin, Pa.
* * *
Roll or Folded Tickets
What purports
to beticket
the plant
world'sis largest
exclusive
amusement
run by
the Arcus Ticket Company of Chicago.
This firm has been engaged in the manufacture of theatre and other amusement
ticket for twenty-eight years and offers
the full weight of its experience and
knowledge of the showman's requirements
in rendering service to clients.
* * *
FISCHER OPENS NEW THEATRE
AT WEST ALLIS, WIS.
George Fischer, manager of the New
Milwaukee Theatre, in Milwaukee, opened
the $200,000 Capitol Theatre and Recreation Building in West Allis, Wis., a few
nights ago and made the occasion of the
formal dedication a gala one. He opened
the show with Associated Exhibitors' "GoTo mark the event a special eight page
newspaper,
ing Up." describing the theatre and .its
policy was issued several days in advance.
The business men of the town gave splendid support to the enterprise, filling six of
the eight pages with advertisements. This
announcement of the new house and the
management's plans was published:
"The handsome new theatre will serve
not only the large and prosperous section
of West Allis, a comunity of homes, populated by families whose members like to
take their pleasure together, old and young,
but will also make its appeal to the residents of adjoining communities. The new
Capitol has been established to fill the

CLASSIFIED
AD
^
DEPARTMENT
Rates, 2 cents a word.

Cash with copy

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Klotien Pictures made to order. Commercial, Home
or
We have excellent
and the
bestIndustrial.
cameramen. Our price 20c facilities,
per foot. Ruby
Film Campany. 727 Seventh Avenue. New York.
Motion Picture
"Still"lights
Cameras
rented,
aad e3Khange4. and
Portable
for sale
and sold
for
rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave.. New York City.
POWERS, EDISON, MOTIOGRAPH and
SIMPLEX INTERMITTENT SPROCKETS
Brand NEW, Fully Guaranteed for ONE YEAR
Each
$3.75
Take-up and Feed Sprockets, Powers, Simplex,
Motiograph and Edison machines. New. GUARANTEED, each
$2.75
Piano Convex Condensers, any focus, any brand,
each
$110
Menicus or Bi-Convex, any
each focus, any make,
j^io
Get MY PRICES ON: CINEPHOR
LENSES, Film Menders, Oil Drip Pans, Heavy
Duty Lugs, Projectionist Tool Sets, MAZDA
EQUIPMENTS, Carbon Adapters and Savers,
Radio Mat Slides, Admission Signs, Machine Oil
10% & 15% From Regular List Price
on Parts
IS per cent discount on POWERS and Edison
Parts and 10 per cent discount on Simplex and
Motiograph PARTS. Every >art is regular factory made parts and guaraH^d for one year.
Everything is sent postage PAID to any part
of the United States or Canada. TERMS
ARE STRICTLY CASH WITH ORDER or
C. O. D.
WESLEY TROUT
p. O. Box No. 499 ENID, OKLAHOMA

Have You
an Equipment
or Accessory
Service for
Exhibitors?
A Classified
Ad Will Bring
It to Their
Notice and
Help Move the
Merchandise
Off Your
Shelves.

AUSTIN
AUSTIN

ROLL

ArcusTT
cket/
^
352 N. ASHLAND AVENUE s
\\J
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

CHEMICAL
BRAND

LAMP

CO., Inc.
COLORING

Put up in overRoad
Weatherproof ^^92 BoStOU
and
BRONX, NEW YORK rectly
'^f |tp"^i„*°
Waterproof
into the "ml
can
PHONE INTERVALE 2625
The Austin Chemical Company has perfected a new type of
LAMP COLORING which has stood all tests and is in many wajrs
superior to the various other lamp colorings on the market Keith,
Moss and Loew Theatres are using this coloring. The following
colors are in stock; Transparent Colors: Red, Light Blue, Violet, Deep
Blue, Yellow, Green, Amber. Opaque Colors: Red, Green, Blue,
Orange, Canary, Sunset Glow, Milk White, Golden Glow. Amber.
EQUIPMENT DEALERS ARE INVITED TO WRITE

WDRLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

/

needs of up-to-date movie patrons, and
the men whose vision has created it have
seen to it that in every element, both great
and small, it measures up to the best theaof the country."
A tres$25,000
organ has a prominent place
in the equipment of the house, and a special musical program was given on the
opening night. The theatre is said to
have one of the most complete ventilating
systems in the Northwest, 30,000 cubic
feetshould
of pure
it
be. air keeping the atmosphere as

FOR JOBBER'S PRICES.

TWENTY- ElCHT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE
("SJS)
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best EOR TME least money ■
quickest OLLIVEKY correctness GUAKANTEfO
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-j are shooting directly at
him and not over his
r
head, at the same time their intention is
entirely beneficent. They are making a
regular noise so that the theatre owner
may know what there is that is good on
the shelves of independent producers and
distributors.
You will find much interesting matter
in that section, in the opening pages especially— those devoted to the speeches
of Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
M. P. T. O. of America; Joseph Dannenberg, editor of the Film Daily, and I. E.
Chadwick, president of the Independent
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors' Association. All of the trio have
much to say that will grip the attention.

pages 9 and 10 in the main section
you will find something new under
the distribution sun. It is the story of
Imperial Pictures Corporation, which
announces its intention to release twelve
pictures a year in 100 jurisdictions. The
ON

company plans to deal with an exhibitordistributor in each zone at a flat purchase
price, even if the picture prove to be of
unusual quality.
In this issue Exhibitors Trade Review
presents its fourth National Tie-Up. It
commends it to your serious attention.
You will agree with us that it is the most
comprehensive that has been published.
A dozen prominent National advertisers
ofi'er co-operation to the exhibitor. Do
not miss any of the twenty-two pages
which you will find devoted to the National Tie-Up of First National's "The
Perfect Flapper," starring Colleen Moore.
Next week we shall try and provide
some warm weather suggestions for the
exhibitor who finds the summer his hardest period.
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TKJOT
o small
portion
of the fun
V of this
picture
is provided
by
I burlesque on Romeo and Juliet.
To say the least, Colleen Moore
lakes a very modern Juliet for
ill her Elizabethan robes, yet she
does it -with such charm one wonders which he prefers — the original or the new burlesque edition

Colleen Moore Sets Rapid Pace In 'The Perfect Flapper'
First National Has Once Again Intrusted This Flapper of Flappers With a Part
That Will Delight the Younger Set and Amuse Their Elders
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9^ dustms Pap&r of the Motion^cturelmtushy

THE

Ohio

Supreme
be

rigidly

NEWS

Court

bans

enforced

AT

Sunday

in large

A

films

GLANCE

of all kinds.

Law

not

cities.

A referendum will be held to decide whether or not Dryden, Mich., will have
summer, the expense to be met by taxation.
Alexander Aronson has been chosen European
for London to establish headquarters.

may

free shows

this

representative for Metro and will sail in a few weeks

George Melford ends long association with Famous.
Le Marr for First National.

He is at present in New

York directing Barbara

H. J. Yates of Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., has been elected a director of the Longacre Bank.
Max

Graf, well known director and producer, is confined in the French
suffering from an attack of pneumonia.

Hospital, San

Francisco,

]M. C. Levee, president of L^nited Studios, says there will be a serious shortage of talented actors
in Hollywood this summer unless the stars now Avorking in New York return to the Coast.
H. A. Cole has been elected president of the Texas M. P. T. O.
D. W.

Griffith on his retvu^n from Italy, stays that country does not have the studio facilities for
staging a big production.

Exhibitors Herald announces that it will discontinue the printing of reviews of motion pictures, substituting synopses and comment.
Eddie Bonus, of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan,
exploitation.

Sydney

Samson

says small town exhibitors want big pictures with lots of

has been elected president of the Buffalo Film Board of Trade.

Norwich, N. Y., has voted in favor of Sunday movies.
Warner

Brothers will retain distributing rights for their pictures in New
Jersey.

B,ex Ingram has returned to New

York

from Miami

York

and Northern

^vhere he was recuperating after a severe illness.

British producers fear a rush of inferior films to England yxith the removal of the import tax.
Victor Fleming, well known

New

director, has signed a long term contract with Paramount.
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Exhibitor

and

Advertiser

ordinary^— Harry

Extra-

Watts

By GUY P. LEAVITT

president of the largest
BEING tisin
g and Selling League
Adver
in the world would naturall}qualify a man as an authority on advertising, and when he happens to be a
moving picture exhibitor, he becomes a
figure of marked interest in the theatre
industry. Such a man should have
some decidedly helpful ideas on moving
picture advertising. It was with this
thought in mind that I called this evening on Harry Watts, manager of A. H.
Blank's big Rialto theatre in Omaha.
I was not disappointed. Mr. Watts
has some ideas' and suggestions which,
if followed by the exhibitors who advertise in newspapers — and this makes
it about unanimous — will put new blood
into the box office arteries.
First, however, just a word about
Harry Watts. In stature, he's one of
nature's noblemen who have to cultivate abeaming disposition because they
can't gallop. In other words, he's
short and, er — a — a, stout, if you know
what I mean. He was a newspaper advertising solicitor years ago, and made
a niche for himself by being one of the
first of his clan in Omaha to combine
solicitation with the modern element of
service. He had the knack of advertising, and he gave freely of that talent
in helping his customers, several of
whom were exhibitors. This trait, together with the amiable judgment
which had won for him a wide popularity, brought him into his present
field as manager of the Strand theatre
RIALTO
Attraction

FLAMING

YOUTH

Billboards
ADVANCE
DATE
World Herald
Bee
News

World Herald
Bee

WORLD-HERALD
Pnrrf»n1- $
TOTAL
Advance
Current

18

in Omaha. Here, he had his hands
and his head full.
When Watts left there as managei
less than a year ago, to go to Mr.
Blank's newer and larger Omaha house,
the Rialto, he could honestly point to
the Strand as one of the best money
making houses, and the house held in
as high regard as any in Omaha.
So much for a career that, if told in
detail, should fill pages of interesting
and helpful reading. Let's turn and
look a bit at Watt's message on advertising; a message befitting, as I said,
the president
of the
vertising Selling
club.world's largest AdSorry, but there's no magic formula
to this message, although it is one undeniably capable of producing highly
gratifying results. The prescription is
work; that's all — just plain, every-day,
unglorified, unromantic work. The
grinding work of writing nineteen
newspaper ads a week, where one-third
of that number is usually the quota of
the average theatre.
Mr. Watts selected to talk on newscould have disHe lobby
papercoursed
advertising.
on posters,
displays,
stunt
exploitation,
prologues,
uniforms
and atmospheric
stuff,ushers'
or he
could have talked on the Rialto's big
bill-board reservations. But it is a subject of more actual dollars-and-cents
application when he talks of newspaper
space,
possibihties
and its benfits as
he
has its
found
them.

THEATRE
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HARRY WATTS

vertising, for the Rialto, taking any
given picture, is as follows : an advanci.
campaign during the week preceding
that of the engagement; this consisting of a fair sized advertisement on
Sunday, a week in advance, and ads in
all papers on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday.. Then the campaign on the
current picture, beginning with a large
ad on Sunday, small current ads in all
papers eve^y day during the week, with
alternating ads of a larger size, v-ined
from paper to paper during the week.
Omaha has three large dailies: the
World-Herald, the Bee and the News.
Manager Watts uses equal space in all
of them. For a typical week, in which
he used his normal quota of nineteen
original ads, let us take the Ria)t-o's recent showing of "Flaming Youth," with
"Ponjola" coming on. He has a schedule all his own, prepared to fit his
needs. The diagram at the bottom of
the page reveals what the schedule
would show on "Flaming Youth."
JNSTEAD of his customary nineteen
ads, the foregoing schedule shows
that there were twenty original advertisements. The original ads, written
specially for the space which they occupied, are indicated by the asterisk *
just preceding the figure sho.wing the
number of column inches used.
The average exhibitor, confronting a
schedule of advertisements such as this,
would see the following original advertisements necessary: Advance ads —
36; current ads 3, or possibly 4, with a
strong possibility that one or more of
the advance ads could be whittled over
a little and remade into a current ad.
Take, for example, the three advance
ads for Sunday, November 18, one
week preceding the showing. The oldfashioned plan is for the exhibitor to
get up one ad for all three papers. One
paper will set the ad, submitting a
proof for revisions. When the proof
(Continued on page 11)
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Establishing
of

Contact

Smaller

SINCE the Editor has asked me to
discuss the above subject, I shall
accept it as the title of this discussion, but the contents are aimed
more to advise how to capitalize this
contact than to establish it. Establishing such contact is not difficult in a
small community M^here every man
knows every other one, but it requires
real tact, diplomacy and thought to
secure profitable results from such contact. There are a lot of old sayings
that are accepted as true because
they are old, but they do not always
pan out.
For instance, there is the old saw
"Familiarity breeds contempt."
That is decidedly untrue with the
small city theatre owner. He
should bend every effort to acquainting his public with his problems and getting their aid in solving them.
One thing that is absolutely
essential to capitalizing your contact with the pubHc is a real and
genuine love for humanity — a keen
desire to make this old world a
better place to live in. Adopt the
Rotary Slogan, "Service Above
Self," and you've made a dandy
start.
The great "floating population"
from which city theatres derive so
great a percentage of their patronage is a negligible quantity in a
small city.
Be Unselfish

with

Residents

Communities

By ELI WHITNEY COLLINS
President M.P.T.O., Arkansas

an aid in teaching the young. This
necessitates scrupulous inspection of all
filnis shown and the ehmination of the
objectionable, but it is the only way to
gain and hold the confidence of those
institutions.
Showmanship, as the term is so often
applied, is likely to prove more of a
liability than an asset in a small city.

lems of his big town brother. There
is, for instance, the Chautauqua. The
most vexatious competition known in
the small city is this annual event, yet
it must be borne with a grin because
the guarantors are your friends and you
cannot afford to antagonize them by
vigorous competition. Big church revivals, public meetings, civic events, all
of these distract from your patronage,
but you cannot fight them. On the
contrary, you must aid them by publicity on your screens and in other
wise. If I were going into a
strange community to establish
contact with the residents and make
customers of them, I would follow
this plan:
Cultivate Memory
Join the leading civic clubs and
organizations. Attend what social
functions I could spare the time for
and remember those I met there.
I would be on or near my front
door every moment possible during
the hours that my theatre was open.
I would work so hard on every
committee upon which I was appointed that I would be regarded
as* a valuable m.ember of any organization towhich I belonged.
I would instruct my employes
that the customer was always right
and that unfailing courtesy must
prevail at all times toward every
man, woman and child who entered

myI theatre.
would sell myself on the town
Your success depends upon inand boost it at every opportunity.
teresting, amusing and satisfying
I would maintain perfect order in
your friends, neighbors and acmy theatre, eliminating all rowdyquaintances. This calls for a clean
ELI WHITNEY COLLINS
ism, and emphasizing the fact that
character, a high quality of perThe
"small
town"
exhibitor
of
Jonesboro,
Ark.,
who
mine was a family theatre.
by the delegates to the convention last year was
sonal service and at least the averchosen to fill a vice presidency in the national body.
I would own my own home, if
age amount of public spirit.
possible ; pay my debts promptly,
The wise small-town showman
taxes, vote, serve on juries
pay my
will belong to his local Lions, Roand,
if asked to, accept one of the
tary, Optimist, Civitan or other LunchEighteen years of experience in the
unremunerative offices, such as a memeon Club. He will take an active part
legitimate has taught the writer most
ber of the School Board or the Board
in the work of his Chamber of Comof the timeworn "stunts" and crowdof Aldermen, and strive to convince
merce and cooperate to the fullest exgetters, but they have little value in the
every one with whom I came in content with his local schools, churches
operation of a small town theatre.
tact that I wished to serve first and
and other similar institutions.
He will not confine his activities to
of "Stunts"
profit afterward.
There Beis Wary
too often
a "kick-back."
mere giving; he also will contribute in The exploitation of a risque subject, a
Back Up Advertising
personal labor.
notorious character and similar things
I would always be found smiling, and
so productive of results in a large city,
But to do these things successfully
would speak cheerfully to everyone T
he must feel an honest desire to do
will quickly destroy the confidence of met, especially the children, and call
them for the sake of humanity — not to your patrons in the smaller city.
them by their first names.
increase his business. If selfishness
Such things bring the public in once,
I would be absolutely honest in my
out of idle curiosity, but they cause so
rules you, your efiforts will fail.
advertising
and back up every promise
The small town theatre should be a much adverse criticism elsewhere that
I
made,
no
matter what the cost. I
the result is disastrous.
Public Institution. The business men
would contrive a live mailing list, using
of the city should value it because it
There are many things a small town
it not more than once a month and then
keeps the town alive at night. The
manager must bear M'ith fortitude that
schools and churches should value it as
(Continued on page 13)
do not enter into the business prob-
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"Y^ILLARD
I.OUIS,
through a the
work he with
has
done recently,
has earned
longunusual
term contract
Warner Brothers. Two late characterizations have been
those in "Daddies" and as the Prince of Wales in "Beau
Brummel." In "Babbitt," which is yet to come, he will
have the title role. Mr. Louis has appeared to strong advantage in "Madame X," "Going Some," "Robin Hood,"
"Vanity Fair," "Great Accident," and "The Road to Destiny." The Warners are to be congratulated on securing
the services of this sterling player.
rpRANK EORZAGE, recently signed for a series of
productions for Metro, is one of the persons in
favor of orig^inal stories for the screen. As he has
never made any attempt to conceal his conviction his
mail brought wrhat is described as a perfect avalanche
of manuscripts following his joining Metro. It Is
said the author of the iirst story to be produced
under his new contract may prove to be a surprise.
]y|AURICE TOURNEUR has just celebrated the tenth
anniversary of his arrival in the United States. When
he left the steamer at Hoboken his first visit was to the
opening ceremonies of the New York Strand, which has
just been celebrating completion of its first decade. Ten
years later Mr. Tourneur visited Loew's State Theatre in
Los Angeles to attend the world premiere of "The White
Moth."
Thisin isthetheUnited
director's
fifty-second
motion
to be made
States.
That means
he picture
has an
average of one picture for every ten weeks, which is a remarkable showing.
"lyiR.
TOURNEUR
says he lost
hasa made
money
on poor pictures,
lot on afinelotpic-of
tures, made some more on ordinary pictures and
kept some. Also he says the country has been good
to him and that he is novi a citizen. He adds that
the making and selling of pictures is exasperating,
trying and heart breaking, but he does not know of
anything else he would rather do.
^L has
CHRISTIE'S
comedy,
"HoldAngeles
Your theatres.
Breath,"
been given feature
two tryouts
in Los
Lesley Mason, the Hodkinson west coast representative,
says the production went over "with a bang." Vice President Paul M. Mooney of the Hodkinson Company wires to
New York that the production had been tried out before
two extreme types of audiences with the result in each case
of a great volume of laughter. The picture will be released
by Hodkinson May 25.
/""ARL LAEMMLE and Al Lichtman were accompanied on sales
their conventon
trip to Chicago
for theStern,
Universal's
mid-western
by Julius
president of Century Films. During the sessions Mr.
Stern addressed
the salesmen
of Century's
plans
for the coming
season.andThetoldmeetings
were
attended by sales managers, salesmen from the entire
mid-west, the district) manager for the south and
the Canadian general manager.
N EIL HAMILTON, the nsw Griffith star in "America,"
has been asked by Henry H. Kitson to pose for a
statue which is to be a memorial for Washington's Headquarters at Newburgh, N. Y. Mr. Kitson is the sculptor
of the statue of the Minute Man on Lexington Common.
The sculptor came from his Massachusetts studio to New
York
to seeit "America"
the hopes inof the
getting
inspiration.
He found
when he sawin Hamilton
role of
the hero
and selected him as the ideal type of young American manhood. The result should be truly a heroic statue.
TTHE Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce of
New York has set Saturday, May 24, for its Fifth
Annual Installation Dinner and Dance at the Ritz
Carlton Hotel. If the occasion bears resemblance to
anv of its four predecessors it will a most enjoyable

T STUART BLACKTON, who a few months ago went to
" ' Los Angeles to produce pictures for Vitagraph, has decided to make his home on the west coast. This means
that another of the producers is deserting the east and taking Horace Greeley's well known advice. M-r. Blackton has
purchased a home in Beverly Hills and will dispose of his
house in Brooklyn and his Long Island estate.
XIOUSE PETERS has been signed by Universal and
will appear in six Jewel pictures during the next
two years.
The story.
first v/ill Mr.
be "The
a Lincoln J. Carter
PetersTornado,"
is one of
the
screen's veterans. He was one of the earliest to
appear under the banner of the Famous Players and
for a considerable period was a member of the first
stock company. Incidentally he was the star of
"The Storm" ^hich has been played by mere than
8,500 theatres.
A LBERT E. SMITH, Vitagraph's president has engaged
J. Warren Kerrigan to play the title role in "Captain
Blood, Buccaneer", the Sabatini romantic novel. Mr.
Kerrigan's selection was made as a result of a canvass of
motion picture editors of newspapers, by exhibitors and
others. Mr. Kerrigan is one of the veterans of the screen.
There will hardly be a denial of the suggestion that his best
work was in "The Covered Wagon." His performance in
that stirring drama will keep his name fresh in the minds
of the American public for many years to come. His
admirers will await with keen interest the distribution of the
picture containing his latest work. David Smith will direct
and will begin photographing June L
PRESIDENT
and his May
guests 10,
on saw
the
Mayflower on COOLIDGE
Saturday evening.
"Dorothy
Vernon
of
Haddon
Hall."
On
the
following evening at the National Theatre the picture
opened forof aofficial
limitedandengagement
to a representative
audience
social Washington.
w ILFRED BUCKLAND, supervising artist of William
De Mille's Paramount production, is in New York to
confer with William De Mille, producer-director, and Clara
Beranger,
scenarist,
on the
production
"Spring
Mr. De Mille
and Mrs.
Beranger
are inof New
YorkCleaning."
engaged
in editing and titling "The Bedroom Window," the mystery
drama by Mrs. Beranger which was filmed at the Lasky
studio.
DEFERRING to the recent United States
" court decision that George Eastman of Rochester
must not make so large_ a share of raw film material,
the editor of the Evening Journal remarks that the
decision will meet heartfelt approval in Europe. The
writer goes on to suggest that Mr. Eastman may be
violating the anti-trust law, but adds that is for the
courtsselling
to decide.
present he
and
moving "Just
pictureat material
for islessmaking
than
European
competitors
can
sell
it,"
says
the editor.
"Eastman has cut rates as Ford has cut rates,
mak- •
ing his money by producing more cheaply than his
competitors and keeping the business in the United
States instead of letting it go to Europe. The average man feels that he is a useful citizen."
p N. BRINCH, general representative of the foreign
* department of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, accompanied by Airs. Brinch, sailed on the Berengaria on
May 14 for Europe to resume his duties at Vienna. While
in this country Mr. Brinch conferred with E. E. Shauer,
director of the foreign department, regarding future distribution plans for Paramount pictures. He also attended
the New York and Chicago sales conventions held under
the direction of Sidney R. Kent, general distribution man-
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Imperial
Novel

ANNOUNCEMENT n,is made by Imperial
Pictures Corporatio of which Paul N.
Lazarus is president, of a novel plant
of distribution The company will not lean
on exchanges as they are now known, but
has divided its territory into lo jurisdictions,
in other words, i per cent territories.
The company plans to supply each of its
customers, which it aims to make exhibitors
if possible, with twelve productions on its
first contract issued at the rate of one a
month. It has established a nearly arbitrary
figure for production cost and also a stated
sum to be paid by each exchange on the de-

RAOUL A. WALSH
Successful producer who will be director in chief
of the productions to be made by Imperial Pictures.
liverj' of a print. The company plans to
begin production not later than September
1 and expects to have its first release ready
by the first of November.
The officers of the company besides Mr.
Lazarus are Raoul A. Walsh, the man who
directed
Thief ofand
Bagdad,"
chief
; A."The
C. Herman
Eugenedirector-inH. Roth,
vice-presidents ; Arthur S. Friend, secretary
and general counsel ; Kenneth Hodkinson,
treasurer and general manager ; Cresson E.
Smith, general sales manager ; George W.
Stout, general manager of productions, and
Charles H. Hickman, assistant production
manager. All of these constitute the Board
of Directors.
In the announcement by the company is
the following statement as to its method of
operations :
"Instead of dealing with exhibitors through
a distributor and through a chain of exchanges. Imperial will_cleal direct with the
exhibitors of the country, selecting approximately 100 theatre centers as its points of
contact.
"Each of the hundred theatre centers is
surrounded by a territory in which hundreds
of theatres operate. These theatres naturally
follow the lead of the first run houses of
the theatre center. All of the hundred ter-

Pictures

to

Release

Distribution
ritories have been so arranged, geographically, that they are of equal theatre population ;that is to say, each of the hundred first
run centers is surrounded by a territory practically equal in theatre going population to
every other territory.
"Instead of selling only one run of a picture Imperial will sell to its exhibitor-purchasers the entire exhibition rights for their
territory for a period of years. The picture
will in turn be rented, by the exhibitors
themselves, to other exhibitors throughout
the territory. Imperial does, not participate,
in any manner whatsoever, beyond the original flat-price purchase of the exhibition
rights.
"The picture becomes exhibitor property
for exhibition throughout the territory, thus
leaving in the hands of the exhibitors themselves the full rewards and profits for showmanship, exploitation and investment.
"It will be seen at once that under this
plani of selling the heavy toll now paid by
exhibitors for distribution disappears. There
is no frightful waste for selling cost to be
covered. A picture costing $150,000 to produce does not have to be sold fo exhibitors
on an exhibition value of $500,000 in order
that the producer and distributor may make
a profit, regardless of what happens to the
exhibitor.
Price Standardized
"Because of the equality of the territories
in theatre population the price for each picture has been nationally standardized.
"The vanceproduction
cost hasIf been
fixed ofin any
adfor the pictures.
the cost
picture exceeds the fixed production cost, the
selling price to the exhibitor will not be
changed. Imperial will bear the extra production cost, and not the exhibitors.
"If, however, the actual production cost
of any picture is less than the fixed production cost the territorial purchasers will each
be rebated their pro rata share of the saving,
and all users of the production will naturally
save accordingly.
"Twelve productions, of uniform price, to
be delivered one a month, are provided for
in our first contract.
"We shall not ask exhibitors to buy stock
in our company. We shall not ask exhibitors to pay us any advance deposits. We
shall not ask exhibitors to make percentage
arrangements with us. Our productions will
be sold outright on a flat price basis for each
territory.
"Film rentals can and must be limited, and
to this end Imperial plan will prove to be
a mighty influence.
"Pictures are not essentially better today
than they were two or three years ago, but
film rentals are vastly higher. Under the
Imperial plan, with all its economies and
directness, rentals can and will be brought
down to a reasonable level. Exhibitor-purchasers will have an earning power in each
production that will enable them to share
their savings with all exhibitors throughout
their territory. Surely the exhibitors are
not going' to find in their own ranks those
who would profiteer against them.
"Under the Imperial plan, with production
cost and selling cost fixed, the exhibitor, like
every good merchant, will know what his
business is going to cost him to run. He must
know, his bank wants to know. If he knew
today, he would not be in the grave danger
that he is of being forced out of his business by the endless upward flight of rentals.

on

Lines
"Under the Imperial plan he cannot be
made to pay a tremendous rental because an
inexpensive picture, by chance, becomes a big
box-office success. Selling price is based on
production
cost, not on box-office opportunism.
"Under the Imperial plan, the rewards
for invested capital, for brains, for showmanship are sure and quick. Today the exhibitor, by his presentation and exploitation
creates the market and good-will for a picture in his territory. After his single run,
with all its risks and with all his investment, the distributor takes the picture from

PAUL N. LAZARUS
President of new company, who has just resigned
as United Artists Corporation general sales manager.
him and gathers the profits and benefits of
the exhibitor's exploitation. Under the Imperial plan that
the exhibitors
themselves earn
the rewards
are due them.
"By the elimination of the larger evils
of present
it follows
naturally that alldaythatdistribution
train of petty
annoyances,
unfair practices and disappointments to
which the theatre owner has been subjected
must disappear.
"Imperial is already in full operation. Its
main offices are in the Guaranty Trust Company Building, 522 Fifth Avenue, New
The personnel of the new organization is
noteworthy for many reasons. Its executives,
all young men, have had extended experience
in the motion picture field. They are all
men who have earned for themselves a high
York." in the business.
standing
All of the directors are so well known
throughout the motion picture field that their
combination in one undertaking brings to
the exhibitors an organization that should inspire the utmost confidence.
During the last eight years Mr. Lazarus
has directed the national sales and advertising of two of the most important distributing companies. For three years he was in
charge of Vitagraph's advertising. He re-
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signed that connection on the formation of
United Artists Corporation to take over the
direction of the Big Four's advertising and
publicity. He was soon made sales promotion manager, and for the last two and a
half years has been general sales manager
for United Artists.
For many years prior to his entrance into
the motion picture field Mr. Lazarus was
in the publishing business, five years having
been spent with the Hearst organization,
where he was circulation manager of Good
Housekeeping Magazine, and handled circulation problems for Cosmopolitan Magazine,
Hearst's Magazine and the other Hearst
publications.
Raoul Walsh's association as chief director with Imperial brings to the company the
utmost in picture creating ability and genius.
Mr. Berman, came into the motion picture
business five years ago, giving up a splendid
law practice in Boston in order to enter the
new field. When United Artists Corporation
was organized Mr. Berman was made manager of Canadian exchanges, and he established and directed all the Dominion offices
for the Big Four.
He was later brought to the home office,
and as assistant general sales manager covered many sections of the United States.
When the United Artists entered the foreign
field he went to England and established the
first foreign offices for the company. After
many months abroad, he returned to New
York, and from there has been directing the
entire foreign department.
Roth a Foremost Exhibitor
Imperial has drawn from the exhibitor
ranks in selecting its second vice-president.
Eugene H. Roth is one of the foremost theatre men in the country. Some years ago he
organized the Popular Amusement Company
of San Francisco, operating the Portola
Theatre. From a hundred thousand dollar
enterprise Mr. Roth guided the growth of
the organization until, at the time of his
resignation, it had become a five-million-dollar organization, operated as Herbert L.
Rothchild Entertainment, San Francisco, and
running the Granada, California, Imperial
and Portola Theatres of that city.
Mr. Roth has long been recognized as a
leader in progressive and modern theatre operation. He will make his headquarters in
Los Angeles, in immediate contact with Imperial's production undertakings. The selection of Mr. Roth to maintain the company's
contact with its production sources proves a
most progressive move and will be looked
on by exhibitors as an indication that Im-

perial will have the box office of the country
in view at all times.
Arthur S. Friend, secretary and general
counsel, first appeared in the motion picture
business as the general counsel and secretary of the Lasky Company, in October,
1913. He continued with that organization
until 1916, it was merged with Famous Players. Mr. Friend became the treasurer and
a director of the larger company.
In 1921, after severing his connection with
Famous Players, Mr. Friend organized Distinctive Pictures Corporation, with which he
continued until the end of last year.
Hodkinson Skilled Salesman
The selection of Kenneth Hodkinson as
treasurer and general manager brings him
still further along in the field in which he
has made so marked a success. Kenneth
Hodkinson was general manager of Paramount for an extended period. He resigned
that connection to become general manager
of United Artists Corporation, and has been
with that organization in that capacity since
its formation. For years he has been actively in the selling field.
Cresson E. Smith, general sales manager,
has been in the motion picture business for

CRESSON E. SMITH
With tenhe becomes
years' experience
in Metrosalesandmanager.
United
Artists
Imperial general

ten years — five years with Metro and five
years with United Artists Corporation. Mr.
Smith joined United Artists when the company was organized and took charge of the
Chicago territory. He spent the year of
1923 abroad for United Artists, and took
over the supervision of its Australian offices.
On his return he was made assistant general sales manager, with particular supervision over the middle western territory.
(George W. Stout takes the post of general manager of production. His many years
of experience in the production field have
earned for him the reputation as a specialist in modern picture studio operation and
management.
In addition
Mr. Stout's
service with Universal
and toThomas
H. Ince,
and his five years with Mack Sennett, he has
been active in the independent production
field, and among other undertakings of note
was production manager for Sol Lesser Enterprises in the making of several of the
Jackie Coogan pictures. Associated with Mr.
Stout in his duties will be Charles H. Hickman, assistant production manager.
The California office of the company is in
the Stock Exchange Building, Los Angeles.
* * *
M.P.T.O.A OFFICIALS CONTINUE
MUSIC TAX FIGHT
That the control of American music production by a select group was a menace,
which in a short time would become destructive in discouraging genius and creative
ability, was claimed to the members of
the House Committee on Patents on May
6 and 7, by representatives of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, Radio
Broadcasters and others.
A leading member of the Committee said
at the conclusion of the hearing, which was
held in the caucus room of the House Office
Building, in Washington, that more genuine
information on copyrights and the public
policies as.-^bciated with them came to
himself and others on the committee at
these sessions than was comprehended in the
rest of the Congressional career.
President ofSydney
S. Cohen, Public
M. J. O'Toole,
Chairman
the National
Service
Department: Nptional Secretary Goerge
Aarons, Col. H. B. Varner of North Carolina and others represented the Theatre
Owners. The Broadcasters were represented
hv Attorney C. H. Tuttle and A.ttornev Sol
Spring represented the First National Pictures, Inc. The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers was represented bv Attorney Nathan Burkan, E. C.
Mills and J. C. Rosenthal.

Special Independent Section

Famous

Enters

Artclass

ACTION e was started May ii in, the
Suprem Court, New York County by
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to restrain the Artclass Pictures Corporation from using the words "Moses and
the Ten Commandments" in advertising a
Biblical motion picture entitled "After Six
Days." In its suit Famous Players maintains that the featuring of "Moses and the
Ten Commandments" in the advertising of
"After Six Days" is unfair and works injury to the plaintiff's picture, "The Ten
Comma
Mille. ndments," produced by Cecil B. DeIt appears from the papers filed in the
action that, joined with the Artclass Pictures Corporation as defendants, are all the
stateright buyers of the film, "After Six
Additional defendants named in the papers
Days."
are Louis Weiss, Adolph Weiss, Max Weiss,
Edward Grossman, Standard Film Attraction, Supreme Photoplay Company, Kerman
Films, Inc., B. & W. Booking Office, and
Charles Lalumiere.
In petition for the injunction it is set
forth that the Weiss Brothers and the Artclass Pictures Corporation purchased in 1922
a fifty-three reel picture produced in Italy
and bearing the title, "The Holy Bible in
Motion mentPictures,"
and through
agreewith the National
Non- an
Theatrical
Motion Pictures, Inc., distributed the picture
to churches and schools in serial form, one
reel being issued each week, and that Weiss
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booking
by
public
the
confuse and defraud
"After Six Days" immediately and advertising it as "featuring Moses and the Ten

Against

Pictures
Brothers and Artclass, in co-operation with
the National Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures, Inc., continued to distriDute and advertise the picture under its original title
as a serial and without reference to either
Moses or the Ten Commandments for several months, until it was announced by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation that
Cecil B. DeMillc was producing "The Ten
Commandments"
as the greatest picture of
his
career.
Then, it is charged, the Weiss Brothers
determined to make a theatrical production
of their picture and, after re-editing and
cutting down the film to about twelve reels,
advertised it as "After Six Days."
Following the success of Cecil B. De
Mille's "Ten Commandments" at its first
presentations in Hollywood and the George
M. Cohan Theatre, New York, it is charged
the Weiss Brothers changed their advertising to " 'After Six Days,' Featuring Moses
and the Ten Commandments," with the last
phrase even more prominently displayed
than the title of the picture.
It is further charged that the Weiss
Brothers, to confuse the public and capitalize the publicity for Cecil B. DeMille's picture, arranged for special showings of "After Six Days" in Boston and Chicago, while
DeMille's "Ten Commandments" was playing in those cities. At the same time, the
papers assert, the Weiss Brothers embarked
on an advertising campaign in the film trade
papers calculated to invite theatre owners to

Commandmen
to a large number of exhibits
In additionts."
advertising, the plainBrothers'
Weiss
of the
tiff also submitted to the court a bulletin
Commit-of
Vigilance
National
by the
issued
ng Clubs
d Advertisi
Associate
tee of the
states
e
committe
the
which
in
the World,
that "the recent advertising of 'After Six
Days' prominently featuring Moses and the
Ten Commandments is, in the opinion of
the National Vigilance Committee an attempt by Weiss Brothers to capitalize the
Playersof the Famous
popularitony productio
presentCorporati
n. The National
Lasky
a thorough mVigilance Committee, after Weiss
Brothers
vestigation, requested that their
prominent
immediately discontinue
or desdisplay in advertising as a sub-title ents.
criptive phrase, 'The Ten Commandm
This Louis Weiss refused to do, contending
that such a course would 'kill the present
success of "After Six Days."
"There has been so much controversy
Brothers' Artclass producthe'AfterWeiss
over tion
Six Days,' featuring Moses and
the Ten Commandments, and the Famous
production,
Players-Lasky, Cecil De Mille
Ten Commandments,' that we welcome
'The
this action.
""It will be the means of throwing the
entire controversy into open court for a decision. Heretofore, Famous Players-Lasky
lias attempted to thwart the activities of
Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation in the distribution of its picture by indirect attack, using the Associated Advertising Clubs and endeavoring to have the
newspapers and motion picture trade papers
refrain from publishing Weiss Brothers'
advertising and publicity notices."

KANSAS AND MISSOURI
MAY CONSOLIDATE
Organizations May Follow Lead of
Other State Exhibitors
pOLLOWING the merger of Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois exhibitors,
whispers are being passed up and down Kansas City's movie row relative to the merger
of the M.P.T.O. Western Missouri, the Kansas City, Mo. Exhibitors Association and the
M.P.T.O. Kansas. A prominent exhibitor
said :
"Conditions
are becoming
exhibitors in Western
Missourisuch
and that
Kansas
soon are going to realize fully the need
of consolidated organization. A merger of
these two organizations, including the Kansas City body, would mean that the combined
force of such an association could raise $30.000 a year easily. I am a strong believer
that there should be no boundary lines of
organization in a territory served by the
same exchanges.
"The onlywhich
problem
with which
confronted,
is different
from Kansas
Westernis
Missouri, is legislation. Such a matter
could be dealt with strictly individual, as far
as Kansas is concerned, but it is in national
and district affairs that we are confronted
with the real tasks. I regret that many of
the larger exhibitors of Western Missouri
are showing such a lack of co-operation in
becoming affiliated with the exhibitors' nrganiz^ation. However, we have about forty
of the strongest suburban houses in Kansa.*
City and we are hopeful of obtaining more
members from out in the territory, about
twenty of them already having come with
in the fold."
At a recent re-organization meeting o^
the M.P.T.O. Western Missouri a proposed
merger with Kansas was discussed but no
official action taken.

Charles
Be

Ray's

New

Distributed

again donned the
Rayers,hasthe
RLES trous
CHAbaggy
battered, suned
bleach straw hat, and the rough-shod
ry "boob
boots
countbanne
willofengag
r in" aand
under ofthethePathe
series
rurale
characterizations such as made his name the
foremost box-office attraction in the days of
the Triangle program.

Series
By

Will

Pathe

The news of Ray's return to the type of
role for which he became famous a few
rea statement
is disclosed
years ago
ceived this week
from theinPathe
home office,
in which announcement is made that Pathe
Exchanges, Inc., will distribute a series of
four Charles Ray Productions.
C. Gardner Sullivan, the celebrated screen
writer, is the author of the first story in
which Ray will resume his country-boy role.
"Smith," a name peculiarly expressive of a
plain, substantial
type of citizen
the community life of America,
is thein significant
title of Mr. Sullivan's original screen story
for the new Pathe star. The story is deas admirably
to expected
Ray's typeto
of rural scribedcomedy
dramasuited
and is
advance to even greater heights of popularity and box-office prestige the success he has
enjoyed in such pictures as "The Coward,"
"The Clodhopper," "The Egg-Crate Wallop,"
and "Scrap Iron."
Ralph Ince, who stands in the foremost
ranks of his profession and has over a score
of screen successes to his credit, will direct
Mr. Ray in his first production for Pathe.
An unusually strong supporting cast is being assembled to surround the star in
"Smith." Bessie Love has been engaged to
play the feminine lead, and Wallace Beery
has
been signed
for the
"heavy"
role. Other
important
additions
to the
supporting
cast
will be announced in the near future.

HER BEST FOOT FORWARD
Laura La Plant, Universal star, puts her best foot
forward and wins our vote for any beauty contest.

It is expected that camera work on Rav's
first jMcture, "Smith," will be completed
?bout the middle of July and that the production will be made available by Pathe.
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CEREMONY MARKS BIG
STUDIO TRANSFER
Taking Over of Goldwyn Studios by
Metro-Qoldwyn Is Elaborate
r\NK of the most elaborate and import^ ant events in the history of motion pictures took place on the coast last week
when the Culver City studios of Goldwyn
were officially taken over by the recently
merged Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer company.
Ceremonies that were very elaborate were
participated in by many California city officials, representatives of the Army and Navy,
film magnates, stars and noted writers. Several thousand people were gathered together
in front of the stage erected on the lot.
Will Rogers was there with his wad of gum,
Fred Niblo, noted director, acted as master
of ceremonies and speeches were made by
Louis B. Mayer, Joseph Schenck, Rupert
Hughes, Abraham Lehr, Admiral R. E.
Countz, of the United States Navy, Admiral Robinson, Commander of the Pacific
fleet, Judge Summerfield, of the Domesti'c
Relations Court, Captain Hill, assistant Police Chief of Los> Angeles, Major Ruhland,
Commander of Port McArthur, Asa Keyes,
Los Angeles District Attorney, and several
others.
Noting a huge drawing of Marcus Loew
displayed at the front of the stage. Will
Rogers remarked that if the new boss saw
it he would probably call the whole deal oft
but that it was the best they could do as
they only had Larry Semon as a cartoonist.
Will also kidded the bigger and better pictures idea and registered strongly with one
of his usual witty talks. When Abraham
Lehr turned over the massive key to Louis
B. Mayer he in turn presented smaller keys
to his chief assistants Irving Thalberg and
Harry Rapf. .
Navy aeroplanes dropped floral greetings
from Governor Richardson of California,
Mayor Rolfe of San Francisco and many
exhibitor organizations. Telegrams of good
wishes were received from President Coolidge, Herbert Hoover, Marcus Loew, Will
Hays, and F. J. Zehandelar, president of the
Merchants and A'lanufacturers Association
of Los Angeles.
Mr. Mayer announced the day after the
celebration that production had already
started under Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer at the
studio and that it would be kept up at a
high pace for some time.
* * *

FARASH THEATRE, INC. CONTROL
SCHENECTADY MOVIES
Albany, N. Y.— The theatrical situation in
Schenectady, N. Y., is now in the control
of Farash Theatre, Inc., through the recent
acquisition of the Barcli Theatre. The company has been operating the State Theatre,
the Strand and the Albany theatres, with
a combined seating capacity of about 3,600.

For some time past the company has been
trying to secure the lease of the Barcli,
the only competing downtown house. This
was accomplished last week.
William W. Farley, head of the company,
in discussing the future policy, stated that
one or two of the houses would probably
be closed during the summer. It is also
said that the huge State Theatre, may be put
up at auction in August. This house was
built a year or so ago, and was involved in
the financial difficulties of Max Spiegel.
COMERFORD PLACED IN FIELD
FOR M.P.T.O. PRESIDENCY
In recognition of his unselfish work as
head of the M.P.T.O. of Western Pennsylvania, that organization has passed a set of
resolutions indorsing M. E. Comerford as
candidate for the presidency of the national
organization. The following resolutions were
Whereas,
M. E. Comerford, of Scranton,
passed
:
Pa., a leading theatre owner and a member
of the Board of Directors of the Alotion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, has
been for years prominent in exhibitors organization circles, and absolutely loyal to
our cause at all times, giving of his time,
influence and money, freely, to advance the
welfare of the Theatre Owners,
Resolved, that we, the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania,
in session assembled at the Fort Pitt Hotel,
Pittsburgh, Pa., on Wednesday, April 30,
1924, do request and urge M. E. Comerford
to become a candidate for the Presidency of
our National Organization — The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America — at the
Boston Convention, to succeed our present
President, Sydney S. Cohen, who, after four
years of unremitting service and sacrifice,
has announced his determination to retire
from the place he so long honored.
Resolved, that we pledge the votes and
support of the delegates from Western Pennsylvania to the Boston Convention of our
National
Organiz'ation, to Mr. Comerford in
this relation.
Resolved, that a copy of this resolution
be sent to Mr. Comerford and furnished the
Press for Publication.
'SO BIG' FOR FIRST NATIONAL
Colleen Moore will be starred in "So Big,"
Edna which
Ferber's
daring
analysistheof country
a woman'sas
life
is now
sweeping
the best seller among novels.
This announcement, as important to the
literary world as it is to the motion picture
industry and the public, was made recently
by First National Pictures, which owns the
screen rights to the best seller.
Reflecting an astute business policy, production will not start until fall because it
is desired to take advantage of the accumulative value of the book sale which is now
leading every contemporary novel.

FIRST NATIONAL STARTS
TWO-MAN CONVENTIONS
Detroit and Dallas Delegates
Inaugurate New System
"P 'Wilkes
E. NORTH,
Detroit,
and Leslie
of Dallas,of last
week inaugurated
the recently announced plan of E. A. Eschmann of bringing the entire managerial sales
force of First National Pictures to the New
York
office inmanagers
pairs forarrived
a week's
stay. York
The
two branch
in New
on May 6, which, peculiarly enough, was the
birthday of both of the men as well as the
inaugural day
new coordinationofscheme,Mr.
by Eschmann's
means of which
all
First National sales managers will be brought
into direct contact with honje office officials
and given an opportunity to study the system
and organization of every department.
The weekly visits have been termed a "two
man convention" and are to be continued
throughout the year in lieu of national sales
conventions. Wilkes and North were introduced to the entire New York office and saw
the workings of the sales department and the
method of handling exchange contracts ; the
publicity department and the preparation of
advertising accessories ; the scenario department ;and the foreign department. Consierable time was given over to conferences
with Mr. Eschmann and home office sales
executives, and distribution problems in general as well as the problems in each branch
manager's territory were threshed out.
The Dallas and Detroit managers were
sticceeded on May 12 by R. H. Haines of
Cincinnati and B. D. Murphy of Toronto.
These exchangemen will remain in New
York until May 17 and will be followed by
F. G. Sleiter of Seattle and S. J. Cofifman
of ^'ancouver, B. C.
^ ^ ^
START 'SIREN OF SEVILLE'
Production work on "The Siren of Seville," starring
Priscilla
this week
at the
ThomasDean,
H. was
Ince started
studio
with the filming of the big bull fight sequence that has been troubling the producers
ever since tlie selection of the story.
It was expected that the company would
have to be taken to Spain for these scenes
but through securing the services of several Spanish bull fighters at present filling
engagements in Mexico and by fortunately
securing the necessary legal permission it
was
lot. possible to stage the scenes on the Ince
TROY

i}; ^ :*j
THEATRE

CLOSES

Albany, N. Y.— The Astor Theatre, in
Troy, N. Y., operated by the Gilmore
Amusement Company, of Syracuse, closed
suddenly last week, after being opened for
a month or so. A S300 unpaid rental bill
was the cause of the trouble.
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LARGE CROWD EXPECTED
AT CONVENTION
Theatre Owners Look for Important
Business Developments
THEATRE OWNERS all over the United
States and Canada are exhibiting an interest in the coming Boston convention of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America which supersede:) that evinced in
any previous national gathering.
With membership in the national body
direct in •& large number of states it is fair
to assume that every state in the Union will
be represented as the inquiries at the New
York headquarters indicate that theatre owners consider this meeting of the highest consequence to them because of the many nnportant moves now being made within the
industry.
The Theatre Owner occupies a higher and
more dignified position now with the public
than ever before. Good will is a^powerful
and most essential business asset. Good will
has been built up for the theatre owner in
unending volume through the public service
activities of the national organization. This
means freedom from national censorship, the
elimination of unfair taxation, and eventually
the setting aside of improper state and city
levies and the general freeing of the theatre
owner from every kind of unnecessary embargoes. This wonderful transformation in
the status of the theatre owner could not be
brought about in any other way and this has
been and is worth more than figures could
tell to the exhibitor and business generally.
The trip to Boston and attendance at the
convention is one of the best business moves
an exhibitor can make. It familiarizes him
with conditions he would otherwise know
nothing about. It gives him the personal
touch with exhibitors' from other states and
sections and increases his general knowledge
of the business. It is worth one hundred
times what it costs to go to Boston in real
business success.
The convention sessions will open Tuesday, May 27, at the Copley Plaza Hotel in
Boston and continue over Wednesday and
Thursday. The convention dinner will be
Wednesday evening at the Copley Plaza.
It is essential that all who desire to attend secure reservations in the hotels and
make transportation arrangements, A railroad
rate of fare and one h^lf has been secured.
Every ticket agent in every city and town
in the country has been empowered to grant
this rate.
Every element of business, oleafure, convenience, hospitality and comfort has been
cared for to make the coming convention of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America there on May 27-28-29 a success.
* * *
EXHIBITOR AND ADVERTISER
EXTRAORDINARY
(Continued from page 4)
is o. k.'d, matrices will be ordered for
each of the other two papers. Thus, one
ad will serve for three different mediums,
offering the same message in each medium.
There are two possible advantages from
this plan when the additional leisure
allowed the exhibitors is not considered.
First, there is the possibility of econorp,y —
that it doesn't cost as much to set one ad
and get two matrices as it would to set
three original ads, and that the art. or illustrations, will not cost as much. Second,
there is the benefit of the repeated message, driving the picture home into the
minds of the public.
Exhibitors with experience realize the
fallacy of the first possible advantage, for
there is no saving in cost. A newspaper
charges just as much per inch when it accepts amatrix for an ad as when it accepts
original copy and must set up its own ad-
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INDORSED

BY OHIO M.P.T.O.
State President Will Be Candidate
for M.P.T.O. Presidency
'T^HE following resolution was unanimously
*- adopted at a meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Ohio held in the offices of the
James Theatre, Coiumoub, Ohio .
Whereas, Sydney S. Cohen has repeatedly
and definitely announced his determination
to retire from the Presidency of the Motion
Picture Theatre Ort'ners of America at the
National Convention to be held at Boston
in May, 1924, thereby creating a vacancy
exceedingly difficult to fill, and
Whereas, the Members of the Executive
Committee of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Ohio, with due appreciation of
the present strength numerically of our State
Organization, and with a proper regard for
our standing as a factor in national organization affairs, fully realize the prodigious
amount of labor, thought and time necessary to bring our State Organization to its
Smith, standing is due to the initiative and
present
energy of our State President, Martin G.
Therefore Be It Resolved, that we, having the utmost'confidence in the ability and
intergrity of Martin G. Smith, do hereby indorse him for the Presidency of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.
SPRING IS HERE
Fk)ra_ Le Breton, pretty little English screen star
who is apoearing in Hodkinson's "Another Scandal."
vertisement. This is due to union rules
which insist, even though a matrix is accepted, that the ad must be set up in type
in the shop. Neither, is there any great
saving in art under the old six-ad plan as
contrasted by Manager Watts and twentyad method. True, where there is an advertising artist on the staff, as at the Rialto, he must draw three big Sunday ads
instead of one, and three cuts must be
made. This means more money, to be
sure, but very little when compared with
the total advertising expenditure for the
week. The illustrations in the week-day
ads, both during the advance and during
the current carnpaigns, are mostly taken
from the press book ads. This was true
in the "Flaming Youth" campaign.
Press Book Art
Just a word about press book art and its
possibilities. Modf:rn newspaper shops
will take the press book matrices and from
them make castings which can be cut up,
yielding any little scene or part of the illustration as a whole, without injuring the original matrix at all. For example, there
is a dancing girl in one corner of a big
scene in a press book advertisement illustration. The printer takes the matrix,
casts a sterotype from it, then cuts the
dancing girl from the sterotype and you
have your little illustration. In one of the
illustrations offered in the "Flaming
Youth" press book is a lively picture of the
star, leaning far back, with her hand in the
air holding a cigarette, from which a wisp
of smoke floats upward. In another scene,
on another page, is a bunch of balloons.
Manager Watts took the cigarette smoking
girl, joined the string from the balloons to
the wisp of smoke, and had her holding a
buoyant flock of balloons mstead of a smoking cigarette! Thus, with no additional expenditure, a great variety of illustrations
Can be gained.
As for the value of the repeated message,
reiterated in the same advertisement
throughout several mediums — well. Manager Watts says there is no value. He says
much of the effort and the expenditure is
a loss; a lost opportunity to approach the

reader from a different angle. The theatre manager's
publicbelieves,
is a many
personage, Mr. Watts
and sided
what may
appeal to one class about a certain picture
will not appeal to another class of readers.
For that reason his original advertisements
are original, in every sense of the word.
The illustrations are different, and so is
the copy. The head-lines differ; the signature of the picture's title differs. Of course,
the the9.tre's signature cut is always the
same, but the title of the picture, handlettered in about evyy case, is different.
The task is not one for a lazy man.
One's brain must be utilized. Illustrations
must be reversed in this picture, silhouetted
in that, reduced in a third and enlarged in
a fourth. New descriptive terms for the
picture must be thought out, and hackneyed phrases must be avoided like poison.
With so much to do the temptation to
turn to the "Word
Doescannery"
It Payisi strong.
Then, when the task is complete, there
is the checking to be done. The exhibitor
who has seen the picture, may take something for granted in his copy. The thought
may not be complete to the outsider. Or,
as is sometimes the case, a perfectly decorous scene in the picture, when illustrated
and pictured in an ad, may convey a
cheapening impression to the reader. To
avoid these pitfalls, Manager Watts utilizes the advertising solicitors from the
various dailies in his city. They are frankly honest with him, giving their unbiased
opinion of this or that head-line, illustration or phrase. They are a valuable help.
Does this additional work pay? Mr.
Watts declares! that his records show it
does.ters His
secretaryexhibitors
tells of frequent
from brother
asking forlet-a
matrix of this or that ad He is held in
high regard in advertising circles in his
city — his position as president of the Advertising-Selling League indicates that—
and such regard does not have a habit of
coining unmerited. Then, finally there is
that good, old honest feeling of a hard job
well done, when the opportunity is worked
and worked to a brown turn, and not a
possible avenue has been left unexplored
in the never ending effort to appeal to the
many sided public. Mr. Watts has found
that it pays to capitalize variety.
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SEMON SIGNS CONTRACT
WITH CHADWICK

Well Known Comedian to Make Five
Reel Comedy Features
A N announcement made at the executive
offices of Chadwick Pictures Corporation
to the effect that Larry Semon, movie comedian, was last week signed to head one
of their four producing units for release
during the season of 1924-5. The
comic will be starred for the first prancing
time in
a series of five reel de luxe comedies. This
will be the fulfillment of Larry Semon's long
delayed
ambition.
Sirnultaneous with the announcement of
the signing of Larry Semon, came a statement from the Chadwick offices that, Leon
Lee, a well known producer, has been engaged to supervise the production of the
Larry Semon Comedies. Production will be
on the West Coast and starts within the next
ten days. The vehicle for Semon's initial
five reel comedy will be adapted from a
famous stage play and will be announced
within the next week.
Before coming into the Chadwick fold.
Larry Semon, has for severj^l vears starred
in one and two reel comedies for Vitagraph
Later it was reported that he had signed j.
■contract with the Truart Film Corporation
However, he did not make anv picture foi
them. Larry Semon is now permanesnr!v
settled under the Chadwick banner, and
Larry and his new management are now
very busy laying plans for what looks like
a glorious future.
The engagement of Larry Semon is in
accord with the intentions of I. E Chadwick, President of the Chadwick Pictures
Corporation, to expand his production activities on a larger scale. Besides the acquisition ofLarry Semon, Chadwick Pictures
boast of another distinguifhed star in the
personality of Lionel Barrvmore, who has
just completed his first vehicle, "Meddling
Women," for this companv. Mr. Barrymore
will start on his second nroduction
1 Am the Man," on Mav 15, which will be
made
City. at the Tech-Art Studios, New York
* * *

'LONE WOLF' ON U. B. O.
_ "The Lone Wolf," the Associated Exhibitors release starring Dorothy Dalton
Jack Holt, had such a successful run at and
the
Rivoh Theatre, New York, last week that
It has been booked for the entire circuit of
United Booking Offices in Greater New
York. This means a round of all the Keith
Proctor inand Moss theatres in the city'
twenty
all. The start will be made May
19 and the picture will show from four days
to a week in each house.
* * *
LEONARD PICTURE PROGRESSES
The Reputable Pictures Corporation has
announced that the first of the twelve
two-reelers starring Benny Leonard, lightweight champion boxer of the world, will be
ready for release on June 1.
These pictures are being filmed under the
title of "Flying Fists" and were written by
Sam_ Hellman, famous sports writer and humorist.
The producers declare that there is a
"knockout punch" in every picture.
* * *
HODKINSON CLOSES DEAL
W. F. Seymour, eastern division manager,
of the Hodkinson Corporation, closed a big
booking deal this week with Famous Players for the showing in forty towns in the
Southern states, of "Miami" starring Betty
Compson, "Wandering Husbands" starring
James Kirkwood and Lil'a Lee, and the Bryant Washburn-Billie Dove picture "Try and
Get It."

HATTON AS A GENERAL
In Universal's
"TheprizeFighting
Raymond
Hatton Oliver,
appears a asUniversity
a general ofin California
the Chinesestudent.
army.
The
picture is the
winning American"
story written
by William
'CHECHAHCOS' LINES 'EM UP AT
NEW YORK CAMEO
For weeks Associated Exhibitors has been
asserting, declaring, alleging and in short
swearing that by the beard of its father "The
Chechahcos" was a real box-office bet, and
that with the right kind of exploitation behind it that it would prove a real clean-up.
Last week the production was given the acid
test when it was booked into the beautiful
B.
run. S. Moss' Cameo Theatre for a Broadway
There was a box-office line for more than
two hours Sunday afternoon and for about
three hours Sunday night. Business slowed
down a bit Monday, but with the publication of glowing criticisms by New York
day.
newspapers
it started off with a rush Tues* * *
HODKINSON PROTECTED
Prompted by a report published in one of
the trade journals to the effect that "Barbara Frietchie" was not protected by copyright, the Hodkinson Corporation upon behalf of the producers has issued a statement
declaring that the production is fully protected under copyrights held by the Clyde
Fitch estate.
The motion picture production of "Barbara
Frietchie" in which Florence Vidor will be
starred, will be an adaptation of the famous
Clyde Fitch play, produced under fights purchased from the Clyde Fitch estate, and any
attempt to infringe these rights will meet
with prompt legal action.

UUGHS
Natural fun
leaping from
the basic
situations
makes
this
one of the
most brilldramas.
iant comedyseason's

MOVIE

STARS TO BUILD
IN HOLLYWOOD

HOTEL

Within a short time Hollywood, the motion picture Mecca, will boast another luxurious hotel costing in excess of |1, 500, 000.
According to announcement just made by
Frank Case, manager of the Algonquin hotel.
New York City, for the last twenty years,
he has associated himself with Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, famous film
stars, in the erection of a height-limit hotel
on the northeast corner of Hollywood Boulevard and La Brea Street that will appeal
to the tourist, the traveler and members of
the ever-increasing motion picture colony.
Final papers for the purchase of the site
were signed last week in the offices of A. C.
Blumenthal and Company, Realty agents in
the transaction, by a syndicate composed of
Frank Case, Douglas Fairbanks, Jesse Lasky
and others. Consummation of the deal is
the fruition of efforts lasting over a period
of five years in which Mr. Fairbanks and
associates have been most active in seeking
to induce Mr. Case to build a hotel at Hollywood.
* * *
H. J. ALDOUS DIES
H. J. Aldous, for nearly twelve years an
officer in Rothacker Enterprises, died May
7 at his home in Los Angeles, after an
illness of several months.
He was treasurer of the Rothacker Film
Manufacturing Company, of Chicago for a
period of ten years.

NOWSELLmC
Di^nd{vePi<ftures Corporedion
m
'no^AWEEK
GeorgeArliss
presents *
with TAYLOR HOLMES
and EDITH ROBERTS
Forrest
Halsey's
of Edgar
Franklin'sWeight
"The
Adopted Father." version
Directed
by Harmon
BVyiTfiom SEltmCK
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BARTHELMESS
DIFFERENCES

Controversy With Inspiration Is
Settled Amicably

of O'Brien, MaleMALEVI
WL.
Malevinsky, attorneys for
andNSKY,
• vinsky
Richard Barthelmess, has issued the following statement in respect to the controversy
between Mr. Barthelmess and Inspiration
Pictures, Inc. :
leading
a settlement
of
the"Negotiations
differences that
have toexisted
are about
to be brought to a happy conclusion.
"Many stories have been told, and varying
constructions have been placed upon those
stories.
"The time has come when Mr. Barthelmess and his counsel feel perfectly free to
say that the differences were wholly in respect to matters of policy and constructive
ideas that Mr. Barthelmess has had and holds
m respect to the production of pictures and
the conditions under which productions should
be made.
"Through the initiative of Mr. William
H. Hays, exhibiting an insight and understanding of life in a constructive sense, a
quality that makes for statesmanship, these
differences have about been wiped out.
"Mr. Barthelmess' new contract with Inspiration will cover a period of two years,
and eight pictures to be released by First
National Pictures, Inc. ' The conditions under which he will make pictures will be
entirely to his personal satisfaction, and in
line with his thought
^ ^and^ endeavor."
ESTABLISHING CONTACT WITH
RESIDENTS
(Continued from page 5)
only on an attraction that I was absolutely
certain of.
I would maintain cordial relations
with my newspapers, serving them whenever
possible. I would meet the officials of the
county, especially the Representative and
Senator, and invite them to my house
occasionally.
I would take advantage of this opportunity
to explain some of my problems to them so
that they might make an intelligent fight for
me when unjust taxation threatened. I
would accept any invitations to discuss my
business problems before the Civic Clubs,
giving them some idea of the problems that
confronted me.
I would maintain a programme or house
organ with at least one page for intimate
discussion. I would invite the criticism of
my patrons and I would heed that criticism.
I would show all pictures at the smallest
prices commensurate with a just profit.
I would augment my features with good
short subjects. I would avoid "stunt" and
sensational advertising, except on very, very
rare occasions when some particular attraction offered unusual opportunity for effective work of this nature and when I was
sure the picture would make good on the
campaign.
Projection and Music
I would provide flawless projection at any
cost and the best music that my limitations
would permit. (Personally, I prefer a good
organ with a clever operator, even to the
finest of orchestras.) I would keep my
house clean and well ventilated and cool in
the Summer, I would scrupulously avoid
mistakes in change, and when a slip did ocI- would
rightcur or
wrong.satisfy the customer, whether
I would have a smiling ticket seller, smiling ushers and smilijig ticket takers. Wholesome, cheery, clea-nly comfort would be the
aim in my theatre. I would pay fair prices,
chafge fair prices and run pictures fairly
close upon the heels of the "key city" en-

THE DAILY DOZEN
Eleanor Boardman, Goldwyn star, and Teddy Hayes, who keeps Jack Demnsey in condition, are shown
going through the daily dozen on the lawn o£ the Goldwyn studios. "Teddy stems to like his job.
gagements so as to cash in on their publicity
campaigns.
And, whisper : If I had a competitor I
would cultivate his friendship and arrive at
that arrangement which the distributors so
utterly detest and condemn, viz. : select my
service, let him select his and avoid the ruinous, cut-throat competition that has never accomplished anything except raise film rentals.
Above all else, I would see that my screen
reflected nothing but wholesome matter and
strive continually to deserve the good will
of the community in which I resided.
* ^ *
FAMOUS 'FORTY' GOES TO POLI
FOR MILLION DOLLARS
The biggest booking deal that New England has ever seen was put finally across at
the end of the week, when contracts vvere
signed between the S. Z. Poll Enterprises
and Famous Players-Lasky for the forty
productions just announced by that distributing corporation, and at a figure not a little
in excess of a million and a quarter of dollars.
More than a month of selection and elimination preceded the actual session which
resulted in the signing of the contract. The
acting principals in the deal made extensive
study of what would best appeal to the public, and based the selection accordingly. This
is right in line with an announcement already made by the Poli general offices to all
their theatre managers as well as their public, that no expense would be spared in seeing to it that they would get the best there
was for the coming season.
The deal was finally consummated in a
10 hour session behind closed doors, with
A. J. Vanni representing the Poli interests,
while George J. Schaefer, New England
general manager for Famous, with John J.
Powers, the New Haven representative,
looked after the Paramount side of the question. S. Z. Poli has been steadily building
for himself a reputation for astuteness and
progressive policy. This latest, since word
of the contract has got out over the circuit,
does not seem to have hurt his reputation
one little bit. The actual figure is said to
be $1,269,000.
* sK *
RUSSELL

WITH

PARAMOUNT

John Russell, well-known short story writer and author of "Where the Pavement
Ends," mount
has pictures
been and
signed
for toParahas to
beenwrite
added
the
scenario staff at the Famous Players Long
Island studio.

'PETER PAN' NOT FOR
MARY PICKFORD
Hiram Abrams Says Famous Star Will
Not Work for Another Company
TTIRAM ABRAMS, president of United
vrtists Corporation, has issued the following statement :
"In view of the many recent erroneous reports concerning the plans of Mary Pickford
and her future film productions, it is timely
to say that Miss Pickford has no intention
of making pictures for distribution through
any organization other than United Artists
Corporation; nor has she any intention of
producing
'Peter Pan' for any other distributing company.
"All reports that Miss Pickford will produce 'Peter Pan' for any other organization
are erroneous, and there is no doubt in my
mind but that the many recent rumors confutureforproduction
activities cerning
haveMiss Pickford's
been set afloat
purposes
of
propaganda
in
behalf'
of
other
I am speaking for Miss Pickford, persons.
and I
know she has no intention of producing
pictures for distribution through any organization other than United Artists Corporation.
"This type of malicious gossip concerning
the activities of the stars comprising United
Artists Corporation has sprung up so often
in recent months that it has become not only
aggravating in the general ranks of the motion picture industry, but especially so to
the owners and stockholders of United Artists- Those seeking the actual truth about
Miss Pickford's future film productions need
only remember that a few weeks ago she renewed" her United Artists contract for a
* * *
period of three years."
NEW KANSAS CENSORS
Dell Keizer and Mrs. George P. Whyte
of Kansas City will be the members of the
new motion picture censorship board as soon
as present incumbents can be removed,
George E.nouncedKimball,
anlast week. city
L. comptroller,
G. Buford and
Eugene Flynn, censor and assistant censor,
respectively, have said they would not resign, asserting they were civil service .employees. Buford was appointed in December by Frank Cromwell, ex-mayor. Mr.
Kimball, investigating the appointment,
found that because of an ordinance passed
May
1923, Mr.
appointments
to the1, board
were Cromwell's
illegal. The
ordinance
removed the positions from the power of
the mayor and gave the appointments to
the cbmptroU'er.
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'BAGDAD'

SWEEPS BOSTON
OFF ITS FEET

Picture Received by Critics and
Public as Masterpiece
sed many an auspiBOSTON has witues
cious picture opening, but never in the
history of motion pictures has there been
anything here that could match the start to
which "The Thief of Bagdad" got away to
at the Colonial on May 5, look at it from
any angle you may choose.
get one of the real leadyou can
When
society going around the city
ers of Boston
with a. huge roll of one-sheets under her
arm, descending on all the leading hotels
and clubs and demanding that they hang
them conspicuously in their lobbies, knowing
they dare not refuse, why, then my son,
something is happening.
When, moreover, J. Clarence Hyde, who
is business manager for the run of the picture here, is welcomed with open arms by
the director of the Boston Public Library,
even as the suggestion that originals of the
art work done in connection with the picture and its advertising would make an apart departlibrary's
display in
Pack
is yours.
thetheHub
whv then
ment, propriate
it up and take it away if you will, there
is no more possible; aa you will reahze if
you know your Boston.
There are so many things to talk about
on Fairbanks' lovely fairy tale that it'sbefore
hard
to pick things that Boston never
dreamed of. For instance the Colonial, finest
legitimate theatre in the city, has been under the stigma of being somewhat unsuited
for pictures. It has never played a Sunday
night show regularly. Success of the picture of "Bagdad" removes the stigma, Colonel Foote, commissioner of public safety,
failed to see anything that under the law he
would have to delete for Sunday. Result :
Tom Lothian, jovial manager of the Colonial, loses his week end auto trips for the
rest of the year, and Mr. Hyde is happy
■because he has a place to go every Sunday
•night. ^
The house for the opening night was
bought solid by a committee from the patronesses of the Boston Lying-in Hospital,
for the benefit of which the first night was
given over. Mrs. Oliver Ames, Jr., was

chairman, and, incidentally, was the woman
who lugged around the posters, using a 100
and then coming back for another. She was
assisted by Mrs. Walter Hunnewell, and
Mrs. T. J. Coolidge. While the price for
the run is $1.50 top in the evening, and $1.00
matinees, the society ladies sold the house
out completely for their benefit night at $3
a ticket. It was the social register come to
life. The list of patronesses, all of whom
were present, started with Mrs. Channing
H. Cox, wife of the Governor, and Mrs.
Alvan T. Fuller, wife of the Lieutenant
Governor.
As for the theatre itself, while all this
was going on, it was draped with about
$10,000 of. oriental rugs from Pray and
Son, chiefly about the balcony and the boxes,
the same firm also erecting an oriental canopy over the box office, and lanterns in the
same style under the marquee. The ushers
are dressed in Turkish costume, and between
acts, for those who desire to partake, an
honest to goodness Arab in his native dress
serves Bagdad coffee.
* * *
KANE

TO HAVE NEW MODERN
PICTURE THEATRE
The Temple Theatre recently destroyed by
fire is to be replaced by a new theatre costingson $150,000.
H. E.Theatre
Brown Company,
and Arthur owner
Nelof the Star
of the Grand Theatre have already begun
work and have announced that they expect
to openYork
Thanksgiving
New
attraction. Day with a high-class
The seating capacity will be 1,350 and the
stage will be so constructed as to accommodate the best and largest attractions on the
road. An organ of the very latest design
will be installed, also three of the very latest
moving picture machines, in fact, nothing
will be left undone to assure Kane and nearby towns of one of the best show houses.
C. B. C. GETS FILM RIGHTS
C. B. C. Film Sales has just completed
negotiations for the purchase of four big
stories by prominent authors! : "The Price
She Paid,'" by David Graham Phillips ;
"Foolish Virgin," by Thomas Dixon ; "Who
Cares," by Cosmo Hamilton ; "A Fool and
His Money," by George Barr McCutcheon.

MAY 23 FOR VITAGRAPH
SALES CONVENTION
Chicago Meeting Will Be Attended
by All Branch Managers
PRESIDENT
of
Vitagraph has ALBERT
set May 23E.andSMITH
24 as the
dates for the general sales convention which
will be held in Chicago. The convention
will be attended by all division managers,
branch managers and executive heads. John
B. Rock, who went to the Coast two weeks
ago on his third trip of inspection of Vitagraph branches, joined Mr. Smith in Los
Angeles last week for a conference prior to
the convention.
Mr. Smith and Mr. Rock will leave Los
Angeles for Chicago on May 20. A. Victor
Smith, A. J. Nelson, assistant general manager, and W. Wallace Ham, publicity director, will go to Chicago from New York.
This is the first general meeting Vitagraph
has held for several years and is the result
of Mr. Rock's efforts to bring the various
heads of the sales force into closer co-operation and to give them a more direct understanding of the production plans which
Mr. Smith personally is supervising in the
West.
Those who will attend are, George A.
Balsdon, special representative ; J. M. Duncan, of Chicago; H. Bradley Fish of Los
Angeles and Thomas G. Guinan of Atlanta,
division managers; S. N. Burns, Albany;
Ira P. Stone, Atlanta; C. W. Sawin, Boston;
C. W. Anthony, Buffalo; J. A. Steinson,
Chicago ; C. L. Kendall, Cincinnati ; J. E.
Beck, Cleveland; J. E. Huey, Dallas; Frank
E. Hickey, Denver ; J. H. Young, Detroit :
C. A. Schuhz, Kansas City; C. N. Hill,
Los Angeles ; Fred H. Knispt l, Minneapolis ;
B. A. Gibbons, Montreal ; M. W. Osborne,
New Orleans ; C. P. Nedlev, Omaha ; Robert
S. Horsley,
Philadelphia and F. W. Redfield,
Pittsburgh.
^ ^ ^
FIRST RUN

THEATRES

SIGN FOR

LLOYD'S 'GIRL SHY'
First-run bookings on "Girl Shy," Harold
Lloyd's new feature comedy for Pathe, continue to mount steadily as prominent theatres in all sections join the alreJtdy extensive array of representative houses that have
engaged the production for early showing.
Among the important circuits that have
closed for "Girl Shy" during the past week
are the A. H Blank Circuit of Iowa, which
includes the Capitol Theatre of Des Moines;
the Jensen and Von Herberg Circuit at Seattlecuitandof New
Portland,
Jersey.and the A. H. Fabian CirThe Harold Lloyd comedy will be given extended runs at the Adams Theatre in Detroit,
and
at
Jones,
Shaeffer's
Orpheum
in Chicago. Linick
Other and
important
engagements
closed during the week include the Royal Theatre, Kansas City; the Mark Strand, Brooklyn; and the Sun Theatre
* * * of Omaha.
The examination
willT be 'EXA
held M'
throughout
GOVERNMEN
to fill vais
It
18.
June
on
the country
cancies in the Department of Agriculture at
year. Advancean entrance salary of $900 a without
change
ment in pay may be made
in assignment to $1,260 a year.
The duties of the position, consist of the
and repairing of moassembling, splicing, and
may involve the
tion picture films,
positives, the printing of posiof
straining
tive film, and the operation of projecting
machines.
ApplVcants must attain an earned rating of
per cent in the practical ques60 otherwise
at leasttions,
the remaining subject of
their examination vkrill not be rated!
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LEADERS

Jesse

J.

Goldburg,

BURG,
E entJ. ofGOInLD
JESS
dependent
presid
Pictures Corporation and
a prominent member of the
Independent Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors'
Association, has been affiliated
with the independent division
of the motion picture industry
for twelve years.
In the face of many obstacles and discouragements he
has adhered to his determination, with the result that in
1923 following the organization of his present company
he scored a marked success
and plans to do even a larger
business for the coming year
of 1924 5.
Mr. Goldburg was born in
New York forty years ago.
His early education, after his
graduation from the New
York public schools, embraced
a four years' course in the
Dwight Preparatory School,
e s t a b lished by Professor
Dwight, formerly of Yale
University.
Afterward he took a threeyear and post-g r a d u a t e
courses in the New York Law
School, being graduated at the head of
his class, which numbered over seventy
men.
At the age of nineteen years Mr.
Goldburg was selected by the National
Committee of the Republican Party as
one of the comparatively few speakers
on its paid list. For ten years he was
an accredited speaker for the National
Committee, touring the country from
coast to coast.

JJE was also a speaker on the roster
of the National Security League,
making addresses throughout the
United States prior to the World War
on patriotism and preparedness, talking
in many cities under the auspices of
the Y. M. C. A., the Y. M. H. A., the
Red Cross and other patriotic bodies.
During the war Mr. Goldburg was
one of the four-minute men, speaking
tmder the auspices of the national gov-ernment. At the request of Harold
Edel, the well-remembered manager of
the New York Strand, the film man
was assigned by the Department of
Public Information as the only speaker
at that house during the various Liberty Loan campaigns.
Mr. Goldburg is credited with having made the record duration speech of
that drive. On the final night of the
■campaign he spoke, without stopping,

ALL

Independent

Pioneer
distribute them among independent
exchanges.
He Film
organized
the Life
Photo
Corporation and purchased
the screen rights for what
now would be considered a
nominal sum such popular

LEADERS ALL— JESSE J. GOLDBURG
TiECAUSE not alone is he one of the pioneers in
independent production and distribution but he
has given intensive study to systematizing methods
of state rights circulation of product ; because he
was among if not the first to devise territorial diviupon population,
percentages railroad
and uponfacilities
all the factorssionsof based
seating,
and
time ; because he is a believer in continued' service.
from 8:55 until 12:10, or three hours
and 15 minutes, and accomplished the
record of $185,000 Liberty Bonds disposed of in that period.
The achievement gave the blue star
to the Strand, which at the time was
in competition with the Rivoli and Rialto theatres.
As icesa havespeaker
Goldburg's
been inMr.
demand
for a servgood
many years by public and charitable
enterprises.
JT was about
twelvein years
ago he became interested
the Commercial
Motion Pictures Corporation, engaged
in the manufacture or making of positive motion picture prints for Universal and other independent producers
who were then allied against and fighting the General Film Company and the
owners of what was known as the Latham patent, which for a time controlled the motion picture projection
machines of the country.
Mr. Goldburg saw the opportunity
to produce independent pictures and to

stage plays and novels as "The
Greyhound," "Captain Swift,"
"Northern Lights," "The
Banker's Daughter," "Springtime" and "The Avalanche."
This was the beginning of a
series of monthly feature releases and which has been
credited as being the creative
force for the present method
of independent production
and distribution.
Mr. Goldbure's experience
in the early days of his film
activity were replete with dramatic incidents. He has met
all kind of obstacles, but has
pursued his determination to
manifacture independent motion pictures.
Among the stars engagecJ
by him were Lionel Barrymore, Mary Nash, Plorence
Nash and Lillian Gish
In the coming year the producer has contracted to make
and distribute twenty-four five-reelers.
eight six-reel features and fifty-iwo
single-reel subjects, the latter to be
known as the Screen Book of Knowledge.
The producer points out that while
he intends to increase his output he has
no intention of competing with the
larger or old-line concerns "within
whose province there lies the right, the
privilege and the market to make what
are commonly termed 'Specials.' "
JJE classes
believes
there are —two
of productions
thosedistinctmadf
by companies controlling their own first
changes and oftentimes their own first
runs and those made by the producers
who confine their activities to making
popular priced pictures.
Mr. Goldburg maintains that thf*
forte of the independent producer as he
sees it is in the making of lower price-l
subjects — that these the old line companies cannot afford to vouch, as it
costs as much to distribute a picture
costing $20,000 as it does one that entails an expenditure of $200,000.
Goldburg is a believer, too, in
assisting his distributor-customers after
his product is sold ; in a policy of service, and that the onlv permanence of
an institution lies in the permanence of
service.
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Go

WE

To

The

Convention

indihold it to be a duty on the part of the
vidual exhibitor of motion pictures to
attend the convention which is to be held in

Boston on May 27, 28 and 29. We are not referring to those who by reason of distance or expense
or other similarly contributing cause are debarred
from considering the journey.
We are referring to those who have the time
and the means. The convention is in the interest
of the theatre owners, and from all we hear it will
be well worth their while to be present.
Entirely apart from questions of organization —
and just for the moment we are minimizing these
— it gives the man who exhibits motion pictures
an opportunity to rub elbows with his fellows,
with men from other parts of the country, with
^nany men he hardly can have a chance to meet
again for a year at least.
It affords an opportunity for the interchange
of ideas, to learn what your brother theatre owner
does in emergencies with which you sometimes
are brought face to face.
* * *
LETTERS from exhibitor leaders in various
sections of the country contain the strongest
evidence that when Exhibitors Trade Review in
its preceding issues made a plea for one national
organization it struck a responsive chord.
In but one instance was there disagreement and
then the writer conceded the articles were timely.
Letters came from Indiana, from North Carolina, from Pennsylvania, from Arkansas, from
Ohio, from Massachusetts, from Missouri and
from the District of Columbia.
Ernest Horstmann, writing from the Bay State,
declares he feels sure it is the "wish of every exhibitor in the State of Massachusetts that every state
and every unit of the various exhibitor bodies and
associations be represented in Boston, and that
the result may be one strong organization developed on a plan which will be agreeable to all."
There is real cordiality in that — and those who
know the Old Bay State know there is hospitality
behind it, too.
* * *
Novel

Distributions

THE announcement of the distribution plans of
the Imperial Pictures Corporation, the details
of which will be found on another page, will
arouse marked attention throughout the motion
picture industry. They will command attention for
two principal reasons:
.

In the first place they are a radical departure
from the methods that have been employed since
the inception of feature production.
Secondly they will command respect on account
of the character of the men composing the directorate of the company.
Roughly the principle of operation is a combination or a welding of First National and of state
rights distribution.
The company aims to sell to a territorial purchaser, preferably an exhibitor it is announced, for
a stated number of years at a flat and predetermined
price a series of pictures each of which shall have
cost a stipulated amount and in each of which following sale to its buyers the Imperial shall have
continuing interest within the life of the contract
regardless of any extraordinary box-office power
the subject may possess or develop.
As we read the announcement of Imperial it
plans to bring to the motion picture industry the
same methods of merchandising and jobbing that
obtain in other lines of commercial activity. By
that we mean it will attempt to standardize the
cost of pictures over a period of time.
*

*

*

ONE phase of the announcement that will create
comment is that if the cost of a subject be less
than the allotted and standard budget a pro
rata rebate will be made to the buyers, while on
the other hand if the cost be greater there will be
no advance in price.
The significance of this feature is that, by reason of the restricted return from the buyers, the
company almost automatically will be prohibited
from accepting pictures that have cost measurably
in excess of the $150,000 established as the basic
The company does not seek to compete with the
price.
producers of expensive "specials," according to
President Paul N. Lazarus. It does aim to provide
and sell worthy production that may be distributed
to exhibitors at a fair and reasonable rental.
Among the highlights of the proposition is that
exhibitor or other purchasers are not asked to buy
stock in the companj^ to pay any advance deposits,
or to expend a dollar until the delivery of the print.
The financial risks are assumed by Imperial.
On paper the plan is almost altruistic, and yet
if sincerely carried out should prove to be soundly
businesslike.
The acid test will be the ability of the company
to adhere to its established maximum negative cost,
refusal to withdraw from its clientele a subject
'that is known to be a "whale," and the disposition
of the territorial buyer to pass on fair rental values
to his exhibitor customers.
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Excellence

Diversity

The Tom Boy
J N presenting its list of present
and forthcoming productions
Chadivick Pictures Corporation
available to exhibitors during the
Dramas and Comedies
whole of the 1924-1925 season the
Independent Producers and Dis- A Fool and His Mon'ky
tributors make it plain that it has
C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
not proceeded with false illusions
After Business Houks
to actuate its members.
C. B. C. I'ihn Sales Corp.
The Independent organization
I'lGHTlNC THE ] LAMES
realizes that this is a far-flung naC". B. C. f ilm Sales Corp.
tion, that audiences do not all ■
In the Spider's Web
come from institutions of learnIndependent Pictures Corp.
ing and that every picture listed
Lend Me Your Husband
in the announcement is not suited
Burr Pictures. Inc.
for every theatre. The cosmopolitan nature of the American
pooulation has been remembered
.■md in the announcement here will
Independents Offer a
be found pictures suited to every
Wide Variety of Films
class of audience. The Review,
in bringing these pictures to the
QNE reason why the Independents
have become a sound, vigorous orattention of its readers, places
gan za'.ion is seen in the schedule of
them in classifications which simpictures listed on this page. Live,
plifies the problem of knowing ar
vigorous pictures is the keyno e.
They offer a variety of products aimed
once the category to which each
to en'ertain and interest every type
picture l)elongs.
of audience known to the exhibitor.
The quality of the production, the
Special Feature Productions
stars and other players used in them,
After Six Days
give adequate testimony to high value
Chachinck Pictures Cnrpnrnlinn
of the pictures, v ewed f om the boxoffice and any other angle by which
I Am the Man
films are judged. In making up his
Chadwick Pictures Corporation
booking schedule the show.nan v/ill
LovKR OF Bagdad
profit by giving due consideration
to the films listed herewith.
Lee-Bradford Corporation
Meddling Women
Chadwick Pictures CorporationRomance of an Actress
Luck
Burr Pictures, Inc.
Chadwick Pictures Corporation
One Glorious Night
Sunshine of Paradise Alley
C. B. C Film Sales Corp.
Chadwick Pictures Corporation
Restless Wives
The Fire Patrol
Burr Pictures, Inc.
Chadwick Pictures Corporation
The Average Woman
The Painted Flapper
Burr Pij:tures, Inc.
Chadzvick Pictures Corporation
The Strf.et Singer
The Foolish Virgin
C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
Chadwick Pictures Corporation

of

of

Themes
The Midnight Express
C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
The New School Teacher
Burr Pictures, Inc.
The Price She Paid
C B. C. Film Sales Corp.
The Wildcat
Independent Pictures Corp.
Three O'Clock in the ^.or. i
Burr Pictures, Inc.
Who Cares
C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
Westerns and Outdoor Pictu e
The I ndependent
Border Intrk;i'e
Pictures Corp.
A 1)i:sperate Adventi're
Independent Pictures Corp.
A Two Flsted Tenderfoot
I ndependent Pictures Corp.
r. i FFALo Bill, Jr.
Art class Pictures Corp.
Caliber 45
Independent Pictures Corp.
Courage
1 ndependent Pictures Corp.
Crossfd Trails
Independent Pictures Corp.
Lure of the Yukon
Lee-Bradford Corp.
Artclass Pictures Corp.
Rough Ridin'
Stunt and Thrill Pictures
Helen Holmes Series
Independent Pictures Corp.
Big Little Features
Alice Comedies
M. J Winkler
Felix the Cat Series
M. J. Winkler
Screen Snapspiots
C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.

THE
D USINESS,
able, must ;fbe profitbuilt
on stronger lines than
friendship. It must be
based upon exploited
good pictures, aided by
the finest advertising —
Sydney S. Cohen, to
Independents.
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Unless
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Exhibitors

the Rest Doesn't Count
SYDNEY S. COHEN, president of the Motion Picture Tiieatre Owners of
America, called upon the members of the Independent Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association May 13 to give more and more attention to the exploitation of their pictures. Mr. Cohen talked at length upon the
problems facing the independent producer and of the ways in which the exhibitor might co-operate with him.
The occasion was the regular monthly luncheon of the association, the final
one of the season. There was a large attendance. Prior to the introduction
of Mr. Cohen the members were addressed at length by Joseph Dannenberg,
editor of the Film Daily, who spoke with extreme frankness.
Mr. Dannenberg declared that the members of the association might talk
about co-operation until their tongues dried in their mouths, but unless they
had the pictures the exhibitors wanted to play the rest would not count.
1 he editor declared there were al
least 20 to 40 per cent less independent
liroducers than there were three years
ago, and in tlie field of sliort .subjects at
least 50 per cent less. He also referred to
the "combinations and the closing in in this
business that is occurring every day."
Mr. Cohen at the close of his prepared
spctrh took up some of the statements of
Mr. Dannenberg, expressing the view that
the editor was too pessimistic. As to the
failure of "independent month" planned at
the Minneapolis convention in 1921 Mr.
L"ohen said it was due to the attempt on the
]iarl of many "new" independents to palm
off cheap westerns at h^g'i prices in the belief that the exhibitors would book them be"indeperdent month" and
decreedcause ofsoitsbybeing
the convention.
President I. E. Chadwick was in the chair.
Responding to the invitation extended by
President Cohen to attend the convention in
Boston the independertt executive promi.ed
'hat the association would be represented.
"Our speakers here are eminently qualified
to discuss the problems of our ir,du:try,"
said President Chadwick. "I am not going
to take long in making introductory remarks
SYDNEY S. COHEN
because fortunately our two speakers are
President
of
M.
P. T. O. America, who on Tuesknown in the industry from coast to coast
day told independents they must exploit their picas men who can speak with authority through
tures to exhibitors to reap satisfactory results.
a wealth of worthwhile experience and from
a greater wealth of observation. I take
berg, "but when I hear of the interdependpleasure in presenting the first speaker this
ence of the independent producer, independent distributor and independent exhibitor, I
afternoon, Mr. Dannenberg."
wander juft what that means. It occurs to
"Really we need this sort of an organizame, and I know Mr. Cohen will back me
tion verv much indeed," said Mr. Dannen-

TO

Failed

Producers
Want

up, that I heard something about this in
Minneapolis several summers ago, where a
large number of exhibitorsl rose on their hind
legs and showed enthusiasm and the independent distributor and producer was, next
to God Almighty, the finest thing in the
world, and the month of September was to
be the period in which the independent exhibitor was to prove his loyality.
"Time rolls on, as the title says it always
does ; itors
September
camewayandinto
all the
theseoldexhibwended their
line
exchanges and bought all the film that was
possibly obtainable. It seems to me that
one of the outstanding things in this busi^
ness is that people talk much and do little.
"Just how and where these independents
are going to work reminds me somewhat of
a Douglas MacLean story.
"Mr. McLean says there comes into Hollywood the finest burlap bag obtainable in all
the world. It is stitlched with silken threads
by the finest type of beautiful woman and
richly embroidered on each corner. The bag
reaches the people in our business and is
passed around, eventually landing in the
hands of one individual, the independent producer.
"Mr. McLean is right, and you gentlemen
are holding the bag. How long you gentlemen desire to secure the rights as the first
and only holders of the bag in the picture
business depends entirely upon your patience
and the appreciation of the bank with which:
you are doing business.
Must Have the Pictures
"You know better than anyone else how
much your pictures have grossed and you also
know that the average intake on the average
independent picture does not exceed $250,000.
If you get in the entire gross anticip'ated
with the help of the Independent West Coast
Theatres and Mr. Finkelstein and the other
good
buyers,
whenyour
all isnet,
saidonandyour
donepicture
your'
complete
profit,
ol
$250,000
gross issmall,
actually
'$15,000.
sounds
ridiculou^-ly
$15,000.
If youIt
only make something like $15,000 on the average picture how many good average pictures
have got to be realized to take care of the
two or three very bad boys that get nowhere.
We won't argue this point now.
"You can talk of co-operation, you can
talk of interdependence until your tongue
dries in your mouth, but unless you have
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Hands

Up

and

Be

SECTION

Quick

To say the least it jtems a bit unusual to have some one break in on a parly and order
a guest, at the point of a gun, to put up his' hands. Just such things as this heighten the
dram'dtijC
of evident
C. C. Burr's
of
interestmoments
that is so
in the "Lend
picture. Me Your Husband" and givq the added touch
In addition to the dramatic features and the handsome sets which mark the production,
it numbers among its cast of players such favorites as Doris Kenyon, David Powell and
Dolores Cassinelli, each of whom is a genuine artist.
pictures the exhibitors want to play the rest
does not count. If there is anything in the
world that can prove the lack of co-operalive willingness on the part of the independent exhibitor to the independent producer
•and distributor it is this.
"I refer to the company that started with
a most ambitious program this season, and
one of the outstanding features in its rdcord
is its inability to secure first runs. We all
know that unless you get a first run you are
in trouble in your respective territories.
Business Closing In
"This particular concern has been shoved
out of many of the leading first runs operated by independent exhibitors and yet that
independent exhibitor knows that unless
something is done to sustain the independent
producer it cannot be many years before he
is out of the business. Yet we talk of independence. Anyone but a blind man cannot
help but see the manner in which this business is closing in.
"The cumulation of data for The Film
Year Book has disclosed 'a steadily decreasing
line as to the number of independent exchanges in this country, and a steadily increasing number of chains of theatres.
"It is certain that there are today in this
country at least 20 to 40 per cent less independent producers than there were three years
ago. In the short subject field that probably reaches over 50 per cent less than three
years ago.
Bad in England
"I am going to mention names. After going through the middle west Mr. Al Aaronson rame back rather disgusted. He stated
he could not sell a picture even as good as
"The Unknown Purple" because the first
run exhibitor said he would not book a picture from a concern that did not have sustained product.
"If that is unusual you gentlemen know.

I take it as a fact, with the combinations
and closing in in thi^ business that is occuring every day. I was told only last night by
Sir William Jury that never in the history
of English pictures were conditions so
frightfully tragic as they are today with the
independent producer and distributor, because
of
combinations of exhibitors both legal and
illegal.
"There was a meeting held a few weeks
ago of the sales managers of the larger companies seeking to bring about remedies to offset the evils existing in certain territories.
"A distributor told me only a few day?
ago that in an eflfort to meet conditions he
is planning to release independent product
on an 80-20 basis, until his advance is covered, after which he intends to work on a
fifty-fifty basis becau.^e of the drive which
may
develop in his territory within the next
six months.
Must Stick Together
"Unless the independents are going to
work with each other there are not going to
be any independents. What I mean fs that
there will be so few in comparison. Your
job, and it is the only job I think you really
Inave, is to make the exhibitor realize you
have no reason to believe that out of the
arms^
kindness of his heart the independent exhibitor is going to welcome you with open
"If you had a series of pictures he felt
he wanted he would play them. The ratio
of exhibitors who are willing to sustain the
independent market could be obtained by a
postal card vote throughout the country in a
period of a month.
"You have no reason to believe other than
wliat I have said because it is so. The
independent exhibitor is not going to make
it easy either to give you a fair price or a
decent playdate unless you have got what he
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Taking Wrong Remedy
"Mr. Dannenberg has pointed out the misguided cure that the independent exhibitor is
seeking and using," s'aid Mr. Chadwick.
"After all, when the independent exhibitor is
going- into these price-fixing combinations
that resort to threats, thought must be
given to this phase of it— that there must
be some motive that actuates that course of
.conduct.
"He
gone because
into theit incomprehensible linehas
of not
conduct
is a matter of
pleasure for him, but he has seen the handwriting on the wall, and he is seeing the
narrowing lines of the larger distributor, producer, exhibitor, gaining a stronger and
stronger hold upon the source of supply and
even though that independent exhibitor may
be misguided in the cure he seeks to adopt,
he sees nevertheless the illness from which
remedy.
he
is suf¥ering, though he is taking the wrong
"There is with us today a gentleman who
has devoted four years of sincere effort,
four years of earnest leadership, often misunderstood, often purposely misquoted and
misrepresented, but through it all a man who
has seen the coming of just the problem that
is confronting the men whom he has led
through these four years of strife and struggle. He has a message for us which must
be something we can take home for future
guidance. It is a pleasure to present the
last public appearance before the termination
of his term as president of the national exhibitors, Sydney S. Cohen^'
Future Judged by Present
"I first want to thank your chairman for
his very gracious introduction," said Mr.
Cohen. "I am very glad to be here.
"The subject I previously selected for my
discussion
today,Industry
'The Future
of the
Motion Picture
as Revealed
by
Current Events,' is of such a wide and extensive character that it practically takes in
everything iconnected with our industry. I
therefore concluded to be more specific in
my statements and have selected as a more
appropriate
title: 'The
Greater Opportunity
for the Producers
and Distributors
of Independent Pictures.' within the confines of or"Our purpose
ganization isobviously to direct our efforts
toward the betterment of tlfe industry. We
hope to do this by a union of forces. Producers, distributors and exhibitors, which will
be of such a mutual nature that the interests and the rights of all will be so fully
conserved as to make the operation of the
system advantageous all around.
"I do not mean by this that we should
have one organiration as that is manifestly
impossible and I may say entirely impra,ctical even though we should agree upon that
subject. There are so many elements that
affect closely the interests of the producers
and distributors wherein the other side of
the situation cannot be entirely seen that it
would be almost out of the question to ask
the exhibitor to merge his affairs into such a
compact.
"Then, on the other side, there are so
many things which the exhibitor fails to see
with respect to the producer and distributor
where the exhibitor's angle of the situation
would not be acceptable to them.
Seek to Effect Coalition
"Hence it follows that for the purpose
of practical business we are obliged to maintain different organizations, and when we
meet
for any
we can
co-ordinate
and make
suchpurpose
concessions
as the
mutual
welfare of all concerned demand.
"Different attempts have been made since
the motion picture industry attained its prominence in the business world to effect coali-
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termed a monopoly of production. Not only
has this situation been attempted along lines
of controlling production, but it also_ has
taken upon itself the aspect of centralizing
distribution and of late years those instrumental in pressing forward these lines of
have sought the monopoly of moprocedure
tion picture theatres as well.
"Any such close combination will have only
the effect of destroying initiative and individual enterprise within this industry, producing a sameness of product and a monotony of action so as gradually to.jvork the
disintegration of the whole business as there
monotony assois now entirely too much
ciated with it from the production viewpomt.
A much wide diversified product would be
of infinitely greater value to the industry
and the public.
"I believe this is m reality one ot tnc
tion. You do
high purposes of your organiza
not seek to injure any other, person m the
business. Your purpose is to so associate
l entervourself as to protect this individua
for the
prise provide for its extension and
utilization of all of the genius resident in
find exthe American people which might the
lines
pression ordesire expressionn. within
of motion picture productio
No Group Must Control
"As a motion picture, in the essence, tois
the result of an idea transmitted first
paper and then visualized through dramatic
available for the pubperformances andedmade
any
lic on the print film, it follows thatgment
curtailment of these ideas or the abrid
of any individual initiative must of neces
more comsity interfere with the fuller and
m the motion
same e.
of thetr
expressionea
,
th
pictureplete
"It is the-efore very necessary for all ot
diverging eleus to take into account thearran
ge our atso
and
try
indus
this
ment of
more
fairs-that no given group will have l any
it than the actua interests
of a control over warra
nt.
of tlie business
groups of p-oducers
have
always
"We will
We canand distributors, also "exhibitors.
coinplete ornot at any time bring aboutasa the
individua
ganization along these lines
it might
initiative constantly asserts itself and the
bes
be well at all cimes__ to give this
al
practic
of
possible
of course desire to
not bounds
would the
We within'
ss.play
busine
presentaflood the market with cheap,wenon-re
neither wouldtype. agree to have
tive pictures,
all of the factory made
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with superior entertaining qualities from all
parts of the world should be brought to
America to be shown here to our public in
conjunction with American made films.
"A note of warning was sounded at a
hearing before the Patents Committee of the
United States House of Representatives the
other day in Washington by Nathan Burkan,
a New York attorney, who called attention
to the monopolies and trustification processes
existing in the motion picture industry, mentioning particularly the case of a theatre
owner in Peekskill, N. Y., from whom film
was withheld and who was denied an opportunity of operating his theatre, almost resulting in the virtual destruction of his investerty. ment and indirect confiscation of his propTalks of Peeikskill
"Thissary forattorney
it was
neceshim to explained
take the how
matter
to higher
courts of the State to secure justice for his
client.
The impression -created in the minds of
some of the Congressmen was one that
makes it necessary for all of us to think
seriously of the developments in this industry along certain lines, as it may mean, if
not corrected. Congressional action which
will tend to control our business by legislative processes such as an Interstate Film
Commission or some similarly constituted
body.
"Such an eventuality would be very disastrous in my opinion, and every effort should
be made to prevent it ; but it is absolutely
essential to call the attention here of those
forces bent on control and centralization in
this industry, that there are many more
Peekskills, many more similar situations in
this City, and State and throughout the
Country, that are danger signals on the road
in which they are seemingly headed, and it
behooves them to Stop ! Look ! and Listen !
"These people through a high-powered
sales organization and merchandising methods create a demand for their product, and
it is up to the independent producers and
distributors to create a selling machine or a
distributing organization that will emulatel
the example set by these interests or even
improve on s-ame.
"At the present time the independent producer who is depending on the independent
distributors along state rights lines or some
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of the national distributing organizations has
had very little encouragement. He has had
his product handled by an undermanned and
low-powered sales organization which only
partially 'sold' his film to theatre owners.
In most
the film
has any
been effort
'bought'
by
the
theatrecases
owners
without
on the
part of the distributing machine.
"This must be corrected or otherwise the
initiative resident in these indepeudent forces
will be destroyed and their efforts given to
some other line of endeavor.
Calls for Exploitation
"Our present sales effort to a great extent
lets the film practically die after the first
run. This is done not only in the matter
of exploitation but also in the matter of advertising inthe trade press, as it seems most
producers make no further announcements
after the initial statements intended for the
first run.
"As a m.atter of fact, the first run theatre
owner requires less information from the
producer than the subsequent runs, because as
a rule he has an organization of aids and
assistants gathering information for his purposes and exploiting his picture for him.
"The trade press should be used to bring
to the theatre owners honest information
about the motion picture. Neither they nor
their people are interested in any publicity
story as to how many thousands of people
'slept in tents' outside of some Broadway
Theatre in New York City to see the picture.
"But they are interested in learning that
the picture is entertaining, wholesome, clean
and also some of the outstanding facts pertaining to the particular film that their public might become interested in.
Don't Understand Exploitation
"Some theatre owners do not know how to
exploit a film. A large number do it very
intelligently and effectively, although there
are others unfortunately who will not advertise or exploit a picture unless they have
been charged a lot of money for it, as otherwise they feel it cannot be a meritorious
"The public does not care what a picture
picture.
costs to make. They are only interested in
its entertainment features. It is absolutely
necessary to intelligently present the real
merits of the film offered to them, and eliminate all misleading statements that have been

Independents' Opportunity
A Happy Reunion After A Painful Separation
"If the independents in the motion picture
and
r
togethe
business get together and stay
r, many salutary things could
togethe
work
ished.
be
accompl
produc"Most of the worthwhilethepkture
independents.
tions have been made by
of the
We believe that since the formation America
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
camat Cleveland in 1920 and the militant tion,
|
paign we have waged for the preserva
mdeprotection and advancement of all independent forces in the Industry, that the and ;j
pendent producer has been encouraged
inspired to give his creative ability, initiative
and effort toward the making of feature
films, and with the great advancement in the
the large numa-t of directing pictures and
ial
ber of very capable and efficient director
that time,
sinCe
ed
minds that have develop
.. indethat we will see a greater number ofsuperior
,
pendent productions made of a more
quality than ever before.
"The important point for all independent
forces in the industry is to guard against
scarand prevent the creation of anandartificial
then to see
city of meritorious pictures
that after these pictures are made that
ent exploitation and adthrough intellig
vertisement they are brought to the attention
of the motion picture public.
Little Don Marion shares honors| with Mildred Harris and Robert F. Frasier in C. B. C.'s
"Traffic in Hearts," a dramatic feature of high calibre.
"Art is worldwide, and the fine pictures
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made about so many films, as to attack the
credulity of the industry, and destroy confidence in a real announcement, resulting in a
lessening of business.
"The biggest change and advance needed
in this industry is along lines of exploitation.
Advances are being made in this direction
and the industry is developing and progressing, but more intensified effort is required,
and in this way many millions of people who
do not now attend motion picture theatres
will be brought into the theatres, thus creating a more wholesome atmosphere in every
way. All values in this industry are prediefforts. cated on the public's appreciation of our
Saner Exploitation Need d
"If some
the money
being salesmen
spent in
salaries
of of
inefficient
and now
inexpert
were spent on intelligent and expert advance
exploitation, you gentlemen would be in a
. very much stronger strategic position.
are salesmen
a large number
and"There
efficient
and someof ofvery
the expert
others
could be made more helpful, if instead of
being mere peddlars of celluloid, their home
offices would make them into an auxiliary,
• supplemental exploitation force cooperating
with the theatre owner in putting the piclurc
over. Keeping the gates open for independA

Look

as Cold

SECTION

ties are kept a secret, or confidential, . until
they are viewed on the screen.
"As it is, the independent theatres are being asked rental prices by independent distributors without any pressure put behind
their pictures, commensurate with those obtained by comp'anies which not only advertise nationally but exert tremendous force
in exploitation.
Can Be Done Better
"What they have done, you can do — for
every Independent handles at least some
worth while features — specials. But, as I
have pointed out, from the exhibitors' viewpoint they have not been merchandised adequately. Either their worth and their existence has been kept confidential, or — and this
is a prevalent practice — they are offered to
'Mr. Circuit' to be there buried as a double
feature run during the week ; not run as a
special on Saturdays or Sundays, the exhibitor's Big days.
"Your reply to this is that by selling 'Mr
Circuit' you get a lot of first run playdates
close together, and — if you are lucky you get
some money in a lump. This is all very
well, as far as it goes, but in many instances this proves a short-sighted policy, for
subsequent runs certainly depreciate in /a','e
as a result of either 'Mr. Circuit's' peras the

Climate

It is very apparent that the pretty Eva Novak is not pleased with her would-oe companion, Kent Sanderson, by the way she is looking at him. Nor does Arthur Jasmine who
stands at her right appear to be kindly disposed toward the gentleman. There is every
evidence here of conflict and that is the very element which adds zest to this Lee-Bradford
of the
production,
The story"The
is a Lure
romance
laid Yukon."
against a background of a gold rush on the Yukon River.
The picture is said to have been filmed in Alaska and rings true with all the frost and
chill of the country. Beautiful scenery and unusual effects of all kinds figure prominently
in this Norman Dawn story.
ent production is great. We need it. We
must have it. But see that the gates are
intelligently guarded so that ruin will not
follow an over-supply of underexploited and
■"':}■■
selected
poorly
"A good
title pictures.
is desirable, a good cast and
are
but these
'course,
production
we offer
are what
they
even if of
enough, essential,
not
on our .screens. A demand must be created
—and the burden of creating this demand
must not fall so heavily upon the shoulders
of the exhibitors. Exhibitors cannot make
money with pictures whose worthwhile quali-

nicious double feature policy, or 'Mr. Other
Circuit's' hiding the title of your picture at
the foot of a list of unknown vaudeville
performers.
"With the absorption of theatres that one
circuit has been indulging in in this territory they have added to their pucrhasing
power, and almost all but one nr two of the
independent distributors in this territory cater
to them wholly. If the;-te people extend their
activities there will be a closed market for
these independent distributors. You people
must learn soon that there are other thea-

Exhibitors Trade Review

tre owners who have playdates for )ou Ix:side 'Mr. Circuit.'
"I feel that your enterprise and your initiative and your zeal to carry forward this great
work of preserving the independence of motion picture productions and distribution in
the United States, will not only find a must
completely responsive echo with all of the
Theatre Owners but that it will be appreciated and understood bv (he American
Public.
Use Bonus for Exploitation
"Mr. Dannenbcrg in his talk mentioned
the bonus money being paid by a number
of you
producers.
my thoug'it
cou
d eliminate
this It
andis substitute
for ifit you
the
exploitation and merchandising of your pictures it will lead to far bftter results.
"Danny also talked about the resolution decided upon in Minneapolis — and the result of
it, forgetting that directly after that resolution was passed people became independents
that never were before, and we found that
certain alleged independents were trying to
pa'm off some $5,000 or $7,500 westerns for
the price that would have been askel for
the biggest pictures and as an excuse presented the fact that a theatre owners convention had passed a resolution for an independent month.
"I personally had an experience with a
state rights exchange in this territory where
a price of $2,500 was asked me for a pcture that at the most was worth S^OO. and
the answer was given to me that I as the
exhibitor president ousrht to pay th's amount.
It is very easy to label yourself an independent. Must Exploit Pictures
"W'hen a man calls himself independent he
is dependent upon friendship for business,
and business, if profitable, must be built on
stronger lines than friendship. It must be
based on good pictures and pictures that
are exploited and advertised vi'ith the finest
of advertisements. It is true that the opportunity road is getting narrower, but righ.t
ahead of that road is a big avenue of success, but you have got to do something bes'des having negative thoughts. You have
got to present affirmative thoughts, and you
have gotvertisetotheni. get worthwhile pictures and ad"In my ten years' experience I have never
joined with a <:ombination of theatre owners
for the purpose of beating down the price,
but I have been told repeatedly at the exchanges where I have been denied the opportunity of getting a good picture that they
regret the\' cannot give it, but they must
give it to Mr. Circuit.
"I am concluding my leadership at the national convention at Boston next month. You
fellows have got to go in and get some good
pictures. You have got to come in and cooperate with us and you will get your money
for your picture and you will get your playdates. In the past three years close to L,500
<iew theatres have been built. With the right
kind of exploitation and worthwhile pictures
you will get a response and stay in this
business.
Hold Time Open
"Our public want eritertainment. They are
a clean, simple public and they want the
same kind of pictures, and they want to be
told about it. It is up to you to send out
a campaign of education in the trade press.
Send the message out every week to the
theatre owners. Tell the theatre owners you
are making big pictures and to hold their
time open to consider these pictures.
"You can't expect you are going to hold
nlav dates open with $7,500 westerns. I
know as a theatre owner there are thea(Conttuucd nil page 29)
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'The Fire Patrol'
Is a Genuine Hit

DRAMAS

Jesse J. Goldburg Engages Weil-Known Players — Will Be Directed
J. P. McGowan in Six-Reel Productions
JESSE J.. GOLDBURG, President of the
Indepfindent Pictures Corporation, returned this wegk from Hollywood, where
he closed a "rcbirtract with William Sistron,
Avhereby the Independent Pictures Corporation leased three units .or stages at the
Hollywood Studios, situated on Santa Monica
Boulevard, within a short distance from the
Pickfofd and Fairbanks studios.
A separate administration building, located
on the studio grounds, will house the producing staff of Mr. Goldburg's organization.
This staff, in addition to the three directors'
rooms, will also have a publicity and admanager, and
auditor,
'casting
director,
technical vertising
director,
studio
manager,
and
also the executive offices of Mr. Goldburg
himself.
The three units operating on the West
Coast will be the William Desmond-Helen
Holmes unit, the Bill Cody unit, the Franklin Farnum Western unit. In addrtion to
I'vat, Mr. Goldburg intends to remove his
l^astern production staff, which is now engaged in the' making of the "Book of Knowlseries, to the production
West Coast.activity is in
Thisedge"enlarged
keeping with the plans laid down ■ by Mr.
Goldburg six months ago. The total output
iif these four units will consist of twentyfour features and fifty-two single reel sub-^
jects known as the "Book of Knowledge
Series."
Mr. Goldburg, in his offices, in commenting upon this plan o': operation, stated: "In
'addition to the pictures that are to be produced in series, it is also my intention to produce at least two super special society dramas,
the continuities of which have already been
completed. The first super-special has-, as its
working
title 'The Diary
a Physician',
ing an adaptation
of theof book
written beby
Dr. Samuel Warren about eighty years ago.
It, to my mind, is the most powerful heart
interest story ever penned by a human being.
That is covering a large territory, I admit,
but
this 'story
in booknineform,
as
well Iassubmitted
the continuity,
to about
of the
most active literary minds in the City ^of
New York, and they pronounced it not:,aiojie
an unusual tale, but a story that should grip
t'-ie heart and stir the soul of every' Iiuman
being able to comprehend the meanirj^ of human emotions. Of course the production will
have an all-star cast. By that I mean stage
or screen celebrities ; but paramount to that
everyone portraying a part must be built for
tlie part itself, in addition to possessing the
proper dramatic talent to delineate the
character.
"I intend to produce another fubject. I
have been in negotiation for the screen rights
to a stage play. I have not as yet been successful in securing the signature of the owners of this production to the contract, but the
prospect is altogether favorable, and when I
am prepared or permitted to make the announcement as to the name of this stage play,
it of itself will convince the theatre-going
Dublic and the motion picture industry that
I have a piece of property second to none
screened
within the
past to
fivehisyears."
Mr. Goldburg
returns
West Coast
;tud'os tlie end of this month. As is It's
p'an and policy, pursued heretofore, he will
personally supervise every detail entering into the productiqn activities. His East Coast
executive sistant,offices'
be ' operated
asMr. Jack'will
Lustberg.
The by
EasthisCoast

offices alro will maintain their corps of advertising and publicity men. Mr. Goldburg
intends to broaden out in the matter ot publicity, so as to circulate items of interest for
publication in the main newspapers of the
United States, and not to confine his publicity announcements alone to the trade
papers.
RE ISSUE MONEY MAKERS
The first of June is to witness the release
by the Tri-Stone Pictures, of a group of
productions to be known as "The 'Five and
One' Series," according to the statement of
Oscar Price, president of the company.
The films are not new productions but a
short series of pictures which have gone over
big at the box office and have thus established areputation which exhibitors and exchangemen feel warrants their reissue. As
a matter of fact the plan was finally definitely decided upon because of the repeated
requests from various exchanges for just
such a group capable of repeating the previous box office records.
The productions comprise five Westerns
and one whose locale is the old South previous to the civil war. Each one features a
special star about whom centers ihe action of
the story and each of whom has his or her
particular following.
Just

in Time

to

nPHE

Chadwick Pictures Corporation and Director Hunt
Stromberg have produced an epic
Patrol."
Fire effective
in "The
photoplay
Simple
words
are most
when applied to subjects of genuine merit. Let us leave superlatives to mediocrity and merely
say that this Independent production equals any picture of the year
as a celsbox-office
magnet — and exmost.
The prologue is a masterpiece
of combined artistry and directorial genius. From the cultivated
viewpoint of the blase critic the
of the picture is someremainder
hat of a let down. The tale th
is told is melodrama pure and
simple — the stuff that used to
crowd houses in the "good old
days" — still does — and always
will. It is melodrama with a capital M, but melodrama de luxe.

A great picture — a great direccast. Your reviewgreat
a hat
tor— er's
is off to the Chadwick
ration, IndepenCorpocers.
res Produ
Pictudent
H. K. C.
Save

the

Day

Just when it seemed to the two youngsters that things were looking pretty bad for
them in the battle between the boy and the big brute who had attempted to attack them,
there arrived on the spot a very capable champion who made short work of the intruder,
not before however, he has inflicted a rather deep gash in the head of the young man.
This scene is but one of a succession, equally thrilling and heart stirring all of
which give the hero, Franklyn Farnum and the heroines, Dorothy Woods and Kathleen
Calhoun a rare opportunity to exhibit their real dramatic powers. The picture is an Independent Western of unusual merit and sustaiiimg heart interest.
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FROM
NOW

BOOKING

stComtancche Co
Bintiey
edmund breese-ckhard thocpe
Mary cace - wiluam bailey
edna may ouvkr-russeu griffin
Story by Mann Pa^
Scenario by GeraM C.Dulf/
Directed by Kenneth Vifebb

BOOKING

Lives there a wife who at some time has not felt the urge to spread her wings a bit?
"Modern America has many restless wives — Your audiences are filled with women
who will recognize something REAL in this magnificent production."
NOW

BOOKING

OCBurr presents
of rare charm,CKis^
filled with the ORNIN
glitter and color G
of New
3A picture
O'CLO
York's Great White Way.
A Jazz Picture of a Jazz-Girl in a Jazz Age !
A Rushing Riot of Laughs, Thrills and, may-be. Tears t
Best of All — Bright, Big, Beautiful!

N

0

W

l

BOOKING

Lend

me

your

nd
a
sb
u
m^^W %M flJ*
V^W^ UW Km\
M ■. What h
a multitude
of exploitation
possibilities
the title suggests.
Get the press
^C^P*^
^M,
T ▼
mmm %J^_M M
sheet and read them for yourself.
The story concerns a theme about which many of us ponder. Are most men lured
A ROMANCE OF YOUTH TRIUMPHANT. High life — scorn of convention — to the rocks of misfortune by "The Vamp" because oif a superior wickedness — or
tinseled pleasures — heart breaks. All woven into fabric that makes "The Average because they want to be lured? Someone has suggested that "the victims" of vamWoman."
The cast
includes
Pauline
Harrisonby Ford,
Burr Mc- pires
Intosh, DeSacia
Mooers,
Russel
Griffin.Garon,Directed
Wm. David
ChristyPowell,
Cabanne.
pictureenjoy
long their
aftermedicine.
seeing ;t.And there you have a superb plot. They'll discuas this
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1924-25

BURR

In

1921

6"

and

we

made

7.

the

In

MORE

promwe
SPECIALS.

TIME
your

last

in the

faith

know

we'll

matter

of our

long run!

numerous
had
sort
only

gone
of

before

into

faith

thing

year

independents

franchise

that

the

one

means

we

I'm going to deliver the goods in the new season's
product. You can count on me. What I say . . . I'll do!
It is with well founded pride that C. C. Burr and the companies with which he is associated point to the past two season?
as a clear indication to all concerned, of just where they stand.
In 1922 C. C. Burr supervised the production ot ''Burn 'Em Up
Barnes." "Sure Fire Flint." "Luck." "I Am The Laiv." "Secrets
of Paris," "The Last Hour" and "You Are Guilty." The season
of 1922 he personally supervised "Three O'Clock In the Alorning," "The New School Teacher," "Restless Wives," "The Average Woman" and "Lend Me Your Husband."
Production plans are in full swing for four new pictures . .
They will be big. . . . The same old war cry; bigger and
better pictures; But if past performances count for anything, our
kept faith with
promises
thus far. must mean something to those we have

for us
we

who

sold
took

pictures

production.

is the

I've lived up to promises on these productions. Each one
is a piece of real motion picture merchandise.^ Each has
been made to contain the elements of a good business proposition ... for all of us concerned.

sacrifices.

proposition

Last

In point of cast and in technical details these productions have every asset needed for excellent film material.
In addition to this, however, it's interestifig to note that
each plot has a truth that will make them discuss it long
after it has played at your theatre.

schedules

that this will build more

in the

our

business

sheer

plus

that

numerous

entailed

can

dollar

production

announced

a

you

That

thing, the

life to

Dance^^

The product this season — 1923-24 — consists of
pictures that suggest jnodern trend of thought —
not cheap sentiment nor hashed over themes. But
vivid, clever stories that reflect modem America.
And modern America likes to see itself as it
really is !

AND

and

past record
our
make
good!

As

and

MONEY

MORE

has

4"

a

his exchanges. If independent exchangemen could depend on the production plans
annually announced by the independent
field, our business would be a smoother
running and more dependable machine!

SPENDING

ARE

Keeping

we

"Big

NOW
6.
made
ise 4 EXTRA

stake

1923

Shame

and

The mark of the independent producer is
the manner in which he keeps faith with

"Big

the

promised

promised

WE

^The

Feature;

Fourth

pictures—

Hines

Johnny

Three

us —

as independents.

BURR
133-135-137
THE

Inc.
AU Star Features Dist.. Co.
American Feature Film
Bond Photoplay Corp.
Columbia Film Service, Inc.
Commonwealth Film Corp.
ng Corp.
Enterprise Distributi
F. & R. Film Co.
Exhibitors Film

PICTURES,
West

44th

Inc.

St., N. Y. C.

BEST EXCHANGES DISTRIBUTE BURR PICTURES,
San Francisco. Calif.
Favorie Film Co., Inc.
209 Golden Gate Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Greiver Productions
133S Vine St.
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
H. Lieber Co.
St.
265 Franklm
Pittsburgh, Pa,
Mid-West
Distributing Corp.
1010 Forbes St.
New
York
City
Moscow
Films, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.
Atlanta, Ga.
Skirbolls
Brothers
104 Walton St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
True Film Co.
Loeb Arcade Bldg.
Pictures, 1337
Exchange, i916 "G" St. N. Supreme
W., Washington,
C. Forbes Street, Royal
Film Co., D. 1022
Pittsburgh, Pa.

INC. PRODUCT
143 E. Elizabeth St.
831 So Waciash Ave.
212 Wimmer Bldg
Toy Building
23 Piedmont St.
50',
Exch. Bldg.
1911^FilmCommerce
St.
Vine Street, Philadclplhia, Pa.

Detroit. Mich.
Chicago, 111,
Indisnapolis, Ind,
Milwaukee. Wis.
Boston, Mass.
Cleveland,
Dallas. Tex.O.
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Chicago's

Greatest

"AFTER

Has

the

Ten

SECTION

Exhibitors Trade Review

Critic

SIX

DAYS"

Commandments

Read

Mae

Every

Line

Tinee's

r
SIX DAYS" is a cinema version of Old Testament happenings
made by an Italian company on the
ground where it is reputed they occurred. It's only ten or eleven reels
long now — but it was sixty-three
when the American company that is
distributing it decided to take it over !
The cinema surgery necessary to
shape it into program lengths has,
however, been excellently done.

Every Inch the Prophet.
The Golden Calf episode is better done than
it is in " The Ten Commandments."
Also, it seems to me, the parting of the waters
has been mf)re satisfactorily accomplished.
though Theodore

Roberts makes

a

solendid Moses, the Moses of "After Six
Days" is far more the prophet conjured up
imagination,
by your veteran
beloved
actor. than that of America's
The mob scenes are most impressive. You never
for a moment have the sensation of watching the
carefully directed efforts of crowds of "extras."

of

TINEE'S
VERDICT
IS BORNE OUT
BY THE
FOLLOWING RECORD RUNS

FTER

To my way of thinking. "After Six Days"
h?.s "The Ten Commandments" Hcked.
The latter is ornate and effortful. The former is
convincing and effortless in that nobody seems striving for effect. It is great and it is simple. The
liilile stories we have been taught to believe unfold
before our eyes so naturally that while the miracles
tlirill — they still appear logical.
The picture carries you from the days of Adam
and Eve to the time of Solomon in all his glory.
You witness the birth of knowledge. There is the
tale of Cain and Abel ; of Joseph and his coat of
many colors ; of the tribulations of the chosen people
and their final deliverance from the crushing heel
of the Pharaohs. A dozen other episodes go to make
up the whole.

Licked!

Review

MAE

And

Says:—

Tremont Temple, Boston
6 WEEKS

Nixon Theatre, Pittsburgh
3 WEEKS

English

Opera

Wood's

House,
2 WEEKS

Indianapolis

Theatre, Boardwalk,
Atlantic
City
3 WEEKS

Tivoli

Theatre, Toronto,
2 WEEKS

Bijou

Theatre, Springfield,
2 WEEKS

Canada

Mass.

And Hundreds of Other Big Houses for
Extended Engagements
Listen

to

This:

" 'After Six Days,' on opening day, held them out .^t
ten A. M. in the rain. Newspaper critics loud in their
praise. Congratulate you on this remarkable box-office
attraction."
"AFTER

C. E. BECK
Castle Theatre, Chicago, 111.
SIX DAYS" BROKE ALL RECORDS
HOLY WEEK AT

DURING

Wells' Theatre, Norfolk, Va.
Just Finished 2 Weeks Record Breakinst Engagement
Castle Theatre, Chicago
Now Repeating Same Performance at
Rose

Theatre,

Chicago
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A

Glance

at

Will

the

Convince

AFTER.

featuring

TEN

Is

SIX

Page

You

DAYS

and

MOSES

the

COMMANDMENTS

a

Gold

Mine

And

NOTHING

Opposite

CAN

for

Exhibitors

"AFTER

STOP

Special Dispatch to \hv Xcw

State

Buyers

Alike

DAYS"

SIX

Vork Morning

Right

Telegrapli.
May 3rd, 1924.

Seldom has any unheralded picture made such a .stir in our mid.st a.s "After .Six
Days," theforimported
version
of Moses
considered
a third week
at The
Castle. and his Laws. At this writing it is being
The Orpheum Circuit has booked it for all its combination houses in the key cities,
a distinct departure. Hitherto light drama or out and out comedies have obtained at
the Orpheum houses.
BUYERS

WHO

KNOW

STANDARD FILM ATTRACTIONS, 1322 VINE ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA Eastern Pennsvlv^ni, m
EPIC FILM PHOTOPLAY
ATTRACTIONS, CO.,8081014So. Forbes
Wabash St.,Ave.,Pittsburgh,
Chicago, III.,
Nortirern Pennsylvania
Tliinofs Indiana
^
SUPREME
Pa., Western
and a^n^
West Wiscoi
Virginia
B. & W. BOOKING OFFICE, Princess Theatre Bldg., Shelby, N. C. North and South Carolina v'^gmia.
^^^°DeIawa^e"^nd°VifginU^^"
Pres., 926
Jersey Ave.of and
CHARLES LALUMIERE,
12 Mayor Amsterdam,
Street, Montreal,
Canada.New Dominion
CanadaK St.. Washington, D. C, Maryland, Washington,
GLOBE THEATRES,
LIMITED, Rangoon, India. Burmah, Ceylon and India.
FOR

WEISS

BROTHERS

REMAINING

TERRITORY

ARTCLASS

1540 BROADWAY,
NEW
Phone Bryant 3271

PICTURES

YORK

CORP.
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CHADWICK

PLANS

PRODUCTIONS

k Pictures L,orporation anTHE Chadwic
nounces its production program for the
season of 1924-5. In making its production
program the comp'any is very optimistic, as
the corporation looks for a live season in
the Independent Market and the film industry
as a whole. It feels the independent producer has at last come into his own, and
realizes that high ^class box- office productions
must be provided if the independent is to
By this, the independent producer's
prosper. must
pictures
stand the same tests as the picA DARING

RESCUE

NINE
FOR

DELUXE
COMING

YEAR

lures of the so-called big releasing comTherefore, the Chadwick Corporation will
panies.
offer to exchanges and exhibitors high-class
productions bajed on popular stories and
successful stage plays, produced by well
known directors and enacted by successful
box-office stars.
Lionel Barry more, distinguished stage and
screen star, will appear in three special productions supported by a well known cast.
Hunt Stromberg, director-producer of numerous successful productions, has completed "The Fire Patrol" with an all-star
cast including Anna Q. Nilsson, Madge Bellamy, Helen Jerome Eddy, Gail Henry,
Johnny Harron, Charles Murray, Spottiswoode AitTcen, Jack Richardson, Bull Montana, Chester Conklin, Hank Mann, Billy
Franey and Frances Ross.
Negotiations
way forluminaries
the services of one of are
the under
most famous
of the screen for the title role of "Romance
of an Actress," by Langden McCormack, author of "The Storm." The third Stromberg
production will be "Sunshine of Paradise
Alley," by Denman Thompson, who wrote
"The Old Homestead."
John Gorman will produce three special
productions. The first is "The Painted Flapper," with a cast headed by James Kirkwood.
The second production, "The Tom Boy,"
adapted from a popular story, will be started
shortly. The third will be "The Street
Singer,"
the
same adapted
name. from the stage success of
Nine de luxe special productions will be
made by the Chadwick Corporation during
the coming season, and each one will stand
the third degree when it comes to the test
for the box-office value.
With the titles selected for them and the
strong casts whfch interpret the various
parts, they should all be winners.

Had they known at the time that they
were rescuing a villain these brave fire-fighters might perhaps not have endangered their
lives to go after him. The film is a melodrama de luxe with all the elements that are
necessary to make a good picture. It is
handled by an exceptionally capable cast
composed of such notable stars as Anna
Nilsson, Robert Edeson and Jack Richardson
Anderson!
part of 'Butch'
plays the
who picture,
The
a Chadwick
production, reflects
the work of its capable director, Hunt
Stromberg.

CONDITIONS

PICTURED BY COHEN
{Continued from page 22)
tres of all kinds and audiences of all kinds,
and there is a demand for pictures of all
kinds.
"I have consumed more time than I have
figured on and I want to extend to your
president my thanks and appreciation for the
invitation,* and I have been asked to extend
to you an invitation to the convention in
Boston and to bring a message which you
consider fitting and proper for the occasion.
I hope what I have said has been of some
value and I hope I have not offended because
I have not
To intended
Attend to."
Convention
"Mr. Cohen has brought us a message here
of cheer and comfort, because it was not a
lot
of soft
soap,"in said
Mr. Chadwick,
because
it had
it what
constitutes "but
our
problems, and I want to say to Mr. Cohen
that the message he has given us we will take
into our hearts and minds and give to it
that earnestness of purpose equal to the earnestness of purpose and thought that actuated
him when he delivered it here.
"I only wish in return to the message he
gave to have him take with him to that very
important convention the one thought of this
organization, namely, that what you have
called upon us to do in the form of important production, in the form of increased exploitation, publicity and advertising, we have
already taken to our hearts. In resjponse to
it we ask you to call upon the members of
your organization, equally thoughtful, equally
earnestly, to remove from their minds the
one thought that so bears down upon us not
because they want to but because conditions
compel them.
'A PAIR

OF

HELLIONS'

BILL CODY SIGNED
The Independent Pictures Corporation, of
which Jesse J. Goldburg is President, has
signed a contract with Bill Cody to star in a
series of stunt Westerns, eight in number.
Mr. Cody is a stunt actor, having doubled for
very many of the stars who are today credited with being stunt actors.
Production activities on the Bill Cody pictures will be started by Mr. Goldburg at his
Hollywood
Studioswillthebe first
These
attractions
made week
under 'inhis June.
personal supervision, and under the direction of
Reeves ("Breezy") Eason. On Mr. Goldburg's visit to the West Coast lie will be
accompanied by part of his New York staff,
who will be installed permanently on the
West Coast.

LEE- BRADFORD LOOKS FOR
LIVE 1924-25 SEASON

The program for the 1924-25 season announced bythe Lee-Bradford Corporation of
twelve pictures of unusual merit, three of
which will be de luxe specials demonstrates
President Arthur A. Lee's confidence in the
possibilities of the coming season in the state
right market. The first special for release
is "The Lover of Bagdad" from the story
"A Thousand and One Arabian Nights."
This will be followed by productions of similar merit which will enable the state right
exchange to figure on a box office winner each
month, which he can pass' on to exhibitors.
0

AS INDEPENDENTS
"We believe that we will receive
only in proportion to what we
give. That our success as an Independent isdependent upon the
success of the exhibitor. And
that both of us wjll receive the
—I. most."
m. j:. p. d. a.
most by giving

This picture sounds the kepnote of the
story ford
of story'AbyPair
Hellions'
a Lee-BradPeterof Clark
]\IcFarlane.
This
scene is typical of the many highly dramatic
shots which characterize the picture at the
same time giving it spice and sustained interest, and making it a sure hit.

C. B. C. FILM

CORPORATION

jj the

past.

jfts. Stories

Stars
from

of
the

real
pen

box-office
of famous

value,

authors.

PRODUCTIONS
1600 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK GITY
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Something

to

Brag

E

told

you

deliver
because

last

year

that

we

would

100%, we're not bragging, just
as a producer we lived up to our

promise,
get over

About

but

is this, we

the

thing

pledged

we

100%

are trying

and

to

delivered —

and we've evidence of this fact— the actual
bookings of those smart exhibitors who believed
our story last year and profited
John Kunksy, Detroit
Harry Crandall, Washington
Harry Davis, Pittsburgh
A. H. Blank Enterprises, Des Moines, la.
Sid Grauman, Los Angeles
William Brandt, Brooklyn, New York
Sam Harding, Kansas City, Mo.
Granada Theatre, San Francisco, Calif.
Pantages Circuit
Sidney Cohen Circuit
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Chicago, 111.

Rialto, Indianapolis

Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans
Chamberlain Amusement Co., Shamokin

Lipson Circuit, Ohio
State Lake Theatre, Chicago
West Coast Theatres, Inc.

Fay Circuit, New York State
Goldberg Bros., Omaha, Neb.
United Booking Office, New York
Stanley Circuit, Philadelphia
Marcus Loew Enterprises

Lafayette Theatre, Buffalo
Boston Theatre, Boston
Ritz, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Walnut, Louisville, Ky.

Poli's Theatres, New England
Lubliner & Trinz, Chicago
Asher Bros., Chicago
Carr & Schad, Pennsylvania

With A pologies to the thousands
Because

by it— for instance

Southern Enterprises, Atlanta-Dallas
Comerford Amusement Co.

ive didn't have room

for.

of the high appreciation

of the faith these men

have had in us we are* going to burn up every ounce of
energy we have and invest a big bankroll to justify this
faith.

We

are going to step right out to hand

you a pro-

gram of eight
COLUMBIAS

and eight PERFECTION

pictures for the coming
account— without
The

season that will swell your bank

excessive

wise exhibitor

beUeved

cost to you.
in us last season

and saved

money by it— we're counting on every exhibitor to take
advantage of the effort — the money and the experience
we are going to put behind
^t31*S to uicikc
COLUMBIAS
MEMBER OF

the programs
success.

C.B.C.
1600

big authors — directors — and

and

PERFECTION

that wUl keep faith.

FILM

SALES

Broadway,

Your

success is our

CORPORATION

New

York

City

Strive

for

PERFECT

ION

in assembling your program, and reap
your harvest from the seed of perfection.
By presenting to your clientele a satisfying and entertaining performance you
will receive just as satisfying results,
therefore, in presenting our
Strive

for Perfection

Q

PERFECTIO IN

O

^

PICTURES

you are assured of perfection in your
program, perfection, in cast, direction,
and outstanding dramatic worth, which
is to say, assured Box-Office worth.
Strive

for Perfection

Q

PERFECTIO

O

^

IN

PICTURES

thrill-action pictures
FAIRBANKS and EVA

with WILLIAM
NOVAK and a

big supporting cast, with all the combined abilities and brains of an extremely carefully chosen group of expert and
experienced men, building pictures of
^'^ perfection'"' from the exhibitors' point
of view — productions that insure profit
night after night and week after week,
so strive for
Strive

O

Eva Novak

perfection'' by booking
for Perfection

PERFECTIO

O
^
PICTURES
at your Independent exchange.

C.B.C. FILM SALES CORPORATION
1600 BftOADWAY
miW YORK CITY

William

Fairbanks
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GOLDBURG

TO

MAKE

Taking

The

Law

Into

His

Own

Hands

'KNOWLEDGE
BOOK'
Fifty-Two Single Reelers Will
Treat on Popular Science
'TpHE Independent Pictures Corporation, of
which Jesse J. Goldburg is President,
makes the interesting announcement that it
has in course of production fifty-two single
reel releases to be known as the Screen
Book of Knowledge.
These attractions will embrace every
known form of popular science, with explanations that will appeal to and be understandable bythe lay mind, whether man, or
child. The subjects will be replete with
liumor and comedy. The first four have
been completed.
Mr. Goldburg waxed enthusiastic over the
prospect of these productions. It is his
opinion they will prove the most popular
smgle reels ever exhibited in the United
States. Their advertising and tie-up possibilities are almost without limit.
The non-theatrical value of these productions also can be very easily gauged. They
will be produced along the lines of big
features, with the only difference that they
are confined to single reels.
The cast in each production will necessarily be limited, but in each release there
will be several children, around whom the
questions and answers of the Book of
Knowledge series will revolve.
There will be eight questions answered in
each release. The first release places before the mind the solution of such questions as "What is fire?", "What is water?",
"What makes a clock move?", "What makes
a ball bounce?", "What makes the waves?",
"How does a fish breathe?" "What is glass?"
These productions will be extensively ad^ertised, not alone in the motion picture
magachild's in
every States,
but in
publicatio
trade zine
circulatedns,
in the
United
the
s, and in other monthly popdaily newspaper
ular fiction magazines.
An exploitation plan is now being mapped
out by the exploitation staff of Independent
so as to permit of a possible tie-up between
these releases and all the schools and universities in the country.
The first release will be ready August i.
These productions are being made under the
personal direction of Donald I. Buchanan.
The questions to be presented will not be
taken from the Book of Knowledge, but
largely from textbooks published in the
schools and universities of this country, as
well as from the Encyclopedia both the
American and British editions.
REPORT GOOD BOOKING
Exceptional bookings are reported by the
state right territorial' purchasers of Weiss
Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation
series entitled "Tense Moments From FamGreat Stanley
Authors."houses in Phila
Theous Plays
FoxandCircuit,
delphia and the Brooklyn Strand are among
the important bookings noted. In the case
of the Mark-Strand in Brooklyn, the house
carried the title of "The Merchant of
Venice," one of the series of eighteen that
composes the list of subjects, over the billing
of the full length feature picture played that
particular week.
The list holds a wide range of the greatest classics of the drama and literature.

Buddy Roosevelt, the daredevil, swift footed star of numerous stunt Westerns scores
another hit in Artclass' "Rough Ridin' ", a series of pictures so snapped up with action and
so intense with thrills it keeps audiences guessing and jumping. The name of Buddy Roosevelt has become known to thousands of movie-goers and the clean, exciting brand of
entertainment which he offers in his pictures has made him extremely popular with them.
The fact that he rides remarkably well and undertakes hazardous stunts as nonchalantly as
one enters a street car has been largely responsible for the public's having apparently taken
a liking to him.

LURE

OF YUKON FEATURED
BY LEE-BRADFORD
Film Made in the Arctic Circle Breathes the Spirit of the
North in Every Foot

Arthur A. Lee, president of the Lee-Bradford Corporation h'as announced elaborate
plans for the 1924-25 season and states that the company will have the best lineup of productions ithas ever handled.
"The Lure
the Yukon"
picture,ofsaid
to have
been toactually
photographed
the Arctic
Circleof will
be the an
firstAlaskan
of a series
twelve
pictures
be released.
It is nothi
only a picture oi scenic beaucy but a real red-blooded and interest-holdirig drama of the
land of the midnight sun.
Lee-Bradford will release one picture each month of similar merit which will provide
the state rights exchange with a supply of dependable productions. Three De Luxe specials
are
also Nights
planned.
The first special to be released is "The Lover of Bagdad," from an
Arabian
story.
The growing business} of the Lee-Bradford
Corporation has necessitated the internal organization to be rearranged to handle the
various details efficiently. President Lee will
control all activities from New York. F. G.
Bradford, vice-president, will take care of
the Pacific Coast affairs.
The Independents today realize that their
success is largely dependent upon the good
will which is built up through fine service
and good pictures of definite value with a
conservative
policy
methods' which
which has
are
intended to cope
withanda business
become comparatively conservative.

TELIX'

ONE-REELERS

"Felix," the cat, fias become quite a favorite with movie fans in various Fections of
the country. As a matter of fact, due to the

wide distribution given this series of shorts
through the local exchanges, there is hardly a
community in the country that has not become thoroughly familiar with this animated
feline whose antics are a constant source
of amusement and delight.
And Felix has not been allowed to go out
on to the market unescorted. A whole array of interesting novelties asid a very complete press book telling juft how Felix can
he best exploited, have accompanied him on
his trips through tiie country and such
capable larity
chaperoning
has helped Felix's popuimmensely.
Margaret J .Winkler, head of the company
which produces the Felix one reel comedies
has recently
that sheforhasthe'completed adeal announced
with Pat Sullivan
.release of -the twenty-four new Felix comedies
ritories.
which have ' already been sold in other ter-
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Have Assembled Scattered Units And Are Presenting a Solid Front,
Declares Pioneer in Independent Field
By JOE BRANDT,
I'rcsidciil C. B. C. Film Sales CorlHiration
\ SSEMBLING of scattered units ami
the presentation of a solid, united
front becomes the first important movement of any successful enterprise. For
illustration, our recent European conflict
bears out this fact. When it was finalh'
decided to turn over the direction and
employment of troops to one govcrniiit;
head, concentrating their abilities and
talents upon the more important objective,
chaos was turned into cohesion.
So in tlie business world the same problem has presented itself time and again.
Take one of the great industries — the furniture business. In the city of Grand
Rapids, Mich., there are fourteen furniture
manufacturers. Just a few years ago each
factory was working in direct competition.
One designer would bring out a pattern,
t!ien the mad rush to imitate would
cheapen the product and they would injure each other's business in trying to meet
the prices.
However, one bright morning thc.\awoke to the fact that this unhealthy condition was injurious to the business as a
whole, and out of the confusion came the
formation of an association.
The result was better product, better
price to the buyer, and as an association
they advertise to the wide world that Grand
Rapids furniture is the best furniture made;
yet not one manufacturer sacrificed his individuality, so completely have they inStilled into the minds of the public the
fact that furniture made in Grand Rapids
is the best money can buy.
The independent association has arrived
— the Independent Producers and Distributors Asfbciation presenting a solid front —
a group of determined men ready to placeupon the market a product of unquestioned
merit, with a background
and organ-

INDEPENDENT
STAGES
Will House

AT

izatit)n from production down to the final
details of distribution.
Now we arrive at the question as to
who the Independents are. If you will
recollect a bit you will find that the men
group of energetic, sinthis the
represented
cere workersin are
very ones who laid
the cornerstone of the national organizations— men who have played a vital part
in the building of this great industry.
The Independent has always shown
showmanship in his selectyan of stars aiul
stories. His technical slaf¥ has always been
hand-i)icked, but still the Independent has
been kicked about like a football or used
for any convenient end to meet some unpleasant situation. Yet through it all he
has moved outward and upward.
Another point worthy of serious consideration isthat some of the greatest exploitation and sales development has been
originated within th" independent ranks.
One could go to great length in naiiiing
over the talented publicity men who have
astounded the industry with novel and
dising.
original ideas in advertising and merchanYes, the Independent Producers and
Distributors Association has arrived. The
next move is up to the exliibitor; he
should make it his business to deal with a
member
of the
Independent Producers anc';
Distributors
Association.
Events of the last few montlis have given
the Independent producer every reason to
look forward to a period of unprecedented
prosperity. Optimism is the key note of
every member in the Independent Producers and Distributors Association. Advices received from the West Coast indicate that approximately 200 pictures will
be ready for the state rights for 1924-5.

PICTURES
HOLLYWOOD

LEASES
STUDIOS

Three Goldburg West Coast Units as Well as Entire
Executive and Eastern Production Staff

Jesse J. Goldburg while in Los Angeles
last week, entered into a contract with William Desmond to star in a series of eight
.society stunt melodramas, in which Helcr.
Holmes also will star.
Mr. Goldburg, interviewed seven prospective stars to appear in this series, but iinally
detenriined on Desmond, after making a can\ass by telegraph among the State right exchanges as to the popularity of the various
men he had under consideration.
T. P. AIcGowan, whose reputation as a
stunt director is possibly second to none, has
also been placed under contract by Mr.
Goldburg to direct this series. The first
three stories already have been selected, and

Mr. Goldburg's staff of continuity writers are
actively engaged in the ])reparatory work.
The first production is entitled "Blood and
Steel,"
and is athatsociety
will
be recalled
Helen railroad
Holmes story.
made herIt
greatest reputation in a scries of railroad
dramas also directed by J. P. McGowan, an
produced and released by Universal.
It is Mr. Goldburg's intention to produce
thesetial attractions
upon Williaiu
a lai"ge Desmond
and substanscale, to surround
and
Miss Holmes with the best cast obtainable
to enhance the production with large and
beautiful sets, withal not forgetting that
original stunts and sensationalism will form
a necessary part of the entire production.
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These attractions will be in six reels, and
are now being offered the State right buyers
for release commencing in the fall. Air.
Goldburg has taken over a substantial portion of the Hollywood Studios in Los Angeles, being the same studios at which
Harold Lloyd and J. K. MacDonald are
now working.
Three entire units were taken over by Mr.
(ioldburg at the Hollywood Studios. In addition to the William Desmond-Helen Holmes
unit, Mr. Goldburg will also supervise the
production of two Other series, one the
Franklyn Farnum super-Westerns, and the
other a series of eight stunt Westeri* action
dramas, starring Bill Cody. Bill Cody is in
actor of rather unknown name, but who has
been drafted by Mr. Goldburg from another
organization.
When interviewed at his office, Mr. Goldburg stated : "I believe that the male star
is today paramount as far as the demands
of the public are concerned. I believe that
the latter require virility, youth presentable
and what I might even term captivating
appearance, and last of course not least, a
knowledge of the art of acting and an ability in that direction.
"The Franklyn Farnum Westerns will savor of the well-dressed kind : I mean by
that, in addition to the Western atmosphere and tlie Western apparel, that Mr.
Farnum will also have the opportunity of doing that which he first did in the earlier
years of his theatrical experience, light 'comedy. So that his Western will be a combination of light comedy and Western dramatics.
"With respect to the Bill Cody subjects,
they will
be out-and-out
fast kind
and that
furious
action
Western
pictures, the
all
men. when they were boys, gloried in, and
the kind that even grown-ups today appreciate.
"The Desmond-Holmes pictures will be,
of course, staged on a much more lavish and
extravagant scale. By extravagant scale I
do not mean that we will be extravagant
in the spending of our money, but I do
mean that we will have large sets, well' groomed people, supporting cast of consequence and with screen names, and everv
investiture that will permit of these nroductions beinsr played in any first-run house
Mr. Goldburer will return to Los Ange'e.s
the erd of this month, and will person'^Hy
supervise the three units and the productions to be made by each. As is Mr. Goldburg's practice, he will have his hand in the
production of these attraction
s from the
choice of the story, the preparation of the
scenario, the casting of the picture, and the
activetionand
actual supervision during producactivities.
The nreliminary advertising campaign engaged in bv the Independent Pictures Corporation, of which Mr Goldbur is Pre^^ident. has called for numerous g telegrap
hic
and mail inquiries from State rieht buvers.
and plthoneh the Independent Pictures Corpoi-ption has sent out no announcements oF
lerritopes closed, it is reliablv rumored that
more
than one-half of the' United States
has ab-nadv
been disposed of on tb" Desmond-Holmes pictures, the Franklvn Farnum
and the Bill Codv Westerns. It is expected
^1■r. Goldblirf will rpinqiii pt his W»st C'^ast
p'ant durinp- f the
months of Tune. Tu'y August and Sentember.
AS INDEPENDENTS

"We have bfotig:ht to the industrv
a new feelino^ of faif-dealin? and
better workmanshin ; ves, we pre
proud to sav— WE ARE INDE—I. M. P. P. D. A.
PENDENTS."
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With
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Bang!

Therefore we take pleasure in announcing
that we have renewed our contract with

Mr.

Franklyn

Exhibitors Trad<^ lUni^-u

FRANKLYN

FARNUM

Farnum

to appear in a second series of "Eight Super
Westerns That Are Different." to be released
one per month commencing September 1st, 1924.
These productions will be the last word in
a different kind of western. Solid dramatic
stories, heart interest, pathos and comedy, such
only as FRANKLYN

FARNUM

can put into

a production.
They will be built along lines permitting
of their exhibition in any and every theatre in
the United States.

ge<«.o.s.

PAT, opp-.

R&C.tf.S.
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A

New
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Star
a

Series
of

Stunt

Westerns

BILL

CODY

A ridin', actin' cowboy who knows the foot
lights, screen lights, horse flesh and the plains,
with a personality that just busts through the
In a Series of Eight Stunt Westerns, to be
released one per month commencing August
15th.
We are going to pack these westerns with a
punch that will send an audience home dizzy.
Produced

under the personal supervision of
JESSE J. GOLDBURG,

INDE
INDEPENDENT
PICTURES A
k
mm

INDEPENDENT^
PICTURES

JESSE

J. GOLDBUJiG

CORPORATION
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in a series of eight society stunt melodramas to be released one per month commencing August 15th. These
productions will be the last word in stupendous dramatic stunt compositions, adaptations from stories
noted for dramatics, comedy and heart interest.
The reputation of MR. WILLIAM
DESMOND,
as a box office attraction and as an actor of superior
qualities and screen personality, is possibly second to
none, and coupled with the reputation of MISS
HOLMES, as a female star of power, should make
these productions in great demand.
They will, in addition to powerful story and action, be dressed with large and beautiful sets, peopled
with actors and actresses of consequence and reputation
Produced
McGOWEN
Goldburg.

under the personal direction of J. P.
and under the supervision of Jesse J.
States Rights Relesise.
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■WILLIAM

STEINER

Presents
HIS

GALAXY

OF

ALL REAL
'HE-MEN'
NEAL HART— 'America's Pal'
in SENSATIONAL STUNTS

REGULAR
OF

THE

GUYS

BIG-OUT-DOORS

FIVE

REEL

WESTERN

BOX-OFFICE

ATTRACTIONS
Real Western

Life Dramas

Not Mere Western
PETE
MORRISON—
Cyclonic Pete'
in REALISTIC
RECKLESSNESS

AVAILABLE

Film Fantasms

AT YOUR

The

Merit

&

EXCHANGE

Success

of

STEINER

PRODUCTIONS

Rests upon
ACTUAL

on Reels

NEAREST

WILLIAM
WESTERN

in Deeds and in Facts

a foundation

of

PERFORMANCE— NOT

IDLE

PROMISES
MEMBER OF

LEO MALONEY — 'Centaur of the Movies'
in DARING DEEDS

For

Territorial

WILLIAM

Rights

Apply

STEINER

PRODUCTIONS
220

West
NEW

Forty-Second
YORK

CITY

St.,
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William

Steiner

Presents

HARLES

HUTCHISON

The Dare Devil Thrill Creator
In a series of six super feature attractions supported by a large and
appropriate cast of screen favorites.

The first presentation

of these

super feature attractions is

"SURGING

SEAS"

To be followed by

"HUTCH

OFTHEU.S.A."

Now

in production

"POISON"
CHARLES

EDITH THORNTON
Supporting Charles Hutchison

HUTCHISON
These super feature attractions are taken from Emotional
action.

Real life with plenty of Heart Interest, artistically staged —
elaborate settings^ — convincing locations.

Not

Book

stories of

Through

Re-Issues

Your

Nearest

Distributed

Hurricane
220 West 42nd Street

Film

Exchange

By

Corporation
New

York City
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ch of the U. S. A.'
Highlight Scenes from 'Hut
to please every type of audience.
elements
of
variety
enough
ivith
on
Producti
A William Steiner
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independent Producer Takes Pride in Performance of Promise To
Supply Exhibitors With Successful Pictures
In retrospect of the ;ieason of 1923-1924, C. C. Burr, of Burr Pictures, Inc., miglii well
say his promi;^!' to the industry was more than performed. Instead of making four pictures
as initially announced, the Burr organization made five, cacli of which was of high standard
and played practically every first-run house in the country.
Past Performances
"THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING," featuring Constance Binney and an all-slar
cast including Edmund Breese, Mary Carr, Edna May Oliver, and W illiam Bailey was the
first which proved to be a big one for all concerned.
Special tie-ups were made with the Eeist song and a nation-wide exploitation campaign
proved most effective. The timely theme, the bigness of the story plus the box-office power
of Constance Binney's name resulted in capacity business on this feature.
IN "RESTLESS WIVES," Burr made
another box-office smash. This society drama with its poignant theme featured in its
cast such luminaries as Doris Kenyon, James
Rennie, Edmund Breese, Burr Mcintosh,
CRANDALL'S
TIVOLI
^ Naomi Childers, Alontague Love, Maude
Sinclair, Edna May Oliver and Coit AlbertDOES
BIG
BUSINESS
son.

Trade, newspaper, and exhibitor criticisms
attested to its great worth as a sure-fire
attraction and the Burr fulfillment of a
promise to supply the independent market
with successful pictures.
"THE AVERAGE WOMAN," with Pauline Garon, Harrison Ford, David Powell,
Burr Mcintosh, De Sacia Mooers, Russell
Griffin and Coit Albertson, followed and was
quickly sold to the leading independent exchanges. The volume of booking reported
to date on this feature proves conclusively
that the Burr product is living up to everything franchise holders had hoped for.
The cast, the unusual title and many ckj)loitation angles accounted for "The Average Woman's" tremendous popularity.
Late Releases
Next on the Burr list of productions now
being released is "LEND ME YOUR HUSBAND" with a typical Burr cast, including
Doris Kenyon, David Powell, Dolores Casinelli, J. Barney Sheri-y, Violet Mersereau,
Burr Mcintosh, Connie Keefe, Coit Albertson and Helen D'Algy.
The picture lends promise of being among
the money makers Burr has put on the
market.
The last of the Burr pictures was "THE
NEW SCHOOL TEACHER," featuring
Afickey Bennett and Russell Griffin, two
well known,
juveniles.throughout
'It is still the
receiving popular
excellent bookings
country. Many of the exchanges who
bought the rights helped secure advantageous
exploitation tie-ups with local school authorities.
Promises Performed
A i)romise well performed may justly be
the Burr slogan for the past year, for in
each instance Burr has delivered the goods.
Each of his pictures have gained fair praise
from the independent exchanges that contracted for the 7923-1024. Burr product
I'ractically arranged for his 1924-1925 schedidc. This will include features with Johnny
Hines and one other special from a published novel by a famous American fictioti
writer.

WITH

BURR

SUBJECT

W/^ HAT proved to be one of the most suecessful weeks in the history of the
Crandall's Tivoli Theatre, Washington, D.
C, occurred during the week of May 4, when
C C. Burr's "Three O'Clock in the Morning," featuring Constance Binney, was
shown at that house. In true spirit with
the production, the management capitalized
(he picture's timely title, and tied it up with
an all-jazz program, which was produced
under the personal supervision of S. Barret
McCormick.
The prologue comprised two numbers.
"The Palace of Jazz" and "Jazz Heaven,"
which had in its ensemble forty performers.
Following these came a jazz symphony bv
the entire orchestra, and following directly
in its wake the Loos Brothers, singers of
svncopation, held the stage. Directly after,
Brennan and Sands, the featured dancing
team from the musical comedy "Helen of
Troy" did their jazz terpsichore, and in turn
were followed by Marjorie Whitney and
Ned Wayburn's Reviews.
Eileen V^an Biene, musical comedy star,
then did her effective bit in a special number. As soon as this last act was cotfipleted,
"Three jectedO'Clock
in the Morning" was proon the screen.
So popular did this program prove that
the Tivoli ran to capacity business all week.
The comments on the effectiveness of the
program were all of the most laudatory sort,
and
Tivoli patrons were profuse with
their the
thanks.
The production, which ties up so aptly
with the Felix Feist song of the same name,
has had unusual success wherever it has
plavrd, for exhibitors in sreneral have been
quick to realize the splendid jazz tie-ups
that the picture affords.
The Tivoli all-jazz program in coniunction
with of"Three
O'Clock
in theofMorning."
was one
the most
elaborate
its kind,
but exhibitors in the .smaller tqwns can emulate its example to big profits! 1iy arranging
a less pretentious program in connection
with the jazz title of Burr's big picture.

The Alice Comedies, a series of Winkler
juveniles, are delightful one reelers in which
this young jierson (jf cf)!()r figures largelv.
Alice as a tomboy is capable of some mighty
mischie\<)us i)ranks which never fail to delight audiences.
C. B. C. LISTS TITLES
The C- B. C. Film Sales Corporation has
completed its list of titles for the series
which will be known as Columbia Specials
and Perfection Pictures. The former will
be adaptations from four books and from
four original stories. These subjects are to
be made casts.
on high-class scale and will feature
all-star
Perfection Pictures will be adapted from
original stories and will feature Eva Novak
and Wil'iam Fairbanks. They are to be
thrill-action melodramas, but it is emphasized tbcv arc not westerns.
The lists are as follows:
Eight C"olum])ia Sjjecials are "Foolish Wvgin," by Thomas Dixon ; "The Price She
Paid," by David Graham Philips, "One Glorious Night."; "\\ ho Cares," by Cosmo
Hamilton; "The Midnight Express"; "After
Business Hourg" ; "A Fool and His Money,'"
by George ,Barr McCutcheon, and "FightEight
C. B. C. Perfection Pictures, featuringingtheWilliam
Flames."
Fairbanks and Eva Novak, are
"The Battling Fool." "The Fatal Kiss," "Women First"; "The Race for Live":
"The Fearless Lover," "A Fight for Honor,"
"The Beautiful Sinner," and "Tainted
?\Ioncv." AS INDEPENDENTS
'"We believe that sincerity, truth
and appreciation of value are the
greatest assets ah organization
can have, if based upon experience to know what the exhibitor
\'s'ants and does not want, when to
eliminate the bad things and mag—I. ones."
M. P. P. D. A.
nifv the good
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Announcing
The most extraordinary, entertaining and scientific pictorial one reel production ever made.

"The Screen Book of Knowledge*'
Produced and titled under the direction of
DONALD
There

will be

I. BUCHANAN
52

of them —

dealing with every known variety of popular subjects picturized in a manner understandable by
every man, woman and child and appealing to
every individual, interspersed with comedy — dramatics and sensationalism.

ttS

There has never been produced and we doubt if
there ever will be produced a more entertaining
and popular series of single reel features.
It doesn't take a P. T. Barnum to see the tie-up
and box office value of these subjects —

' tiff

All rights protected.
The first release July 1^24 and one a week thereafter.

•'

•••
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Screen

s

Out
Barroom

His Productions will Lean More
Heavily on the Romantic
The old time saloon of the small prairie
town with its attractions for the men of the
range will be conspicuous by its absentee in
the new series of pictures to be produced by
William
Steiner.
will not
let the
the
elimination
of the"Big
old Bill"
barroom
affect
thrill and action of his new series of Westerns, as he will have his cowboys get into
just as many and big fights as in the past,
his villain will be just as sly and fearlesjs, but
he is going to bring out more romance, which
has
second place in the W^estern picluresbeen
heretofore.
The new Big. Bill Westerns will have the
girl strongly featured and the cowboys will
have to don the robe of knight and display
more chivalry. Mr. Steiner's new idea has
gone over, according to the contracts coming in for his new series.
Most of the Steiner productions are under way, but all have been sold.
Among the stars are Neal Hart, Leo Maloney and Pete Morrison, tried and proved
in the Western drama. The fourth unit v.ill
feature Charles Hutchison in a series of six
five-reel sensational feature pictures. The
first of the six has been completed, "Surging

Seas" and in it Hutchison's quick action and
dare-deviltry are featured. "Hutch of the
U. Mr.
S. A."
is nowstarted
in production.
Steiner
this week on one of
his five yearly tours to California to give
the production units the onceover as well as
to keeptinent
in friends.
close His
contact
his '-cross
conaim iswith
to press
his point
that exhibitors should give the independents
the same break that they give the national
distributor. He will gain the confidence of
the exhibitors by close co-operation and try
to prove to them that on many of the independent productions exhibitors may realize
their biggest box office returns.
JUVENILE COMEDIES
Juvenile comedies are so well liked on the
screen today that the possibilities for a' variety of pictures along this line are decidedly encouraging. Which is probably the
reason why M. J. Winkler hit upon the idea
of producing a series of juvenile pictures to
be known as the "Alice Comedies."
Little Alice's
her little
brown-of
skinned
buddy exploits
contain with
all the
elements
clean and hilarious humor for there is no
end of fun in seeing the youngsters set up a
one-day lemonaxle stand which is run and
controlled solely by themselves.
The Burton Holmes Travelogues are also
a Winkler product which has been proving
very successful as is also the "Kid Kapper
Komcdies," a series of two reelers, and a
series of two reel subjects based on the
works of Edgar Guest, the writer.

SERIES
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ANY

WHERE

TRI-STONE
PICTURES,

INC.

OSCAR A. PRICE
President
565 Fifth Ave.

N. Y. C.
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Independents

"State Right Exchanges Have All the Box-Office
Attractions You May Ever Need."-!. M. P. P. D. A.
Anchor Film Distributors
1412 Beachwood Drive, Hollywood, C.al.

Export and Import Film Co., Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Geo. M. A. Fecke
28 Piedmont Street, Boston, Mass.

Arrow Fihn Corporation
220 West 42d Street, New York

Independent Pictures Corporation
1540 Broadway, New York
L. Lawrence Weber and Bobby North
1600 Broadway, New York
Lee-Bradford Corporation
701 Seventh A\ enue, New York
Lowell Film Productions, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Artelass Pictures Corporation
1540 Broadway, New York
Aywon Film Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Ben Wilson Picture Corporation
5821 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles
Burr Pictures
133-137 West 44th Street, New York
Canyon Pictures Corporation
130 West 46th Street, New York
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York
C. C. Pictures, Inc.
1600 Broadway, New York
Chadwick Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Eddie Lyons
1337 Edgecliff Drive, Los Angeles
Equity Pictures Corporation
723 Seventh Avenue, New York

Monogram Pictures Corporation
512 Fifth A venue. New York
Sanford Productions
1442 Beachwood Driven Hollywood, Cal.
Sunset Productions
7425 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Tri-Stone Pictures, Inc.
565 Fifth Avenue, New York
Whitman Bennett Productions
537 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers, New York
William Steiner Productions
220 West 42d Street. New York
Winkler, M. J.
220 West 42d Street, New York

OFFICERS:
I. E. CHADWICK,
OSCAR A. PRICE, 1st Vice President
BOBBY NORTH, Treasurer

President

JOE BRANDT, 2d Vice President
CHARLES B. HOY, Business Executive

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE:
DR. W. E. SHALLENBERGER
(Arrow), Chairman
LOUIS AUERBACH (Export and Import !
JACK COHN (C. B. C.)
OSCAR A. PRICE (Tri-Stone)

WHITMAN BENNETT
BOBBY xNORTH (Weber & North)
I. E. CHADWICK. Ex-Officio
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Announcing

The

Fortieth

Produced by
C. W. Patton

with

ALLENE
And

a Wonderful

RAY
Cast

The public has "gone nuts" over stories of the
Orient.
Look at the big successes, past, present and
coming, with an Oriental background.
Here's a peach of a story, laid in Egypt. A
young American rescues a beautiful young girl
from a harem, but doesn't get her to safety until
he has been vamped, captured, beaten, shot at,
imprisoned and a few other things for good
measure.
As a production it is positively splendid. The
cast is perfect. Allene Ray is a most charming
heroine; Bruce Gordon is fine as the hero; Anna
May Wong is the vamp of the harem (and she is
there); and Frank Lackteen as Hamid will knock
them all cold.
We

Unreservedly
Great

Recommend
Serial

Door

This

Pafheserial

Directed by
George B. Seitz

Guaranteed
of ten

years

Hal

entertainment,
of theatre

certified

by the

laughter

audiences —

Comedies

Roach

One

Reel

"The Best We Can Find"
"Hal Roach Comedies are the best one reelers
we can find. They are always consistently
good and get the laughs." C. L. Graham,
Forest De Luxe, Minneapolis {Amusements).

"100%"
" 'Get Your Man' registers 100% again. The
children thought it great. Those around 65
enjoyed it, also." D. A. White, Cozy, Checotah, Okla. (Ex. Herald).
"One

'Extra Good"
" 'Oranges and Lemons' is an extra good one
reeler." Miller and Wilcox, Lake View, Lake
View, la. (Ex. Herald).

of the Best We've

'The Uncovered Wagon' is one of the best
Ever "Shown"
one reelers we have ever shown." E. A.
Banti, Star, South Range, Mich. (Ex. Herald) .

"Good, Clean Comedies"
" 'Passing the Buck' is a good comedy. These
are all good, clean comedies." D. A. White,
Cozy, Checotah, Okla. (Ex. Herald).

"The Best On the Market"
"Hal Roach Comedies are perhaps the best
one reel comedies on the market." Smith
nts).
Bros., meOrpheum,
Menominee, Wis. (Amuse-

"The Best Single Reel
Comedies Today"
"Hal Roach Comedies are without question
the best single reel comedies made today."
Fred Beecher, Orpheum, Sioux Fall,s S. D.
(Amusements) .

"The

Best On the Market"
"Hal Roach Comedies are the best on the
market and nothing else but." T. Burton,
Lyric, Mitchell, S. D. (Amusements).

Path^comed^
^^^^^

THAOE

{^^^
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George Howard Dies
Exhibitors and those connected with the
film industry in the Southeastern States
were grieved last week to learn of the death
in Baltimore of George Troupe Howard,
prominent Atlanta capitalist and ofbetter
the
known to the industry as the builder
Atlanta, Ga., the first million dolHoward,
lar theatre in the South. The funeral was
held in Atlanta and former Governor Thomas W. Hardwick and Stephen A. Lynch
were two of the honorary pall bearers. A.s
a testimonial of esteem, the Howard theatte
organization sent a magnificent floral offering. Mr. Howard was also active in the
theatre field in his home town of Macon,
Ga., having built the Capitol there, which
he sold a few years ago.
* * *
Hiawatha Theatre Sold
The Victoria theatre, Hiawatha, Kas., has
Nepbeen sold by E. M. Boydston to Harry
tune, former exhibitor of Robinson, Kas.
theatre. Seventy-first
The new Mayfieldt avenue,
Karisas City,
street and Prospec
L.
will open Decoration Day, accordmg towill
B. Douglas, manager. The new house
seat 8oo persons. Mr. Douglas has been out
of the motion picture industry for some
time, having formerly owned the Empire
theatre of Kansas City. A new theatre now
being constructed by Alex Schmidt at
Marysville, Kas., will be opened May 25,
it has been announced. The projection
booth has been equipped with two large
DeLuxe Motiograph projectors, G. E._ Mazda
equipment and Bausch and Lomb Cinephor
condenser systems.
* * *
Kew Theatre for North Carohna
Gastonia, North Carolina, will have a
large new theatre by early Fall, accordmg
to announcement made by James A. Estof the GasE. Simpson, owners
ridge and J.Ideal
theatres, who have paid
tonia and
propose to
$35,000 for a lot on whichon they
the building ti
start work early in June
a theatre with 1500 seats to cost $150,000.
president of the Third NaJ. WhitetionalWare,
Bank of Gastonia is also affiliated
with them in the project. The lot is 190
feet in depth and entrance will be through
a magnificent Arcade, with open spaces for
exits and parking on three sides 01 the
theatre. It will be equipped for both road
shows and pictures.
* * *
Short Suhject Program
With a drive for more patronage of
children, the Liberty theatre of Sedalia, Mo.,
last week launched a policy of an "all short
for Saturdays and Sunsubjects programs," bill
consisted largely of
days. The opening
comedy, but the feature subjects were of
the "Secrets of Life" series and "The Ant,"
Educational product, while the comedy touch
was added by "Barnum Jr.," also an Educational picture. A special appeal was made
to parents of children to investigate the real
value of a short subject program. A good
house saw the first two days of the program.
* * *
To Record Bad Films
The Kansas City Film Board of Trade
has launched a campaign to insure, as far
as possible, the protection of film. A file,
containing the names of exhibitors who return film in bad condition, now is being
kept by the board, the names being contributed by exchanges who have received film,

Round

which was good when shipped, in bad condition. Stickers made by the board will be
placed on the bands of all new films, cautioning operators the prints are new and
urging them to see that their machines are
in good condition.
Chinese Theatre for Seattle
Seattle is to have a real Chinese motion
picture theatre. A site 60x120 feet on Seventh Avenue South, has been purchased by
Charles Louie, Chinese capitalist. Contracts
have been let for a one-story brick theatre,
to cost $3S,ooo. Andrew Willatsen is the
architect and the Western Construction Co.,
the contractors. Excavation is already under
way.
* * *
Change of Personnel
First National in Seattle has made several changes in the personnel of its staff.
H. W. Boehme, who has covered Western
Washington, has been transferred to the
Eastern Washington territory, replacing J.
W. Rue, resigned. A. Gollofon, booker.

Table
Novel Exhibit
Mr. Alurmeister, in charge of the Seattle
Pathe Poster department, has shown considerable imagination in the attractive manner in which he has fitted up his department.
He has arranged the back wall like a theatre lobby, with glass box office, behind
which a cutout of Ruth Roland poses as
cashier. The marquee is composed of 11x14
photographs, effectively spaced. Behind the
box office cut-outs of draped curtains, suggest the theatre entrance. Lavish use of
Lloyd posters and other Pathe subjects
frame the balance of the lobby.
* * *
Musicians Agreement
The Musicians Protective Association of
Montreal,
Quebec,
is thewage
nextarrangement
musicians'
union
to adopt
a definite
for radio concerts broadcasted from local
stations. At a general meeting of the local
it was decided to adopt a scale of $5 per
man and $8 for the orchestra leader for all
radio programmes up to a time limit of
three hours, overtime being charged after
that period. The adopted scale goes into
effect May 11. This step was taken because
of the growing competition of the radio
feature with moving picture theatres, dances
and other musical events.
* * Hi
Tent Shows Must Pay
Largely through the efforts of Mark J.
Davis, of the Mack Theatre, Port Angeles,
Washington, the license fees for tent show
attractions, which menace the business of the
legitimate motion picture exhibitors, has been
raised from $5.00 the first day, and $2.50 on
subsequent days, to $50, the first day and
$25, daily thereafter. The result is that a
tent show which camped in Port Angeles the
entire season last year, took out its license
fees for only one week this year.
^ ^ ^
Makes Radio Help

A. MOISAN
Proprietor and capable manager of the Victoria
Theatre in Quebec, Que. Mr. Moisan has been a
very popular showman in this city tor many years.
will cover Boehme's former territory, while
Harry Harden, brother of Charles Harden,
manager of the Seattle branch of Uniteii
Artists,
will replace Gollofon as booker.
City.
Mr.
Harden has been
H= *with* Metro in Kansas
Fox House Cleaning
Great housecleaning at the Seattle Fox
Exchange. Over $1,000 has been spent.
Vault space has been added to, poster racks
torn down, new chairs installed in the projection room and mazda equipment put on
the projectors and the inside of the office
is resplendent in a new coat of ivory paint
and new drapes.
New Theatre for Seattle
John Danz has just announced his plans for
the construction of a 1,000 seat house oit
the site of the present Class A theatre, at
Third Avenue and Pike Streets. Danz has
purchased the remaining half of this property at an expense of $100,000, which gives
him a lot and building 60x108 feet.

Roy C. Czerney of the Kent Theatre,
Kent, Wash., is making radio help, rather
than injure his business. He has arrangements with the owner of the only broadcasting station between Seattle and Tacoma, in
the White River Valley, to broadcast all
his programs. Czerney himself has fostered the building of radio sets by the
youths in his district, most of whom possess instruments capable of carrying only
a short wave length. The experiment has
proven an excellent stimulus to business.
^ ^ iii
Annual Fihn Dance
Albany, N. Y. — Every effort is being made
to attract a large crowd at the dance to be
given by the film salesmen of Alhany, at
the Hotel Ten Eyck on Monday night. May
26. There will be several acts of vaudeville, while the presence of screen stars in
the East is also assured. There will be
no printed invitations sent out, everyone
being invited.
* * *
Jack Cunningham Appointed!
Jack Cunningham, of Greensboro, N. C,
has been appointed General Manager of the
theatres controlled by the Southern Amusement Company, of Danville, Va., succeeding
7. C. Hester. Cunningham has made quite
a reputation throughout the Southeastern
states for his excellent work as the original
manager of the great National Theatre,
Greensboro, N. C.
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J. K. AlLii on Coast
An interesting arrival on the Coast, is J.
R. Allen, who comes here as Goldwyn representative in Eastern Washington, Western Montana and Northern Idaho. While
he has never before worked in the Pacific
Northwest, his moving picture connections,
in various parts of the country, date back
to the old days of the General Film. He
has represented some of the leading national companies in various capacities all
the way up to district manager. We predict a big success for Mr. Allen, who has
a pleasing personality and a reputation for
giving a square deal.
* * *
Columbia Amusement Expands
Acquisition of four more picture houses
by the Cumberland Amusement Company, of
Tullahoma, Tennessee, was announced this
week, although the actual operation of the
new properties dated from May first. They
are: The Imperial, South Pittsburgh, Tennes e The
;
Gay, Harriman, Tennessee, and
one each in Oakdale and Kingston, Tennessee. The Cumberland Amusement Company
now operartes a chain of nine houses, the
other towns being Tullahoma, Fayetteville,
McMinville and Lawrenceburg, Tennessee.
* * *
F. B. O. Chain Complete
Announcement has been made by Phil
Hazza, Toronto, general manager of the
Film Booking Office for Canada, of the
opening of F. B. O. branch offices in cities
of the Canadian West, thus completing the
establishment of the F. B. O. chain in the
Dominion. The new branches are at 533
Granville Street, Vancouver; 405 Eighth
Avenue, Calgory, Alberta, and 504 Hargrave
Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba. The Canadian
head office is at 277 Victoria Street, Toronto. Branches have already been opened at
Montreal and St. John, N. B.
* * *
Attempted Robbery
Two attempted robberies occurred last
week in the Blue Mouse theatre in Seattle.
The first time two watches and a woman's
purse were stolen. On the second occasion,
Robert Day, prologue writer, surprised the
three thieves just as they were entering from
a door opening on the alley. Day gave
chase, overtaking one of the men, three
blocks from the theatre. His description of
the two men who escaped tallied with that
of one of the men seen escaping from the
theatre before.
* * *
Increase Holdings
The Ritz in Spokane, the latest addition
to the Neil & Allender group, which increases their holdings to five houses, opened
May I2th.
* * *
Initial Luncheon Success
"With present
more than
twenty Film
members
guests
the Atlanta
Board and
of
Trade held the first of their scheduled
monthly luncheons at the Ansley Hotel

STARRED TOGETHER IN ONE PICTURE
quintet each
Barbara La Marr, Mae Busch, Lew Cody, Percv Marmont and George Siegmann, a a late release.
member of which scores an individual success in Metro's "The Shooting of Dan McGrew,"
Formal Opening
Monday, May 5. J. J. Burke, Jr., newly
elected president, presided, and respects were
paid to the retiring president, George R.
On May 12th, the St. Helen's theatre, Chehalis. Wash., property of Robinson & CormAllison, of Fox. Among the guests were
included B. H. Mooney of Birmingham, and
ier, opened This
with "Sporting
Youth"
as for
the
attraction.
house is also
fitted
Edgar
serial sales manager for
Pathe. C. Brooks,
roadshows
and
pictures.
It
is
built
adjoin~ * * *
ing the St. Helen's* hotel.
* *
Miss Iks in New Position
Margaret lies, for three years associate
editor of the Atlanta Weekly Film Review,
published by Anna Aiken Patterson, has
.severed her connection with that publication
to head a newly established film exchange
and theatre service department with the
Dowman-Wilkins Printing Company, of Atlanta, which specializes in handling exchange
and theatrical printing.
* * *
Jenkins Issues Denial
Denial has been made of the published
report that the Cumberland Amusement
Company, of Tullhoma, Tenn., has purchased
the Gay Theatre, at Harriman, Tenn. It
is also denied that the houses in Kingston
and Oakdale, Tenn., were- sold, the denial
coming from H. G.* Jenkins.
All Pa*y * Up
When it came to collect the initial dues
of the Kansas City Film Salesmen's Club ai
the first formal meeting in Kansas Citv,
there was not a murmer, all right hands
Iieing shoved towards wallets. The officers
recently elected were installed and a general
business policy outlind.

NOWSEIUNG
Di^ndwePitlures Corporaiion
Natural fun
leaning from
the basic
situations
makes this
one of the
most
brillseason's
iant comedydramas.

m
GeoigeArliss
presents ■*
^^20e?AWEEK
with TAYLOR HOLMES
and EDITH ROBERTS
Forrest Halsey's version of Edgar Franklin's "The
Adopted
Father." Directed by Harmon Weight.
BvyiTfrontSUtmcK

'Safe and Sane' Screening
A private screening of the Christie comedy,ernor
"SafeDavisandof Sane,"
for Kas.,
GovKansaswasin held
Topeka,
last week by C. F. Senning, manager of the
Kansas City Midwest Educational Film Exchange. The screening proved to be a
"Publicity getter."
'Duke' Gets Certificate
There is a certificate on the wall of the
Kansas City Film Board of Trade which
attracts
the curiosity
visitors, explains
but "Duke"
Wellington,
secretary, ofmodestly
that
it was awarded him by the Gregg School of
Shorthand for displaying 99.04 percent accuracy in transcribing notes in solid dictaThat's why "Duke" is regarded as a
valuabletion. secretary.
SAYINGS

OF SUCCESSFUL

MEN

Charles M. Schwab : A man must have
personality — that is very important. He
must have industry, application, and commonsense — no man can do much if he has
not been endowed with a reasonable amount
of brains. He can earn a reputation for unimpeachable integrity; he must tell the absolute truth ; he must cultivate good fellowship; he must be a man other men like and
trust. Any man can learn to do anything
that any other man can do, if he will apply
himself to the doing of it.
Thomas A. Edison : I have never had time,
not even five minutes, to be tempted to do
anything against the moral law, the civil
law, or any law whatever. If I were to
hazard a guess as to what young people
should do to avoid temptation, it would be
to get a job and work at it so hard that
temptation would not exist for them.
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BOX

'MARRIAGE CHEAT'
IS DRAMATIC

OFFICE

HIT

It Has Artistic Appeal, Story Interest
and Genuine South Sea Atmosphere
THE MARRIAGE CHEAT. Thomas H.
Ince Photoplay. Released by First National. Author, Frank R. Adams. Director,
John
Criffith Wray. Length, 6,795
Feet
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Paul Mayne
Percy Marmont
Octavia Canfield
Leatrice Joy
Bob Canfield
Adolphe Menjou
Rosie . ,
Laska Winter
Octavia leads an unhappy life with her dissipated
husband, Bob Canfield, a millionaire. Cruising in
the South Seas, she leaps overboard. Paul Mayne,
young missionary, finds her on an island beach.
Her baby is bom before her husband discovers her.
In the interval she has learned to love Mayne, but
yields to
field.
Theduty's
latter call
diesandin prepares
a storm toandrejoin
Paul Canand
Octavia face a happy future together.
By George T. Pardy
'T'HIS Thomas H. Ince production registers as a happy combination of artistic
excellence and sustained story interest and
should prove a good drawing card for any
theatre. For awhile, pictures with South
Sea atmosphere and plots mostly constructed
according to a given and painfully familiar
formula followed one another on the screen
so continuously that they became something
of a drug upon the market and exhibitors
were v/ont to fight shy of them.
Of late the South Sea film current has
slackened considerably, but now comes "The
Marriage Qieat" with a plot differing pleasantly from any advanced by its predecessors, strong in dramatic values and romantic
glamor, well directed, cleverly acted and
aglow with tropical color. We take it that
Mr. Ince has adopted a maxim running
something like — "If you want realism, you
must go after the real thing," judging by the
fact of his having hustled Director John
Griffith Wray and the cast of this feature
to the sunny isles of the South Pacific so
that this feature's environment should conform exactly to the narrative.
Whatever the expense incurred by the trip,
it looks as though the producer got the
worth of his money. The scenic beauty of
the picture is undeniable and the enlisting of
native talent in the form of a small army
of Kanaka types as support for the regular
players is but one of many good touches
by accuracy of detail is acquired.
Director Wray awaited patiently the coming of a furious gale in order to obtain the
necessary shots for his big scene of the shipwreck and was well rewarded. The storm
m which the yacht is wrecked and the heroine's wretched husband drowned stands out
as a great piece of camera work, and a
super thrill is attained when Paul Mayne,
the missionary who loves Octavia, fights his
way through the surging waves in a frail
canoe to the rescue of the young mother
and her baby.
The marine views all through the film are
exquisite and the director has shown praiseworthy taste and unerring judgment in making the most of art technique, without sacrificing either drama or action to mere spectacular effect. Moreover, despite the story's
ardent loveor motif,
there sensuality
isn't a trace
of
coarseness
accentuated
in the
march of events, another point in which
"The Marriage Cheat" scores over the majority of South Sea films.
Percy Marmont gives a finely-shaded, yet
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powerful performance as Paul Mayne, Leatrice Joy wins oceans of sympathy by her
pathetically impressive portrayal of Octavia,
Adolphe Menjou is excellent in the role of
the debauched Canfield, Laska Winter plays
the little half caste girl, Rosie, with effective
artistry and the support TS thoroughly efficient.
Play this up as a tender love romance
of the South Seas, replete with thrills, offering a story of marked originality and
rich in beautiful photography. Feature Percy
Marmont, Leatrice Joy and Adolphe Menjou,
each of whom is well and favorably known
and dwell upon the fact that the picture
was filmed in the very locality where its
events transpire. * * *
OFFERS

COMPLICATED

TALE

What Three Men Wanted,' Mystery
Drama With Tangled, Unconvincing Plot
WHAT THREE MEN WANTED. Independent Pictures Photoplay. Author, G.
A. Lambert. Director, Paul Bums. Length,
5,000 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Harriet Lancaster
Miss Dupont
BiUy Lambert
Jack Livingston
Manon Fair
Catherine Murpihy
Maurice Markham
J. p. Jones
Max Markham
Otto Lederer
Landis Dugan
.Frank Jonnason
Hackett
Albert McQuarrie
Sir Oliver
Robert Boulder
Harriet Lancaster is warned aftainst her extravagance by her attorney Markham. She depends on
the arrival of a rich uncle she has never seen for
help. Markham persuades Billy Lambert, eK-service man,- to impersonate the uncle. The read uncle
comes and is kept out of the way by two thugs
hired by Markham. After many complicated adventures, including a hunt for treasure conceaifed by
Harriet's
fortune is found and all
ends
well, dead
Billyfather,
winningtheHarriet.
By George T. Pardy
A N average program feature, best suited
to houses where a frequent change of
bill occurs. In so fax as one finds it a
bit difficult to follow the plot or make out
clearly just what the various characters are
driving at, "What Three Men Wanted"
makes good its claim to being a mystery
drama. It does not lack speedy action, but
badly broken continuity and poorly contrived
suspense
detract
the story's
interest.
There are
somefrom
amusing
interludes,
due
to the tangled identities of the real and false
uncle, but the sensational episodes fail conspicuously to thrill and savor strongly of
sheer burlesque, simply because they do not
convince the spectators as being in the least
degree likely to happen in actual life, even
when due allowance is made for melodramatic license.
Skilled direction might have made this tale
more plausible, but, as it stands, the
situations are developed in singularly
erratic style and utterly wanting in
logic. A surprise twist is given in the climax, when it turns out that the genuine
uncle is responsible for most of the trouble.
Miss Dupont plays the role of Harriet
Lancaster, looks pretty and wears a bewildering variety of handsome gowns which are
sure to please feminine patrons. Jack Livingston isa very capable lover and adequate
support
the cast is given the principals by others in
_ Photographically the picture deserves considerable praise. There are many beautiful
exteriors, such as the lawn party in the opening reel, lavishly furnished interiors and
excellent close-ups of star and leading man,
with fine lighting effects.

HOXIE

IN SNAPPY

WESTERN

Ridgeway of Montana Presents Lively
Plot with Unusual Angles
RIDGEWAY OF MONTANA. Universal
Photoplay. Author, William MacLeod
Raine. Director, Clifford S. Smith. Length,
4,843 Feet.CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Buck Ridgeway
Jack Hoxie
Aline Hanley
Olive Hasbrouck
Simon Hanley
Herbert Fortier
Steve Pelton
Lou Meehan
Rev. Mr. McNab
Charles E. Thurston
Pete Shagmire
Pat Harmon
Lyndon Hobart
Pierre Gendron
Buck Ridgeway, wealthy ranchman, captures
members of a rustler band, but Pelton, the leader,
escapes. Buck visits the city, meets Aliae Hanley,
who flirts with him, but he does not respond.
Piqued,tains,Aline
lost in thecompels
mounfound byfollows
Buck him,
and is
a snowstorm
them to spend the night in a cabin. Buck weds
Aline. She is kidnapped by Pelton. Her husband
rescues
her and Aline is convinced of the sincerity
of
his love.
By George T. Pardy
THIS picture should win the approval of
all audiences where brisk western melodrama is much in demand. There's a lot of
variety in the development of the romance
between hero and heroine, the latter being
of a flapper-flirtatious type not usually conspicuous infilms of this kind, whose willful
pursuit of the man of her choice injects a
touch of comedy into the proceedings which
enlivens up the plot considerably and takes
it off the beaten trail.
As regards thrills, and fast action, "Ridgeway of Montana" has enough and to spare.
Its spectacular angles are neatly turned and
effective. Jack Hoxie horsemanship is exhibited to the best possible advantage, particularly in the episode where he convinces
ahaswild-eyed,
found his ramping
master. steed that the latter
But itthecomes
hero tohasn't
it all hisofown
way
when
the execution
brilliant
riding stunts, for early in the game the designing villain makes a getaway in great
style by jumping from his mount just at a
crucial moment and hurdling over a towering rock into the river below. The big punch
is put over when Buck Ridgeway conceals
himself in a wagon to serve as a shield from
flying bullets, rolls down hill and crashes
into Pelton's shack. Then follows a scrap
of magnificent proportions.
Jack Hoxie is a convincing and altogether
likeable chap in the role of Buck Ridgeway,
which he plays with his customary enthusiasm, taking all sorts of physical risks and
seeming to enjoy them. In the scenes
where Aline Hanley is trying desperately
to vamp him, he impersonates the unresponsive swain with fine humorous reserve,
a really clever bit of acting. Olive Hasbrouck is piquantly alluring as the coquettish Aline, Lou Meehan registers well as
the villianous Steve Pelton, and the support is excellent.
The photography includes a number of superb exterio's, offering charming -siews of
wide rolling landscape, with snow-tipped
mountainous backgrounds, beautiful loiigshots
and artistic lighting, as well as many good
closeups of the principals.
You can promise pat-ons who like fastmoving romantic melodrama, staged amid
wild surroundings, good entertainment in
"Ridgeway of Montana." Tell them this is
one of Jack Hoxie's best, play up the star
boldly and mention the pleasing work of
Olive Hasbrouck. Hoxie's riding stunts
should be emphasized, as his feats in this
line have won him an enviable reputation,
whereby adcuracy of detail is acquired.
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BOX
GOOD

FILM MADE
FROM STAGE

PLAY

'Woman on the Jury' Presents Up-toDate Theme, Cleverly Acted arid
Possessing Sure Drawing Power
THE WOMAN ON THE JURY. First
National Photoplay. Adapted from BerStage Play.
Director,
Harry nardO.K. Burn's
Hoyt. Length,
7,408 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Betty Brown
Sylvia Breamer
Fred Masters
Frank Mayo
George Montgomery
Wayne j)
Le^ Cody
George
Grace Pierce
Bessie Love
Mrs. Pierce
Mary Carr
Judge Davis
Hobart Bosworth
Marion Masters
Myrtle Stedman
Prosecuting Attorney
Henry W. Walthall
Defense Attorney
Roy Stewart
Betty Brown, deceived under promise of marriage
by George Wayne, shoots at him, but misses. Later
she becomes; a prominent business woman and weds
Fred Masters. Husband and wife serve on a jury
case involving the kilUng of George Montgomery
by Grace, a woman he betrayed. Betty discovers
that the deceased was none other than the man she
tried to slay. The jury is eleven to one for conviction, but Betty tellsi her own story and Grace is
freed. ofBetty's
proud
her. husband not only forgives, but is
By George T. Pardy
PRESENTING
up-to-date
intensely dramatic,ancleverly
actedtheme,
and well
directed, "The Woman on the Jury" ranks
as an uncommonly good drawing card for
screen purposes. In fact, it would be surprising ifit failed to attain as much or even
greater popularity than the successful stage
play from which the film is adapted. Exhibitors ingeneral ought to find this feature
a valuable box otifice magnet, although those
catering chiefly to juvenile patronage are not
likely to consider it suitable entertainment
for the youngsters.
Most court room scenes in pictures bear a
strong family resemblance to each other and
heretofore directors have preferred to cut
such situations to as short a compass as
possible, lest the fans weary of them. But
in the present instance, the plot hinges on
what happens in the hall of justice, and Director Harry O. Hoyt has not hesitated to
dwell at length on the legal incidents.
In doing so he develops with rare craft
the almost tragic intensity of the moments
when the feminine juror is confronted with
the alternative of revealing her stained past
to the husband she loves and is loved by, or
keeping silent and condemning a wronged
woman to punishment. This is one court
room scene which nobody is likely to complain of on the score of too much footage.
Nor will the average spectator fail to sympathize withl heroine Betty Brown in her woeful predicament, or rejoice when she dares
the worst and does her duty.
Sylvia Breamer is truly admirable in the
role of Betty Brown, Frank Mayo wins favor as the husband and Lew Cody plays the
part of the double deceiver with masterly
skill. The support is what might be expected
from such an extraordinary array of screen
talent.
There is an abundance of fine photography,
exteriors and interiors are beautifully photographed, deep sets utilized with artistic effect, the closeups excellent and the lighting
at all stages is clear and distinct.
Pay particular attention to boosting the
cast in your exploitation. Besides the names
of the principals given above, there are many
other players mentioned in the press sheet
issued by First National whom you may consider worth advertising. And you cannot
go wrong in praising the story as wonderfully dramatic, thoroughly human and interesting.
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THRILL

'Lone Wolf
CrookClimax
Melodrama
With Snappy
Air Combat
THE LONE WOLF. Associated Exhibitors
Photoplay. Author, Louis Joseph Vance.
Director, S. E. V. Taylor. Length, 5,460
Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lucy Shannon
Dorothy Dalton
Michael Lanyard
Jack Holt
William Burroughs
Wilton Lackaye
Bannon
Tyrone Power
Clare Hettshaw
Charlotte Walker
Anette Dupre
,
Lucy Fox
Eckstrom
Alphonse Ethier
Wertheimer
Gustav Von Seyffertitz
Solon
Robert T. Haines
Michael Lanyard, international crook, refuses to
join a band of Paris criminals in an attempt to
steal valuable secret pJans from the U. S. Government. He falls in love with Lucy Shannon, trusted
agent of the outlaws. The papers fall into the
hands of Eckstrom, leader of the gang. Lanyard
gets the plans back but Eckstrom recovers them
and flees in an airplane. Lucy and Lanyard follow
in another machine. Lanyard overpowers Eckstrom
in a mid-air fight and secures the documents. Lanyard and Lucy deliver the plans to the authorities. She reveals herself as a member of the secret
service. Lanyard wins her and a pardon.
By George T. Pardy
T OUIS JOSEPH VANCE'S crook tales
usually provide excellent film material,
and "The Lone Wolf" is no exception to
this rule. It ofi'ers very satisfactory entertainment toall who relish highly-spiced
melodrama, was accorded a hearty reception
when given its initial metropolitan showing
at the Rivoli Theatre, New York, and should
run
up a respectable box office score in any
theatre.
It was evidently the chief aim of Director
S. E. V. Taylor to keep all his players on
the jump
from start to finish, and we'll say
that
he succeeded.
Not a single member of the big cast has
an idle moment to spare. It is action, plus,
all the way through, the outlaw pack is ever
at the heels of the two principals, who are
continually dodging for their respective lives ;
thrills come thick and fast, culminating in
a mid-air combat, which ranks pretty close
to being the limit as regards suspense and
excitement.
This finale, with the hero swinging from a
rope
and machines
boarding hurtle
his enemy's
the two
throughaeroplane
space at asa
terrific speed, registers as a most remarkable and nerve-racking stunt, as well as a
notable example of skilled camera work. It
is all extremely melodramatic, but so well
done that it carries conviction and winds up
the story in great "hurrah boys" style.
Jack Holt plays the role of Michael Lanyard, the crook who rsks his life in a successful attempt to "go straight" and win the
girl he loves. It is a clean-cut performance,
alive with dash and vim, and sure to please
Mr. Holt's many admirers. Dorothy Dalton
figures as Lucy Shannon, the Secret Service
lady and heroine, a part which she fills with
her usual grace and emotional ability; and
smooth, well-balanced support is given the
principals by other well known players in the
cast.
The photography is of the 100 per cent
variety, exteriors and interiors being beautifully filmed.
You can exploit this as a crook melodrama
of the most thrilling type, wth plenty of
heart interest and action which never flags.
Play up Jack Holt and Dorothv Dalton and
mention the names of Wilton Lackaye, Tyrone Power, Charlotte Walker and Lucy
Fox. all players with a fan-following. A tieun with book stores on the novel — "The Lone
Wolf." from which the picture is adapted,
should bring
results, record
as Lou's
Vance
holds good
an enviable
as Joseph
a best
seller in the international fiction market.

IS GOOD

PROGRAM

PICTURE

'Kentucky Days' Presents Romantic
Drama of California Gold Rush
Era
KENTUCKY
DAYS.
Fox Photoplay.
Author, John Lynch.
Director, David
Solomon. Length, 4,508 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John Buckner
Dustin Farnum
Elizabeth Clayborne
Margaret Fielding
Margaret Buckner
Miss Woodthorp
Scipio
William De Vaull
Gordon Carter
Bruce Gordon
In
the
days
of
'49
John
Buckner,
goes west to the goldfields and makes Kentuckian,
a fortune
Returning, he is convinced that his wife loves
Gordon Carter and kills the latter in a duel. John
heads West again, taking Elizabeth, the wife, with
him, although
are still
orf bad
beth's unfailingthey
courage
during
manyterms.
perils Elizawins
John's
esteem. and
He they
rescuesare her
when she
is lost
in a sandstorm
completely
reconciled.
By George T. Pardy
A N excellent program attraction, which
should bring welcome box office results,
particularly in localities where the star is
a favorite. The plot supplies a liberal mixture of melodrama and romance, starting in
Kentucky and switching to the covered wagon routetheir
by which
pursued
perilous the
waygold-seekers
to California.of '49
There is plenty of action right from the
beginning, when the hero leaves his bride in
their Southern home and goes West in
search of fortune. His return, suspicious
of his wife's unfaithfulness and the duel in
which he disposes of his supposed rival are
colorful incidents, well worked up and then
comes the long desert journey with its manydangers, during which Elizabeth to a large
extent
her husband's
by
dint of regains
her unfaltering
patienceadmiration
and bravery.
A very satisfactory climax is attained, when
fate intervenes in the shape of a sandstorm.
Elizabeth is lost in the blinding gale, sought
for and saved by her regretful partner and
a happy reconciliation follows.
The story may be a trifle obvious in spots,
but on the whole it runs smoothly, develops
and retains considerable interest Director
David Solomon has welded the situations
neatly together, there are no gaps in the
continuity, nor slackening of the action
which moves at a fast clip all through the
five reels. Also, the heroine wins sympathy
from the first, even if she is a bit indiscreet
in encouraging the attentions of the philandering cousin who later suffers extermination
in a gunfest with the lawful spouse. For
Elizabeth has pretty good grounds for believing that her husband, absent for- a couple
of years, is either dead, or guilty of desertion.
The big scenes are the duel, the burm'ng
of
Buckner's
the owner,
whento
he John
decides
to leavehome
the bySouth
and take
the desert trail again, and the ftirious sandstorm' the latter being filmed in extraordinarily realistic fashion. In fact the photography throughout is of splendid quality, with
beautiful exterior views and a wealth of
fine lighting effects.
Dustin Famum plays the role of John
Buckner with immense energy and melodramatic force, always keeping within reasonable bounds, despite the temptations such a
part offers
to overstress
the "heroics."
Margaret
Fielding
gives a sincere,
appealing
performance as Elizabeth, Bruce Gordon is
a capable Carter and the support is adequate.
Besides exploiting the covered wagon Journev across the desert and the "gold days of
'49," you can play up the romantic side of
the storv dwell on the husband's vengeance,
the wife's innocence, and the fact that
Southern men resorted to the duelling field,
instead of law courts in those times, where
their honor was concerned. Dustin Farnum
enjoys widespread popularity and should be
generously featured in the advertising.
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UNIVERSAL APPEAL
IN DOMESTIC DRAMA
Good Direction
and Clever Acting
Make 'Wandering Husbands a
Valuable Box Office Asset
WANDERING HUSBANDS. Hodkinson
Author, C. Gardner Sullivan.
Photoplay.
Director, William Beatidine. Length, 6,300
Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
George Moreland
James Kirkwood
Diana Moreland
Lila Lec
Marilyn Foster
Margaret Livingston
Percy
Eugene Pallette
Rosemary Moreland
Muriel Dana
Jim
Turner Savage
Bates
George Pearce
Butler
George French
Dianations toMoreland
is
aware
of
her
husband's
attenMarilyn Foster. As he does not reform,
she surprises the pair dining at a roadhouse and
invites Marilyn to her home. The four go for a
boat-ride. Diana has arranged to have the boat
start leaking. Threatened with death by drowning.
Moreland's
for Diana
reasserts
itselfabanand
he
starts to affection
swim ashore
with her.
Marilyn,
doned, is saved by another boat and retires defeated.
The Morelands are reconciled.
By George T. Pardy
A VERY entertaining picture, well direeled, cleverly acted and handsomely
photographed,
sesses universal"Wandering
appeal and Husbands"
should provepos-a
valuable box office asset for all classes of
theatres.
It is a domestic drama of the best kind,
charged with human interest and culminating
in as unique a situation as has ever been
filmed. Also, the quality of suspense is
highly developed, you cannot anticipate the
action at any stage, while here and there
a neatly interpolated comedy touch lightens
the dramatic stress.
Undoubtedly Director William Beaudine
has "done
himself
proud"handled
by the his
canny
fashion in which
he has
material.
There isn't an inch of "lost motion," as the
engineering sharps say, from first to last,
the continuity runs as smooth as a mill
stream and fast action dominates the entire
production.
The two most telling situations are those
in
Diana,
wife,roadhouse
with a
malewhich
escort,
calmlyMoreland's
invades the
where her philandering hubby is dining with
the vamp lady, Marilyn Foster ; and the big
scene, where Moreland in a leaking boat,
is called upon to choose between taking his
lawful spouse, or "the other woman" to
safety. He selects Diana, Marilyn being left
to rescue by another hand.
Lila Lee undoubtedly does the best work
of her screen career in the role of Diana.
She interprets the emotional passages which
fall to her share with just the right shade
of feeling and pathos, giving an affecting
portrayal of the young mother fighting desperately with a woman's weapons for her
rights and those of her little child. Lila's
husband in real life, James Kirkwood, deserves a lot of credit for his masterly; impersonation of the rather disagreeable part
of George Moreland.
It's a tough job to win sympathy for a
chap who seems to be such an out-and-out
cad as the said Moreland, but Mr. Kirkwood
does the trick toward the finish, leaving the
impression
after
all. that he wasn't such a bad sort
The and
picture's
possesses
drawing
power
you cantitle
safely
praise the
story
as one of unusual heart interest, the sort of
domestic drama which will please any audience. Play up Lila Lee and James Kirkwood and stress the near tragedy of life
which occurs through a husband's love of
outside pleasure, as well as the wife's patience and I'ltimate triumph
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ROLE

'Trouble Shooter Presents Star, Minus
Cowboy Costume, in Fast
Melodrama
THE TROUBLE SHOOTER. Fox Photoplay. Authors, Frederick and Fanny Hatton. Director, John Conwav. Length,
5,702 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tom Steele
Tom Mix
Nancy Brewster
Kathleen Key
Francis Earle
E^l Fox
Pete Highley
J. Gunnis Davis
Jim Howe
Howard Truesdaie
Benjamin
Brewster
Frank
Chet
Connors
Mike Currier
Donlin
Chiquita
Dolores Rousse
Scotty McTavish
Charles McHugh
Stephen Kirby
Al Freemont
Tom Steele, chief electrician for the Ajax Power
Company, goes to register a section of land just
thrown open for occupancy by the Government.
He falls in love with Nancy Brewster, daughter ot
the rival company's president. Francis Earle. uns(uitor for Nancy's
hand, adventures,
plots to obtain
the land forsuccessfulhimself.
After many
Tom
defeats his enemies and wins Nancy.
By George T. Pardy
HERE'S
breezy wherever
Westerner Tom
warranted
get the a money
Mix is toa
favorite or fast melodrama appeals to the
fans. For once Mr. Mix discards his cowboy
outfit and the change is a surprise for his
numerous admirers, who will find him just as
attractive in straight civilian duds and as
skilled a rider as ever, for Tom's favorite
steed is still to the front and cuts a prominent figure in the story.
It's aterest,
goodsensational
plot, happenings
with plentybyofflood
love and
Infield, crisp comedy relief and constructed
along original lines. A power plant expert,
whose duty is to, see that cables and wires
are kept in working order, is known as a
"trouble shooter," hence the picture's title
and job filled by the hero. The said title
will probably
those accustomed to see suggest
the star gunplay
handle ato revolver
and
pick off living targets, but they will not be
disappointed nevertheless, for the agile Mr.
Mix gives them enough thrills to satisfy the
most ardent lover of melodramatic fire.
For instance, there is the episode when
hero Tom Steele first sees Nancy while riding along the mountain trail. An avalanche
starts, as the rocks begin to fall, Tom urges
his horse Tony down a dangerous slope, dismounts swiftly and drags her out of the
path of the landslide just in the nick of
time.
The love romance doesn't run too smoothly
at
another
in thedisposed
story's tofavor,
for first,
heroine
Nancypoint
is rather
look
down upon the rough-and-ready Steele in
the
of things. toIt spend
isn't until
Tom
and beginning
she are compelled
a stormy
night in a shelter hut together that Nancy
really appreciates him. This scene also furnishes some amusing comedy, as a resu't of
the girl's amateur efforts to prepare a meal.
The race for the county seat to decide the
land ownership is packed with exciting incidents and a very satisfactory climax attained.
Artistically the film ranks 100 per cent.
The camera offers exceedingly fine views of
mountainous locations, with snow effects of
impressive beauty.
Tom Mix is your leading advertising camforgetandto quite
state different
that this
picturepaignisasset,onebutofdon't
his best
in theme and
handlingMr.fromMixanyplays
of the
previous
successes.
the star's
role
of Tom Steele in dashing fashion, ably assisted by Kathleen Key, as heroine, the latter_ deservingploitation.honorable
in the E^rl
exThe names ofmention
Mike Donlin,
Fox, Howard Truesdaie and Dolores Rousse
also possess drawing power.

IS STERLING

WESTERN

FILM

'Lawless Men' Well Directed, Speedy
Melodrama of Pronounced
Scenic Charm
LAWLESS MEN. William Steiner Photoplay Released by New Cal Film Corporation. Author, Arthur Henry Gooden.
Length, 4,816 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Steve McKay
Neal Hart
Ruth Sharp
Catherine Bennett
Black Bart
Ben Corbett
Steves Mother
Florence Lee
Steve McKay is tmjustly sentenced for the killing
of Jim leased
Sharp,
whosehedaughter
he loves.
from prison
proceeds Ruth
to track
down Rethe
real criminal. Black Bart, bandit and cattle thief.
Steve follows the trail through Montana and the
desert edges of New Mexico to Arizona. He makes
Bart prisoner, but the latter escapes and kidnaps
Ruth. Steve pursues and rescues the girl, Bart
falling
to death
overbarrier
a cliflF.
innocence
is proved
and the
to hisSteve's
marriage
with
Ruth
removed.
By George T. Pardy 'T'HIS picture is considerably above the
standard of the average Western offered through the State Rights market. It
is compact, tells a straight story which,
once launched, travels right to the goal
without a continuity break, swings along
at a rapid rate and holds its interest until
the final fade-out.
One doesn't expect any feature built
around a scenario of hard-riding, fastfighting life on the Arizona border to be
startling
original,
and familiar
"LawlessplotMen"
follows a more
or less
pattern,
with an unjustly convicted hero seeking
vengeance on a wrong-doer, mapping out
a relentless pursuit, trailing his quarry to
the bitter end, proving his innocence and
winning the girl he loves.
But it's
cleverin way
the plot its
is box
developed the
that counts
establishing
office value. For, those who watch the
story unfold on the screen will be swayed
first of all by sympathy for the wrongfully accused hero and later follow his
fortunes with straining eyes, as he hits
the long trail in search of the actual criminal.
Good direction accounts for much of the
alluring glamor surrounding the adventures of hero Steve McKay, nor must
credit be withheld from Neal Hart and
his associate players, who by virtue of
sincere and natural acting make the most
melodramatic phases of the film appear
convincing. In this connection it is no
exaggeration to state that Mr. Hart does
some of the best work of his career in
the role of McKay, while Catherine Bennett wins all hearts by her appealing portrayal of heroine Ruth. Florence Lee, as
Catherine's mother, and Ben Corbett, in
the heavy part of bandit Black Bart, give
excellent performances.
The initial fight between Steve and Black
Bart, in which the latter is worsted and
taken prisoner, later escaping, is savagely
realistic and the last pursuit, when Bart
meets his death, whirls into an absolutely
crashing climax. The picture is rich in
charming photography, the Western locations, with numerous long shots and closeups of the cattle country, the herding
scenes, etc., being remarkably impressive
and satisfying from the artistic standpoint.
In exploiting this feature you are justified in boosting it as a western attraction
ranking much above the usual run of its
contemporaries. Tell your patrons they
may expect thrills galore, swift, sweeping
action, a tender heart romance and uniformly good acting. Play up Neal Hart.
He has a strong fan-following in certain
sections of the country and this film ought
to considerably increase the number of his
admirers.
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The

'Bi^

'DIZZY DAISY'
Educational
2 Reels
This Jack White comedy has all the elements that go to make up a good comedy.
The cast includes Louise Fazenda, Lee
Moran, Cliff Bowes, Virginia Vance and
Sunshine Hart. This gang of funsters
run through two reels of mirth that is far
above the average comedy.
The story deals with a poor working
girl, played by Louis Fazenda, who saves
the mass of jewels that were stolen by Lee
Moran's
crooks.
the
jewelsband
callsof for
a chaseTheon saving
land andof
water and brings about many exciting
scenes.
The scene of the story is laid in Palm
Beach with many bathing beauties parading the sands. Louise is always funny but
her antics at Palm Beach are especially
good. The cast is excellent for a short
subject and everyone contributes to produce a really good comedy.
A character not listed in the program is
Freddy, the trained seal who had an important part in ''Galloping Fish." The
seal
quite hisa part
"Dizzy aDaisy"
goes has
through
tricksin without
hitch and
This comedy will make a good addition
to any program and would make a good
lead-off number for a short subject program. It has everything that a comedy
should have.
' POSITION WANTED' 1 Reel
Pathe
If yon are partial to masquerade balls,
heaps of mud, and a chase, "Position Wanted" will appeal to you. Charles Chase as
the gentleman in search of a position is almost on the verge of accepting a job when
he rescues a fair damsel from drowning
and is invited to a masquerade party. He
dolls himself up in his officer uniform and
starts out but unfortunately he meets his
rival who hurls him in a mud puddle. He
is forced to go home .and dry his clothes.
He conceives the idea of dolling up in a fur
rug and it is in this outfit that he goes to
the party. He has all kinds of escapades
with the police but finally saves the family
silverware from being stolen by a sneak
thief and all ends well.
This is an average one reeler. It has
heaps of slap stick and no plot but it contains some laughs. It will make a good
program filler.

Little

Fea^ture

'LUNCH BRIGADE'
Educational
1 Reel
Any of you who have had experience in
battling for food in a cafeteria will appreciate this picture. It shows the trials and
tribulations of the patron of the familiar
"one arm lunch." Cliff Bowes as the owner and chief mechanic of the eating establishment pulls some clever stuff at the expense of his numerous patrons. The rush
hour is a scream and when Sid Smith enters the scene the picture reaches the high
spots. He is evidently an expert in wending his way through cafeteria traffic, for
his many new methods of carrying food
from the counter to the chair and his manner of parking his bundles in limited space
show inventiveness.
The finale of the picture shows Clifi
Bowes mounted on a huge pushball wending his way through a crowded street. The
end comes when the ball comes in contact
with a bon-fire and explodes.
There is a heap of good stuff in this picture and the action is fast and furious.
Your patrons will like it. •

'TWO AFTER ONE'
Arrow
2 Reels
This is a Broadway Comedy starring
Billy West. There is nothing unusual about
it except the introduction of a rubber football flask which should be patented.
The tale is that of a young man who
gazes a few times too often upon the flowing bowl during a bachelor party given to
celebrate his wedding next day. A lot of
slap stick stunts are pulled on the semi-inebriate, who in turn does the usual things
that will at times cause certain types of
audiences to laugh.
His friend, the villain, takes advantage of
the condition of the bridegroom-to-be and
endeavors to inveigle the gal into the holy
bonds. But our simple hero sobers up sufficiently to dash off with bride and minister in the time-honored flivver. After the
minister says the fatal words standing on
the rear of the run-about, one of the newlyweds steps on the gas and he does a
back-flip to terra-firma. Then the pair motor on to meet their just matrimonial desserts. It will take a very youthful mind to
get a giggle out of "Two After One"

FORE AND AFT
Jackie
Lucas,
Pathe's
twinkling
little
star,
stunt thein golf.
Kid" he
QOW3 a number of new golfing tricks while shows
wander aingnewabout
links. InThe"The
trickHollywood
is not patented.

Unbalanced

Program

Brings Comment
'T' HAT some exhibitors are shortsighted in the matter of choosing programs is evidenced by letters
sent out by the Pathe office to its
branch managers asking exhibitors to
use care in selecting the feature picture to be run on the same program
with Chronicles of America, a historical series.
The Chronicles have been made
with great care in regards to historic
accuracy and educators have been
using their influence to have school
children attend the theatres showing
the pictures, and as a result each
showing of the historical series has
brought throngs of youngsters to the
theatres.
In one specific instance the Chronicles was on the same bill with a picture depicting bootlegging, crime
and of a general low moral character. Educators who advise children
to patronize the theatre showing the
events of American history feel that
they cannot continue to do so unless they are assured that the program throughout will be one that
can be safely viewed by youngsters.
The following letter has been sent
to all Pathe branches by Elmer
Pearson, vice president:
"Our attention is again forcibly
called to the fact that exhibitors are
still very thoughtless at times in their
selection of pictures to run on the
same proeram with the 'Chronicles
"One can very easily understand
of
thatAmerica.'
the school superintendent, or
school authority, who agrees to give
an exhibitor his support by armouncements,drenbulletins,
etc., to encouraging
school chiland their parents
their attending the theatres has a
right to asstome that the exhibitor
will confine that particular program
at least to entirely wholesome sub"One can easily picture the humiliation and consternation, and utter disjects. gust, of the school authority, who,
having given such engagement his
ardent endorsement, only to find that
the exhibitor had been short-sighted
enough to book in with 'The Chronapicture
ful icles'moral
tone. of exceedingly doubt"Th^t exhibitor is doing himself,
the
mdnstry. injustice
and 'TheandChronicles'
tremendous
an almosta
irreparable injury.
"Conversely, since it is so apparent
that tremendous harm can thus be
done, it should be equally apparent
that most exhibitors very badly need
the good will and support of all these
splendid elements of his community
a-id that so far nothing except 'The
Cbroniclps of America' has been
provided to meet this great need.
"We think no sales oug-ht to be
made
by 'The
salesman,
booker,oforAmerman-"■er for
Chronicles
w'thoi't calling exhibitors' attention to the emphatic necessi^ of
exercising
extreme care that only
-■^-o booked."
other pictures of the highest moral
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This two reeler featuring Will Rogers is
full of good laughable situations, and is up
to the standard of Will Rogers always amusing his audience.
The story shows how the small town fellows want to send another Lincoln to represent them. As Alfalfa Doolittle, Will Rogers
is shown in the small town general store surrounded by the usual characters who spend
most of their time around the village trying
to run the town by talk but little laborious
It the is election time and after conenergy. sidering
various characters of the village
the electioneers put up Alfalfa Doolittle as
he has never had any scandal connected with
his name. He is forced to make a campaigning tour and during this campaign
many funny situations arise. After the
tour he has to make a speech at the convention. His opponent makes his speech
telling the people what they want done and
when Rogers has to make his speech his
campaign manager is worried as the opponent has left almost nothing for Alfalfa
Doolittle to promise. Alfalfa Doolittle gets
up and all he promises is rain and the farmers are all for him so he is elected. Alfalfa Doolittle's preparation to go to Washington is a scream, also his arrival. Will
Rogers' wit is outstanding in every foot of
film and is a big laugh from beginning to
end.
This is a good comedy and very apropos
at the present time, as the National Convention will be in session soon.
* * *
'GOOD MORNING'
Educational
2 Reels
Lloyd Hamilton can get into more
trouble than an army of ordinary people.
His willingness to help humanity puts him
in many peculiar situations and in "Good
Morning"
in for
than but
his
usual
shareheof comes
trouble.
He more
is a poor,
honest, newsboy trying to get along._ He
rescues a dog for a fair damsel and is invited to a bazaar. He is called upon to
make a speech and while he is preparing
for the event his handkerchief becomes ignited from a match and he puts it in his
hip pocket. His antics during the speech
are very laughable.
During a raffle he wins a huge cake. A
small boy, who has been reprimanded for
shooting fire<yackers. exchanges the candles on the cake for fire crackers and when
Lloyd lights the supposed candles there is
great excitement.
This picture is up to Hamilton's usual
high standard and is filled with laughs
from start to finish. You are safe in booking it.
Hf ij: ^
'THE HONOR OF MEN'
Universal
2 Reels
This is a snappy short Western that contains heaps of action and carries _ a v^ell
developed plot. Through mistaken identity,
Jack Hatton, is accused of robbing a railway station. He finds that his twin brother
has done the job but takes the blame and
tries to escape into the mountains. He is
captured by a posse and brought back _ to
jail. A mob organizes to form a lynching
party but Betty, Jack's sweetheart, learns of
it
revolver into
cell
andandhe smuggles
uses it toa intimidate
the Jack's
jailor and
secure his liberty. A posse chases him but
find Jack's
and kill him. Jack returns and isbrother
exonerated.
There is a good fight and some very clever
riding in this picture. It is truly Western
and full of thrills. You can safely book
this one.

'THE CAT'S MEOW
Pathe
2 Reels
This Sennett comedy is full of funny incidents and holds interest from the start.
The story is of a girl whose sweetheart
is calling for the first time and her parents
give
general "0.0."
don, him
the the
sweetheart,
calls andHarry
bringsLanghis
photographs autographed to the girl. One
accidentally slips on the floor and the pet cat
happens to be walking by and when it sees
the face, curls up its back and spits at it.
Several good situaions arise at this point.
Then the mother, who is a member of the
Uplift League leaves to campaign for the
uplift of the city.
The girl and her sweetheart go out and
she sees a fcafe called the "Gat's Meow" and
wants to go in. They go to the door and
it being in the tenderloin district is filled
with the hard characters of the district. This
scene fascinates the girl but her sweetheart
wants to leave. The check man grabs his
hat and coat and goes through his pockets
but finding nothing throws it on the floor.
A roughneck waiter takes them to a table
and this whole sequence is one continuous
laugh.
There is a big fight and in trying to protect his sweetheart arrives at the door all
banged up and they carry him out on a
stretcher. Then the meeting of the Uplift
League is shown and as a sample of how
rough the tenderloin is these women show
Harry Langdon all wrapped up in bandages
and plaster casts.
The presiding officer wants someone to
clean up this district and the women vote
that Harry Langdon should finish what he
started
so he
on a up
policeman's
and
starts
out puts
to clean
the town.uniform
Many
funny incidents comes up at thisi point and
the story ends showing how all the gangsters
were tricked into the police patrol.
This comedy is very entertaining and is a
safe bet for any program.

'THE

MYSTERIES

OF

Arrow
2 Reels
JONGG
Here is aMAH
little picture
that' is really big.
A film that has won the unique distinction
of beingfor "different"
— theattained.
quality so often
striven
and seldom
It consists principally of a lucid exposition of how to play the fascinating Chinese
mystery pastime — the game of a "thousand
intelligences." And wherever there is interest in this new and pleasant form of the
"yellow peril," folks will flock to view the
film. And where is the community minus
its Mah-Jongg set? It is remarkable what

SMILE PLEASE
The lady and knight shown above are Mrs. Charles
Witwer,
of the who
authorappears
of "Classics
Slang"
and
EddiewifeGribbon
in the in
series
for
Grand Asher.
a clear conception of the diversion may be
gained in seeing the picture.
From title to final fade-out it maintains
audience-interest; there is not a single tediabous moment. For that element which
hors the thought of learning something
there is a sprightly admixabout tureanything,
of comedy. For instance one laugh is
"cop" who dashes franby the
outinto the
handed tically
fire house to summon the
are all so abto duty.
lusty lads
king There
and Mah-Jongg that
sorbed in tea-drin
then, if
they ignore even duty's call. And
becomes so
you please, John Law himself,
engrossed in the game, that he lays aside
his helmet, loosens his belt, takes a shot
of tea and sits in.
office push-over. * *
"The Mysteries of Mah-Jongg" is a box'HODGE PODGE'
Educational
1 Reel
Lyman Howe presents a "Tiny Tour of the
U. S. A." He gives glimpses of New York;
a runaway in Central Park ; West Point ; tapping a furnace in Pittsburgh; Colorado
Rockies, and a host of other short shots.
The reel is interesting and will make a good
program filler.
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Keep

Your

this

Spring

House

and

Summer

Q>aramount
THOMAS

MEIGHAN
in

"Pied Piper Malone
By Booth Tarkington. Adapted by Tom GeragHty.
Directed by Alfred E. Green.
POLA

Strong

NEGRI
in

"Shadows
of Paris
Herbert Brenon Prod. Adapted by Fred Jackson from
"Mon Homme" by Picard and Carco. Screen play by
Eve Unsell.
Sam Wood's
"THE
NEXT
CORNER
Conway Tearle, Lon Chaney, Dorothy Mackaill,
Ricardo Cortez, Louise Dresser. By Kate Jordan.
Written for the screen by Monte Katterjohn.
Joseph Henabery's
"THE
STRANGER"
Betty Compson, Richard Dix, Lewis Stone, Tirily Marshall. From John Galsworthy's "The First and the
Last." Adapted by Edfrid Bingham.

with

Qictures
Meighan and Tarkington,
Lois Wilson and the
screen's cutest kiddies !

Pola as apache dancer
and society woman in a
flaming romance of
Paris.

A nifty box-office cast in
the famous marriage-picture!

The

marvelously

acted

classic of love and

re-

generation.
The Pulitzer prize play

WILLIAM

deMILLE'S

"ICEBOUND"
Richard Dix, Lois Wilson. From Owen Davis' play.
Screen play by Clara Beranger.
GLORIA

splendidly pro duced.
And what a warm-weath»
er title!

SWANSON

Making

in

than

Scandal"
Allan "A
Dwan Society
Prod. Screen play
by Forrest Halsey.
From Alfred Sutro's "The Laughing Lady."

now!

better records

even

"The

Hum-

ming Bird!" Grab

it
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and
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Pictures

'Bavu'
Foreign Intrigue
Released by Universal
BRIEF: Bavu, with the power of the mob behind him calls upon the peasantry to revolt. Maschka, humane leader of the people temporarily sways
them to the safe side with calm words. Then the
home of Prince MarkoflP is raided — and his daughter, who has known Maschka as her servant, finds
him her protector. The rest of the story concerns itself with the desperate struggle for supremacy between Bavu and Maschka, a struggle accompanied by intrigue, mystery and fear.

A BIG MOMENT IN A ZANE GREY PICTURE
y''.^",.^
P''=t"''e
teems
with
and can get audiences worked up to a white hot pitch of excitement
It IS little wonder that its hfeaction
is unusually
long. Paramount's "To the Last Man" is such a film.
Times Square and the 'Sticks' Use Tried
and Proved Pictures with Profit

all know that if a picture was
first released that it still is big,
a big production when
and if our patrons haven't seen it, it is
still a new picture so far as they are
concerned," wrote J. C. Stapel, of McBeath and Stapel, of the Victor theatre,
Rock Port, Mo., after he had shown
the D. W. Griffith feature "Way Down
East," th^ United Artists' release.
" 'Way Down East' is an old picture," he went on. "It's a big picture
and stood for three days in our town of
1,000. We played it Thursday, Friday
and Saturday, and had a larger crowd
Saturday than any other of the three.
This, you say, is entirely natural. Very
true, were it not for this fact — on the
same Saturday night we were playing
a good picture in another house across
the street at ten cents less admission.
WE

"The Exhibitor who hasn't played
'Way Down East' shouldn't 'lay-off' it
onaccount of age. Buy it and then spend
the price of film rental in advertising.
Those who saw it when new will want
to see it again and the more who have
seen it the more good it will do you."
Mr. Stapel's statement embraces a
moral which is about as strong as one
can possibly conceive in proving the
merits of Tried and Proved pictures.
Rock Port, Missouri, is a small town,
and some exhibitors may infer that per-

haps in a town of that size an old
attraction revived might go over,
whereas its success is rather a dubious
proposition for the larger cities.
To this one can best reply by taking
as an example the very ample illustration of a Times Square theatre only last
week, using a picture that first went
over the top about eight years ago, and
achieving a box-office success that was
truly amazing. The picture is. "The
Birth of a Nation" and the theatre, the
Cameo. The way folks who had seen
this picture three or four times, flocked
again to enjoy the film was a caution.
There is not only a moral, but a cue
for the alert showman who is cudgeling
his mind for a policy with which to keep
his patrons satisfied during the summer.
Tried and Proved Pictures is the answer. The showman that. uses this type
of proven box-office winners doesn't
have to worry about his audience, because the audiences are ready made.
Tried and Proved pictures, those film
thoroughbreds which are registered in
the "Box-Office Hall of Fame" on the
following page, are more than ever being recognized by alert showmen as
products which can well be depended
upon to "bring home the bacon." The
principle is a simple one. What they
have done in the past they can do in
the present.

curis, itself
a mysteriou
with has
a picture
BAVU," osity
provoking title,
made for
a record that entitles it to a place among the
Tried and Proved Pictures. Released last
May 7, the total number of contracts made
to date on this picture is 3,298.
The picture is still one that can be made
number of exploitation ideas
Any out
to
can pay.
be carried
to advantage in running it.
A craze ipr Russian entertainment has hit
the country, hard. The remarkable sell-out
records
"Chauce
Souris" proof
and the
Moscow ofArtBalieff's
Theatre
give ample
of
this. "Bavu" is Russian entertainment.
Playlovers
up that
angletown.
of it and you'll get the
art
of your
Among the exploitation stunts suggested
are the following :
Here's a stunt for the :flap^)er.
Stage a "Bavu" Russian: boot party. All
who attend a special matinee wearflappers
ing a pair of Russian boots to be admitted
as the guests of Forrest Stanley, the handHeresome ishero your
chance to hook up with the
of "Bavu."
live wire ladies' shoe salon or bootery in
town. Have them take a half or full page
"Bavu" Rusin the siannewspaper
Boot Party announcing
with theatrethe mention,
play
dates and all star cast prominently mentioned
with details of the special party. The shoe
shops will fall for this, because it gives them
a new angle to clean up their stock of Russian boots. It will prove a novel stunt, and
the combination of flapper style and the handsome Stanley will provide a talk creator.
Stage
a special
night at prizes
the local
dance places.
The "Bavu"
idea embraces
for
the couples appearing in the most authentic
Russian costumes. The men to come as Russian officers and the women as Russian peasants, etc. Special Russian music to be played
and professionals in native Rurisian dances.
Have dance places play up facts in newspaper advertisements. Whenever possible make
"Bavu" the topic of conversation at all times.

A scene from Paramount's Tried and Proved "The
Heart Raider," featuring lovely Agnes Ayres.
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In

the

Tried

and

Proved

Hall

of

Fame

Here Is a Selected List of Pictures Chosen on Their Merits as the Kirid of Theatre Attractions Which Answer
the Public Demand. Not on the Say-So of Their Sponsors, but on the Unusual Box-Office Records They
Have Established.
This List Is Offered as the Most Reliable Criterion by Which to Select
Dependable First Rate Attractions for Showing on Special Tried and Proved Nights
Universal
THE ABYSMAL BRUTE— Caveman Romance. Reviewed March 8. BECAUSE it is
a Jack London story told with a forcefulness
and conviction that has carried it across to unbelievable success on both first and second
showings.
THE FLAME OF LIFE— Mine Tragedy.
Reviev/ed March IS. BECAUSE it is a
thriller that really thrills and it has found
many an audience on the edge of its seats
and breathless when the final scene had been
concluded.
WHITE TIGER— Crook Melodrama. Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE Priscilla Dean
has been cast in a part she is fully capable
of filling and has brought to the picture an
interest and character which has made it exceedingly popular and well liked.
THE ACQUITTAL— Mystery Pl^y. Reviewed December 8. BECAUSE the court
scenes are interesting and convincing and have
elevated the picture to an enviable position
from a box office point of view.
THE FLIRT— Booked 6,665 times. Love
and Society Picture. Reviewed February 9.
BECAUSE it numbers among the most popukr pictures on the screen, and has a ready
made audience waiting for a chance to see it.
HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA—
Booked 4,621 times. Adventure Film. Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE it is a true
adventure picture and gives people an opportunity of practically taking personally, a trip
which they will never make.
FOOLISH WIVES— Booked 5,800 times.
Foreign Intrigue and Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Erich Von Stroheim produced and took the leading part in it and it
handles a problem of universal interest.
THE STORM— Booked 8,437 times. Triangle Melodrama. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE itis one of the oustanding box office
successes of all time and has broken booking records.
BAVU— Released May 7,_ 1923. Booked
3,928 times. Foreign Intrigue. Reviewed
January 26. BECAUSE there is a vogue
for Russian entertainment in this country and
the story is a fascinating one.
TRIFLING WITH HONOR— Released
June 4, 1923. Booked 4,241 times. Baseball
Romance. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
baseball fans throughout the country will eat
it up and it's a sure money-maker.
A CHAPTER IN HER LIFE— Released
September 17, 1923. Booked 2.410 times.
Child Love. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
the story is one that goes straight to the
hearts of every home loving audience.
MERRY-GO-ROUND — War Romance.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE it is considered one of the best pictures of 1923 and
has a wonderful box office record.
Paramount
HER GILDED CAGE— Reviewed March
8. Love Drama. BECAUSE it is an intimate pathetic story which touches the heart
and appeals to the sophisticated and the simple, and it presents Gloria Swanson in a
role that her followers like and approve.
WHAT'S
YOUR
HURRY ?— Reviewed

March 15. Auto Comedy. BECAUSE there
are great numbers of Wallace Reid admirers
who want to see his pictures again and this
one is no doubt one of his best.
BACK HOME AND BROKE— Comedy
Drama. Reviewed March 1. BECAUSE it
is a George Ade story of the highest type
and it gives to Thomas Meighan a delightful
role which he portrays capably and in a manner to please the most fastidious.
TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE—
Reviewed December 22. Family Feud. BECAUSE Antonio Mareno and Mary Miles
Minter have made of this picture a highly
interesting and entirely absorbing story that
is liked everywhere.
THE GREAT IMPERSONATION—
Mystery Drama. Reviewed February 23.
BECAUSE its past record has shown it to be
a record breaker in both large and small
theatres and it is cleverly acted by two popular stars — James Kirkwood and Ann Forest.
BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE— Reviewed February 16. Matrimonial Tangle.
BECAUSE Gloria Swanson infuses the picture with a subtle humor and a droll pathos
that make of it an intensely interesting story.
THE OLD HOMESTEAD— Reviewed
March 22. Small Town Life. BECAUSE
it is a James Cruze picture that has been
phenomenally successful in large cities and
small towns and it has still a strong appeal.
THE PURPLE HIGHWAY— Whimsical
Comedy. Reviewed April 19. BECAUSE it
is an appealing story which Madge Kennedy
carries across to real success and it has provided good entertainment where it has been
shown.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD— Reviewed
March 22. Historical Romance. BECAUSE
it is rife with excitement of the highest type
and its story is of the substantial class which
never goes out of style.
THE LAW AND THE WOMAN— Reviewed March 8. Murder Mystery. BECAUSE the highly dramatic scenes, especially the court scene give Betty Compson
a chance to appear to good advantage and to
get across big with her audiences.
THE WHITE FLOWER— Released March
4, 1923. Tropical Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE it handles South Sea
scenes with a delicacy and romance that gives
Betty Compson an opportunity for some exceptional interpretations.
MY AMERICAN WIFE— Released February 11, 1923. Sport Romance. Reviewed
February 9. BECAUSE Gloria Swanson
appears in it in a role that will thrill and
satisfy her most ardent admirers.
IS MATRIMONY A FAILURE— Released April 23, 1922. Farce Comedy. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE it is a catchy
light-hearted picture that sends audiences
away pleased and happy.
Selznick
JUST A WIFE— Triangle Drama. Reviewed December 15. BECAUSE it brings to
the screen a sympathetic and clean story of

the love and sacrifice of a woman and thus
sounds the popular appeal.
ONE

WEEK OF -LOVE— Flapper Romance. Reviewed December 22. BECAUSE
it is a delightful light comedy with fast action, plenty of tfirills and two very popular
stars who inject the story with humaness and
fire.
THE LAW. OF COMPENSATION—
Marriage Drama. Reviewed December 22.
BECAUSE it has proved by its record that
it is a story which gives Norma Talmadge
a role she is well capable of handling and it
pleases big city and small town audiences.
A LADY'S NAME— Love Comedy. Reviewed March 15. BECAUSE this delightful
comedy besides its own inherent merit has
big exploitation possibilities, which exhibitors
have used extensively and found real money
makers.
THE HEART OF WETONA— Indian
Drama. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE
Norma Talmadge who stars in it is enough
to fill any house and besides that Thomas
Meighan is in the cast.
LOVE IS AN AWFUL THING— Marriage Difficulties. Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE audiences cry with laughter when
they see it and Owen Moore appears at his
best in it.
REPORTED MISSSING— Comedy Melodrama. Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE
comedy melodramas can always attract audiences and this is a particularly good one starring Owen Moore.
A MAN'S HOME— Story of New Riches.
Reviewed December 29. BECAUSE it snugly
fits the public taste for average pictures and
has proven its entertainment value by its record at the box office.
THE ROAD OF AMBITION— Rise of
Youth. Reviewed December 29. BECAUSE
it is a fine moral story in which Conway
Tearle appears as a sympathetic character
who more than pleases his audiences.
THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH—
Romance. Reviewed February 16. BE
CAUSE it brings one of Charles Dickens
most delightful stories to the screen in a
presentation so charming and interesting that
it has found a place for itself with everyone.'
C. C. Burr
THE NEW SCHOOL TEACHER— Rural
Romance. BECAUSE it features Russel
Griffin in a part for which he is admirably
suited and into which he injects a personal
touch that cannot fail to get across to all
audiences.
THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING
— Modern Youth. Reviewed March 22.
Booked 100 per cent States Rights. BECAUSE ithas every element to please small
and large town audiences interested in youth
of the jazz age.
RESTLESS WIVES— Matrimonial Problem. BECAUSE it is a story with a strong
appeal to both sexes and attempts to bring
about a better understanding of the existing
conditions in matrimonial life of the middle
classes.

How many pictures have box office POWER? How many
have that irresistible "something" that carries them crashing through all opposition to crowded houses and profitable
business? Only when a picture is tried and proved do you
know for certain that it has box office POWER!
Below is a group of pictures that are tried and proved
"money-getters." They have measured up to every demand
that exhibitors have made of them. They have real box
office POWER! That's why you can book them with the
they are going to go "over the top" for you
•assurance
— and cleanthat
up!

MERRY
GO ROUND
The
Year's
Surprise
Sensation,
Norman
Kerry, Julian.
Mary
Philbin and George Hackathorne. with
Directed
by Rupert

WHITE
TIGER
A Thrilling Drama of International Crookdom starring Priscilla
Dean, supported by Wallace Beery, Matt Moore and Ray
Griffith. Directed by Tod Browning.

DRIFTING
A Stirring Melodrama of unusual adventure and thrilling action
starring Priscilla Dean, with Wallace Beery and Matt Moore.
Directed by Tod Browning.

A LADY of QUAUTY
The
Screen's
Most Sills
Beautiful
Story, starring
Yirgrinia
Valli, with Milton
and anLove
extraordinary
cast. Directed
by Hobart Henley.

THUNDERING
DAWN
A Melodramatic Thriller vnth the greatest tidal wave and
typhoon scenes ever filmed, with J. Warren Kerrigan, Anna Q.
Nilsson and Tom Santschi. Directed by Harry Garson.

SPORTING
YOUTH
The Great American Speed Picture, starring Reginald Denny,
supported by Laura La Plante and an extraordinary cast. Byron
Morgan's
dazzling story of the Younger Set, directed by
Harry Pollard.

THE ACQUITTAL
The
Year's
Supreme
MysteryandPlay
with Bedford.
Norman Kerry,
Claire
Windsor, Richard Travers
Barbara
Directed
by
Clarence Brown.

FOOLS HIGHWAY
Mary
Philbin's
great and
starring
role. A story ofsecond
the lights
loves vehicle
of the and
greathercitygreatest
— New
York.
The
supporing
cast
includes
Pat
O'Malley,
Kate Price,
Charles Murray and others.

The DARLING
of NEW
YORK
An entertaining combination of pathos, comedy and drama, with
a great cast including Baby Peggy, Gladys Brock well. Pat
Hartigan, Carl Stockdale, Sheldon Lewis and Max Davidson.
Directed by King Baggot.

THE STORM
DAUGHTER
Dynamic, tempestuous Priscilla Dean starring in this great
sea
Santschi,by
Bertstory.
Roach,TheJ. splendid
Farrell supporting
MacDon^d cast
andincludes
others.'Tom
Directed
Geo. Archainband.

THE LAW
FORBIDS
A gripping domestic drama of the lights and loves of Broadway
versus the strength of home ties VTith a powerful
cast headed by Baby Peggy, Edward Earle, Gladys Hulette,
Frank Currier, Joe Dowling and others.

UNIVERSAL

JEWELS

^Tv"'^'

CARL

LAEMMLE
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'Grumpy'
Gardenia Mystery
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: Ernest wishes to marry the daughter of
"Grumpy"trusted who
is a retired
lawyer.to Ernest
is enwith a valuable
diamond
bring to
his
firm in London. Jarvis, a crook and rival for the
hand of the girl, hears of it. After much intrigue,
Jarvis gets the diamond, but by the evidence of
a gardenia, he is exposed and caught and Ernest
gets the girl after all.
senquite a runs
produced
"Grumpy"
THE play
sation in the
New York
and London
and it has lost nothing in William C. De
Mille's production of it on the screen. Both
the story and the cast are exceptionally good.
It is the kind of picture that will go well
in almost any type of house since it combines
character study with dangerous action. Theogiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

AND

PROVED

PICTURES

dore Roberts, May McAvoy and Conrad
Nagel head a cast that do much for the
picture and its box cflfice power.
The titleportunity"Grumpy"
opfor newspaperaffords
teaserexcellent^
campaigns.
It is the sort of title to arouse question and
interest
There are innumerable possibilities for tieups with local merchants. The plot of the
picture deals with the disappearance of a
valuable diamond, and the clew to its recovery is a gardenia. These suggest some
sort of tie-up with jewelers and florists. The
former could perhaps be induced to display
unset diamonds in their windows, saying that
one of them is a gem similar to the one used
in
the Paramount
"Grumpy,"
which
is icoming
to thepicture,
Theatre
next

for a
day's run. The florist could
institute a gardenia day, tying it up with
your presentation.
While on the subject of gardenias how
about having a young woman walk through
the principal streets near your theatre and
give a gardenia to any person she sees doI What A Title | ing a kind deed or who is unusually chivalrous? This will admit the person free to a
performance of "Grumpy."
"Grumpy," as is to be expected, is alwavs
I For Exploita^on! | finding fault with something. This particular morning the coffee does not suit him.
How about having a local grocer tie-tip this
fact with his special brand of coffee, announcing that "Grumpy" in the Paramount picture
by that name, which is to be featured at the
Theatre next
would have no
fault to find with
.^coffee?
An interesting* lobby display could be arranged with Theodore Roberts as the theme.
("CAU
SE
Roberts is known as the "grand old man of
I
the screen." As this is a crook picture, an
idea suggests itself. Mr. Roberts with his
ever
present magnifying glass and cigar, couM
ibe placed
FOR
i
over the entrance of your lobbv,
looking as though he were examining the
people as they pass, in search of a clew to
the whereabouts of the missing gem.
An interesting lobby array is suggested
by the use of large cheap crystal beads strung
on long strings and looped from the sides
of the marquee so that as they catch the
lights, and attract the eye.
I With an All Star Cast
IDIVORCE
"

I
|

THE
I You
I

Can't

Up

Play

It |

Big—

I

PICTURE

|

SELZNICK

|

Too

PREAKNESS

Fore-runner of the Kentucky
Derby in
International

i IT'S A BIG

No.
I AND
I TRIED

A

and

PROVED

|

News

41

I

"The prints are in
FINE

CONDITION"

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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NORMA TALMADGE was made for comedy parts, and probably one of her best
is "She Loves and Lies" released June 16,
1923. The three different roles which her
impersonations call for allow splendid opportunity for this very popular star to show
what she can do. And she does it so satisfactorily that she puts the film over with a
bang. Which is precisely the reason why
bookings are still plentiful and every wise
exhibitor
to do so. who hasn't yet shown it, is anxious
Fine clothes, brilliant scenes, rollicking
comedy and soft romance are some of the
answers to why it has achieved the popularity
it has. Assisted by Conway Tearle, Norma
Talmadge has made a real wholesome comedy out of this bit. This sort of thing you
can take mothers, children, sisters and
sweethearts to. Houses with a family patronage will find they have the sort o.f thing
that just hits the spot. _
All you need to put it over is some real
snappy exploitation. In the first place Norma
Talmadge' s name should be made as prominent as possible because she is a real drawing
card. The lobby can be arranged to create
, the necessary urge by the use of cut-outs
of the two stars and stills showing scenes
from the picture.
There are fine possibilities for several tieups with beauty shops on hairgoods and cosmetics where the dominating theme would be
the effect of make-up to bring out or disa woman's
You guisemight
alsocharms.
arrange for a ballyhoo
getting two girls who look alike and dressing one in becomitjg clothes fitting to her
age, and the other like an elderly lady. They
should walk along side by side wearing a
sign across the backs of Iboth which reads :
"We are both Norma Talmadge. You will
understand better after you have been to the
Theatre and seen 'She Loves and
The scenes in which the actress appears
in her elaborate clothes will also make exmaterial for women's
shop betie-ups.
All
sorts ofcellent
interesting
displays can
arranged
with stills of Miss Talmadge serving as background and fitting catchlines tying-up with
the showing at the neighborhood llieatre.
Perhaps nothing -will attract more quickly
than a display of money. Get a batch of
stage Libills
es.' "of various denominations and placard the lobby and the outside of the theatre with them. You might also distribute
some to the public if you ararnge to have
the name of the theatre and the picture
printed on the reverse side.

It's a Great Picture
BOOK INTERNATIONAL NOW
AND GET THE BEST
PICTURES OF THE GREAT
KENTUCKY DERBY
ALWAYS FIRST—
ALWAYS BEST—

s

'She Loves and Lies'
Serio-Comedy Released by Sehnick
BRIEF: Young Marie Cailenaer is left a fortune
on condition she marry the man of her choice. This
person is mediate
a young
man veryas much
m need
funds. Disguised
an old
womanof imshe
extracts his promise to marry her in return for
which she gives him the necessary sum ot money.
She gradually grows younger till she finally reveals
herself
as a that
younghe girl,
ascertained from
her husband
loveshaving
her only.

INTERNATIONAL
Released Through Universal

For the
DIVERSIFIED PROGRAM
COMEDIES
NOVELTIES
OUTDOOR DRAMAS
SHORT SUBJECT SPECIALS
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SHOWMANSHIP

Appropriate

Music

for

Motion

Pictures

After Twelve Years Experience in Aiding Picture Programs with Appropriate Melody
Albert F. Brown Makes Some Suggestions for Better Musical Presentations
IF should
the "movie"
return patron
to the ofsitea decade
of the ago
old
home town picture house, he surely
would exclaim, ungrammatically but truthfully: "How times has changed!"
In place of the "picture palace" that
looked like a tie-up with "That TumbleDown
in Athlone," magnificence
he would findanda
structureShack
of architectural
artistic splendor. Instead of nickelodeon,
shooting gallery entertainment, he
would see picture presentations of
plays and poems. And the out-of-tune
piano, with the not-so-good musician
tearing "Hearts and Flowers" from its
vitals, would be conspicuous by its absence. In its place would be an orchestra— small, symphony or grand —
or an organ speciallj' constructed for
motion
picture playhouse requirements.
Formerly confined to the ceremonials of churches, artistry and mechanical ingenuity have combined to elaborate the tonal qualities of the pipe
organ with the orchestral and symphonic unification that lend reality to
the magic changes that appropriate
synchronization exacts.
Audiences are divided into two
classes — the conservative and the popular. To please both is no easy task.
For the former the organist must be
able to select from his library music
ranging from the trivial to the heavy
classical. The popular element will respond with noisy appreciation to a
pretty melody, spiced v/ith a bit of
syncopation.
ONE must be blessed with a keen
sense of the fitness of things as
well as with a sense of humor, in order to render musical interpretations
correctly and with as much variety
the circumstance of the picture permits. Yet, one must use care not to
be over-zealous or too dramatically
correct. The type of picture, and the
star must always be considered. A reliable producing company, a good director
and a well-known star, when making a
dramatic scene will run pretty true to
form. Whatever the nature of the musical
accompaniment it must be of first class material.
If the picture is a "cat-in-the-bag" affair
— then be careful! The production may be
poorly made and dramatically ridiculous.
The music should be neutral, for active
music may create a burlesque eflFect. The
higher the type of patron, the better hi.';
judgment and the keener his sense of
humor.
With the mass of literature written especially for the organist and musical director; the hundred and one "don't-do's"
and "won't-do's" constantly aimed at aspiring organists, my contention is that
there are a great many organists who have
a dependable knowledge of how a musical
program should be laid out and played.
Now I want to take up the matter from
this point — the experienced organist. I re-

Just as there is a basic principle that
applies to the big first-class theatres, with
their grand orchestras, soloists, and so
forth, and their system of applying quality,
sense of balancing and presentation in
proper exhibitor
co-ordination,
so has
the average
small
the same
cycling
parallel
for his rut system.
Just a moment. I know that Mr. Average Exhibitor will say he always balances
his program. He can show a weekly,
a cartoon, a two-reel slapstick comedy
and a rip-roaring seven-reel feature
full of action, train wrecks and rough
necks arid here he will say he has
a "show full of pep."
I say the average exhibitor has a
rut system.
Mr. Community Exhibitor is showing a very good feature. If, by chance,
his short subjects and feature conMusic May Make or Mar
trast, he smiles and says, "Well, here's
a well-balanced show."
ment
entertain
picture
MOTIO
shouldN not consist of so many
THE show starts. First, a weekly;
the music follows closely with the
reels of film — so much celluloid footusual marches and incidentals. Next
age, but rather of a carefully selected
the cartoon. Some popular music —
and blended combination of program
properly. By this time, the audience is
units.
in pretty good mood, having seen,
and heard a diversified program. Mr.
The musical program is half the
Big Exhibitor, at this stage of the
show and must be treated with the
program,
his audience
soloist, gives
possibly followed
by aa fine
scenic,
respect which it deserves. It may be
with
beautiful
orchestral
effects.
Thus
made an invaluable presentation aid,
a receptive mood is created for the
or may turn a fine feature into a pitibig feature picture. But Mr. Small
ful burlesque.
Exhibitor has a two-reel comedy to
follow his cartoon and the music naAnd the responsibility is with the
continuescomedies
to "jazz there
it up."is conAnd
exhibitor. As a well-balanced prowith theturally
usual
tinual sameness in the music.
gram attractively presented will bring
Then sure enough, Mr. Exhibitor
him reward, so a slap-dash combinaremembers that he has on schedule a
tion of mediocre picture and hit-orserialItor issome
"hit-or-miss"
miss musical accompaniment will
er.
on schedule
and two-reelmust be
surely cause condemnation and loss of
paid for, therefore, must be run. So
the natural thing to do, in his estimapatronage.
tion, is to tell the operator to squeeze
it in somehow before the feature, Believing that it will further "pep up"
tion pictures. My intention is to point out the show." Besides,
"the kids must see it."
to Mr. Exhibitor that he, not his organist,
is responsible for the musical part of his
A LAS, poor patrons! They must sit
■'^ through another half hour of so-called
program.
"pent up" entertainment. The organist,
having finished his marches for the weekT AM speaking of that type theatre where
his popular music for the cartoon, his
the pictures are the sole presentation jazzly, for
the comedy, now starts on his
and either a small orchestra or lone orsecond
wind
for the "rough stuff" in the
two-reeler.
ganist furnish the musical program.
There are thousands of this type of theaBy the time the audience is led up to
tre; in fact, they constitute the majority the feature picture, all desire for looking
in the industry and therefore, the exhibitor longer at a screen is pretty sadly destroyed
who owns and operates a theatre of this and the receptive mood so carefully cultitype, if he will stop to analyze the situation
vated is devastated.
and consistently stick to the solution, can
The small exhibitor must emulate his
make decided changes for the improvement
big brother and offer as entertainment a
of his performance.
of aDiversified
He
must realize that
show is notUnits."
constituted
Facts are facts, and just as every rule "Combination
has its exception, so has every exception
manyentertainment
reels, units.
but rather
diits rule. Personally, I have been actively by just soversified
Whenby this
engaged in this business for over twelve realization is universal then every exhibitor
years, catering to the high-class residential will aid in maintaining the high entertaincommunity theatre.
ment level of the first class theatres.

By ALBERT F. BROWN
Organist, Forest Hills Theatre, Forest Hills,
Long Island, Seasons 1922-23-24.
fer to the lone organist, because what 1
have to say deals with the every-day house
— the small theatre, the first-class community theatre. My intention is not to
give a sketch of the details of musical synchronizations and interpretations for mo-
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>adway

Hiram

Abrams

Transforms

For Presentation

Criterion Theatre
of "Dorothy

to H addon

Hall

Vernon^

BROADWAY- WISE crowds stopped and of Hiram Abrams, president of
United Artists. Hiram Abrams, the
and rubbed their eyes. Yes it was
real
weren't dreaming.
magnetic pole around which "stars" rewas —anthey
Elizabethan
mansion onThere
the volve.
site so long occupied by the Criterion.
What was it all about? Then the
buzzing began. And now the millions
from the Battery to the Bronx, from
the wilds of Brooklyn to Corona, over
in Queens, know that Mary Pickford is playing in "Dorothy Vernon of
Haddon Hall" at the Criterion.
And at ten thousand breakfast and
dinnet tables they talk of modern magic

fpHIS
thewhen
wayhe Hiram
Abrams issmiled
waved
the wand which caused the Criterion's
And
this is now
thetransformation.
theatre looked
as "The Covered Wagon" made
way for United Artists' "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."

"Dorothy Vernon" was to open Monday. After the Show Friday night the
transformation began. The "Covered
Wagon" display which for two years
had been familiar to Times Square
was demolished. Bit by bit the work
proceeded. The scaffolding rose higher
and higher. Great mullioned windows
were fashioned. All Broadway watched.
By show-time Monday night "Dorothy
Vernon's" home for the next year or so
was completed.
Fifteen men worked for four weeks
to mold and cast the Haddon Hall replica. The main electric sign contains
4,000 twenty-five watt lamps and six

•THE
miracle completed,
this is how Hi•^ram Abrams
tells the world
by day and
by night inthat
starring
the"America's
masterly Sweetheart"
adaptation ofis
Charles Major's famous novel "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall" at the Criterion.
miles of wiring. The entire theatre
front is flooded with the light of twelve
searchlights of 1,000 watts each. Under
the marquee the walls are illuminated
by 300 one hundred watt lamps.
The wig topping the statue of "our
Mary" which peers from one of the
windows, contains some thirty pounds
of human hair. Its curls are seven feet
long,
areis "permanently
waved."with
And and
so it
that Hiram Abrams
a wave of his magician's wand, has
brought to Broadway the picturesque
Elizabethan country seat builded in
Derbyshire, England, in the early
twelfth century, to house his dramatization of Charles Major's world-read
volume "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall." .

May 24, 1924
Times Square Stunts
Broadway has three exploitation ideas
within a distance of three blocks.
"Secrets" is playing at the Astor Theatre, and across the street several stories up
is a searchlight directed straight into the
lobby. The shaft of brightness is conspicuous through Broadway ether, and directs lots
of attention to the production.
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" is
showing at the Criterion Theatre. The
whole front of the house has been changed

EXPLOITATION
IDEAS
incidentally a candy man donated a couple
of hundred bags of confections — which made
Mabel the candy kid with the children
She also distributed a Hupmobolie load
of donated cigarettes at the Marine Hospital— to the accompaniment of clicking cam-
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canvas on the sand against a background
of a painted camel and pyramids.
The display was put in at comparatively
little expense as a lobby ballyhoo for the
Norma Talmadge production. Palms, a
foreground of grass and an Arabian costume
for the ballyhoo artist helped make it as
realistic as possible. It served its purpose,
for it drew the curious eyes of movie crowds
and helped attract attention to the theatre.
* * *
Ice for
A stunt that
drew 'Icebound'
as big as the picture
was put across by Manager Sasseen, Queen
Theatre, Galveston, for Paramount's "IceA three hundred pound cake of ice was
frozen around a metal sign carrying the
title of the picture and a big red heart.
The ice was put in storage nightly at the
factory.
bound." Daytimes it was displayed as far
front in the lobby as the sun would permit.
It was on skids, and there was a drip pan
underneath.
The ice cost a dollar thirty-five ; the sign
fifty cents ; half a dollar for hauling — total
two dollars and thirty-five cents. The front
of the lobby was fixed up with the title in
cut-out letters painted red and tipped with
^ ^
Tax-Payer Tie-Up

MAKING PICTURE PATRONS OF BOOK WORMS
Just one feature of the Cleveland Public Library tie-up with Universal's "Hunchback." Ina Brevoort
Roberts has boosted library attendance and theatre receipts with "Read the Book and See the Picture"
to look like a castle of the sixteenth century. Crowds of peopje stop to look and
line up at the box-office.
Right in Times Square is a scene reminiscent of the war. "The Spirit of the U. S.
A." has tied-up with the National guard,
dough-boys, gun carriages, guns, and other
martial paraphernalia is linked interestingly
to the picture.
* * *
Putting Mabel Normand Over
Recently Mabel Normand made a personal
appearance at the State Theatre, Cleveland.
The town sat up and took notice. Here
are some of the reasons why — in addition
to the attractiveness of Miss Normand herself.
The exploiteers got up early and convinced the Hupmobile agent of the publicity
possibilities attendant upon supplying Mabel
with a car and driver during her Cleveland
sojourn.
Probably the boys borrowed the car pending the star's arrival — anyhow they
dropped in the News-Leader offices long
enoughmerchants.
to prepare an advertising tie-up with
local
One of the prominent ads was that announcing the arrival of the film favorite
and the opening of a shoe shop.
The ten citizens suggesting the best slogaii
for the shop were invited to take luncheon
with Mabel at the Hotel Statler. Of course
she was the first customer.
Not to play favorites, the publicity promoters sallied over to the Press and arranged for a children's marble shooting contest— Miss Normand was to give the kids
a few lessons just to show her versatility.
Somehow or other photographs of this
stunt appeared on page one of the Press. And

eras and the scratch of reporters' pencils.
Miss Normand's activities were covered
from the city room of the papers as well
as by the regular motion picture critics.
Double space. She met all the city officials,
many photographic plates being used during
the ceremony.
The Allen Theatre orchestra director journeyed to City Hall in order to present her
with the first copy of his first Victor record.
Then Mabel spoke to the city via radio, and
attended a dinner given her by the City Club.
During their spare moments Exploiteers
Malaney and Franklyn played kelly pool, and
yawned wishes that something might turn
up afternoon.
which would really
them busy for
an
^ ^ keep
^
* * *
Rival for Rudolph
The sheik himself decorated the lobby
when the Messerole Theatre, Brooklyn, N.
Y., played
National's "Song
of Love."
He
puffed First
his windjammer
pipe outside
the
painted stripes of his tent under a starry

UUGHS

"The Uninvited Guest" had been booked
"ice."'
into the Lyric several weeks ahead of its
actual playing date. It happened, however,
that about the time the Minneapolis Journal began a campaign in the city for the
reduction of th ehigh municipal taxes and
rent in order to relieve the great housing
shortage. For greater effectiveness the Journal designated the staggering extra expense
to the rent-payer and the tax-payer as "The
problem they brought it more forcibly to
the attention of the Minneapolis voters without resorting to tedious technicalities, so the
editors explained. These articles appeared
for many days as a leader down two columns
on the front page, always headed in bold
black type, "The Uninvited Guest."
The Lyric management immediately
brought the booking of Metro's "The
Uninvited Guest" into effect, advertising the engagement heavily in all the
papers, particularly, the Journal. The attention of the entire city, naturally focused
on the campaign of the Journal, was quickly taken advantage of, and the box office
receipts of the Lyric for the run went up
for a new record as the theatre's patronage, always heavy, more than doubled.
Now You Tell One
The tired businessman brought home tickets^ for thesaid
family
"ThewasChechahcos."
"Dad,"
the toson,seewho
up-to-theminute on movie matters, "You're going to
see more action for $2.00 than you ever saw
before
in your
"I dont
know, life."
son," sighed Pa, wearily.
"That's all I paid for my marriage license."

NOWSEUING
Di^ndivePidures Corporaiion

Natural fun
leaping
from
the basic
situations
makes this
one of the

GeorgeArliss//^
presents ^
with TAYLOR
HOLMES
^^20^AWEEK'
and EDITH ROBERTS

mostiant comedybrillseason's
dramas.

Forrest Halsey's version of Edgar Franklin's "The
Adopted Father." Directed by Harmon Weight.
BUY IT from SELtNICK
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THE Strand Theatre, Milwaukee, put over
Selznick's "Daughters of Today" with an
unusual campaign, which was engineered by
the combined efforts of Lloyd Willis, special
exploitation representative for the picture,
and Stan Brown, the theatre manager.
The advertising campaign started, after
with circus
publicity had hit all the onpapers,
150 street cars;
advertisements; posters
at the
window displays; a striking frontlife
size
Strand with flapper heads double
tie-up
a
and
;
peeping over a titled banner
donated a
with an automobile company whichflapper
s, as
new car and from which two
g
Flirtin
of
ity
Fratern
the
from
"Delegates
the pubout cards, invited
Flappers," handed
lic to "Come on to ow party at the Strand
Theatre."
„ .
, ^ ^t.
g about the picThe whole town wasg, talkin
e did,
ture before the openin and the pictur
as much business as m
two days, us.
in the firstweek
previo
the whole
* * *
nt
with the "want-ad" departme
TIEA of
with
theUPCanton News was arrangedford
excellent results when Mary P'ck, wass
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall
e, CanGrand OperaerHous
shown at the limi
of tickets
ted numb
ton O. A
a mis-spelled
were offered as prizes in
word contest. The word appeared
p
among the "want ads." The tie-u
picpublicity offorthethepaper
excellent colu
brought in the
.
mns
news
ture
thy
for "Dorotore
ged ng
arranleadi
tie-ups the
Other
book-s
Ve-non" with
Dunin connection with the Grosset andCharle
s
lap motion picture edition of
Major's novel; with the Central News
g newspaCompany at all standsandsellin
various
pers and periodicals statiowith
nery.
dealers in books and
In the lobby of the Grand Opera
House was a general display of 11x14
and 22x28 lobby cards, and a large frame
with eighteen stills from the production.
ng sign announcing the feaA swingi
ture was hung under the canopy. In the
gn twelve twenty-four
lithograph campai
sheets, twenty-six sheets, 150 one
sheets, and a special assortment of
dates. This was backed by a liberal
display advertising campaign m the
■ne\yspapers.

re, Rofchester,
THE Eastman Theat
which
New York, issuesi a program ion
to
contains much of interest in addit
the schedule of diversified entertainment
offered. The theatre is the property of
the University of Rochester, being a gift
to that institution from George reEastman. The profits from the theat are
used for the promotion of the musical
interests of the city.
At least half a page in each issue
is devoted to the coming attraction. For
was
Brummel"carried
"Beau
when
instance,
the program
week,
the next
due
a quarter page picture of Barrymore as
the handsome dandy, and filled another
quarter page with a brief but fascinating
and the "Beau"
picture
the the
story of Thus
patrons are_ apprized
himself.
of what is offered for the coming week,
and their turiosity is whetted by the
artful description of the photoplay to
be shown.
THE idea of full page co-operative
advertisements is gaining favor
daily. Over in Sunbury, Pa., the
Strand
TheatreBlanchard
played "Scaramouche."
AH
Manager
had to do was
to let the folks know when the picture
was booked — and as if by magic several page ads appeared in the "Sunbury
The layout used called for four ads
Daily."
to the page, lots of white space and a

AT

ADVERTISING
AIDS
slug
bearing
whiteIt
against
blackthein title
the "Sparamouche"
center of each inad.
is interesting that, as usual with such cooperation, both the theatre and the advertising merchants reported satisfaction.
* « >
SO well did Charlie Morrison, Imperial
Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.. advertise
"Fair Week" that the Secretary of the
State Fair Association was kept busy explaining that the "Fair" was only one ot
Charlie's stunts.
Four days before opening all papers carried ads : "Next Week Is Fair Week." Two
days before opening Morrison advertised
concessions for "Fair Week" and received
several replies. A carnival front was put on
the theatre and the fconcessionaires sold hotdogs, peanuts, popcorn, orangeade and ice
cream cones at reduced prices. Balloons and
other trophies were given away.

TT is a fact that any moving object attracts
-■- instant attention. A little theatre on Murray Hill, New York, makes use of this truth
every week or so.
Window display cards art fastened together in threes to form triangles. Cords are
attached, and a dozen or more of these threecornered ads are suspended from the marThere they flutter and sway ai the whim
of every vagrant breeze, and folks passquee.
ing through the street cannot help looking. Glances wander from the triangles
to the lobby, and their feet follow the
direction of their* eyes
* *to the box-office.
SOME
copy
headedcorking
with good
catchadvertising
line«, brought
plenty of ropolitan
patronage
Grauman'sforMetTheatre, Losto Angeles,
recent attractions. Credit goes to Jeffery
Lazarus, publicity director of the million
dollar showhouse.
Just as an example — one of many —
too many to print — the Metropolitan
headed one ad: "No Lightship May
Leave Its Moorings Until Relieved."
Then the copy explained: "This Is
'The Code of the Sea.' " An attention
compelling synopsis of the action foland toafter
reading
came lowed—
down
see the
show. the ad folks * * *
T|r7
HEN.Syracuse
"The Love
playedandat
^ the
Strand,Master"
Cliff Lewis
Manager Walter MfcDowell "went to
the dogs" for their publicity. Of course
j'ou remember that the picture stars
"Strongheart."
Cliff made a list of all the dog owners in the city and mailed four thousand
of them cards carrying the canine actor's photo and announcing his "personal" appearance in conjunction with
the picture. A personal t ouch was
added by having the cards handwritten
— not multigraphed or printed.
The papers came through in gr-ea»style with feature stones and lots of
photographs. One of these shawecJ"
"Strongheart" at table with a waitefserving his breakfast
* « *
ly/TANAGER
BROWNING
up atsom^
the
Olympia in New Haven got

An attention
pelling Doster
out whichstepwilt
them
your lobby to
the Selznick

BEirV
CpMPSOH
GRAHAM CUTtS PRODUCTION
WONAH

the Adams Theatre, Detroit, John
Kunsky has booked "The Mysteries of
Mah-Jongg" for an indefinite run. Kunsky
gave the Arrow picture a big play-up and
used many decidedly novel stunts arousing
the interest of all those who are "rujining
wild"
over the Chinese mystery game.
Among other things Kunsky distributed a
large number of heralds which looked surhke theto old
no washee"
signs we prisingly
used
get "no
fromtickee
Charlie
Young.
Curiosity was only partially satisfied when
the reading was deciphered as the title of
the picture — and fully satisfied when the
folks flocked to the showhouse to view the
film.

TO

WOMAN

good newspaper stuff over when "George
Washington, Jr.," played the city that
Yale made famous.
It wasn't a new stunt — ^but it packed
'em in and that's the important part.
The newspapers carried coupons.
These and the small sum of one dime
—"the tenth part of a dollar." as the
spieler used to shout, would admit any
kid to a special Saturday morning pe-formance. The "New Haven Union"
gave the idea plenty of publicity, and
sufficient interest was aroused to bringr
the youngsters to the box-office in droves.
The kids went home and ballyhooed
the show, and the rest of the family
came down in the evening. After all,
the
teersyoungsters
of all. are the greatest exploi-.
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WITH all the charm, unfailing
appropriateness and adaptaNature's own deep
sea
gems,bility of marvelously
retaining
their lustre throughout the years.
Regent Pearls are indeed "the
Flapper's Gift."

■REGENT
PEARLS
espedaSly attractive
to theare Flapper
generation because they are so
surprisingly moderate in price,
some of the most favored strands
costing but a few dollars — and
guaranteed !

■■Iflilrij-n

The

Perfect

Insists

Upon

Flapper

Regent

Always

Pearls

Wl HAT a tie-up for the alert screen showman! What an oppor.
tunity for the local jeweler and department store! Every girl
^^§1 in the land has a longing in her heart for pearls. And a vast
majority of those longing hearts are particularly attracted to
REGENT PEARLS because they are surprisingly moderate priced.
Every Flapper, to be a "Perfect Flapper," must insist upon
REGENT PEARLS because they are the only strands which are
of the real debutante type within the financial reach of her "Genuine"
demands. That means that a window display of REGENT PEARLS
tied up with Colleen Moore's latest creation, "The Perfect Flapper,"
will be a direct appeal to every girl in your community. Sign the
coupon below and let us help you attain this co-operative display.
Albert

Lorsch

37-39 IMaiclen Lane
Exhibitors
Trade
Review,
45 West 45th
Street,
New York City

&

Co.,

Inc.

Ncav York

City

Please have Albert Lorsch & Co. 1 Name .
forward their special window dis- I
play material so that I can take I Theatre
advantage of this national tie-up
Town
State
with "The Perfect Flapper." I have
listed herewith my play dates and
Perfect Flapper
No. of Displays
Play Dates
Desired
the number of display sets I can use.

Exhibitors Trade Review
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p

The

Most

Tie- Up

Perfect

CLIP

THIS

COUPON

EXHIBITORS TRADE
45 West 45th St.,
New York City.

REVIEW

Please have MAURICE LEVY company forward their special Hygienol
Powder Puf¥ and Dorin Rouge Window Display Material so that I can
take advantage of this national tie-up
with "The Perfect Flapper." I have
listed below my play dates and the
number of display sets I can use.
Name
Theatre
Town

State

Perfect Flapper

No. of Displays

Play Dates

Desired

Sensible

With

'The

Flapper'

p OWDER Puffs and Rouge are
assuredly the flapper's standby.
A flapper is really not a flapper at all
without them. In fact, study either
the title or the picture proper in conjunction with Miss Colleen Moore's
latest photoplay, "The Perfect Flapper," and you will be forced to admit
that the most sensible window display tie-up in all the list of possibilities is certainly —
HYGIENOL

POWDER

AND DORIN

PUFFS

ROUGE

rerE will be pleased to send either
to you, or any druggist you name,
special Hygienol Powder Puif and
Dorin Rouge window display material — reading: "The Perfect Flapper"
Always Uses Hygienol Powder Puffs
and Dorin Rouge.
Simply sign the attached coupon ard
we will forward the displays. We
will also immediately notify all of
our dealers in your community of
your desire to co-operate with him
for bigger box-office receipts on the
picture and bigger counter sales on
our products.

KISS COMPACTS

SELL

'PERFECT FLAPPER'
Free Window Displays for Showmen
Playing Colleen Moore Film
T' HE rnention of the name of Djer-Kiss
to ladies has the same effect as the mention of Gillette Safety Razors to men.
Both iminediately set the mind working on
a subject with which it is familiar. That
id because the products are constantly brought
to the attention of the public through pubHcations that are read by millions, through
poster signs, booklets, circulars and myriads
of other publicity matter.
However, it is with Djer-Kiss alone that
we have to deal here, and when showmen
playing the First National Colleen Moore
attraction. "Flapper Wives" are told that the
Djer-Kiss concern is ready to throw into
the Breach a generous portion of its advei-t;jinR budget, in the shape of window
displays advertising the Djer-Kiss Two-Fold
Comiiatt and the film at the one fell swoop,
they may well look hard to see what all
the shooting's about.
The Djer-Kiss Two-Fold Compact is a
small pocket receptacle containing separate
'compartments for face powder, rouge and a
mirror, so cunningly constructed as to combine utility with the finest kind of artistic
workmanship. A display of this unique commodity is well slated to catfch the feminine
eye and put her in the rarest kind of buying
mood. That's one strong selling point. Tied
up, however, with a display on "The Pe-fect Flapper," you haye a selling lure which
not only sells Djer-Kiss Compacts, but
leaves the eternal feminine unsatisfied until

seenat Colleen
hasfilm
she the
theatre."do her stuff"
the localMoore
in
Exhibitors have in this Djer-Kiss tie-un
free exploitation opportunity which should
not go unheeded. Other businesses have
profited by availinsr themselves of just this
sort of subtle merchandising. The Farmers
and Merchants Trust Company, of Greenville, Pa., had enough confidence in the appeal of Djer-Kiss Compact to offer a compact to every new depositor starting an account with five dollars or over. The showman's part in this co-operative plan costs him
not a cent. Let him start his shears working at once on the coupon in the Djer-Kiss
advertisement.

HYGIEnOL
MAURICE

IMPORTER AND
■
MANUFACTURE
Y K
LEV
HYGIENOL BUILDING
120-122 West 41g! St.,
New York City

C HE should worry about gaining weight, when
•-^ she knov/s that Melto Reducing Cream will remove the excess avoirdupois without any trouble on
her part. One of the stills on "The Perfect
Flapper," suitab'e for a Melto window displav.

The

Tie-Up

Djer-Kiss

Of

and

All

the

Tie-Ups

^Flapper'

AFTER you have read all the possible window display ideas
in this National Tie-Up Section on 'The Perfect Flapper'
just stop and think what article sounds like the most logical exploitation link in your exploitation campaign. What article
is the most widely known and most popular? We believe you
will not hesitate long. Djer-Ki ss and the Flapper are synonomous. And in saying that we believe we have said all that is
necessary — except to add that you will get our fullest co-operalion by signing the attached coupon.

The above photo is an exact reproduction of
one of the simpler Djer-Kiss Window Displays which you can use for decorative purposes in your tie-up with 'The Perfect Flapper'.

CLIP

THIS

COUPON

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW,
45 West 45th St.,
New York City.
Piease have the Alfred H. Smith Company
forward their special window display material on Djer-Kiss so that I can
take advantage of this national tie-up
on "The Perfect Flapper." I have listed
below my play dates and the number of
displays
campaign. I can use in my exploitation
Name
Theatre

TWO

-FOLD

ALFRED

COMPACT

H. SMITH COMPANY
(Importers of Djer-Kiss )
15 West 34th Street
New York City

City
Street
Perfect Flapper
Play Dates
No. of Window
Sets Desired

Exhibitors Trade Revietv
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MINERALAVA WINDOW TIE-UP
ON 'PERFECT FLAPPER'
Everyone has learned the value of the
merchant tie-up. The better known the product, the better the tie-up.
In this respect the showman playing First
National's "The Perfect Flapper," featuring
of all Flapperdom, Colthat exquisite flapper consider
himself thrice
leen Moore, may
blessed in the opportunity for free window
advertising offered him. The Vivaudou
Company of New York, who are the distributors of this nationally advertised product, have joined forces with the Review and
offer every showman playing the First National attraction free publicity and advertising the value of which over-reaches that
which can be computed in sheer dollars and
cents.
Mineralava, as well known in the gentleman's barber shop as it is in the lady's
beauty parlor has a drawing power that is
worth many dollars to the exhibitor enjoying the free exploitation it gives him on
"The Perfect Flapper."

You

but that a MinerThere is no question
alava window display will have the effect of
causing male and female passersby to pause
and admire the eye-catfching exhibits for
which Mineralava displays are generally
noted, and that many of these onlookers will
to see Colleen Moore "do her stuff"
want
in
"The Perfect Flapper" at the local theatre
is only a reasonable conjecture. It will pay
the showman to get busy at once with the
coupon in the Mineralava ad.
* * *
MANY PICTURESQUE STILLS
AVAILABLE TO DEALERS
There are a variety of unique stills of
scenes and characters in First National's
"The Perfect Flapper" which are available to
merchants! who are co-operating with exhibitors in the window displays on this picture. One of Colleen Moore in a well-appointed frock offers a good nucleus around
which to build catch-lines on the Colleen
Moore Perfect Flapper Frock Contest.
Others are particularly suitable for DjerKiss, Mineralava, Hygienol Puffs, and Pert
and/ Winx displays.

Attract

With

a

Tie-Up

All

Window

With

SECTION

Eyes

Display

WINX-

THE eyes of every girl and woman in your community — and
certainly the eyes of every single flapper — will be attracted
to any window display of WINX and PERT ROUGE,
wherein the exploitation link idea with Colleen Moore in "The
Perfect Flapper" is used. And where the eyes of the ladies
are attracted, you may rest assured that you are indirectly attractmg the attention of the male gender.
ROUGE— sister products for the boudoir
and vanity case of our latest sister. The Flapper. But it doesn't
stop there. The "Swimset" Combination vanity box, containing
both products, is equally popular with women of every age.

WINX,

HYGIENOL POWDER PUFF SELLS
'PERFECT FLAPPER'
A window display that is bound to catch
the feminine eye and help turn that same eye
toward the box-office of the showman playing First National's "The Perfect Flapper"
is that offered by the Maurice Levy Company of New York, who sell the famous
Hygienol Powder Puff.
The Hygienol concern will be pleased to
send to any local druggist display material
reading, "The Perfect Flapper Always Uses
aHygienol
catchlinePowder
which Puffs
is sureandto Dorin
produceRouge,"
a favorable effect at the box-affice.
Colleen Moore, who plays the principal role
in this entertaining film, is a most likely
subject as a basis for the tie-up, and the
showman playing the film should_ not fail
to heed the opportunity for free high power
advertising and publicity this hook-up offers
him. He should get in touch immediately
with the drug-store owner and point out the
mutual profit to be had by stepping aboard
the project. The coupon in the Hygienol ad
awaits
the
rest. his bidding. The Review will do

and PERT

Read

the

PERT

Ad

THE

EYELASHES

'THE PERFECT

OF

FLAPPER'

that her eyelashes
Flapperor knows
Y more
EVER
less according to their
attract
beauty droop .and the lure of their colorful
shadows. And most Flappers know that
WINX makes every eyelash a fascinating
part of her attractiveness.
The catch lines for your Tie-up \vindo^v
cards, therefore, can be made extremely appealing along these lines. Stress the point
nor Beautithat No Flapper can be Perfect and
WINX.
ful Unless She Uses PERT

and Sign the Coupon
'pURN
to thepage
Exploitation
on another
of this Tie-Up
section Adon
PERT ROUGE. Therein you will find
a coupon which, if you will sign in fuil,
will start the big co-operative exploitation ball a-roUing.
We will notify the merchants of your
community immediately — those who
handle PERT and WINX — and between
them and yourself you should both increase box-office receipts and counter
sales.

COMPANY
ROSS
242 West 17th St.
New York

WINX
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hva

ra
^ne

A

J
Beauty

Was
Every

Flapper

Every

Woman

Every Girl —
THAT is whom you appeal to
when you tie-up with any dealt
or merchant handhng Mineralava
Beauty Clay. Think of it. Every
feminine fan in your town or
neighborhood. All of which practically means every man as well, because— you will have to take our
word for it until you see them for
yourself — there is no man who could
easily pass a window display containing the Perfect Flapper Scenes
without pausing, stopping and reading— pour pla^ dates!
Scott's

Preparations
Inc.

251 West 19th Street
New York City

k S YOU

Clay

Actually

Tie-Up

Built

Fo

That

r You

will discover in the actual story and scenes of Miss Colleen

aA

Moore's latest and surely greatest picture, "The Perfect Flapper," Mineralava Beaut]) C/ap is Nature's Way To Beauty! When you see the
"stills" of Miss Phyllis Haver undergoing her Mineralava treatments, you will
say: "Oh! What a Tie-Up!'' And in addition to the actual scene photos,
there is a set of specially posed pictures of Miss Haver, in each one of which she
is holding a bottle of Mineralava preparations. In short, the magic word of all
window display tie-up possibilities on this feature is—

Mineralava Beauty Clay is a delicately scented natural clay with remarkable health-giving qualities and which has, for the past twenty years,
brought beauty and youthfulness to thousands of women. Just as it brings

THE

beauty to Miss Haver as shown in 'The Perfect Flapper' ! Note the actual
photo below and you will realize what a remarkable co-operative merchandising
Perfect
'The and
betweencoupon
display
window
of exploitation
pieceMineralava
notify
we willFlapper'
the attached
sign tie-up
Simply
reallya is.
and
air merchants handling Mineralava in your community of the possibility they
have in co-operating with you and your play dates.

CLIP THIS COUPON
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW.
45 West 45th St., New York City.
Please have Scott's Preparations, Inc., forward their special window display material on Mineralava so that I can take advantage
of this national tie-up on 'The Perfect Flapper.' I have listed
below my play dates on the picture and the number of window
display sets I can use in my exploitation campaign.
Name
Theatre
Town
State
Perfect Flapper
No. of Window
Play Dates
Displays Desired

Exhibitors Trade Revietv
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Flapper

Perfect

Can

Be

Without

Wonderstoen

■ppVERY
^
just oneFLAPPER
thing whichknows
will there
tell heris
when she is perfect in appearance and
that is — her mirror! And when her
mirror reveals needless or superfluous
hair she knows that she must have
Wonderstoen to really erase the imperfection.
A window display tie-up with Wonderstoen means a magical entree for jou
to the attention of not only the
younger set, but women of all types.
For Wonderstoen has removed the
worries of the burning and messy of
removing superfluous hair. It actually
erases the hair as easily and as
daintly as the powdering of her face.

VANITY FAIR PRODUCTS
HELP SHOWMEN
Underui ar and Hosiery Displays a
Big Boost to Colleen Moore Film
p
with its
bro'ad
inten^ OINCIDENT
sive plan of dealer
helps
and and
campaign
of national advertising Vanity Fair Silk
Underwear and Hosiery have entered with
high enthusiasm into the Review's National
Tie-Up project on First National's "The
What this
means to the showman playing
Perfect
Flapper."
the Colleen Moore attraction, is seen when
it is told that the exhibitor receives free
exploitation from window displays that are
bound to attract no end of attention from
feminine passersby.
Vanity Fair products offer an unusually
suggestive and appropriate tie-up with so kindred a subject as a flapper picture, and it
is easy to estimate the effect of cat-chy,
snappy catch-lines with the object of turning window shoppers into movie patrons.
For one thing, breathes there any daughter
of Eve with soul so dead to the alluring
finery of sheer silk underwear and hosiery
that a display on these much sought products won't stop
her dead
her stills
tracks?of
The answer
is obvious.
Then,in with
Colleen Moore attired in Vanity Fair fineries, nothing but a sight of the inimitable
Colleen
her stuff" in the film will
suffice the"doing
onlooker.

CLIP THIS COUPON
At last/
A Safe Vleasant

Way

to "Banish Needle^^ Mir,
On the dressing table of
thousands of lovely women
is the little pink disc that
whisks away Needless Hair
as if it were a pencil mark.
No more acids, or messy
mixing, no annoying odor,
ripping out or burning.
Bellin's Wonderstoen is a magic
little compact, dainty, effective,
safe, and is actually good for
the skin.
Price $1.25.
By mail $1.35.
On sale at all Drug and Department Stores o "

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW,
45 West 45th St., New York City.
Please have
Co.
forward
theirBellin's
special Wonderstoendisplay
material so that I can window
take advantage
of this national tie-up on 'The Perfect
Flapper'. I
listedandbelow
play
the mynumber
picture
dates on thehave
of display sets I can use in connection
with my exploitation campaign.
Name

Theatre
Town

State

Perfect Flapper Play Dates
No. of Display Sets Desired

Bellin's Wonderstoen Co.
500 Fifth Ave..
New York City

"lyriNERALAVA
"The Perfect
per." 'this stillhelps
on make
the Colleen
Moore Flapfilm
makes
interest anto appropriate
a Mineralavapictorial
window device
display,forftatadding
will
surely mean much to both merchant and showman.
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SECTION

Display

CREAM

Can
With
Perfect

You

Depend

''The
On

To

Attract

Flapper

cMeeOxwill

jHeet&wHl
Reduce The

Reduce The

and Cheeks
Flapper's
Chin

Flapper's Arms

jHeettryrOl
Reduce The
Diaphragm

Reduce The
Flapper's Bust

Flapper's
cAieBlZr

will

Reduce The

Reduce The

Flapper's Waist

Flapper's Hips

jHeOir

wm

c4fe£Kr

Reduce The

will

Reduce The

Flapper's Thighs

Flapper's Calves

CLIP THIS COUPON
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
45 West 45th St., New York City.
Please have the Melto Laboratories forward their
on Melto Keducmaterial
window display
special
take advantage of .thisI
I can
K Cream so that
Flapper
Perfect
"The
on
national tie-up
and the nutnber
have listed below my play dates
of displays I can use in my exploitation campaign.

Reduce The
Flapper's Ankles

C 1923
Mel to
Laboratories

REDUCING

CREAM

>7£C. O^. PAT. Off. \

Melto Laboratories
111 East 16th Street
New York City

Get in this co-operative exploitation
campaign and increase your box-office
receipts and your local merchants' sales.
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'THE PERFECT FLAPPER' IS
HELPLESS WITHOUT PERT
The outdoor exposures of Summer or Fall,
Winter or Spring, hold no fears for the gir^i
who uses PERT Rouge. For the delight of
PERT is that IT STAYS ON, even in spite
of perspiration and constant powdering. That's
why the "Perfect Flapper" is actually helpless
without it. Ask Them — They'll Tell You.

Pert

Rouge

Makes

THE most pertinent window display tie-up with "The
Perfect Flapper" is beyond the question of a doubt
the combination display of Pert Rouge and Winx.
These two products are the "flappers' delight!"
There is no way in which you can better exploit Colleen
Moore's latest and greatest picture than by appealing to
all the feminine fans of your community and certainly
the best way of doing that is by attracting their attention

Perfect

Flappers

to the two most prominent whim accessories closest to
l.heir hearts.
That means Pert Rouge and Winx Eye Lash Nourishment— a window display that will actually increase your
box-office receipts and increase sales for your local merchant. By signing the coupon below you get the benefit
of tying up with both products.

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW,
45 West 45th St.
New York City.
I Clip This Coupon
|
Please have the Ross Company forward their special window display material so that I can take advantage of these national tie-up products,
PERT and WINX, with Miss Colleen Moore's latest picture, "The Perfect Flapper." I have listed below my play dates and the number of display sets I can make use of in my exploitation campaign.
Name

Theatre

City
Perfect Flapper
Play Dates

PERT

AND WINX WINDOWS
AID SHOWMEN

Nationally Advertised Products Back
of 'The Perfect Flapper'
T> OUGE that gives a velvety touch and rosiness that lasts until it is' removed with
cold cream or soap and water. Rouge that is
unaffected by rain, snow, wind or constant
powdering. Rouge that has a light, fluffy,
cream base which is constantly absorbed by
the skin, thus protecting it against the formation of enlarged pores !
Wouldn't a rouge so described, send its appeal straight into the heart of the girl who
would and
be aherperfect
We'll a say
would,
name isflapper?
legion. Such
rougeit
is the nationally famous Pert Rouge, which
has been conscripted as a tie-up partner in
connection with window displays that give
free exploitation to the exhibitors playing
First National's rollicking screen play, "The
Perfect Flapper."
But the Ross Company of New York who
sell Pert Rouge have not stopped there. The
concern also handles the equally famous

State .
No. of Window
....Sets Desired ...

Winx. Winx has endeared itself to members
of the fair sex for its properties that give
lustre, length, depth and enchantment to eye
lashes. And, oh, how the girlies do love
that !

CASH IN ON FLAPPER
FROCK CONTEST
r\N
"
run

page 80 of this National Tie-Up
Section
is a description
of a tocontest on Frances
Faire Frocks
be
in connection with beautiful window displays exploiting First Na"The Perfect with
Flapper."
To thetional'sexhibitor
even tht
tiniest spark of the spirit of showmanship this contest will mean that
old dame opportunity is camping on
his doorstep. It offers a free explottation that fairly sparkles and shrieks
with the promise of increased profits.
No showman can afford to miss this.
No real showman will.

In being ofTered a chance to profit by the
high dow
power
Pertanand
Winx win-to
displayspublicity
showmen ofhave
opportunity
whxch they should give immediate heed. One
could hardly think of a more appropriate
tie-up for "The Perfect Flapper," nor one
that more adequately instills a ticket-buying
desire on the part of onlookers.
Confirmed and potential flappers are naturally interested in Pert Rouge and Winx
eye-lash preparation, for the fact that these
are of an unusually durable nature. It
makes no difference what the weather conditions are or the climatic temperature, Pert
and Winx preparations stay with them. Mis's
Flapper can even take a dip into the surf
and be assured of the even tenure of her
briny.
complexion when she emerges from the
Showmen would do well to take advantage
of this stimulating opportunity. Appropriate
stills of Colleen Moore, Flappiest of the
Flapper species, will do worlds in turning
window shoppers into screen patrons. Need
anymore be said? The coupon in the Pert
ad 'and Winx ad will do the trick if the
exhibitor signs it and sends it post haste to
the Review.
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Every
Essentially
A Fact Which

HIDDEN CHARMS
REVEALED IN DISPLAYS
'J' HERE
is no denying
the exceptional
of attractiveness
possessed
by a silktouch
underwear and hosiery display. They are the
hidden
charms
of milady's
reveal the
hidden
charms ofdaintiness.
the beautyTheyof
her
personaHty
and,
in
some
cases,
her actual
character.
Clip This Coupon
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW,
45 West 45th St.,
New York City.
spePlease have Vanity Fair forwardandtheir_
suggescial wnndow displaycanmaterial
take advantage of
tions so that I
Flapper.'
'The
on
tie-up
national
this
and
play dates
I have listed below my Perfect
the number of displays I can use in my
exploitation campaign.
Name . .
Theatre
Town .
State .
Perfect Flapper
Play dates

No. of Window
Displays Desired

Perfect
Wears

Flapper
Vanity

Makes A Perfect Tie-Up With
Silk Underivear and Hosiery

man in the film industry
believe that every showWE
will quickly grasp the significance ofa window display tieer-y
Undall
Fairy.Silk
up with wearVan
andity
Especi
Hosier
when that tie-up is with
a picture dealing with
the debutante type of
girlhood such as Miss
Colleen Moore's newest
screen effort of pep and
dash, 'The Perfect Flapper. Especially when
sidoferthethatfemnoinieleyou conment
ne

Vanity Fair

choose to use in co-operation with
V^anity Fair dealers.
Up up
to to
Youyou Mr.
It's now entirely
Exhibitor. As soon as you have
booked 'The Perfect
Flapper' theletExhibitors
us knowthrough
Trade Review on the
coupon printed on this
page. All merchants
handling Vanity Fair
Silk Underwear and
Hosier}' w-ill be notified
of your request and the
displayswardedwill
either tobeyouforor
to the dealers, as you
choose. We suggest that
you work as closely as
possible with the Vanity
Fair dealers of your
community, for they are
just as anxious as you
are to attract attention
to their goods and your
motion picture program.
The sheer beauty of
these silky things makes

gender is more particular about her underdressing than our little
sister, the modern flapLike Magic
Window displays of

Vanity
wear atper. tract likeFair
magic. There
is hardly an exception
to the rule of attracting
the eye of every woman
who passes. And when
we say Women we are
only telling you the half
of it. We assume you
know about the other
half. The Men ! An
actual peep for the male
gender into the boudoir
of milady fair. A
glimpse at the silken beauty and
hidden charms. An eyeful of
attractive delight that grips the
attention and points out specificplay dates and whatever
otherally your
announcements vou may

Fair

good theirscriptionvaunte
deas possessing
the "quintessence of
A tastefulty arranged
window display of these
"things she loves to
will charm."
attract great attention
wear
the
passerby. Men and
from
women young and old will look
at the pretty things and the pretty
girls in the stills.

0

IILK

UNDERWEAR

AND

'Canity

Fair

HOSIERY
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MELTO REDUCING CREAM
AIDS SHOWMEN

LURE

HELP

Nationally
Advertised
Product Is
Available for Tie-up

CREAM ! RememjyjELTO ber REDUC
that name.ING
Can you picture the eyepulling power of such a name in a merchants' store windows? Can you picture the
unusual interest it hold.) for women of more
than ordinary avoirdupois and plumpness?
These are just a few of the amazing selling points of a Melto Reducing Cream window display, which is available to any exhibitor playing the First National Colleen
Moore attraction, "The Perfect Flapper."
'Melto Reducing Cream, nationally advertised in publications of various sorts, broadcasted in thousands of booklets and circuconlars, offers a promise to women who arehgures
cerned with the dimensions of their
which is irresistible in its appeal. How many
such are there is incalculable, but assuredly the number runs mto many numerals.
Melto is regarded among members of the
fair sex like the rain and the sunshine and
the other good things of hfe. Its benefits
are bestowed alike on the just and unjust,
the deserving and undeservmg. It makes
rigorous diet and exercising unnecessary. It
makes possible for each girl and woman,
achieve her ideal of the perold,into her
youngfectorflapper
own figure.
is a light, rose-colcream
This reducing
ored, rose-scented cream, with very much the
appearance and consistency of a good cold
cream. It is applied mt*ch the same way as
cold cream and is quite as harmless. And,
oh, how the women are going to march up
to the window displaying Melto, and admire
the picture of Colleen Moore, and want
to see just how she does her stuff at the
local theatre in "The Perfect Flapper."
booking the First National atShowmen
traction will do well to heed the call_of this
tremendous opportunity for free high-power
publicity. Aside from the significance of the
local display, the exhibitor benefits by having
his show linked up v/ith a product that carries the prestige and prominence ^hieved by
thousands and thousands of dollars of national advertising. The beauty of the whole
stunt to the exhibitor is that it costs him
not a cent to participate in the benefits. The
coupon in the Melto ad does the trick for him.
^ ^ ^
WONDERSTOEN
A
DRAWING
CARD FOR FLAPPER PATRONS
A window display that is bound to be of
important interest to hundreds of women in
every local community is that offered showmen playing First National's "The Perfect
Flapper"
by BelHn's Wonderstoen Company
of
New York.
The product the concern handles, and
which is merchandized on a national scale;
is a magic little impact that removes superflous hair. Thousands of women have used
it for the past fifteen years and continue to
indorse it. There is no question but that
a window display of this commodity tie-up
with an exploitation blurb on "The Perfect
Flapper," will turn many, many window
shoppers into movie patrons. And thnre's
no question but that a display of this kind
will attract the kind of interest that actually holds the onlooker until she — and perhaps, once in a while, he — has fathomed every

OF

PEARLS
SELL

WILL

FILM

Nationally Advertised Regent Pearls

Still fromPearls"The display.
Perfect Accompanying
Flapper" appropriate
for
Regent
card might
read "Regent Pearls — 'The Perfect Gift* for 'The
Perfect Flapper."
bit of information the display has to offer.
Showmen playing the Colleen Moore film
should not let another moment go by without giving their immediate attention to the
specifications in the Wonderstoen ad.

What

Picture Do You Want

Linked

With National
Tie-Ups?

With the hundreds of coupons
floating in through the mails,
with phone calls, personal letters and even telegrams asking
for tie-ups as described weekly
in the National Tie-Up Section,
the Review feels it has concrete
testimony of the enthusiasm that
showmen have for this great
project.
The Review wants these tieups to reach and help ALL exhibitors. With that thought in
mind we invite showmen to send
in their requests for tie-ups on
any picture they've booked or
intend booking. The Review
promises to take it up with the
producer or distributor. Write
in now for a national tie-up on
any picture in the market.

Displays for 'Perfect Flapper'
'U' \'ERY girl in the land has a longing in
•L' her heart for pearls. And a vast majority of those hearts have been attracted
to the pictures in newspapers, national publicatioriS, and booklets of the warm-toned,
moderate-priced Regent Pearls.
This oft'ers the showman playing First National's "The Perfect Flapper,", featuring the
exquisite flapper of all Flapperdom, Colleen
Moore, a unique chance to profit by the tremendous feminine urge for the gems of romance.
There seems to be nothing so alluring to
the feminine desire as pearls. Pearls have
served as the basis of romance, fiction, adventures into unknown lands and uncharted
seas since mankind first learned to value
pearls for their beauty and indestructibility.
The house of Albert Lorsch and Company
of 37-39 Maiden Lane, New York, will cooperate with exhibitors showing the Colleen
Moore attraction by sending the local jeweler, novelty dealer, gift shop, or general
store, a window display which shows the Regent Pearls to appealing advantage and also
exploits "The Perfect Flapper" by catchlines
and screen
picturesstory.
of scenes and the principal of
the
This is really an opportunity which no
showman should overlook. There is no expense or trouble
on the
exhibitor's
He
need only
clip the
coupon
in thepart.
Regent
Jearls' view.
ad,Thissign
and do
sendtheit rest
to the
officeit will
for Reinflating his box-ofiice receipts.
* * *
CIGAR DISPLAYS HELP SELL
'THE PERFECT FLAPPER'
It is commonly known that everywhere
in this broad land the flapper basks in the
warm spotlight of public interest. It is
more commqnly known that while the flapper flaps the men smoke — El Producto CiThis is no haphazard statement. The fact
that El Producto Cigars are advertised on a
principle of merchandising which gives cogars.
pious space to its merits in newspapers all
over the country, in national publications,
and through dealer helps of various so'/i, infers that the grown-up male portion of our
population supports the El Producto smoke
in no unmistakable manner.
Therein lies the cue for the showman playing First
"The National
Perfect Flapper,"
entertaining
attraction the
featuring
the
queen of flappers — Colleen Moore. El Producto will furnish window displays free to
dealers in your local community and these
displays will be so constructed as to act as
film.
a tremendous exploitation device for the
The exhibitor playing this film should need
little urging to step aboard the project and
profit by the opportunity offered him. Many,
many smokers, those who buy El Producto
cigars as well as those who step into ^he
tobacco shop for any purpose at all will see
the window display, and if human nature
•counts for anything, will want to get more
than an eyeful M the Queen of A11 Flappers
"doing her stuff" at your picture house.
So play up the El Producto tie-up. It
will
the men.
And don't
that
every get
flapper
has a daddy
and a forget
sweetheart
too.
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Actual Reproduction of
The El Producto Cigar Window Display Which Can
Be Used For Tie-up Purposes With "The Perfect Flapper."

While

Smoked

^The

El

Perfect

Flapper^

Productos

—

For

"The Perfect Flapper" with
are exploiting
WHILE
windowyoudisplays
appealing to the women and girls, do
not overlook the tie-up possibility with EL PRODUCTO,
the Cigar for Real Enjoyment — for men ! In spite of the fact
that Miss Colleen Moore's latest photoplay deals with the
youthful maidens of the debutant type, there are plenty of
real He-Men in the picture and they all smoke good cigars —
EL PRODUCTOS.
By tieing up with the cigar stores in this fashion you will
attract all the male population of your communitj/ and aiouse
an interest in the picture which migh-^ otherwise be overlooked.
And that means increased patronage at your theatre — increased
box-office receipts — more profits.

Flapped,

Real

CLIP

The

Men

Enjoyment

THIS

COUPON

EXHIBITORS TRADE
45 West 4Sth St..
New York City.

REVIEW,

Please have the G. H. P. Cigar Co.
forward their special window display
material on the El Producto Cigar so
that I can take advantage of this national tie-up on "The Perfect Flapper."
I have listed below my play dates and
the number of displays I can use in
my exploitation campaign.
Name
Theatre
City

^yBrrmlEnjaument

Street . . • •
Perfect Flapper
Play Dates
No. of Window
Sets Desired

G.

H.

P.

CIGAR

CO.,

INC.
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Elect
Town's
Perf
ectat Your
Fla
pper
Free Prizes Offered for Flapper
Contest
Theatre

boomer like
box-office
stageonea of
could
you for
IF this
every
the warm weather
weeks, that notorious case of Theatre vs.
Thermometer would be thrown out of court
for lack of evidence.
Here is a big thought : If picture producers could make their line always as irresistible to the female population as fashion
producers make clothes, your theatre thermometer could register zero in winter and 90
degrees. Fahrenheit in summer and you would
still pack
each ityear.
Consider thisthem
fact inif365'
youdaysdoubt
: Women
wear fur skins in summer, and show their
own skins in winter. Freezing cold and
blasting heat mean nothing to them just so
long as they are dressed modishly.
This is all by way of making clear to
you why First National's picture 'The Perfect Flapper" is a perfect attraction for your
box-off?ce. It tells the story of ihe flapper
— and when one thinks of a flapper the accompanying idea is clothes — clothes — clothes.
That's ninety per cent of the flapper —
clothes, fashion.
So we come back to the creator of fashions— especially flapper fashions. For the
very greatest of these — the producers of
"Frances Faire Frocks" herewith present you
with an opportunity to secure a smashing
box-office boomer which is yours for the asking.
Absorb every word that follows. The idea
is one that will strike straight to the heart
of your town — a Perfect Flapper Contest.
The makers of "Frances Faire Frocks"
are famous because they produce the very
latest vogue in flapper fashions — and spend
money lavishly to advertise them nationally.
They are live wires. No sooner was the
National Tie-Up
on "The
Perfect
Flapper"to
launched,
than they
set their
designers
work creating a series of new models known
as "Colleen Moore Perfect Flapper Frocks."
It's a permanent series in their extensive line
•work
— nameforpatented
vou. and everything. That's fast

This "Frances Faire" concern belong in the
show business. They know
how to exploit.
So Exhibitors Trade Review got busy with
them, and between us we offer not only
exceptionally beautiful window displays of
fashion frocks, but a novel, sensational "Perfect Flapper Contest" that is guaranteed to
talking. ' And the whole
whole
the
set
nothing.
you town
thing costs
Here's the plan. You tie-up on "The Perfect Flapper" with a retailer of women's
ready-to-wear garments. The dealer may
purchase the "Colleen Moore Perfect Flapper Frocks" in series of three, four or six
different
as desired.'
A most elaborate Ime models
of window
cards, signs
and other
advertising matter will be furnished. The
frocks have been posed in the various characteristic positions of Colleen Moore, and
will be so displayed in the tie-iip.

'T HE "Perfect Flapper Contest" consists of
three cornered co-operation between the
exhibitor, the local dealer and the photographer. The dealer advertises the frocks on
exhibition as "Colleen Moore Perfect Flapone ris
girl purchasing
perFrocksi"
_ for the Any
The photographe
contest.
eligible
will take her in a characteristic Colleen
Moore pose. The one who most closely resembles the stills in the tie-up window and
lobby will receive a prize of a very elaborate
combination package of Vivaudou toilet requisites, also a photograph of Colleen Moore
— autographed. She will be hailed as "The
Perfect Flapper" of your town.
To heighten interest and keep it going, the
affair has been given national scope. Every
girl who is photographed in a Perfect Flapper Frock bought from your local tie-up
dealer, Jias a chance to compete for a National Prize. This consists of a specially
imported frock which will be a^varded to
the girl whose photo is selected by tlie judges
as the best examnle of the Colleen Moore
t^-pe of Perfect Flapper.

OH, GIRLS! THERE'S A 'PERFECT FLAPPER' CONTEST AT THE CITY THEATRE!
Let's
That's what every flapper in your town will say when you play the First National attraction
featuringgo! Colleen
Moore.
This still will be typical of scenes in every flapper's home, when you announce
the
contest
Flapper'
at yourto roof.
theatre. Get Every
your youtown
has
enough friends
to for
pack The
the Perfect
housethisfrom
orchestra
all the single
flappersflapper
workingin for
through
contest
and your
window displays.

THE PERFECT FLAPPER
Here she is — Colleen herself. Making herself all
beautiful so that she may maintain her reputation
as look
"America's
Flapper."
to
well to Perfect
her laurels,
because Itshebehooves
is going herto
have a lot of competition. Just wait until
the flappers in your town learn of "The Perfect
Flapper" contest you are running at your theatre^

you ^ee
DO theatre
? Youwhatcanthis
playstunt
it up does
along for
withyour
the
dealer as an incentive to arouse the pride
of your town. There is a popular flapper
in every town. All the friends and relatives of the one in your town will be eager
to see her win the honor of being the National Prize Winner.
It sort of puts the town on the map in
a new way. "The Town With the Perfect
Flapper."ploiting thatNot
you Sunday
in exone.badIt publicity
will be inforevery
paper in the country. Some exhibitor is going to be the lucky fellow to get nation-wide
publicity for nothing. It may be you. That
all depends on just yourself. If you will
spend a little time and effort to locate a girl
who can "double" for the Colleen Moore
type, wear a "Colleen Moore Perfect Flapper Frock," and pose ala Colleen, you. can.
he the proud showman who will present the
wonderful imported frock to the winner in
your theatre.
Your town's girl wins the title of "America's Perfect Flapper." Is that worth shooting for? Ask yourself three times S-L-O-W.
Then work fast. The only condition is that
you send all photos of contestants and $1.00
as your entrance fee. That's all. The rest
is up to you, the dealer and the photographer.
This is a bare outline of the "Perfect FlapContest."fullDon't
fail ofto this
clip the
coupon
and per
receive
details
sensational
stunt. Get the coupon in with plenty of
timefit,toHughspare.
This "Frances
Faire" outA. Schroeder
and Company,
will
give treyou
a tie-up
the talk
of the that
town.will make your theaIt's a great idea, well planned, well executed. It's possibilities are enormous. It
is entirely within the scope of probability
that "The Perfect Flapper" contest may assume international scope. Exhibitors and
newsipapers both here and abroad will make
it_ so. For in this day there is no more
widely discussed person than the flapper. Get
behind this thing with every ounce of showrewards. manship you possesji. It will bring you rich

National
Tie-up
Section

1

CFllUWlIldllbi
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One

of the

box-office

most

/

promising

pictures

of the

year/
One

ofthe

best

box-office

stars/
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exploitation

and
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NATIONAL
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a
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Showmen

of Twenty

States Tell Their Theatres

Call National
The other
awake.
is
HALF the nation
half is rousing itself from the lethargic sleep induced by protracted use of
exploitation methods that were new when
navigator Noah anchored the ark on Aararat. Each day some showmen come to life
with a whoop, fling free from precedent and
dash madly after the National Tie-Up band
wagon which is marching majestically along
with flags flying and four brass bands playing "Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here."
Coast to Coast Enthusiasm
From Kentucky, the Julep State, comes a
hurry-up from Broadway Amusement Enterprises ;Donovan Amusement Company in
conservative Massachusetts specials in for all
tie-ups ; requests from the Princess Theatre,
in
Dakota, Loew's
Bijou, inlieAlabama,
andSouth
the Olympia
in Connecticut
side by
side.
From the Strand, in Maine, to the Plaza,
in California, exhibitors everywhere heartily
hail the National Tie-Up idea, and join the
throng who are letting tie-up windows talk
for their theatres.
Ohio house
Theatres
are right
line, as
is Loew's
their sister
in Georgia.
Thein Supreme
Theatre Circuit of New York, the Strand, in
Wisconsin, the Capitol, in Pennsylvania — but
why continue. Showmanship slang has given us a word which sums it all up. The
National Tie-Up is a WOW!
The Avalanche Grows
Exhibitors Trade Review is laboring
mightily to make steady progress toward the,
■absolute perfection of its stupendous show-

Capital Exhibitor

Triumph

SECTION

Everywhere
Tale Through

Tie-Ups Stupendous Showmanship
manship idea. As an avalanche grows
greater and gathers impetus in progress, so
has this exhibitor service assumed gigantic
proportions in a few short weeks.
First there was "Beau Brummel," Warner Brothers cameo picture. And the landslide started ! Then came "Recoil," the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan drama of thrills and
heart throbs. And the clamor on National
Tie-Up became a roar ! Followed "The
Chechahcos,"
Exhibitors' Alaskan epic. AndAssociated
the rear reverberated
from
coast to coast.

Windows

and

Success
This Week's Windows
pLEVEN national manufacturers are vnth
you this week in a campaign to sell "The
Perfect Flapper" through many windows.
Their products
are known
wnerever
adver-of
tisements are read.
Take full
advantage
this million dollar publicity which you receive free through Exhibitors Trade Review.
Clip every coupon. Send them in early
and avoid the rush. Read the National TieUp Section word for word. If we can improve this exhibitor service tell us how.
And test
gainoutlined
national
publicity
on page
eighty.through the con-

This week, First National's "The Perfect
bulous about National Tie-Ups. It is not a
generalization — not a far-fetched, half-baked
wheeze. Exhibitors Trade Review simply
presents to showmen, as a part of its exhibitor service, million dollar exploitation —
free ! That's all. But that's plenty. Plenty
to arouse coast to coast comment ; plenty to
kindle a fire of enthusiasm the flame of
which pcasts new light on motion picture merchandising
Spare Our Blushes
Again we must force our head to the surface of the congratulatory flood which has
engulfed us and splutter a few words of
thanks for the appreciative applause which
has heartened our efforts.
It would be discourteous and ungrateful
to
ignore which
the demands
!" and
"Author!"
emanate for
from"Speech
exhibitors
in
twenty states.asSowe
—
"unaccustomed
are to public speak"There isn't much to

Backs

National Tie-Ups
FISCHER'S PARAMOUNT THEATRES
Madison, Wisconsin
Parkway
Madison
Majestic
Theatre
Theatre
Theatre
Exhibitors Trade Review,
45 West 4Sth Street,
New York City.
Dear Sir:
I have been reading with much interest
the story of the window tie-ups with the
various national advertising concerns in conjunction with the exploitation campaign for
John
Barrymore
I have
arrangedin a"Beau
contestBrammel."
with the local
Display
Men's
Association
on
this big feature, whereby forforoneourweekdateprior
to, and also during the engagement of this
picture at the Parkway Theatre, they will
co-operate with us on giving us window displays.
I am offering fifty dollars (SSCOO) in
prizes to the three best window dispJavs in
this feature, and have the boys all working
hard gathering ideas for this event.
I am enclosing you t^e coupons, and
would thank you very much for securing
advertising matter from these firms, also
any co-operation I may receive from them in
this regard.
Madison is the capital of the state of Wisconsin, and the principal stores front around
the State Capitol, all of which helr-s materially. Thanking you for your assistance
in putting this picture over to a deserved
success, I am.
Sincerely,
(Signed) WALTER D.General
NEALAND,
Manager
Operaing eleven theatres in Wisconsin and
Illinois.

Many

!

XJ AVE you been fasciPhylUs' how
fair
ness?nated
And bywondered
she
does
it?
The
secret's
out!
Marvel no
more for
—
it's Mineralava
! See
yourself in this still from
First National's 'The
Perfect Flapper."

Flapper," and eleven perfect tie-ups with national manufacturers whose products are nationally advertised. And next week Selznick's sensational expose "Missing Daughters"— a picture with 'a great moral message
for the fathers, mothers, brothers and
daughters of America. A picture — plus.
Plus National Tie-Up Exploitation that will
set picturedom agog !
The Record
That is what has been accomplished for
exhibitors by Exhibitors Trade Review
during the brief existence of this plan to
publicize picture "Through Many Wiiidozm."
There is no bunk — no slush — no "banana
oil" about it. The record stands — and we
stand on the record. A record of accomplishment_ of which we are pardonably proud.
There is not the least thing hazy or ne-

say, ingfellows.
Deeds
. . . ." impressive
are more
than words — and we
are better doers than
talkers. W e tried hard
— we are trying hard —
to give
youbest
the you
best can
we
have^
— the
get — the best obtainable. We're glad you
like it. We're glad you
boys 'all got in the
parade.
in but
the
rear ranks,Not
either,
right up front carrying
the banner. It's great !
Keep it up. We will
too. And between us we'll knock 'em dead.
That's about all, fellows. We'll buy if you
know
plause.)a place. Thank you." (Prolonged apLest You Forget
Remember that we are doing this for you.
Remember that you 'are one of the Big Five :
Exhibitor, Producer, Exhibitors Trade Review, National Advertiser and Dealer. And
youYoucome
have first.
done your share nobly. Continue
to do so. You have ideas, thoughts, suggestions on this plan of ours. Let us have
them. Write in and tell us what you think
about it all ; how we can improve upon the
idea : what we, or the producer, or the national manufacturer can do to make the National Tie-Up bigger, or better, or easier
for you.
Don't )ims a National Tie-Up Section ever!
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RICH REWARDS
Showmen Urged to Take Advantage of
Free Window Publicity
\ GAIN the Review calls attention to the
superlative free exploitation offered to
showmen booking Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's
"Recoil," in connection with the window displays of nationally advertised products, displays that help turn thousands of window
shoppers into movie patrons. Here they are —
listed for venience,
the showman's
inspection
andtrivial
conleaving him nothing
but the
detail of clipping the coupon, signing it and
sending it to the Review.
What a sparkling array of prestige and
good-will builders : Onyx Hosiery, known
the country over through intensive advertising in national magazines, in trolley car
poster advertising and through a myriad of
dealer helps.
Inecto Hair Tint. The most recent vogue
in
the Made
glorification
woman's
crowning
glory.
in everyof shade
so that
every
woman in your town may have the tint of
hair she most admires. Not only the girls
who buy, but the girls who see Inecto displays, will want to see Betty Blythe in "ReDeltah Pearls. What rom^.nce, what adcoil."
ventures, are involved in the thought of
pearls. The gems of the South Seas have
always excited the imagination of human
beings. And as for the ladies, well now,
could you want a better reason for holding
out a cordial welcome to a Deltah Pearl
window display?
Another fine drawing card as regards the
pulling power of window displays is that
sponsored by Chinwah. Chinwah stands for
perfumes, powders and cosmetics that have
a host of friends. Many of these friends
canBoncilla
be your Beautifier.
friends whenAsj'ouwell
playknown
"Recoil.in'
Milady'sshop.
beautyA parlor
in the
barber
displayasthat
hits gentlemen's
both sexes
between the eyes at one blow.
Venida Hair Nets. These have a national
significance for prestige and selling power
that needs little emphasis to impress that
point here. Get in on a Venida Window display. It is yours for the mere asking.
Then a Nemo Corset tie-up. Can you
possibly conceive of a corset display that
wont make the ladies stop, look and look
again ! Well hardly, and when that display
is sponsored by Nemo, so much more for
your profit if you figure in it.
TIE-UP
Cherk
Tie-Ups
Wanted

COUPON

on 'RECOIL'
NAME OF TIE-UP
Onyx Hosiery
Inecto Rapid
Deltah Pearls

Am't.
Displayof
Wanted

SECTION

'BEAU
BRUMMEL'
TIE-UP
COUPON
Check
Tie-Ups
Am t. of
NAME OF TIE-UP
Displays
Wanted
Wanted
Glove Industries
Fashionknit Ties
Personality Clothes
Sampson's Jewelry
Mineralava
Vivaudou
Sta -Shape Hats

Citv
Plav Dates
SPARKLING

ARRAY

OF TIE-UPS

FOR 'CHECHAHCOS'
Showmen booking the Associated Exhibitors' wonder picture of Alaska, "Chechahcos"
are reminded that a host of sparkling national window display tie-ups are available to
1 city. their show free advertising and pubgive
Borden's Condensed Milk, known the world
over and the standby of present humanity
as well as those hardy pioneers who braved
the dangers of ice floes and zero weather,
offers excellent co-operation. Zepherized
Knit Underwear, Sterno Canned Heat and
Thermo Sport Coats offer various appropriate and sales-stimulating displays that should
not be overlooked. La Palina Cigars throws
into the breach the prestige of its immense
national advertising. Last but not least, the
Auto A^acuum Ice Cream Freezer display is
something no showman should miss. The coupon, if filled out and sent in, will do the
trick of earning free displays.
The

Auto

Ice Cream

Vacuum

Nemo Corsets
Chinwah Perfumie
Theatre . .
Manager . .
City
Play Dates

SHOWMEN
playing
Warner Brothers'
screen classic,
"Beauthe Brummel"
are reminded that the sparkling array of national
window displays
tie-ups as
by Exhibitors Trade Review,
are effected
theirs for
the
asking, without any trouble or expense.
One look at the list of nationally advertised products should convince even the most
skeptical what profits there are in store for
those who take the initiative in falling in
line. For example, in the Glove Industries,
seventy-five per cent of the industry selling
gloves is a partner to the wide campaign advertising the Warner feature.
The lure of neckwear is eloquently established in the fact that more people buy ties
through being attracted to them by appealing window displays than really need them.
A human re-action by which the exhibitor
naturally profits, when in the same window
with a Fashionknit tie, his film is exploited.
"Beau Brummel" attained supreme heights
of popularity by reason of the manner in
which he wore his clothes. Many years of
trade prestige and national advertising stand
behind Personality Clothes, a concern whose
window displays will feature your program
in your community if you will but say the
word. Sta-Shape Hats is a trade name that
if really a household term in homes where
the
actually
bareheaded.
in onmenthedon't
fact gothat
the people
stoppingCash
off
to admire the Berg product will see an announcement of the presentation of "Beau
Sampson's Dress Jewelry, in a neat artistic
display, will help mightily to turn window
shoppers into movie patror.s. All yours for
the asking. Mineralava Clay, as well known
in the lady's beauty parlor as it is in the
gent's barber shop will add impetus to the
interest in "Beau Brummel."
\'ivaudou Products, Known the country over
tbrongli advertising in national magazines,
window placards, and sign posters, is another
great het for you, in giving you the value
of
its immense
selling
appeal. good- will, human interest and
A variety of stills showing scenes from
"Beau Brummel" will figure in the different
displays. These are of a nature that will
so vividly arouse the cupidit}^ of the onlooker that nothing but a showing of the
film will satisfy him.

Freezer

Beats Alaska For
Keeping You Cool
'THE story of the Klondike— in the land of
the Yukon — as told in "Chechahcos," so
strongly suggests the idea of keeping cool
that it is extremely doubtful if, anywhere in
the world, there could be a better exploitation
tie-up for you than that you can get from
the Auto Vacuum Freezer Company through
their

Boncilla Clay
Venida Hair Nets

CLIP COUPON FOR FREE
'BRUMMEL' PUBLICITY
Seven National Advertisers to Back
Showmen with Window Displays

'CHECHAHCOS'
WINDOW DISPLAYS
All you have to do is mark the spot in the
above coupon and the big co-operative merchandising ball will start rolling. You
will then reap the benefit of all the national
advertising on the greatest ice cream freezer
in the world.
Auto Vacuum Freezer Co. Jnc,
New York Citv
220 West 4'2nd Street

TIE-UP
Brummel."
Tie-Up
on
Check

Am't. of
'CHECHAHCOS'Wanted
NAME

Wanter.

COUPON

OF TIE-UP

Borden's Condensed Milk
Zepherized Knit Underwear
Auto Vacuum
Freezer

Ice Cream

Sterno Canned Heat
Thermo Sport Coats
La Palina Cigars

City

■

Displav
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Production

Chart

with

Review

Dates

In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months.
Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names.
Included, also, are the current short sub ject releases with the date of release and length.

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Director
Distributor Length
Barefoot Boy
AU Star
Kirland
C. B. C 5,800
Blinky
Hoot Gibson ....Not credited .Universal ...6,000
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson . . S. Wood ...Paramount ..5.960
Bright Lights
of B'way.AU
Star
Campbell ...Principal
Broadway
Gold
E. Hammerstein,
. Dillon
Truart ...6.765
6,814
Call
of
the
Wild,
The..
Buck
Fred
JacksonPathe
8,00-0
Chapter, in Her Life, A. All Star
Lois Wilson .Universal ...6,330
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt Fitzmaurice .Paramount ..7.413
Clean Up, The
H. Rawlinson . . . Parke
Universal .5,000
Covered Wagon, The . . Special Cast .... Jas. Cruze . .Paramount ..10,000
Daytime Wives
Derels^s Perdue ..Not credited. F. B. O.
Drivih'
Wally Van
.6,051
Eleventh Fool
Hour, The . . . .Mason-Jones
Durning .... Hodkinson
Fox . .5,779
Enemies of Women . . . . L. Barrymore ...Crosland Goldvfyn ..10,501
Eternal Three, The
Special Cast
M. Neilan .. Goldwyn ...6,845
Exiles, The
Doug MacLean . Not credited Goldwyn ..lO.OOO
Fair Cheat, The
AU Star
King
F. B. O. ..6,000
French Doll, The
Mae Murray
R. Z. Leonard Metro 7,-000
Going Up
Ingraham . . . Asso. Exhib. 6,053
Gold Diggers, The
Hope Hampton ..Beaumont ...Warners .. .7,500
Gold Madness
Guy B. Post . . . Thornby Principal ...6,000
Green
Goddess.
The
Special Cast
Sidneycredited
Olcott ..Fox
Goldwyn ...9,100
Gun Fighter. The
William
Farnum .Not
Haldane of the Sec. Serv. Houdini
Houdini "Fox
F- B. O. ..5,000
5,000
Hell's
Hole
Chas.
credited. . "First Nat'l .6,566
Her Reputation
Special Jones
Cast ....
. . . . Not
T. Wray
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney .... W. Worsley '.Universal .12,000
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan
Paramount .5,503
Lone Star Ranger
Tom Mix
Not credited Fox
6.000
Main Street
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont . . .Warners
.
Marriage Maker, The . . Ayres-Holt
Wm. deMille . Paramount...8,000
.6,295
Merry Go Round
Philbin-Kerry . . . R. Julian Universal . 10,000
Monna Vanna
Lee Parry
Eichberg Fox
8,000
Mothers-In-Law York-Cliff ord-GIass Gasnier
Preferred ..6,725
PotashPerlmutter
Bernard-Carr
....
Badger
First
Nat'l
Puritan Passions
Glenn Hunter . . . Tuttle Hodkinson
Red Lights
Special Cast
C. Badger . . Goldwyn . . .6,600
7,000
5.000
Silent Partner, The . . . Moore-Joy
Mi'gne
Paramount .6,841
Spoilers, The
Special Cast
Gold -Cos. .8,028
Three Wise Fools
Eleanor Boardman
Gold. -Cos. . .6,946
Paramount ..6,000
Special Cast
To The Last Man
OCTOBER
April Showers
Harlan C. Moore. Tom Sorman preferred .. .
Ashes of Vengeance Norma Talmadge . Frank Lloyd .First Nat'l 1 0,000
Bad Dan
Man, The
Holbrook
Blinn . .. ..Wm
Edm. WellmanFox
Carew . First Nat'l 6,000
Big
Charles Jones
7,000
Cameo Kirby
John Gilbert Jack Ford . . . Fox
5,934
Country Kid
Wesley Barry
Warner ... 6,931
Dancer of the Nile, The. Special Cast Wm. P. EarleF. B. O. 6,200
Day of Fdth, The
Special Cast Browning ...Goldwyn .
Desire
Special Cast Harry Garson . Metro ... 6,000
Does It Pay?
Hope Hampton . . Charles HoranFox
Devil's Dooryard
All Star
Lewis^King^
. Arrow
. Tod
. . 7,000
7,000
5,000
"
- BrowningUniversal
™S. Franklin
Dean
Priscilla
ng
Drifti
Dulcy
C.
Talmadge
. .. Metro
First Nat'l .7,000
.
Edw.
Sloman
Eagle's
Feather, The
Eternal Struggle,
The .. .. Special
Special Cast
Cast .. . Reg. Barker . Metro . . . . .7,000
.7,000
. E. Mortimer . Fox
Exiles, The
John Gilbert
,8,000
Foolish Parents
Special Cast . . Frank Crane . Asso. Ex. . .6,000
.6,000
.
Harry
MillardPox
Governor's
Lady, The . . Dustin
Special Farnum
Cast . . Campbell .... Fox
, .6,000
Grail, The
.5,000
Held to Answer
Special Cast . . Harold Shaw . Metro
In the Palace of the KingB. Sweet
•
Gold.-Cos. .6,000
Lights Out
Ruth Stonehouse . Fanpell . . . . . p. B. O. . .7,453
.6,590
Lone Fighter, The
J. B. Warner . . Not credited Sunset
.5,000
Long
Live
the
King
...Jackie
Coogan
..
?,';"^'"^iJ"f/''.„Metro
Wm. D MeiUeparamount .9,364
All Star
Marriage Maker
Eddie Kline . First Natl .6,295
.Special Cast
World
in
Man
Meanest
Men in the Raw
Tack Hoxie
Geo. Marshall Universal . .5,000
5,000
Miracle Makers
Soecial Cast
Van Dyke ..-Asso. Ex. . .6,000
No Mother to Guide Her . Genevieve Tobin Horan .......pox
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast
David Smith vitagraph .
7,000
Ponjola
Special Cast Albert
Donald Austin
Cnst . piist
Prince of a King, A . .Dinky
SelznickNat'l. . .6.000
7,000
.7,000
Printer's
Devil,
The
...Wesley
Barry
..Wm.
Baudine
Warners
...
'uritan Passions Soecial Cast .... Frank Tuttle Hodkinson . .6.000
Ramblin' Kid. The
Hoot Gibson
E. Sedgewick Universal . . 8.O00
Rendezvous, The
Conrad Nagel . .
Gold -Cos. 6,000
Rosita
Pickford
Lubitsch United Art. .7,415
Rouged Lips
Dana
H. Shaw ....Metro
8,800
Ruggles of Red Gap . . All Star
Jas. Cruze . . Paramount .7,590
.
Shattered Faith
Soecial Cast
J. J. Ormont Independent 6,000
6,000
Brabin
GriflFith
Six Days
Nat Ro-w .... Goldwyn-Cos.
Universal
8.000
.
.
G.
V.
Baker
.
Goldw3m
ree
Welsh-Ado
The'".'.'. Special Cast . .
5,000
Six-Fifty,
Slave of Desire
.7.000
.
Cast
Snecial
.
.
.
. . Sheridan
Ha''Goldwyn
Steadfast Heart, The
5,000
Hatton.
Arrow ..
Cobb ...Rich.
7,000
Sting of the Scorpion . . Edmund
Metro . .
Moore-Bennett . Niblo
7,800
6,000
Strangers of Night
Keaton-Cune . . Metro
B. Keaton
Three Ages
.7.000
Nat'l
.First
Grasse
De
T.
Cast
Soecial
..
rhundergate
.6,000
Times Have Changed ..All Star
Fleming .... Paramount
Untameable
All Star
Blache Sunset
5,000
Way of Transgressor ..All Star
Craft
Independent 5.000
5,000
What
Love
Will'
Do
Kenneth
McDonald
Not
Credited
Indep
Where Is West
Hoxie
Marshall Universal .. 5,000
NOVEMBER
April Showers
Harlan-Moore . . . Pref. Pic. ..6350
Nov. 17
Bag and Baggage
All Star
Selznick ...6.338

Feature
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
Blow Your Own Horn . Lewis-Perdue
..F.
B. Pic...
O. ..6,000
Bright
Lights
of
B'way
.All
Star
..Prin.
67O0 Nov.
Nov. 1710
Cameo Kirby
Special Cast
.
.
Fox
6931
Oct. 27
Crooked Alley
Special Cast
Cyclone Jones
Williams ...Universal
Ajrwon ..4,900
5,000 Nov.
Oct. 24
27
Dangerous
Maid,
The
.
.
C.
Talmadge
First
Nat'l
7,337
Dec.
22
Eternal Flame •
Bosworth-WindsorGoldwyn . . .6,000
Sept.
30
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn F. B. O.
.6,000
Flaming
...First Nat'l .8,434
Dec. ^i1
Forgive Youth
and Forget... Colleen
Pauline Moore
Garon ...AnoUo
5,877 Nov.
Harbor Lights
Tom Moore
Asso. Exhib. 5,200
Nov. 10
His
Children'^
Children .AU
Star
Nov. 17
Human
Mili, fhe
Special
Cart Paramount
Metro ..8,338
6,000
Huntress
C. Moore
First Nat'l 7,000
Oct. 27
Jealous
Special Farnum
Cast ..Fox
First Nat.'l .6.000
KentuckyHusbands
Days
Dustin
6,000Dec. 15
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast Vitagraph ...6,000 Nov. 24
Light
Failed
AU Star
Paramount . ..7,013 .Aug.
V"- 1115
Little That
Old New
York ..Marion
Davies ..Goldwyn
Man, Woman, TemptationSpecial Cast ....Metro ... 5,000 Nov. 10
9,000
MiUion to Burn, A ...Herbert RawUnsonUniversal
8,648
Oct. 6
Monna Vanna
All Star
Fox ....
6,000
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast Vitagraph ..7,000
Nov. 10
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Metro
7,547
Nov. 24
Scars of Hate
Jack Livingston .Independent 5,000
Shattered Reputations ..Johnny Walker ..Lee-Brad. ..4,800 Nov. 10
Shifting Sands
Special Cast
Hodkinson ..6,000
Nov. 3
Spanish Dancer
Pola Negri
Paramount ..8,434 Oct. 20
Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr. . Paramount .5,652 Dec. 8
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Universal .. 7,000
Thy Name Is Woman. . Special Cart Metro
6,000
Tipped
Off
Special
Cast
P'goers
Pic.
4,284
Nov. 103
Unseeing Eyes
Barrymore-Owen .Goldwyn ...8,500 Nov.
Wanters, The
Special Cart First Nat'l ..6,000 Jan. 12
DECEMBER
Anna Christie
Blanche Sweet . First Nat. .
Acquittal
. All Star
Universal . . , 7.631 Dec. 15
Around the World in
6,S23 Nov. 3
.6,338
Speejacks
Special Cast .... Paramount 4,800
Beaten
Jack Livingston . Ind. Pict. .
Big Brother
Thomas Meighan .Paramount . 7,080
5
.5.000Jan.
Big
Dan
Jones-Nixon
Fox
Dec. 8
BiU
Red Seal . . 5.934
CountTv Kid
Barry
Warners ..
6,000Nov.
Call of Canyon ....
Dix- Wilson
Paramount . ,5,686
.6993
Jan. 175
Chastity
K.
MacDonald
.
.
First
Nat'l
Cupid's
Charles
Jones . . . F.
Fox
Dancer ofFireman
Nile
C.
Myers
B. O. . ,4,200 Jan. 12
,5,787 Dec. 15
Darling of N. Y
Baby Peggy
Univ
6,239
Nov. 10
David Copperfield AU Star
Asso. Ex. . .4,900
Defsfi.ig Destiny AU Star
Selznick ... 6,282
Nov. 24
24
Dewl's Partner
Norman Shearer . Inde. Pict. .5,663 Nov.
Don't CaU It Love
Special Cast ....Paramount . 6,457
Jan. 19
Ecernal
City
LaMarr-Barr3miorsFirst
Na.t.
.
Extra Girl
Normand Asso. Ex. . ,7,800 Nov. 24
Eyes of the Forest
Tom Mix
Fox
Nov. 10
Fashion Row
Murray
Metro .5,700
Fashionable Fakers
AU Star
F. B. O. . .7,300 Dec. 22
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess First Nat. . .4,869 Dec. 15
Flaming
Passions
Irene
Rich
Warner
Nov. 17
Gold Madness
Post
Prin. Pic.... . .8,000 Dec.
29
Half a DoHar BiU
Nilsson
Metro .7,500
.6,068
Nov. 10
.5.500
In Search of a Thrill . . . Viola Dana
Metro
.5,700 Dec. 22
Lady of QuaUtr
Valli-Sills Universal .
Let's
."
.... .8,000 Dec. 29
Lone Go
Fighter
J.R. BTalmadge
Warner . . . Truart
Sunset ....
.6,000
Nov. 17
.5,000
.6,000
Loyal
Lives
Special
Cast
....Vitagraph
Lucretia Lombard
Irene Rich
Warner .....
MaU Man
AU Star
F. B. O. .
Dec. 298
Man From Brodneys ...Special Cast Vitagraph . .7,500
.6,800 Dec.
.7,100
Dec.
Man Life Passed By
AU Star
Metro
.6,208
Jan.
Mask of Lopez
Monogram .
Masters of Men
Special Cast Vitagraph .. .6,900
.5,000
Dec.
Dec.
Maytime
Ford-Shannon . . . Preferred . . .7,500
Modern Matrimony .... Moore- Lake
Select
.4,960 Dec.
Nov.
Near Lady
AU Star
Universal . .4.812
Net, The
Special Cast
Fox
.6,135
Jan.
Ninety and Nine
Special Cast ....Vitagraph . .6.900 Dec.
Old, Fool, The
Special Cast
Hodkinson .6.147
Our Hospitality
Keaton
Metro . .
Poniola
Nilsson
First Nat. . .6.220 Dec.
.6.500 Dec.
Printer'r
Devil,
The
....Wesley
Barry
...Warner
Feb.
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart Universal.... . .5,000
Red Warning
J. Hoxie
Universal . .4,571 Jan.
Reno
AU Star
Goldwyn . . .4,795 Dec.
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery Asso. Auth. .6,600 Dec.
Second Hand Love Jones
Fox
.5.000
Tiger Rose
Lenore Ulrich . . . Warner . . . .5.000
8,000
Nov. 10
Nov.
Shattered Faith
Special Cast
Ind. Pict. . .7.400
.7,000 Dec.
Tan. 15
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
Fox
.8.000
Nov.
Temple of Venus All Star
Fox
.7,000
Dec.
This Freedom
AU Star ... Fox
.6.268 r«ec.
Dec
Thundergate
O.
Moore
First Nat'l .. .6,665
.6.560
Dec.
To The Ladies
Special
Cast . . . .Paramount
Twenty-One
Barthelmess First Nat'l . .8.010 Dee.
Unknown
Purple
AU
Star
First
Nat'l .
Virginian
" " Star
Preferred
Dec
Whipping
Boss
All Star
Monogram .5,800
White Tiger
Dean
Universal
.7,177 Dec.
.5,169 Nov.
Wife's
Young
Metro
Wild BiURomance
Hickok Hart
Paramount .6,893
Dec
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Current Production
JANUARY
Feature
Star
Distributor Length Reviewed
After the Ball
Glass-Cooper .... Anderson .7,000 Jan. !
Age of Desire
Select Cast First Nat'l .5,174
Jan. 19
Black Oxen
C. Griffith First Nat'l .6,000
.6,000 Jan.
Boy
of Mine
Breaking
Into Society . . Alexander
Special Cast . . . .First
F. B.Nat'l
O. .4,112 Jan.
Broadway Broke . . . All Star
Selznick . . .6,000 Dec.
6,500
Feb,
Conductor 1492
Johnny Hines ...Warner
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib. 9,000
Jan.
Danger Ahead
Richard TalmadgeGoldstone ..5.000
Jan.
Exiles
Bouton-Gilbert ..Fox
6,100 Feb.
Jan.
.5,770
Fiaming Barrriers
Logan-Moreno .Paramount
Fox
5,731 Jan.
Gentle Julia
Bessie Love . ,.Selznick
....3,926 Jan.
Good Men and Bad .... Marin Sais .
Fox
7,669
Jan.
Governor's
Lady
Jane
Grey
.
.
.
Grit
Glenn Hunter ...Hodkinson ..5.800
Jan
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Metro
5,000 Jan
Her Temporary HusbandAIl Star
First Nat. ..6.723 Jan. 5
Heritage of the Desert . . Bebe Daniels ....Paramount 5.741 Feb. 2
His Mystery Girl ..
Rawlinson Universal . .4.487 Jan. 5
Hoodman Blind
Gladys Hulettc.Fox
..5,434 Jan. 26
Hook and Ladder .. H. Gibson
Universal . . .6000
Jan. 12
Humming Bird
Gloria Swanson . Paramount . .7,490 Jan. 26
In the Spiders Web
Special Cast . . . Ind Pict. .5,120
Jan. 19
Judgment of Storm
Special Cast F. B. O. ,. .6.329
5.544
Feb. 2
Just Ofif Broadway . . John Gilbert . . Fox
..5,500
Dec.
29
Lady
of- Monsoreau
^All Star
Klein
Let ■ Not
Man Put
.8.000
Asunder
Tellegen-Fred'ck.
. Vitagraph
Dec. 8
Lcwe
Pirate
Al!
Star
F, B. O. .. .4750
Jan. 12
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon . . . Vitagraph . .5,800
6,526 Jan. 19
Loving Lies
Brent-Blue
Asso, Auth. .4.750
Jan.
26
Lullaby
Jane Novak
F. B. O. .
Jan. 25
Marriage Market ...
All Star
C B C. . . .6,297
.4.719
Feb.
2
Man from Wyoming.
J. Hoxie
Universal ..
Mask of Lopez
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. 5,000,
Mine to Keep
Washburn O-and-Asher 5.317 Dec. 29
5,194 Jan. 19
Monkey's
Special
Selznick .. .7,771
Jan.
Name the Paw
Man
Special Cast
Cast ....Gold-Cos.
,6,181
Feb. 262
No More Women
Bellamy-Moore ..Asso. Auth. 4.823
Feb. 9
Not a Drum Was HeardCharles Jones ...Fox
Old Fool
All Star
Hodkinson 6,147 Jan. 5
5,936
Feb. 2
Other
Daughters .Washburn
Feb. 2
PhantomMen'sJustice
Special Cast . . . . Gr.-Asher
F. B. O. . 6,238
6,000
Jan.
Prince of a King
Dinky Dean Selznick
All Star
Grand-Asher 5,691 Dec
Satin Girl
Shadow of the East
Mayo-Harris Fox
5,874
Feb. 16
All Star
Fox ...8.000 Dec. 29
Shepherd King
Norma
Talmadge.lst
Natl.
...8,000
Jan. 26
Song of Love .
South Sea Love
Shirley Mason ..Fox
4,168 Jan. 5
Steadfast Heart
Mary Alden ....Distinctive ..7,012 Jan. 25
Special Cast .. Fox
8,000
The Arizona Express
The
RobertCarew
Gordon ..Inde.
Pic. ..5,000
ThreeWildcat
Days to. . ."
Live . . . Ora
Gerson
Three Miles Out
Madge Kennedy . Kenma
5,700
Jan. 12
Three
Weeks
° =>'Gibson
Cast ....Golcwyn
Thrill Chaser
Hoot
....Universal ....8,000
..5,196 Dec. 8
Through the Dark
Colleen Moore . . joldwyn ....7,999 Jan. 19
Toilers of the Sea
Special Cast Selznick ....5,128 Jan. 19
Treasure Canyon
J. B Warner ...Sunset 5,000
Trouble Trail
Gerber-Hatton . . Arrow
Wiestbound
J. B Warner . . . Sunset
5,000
West of Water Tower ..AH star
Paramount .6,500 Jan. 19
What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont . . . .Inde. Pic. . . .5,000
What Love Will Do ..Ken. McDonald .Sunset
5,000
When Odds are Even.
Russell
Fox
4,284 Dec. 8
Whispered Name ... All Star
Universal ..5.000 Jan. 26
Wife in Name Only . . . Snecial Cast ....Selznick ....4,868 Jan. 26
Woman to Woman
Betty Compson .Selznick ....6,994 Jan. 26
YouWithCan'tIt
Get Away
Marmont
Fox
6,052
Dec. 15
FEBRUARY

.6,917 .
Alimony
Darmond-Baxter . F. B. O.
.6,021
Average
Women
Garon-Powell
.
.
.
.
C.
C.
Burr
Baffled
Franklyn Farnum.Inde. Pic. . 5,000
.5.890.
Blizzard, The
Foreign Cast . . . Fox
Breathless Moment ....Wm. Desmond ..Universal .5,556 .
Cause For Divorce Brunette-Butler ..Selznick .., .7,132.
.6,008 .
Chastity
M'Donald. . .. Sunset
First Nat'l
Covered Trail
J.Kath.
B Warner
. . . , .5,000 ,
Daddies
Mae Marsh .... Warner . . .6,500
.4.408.
Eyes of the Forest ....Pom Mix
Fox
.5,770.
Flaming Barriers Logan-Moreno . . .Paramount .6,435.
,
Floodgates
Lowell-Russell . . Lowell
.8,005.
Flowing
Gold
Anna
Q.
Nilsson
.First
Nat'l
.5,763.
Fool's
Ford Bennett
GamblingAwakening
Wives
Marjorie
Daw.... Metro
Arrow .... .6,438.
Geo. Washington Jr Wesley Barry . . . Warner . . . .6,100 .
Great White Way
Anita Stewart . . . Gold.-Cos. , 10,000.
Happiness
Laurette Taylor . Metro .... .7,700. ,
Hill Blly
Jack Pickford . . . Allied Prod. 5,734. ,
Hoosier Schoolmaster . . Special Cast
Hodkinson
Innocence
Anna Q. Nilsson . C. B. C. . .4,717
.5,920. .
Jack O* Clubs
Rawlinson
Universal .
Lily of the Alley
Edwards-White . . Hepworth .4,749
Love Letters
Shirley Mason . . Fox
Love Master
Strongheart
First Nat'l .6.799.
.6,112
Ladies
to Board
Tom Mix
Fox
Marry in Haste
Wm. Fairbanks . . Goldstone .8,300
.5,000
.
Marriage Circle
Marie Prevost ...Warner ...
.6,800
My Man
Farnum-Miller ...Vitagraph . .6,098.
Nellie.Beautitul
Model ..All
Star
Next Corner
Special
Cast .... Gold.-Cos.
Paramount . .6,985
Night Hawk, The
Harry Carey .... Hodkinson , .5,000.
.4,973.
Nort of Hudson Bay ..Tom Mix
Fox
.6,897.
Painted
Peoole
Colleen
Moore
.
.
First
Nat'l
.7,264
Pied Piper Malone ....Thos. Meighan .Paramount .6,800.
Poisoned Paradise
Harlan-Bow .... Preferred . . .6,317.
Restless Wives
All Star
Burr
Ride For Your Life ...Hoot Gibson ...Universal .5.310.
Roulette
All Star
Selznick ... .4,850.
Scaramouche
All Star
Metro . lO.OOO .
Second Youth
Special Cast .... Gold.-Cos. .6,673 .

.Feb. 9
.Feb. 23
.March 8
.Feb. 16
.Mar.
.Feb. 161
. .Feb. 23
. . Feb. 23
. Feb. 98
.March
.March 8
Mar. 81
..March
. .Feb. 23
. March 8
. March 8
..Feb.
Feb. 169
. March 8
. Feb. 2
. . Feb. 23
. .Feb.
. Feb. 2316
, . Feb. 23
.Mar. 22
. . Feb. 23
.Mar. 1
. Feb. 9
. . Feb. 9
.Mar. 15
.Mai. 81
.March
. Mar. 1
.f 13

Chart

Feature
Star
Distributor Length
Shadovra of Paris
Pola Negri .... .Paramount . .6,440 . Reviewed
Mar. 1
Slow as Lightning Ken. McDonald . Sunset
5,000 ,
.Feb. 1616
Stranger
Special Cast . . . .Paramount .6,515.
.Feb.
Sporting Youth
Denny-LaPlante .Universal ..6,712.
.Mar. 81
.Burr
6,293.
.March
Three
O'CIock
in
Morn.
.
Binney-Breese
.Dec 1
Thy Name is Woman . . All Star .. .Metro 9,087..
Under the Red Robe Special Cast . . . GoldvTvn . . .8,000 .
.
Mar. 1
. Pathe
8,816.
Way of a Man
Aliens Ray
. Mar. 1
Week End Husbands . . Special Cast . . . .Equity 6,450.
Western Feuds
Edmund Cobb . .Arrow
5,000.
.Feb. 16
.First Nat'l . .6,910 . .March
When
Man's A Man . . Rex
BowersLa Motte .Goldstone
. Mar. 81
White A Panther
Baker
P. B. O. .5,000.
White Sin
Special Cast . . . . Goldwyn
.6,837 .
.Feb. 169
Wild Oranges
Mayo-Valli
..Feb.
.C. B. C. .6,237.
Yesterday's Wife
Irene Rich
. . Feb. 23
ifankee Consul
Douglas
MacLean . Asso. Exhib. .5,847.
6,148
MARCH

Arizona Express
Special
Fox
Beware The Woman Derelys Cast
Perdue . F. B. O.
Blasted Hopes
Edmund Cobb ..Arrow ..
By Divine Right
Dexter- Harris . . . F. B. O ..7,541.
Crossed
Franklyn Farnumlnd. Pict. .. .6,154,
.4,500
Damaged Trails
Hearts
. F. B. O.
Mary
Daughters of Today P. RuthCarrMiller .Selznick .
Daring Youths
Bebe Daniels . Principal . . 7,280 .
Discontented Husbands
. . Jas. Kirkwood .
.. .6,000.
.5,421.
Don't Doubt Y'r HusbandViola Dana .. .. Columbia
Metro , . ,
Drums of Jeopardy E. Hammerstein .Truart
6,529.
Fair Week
Walter Hiers .. . Paramount .4,636.
.
Fighting
Coward
Ernest
Torrence
.
Paramount
Fine and Dandy
Tom MixFox
Fools
Philbin-O'Malley
Universal ..7,431
Flapper Highway
Wives
May Allison .! Selznick
Flattery
Bowers-LaMotte . C. B. C. .
Galloping Ace
Jack Hoxie Universal
Galloping Gallagher Fred Thomson .. F. B. O. .4,819,
.4,560 .
Galloping Fish
3. ChapIin-FazendaFirst Nat'l .6,000
Gold
Fish
C.
Talmadge
First
Nat'l
Great White Way
Anita Stewart . . . Cosmo
His Darker Self
Lloyd Hamilton .Hodkinson ..5,000,
Icebou
nd
Dix-Wilson
Paramount .6,471.
Law Forbids
Baby Peggy
.Universal ..6,203.
Leave It To Jerry Billie Rhodes
.
Grand-Asher
5,748 .
Lihes of The Field Griffith-Tearle
Lone Wolf
Dalton-Holt
. Asso.
Exhib
First Nat'l
Love's Whirlpool
Kirkwood-Lee . App'd
Man's Mate
FoxPict. 6,028.
5,041.
John Gilbert
Mrs.
Erricker's
ReputatiA
Taylor
Hepworth
Nellie, the Beautiful
Cloak Model
Claire Windsor . . Goldwyn
Night Message All Star
Universal ...4,590
North of Nevada
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O. ..4,929
On Time
R. Talmadge ...Truart 6,030
Pagan Passions
Standing-Theby . Selznick
Pal O' Mine
Irene Rich
C B. C
Phantom Horseman ... .Jack Hoxie Universal .4,3l9'9
Plunderer, The
F. Mayo
Fox
5,812
Sage
Gospel ....Gerber-Hatton
SheriffBrush
of Tombstone
. . Fred Thomson ...Arrow
. . F. B. O 5,000,
Sherlock Junior
Buster Keaton . . Metro
Shooting of Dan McGrewLaMarr-Marmont. Metro 6,318
Singer Jim McKee
Wm. S. Hart Paramount .6,433
Society Scandal
Gloria Swanson . . Paramount
Speak No Evil
Alma Taylor . ., . Hepworth
Universal
Stolen Secrets
Rawlinson . . . . . GoIdv?yn
Three
Weeks'
Aileen
Pringle
Torment
Special Cast .
..5,770.
. First Nat'l
Try and Get It
Washburn-Dove . .Hodkinson
Two Fisted Tenderfoot . Franklyn Farnumlnd, Pict. .4,800..
Uninvited Guest
Flynn-Tolley ....Metro
6,145..
Vagabond Trail
Charles Jones ..Fox
4,302.
What 3 Men Wanted. .. Miss DuPont ...Inde. Pic. .5,200 .
Why Get Married . . . .Andree Lafayette .Asso. Exhib. 5,091.
Why Men
Leave Home . John
AU Star
First Nat'l 8,000
Wolf
Man
Gilbert Fox
5,145..
Woman and Her Man . Renee Adoree . . Metro
Woman's Who
Secret
Marsh
Allied P., D. 9.787.
Woman
Sinned .. Mae
WallaceRich Fox
6,500,.
Yankee Madness
Larkin-B. Dov* .F. B. 0
4,680.
Yolando
Marion Da vies . . Gold.-Cos
APRIL
. Metro
Arab,
The
Terry-Novarro
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore .. Warner
Principal
Beggars
Horseback . . Prevost-Blue
7,018
Boy of on
Flanders
Jackie Coogan . . ..Metro
Warner
B'way
After
Dark
Special
Cast
.
.
.
Warner
Babbitt
Special Cast . .
Confidence Man
Thomas Meighan , Paramount
Principal
Captain
January
Baby
. . . Inde. Pic. . . .6,000
Crossed Trails
FranklinPeggy
Farnum
Dawn of A Tomorrow . .Jacqueline Logan . Paramount 6,010
Dancing Cheat
Rawlinson-Lake . Universal
Enchanted
Cottage ....Rich.
Barthelmess
First Nat'l
....
Excitement
Laura La
Plante .Univesal
....4,913
Giri Shy
Harold Lloyd ..Pathe
7,600
Girl of the Limberlost . . Gloria Grey . . . . F. B. O
His Forgotten Wife ....Madge Bellamy . . F. B. O. ..6,500
King of Wild Horses ..Special Cast
Pathe
4,611
Listen Lester
Faz.-Novak-Myers Principal ...6,000
Marriage Cheat
Mar— Joy-Menjou . First Nat'l
Masked Dancer
Chadwick-Lowell .. Hodkinson
Sher.-Frincipal . ,
Miami
Betty Compson .Metro
Mile. Midnight
Murray-Blue
.5,000.
5,000.
Lord's TheReferee
CharlesJannings
Jones ..Fox
Paramount •
Peter
Great
Emil
Pipes of Pan
Alma Taylor . . Hepworth
Recoil
Betty Blnhe . . T, Parker Read . . .
..6,169.
Second Youth
Special Cast . , .Gold-Cos.
Silent Stranger
Fred Thomson , F. B. O
Son of the Sahara
All Star
First Nat'l

.Mar. 23
.Nov. 17
.Mar. 15
. Mar. 22
. Mar! . 29

..April
April 125
. .Apr. .5
.Mar. 9
. . Apr. . 5
.Mar. 15
.Mar..
. . Apr. 29. 5
.Mar.. 29
.Mar. 16
. .Apr. .5
.Mar. 2
. April S
. . Apr. . 5
.Mar. 30
.April
. .Apr, 19. 5
.Mar. 22
.Mar. 23
.Mar.. 29
.April 19
■ Mar. 9
.Feb. 17
.April 12
. Mar. . 29
.April 12

.April 12
. . Apr. . 5
Apr.. 5
.April 19
.April 12
.April
. April 195

.April
.April 27
19
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Current Production

Chart

Short Subject Releases

Souvenir
Ayres-Marmont . Asso. Exhib.
Triumph
Joy-La Rocque . . Paramount .
Those
Dance
Specialmentioned)
Cast . First
Traffic Who
in Hearts
(Not
C. B.Nat'l
C. . .
True As Steel
Aileen Pringle ..Goldwyn
April
Wandering Husbands . . Lee-Kirkwood . . Hodkinson . 5,000,
Woman on the Jury .... Special Cast . . . . First Nat'l
Women Who Give .... Special Cast . . . . Metro
$20 a Week
George Arliss . . . Selznick . . .5,990
MAY
Amazing Guest
All Star
Hepworth . . .
Breaking Point
Nita Naldi
Paramount . .
Blu£E
Ayres-Moreno . . Paramount . . ,
B'way After Dark
SpecialRubens
Cast ....Warner
Cytherea
Stone.... Universal
Clay
of
C'lina
Rawlinson
....
Desperate Advenure .... Franklyn Farnum Ind.
First Pic.
National
For Sale
Corrine Griffith . . W odkinson . . .
Hold Your Breath Special Cast . . Hodkinson .6,000
How to Educate a Wife. Special Cast .. Warner
Lightning Rider, The . . Harry Carey . . Hodkinson .5,000 ,
Hepworth
John
Forrest Rider,
Finds The
H's'lf . Harry
Edwards-Carey
White . . Hodkinson
Lightening
Moral Sinners
Dorothy Dalton .Paramount . .5,437 April
Men
Pola Negri
Paramount
Rejected Woman, The . Rubens-Nagel . . . Gold.-Cos
April
Right of the Strongest . E. K. Lincoln ..Selznick ...6,240
Eiiders Up
Universal ..5.O00
Storm Daughter, The ..Special Cast
Universal ..5,303 April
Untamed Youth
F. B. O
What Shall I Do?
Dorothy Mackaill Hodkinson
Virtuous Liars
M Costello Vitagraph ...5,800 April
What Shall I Do?
Dorothy Mackaill .Hodkinson ..5000
White
LaMarr-Tearle ...First
Woman Moth
Who Sinned
F. B.Nat'l
O

When Winter Comes
Wolfe and Montcalm

20

19
19
19
19

JUNE.... Hodkinson
Another Scandal
Lois Wilson
Babbit
Special Cast
Calibre Forty- Five
Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pict
-ial Cast ....
Fools
in the
George Chadwick
O'Hara . .Hodkinson
. F. B. O
Her Own
Free Dark
Will . . . .Helene
Helen's Babies
Baby Peggy .... Principal
Mist in the Valley
Ames-Dennes . . . Hepworth
Never Say Die
Douglas McLean .Asso. Exhib
Not One to Spare
Hodkinson .4,500
Perfect Flapper
Colleen Moore . . First Nat'l
Ragged
First Nat'l
RidgewayMessenger
Montana . . . . Jack Hoxie Universal
Sundown
All Star
First Nat'l
Tiger Who
Thompson
Harry Carey
...."odkinson
Those
Dance
Special
Cast ....
First National
Which Shall It Be?
Ethel Wales Hodkinson
April 19
Short

Subject

Releases

PAT HE
Title
Series
An Ideal Farm
Aesop Fable . .
Roach
April Fool
Aesop Fable
A Trip to the Pole
Bie Moments from Little Pic. Will Rogers . .
Birds of Passage
Mack Sennett ....
Black Oxfords
Bottle Babies
Stan Family
Laurel ....
Brothers Under the Chin . . . . Spat
Our Gang
Commencement D ay
Frontier
Series . .
Dirty Little Half-Breed Charles Chase
...
Don't
Forget
Mack Sennett . . .
Flickering Youth
"Sp'ortlightf'
Fields of Glory
SportUnght
Fishin' Fever
PoUards
Fr'end Husband
Chronicles
Gateway to the West
Roach
Get Busy
Charles Chase ....
Hard Knocks
Will
Rogers
High Brow Stuff
Hit The High Spots
Spat Family ....
Aesop Fables ....
Homeless Pups
Spat Family ....
Hunters Bold
Terry Cartoon . . .
If Noah Lived Today
Murphy-Barry
King of Wild Horses
Charles Chase ..... .
Love's
Detour
Roach
Near Dublin
Dippy
Do Dad . . .
North of Fifty-Fifty
Roach
One At a Time
Our Little Nell
"Dippy Doo Dad". .
Leatherstocking
Out of the Storm
I.eatherstocking . .
Paleface Law
Roach
Publicity's Pays
Leatherstocking . .
Ransom
Leatherstocking . .
Rivenoak's
Revenge
Running Wild
S'eing Things
Langdon
Shanghaied Lovers
Sportlight
Snorting Speed
Sportlight
Sun and Snow
Leatherstocking
The Betrayal
Terrv
Cartoon .
The Chamoion
Charles Chase .
The Fraidy Cat
The Guest
Nigh Smith . . .
Mack Sennett
The Hollywood Kid
Aesop
Fable
The
Jea'ous
Fisherman
Frontier
Series .
The Medicine Hat
Leatherstocking
The
Panther
TUf. p:i„.;j„5
Chronicles ....
The Swft and Strong
Serial Chapter 15
Way of a Man

Release Date
500 April 27
000 ^. April 20
500 May 18
000
000Mar. 30
000.. May 18
000 May 18
000
000 April
May 134
000 Mar. 30
OOO April
Mar. 2327
000
om
Mar. 23
000 May 18
000 April 5
000 April 20
000 April 27
000 April 6
000 April 27
000 April 20
500 May 4
000 Mar. 23
,000
April 1313
000 April
000 Mar. 23
000
May 11
000 May 11
000 April 20
OOO April 13
000 . May
May 11
000
000 April
May 134
. April 20
OOO.
.May
000.
.April
000.
.April
000.
000.
. Mar.
000.
,000
20
000 April
April 27
000 Mar. 29
000 Mar. 30
OOO April 27
,000
500 April
May 20
.000
April
000 May
000 May
,000 April
000 Mar.

Aesop Fables
2,500.
.Mar.
The Last Stand <if Red Man . .
EDUCATIONAL
A Tiny Tour of U. S. A
Hodge-Podge
1, 000
May 18
Air Pockets
Mermaid Comedy
2, 000
May
Cornfed
Christie C omedy
2, 000 May 254
Dandy Lions
Neal Burns
2,
Flowers of Hate
Wilderness Tales
1,,000
April
May 2011
Fold Up
Bowes-Vance
1,,000 April
Fun Shop
Fun Shop
1,,000
May 274
Going Fast
Hamilton Comedy 2,,000
000
May
11
Heart Throbs
Sing Them Again
1,
Junior Partner
Juvenile Comedy
April
20
2,,000
,000
May
25
Jumping Jacks
Hodge Podge
1,
Killing Time
Llovd Hamilton
2 ,000 Mar. 23
Mar. 27
Lady Bird, The
Secrets of Life
1,,000
OOO May
11
Lang Aga
Sing Them Again
1,
Mar.
23
Lost Chords
Sing Them Again
1,,000
18
Lon Some
Lloyd Hamilton
2 000 May
Mar. 2713
Midnight Blues
Lige Conley
2,,000
000 April
Misfit, The
Clyde Cook
2 ,000 Mar. 23
Nerve Tonic
Christie Comedy
2 ,000 May 18
Out Bound
Cameo Comedy
1, 000
May 11
Plastigrams
Third Dimension
1, 000
Mar.
May 2325
Powder Marks
Cameo Comedy
1, 000
Mar.
Reno or Bust
Bobby Vernon
2, 000
000 Aoril 236
Safe and Sane
Jimmie Adams
2,,000
Mar. 25
The Fly
1 ,000 May
18
The Bonehead
Tuxedo Comedy
2, 000 April 27
There He Goes
Lige Conley
2,,000 April 20
Trader Keeps Moving
Wilderness Tales
L
UNIVERSAL
Checking Out
Chap. 5 "Fast Express" 2.000 April
Cipher Message
Chap. 6 "Fast Express" 2,000 April
Bandit
Raiders
Chap.
"Fast Express" 2,000
Big Boy Blue
Leather 7 Pusher
2,000 April
Mar.
Face to Face
Chapter 15 "Ghost City" 2,000 Mar.
Facing the Crisis
Chap. 1 "Fast Express" 2,000 Mar.
Flames
of Vengeance
Chapter
14 "Ghost City" 2,000
Mar.
Green Grocers
Slim Summerville
1,000 April
Haunted House
Chap. 4 "Fast Express" 2,000 Mar.
Hit
Hard
Earie-McCoy
2,000 April
Keep 'emHealthy
Slim Summerville-Dunn .1,000
Mar.
Marry When Young
Neely Edwards
2,000
Miscarried Plan
2,000
Feb.
Nobody to Love
Roach-Edwards
1,000 Mar.
One Wet Night
Neely Edwards
1,000 April
Perils of the City
Neely Edwards
1,000 April
Politics
Slim Summerville
1,000 April
Pretty Plungers
Gentry Follies Girls 2,000 April
Unknovm Boy
(not mentioned)
2,000 Mar.
Racing Kid
Buddy Messinger
2,000 April
Ship Ahoy
SUm Sumerville- Dunn .1,000 Mar
Should Poker Players Marry .Roach-Edwards
1,000 Mar.
Society Sensation
2,000
Mar.
Sons-in-Law
Jack Earle-McCoy . . . . !2,000. . . . . . Mar.
Spring of 1964
Harry
Sweet
and
Pal
..2,000
April
Swing Bad the Sailor
Billy Sullivan
2,000 Mar.
That Oriental Game
Pal the Dog
2,000 Mar.
Tough Tenderfoot
2,000
Feb.
Vanishing Skies
Diamonds
Chap. Mower
2 "Fast Express" 2,000.
Western
Jack
2,000 Mar
Woman
of Mystery
Chap. 3 "Fast Express" 2,000 Mar 24
Young Tenderfoo
t
Buddy Messinger
2,000 Mar 19
FOX
A New England Farm
Educational
1,000 .. . Mar.
Be Yourself
Al. St. John
2.000
Feb.
Etiquette
Sunshi
ne
2
000
. . Feb.
Feathered Fisherman
Educational
1,000
Hes My Pal
Imperial
. Mar
2,000
On the Job
Animal comedy
2.000
Rivers of Song
. Aoril
Educational
Mar.
1,000
Sculptors of Paradise
. Mar.
.Feb.
Educational
1,000
Slippery Decks
Educational
1,000
The Cowboys
Imperial
2,000 .April
Feb. 1013
The Jazz Weekly
Sunshine
2,000
Mar 21
The Weakling
Sunshine
2,000
Feb. 10
CENTURY
A Lofty Marriage
Earle-Murdock
15
. . 1.000. . .
Checking
Out
"Pal"
12
. .2,000..
. 1.000. . ..
Hit Him Hard
Earle-McCoy
.
Preety Plungers
Cent. Follies Girls
The Racing Kid
Buddy Messer
12
000
000. .
STANDARD CINEMA
000.
000.
A Fishy Tale
Jimmy Aubrey
12
2, 000.
. Feb. 121
A Scarey Night
Jimmy Aubrey
1,
Ancestors
Colonel Heeza Liar
.May
1, 000.
000.
. Mar. 11
Colonel Heez Liar's KnighthoodBray
i,
Hollywood Comedies Chester Conklin 2!
..Feb.
April 15]
Just a Litte Late Club
Bruce Barton
1.
IS
Mayserious Case. The
Colonel Heeza Liar ... A. 000 .Mar.
.
Feb. 15]
April
One
Day
in
Hollywood
Chester
Conklin
2
000
April
The Mechanic
Jimmy Aubrey ... 1 000 May 11
The Sky Pilot
Bray
1, 000 Aoril 15
The Lunat
Bishop of Holl3rwood ...Chester Conklin ...... ..2. 000 Mar. 1
The
ic
Jimmy Aubrey
2, 000 Feb. 15
Unhappy Husbands
Bruce Barton
1,
VITAGRAPH
Horseshoes
Larry Seraon
2,
Nov.
Dec. 22?"17
Lightning Love
Larry Semon
.2. 000
000 Dec.
Modern Banking
Urban Classic ... 1 000
Dec.
22
Newsprint Paper
Urban Classic
1,
The Gown Shop
Larry Semon
2, 000 Nov. 17
3,000 Urban Classic
1 ,000 Dec. 2"

Exhibitors Trade Revieiv
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Earle

Theatre

OF BROOKLYN

a

Stanley Company

THEATRE

MARK

Model

s Philadelphia

Structural Symmetry

THE EARLE THEATRE, one of Amerhighest developed enterprises in the
world,ica'swhich
was opened to the public
on Monday evening, March 24, is equipped
with everything that human ingenuity' could
devise for the comfort of patrons. It is
one of the handsomest structures in its interior of any building devoted to amusements, and this does not except the famous
theatres of the Old World and of the
United States.
The Earle maintains a scale of popular
prices. After Monday the regular daily schedule of performance will be observed. Performances are continuous from 11 a. m.
until 11 p. m.
Visitors to the Earle Theatre enter from
Market Street through a wide vestibule finished in Italian marble surmounted by mirrors. The box-office is in black and gold
of marble and bronze. Then comes ^he inner vestibule and then the lobby in which
a magnificent crystal and gold chandelier is
observed. Some idea of the splendor of this
fixture may be obtained when it is slated that
it alone cost $10,000.
The lobby proper is a feast for the eyes.
It is finished for ten feet up with white
Italian marble and surmounting this are
mural paintings in panels. Two wide stairways, also of Italian marble, brese violet,
lead to the balcony, where there is a mar-

STRAND THEATRE

of
House

Artistic
the Last Word

Beauty
in

and Utility

ble balustrade overlooking the well into
the lobby. The other decorative scheme of
this part of the building is green, old gold
and old rose, and these colors prevail in
every other part of the house.
From the lobby one enters the broad
promenade and on the Eleventh street side
are two handsome stairways, also in Italian marble, brese violet. It may be said
here that this "brese violet" is a marble
found only in a certain quarry in Italy. It
is extremely rare and every section of the
many used in finishing The Earle was imported. It was because
of this regularly,
marble's
rarity, preventing
shipments
that
Earle's
opening
loversTheof the
beautiful
willwas
not delayed.
cavil at But
the
delay when they see this charming, delicate violet, a shade that runs in peculiar
veins through each block of marble. With
the black marble base of Botticlino marble,
the effect will be found inspiring. Nothing
like it can be found in this city or in the
United States, and outside of Italy there
are no amusement edifices that contain so
much of this coloring in marble as is to
be found at The Earle.
There are two wide stairways leading
from the promenade to the promenade
under the balcony. These are also of the
brese violet kind. There are filtration and

drinking fountains of this material, with
spigots of gold. The effect of this and the
general color scheme of green, old gold
and
old rose carried out here is truly inspiring.
LEADING to the balcony and gallery, in
the rear, are two vomitories and central
stairway, also of Italian marble, brese
violet. The panels of the vomitories are
of especially woven tapestry. These and
all other tapestries in the house are the
work of Philadelphia mills. The first three
rows of balcony seats constitute loges and
the chairs are of the latest and most comfortable design, with finely upholstered
leather backs and seats. These as well
as all other chairs in the theatre are uni
que in that they are 21 inches wide instead
of 18tre seat.
or 19 inches as for the average theaBack of the balcony is the gallery. All
seats in the house, including the main
floor, are in six tiers, with five aisles. On
the side walls of the balcony there are five
panels covered with tapestry, making 10
in all, and the tapestry for these cost
$1200 each. Back of the gallery are the
projection, rewinding and generating
rooms. In the projection room, which is
(Continued on page 87)
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16x30 feet, there are three machines, costing $10,000 each, and, in addition, two
spotlights.
On the balcony floor will be found the
women's room, furnished in French style
— Flor de Peche. Here is every modern
equipment that makes for comfort and
convenience. There is also an elaborately
equipped
Aid a Room,"
wherewitha
nurse is in "First
charge and
nursery room
a matron to look after children is a feature. The men's room is finished in old
English walnut. Roomy rest chairs,
lounges and other comforts make patrons
feel at home. From the balcony one obtains a good view of the immense dome
with its beautiful crystal chandelier replete
with myriads of glittering glass.
One cannot help but be impressed by the
beauty of the auditorium. On the walls
'SONG OF LOVE' PROLOGUE
are panels of tapestry with many handA clever prologrue was arranged by the management of the Rex Theatre, Eugene, Oregon, for First
some mirrors in old gold frames. The
National's
of Love."
The desert
was theme.
arrangedTheby audience
the use evinced
of a drop
a desert lower portion of the side walls and the
scene. "Song
A soloist
sang several
songs atmosphere
with a desert
high with
enthusiasm.
arch and standing columns are of bresc
violet with Belgian blue base. Filter and
cooler tanks on this floor are of brese
HERE, THERE
\ND
EVERYWHERE,
ABOUT
violet. Looking up toward the balcony in
the lobby and from the promenade one will
see artistic mural paintings. From the
THEATRES-NEW
AND
OLD
floor to the top of the proscenium there
The Joyland Theatre, Booneville, Ark., are four large marble columns and eight
A FINE new theatre is now under construction at the corner of West Broad was recently opened by Jeff Davis.
pilasters supporting the arch and the
* * *
Street and Oakley Avenue in the beautiful
sounding boards of the organ — a Kimball
west end section of Columbus. The new
instrument, costing $50,000, and one of the
The
new
$40,000
Liberty
Theatre
at
theatre will have a seating capacity of
largest organs in the city.
North Bend, Ore., is very rapidly nearing
1,000, all on one floor. It is to be modern
There are four boxes and six proscenium
completion.
boxes on each side of the stage. Four
in every respect. The interior of the thea*
*
*
boxes are on each side on the balcony
tre and the lobby will be artifically decorated; itwill be one of the most attractive
floor. These are reached by passing down
The
Palace
Theatre
at
Chippewa,
Wis.,
suburban theatres in central Ohio.
the side aisles of the main floor and up a
after
being
remodelled,
reopened
to
a
very
This theatre will be owned by William
handsome marble stairway by the boxes
good business with pictures.
N. Petrakis, Anthony J. Nelson and man* * *
or
by going up to the balcony and then
aged by Theodore J. Pekras, who is also
through the dormitories. These boxes are
A
new
motion
picture
theatre
will
soon
finished in Italian marble, with panels and
managing
the popular down town theatre—
The
Dreamland.
be erected at Warren, Ark. The plans are rich draperies. All furnishings in the theanow being drawn by architect L. Halley.
tre were made by Gimbel Brothers.
It will be well equipped with the very
The first real outdoor theatre in Kansas
The
main floor will seat 1800 in chairs
finest in theatre equipment and modern
City is being constructed by the Barstow
which are the latest models for theatrical
school, an institution for girls. At the throughout.
use. Each seat on this floor and in the
* * *
rear of the school's gymnasium a stage of
balcony and gallery commands an unoban ampitheatre will be of stone, 20x30
structed view of the stage.
Work has recently been started on refeet. Stone benches, accommodating 350,
modeling and enlarging the Ideal Theatre
From the auditorium attention will be
will be constructed.
at Auburn, Neb. A new stage will be in- attracted to the stage. The curtain is of
stalled.
pure asbestos several times the usual thick* * *
William F. Code, of the Paramount
ness and braced to resist any possible fire
Theatre, Suburban, Seattle, will be prepared
G. T. Littlepage is conducting a picture draft. The curtain is so carefully balanced
by Aprildition to27th,
to throw
new adthat it may be lowered quickly in an emerhis house
whichopen
will the
increase
his show at Nash, Okla.
^ ^ ^
gency by the touch of a finger. Back
seating capacity to 650. Extensive lobby
alterations, a new marquee, etc., are all a
Improvements to cost about $50,000 will stage there is a system of counterweig-hts,
part of the building program that has been
be made in the Grand Opera House at eliminating the use of fly galleries. This
scheme is brand new and one that is meetgoing on.
Galveston, Texas, in near future. Improve* * *
ments in addition to a $15,000 pipe organ,
ing with approval, although few theatres
have adopted it thus far. As a precauSidney, Inc., is soon to have a new mo- will include a new operating booth, screen,
tion, however, the Earle stage is also
tion picture theatre at an early date. It stage settings, new decorations, draperies,
carpets, furnishings, lightings and seating equipped with fly galleries.
will be modern in every respect.
* * *
Flanking the stage are dressing rooms,
capacity of about 1,500.
* * *
property rooms and baths, and all these
The new Star Theatre at Price, Utah, was
recently opened to good business.
S. H. Greenhill has purchased the half contain the most modern improvements for
interest of his brother, J. R. Greenhill. the comfort of players and so facilitate
handling of properties. The baths are
Wesley Trout, Enid, Okla., recently in- in the Majestic Theatre at Gainesville, the
the last word in theatrical convenience.
stalled aPowers 6A machine at Patrick's Texas, and will manage the house.
Toward Market street on the left-hand
* * *
Theatre, Crescent, Okla., and other equipment to make this theatre well equipped
Improvements in the way of painting, side of the stage is the immense switchin every respect. Mr. Patrick reports that decorating,
redraping and carpeting, and This isboard,unusually
the latest Westinghouse
business Ts very pleasing.
elaborate, as"improved."
is all the
the installation of new log seats, costint? mechanical
equipment
of the house. It is
$1,000. have just been completed on the
controlled by remote switches which perPortola Theatre. West Seattle. William
Construction work has begun on a new
mit of an indefinite number of light cues
5,000 picture theatre at Port Neches,
Hartford
is
the
new
house
manao-er.
Texas.
and
changes. Throughout the house there
*
*
Jl:
* * *
have been arrangements made for the utFo-to-sho at Ballinp^er, Texa<;. is enlargmost variety in lightin.e. and various colors
C. F. Boyotto has opened his picture
ing its seating capacity to 1000 and is
theatre at Brownwood, Texas, to a very equipped with new macbinps. The bal- and effects are attainable. Every light in
the theatre is controlled at this switchgood business. New equipment has been
board.
cony is being enlarged and the lobby made
installed.
more attractive.
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Projection

Hints

■By WESLEY TROUT.
POURING some of my recent tours oi
various picture theatres in cities and
small towns I found that the projectionist
has been very careless in the matter of
properly adjusting the take-up tension. Another thing, in some of the projection
rooms I found machines that had very bad
"undercut" intermittent and take-up
sprockets. If you let your intermittent
sprocket become badly undercut this will
cause you to tear out sprocket holes ana
hook and tear the film up so that the next
projectionist will have some time in ever
pulling it through the machine.
Keep new spj-ockets on your machines
at all times. You can secure a better picture and help save more prints. A too
tight take-up will cause you to tear out
sprocket holes and also lose the lower
loop. Just have enough tension to rewind
the reel when is full, any more then this
is very bad. Look at your take-up now
and see that it is not too tight, if it is why
get busy and adjust it to the proper tension.
» * *
Projection lenses and condensers should
be cleaned every day. By keeping your
projection lens clean you will secure a
much sharper picture and much clearer.
By keeping the condensers cleaned and
bright you will secure much more light
on the screen and the picture will show
up much better. Use a soft, clean rag in
cleaning your lenses.
The projection lens should be taken
apart — that means completely apart — once
a '/iibnth. Clean both sides of the lens
and the lens and the outside. Be very
careful that you do not let your hand or
fingers touch the lens after you have
cleaned it, if you do happen to do this you
will have to clean it all over again.
A finger mark on a lens will not give
you a sharp focus. Reject any lens or condenser that .shows the least bit of a tinge
of color. A good condenser will show up
white when you look through it edgewise.
Don't use a condenser
* * with
* a thick edge.
The gears on a projection machine

should be washed off about once a month.
If you happen to have a machine of the uninclosed type, it will gather dirt and oil
much faster than the enclosed type. The
most practical way I have found to wash
machine gears is to have a small, shallow
dish or a pan constructed which will fit
around the side of the mechanism base,
under the gears. With the pan in place,
while you run the machine very slowly,
flood the gears with kerosene or gasoline
from an ordinary squirt can. It, of course,
is possible to remove the mechanism
from the stand and immerse the whole
thing i,n kerosene, giving the crank several turns while the mechanism is immersed. This will very thoroughly cleanse
both the gears, bearings and the frame. If
you do this you want to be sure ad stop
up the intermittent oil hole so that no
kerosene will run into the movement.
A light oil, such as used for oiling the
projector bearings, is not suitable for gear
lubrication. Automobile cylinder oil, bicycle chain grease, automobile cup grease
is very much better to use when you want
to lubricate the gears of your machine. I
know of some projectionists who have
beeswax for lubricating the gears, and I
have really found this to be very good myself.
Remember that the oil well of your projector should at least be emptied at the
end of one hundred and fifty hours' run.
PROCESS FOR STRENGTHENING
AND SAVING FILM
A new method for strengthening film
has just reached the market. It consists
of a double band of very strong, thin
thread which is woven into both edges of
the film.
It is specially sujted for advertising machines which require a continuous strip of
film, which is run for long periods ot
time. The chief problem of such machines
has been to obtain film stock which is
strong enough to stand the wear and tear.
The thread strengthening process seems
to supply this need.
The process can also be used to save old
film which would ordinarily be junked.
Henry Bollman, 67 West 44th street.
New York City, has the exclusive sales
agency.
Have You
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209 West 48th St.
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an Equipment
or Accessory
Service for
Exhibitors?
A Classified
Ad Will Bring
It to Their
Notice and
Help Move the
Merchandise
Off Your
Shelves.

The Brenkert Light Projection Company
of Detroit have a dissolving spotlight that
has been attracting considerable attention
from exhibitors interested in soft and flood
service by easy means of operation.
The Brenkert "3 C" as it is called, can
be used for almost every requirement, and is
made in volume of from 25 to 100 ampers.
This spotlight renders brilliant flood lighting
with a crispy white spot. Its improved features are built in framing and dowser shutter.
SPECIAL ILLUMINATING IDEAS
Kliegel Brothers of New York offer the
exhibitors a varied assortment of electric sign
devices, either in suspension effect from a
marquee, or built into a wall. They have a
service for co-operating with architects
when theatre projects are intended.
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Rates, 2 cents a word. Cash with copy
CAMERA EXCHANGE
Iklotion Pictures made to order. Commercial, Home
or Industrial. We have excellent facilities, and the
test cameramen. Our price 20c per foot. Ruhy
Film Cempany, 727 Seventh Avenue. New York.
Motion
Picture and
"Still"lights
Cameras
rented,
and
exchanged.
Portable
for sale
and sold
for
rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.
THEATRE FOR SALE
I
Movie and Vaudeville House for sale. Newport
News, Va. Seats 9-00, population 40,000. Complete
ready to open. For colored people. Free and
clear. Terms easy, price $25,000. Chas. A. Heifer,
507 West 140th Street. New York, N. Y.
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iSTHt Statiohery OF THE Screen

TWENTY- EjtHT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT
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CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MARQUEES SHIPPER IN EASILY
ERECTED SECTIONS
The Edwards Manufacturing Company of
Cincinnati, reputed
to beroofing,
the world's
largestin
manufacturers
of metal
specialize
a sheet metal covering for marquees and
canopies.
The service rendered by this concern to
its clients consists of shipping complete or
in easily erected sections, marquees made of
galvanized iron or copper. These are made
in the massive, ornamental appearance of cast
iron,
lated. or in other designs as specially stipuBalconies, cornices, theatre fronts, signs,
skylights, walls and ceilings are among other
of the many standardized products handled by
the Cincinnati firm.
* * IMPROVEMENT
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